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INTRODUCTION

"There are few places
Asia, which present a more
of the Punjab. It has, from
more movement, more life
presents to us a series of

in the world, and certainly very few in the continent of
entrancing field for historical research than the Province
the beginning of time, been the scene of more changes,
than any part of India, and its long and varied history
most interesting fields for research and discussions."

Secretary to the State of India, Mr. E. D. Maclagan, who later on became
governor of the Punjab said these worlds in his address to the first annual meeting
of the Punjab Historical Society. The proposal to start the Society was originally
brought forward by Dr. Ph. Vogel, Mr. I. P. Thompson and Mr. A. C. Woolner.
Quite a large number of scholars and historians immediately joined the Society
as if the proposal gave an expression to a feeling which already existed in their
minds. Sir Louis Dane, K.C.I.E., Lieutinent, Governor of the Punjab became the
patron of the Society. The main object of the Society was to discover new sources
of information about the history of Punjab, and to test and observe the meaning
of information which already existed. The Society had in view the character of other
Scientific and Literary societies in England and other parts of India. As a Historical
Society it aimed at providing opportunities to its members of meeting each other
and to observe the ways and methods through which they individually approach
the same subject, and to ascertain, how far they could give and receive from each
other, to complete their research and get support for their theories. The following
quotation from the presidential address of Mr. Maclagan further explains the aims
and objects of the Society.

" I t is not our object merely to meet together to tell each other pleasant stories.
We do not want history which makes no attempt to quote its authorities, nor do
we want long and confused relations of facts which lead us nowhere. We want, in
the first place, an introduction in its widest to original authorities; and we want,
in the second place, such compilations or explanations as may serve to elucidate the
confused mass of facts which forms the basis of our local or provincial history."
"As regards the investigation of authorities, I hope that this Society will
succeed in bringing to light, or in bringing into use, a number of interesting and
useful documents. There are many such in the libraries or among the business
records of the old families in this Province, and I hope that those of us who have
access to such sources of information will do their best to bring them to light,
whether they consist in old books, or old maps, or old pictures, or whatever it may
be which may serve as an original source of information."

"We are a Historical Society, and history is a wide word. We shall ourselves
take it in a wide sense, and shall no doubt trench upon various allied forms of
enquiry. Like other similar Societies we shall of course avoid anything in the shape
of controversial politics or religion, but we shall stray from time to time and within
reasonable limits in the realms of numismatics, epigraphy, ethnology, topography
and other kindred subjects. We shall not, I hope, confine outselves to the preparation of documents or even to discussion in a room around a table, and I trust that
it may be possible at moderate intervals to arrange for personally conducted parties
of our members at centres of interest in the Province to see old buildings and old
historical sites under the guidance of those who have the time and knowledge to
investigate these sites, and are kind enough to communicate their knowledge to
others."

The meetings of the Punjab Historical Society used to be held at Lahore
and Simla. A look at the reports and proceedings included in this volume
(3rd Section) clearly show that renowned scholars and historians attended these
meetings and presented articles which are remarkably valuable and important
for the students of history. Most of the articles printed in the journal were read
in the meetings o f the Society, and the subject was discussed by the members
present. The first issue of the Journal is dated 1911, but it came out in 1912. It
was published twice in an year and its publication continued for almost a decade.
With a gap of about fifteen years the Punjab University Historical Society started
publishing its Journal, which incorporated the Punjab Historical Society.
This collection of articles selected from the Journal of the Punjab Historical
Society was previously published in three volumes, and it is now being presented
to the readers in one volume. It will be of immence interest to read about the
condition of some very important monuments of Lahore, in different periods of

history, which forms the opening section of the book. More articles included in this
volume are related to the History, Archaeology, Culture and Folklore of Punjab
(2nd and 4th Section). These articles are written by such renowned scholars, among
others, as J. Ph. Vogel, J. P. Thompson, Miles Irving, R. B. Whitehead, Sheikh
Abdul Qadir, Sita Ram Kohli, P. Sheo Narain and Grahame Bailey. Some writings
in this book, about the Mughal period of Indian History (5th Section) are of great
importance, as they describe quite unconventional aspects of social conditions
and cultural life of the people under the great Mughals. The last section consists
upon a few studies on historiography of the Indian Sub-Continent. Other material
includes miscellaneous notes on a number of subjects and book reviews.
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Historical N o t e s on t h e L a h o r e Fort.

1

BY
J. P H . VOGEL, P H . D .
[Paper read—April 7, 1911.]

The palace of the Great-Mujhals at Lahore does not enjoy as great a celebrity as
those of Agra, Fatehpur-Sikri and Delhi. I t should be remembered that Lahore was
only a secondary capital of the Mughal empire. In the eighteenth century it was hardly
2
used as a royal residence, though we may assume that the Governors of the Panjab
resided in it. From the time of the Afghan invasions the kings of Delhi lost all influence in this province. For a short period the splendour of sovereignty was revived
within the ancient walls, when Ran jit Singh united the scattered Sikh forces in his
powerful hand and made Lahore his capital (1799). The death of the Lion of Lahore
(1839) was soon followed by the annexation of the Panjab (1849), aad from that time
*

the Fort was garrisoned by British troops.
Though most people will agree with Bernier that the palace of Lahore does not
display the same magnificence as those of Agra and Delhi, it possesses no small
amount of interest both architectural and historical. Whereas the Delhi palace—
• save a few insignificant additions of the nineteenth century—was entirely built on one
plan and at one time, and consequently excels by unity and clearness of composition, it
does not exhibit that curious variety of style noticeable in the Lahore buildings,
which were commenced by Akbar, continued by Jahangir, and completed by Shahjahan, and which comprise a few remnants of the ephemeral Sikh rule.
The early-Mughal edifices built of profusely sculptured red sandstone are distinguished by features of Hindu architecture—such as brackets with figures of ele*

phants and lions, and friezes of peacocks which are characteristic of the tolerant rule
of Akbar and Jahangir. The magnificent Shah-jahan indulges in the use of white
marble adorned in the Tuscan fashion with floral designs of agate, cornelian, and lapis
lazuli.
3
The only portion of the Fort which may be ascribed to Aurangzeb is the gate
facing the Hazurt Bagh and the Badgjiahl Masjid, or Imperial Mosque3 which was
built by the same emperor. The later Mughals do not seem to have contributed to
l The author intends to publish these notes together with architectural descriptions of the individual buildings in
the form of a guide book. In abbreviated form they have been published in the Journal of Indian Art for April 1911.
* When Shah 'Alarn Bahadur Shah stayed at Lahore in A.D. 1711-12, he was encamped on the bank of the Ravi.
Cf. Valentijn, Oud en Nieuw Oost-Indien (Amsterdam 1726), Vol. IV, p. 282 ff.
H The pavilion known as Naulakha has been ascribed to Aurangzeb, but without authority.
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the Lahore palace. The few additions due to Ran jit Singh and his short-reigned
successors are easily recognizable by their gaudy and barbaric splendour. I t must,
however, be admitted that, though their attempts at embellishing the Mughal palace
have had the contrary effect, there is here no evidence of that vandalism which in
the days of Sikh rule spoiled so many a venerable monument in the neighbourhood
of Lahore.
The historical associations of the Lahore Fort will be best remembered in the
course of a detailed account of the various buildings which it contains. But first it
will be necessary to review the literary sources from which we derive our knowledge.
The European travellers who had occasion to visit Lahore in the course of the
seventeenth century do not contribute much to our knowledge of the Mughal palace and
its buildings. In general their note: on Lahore are lamentably brief, as compared
with what we know from the same source regarding the Delhi and Agra Forts. It is
true that William Finch, who spent several months of the years 1610 and 1611 at Lahore,
devotes some pages to a description of this city in which the palace is treated with con1
siderable detail. Buthis account does notconveyaclear ideaofthe various courts (most
of which are no longer traceable) and of their relative position. Finch dwells on
certain pictures representing Jahanglr, with his ancestors and nobles, among which he
notes a picture of Christ and one of the Virgin Mary. These pictures have, wrongly I
believe, been identified with the tile-mosaics on the Fort wall.
Here it will be sufficient to add that Finch's description of the city of Lahore
and of the palace which it contains has been copied fir^t by Joannes de Laet (in Latin
translation) and subsequently by Sir Thomas Herbert—by the latter in an abbreviated
2
and partly corrupted form. Thevenot in his turn seems to have copied Herbert.
From these two authors it would appear as if the Fort of Lahore had twelve gates,
three on the side of the town and nine towards the country. But a perusal of the
corresponding passage of Finch will show that in speaking of " t h e c a s t l e ' ' he mean's
the fortified city. The twelve gates in question are consequently the city gates which
are preserved, some in name alone, up to the present day.
Manucci who was settled at Lahore for some time as a successful " F a r a n g i ctoct o r " has left us a chapter on the origin and description of that city, but does not include the palace in his account. Elsewhere he makes occasional mention of the
Lahore Fort, but considering his opportunities, the information he supplies is remarkably futile.
Francois Bernier/ the physician of Aurangzeb, who has left us such an accurate
1 Purchas his pilgrimes, Vol. IV, p . 52 ff. Finch arrived at Lahore on the 18th August 1611 (p. 51), and was there
still on the 17th May 1610 (p. 58).
2 Joannes de Laet, De imperio Magni Mogolis sive India vera commentarius e variis awtoribus congestus.
Lugduni
Batavornm [L'iden] 163 r. T. Herbert, Some years' travels into Afrtca and Asia the Great, especially describing the famous
empires of Persia and Indostant.
London, 1638. The Travels of Monsieur de Thevenot into the Levant.
London, 1687,
Part I I I , p. 60. Latif (Lahore, p. 119), in quoting Herbert wrongly, says t h a t the latter visited Lahore in 1626. T h e
^ u t h is that Herbert never visited Lahore at all.
Manucci, Storia do Mogor, transl. by W. Irvine, Vol. I I , p. 185: cf. Latif, Lahore, p. 85.
«s (Amsterdam, 1699), Vol. I I , p. 156.
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and lively description of the Delhi palace, despatches t h a t of Lahore in only a few
lines, though he stayed for more than two months in this town on his way to
l
Kashmir (1663). Tavernier gives nothing but a resume of Bernier's account of the
capital of the Panjab.
The narratives of European writers who visited Lahore during the Sikh period
2
are hardly more satisfactory. Dr. J. M Honigberger who resided at Lahore as physician of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, and must have known the locality very well, has
published a view of the citadel of Lahore, to which is added a brief explanatory note
with the names of some of the buildings in and round the Fort. The traveller William
3
Moorcroft who viewed the city of Lahore on the 13th May 1820, under the guidance
of the Governor Faqir Nuru-d-din, devotes a page to the Fort, in which he gives a
general idea of the aspect of the palace during Sikh rule. " Ranjit Singh/', he says,
" has cleared away some of the rubbish, and has repaired or refitted some of the
ruined buildings of Jehangir and Shahjehan ; but his alterations have not ahvays been
made with good feeling or taste.'' He was the first to notice the tile-decoration on
the Fort wall.
I may note here that we possess an excellent map of the Lahore Fort in the Sikh
period. The original which belonged to the late Faqir Qamru-d-din, son of Faqir
4
Nuru-d din, just mentioned, has been copied and reproduced several times.
It is strange that, even since the British occupation afforded better opportunities for the study of the Lahore palace, the subject has received so little attention.
5
Mr. J. H. Thornton included a brief description of the Fort in his handy guide-book
of Lahore. He fully recognized the importance of the tile-decoration on the Fort
wall as by far the most remarkable feature of the palace. But for the rest his
account, which is mainly based on local tradition, is insufficient both as regards the
architecture and history of the buildings.
Muhammad Latif * in his work on the antiquities of Lahore adds very little to
Mr. Thornton's description. He consulted, it is true, native historians, but did not
utilize them to the extent he might have done. In quoting Sir Thomas Herbert, he
changed both spelling and wording of the passage and drew wrong conclusions from
it. In Jahangir's inscription in the Fort he read the year as A.H. 1007 instead of
•

1027.

I t is gratifying that, whereas the narratives of European travellers and writers
fail to do justice to the Lahore palace, we possess some very full and remarkably
accurate notices in the works of Muhammadan historians of the seventeenth century.
1
2
1852),
8
1841),

Six Voyages (Paris, 1678), Vol. I I , p. 64.
Friichte aus dem Morgenlande (Vienna, 185 1), pp. 585f. English transl. Thirty-five years in the East (London,
Vol. I , p. 198.
W. Moorcroft and G. Trebeck, Travels ni the Himalayan provinces of Hindustan and the Punjab, etc. ( L o n d o n
Vol. I, p. 104.

* Cole, Preservation of National Monuments,
Journal of Indian Art, Vol. VI (1896). India: photographs
ings of historical buildings (London, 1896), No. 77. The plan was traced in 1883 in Major Cole's Office.
5 Lahore (Lahore, 1876), p p . 53 — 58.
6
Lahore: its history, architectural remains and antiquities (Lahore, 1892), p p . 119—127.
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I note particularly the Badshah Namah by Mulla Abdu-l-Hamid, and the <Amal-isalih by Muhammad Salih. Both these authors were citizens of Lahore. The passages
relating to the Lahore Fort, from these and other works, have been collected and discussed with much judgment by Maulwi Nur Bakhsh in an able paper published in the
1
first Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India. In the light of these
contemporaneous accounts several statements of later writers have had to be corrected
or modified.
The researches of Nur Bakhsh have enabled us to make a clear distinction between the early Mughal buildings raised by Akbar and Jahangir and those added by
Shah-jahan.
The Fort contains two Persian inscriptions, relating to these two building
periods. One dated in the twelfth year of Jahangir's reign or A.H. 1027 (A.D. 161718) records the completion of the early-Mughal palace by Ma'mur Khan. It has been
rendered : " In the twelfth year of the blessed accession of His Imperial Majesty, the
shadow of God, a Solomon in dignity, a Kayomars in state, an Alexander in arms,
the asylum of the Caliphate, the Emperor Nuru-d-din Jahangir, the son of the
Emperor Jalalu-d-dm [Akbar], the Champion of the Faith, corresponding to A.H.
1027 [A.D. 1617-18], the building of this auspicious palace was completed under the
superintendence of his most humble disciple and slave—the devoted servant Ma'mur
Khan."
The second inscription painted over the Elephant Gate (Hathi Pol) is dated in
the fourth year of Shah-jahan or A.H. 1041 (A.D. 1631-32), and contains the praise
of the Shah Burj or Royal Tower completed in that year. I t runs as follows:
" T h e king, a Jamshed in dignity, a Solomon in grandeur, a Saturn in state,
' ' Who has carried the banners of his glory beyond the sky and the sun,
2
" T h e second Lord of Constellation, Shah Jahan, to whom in justice and
generosity Nausherwan is no equal nor Afredun a peer,
"Ordered a Royal Tower (Shah Burj) to be erected which, for its immense
height,
" Is like the Divine Throne beyond imagination and conception,
" I n purity, height, elegance and airiness, such a tower
" Has never appeared from the castle of the sky, nor will.
" T h e sincere servant and faithful disciple, 'Abdul- 1-Karim,
" After the completion of the building devised this date :
•

•

•

,

•

•

•

1

*

" F o r ever like the fortune of this king, a Jamshed in arms,
3
" May this auspicious lofty tower remain safe from destruction.
yy
" A . H . 1041, the 4th year of the Accession.
*

Nur Bakhsh has rightly pointed out that this Shah Burj" is no other than the Saman
Burj which occupies the north-west corner of the Fort. This is.evident from the very
*

^

^

_

_

_

_

^

_

_

—

—

_

*

_

_

^

• * Archaological Survey of India. Annual Report 1902-03 (Calcutta 1904), pp. 218—224.
4
Sahib-Qirdn, i.e. One born under an auspicious conjunction of Jupiter and Venus; a fortunate and invincible
king. It is t h e title of Amir Timur. The Emperor Shah-jahan is entitled Sahibiqiran-i-Sani, i.e., the second Amir
Timur.
3 Public Inscriptions at Lahore, J.A.S.B.,
Vol. X X V I I , pp. 310, 312 : I,atif, Lahore, p. 121.
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accurate description of this part of the palace given by Abdu-l-HamId in his BadShah Namah. The assumption that the inscription refers to some other tower which
has disappeared is, therefore, to be rejected.
The plan of the Shah Burj had been executed by Yamlnu-d-daulah Asif Khan,
who had been appointed governor of Lahore in the year 1625. Besides this building
Shah-jahan erected the large hall of the Diwan-i-'amm, for which he had issued
orders in the first year of his reign.
v
Muhammad Salih mentions that in 1633 Shah-jahan ordered the construction of
a new Ghusl-Khanah and Khwabgah under the superintendence of Wazir Khan, the
Physician and Governor of Lahore, whose name is best known in connection with the
magnificent mosque which he founded in that city.
We read again in the Badshah Namah that in November 1644 the Emperor inspected a marble edifice, overlooking the river Ravi, which had recently been completed
and was probably one of the two buildings ordered eleven years before. I presume
that it is the same as the marble pavilion known as Chhoti Khwabgah.
I t will be seen from the plan here published that the Lahore Fort has roughly
the shape of a rectangle measuring 1250 by 1100 feet, The main gates are in the
centre of the west and east walls . A glance at the plan will show that the orientation of the western gate is not in agreement with that of the Fort and the buildings
which it contains. The position of the gate is evidently determined by that of the
Hazuri Bagh enclosure, which in its turn must have been built in connection with the
Imperial Mosque or Badshah! Masjid of Aurangzeb. There can belittle doubt that the
Hazuri Bagli enclosure, was constructed as a fore-court to the Mosque and at the same
time as a link between the Mosque and the Palace. Latlf may be right in saying that
originally it served the purpose of a sarai and was only made into a garden by
Ran jit Singh. The well-known baradarl in the centre, built from the spoils of
Muhammadan tombs, is certainly a monument of the famous Sikh soldier-king who
1
often held his darbar in it.
Latif calls the western gate to the Fort the Akbarl Darwazah, and asserts that it
was built by and named after the Emperor Akbar. But from what has been remarked
above it follows that this gate cannot be anterior to the Imperial Mosque, which
was built in A.D. 1673. The style also points to some such date. The name HazCri
Bagh Darwazah seems, therefore, more appropriate. The eastern gate which leads
2
into the City is called Masti Darwazah or " G a t e of Intoxication."
Since the British occupation both the main gates have been bricked up, and sole
access to the fortress is gained through a postern dating from the year 1853, behind
which rises the gorgeously decorated Hathi Pol or Elephant Gate. I t once formed a
private entrance to the apartments occupied by the emperor and his ladies. At
1 Honigberger, op. cit., p . 586, No. 8.
* According to the information received from an old mistri, these gates were kuown in Sikh times as Muktevali
Deori and Ratnevali Deori from the Jamadars Mukta and R a t n a who were in command of the respective guards
Honigberger designates an inner and outer gate of the city by the name of Mesthi-Derwaze.
A most lively description
of the bombardment of the'Haziirl Bagh Gate by the Sikhs under Sher Singh is given in the Memoirs of Alexander
Gardner (Edinburgh and T^ondon, 1898), p. 233 fT.
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present a ramp of modern military construction leads along the back of the Moti
Masjid to the centre of the Fort. .
From the Hazuri Bagh Darwazah a curiously twisted passage led up to the
f
western entrance of the great quadrangle of the Diwan-i- amm, which measured 730 by
460 feet, and was enclosed on four sides by a range of vaulted chambers with central
gateways on the west, south and east sides. Of this large cloister nothing now remains
except the little court in front of the Pearl Mosque. The front wall of this court
formed part of the west side of the large enclosure, and still conveys some idea of its
appearance. Its destruction for military purposes is the more to be deplored by the
antiquarian, as this arcade must have been one of the oldest portions of the Lahore
*

palace. There is reason to suppose, as Nur Bakhsh has pointed out, that it existed
already in the reign of Akbar, as the number of bays shown on the map of the Sikh
period very closely agrees with that of 114 mentioned by Al Badaoni in his account
of the celebration of the New Year's day by Akbar on the 29th December 1587.
Over the entrance to the little court-yard just noted we find a white marble slab
with the inscription of Jahangir which records the completion of the palace in A.D.
1617-18 by Ma'mur Khan. This inscription—it should be noted—does not refer to
the construction of the Pearl Mosque, as Latif seems to assume. The term daulatkjianah, literally " H o u s e of Fortune,'' denotes a palace and not a mosque. The
f
palace in question consisted evidently of the large quadrangle of the Diwan-i- amm
constructed by Akbar, and the smaller square adjoining it to the north which is now
usually designated as the Quadrangle of Jahangir. These are, no doubt, the two
courts, mentioned by Sir Thomas Herbert, " pointing out two wayes; one to the
King's Durbar and Jarneo (where hee daily shewes himselfe unto his people), the other
to the Devon-Kawn or great Hall (where every eve from eight to eleven he discourses
l
with his Umbraves."
It is not evident from the available sources whether the Mot! Masjid or Pearl
Mosque belongs to the palace buildings of Akbar and Jahangir or to the later buildings of Shah-jahan. But to judge from its position adjoining Akbar's quadrangle,
the former seems most likely. Thus if would be earliest in date among the four im2
perial mosques known by that name." Like the others, it was built of white marble,
but to none seems the name "Pearl Mosque" more justly applied than to this exquisite little building which has lost nothing of its original freshness and purity. Yet
it was for many years utilized as a Government Treasury!
To adapt the building to this utilitarian purpose, the central archway had been
bricked up and closed with an iron grate secured with heavy padlocks, and the remaining four archways had been shut off by means of brick walls. One.side of the court
in front of the prayer-chamber was turned into a shed with a thatched roof resting on
iron bars, for the accommodation of the guard, and, to make assurance doubly sure,
a wooden sentry box had been placed between the marble domes.
1 Umbraves or Omerahs (as Bernier has it) is Arabic umara the plural of amir " a lord."
2 The Pearl Mosque in the Agra Fort was built by Shah-jaluin, that in the Delhi Fort by Aurangzeb, and that at
*

Mihrauli or Old Delhi (Outb) by Shah -Alam Bahadur Shah.
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In such a condition the building was found by Lord Curzon, who referred to it in
his speech delivered before the Asiatic Society of Bengal/ on the 7th February 1900,
in the following terms:—" When I was at Lahore in April last, I found the exquisite
little Moti Musjid, or Pearl Mosque, in the Fort, which was erected by Jehangir
exactly three hundred years ago, still used for the profane purpose to which it had
been converted by Ranjit Singh, viz. as a Government Treasury. The arches were
built up with brick-work, and below the marble floor hard been excavated as a cellar
for the reception of iron-bound chests of rupees. I pleaded for the restoration to its
original state of this beautiful little building, which I suppose not one visitor in a hundred
to Lahore has ever seen. Ranjit Singh cared nothing for the taste or the trophies of
his Mahomedan predecessors, and half a century of British military occupation, with
its universal paintpot, and the exigencies of the Public Works Engineer, has assisted
the melancholy decline.''
Fortunately the unsightly excrescences had not interfered with the original structure, so t h a t its restoration, ordered by Lord Curzon and carried out in the year
2
1903-4, did not present any difficulty.
Before leaving the Pearl Mosque, we should
notice the variety of ceiling construction in the various compartments of the building.
We now return to the large quadrangle. The open pillared hall which projects
into the large court from the centre of the north side is the Diwan-i-'Amm. I t has
been noted above that this building is due to Shah-jahan, who ordered its construetion in the first year of his reign at the same time with that of a similar edifice in the
Agra Fort. The Court chronicler Mulla Abdu-l-Hamld of Lahore states that during
the reigns of Akbar and Jahangir the courtiers who attended the daily public audience
of the Emperor were protected against rain and sunshine only by means of an awning.
But Shah-jahan ordered that a hall of forty pillars should be built in front of the
f
jharoka of the Daulatkhana-i-khass-o- amm. The jahroka (the jarneo of Sir Thomas
Herbert!) is the balcony on which the Emperor made his daily public appearance.
The forty-pillared hall (the ten forming the last row are in reality pilasters)
known as Dlwan-i-'amm must appeal to our curiosity as one of the first creations of
the magnificent Shah-jahan. But we feel disappointed in finding t h a t the whole
superstructure as well as the pavement is modern, whilst the red sandstone shafts do
not fit on the carved bases. Yet an interesting feature is preserved in the remnants
3
of a white marble railing which once connected the outer row of pillars. The large
platform on which the hall is raised was enclosed by a second railing of red sandstone
of which a large portion is still extant. All travellers who have witnessed the daily
court of the Great Mughal refer to these railings which separated the different classes
of nobles in attendance.
f
Though the Diwan-i- amm in its present decayed state can not boast of much
architectural beauty, it is associated with events of great historical interest. Here
Shah-jahan received in A.D. 1631 the great Persian engineer < All Mardan Khan whose
•

1 Proc. A.S.B. for February 1900, p. 62 f.
* Cf. A-S.R. for 1903-4, p. 26 f., plates X I I and X I I I .
3
I t appears t h a t this marble railing still existed in Sikh times, when the building had also a white marble paveluent covered with a carpet.
*
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skill is still admired in the imperial garden of Shalimar Bagh.
" O n the 15th of
Rajab, His Majesty, having started from the garden of Hoshiar Khan, entered the
Daulatkhanah (palace) of Lahore at a propitious hour, throwing gold and silver
throughout the way. Under orders of His Majesty, Mot'amid Khan, Mir Bakhshi or
Master of Ordnance, and Tarbiat Khan the second Bakhshi, having received 'All
Mardan Khan lip to the gate of the Khassp-'Amm, introduced him to the Emperor's
audience. The Khan, having paid his obeisance, offered His Majesty a nazar of one
thousand gold mohars, and was honoured with a khil'at, consisting of silk and embroidered clothes, a jewelled turban with aigrette, a jewelled dagger, shield and sword.
He was created an Amir with the rank of a commander of 6000, and received two
horses with embroidered saddles and four elephants with silver housings, one of the
elephants, named Koh-Shikan, " Mountain-breaker/' being remarkable for its large
size. The haveli of Itimad-ud-daulah was made over to him for a residence. Moreover, from the date of his leaving Qandahar to the day of his arrival at Lahore, all
the expenses of the way, which amounted to ten lakhs of rupees, were paid by the
State Treasury. Twenty thousand rupees were also bestowed on his servants. As
he had come fresh from a fertile and cool country, the Emperor was pleased to
appoint him to the governorship of Kashmir.''
2

The following passage from Manucci pictures us another scene which took place
in the Lahore Palace, most probably in the Diwan-i-'Amm. Manucci relates how
after the battle of Samurgarh he rejoined Dara Shikoh at Lahore.
" There I
arrived at four o'clock in the afternoon, when Prince Dara was actually seated giving
audience. Quitting the cart I threw my small wallet across my shoulder, and taking
in my hand my bow and seven arrows, I entered the palace. When my commander
Barcandas Can (Barqandaz Khan) saw me, he advanced to greet me, and after embracing me with great affection, he led me joyfully to the presence of the prince, just
as I was. There I performed the usual obeisances, and he (Dara) with exceeding
gladness exclaimed in a loud voice, ' Xabas! xabas ! (Shabash! shabash ! ) , t h a t is to
say, ' Bravo! b r a v o ! ' His eyes brimming over with tears, he turned to his officers
and said in a troubled tone: ' See, you others, the fidelity of this European Farangi
lad, who, although neither of my religion nor of my race, nor for long an eater of my
salt, having only entered my service when these wars began, came after me with such
loyalty through the midst of such dangers; while those maintained by me for so long,
and getting immense payments, with base ingratitude and utter disloyalty abandoned
me when I had need of them, just as you others have seen."
3

Manucci relates also an anecdote of the easy-going Jahanglr, who, in order to
aggravate the Mullas, ordered the casting of several pigs of solid gold which he kept
in the palace. When he awoke, he would rather see these pigs than the face of a
c<
Muhammadan. Shah-jahan had them buried in front of the royal seat in the fort(<
ress of Lahore." Manucci adds:
Many a time I sat there with the governor of
1 'Atnal-i-Salih quoted by L,atif, Lahore, p. 53 f.
* Niccolao Manucci, Sloria do Mogor, translated by William Irvine, London, 1907, Vol. I, p. 309,
3 Manucci, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 158.
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the fortress. He used to say to me that if he had the wealth then beneath his body
he would be a very rich man." I t seems probable that with the " royal s e a t " the
throne balcony in the Dlwan-i-'amm is meant, but the whole story sounds rather like
a yarn. So much is certain, that in recent excavations in front of the Diwan-i-'amm
no golden pigs came to light.
In the days of Ranjit Singh the hall of public audience was known by the name
of Takht, i.e. Throne [ room J. I t is a fact worth recording that the Sikh Raja, out of
respect for the ancient rulers/ never seated himself on the imperial throne. This
curious information I owe to the late Faqir Qamr-ud-din. I t well agrees with Latif 's
1
remark that "although Ranjit Singh [in 1799] had commenced his career as a
sovereign, he never assumed royal titles, or aspired to regal dignity. His coins do
not bear his name. He fixed his name on nothing, gave his name to nothing. The
fort he built a t Amritsar, he called Govind-garh; the garden he laid out there he
named Ram Bagh.''
2
From Honigberger's account, however, it is evident that after Ranjit Singh's
death his body lay in state in the ancient hall. That author gives a most graphic
description how in the great courtyard he met one of the four queens who were to be
m

burnt with the body of their royal husband. She was a daughter of Sansar Chand, the
Raja of Kangra, and had been married to Ranjit Singh ten years before together with
her younger sister who had since died of consumption. It was the first time that
she showed herself unveiled in public.
After the British occupation the ancient throne-hall of Shah-jahan was turned
into a barrack. The outer archways were bricked up and the building enclosed
within a verandah. A few years ago these unsightly excrescences have been removed,
but even now this barren building, silent and solitary in the midst of a dusty barrackyard, is only a skeleton of the imperial hall of Shah-jahan in the days of its splendour
when the descendant of Timur sat on the marble throne and the hall and adjoining
courtyard hung with banners and tapestry were thronged with ami) and rajas in
rich attire, the whole offering a rare spectacle of kingly magnificence.
The jharoka, which consists of a marble balcony supported on four brackets of
red-sandstone, belongs, as we saw, to Jahangir's palace. I t makes part of a rectangular building, consisting of twelve small rooms, which forms the back of the Diwan-i(
a m m , but which is earlier in date. Apparently this is the building indicated by
i
f
Abdul-Hamld as Daulat-khanah-i-khass-o- amm, unless this term is meant for the
whole row of buildings enclosing Jahangir's Quadrangle. The walls of the twelve
rooms have white marble dadoes with inlaid borders, the upper portions being
decorated with stucco ornament in relief and frescoes now covered with a thick layer
of military whitewash. The painting of the ceilings was probably done in Sikh times.
In one of the rooms we notice in the centre of the ceiling a gaudily painted sun.
r

1 Cf. Latif, Lahore, p. 81.
* Honigberger, Friichtc aits dent Morgenlande,
p. i n . (English transl., p. 97 f.) According t o Muhiu-d-dln,
T'arikah-i-Panjab,
these two ladies were daughters of Sansar Chaud, the famous K a t u c h Raja of K a n g r a , by a woman of
the Gaddi (shepherd) tribe. Ranjit Singh married t h e m at N a d a u n on the Bias in the a u t u m n of 1S29. Cf. Honigberger, op. cit., p. 61.
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Moorcroft evidently refers to this building under the name of " Diwan Khas or
private audience-hall" as " a suite of small chambers offering nothing remarkable.''
Faqlr Qamru-d-din informed me that his father Faqlr Nuru-d-din used to occupy one
of the rooms of this building. I t was in this edifice that the murder of Chet
Singh, the favourite of Kharak Singh and rival of Dhyan Singh, took place, thus
initiating the period of bloodshed and anarchy which only ended with the British
2
annexation.
From the back of the edifice just described we overlook the lesser quadrangle
apparently known in Sikh times as Akbari Mahall/ but generally attributed to
Jahangir. It belongs in any case to the early Mughal period, as is obvious from the
two rows of buildings along the east and west sides of the quadrangle which are distinguished by porticoes of red-sandstone with broad eaves supported on brackets in
which figures of elephants, lions and peacocks have been introduced. Some are,
moreover, decorated with friezes of peacocks. The two buildings at the ends of both
rows on the edge of the Fort deserve special notice.
In the middle of the Quadrangle of Jahangir there still existed in Sikh times a
square tank with fountains, enclosed by a garden, which undoubtedly made part of
the original palace. The impression which this palace garden with its surrounding
buildings must have produced may be gathered from the following passage in Jahangir's Memoirs, in which that imperial chronicler records his first visit to the Lahore
4
(
palace since its completion by Ma'mur Khan.
' On Monday the ninth of the month
of Adhar of the Ilahi era, corresponding with the 5th of Muharram, A.H. 1030 (6th
September, A.D. 1620), I rode from the garden of Momin (on the Ravi) on an elephant
called Indra, and, scattering money [as alms] went in the direction of the City.
After the lapse of three ftahars and two gharis (i.e. towards evening) of that day, I
entered the palace in an auspicious and approved hour, and found a joyful and blessed
lodging in the buildings recently completed under the superintendence of Ma'mur
Khan. Without ceremony I may say that these are delightful buildings and charming abodes, extremely fine and faultless, all painted and sculptured, and embellished
by the labour of rare masters. The smiling green gardens with various kinds of
flowers and sweet scents are eye-captivating.
(<

From head to foot how sweet, turn where I please!
f
Soft glances at my heart cry, Take thy ease/ "
Unfortunately these rows of buildings are now used to accommodate Supply and
Transport subordinates and have been disfigured to fit their present use. What is
worse, they have been cut through in various places. That such a measure was
required for military purposes it is difficult to believe. The building on the northeast corner is used as a Roman Catholic chapel.
1

Travels, Vol. I , p ^ i o s .

* An account of the murder of Chet Singh by an eye-witness is given in the Memoirs
burgh and London, 1898, p. 216 ff.

of Alexander

Gardner,

Edin-

3 Faqlr Qamru-d-din indicated this group of buildings by t h a t name. But on the old map a rectangular quadrangle (now demolished) north-west of the Masti Darwazah is called Akbari Mahall.
• The inscription gives A H . 1027 (A.D. 1617-18) as the year of t h e completion. Shah-jahan inspected the buildfirst on the 12th October, A.D. 1619.
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The German traveller Captain Leopold von Orlich' gives the description of an
evening fete in the Lahore palace on the 9th January 1843 during the short reign of
Sher Singh. The "Garden court" where his '' fairy scene'' is laid was undoubtedly
the Quadrangle of Jahangir, as is evident both from its position north of the big
quadrangle of the Diwan-i-'amm and from the mention of the square marble reservoir
with numerous fountains.
" At five o'clock in the afternoon/' he writes, " one of the chief courtiers arrived,
to escort us to the winter palace. We went as usual on our elephants, rode through
Hasuree Bagh, turned to the left through a large double gate into the quadrangle
of the citadel, through a passage twenty feet high, northwards through a second gate
into a small courtyard, and thence through a third gate into the garden-court. We
now alighted from our elephants, and were led by the prince, by a short flight of
steps, into a small apartment surrounded by piazzas and covered with carpets and
Kashmir shawls.
Here, surrounded by his courtiers, the Maharaja was awaiting our arrival, and
invited us to rest ourselves. I t was already quite dark, and, from the bright reflection of light, which increased more and more at one side, we inferred that some extraordinary festivity was being prepared for us. A messenger soon announced that
all was ready for our reception, and the Maharaja conducted us by a flight of marble
steps to the fountain and the state apartments: here a fairy scene, admirably described in the Thousand-and-One Nights, burst upon our view.
A square marble reservoir, containing numerous fountains, in the centre of which
stood a colossal silver peacock with outspread tail, and surrounded by parterres of
the choicest flowers, formed the refrigeratory. It was enclosed on two sides by
lofty walls ornamented with little turrets, while the two others displayed open
vaulted marble chambers, supported by angular columns and decorated with draperies
of the most splendid and costly Kashmir. The whole was illuminated with innumerable lamps and lights, interspersed with devices, burning suns, mills, wheels, etc. etc.
and the most brilliant fireworks.''
I may mention that an old Sikh mistri, whom I once met in the Lahore Fort,
spoke to me of a wonderful bird which he remembered to have seen in the garden of
Jahanglr's Quadrangle. Presumably he was thinking of the silver peacock mentioned
by Captain von Orlich.
The garden which once occupied the centre of this quadrangle has given place
to some ugly structures. I t is devoutly to be hoped that some day all modern additions which now disfigure Jahanglr's Quadrangle may be removed and the oldest part
of the Lahore palace restored to a semblance of its former state.
Before leaving the group of early Mughal buildings, we note in the centre of the
river front a large building which on the map is indicated as Khwab-gah, i.e. Sleeping
Room. To distinguish it from Shah-jahan's building of the same name, it is usually
called Ban Khwab-gah or Greater Sleeping-hall. The present building seems to
• L. von Orlich, Travels in India including Sinde and the Punjab.
Vol I, p. 223 f.

Translated from the German.

London 1845,
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belong to the Sikh period and does not possess any architectural beauty. I t is, however, highly probable that it occupies the place of the Private Audience Hall or
" Diwan-Khanah—the " Devon-Kawn " which, according to Sir Thomas Herbert,
1
stood in the second of the two courts.
Between the Ban Khwab-gah and the building used as a Roman Catholic chapel
there is a pavilion apparently of Sikh origin and now closed in by modern structures.
To the west of the Khwab-gah there was a similar pavilion now demolished but shown
on the old map. Here it was that Dilip (vulgo Dhuleep) Singh, the last Raja of the
Panjab, was born.
The large and plain building, north-east of the Diwan-i-'amm, now used as a
Subsidiary (i.e. Summer) Hospital, is ascribed to Sher Singh. I t is said that it was
originally four stories high.
The buildings to the west of Jahangir's Quadrangle form a second group due to
his son and successor Shah-jahan. They are distinguished from the early Mughal
palace by a greater costliness of material and richness of decoration, the carved red
sandstone being replaced by white marble inlaid with mosaics of coloured stones.
At the same time they do not display the grandness of design peculiar to the two
large quadrangles of Akbar and Jahangir and lack the charm of the Hindu element
introduced in the earlier buildings.
Adjoining Jahangir's Quadrangle to the west there is a small court still occupied
by a garden which has lately been laid out again in the formal style of the Mughal
period. The centre is marked by a marble platform which contains a water reservoir.
On this platform there stood in the days of Sikh rule a pavilion (baradari) of gilt
silver which is said to have been sold by auction in 1849. I t appears t h a t the path•

ways were once paved with white marble, which was utilized for the church of Mian
Mir (now Lahore Cantonments). Along the pathways are remnants of railings.
To the north of this garden we notice an open marble pavilion, indicated on the
Sikh map by the name of Khwab-gah. To distinguish it from the building of the
same name in Jahangir's Quadrangle, it is usually designated as Chhoti Khwab-gah
" t h e lesser Sleeping-room.'' This was probably one of the two buildings, the construction of which Shah-jahan ordered in A.D. 1633. But whether it represents the
Ghusl-khanah or the Khwab-gah mentioned by Muhammad Salih, it is impossible to
decide. It is true that in Sikh times it was known by the latter name. But the
name may easily have become changed, since the Mughal emperors or their governors
had ceased to occupy the Lahore palace.
(
I t deserves notice t h a t Abdu-l-Hamid, in his description of the Shah Burj, includes an apartment which was used as the emperor's sleeping room. The so-called
Chhoti Khwab-gah, on account of its secluded position, seems to be better suited for the
purpose of a Private Council Chamber. For this is the real meaning to be attached
f
to the term Ghusl-khanah. According to Abdu-1-Hamid this name had come into use
under Akbar, but was changed into Daulatkhana-i-khass by Shah-jahan. We find,
1 Honigberger, op. cit., p. 586, speaks also of the " Chabga (Ort zum Schlafen) " as being situated at the back of
M
the " Tacht
which, as we saw, is another term for the Diwan-i-'nmm.
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however, that Bernier still speaks of the Diwan-i-khass as Gosel-kanay, i.e. Ghusulkhanah.
The so-called Chhoti Khwab-gah is an elegant, open pavilion of white marble
supported on five rows of five pillars carrying scalloped arches. The archways on the
north side are closed with pierced screens. An eave supported on brackets runs
along the four sides of the building. The roof has a parapet with marble facing decorated with a graceful border of pietra dura. The interior is paved with variegated
marbles and the centre is occupied by a fountain-basin scalloped out and inlaid with
semi-precious stones. Most of the inlay, however, has disappeared.
After the annexation this building was used as a garrison church. The open
archways were closed with canvas and the pierced marble screens and fountain were
filled with concrete. In 1882 Major H. H. Cole, Curator of Ancient Monuments,
recommended that the Chhoti Khwab-gah should be cleared of its church fittings. But
it was not until twenty years afterwards that, at the instance of Lord Curzon, this
edifice also was restored. Its restoration was not as easy as that of the Moti Masjid
as it was found necessary to dismantle and rebuild all the columns. I t was, moreover,
f
provided wi b a marble ceiling which, though perhaps not belonging to the original
1
design, seemed most in harmony with its general appearance.
Looking down from the Khwab-gah we notice at the foot of the Fort wall a
ruined structure which on the Sikh map is called Arzgah, whereas Mr. Thornton
(
refers to it as ' the Arz-begi where the omra or nobles of the court assembled in the
2
morning to receive the Emperor's commands."
The term 'arz-begi, however, can
only mean " an officer who reads letters and representations to a king. " The word
'arz-gah appears to be a more suitable term.
Opposite the Chhoti Khwab-gah, on the south side of the gafden, is a building
with a marble fa$ade, the former use of which is unknown. I t contains three chambers and had a projecting portico which has ruthlessly been cut off, apparently within
the last sixty years. On the Sikh map it is designated as ''marble baradari."
The term baradari is not very appropriate, as it means an open pavilion with three
archways on each of the four sides, making a total of twelve (Hindi bar a) doorways
(Persian dar).
*

The next court is called Khil'at-khanah on- the map, which indicates that—in
Sikh times at least—distinguished courtiers, nobles and ambassadors were here invested with the robe of honour (Persian khil'at). On the south side of this court
were the royal baths (Hatnmani-i-badshahi) known in Sikh times by the name of
Sheron-vala Hammam on account of the spouts in the shape of lions' heads, such
as still may be seen in Sher Singh's Hammam. On the opposite side there exists a
small marble pavilion with Bengali roof now enclosed in the quarters of the coml A.S.R.

for 1904-5, p . 22, plate V.
*

* William Finch (Purchas his pilgrimes, Vol. IV, p. 7.3) refers to this custom in his account of the Agra palace where
a similar structure once existed. " The fourth G a l e , " he says, " is to the River called the Dersane, leading into a
faire Court extending alongst the River, in which the King lookes forth every morning at Sun-rising, which he salutes,
*nd then his Nobles resort to their Tessillam. Right under the place where he lookes out, is a kind of scaffold whereon
his Nobles stand, but the Addees with others away below in the Court."
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manding officer and used as a bathroom. On the Sikh map it is indicated by the
<(
name of Hall of Perfumes/' perhaps a rendering of Khas khanah.
In the south-west corner of the square there is a small building which was once
a mosque used by the ladies of the Harem. I t is said to have been a beautiful little
edifice, but is now used as a stable and would be irrecognizable but for its prayer
niche (mihrab) in the west wall.
Before leaving the Khil'at khanah, we must note a large building used as a
military hospital. I t was erected by Rani Chand Kaur, the wife of Kharak Singh
the imbecile son and successor of Ranjit Singh. x\fter her husband's and Nau Nihal
Singh's death she attempted to assume the sovereignty, but her design was frustrated
by the minister Dhyan Singh and his protege Sher Singh. At their instigation
apparently, the unfortunate Rani was murdered by her maid-servants, who dashed
1
her brains out with bricks while she was asleep.
We now enter a smaller court, in which we notice a gate of white marble which
occupies the centre of its southern enclosure. The north-west corner of the square is
occupied by an open pavilion which dates from the reign of Ranjit Singh and was
used by him as a kachahrl or court of justice. Its general appearance is not ungraceful, but its Sikh origin is clearly indicated by certain details such as the combination
of white marble and red sandstone brackets, and that of marble trellis screens with
r$d sandstone posts (Arabic mutakka) in the ornamental railing which is placed on
the roof of the building. The curious frescoes on the north wall, relating to the
legend of Krishna, are evidently the work of one of Ranjit Singh's court-painters.
These frescoes, though comparatively recent, are the most pleasing specimens of
pictorial art found in the Lahore Fort and contrast strongly with the crude work
found in the adjoining Shah Burj. In the central panel Krishna, recognizable from
his blue complexion and saffron-coloured robe, is celebrating the Holl festival with
his frolicsome playmates, the merry cowherd-maidens of Braj. Some are making
music and some besprinkle each other with coloured water and powder. Two gopis
are shown in the act of filling their squirts (pichkara) in a tank, while baskets full of
red powder stand behind. Krishna himself meets his beloved Radha under a pavilion
on the banks of the Jamna which is gay with crowded boats.
The right-hand panel displays another sportive scene. The centre is occupied
2
by a huge whirligig—such as still may be seen at Hindu fairs —with four swing-boxes,
in one of which Krishna is seated with two female companions. To the left are two
girls standing on a swing attached to the branch of a huge mango tree. To the right
two others are swinging round with hands joined. A town, a herd of cattle, some
1 Honigberger, op. cit., p. 117 (English transl., p. 105). According to Faqir Qamru-d-din the murder of Chand Kaur
happened in this very building (cf. also Murray's Guide-book). But Latif holds t h a t she had retired to the Haveli of Nau
Nihal Singh (now the Victoria Girls' School) in the city, where she met her fate.
2
The traveller George Forster noticed such a machine at a fair near Buddo (Bhadu), which he visited on the n t h
April 1783. 4< Among the diversions of the d a y , " he says, , ( I observed the wheel with boxes suspended from its rim,
of common use in the southern parts of India, for whirling round those who are disposed to make such aerial circuits.
More than once have I taken my seat in one of those whirligigs, and can assure you that the entertainment, though
not of a sober kind, has its pleasures; and what is more than you can say of many a pleasure, it sets you down where it
took you up."—Journey frmn Mental to England, Vol. 1, p 236 f. (2nd ed.), Vol. I, p. 272 f.
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peacocks and a yogi squatting on a tiger-skin in front of a shrine, supply the accessories.
The left-hand panel shows Krishna again with a file of gdpis playing on various
musical instruments.
The wall which separates this court from the adjoining Saman Burj square was
erected by Ranjit Singh. The two were originally one court separated by a marble
railing, the same apparently which now stands on the top of Ranjit Singh's
kachahri.
We have now reached the last court which occupies the north-west corner of the
palace and is known by the name of Saman Burj. The word saman is an abbrevia1
tion of Arabic musamman meaning octagonal. I t will be noticed that the Shish
Mahall is indeed built on a semi-octagonal plan. The appellation Saman Burj, however, dates only from the Sikh period, whereas the original name was Shah Burj or
Royal Tower.* This is evident from a passage in the Badshah Namah in which
'Abdu-1-Hamid gives a very accurate description of the buildings now known as
Saman Burj. Thus there cannot be the slightest doubt that the inscription over the
Hathi Pol, which records the completion of the Shah Burj in the 4th year of Shahjahan's reign or A.D. 1631-32, refers to the same group of buildings. I t will be
seen in the sequel that the gate over which the inscription is placed, provides direct
access to the Saman Burj by means of a twisted flight of steps and through the
marble gateway noticed in the adjoining courtyard. I t was the private entrance to
the imperial palace.
In his account of the Shah Burj the court chronicler notices first of all the large
hall, now known as Shish Mahall, which occupies the north side of the square. I t
was here that on the 26th December 1846 the treaty of Lahore was ratified by Sir
Henry (afterwards Lord) Hardinge, the grandfather of the present Viceroy, and that
in March 1849 the sovereignty of the Panjab was assumed by the British Government,
as is recorded on a tablet let into the wall. As noticed above, it is built on a semioctagonal plan. Its longest side, facing the square, has a row of double pillars of inlaid white marble forming five archways surmounted by aneave of the same material.
Interiorly the spandrels over the arches are decorated with pietra dura which has
marvellously escaped the vandals who have mutilated this kind of work wherever it
is found. The graceful vine pattern over the two outer arches deserves special notice.
The main room, a rectangular hall of noble dimensions, has a dado of white marble,
while the upper portion of the walls and the ceiling are decorated with a mosaic of
1 I do not know who is responsible for the wrong translation of Saman Bur] as Jasmine Tower (probably so
named from the absence of jasmines like lucus a non lucendo ! ), but unfortunately this term has found ready acceptance
in all guide-books, whence it will not be easy to eject it. I t is true that Persian saman means " jasmine. "
Honigber;
ger derives " Somun-burdsch " from somun * hot wind " and burdsch " t o w e r , " " because here also the lower apartments, being a cool place at noon in the hot summer days, serve as dwelling place for the women of the Harem "
[Sic}).
* Cf. Manucci, Storia do Mogor (transl. Irvine), Vol. I I , p. 463. " There are in the empire three principal imperial
abodes; the most ancient is at Dihli, the second at Agrah, the third at Lahore. At each there is a great bastion
named the Xaaburg (Shah-burj), which means " Royal Bastion " They are domed, and have architectural adornments of curious enamel work, with many precious stones. I^ere the king holds many audiences for selected persons,
and from it he views the elephant fights and diverts himself with t h e m . ' '
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glass laid in gypsum which has given the building its name of Shish Mahall or
f
" Palace of Mirrors.'' This name—I may note—is not mentioned by Abdu-1-Hamid,
who speaks of the building simply as a hall (aiman). He refers to the mirror ornamentation under the curious name of " Aleppo glass." It will be noticed that this
decoration belongs to two different epochs The ceiling with its prevailing aspect of
1
subdued gilt made undoubtedly part of the original edifice. I t is rich without being
gaudy. The wall decoration, on the contrary, is decidedly vulgar, and the introduction of sherds of blue-and-white china bears testimony to a childish taste. I t is typical
Sikh work, and, if any proof is wanted, I may note that, when a few years ago a part
of the glass work was pealed off, the wall beneath was found to be painted. But it
appears that this wall painting also dates only back to Sikh times.
The coarse painting on the arched panels was certainly done in the last days of
Sikh ascendency. In this connexion I wish to record an anecdote which my old
friend Faqir Qamru-d-din told me on the spot. He said that Dilip (vulgo Dhuleep)
vSingh, shortly before being taken to England, pointed out to him a particular flower
in one of the panels of the back wall east of the central archway, and said with
boyish pride: "Hazrat, ever remember that this flower was painted by me."
The central hall is surrounded by a row of nine smaller rooms decorated in the
same fashion. In the largest of these rooms, at the back of the main hall, we notice
a very fine marble screen of trellis work.
The roof of the Shish Mahall is encumbered with a curious medley of structures
dating from the Sikh period. The small building which occupies the centre of the
roof was built by Maharaja Ranjit Singh. The rest is said to have been added by
Sher Singh, except the pavilion on the south-east corner which is ascribed to Nau
Nihal Singh.
Next to the ghish Mahall, the author of the Badshah Namah notes on the west
side of the Shah Burj " a pavilion of marble, whose mosaics of cornelian, coral and
other precious stones excite the emulation of the workshop of Manes." This building is evidently the open pavilion known as Naulakha. This name—so tradition
holds—refers to its having cost nine lakhs of rupees. But the court chronicler mentions neither the name Naulakha nor the extravagant sum which would account for it.
We may, therefore, assume that both the name and the supposed tradition are comparatively modern. I presume that they date only as far back as the Sikh period.
Another ''tradition " repeated both by Thornton and Latif, which ascribes this pavilion to Aurang-zeb, is also to be rejected on the evidence of the Badshah Namah. Iyike
the other buildings of the Shah Burj, it belongs to the beginning of Shah-jahan's
reign, and it will be noticed that the pietra dura decoration of the marble dado is
entirely in the style of his reign. But the inlay in the panels above the dado is of
a very different type and bears a strong resemblance to some of the work found on
the Golden Temple at Amritsar. I am, therefore, inclined to think that it was added
in the days of Ranjit Singh. The painting and mirror work in the wooden ceiling is
« In 1901 a large piece came down, and it then became apparent that the wooden beams from which it is suspended are decayed. The ceiling has now been satisfactorily repaired.
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certainly Sikh work. The so-called Naulakha has a Bengali roof which once must
have been covered with sheet copper and pinnacles of the same metal. I t is unknown when it was removed.
The remaining buildings of the Shah Burj do not offer anything remarkable.
The apartment in the north-east corner is indicated as Sher Singh's bathroom. I t belongs, however, to the original Mughal palace, and was only altered by the Sikh
king to make it suit the requirements of a Hammam.
That on the south side is now used as an armoury and contains an interesting
collection of ancient weapons mostly belonging to the period of Sikh rule. It would
seem from 'Abdu-l-Hamld's account that originally there was on this side a suite of
seven apartments, behind one of which was the emperor's sleeping-room (" the blessed
Khwabgah" ) decorated with a marble dado and with frescoes representing views of
cities and gardens. This building is no longer extant. I t was perhaps the same
no
Khwab-gah which about a year afterwards (in .A.D 1633)
longer satisfied the
fastidious taste of Shah-jahan and was replaced by the edifice now known as " t h e
lesser sleeping-room.''
i
Abdu-l-Hamld also duly notes the pavement of the courtyard of grey and variegated marble and the reservoir which occupies the centre. In the north-west corner
of the court there is a stone floor, measuring 9' 6" square, which does not belong to the
original pavement. There is a tradition that it was taken from the platform in front
of the gateway of the Badshahl Masjid. But this appears to be untrue. The late
Faqir Qamru-d-din informed me that it originally belonged to a house in the city and
was purchased from the proprietor Mir Najaf 'All Khan by the Faqir Sahib's father,
in order to be placed in front of Ranjlt Singh's dwelling. The Maharaja's taste for
ancient Mughal pavements is also evidenced by his pavilion in the Hazuri Bagh and
by the Golden Temple at Amritsar.
Apart from such few additions as have been noted, Sikh rule has not materially
interfered with the buildings of the Shah Burj; and from the subsequent military
occupation it has suffered less than any other part of the Fort. Thus we have this
interesting corner of Shah-jahan's palace still practically in the same condition as it
was described by his court chronicler.
About the original use of the different buildings of the Shah Burj no information
is forthcoming. We may assume that they belonged to the private apartments occupied by the emperor and his harem. We know that the Shah Burj or Saman Burj,
as it was then regularly called, was the favourite abode of Ran jit Singh. In his days
the latter designation was even extended to the whole palace, e.g.,by Honigbergerand
Moorcroft. I t is said that from the top of the Shiah Mahall the Maharaja used to
watch the review of his troops in the plain beneath. We may assume that he also
spent the hot summer-nights here, which would account for the fountains constructed
on the top. Near the north-west corner of the tank there existed until recently a
malafi shrub (Jasminum grandiflorum) which was said to have been planted.by the
Sikh king.
An anecdote related by Muhiu-d-dm of L,udKiana in his Tarlkh-i-Panjab may
-
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here find a place.' It is said that in the days when Sansar Chand of Kangra had subdued the neighbouring hill-chiefs and fostered ambitious designs on the plains of the
Panjab, his courtiers, whenever he yawned, used to hail him with the auspicious vow:
Lahorprapt, i.e. "Lahore is won!" Once afterwards in the days of his humiliation when he was seated in the Saman Burj with Ranjit Singh, his host and conqueror,
it happened that the Kangra Raja yawned, whereupon Ranjit Singh promptly remarked : Lahor prapt. That Sansar Chand appreciated the humour of the remark may
be doubted.
Honigberger mentions that Ranjit Singh died in the Saman Burj, but here the
name is evidently applied to the whole Fort.
If we retrace our steps to the adjoining court and pass through the marble gate
noted above, we enter a rectangular courtyard which contains a little temple of the
Sikh period.* Another gate on the south side of this room brings us to the top of
a flight of stairs which, twice forming a right angle to the left, leads down to the
1
Hathi Pol or Elephant Gate. From this point one can conveniently start on survey
of the tile decoration which covers the west and north fronts of the Fort wall.
This tile decoration I consider one of the most interesting features of the Lahore
Fort, but I do not wish to deal with it in the present paper, as it will form the sub3
ject of a special report of the Archaeological Survey of India.
• For a translation of this passage I am indebted to Mr. Irvine.
* There is another similar shrine close to the Hazurl Bagh Gate. Latif {Lahore, p. 123) calls it the Mandir of Loh
(i.e. Lava the son of Rama), the reputed founder of Lahore, and desires us to believe that it " existed here long before
the citadel was built by Akbar." There can, however, be little doubt that it dates only back to the Sikh period.
s The report is intended to be illustrated with eighty coloured plates which are now being preliminarily published
in the Journal of Indian Art.
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T h e T o m b of t h e Emperor Jahangir,
J. P.

THOMPSON.

[Paper read—January 31, 1910.]

The tomb of Jahanglr at Shahdara may justly be regarded as the pride of
Lahore. I t stands in a vast walled garden nearly sixty acres in extent, in front of
which is the quadrangle we are accustomed to call the sarai. This quadrangle
occupies twelve acres of ground, and is nearly four times the size of the largest collegiate
quadrangle in England. The name it has acquired of Jahangir's sarai has obscured
1
c
its real significance.
Abdul Hamid, the author of the Badshahnama, speaks of it
as the chauk-i-jilokhana* or fore-court of the tomb, and it was here t h a t those who
came to pay homage to their dead Emperor would leave their equipages while they
3
proceeded on foot into the silent Presence. The mausoleum was the throne-room,
*

and there the Emperor slept in state, till the trumpet of Israfll should wake him.
The buildings were, in fact, a garden-palace of the dead, separated by the waters of
the Ravi from the palace of the living and the busy city beyond. If it had been
understood that the sarai was an integral portion of the memorial, we should probably never have heard of the proposals to dismantle it and sell the materials. Such
proposals have been made more than once, and on one occasion actually received the
sanction of Government.* The orders were cancelled, I believe, because it was sug5
gested that the Chiefs' College should be located there. The proposal to adapt the
buildings for collegiate purposes has been made again in recent years, and it is one
that commends itself as readily to th£ Indian, as to the Englishman with his recollections of the courts and quadrangles of Oxford and Cambridge. In India schools were
' often attached to tombs and shrines, and to this day the tomb of Safdar Jang at
Delhi is always spoken of as the madrasa of Mansur 'Ali Khan.
But it is not my intention to dwell on the beauties of the tomb, the kingly
amplitude of its setting, or the manner in which the fore-court might be appropriated
1 I t is sometimes referred to as the Akbari Sarai. The earliest instance of the use of this appellation that I have
been able to trace is in an inspection note written by Mr. B. G. Wallis, Superintending Engineer, in 1896.
a Ed. Bibl. Ind., vol. ii, p. 257. Cf. also vol. ii, p. 475.
8 Note the use of the word *lf o i o in the passage quoted below from the 'Amal-i-Salih
* Letter No. 97, dated 21st February, 1885, from Junior Secretary to Government, Punjab, to Junior Secretary to
Financial Commissioner. Captain Cole, R.E., thus describes the condition of the sarai in 1880 :—-" Between the tombs
of J a h i n g ' r and Asuf Khan is the sarai, which has been converted into an engine-yard and manufacturing depot of the
• State Railway. Holes have been knocked in the walls, the grounds broken up, and the various gateways occupied by
the railway employes and their families ! " (First Report of the Curator of Ancient Monuments in India for the' year
1881-82, App. H, p. xxii).
5 Letter No. 343, dated 15th April, 1886, from Junior Secretary to Financial Commissioner, to Junior Secretary
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to purposes of noble utility. The problems I propose to discuss are primarily architectural. Our one contemporary authority, Muhammad Salih, tells us t h a t Jahanglr
in His will directed that he should be buried in an open place, where the clouds of
God's mercy might visit his tomb without let or hindrance. For many years prior
to the British annexation there was an oblong hole in the domed roof of the
octagonal tomb-chamber which has only been closed since the beginning of the
present century, tradition speaks in a confused way of a dome over the tomb, and
convention cries out against the vast expanse of roof, unrelieved by anything visible
to persons standing on the lower levels outside.
Before I proceed to formulate the problems which arise, I will recall the main
features of the building. The mausoleum stands on a plinth. Round it runs an
arcaded verandah, on to which open a number of cells for readers of the Quran and
other attendants. Behind the cells, everything is solid except the domed tombchamber and the passages which form its approaches. There are minarets at the
four corners, and in the middle of the roof is a small chabutra or platform.
The methods of Mughal architects are not yet thoroughly understood. One of
the great charms of their buildings is beauty of proportion, but the principles by
which they attained it have not received adequate attention. There is no discussion
of the subject in Fergusson, or in Dr. Burgess' article on Indian architecture in the
new edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. This neglect is easily explained if it is
l
a fact that modern European architects approach the question of proportion from a
radically different point of view. The difference, put briefly, would be this. Western
architects nowadays trust mainly to their own eye for the proportions of the building
they are designing. With the Mughals, proportion was largely a question of simple
arithmetical ratios. If this is a true statement of the case, it opens a very fruitful
field for enquiry. Where did the Mughals get their rule from ? Is the frequent
heaviness of the so-called Pathan buildings due to the fact that their architects went
to work in a different way, or preferred different ratios ? Had the Hindu architects
any similar rule ? The theory affords a very simple explanation of the frequent
•

*

failures of our own architects, when they have attempted to imitate Mughal features.
The long-legged cupolas of some of our modern buildings are an instance which will
occur to everybody.
I cannot do more than touch on the question here, but one or two suggestions
may not be out of place. The practice of giving measurements in feet and inches
has contributed to obscure the ratios. The first thing to be done is to get the
measurements in the notation used by the builders, the zira! or gaz of thirty-two inches.
t
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1 The ground plans of many European cathedrals suggest t h i t their architects worke i on a system of simple
ratios, but I have no materials available to determine how far they carried it. The unity of Gothic buildings has
suffered much from the length of time tht-y took to build. The following passage from Mr. P h e i e Sp ; e r s' article on
Architecture in the new ed. of the Encycl. Brit, is interesting in this connexion. '• Proportion its If depends essentially
upon the employment of mathematical ratios in the dimensions of a buiMing. I t is a curious but significant fa t t h a t
such proportions as those of an exact cube, or of two cubes placed side by side—dimensions increasing by one half (e g.,
20 ft. high, 30 ft. wide and 45 ft. long) —or the ratios of the base, perpendicular, and hypotenuse of a right-angled
triangle (eg., 3, 4, 5 or their multiples)—please the eye more t h a n dimensions taken at random . . The Gothic
architects appear to have been guided in their designs by proportions based on the equilateral triangle."
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Secondly, we must not lose sight of what a distinguished official once described as
the secret of administrative success in India, the great rule of kam o besh. Trifling
excesses and deficiencies must be neglected. We must be content with approximations. Anyone who has measured and mapped a village knows how difficult it is to
get the distance between two points to come out exactly the same twice running, even
when you are working with a rigid chain, and with anything less accurate there
would be endless opportunities for variations.
Applying these rules to the tomb at Shahdara, we find that the enclosure is 600
gaz square, the plinth 100, the mausoleum 80 and the chabutra on the roof 20,
while the octagon tomb-chamber is described in a square of 10. The facades, with the
balustrade, are rather over 8, and, without it, rather under. I have not been able
to obtain the exact height of the minarets. Fergusson' says they are 85 feet
from the plinth, while a small vernacular guide - in my possession says 95 feet
from the roof. 85 is almost exactly 32 gaz} or about four times the height of the
fa$ade, which is itself approximately one-tenth of the width. The brick causeways
leading to the mausoleum are linked to its design by being of the same width as
the chabutra on the roof, and the dimensions of this chabutra are repeated in the large
tank-chabutras at the intersections of the causeways. The gateway has a total width
of 30 gazy while t h e central portion of it which contains the gateway proper is just
half that width.
But this is by way of digression. The problems for discussion in this paper may
*

be stated as follows:—(1) What superstructure did the chabutra or platform on the
roof carry, the possibilities being all or any of the following—(a) a tomb or tombstone, (b) a fretted screen, and (c) a more substantial erection, such as the pavilion
in the Huzuri Bagh) between the Fort and the Badshahi Mosque, or some other
structure, whether dome or kiosk? (2) Was an opening in the roof part of the
original design ?
The evidence that I shall deal with falls into four classes, the evidence of tradition, the evidence of Muhammad Salih, who is, as I have said, our only contemporary
authority, the structural evidence, and the evidence of analogy.
I will start with the evidence of tradition. When anyone calls on us to give
credit to a statement on the ground that it has tradition behind it, we are entitled
to ask him if he is sure that he has got hold of a real tradition, and not merely of an
interesting story or of a theory which is masquerading as a genuine tradition. In the
literature of the tomb, there has been a great deal of loose talk about what tradition
asserts. When we find people saying that there is a tradition that the opening in the
roof was part of the original design, we should ask them what evidence they have of
the existence of such a tradition before Sayyid Muhammad La tif brought to light the
passage from the 'ArnaLi-Salih in 1892. When they talk of a persistent tradition to
the effect that the pavilion in the Huzuri Bagh came from Shahdara, we shall ask
~
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l History of Indian and Eastern Architecture.
Revised edition by Burgess and Spiers (London, John Murray
1910) vol. ii, p . 305.
- Lahore Guide—Rifa-i-'amm Press. Lahore. 1909, p. J J
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them whether they can show any indication that there was such a tradition before
Cole formed the theory which he published in 1880. In the same way, when we are
told that " persistent local tradition crowns the tomb with a cupola or pavilion destroyed by the Sikhs," we must challenge the production of evidence to prove the
antiquity of both parts of the alleged tradition, first, that there was a cupola or dome,
and, secondly, that it was destroyed by the Sikhs. No ' tradition' should be listened
to which cannot show a respectable antiquity, and, other things being equal, the
nearer in time the events are to which a tradition relates, the greater the degree of
definiteness we are entitled to expect.
The earliest record of tradition t h a t I have been able to find is in Moorcroft and
Trebeck's Travels.' Moorcroft visited the tomb in May 1820. He says: " T h e
building was surmounted, it is said, by a dome, but it was taken off by Aurangzeb
that his grandfather's tomb might be exposed to the weather, as a mark of his
reprobation of the loose notions and licentious practices of Jehangir. Such is the
story, but more probably the building was never completed." Lieut. Alexander
<(
Burnes, who was at Lahore in 1831, writes *:
The tomb was formerly covered by a
dome; but Bahadur Shah threw it down, that the dew and rain of heaven might
fall on the tomb of his grandfather (sic) Juhangeer." Moorcroft's account agrees with
3
what General Cunningham heard in 1838, according to Major Cole.
Captain von Orlich, writing in January 1843, says*: " The white marble sarcophagus' . . . stands in the centre, under a dome which Shah Bahadur caused to be
destroyed in order t h a t the rain and dew might fall on the tomb of his ancestor."
6
In 1867, M. Nur Ahmad Chishtl wrote in his work, the
Tahqlqat-i-Chishtl :—
11
Originally there was a second marble tombstone on the roof over the grave, open to
r
the sky, but in the reign of Bahadur Shah a hole ' was made by order of a mulla so
that the rain of God's mercy might fall on the tomb. After a time the rain began to
damage the building, and Lahna Singh, one of the three rulers of Lahore, closed the
hole with planks. In the time of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, they fell in, and Maharaja
Kharak Singh again covered in the hole with a wooden roof which still exists in the
middle of the building." He then goes on to say t h a t during the invasions of Nadir
1 Travels in the Himalayan

Provinces of Hindustan

and the Panjab,

&c. (London : John Murray, 1841), Vol. i,

pp. 108-9.

2 Travels into Bokhara (London : John Murray, 1834), vol. iii, p. 160.
3 Third Report of the Curator of Ancient Monuments in India for the year 1883—84, Appendix J., p. cxix.
* Travels in India, translated by H. E. Lloyd (London: Longman, Brown, Green and Longman, 1845), vol. i,
p. 220.

6 The use of the terms sarcophagus and cenotaph in connexion
See p. 89, No. 5 E. I should prefer ' tomb ' a n i * false t o m b , ' on
and ' false roof.' * Sarcophagus ' suggests t h a t the monument
monument erected to a person whose body could not be found, as in

with Moslem monuments is, I think, unfortunate.
the analogy of ' bottom ' and * false b o t t o m , ' ' roof '
itself contains the remains, while a cenotaph was a
the case of the man on whom Callimachus wrote : —

Nvi> 5'<i /*(i> ttv a\i irov (Ptperat V4KI,S

avrl

b'^Kftvou

ovvoua Ka\ Kevcbv crrjaa TrapepxS/AeQa

I am not aware that the remains of a Muhammadan are ever placed inside the monument, and I have not come
across any instance of a true Muhammadan cenotaph.
There is perhaps something approaching it in the case of one of
the two tombs of Bu 'Ali Qalandar, who is said to be buried both at Karnal and at Panipat.
6 Koh-i-nur Press, Lahore, 1867, p. 853.
1 The text reads axL,, a mistake for &xii
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Shah and Ahmad Shah, the building was robbed of some of its inlay, and t h a t Arjan
Singh, son of Hari Singh, Nalwa, further altered its appearance. He tells us too t h a t
it was supposed that some of the more valuable stones were picked out during the 12
1
years' occupation of the tomb by Sultan Muhammad Khan, cousin of the Amir Dost
Muhammad Khan, and that Ranjit Singh took away most of the marblebalustrading
11
from the minarets.
The statement that there was a tomb-stone on the roof is repeated by Mufti
Ghulam Sarwar in his Tarlkh-i-inakhzan-i-Panjaby published in 1877/
In 1876, Mr. Thornton and Mr. J. L,. Kipling in their little book on Lahore
(<
wrote* : According to the hereditary khadims or attendants, there was once in the
centre of the terrace roof a marble cupola supported on an octagonal basement of
perforated marble; above this was an awning made of cloth of gold, and above this
another awning stretched from the upper portions of the four towers. The central
dome and the awnings were, it is said, removed by Bahadur Shah, the son of
Aurangzeb, the carved doorways of the chambers below by Ahmad Shah Durrani,
while Ranjit Singh carried off the marble lattice parapet which surrounded the roof
and the galleries of the towers." This is the only mention we have of the awnings,
but it is, I think, not unlikely that if there was an opening in the roof or a second
tombstone on it, uncovered by any cupola or pavilion, awnings were used on
occasions. At the tomb of Roshanara Begam, outside Delhi, we find traces of such
6
an arrangement.
The tomb is in the centre of a baradari, with a square opening in
the roof above it. At the four corners of the opening are sockets to receive the poles
fJ
which carried the awning. In the same way, Finch tells us t h a t he saw " a
1
M
rich Tent with a Semaine over the Tombe of Akbar, and there are still iron rings
irregularly arranged under some of the galleries round the minarets at Shahdara,
which no writer yet seems to have observed. Still the cases are not quite parallel.
The opening over Roshanara's tomb is only 10 feet square, and that over the false
tomb at Sikandra (if it was that to which Finch referred) about 70. The roof at
Shahdara is nine times that size, though no doubt the upper awning, if there was
1 H e was living in t h e mausoleum a t t h e t i m e of Von Orlich's visit.
(t
2 " I n the middle of the chabutra roof," he says later on, is t h e roof m a d e by B a h i d u r Shah, of plaster. T o
the west t h e paving is of marble. This is the roof t h a t B a h a d u r S h j h put on after removing the t mb-stone. I t
measures 17 feet by 1 5 . " This passage contradicts what t h e author says in the passage quoted in t h e t e x t , and there is
no other mention of B a l n d u r S h a h having put tip a roof. There is no doubt some mistake. I n the same way t h e words
11
x
:
are
To the west, e t c . " ( A - <£i y V ° ^ ^
L A > ' * i # VL'* <£r )
enigmatical. I cannot find t h a t the flooring of t h e
chabutra was ever repa red except in the middle, when the skylight was removed, and presumably when M. Nur Ahmad
wrote, the p a v e m e n t on all four sides was as it is now. I may note t h a t the rrof which was in existence when he
wrote was not the skylight removed a few years ago. T h a t was p u t up by t h e Railway authorities in 1870, according
to letter No. n o , dated n t h May 1901, from the Archaeological Surveyor, P a n j a b Circle (Dr. Vogel), t o Superintending
Engineer. There are n o p a p e r s about the skylight in t h e offices of t h e N. W. Railway.
3 p 222.
+

Lahore, Government Civil Secretariat Press, Lahore, 1876, p . 87.

6 Carr Stephen, Archeology

of Delhi (Ludhiana Mission Press, a n d Calcutta, Thacker, Spink a n d Co.. 1876),

p. 261.

« P u r r h a s His Pilgrimes (Hakluyt Society), vol. iv, p . 76, quoted in Arch. Survey of I n d i a , vol. x x x v (Akbar's
by E. W. Smith), p . 14.
7

i.e., a Shamiyana.

See Hobson-Jobson (ed. 1903), s. v. Shameeana. Semiauna.
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one, did not cover the whole of that space. But the fact that rings occur under each
tier of galleries deprives them of some of their significance in this connexion, and in
the absence of other evidence it seems probable that the rings suggested the awning
to Mr. Thornton's informants.
1
In 1884, R. B. Kanhaiya Lai published his Tarikh-i-Lahaur.
His account is
as follows: " T h e tomb-chamber is roofed. The roof was formerly of marble, and
above it, on the chabutra, was a marble tomb. There were long slabs of marble lying
on the roof, but it is not known when they were taken awayand the wooden roof made.
The upper tombstone too was destroyed. Some say that in the time of the emperor
Muhammad Shah, a mulla gave a f.itwa that a tomb which receives no rain is
unblessed, and so the Emperor removed the roof and exposed the tomb. In time rain
damaged the building and Sobha Singh had the wooden roof put up. Some aged
people say that it was Sobha Singh who took down the stone roof and also put up
the wooden one; others again assert that when Maharaja Ranjit Singh robbed the
tomb of some of its stones, he at the same time demolished this roof, and put up the
wooden one, just as the (brick and) plaster parapet was put up to replace the balustrade of pierced marble."
The suggestion that it was Ranjit Singh who made the hole in the roof is new,
and it is not impossible that it was a tribute to the theory which had recently been
formed by Major Cole, the Curator of Ancient Monuments, with whom the Rai
Bahadur as Executive Engineer of Lahore must have been brought into contact.
This was the theory, first put forward by him in 1880/ and referred to again in
3
the report published in 1884, that the Pavilion in the Huzuri Bagh " was removed
bodily " from the roof of the Shahdara tomb. In neither report, however, does he
claim that tradition gave any definite support to this theory, though he states dogmatically that "before Ranjit Singh's time, there existed a marble pavilion on the
terrace, but the materials were removed by him to build the baradari in the Huzuri
Bagh in Lahore.'' " M y own impression" (he proceeds) "from the style of this
baradari is that it was removed bodily from Shahdara." Dr. Vogel,* writing in 1901
after examination of records which I can no longer trace, was of opinion that Major
Cole afterwards abandoned the theory, but, be that as it may, it now passes current
as a tradition. Only the other day, one of the attendants assured me t h a t it had
6
been handed down to him from his ancestors.
In 1892, the well-known history of Lahore by the late Sayyid Muhammad Latif
was published. He mentions the depredations of Lahna Singh and Ranjit Singh, but
combats the tradition referred to by Thornton of an upper dome and awnings. He
relies solely on the passage from the 'AmaLi-Salih of Muhammad Salih Kamboh,
1 Tdrikh-i-Ldhaur> Victoria Press, Lahore, p. 324.
« First Report of the Curator, etc., App. H.
3 Third Report of the Curator, etc., for the year 1883-84, App. J., p. cxx.
• See letter No. n o , from Archaeological Surveyor, referred t o in note 9 on p. 5 B.
* One of the attendants a year or two ago stated that he had in his possession till recently a receipt for the marble
taken from the t o m b , but the story did not bear investigation, and even if true would not prove that t h e H u ? u r i Bagh
baradari came from Shahdara. (Punjab Civil Secretariat File No. 205, | ~ 1910 and notes).
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which I shall discuss at length k t e r on, and he considers that this passage is sufficient proof that the tomb was left open and unroofed and never had a dome above it.
It is significant that the legend or tradition of the opening in the roof as part of the
original design did not make its appearance, so far as I have been able to ascertain,
till after this date.
I have examined a number of other works, but that is all the evidence I have
been able to find on the subject of tradition that I feel inclined to admit. There may
be more, and when it is produced, we shall be ready to examine its claims to be
admitted. Any statement made before British annexation will, of course, be welcomed, but when old inhabitants are produced to speak to traditions which, so far as
the documentary evidence on record shows, were unknown little over thirty years
ago, we shall be justified in regarding their statements with the,greatest suspicion.
The documentary evidence to which I have referred extends over a period of
seventy-two years, from the visit of Moorcroft in 1820 to the account of Muhammad
Latif in 1892. I t was not until 1884, when the Curator's theory had been before
the public for four years, that anyone thought of attributing the hole in the roof to
Ranjit Singh. Moorcroft, Burnes, Cunningham, von Orlich and Thornton all speak of a
dome destroyed by Aurangzeb or Bahadur Shah, but neither M. Nur Ahmad nor R. B.
Kanhaiya Lai knows anything of any upper dome. The explanation of the apparent
1
discrepancy, I think, is this. The roof that was broken in was itself a dome, as can
be seen to this day, and that is the dome of which the others spoke. Thornton
makes no direct reference to the hole, and Cunningham's recollections I only have at
second-hand. Nur Ahmad says that a hole was made in the roof of the tombchamber, and Moorcroft, Burnes, von Orlich and Kanhaiya Lai all regard the removal
of the " d o m e " as involving the immediate exposure of the tomb. One can hardly
v
doubt, it seems to me, that there has been some confusion between a dome and a
(
domed roof. Von Orlich, in fact, speaks of the sarcophagus' as still standing under
the " d o m e which Shah Bahadur caused to be destroyed." Such confusion might
easily arise either in English or in Urdu, and when we find M. Nur Ahmad, and R. B.
Kanhaiya Lai ignorant of any tradition of an upper dome, I think we are justified in
finding that the real tradition was that the domed roof of the tomb-chamber was
broken in, and that the deed was done not later than the first half of the eighteenth
century. Above all, it knows nothing of any opening in the roof as part of the
original design.
2
The late Mr. Froude Tucker has pointed out that we have the authority of
3
Manucci for the statement that Aurangzeb did inflict indignities on the tomb.
Considering the rough way in which the work was done, without any attempt to
conceal the scar, it seems more probable that it was done as a sign of reprobation than from motives of piety. These circumstances point to Aurangzeb rather
1 This explanation was suggested by Mr. Nicholls in his article on Jahangir's Tomb at Shahdara, pp. 12-14 of th
Arch. Survey of India Report for 1906-7.
* The reference is to an unpublished note written in 1910, which I have been allowed to make use of.
3 Storia do Mogor, vol. i, p. 176, vol. ii, pp. 221 and 225.
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than to Bahadur Shah or Muhammad Shah, and we must not forget that our earliest
chronicler of tradition supports the same view.
1
In 1909, Cole's theory was revived by Mirza Aslam Beg. He had the statement recorded of an old Brahman, Misr Ganga Ram, whose relatives had held posts
at the Sikh Court. This man, however, did not allege any tradition in favour of the
2
'bodily removal' theory, and it seems to me certain t h a t if Ranjit Singh had transplanted the baradarl " bodily " from the top of the tomb to the Huzurl Baoji, we
should have had a very definite tradition of its removal, even if we had no historical
record of it. Muhammad Latif says that the baradarl was erected in 1818, only two
years before Moorcroft's visit, but neither he nor Nur Ahmad nor Kanhaiya I^al
mentions any tradition even that materials from Jahangir's tomb were used in its
construction. Moorcroft, speaking presumably of the Huzurl Ba^h pavilion, says
that Ranjit Singh " has stripped the dome of the mausoleum of Asof J ah, the brother
of Nurjehan Begam, of its white marbles, to apply them to the erection of some insignificant apartments in the garden-court of the mosque." Kanhaiya Lai mentions
no tradition, when writing of the Huzuri Ba^h, that any of the materials came from
Shahdara. He mentions Zebu'n nisa Begam's tomb and that of Shah Sharf as having
contributed, and also other unspecified tombs and shrines (p. 347). Sayyid Muhammad
3
Latif follows him (p. 118). On the other hand, Iyieut. Barr, writing in 1839, states
that the baradarl was " erected by the Maharajah with marble pilfered from the tombs
of Jehanguire and his wuzeer," but the utmost t h a t these conflicting authorities can
be said to prove is that some of the materials of the baradarl may have come from the
Emperor's tomb.
One point more, before I leave the subject of tradition. If there was no opening
in the roof, it is extremely probable t h a t there was, as Nur Ahmad says, a tombstone
in the centre of the chabutray but what he says may be, in part at any rate, an inference of his own, and I am not prepared to say t h a t it is proved t h a t there has been
any distinct tradition on the point.
The travellers and writers whose statements have been referred to, and others
as well who give us no assistance in the present enquiry, describe the tomb at different dates during the past ninety years, but the hole in the roof had been made
before the visit of the earliest of them. The one authority of earlier date t h a t we
f
possess is the Amal-i-Salih of Muhammad Salih.
His account must be considered by itself and deserves careful attention. He*
does not say in so many words t h a t he saw the tomb, but he was a resident of
1 I am permitted to refer to his note by the kindness of the Dep. Commr. of Lahore.
* He did not speak from his own knowledge. The relevant part of his statement was as follows: —The baradari
was built in the time of Ranjit Singh. Every thing of value, the stones, etc., came from Shahdara. In the same way
stone removed from Shahdara was used in the Darbar Sahib at Amritsar. None of the stone was obtained from outside. Stones ready dressed were stripped off the tomb and used here. Formerly they had been on the t o m b . "
There
is nothing in this to justify reliance on the Brahman as an authority for the statement t h a t the baradari " was erected
in Hazoori Bagh in nearly the same form as it originally h a d . "
3 March from Delhi to Peshawar and from thence to Kabul by Lieut. W. Barr (London, James Madden & Co , 1844).
• I have followed S. Muhd. L a t f in my account of the writer, but it seems to be not quite clear whether two
people of the same name have not been mixed up See Lahore, by S. Muhammad Latif, pp. 208-9 and p. 223, and com-
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Lahore, the tomb was built in his lifetime, and it is a safe assumption that a man of
his tastes would visit the mausoleum of the departed Emperor. He and his brother,
'Inayat-ullah, were well-known literary men, and both held appointments at the
Lahore court. Muhammad Salih lived just inside the Mochi gate of the city, and in
1659 built opposite his house a beautiful little mosque, decorated with tile work,
which is still in existence. He died about 1674, and was buried beside his brother
in the domed tomb, which, after serving the Sikhs as a powder magazine, is now
known as St. Andrew's Church.
The passage from the 'Amal-i-Salih is by far the most important piece of literary
evidence that we have, and deserves close attention. The work is being edited for the
Asiatic Society of Bengal by Professor Ghulam Yazdani who has very kindly sent me
a copy of the sheet containing the passage in question. I have also examined
a MS. in the Panjab Public Library, Lahore, written towards the close of the
eighteenth century, which he has not seen, but the variants in it are unimportant.
The following is the text \
•
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The meaning of the first part is clear. There was no suitable place for the
mausoleum of the Emperor in the hilly country where he died, so his body was
brought to Lahore. " As the Emperor, following the sublime ordinance of the
1
Emperor Babur, Firdaus Makani, had directed in his will that his resting place
should be devoid of structural decorations, and that they should commit it (i.e. his
body) to the mercy of God in an open place, so that it might ever commerce unimpeded with the clouds of God's infinite compassion, so verily his successor, acting on
9
his will, constructed round his sleeping place a lofty takhtgah measuring ioo zira
by 100 of hewn red stone carved.''
Here I must stop for a moment, as we have reached the first difficulty the
passage presents. *^Ui y» means, I think, nothing more than " uncovered/' '' open to
the sky."
pare Elliot's History of India, vol. vii, p. 123, and the notices of persons of this name in Beale's Oriental Biographical Dictionary (Loudon, W. H. Allen and Co., 1894).
1
The posthumous title of the Emperor.
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*K1±6 is not, so far as I have been able to ascertain, a technical term in architecture. It means literally '' a place for a t h r o n e , " the throne being in this instance, as
I have already' said, the tomb. The measurement of the takhtgah was ioo zirV
square, and with the thirty-two inch gaz, this is right almost to an inch, so that it is
clear that it is the outside measurement of the plinth that is given. The plinth was
stripped of its red stone facing at some period, and almost the whole of what now
exists is, I believe, a recent restoration. But the takhtgah must, I think, include the
main building as well as the plinth, as Muhammad Salih goes on to tell us that on
the top of it was the chabutra twenty zira' square. It is possible that we have an
indication that this was the meaning of the use in the epithet ^J^ " l o f t y . "
t *

The writer then goes o n : — " O n the top of that (i.e. the takhtgah) he placed a
chabutra of marble, twenty by twenty" (which is within five inches of the measuie
<(
mentof the low chabutra on the roof) decorated with par'chinkart which is finer than
,}
khatamhandl.
Parchinkari is not a very common word either in Persian or in Urdu. I t is not
given in the Burhan-i-qati', or in Johnson's edition of Richardson, among Persian
dictionaries, nor in the Farhang-i-Asafiyah or Platts' among Urdu dictionaries, but
when I found from the Burhan-i-qaii' that parchln meant a fence of stakes and
thorns, put round a melon-bed or a garden or a cultivated patch, I began to think
that in this word we had the final solution of one of our difficulties. If parchln
meant a dry thorn fence, what more natural meaning for it when applied to architecture than a tence or screen of delicately pierced stone work ? I t was true that it was
difficult to correlate this with any known meaning of khatamhandl, but the point of
comparison might be merely the delicacy and not the nature of the work. But with
further enquiry, this vision faded. I have found the cognate parchlnsazi and par[
chink ar in the Asaru-s sanadid and parchinkari itself in the Badshahnama?
I have
been through the Palace at Delhi, Asaru-s sanadid in hand, and though I came to
the conclusion that Sayyid Ahmad Khan probably did not attach any very precise
0^

meaning to the terms, he always used them with reference to some form of surface
decoration, and generally for a form of inlay. It is in this latter meaning that we
find parchln and parchinkari used more than once in the Badshahnama. For instance,
3
in his description of the tomb of Asaf Khan at Shahdara, the writer appears to apply
it both to the very fine inlay on the tombstone, and also to the coarser inlay of white
marble in sandstone, of which a small portion survives to this day on the plinth. So
that the word means inlay whether fine or coarse. But this particular parchinkari
was of the fine kind, more delicate than khatamhandl. Khatamhandl is nowadays
commonly used in Urdu of wooden ceilings with geometric panelling and other
1 e.g., in the descriptions of the Mu<?amman Burj and the Hammam (pp. 41 and 44, part ii, of the edition published in 1904 by the Nami Press, Cawnpore).
1
e.g., vol. iif pp. 314 and 476.
8 Vol. ii, p . 476.
,J^J
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geometric designs. There are ceilings of this kind in some of the old houses in Delhi,
and there is one in the Dlwan-i-khass there too. But the term is also applied to a
form of inlay in bone or wood, as explained in the Bahar-i-'Ajam and the Farhang-iAsafiyah, and no doubt it is in this that the pith of the comparison lies. The parchink an in the marble was even finer than inlay in much softer and more easily
worked substances. Now this all corresponds with what we still find. There is the
marble platform on the top, and it is decorated with the finer kind of par chink art.
No doubt nothing that is left is so delicate as the work on the tombstone, but still
there is fine foliate inlay, and the panels of the chabutra are delicately outlined in
black stone.
The next sentence again presents difficulties. To begin with, haqiqi must be
construed with wast, and not with surat-i-marqady " r i g h t in the middle/' It would
make things very plain if we could translate haqiqi surat-i-marqad as " a n exact
replica of the t o m b / ' but I fear this is hardly possible. Surat-i-marqad means
nothing more than " t o m b - s t o n e / ' Marqad it is true means " sleeping place," but it
does not necessarily imply the actual grave. Those familiar with the Taj may remember that the inscriptions both on the false tombs and on the stones which cover the
1
real tombs of Shah Jahan and his Empress, begin with the word marqad.
But still the advocates of the open roof theory may say that this description
is not inconsistent with their theory. What Muhammad Salih meant, they may
argue, was that if, standing in the middle of the platform, you looked down, the
tomb would become visible to you. That is to say, there was an opening in the
*

*

middle, presumably protected by a railing or balustrade. I t would, in fact, be something like the tomb of Napoleon. This is conceivable, but in the first place I am
advised by competent scholars that the term chabutra could hardly be applied to a
terrace with an opening in the middle. Secondly, it would surely be a very unusual
way of describing what would have been one of the most interesting and ujiusual
features of the building. There are other reasons, too, against such an interpretation,
(
but I am for the present only concerned with the passage from the Amal-i-Salih as a
piece of language.
I think we shall, on the whole, be on the safe side, in assuming that what
Muhammad Salih really meant was that there was a second tomb-stone in the middle
of the chabutra. That tomb-stone was exposed to the rain, and thus by what may
seem to some a sort of pious fraud the desired benefits were secured to the
2
deceased. That there was nothing repugnant to Court feeling at the time in such a
1
pious fraud ' is, I think, clear from the tomb of Akbar at Sikandra. The builder of
the tomb in the form in which we have it was Jahangir, and the false tomb in the
open uppermost story must have been left uncovered with the idea that is said to
have influenced Jahangir in regard to his own tomb.'
1 The inscriptions are given at pp. 110-112 of Agra, Historical and Descriptive, by S. Muhammad Latif
2
(Calcutta, 1896), and also in M. Moin-ud-din's History of the Taj (Agra, 1905), pp. 49~5 * Mr. 'Abdul Qadir, speaking at the meeting, confirmed this view. He said he did not think it would occur to any
Muhammadan t h a t this arrangement involved any evasion of the Emperor's wishes.
3 Fergusson (vol. ii, p. 302) quotes a passage from Finch. Writing in 1609 he says that when he was last there,
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But, in any case, I do not think that the statement that Shah Jahan carried out
his father's wishes need be pressed too far. I t is clear t h a t the grave cannot be said
to be devoid of structural decorations, and no more strict compliance with the second
part of the instructions need be looked for. The very-like-a-whale attitude was usua
with Court writers, and even if Muhammad Salih felt in his own heart t h a t the instructions had not been carried out to the letter, we may be certain t h a t he would not
say so. Anything that showed that the wishes of Jahangir had not been lost sight
of altogether would be sufficient to justify him in lauding the filial obedience of his
successor.
I t was suggested by Lord Curzon, and the theory has been supported by
Mr. Tucker, that the real grave was on the roof. Mr. Tucker based his opinion on
the absence of a tahkhana, and on the analogy of Akbar's tomb. I do not feel the
force of the first argument, and the second is based on what appears to be a misapprehension. The great work on the Tomb of Akbar, by Mr. E. W. Smith, which
was published by the Archaeological Department in 1909, not only states definitely
that Akbar was buried in the basement, but mentions no suggestion, theory or tradition that he was buried on the top. The theory may be due to the misuse of the term
sarcophagus. As I have remarked above (page 15, notes) I am not aware that what
we should call a sarcophagus is ever used for the burial of aMuhammadan. The body
was, I imagine, always buried under the monument, and here there is no room in
,
the thickness of the dome for decent burial. The diagram in Mr. Nicholls article in
the A.S. Report for 1906-7 shows that the crown of the dome is not more than two
feet thick. But apart from this, I believe that burial on the roof would be repugnant
to Muhammadan feeling.
In the last sentence of the passsage, Muhammad Salih says t h a t " in spite of the
unusual simplicity of the tomb, it took ten lakhs of rupees and ten years' work to
complete it."
*
Before I leave this part of the subject, I must mention t h a t a different interpretation of the passage has been suggested to me by M. Ghulam Rasul of the Aitchison
College. He thinks that the author is describing, not the tomb as we know it, but
the tomb in a very much simpler form. He would take takhtgah as referring to the
1
plinth alone. The marble chabuWa^ twenty zira square, decorated with parchlnkari,
was on this, and in the middle of it was the tomb. The design was subsequently
altered, and the main building with the minarets (which, by the way, Muhammad
Salih does not mention at all) were later additions.
I do not see my way to accept this interpretation. When we already have a
chabutra which exactly answers the description given, it seems unnecessary to suppose another of precisely the same dimensions and decorated in the same way. I t is
there was only the " rich t e a t with the Semaine over t h e totnb. But it is to be inarched over with t h e most curious
white and speckled marble, and t o be seeled all within with puregold richly i n w r o u g h t . " ( P u r c h a s , his Pilgrims, vol. i,
p . 440). I t was just about this time t h a t Jahangir returned to Agra from t h e Panjab and ordered t h e removal of
several features he thought objectionable. See Waqi'at-i-Jahangiri,
Ell., vol. vi, p p . 319-20. Possibly t h e projected
'inarching ' did not meet with t h e E m p e r o r ' s approval.
J a h a n g i r reigned for nearly 20 years after this, b u t the proposal was never carried out.
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unlikely t h a t the tomb, once completed, would afterwards be altered entirely, and if it
were, it is not probable t h a t neither history nor tradition should have preserved any
record of the very extensive additions and alterations required to bring the building into its present form. Aurangzeb was not in the least likely to do anything to
add to the g'ory of his grandfather, and if the design was altered it must have been
altered in the reign of Shah Jahan. But Muhammad Salih survived the deposition of
•

i

4

Shah Jahan, who was the hero of his work, for several years, and brought his
history down to his death without any mention of any such alteration, so that the
suggested interpretation must be ruled out. In fact, the arguments against it are so
strong t h a t if this is the meaning of the words, I should be inclined to agree with
Mr. Nicholls t h a t the account is incorrect.
The sentence which tells us of the time and money spent on the tomb is also, I
think, against this interpretation. Jahanglr himself tells u s ' that Akbar's tomb cost
fifteen lakhs, and that is a very much larger and more elaborate structure than the
tomb at Shahdara, which makes it look as though ten lakhs was an impossible sum
2
for the very simple tomb postulated by this theory.
(
I think I have shown that the passage from the Amal-i-Salih is probably in
harmony with the evidence of tradition, in that it points to a closed roof without an
upper dome, though it is perhaps conceivable that the author might have thought it
unnecessary to mention a light upper dome or kiosk constructed so as not to prevent
the rain driving in. The passage also gives us the false tomb on the roof, of which
M. Nur Ahmad speaks.
There is no other record of the tomb in its original shape that I have been able
to find. 'Abdu'l Hamld, in his very detailed chronicle, gives no description of it,
the reason probably being that the Dowager Empress was not a persona grata at the
court of her step-son. I have already referred to accounts given by travellers
and others during the nineteenth century, but before I pass on to the structural
evidence, a few quotations frcfrn published descriptions of the building may be of
value, in order to show how dangerous it is, in regard to details, to place implicit
faith even in highly educated writers who profess to be describing buildings which
they have undoubtedly seen.
(<
Moorcroft, for example, tells us that along the walls of the tomb-chamber run
passages of the Koran.'' As a matter of fact, there are no passages from the Quran,
except on the tomb itself.
Von Orlich tells us that " two rows of black letters inlaid in white marble over
the entrance contain the name and titles of the Emperor, and in many places the word
" A l l a h " is inscribed in Persian and Arabic characters." The name and titles of the
Emperor are inlaid on the tomb-stone itself and there alone. The explanation of mistakes like this is simple. Rough notes are made on the spot, and by the time the .
i
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1 The Tomb of Akbar, by E. W. Smith, p. 27. The version there given of the passage in the
WaqVat-i-Jahangiri
is slightly different from Elliot's (vol. vi, pp. 318—20).
* Asaf Khan's tomb cost three lakhs and was four years in building (Badshahnama, vol. ii, p. 476). The argument in the text is not perhaps a very valuable one. On the one hand the alterations ordered by Jahanglr must have
added to the cost of Akbar's tomb, and on the other it is difficult to say what these estimates include.
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account is written the traveller has forgotten the exact meaning of his jottings, and
not seldom is unable to decipher them.
. , T .„ •
• fc i v w , W c
The last instance of these curious blunders whxch I will give, is from Murray s
Guide ' for which I believe Mr. H. C. Fansha we is responsible. A former Chief Secretary
to the'punjab Government, a man of well-known scholarly and antiquarian tastes, who
must have seen the tomb dozens of times, positively asserts that there still was in
the year of grace 1908 " a small pavilion over the tomb-chamber in the centre.
There is another somewhat similar class of evidence on which a few remarks may
not be out of place. Mr. Maclagan, in his opening address, referred to the evidence
which may often be derived from old pictures. I t is true that they very often do give
US V aluable evidence of things which have ceased to exist, but it is extremely common
to find the subjects of pictures misdescribed. I have two pictures in my possession,
both of which purport to be representations of Jahangir's tomb. One is in a book
entitled the Miratu'l ashbah, a compilation by Muhammad Irtiza Khan printed at
Delhi in 1868. It is a rude lithograph showing a two-storied building, with apparently
an enamelled dome, and small kiosks at the corners, standing on a carved stone
chabtllra in a garden. It is not unlike a very beautiful little painting I have of a
building which is described as the tomb of Nur Jahan. No one has ever been able
to suggest to me what this picture really represents, but it is certainly not the
tomb of Nur Jahan. In the lithograph the surroundings of the tomb are entirely
unlike the surroundings of the small chabutra on the roof, and examination of the
details shows that the building portrayed is far too large ever to have stood there.
The same work shows what seems to be a crude representation of thetomb of Humayun
as thetomb of Babur, while what is shown as the tomb of Humayun is.the Sher
Mandal where he had the fall down the staircase which caused his death.
The second picture of Jahangir's tomb that I spoke of is in the Haft Qulzum, an
interesting and curious book by Munshi Gaurlshankar, published at Delhi in 1879.
It represents a building which very closely resembles the Golden Temple at Amritsar.
The hope has been expressed that some day a picture may be discovered which
will set all our doubts at rest/' It is not a hope that I can share. I have never yet
seen a picture with an architectural subject that could be dated earlier than about
1830. Such pictures always show traces of European influence, and the demand for
r
them was probably created b} European residents and travellers.
I now pass on to the structural evidence. It has been touched on by Major
Cole, and dealt with at greater length by Mr. Nicholls in the A.S. Report for 1906-7,
and by the late Mr. Tucker in a note written in rgio for H. H. the LieutenantGovernor, which I have been permitted to make use of, but these authorities have
not exhausted the subject.
I must ask my readers to recall the features of the central portion of the tomb.
It consists of a block of masonry twenty gaz square. In the middle is an octagonal
chamber with a domed roof decorated with mouldings in plaster, the octagon des1 Sixth ed., 1908.
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cribed in a square of ten gaz. The walls of the octagon are thus of immense thickness, five gaz thick in their thinnest part. North, South, East and West, they are
pierced by broad passages. Three of these are closed by fretted marble screens, but
on the western side the screen has a doorway in it, with a raised threshold. A
hole has been drilled through the marble at floor level to let out water. This is a
common feature in thresholds and there is a similar hole in one of the other screens,
but the floor of the octagon chamber is a good inch lower than the floor of the passage.
Outside this central portion again, there is about sixteen gaz of what is apparently
solid before you come to the corridor cells.
Now let us come out and up the staircase on to the roof. The twenty gaz
chabutra, which is the crown of the central block, has a marble edging nineteen
inches wide. At intervals along this edging, small pieces of marble have been let in,
*

0

1

obviously t o fill up holes left when something was removed. Behind the marble
runs a path of red stone 2' 10" wide. The inner edge of this path forms a
square of forty-five feet. Inside this red square the paving is almost entirely of
marble, except for four paths of red stone which run inward to meet the sides of an
oblong -figure inlaid in black and yellow marble. Inside this is another black marble
oblong edging, intended to mark the site of the hole which has now been filled up.
That of course is new.
The marks* along the edge of the chabutra suggest irresistibly that there was
once a marble screen there. The fact that there are steps only on one side shows t h a t
there can only have been one entrance. The size of the marks along the edging suggests t h a t the screen must have been of some height, and if that was so, any building within it must have stood back some distance from it. But the pavement up to
and beyond the outer oblong figure appears never, to have been disturbed, so
t h a t any building there was can hardly have been larger than the inner oblong which
represents the outer margin of the hole. The oblong figure suggests an oblong something within it, and the oblong hole (now filled up) suggests the size of t h a t something,
and anything oblong of that size or smaller can hardly have been anything but a
tombstone. The fact t h a t the oblong lies north and south serves to confirm this
inference.
Now let us see what we can deduce from the features of the domed roof. The
hole, when the edges were examined after the removal of the skylight, showed no
signs of having been finished off with stone facings. On the contrary, it seemed to
(i
have been formed by hacking through the brickwork of the v a u l t " (Nicholls). In
answer to the suggestion that the stone—presumably marble—facings might have been
torn away, Mr. Tucker retorted that if marble was to be used again it would have
been necessary to remove it carefully and the marks of its setting would have remained.
This argument, however, is not very satisfying as the original appearances of the
1 I have not been able t o find out when these holes were .filled up. May I take this opportunity of suggesting to
the Archaeological authorities t h a t a calendar of restorations and repairs should be drawn up for each of the principal
buildings in their charge ?
2 " The mutakka holes, weather marks and depressions round the edge ' ' (Nicholls).
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edges may have been altered to receive the wooden roof and the later skylight The
internal features, however, are against the theory that an opening was part of the
original design. The ornamental plaster work of the dome is old except in the middle
where it was renewed when the roof was closed. The design is one of concentric rings
of rayed stars. The stars of each ring are connected by rays with those nearest them
in the rings on either side in such a way that the rays of each series of stars form
continuous curves radiating from the centre, producing an effect somewhat like a
Catharine wheel. "This design most simply completes itself at the apex of the dome"
(Mr. Tucker). It might be added that it is an impossible design to surround an
oblong opening. I t is conceivable that there might have been a small circular opening or even an octagonal one, so far as the design of the ornamental plaster is
concerned, but the width of the oblong hole was only g' 6f, and the diameter of
the opening could hardly have been more than eight feet. But an octagonal or
circular opening is negatived by the external indications of something oblong in the
centre. It might, however, be suggested that there was an opening of this shape
under an oblong pavilion, and similarly the false tomb if there was one might have
had such a covering.
This theory, however, would not account so well for the oblong hole, but the
strongest argument against it is that the central part of the dome was not strong
enough to carry any such superstructure. The pitch of the dome is very low and when
a small chatri was proposed a few years ago, it was found that in order to carry it
safely the roof would have to be strengthened by steel beams.
Another argument which Mr. Tucker has used is that any canopy of the dimensions possible would have been of " quite absurd proportions." The limits of the hole
were 11 \ feet x gi feet and the maximum measurements of the ground plan of the
l
canopy would be rather less than those of the hole. This argument is to some
extent a matter of opinion, and a canopy for this particular place might have been
designed with reference rather to the size of the chabutra, and the height of the screen
than to the dimensions of the rest of the building.
Finally, the marble tomb below shows no signs of having been exposed to the
1
weather, and the sunk floor of the octagon chamber would have meant that every
storm would have left a pool inside, though if the opening has been protected by a
dome, this inconvenience would have been diminished.
The result of these considerations is to support the same conclusions in regard to
the opening and the dome or pavilion, which tradition and the account of Muhammad
Salih have already been found to indicate. They give us the additional feature of the
screen, and it is possible that an awning was suspended on occasions from its four
corners.
This analysis of the structural features enables us to deal more completely with
• The rest of the pavement bears no signs of ever having been disturbed, and I can find no record of its having been
repaired.
* One corner of the platform on which the tombstone stauds has been cracked and repaired a t some period. The
attendants suggest an earthquake, which seems a very unlikely explanation. I t was more likely the result of an
accident when the roof was '« hacked through." M. Nur Ahmad makes what seems.to be an allusion to this crack.
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the theory of Major Cole. The one point in its favour is that the Huzuri B a _
baradarl fits almost exactly the inner edge of the square path of red stone. But if it
was in that position it would surely come far too near the marble screen, and a
baradarl like that would hardly have all its exits but one blocked by a screen, little
more than a yard in front of them. Further, though there would no doubt be plenty
of support for the outer walls, as they would fall on the thick walls of the octagon,
there would be a most inadequate support for the inner apartment, which, it must
be remembered, has a second story over it. The diagram below will explain what
I mean.
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The two oblong figures on the pavement of the chabutra.

Wm The position of the pillars of the inner room of the baradarl if superimposed on t h e chabutra.
The octagonal tomb chamber.

It will be noticed, too, that while the inner apartment of the baradarl is square,
the old outer figure on the pavement of the chabutra is oblong. We have no record
of this part of the roof having been re-laid in British times, and it is not in the least
likely that the Maharaja would have covered up the traces of his ravages so neatly,
or, if he had done so, that he would have given us this oblong figure which had no
relation to what had been there before. What Ran,jit Singh wanted was the marble.
Why should he waste the very material which it was the object of his vandalism to
procure ? The brick parapet round the roof shows us the utmost that we need look
for in the way of repairs during the Sikh times, and that was probably only put up
to improve the tomb as a residence.
Last, I come to the evidence of analogy. Here we start with a general proposition—"An opening for light in the crown of a vault is, I believe, a thing unknown in
Moghal architecture'' (NichoUs). The passage from Muhammad Salih suggests the
analogy of Babur's tomb, and that has no superstructure. But it is a very much
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less ambitious monument than the mausoleum of Jahangir, and the analogy seems to
me to have little value. I t is difficult to reconcile the woodcuts of the tomb in
G. S. Vigne's A Personal Narrative of a visit to Ghuzni, Kabul and Afghanistan (London,
Whittaker and Co., 1840), at p. 325, and in C. Masson's Narrative of various journeys
in Balochistan, Afghanistan, and the Punjab (London, Richard Bentley, 1842),at p. 238,
vol. ii; but there are photographs of the tomb in Notes on some monuments in Afghanistan, by H. H. Hayden (Memoirs of A.S.B., vol. ii, No. x).
I t has been suggested more than once that the model of the tomb was t h a t of
rtimadu-d-daula, the father of Nur Jahan, at Agra. This is much smaller than
Jahangir's tomb, and lacks the open corridor. There is no doubt a general resemblance in the plan, which would be more complete if we could supply the central
pavilion at Shahdara, as Mr. Fanshawe has done; but there are so many differences
in detail that we cannot argue from one to the other.
There is more justification for arguing from the analogy of Akbar's tomb, as
Mr. Tucker has done. We know from Jahangir's own Memoirs of the great interest
he took in the building of his father's tomb, and how he actually had part of it pulled
1
down and rebuilt because the design of the architects was not to his liking. If the
tomb is as he intended it to be, it shows t h a t the design he preferred for his father
was one with an open top story, surrounded by cloisters and with a false tomb on a
chabutra in the middle, and that would be some evidence of what he thought a proper
tomb for a Moslem monarch. But both Smith and Fergusson are of opinion t h a t the
2
building was designed to carry a light dome. At Sikandra, however, the platform is
a good deal smaller than the one at Shahdara, and is supported on massive piers and
arches, so that the parallel is far from being complete, even if a dome was intended
there. But whatever the original design (and the building of the tomb was started
by Akbar himself), it seems to me that there is a prima facie case for supposing t h a t
we have it in the condition in which Jahangir regarded it as complete. H e survived
the completion of the building as we have it for fifteen years, and he would hardly
have left it incomplete in such a comparatively small feature, unless, indeed, it was
some superstition that stayed his hand.
We may now carry our memories back along the different avenues of argument
which we have trodden. Tradition points to a closed roof, Muhammad Salih indicates a closed roof with an uncovered tomb-stone in the middle, and structural considerations give us the closed roof, the uncovered tomb-stone and the trellis screen,
which are also, though faintly perhaps, shadowed by the analogy of Akbar's tomb.
The consistency of the conclusions t h a t we reach by each of the avenues of evidence
is a point t h a t is strongly in favour of their correctness.
I t may be t h a t some
valuable piece of evidence may be brought to light in the future, b u t if we were
compelled to record a finding on the evidence as we have it, it would be in favour of
the closed roof, the uncovered tomb-stone and the trellis-screen.
This sums up my conclusions. I spoke earlier of the apparent demand of conven•

1 See Waqi'at-i-Jahangin, Elliot, vi, p . 319.
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See, however, note 3, p. 22.
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tion for some structure in the centre of the tomb to relieve the great expanse of roof
that seems to lie so low between the lofty towers. The demand can hardly be denied,
but need we suppose that the builder wished to satisfy convention ? He had before
him a desire definitely and solemnly expressed by his father for the simple tomb
sanctioned by the Traditions, and that desire he did not wish altogether to disregard.
He had before him too the example of the great tomb built by Jahanglr for his father,
the embodiment in stone of his conception of what an Emperor's tomb should be. He
took from it the feature which seemed to bring the tomb into direct communion with
the clouds of heaven, and it may be that the broad, low roof with the lonely little
enclosure in the centre, shrinking, as it were, from the gaze of the outside world, and
dwarfed by the tall minars, was in reality a subtle reminder to the living of the pious
and humble testament of the Emperor who slept below.
[Note.—I wish to record my obligations to the Punjab Civil and P. W. Secretariat, the Superintending and Executive Engineer, Lahore, the Deputy Commissioner, Lahore, the Director-General of Archaeology and the Superintendent, Muhammadan and British Monuments, Northern Circle, for the free use
they have permitted me to make of their office records. The P.W.D. records only go back to 1887.]

T h e S h r i n e of B a b a Farld S h a k a r g a n j at P a k p a t t a n .
MILES IRVING.

[Paper read—June 16, 1911. ]

Not far from the right bank of the Sutlej, about 100 miles below the confluence
of that river and the Beas, is the ancient town of Pakpattan. Like so many ancient
cities of the plains it is built upon a mound part perhaps natural, but raised to some
two hundred feet above the surrounding country on the accumulated debris of ages.
Its bastioned walls and tiers upon tiers of roofs rising sharply from the plain attract
the eye from many miles, and form a strikingly romantic spectacle,—a rose-red
city half as old as time,—and on the south these glistening domes mark the site of
one of the most famous shrines of the south-western Panjab.
According to local tradition the original name of this town was Jadwa, but it is
under the name of Ajudhan that we first have historical record of it. This name
appears to be derived from the Yaudheya tribe, the modern Johiyas, who are still of
importance across the Sutlej in Bahawalpur, and hold a good deal of land in the
Pakpattan tahsil. They are not however very numerous in the immediate neighbourhood of Pakpattan, where we find their place largely taken by the Chishti tribe claiming descent from the saint whose shrine is the subject of this paper. Ajudhan is said
to have been captured by Sabuktagin in A.D. 977 and by Ibrahim Ghaznavi in 1079.
The shrine of Baba Farid was established early in the thirteenth century, and is mentioned by the traveller Ibn Batuta who visited it in 1334, and describes Ajudhan as a
small town held as a fief from the emperor by the incumbent of the shrine. The
town was besieged by Shaikh Khokhar in 1394. Four years later Timur passed this
way, but out of respect for the shrine spared such of the inhabitants as had not fled.
<(
The town appears called simply Patan in the 'Ain i Akbari," and is said to have
received its present name by the express order of the emperor Akbar.
I t is not at the first glance obvious why an ancient and famous city should have
found its site just here. It is not accurate to say, as Cunningham does, that Pakpattan
was the ferry town over the Sutlej, where the great routes to the west converge. In
fact it is doubtful whether there ever was a ferry town over that river. I t is at
present some 6 miles from its western bank, and the general westering tendency of the
Panjab rivers makes it improbable that the Sutlej was ever much nearer. Its modern
name, Holy Ferry, given in the reign of Akbar, refers not to a ferry over the Sutlej
but to one over a branch called the Bisharat nala, which was running a couple of
centuries ago under the city walls. And the old trade route passed not through
Pakpattan but through the equally ancient town of DIpalpur 30 miles to t h e N . E., and
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crossed the river 25 miles up stream opposite what is now Fazilka. Nor was
Pakpattan ever,that we know, the seat of the government, being in this respect overshadowed by Dipalpur, which was not only the head of one of the Jarhars of the
Multan province under the Mughals, but from the earliest times seems to have dominated
the country-side around. I t is rather to religious than to political or commercial
causes that we must look to explain the importance of Pakpattan, Here from very
early times was a Hindu shrine, of whose worship we know nothing beyond the facts
that it was the centre of the resistance to the on-coming wave of Muhammadanism in
the south-west, and that its cult was so deeply rooted in the hearts of the people that
its observances still, as I shall relate, show through the Muhammadanism of nine
hundred years. The missionary to whom the conquest of this shrine and the conversion of a great part of the south-western Panjab was 'due was Hazrat Farld-ud-DIn
Shakarganj. The earliest authority for the life of the saint is.a Persian work entitled
the Rahat-ul-qutub, and written by his disciple Nizam-ud-Din Auliya Mahbflb Ilahi.
I have not been able to find an MS. of this, but it has been translated into Urdu
and printed. A collection of sayings of Farid was composed in the reign of Jahanglr
by one Ali Asghar of Bahadul in Sirhind. This also has been translated into Urdu
and printed. There are two other works of later date written by one Pir Muhahimad
of Pakpattan called the Makhzan Chishti and the Assar i-Ibrat-i Farldi. Mr. Macaulife in his life of the saint given in Volume VI of the " Sikh Religion'' quotes there four
works, but I am not sure if he saw the two last or the originals of the first two. A
great number of books and sanads which were in the shrine when he was Deputy
Commissioner of Montgomery are said to have been since removed, and the translations of the first two are all that I have at present been able to obtain.
Farid was of Quraish descent from the second Caliph Umar, and his grandfather
came to the Panjab in A.D. 1125. Farid himself was born at a place now known as
Chawali Mushaikh, a little oasis in the desert on the borders of Montgomery and Multan. But for the history of his mission his spiritual is more important than his natural descent. The relation of Master and Disciple, of Shaikh and Murid, of Guru and
Chela, found in all oriental religions, is of particular importance in the history of Sufiism, a religion which in its general dislike for formalism and dogma falls back on the
*

progress of the individual soul to a knowledge of God, by the assistance of one who
has already made progress on the way. The teacher who won the allegiance of the
young Farid was the famous saint Khwaja Qutub-ud-Din Balshtigar of Ush near Baghdad, who came to Multan in the time of Nasir-ud-Din Qubacha. He was a sayyid of
Jafiri Husaini tribe, and a disciple of Muayar-ud-Din Hasan Chishti, and it is in
remembrance of the latter that not only the descendants of the Sayyid Qutub-ud-Din,
but the Quraish Farid himself and his descendants and followers bear the name of
Chishti. Farid lived for some time with his master at Delhi, and then for a time
sojourned at Hansi. On the death of Qutub-ud-Din (which happened in A.D. 1235)
he returned to Delhi and assumed his master's mantle, and it was then that he proceeded to Pakpattan and settled there.
As has been said above, there is little doubt that Pakpattan was from very early
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times the seat of an ancient shrine of Hindu worship. One tradition of Farld's life
makes it appear that during a temporary absence of his in the Caucasus, a Hindu
Jogi obtained ascendency over his followers and perverted many of them, but there
can be no doubt that this Jogi was the original incumbent of the shrine converted or
conquered by Farld, and that one of the secrets of its great popularity is that it
represents a tradition of local sanctity going far beyond Muhammadan times into the
remotest past. Even now traces of the former worship of the shrine appear through
the ceremonial of the present day. The keys of the door of paradise, opened yearly
as will be related below, are held by a Brahman, and it is over the Jogi's tomb that
the incumbent of the shrine passes before he enters the gate
The legends of the pious acts and sayings of the saint have been collected by Mr.
Macauliffe in his work on the Sikh Religion, and I do not propose to recapitulate them
here. The most famous of his austerities was his practice of assuaging the pangs of
hunger by applying to his body chapattis made of wood, in token whereof the wooden
chapattis are preserved to this day injthg_shrine 1 one of them bearing jthe marks of
the holy man's teeth. Another legend accounts for certain objects like petrified
fruit, which are preserved in the shrine. The saint was sitting by the wayside when
c
a merchant passed him with laden panniers. ' What have you in your panniers ? " said
he. " O h , brickbats/' said the merchant. " Really," said the saint, " n o w so they are.
I hadn't noticed.'' And when they were unladen, brickbats they were. There are several
legends accounting for his title of Shakarganj. Most refer to the miraculous production by him of sugar, but there is also a tradition t h a t Muhammad once ascended into
Heaven and returned with a plate of sugar from the store of a saint, who should be
born into the world as a mediator for sinners, who the Prophet said shall receive
from God the name of Farld as being Jaiyid i 'alam, unequalled in the world, and by me
shall be called Shakarganj; and we can have little hesitation in ascribing to this
character of his doctrine the remarkable success of his mission, especially when we
remember t h a t in the S.W. Panjab conversion was voluntary, and embraced almost
the whole population as contrasted with the partial and often compulsory nature of
conversion in the east of the province. Sufi teaching begins with the Muhammadan law, and the Shariat or observance of the ceremonial law is the initiatory stage
of the novice. But in its higher stages Sufiism takes a complexion greatly akin to
Hinduism, so much so t h a t it has been supposed by some t h a t it was originally influenced by the Vedanta school of thought. The weight of opinion appears to be
against this view, and to hold that Sufiism arose independently in its Persian home;
but in either case the fact remains t h a t the character of its teaching was such as to
facilitate its acceptance in a Hindu country. The teachings of Farid, preserved in
the Sikh granth, are of the ordinary Sufi character. On the esoteric side they display
a mysticism always tending to verge into Pantheism. On one occasion he is reported
to have commended the saying t h a t God and man were one, differing only as man by
loving the world fell away from God. And his teaching is full of the thought of the desire of the soul for God as conceived in the similitude of the desire of the lover for his
beloved, a conception which is also at the root of the Hindu teaching of Bhakti as
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found in Kabir and the Sikh Gurus. And on the exoteric side it must never be forgotten that Sufiism offers not merely to the aspirant for spiritual progress the advice
and example of the Shaikh, but to the ordinary man living in the world the mediation
of the Pir, or Saint. To the ordinary Montgomery cattle-thief who comes once a
year to Pakpattan to obtaining remission for the enormities of the past twelve months,
Baba Farld is the mediator by whose merits he obtains forgiveness, assurance of
which he obtains through the presence in the flesh of the descendant of the saint,
Baba Farld died on the 5th of Muharram in the year of the 664 A.H. (1266 A.D.).
His mausoleum was built by the chief of his Khalifas Khwaja Nizam-ud-DIn Auliya.
The relation of Khalifa to a saint is familiar to us, in the case of the Khalifas of the
Prophet, but as there is a succession from the saint himself there is no succession
In practice the term is applied to any powerful disciple of the shrine.
tof Khalifas.
The mausoleum is quite a small building, not more than twelve feet square, and
has two doors on the south and east. The former is the famous Bihishti Darwaza
or door of paradise, in respect of which a revelation was given to Nizam-ud-DIn t h a t
whoever passed through it should obtain remission of his sins. The east door is
that ordinarily used for access to the shrine, and there is on the north a window at
which women are allowed to pay their devotions. Within the mausoleum is the tomb
of the saint and also a monument called Qadam Rasul built to mark the spot where
the Prophet's soul is said to have stood on the occasion of the interment of Farld.
From Farld to the present incumbent 30 generations are numbered. On Farld's
death his spiritual and temporal functions were divided between his two sons, but
this arrangement seems to have been the cause of friction, and was indeed only possible when there were two sons. Since then the incumbent, who bears the title of
Diwan, has combined both spiritual and temporal functions. Spiritually he as descendant of the PIr partakes in an undefined manner of his ancestor's sanctity, and is
alone competent to perform the ceremonies of the shrine. On the secular side he is
not only custodian of the shrine but the owner of the large landed estates attached
to it, and recipient of the offerings of the faithful. The situation is not unlike t h a t
of the Prince Bishop of the Middle Ages whose two-fold character we remember described in the L,ay of St. Gengulphus :—
The Prince Bishop muttered a curse—and a prayer,
Which his double capacity hit to a nicety.
His princely, or lay, half impelled him to swear.
His episcopal moiety said Benedicite.
The various incumbents of the shrine have inclined now to the spiritual, now to
the temporal side of their double character. Many have themselves been renowned
(
ascetics and saints. Among these are Ala-ud-Dln Mauj Darya, grandson of the saint
Shaikh Brahm, twelfth in descent, in whose time the shrine was visited by Guru
Nanak and Mir-ud-DIn who is said in the reign of Akbar to have revived the reputation of the shrine by the success of his prayers for an heir to the throne. I t was in
his time that the town was first called 'Pakpattan or Holy Ferry, a name taken from
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the ferry over the Bisharat creek running under its walls, and perhaps having reference
to Farid as the ferryman of souls. Such a comparison has been preserved in a rhyme
relating to another holy man of the district, Pir Baba of the shrine of Daud Kirman
at Shergarh :—
Beri bahtl shahr darya vich.
Par asade lawan nun :
Pir Baba mallahi paida.
Bhar bhar par langhaida.
On the other hand in many of the incumbents of the shrine the temporal side of their
position has been in the ascendant. Under the Mughal Empire the Diwans held a
on
good deal of land on jaglr tenure, and in 1757
the collapse of the empire the
Diwan Abdus Subhan made himself independent, and in alliance with Mubarik Khan
of Bahawalpur wrested some territory south of the Sutlej from Bikaner. His territory
was subsequently occupied by the Bhangis, but on their defeat by the Daudpotras
the Diwans regained their independence until 1810 when they became feudatory to
Ranjit Singh.
The incumbency of the shrine passes by natural descent, and the last succession
was the subject of prolonged litigation, the Privy Council finally deciding against the
Chief Court of the Pan jab that a sister's son being adopted by the last incumbent
succeeds to the exclusion of an uncle.. It is at first sight a curious reflection that in
a matter of succession to which spiritual efficacy is attached such implicit acquiescence
should be rendered to the decision of an alien court. But it must be remembered
that from time immemorial, India has looked to the sovereign power as the interpreter
of all laws, and clearly distinguishes between the acts of legislation and interpretation.
And further sanctity attaches to some extent to all descendants of the saint, so that any
descendant being in possession of the shrine would be recognized as his representative.
On the spiritual side the function of the incumbent consists principally in the
performance of the ceremonies of the shrine. The great festival of the year, known
as the Urs of Baba Farid, takes place at the Muharram, and as Baba Farid died on
the 5th of Muharram, the Muharram ceremonies are put back to the 25th of Zu-ilHijj so as to make the Urs terminate on Muharram 6th. On the 25th of Zu'il-Hijj
and on the following days of that month is celebrated the khatam or memorial service
in commemoration of Hasan and Husai'n and of Baba Farid. The Diwan enters the
courtyard of the shrine at 9 a.m. with his followers, and proceeds to the mausoleum
of Baba Farid, outside which singers and players have been for sometime performing.
He enters the mausoleum and sits on the west of the tomb, his followers standing
rouad, while the Qur'an and the pedigree of the family is recited. Sugar is then distributed by the Diwan as an offering on behalf of the souls of the illustrious dead. The
Diwan next visits the tomb of the saint Mauj Darya, grandson of Farid, and again distributes sugar. Then the. commemoration of Hasan and Husain is recited over two
small jars of sharbat which is then distributed among the hearers. Then the Diwan
shuts himself within the mausoleum of Farid, while recitation goes on outside, and
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finally retires. These ceremonies continue daily down'to the 5th Muharram, and it is
to be observed how the commemoration of the saint is combined with but at the same
time overshadows that of the martyrs Hasan and Husain. The offerings on behalf
of the dead remind me somewhat of Hindu worship, and the use of instrumental
music contrary to the rules of orthodox Muhammadan worship deserves remark.
From the 1st of Muharram in addition to the above ceremonies the sacred Sufi
(
dance known as the sama is held daily at 3 p.m. This has become greatly conventionalized and is a very quiet affair compared with what one has read of dancing
dervishes in other countries. I t chiefly consists in the recitation of verses from the
works of Farid and others by singers, who the while walk to and fro between the
mausoleum and a verandah called the Majlis khana where the Diwan is seated. The
dance is represented by three Sufis dressed in white, who are conducted with the
singers and from time to time as the spirit moves them execute an uncouth dance,
rolling at times in a condition of ecstasy on the ground. At the conclusion of the
ceremony cowries are flung to the crowd by the Diwan.
The great day of the festival is the 5th of Muharram, on which the door of
Paradise is opened. The khatam and satna' are held as usual, and about an hour
before sunset the Diwan enters the courtyard of the shrine preceded by a Brahman
with a bell, and by a man bearing palm branches to clear his way, while an usher
intones the cry of Allah Muhammad Char Yar Haji Qutb Farid. A large crowd of
privileged guests follows him. He enters the mausoleum by the east door, accompanied by as many of his followers as can find room. He then in commemoration of the
dastar bandi or installation of the first successor to Farid, places a number of strips of
muslin dyed with saffron (called pecha) on the tomb, and after rubbing them on
his breast and staining his clothes with them he ties five of these round his turban,
then learing the shrine and climbing across the jogi's tomb he unlocks and enters
the door of paradise. He then passes out by the east door and takes his seat on the
jogi's tomb where he distributes the rest of the pieces of muslin and some dates, and
finally preceded by music, leaves the shrine. Then the stream of devotees begins to
pass through the door. Very elaborate police arrangements are made to prevent
injury in the crush, and the great mass are kept in the plain outside the city walls
and admitted by driblets to the street leading to the shrine and so to the shrine itself.
Once through the door of paradise they leave the shrine by another gate and find
their way out of the city by another street. All night long till sunrise the stream
continues, only interrupted when some visiting dignitary from another shrine is
specially conducted to pass through with his followers. In all some 40,000 pass
through during the night, and one may imagine that they have little time to linger
in the shrine. Indeed two constables are stationed within to see that the pilgrims
do not obstruct the flow by dallying over their private devotions, and I have seen
them passing, or rather being passed, through at the rate of eighty to the minute.
Some thirty years ago there was an unfortunate occasion on which several lives were
lost by the crush at the door of paradise, and before British rule, it is said that this waj
of yearly occurrence. Our present elaborate arrangements have for many years enabled
•
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the ceremony to take place without anything more serious than a broken head or a
grazed knee, but the police have their work cut out to restrain a crowd which, though
perfectly good tempered, has a tradition of fighting for priority of entry, and regards
the blows they get from the switches which are served out to the police in place of
batons, as part of the night's penance. On the next day the same is held at 3 p.m.
and again after sunset, and the door is opened at about 11 p.m. by the Diwan who
distributes a kind of bread called kurs. The stream of pilgrims is then allowed to
pass through until sunrise, and about 20,000 pass the door on this night. On the 10th
of Muharram the Diwan at the head of a large procession all carrying pitchers of
water enters the mausoleum and empties his pitcher over the shrine, his retinue
following suit. The water that drains away is regarded as holy and is carried away
in leather bags by the Diwan and other worshippers. In the evening offerings are
made of sandal and atar at the tomb, and there is a recitation of hymns closing with
the distribution of sugar.
In addition to the great Urs of Baba Farld above described, there are monthly
celebrations on khatams of the saint and of other holy men connected with the shrine.
These include the two great khalifas of the saint Khwaja Nizam-ud-Dln Auliya
who were the chief instruments of the extension of his influence after his death. The
followers of Nizam-ud-Din have their shrines mostly in the west and south-west of
the Panjab, including those at Maler and Chacharan in Bahawalpur, Taunsa in Dera
Ghazi Khan, Golra in Rawalpindi, besides one at Basri in Hoshiarpur, and the shrine of
f
Nizam-ud-Dln himself at Delhi. The followers of Ala-ud-DIn are more to the east,
and have shrines at Kalzer, Gangoh and Ambahtha inSaharanpur, Randauli in Baribanki, Panipat, Thauesar and Vatraham in Patiala. The incumbents of many of these
shrines visit Pakpattan during the great fair, those of Taunsa and Golra being the most
important visitors: they being large retinues for whom a right of private entree to the
shrine is demanded. Besides these hereditary adherents of the shrine a sprinkling
of darvishes and pilgrims are attracted from all parts of India as well as from the
border, but the great majority of devotees come from Montgomery, Multan, and
Bahawalpur. . The shrine has never, like that of Sakhi Sarwar, attracted Hindu
devotees, and no Hindu ever passes the door of paradise: on the other hand, perhaps by virtue of the tradition of Baba Farld's tolerant Sufiism, the shrine has
never been a centre of fanatical feeling. I t is impossible to say that the shrine at
present represents theological learning or spiritual enlightenment, its chief function
being at present the formal performance of various ceremonies. I t is however, one
may hope, the pledge of a better day that the present Diwan has instituted within the
walls of the shrine a modern Anglo-Vernacular School combining religious with secular
instruction. This is a development very unusual in institutions of this nature, and
the Diwan indeed met with considerable opposition from his fellow Sajjada Muslims
of the allied shrines who doubtless felt that their hold upon their people lay in their
ignorance. The attempt to make this ancient shrine not merely a resort of ceremonial observance but a centre of enlightenment is one which may have a lasting
and deep effect on the Muhammadans of the S. W. Panjab.

A n I n s c r i p t i o n of t h e R e i g n of Ghiyathu-d-din B a l b a n .
By R. B. W H I T E H E A D , I.C.S.
In the month of May, 1914, I visited the town of Farrukhnagar in the Gurgaon
District of the Panjab. This town is some thirty-five miles south-west of Dehli on a
branch of the Rajputana-Malwa Railway, and was formerly the centre of a considerable salt industry. But the exploitation of the immense deposits of the Sambhar
Lake has been followed by the rapid decline of such local and comparatively unimportant sources of supply as that at Farrukhnagar, and the town has suffered accordingly.
Farrukhnagar was founded by a Baloch Chief, Faujdar Khan, who was made
governor by the Emperor Farrukh Siyar, after whom the place was presumably
named.
Faujdar Khan assumed the title of Nawab in A.D. 1732 (A.H. 1145), and
the Nawabs of Farrukhnagar played an important part in the history of the tract till
the British annexation. They were then confirmed in their estate, but this was
eventually confiscated in A.D. 1858 owing to the complicity of the reigning Chief in
the Mutiny.
(
The most striking building in the town is the Jami Masjid, a fine mosque built
of red Agra stone. I t was constructed by Faujdar Khan, and the front of the building is ornamented with a commemorative marble tablet bearing the following Persian
inscription!
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' How splendid is the reign of the Emperor Muhammad Shah through whom the
world is glad and prosperous. This mosque was built by Faujdar Khan so that it
radiates light like the Ka'ba. Its stainless waters of ablution are sparkling and pure,
(
and give a foretaste of the river of Paradise. A voice from Heaven said I t s date
) ) i
(is embodied in the phrase) JJi ^ $** ;y «_*»*»>•
If the values of the letters of the words JM $* $*• ; y « - ^ « * ^ as given by the
Abjad, are added together, the result is 1145. The meaning of the phrase is " T h i s
is a great mosque, and the light of the Righteous One is shining in it." The emperor
Muhammad Shah reigned from 1131 to 1161 A.H.
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While looking round the mosque courtyard, I noticed let into its southern wall
two slabs of red sandstone inscribed with Arabic legends which dated back to the
reign of Ghiyathu-d-din Balban, Sultan of Dehli. On enquiry I was informed that
they had been brought to Farrukhnagar from an ancient mosque in a village called
Sultanpur, about three miles away in the direction of Dehli, which had been demolished some time previously, but fortunately its inscription had been preserved in
this manner. According to the inhabitants of Sultanpur, this mosque was constructed by one Salar Mas'aud Ghazi some centuries ago. I t was demolished long
before the Mutiny, and there is now nothing left except a mound of earth, and a
fragment of the southern wall. The story goes that the stone work, including the
inscribed tablets, was removed to Frarukhnagar, but by whom, or when, does not
appear.
The tablets or slabs are of red Agra sandstone, and though the photographer has
made them look of different sizes, they are approximately equal, their dimensions
being I'gJ" x i'7" and I'gJ-" x i'<f respectively.
I will call the right-hand stone
A, and the left-hand stone B. It is probable that the slabs were originally placed
side by side in such a way that the three-line legend read continuously from one
stone on to the other. I had no difficulty in making out the entire inscription with
the exception of the last line on stone A. The beginning of this line is the only part
of either stone which has suffered at all from the weather. However I surmised that
the first word was the proper name Muhammad, and that the last three words were
JUJ) ^ i SBB5*»* , 'Ajaml fil 'Urn. I had no doubt that the last line of stone B read
(
min or ft shahr ul mubarak Ramzan san arba wa saba 'in wa satmayatan.
The last line of the inscription gives us the name of the actual builder of the
mosque, and the date of its construction. But it presented difficulties which I was
unable to solve. The name cannot be reconciled with that of the traditionary Salar.
Through the kindness of Sir John Marshall, Director-General of Archaeology, I have
been provided with the following reading and translation of the doubtful portion of
the last line
i
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" Aibak, a slave of Shamsu-d-din Eltutmi§b, and a Persian, in the purifying and
the blessed month, e t c . "
This elucidation is due to M. Muhammad Hamid, a student who was working in
the Department in the summer of 1915.
There can be no doubt that the reading .<*»* ^ - ^ is correct, and I am much
• t

indebted for the elucidation of the important word Shamsl, about which I shall have
something further to say. It is a pity that the name of this Persian member of the
band of the freedmen of Shamsu-d-din Eltutmi^Ji cannot be read with certainty, but
if we accept the tentative reading Aibak, I suggest that the full name is Muhammad
Aibak. I cannot reconcile the remainder of M. Muhammad Hamid's reading with
my conception of the words. The two letters following the preposition ^j seem to be
the Arabic definite article Jl preceding a word which I fail to read as ^ i . In my
opinion the word ^.i occurs a little later on, following the particle ^ or ^ . But
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it is just these two words apparently that M. Muhammad Hamid reads as Jeui) ,
"purifying."
An alternative reading and translation suggested to me by Saiyad Tafazzul
Husain, Kharar, Ambala District, are as follows:
uJ;UJI ^

^J ^ \ ^J ^*=*c
* *

^^
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«•

" Muhammad Aibak,.the ignorant slave of Eltutmish, in the auspicious month,
etc.

) y

(

According to this scholar, the word Ajaml} which has come to mean Persian as
distinguished from 'Arabi, Arab, and Turki, Turk, was originally used by the Arabs
in a depreciatory sense as a term for all those outside their own race, and especially
for those who were unacquainted with the Arabic tongue. Familiar instances of
a similar nature come to mind as embodied in the phrases Greeks and Barbarians,
Jews and Gentiles. So the words 'Ajami fil Him may mean one who was not an
Arab, and was lacking in Arab culture.
(
I may here remark in parenthesis that all three words, 'Ajami, Arably and
Turki, are found among the laudatory titles contained in an inscription of Shamsu-d(
din Eltutmish on the Qutb Minar, Dehli, and the word Ajam itself commonly occurs
in such inscriptions—see Thomas's Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Dehli, pages
*

10, 22, a n d 8o.

Omitting the doubtful words at the end of the last line on stone A, I now give
a full transcription and translation of the inscription.
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' This mosque was built in the time of the government of the great sovereign
Ghiyathu-d-dunya wa ud din, the father of victory, Balban, the Sultan, may God
perpetuate his kingdom and sovereignty, the feeble servitor (of God) trusting in the
mercy of God most High, by Muhammad Aibak, the Shamsi, 'Ajami, in the auspicious month Ramzan of the year six hundred and seventy-four."
I find that a list of what are called the Shamsia Maliks in Hind, together with
short biographical notices, is given in the Tabaqat i Nasiri, a translation of which by
Major H. G. Raverty is contained in the Bibliotheca Indica series. One of these
Shamsia Maliks was the Chief Justiciary—Turkish, Dad Bak, Persian, Amir i Dad
Malik Saifu-d-din Ibak (Aibak), the Shamsi, 'Ajami. A sketch of his career is given
on pp. 788-791 of Raverty's Tabaqat.
aq, or Qibchaq,
a desert of Turkistan, and fell into the hands of one Khwaja Shamsu-d-din, 'Ajami,
known as the Maliku-t-tujjar, Chief of the Merchants, who eventually carried him to
Dehli. There Aibak was purchased by Shamsu-d-din Eltutmish, and was at once
received into the royal favour. After a varied career on the executive side, he went
over to the judicial, and eventually became Amir i Dad, or Chief Judge, of the capital
when the throne devolved on Sultan 'Alau-d-dm Mas'aud Shah in 640 A.H. In the
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time of Nasiru-d-din Mahmud he was transferred to Palwal, then to Bulandshahr,
and afterwards to the Rohtak side. About the year 658 A.H., when the author of
the Tabaqat closed his history, this Saifu-d-din Aibak was again in charge of Bulandshahr. There is no a priori reason why he should not have survived till the year of
our inscription, 674 A.H., and he is very possibly the builder of the Sultanpur
mosque.
The word Shamsl calls for a few remarks. I t refers to Shamsu-d-din Eltutmish,
and means that Muhammad Aibak was, or had been, one of the slaves of Eltutmisb.
Shamsu-d-din himself had been a slave of the Sultan Qutbu-d-din Aibak, who in his
turn was originally one of the Turk! slaves of Muhammad bin Sam, the first of the
Slave Dynasty. Eltutmisb, the greatest of the Slave Kings, rose to be general and
son-in-law to his master, and finally superseded that master's son Aram Shah in the
legitimate succession to the throne of Dehli. From two of his coins, one in gold and
one in silver, we know that he called himself ^ * W , thus acknowledging his depenM

dence upon, and his former servitude to, Qutbu-d-din Aibak.
Nasiru-d-din Mahmud, a son of E l t u t m i ^ , was the fifth successor of his father,
and reigned twenty years. He himself was a quiet, studious man, and left the administration of affairs to an Ilbarz Turk, Ulugh Khan, formerly one of his father's
slaves, who had married a daughter of Eltutmisli. Ulugh Khan became Nasiru-ddin's all-powerful wazir and general, and afterwards succeeded his master under the
style of Ghiyathu-d-din Balban. Balban's original servitude to Shamsu-d-din Eltutmish is recorded in an inscription of the reign of Nasiru-d-din Mahmud in which Balban is called ^y-^AJI—see Thomas, p. 129.
The historian Ziya'u-d-din Barni has much to say about the forty Shamsi slaves
who formed a military oligarchy after the death of Eltutmi§h, and rose to prominence during the weak governments of his immediate successors. Balban's first
object after his own accession was to break the power of his former associates, and
he spared no means to the attainment of this end. Although these measures eventually failed to secure the succession for Balban's heirs, still they amply sufficed to
consolidate his own power, and his vigorous rule endured for twenty-two years. I t
was about this time that the destructive inroads of the Mongols under Chingiz
Khan and his successors took place, and many illustrious refugees availed themselves
i(
of the security of Dehli.
There, under a warmer sun, were assembled all the
brightest ornaments of the Asiatic world, and, among them, no less than fifteen
sovereign princes. So t h a t , for a time, the old Hindu capital became the centre of
Muhammadan civilization; and Dehli, imitating the viceregal court of Multan, shone
with a splendour but little anticipated for it by its Muslim occupiers of a few short
years before." Thomas, p. 132.
So it appears that this Sultanpur inscription refers to one of the most prominent
of the Dehli Sultans, whose existing epigraphical records are quite rare. The inscription is apparently new and unpublished. I have therefore thought it sufficiently
important to merit publication, and have ventured to bring it before the notice of
the Panjab Historical Society.
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I append a list of the hitherto known inscriptions of Balban. This has been
kindly supplied through Sir John Marshall by Ghulam Yazdani, Esq., M.A., Superintendent of Archaeology, H. H. the Nizam's Dominions, Haidarabad.
SULTAN GHIYATHU-D-DIN BALBAN.
A.H. 6 6 4 - 6 8 5 = A . D .

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

1266-1286.

A.H. 670. In the Dehli Museum, originally belonging to a well at the vilA.D. 1271.
lage of Palam. Contains in the beginning a list of the Muhammadan Kings of the Slave Dynasty down to Balban, who
received a high-flown eulogy. (Vide Delhi Museum Catalogue,
p. 28).
,,
On a mosque at Sonepat near Delhi. (Vide Proc. As. Soc. of
Bengal, 1873, p. 94, and Epigraphia Indica, Vol. I I , p. 138).
A.H. 677. On a mosque at Mungher (Bengal). (Vide list of ancient monuA.D. 1278.
ments in Bengal, p. 414, Calcutta, 1896).
A.H. 680. At Barwalah in the Hissar District. The inscription is incomA.D. 1281.
plete. (Vide Epigraphia Indica, Vol. 2, p. 158).
A.H. 682. On a mosque at Garhmuktesar (U.P.). (Vide Thomas, Chronicles,
A.D. 1283.
p. 136).
A.H. 683. In Badayun. Bears date only (fragmentary). (Vide Kanzu-tA.D. 1284.
tarikh by Raziu-d-din, p. 63, Nizami press, A.H. 1319).
,,
In Manglaur, Saharanpur district, recording the date of the
erection of a building. (Vide Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, 1891,
P. 3).
A.H. 684. At Sakit, in the Etah district. Building of a mosque. (Vide
A.D. 1285.
Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, 1874, p. 104, and Statistical Account
N.W.P., Vol. IV, p. 188, ed. 1876).
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B a b a R a t a n , t h e S a i n t of B h a t i n d a .
J.

HOROVITZ,

PH.D.

[Paper read—October 5th, 1911].

There is no history without legend and particularly there i s no history of a
saint without his legends. In so far as the psychological conditions'are the same in
men inhabiting the various parts of the globe, the data of hagiology are identical
or similar in many respects, whatever their origin may be geographically ; but
very frequently the similarity is due also to a survival of identical ancient traditions
or borrowing from a neighbouring creed. Wherever rationalism has not as yet
destroyed the creative power of primitive popular imagination, legends of saints are
still springing into existence daily and growing ; but even where the creative power
has been checked by destructive tendencies, the retentive organs of popular belief
have at least very often successfully withstood these influences and been able to
protect the creation of a former period from falling into oblivion or discredit. Willingly or unwillingly the great religious systems t h a t inherited the realm of their
more primitive predecessors have had to extend this protection to the legacy of
heroic and mythological lore in not a few cases, however much it may have been
inconsistent with their theological teachings and conceptions. And if the new
religion as preached by the theologians condemned it altogether, the masses of its
professors a t least did not part with this inheritance, t h a t formed a strong connecting
link with their past, although in the course of many centuries it very often shrank
into a heap of now meaningless traditions and observances.
However hostile the official relations were between the various religious systems
that shared between themselves the masses of the worshippers in the land, the
worship of the saints formed a bond of union between the otherwise hostile groups.
Partly because this worship was felt to have once been the common property of all, b u t
also because those who acquired the reputation of a saint gained it through a mode
of life—real or imaginary—that conformed with the moral ideals of each of the contending creeds and made them therefore likely in the eyes of all to be powerful intercessors a t the throne of God, the saints found followers in all the camps. Thus
it is not rare in Western Asia or Northern Africa t h a t the tomb of one saint is
visited by Christians, Jews and Moslems, just as in India both Hindus and Moslems
make pilgrimages to the same shrine. In India of course Islam having remained
in the minority against the overwhelming majority of Hinduism, it does not stand in
the same relation, t h a t of the principal heir, to Hinduism, which it maintains in
1
more western countries with regard to other creeds. As Islam and Indian religions
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1 Two very excellent monographs have lately been published on Christian hagiology, the one by Pere Delehaye,
Les ligendes hagiographiques, 2nd edition, Brussels, 1906), the other by Professor Ouentcr (Die Christliche Legevde
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have been in existence side by side for centuries, the process, especially amongst the
lower strata of society, was more one of mutual giving and taking. The number of
saints, whose tombs attract both Hindu and Muhammadan pilgrims, is very large
especially in the Punjab, and the saint to whom this paper is devoted is one of
them ; he is an indigenous Indian saint, but one of the few whose fame has spread
far beyond the confines of India over almost the whole territory of Islam.
Hajji Ratan's shrine is situated three miles from Bhatinda railway station in
the Govindgarh tahsil of Patiala__State; it is a large building^in the Pathan style
with a mosque and a gateway and surrounded by a wall on all sides. On the back
wall of the shrine a few inscriptions are visible, which however are of no particular
importance. The earliest of them is dated 1005 H. and they all refer to repairs made
(
in the shrine. The annual fair ( urs) is held from the 7th to the 10th Dhul-Hijjaand
is attended by both Hindus and Muhammadans from Firqzpur, Alwar, Rawalpindi
and Bikaner. AmongstTthe visitors there is also a large sprinkling of Sadhus. A
number o f documents are preserved at the shrine, which throw some light on its
later history and will be dealt with further on. They do not teach us anything
about Hajji Ratan himself, for whose legend we have to rely on the accounts that
are still current with the people at Bhatinda and other places ; but apart from these
there is also a literary tradition extant, that can be gathered from various Arabic,
Persian and even Turkish sources. We have a Muhammadan as well as a Hindu
version of his story, and both these are also represented in the literary tradition.
The earliest version accessible to us of the legend as told locally is the one recorded
l
by General Cunningham in 1883. According to this version Ratan's name was originally" Chaukar, which he changed into the one by which he is now known at the
time of his conversion to Islam. This happened at the time of Shihabuddin GhorTs.
invasion, at which he as the minister of Raja Vena Pal conniy_ed, rendering the Moslems every assistance in their entry into the fort and putting his master with his family
to the sword. He afterwards performed the pilgrimage to Mecca and was henceforth
called Hajji Ratan. The story as told by Cunningham does not include any miraculous
element, and there is little in it which would justify calling Hajji Ratan a saint. But
it contains an unmistakable reference to an historical event, viz. the conquest of the
Fort of Tabarhind by Muhammad Ibn Sam, better known as Shihabuddin Ghori, an
event described by contemporary authors such as Minhajud-din in his Tabaqat-i9,
Nasiri which took place in 587 H. Now Tabarhind is the ancient name of
3
Bhatinda, and we shall see later on that according to other accounts also Baba
Ratan lived at Tarbinda (Tabarhind). If Cunningham's short version is lacking in

dss Abendlandes, Heidelberg, 1910) both of which contain also frequent references to legends of other religions, b u t
curiously enough no reference has been made in any of them to Muhammadan hagiology, a subject which has received
a masterly t r e a t m e n t at the hands of Professor Goldziher in the second volume of his Muhammedanische
Studien
(pp. 275—378).
I Archesological Survey of India, vol. xxii, p. 5 seq.
1
Ed. Calcutta, p. 118 ; see R a v e r t y ' s notes in his translation, pp. 457 seq. and 460 seq.
3 See Raverty 1. c
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the miraculous, this cannot be said of a more detailed form of the popular version of
the legend still current at the shrine of Bhatinda, which came to my knowledge in
1911. Baba Ratan—so the story goes—belonged to the class of Chauhan Rajputs.
"His-knowledge of astrology told him that a prophet called Muhammad would be born
in Arabia, who would spread the religion of Islam. In order to be favoured with the
sight of the Prophet he practised the art of restraining the breath, and after the
Prophet had performed the miracle of splitting the moon in two, a miracle witnessed
2
by Ratan, he set out to Arabia in order to meet him. In Mecca he embraced Islam
and lived with the Prophet for thirty years, so t h a t he was numbered among his
1
' ashab ' ' or companions. Later on he returned to India by order of the Prophet and
stayed at the place where his shrine is now and devoted himself further to the practice of restraining his breath.
When Shihabuddin Ghori proceeded towards
Bhatinda to fight PrithiyijLaj, he went to pay a visit to the Hajji. During this visit
the King asked for some water to drink ; the saint had only a jug of water with him,
but by putting his hand into it, was able to quench the thirst of the King and all his
1
followers, without the water in the jug diminishing.' When the King saw that he
was endowed with the power of working miracles, he asked him to pray for the
conquest of the fort of Bhatinda, whereupon the saint replied, t h a t the fort would
be conquered by the help of two Sayyids, who belonged to his army. The sign by
which he would be able to recognize them would be that the storm t h a t would throw
down all the other tents in the camp would not hurt their tents, in which they would
be found reading the Quran. When the King had found the two Sayyids, they
declared themselves ready to undertake the task in which however, they foretold,
they would lose their lives. The fort was conquered and the two^Sayyidg fell as
martyrs ; their tombs are to be found to the north of Baba Ratan's shrine. Ratan
himself died not much later at the age of seven hundred years.
This version of the legend then agrees with the one quoted before, t h a t Baba
Ratan was instrumental in bringing about the fall of the fort. He is however not
the minister of the King, but a Muhammadan saint and therefore a natural ally of
the Muhammadan invader. The stain of treachery towards his master is t h u s
removed from him, and if we could be sure about the chronological order of the two
versions, we should be inclined to say t h a t this change was due to a higher moral
conception of sanctity. The episode of the two Sayyids looks very much like an
1 See also the version given in the Patiala State Gazetteer.
1 Similarly the King of Malabar embraced Islam when he heard of this miracle. See Arnold, Preaching of Islam,
p. 217 ; and also the Raja of Kanauj's conversion, that forms the subject of a Mathnawi, formerly much recited, -was
brought about through the same miracle. This Raja must be identical with Sarbatak, the King of Kanauj, who accepted
the Prophet's invitation to embrace Islam. Ibn Hajar, Isdba, ii, p. 354.
8 This type of miracle, so common in Jewish and Christian legend, is also well represented in Islamic hagiology ;
the earliest biographies of the Prophet contain instances of it. See e.g. Ibn Hisham ed. Wuestenfeld, pp. 671-2.
* I am indebted for this version to Ghulam Qadir, photographer in the Archaeological Department, who visited
Bhatinda in September 1911. Another account of the Muhammadan version was very kindly supplied through the
Khan Zulfiqar 'Ali Khan of Maler Kotla. It agrees with the one quoted above in all the essential parts, although it
adds some details. Thus e.g. we are told, that Hajji Ratan after having embraced Islam at Mecca, became minister
of the King of Islambul ( = Stambul), but later on left his post and returned to Bhatinda.
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etiological element, invented in order to explain the origin of the two tombs, of
whose real history nothing was remembered.
A third version, also received from Bhatinda, looks in some respects like an
attempt to reconcile the two versions quoted: according to it Baba Ratan " c a m e from
Medina to Bhatinda in 668 Samvat which corresponds to 24 A.H. and became the
prime minister of Raja Vena Pal; later on he turned a Faqir and went to Mecca on
pilgrimage." Here Raja Vena Pal, who in the first version is defeated by Shihabuddin
Ghori, turns out to be a contemporary of the Prophet, or at least is supposed to have
lived not much later than the Prophet.
Very different from this sounds the Hindu version, also still current at Bhatinda. Hajji Ratan, it asserts, was really a Hindu whose name was Ratan Nath.
2
He was a Sadhu of the Nath clan and the Darshana branch, who had the power of
f
performing miracles. He had travelled to many places and had even visited the Ka ba
where no Hindu is admitted. In Mecca Ratan Nath manifested his miraculous
powers and thus gained the respect and confidence of the Muhammadans. He then
*•*

came to Bhatinda and stayed at the place where his tomb is now, for the rest of his
life. When Mahmud of Qhazna came to Bhatinda, he managed to provide drinking
water for the whole of his army from his tunbi. As he was a Nath he was buried after
he had died and his samadh was built. Both Hindus and Muhammadans had faith
in his superhuman powers, and the latter replaced the samadh by a khanqah and
instead of calling him Nath called him Hajji because he had been to Mecca.
This Hindu version agrees with the Muhammadan in so far as it makes the saint
visit Mecca and also makes him perform the water-miracle, which however took place
in Mahmud's, not in Shihabuddin's time. I t maintains that he remained a Hindu
and knows nothing of his meeting the Prophet.
All these versions, both Hindu and Muhammadan, come from Bhatinda, but Baba
Ratan's fame is not confined to the place in which he is buried. That he is not a
stranger in Punjabi folklore outside Bhatinda we see from the very remarkable part he
plays in the legend of Guga, of which Sir Richard Temple has published a very interesting version/ The passage to which I refer opcurs towards the end of the story. Two
cousins of Guga try to kill him in the forest, but he is invulnerable and kills them
both. He then brings the two heads to his mother Queen Bachhal, and here my
quotation from the published text begins:
iC
Quga:— Look at it, recognize it, mother mine, and delay not;
I stand before thee with joined hands, receive my greeting.''
She saw it and began to weep as soon as she recognized it.
In her grief she fell on the ground, nor did any life remain in her body.
Nor did any life remain in her body.
f
Queen Bachhal:— ' Ah, my son, what wickedness have you done ?

l But Samvat 668 is 611 A.D., i.e., n years before the Hijra!
a See Tbbetson, Census Report, 1883, p. 286; Maclagan, Census Report, 1891, p. 115.
3 Vol. I, p. 203 seq. On Guga see also Maclagan, Census Report, p . 104; Crooke, Popular Religion, Vol. I, p. 211 seq.
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Why did you stretch your hands to slay a wrei died sinner ?
Such a crime as you have committed my eyes cannot bear!
See me no more, nor let me see you again.
((
Guga:— O mother, I tell thee, know the truth in thy heart!
Thou spakest the word; it goes not back; we are the sport of the Guru.
We are the sport of the Guru, mother; thou hast spoken the word.
Know me for a Rajput warrior, it is law to me. Bhagwan is my witness that I
will never see thee again. May I live seven lives in hell if I disobey the
command of my father and mother!
With joined hands I pray thee, O mother Earth! Take me into thyself,
or else I will kill myself now! Or else I will take my own life now. I have
no friend in the world. I beseech thee, for death hath encompassed me.
Delay not, but take me to-day. I have thrice vowed that I will see my
mother no more. If thou will take the curse on thee, I will go whither
thou sendest me. Tell it me and I will fetch and bring it t h e e . "
ff
Mother Earth:— Ay,
my son, I tell thee how is it that thou dost not know ?
Musalmans are buried below, Hindus go to the pyre. Hindus go to the
pyre, my son, I tell thee. Go to Ratan Hajji and learn the Musalman's creed.
When thou hast done this I will takethee to myself. Siriyal, Raja Sanja's
child (the mother of the two killed) will curse me."
<(
Guga :— My mother spoke most wicked words to me ! How can I tell them
thee ? Hear, mother Earth ! . Hear, mother Earth, why dost thou always
put me off! She said : ' The curse of Guru Gorak Nath be upon thee if
thou return ! As I mourn for these twins so may est thou know sorrow ? '
My mother cursed me, who shall put it aside ? "
Mother Earth;—"My son, go quickly : I have shown thee. Go now, my son, and
worship in Ajmere. My son, go now and worship, make no delays. He
(the saint) is as full of honour as Khwaja Khizar : go to him. Say nothing
(false) with thy lips: tell him the whole tale. Thy hope will be fulfilled;
repeat the creed and come."
(<
Guga :— O mother, thy true words have entered into my heart. I will go now in
a minute : the fears of my heart have departed. I will make ready to go at
once. I will go onwards to Ajmere and my hope will be fulfilled."
> >

4

When he saw Ratan Hajji and Khwaja Khizar he stood before them with joint
hands and said :—
1
' Hear ye my words. Many days have I waited to see you. Teach me the creed !
Alas ! my mother's words have slain m e . "
Ratan Hajji :—"My friend, who art t h o u ? Why is thy mind upset ? What
is thy name ? Tell me the t r u t h . "
Song ;—
Tell me the truth, friendWhy dost make such delay ?
What is thy name and caste ?
What misfortune hath encompassed thee ?
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Thou comest to learn the creed,
And dost not tell thy name and caste.
Guga :—" I am Gorak N a t h ' s disciple : Ba^ar is my home; Guga is my n a m e ;
the whole world knows me. The whole world knows me. I had two
brothers, sons of my mother's sister. They deceived me greatly : they took
me into the forest. They first tried to slay me and then I slew them. I
took both their heads and came and showed them to my mother. When my
(
mother saw the heads she said evil words to m e :
If thou comest and
showest thy face again mayest thou go down into Hell/ "
Ratan Hajji:—"My
heart is full hearing all this evil. Come, my son, sit
here : I will teach thee the creed. I will teach thee the creed and repeat
the call to prayer in thy ears. Be thou Hindu or Musalman, I teach thee
the creed. Go, my son, to mother Earth, she will receive thee. I am responsible to no one for this, fate hath decreed i t . "
((
Guga :— I have heard the call to prayer, I have learnt the creed, I come to thee:
O mother (Earth) fulfil the desire of my heart. Fulfil the desire of my heart,
mother ; much trouble have I borne. Whose virtue remains, will not come
M
back to this world. See Hari Chand,he lost not his faith through his virtue.
When he had said this the Earth took him to herself at once.
We see t h a t the saint of Bhatinda has become in the popular imagination the evangelist of his new creed and that his is the office of initiating the newly converted into
its symbols. Although the scene of his deeds has been shifted to Ajmere, there can
be no doubt as to his identity. The bard who recited the legend may possibly have
confounded him with Mu'inuddm Chisktl, the famous saint of Ajmere, but Sir Richard
Temple is certainly wrong when he annotates the words of his texts: " G o to Ratan
f
H a j i ' ' with " this mustbeKhwajaMu ainuddin Chishti of Ajmere, who flourished in the
12th and 13th centuries A.D." In view of what we shall hear later it is of interest to
note t h a t Guga is Gorak N a t h ' s disciple, the same Gorak Nathwho is thegreat authority
on the science of the breath, in which also according to the Muhammadan versions, Ratan
was a famous adept. Ratan stands here for the Muhammadan practice of burial as
1
opposed to cremation ; but burial is also the practice of the Yogis and Sanyasis.
Whilst in the case of the Guga legend no doubt can reasonably be maintained
regarding the identity of Ratan Hajji with the saint of Bhatinda, we cannot speak with
equal certainty about the hero of a legend which Baron Hugel related from
Kashmir in 1845. " Raja Ven, whose name by the by is not mentioned in the
Rajatarangini, received a letter from the Prophet Muhammad, enjoining his convera
sion. This letter is said to have been received in the fourth century of the Hegira,
but there is no explanation given where it had been so long concealed. Raja Ven, a true
™

'

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

v

1 See Maclagan, Census Repc t, p. 118; Lyall, Asiatic Studies, I, p. 27. The episode reminds one of the legend of
Kablr whom the Hindus wanted to cremate and the Muhammadans to bury. See Westcott, Kabir and the Kabir Paath,
p 24 (see also MacaulifTe, The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI, p. 139, about Nanak).
1 Similarly the Prophet had sent ambassadors to the King of Kanauj Sarbatak to invite him to embrace Islam,
which he did. Ibn Hajar, Isaba II. 354 ; see also Note 6 ou p. 1. He died in 333 H., 894 years old.
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worshipper of Siva, is said to have been so indignant at this requisition to change his
religion, that he went on a pilgrimage to Gubukar on the Gagribal lake and there
threw the letter of Muhammad into a well. A mosque was afterwards built on the
spot, and it is still a favourite resort of pious Musalmans. Zain-ulab-ud-din led the
first Muhammadans into the valley in the 15th century of our era during the reign
of Raja Ven. His successor, Raja Ratan, used to converse it seems with this Zain-ulab-ud-din and he told him he would willingly turn Moslem, but did not know how to
begin; whereupon Zain prayed for him very earnestly and a noted saint, BulbulShah,
flew over from Baghdad and converted not only the Raja who assumed the name
Ratan Shah, but brought over all his subjects to the Muhammadan faith on the followl
ing morning "
There are certain similarities which suggest that this legend may have
originally been connected in one way or other with the saint of Bhatinda : the names
not only of Raja Ratan but also of Ven, who reminds us of King Vena Pal of the
Bhatinda legend, andtjie fact that Ratan Shah embraces Islam, although it is true he
has to be taught by Bulbul Shah what in the Guga legend it is his office to teach
others. But all this is not sufficient to prove a connection, and the case must remain
doubtful. Still further remote is the legend of another namesake of the saint of
Bhatinda, Pir Ratan Nath, the Jogi saint of Peshawar, in whose powers " even the
fanatical Muhammadans of these parts are said to have a firm belief."* As no
detailed information on his legend has been available so far, the following account
8
will be read with interest: —" There is no Muhammadan legend about Guru or Pir
Ratan Nath. The Hindu legend is that he was originally a Kshatria prince of Nepal
who gave up the world and became a Yogi and a Chela of Guru Gorak Nath whose
chief shrine is at Tilla in the north of Jhelum District. Both are now the recognized
leaders or preceptors of the twelve classes of Jogis in the Punjab and elsewhere.
Gorak Nath has also a temple in the Gorkhatri, besides a sacred bathing tank two
miles north of Peshawar."
" Pir Ratan Nath, who, in the absence of any chronological evidence, is supposed
to have lived in the time of Musalman Kings, probably Mughals, is said to have been
commissioned by his Guru to guide the people (Hindu) of Khorasan. He came to
Attock on his way to Kabul, and was refused a passage by the boatmen as he was
penniless. He spread out his blanket and it miraculously served as a boat for him to
the great marvel of all. He cursed the two boatmen, who were petrified and can be
seen in their present forms as the rocks of Jamala and K a m a l a . "
" On reaching Kabul he made an old mulberry stump grow and fructify in the
month of Magh when all such trees are leafless. The King (unnamed) granted him
land for a temple at Kabul and Jalalabad. These exist up to the present day, and
are popular shrines for Hindus of all classes. Ratan Nath became " Atop " (vanished)
at Ghazni, where there is said to be no shrine for him, nor is there any at Kandahar
•

1 Baron Charles Hiigel, Travels in Kashmir and the Punjab.
2 Maclagan, Census Report, p. 117.

London, 1845, p. 127 seq.

3 The account was very kindly supplied by Sir Aurel Stein who received it from his assistant M. Wasiuddin ; it is
based on the enquiries made by the latter at the shrine.
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which also he had visited. The shrine in Peshawar is a purely Hindu temple with
images of Bhairo, Ganesh and Hanuman and a constant light {Jot). I t also has a
large kettledrum and a black flag and a ringing bell. It is noticeable that the
Volume of the Granth is not kept in this temple, though it is called a Dharmsal and
resorted to by the local and outside Sikhs. It contains the Samadhi of a Gosain
who came from Kabul about 80 years ago in the time of Alexander Burnes. The
present Gosain who was very polite to me has been in office for only two years. According to the rules he must be, and always is, a celebrated Brahmin, and is under a
pledge of never stepping out of the shrine in his incumbency. Succession to the
Gaddi depends on the nomination of the Gosain before his death. It is said that the
Mahant cannot enjoy office for more than twelve years even though he may succeed
as a young man. The fairs held in connection with this ( shrine are those of the
Dasehra in October and Shivratrl in the month of Phagun. These are celebrated with
great eclat in the temple which is then thronged with pilgrims from all parts of the
Frontier."
" T h i s institution is to all intents and purposes a purely Hindu one of the old
school without any veneer of the Sikhism which has entered so largely into the current
belief of this part of the country in general. The Gosain is held in great veneration
and is bowed down to by pious visitors. He saw a great part of the country when he
was Sadhu, but now he has no chance of leaving the shrine till his death. In case of
great emergency he may get out through a breach in the wall, but it will be a bad
omen for the world."
All this seems absolutely different from Hajji Ratan of Bhatinda. Yet even here
some slight traces are visible that may suggest a once existing connection. Pir
Ratan Nath is a disciple of Gorak Nath with whom, as we shall see later, Hajji Ratan
was brought in close contact by Hindu belief. And is it quite impossible that the
Prince of Nepal, who later on becomes Pir Ratan Nath, owes his existence to a
mistaken reading of Raja Vena Pal of Bhatinda ? In case these conjectures are of any
weight, we should have to assume that here as in the Kashmirian legend a few
elements remain that point to a more original form of these legends, of which our
saint of Bhatinda might have once been the hero. But with the materials at our
disposal everything must remain extremely doubtful.
All the versions so far dealt with are traditions that live in the mouth of the
people and which were put into writing only by modern students of folklore.
Although some of them refer to historical events, they do not give history nor do they
enable us to judge of their age. Whilst, in the case of many saints more famous than
Baba Ratan, we have to content ourselves with this kind of information, we are
more favourably placed with regard to the saint of Bhatinda. We have a number of
accounts of Baba Ratan left to us by contemporaries who have actually met him,
who have undertaken long and sometimes perilous journeys in order to see him face
to face and hear him speak of the time of the Prophet, with whom he claimed to
have had frequent intercourse. Their accounts have been embodied in his Isaba by
Ibn Hajar of Askalon, one of the great theological authors of the ninth century H.
*
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In this work Ibn Hajar gives us in alphabetical arrangement the biographies of all
those persons, both men and women, who having.been or claiming to have been contemporaries of the Prophet had handed down to posterity what they had heard him
say or seen him do. Ibn Hajar's Isaba is not the only work of this kind, but it contains more information than any of the others, and he made full use of the materials
collected by his predecessors. The Isaba is, however, not a mere compilation, the
author exercises critical j udgment, and although every claim of which he had knowledge
is considered, many are rejected on very reasonable grounds. Not a small number
of articles is devoted to " Companions of the Prophet " who claimed to have outlived
him by several centuries, and to this class of companions Baba Ratan also belongs.
Although the theoretical possibility of men reaching an age of several hundred years was
not denied by Ibn Hajar and other writers on the subject, yet they expected to be
furnished with historical proof, which they saw no reason to reject, before admitting
claims of exceptional longevity. Apart from the ordinary curiosity which claims of this
kind would attract everywhere, there were special theological reasons which enhanced
their importance in the eyes of the Islamic world. I t was the ambition of the theologians to search for all the sayings of the Prophet, t h a t had been handed down to
posterity, and all these, if they were to be considered genuine, had to be traced back
to a person who could vouch for their authenticity, i.e. one of the companions of the
Prophet. The later generations of theologians had of course no means of consulting
the companions who had long since died, but they accepted only such traditions
as had affixed to them the unbroken line of names of those who had handed them
down generation by generation from the original authority who invariably was one
of the companions.
A special branch of learning (ilmu-r-rijal) devoted itself to the task of testing
thoroughly these lists of names as to their being unassailable chronologically and
otherwise. The students of " H a d i t h " (the sayings of the Prophet) were used to
undertake long wanderings through the wide territories of the Islamic world in order
to hear Hadith that had remained unknown in their home, to find fresh proofs for the
correctness of the Hadith they had already heard, or to acquire from some famous
Professor the right of handing down to their own pupils all the Hadith heard
from him.' The smaller the number of names in the isnad as the list of authorities was called—the better ; a short list of longlived authorities was more eagerly
sought after than a long list of shortlived ones. We can imagine the sensation
among students of this description in hearing that ' companions ' were still alive
who could speak with greater authority than any one living about the Prophet's sayings
and doings, of which they themselves had been witnesses. And we cannot be surprised to find t h a t the demand was met by offers; quite a considerable list of claim3
ants of this class has been drawn up by Professor Goldziher, who mentions two others
*
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1 For a parallel in Christian hagiology, see Delehaye I.e., p 80. •« II f'aut croire. tant les examples en sont nombreux
que les hagiographes se croyaient permis la fiction litteraire qui consistait a parler au nom d'un disciple du saint, pour
donner plus de poids a leurs narrations.''
2 See Goldziher, Muhammedanisch Studien, II. 175 seq.
* Ibid., p. 170 seq. See also Goldziher, Introduction to his edition of the Kitab ul mu'ammarin {Abhandlungen zur
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who put forward claims like Ratan's about the same time, the end of the sixth century H.
Apart from the students of Hadiih there is a second class of theologians, to whom
the problem of exceptional longevity proved particularly attractive and who were
eager to find out instances proving its actuality. According to the beliefs of theShla,
the twelfth and last of their Imams, who was born in 258 H. ( A D . 871-72), disappeared in
266 H. (A.D. 879-80), and since that date has been living in concealment, to appear again
at the end of the time " in order to fill the world with justice, as it is now filled with
injustice, and to decide between true and false." In order to show the compatibility
of their belief in the hidden Imam, the Lord of the Time (Sahib-uz-Zanian), with
reason and experience, the theologians of the Shia tried to prove that a life extending
over many centuries was neither theoretically impossible nor even without analogies in
the world of facts, and we know that Baba Ratan's case was also quoted in this con1
(
nection.
There exist special monographs dealing with mu ammarun, as the longlived are called in Arabic, in which the stories current about certain biblical personalities, heroes of pre-Islamic Arabia, as well as men who lived in the early days
2
of Islam, have been collected.
Baba Ratan, however, is not mentioned in any of
these books; as we shall see later on, none of the accounts referring to him is prior
to the sixth century H. Baba Ratan was neither the only nor the last Indian saint
who claimed to have reached an age of several hundred years. Ibn B a t u t a , who came
to India in 733 H. (A.D. 1332), speaks of a saint, Ata Auliya, surnamed Sisad Saleh
(300 years), who then claimed to be 350 years of age. Many Yogis p u t forward
similar claims, as we shall see later on, and the belief in longevity has never died out
3
in India.
In his article on Baba Ratan, Ibn Hajar quotes the accounts of various travellers
whom the fame of the saint had induced to undertake the pilgrimage to Bhatinda.
The first of these goes back to Qazi Nuruddin who had it from his grandfather
al Husain Ibn Muhammad who related * as follows :—'' When I was seventeen years old
we—my father, my uncle and myself—left Khurasan with a caravan on business.
When we had reached Indian territory, we came to a village in which our party
alighted and which we were told was the village of the longlived Ratan. We noticed
a huge tree in the shade of which a large gathering of the village people had
assembled, and we too went towards it, welcomed by the villagers. We
saw a large basket hanging in a branch of the tree, and when we asked
about it were told: " I n this basket Shaikh Ratan is sitting, who saw the
Prophet and for whose long life the Prophet prayed six times.'' We requested
them to let down the basket whose rope was running over a wheel, so t h a t we
Arabischen Philologic, I I ) , p. lxxv. A very striking parallel is to be found in the "wandering Jew " who was considered to
be a living witness for the truth of the Gospel. See Neubaur, Die Sage von ewigen Juden (Leipzig 1893), pp. 6—7.
4
1 See On longevity in its relation to Shi a dogmatic*, Goldziher, Introduction to Kitab ul mu'ammarin, p. lxii seq.
2
Ibid., p. xxxiv seq.
i> There is also a kind of mu'amtnar amongst the Sikhs as Sir H. D. Maclagan pointed out to me in the person of
Baba Buddha. See also Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion. Vol. IV, p. 126.
* See Isaba. Vol. I, p. 1093. The same account has also been quoted by Al Kutllbi {Fawat ul Wafayat), Vol. I, p .
162.
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might hear the Shaikh's words. A man let it down, and we saw t h a t it was filled with
cotton, in the midst of which the Shaikh was sitting like a young chicken. The
man brought his mouth near the Shaikh's ear and said : " These men have come from
Khurasan and amongst them there are some of the descendants of the Prophet; they
request you to tell them how you have seen the Prophet and what he said to you."
At these words the Shaikh sighed and started in Persian humming like a bee.
fl
When I was a young man I left this land with my father for the Hijaz on
business. When we reached one of the valleys of Mecca, which had then been filled
with water by the rain, I noticed a boy of brownish colour, handsome and of good
disposition. He was tending camels in these valleys, but the torrent had separated
him from his camels and he was afraid of wading through it. When I noticed this, I
1
went to him, and carrying him waded through the torrent towards his camels. I
had not known him beforehand, and when I put him down where his camels were he
looked at me and said in Arabic "May God bless'thy life " three times. Then I left him
and went on my way until we entered Mecca, and having settled the business for which
we had come returned to our home. A long time after we were once sitting out in
our village in a moonlit night; the full moon was in the midst of the sky and when we
looked at it, lo! it was cloven into two halves, the one half remaining in the
East and the other in the West for some time, whilst the night became dark. Then
the first half returned from the East and the second from the West until they met
again in the middle of the sky. We were highly astonished at this, and not knowing
its cause asked travellers about it. They informed us t h a t a man from the family
of H a i i i m had come forth at Mecca with the claim that he was God's messenger to
the whole world And when the people of Mecca had asked him to perform a
miracle, like those performed by the other Prophets, and urged him to order the
moon to split in twain and then the two halves to unite again, he performed this for
them by God's power. When we had heard this I longed to see him and travelled on
business to Mecca where I asked about him. I was taken to this place, and having
received permission to enter, I found him sitting in its midst, a light shining from
his face. He had changed and so I did not recognize him. When I greeted him,
he looked at me smiling and recognized me and returned my greeting. A tray with
fresh dates was lying in front of him and he was surrounded by a number of his
companions, who showed him every respect. Whilst I was standing aside in reverential fear he said, " Draw near, B a b a ; " whereupon I stepped forward and sat down and
shared in their meal. He then handed me the dates with his blessed hand until he had
•

given me six dates apart from what I had taken myself. • Then smiling he looked at
(<
me and said, " Dost thou not recognize m e ? " I said, I seem to, but cannot say for
certain." Whereupon he said, " D i d s t thou not carry me in such and such a year
wading through the torrent." Then I recognized him and by his order stretched forth
my right hand, which he seized with his right hand. He then taught me the profession of the. faith, and when I left him he said, " May God bless thy life'' three times.
I Similarly Abu'l Hasan ar Ra'i, whom Ibn ul 'Aun met in Turkistan after 600 11., claimed to have carried the Prophet when he was a boy. Isciba, Vol. IV, p. 88 (from Dhahabi).
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This prayer was accepted by God, who lengthened my life by a hundred years for every
l
one of his prayers so t h a t to-day I am more than six hundred years old. All the
people in this big village are my children and children's children." "
2
A second account goes back to Muhammad Ibn 'Amir Ibn AH as-Sa'I al-Faqlh who
l
had heard his father relate as follows : " Muwaffaq-ud-DIn All Ibn Muhammed ul
3
Khurasan! of Herat told me in the month of Dhul Q'ada 617 H. at al-Mihlaf in the
Peshawar district: When I entered Indian territory in Jumada ul-ula 601 H.
I heard the news of a longlived man who had met the Prophet and resided in a
village of the Delhi province. I aqd a man from the West (Morocco or Spain) started
together to visit him. When we had come to him he asked me who I was, whereto I
f(
replied, I am one of the descendants of Husain Ibn Ali from Herat and this man
belongs to the people of the West." He said, " Wonderful, wonderful, I have carried
thy ancestor, the Prophet. I am now seven hundred years old. I had been one of
the followers of J e s u s / before the Prophet appeared, and when I heard that
Muhammad, the ' seal of the P r o p h e t s / had made his appearance in the Hijaz I set out
on ship, but three times we were shipwrecked. The fourth time I reached Jeddah,
and when I was between Jeddah and Mecca rain fell." And now the episode of the
Prophet who was then a shepherd boy follows, as known to us already from the pre((
vious account. The account concludes with the following words:— After I had been
with the Prophet twelve days and had shared his meals, I returned to my home and
have been staying under this tree." It was a Fuful tree (Areca catechu), adds our
informant, and then goes on: " H e then ordered food for us and ate with us some
three morsels. His teeth were like those of a serpent, his beard like thorns and most
5
of its hair white; his eyebrows had fallen on his cheeks and he had to raise them
with the help of a small fork. He told us that he had never been married. His
length, when sitting, was three cubits, and he died in 612 H."
Another traveller from the West—if his chronology is correct he cannot be
identical with the one mentioned in the last account—set out from Spain in 617 H., and
6
after seven years at Mecca started for India apparently via Afghanistan. I t was very
u
dangerous just then to take this route on account of the armies of the Tatars," but
finally he reached the aim of his pilgrimage safely, saw the Shaikh in the cotton basket
and was told by him that he had been helping the Muslims in his fourteenth year to
get the ditch (khandaq) ready, when the Meccans and their allies were besieging the
i

Prophet.
1 Similarly Ja'far Ibn Nas^ur ar-Rumi who got down from his horse in order to restore to the Prophet the whip
t h a t had fallen from his hand, was blessed by the Prophet with the words " May God lengthen thy life." He was
still alive 320 years after t h a t event had happened. Isaba I. 549.
* Isaba, Vol. I, p. 1097.
3 I cannot identify this locality. Possibly some of the many Mahalls (see Gazetteer of the Peshawar District, 189798, p. 386) may be meant and Mihlaf be a corruption of Mahall followed by a nomen proprium loci.
* Like Salman al Farisi (see Ibn Hisham ed. Wuestenfeld, p. 137 seq.) the Persian Mu'ammar.
6
This trait belongs to the typical phraseology used in portraying the longlived. See e.g. Kitab ul mu'ammarin (ed.
Goldziher), p . ?o, line 13. Yafi'i Raud ur-rayahin (ed. Cairo 1315), p. 21, line 8, where however wejhave the eye instead
of the cheeks.
0 Isaba, Vol. I, p. 1100.
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Daud Ibn As'ad of Assiut in Egypt informs us that he had heard, " R a t a n the son
of Medan, the son of Mandi, the money-changer of Sind," tell his story, but he does
f
not say where he met him. According to him his story was, ' I was originally an ido ]
c
worshipper when I heard some one say to me in a dream: Find out for thyself another
religion/ and on my questioning where I could find it was told, 'in Syria/ WTienI caijie
2
to Syria and found that the people professed Christianity, I too turned Christian, but
when I heard of the Prophet I went to Medina and embraced Islam. He then blessed
me wishing me a long life. I afterwards took part in his campaign against the Jews
and on my return from it asked to be permitted to return to my home in order to
see my mother, a request that was granted/' Ratan died in 608 H., seven hundred
years old.
None of the travellers whose accounts have so far been quoted gives us the name
of the place in which Ratan passed his life. But it is unmistakably, although in a
corrupt form, mentioned in the only detailed account included by Ibn Ha jar in his
3
article, that has not as yet been considered. Al Aqshahri says : Ibn ul-Jabbar told
f
me in 710 H. at Tunis, that he heard Abu Abdullah of Tlemsen relate in 686 H. at
Alexandria as follows: I heard Abu Bakr al MaqdisI, then himself three hundred
years of age, relate in 652 at Somnat in the mosque of Mahmud Ibn Sabuktigln what
follows : The longlived Shaikh Khawaja Ratan Ibn 'Abdullah said to me in his house
(f
at Taubindah: I have heard the Prophet say:
At the end of the time there will be
an army of Turks coming forward from Askalon who will defeat anyone who will
oppose them, and they will not attack anyone without defeating him.'' He had
heard this from the Prophet when he was with him during the siege of the ditch
(khandaq) ; he afterwards returned to India where he died in 596 H., seven hundred
years old." Taubinda is merely a clerical error easily explained by the similarity of
" u " and " r " in the Arabic script, and Tarbindah stands for Tabarhind, the ancient
name of Bhatinda.
It is expressly asserted in one of the accounts (see p . 12) that Ratan had never
l
married, whilst in another he calls all the inhabitants of his native place his children and children's children.' Anyhow we hear that one Mahmud,* who claimed
to be Ratan's son, made his appearance at Shiraz in 675 H. and related there the
wonderful tale of the blessing granted to his father by the Prophet; according to
him he had earned the blessing through the Indian dates t h a t he had offered as a
present. If we are to believe this son, Ratan died in 632 H. Apart from this Mah(
6
mud, one Abdullah is also mentioned as a son of Baba Ratan.
From sources other than Ibn Hajar we learn that a famous saint, Razluddin 'Ali
Iyala, who died in 644 H., also visited Baba Ratan in 620 and received from him a
1
comb that had once belonged to the P r o p h e t / In one of these books (the J ami 1 Ibid., p. 1096.
* See note 4 , p . 12.
3 Isaba, Vol. I , p . 1099.
* Isaba, Vol. I, p. 1092. K u t u b i , Fawat-al-wafayat I, p. 16,3, calls him wrongly R a t a n ' s servant; he apparently
copied the account quoted in the text.
f> I b i d . , p . 1100.

« J a m i , Nafahat-ul uns (ed Lucknow), p. 281 ; Nurullah Shustari, Majalis-ul-muminhi
(ed. Teheran), p 309.
J dmi-us-sal as il by Majd-ud-din 'Ali Ibn Zahiruddin MS. Lucknow (Library of MoulviNasir Husain Sahib). I am indebted
for extracts from this MS. to Shaikh Fida Husain Sahib of the M.A.O. College School.
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us-salasil) we read
t h a t Mahmud I b n Sabuktigin desirous of hearing Hadith
from one of the companions of t h e Prophet, invited Baba Ratan to come to
Ghazni where he quoted to the King two sayings of the Prophet's. The author adds
that Baba Ratan died in the seventh century H. in Ceylon, near Adam's Peak. Al
these statements are not t o be found elsewhere ; and as the author, who seems to
belong t o t h e tenth century H., does not quote them in the name of any earlier
authority, we may safely assume them to have originated after the time of Ibn Hajar.*
Iu judging the accounts given by the various visitors to Bhatinda, as quoted from
Ibn Hajar, we must not forget to make due allowance for travellers, delight in
exaggerations, nor must we omit to take into consideration the psychological law of
contrast which accounts for the humoristic element finding its outlet in tales about
saints. I t is also well to remember that even those who preserved these
accounts for us, warn us occasionally against taking them to be quite correct, however
3
eagerly they may be received by t h e public. Yet taking all this into account, as
well as the many differences in detail t h a t the various versions exhibit, we cannot
doubt that there lived at Tabarhind, towards the end of the sixth and the beginning
of the seventh century of the Hijrah, a man called Ratan, who claimed to have had
intercourse with the Prophet at Medina and to have been granted through the power
of his blessing a lease of life exceeding six hundred years ; further, t h a t these claims
had attracted a good deal of attention even outside India, that his fame had spread
all over the Muhammadan world, and that his abode was a frequent goal of t h e
wanderings of students as well as of sightseers. I n the seventh, eighth and ninth
Islamic centuries his claims were hotly discussed, some of the most distinguished
authorities on Hadiih dismissing them.* One of them, Dhahabi (673-748 H.) wrote a
monograph, Kasr Wathan Ratan (The breaking of the Idol Ratan), the title of
which is sufficiently suggestive of its aims as well as its tone. The whole of it
seems not to have been preserved, b u t I b n Hajar and others have made long
quotations from it. After having reproduced some of the sayings which Ratan was
6
said to have attributed to the Prophet, Dhanabi continues : " And I believe that
such like nonsense was forged by this ignorant fellow Musa Ibn Mujalla (who claimed
1
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2 I b n H a j a r ' s remarks, p . 1091 ( " h o w is it t h a t none of t h e historians who have described M a h m u d I b n
S a b u k t a g i n ' s conquest of India mention R a t a n ? " ) show clearly t h a t he had never heard this version.
8 Thus Al-Aqshahri remarks with regard to t h e account of Abu Bakr-al-Maqdisi (p. 12 ) : " This document is
received with joy, yet. one cannot rely on its correctness."
4 The Ain-i-Akbari (J arret, I I I . 360) has also a paragraph on R a t a n ; curiously enough Ibn Hajar is mentioned there
amongst those who accepted his claims, which is very far from correct. As regards Firozabadi whom Abul Fazl also
mentions in this connection see infra p. 16. He is correct with regard t o Simnani and M u h a m m a d Parsd.
6 Isaba, Vol. I , p . 1090.
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to have heard the sayings from Ratan) or t h a t they were forged for him by the
man who invented the story of Ratan, who never existed. If however we believe in
his existence and that he made his appearance after the year 600, he was either a
devil who assumed human shape and claimed to have been the Prophet's companion
and to have reached an excessive age and invented these futile things, or else he was
a Shaikh who went astray and has built for himself a house in hell by spreading
lies about the Prophet. If these sayings had been attributed to any one of the
ancients, we should have had to declare him free from (any responsibility for) them,
much less (should they be believed to have been uttered by) the Lord of Men (the Prophet); but the common Sufis will relate foolish things. Any list of authorities that com1
prises the names of this K a i i g h a r i , Tayyibi, Musa Ibn Mujalla and Ratan is a chain
of lies, not a chain of gold . . . . And you must know t h a t men's inclinations make
them very eager to transmit wonderful news ; but where was this Indian hidden all
through these six hundred years, why did not the people in other parts know of him by
hearsay and of the length of his life so as to undertake travels to see him in the time
of Al-Mansur and Al Mahdi; why did not the Governor of India send him as a pre2
cious gift to Al-Mamun ? Yet many lifetimes passed over him and many nights and
days until the year six hundred without any chronicle or any traveller speaking of
his existence. To accept a claim like this as true, one account is not sufficient,
because if he had existed, every merchant would have heard about him. If those
who pretended to have seen him had abstained from transmitting this Hadith in his
name, the matter would be less important. By m y life, only those believe in his
having been a companion of the Prophet who believe in the existence of Muhammad
Ibn al Hasan * in the underground vault and t h a t he will come out into the world
to fill the earth with justice, and that ' Ali will return. But on these no cure will
tell. The authorities on Hadith agree t h a t the last who saw the Prophet was
Abu Tufayl 'Amir Ibn Walhila. And in the Sahih * it is confirmed t h a t the Prophet
said a month or so before he died: " Do you see this n i g h t ? A hundred years
6
after it nobody will remain on this earth of those who are on it to-day."
In
another passage, quoted by Al K u t u b i / Ohahabi says : " W e have no cure for those
who accept this miracle as true and believe in the survival of Ratan ; they may know
t h a t I am the first who calls it a lie. He was a Shaikh who forged a story, an impostor, a liar who invented a big lie in order to mend the (broken) jar of the dyer, and
he has committed a very shameful action.''
Dhahabi's criticisms, however, were not universally accepted even by Sunni
1 These are the authorities who handed down R a t a n ' s Hadith.
2 Here Ibn I^ajar adds, «« although he (Al-Mamun) was so much on the outlook for wonderful things. And why
did not Mahniud Ibn Sabuk'igln learn about him a long time afier this when he conquered India and went to the
town in which the Idol was. the history of which is well known and related in the chronicles, without any of their
authors making any mention of Ratan ? "
3 See supra p. 10.
itab-lll 'ilm bab us samar fil'dlm.
6 See also Mieanul \* tidal t Vol. I, p. 336 {cA. Lucknow) • Mwhtabih
Ibn Hajar, Isaba I, 1087), all by Dhahab .
* Fawat u? wafayat, Vol. I, p. 163.

(ed. de Jong), p. 215 ; and Tajrid (quoted by
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scholars. Thus Ibn Hajar himself informs us that the famous lexicographer
Majduddin ush Shirazi al Firozabadi, who had for some time lived at Delhi and whom
he met at Zabid in South Arabia, expressed himself against Dhahabi's denial of Ratan's
existence. He told him that when he was in India (about 785-790 H.), he had himself
been to his village where he met a large number of people who knew his story from
their fathers and forefathers, and who thus confirmed the truth of his existence. This
however does not mean that Firozabadi accepted his claims as true as Abul Fazl
2
3
maintains in the Ain-i-Akbari;
on the contrary we can conclude from his Qamus that
he too considered him a liar. But other scholars like Safadi believed in his claims*
0

which they declared were quite consistent with logical possibility. Safadi's commentator, however, remarked that the possibility does not prove the actuality and
Ibn Hajar adds that the fact that nobody knew of him before the end of the sixth
century settles the matter against him. The collection of sayings of the Prophet
which Ratan was said to have communicated to those of his visitors who were
anxious to hear Hadith from him is preserved to us in various manuscripts (at Leiden,
5
6
Berlin and Lucknow) and Ibn Hajar has also quoted extracts from it. In these
manuscripts as well as in the quotations in Ibn Hajar's Isaba it is stated that Musa
Ibn Mujalla claimed to have heard the Hadith from Baba Ratan, and as we have seen
before it was he who was accused by Dhahabi of having forged it and attributed it to
Baba Ratan. We are not in a position to decide whether Ratan himself or Musa Ibn
Mujalla is responsible for these sayings, but anyhow they show traces of both
Shiite (or perhaps better Alide) and Sufic tendencies. For the former the follow7
<f
ing saying attributed to the Prophet is characteristic :
There is no man who will
weep on the day on which Al Husain was killed but will find himself on the day of
resurrection amongst the messengers (of God) that are endowed with resolution/' and
(
' The shedding of tears on the Asjiura day froth Muharram) will serve as a perfect light
on the day of resurrection,'' whilst the teachings of those Sufic orders that do not
8
condemn music and dancing are justified by the following Hadith: " Ratan said :
I was present at Fatima's (the Prophet's daughter) wedding procession, I as well as
most of the companions. There were people there who sang and we were delighted
and danced to their drumming and recitation of verses. The following morning
the Prophet asked us how we had passed the night. And when we replied, that
we had taken part in Fatima's wedding procession, the Prophet prayed for us and
did not disapprove of it." It is probable that these sayings were circulated in
favour of the practice affected in this regard by the adepts of the Chishtiya and some
other Sufic orders.
_

•

•

1 Isaba, p. 1102.
* See supra page 14, note 4
8 S. v. Ratan.
• Isaba, Vol. I , pp. 1101-02.
* See Catalogus codicum Arabicorum Bibliothecae Academicae Lugduno Batavae, Vol. IV, p. 101; Ahlwardt,
Verzeichniss der Arabischeh Handschriften der Koniglichen Bibliothek in Berlin, Vol. I I , p. 184 and p. 214 ; the Lucknow
MS. belongs to Moulvi Nasir Husain Sahib's Library and contains ^alarba'un
ar-Rataniyat."
In his Histoire de la
Literature Hindouie et Hindustani, Vol. I.I, p. 570, Garcin de Tassy speaks of a work entitled " Ahadis-i-Mardiya
"and
written by Ratan which is probably identical with the collection of Ratan's Hadith just mentioned.
7
6 Isaba, Vol. I, pp. 1088-1000 and 1092.
Isaba, Vol. I, pp. 10SQ-90.
8 Ibid., 1089 and 1092.
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In the Muhammadan legend of Baba Ratan as current to-day the saint's name
is not the only element that reminds us of his Hindu origin, ratan being the
Sanskrit word for jewel; great stress is laid on his practising the art of restraining the breath, an art to which the Yogis pay special attention.* On the
other hand, the Hindu version insists not only on his Hindu origin, but denies
that he ever embraced Islam. Btit a more ancient form of the Hindu version has been quoted by the author of the Dabistan? according to whom the
lt
Yogis of his time maintained, that the Lords of all the religions, sects and creeds,
i

whether Prophets or Saints, were pupils of Gorak Nath and t h a t what they
found, they found from him. The belief of t h a t class is that Muhammad, on whom
be peace, was also a pupil and disciple of Gorak Nath. Out of fear of the Musalmans
4
however they dare not declare it, but say only that Baba Ratan Hajji, t h a t is
Gorak Nath, was the foster father of the Prophet and educated the L,ord, the asylum
of the prophetic office, and took the mode of Yog from the Prophet. Many of
them observe fast and prayer when they are with Muhammadans and in presence of
Hindus follow the practice of the religion of that class ; no food is prohibited according to their belief/' We have already noticed t h a t in some current versions of the
legend some sort of connection exists between Ratan and Gorak Nath. In view of the
place that the restraining of the breath takes in the Muhammadan version it is
important to note that Gorak Nath is said to be the author of a work that deals with
6
the Yoga doctrines and practices. And as regards longevity, it has always been
considered to be one of the results to be achieved by Yogi practices. Marco
6
f
Palo says:
' They (the Yogis) "are extremely longlived, everyone of them living
to one hundred and fifty or two hundred years," and Akbar hoped to reach the
1
age of a thousand years by studying their doctrines. The author of the Dabistan
informs us that in his time one Sanjanath, who was said to be seven hundred years
old and who was accomplished in the art of restraining the breath, was living at
8
Lahore, and there has been no lack of persons who put forward similar claims in
our own days either. I t may be that Ratan was originally a Yogi, who as such was
believed to have been alive hundreds of years and who on becoming acquainted with
the Muhummadan aspects of longevity, used them to strengthen his position in the
eyes of his Muhammadan followers. That Yogis since early days had their followers
amongst Muhammadans as well as amongst Hindus one would conclude from present9
day experience, and we can adduce passages from Ibn B a t u t a to prove it!
Once
t

1 His full name is given variously as yibxiA. ^ J ^ * L ^ ^y^ or (j>£J4 ^J &&x* ^ ^j or—in
Rataniya as Ratan Ibn Nasr Ibn Kirbal.
2
See Garbe, Samkhya and Yoga, p. 44, on pranaydma.
The practice is also of great importance
Sufic orders, but these seem to have received it from India. See Kremer, Contributions to the History
Civilization, translated by S. Khuda Bukhsh, p. 188 seq. Goldziher, Vorlesungen iXber den Islam, p. 165.
3 Ed Lucknow, pp. 179-80.
4 Both in the Lucknow edition and in Shea and Trover's translation (vol. I I , p. 129) he is called
Hajji

0 Garbe I.e., p. 42.
6 Ed. Yule-Cordier, Vol. II, p. 365; see also the notes on p. 369.
1 Badaoni, Muntakhab ut-tawarikh II 325.
8 Dabistan, p. 183.
* Ed. Defremery et Sanguinetti, Vol. TV, pp. 35 and 39.
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Baba Ratan was believed to have been a contemporary of the Prophet, it was only
one step further from the Yogi point of view to assert that the teachings of the
Prophet were derived from the wisdom of India. As a Yogi Ratan was a follower
l
of Gorak Nath and so Gorak Nath, " that ubiquitous saint " with whom later on he
was identified, was ultimately responsible forthe foundations of the Islamic system. A
reflex of the view that Ratan was Gorak Nath's disciple may be found in the fact that
in some of the lists of Gorak Nath's pupils, current amongst his followers up to this
day, there is also one Ratan Nath ; * Ratan Nath is also the form of his name
in the Hindu version from Bhatinda and Pir Ratan Nath of Peshawar is also
described as Gorak N a t h ' s disciple. Whilst in the case of the science of
breathing, everything speaks in favour of its Indian origin and the probability of the
the later Sufis having borrowed it from the Yogis, the belief in exceptional longevity,
common to folklore everywhere, had developed independently in both Hinduism and
Islam. But once the two religions began to live side by side this belief formed for the
Yogis a niost welcome starting point through which to establish a closer connection
with their Muhammadan followers. The saint had two faces; he showed that of a
longlived Yogi to the Hindus, that of a companion of the Prophet to the Muhammadans, just as the Panch Pir are the five Pandavas to the Hindus among their
3
devotees and five Muhammadans saints to the Muhammadans.
Apart from the
science of breathing and longevity there is a third element that forms a connecting link between the Muhammadan view of Ratan and Yogism : the narcotic drug
that found much favour amongst Yogis and the use of which, according to a tradition prevalent in Muhammadan circles, had been first made known in India by Bir
Ratan. Maqrlzi, the famous Egyptian historian (766-845 H.), has the following passage
in his Khitat:' * " Shaikh Muhammad u§h Shirazial Qalandarl told m e . . . . that in India
there was a Shaikh called Bir Ratan, who first made known the eating of Hashish
to the people of India, who had not been acquainted with it before ; that after that
its use spread in India until it became known in Yaman, from where it spread to the
Persians; afterwards it became known to the people of Mesopotamia, Asia Minor,
Syria and Egypt in the year mentioned above (i.e. 658 H.). This Bir Ratan lived in
the time of the Khosroes (Sassanian Kings), reached the epoch of Islam and embraced
6
Islam."
Bir is a title that many saints, especially Patron Saints of the guilds of
crafts, bear, and we shall see later on that Ratan developed into the Patron Saint
6
of the gardeners of Constantinople. Hashish and Bhang are substantially the same,
and that Bhang is a favourite narcotic with theJYogis is^well known. According to
the passage jusFquoted, ^IT^?taB7~th^coinpanion of the Prophet, was the first to
7
make the usej3f_JBhii^
whilst the Prophet himself was said b} " a
1

curious sect of Hindu Sufis, whose tenets the author of the Dabistan

describes, to owe

' Crooke, The Popular Religion and Folklore of Northern India, Vol. I, pp. 211-12.
2 See Maclagan, Census Report, p . 114; Crooke, Tribes and Castes, Vol. I l l , p . 59.
8 See Maclagan, Census Report, p . 137.
* Ed. Bulaq, Vol. I I , 127.
6 Dr. Kern has long since recognized the form '• Bir " to be due to a popular etymology of Pir ; see Go^dziher,
Abhandlungen, Vol. I I , p. lxxvi, note 2.
6
See Hobson-Jobson s. v. Bang.
1 Ed. Lucknow, pp. 213-140
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his revelations to the use of Bhang. Our Indian versions of the legend of Baba
Ratan throw no light on the passage quoted from Maqrlzi, none of them crediting
him with having revealed the secrets of Bhang to his countrymen. But another
Indian saint who has some features in common with Baba Ratan and is also connected with his shrine, gained renown in this regard. Shah_JMadar, said to have
been born at Aleppo and then to have emigrated to India, a mu'ammar like
Ratan, who reached the age of four hundred years, if indeed he is not as others assert
still alive, was a renowned expert in the art of breathing, to which he owed his
1
longevity, and his devotees are particularly addicted to the use of Bhang. And as
one of them succeeded to the Gaddi of Baba Ratan's shrine/ possibly the habits prevailing amongst the Madaris may account for the fact that the saint whose shrine had
come under their control came to be considered as having discovered the use of
Bhang; but it is just as likely that as Ratan was one of the few Indian saints
that had gained wide fame throughout the Muhammadan world, his name was the most
obvious one with which to connect the use of the Indian drug. Anyhow in the passage
quoted from Maqrlzi, Bir Ratan holds the position of a kind of Patron Saint of the
Hashish eaters, Bir (PirjTbeing, as remarked before, the usual title prefixed to the
names of this category of saints. The Patron Saints of the various guilds of craft
and trades, as well as of the social groups t h a t were kept together through common
habits or interests, owed their position in these organizations all through the Islamic
world to the religious fraternities of Dervishes, whose forms and symbols served
3
them as a model.
Baba Ratan was well qualified for the role of Patron Saint,
4
in which longevity is a common characteristic. Only in a few cases the connection
between a saint and a particular guild has become so firmly established as to win for
him recognition as its patron all over the Muhammadan world. Very often the
6
connection is upheld only within local limits and the same saint may be considered
the patron of one guild in one and of another in a different place. If therefore we find
Baba Ratan in the eleventh century H. to have assumed the role of the patron saint of
the g a r ^ n ^ r s ^ o ^ o n s t a ^ t i n o p l e * there is no need for us to charge the gardeners with
a special predilection for Bhang. The Hashish-eaters of Constantinople have their
Patron Saint too, but^i£_isjLQt_Ratan.'
"
|
Whether Baba Ratan's name is still remembered in any Muhammadan country
outside India, I am not in a position to s a y ; Ewliya, the Turkish author, who
1 See Garcin de Tassy, Mimoire sur les particularity
de la religion Musulmane dans VInde (1869), p. 52 seq.;
Herklots, Qanoone Islam (1863), p. 158, 192; Crooke, Popular Religion, I, 216; Idem, Tribes and Castes, vol. I l l , p. 397
seq; Dabistan, p. 214; Tahqiqat-i-Chishti,
p. 474.
2
See infra, p. 20.
3 See Goldziher, Abhandlungen, Vol. I I , p. lxxii seq.
* Ibid., p. lxxxii.
•
6 See Goldziher, Muhammedanische
Studien, Vol. I I , p. 310.
6 See the chapter from the Turkish traveller Ewliya in Von Hammer, Constantino polls und der Bosporus, Vol. I I ,
p. 413. Ewliya mentions quite a number of other Indian Patron Saints, b u t most of them have no Indian names and
their connection with India may be arbitrary. See e.g. pp. 415, 420, 426, 457-58, 463, 467, 474, 499, 501, 505.
1 Von Hammer, ib. pp. 485-86. I n India too Patron Saints are not unknown : see e.g. Crooke, Popular Religion
Vol. I , p. 203 se<| ; Wadde Hir, ed. Mulid. Bi'iqir (Lahore IQIO), p. 164.
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speaks of him as the Patron Saint of the gardeners of Constantinople and who wrote
in the eleventh century H., "seems to be the last to mention him! But in India he is
(
not forgotten, and his memory is kept alive by the urs that is held annually in his
honour from the 7th to the ioth Dhu'l Hijja, his death having occurred on the day
of Id-uz-Zuha. The majority of the visitors of his shrine are Muhammadans, but
the Hindus also frequent it in large numbers and at the annual fair there is a
large attendance of Sadhus of various descriptions. The management of the shrine
is in the hands of the Gaddina§Jbins, who share the income of the shrine with the
Mujawirs and the Qazis. The Gaddinashins, of whom there are always two, nominated by their predecessor's last will, let their hair grow long and do not marry.
They have always been Madari Faqirs since Sultan Shah Chand ascended the Gaddi
some five hundred years ago. The land granted to the shrine is in their hands and the
f
Nazrs ' offered to it go to them. The Mujawirs dust the tomb and the lamps and are
entitled to the ' Charhawas.' The Qazis' duty is to direct the prayers ; they receive
two rupees and a turban from Patiala State and all the. turbans that are offered at
the shrine belong to them too. In the Gurparnall or spiritual genealogy of the
Gaddinashins, preserved at the shrine, the name of Baba Ratan does not occur
at all, which is explained by the fact that the Madarls took hold of it in early times;
it therefore consists only of their own spiritual genealogy. There are also other
documents still, in possession of the shrine, but of the Siyar ul
mutakhkhirin
which Cunningham found there, and from which he gives various quotations, no trace
is left any more. The documents do not give us any information with regard to the
early history of the shrine. It is true two of them pretend to date back to
Shihabuddin Ghori's time, but they are forgeries that can deceive nobody: not
only is the name of Shihabuddin wrongly spelt, but this Sultan is supposed to
have been acquainted with * Shajahanabad '! The remaining documents, dating from
the eleventh and twelfth centuries H., refer to the income of the land granted to the
shrine, quarrels among the Mujawirs, and similar matters. Of the history of Ratan
himself we learn nothing from them.
Baba Ratan falls short of our notions of a saint; of his pious deeds we hear
nothing nor are there any sayings of his to reveal a soul filled with the highest
aspirations. The only disinterested act of his transmitted to us was nothing out of
the ordinary ; but as he was considered worthy to extricate the Prophet through
it from a precarious situation, it was raised into a higher sphere. He became
a living instance of the power of the Prophet's blessing. The Prophet had not been
sent to one nation only; Salman, the Persian, had been amongst his companions.
Had no Indian been deemed worthy to see him face to face ? The legencj of Baba Ratan
provided the reply to this question. Both Ratan and Salman are numbered among
i

the long-lived and, like Salman, Ratan—at least according to one version—had been a
Christian before embracing Islam; Salman's story served, so it seems, as a model for
some of the details of Ratan's legend.
l o n g e v i t y has been a favourite motive in mythological and legendary lore from
remote antiquity all over the globe. Many have been granted it through long lasting
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sleep like Epimenides, the seven sleepers of Ephesus, Honi ham me'aggel, Abimelek,
the Hohenstaufe Frederic I P — a n d there are others like Khiz'r, Elias, Melkisedek
Madar who are still alive and who will not die before the day of judgment. Amongst
these is also the wandering Jew, but unlike R a t a n ' s , his long life is not a blessing: he
4
is condemned to carry on his miserable existence as a punishment for his misdeed.
In an older version however, based on Matthew xvi. 28 and John xxi. 20, it was St. John
5
who wasto live until Christ's return and who was thus granted long life as a blessing.
A most curious parallel to this version is offered by the legend of Kala Kafir (the
black unbeliever), thus called on account of his black dress. This Kafir h a d taken
f
part in the fight of Khaybar and his life had been spared by Ali, the Prophet's
f
son-in-law, on his promise to embrace Islam. Ali granted his request to pray for his
f
eternal life. After Ali had prayed for him, he refused to turn Muslim and fled to
Afghanistan ; he was still alive in Kafiristan when Abdurrahman (the late Amir of
Afghanistan) conquered that country. The news t h a t an eye-witness of the deeds of
the Prophet was still alive excited an interest in India and Afghanistan probably
not less keen than t h a t aroused by the appearance of the wandering Jew in
Mediaeval Europe or by Baba Ratan in the Muhammadan world some seven hundred
years ago.
I See on this group of legends Guidi, Testi orientali inedite sopra i sette dormienti di E,'°.so (Rome, 1885), and
Huber, Die Wandersage von den Siebenschlafern (Leipzig, 1910).
1
See Schultheiss, Die deutsche Volkssage vom Fortleben und der Wiederkehr Kaiser Friedrichs I (Berlin, 1911).
3 See Vollers in Archiv fur Religions wissenschaft, Vol. X I , p. 234 seq., and Friedlaender ib., Vol. X I I I , p . 92 seq.
* See Neubaur, Die Sage vom ewiqen Juden (Leipzig, 1898), p. 7 seq.
& Neubaur ibid., p. 1 seq. Goldziher, Abhandhmgen% Vol. I I , p. xcii.
*
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J e s u i t M i s s i o n s in L a h o r e .
By

THE R E V . FATHER F E L I X

(O.C)

I.
F I R S T CHRISTIAN MISSION TO THE G R E A T MUGHAL AT FATEHPUR

SIKRI,

15801583.
Of the first Mission, the best and shortest account is that of John Baptist Perus(
chi, who in 1597 published at Brescia a little book called Informatione del Regno
e stato del gran Re di Mogor' ; but further details are supplied in 1601 by
f
Father Luis de Guzman, S.J., in his Spanish Work Historia de las Missiones que han
hecho los religiosos de la compafiia de Jesus para predicar el sancto Evangelio en la India
Oriental, y en los Regnos de la Chin,a y Japon.' Reference may also be made to
Firancis Goldie, S.J., ' First Christian Mission to the Great Mogul/ 1897; and E. D.
M a c l a g a n / J e s u i t Missions to the Emperor A k b a r / J.A.S.B. 1896, Vol. LXV, pp.
1
58-113. According to these authorities, and Father Anthony Monserrate's narrative,
it appears t h a t " the occasion of Akbar's conceiving a liking for our faith was the
courteous and civil behaviour, as also the valour of some Portuguese, who accompanied Antonio Cabral, when by order of the Viceroy Don Antonio, he went to see
him at Currate.* These favourable dispositions were increased some years later, when
he heard what was being done in Bemgala by two Fathers of the Society, who had
gone thither in the year [15] 76.
3
After this he had Pero Tavares (the captain of Porto Pequeno) at his court,
and what he heard him say made him desire to be informed about our affairs. He
4
ordered him to bring to his court Father Julianes Pereira, now governing the
1 See F a t h e r A. Monserrate's Account of Akbar (ft6th November, 158*) translated and edited by Rev. H. Hosten.
S J . , p . 12. J.A.S.B., 1912.
1 Don Antonio de Noronha was the Portuguese Viceroy who governed at Goa between 1571 and 1573 ; hence
Cabral's embassy must have taken place within this interval. Abul Fazl dates Akbar's first introduction to the' Portuguese in the 17th year of his reign (1573), when Akbar was besieging Surat; cf. J.A.S.B., 1904, pp. 52-53. Peruschi, Du
Jarric and Bartoli must be wrong when speaking of an embassy of Cabral's in March, 1578.
3 Beveridge (J.A.S.B., 1888, p 34) suggests t h a t Tavares may be t h e ' s a m e as P a r t a b Bar of the Akbar Nama
(Elliot, Hist. Ind. VI 59)- The P a r t a b Bar mentioned by Abul Fazl as having come from Bengal in the 23rd year of
Akbar's reign (1579) is evidently Pero Tavares, since the author of the Darbar-i-Akbari, as pointed by Mr. H. Beveridge,
gives Tab-Barsu (cf. J.A.S.B., 1904, pp. 53-S4, and 1.896, pp. 47-48). Blochmann (Ain, I, p. 440, No. 1) identifies Bartab
Bar Firing! of Partab Firing! with the Portuguese Governor of Hugh, who gave protection to Mirza Husain Khan. We
learn also t h a t Akbar's letters received a t Goa in September, 1579, were accompanied by others from Father Pereira and
Tavares. Monserrate calls the latter, perhaps by anticipation, <•« partus praetor," i.e. Captain of the port of Hugh. (Cf.
Mong. Leg. Comm., fol. 6b, 3.) Manrique (Itinerario, pp. 13, i 4 ) g i v e a an account of Tavares. There is a tomb in the
Roman Catholic Cemetery, Lashkarpur, Agra, with the following inscription : Aqui Jas Monica TAVARES, faleceo aos
20 de Janeiro, Morreo em 1679, E. A. H. Blunt, List of Inscriptions on Christian Tombs etc 1911 p 42
. Pero Tavares must have arrived at Fatehpur Sikri in 1577, since Fr. Julianus Pereira who was called from Satgaon
in consequence of Tavares discussions with Akbar, arrived at Fatehpur in March r S7 8 (cf. Du Jarric, I I , liv iv. ch. ix.

•
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Bishopric of Cochim. This Father zealously expounded to him the law of the
Gospel, and his good example disposed him favourably towards it. He gave so many
indications of his willingness to embrace it that it was the reason why in Bemgala
the rebels were up in arms, because the king wanted to abandon their sect, and why
they called the Prince of Qhabul to join forces with him. In fact, he advanced si
hundred leagues into Equebar's territory, and did not leave it until [Equebar]
marched against him with the powerful army of which I spoke above. A year before
this war with Qhabul broke out, he summoned the Fathers of the Society, who were
sent to him. He treated them always with much affection, bestowed many favours
on them, and listened many times to the things of our holy Faith. He showed much
inclination for them, but what he has in his heart God our Lord alone knows.''
Father Pereira, the Portuguese Vicar-General of Satgaon, arrived at Fatehpur Sikri
in March, 1578, and received a most cordial reception. This priest devoted himself to
confuting Muhammadanism, and the Emperor was greatly interested and satisfied
with what he taught him. Father Pereira, moreover, informed Akbar of the Jesuit
Missionaries in the College of St Paul at Goa and said that His Majesty would gain
much by hearing what they could tell him of the Christian religion, for they were
men of more learning than himself. On this Akbar despatched an embassy to the
Fathers at Goa, and an account of its honourable reception will be found in Bartoli's
c
Missione al gran Mogor \ This embassy of the Mughal Emperor arrived at Goa in
September 1579, bearing letters to the Viceroy, Don Lewis d'Athaide, to the
Archbishop, and to the Provincial Roderick Vicente, to the following effect:—
" To THE CHIEF PADRE, IN THE NAME OF THE LORD.

Letter of Jalalu-d-Dln Muhammad Akbar,' the king, the hero !
2
Head Fathers of the College of St. Paul, know that I am very well disposed towards you. I am
sending Abdullah, my ambassador, and Dominic Perez (an Armenian Christian, the interpreter), with
the request that you will send me learned Fathers, and the books of the Law, especially the Gospel,
that I may know the Law and its excellence. For I desire to know it. I beg therefore earnestly that
*

they may come with these envoys and bring the books of the Law. And the Fathers may
that I shall receive them most courteously, and entertain them most handsomely. When
learnt the Law sufficiently to appreciate its excellence, then may they depart at their pleasure,
escort, and honoured with abundant rewards. Let them come in perfect security. I take their
s
on myself."

be sure
I have
with an
defence

and L. De Guzman, I, 243). Pereira's name is variously given as Gileanes Pereyra by de Sousa (Or. conq., I I . conq. I, D.
II, § 44), as Giuliano Perreira by Peruschi (p. 29), as Egidio Anes Perreira by Bartoli (Missione al Gran Mogor, Roma,
[714, p. 9). Monserrate calls him also " Aegidius Joannides, Gangaridis Archimystes " or simply " Aegidius." Cfr.
Mong. Leg. Cotnm., Index and fol. 21a, 3.
l The original stands thus : ' Forman Zelabdin Mahemet Echebar.'
Throughout Du Jarric, the oriental names are
distorted in a manner almost inconceivable.
* ' Head Fathers of the College of St. Paul,' i.e., this is the name, as well as that of ' Paulists,' by which the Jesuits
*

were at that time better known in India than by their own. See Calcutta Review, No. CLXIII, January,
1886, p. 13.
8 AJegambe, p. 34, gives this letter of Akbar, and Br. De Souza adds the date ' December 1578.' The first daftar of
Abu'l Fazl's correspondence lithographed at Kanhpur (Cawnpore) in 1849-50 gives the Imperial letter addressed to the
European Scholars, dated in the month of Rabi' ul-awal in the year 990. It was published and accompanied by an
English translation by E. Rehatselc in the ' Indian Antiquary,' Vol. XVI, 1887, p. 135. From its contents we may
conjecture that it was sent either to the Viceroy or the Archbishop of Portuguese India. Akbar wrote to other
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The Viceroy, we are told, was averse to sending a Mission, but he referred
the matter for decision to a committee of Bishops, and this committee decided on
1
the ioth of November, 1579, in favour of the despatch of a Mission.
The Father
Provincial of the Paulists was delighted at this decision, and Fathers Rudolf
Acquaviva and Anthony Monserrate were selected to accompany the embassy.
To these it was thought well to add Father Francis Henriques, a Muhammadan
convert from O'rmuz, a man of great piety, but of slight learning, whose knowledge
m

of Persian, however, would be of great use, as it was the language of Akbar's court.
Father Rudolf was appointed Superior.
[Father Rudolf Acquaviva was the fifth child of the Duke of Atri and Margaret Pio di Carpi, and
was boru on October 2, 1550 (not 1551, as Alegambe and other writers, who follow him, assert. See
Sumtn., p. 12, and Bartoli, Mhsione, p. 3) at Atri, a little town in the Abruzzi, near the line from
Ancona to Brindisi, in the kingdom of Naples. He was nephew of Claudius Acquaviva, the fifth
General of the Society of Jesus, while on his mother's side he was a cousin of St. Aloysius Gonzaga.
Admitted into the Society 2nd April, 1568, he arrived at Goa in the same month as Akbar's embassy
(13th September, 1578) and at once applied to be sent to the Mughal court. Though only 30 years of
age he was given charge of the .Mission: he conducted it with great zeal, and endeared himself to the
Emperor by his pure and austere life After spending tha-c years at the Mughal court, he returned to
Goa in 1583, much to the regret of the whole court, and specially of the Emperor. On his return to
*

Goa, he was appointed Superior of the Salsette Mission, which post he held until his martyrdom, 25th
2
July, 1583.
Monserrate had been in the Monastery of St Martha in Lisbon in 1569 when the great plague
devastated that city, and had displayed great zeal and courage in collecting and housing the waifs and
orphans left destitute in the streets. After his arrival at Goa he was elected Blessed Rudolf Acquaviva's
companion during the first Jesuit Mission to Akbar's court. After his return from the Mughal's court
he was ordered to Abyssinia, and while coasting round Arabia was seized by the Arabs and imprisoned
by them for six years till he was ransomed in 1596. He then returned to Goa in December of the same
year Monserrate had kept a diary during Ms stay (if two years and a half in Mogor, which he between
1582 and 1588 cast into a connected narrative, entitled Mongolicac Legationis Commentarius. This MS.
was discovered in 1908 by the Rev. W. K. Firniinger in St. Paul's Cathedral Library, Calcutta.]

The caravan left Goa on the 17th of November, 1579, halted at Damaun, which
place they left for Surat on 13th December, 1579, accompanied by Akbar's ambassa3
dor and the Christian interpreter Dominic Perez.
From Surat, then one of the most important towns in India, they went forward
on their long inland journey on Friday, the 15th of January, 1580, under a Mughal
escort. The Missionaries first crossed the Tapti; then the Narbadda to the ancient
city of Mandu, whose walls were sixteen leagues in circuit, but most of which were
Viceroys, such as Quarte de Menezes, Manuoel de Souza Coutinho, and Matthias d'Albuquerque, but neither the
originals nor the translations of any of these letters appear to have been preserved, and although allusions to their
contents occur, nothing positive can be said about them. Cfr. Archive Portuguez Oriental Fascicolo 3 L<etterae, Nos. 23,
206,, 239, etc.
, ,
l Francisco De Souza, Oriente Conquistado a Jesu Christo pelos padres da companhia de Jesus da Provincia de Goa.
*

This work, printed in 1710 and published in Portuguese at Lisbon, gives an account of the Missions which were carried
on in the Province of Goa between 1564 and 1585. Vol. I I , p. 150.
1 References. De Souza. Oriente Conquistado ; Francis Goldie, S.J. First Christian Mission to the great Mogul.
3 Perez or Pires, said by Bartoli (p. 9, Missione) to have been an Armenian Christian. He married a native wife in
1582, and accompanied the third Mission. See below, pp. 68 and 75.
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even then in ruins. On the 5th of February they reached Ujjain, then a town no larger
than Damaun. From here they entered a mountain range where i:hey were in peril
of robbers. Thence they emerged-into vast plains covered with fields of poppy and
flax
Passing by Sarangpore, where they said Mass, they turned eastward and went
on through rich plains of sugarcane plantations reaching Sirong on the 15th of
February. They passed Narwar, where Monserrate fell ill, and at last, on the 28th
of February 1580, after a journey of over three months, Father Rudolf and his
1
companions arrived at Fatehpur Sikri, where the Emperor had made his residence.
That place was then rising, like an enchanted city, in all its splendour, with its
2
mosques and palaces, glorious even to-day in their ruins.
A courtier was awaiting their arrival, with orders to lead them at once into the
royal presence, as Akbar did not wish t h a t they should speak to any of the Portuguese in the city, before they had been presented to him.
The splendour of the court was unsurpassed even in Europe. No less than twenty
vassal kings waited on their Suzerain. The Fathers found the great conqueror seated
cross-legged, on a throne covered with a velvet cushion fringed with gold, upon a
raised platform/ He wa's almost as fair as a Southern European, and was then about
thirty-seven.' Upon his head he wore a turban of Hindu form, adorned with a fortune of rare gems. His dress consisted of a robe of cloth of gold, embroidered with
leaves and flowers, a great brooch was on his breast. Instead of Moslem trousers,
he wore the Hindu dhoti, of the finest and most delicate silk, falling to his heels, and
there gathered in by bangles covered with pearls. His shoes, of strange fashion,
were an invention of his own. At his side was a scimitar. Around him were pages
with bows and quivers of arrows, and other arms, ready to offer him if he desired
them ; while reporters were close at hand to take down whatever he said. The
meeting was as cordial as possible, and the Emperor kept the F a t h e r s in conversation
till two o'clock on the following morning. When he had dismissed them to their
lodgings, he sent after them a large sum of money. Blessed F a t h e r Rudolf explained
to the bearer that he and his companions were poor by profession and by choice, and
that he could accept nothing but mere support from day to day. By Akbar's orders,
they were left in charge of Dominic Perez, from whom they took only just the bare
6
necessaries of life.
1 " i i u Damano Idibus Decembris profecti; Surraturn primum venere, quae Regis Mogoris est arx in Regno
Cambiae. Inde iter prosequuti in Mediterranea pridie Kalendas Martii anni octogesimi Urbeni F a t e h p u r pervenerunt."
Sacchini, Hist. Soc. Jesu. Part IV. Lib. VII, n. 316.—A detailed account of the journey is given on pp. 1.50-166 of Dr
Sousa's Or. Com/., Vol. II.—See also Murray's Discoveries in Asia, I I , $3, and J.A.S.B. 1904., p. 51, n. 2.
* The promise of Shaikh Selim of Sikri, that he should have a son and heir, made Akbar begin the new city. The
prophecy was realized there, and on the conquest of Gujarat, he added the prefix of F a t e h p u r Victory city, and, for a
time, he made the city his residence.
* A platform used by Akbar is still to be seen in the centre of the Diwani Khas, at F . i t e h p u r Sikri, of which there
is a model in the South Kensington Museum. See Bernier's Travels, p. 3'.2. Loudon, 1891 ,
' Akbar was born on the fifth of Rajab A.11 949, a Sunday. This corresponds to th«3 15U1 October, 1542. Blochmann's A in, Vol. I, p. 62, n. 1, and Malleson's Akbar, p. 52.
' Abul Fazl gives the following record of the first arrival of Christian Missionaries: " 1580. At this time Padre
Farmatiun {sic) arrived at the Imperial Court from Goa, and was received with great distinction. He was a man of
much learning and eloquence A few intelligent young men were placed under him for instruction, so t h a t provision
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The following day, the Fathers were again admitted to audience in the magnificent audience chamber, the Diwani Khas, and they brought as a present to Akbar the
1
new Royal Polyglot Bible of Plantyn, in seven volumes magnificently bound. On
these being presented to him, he took off his turban, placed each volume on his head,
and then kissed it respectfully. He asked, as he received each volume in succession,
which were the four Gospels, and as soon as these were put into his hands, he pressed
them to his breast with special reverence. The Emperor then ordered the sacred
books to be taken to his private rooms, and leading Blessed Father Rudolf by the
hand from the hall of audience, he brought him into his own apartments, and there
showed him a magnificent casket, which he had caused to be made to contain this
much valued present.
That evening Father Rudolf had to take his place in the solemn discussions
a
which went on every Thursday night in the presence of the Emperor, on moral and
religious subjects. The building in which they were conducted was near the tank,
called Anuptalao.*
The Sa'ids (descendants of the prophet), the Shaikhs (the instructors of a newdeparture in religion), the 'Ulamas (the doctors of Muhammadan law), and the
grandees, sat around, while the Emperor passed from one side of the hall to another,
asking questions. The subject of debate on the first night was the authenticity and
authority of the Bible. Another discussion followed three or four days later, on the
character of the Paradise promised to Moslem believers.
might be made for procuring translations of Greek authors, and of extending knowledge. With him came a number of
Europeans and Armenians, who brought silks of China, and goods of other countries, which were deemed worthy of his
Majesty's inspection." Abul Fazl, Akbar Nama ; Elliot, History of India, Vol. VI, p. 85.
Badauni (see Blochmann's Ain, I, p. 182) also refers to this first organized Mission of the European Padres at the
court of Akbar, in the following w o r d s : — " L e a r n e d monks also came from Europe, who go by the name of P a d r e .
They have an infallible head, called Papa. He may change any religious ordinances as he may think advisable, and
kings have to submit to his authority. These monks brought the Gospel and mentioned to the Emperor their proofs for
the Trinity. His Majesty firmly believed in the truth of the Christian religion, and wishing to spread t h e doctrines of
Tesus ordered Prince Murad to take a few lessons in Christianity by way of auspiciousness, and charged Abul Fazl to
I

translate the Gospel. Instead of the usual Bismillahi-r-rahmani-r-rahim
the following lines were used: Ai nam-i-tu
Jesus 0 Kiristo [O Thou, whose names are Jesus and Christ], and Shaikh Faizi added another half, in order to complete the verse—Subhanaka la siwaka Yahu [We praise Thee ; there is no one besides Thee, O God].
These accursed monks applied the description of cursed Satan, and of his qualities, to Muhammad, the best of all
prophets—God's blessings rest on him and his whole house—a thing which even devils would not do."
1 Printed for Philip I I , 1569-1572, at Antwerp in eight volumes, or it m a y have been the complutensian Polyglot
published at Alcala in 1514-7 in six volume's Both these were in four languages: Hebrew, Chaldean, Latin and Greek.
From enquiries made by Mgr. Emmanuel Van Den Bosch, late Archbishop of Agra, who had been Civil Chaplain at
Lucknow for some years, it appears t h a t this Polyglot Bible was kept in the family of Mr. A. Manuel, Pleader a t
Lucknow, who assured him on the 8th of October 1894, t h a t he had himself more than once seen it, and t h a t this book
had always been kept as a unique relic by his grandmother, who was a direct descendant of Lady Juliana, sister of Mariyam
Begam, the (supposed) Christian wife of Akbar. His father one day showed this precious relic to Father AdeodatU9 who
was a Missionary at Lucknow since 1832. Father Adeodatus asked and obtained this valuable Book and kept it in his
room on a marble table locked up in a nice and precious box. All the Mission buildings with perhaps Fathers
Tieffentailer and Wendell's valuable MSS. were destroyed during the Mutiny of 1857, when Father Adeodatus on his way
to Allahabad died, the 9th of December of t h a t year, from old age and hardship undergone during the siege of Lucknow.
t See Badauni I I , p. 202. Blochmann's Ain, vol. I, p. 171. The text has Shab i Jum'ah, the night of F r i d a y ; b u t
as Muhammadans commence the day at sunset it is our Thursday night.
3 Badauni (see Blochmann's Ain, vol. I, p. 171) refers to this religious building in the following terms ; " A m o n g
the religious buildings was a meeting place near a tank called Anuptalao, where Akbar, accompanied by a few courtiers,
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On the fourth of March, Father Monserrate rejoined his companions.
He
hastened on Thursday, the ioth of that month, to take part in the third discussion.
This debate was on the life and teaching of Muhammad, compared with the life and
teaching of Jesus Christ. The Padris' teaching was couched in cautious terms to the
Mullahs' great disappointment, as they found little to take hold of. When the
Mullahs saw that Akbar's faith in the religion of his forefathers was flagging, they
made a sally on the Padres, and started the old argument that the Bible had been
tampered with, but instead of gaining the vantage ground, they were cornered by
Abul Fazl on that point. Monserrate seized this opportunity to declare t h a t it was
not the Christians, but Muhammadans, who had tried to corrupt the sacred Scriptures,
Akbar was angry, and sent a message after the debate was over to the two other
Fathers, begging them to restrain the ardour of the new comer. They replied that,
as the Emperor wished to know the truth, it was their duty to declare i t ; nor could
they for fear of anything whatever, leave him under a false impression. They
added that it was not fair that, while the Mullahs could denounce the Son of God
and the Scriptures, they should not be permitted to say what they knew about
One day, through Abul Fazl, Rudolf asked the Emperor, who now showed little
sign of becoming a Christian, whether or no he wished to hear any more instructions
in the faith, as otherwise it was mere loss of time for t h e Fathers to remain in his
dominions.
In answer to this, Acquaviva was summoned to the royal presence ; but the conn

versation turned merely on general topics. However, Father Rudolf urged the question which was uppermost in his mind. To turn off the unwelcome inquiry, Akbar
urged the Father to put his belief to_ the test, and to accept the challenge of one of
his bitterest opponents.
Driven into a corner by the force of Rudolf's arguments, one of the most famous
of the Muhammadans, Shaikh Qytbuddin, had dared to propose t h a t a great fire
should be kindled in the presence of Akbar, and t h a t he and Father Rudolf should
<(
enter together, Rudolf with the Bible, and the Muhammadan with his Qur'an and
ff
if one of us gets through it safely," he argued,
this will prove the truth of his
creed.''
The fire was lit, and the Shaikh pulled Acquaviva by his cassock, saying, " Come,
met the 'Ulamas and lawyers of the realm. The pride of the 'Ulamas, and the heretical (Shi'itic) subjects discussed in
this building, caused Mulla Sheri, a poet of Akbar's reign, to compose a poem in which the place was called a temple
of Pharaoh and a building of Shad dad. G. Keene, Sketch of the History of Hindustan, 1885, p. 107, describes it thus:—
" I t is a square building, in a vast court, and abutting on a library or record chamber. It has four galleries, with a seat
in the centre, elevated on a massive pillar, and approached by four raised pathways. There every Friday [Thursday]
night the Emperor assembled the members of his academy or debating Society, so that the orthodox sat on one side,
the philosophers on the other, the Sayids or perhaps Persian visitors on a third, the courtiers and men of the world on
the fourth, while the Emperor occupied the central seat and acted as moderator of the controversies that took
place."
I Monserrate being ill remained for a time at Narwar.
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in the name of God ! " ' Rudolf's first idea was to accept the challenge ; but on
second thoughts, he saw that he had no right to tempt God, and that the truth had
no need of such a proof, as it had been already demonstrated to the full. But for
fear lest his refusal should seem a victory for the adversaries of the faith (not however until he had sought counsel in prayer) he determined to show clearly that fear
had no part in declining the ordeal. In the midst of an audience with Akbar, in
presence of his whole court and of the learned litigants, he explained the motives of
T
his refusal. I t w as death to speak against Muhammad, and even though the
Emperor might wish to protect him, Rudolf knew that every true Musalman would
glory in taking the life of a blasphemer. Accordingly, he openly declared that the
, while Jesus Christ was the true son of God, nor
was there any. other name given under Heaven in which hope could be placed. This
protest fully satisfied the sovereign as to the courage of Acquaviva.
It was then that Akbar sent, a few days after, to beg Rudolf to accept the
challenge. He added that he would take care that the Mullah, whom he hated for
his wicked life, should enter first, as he had been the one to make the proposal; but
2
that on his death he would prevent Acquaviva from following him. The Father very
plainly told Akbar he could have no hand in such a plot. The Emperor, however,
3
banished the Shaikh with a number of other fakirs.
Some specimens of the discussions at these meetings (probably imaginary ones)
are given in the Dabistan, a learned Persian work on the various religions of Asia.
1

(f

Badauni's (vide Blochmann's Ain, I, p. 191) version of the story is as follows:
At this time (end of 989 A.H
or A.D. 1581), His Majesty sent Shaikh Jamal Bakhtyar to bring Shaikh Qutbuddin of Jalesar who, though a wicked
man, pretended to be ' a t t r a c t e d by God.' When Qutbuddin came, the Emperor brought him to a conference with some
Christian priests, and rationalists, and some other great authorities of the age. After a discussion, the Shaikh exclaimed,
4
Let us make a great fire, and in the presence of His Majesty I shall pass through it. And if any one else gets safely
through, he proves by it the truth of his religion.' The fire was made. The Shaikh pulled one of the Christian priests
by the coat, and said to him, ' Come on, in the name of God !' But none of the priests had the courage to go.
Soon after the Shaikh was sent into exile to Bhakkar, together with other Faqirs, as His Majesty was jealous of his
triumph."
Abul Fazl describes thus this episode; —
" One night the Ibadat-Khana was brightened by the presence o{ Padre Rudolf who for intelligence and wisdom
was unrivalled among Christian doctors. Several carping and bigoted men attacked him and thus afforded an opportunity for the display of the calm judgment and justice of the assembly. These men brought forward the old received
assertions and did not attempt to arrive at truth by reasoning. Their statements were torn to pieces and they were
nearly put to shame ; and then they began to attack the contradictions in the Gospel, but they could not prove their
assertions. With perfect calmness and earnest conviction of the truth, the Padre replied to their arguments, and then
went on to. s a y : ' If these men have such an opinion of our Book and if they believe the Quran to be the true word of
God, then let a furnace be lighted, and let me with the Gospel in my hand, and the 'TJlama with their holy book in their
hands, walk into that testing place of truth, and the right will be manifest '. The black-hearted and mean-spirited disputants shrank from the proposal, and answered only with angry words." Akbarnama (Bib. Ind., I l l , p. 254. Elliot,
I

Hist. Ind. , Vol. VI, p. 60.
2
Alegambe, cited in the Sunttnarium p. 25 of the process of canonization, and the recent biographies of the five
Martyrs by PSre Suau and by Padre Angelini. Positio super dubio an constet de Martyrio et causa Martyrii Ven t
Rodulphi Aquaviva, etc. Roma, 1720.—Rodolphe d'Acquaviva et ses compagnons, par P. Pierre Suau, S.J. Lille, 1893.
Istoria delta Vita e del Martirio dei Beati Rodolfo e compagni, dal P. Nicola Angelini, S.J. , Roma, 1893.
3 See Murray's Asiatic Discoveries, Vol. I I , p. 91. Cornelius Hazart, S.J., Kerckelyke Historie van gheheele Wereldt
1667, torn. I, p. 258. Bernier, Lettre a M. delaMotte, English edit., London 1891, p. 288, however, tells a second-hand story,
that he had from a Muhammadan, how Akbar's son and heir, Jahingir, in a drunken fit proposed to a Florentine
Jesuit Father to finish the controversy between the Jesuits and the Mullahs by the ordeal of fire, and how the Fathers
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The fullest is a dialogue between a Brahman, a Musalman, a worshipper of fire, a
1
Jew, a Christian and a Philosopher, translated by Colonel Kennedy.
Akbar's kindness to the Fathers was wonderful, and when Father Monserrate had
a serious relapse, he not only bade his physicians prescribe for him, but even came
himself now and again and sat by his bedside. He sent him during his convalescence
to Agra, hoping t h a t its climate might prove helpful to him.
Akbar bade the "Fathers leave the noisy house in the city and take up their
abode within the vast enclosure of his palace, where they built a small chapel as
handsomely as they could and placed over the altar a copy of the Madonna of St.
Luke, at St. Mary Major's, which had been brought from Europe by Father Martin
de Sylva, and which St. Pius V had allowed St. Francis Borgia to have made.'
3
The Christians resident in the city used to come to daily Mass in this chapel.
Akbar,
after three or four days, paid a visit to it. On entering, he was struck by the venerable picture. He first in Muhammadan fashion, made a profound reverence before
i t ; then, like a Christian, he removed his turban, and, with clasped hands, bent his
4

knee ; and lastly, paid his homage as a Hindu by prostrating himself on the ground.
He said that God deserved the homage of all peoples, and therefore he paid this
triple tribute. He then sat down on cushions upon the floor and talked to the
Fathers. He said t h a t the Christian religion was without doubt the best of all, and
the life and miracles of Christ perfectly supernatural. But how God could have a
son passed his comprehension.
'
.
*

A week later, the Emperor came again to visit the chapel with his three sons—
known to the Jesuits as Shaikhji, Pahari and D a n / Shaikh]! or Prince Salim, the
5
eldest, was then a boy of ten, and succeeded to his father's throne as the Emperor
Jahangir. With them came a splendid staff, Mirza Abul Qasim, A k b a r ' s cousin and
one of the administrators of the Empire, two Commanders-in-chief of his armies,
and the leading Mullahs. Akbar bade his sons take off their shoes at the door, and
he set them the example of paying due reverence to the holy picture. All expressed
their admiration of it. When the Fmperor turned to go, Blessed Father Rudolf
*

accepted, but the adversaries were so alarmed that the Emperor did not insist. Catrou, Historie de la Dynastie Mogoul
Paris, 1715, wrongly says it was Father Joseph D'Acosta who proposed this test to Jahangir—See also PerUschi, p. 14;
Bartoli, p. 65.
I Transactions of the Bombay Literary Society, Vol. I I , p. 217.
8 The black Byzantine Virgin in the Borghese chapel of the Church of St. Maria Maggiore said to have been painted
by St. Luke.
3 Colonel Cole marks in his plan of Fatehpur-Sikri the house of Mariyam, which tradition assigns to a Portuguese
wife of Akbar. No such person is mentioned by contemporary European historians. Blochmann in A in, Vol. I, p.
618, quoting Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, p. 324, says t h a t " among other women in Akbar's harem, there was an Armenian lady."
Vide also Keene's Agra Guide, p. 38. This Mariyam's Kothi or Sonahra Makan has certainly a European and Christian
air about it. It has drawing-rooms and retiring rooms, and open verandahs with a garden in front, and on one of its
walls a faded painting of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary. ' - T h e zeal of modern Moslems," says
Keene's Guide to Agra, " has destroyed the Virgin and a great part of the Angel, so t h a t the figure of the former can be
only partially traced, and the latter exists only by his wings."
•* Shaikhji or Shaikhu was Prince Salim, the future Emperor Jahangir, then aged 11 . Pahari was Prince Murad,
aged 10, so called from his being born among the low hills of Fatehpur. Dan was Danyal, then aged 9.
b Born at Fatehpur-Sikn on Wednesday, 17th Rabi' I, 977, or iSth Shahriwar of the 14th year of Akbar's E r a
•
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offered him another Madonna, a work of art which Akbar had especially admired and
evidently wished to possess. He received it as a very precious gift and had it hung
in a place of honour in his rooms.
Akbar confided his second son Murad (Pahari) to Father Monserrate, t h a t he
might be instructed in the Portuguese language and good morals; and it was during
one of these lessons t h a t the incident related by Badauni ' is said by the Fathers to
have taken place. The Jesuit version is that the Prince in writing Portuguese was
taught to begin with the words ' In the name of God ' and t h a t when the Emperor
heard this lie at once ordered him to add the words ' and of Jesus Christ, the true
Prophet and son of God.'
The Kmperor volunteered to build as many churches in his kingdom, to the
glory of Christ and His Blessed Mother, as the Fathers should desire, and he declared
that they should be as splendid as possible. He gave as his reason that, while there
were so many mosques for Muhammad, and so many pagodas for the Hindu gods,
the God of the Christians ought at least to have the same honour. Akbar promised
also to erect a hospital for the sick and poor, a thing hitherto unknown in Hindu and
Muhammadan India. The Emperor engaged to build and to endow the hospital at
the cost, of the State. He fulfilled his promise in 1583 in so far t h a t he erected two
places outside the city wherein to feed the poor, and entrusted them to the followers
2
of Abul Fazl, his philosopher and friend.
Abul Fazl begged the Fathers to explain
to him their doctrines, so t h a t he might be able to answer the questions and the
difficulties put to him by his master and by the learned of the court. The royal
physician also sought for instructions. Akbar sent word by Abul Fazl to Father
Rudolf t h a t he and his companions were quite at liberty to convert and baptize as
many of his subjects as they chose, and that he would punish any one who dared
to hinder them.
The Emperor, moreover, disapproved of any Christian abandoning his faith, and
when some prisoners, to regain their liberty, had become Muhammadans, and had
repented of their crime, he ordered that they should be allowed to return to Christian
countries, where they could practise their faith without hindrance. To one of these
who wished to remain, he not only permitted the use of European dress and liberty
of religion, but he admitted him to his household. And when a Portuguese who was
in his service died, he allowed the Fathers to bury him with all publicity and with
the full Catholic rite, and to bear him with cross and lighted candles through the
streets of the city.
The Emperor went so far as to declare to Father Acquaviva,
that if God called him to the Catholic faith, neither his sceptre, norvhis sons, nor his
8
immense harem, would prevent him from leaving all and fleeing to Goa, under the
1 See above p. 58, note 5.
2 Badaun (from Blocbmann's A in, vol. I, p. 200-1).

Guzman says t h a t a hospital was set up at the cost of the Portu-

guese.
Bartoli speaks of his hundred wives. Abul Fazl in Bloehmann's Ain, 15, p. 44, tells of more t h a n five thousand
women in the Emperor's harem. But this probably includes the female servants and slaves. They were divided into
sections, and kept attentive to their duties. Several chaste women were appointed as daroghas, and superintendents
, »vcr each section. Their salaries were sufficiently liberal. Not counting the presents, which His Majesty most
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pretext of going on pilgrimage to the Ganges. Nor, so he pretended, was he as far
as he might seem from doing this. But a step so grave, he urged, was not to be
taken precipitately and without much reflection.
Meantime there were constant disputes with the Muhammadans. But whether
it was the murmurs of the Mullahs, the outspoken complaints of the Queen Mother,
Hamlda Begam, and of the ladies of the harem, or the mutterings of rebellion in the
West, which were the echoes of Moslem discontent, the Emperor began to weary of
the Fathers' teachings. Though sometimes he was all attention and approved of
everything that they said, at other times he would yawn or doze, not heeding, not
even hearing what they said. As part of the audience, there were ever at hand
skilled wrestlers and gladiators, tumblers and jugglers, and sweet singers ready at his
1
beck to amuse His Majesty.
These and the ceaseless round of pleasures of the
table, of the harem, of the field, of the ring, cock-fighting, and combats between
4
wild beasts and trained elephants, so occupied Akbar* s mind that, if any impression
had ever been made, it was as quickly forgotten.
I t was about this time that Akbar took strong measures in abrogating the obliga3
tions of the Musulman religion, which, till now, had been enforced by law. Prayers,
fasts, alms, pilgrimages, and public worship were left optional *: the prohibition of
5
unclean animals, that of moderate use of wine, and that of gaming dice, were taken
off; and circumcision was not permitted until the age of twelve, when the person to
6
undergo it could judge of the propriety of the rite.
Some of the other measures adopted seemed to go beyond indifference, and to
show a wish to discountenance the Muhammadan religion. The use of the era of the
7
8
Hijrah and the Arabic language was discouraged : Arabian names were disused. The
ordinary salutation of Salam aleikum! (Peace be unto you ! ) was changed into
Allahu Akbaru! (God is most great! ) to which the answer was Jalla
Jalaluhu!
ln
(May his brightness shine forth ! )." Even wearing t h e beard, a practice enjoined
generously bestowed, the women of the highest rank received from Rs. 1,610 to 1,028 per mensem ; some of the servants
from Rs. 51 to 20, others fr«.m Rs. 40 to 2.
1 " Whenever His Majesty holds court, they beat a large drum, the sounds of which are accompanied by Divine
praise... . During the whole time, skilful gladiators and wrestlers from all countries hold themselves in readiness, and
singers, male and female, are waiting. Clever jugglers and funny tumblers also are anxious to exhibit their dexterity
and agility." Blochraann's Ain, Vol. I, p. 157.
2
See Blochmann's Ain, Vol. I, pp. 282-308.
8 Cfr. Badauni, I I , p. 256. Blochmann's Ain, Vol. I, p. 179.
• Bad. II, p. 301. Blochmann's Ain, Vol. I, p . 195. " The prayers of the Islam, the fast, nay even the pilgrimage,
were henceforth forbidden."
* Bad. I I , p. 301. Blochm.; p. 194. " I n opposition to t h e Islam, pigs and dogs were no longer looked upon as
unclean
The flesh of the wild bear and the tiger was also permitted."
<J Bad. I I , p. 356. Blochm. I, p. 205. " No one was to marry more than one wife, except in cases of barrenness ;
but in all other cases the rule was, • One God, and one wife '." P. 203. " Girls before the age of fourteen and boys
before sixteen were not to marry.
1 Bad. I I , p. 3m. Bloch. I, p . 195. " The era of the Hijrah was now abolished and a new era was introduced, of
which the first year was the year of the Emperor's accession (963)."
8 Bad. I I , p. 301. Blochm. I, pp. 195 and 205. " Reading and learning Arabic was looked upon as a crime."
v Bad. I I , p. 356. Blochmann's Ain, Vol. I , p. 205.*
'° Bad. IT, p. 301. Blochm. I, p. 103. Akbar " looked upon shaving the beard as the highest sign of friendship and
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by the Qur'an, was so offensive, that he would scarcely admit a bearded man to his
presence.
In 1582 a formidable insurrection had broken out in Kabul and Muhammad
Hakim Mirza, the Governor, a brother of Akbar, marched into India to wrest his
crown from him. Hakim Mirza was already at Lahore, half way to the capital before Akbar had reached Panipat, some two hundred miles north of Fatehpur Sikri.
Akbar's army was however three times as strong as that of the enemy. The rebel
brother saw that all hope was gone, and began his retreat. A division of the
imperial army under Prince Murad rushed forward rapidly in pursuit, and won a complete victory. Akbar followed his son with an army as far as Kabul and there
pardoned and reinstated his brother. On his return he stayed for some months in
1
the Panjab.
Rudolf had been anxious to accompany the Emperor. But Akbar thought it
well not to irritate the Muhammadans in a moment of danger, and would only allow
Father Monserrate to accompany him, as the tutor of his son Murad. Acquaviva
remained alone at Fatehpur-Sikri. The departure of Akbar for the seat of War
caused Blessed Father Rudolf to lead a hermit's life in the almost deserted Court of
Fatehpur-Sikri. Father Acquaviva's only recreation was to walk about the house
humming some passage of Holy Scripture or some verse of the Psalms. His chief employment was the careful study of Persian and of the Qur'an, both of which he mastered so well that he could quote with wonderful readiness. If he had followed his
own impulse, he would have gone out into the square and openly preached the faith of
Chnst, but every reason was against this. However, when perchance he did go out
into the city, all, high and low, even the very street-boys, would follow him and
shout after him. " W e are hated and despised by every o n e / ' wrote Rudolf to
his uncle^ " They threaten us with their swords. We are the reproach and the
scorn of the mob. They gather round about us and look at us as if we were
monsters. They call us black devils and Kafirs, that is, men without God or religion.
Then they pelt us with filth. But all this seems as nothing, for we have not as yet
resisted unto blood.*
In another letter to the General, m April of 1582, Blessed Father Rudolf gives
fresh reasons why he should stay on :
*

1

*

* .First, because the King gives us greater hopes than ever for the future, is anxious to learn the
law of God, and treats us more kindly than before, and though there are difficulties, still he proves his
affection to us. It is impossible to express how great are his love and familiarity towards us.
" Secondly, we hope that the King's second son, called Pahari, who is learning Portuguese and our
holy faith, and who shows great affection towards us, will really profit by it, because he is naturally of
a good disposition, and has great talent.
3
"Thirdly, because we have found a new race of Pagans, called Bottan, who live beyond Lahore,
1 Malleson. Akbar, p. 127—Angelini, op. cit.y p. 86.
« Bartoli X , p. 52. Alegambc says t h a t they were called devils because of the colour of their dress, and " t a m a x a . "
But this last m e a n t merely anglice, " What a sight ! " Summ., p. 34, §48.—See also the extracts from his letters from
F a t e h p u r to Everard Mercurianus (then General of the Society) and to his uncle Claude ; Bartoli, Miss tone, pp. 87-88.
8 Mr. E. D. Maclagan was led, by de Souza's inaccurate description of the B o u t t h a n t mentioned by Monserrate (Or.
Conq. I I , Conq. I, D. I I , $ 63) to identify them with the P a t h a n s or perhaps the Bhutanis (J.A.S.B. 1S96, p. 55 and n.
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across the Indus and they are very well inclined and devoted to good works. They are white men, and
there are no Muhammadans amongst them. We hope, then, t h a t if two fervent and apostolic Fathers
were sent there, a great harvest would be gathered in among the other Gentiles.
" Fourthly, because there is here an old man, the father of the King's secretary, in whom he confides in matters of the law. He has left the world, and gives signs of great virtue. He is very devoted
to the contemplation of divine things, and so seems disposed to.receive the light of faith. He is extremely friendly to us, and anxious to hear of our religion, and we have been already several times at
his house for this reason.
" Fifthly, because where we are is the true and real India. And this kingdom is like the stair
whence you can go to every other portion of it, and to many parts of Asia, and now that the Society
has got a footing here, and is regarded with such kindness by so great a king, and by his sons, it does
not seem right to leave it without trying every means in our power to begin the conversion of the mainland of India, for hitherto we have done nothing except on the c o a s t . " '
2

In the beginning of August, 1582,' the victorious' Emperor reached the Indus on
his return homewards. He had sent message after message to Rudolf, begging him
not to think it too great a burthen to give him the pleasure of his society, and the
benefit of his conversation. The Father started on the long and tedious journey.
He wrote, however, before setting out, a letter to his old friend, Father Michael di
Loreto :
" I am pretty well
There are plenty of chances of advancing in virtue,
because here we are hated by every one, they all load me with contumely, and make
(
a mock of me. They threaten me with their swords, and, in a word, we are made
as the off-scouring of all even until now.' Beg our Lord that I may make
good use of this for my progress in virtue.
The King is engaged in a war with his brother on the banks of the Indus. He
has just summoned me to him, and very likely I shall leave on the day after to3
morrow.' '
The Father started on the long and tedious voyage. He fell, however,
dangerously ill during the journey. The fever brought him to death's door, but he
rallied, and was able to continue his journey. He reached Lahore a few days before
the arrival of Akbar, who entered that city on the last day of Ramazan, October
29th, and received Rudolf with all possible esteem and affection.
On the 3rd of November the Emperor reached Delhi, and nine days later the
triumphant Sovereign arrived at Fatehpur-Sikri : The defeat of his rivals enabled
Akbar at length to put into execution his scheme of the new religion, of which he
was to be the Supreme Head, Infallible Teacher, and, to the common herd at least,
Supreme God. This religion was as short-lived as the State religion of Henry V I I I ,
and died out with the death of its founder/
Soon after other events occupied the active mind of the Great Emperor. I t
seemed he had enough of disputations on religious topics, and Father Acquaviva did
not shut his eyes to the fact, which was becoming every day more clear, that the
Mr. H. Beveridge pointed out (J.A.S.B., 1906, p. 331) t h a t the Bottanese of Acquaviva were the Bhotias of Minora
and Garhwal, or the Tibetans.
1 Bartoli, Missione at Gran Mo^or, p. 42.
* Tabakati Akbari, Klliot, Vol. v, quoting Badauni, Vol. I I , p. 295.
a Angeliiii, op. cii., p. 94.
4 Bloehmanii's Ain, p. J U .
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Emperor had, in spite of all his fair promises, no intention of becoming a Christian.
From this point the Mission began to break up. The native Henriquez had already
withdrawn to Goa, either secretly as one" authority states or with permission as stated
by another. Then Monserrate had left Fatehpur for Agra so as to be rather with
Prince Murad than with the Emperor. Subsequently in April 1582, the Emperor
determined to send a solemn embassy to Goa and Europe. The embassy was to
arrange among other things for a fresh Mission of Christian priests to Akbar's
Court, and the letter which accompanied it is to be found in the daftar of the Inshdi-Abiil Fazl. In the Calcutta edition of 1810 and in the Cawnpore lithographed
l
1
edition of 1849-50 the letter is addressed to European scholars ' [Danayan-i-Farang],
(
but there are other versions which read Ruler of the Europeans' [Farman riwa-i2
Farang] and the later European authorities, quoting Bartoli/ represent the embassy
as an embassy of congratulation to Philip I I , who had in 1581 become King of
Portugal as well as of Spain/ Akbar's representative was also to wait on the Sovereign
Pontiff, and on the General of the Society of Jesus, the uncle of the Emperor's
friend, Rudolf. The project seemed, like so many others, a mere dream of the conqueror. But very soon it was evident that his hopes were to be realized. Akbar would
not part with Blessed Father Rudolf, but sent Father Monserrate, with secret instructions, tq accompany the embassy to Europe. These instructions were to furnish the
Holy Father with such information as would further the introduction of Christianity
6
into the states of the Mughal. The embassy took its departure in the beginning of
6
August, 1581, and reached Goa in the spring of 1582. However it got no further
than Goa. The Viceroy did not wish that it should sail that year, and the rumour
of the death of the king made the Mughal's Ambassador return in haste to Fatehpur, leaving Monserrate behind. Father Acquaviva was thus again without the
solace of a companion. The young prince, Murad, was transferred to his care.
I t appears that the Provincial at Goa obtained verbally from Monserrate a
less hopeful report, and again recalled Acquaviva, but again without success. The
account of Rudolf's inner life at this time is fortunately preserved for us, as on
his return to Goa he unveiled his past to one whom he trusted as his spiritual guide,
Father Nunez Rodriguez. This "manifestation of conscience" his director, after
his martyrdom, consigned to writing. " Father Rudolf," says Nunez, " for the three
years he spent at the court of the Mughal, and especially for the last, when he was
alone led the life t>f a hermit. His food was very scanty and badly cooked, and
he fasted some days every week. The hair-shirt, disciplines, and every sort of
unusual method of penance and self-inflicted suffering were ever employed by him.
His study was chiefly the Holy Scriptures. The rest of his time, for he never left
1 Fraser, Nadir Shah (1742), p. 12, and appx. 40.—Hough. Christianity in India, I I , p. 262.
2 Catrou, English E d i t i o n , 1826, p. 124.
3 Bartoli, Missione, p . 43* E . D. Maclagan, Jesuit Missions to the Emperor Akbar, J.A.S.B. 1896, p. 54. See above, p. 56, note 3.
6
Bartoli Missione,
p. 43- But Alegambe says the Ambassador's instructions were merely to pay Akbar's respects
to the Pope, to King Philip, and the F a t h e r General.
* Augelini, Istoria etc., op. oit., p. 93.
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his house save when summoned to court, he devoted partly to perfecting himself
in Persian, and partly to prayer. On most nights he devoted the hours from
sunset to sunrise to prayer, so that when he returned to Goa, he did not seem to
have come back from a heathen and Muhammadan land, but from the Noviceship
or from a retreat." A letter of Rudolf,' written on the 27th September, 1582,
throws interesting light on his thoughts and surroundings. I t is addressed to
Father Ruy Vincente, the Provincial at Goa, and runs as follows: —
"Very Reverend Father in Christ,—From my other letters your Reverence will have learnt
how an educated man called M. X., whom Father Monserrate calls by another name, Doctor Imperbicado (?), had told me that he wished to become a Christian, how the affair became known, and
how when the King knew of it, he gave him permission to do so. But from what I understand from
him, he never intended to become a Christian here, but if he ever does become one, he intends to do
so in Christian territory. And it happened that the King, during those intrigues about Dominic Pires,
most imprudently told every one that he (M. X?) wished to become a Christian, for" by nature
Dominic can keep nothing to himself, although, when excusing himself to me, he said he did it for the
edification there would be when it was known that a man so hono [ured in the] sect—casta—of
Muhammad wished to be a Christian. I think that he (M. X ?) was very much annoyed at the publication, although he dissembled, and has not ceased to be friendly with me as before. I did not write
more about this man to your Reverence, because I doubt very much if he has a true call or not and
there are some things about him which do not please me. Time will show us what hope we may entertain in his regard.
" A few days after we had those troubles with the King on account of Dominic Pires, there arrived
a captain of eminence from Bengal, a man very learned in the sect of the Sufis, who knows also something about philosophy. The King called me and told me privately to converse with that learned man,
for perhaps it might happen that he would become a Christian. And he afterwards summoned him and
said to him : 'This is the padre of whom I spoke. Converse with him.' And he did converse with me
very frequently, and showed himself very ready to agree on points of doctrine, as all the Sufis do, but as
for the rest—?non credo Christum Mis—I do not trust Christ to them, for most of them are deceivers.
May our Iyord convert them !
" T h e King keeps this Court in a great state of embarrassment with the novelties he introduces
every day in it. For, among other things, he seems to pay much reverence to God's creatures, such as
the sun and the moon. And from Saturday evening to the end of Sunday he does not eat flesh-meat,
and I am credibly informed that many heathens here do this, on account of a superstition that it is a
day of
Not only does he not eat flesh-meat, but on most occasions he does not allow [beasts] to
be slaughtered in the bazaar, so that consequently we are generally not able to get meat on Sunday.
Besides this, three days after having begun his Lent, he instituted a New Easter, which they call
2
Merjan [Mihrjan] and he ordered that on that day all the captains should dress in festal attire, and
there was native music {iangeres) and dancing (bailares). I asked the King's astrologers, and they told
me that it was a feast which the ancient Kings of Persia, who worshipped fire., used to celebrate. The
Muhammadans were much scandalized, although no one dared not to imitate him, because they do not
yet understand, whether he does these and similar things because he likes them or merely to try how far
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1 The letter, which is in the British Museum, Add. MSS. 9854, p. 1-4, is endorsed: " T o the Very Reverend F a t h e r
in Christ
[MS damaged here]; Father Ruy. Vicente, Provincial of the Society of Jesus in this p a r t
[MS.
damaged here] I n d i a . " English translation by E. Goldie, op. cit., pp. 97-103. See also E. D. Maclagan, J.A.S.B. 1896, p . 56.
2 Mihrjan c j l & . ^ o = the autumnal equinox—a festival celebrated in Persia in the month of September
Many
traditional motives are assigned for the origin of this solemnity, which was held for six d a y s ; b u t t h e most rational
oonjecture leaves us to conclude t h a t it was instituted at this season of the a u t u m n a l equinox, in honour of their great
ostensible deity, the s u n ; as the other high festival now roz was, on the same principles, intended to celebrate the sun's
entering the constellation Aries.
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I really cannot quite understand him, for he treats us with great famili*

arity, and does not (cease) inquiring about things regarding the faith, as he has done all this winter, most
minutely, etc. And on the other hand, it seems that he is embarrassed by other things, although he
confessed to me one day that he was so bewildered as not to know how to determine what is the truth.
41
Another heathen festival took place the day before yesterday, at which the King assisted with
more solemnity than in other years
" O n Tuesday, the 24th of September, the King came towards evening, to be present at the
marriage of Dominic Pires in our chapel. He invited himself. We adorned the chapel very nicely for
him, and I had three devices (enigmas) of his honours painted for him, and Dominic Pires ordered a
banquet to be prepared for him in the Portuguese style here in our house. The King was pleased with
everything, and showed me great affection for having given him the best reception possible. In the
discourse at the wedding to the married couple, as the woman did not understand Persian, the King
was pleased to be interpreter, and explained to her in the Vernacular what I said in Persian. The King
J
stayed at our house till nearly eight o clock at night. He was delighted to bring with him his principal
captains, both Muhammadans and heathens; and one of the heathens, who is Governor of these realms,
was much astonished, and made a profound reverence in the chapel. The three sons of the King were
also present, and dined in the house, as well as some of the chief Muhammadan captains, whom the
King ordered [to come].
" I have no more news to write at present except to propose to your Reverence and to ask you the
following things: first, that if it seems good to your Reverence that I should not be here at all, your
Reverence would seek some way out of the difficulty, for the King takes no notice of my asking leave of
him [to depart] and it only serves to exasperate him the more. Your Reverence well knows about me
that I am indifferent; and my indifference only grows more complete, as I am in suspense, and do not
know what God wishes for [?] my mission.
" T h e second thing is to ask your Reverence to write to me your opinion about erecting a church,
which the King said he wished built here, if you have not yet signified to me your wishes by another
letter.
" T h e third is that your Revereuce will have the charity to write to me how I ought to deal with
the King, for I fear that he and some of his people would like to make use of me to approve the Law of
Muhammad, and (at the same time) take such things as please them from the sacred Scriptures for some
end which is in no way in favour of our faith; for persons are not wanting who believe that one day (or
other) the King will come out with some novelty.
" T h e fourth is to beg your Reverence to give me a general permission, whenever convenient and
when I may have opportunity and permission from the King, to go to see your Reverence at Damaun,
or at any other place you order; for I have many things to communicate to you about this mission, which
I have discovered since I learnt the language, and I am discovering more every day. Much prudence,
counsel, and consideration therefore are needed if we are to treat the affairs of this mission as they
should be treated. And it may be that I shall not want for something to put my hand to, if after
having laid all before your Reverence and taken your counsel and orders, we begin this mission with
new strength in the Lord (spiritu), even though this wicked sect should not cease to raise as great
difficulties as ever.
" And now I will propose a plan which occurs to me, namely, to have at Goa a Seminary of the
Persian language for the Muhammadans, and of Hindustani for the heathens, for boys, both sons of
heathens and of Muhammadans, who are there, and also for those who could be sent to it from here.
This seems to me the only plan, as the King publicly states that he wishes that in his territories every
person may follow the religion which he prefers. And so I will conclude, beggiug your Reverence's
blessing and the Holy Sacrifices and prayers of yourself and of all.
" At Futepur (sic) to-day, the 27th September, 1582.
"Since the King in his firman wrote to your Reverence that you would learn from me the reason
why he did not remove from their posts the neighbouring captains who are hostile, I write to you what
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the King himself said to me, namely lest they should think they have been deprived of their positions
on religious grounds, but that he will discover some other fault for which he will remove them, and he
is already preparing the way to remove Calich, as I myself have seen. As yet I do not know what he
will do.
" The day before yesterday news arrived of the capture of the men of war of the
IMS. damaged
here] up to now spoken of it, but at this very hour, while I write, the Queen, the mother of the King,
sends to call me.
Your Reverence's servant in Christ,
RODOLFO.

» »

The Provincial was becoming anxious to recall Rudolf, partly on account of his
failing health, and partly because he himself felt his stay was of no avail, and he
ordered him to avail himself of the Emperor's promise that he would not detain him
by force. At a fresh audience, the Father laid his superior's commands before Akbar.
As Acquaviva was determined to leave, he gave his consent on the condition that he
would return as soon as his Superiors allowed him to do so, or, if unable, would
despatch other Fathers in his place. The Emperor sent to his lodgings a magnificent
present of gold and jewels, to the value of several thousands of pounds. Acquaviva
accepted what was barely enough to pay his travelling expenses, and sent back the
remainder, with the message that he wished to return to Goa as pool as he came.
One favour, however, he ventured to ask. The Begam, Hanudah Banfl.jthe mother
of Akbar, had in her household, among her other slaves, a Russian from Moscow,
with his Polish wife and their two children, whose faith and morals alike were in
the'"gravest penL These four he begged to be allowed to take w i t h h i m to Goa.
The Begam, who_was no friend of the Farangis and infidel Padres, was most unwilling to give up these slaves, specially prized, no doubt, because brought from afar. But
Akbar would refuse nothing to Rudolf. And so, uponjiis departure, the Father
carried them off in triumph. Rudolf left Fatehpur in February 1583, and the party
arrived at G*ba7in May ^3^583. The following is aTtranslationTof a Portuguese veri
sion of the farman addressed by Akbar to the Father Provincial on this occasion
*

"God is Great!
4<
Farman of Jalalu-d-Din Muhammad Akbar, Padshah Ghazl. By the books of the faith and their
interpretation I know that there is nothing pertaining to the Christian faith which remains obscure,
but that it is a manifestation of divine secrets. The Father Provincial, whom I greatly love, must
know that I have received the petition sent to me and look well upon it, and by it our friendship is
increased. And concerning the leave which you ask for Father Rudolf, I am delighted with the book
of the faith of the Heavenly Jesus, and desire to possess the truth, and as the said Father is very
learned and versed in the wisdom of the ancients, and as I love him much and see that he is wise and
learned in the faith, I wish to devote every hour to conversation with him. For these reasons I have
sometimes refused the leave which he asked for and which your Reverence also in your letter desired.
But now I give him leave to go; and as my intention is that our friendship should increase from day to
day it is meet that your Reverence should do your part towards preserving it by sending Father Rudolf
back to me, with several other Fathers, as soon as possible, for I wish the Fathers of your Society to
be wjthjne_juidJLta.fc* Rreai^delightin them. I have told the Father many things by word of mouth
that he might repeat them to your Reverence, the which you will consider well.
Done in the moon of the month of February, 1583."
I See Brit. Mus. Marsden MSS. 9854, fol. 5, translated into English by E. D. Maclagan, J.A.S.B., 1S96, p. 59.
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Father Acquaviva soon after his arrival at Goa was sent to Salsette where he
July (old reckoning)' and was beatified at Rome by
i6t3TApril
i In the previous year, 1582, the new or Gregorian calender had been adopted by the Catholic states of Europe.
But this change had not reached India, and so this day was continued in those parts as the 15th of July, while in other
parts of Christendom, it was the 25th of July.
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II.
SECOND MISSION OF THE JESUIT FATHERS TO THE GREAT MUGHAL
AT LAHORE,

1591.

The chief authorities for this second Mission are the Provincial's letters of
November, 1590, and November, 1591, published by Spitelli, with their enclosures.
E. D. Maclagan (J.A.S.B. 1896) gives an English translation of them. The accounts
by Guzman and Du Jarric; Franc. Sacchini and Peter Possinus, Jos. Juvencius and
Cornelius Hazart, S.J. (Kerckelyke Historie van de gheheele Wereldt, Antwerpen.
M. Cnobbaert, MDCCLXVII) are mere copies.
Some eight years had now elapsed since the departure of Father Acquaviva from
the court of Akbar at Fatehpur without any news having been received from the
Mughal Emperor.
In 1590 the Christians at the court were celebrating the fast of the Assumption
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and the Emperor hearing of it wished to join in the
ceremony. To this end, he had a most magnificent throne made, whereupon he
placed the beautiful picture of the Blessed Virgin he had received from Acquaviva,
venerated it himself, and had it kissed by his courtiers and -grandees, bestowing
special privileges upon those who had shown the greatest respect to the venerable
picture. About this time there passed through the capital.of Lahore on his way to
1
Goa an Armenian sub-deacon, named Grimonus, to whom Akbar entrusted letters
to the head of the Jesuit Father of that place and provided him with a warrant of
2
safe conduct which runs as follows :—
• Parwftnah of Akbar granted to Leo Grimonus.

* Order of His Highness Muhammad, the great King
I

8

and Lord of the Fosliera (sic) to all the Captains, Viceroys, Governors, Rulers and other officers of my
realm.
I

1

1 would have you know that I have shown much honour and favour to Dom Leo Grimonus, willing thereby that you should do likewise, inasmuch as I hope to obtain by his means certain other
learned Fathers from Goa, by whom I trust to be restored from death unto life through their holy
doctrine even as their Master Jesus Christ, coming from Heaven to Earth, raised many from dead and
gave them life. On this occasion I am summoning the most learned and virtuous of the Fathers, by
whom I would be taught many things concerning the faith of the Christians and of the royal highway
whereon they travel to God's presence. Wherefore I order my officers aforesaid to bestow great
honour and favour both on Dom Leo Grimonus and on the Fathers for whom I am sending, in all the
towns of my realm through which they shall pass, granting them an escort to conduct them safely from
t
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l Leo Grimonus may probably be the same Leo Grimonus, who having become a priest, accompanied Benedict
Go4s as far as Kabul, turning back there because unable to stand the fatigues of the journey. Yule's Cathay arid the Way
Thither, vol. II, pp. 553-7. Maclagan, op. cit., p. 60, says that Leo Grimon was a Greek. See below, p. 73, note 3.
« Translated from Du Jnrric's French version by E. I). Maclagan, J.A.S.B. 1896, pp. 60-61.
The Latin hns Postiera.
•
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town to town, providing them with all that is necessary for themselves and their beasts, and all else they
need, at my charges; and you shall be responsible for their safe arrival and shall take heed that they
los nothing which they have with them. I also order my Captain Khan Kfcianan (mon Capitaine
Canchena) to forward them safely to my Captain Raizza (?), who with the other Captains shall do likewise tintil they reach my court. I enjoin also Giabiblica (?) the Captain of Cambay, to furnish whatsoever they need in going or coming. I also forbid my Customs officers to take anything from the said
Fathers, whose baggages they shall let pass without toll; and the aforesaid shall pay heed to my commandment, troubling the said Fathers neither iu their persons nor in their property. If they make any
complaint you shall be severely punished, even to the danger of your heads. Moreover I desire that
this my order be carried out iu respect both of their persons and of their goods, that they pass freely
through my towns without paying tax or toll aud be well guarded on the road. They shall be conducted
from Cambay to Ahmadabad, and thence to Paiau [Pattan] and thence to Gelu [? Jalor], from Gelu to
Guipar p
] and from Guipar to Bikanir, whence they shall go to bitasser [? Jalaslr], from Bitasser to
Multan, and from Multan to Lahore where we reside.' For this is the route by which I would have the
Fathers come, whom I hope by God's aid to see shortly at this court when they shall be received by
me and mine as their worth deserveth.'
*

LETTER FROM AKBAR TO THE FATHKKS OI- THE SOCIETY OF JESUS AT GOA.

2

' In the name of the Lord.
The mighty and invincible Akbar, greetings to the Fathers of St. Paul, who have been received
in the grace of God, and enjoy the gifts of the Holy Ghost, aud obey the Voice of the Messiah aud
conduct men to God. I address myself to you, most reverend and learned Fathers, whose word the
people hear and follow, because they come from men retired from the world and its glory. I apply to
you, who walk the right path and inform you, that I have a knowledge of all the religions of the
world, of the pagans, and of the Muhammadans, and even of the Christian faith, the latter alone being
the Law of God, and therefore, embraced and followed by many. But as I have a preference to the
friendship of the Fathers of the Society, and for their manners and intercourse, I wish to be taught by
them. Not long ago came to our court one Leo Grimonus/ a person of great merit aud good discourse, whom I have questioned on sundry matters and who has answered well to the satisfaction of
myself and my doctors. He assured me that there were many Padris iu India, men most eminent by
their judgment and their science. This being so, your Reverences, as soon as you receive this news,
can come without apprehension to discuss with my priests, and enable me to compare your religion
with theirs aud know through you the truth. If you come to this city I will prepare a lodging where
you can live in quietness, and you will be honoured more than auy priest who ever came here. And
when you wish to leave, you can do so at pleasure, and I shall let you depart with honour. Written in
4
the new moon of June.

To this second petition of Akbar, the Superior of the Jesuits at Goa selected for
the purpose two Fathers, Edward L,eioton/ and Christopher de Vega, and a companion
1 According to J. Rennell's Map, published in ' Dritter Band' of Pater Joseph Tieffenthaler's Beschreibimg Vun
Hindustan, Bernoulli 1787, the road indicated .by Akbar would run as follows: Cambay, Amedabad, Pattan, Cliitpour,
Bargaut, Jalour, Nagore, Toueri, Jeselmere, Buker, Morgar [these three latter places are situated in Pucdaucre
(Bikanir), Moultan.
2 Jos. Juvencius, Hist. Soc. Jesu., Lib. XVIII, Pars V, p. 449 et seq., says that this letter was also addressed to the
Governor of Goa ' Sofa Cotinius.' This agrees with the Provincial's report of November, 1590, for which see J.A.S.B.,
E.D. Maclagan's Jesuit Missions to the Emperor Akbar, pp. 62-63.
8 Thus C. Hazart. Juvencius adds Armenian, * audivi ex armenio Grimone'; but the Provincial in his report of
November 1590, published by Spitilli, Brevis et compendiosa narratio and translated in English by E. D Maclagau, op.
cit.t p. 62, calls him a Greek.
* From Corn. Hazart, op. cit, p. 256, Jos. Juvencius, Lib. X V I I I , Pars V, p. 449, says this letter was written at
Lahore ' D a t u m Lahore nova luna mensis Junii.', Akbar returned from Kashmir to Lahore in October 1590, and
remained there till he started for Kashmir again in the spring of 1592.
6 Juvencius calls him • Leitanus* in Latin. Maclagan {op. cit.) remarks that Hough calls him Leighton, and that he
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'who was not yet in priest's orders. They left Goa in 1591 and arrived the same
year at Lahore where the Emperor kept his court. The Fathers were received by
the Emperor with great kindness, respect and honour. Every kind of favour was
shown to them, a lodging was given to them in the palace itself, necessaries were
supplied, and a school was started in which the sons of the Nobles and the Emperor's
own son and grandson were taught to read and write Portuguese. But the Jesuit
Fathers who held for their special Mission the conversion of the Emperor, seeing that
he had not decided as they expected, to embrace the Christian faith, proposed to
return to Goa, which they eventually did; but we have no further details regarding
the time of this abrupt conclusion, or the reason for the sudden termination of this
Mission.
may have been an Englishman. We may observe here that ' Leitam or I^eitao' is distinctly a Portuguese name, though
his name is not in Franco's list in the Appendix to his Synopsis annal. Soc. Jesu in Lusitania (15401725).
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III.
THIRD MISSION OF THE J E S U I T FATHERS TO THE COURT OF THE GREAT MUGHAL
AT LAHORE,

1595—*757-

The Emperor wanted at any cost to have Christian Missionaries at his court
where learned men of all nations and creeds had gathered together to increase his
might and glory. For this reason Akbar sent a third embassy to the Portuguese
Government at Goa earnestly requesting to send him 'Fathers of the Society. This
embassy reached Goa in 1594, bearing letters to the Viceroy, which requested the
despatch of a further Mission. The Provincial had by this time certainly seen the
impossibility of converting Akbar, but he was urged to comply by the order of the
f
Viceroy at Goa, and in obedience to the General of the Order, who wished that ' a t
the court of a ruler such as Akbar, there should be a resident Father as well for the
assistance of Christian residents as for several other reasons." The selection of a priest
to conduct the Mission was determined by lot and the lot fell on the worthy Padre
Jerome Xavier, a Navarrese, a nephew of the great St. Francis, and at that time
head of the Professorial House at Goa. With him as coadjutors went two Portu1
guese, Emmanuel Pinheiro and Brother Benedict Goes; their guide was an Armenian
who had before accompanied Acquaviva. They left Goa on the 3rd December,
*594[Jerome Xavier, Native of Navarre in Spain, was born at Buro, in the Diocese of Pampeluna in
1549, and was a nephew of the great Apostle of the Indies, St. Francis. He had entered the Society
at Alcala in 1568, came out to India in 1571 where he spent most of his service, first as Rector of the
colleges at Bassein and Cochin, during 8 years, then as Superior of the professed house (Goanae domus
proepositus) at Goa, for two years; was during a whole year Master of Novices; made his profession
January 15, 1584 ; left for the Mughal Court in 1594, where he remained for twenty-three years; sometimes in favour, sometimes in prison, working sometimes for the spiritual conversion of Emperors, at
other times for the material advancement of his compatriots; maintaining on the whole a prominent
and honoured position, but like most of those who have striven with Native courts, finding himself
little more advanced at the end than at the beginning. At last in 1617, he returned to Goa, and died
2
8
there on the 27th of June of that year, being at that time Archbishop elect of Cranganore.
1

Probably Dominic Perez. See above, pp. 57 and 68.
* Sic H. Hosten., S.J., Listmof Jesuit Missionaries in Mogor (15801803), in J.A.S.B. {new series), vol. VI, No. 10, 1910.
E. D. Maclagan, op. cit., p. 64, puts the date of his death on 17th June, 1617.
3 Xavier's nomination to the Archbiscopal See of Angemale is contradicted by Paolino a S. Bartholom^eo, in his
India Orientalis Christiana, Romae, 1794, p. 65.
References.
Maclagan, op. cit., p n o , where he gives a list of Xavier's Persian works. See also H. Beveridge'* •
Notice on Father Jerome Xavier in J.A.S.B., vol. hVII, No. I, 1888, and Rev. H. Hosten's 'List; etc. ; and InsCrip.
dons on their Tombs, Agra.
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Father Emmanuel Pinheiro or Pignero.. or Piniero, was born in 1544 atPontadelgrado, in the island
of St. Michael; entered the Society March 6th, 1573J took the simple vows June 1598; was in the
Mughal Mission from 1594. We know little more of him beyond what is shown in the account below. He
seems to have been the first of the Jesuits on these missions to turn his attention seriously to the people
rather than to the Court, and he was for many years pastor of a considerable congregation in Lahore ;
but he also exercised a certain amount of influence with the Emperor and the Mughal grandees. In
1615 Father E. Pinheiro, broken down with age, went to Goa, where he became confessor in the
Professed House. His death occurred at Goa about 1619, when he was aged 65 years, 46 of which had
been spent in the Society, and 20 near the King of Mogor, to whom and to whose subjects he had
1

endeared himself.
Benedict of Goes was perhaps the most remarkable, as he is certainly the best known of the three.
Benedict Goes was born at Villa Franca, in the island of St. Michael (Azores) about 1561. We have no
particulars of his rank in life or early history, nor any statement of the circumstances under which he
originally went to India, but in his twenty-sixth year we first meet him as a soldier on board the Portuguese fleet on the coast of Travancore, a high-spirited and pleasure-loving man. Happening, we are
told, to enter a church near Colechea, and kneeling before the Madonna and child, he began to reflect
seriously on his past life, repented of his sins, and eventually entered the Society in India in 1593. He
accompanied the third mission to the Mughal Court in 1594, took his last vows June 13th, 1598; and
undertook his adventurous journey on January 6th, 1603. He started from Agra disguised as an
Armenian and travelled by way of Kabul and Yarkand, through the heart of Tibet to Sao-chen in Kansou, where he succumbed to the fatigues of the journey on April n t h , 1607. Sommervogel is wrong in
2
assigning the year 1606 as that of his death. ]

Our chief authorities for the account of the third mission and its subsequent
labours in the Mughal Empire are the ' Annuae Litterae Soc. Jesu; the Provincial
6
letters 'Goana Historia'*; Du Jarric*; Guerreiro ; Juvencius Corn. Hazart.
The party left Goa on December 3rd, 1594, proceeding to Damaun, and thence
to Cambay, where the mission met the Emperor's second son, Sultan Murad,
formerly Monserrate's pupil, who accorded to the Fathers a brief but favourable
audience in the citadel on the evening before .the Nativity. Here they converted
to Christianity a Portuguese who had become a jogi (religious mendicant). Thence
the party proceeded to Ahmadabad, which city they left on the 19th of March 1595,
reaching Pattan on the 24th, which was Easter Eve according to the Gregorian
calendar. The Fathers had great difficulty in persuading the Armenians in the
caravan to celebrate Easter on the following day, but ultimately they all agreed,
except one old man who celebrated his own Easter by himself later on. The cities
1 References. Maclagan, op. cit.} p. 65 ; H. Hosten, op. cit., p. 528, and J.A.S.B., vol. VI, No. 10, 1910, pp. 529-530;
Bombay Examiner, February 10, Annual Letter, Goa, 1619.
* Yule's Cathay and the Way Thither, ii, p. 531 and folg.
* Some of these letters up to 1606 were translated into English by B. D. Maclagan and published in the J.A.S.B.
No. I, 1896, pp. 64-113. Photographic copies of these and other letters referring to the latter period are in the possession of Father Hosten, S J . They are either copies from the Marsden MSS. in the British Museum, or from the General
Archives of the Society.
* < Histoire des choses plus mtmorables advenues tant es hides Orientates que autves pays de la dicouverte des Portugais,
etc. par le P. Pierre Du Jarric, Tolosain, de la meme compagnie. A Bordeaux, 1608, in 4 ° - D e u x i e i n e partie, portant
le ineme litre que le premier, Bordeaux, i6io.-3me
partie, etc- depuis Tan 1600 jusqu a ' 1610, Bordeaux, 1614.
I Relatam annal de Las Cosas que han hecho los Padres de la Compania de Jesus en la India Oriental, etc. por el
Padre Fe:nan Guerrero, S J . traduzida de Portugues en Castellano por el Padre Antonio Calaco, S.J. Ano. 1604, pp.
33-82, and Relacam annal das causas que fizeram os Padres da Compunhia de Jesus ' pello Padre Farnao Guerreiro. S J .
Lisboa, MDCXI.
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they passed through were utterly ruined, and. the people were heathen, though the
chief buildings were mosques; food ran short, the heat was intense, the mirages
were very irritating, and they were all glad when on May 5th, 1595, they entered
1
Lahore, which is described as being a delightful city. Gracious was their reception
from Akbar, who " o r d e r e d , " writes Pinheiro/ " t h a t we should lodge in a part of
the spacious palace which he himself inhabits, near to the river, which passes at'a
distance of fifteen spans. In size the river equals a lake. No one may enter except
Christians coming to Mass and such heathen and Muhammadans as we may permit,
for the guards bar the way to all others. On the evening following our arrival the
Emperor called us and showed us pictures of our Saviour and the Blessed Virgin, and
held them in his arms with as much reverence as though he were one of our priests.
When we saw the holy pictures we knelt down, and seeing this the Emperor's tenyear-old grandson* also clasped his hands and bent his knees: whereon the Emperor was delighted and said to the prince 'Look at your son.' These same pictures the Emperor delivered to us at the festival of the Blessed Virgin to be
deposited in our chapel.'' Pinheiro goes on to describe the great gifts brought to
Akbar, and more particularly the manner in which he received, on the 28th August
1595, the penitent Viceroy of Kandahar, and the gifts he received from him and
from the Prince Sultan Murad, the Viceroy of Bengal, and others, He then continues: " T h e Emperor and the Prince have ofttimes given us leave to build a
church; but when we for certain reasons pretended we had forgotten about it, lo!
at the festival of St. Mary at Nives (August 5th), the Emperor again said: 'Fathers,
build a church and make Christians as many as of their own free will desire to be
*

Christians/ But when we asked him for a written expression of his will under his
own hand, he replied that he himself was a living document. The Prince* also often
promised that he would supply all that was necessary for the building: a site has
been fixed which is extremely convenient and near the palace, and we trust in God
that the harvest will be plentiful/'
lf
Having described Akbar's religious tenets the same Father relates: We have
opened a school of letters which is attended by some sons of hereditary princes,
6
and by three sons of the King of Badakhshan, who serves Akbar himself. Two of
these pupils wish to embrace Christianity, and have recently asked to be allowed to
do so. Another is so affected that he seems to be one of our most pious pupils, and
asks to be admitted into orders. There are some catechumens and some already had
I For a description of Lahore about this time, see Journey of William Finch, 1611, in Purchas, His Pilgrimes, vol.
IV, pages 47-60, and Journ. Panj. Hist. Soc, vol. I, No. 2, p. 125 and ff.
* Father Pinheiro's letter dated ' the Court of the great Mughal, 3rd September, 1595; addressed ' a d P. Joannem
Alvarez, assistentem.'
3 Probably Sultan Khusrou, eldest son of Jahangir, born on the 24th Amurdad, 995 (Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri,
but Khan Khan says 997 (A.D. 1589). Blochm., Ain, I, p. 310.
* Sultan Salim.
* See Jos. Juvencius, op. cit.y Liber X V I I I , p. 452, No. 3
son [Mirza. Sultau. See Blochm., Ain, I. 313] of the Kiug of
eighteen years of age and was to marry the Prince's daughter,
tianity he would do the same." Mirza Sultan was a favourite of

Preface);

Xavier in his letter of 1598-9 adds: " t h a t a young
Badakhshan [Mirza Shahrukh, ibid., p. 312], who was
had informed him that if the Prince embraced ChrisJahangir.

..Q/j
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become Christians, who though not in the first rank are yet souls redeemed by the
blood of Christ.'*
Luis de Guzman' relates that in 1597 Father Xavier and Brother Goes accompanied the Emperor and his son Prince Salim to Kashmir to spend the summer
months. Their journey back across the mountains is described as slow and full of
difficulty, but at last on November 13th, 1597, they reached Lahore exactly six
months after they had left it. Meanwhile Pinheiro had been left at Lahore to
see to the building of the new house and church, towards the building of which the
Emperor had given rupees 4,000.' The church was opened for divine service on 7th
September of that year when the first Mass was said with great ceremony, at which
8
all the Christians of the town assisted. It is said that the Governor of the city
attended in person. The Governor stayed for two hours conversing with Pinheiro
in the house, and to show his favour to the new religion released a ' Chaldaean
Christian ' who had been condemned to death for killing a cow. About this time
there was also a great pestilence in the city and many children abandoned by their
parents were baptized. Among those seized by the plague was a Milanese gunner
(faber aenorum tormentorum) who had travelled almost all over Europe and had
contracted many vices; before he died, however,.he repented of his sins, leaving his
4
books and his money to the Church.
" At Christmas 1597 Brother Benedict Goes prepared a manger and cradle as exquisite as those of
Goa itself, which heathens and Muhammadans, as well as Christians, thronged to see. In the night
Mass was said with great ceremony, and a pastoral dialogue on the subject of the Nativity was
enacted by some youths in the Persian tongue. This gave such satisfaction that one Muhammadan in
the audience said to another:" ' W e call the Christians Kafirs—that is, a people who know not God
or his Prophet—but verily we are Kafirs ourselves, when, though students of seers and prophets, we
lack, as you hear, the knowledge of God and of things divine which the Christians possess." Wherefore they were much refreshed and pleased at these pious exercises and gladly described to their own people
*

the things which they had seen. So did also some of the heathen. At the conclusion
office the gates were 'opened to all: and such was the piety of the throngs of heathen
madans, that on seeing the child Jesus lying in the cradle they bowed themselves to
worship. The exhibition of some mysteries of the sacred Scripture gave us an opportunity

of the sacred
and Muhamthe ground in
of preaching

1 Historia de las Missiones que han he cho los religiosos de la Companid de Jesus, etc. ano 1601, Tom. I , Lib. I l l ,
pp. 265-7.—See also the annual report of the Jesuit Missions for 1597; Annuae Litterae Soc. Jesu anni 1597 (Neapoli
1607), p. 570.
" Entre tanto que al Padre Geronymo Xavier estava en Coximir con el Emperador, Acabo la c a s a y Iglesia el Padre
Manuel Pineyro en la ciudad de Laor donde avia quedado, porque en todo aquel verano no schizieron otras obras en la
ciudad, masque los palacios del Emperador, y la casa £ Iglesia de los Padres, para lo qual ayudd mucho el governador,
que se mostrd siempre muy asicionado a le ley de Dios. Acabose la Iglesia demanera que a los siete de setiembre de mi,
y quinientos y noventa y siete, se dixo en ilia la primera Missa; a la qual assistieron todos Christianos con mucho
consuelo y devocion." Guzman, op. cit., t. I, p . 268.
2 " T e m o s Pes duas Igrejas may fermosas noi duos sidales principaes do emperio do ma^gor no's quaes residede
ordinorio a corte, se. Lahor en Agra. Pera a fabrica da Igreja de Laor dev o Rei quatro mil Rupias e juntamente os
accegos es citro pero a Igreja e casa dos Pes. Equi fosse dentro na Fortalezza onde se fes. " Lett, da Mogol a R. P.
Claudio Acquaviva, etc. Roma.
8 This friendly Viceroy appears from Pinheiro's letter of 1605 [see E. D. Maclagan, op. cit., p. 100] to have been
Xumaradin [Qamru-d-Din].
• These were apparently written by himself. They included some, « artis fusoriae praecepta artemque diversorum
operum ad bellicos usus conlinentes : in quibus erat et illud quibus nrtibus Mof>ori Diensem Armuzinamque arcem tendered
(Maclagan, p. 71.)
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on matters concerning our faith. Such was the crowd of spectators in those days that the cradle was
kept open till the eighth day after Epiphany—the fame of the spectacle spread through the town and
brought even outsiders to see the sight. And to crown all it pleased certain Captains and military
leaders to inform the Emperor, thinking that the sight should be seen, even by the Emperor himself." •
2

Jerome Xavier in a letter addressed to his Father General dated 1598 informs
<f
us that after much vacillation and much obstruction from our opponents, he (the
3
Emperor) gave us leave to build a church at Cambay ; the same favour could not be
4
obtained in the case of Sindh on account of the vehement opposition encountered/'
In the Agra Catholic Mission Archives may be seen the mandate or far man of
Akbar, dated 42nd year of his reign, to this effect that the Jesuit Missionaries of the
Kambayet town are allowed to erect a church for their worship and that the
administrative authorities of the place should not stand in their way.
When Akbar left Lahore for Agra, which he appears to have done towards the
end of 1598/ he wished Xavier and Benedict Goes to accompany him; Pinheiro being
left again in charge of the Church and Mission at Lahore. Pinheiro in a letter from
. Lahore, 1593/ states that since Xavier left for Agra, there had been 38 persons baptized by the Mission in Lahore; and he proceeds to describe two recent cases. One is
of three Hindus converted against the will of their relations, who were conducted
through the city with palms in their hands, and then having passed through a large
and somewhat noisy multitude to the church, were therein baptized. The Qther case
relates to a Muhammadan girl of sixteen years of age, who on seeing the others baptized insisted on being baptized herself, and convinced the priest that she was well
instructed in the faith. She was accordingly baptized under the name of 'Grace/ but
her parents at once turned her out of their house. She was then addressed by a Muhammadan who wished to marry her, but from him she fled and was put by Pinheiro
in charge of a married Christian.
The Muhammadans complained loudly to the
Governor of the city, who summoned Pinheiro and then called for the girl; at this the
Muhammadan rejoiced as he would now be able to kidnap her, but Pinheiro circumvented him, and brought the girl safely before the Governor, who finding her most
*

1

l Jerome Xavier's letter dated Lahore 1598 and addressed to the General of the Society; in E. D. Maclagan, op. cit.}
p. 72. See also O r a n u s ' collection of papers entitled: " Japonica, Sinensia, mogorana."
Copies of this letter are also
to be found in John H a y of Dalgetty " De Rebus Japonicis, Indicts et Peruanis, Epistolae recent iores,' etc. See also Jos.
Juvencius, op. cit., p. 864.
« E. D. Maclagan, op. cit., pp. 77 and 80.
1 See F a r m a n I, p. 10, J. P. H. S., Vol. v, No. 1, 1916.
* Mr. Beveridge (J.A.S.B., vol. L V I I , 1888, p. 38) thinks this probably means ' I n d i a proper.'
The original in
Oranus is ' idem pro Sindo tentatitm,' and in the Maintz version ' idem tentatitm erat per Sindum.'
See E. D. Maclagan,
op. cit., p. 77, n. 5.—The Carmelite Mission in Sindh was founded in 1615 by Father Johannas a Jesu Maria, who sent
there Father Ludovicus a Matre Dei, who built a church at T a t t a (Paolino a S. Bartholomaeo, Ind. Orient. Christ,
pp. 46-47). The Mission was abandoned at some date previous to 1712, when the Portuguese were ejected and trade
decayed,—Miillbauer, ' Geschichte,' p . 344. Manucci, Storia do Mogor or Mogul India, 1653-1708, by William Irvine,
1907, vol. I, p. 59, found in the port of Sindy in 1655 a barefooted Carmelite Father who dwelt there in a little hermitage.
See also Hist. gen. fratrum Discalc. Ord. B. V. M. de Monte Carmelo, torn. I, pp. 361 et seq. Romae typis mancini 1668.
Item ' Etat present,' etc., p. 177.
& Elphinstone, History of India, Edit. 1866, p. 525. Fred. Aug. Count of Noer, op. cit., p. 341 of Vol. I I , says: " On
the 8th of November, 1598, Akbar quitted Lahore where the court had been located for 14 years."
6 Pinheiro's letter dated Lahore, some time after Whitsuntide 1593. See E. D. Maclagan, op cit., p. 79. Juvencius,
Hist. Soc. Jesu, Pars, V, p. 452 et seq.
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zealous in her profession of Christianity declined to interfere. Pinheiro was greatly
pleased at this triumph, and the girl was shortly afterwards married to a Christian.
Akbar had now resolved to conquer the kingdom of Deccan, and whilst at Agra, sent
his son Sultan Murad » with 50,000 men against the Deccan and the country of Meliquius [Malik Ambar]. The ill-success of the campaign, the disagreement between
Prince Murad and the Khan-Khanan, required the Emperor's own presence, and he
reached the seat of war in i599> bringing Goes and Xavier South with him. At that
very time Father Nicholas Pimenta, Visitor of the Society in the East Indies, was on
2
his tour in the northern parts,' and on his arrival at Chaul on the second of January
he met five young men whom Pinheiro had sent thither from Lahore by the Sindh
c
route. Four of these were left at Bandora, to learn from the best masters to play on
all kinds of instruments for the new church at Lahore/ and the fifth was sent to St.
Paul's College at Goa to become a priest. In order, therefore, to help poor Pinheiro
at Lahore, Pimenta sent one Father Corsi/ with instructions to see Father Xavier
on the way and obtain from him the necessary information and guidance. Corsi
left Damaun for Cafnbay, which latter city he reached at the beginning of March (1600),
where he attended to the spiritual wants of the Christians, wlio were without a priest:
there he was shown the order issued by Akbar, and which Father Xavier had sent
him. Having paid his respects to the Governor who treated him with great kindness
and courtesy, Corsi proceeded on his way to the royal camp which he reached on
June 4th, after a month's tiresome journey. Here he was welcomed by Xavier and
Benedict of Goes, and all the Christians who were employed in the army. The
same day he went to see the King, and after having obtained from the Emperor the
necessary passport he continued his march towards Lahore to join Father Pinheiro.
6

*

We are told by Du Jarric, that when the Emperor moved from Burhanpur and laid
siege to Asirgarh, His Majesty ordered Xavier to write to the Portuguese for guns
and ammunition, and that the Father refused on the plea that such action would be
contrary to the Christian faith. When the fort was taken, Xavier was instrumental in
saving the lives of some half-caste renegades among the prisoners, and re-converting
them to Christianity. It is said, moreover, that during the Deccan campaign some
(
seventy persons were baptized, including some who departed incontinently to enjoy
the glory of heaven.' *
1 Sultan Murad, Akbar's fourth son, died of delirium tremens, 22nd Urdibihisht 1006 (1599) at Jalnapur in Barar.
Elliot, VI, 97. Blochmann's^t'n, p. 309.
2 The Father Visitor, after having made his visitation at Chaul, left for Bandora, Tana and Bassein, visited Damaun,
Diu, returned to Chaul and left it again for Goa on the 8th of April 1600, and arrived at Goa on the 15th of the same
month. Du Jarric, op. cit., p. 3 et seq.
8 Father Francis Corsi, an Italian, canle to Goa in 1599; and was sent the same year in the Mission [of Mogor], pro.essed in 1612 ; died at Agra, August 1st, 1635. When Terry {A Voyage to East India, p. 422) was in India, in 1616, Corsi
was about 50 years old. He is described as a Florentine, and " if he were indeed what he seemed to be, a man of a severe
life, and yet of a fair and affable disposition," he is the Padre Atash, the Florentine, mentioned by Bernier. See also
W. Irvine, Storia do Mogor, I, 16; IV, 421, and J.A.S.B., 1910, pp. 453, 458.
* Annual report written by Father Pimenta to the General of the Society on December 1st, 1600. Cfr. Du Jarric,
op. cit.. Vol. I l l , pp. 3, 27.
* Ibid., Vol. I l l , pp. 30-85, and Guerreiro, op. cit.
« Jos. Juvenc, Hist. Soc. Jes., I^ib. XVIII, p. 455. »• 7- " Neque nihil in excercitu factum est emolumenti ad salu-
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While in the Deccan the Emperor despatched in March 1601 an embassy to Goa
on some purely political object and allowed Benedict Goes to accompany the ambassa1
dor Coget-qui-Soldan Hama. They arrived at Goa in the month of May of that year,
bringing many costly presents, but the most precious says Du Jarric was a band of
half-caste children who had been taken prisoners at Burhanpur, and who now, after
some instruction, were baptized at Goa, into the faith of their fathers.
While at Goa, Benedict Goes received orders from the Provincial to start upon
1
his Tibetan journey. At the same time, a Jesuit Father, Anthony Machado, was
selected to take his place with Xavier, and the two set forth, arriving at Agra in the
spring of 1602. In the beginning of 1601, the Emperor returned to Agra and with
him Xavier, and from this time dates the Catholic Mission at Agra, which will be
described in another chapter.
During these years the personnel of the Mission altered somewhat. In the spring
of 1601 Benedict Goes proceeded on a Mission of the Emperor to Goa, Xavier returned
to Agra with Akbar, Pinheiro, after Corsi's arrival at Lahore, took the opportunity
of travelling to the Emperor's headquarters at Syr* to confer with Xavier, and
returned with him to Agra, and was still there in the beginning of the summer of 1602
when Goes canle back from Goa to that city bringing with him the new Missionary,
Father Anthony Machado. Not long after this, Pinheiro departed for Lahore and
Goes seems to have followed in October, 1602, and for the rest of that year and the
following ones the Mission was carried on in Agra by Xavier and Machado, and in
Lahore by Pinheiro and Corsi.
Meanwhile the Lahore Mission had since 1598 experienced some vicissitudes.
At first everything went on well. The Viceroy Xumaradin/the Governors, and
Magistrates of the city held Pinheiro in great honour and respect, but particularly the
Viceroy who on every occasion praised the Father in most extravagant terms. Many
1

tern animarum. Splendoris plurinum et pompae habuit septeru regni Decani procerum accessus ad Christianam Fidein
Septem duces Imperator,. quia pertinacius restiterant, multari verberibus et ignominia jusserat affici.' Precibus
tamen Patrum placatus se remisit. B. Pinierus domum nostram ductos erudivit accurate: omnesque ; a'spirante aura
luminis divini, per Baptismum auctoritati sunt Christo. Ex eadem arce hunc in modum capta pleriqueLusitanorum liber
veneruntin Patrum manusl et postea sunt Goam, annuente Imperatore, delati."
1 Du Jarric, op. cit.f p. 38, where he also says that the farman or order of this embassy was issued ' on the 9th day of
Faurardi (Farwardin) in the 46th year of the Divine era ' (20th of March).
* Father Anthony Machado was born at Serpa, in the Diocese of Evora ; made his profession in January 17th, 1595,
was Professor of Philosophy for three years; came out to India where he was Superior at Chaul, Bassein. Arrived at
Agra in 1602, and died there on the 4th of April, 1636. The inscription on his tomb in the Santus Chapel reads :—Aqui
jazo Pe Antonio Machado faleceo aos 4 de Abril de 1636.
8 Asirgarh the fort of Asir, commands one of the main roads of Hindustan from an outlying spur of the Satpura
range. I t stands north-east of Burhanpur on a hill 850 feet above the neighbouring country. The area of the upper
fort is some 60 acres. This is skirted by a wall, below which falls a precipice 'from 80 to 120 feet deep, so well scarped
as to leave only two places of ascent. That on the north led up a ravine and was guarded by an outer rampart while t h e
most practicable adit on the south-west face was defended by a strong outwork, called Kamargah. At the southeastern extremity of the hill was a sally-port of extraordinary construction, hewn through the living rock and easily
blocked from above. I t was founded in A.D. 1370 by Asa Ahir, a charitable Hindu whose ancestors had retained the
estates of which the hill formed part for nearly 700 years. Akbar's reduction of the fort ' A s i r ' occupied 11 months.
In February, 1820, it surrendered to Sir John Malcolm's force after 11 days of bombardment by 22 heavy guns and 26
mortars.
* Qamru-d-Din.
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a time he offered the Father money for his daily expenses, which Pinheiro always
declined, saying that if needed, he would have recourse to him as to his own father.
The Viceroy also used to assist on festival days at the ceremonies of the Church,
which act the Saracens deeply resented. Pinheiro succeeded in obtaining from him
the pardon of prisoners condemned to death. Fugitives from justice took refuge in
the church, where they were free, a privilege granted by the Emperor. The Father's
intercession was constantly sought. Even great feuds, such as broke out between
the chief Judge and the Emperor's treasurer, were composed by his arbitration.
When this Viceroy, who had been in every way favourable to the Mission, died, he
was succeeded by his brother Xencao,' whose children had been pupils of Father
Pinheiro. When the Father went to pay him his respects the new Viceroy promised
that he would continue towards him the same favours which his late brother had
shown him, and that he might rest assured of his protection. This he did, because
shortly after the death of the former Viceroy, efforts were made to discredit the
Mission. The Father was accused by some pagans of eating human flesh, of kidnapping children, and of killing young men to make drugs from: but the only result was
that the maligners were imprisoned. About this time, however, a determined effort
was made by some bad characters to rob the Father. An outsider, native of
Fuximir [Kashmir] implored one day the Father's protection and asked him to
*

intercede with his parents whom he had grievously offended. This man having
brought himself into the house of the Father as a possible convert, put a certain
2
poison, called Dotura [Dhatura] into the food and into the water. At supper time
when the Father "took his meal, he at once suspected something wrong, left the
table, retired to his room and rejected his food. But when he drank some water,
into which the poison had also been mixed, he suddenly fell unconscious on the
ground. The servants who had eaten the rest of the supper became stupefied. When
the household was in this state, the Kashmiri called in his accomplices, locked up the
Father's room, broke open the store-room, and took away such money as there was and
some relics which the Father prized more than money. The thieves apparently were
3
not discovered, but the Viceroy and the Kotwal came in person to the Father to offer
4
their sympathy and made good the loss.
The Father used to perform the ceremonies of the church with the greatest splendour,
for they left a deep impression in the minds of the pagans and produced some conversions frum among the most illustrious families of the city, even from amongst the
6
Shiahs [Shahs] who are the direct descendants of Muhammad and recognized as saints.
Therefore the feasts of Easter and Christmas were celebrated with the greatest solem1

Zain Khan, son of Khwajah Maqsud of Herat. See Blochm., Ain, I, p. 344.
2 Dhatura (Dhatura alba) of which there are two kinds, the white and the purple. This plant is familiar to most
people by its beautiful long_whitg[Howers, which in Rohtak are used as an offering to the shrines of certain idols. But
*h« n i , ^ , - , ^ , s m o r e n o ^ o r i o u s ^ the agent us*ed~by the"" Thues ' ^ J o ^ s j u p e j v j h ^ r v i r ^ ^
SPP H. PnwHI, Handbook
c PFoduels, Punjab, No. 1028, p. 297.
3 The chief officer of police for a town, and t h e superintendent of the markets. See Jarrett's Ain} vol. I I , p. 41.
Duties of Kotwal.
' Jos. Juvenc, op. cit., pp. 456-7, No. 9. Du Jarric, op. ctt., chap VII, p. 43.
s
Shah means properly a king, a prince, and it is also a title assumed by faqirs.
*
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nity, numerous catechumens with palms in their hands went in procession to the
1
church, and received baptism. At Christmas 1600, Pinheiro again appealed to the
eyes of the unbelievers by preparing a representation of the manger and the Magi,
with pictures of the prophets and Persian copies of the chief Old Testament prophecies of the birth of Christ. A passion play was also enacted in two scenes. In
one appears Adam crushed by sin, whom Simeon consoles with hopes of a Messiah:
to them enters a Philosopher with whom Adam discusses the doctrine of the Incarnation. In the other Mercy and Justice dispute regarding Adam's sin; an angel then
appears announcing Christ's birth, and a shepherd follows with the same news.
Similar scenes were prepared at Easter, and on both occasions the Viceroy attended.
We are told that on one occasion Pinheiro baptized 39 persons, on another 20, and
on a third 47. This last occasion was on the day of the Octave of the Assumption of
4
the Blessed'Virgin. Details are given us of several individual cases, namely:
3
A young man of the holy race of Xaques [Shaikhs], who formerly was an
implacable enemy of the Christian religion, and had for a long time persecuted one
of the new converts. He had made a journey to Mecca to visit the tomb of
Muhammad and had for twelve years studied the Muhammadan religion. On his
return to Lahore, he came to discuss with Father Pinheiro on religious topics.
Having been convinced of the
of the Muhammadan religion, he asked for
*

baptism, and became a most faithful and zealous instrument to attract others of his
sect and even pagans to the Christian religion. Father Pinheiro sent him to Xavier,
to whom he proved a powerful instrument for the conversion of others.* A certain
lady who was of the royal blood, and a native of Chacata (Chagatai), following the
example of her mother, who was already a. Christian, got converted and baptized
6
notwithstanding the great opposition of her relatives. Several Armenians also were
converted, some leaving their Muhammadan or pagan concubines, while others were
duly married in the church. Speaking in general of the Armenians who live in these
6
parts Du Jarric remarks that they were no longer so proud and arrogant as before,
because they knew the great influence the Father enjoyed with the Viceroy, who had
ordered his subordinate officers to expel from the town any one who gave trouble to
the father. The Archbishop of these Armenians having been prevented at Ormuz
from going to India by sea, had died on the road in trying to reach India by land.
His books and all he had, had been stolen, yet Pinheiro got hold of them, much against
the wish of the Armenians. I t is said that this Armenian Archbishop was sent to India
to be the Archbishop of Serre, or of the St. Thomas Christians who lived on the
1
Malabar Coast.
1 Jos. Juvenc, op. cit.t p. 864, No. 19. Du Jarric, op. cit., chap. VIII, p. 46.
4
ibid.
- Du
uu jJarric,
unit:, luiu.
8 Shaikh means a man of authority ; a superior of the dervishes or Muhammadan monks ; a doctor learned in
#

religion and law.
* Du Jarric, op. cit., chap. VIII, p. 49
6
Ibid., p . 50.
« Ibid., p. 50.
1 The origin of Christianity in India is somewhat obscure.
Early tradition, accepted popularly by Catholics,
and more doubtfully by Protestants, connects it with St. Thomas the Apostle, who is said to have preached in
Southern India, on the Malabar and Coromandel Coasts; to have founded several churches; and finally, to have
1
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There was at Lahore a young man about 20 years old called Polada, a doctor
in medicine, a Pandit of a very respectable family. He and his wife became Christians and showed themselves worthy of the Christian name. Both had to suffer
continual vexations from the man's relatives, who had often tried to poison them.
One day Polada's parents ran away with his wife, and concealed her in a cavern outside the town ; while the husband was attacked and badly beaten in the public
street. Notwithstanding all this the neophytes remained firm in their faith and
preferred to die rather than apostatise. In the end, the parents brought the case be.
fore a court of law. The judge among other things asked Polada if those who were
:
standing there present, were his father and mother. The young man boldly replied
' They were so as long as I was a pagan, but now t h a t I am a Christian and they
pagans, I can no more call them my father and my mother/
The judge dismissed
1

the case.
Many influential men shielded the Fathers and their converts against the accusations of those who constantly tried to hinder them, and even to excite the mob
against them. But God in this moment of persecution showed His providential
interference ; and the chief of these persecutors was dispossessed of all his goods,
and publicly beaten by the Viceroy himself, whose favour he had vainly endeavoured
to gain by the most diabolical means.
Thus passed away this violent storm, and a beautiful calm succeeded for some
time, in which the young Christian community of Lahore could again breathe freely
and enjoy as before peace and tranquillity.
While Pinheiro stayed with Xavier at the court of Akbar a t Agra news came
3
from Corsi at Lahore that the previous Viceroy having died,* his successor, a bigoted
Muhammadan. who had, as Governor of Guirat. imbibed a hatred of the Portuguese.
renounce
their faith. The Fathers at Agra, therefore, presented themselves to the Emperor,
bringing with them pictures of the great Albuquerque and of the Viceroy of Goa,
Ayres de Saldagna, and made two requests: first, that Pinheiro might have leave to
go back to Lahore, a request which the Emperor granted much to their surprise, as
Pinheiro was a favourite with him; and, secondly, after having recounted the ill
treatment of the Christians at Lahore and the painful condition in which Father Corsi
laboured, they asked the Emperor for a written order under his imperial seal,
been martyred at the Iyittle Mount, near Madras, in A.D. 68. The Catholic tradition narrates further, that a
persecution arose not long after,, in which all the priests perished ; that many years later, the Patriarch of Babylon,
while still in communion with Rome, heard of the desolate .state of the Indian Church, and sent forth bishops who
revived its faith ; that about A.D. 486 Nestorianism spread from Babylon into Malabar. See W. W. Hunter's The
Indian Empire, 2nd edit., p. 229 et seq. ; Revd. Dr. Kennet's St. Thomas the Apostle of India ; Bishop Medlycott's India
and the Apostle Thomas.
1 Du Jarric, op. cit., chap. I X , p. 52.—Jos. Juvenc, op. cit., pp. 456-7, No. 9. Corn. Hazart, S.J., I , chap. X I I .
« Zain Khan was Viceroy of Lahore in 1600-1601, and died in A.H. IOIO [A.D 1601] partly from excessive drinking. He was son of Khwajah Majsud of Herat, the seal-engraver, and Akbar's foster-brother. He is generally called
in histories Zain Khan Kokah.
3 Qulij KKan is proBaBIy the Viceroy here alluded to. In the 17th year of Akbar's reign he was made Governor of
Surat He served in Gujrat in 1578 and 1583, was made Governor of Agrah in 1599 ; and two years later was promoted
to the Governorship of the Panjab and Kabul. See Blochmann's Ain, I, p. 34, No. 2.
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expressly permitting such of his subjects as desired to embrace Christianity to do so
without let or hindrance. This also the Emperor agreed to, but then further difficulties began. The eunuch who had charge of the drawing up of the farman hesitated
to include so sweeping an order and consulted the ' Maitre d' hotel ', but this latter
was a son-in-law of the Viceroy of. Lahore and interposed every possible delay :
so that the Fathers in despair made use of a young courtier, a favourite of the
Emperor and a former pupil of Pinheiro's who drew the Emperor's attention to
the matter and pushed it through in spite of. the further objections of Agiscoa [Aziz
1
Koka], the grand chamberlain, whose duty it was to seal farmans and bring them to
the Emperor to sign. The Fathers were delighted at their success, and' when
Pinheiro ultimately went to take his leave of the Emperor, he was treated with great
4
kindness and presented with a horse for the journey.
In Lahore, Pinheiro baptized two sons of the King of Persia's ambassador,
Manuquer, a Georgian Christian, who had been in the country four years, and
was then returning to Persia/ He also found means to get possession of a young
Hungarian slave from Buda-Pesth, who was accompanying a Turkish embassy, and to
send him to Goa.* Moreover when a native Christian woman, who had been
kidnapped in her youth and sold to a Greek who had afterwards married her,
was claimed by her parents, Pinheiro was able by showing the Emperor's farman to
obtain for her the right to remain with her husband. Xavier in his letter of
5
September 6th, 1604, thus describes the progress of the Mission at Lahore :—
*

-

M

The Governor in those parts was • a great enemy of our faith', but though he was ready to
persecute the Christians he was favourably inclined towards Pinheiro personally. The poorer Arme*
K

* Mirza 'Aziz Koka is elsewhere described by the Jesuits as the Emperor's foster-brother; and they say that his
son and daughter had married the Emperor's daughter and son. Mirza 'Aziz Koka is undoubtedly the person meant in
the text. He was Akbar's foster-brother (Blochm. Ain, p . 169). I n the 32nd year, Prince MurSd married his daughter
[ibid., p 326), and Prince Sultan Khusrou married another of 'Azam Khan Koka's daughters (ibid., p. 310).
* Du Jarric, op. cit., chap. X , p. 62. Corn. Hazart, op. cit., chap. XI.
8 Ibid., chap. X I I , p. 77.—Jos. Juvenc, op. cit., p. 459, No. 13.
* Father Jerome in his letter dated Agra, Sept. 6th, 1^64, says about this Hungarian that the Fathers at Lahore
' sent him to us at Agra, and we received him and placed him with Joao Battista Vechiete, who will take him back to
his own land. This Hungarian knows the Christian doctrine and prayers in Latin and is going on well.' See E. D.
Maclagan, op. cit., p . 98.
* Xavier in his letter of 6th Sept 1604 says that at the beginning of March [1604] there arrived in Agra from
Lahore a ' distinguished and learned Florentine, Joao Battista Vechiete', who had travelled ' i n many eastern lauds,
through Egypt, Mesopotamia and Persia ', and who was much favoured by the Emperor. Then follows this interesting
account of his books :—" He has much friendship for us, in proof of which he gave us a book of the Holy Gospels in
Arabic with the Latin at the foot, printed in the Vatican, which we value very highly. He had also with him the Psalter
of David in Persian, which he obtained with great pains and a t great cost from a Jew who had it in Persian, but in
Hebrew characters. I t was translated two hundred years ago by an eminent Jew of Persia. We gave ourselves to the
transcribing of these books with much delight. While the Italian was here, he copied in Persian character the Books of
.Proverbs, Canticles, Ecclesiastes, Judith and Esther, which he had in Persian, but in Hebrew character [the regular
custom among Persian Jews. See Ind. Antiq. X V I I , 155] and gave them to us freshly copied into the Persian tongue and
character, but though the characters are new, the translation is more than two hundred years old : he obtained them
from some Jews in Persia at a good price. We gave him the book of the four Gospels in Persian, which he greatly
desired, for he said t h a t they had the Gospel of St. Matthew in Persian at Rome, but would like very much to have the
other three. Last year we sent to Rome another book of the Gospels in Persian, the translation of which is more than
300 years old. God grant that it arrived safely.
We are now arranging the same Gospels in Persian with the
corresponding Latin at the foot, which God willing will be much esteemed in Europe." E. D. Maclagan, op. cit.,
pp. 95-96.
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nians in Lahore made their livelihood by selling wine, ' for which they often get into trouble as
the Viceroy holds their trade in detestation (though he^dnn^s^gglL^im^elf), and it was only when
Pinheiro had persuaded these Armenians to desist from this calling that they were safe from the persecution of the Viceroy. Owing to Akbar's far man the Christians might practise their religion quite
openly.
1
The feasts of Christmas and Easter are kept at Lahore with great solemnity, and the church
being so large and beautiful, everything can be well carried out. Joao Battista, [Vechiete, a
distinguished ,and learned Florentine] was present at one of these feasts and wept with joy to see
these things done openly in a land of Muhammadans. When he was with us in Agra he was overcome
with surprise at the sight of the funeral of an honourable Armenian, when the Christians accompanied
the funeral carrying lighted candles, the cross uncovered borne before them, the children singing
the Creed, and the Fathers reciting prayers bringing up the rear.'
" A l l the chiefs and principal persons of Lahore, we are told, were on good terms with the
Fathers :—' so are the Viceroy and the principal magistrates who set many free at their request
even though they be Muhammadans or heathens, and often send them the Christians who are brought
before them to be dealt with as the Fathers think fit.' " Troubles however were not wanang. A
i

nephew of Abdulla Khan '(who died lately), the king of those parts of Maronhar [Mawaran-Nahr]
1
and Samarkand, which used to be the realm of the Great Tamerlane,' was listening to a sermon in the
4
church, when one of his followers rose up and brandished his scimitar above the head of the Father,
who being deep in the sermon did not perceive it, but he was prevented by his fellows from cutting the
Father's head off.' The Fathers also found themselves in a difficult position before the Viceroy, who ' is
2
very zealous for his faith, looking down even on Aristotle.'
Accordingly when the Fathers supported
their creed and • contradicted the doctrine of Muhammad,' the Viceroy would burst into a frenzy calling them vagabonds, etc. But he knew at the same time that they had Akbar's licence to preach, and
*

when Father Corsi went to Agra he began to fear that an ill report would be made of him and, having
called for Pinheiro, said to him : ' Father, I am a friend to you and to the Lord Jesus ; no one knows
Him better than I do. He had the Spirit of God and neither prophet nor angel could speak as he
spoke ' He failed however to gain the confidence of the Fathers.
11
Some days after the Viceroy's wife came to the church, bringing au offering to Our Lady, and
making a vow for the amendment of her son. This son we are told was ' given to evil courses and
*

abandoned in tnoribus. His mother's advice has no effect on him, nor his father's punishments even
3 M
when heavy and publicly administered.

The Governor's opposition was however mainly instigated by the Hindus, and
4
their enmity is ascribed by Pinheiro to the pertinacity with which he, Pinheiro,
attacked their notorious immorality and to the anxiety with which he attempted to
dissuade them from the common crime of infanticide. The heathen accordingly took
counsel together and decided to accuse the Father every day of grievous things and
u
throw discredit upon him.
S o w e shall get the Father driven from Lahore and the
church, which we hate, destroyed." For the time being Pinheiro was able to reassure the Governor, but shortly afterwards the Hindus obtained the aid of a
young man who was a favourite of the Governor's, to give him a rich present, together
.

—

—

*

^

' Turkestan.
* Blochmann, Ain, I, p 34, No. 3, states that " Qulij Khan was a pious man, and a staunch Sunni. He was much
respected for his learning. As a poet he is known under the name of Ulfati ; some of his verses may be found in the
last chapter of the Mir-at ul "Alam. The high rank which he had, was due less to his talents as a statesman, than to his
family connexion with the Kings of Turan (Scythia).
a E D. Maclagan, op. cit., pp. 96-98.
Ain, I, pp. 500501.

Regarding the evil deeds of Mirza Iyahauri, son of Qulij Khan, see Blochmann's

* Du J a r n c , up. at., chap. X I I I , pp. 89-90.— E. D. Maclagan, op cit., pp. 99-100.
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with a defamatory libel: the least vile of the charges in this were that the Father ate
human flesh, fattened up young men and sent them away to be sold in Portuguese lands,
murdered people and had killed a tailor's wife not four days ago: that he was a great
wizard and by his spells made men renounce their religion and adopt an unknown one,
and so he had done to the son of a pandit, etc. The Governor was still afraid to seize
any Christians in the city in case the matter should come to Akbar's ears, but he determined to seize any whom he could find in the Fort. A Portuguese was thereupon
arrested inside the Fort and after much beating was induced to say the Raima [Ralima],
after which he was kept under guard but well treated. Pinheiro at once went to confront the Governor, and when he had gained admittance, he protested against the
Governor's conduct, but Qulij Khan swore by Martes Alii [Murtiza 'Ah], by the prophet's head and his own, that no compulsion had been used to make the Portuguese
turn Muhammadan. Pinheiro had to go away in sorrow, but on his way through the
(
city saw the man being negligently guarded, whereupon, he says, he drew near with
unutterable joy and taking the lost sheep upon his shoulders bore him out of the city.'
The Portuguese was sent off to Agra and his wife and children put in safety.
A greater trouble took place in connection with certain houses which Akbar had
granted to the Mission. These houses had belonged to a Hindu called Pan [? Pannu
Ram] who defaulted to the Emperor to the extent of three lakhs and was dispossessed
of his property ; and the Fathers used them as a shelter for married Christians. The
(
Hindus offered the Governor 2000 rupees beside other things of price ' for these
houses, and Pinheiro was forthwith ordered to vacate them within five days, which
he did, saying that 'the law of Jesus Christ forbade him to enter into strife for houses
or lands/ The Governor at first ordered the Kotwal to give Pinheiro other houses in
exchange for them, but he subsequently revoked the order and the Hindus were
triumphant, thinking that the church also would now soon come into their hands.
Pinheiro meanwhile had written to Xavier about all the troubles at Lahore; and as
soon as Jerome Xavier received this sad news, he informed the Emperor of the
matter, who ordered a letter to be written to Calichcao [Qulij Khan] to return the
houses to the Fathers. The letter was written by the Emperor's Wazir, and the
l
following is a brief translation of i t : —
"Beloved and fortunate chief, live and prosper under the protection of God. [After compliments]. I would have your Excellency know that by order of him whom all the world obeys, the
houses of Pan were converted into a church and dwelling houses for the Fathers and their people. A
petition reaches us showing that the Nawab has expelled the Fathers from the houses where their
servants were lodged. He whom all the world obeys commands that as these houses were his property
and given by him to the Fathers, they and their people be forth with "reinstated in them, and your
Excellency shall prevent any one from molesting or hindering them therein. These words are written
by order of the Emperor."

This letter of the Emperor was not as authoritative as a far man, but came to
much the same thing, and Pinheiro was enabled by its help to regain the houses.
#

» A full translation with all the compliments will also be found in a separate MS. in the Brit. Mus. Marsden MSS.
9^54, in Pinheiro's handwriting (E. D. Maclagan).
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But scarcely had he done so when the Governor issued orders, depriving him again
of their possession and Father Xavier had to be applied to once more. This time a
regular farman was obtained and what was more the Prince himself was the porvanazi' ' of it; the Governor had now no excuse for evasion and ordered the houses to be
given up ' within an h o u r / thus bringing to an end an episode which had been a
cause of great vexation to the Fathers.
Meantime in other respects, things had been going on ill enough. At one time
the Governor had threatened to exterminate the Christians in Lahore and the community was in such fear that ' some twenty-three Armenian merchants fled with
haste escaping through different gates. When one of the Governor's sons protested
with him for not killing the Father, Qulij Khan drew him a little aside and said :
f
I Leave the forsaken wretch alone, no one who is a Musalman at heart will ever em(
brace his religion/ continuing, (says Pinheiro), in a lower voice, he has the Emperor's permission who is an unbelieving Cafar [Kafir] like himself/
The Hindus, however, still agitated for repressive measures. In order to pursue
their claims on the church they invited the Governor to a banquet in an adjoining
house and gave him a present of 9,000 rupees, i.e. 9 horses/ several other things and
2,000 rupees in money. Pinheiro felt safe enough about the church buildings, but he
received warning from the friendly Kotwal that there were designs on foot for seizing
the women and children of the Christian community and he took prompt steps for
placing all these in k place of safety. He wished also to conceal the catechumens, but
8
they indignantly refused, and conspicuous among them a certain Xeque .who had
before conversion practised as a sorcerer. At last the Governor actually fixed a day
for the arrest and forcible conversion of all the Christians in Lahore. The day fixed
was Thursday, the 15th September [1604], but (says Pinheiro):
' On the eve of the appointed day, the Governor's son returned a fugitive from
the seat of war, having left his army defeated with the loss of 400 cavalry and a
large number of infantry. On his arrival, his father set out to his assistance
and the Christian army which was scattered and hidden again gathered together, the
sheep and lambs no longer fearing the wolf.'
This was the end of the troubles
caused by Qulij Khan at Lahore. While Qulij Khan was away on an expedition in
Bana, the government was carried on by his son Chin Qulij / who although he had
' ParwSnchi. The parvanazi according to Pinheiro is he who gives the order for a farman. E). D. Maclagan,
op. cit., p. 102. The Parwanchi is an officer of the government who signs a sanad or farmSn and submits it to the
Mir 'Arz for signature, who lays it before his Majesty. See Blochm., Ain, I, p. 259. I think the porvanazi is meant ,
here for parwSnagi, which signifies ' a command, an order.'
*

* Qulij Khan, says Blochm., Ain, I, p. 345, ' was famous for his horses.'
8 I t is not quite clear what Pinheiro means by a Xeque. He himself says: " a Xeque must be one of three things :
i.e., a man mortified in all his passions, a teacher such as the founder of a religion, or he must have written five books
bearing on history." " The definition," says Maclagan, op. cit., p. 103, n. 1, " seems to have a Hindu air about it and he
moreover implies in his letter that the Xeque above mentioned was brother to the pandit convert who had fled to Agra:
if so, Xeque can scarcely be Shaikh. The definitions, however, quite agree with the meaning of Shaikh, who is either
' a man of authority, a superior of the dervishes or Muhammadan monks; or a doctor learned in religion and law. See
Richardson's Persian, Arabic, English Dictionary under word ' shaikh.'
* Regarding Mirza Chin Qulij, son of Qulij, the Maasir says that he was an educated liberal man, well versed in
government matters See Blochm.. Ain, I, p. 500.
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formerly incited his father to oppress the Christians now showed himself in a very
friendly light. He went so far as to visit the church and presbytery where he spent
an hour and a half or two hours, and treated the Father with great respect and
affectum. Even the old Qulij Khan after his return from Bana proved more tractable, and when a farman came from the Emperor ordering that 1,000 rupees should
l
be given to the Fathers, he went so far as to write on the farman Belal carcar'
[' bilae sarkar ' ] : if this had not been done, says Pinheiro, the Fathers would accord1
ing to the usual custom have received only 333 rupees out of the i,ooo.
As regards the results of the Mission during the year, Pinheiro has to confess that
1
the events above related closed the door to conversion, so that we have not any to
relate.'
• Abul Fazl (Blochmann's Axny yol. I, p. 262) says that '* In all cash payments, one fourth is deducted, as another
sanad is given for this amount. The Diwan-i-Buyutat then gives the order to have it entered. The mushrif does so,
signs and seals the barat (cheque) and the receipt. I t then passes through the hands of the Military accountant, the
Nazir, the Diwan, Buyutat, the Diwan-i-Kul, the Khan Sainan, the Mushrif of the diwan, and the Vakil, who sign and
seal it. In every case-the estimate is sent along with it, so that there may be no mistake
The mode of payment
also is detailed on the back of it, viz. one-fourth is to be paid in gold (ashrafis), one half in silver (rupis), and one part
in copper (dams), according to the fixed values of coins."
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IV
CATHOLIC MISSION IN LAHORE SUBSEQUENT TO A K B A R ' S D E A T H .

After the death of the great Emperor Akbar on the 15th October, 1605,' his son
Prince Sultan Salim immediately took possession of the government, and assumed
2
the title Nuru-d-Din Muhammad Jahanglr. " Though Akbar was courteous to the
Christians, and not only gave the Jesuit Fathers an annual income for their maintenance, but even allowed them to build churches in the principal cities of his kingdom, such as Lahore, Cambay and Agra, Jahanglr was still a warmer patron of the
Portuguese Jesuits than his father," though in the beginning of his reign he did not
4
seem to take much notice of them.
Not long after his accession to the throne of the
6
Empire (October 1605 A.D.), Khusrau, his eldest son, revolted against him (March
1606)." He was, however, totally defeated near Lahore, and having fled in the
direction of Kabul, he was captured through his boat running aground in crossing the
7
Chenab, and was brought in chains before his father.
The Emperor, to quell the
troubles, was obliged to send his rebellious son to Agra, and ordered two of the
Fathers to accompany him.* When all these intestine revolts had been quelled, the
Emperor 3 who now held his court at Agra, began to put in order the affairs of his
vast Empire, and to make some necessary reforms. There existed an old custom in
the Mughal Empire by which the Emperor became the.sole heir of all the property
of deceased princes, and distributed this at his pleasure.
Jahanglr abolished
this custom, and returned to the legitimate heirs whatsoever his father had disposed of under this title.* This change was a source of great trouble and annoyance to the Fathers at Lahore, who were thus obliged to return some houses they
had received from Akbar which had formerly belonged to a pagan. The heirs of the
1 Encycl. Britan, under word ' Akbar' gives the date of his death 13th October 1605. See Blochmann's remark in
Ain, p. 454, note 3.
2
See T iizuk-i-J ahangiri, translated by Alexander Rogers, edited by Henry Beveridge, London, R.A.S. 1909, p. 3
* Bernier's Travels in the Mogul Empire, A.D. 1656-1668. A. Constable, Westminster, 1891, p. 287.
* Du Jarric, op. cit., chap. XVI, p. 97.
* Beveridge, Jahanglr's Memoirs, p. 1, says t h a t : Jahangir ascended the royal throne at Agra on Thursday, J u m a d a
s-sani, A.H. 1014 (Oct. 24th, 1605). Elliot and all the MSS. have 8th Jumada-§-§ani as the date of ,the accession, b u t
this is clearly wrong, as Akbar did not die till 13th Jumada-s-§ani.
*

8 In Price's Jehangir, p. 15, Jahangir states that he had imprisoned Khusrau in the upper part of the royal tower in
u
the castle of Agra. It was from this confinement that Khusrau escaped on 15th April 1606 " (new style) according
to Du Jarric and Corn. Hazart, I, 265. See also Beveridge, Jahangir's Memoirs, p. 52.
7 Beveridge, Jahangir's Memoirs, pp. 66-67.
8 Corn. Hazart, I, p. 265 ff.
y In the beginning of Jahangir's reign he gave twelve orders to be observed as rules of conduct (dasturu-l-amal) of
which the 4th w a s : " I n my dominions if any one, whether unbeliever or Musalman, should die, his property and
effects should be left for his heirs, and no one should interfere with t h e m . . . " ; and the 6 t h : " T h e y should not take
possession of any person's house." Beveridge, op. cit., p. 8.
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deceased claimed the land upon which the church and college had been built, and to
succeed better they calumniated the Fathers before the Emperor. The Emperor
who was very friendly to the Fathers, and who knew very well their innocence,
decided to leave the land in the possession of the Missionaries. This decision of the
Emperor overjoyed the Christians of Lahore, because the church was so beautiful
r
(
that the pagans' and the Saracens ' from other localities visited it as one of the
marvels of the town. " Chose des plus rares, qu'il y ait." The many-storied house
1
with verandahs on all sides presented the aspect of a large college.
ff
This was according to Du Jarric a
two-storied house made on the plan of a
college, with large commodious rooms below and upstairs, surrounded with verandahs (galeries). The upper rooms were used during the winter and those below
during the hot season. In short, all the different offices have their separate rooms
2
well disposed and properly arranged, just as those of the colleges in Europe."
The King moreover gave the Fathers at Lahore a monthly allowance of Rs. 50,
and shortly after increased it by Rs. 30 to be used for the upkeep of the church,
5
besides giving Rs. 50 to be distributed among the poorer Christians. The Fathers
used to frequent the mosques on Fridays, that day corresponding in Muhammadan
countries to our Sundays, where they met the Mullahs and freely discussed with
them on religious topics. The Mullahs listened most attentively to the disputes, and
lost their temper only when the Fathers attacked the character of their prophet
4
Muhammad.
In the spring of 1607 Jahangir visited Kabul and returned to Lahore at the end
5
of the summer.
6
From here he despatched an ambassador to the Viceroy at Goa, to undertake
and transact certain business, and Father Pinheiro was ordered by the King to
accompany him. They left Lahore on September 13th, 1607, and arrived at Cambay
in April, 1608. The Mughal ambassador, finding circumstances changed, and hearing
that the new Portuguese Viceroy, Count de Faria, had not yet arrived in India,
remained here, and Father Pinheiro busied himself in ministering to the many
Portuguese and Armenian Christians who resided at Cambay. After a stay of
nine months in Cambay, Father Pinheiro left alone for Goa, to return soon as an
ambassador of the Portuguese Viceroy with ample powers to make peace or declare
-

~

~

~
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—

—

—

—

^

—

1 Du J a r r i c , op. cit., chap. X V I I , p . 105. Com. H a z a r t , I, chap. X V I I I , p.1272.
2 Du J a r r i c , op. cit., p . 105. Corn. H a z a r t . , I, p. 273.
3 Ibid., p . 115.
+ Ibid., p. 118.—Edward Terry, A Voyage to East India, 1777, p. 418, gives an extract of Fr. J e r o m e s disputes
with the Mullahs (pp. 419-422). These were given to him in Lahore by Fr. Francisco Corsi, another Jesuit resident at
t h a t court, while he was - there
" a n d further," he says, " I have been there told b y other people processing
Christianity in t h a t empire, t h a t there was such a dispute there held, and for m y p a r t i do believe i t . " . . " H e (Corsi)
lived at t h a t court as an agent for the Portuguese, and h a d not only free access unto t h a t King, b u t also encouragement,
and help b y gifts, which he Destows sometimes on him " (p. 422).
* See Beveridge, Jahdngir's
Memoirs, p . 90 et seq. H e returned to Lahore, which city he entered on " T u e s d a y ,
the 13th S h a ' b a n , 1015." Ibid., p . 131.
0 Jahangir in his Memoirs does not speak of this embassy ; though he relates (Beveridge, p. 144) ' that Muqarrab
Khan (who was his ambassador) sent [him in 1608] from the port of Cambay a European curtain (tapestry), the like of
which in beauty no other work of the F r a n k painters had ever been seen. "
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war, because the Mughal Emperor had granted Captain Hawkins certain privileges in
trading at Surat. The privileges to the English Captain were cancelled and the
matter was settled to the satisfaction of the Portuguese. In 1610 Pinheiro returned
l
to the Mughal Mission with another companion, Fr. Joseph da Castro.
At Christmas of this year, 1607, the Nativity of our Lord was celebrated at Lahore
with the greatest pomp and ceremony. On Christmas night great illuminations
were made and all kinds of fire-works were displayed in the cemetery adjoining the
church, which could be seen from afai. The divine service was most impessive and
well attended. Shortly after Christmas the King informed the Fathers t h a t he would
soon proceed to Agra and ordered that one priest should remain at Lahore to look
after the Christians, and that the two others should accompany him. After travelling
one month and a half they reached the imperial city of Akbarabad, where the Fathers
retired to their house and church, which the same King when still a Prince had built
2
for them.
At the end of 1613 or the beginning of 1614 Father Joseph da Castro with
the legacy of a certain rich Armenian bought at Lahore 12 bighas of land in the
l
3
village J a m a ' a h Mohzang Hari Phulwari,' to be used as a cemetery.
Meanwhile the Mission at Lahore went on progressing and prospering till the
year 1614, when by an order of the Emperor, the church was shut and the Father
was expelled from the College.
From Father Joseph da Castro's letter dated Agra 1615, addressed to the Very
Rev. Fr. Claudio Acquaviva, it appears t h a t on account of the differences which existed
between the Mughals and the Portuguese, the Fathers a t Agra and Lahore found
themselves in serious troubles which ended the Jesuit Mission in Lahore. Father
(i
Joseph da Castro says in this letter t h a t
Father Machado* who was in Lahore in
1614 received orders from the Emperor to quit the church, and the imperial seals were
put on the doors of the college ; so. t h a t Machado was obliged to leave Lahore and
5
return to Agra with his little band of native Christians who were in t h a t place. "
t
0
Jahangir, in his Memoirs/ which in this matter agree with Father Machado's
letter, dated Agra 9th April, 1615, gives us the reason of the differences between
the two powers. Jahangir (p. 255) says : " In the same month [Azar, in the 8th
1 See Du Jarric, 3rd partic, 1614, I,iv. V, chap. X X I I I , pp. 137-144. Corn. Hazart, I, chap. X I X , p. 274. .
2 Du Jarri?, °P- oit.% chap. X I X , pp. 119-121. Jahangir left Lahore on the 2nd of Shawwal 1608 on his way
to the capital (Beveridge, ibid., p. 135), reached Delhi on the 18th (p. 139) and entered Agra on the 5th of Zi-1-Hijja, 22nd
of March, 1608.
"
* See Farmans of the Mughal Emperors in India issued in favour of the Jesuit Missionaries, Nos. V and VI (P.H.S.J ,
Vol; V, I, plate IV).
*'Fr. Anthony Machado : born at Serpa, in the Diocese of Evora : professed, Jan. 17,1595 ; Professor of Philosophy,
3 years; came to India in 1586; Superior at Chaul, 1 year; at Bassein, 2 years; came to the Mughal in 1602; became
Superior of this Mission in 1613 ; died April 4 t h , 1636, and is buried in the old cemetery at Agra. J.A.S.B. 1896, p.
83 ; 1910, pp. 459, 529.
* The Cotton MSS. Brit. Mus. Vespasianus F. X I I , 141 and 143, and Titus B. VII, 118, contain Machado's letter to
Fr. Claudius Aquaviva, dated Agra, 7th April, 1615, in Portuguese and English. Cotton MSS. Vespasianus F. 7, X I I ,
contains also an English translation of Fr. Joseph da Castro's letter addressed to Claudius Aquaviva and dated Agra,
10th April, 1615. The original is in Codex Titus, 8, VII. See J.A.S.B., Vol. VI, No. 8, 1910, p. 460.
« Beveridge, Jehangir's Memoirs, p. 255.
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year after my accession] news came that the Franks of Goa had, contrary to treaty,
plundered four cargo vessels' t h a t frequented the port of Surat in the neighbourhood
of that port ; and, making prisoners a large number of Musalmans, had taken
possession of the goods and chattels t h a t were in those ships. This being very disagreeable to my mind, I despatched Muqarrab Khan, who is in charge of the port,
on the 18th Azar, giving him a horse and elephant and a dress of honour, to obtain
compensation for this affair.''
From Father Machado's departure from Lahore in 1614 until 1624, the Lahore
Mission remained abandoned, and the annual letter of t h a t year gives us this laconic
(C
account,
For just reasons a Father has again been stationed in the residence of
2
Laor [Lahore]. " Two plausible reasons may be found for the resumption of the
Lahore Mission; first, the number of Christians who were in the service of the Emperor
who since 1622 held his court at Lahore, and more particularly in attendance on
Mirza Zulqarnain who always had a Father as his chaplain; and secondly, to keep
•

*

open an intermediary station between Agra, the centre of the Mission, and their
contemplated Mission of Chaprang [Tsaparang] in the Gartok district of Western
Tibet." From Jahangir's farman dated 1626, it is obvious that the Fathers of the
Society had again settled down in Lahore, because the farman clearly shows t h a t the
12 blgahs of land which had been previously bought b}^ Father Joseph da Castro for
the use of a cemetery should be returned to the F a t h e r s / But this new settlement
was of short duration. Little could have been done for the spreading of the Gospel
among the natives, and the only useful work the Father in Lahore did was to assist
the Christians who were in the Emperor's service. But with the accession of Shah
Jahan to the throne, the Jesuit Mission in the Mughal sustained a very severe shock,
and the Lahore Mission was henceforth abandoned, though as we shall see it was
occasionally visited by the Fathers either from Agra or from Delhi. Shah Jahan
who was a stricter Muhammadan than his two predecessors, withdrew the pension of
the priests and demolished the church at Lahore. He moreover strictly forbade the
Fathers to make converts from among the Muhammadans, and this paralyzed all
6
their efforts even to convert the pagans.
Shah Jahan soon found reasons to quarrel with the Portuguese of Hugh, whose
settlement he captured. He had all the prisoners brought to Agra, where they had
1

t

*

•

1 T e x t ajnabi, 'foreign' or ' strange,' and Dowson had the same reading, for at V I , 337, we have the translation
1
Ships engaged in the foreign trade of Surat.'
But I adopt the reading of 1.0. MS. 181, which is ajnasl, as it does riot
seem likely t h a t J a h a n g i r would interest himself about ' foreign ' ships. Note of Beveridge, ibid., p. 255.
2 Bomb. Cath. Exam., April 6 t h , 1912.
'
3 On March 30th, 1624, F a t h e r Anthony d'Andrada left Agra in the train of the .great Mughal, who was going to
the North. At Delhi, Fr. d'Andrade, followed by a lay-brother and two Christian servants, joined a caravan of devout
pilgrims bound for Balid (.sic) in the Western Himalayas. His purpose was to reach the mysterious land of C a t h a y ,
where, ever since t h e days of Blessed Rudolph Acquaviva, t h e Missionaries at Agra had suspected t h e y might find remnants of former Christian communities. He was fortunate enough to reach Chaprang (Tsaparang), in the Gartok district
of Western Tibet. On November 8th, 1684, d'Andrade wrote from Agra to his brethren in Europe his account of " A new
discovery of Great Cathay or of the Kingdom of Tibet."
I n 1625, he returned to Chaprang and laid the foundations of t h e
Jesuit Missions in Tibet. About 1650, a political revolution obliged t h e Missionaries to abandon t h e field.
+

See above F a r m a n V.
•> Fr. Jos. da Castro's letter to t h e General, dated Agra, 6th F e b r u a r y , 1633.
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to undergo unheard-of hardships and sufferings. Two of the priests sank under
1
their sufferings and their tombs are still to be seen at Agra. Bernier relates t h a t
" Chah Jehan, a more rigid Mahometan than his father, visited the Portuguese at
Ogouli [Hugh] with a terrible punishment. They provoked his displeasure by the
encouragement afforded to the depredators of Rakan, and by their refusal to release
the numerous slaves in their service, who had all of them been subjects of the
2
Mogol."
Catrou states that it wasMumtaz Mahal, the wife of Shah J a h a n , who was
the principal instrument in exasperating the mind of the Emperor against the Christians in general, and the Portuguese in particular, since these had given an asylum
to two of her daughters converted to Christianity by the Missionaries. But other
reasons than those given by Bernier and Catrou led to the action taken by Shah
J a h a n ; such as the refusal of all aid to him, when in 1621, as Prince K h u r r a m , he
had revolted against his father, the Emperor Jahanglr, and applied to the Portuguese
(i
at Hugh for assistance in the shape of soldiers and munitions of war.
Before the
ff
catastrophe at Ogouli" continues Bernier, the Missionaries had not escaped the
resentment of Chah-J&han, he ordered the large and handsome church at Agra,
which, together with one at Lahor y had been erected during the reign of Jehan-Guyre,
to be demolished. A high steeple stood upon this church, with a bell whose sound
(f
was heard in every part of the city."
T h a t monarch deprived them [the Missionaries] of their pension, and destroyed the church at Lahor and the greater p a r t of
that of Agra, totally demolishing the steeple which contained a clock heard in every part
of the city.^ " When Shah Jahan's anger had cooled down, and his beloved wife had
died, the Fathers seem to have returned again to the King's favour. They write:
"Notwithstanding all these troubles the Lord does not cease to bestow his grace upon
us, and by the kind favour of his father-in-law Asaf Khan, who is our chief supporter
in these parts, the King ordered the restoration to us of the college of Agra and t h a t of
Lahore. Without him we could not find any human means of relief. Now only remaii
the Portuguese captured at Hugli." The next bit of news about Lahore is an Italian
letter of Father Morandi, dated Lahore, 7th October, 1637, of which t h e following is
a translation:—
" I n the beginning of this year I arrived at Agra with Lord Mirza, his sons and the other Christians
who serve the King in his army. Five months later Father Rector [the Superior at Agra] sent me to
this city of Lahore to recover our houses which, after the demolition of the church by order of this
King, were in the possession of the Musalmans. At first the Governor, whom the King holds as his
chief, would not give them back, and two months were spent in asking, squabbling and fighting, without any result; for, as is usual in matters pertaining to the Christians, everyone obstinately opposes me.
In the end Father Rector obtained a written order of the King, through the intervention of the King's
father-in-law (genero) Asofacan [Asaf Khan], on account of which the Governor handed over to me the
houses, but he treats me as badly as one can; notwithstanding all this I repaired the houses as well I
could t and at present I find myself in a very poor condition. It is now three months since my arrival
1 Francois Bernier, Travels in Hindustan, 1684, pp. 156-159. A. Constable's Edit. 1891, p. 177.
2 Francois Catrou, Hist, of the Mogul Dynasty, London, 1826, p.186. See also Manucci, Storio do Mogor,
p- 183.
* Bernier, Travels in tin Moghul Empire, edited by A. Constable, London, 1891, pp. 177-287.
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in this city. I hope soon to obtain permission of our Father Rector to return to Agra, or to wait the
army of the King which has to come this way after three months; because the Emperor has determined
to go to the Kingdom of Cander [Qandahar] and I expect it will be the latter. The Lord Mirza and his
sons continue in piety and Christian virtue as ever."
The following year Father Morandi, writing from Agra to his Provincial at Goa,
I was at Lahore to gain back the houses of the Mission which were in the hands
whom I contested the goods, and it may be that now I may go back there with the
the companionship of Mirza, because the King intends to go there himself to recover
[Qandahar] which the Persians have occupied, and it is said that this will cause
because it is ceitain they have no means to resist the former."

says: " L a s t year
of the Moors with
King's army and
the fort of Candar
the latter's ruin

*

Some traces of Christian worship still remained when Lahore was visited in 1641
by Fra Sebastian Manrique. This Augustinian friar found there a respectable congregation of Christians with a priest named Joseph da Castro, by whose powerful
intercession he obtaind an interview with the prime minister, Asaf Khan, and the
liberation of Father Antonio da Cristo, the prior of Hugh, who was still in confinement at Agra; and an imperial decree was passed, sanctioning the restoration of some
places of worship recently destroyed.
Father Joseph da Castro in his letter of Lahore, dated 25th August 1641, refers
to Father Sebastian Manrique's stay in Lahore, and in another letter of his to Father
Mutio Vitelleschi, dated Lahore, January 1st, 1642, he gives us the following information:
" I stayed during this year [1641] in the royal city of Lahore, where the Emperor
holds his court. The reason was to sell the old houses, which belong to us, because
few Christians remain here, and the College at Agra has no revenues to maintain
this one [College of Lahore], and a fortiori will have no means to keep up other
Fathers in Lahore.'' He however insists on keeping up the Lahore Mission because
there will always be some Christians in the two royal cities of Agra and Lahore.
''Moreover we have the Emperor's permission and royal letters patent to reside
here, and though I have asked the King's leave to sell the houses bought with our
money, I reserved a rather commodious one, which the late King gave us, and which
the present King confirmed to us, as a dwelling house for our Fathers, who might
in future time come to Lahore." Da Castro also says that the Fathers at Agra are
of a different opinion, and he further asks to send us out men learned in astronomy
and mentions again the visit to Lahore of Father Manrique, who obtained, through
Asaf Khan's intercession, the liberation of an Augustinian friar who had been in
prison for nine years.
We hear no more of the Lahore Mission till 1646, when Father Joseph died at
Lahore on the 15th of December.
The annual letter of 1649' tells us what follows :—
i

' ' What crowns all is the wonder which happened and what is worthy to be noted down. This
year 1648, when Father Christopher da Costa Was in Lahore and about returning to Agra in the month
of February he determined to carry with him the body of Fr. Joseph da Castro, who had died there, to
be buried in the Agra cemetery where all the other Fathers of the Society are interred. When he
1 Annuae literac Collegii Agrensis et Missionis Mogorensis collectae ex parte anni 1648 et parte anni 1649, fol. 16. V.
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ordered the coffin to be dug up, he found the wooden box in which he had been laid almost entirely
rotten by the moisture ; the body however of Fr. Joseph of our Society was quite intact and vested in
his robes, just as on the day of his interment, and except for a few small portions which are of no great
weight, the remaining flesh was found to be quite fresh, the beard, hair, and even the dress in which
he was enveloped being quite intact. This fact seems to be remarkable not only because he had been
buried for more than one year but also because Fr. Christopher having put the corpse in a new coffin,
took it with him in the carriage in which he travelled, and though it was always at his side during the
journey to Agra which lasted about one month, it gave out no unpleasant or disagreeable smell. Finally
it was honourably interred in the cemetery at Agra, in the mortuary chapel of our Fathers.' "

What follows are only notes p u t in chronological order, taken from the Jesuit
records and European travellers in India, referring to the Lahore Mission.
1648. In this year Father Ceschi was sent to Lahore as chaplain toMirza Zulqarnam,
2
the Christian nawab of the city ; but in t h a t same year Zulqarnam was called to
Delhi, and fell into disgrace with the Emperor. After a few months, however, he
returned into the King's favour, who had assigned to him 100 crowns per diem, and
3
gave him the Governorship of the province of Sambar [Sambhar].
In 1651 we tind Father Buseo in charge of the Lahore Mission. I t was about
this time, writes Ceschi, " t h a t there arrived at Lahore a certain Georgius, of noble
blood, a nephew of^our Mirza Zulqarnam. He had come from Aleppo, his native town,
to visit his uncle, and remained with us for nearly two years. He is not yet married,
and now through devotion, without any pride, but like a poor pilgrim, he is on his
way to Rome taking with him a letter of the Mirza for the Pope.*"
6
During Father Buzeo's incumbency at Lahore Mateo da Castro Malo, Bishop
; of Chrysopolis, i. p. i.} arrived in this city on a special mission to the Mughal court;
presumably to make his canonical visitation, because according to Fr. Paolino a S.
Bartholomaeo he had been appointed by the Propaganda, first Vicar Apostolic of the
6
• Kingdoms of the great Mughal, Adelkhan and Golconda.
Whatever may have been the chief object of Bishop Matthew's mission to the
1
Mughal court, it is certain from the documents at my disposal, t h a t during his stay
l Inscription on his t o m b : Aqui jazo P. Joseph da Castro, faleceo aos 15 de Dezbro d' 1646. See Blunt, Christian
Tombs, etc., p. 34, No. 83.
* Litterae Annuae, 1649, fol. vii. V.
3 Ibid., fol. ix. and 14.
* Letter of Fr. Ceschi di Santa Croce, Agra, 28th January, 1652, with the letter of the Mirza to the Pope, 1652 */ Lahore. ' Interpretatio Epistola? quam Mirzatius Zulkarnensis scripsit Christi Vicario anno 1652, die 28 Januarii ex u r b e L a hori in Regno Mogoris sita.'
& The Madras Catholic Directory, etc. 1905, p. 139. * Fr. Matthews de Castro of the Oratory of S. Filippo Neri, Bishop
of Chrysopolis in Arabia Petraea, nominated in 1637 as Vicar Ap. of Visapore or Adelkhan, and consecrated at R o m e ; he
was an Indian priest of the Brahmin caste, and on his return to his native lan.l built two churches at his own expense.
Afterwards he went again to Rome, and died in the year 1668, 72 years old, in the college of the Propaganda in which he
had been educated. He is considered to have been the first Vicar Apostolic of the Great Mogul. See also Storia do Mogor
or Mogul India, 1658-1708, by Nicolao Manucci, Venetian, Ed. William Irvine, London. J o h n Murray, 1907, vol. I , p.
311. "I beg to inform the reader t h a t the Lord Dom Mathews of Canarese was Bishop of Bichulim " [Bicholim, eight
miles north of Goa]. Mullbauer " Geschichte," p. 368-, speaks of a Matthew, a Christian of St. Thomas, Bishop of Chrysopolis. He went to the court of ghahjahan G n a mission. ,
6 India Orient. Christ. Romae 1794, p. 49:
Primus horum regnorum (Mogolis, Adelkhan, Golcondae) Vicarius
Apostolicus fuit Episcopus Crispolitanus qui Romae obiit in collegio S. Cong de Prop. Fide.—Cfr. Ufbanus Cerri ' E t a t
p r e s e n t ' etc., p. 178.
7 Noti:ie e saggi di opere e documejiti inediti riguardanti

la storia di Etiopia durante i secoli XVI,

XVII,

e XVI

If.
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at Lahore in 1651, he caused many difficulties and annoyances to the Jesuit Fathers,
treated Mirza Zulqarnain, the Christian Governor of Lahore and a great friend of the
Jesuits, with impudence and arrogance, and finally succeeded in having Father Buzeo
-

incarcerated by the Emperor. Though we have not found any specific charge of
Bishop Matthew which brought about the incarceration of Father Buzeo, yet his
accusations laid before the Emperor seem to have been the cause of it. From the
Patriarch Alfonsus Mendez's work (p. 169), it appears that Bishop Matthew accused
the Jesuit Fathers of being the spies of the King of Portugal and of having maliciously usurped the properties of some Portuguese who had died in the Mughal
empire. Father Buzeo in a letter dated Lahore, December 17th, 1651, addressed to the
General of the Order, says that he had been released from prison, and that the Superior of the Mission having already written to him all about his imprisonment, he did
not think it necessary to enlarge further on the subject. Father Anthony Botelho,
who was at that time the Superior of the Mission, in his letter dated Agra, 20th
January, 1652, addressed to Fr. Bento Ferreira, Goa, tells us : " that he left Agra for
Lahore on the 8th of November, 1651 to obtain the liberation of Father Busi, who
was in prison. Much prudence and caution was needed, because Bishop Matthew
was still in Lahore, but on the point to depart for Agra, Surat and Mocha." Father
Botelho also states that in order to avoid another outbreak of the Bishop against
the Fathers he had to conceal himself in one of the suburbs of the city till Matthew
had left the place. Prince Dara Shikoh, who was a great friend of the Jesuits and
1
particularly of Father Buzeo , suggested to Mirza Zulqarnain to compose a piece of
•

*

poetry which would soothe Shah Jahan and thus obtain the Father's release. Mirza
Zulqarnain tried this and pleased the Emperor so much that he liberated Buzeo on
the feast of St. Francis Xavier, 1651.
The Father Provincial of Goa wrote to the General in his Annual of 1652 (27th
October, 1652): " T h i s Mission of Mogor suffered this year a severe persecution,
brought down upon it by Bishop Dom Matthew. This appears from three writings of
his, or ratker three libels which he spread to discredit us, and even expel us from
that Mission. He accused us of having usurped much money which by the. laws of
that kingdom belonged to the King. 2nd, that we had prevented some Dutch gunners,
whom the King had caused to be called for his service : through these false incriminations, he actually caused Fr. Henrique Buzeo to be arrested."
<(
Father Ceschi in his letter from Delhi, August 24th, 1654, tells us : I went to
Roma 1903, and Expeditionis Mthyopicce Patriarchal Alfonsi Mandesii, Bk. IV, chap. 27-30, pp. 114-115, No. 4 ; ibid., p . 169,
No. 53 " Condotta scandalosa del Crispolitano presso i Mogorini e i Turchi, scandalo de Christiatii tan to catholici, -quanto
inglesi e olandesi. Sfacciataggione di lui Verso Mirza Zuekarnem cristiano amico dei Gesuiti che chiatna in suo ajuto il
Padre Buseo. I Padri del Mogor ricorrono a quel Re contre le accuse quelle di esser le spie del Re di Portogallo, e d'aver
usurpate inalaniente le sostauze di Portoghesi Morti nel Mogor. "
.
1 See Bernier, Travels in the Mogul Empire, Constable's e d i t , p. 289. Catrou in his History of the Mogul Dynasty in
I

India, Paris, 1715, says that < no sooner had Dara begun to possess authority, than he became disdainful and inaccessible.
A small number of Europeans alone shared his confidence. The Jesuits, especially, were in the highest consideration
with him. These were the F a t h e r s . . . .and Henry Busee, a Fleming. This last had much influence over the mind of
the prince, and had his counsels been followed, it is probable that Christianity would have mounted the throne with
Dara.'
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Lahore, 21 days' journey from Agra, where I administered the Sacraments to the
Christians. Soon after I returned to Delhi, now the King's capital, which latter
l
station Father Rector assigned me for my residence.''
Father Diusse, S.J.,* in a letter dated Surat, January 28th, 1701, writes as fgi
lows: " W h e n the vast states of Indoustan will have been divided among the
children of Aurangzeb, whose reign has lasted so long, we do not doubt but these
Princes will be favourable to the Missionaries, and protect them openly in all the
Provinces, all the more so if they should find them established there already at their
father's death. Prince Chalen [Shah'Alam I] the eldest, has always shown much
kindness to our Portuguese Fathers at Agra ; of late, he has even called to Caboul
(Kabul) where he is actually with a considerable body of troops, Father Magallens, a
former Missionary at Delhi and Agra, and has given orders to the Governors and
other officers of the places through which that Father will pass to supply him with
whatever will be needed for his journey. It is believed that he calls the Father to
3 >>
his court to take charge of the Christians in his suite.
Valentyn relates in Dude en Nieuw Oostindien* that on December n t h , 1711,
when the embassy o* the Dutch Company under Ketelaer reached Lahore, an Armenian Bishop and some Jesuit priests came out to greet them.
Father Ippolito Desideri on his way to Tibet passed through Lahore, which
place he reached on October 10th, 1714. He s a y s / " We confessed and gave Communion
to the Christians who are there without a priest. On this occasion I re-baptized a
child which had been baptized by a secular without the proper formula, and baptized
> > 6
also an old woman and two adult ladies who were well disposed and instructed.
The Jesuit Father Emmanuel de Figuieredo writing in 1735 tells us, that
" beyond Delhi, where we have two residencies, lies Lahore, one of the greatest cities
0
of this kingdom, 31 50' N X . Here is generally stationed the elite of the Mughal
army, composed for the greater part of Christian officers, who by their fidelity and
t

i The Jesuit Mission at Delhi dates back to the year 1650, aiid the first notice we have about it is in a letter of Fr.
Ceschi, addressed to Marucci, dated Agra, 1st November, 1650, in which he says, " O.P. Buseo so em sinco [sic) [cinco]
m.ezes, que esteve no Delli, uonde e9ta el Reg coma corte, se captivon os animos dos grandes."
Jean Marueci, S.J., in
1651 (Relation. . . . , p. 21) says, Henri Busee appears to have reached Agrah along with Antonio Ceschi about the year
1648. He is described as then ' a young man of great ability and with many talents.' He had taught Mathematics for
four years at Lisbon. On his arrival in Agrah he was sent to live constantly at the Mogul court because the young
Prince Dara Shikoh was very keen about European sciences, and was very well inclined to them. It was hoped that he
would resemble his grandfather, Jahangir, in favouring the Christians. See Irvine's ' Stotia do Mogor.' Tom. IV, pp.
4-4-25.
a Weltbott, Bd. I l l , p. 54ft. i also published in Lettr. Edif. et Curieiises, Paris, MDCCLXXXI, Vol. X, pp. 23V5.
3 Fr. Roth, a Jesuit Missionary, wrote about 1662 an account of the Christian community of Kabul, which he .
must have visited on the overland journey he made in 1662 with Fr. John Grueber, and went to Rome to ask for a
new batch of Missionaries. I t is entitled " Inaudita de Regno Caboul Christiauorum, Potente Ethnicorum incognito
hactenus
In 1664, Roth returned to Agra where he died on June 20th, 1668. See my articles on the Afghan Christians,
Ancient Christians in Kabul, and the Armenian Christian community near Peshawar, in The Calendar and Directory of the
Agra Archdiocese, 1908.
4 Vol. IV, p. 283.
» A letter from Father Ippolito Desideri, S.J., to Father Ildebrando Grassi, a Missionary of the same Society in the
kingdom of Mysore, dated Lhasa, April 10th, 1716. Lettres Edifiantes, vol. XV, p. 184. Father Ippolito Desideri left us a
very important Italian MS. on Tibet published by Prof. Carlo Puini, II Tibet. (Geografia, Storia, religione, costumi)
secoudo la relazione del Viaggio del P. Ippolito Desideri (1715-1721). Roma, Society Geografica Italiana, pp. 402.
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courage in all dangerous attacks on the enemy prepare the way for the Emperor's
felicitous victories. They carry on their banners the holy cross, fulfil during their
military service their Christian duties, and make themselves more redoubtable to the
enemy by their piety than by their military tactics. They are more accustomed to
conquer than to fight. Since the time of Fr. Jerome Xatfier, a Missionary of our
Society, who made in Persian a very able refutation of the Qur'an, no permanent resident priest was stationed here. For the spiritual consolation, however, of these
officers and other Christians who are in great numbers, Lahore is visited twice every
year by a priest, who extends his apostolic zeal also further northwards, visiting the
l
Provinces of Miiltan, Backar, Kabul and even Candar or Candahar. "
In 1752, Ahmad Shah Abdali invaded the Panjab for the second time and subjugated the province of Lahore, which he wished to be administered by the Governor
Mir Mannu, on condition he recognized him as his Master and paid him the revenues
((
of the province. " Rebus ita dispositis," continues Tieffentailer, Kabulem repetiit,
omnibus religionis Christianae cultoribus, qui Praetori Lahoreno a servitiis erant,
machinas bellicas explodere soliti, vi secum abstractis." Having thus arranged
matters, he [Ahmad] returned to Kabul, taking with him by force all the Christian
gunners who were in the service of Mir Mannu, the then Governor of Lahore. Father
Tieffentaller moreover gives us a hint of the whereabouts of the Christian quarter in
Lahore which was situated near the imperial castle, and enclosed with a large wall.
u
There lived in that quarter/' he says in 1757 at the third invasion of Ahmad,
((
many Armenians, and also a good many native Christians, who having come to
an understanding with the Georgian and Armenian soldiers of the Afghan army
were left in peace and thus escaped the pillage and devastation which the inhabitants
%
of Lahore witnessed during these days of cruelty and barbarism."
1 Weltbott, Band 31, p. 1. Brief No. 595 des R.P. Eman. de Figuieredo, Portugies Missionar an Ihre Kgl. Majestat
Maria Anna, Kgn. von Portugal und Erzherzogin von Osterreich, geschrieben im Reiche Mogor, 1 Jan. 1735.
* Bernoulli. Tieffenthaler's Beschreibung von Hindostan, Bd. ii, part ii, pp. 174-175. «' A direptione mansit immune
septum, seu mavis elaustrum dicere, muris cinctum, arci regiae contiguum, Christianae fidei cultoribus, partim indigenis,
partim externis, uti armenatibus, habitatum, cum enim in exercitu Afganico partim Georgiani, partim Armeni militarent,
decuriones ad fores septi constituerunt, qui milituin Afgauicorum discursantium, domosque expilantium furorem represserunt, et aditum ad interiora septi prohibuerunt."

Four Letters by Austin of Bordeaux,
The documents reproduced below have been sent by Mr. P. S. Allen, formerly ol* the Indian
Educational Service, who came across them when travelling in Provence in April, 1914.
The name of the writer—Austin of Bordeaux—is well known to Indian historians, but there is
singularly little authentic information regarding him. The little that is known has recently been put
together by the Rev. II. Hosten, S.J., in an interesting paper read before the Asiatic Society of Bengal
on 2nd September, 1914, and it will suffice here to note briefly that there appear to be seven references
to him of a more or less contemporary character.
(i) Jahangir in his Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri mentions that in 1619 a throne of gold and silver with
supports in the form of tigers was completed by a skilful European of the name of Hunarmand, who
had no rival in the arts of a goldsmith and a jeweller and to whom he presented 3,000 darb, a horse
1
and an elephant. This Hunarmand, as will be seen from the letters below, was Austin of Bordeaux.
(ii) The German traveller von Poser met at Agra on 25th December, 1621, * Herr Augustinus
Hiriart von Bourdeaux aus Gasconien, In^enieur des Grossen Mougouls ' and went with him to
Lahore. On the 19th January, 1622, at Nurpur the King came and inspected the golden throne, one
foot high, which had been made • nach des Herren Augustin Angaben.' Lahore was reached on 25th
January and on the 28th April von Poser left with regret the • vaterliche Hauss ' of Augustin in t h a t
city.

2

(iii) From the East India Company records it appears that the English traveller John Mildenhall
travelled from Persia to India with a Frenchman in whose house at Ajmer he died in June, 1614.
There is a letter among the India Office archives (Factory Records, vol. xxxiv, Part I, p. 131) which gives
the Frenchman's name as * Augustine ' ; and Mr. W. Foster in 1910 conjectured with much probability
8
that this was Austin of Bordeaux. The identity of • the Frenchman ' and our Austin is now established by the fact that Sir Robert Shirley is reported by one of the E I. Company's servants to have left
Agra in September, 1614 ' carrying the Frenchman's elephant with him ' and that the despatch of this
elephant with Sir Robert Shirley is duly chronicled in the first of the letters below. This being so it
will follow (if the Company's servants are to be believed) that Austin was a Protestant; that he was
Mildenhall's executor; that he burnt Mildenhall's papers and annexed his effects; t h a t his house was
searched and himself imprisoned at the instance of the Company's servants; and that he promised
Mildenhall to marry a daughter of Mildenhall's by an Indian woman,
(iv) It is possible also that it is to him that Bernier refers when he writes in July 1663 of the
peacocks on a ' peacock throne ' at Delhi : ' deux Paons couverts de pierreries et de pedes, qui sont
de 1'artifice d'un Francois n o m m e . . . . q u i etoit un merveilleux Ouvrier et qui, apres avoir trompe
plusieurs Princes d'Europe par ces Doublets qu'il savoit faire a merveille, se refugia dans cette Cour
4
ou il fit fortune.'
(v) Tavernier in describing the Mogul Court at Agra (which he visited for the first time in 1640)
writes :" Shah Jahan had intended to cover the arch of a great gallery which is on the right, with silver,
and a Frenchman named Augustin of Bordeaux was to have done the work. But the Great Mogul
t

•

1 Rogers and Beveridge, The Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, Vol. ii, pp. 80, 82-3.
2 See also Mr. Win. Irvine in J.R.A.S. 1910, pp. 1343-4.
8 See J.R.A.S. 1910, pp. 49A-S- Purchas (Glasgow ed.) iv, 173-4. fetters Received, ii, 98, 105, 141-2, 299.
* Amsterdam edition 1724, ii, 53. Constable in a footnote on p. 269 of his translation says that in Stewart's
edition of 1826 the missing word is supplied as ' L a Grange.'
Beresford's ' Delhi' (1856) according to Harcourt's
1
New Guide to Delhi' (p. 91) assumes that Austin is referred to.
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seeing there was no one in his kingdom who was capable to send to Goa to negotiate an affair with the
Portuguese, the work was not done, for, as the ability of Augustin was feared, he was poisoned on his
;
return from Cochin."
(vi) The Rev. H. Hosten has brought to notice a further reference, made by Father Philippe de
la Sainte Trinite, a Discalced Carmelite, who published his travels at Lyons in 1649. Speaking of
Agra he s a y s : " There is in that City the magnificent Palace of the King where is seen a superb
throne made of gold, pearls and precious stones, which is worth many millions, as I learned myself
from a Frenchman called Augustin Hiriart, who is the maker of it. King Selitn [Jahangir] a man
extremely good, and very favourable to the Christians, had it made.'' His interview with Augustin
is shown by the Rev. H. Hosten to have taken place between the end of 1631 and the end of 1639
either at Goa or somewhere between Goa and Surat.
(vii) Lastly we have an interesting inscription, also brought to notice by the Rev. H. Hosten,
in the Padre Santo Cemetery at Agra, which r u n s : ' l a n e de Hiriart filia de Augustin
. . . g i g n e (ro).'
The above is believed to represent all the existing evidence of a more or less contemporary character
regarding Austin and his work. In speaking of Austin of Bordeaux, however, most modern writers rely
2
on certain remarks made by Sleeman for which that author does not quote any original authority.
According to Sleeman the inlaid figure of Orpheus playing his lute in the Diwan-i-Am at Delhi
was made by Austin of Bordeaux and was doubtless intended to be a representation of himself.
•

Austin according to Sleeman designed the Taj and the palaces at Agra and Delhi, was called * Oostan
Eesau Nadir ol asur ', drew a salary of Rs. 1,000 per mensem and left a son called Muhammad
Sharif. Sleeman also reproduces most of Tavernier's story above quoted, and he adds, though with
some hesitation, that it was owing to Austin's death that Shah Jahan gave up the building of the
projected tomb opposite the Taj. These allegations have been the subject of controversy among
8
archaeologists and others , and it is not proposed in reproducing the four documents below to attempt
any estimate of their bearing on the controversy.
So*far as the letters published below are concerned, the main facts which we derive from them
are that Augustin Hiriart of Bordeaux was in London in 1603 and decided in 1609 to go to the
East. Travelling through Persia he reached India about 1612 or 1613 and was at Lahore in 1620 and
1625. He brought several Frenchmen with him, who, however, died after reaching India. He himself
took service with Jahangir and afterwards with Shah Jahan.
He married a Hindu woman who
became a Christian, ancThe had two children. The first of these was born about 1618, and one of the
children hacT~appar entry died before 1632. He was an expert at counterfeiting stones, and he was
entrusted by the Mogul with the cuTting of a diamond of 100 carats^ He made a throne for Jahangir
and designed another for his Nauroz festivities. He also designed a throne for Shah Jahan at Agra.
He was also employed as an Engineer and made a wonderful military machine for the Mogul, but
refused to make military engines for use against the allies of the Portuguese. He was at Chaul near
Bombay in March, 1632, and was then proceeding to Goa to help, among other things, in negotiating
between the Portuguese and the English.
So far the letters: and from Tavernier's account it is clear that Austin did not long survive the
journey to Portuguese territory.
The documents, of which the four letters below are reproductions, were found in the Bibliotheque
Publique at Carpentras, Vaucluse, and were copied on the spot by Mr. and Mrs. Allen. The copies were
collated with their originals with considerable minuteness and it may be taken that the reproductions
below are as far as possible accurate. Letters Nos. I, I I , and I I I , as preserved in the Carpentras
library, are themselves seventeenth century copies, probably made for the antiquary Peiresc (1580-1637),
^^^^^^^^•^•i^^fc^MBWj^^^^^^B^P^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^l^fc^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

1 Ball's Tavernier i, 108.
* See ' Rambles and Recollections', edn. of 1844, ii, 34 & 275.
;
- Set; e.g. H a veil, Agra and the T a j , p. 75.

Constable's edn. i, 385, ii ; 175-6.
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while No. IV is an original. They all come from the collection formed by Peiresc, which were purchased
by Malachie d' Inguimbert, Bishop of Carpentras, 1735-57, and through him came to the Carpentras
library. The seventeenth century copyists seem to have found the spelling difficult, and the standards
of that age in the matter of accurate reproduction were low. Copyists modernized spelling freely,
and in many cases did not trouble to be minutely accurate, being content to reproduce the sense of
what they were copying. It is in consequence not possible to lay much stress on forms of words
and phrases in letters I II, and III.
An attempt has been made below to provide a rough translation of the letters together with a few
illustrative notes. The French of the original is at times somewhat difficult to follow in detail, but it is
hoped that the translation will be found to give an adequate representation of the general sense of the
letters.
m

T H E LETTERS.
I.
Messieurs les Aubris en Constantinopilo.
11 y a long temps que i'ay desir de fero sauoier de mes nouuelles, lesquelles sont
bonnes; priant Dieu que insin soit de vous aultres i de tous ceux de nostre mezon,
amen.
II y a 8 ans que je suis en ce pays. L,e premier an moururent tous les fransoies que
ie auois amene auec moi. Apres ie me mis au seruisio de se Roy grand mougoiil :
lequel premierement me donnoiet 4 escus par jour (par mois 120), mes asturo 1'
annee passee, il ma fet Capiteno de 200 chevaux. Je lui fis un trono real, ou il y
a antre plusieurs milions d'or e dargant et plusieurs autro inuansions, comme de
talier vn diamant de 100 guilats an 10 iours. Ees grandeurs de se Roy ne se peuuent
croero : sulemant ian direy troies diamans grans e rubis bales grans il en a plu
luy sul que tous les ommes deu mondo; e quant il va prortiener par son pais, il
meno aueque soy quinze cens mil Creatures humeynes, -chevaliers, soldats, ofisiers
fammes e anfans, auec six mil ellefans auec beaucoup d' artilieria ancore quelle ne
sert de rien que par grandur. II m'a donne dus ellefans, dus chevaux, une mezon
de pris de 8 mil liuvra, e sa figuro dor por pandro a mon chapeu ; qui est en sinal
donneur, comme en Franso lordro du sainct Esprit. Je suis marie, etiey vn anfant
de dus ans. Toutesfois i'ey tousiours vn chatoulieus dezir de reuoier ma patrie.
Quelques annees passees ie voulus prandro Iyisanso, mes le Roy ne me l'a voulue
donner ; et croyant l'auoir ie mandis vn ellefant por perse auec don roberto Charly,
pere de Don Antonio Charly, d'isi. A vn an ie veus demander vn autro foies lisanso,
et amener auec moy vn autro ellefant. Je vous prie de mander a Monsieur I / a m bassadeur s'il se put passer librement par la Turquie et me auiser par la vie de
ati- Espahan * addressant la carta a los padres carmelitanos descalsos en espan. Ilz me
1 11 —

manderont la letro an la court de se Roy gran mongoul.
Je vous prie aussy de fere une couuerto a esto letro insin ecrito.
A Monsieur Castaniac marchant jeolier, a la plaso du pales a Bourdeux ; A fin
que mes parans sachet que Dieu ne m'a pas encore talie le til de setc vie. Apres mes
humbles Recommandations.
Vostre seruiteur
Augustin Houaremand, qui est
vn nom que le Roy m'a donne en Persian
veut dire inuenteur des ars.
De la site de I^ahor.
e
2o de Juliet 1620.
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FOUR LETTERS BY AUSTIN OP BORDEAUX.
TRANSLATION OF THE LETTERS.
I.
LETTER FROM LAHORE DATED 20TH J U L Y

1620.

]

Messieurs les Aubris* in Constantinople,—I have for a long time wished to send you my news—
which is good—and I pray God that it may be so with you and all those of our house. Amen.
I have been in this country eight years. All the Frenchmen I had brought with me died in the first
8
year, and thereafter I took service with this King, the Great Mogul, who at first gave me 4 crowns
a day (120 a month) but now during the last year has made me a captain of 200 horse. I made him
a royal throne in which there are several millions of gold and of silver, and several other inventions
such as cutting a diamond of roo carats in ten days. It is impossible to realize the magnificent charactertics cf this King and I shall mention only three of them; his large diamonds; his largebalas* rubies of
which he alone has more of these than all the men in the world ; and when he marches through his kingdom he takes with him fifteen hundred thousand human beings, horsemen, soldiers, officers, women, and
children, with six thousand elephants and much artillery which serves no purpose but to show his magnifi6
cence. He has given me two elephants and two horses, a house valued at eight thousand livres , and his
likeness in gold to put on my hat, which is a mark of honour corresponding to the Order of the Holy
Spirit in France. I am married and have a child of two years, but none the less I have always an itching
desire to revisit my own country. Some years past I wished to take leave, but the King did not wish
to give it me. Anticipating that I would obtain it, I sent an elephant through Persia with Don Robert
6
Shirley, father of Don Antony Shirley from this place. I intend to ask again next year for leave and to
bring with me another elephant. I beg you to ask the Ambassador if it can pass freely through Turkey
and to let me know by way of Ispahan* addressing the letter to the barefooted Carmelite fathers in *This is the
Ispahan. They will send me the letter to the Court of the Grand Mogul. I beg you also to forward this ° a
letter addressed as follows " To Monsieur Castaniac, Merchant Jeweller, Place du Palais, Bordeaux,"
so that my relations may know that God has not yet cut the thread of my life,
With humble commendations, your obedient,
AUGUSTIN HOUAREMAND 7 (a Persian name which this King has
<;iven me, and which means " inventor of arts'*).
From the city of Lahore,
2 0 t h J u l y 1620.
I Carpentras MS. 1777 f. 361.
•
•
« The ' Nouvelle Biographie Generale' includes a Jean Aubrey of Montpellier, an alchemist and doctor, who died
about 1667 A.D. He had travelled in the East to convert the heathen, but afterwards returned to France and published
books on alchemy.
3 A crown (ecu) was 3 livres and worth about 45. 6d. (Ball's Tavernier i 411.)
* Balas, ' a kind of ruby or rather a rose red spinelle.' Hobson-Jobson (1903), p. 52. Cf. Ball's Tavernier i, 382n.
* A livre may be taken as worth about is. 6d. Vide note p. 380, vol i. Ball's Tavernier.
« Sir Robert Shirley was the brother, not father, of Sir Antony Shirley. He started from Persia for Europe via
Goaiiii.615. He was several times in Persia and died in July 1628. His brother Antony died some time after "1619.
(See Diet. Nat. Biog.). As noted in the Introduction above, the E. I. Company's agent at Agra duly records Shirley's
departure from Agra in 1614 with • the Frenchman's elephant.' « Sir Robert.' he adds, ' swore to me he would make him
juggle for another.'
^ Sc Hunarmand.
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II.
Deux lettres escrites le 26 et 27 d'Auril 1625. De Lahor, Ville Capitale du
Grand Mogor, au Baron du Tour, par Augustin Hiriart, Jouallier.
Monsieur. La premiere cognoissance que iay eue auec V. S. fut a Londres lors
que le Roy vous enuoya pour congratuler le nouueau Roy d' Angleterre,le Roy Jacques,
venant d'Escosse ; apres ie uous ay quelquefois este uisiter a 1'hostel de Venise au
fauxbourg St. Germain, et m'auez cogneu pour homme curieux. Entre autres choses
•i'ay este expert pour contrefaire les pierreries; mais croissant d'aage i'ay creu d'ambition, et pour me rendre admirable au vulgaire estoit necessaire faire quelque
seruice remarquable a mon Roy et seigneur. Or l'annee deuant le decez d'Henry le
Grand ie me resolus d'aller uoyager par les Royaumes Orientaux; et ne trouuant en
£Jgypte, Arabie, Mesopotamie, Babylone, Perse chose digne d'un Roy, i'ay passe
outre vers ce Roy des Indes, diet communement Grand Mogor ou Mougoul, ici
appelle Jangir, qui signifie Veyquer du monde, le Huicte descendant du Grand Tamberlan, lequel prit prisonier Soltan Baiazet, Grand Turc, et 1'emmena prisonier dans
une caige de fer Tan 1397, et mourut par le chemin. Moy, disie, estant arriue icy ie
fus raui de uoir les Elefants, qui sont bien differents de ce que Ton les peinct et de ce
que Ton en diet, car ilz se plient aussy bien qu' un chat, mais de son entendement,
il en a plus que Ton n'en a escrit. Lors que le Roy ua a la chasse des sauuages il
emmene 4 ou 5 mille Elefants priuez, et quinze cens mil Creatures humaines, et en
cette prouuence demeura asture sept annees, et toutes fois les villes demeurent
peuplees. La chasse des menus animaux, comme cerfs, bufles, beufs, asnes, tigres,
lions, loups, renards, et autres animaux incognuz a nous—la chasse se faict de telle
a9on. Le roy mande que tout le peuple d'un pays se tienne main a main, ainsy 25
mil hommes uont enclorre monts et uallees, et uont criant et battant des tambours,
et uont en estresissant peu a peu uers un pare enclos et ouuert d'un coste ou uont
entrant cez animaulz. Or dedans il y a de maisons pour les femmes; car quand
e roy chemine, emmene auec luy 2 ou 3 mil femmes. Quelques unes montent a
cheual auec le roy dans le pare et uont tuant a l'harquebuze et a coups des flesches
de ces animaux Deux fois ce roy a failly d'estre tue des lions et tigres, une fois
estant a pied, et une autre fois sur son elefant, ou estoit saute le lyon desus, mais
auec le manche de l'harquebuze le roy le renuersa par terre.
Ce pays icy du coste du midy est fort chaud, e'est pourquoy moururent tous
les fran£ois que jy auois emmene, et du coste du Septentrion et fort froids.
De l'Est a l'Ouest, qui est depuis la Perse iusques aux corifins du Roy de Raquan,
d'ou uiennent les rubis, il y a cinq mois de chemin, et en trauerso du Midy
au Nort, qui est le Goulfo de Cambaya iusques au Royaulme de Camir, il a
mois de chemin vn peu plus- au Nort. II a conquis l'annee passee un$ prouince,
lequel pays s'appelle Castor. Asture le roy a mande plus oultre au Nort une
armee uers un prince qui s'appelle le petit Tabet, voysin d'un autre qui s'appelle
le grand Tabet: lequel grand Tabet est Chrestien et duquel le Pape n'a nulle
notice. Je ne s9ay par quel Apostre fut faicte la conuersion, si ce nest par St.
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II.
L E T T E R FROM L A H O R E D A T E D 2 6 T H A P R I L

1625.

l

(Two letters written on the 26th and 27th April, 1625, from Lahore, the capital city of the Grand
Mogul, to Baron du Tour * by Augustin Hiriart, Jeweller.)
*

Monsieur,—The first acquaintance I had with your Lordship was in London when the King sent
8
you to congratulate King James, the new King of England, on his arrival from Scotland. I have
since been several times to see you at the Hotel de Venise in the Faubourg St. Germain, and you have
known me as a man of many interests. Among other things I was expert at counterfeiting precious
stones, but as my age increased my ambition increased also, and in order to obtain public esteem it was
necessary for me to render some remarkable service to my King and Lord. The year before Henry the
4
Great died I decided to travel in the Kingdoms of the East; and finding nothing in Egypt, Arabia,
Mesopotamia, Babylonia or Persia worthy of a King, I passed on towards this King of India, commonly called the Grand Mogor or Mogul, here entitled Jah&ngir, which means Conqueror of the World,
the eighth in descent from the Great Tamerlane, who took prisoner the Grand Turk, Sultan Bajazet,
6
and carried him away a prisoner in an iron cage in the year 1397 and he died by the way. To
return to myself, having arrived here I was delighted to see the elephants which are very different
from what they are painted and described, for they bend themselves as easily as a cat, but they
have more intelligence than people have written. When the King goes hunting wild beasts, he
takes with him four or five thousand elephants of his own and fifteen hundred thousand human creatures ;
and he has now been seven years in this province and the towns none the less remain inhabited. Minor
animals, such as deer, buffaloes, oxen, asses, tigers, lions, wolves, foxes, and others unknown to us are
hunted in the following fashion. The King commands that all the people of a neighbourhood should
hold each others' hands, and in this way 25 thousand men go surrounding hills and valleys and shouting
and beating drums and narrowing gradually towards an enclosed park which has one side open by which
these animals enter. Now inside there are houses for the women, for when the King journeys he takes
with him two or three thousand women. Some of them ride with the King in the park and shoot these
animals with arquebuses or with arrows. This King has twice been nearly killed by lions and tigers,
once when he was on foot, and another time when he was on his elephant the lion had leapt on
him, but the King struck him to earth with the butt of his arquebus.
This country here on the South side is very hot, and this is why all the Frenchmen whom I brought
8
with me died —and on the North side very cold. From East to West which is from Persia to the
7
confines of the King of Raquan (whence come the rubies) it is a journey of 5 months, and across
from the South to the North, which is from the Gulf of Cambay to the realm of Kashmir, it is a month's
8
8
journey. A little more to the North, he conquered last year a province, a country called Castor. Now
the King has sent an army still further north to a prince called the Little Tibet, who adjoins another called
1

10

the Great Tibet. This Great Tibet is a Christian, one of whom the Pope has no knowledge.
I know
not to which Apostle the conversion is due, unless it be to St. Thomas who converted the Armenians
1 Carpentras MS. 1777 f. 354. A copy made by a different hand from f. 361, but by the same as f. 355.
* Charles Cauchon of Maupas, Baron du Tour, b. 1566, was a French diplomatist who was charged in his time with
several special missions, including one to England: He was Grand Almoner and a very charitable and religious man
(Nouv. Biog. Gen.).
8 i e. in 1603.
• Henri IV was assassinated in 1610.
l This should be 1402.
« The Rev. H. Hosten writes of an inscription on a tomb at Agra which runs ' Cipriano de Paris moreo aos 4
de iannero 1614/ This may have been one of Austin's Frenchmen.
1 Arakan. Herbert, p. 362.
9 These six words should apparently come into this sentence.
9 Kashghar.
10 Regarding the prevalent idea that the Tibetans were Christians vide Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither; pp
xxxviii and 551.
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Thomas qui conuertit les Armeniens et moureut aux royaulmes de Dacan qui confronte au Suest ce pays icy. Les loix y sont simples, ne s£achans que c'est de
longueurs des procez. Les differents se definissent au mesme temps qu'ilz sont
commencez et ne coustent rien. Les Mahometans sont les maistres: toutefois chascun uit en liberte de conscience. II y a quelque 60 sortes de Gentilz, qui ne s'allient
poinct les unes auec les aultres, non plus que faisoient les 12 lignees de Jacob
encores ilz l'obseruent plus estroictement, car ilz ne mangent poinct les uns auec
les autres, mais en cecy ilz s'accordent tous et cognoissent un Dieu pour moteur
et ne laissent d'adorer les idoles: et nul ne mange de la chair de vache.
Des choses estranges qu'ilz font que diray-ie ? Seulement je parleray de ma
maison. La mere de ma fame et sa soeur, lors que moururent leurs marits,
elles se bruslarent toutes uifues, tenans embrasse le corps de leurs maris morts:
mais ce fut auparauant que ie fusse allie en cette maison; car aprez le reste des
parens se sont faicts Chrestiens, s^avoir deux soeurs, Tune en ma femme. E t aVenfant
plus grand le roy a donne nom Seruiteur de Christ; Tautre je nay uouleu le faire
baptizer, esperant le presenter au Roy Louis mon seigneur legitime auec deux
elefants: le masle le roy m'a donne et le prince la femelle. J'en ay enuoye un en
compagnie de Don Roberto Charly Anglois de present a Madrid, pour ambassadeur
du Roy de Perse • mais S9achant qu'il moureut a neuf mois de chemin, j ' a y enuoye
du depuis un tigre et deux unces de chass'e pour courir le cerf et deux autres animaulx
pour courir le lieure,appellez siagons, en Europe incognuz : et a neuf mois de chemin,
qui est en Espahan, mon seruiteur feut emprisonne du temps que le Roy de Perse
print Ormous., et tous mes animaux moururent. J'enuoyay aussy un Rhinocerot:
mais parcequ'il estoit furieux, Ton luy uouleut faire un trou au muffle, dont il
mourut. Mais un bon soldat, quoy qu'il soit trois fois repousse de la bresche, il ne
doit perdre courage. Ainsy aussy tart que ie respireray uie en ce monde, ie ne
desisteray de poursuiure mon dessein, qui est d'apporter au roy quelques elefants.
Je sers au roy d'ingenieur; et a cette heure il y a des guerres ciuiles. Le second
enfant s'est reuolte auec 40 mil hommes. Le roy Test alle trouver auec cent et
uingt mil cheuaux. Le roy T ay ant choque, il s'est retire aux montagnes. Si je puis
auoir licence, ie partiray dans trois mois.
Seruiteur de V.S.
Augustin Hiriart, naturel de Bourdeaux.
De Lahor 26 d'Auril 1625.
Monsieur le Baron de Cesis me fera faueur de mander la presente au Baron du
Tour, ou s'il nestoit a la Cour, Tenuoyer a quelquun de ces amys pour lire deuant le
roy lors qu'il passe le temps aux choses serieuses. Et an hault est escrit : A Monsieur le Baron du Tour, a la Court.
•
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and died in the kingdoms of the Deccan which face this country on the South East. The laws there
are quite simple and free from delays in procedure. Suits are settled as soon as they commence and
cost nothing. The Mahommedans rule the country, but everyone has liberty of conscience. There are
l
60 kinds of Gentiles who have no more connection with one another t h a n t h e twelve tribes of Israel :
they are indeed still more strict because they do not eat with each other, but they agree in this, t h a t
while recognizing one God as their author they none the less worship idols, and none will eat t h e flesh of
the cow.
W h a t shall I say of the strange things they do ? I will speak of my household only. My wife's
mother and her sister when their husbands died, b u r n t themselves alive, embracing the bodies of their
dead husbands, b u t t h a t was before I was connected with the household ; for after t h a t the rest of the
2
family became Christians, namely two sisters, one of whom was my wife.'
To my elder chill the King
8
gave the name ' Servant of Christ ' , the other I have not wished to get baptized, hoping to present
him to King Louis my proper Lord with two elephants, of whom the King gave me the male -md the
Prince the female. I sent one of them with the Englishman Don Robert Shirley, now at Madrid * as
Ambassador of the King of Persia, but learning t h a t it had died after nine months of the journey, I
sent afterwards a tiger and two hunting leopards for hunting the deer and two other animals for cours6
ing hares, which are called siagons , but are not known in E u r o p e : and after nine m o n t h s ' travel,
Q
namely at Ispahan, my servant was imprisoned at t h e time when the King of Persia took Or muz and
all my animals died. I also sent a rhinoceros, b u t as it was savage, they tried to pierce its snout,
from which it died. But a good soldier should not lose courage though three times repulsed from the
breach. So as long as I draw breath in t h e world I shall not desist from pursuing my plan, which is to
bring the King several elephants. I serve the King [the Mogul] as Engineer and there are a t present
civil wars in progress. The second son rebelled with 40 thousand men and the King went after him
with a hundred and twenty thousand horse. The King having encountered h i m , he has retired to the
1
hills.
It I can get leave, I shall s t a r t off in three m o n t h s .
Your L o r d s h i p ' s humble s e r v a n t ,
A U G U S T I N H I R I A R T , native of Bordeaux.
From Lahore,
26 April, 1625.
8

M. le Baron du Cesis will do me the favour of sending this to the Baron du Tour, or if he is not at
Court to send it to some one of his friends to read before the King when he is engaged in serious business. And at the top is written : ' To Monsieur le Baron du Tour at the Court.'
1 i.e. Hindoos.
2 The original is somewhat obscure but it seems unlikely that the wife here referred to can have been MildenhaU's
daughter.
5 This would be ' Abdul-Masih '. Sleeman (Constable Edn. i, 385) says Austin had a son called Muhammad Sharif.
The Carpentras library contains a letter from M. H. Alvarez of Paris, rue Michel le Course, written from Boysgeny pres
de Tolloze, on the 18 July 1630 to Mr. Augustiu Herryard gentilhomme Francois au service du Roy, le grand Mogor, et
r
en son absence au S Loys Herryard son fils, a Lahor. (If Austin had not been married before, S r Loys, if he was
Austin's eldest son, must then have been about 12 years old). The letter has not been copied and is said chiefly to
contain commissions. From the inscription at Agra mentioned in the Introduction above, it seems clear that Austin
also had a daughter.
i As a matter of fact Sir Robert Shirley appears in 1625 to have been in England, having left Madrid some 3 years
previously.
f> Sc. Siah-gosh; lynxes.
6 Malcolm " Hist, of Persia", vol. i, p. 362.
7 Rebellion of Shah Jahan and his subsequent submission (1624-5) after which Jahangir went to Kashmir.
9 M. de Cesi, Ambassador of France at Constantinople, is mentioned by Tavernier (Bell's Tav. i. 211).
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III.
Monsieur le Baron du Tour. Par la presente que i'escriuis hier, i'ay oublie de
faire recit de comme ce Roy donne Audiance quatre fois le iour—au matin pour
receuoir la Reuerence de ses domestiques; a midy il faict combattre les elefantz—
grands qu'ilz semblent deux tours, et si Tun uient a fuyr, il tue tout ce qu'il rencon
tre et 4 mil hommes ne le peuuent arrester, mais i'ay trouue une inuention que le
Gouuerneur qui est dessus, fust ce un enfant, auec un engin qu'il tient aux mains il le
lie et deslie cent fois en une heure auec de grosses chaisnes de fer et le laisse courir
si peu et tant qu'il ueut. E t en ce temps la se faict des affaires de peu d'importance, mais a la fin du iour, il regoit Ambrs et presents qui uiennent des confins de
ses Pays et autres Prouinces circonuoisines; et sont la de certaine quantite d'ellefants et des chevaux de ses escueries quil tient en mille endroicts. A la nuict s'est la
grande Assemblee de tous ses seigneurs qui se trouuent a la Court, lors il respond a
tous les affaires d'importance, et la ou il est luy seul, donne la sentence descriminelz.
Ses conseillers se sont comme Dues, Comtes et Barons; on emmene raccuse etl'accusateur et les tesmoings tout ensemble, tant pour choses ciuiles que pour criminelles,
les procez ne coustent rien. Je diray aussy quelque chose de ce que i'ay faict icy.
*

J'ay donne le dessein de faire pour le Roy un Throno. Real ou il s'assit une fois
l'annee 9 iours, qu'ilz appellent nouueaux iours, lors que le soleil entre au signe
d'Aries, lors commencent ilz l'annee.
Ce Throno* est supporte par quatre lions
pesans 150 quintals d'Argent, couuert de feuilles d'or battu, et la couuerte supportee
par 12 colomnes ou il y a 12 mille onces d'or emaille ; a la couuerte, qui est faicte en
dome, i'ay couuert de 4 mille de mes pierres artificielles, mais la bonne pierrerie qui
se rapporte, elle est de une valeur inestimable; car des perles le Roy en a en grande
quantite, mais de diamans grands et de grands rubis il est certain qu'il en a plus luy
seul que n'ont tous les Princes de l'univers. A l'eschelle qui est de 4 degrez ie feis 4
Suisses comme ceux qui sont a la porte du Louure, l'allebarde a la main mais la pense
uuide de vin. Vne chose estrange que i'ay faict icy sur les Diamans que les Diamantaires de Goa ne peuuent croire, ne ceux icy s'ilz ne l'auoient ouy dire par le
Roy, qu'un Diamant de cent Quilats qu'ilz demanderoient dix mois pour tailler, ie
r a y faict dans dix iours. Pour les artifices de guerre que i'ay faict qui sert pour ce
pays, i'ay acquis une grande reputation : i'ay faict un charriot sans risquer un homme
qui tire flesche et brusle tout ce qu'il rencontre ou approche de luy. Z. De I^ahor
27 d'Auril 1625.
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III.
LETTER FROM LAHORE, DATED

27

APRIL,

1625.'

Monsieur le Baron du Tour. In yesterday's letter I forgot to describe how this King gives
audience four times a day. In the morning to receive the respects of his servants. At noon he makes
elephants fight against each other—so large that they seem like two towers, and if one turn to fly he kills
everything he meets, and 4 thousand men cannot stop him, but I have invented a machine by which the
person in charge, were it even a child, can by a contrivance which he holds in his hands bind and
unbind him with large iron chains a hundred times an hour and let him run about as much or as
little as he likes. At that time he transacts business of small importance, but at the end of the
day he receives ambassadors'and presents which come to him from the boundaries of his territories
and other neighbouring provinces, and there are a certain quantity of elephants and horses from
his stable which he has in a thousand places. At night is held the grand assembly of all his
Lords who may be at Court, when he attends to all business of importance and there on the spot
passes sentence himself on criminals. His Counsellors are like Dukes, Counts and Barons. The
accused, the complainant and the witnesses are all brought up together and there is no. expense
either in criminal or in civil cases. I shall say something also of what I have myself done here. I
*

have prepared a design for the construction of a royal throne for the King on which he sits once a
2
year for nine days (which they call the new days) , when the Sun enters the sign of the Ram, when
8
their year commences. This throne is supported by four lions weighing 150 quintals of silver covered
with beaten gold leaf, and the canopy is supported by 12 columns in which there are 12 thousand
ounces of enamelled gold. The canopy which is in the form of a dome has been covered by me with
4 thousand of my artificial stones, but the genuine stones corresponding to these are of inestimable
value, for the King has a great number of pearls and it is certain that he also has more large
diamonds and large rubies than all the princes of the universe. On the ascent which has four steps
I made 4 ' Suisses' like those which are at the gate of the Louvre, with halbards in their hands but no
wine in their stomachs, There is a strange thing I have done here with diamonds, which the diamond
cutters of Goa can not believe, nor those here unless they had heard the King say it, namely that I
4
have cut in ten days a diamond of 100 carats which they would ask ten months to cut. . I have got
a great reputation for the military machines which I have made and which do for this country. I
have made a carriage which without risking the life of a man shoots arrows and burns everything
which it meets or which comes near it. From Lahore 27 April 1625.
I Carpentras MS. 1777 f. 355.
1 Nauroz. Austin's etymology is followed by some other old writers also.
3
A quintal was 100 French pounds.
* See letter I. above. A description of the large diamonds owned by the Great Mogul is given in an appendix at
•

vol. ii, p. 431 of Bell's Edn. of Tavernier. Tavernier (id. i, 396) says the Mogul's big diamond of 280 carats (supposed
to be the Koh-i-Nur) was cut, and badly cut, by Sieur Hortensio Borgio a Venetian. He says (i. 384) t h a t the large
diamond on the peacock throne was of 80 to 90 carats.
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IV.
De Chaoul 9 de Mars 1632: dans 7 jours je serey en Goa, sil plet a Dieu. Ma
fame e mon anfant et an Agra.
Monsieur de Bermon. Je prie Dieu quil vous donne la grase detre an la meme
salut que je suis: par sa misericorde jey optenu lisanse de vnne maniere extrauuagante
e inesperee. Le continu diselle seroiet longo a conter su le man : je direy vnne partie.
Se roy apele Chaian, qui veut dire le roy des roies, fis du bon roy Janguir, qui
veut dire le roy du monde, le predesesur de seluy isy etoiet ami des Cretiens,
aiant fet batir dus eglizes, vnne an Lahor e autre an Agra, sustantant les peres Jaieuistes e alant chaque annee veziter leglize le jour de la Natiuite de Jesus Crist, e
aiant deuosiont de se fere Cretien mourut par pouezon: e seluy qui deuoiet dominer,
son fis eyne, a ete etrangle par le fis trozieme, e le segon ausy et pase par pouezo, e
le pere ausy: le catrieme qui etoiet le dernier, Ion luy creua les ieus, e apres dus mois
la tete tranchee, e le fis de lene ausy ansanble dus couzins jermeins: le troezieme
couzin, frere de ses dus, se sauua an Tartarie, aiant perdu la bataillio an defanse de
ses freres e couzins. Sete istoiere je ley ecrite au lone a V.S. ; mes se qui sansuit je
ne vous ley pas ecrit, car se sont nouuelles depuis peu de jours. V.S. saura que il
ia anuiron 22 ans que le roy Janguir, mon metre bien eyme, a qui jonoroies e tous ses
seruiturs, il auoiet troies neueus, fis de son frere apele Damcha etans orfelins le roy
les manda fere Cretiens e furet batizes par le pere Jeronimo Xauier, parant de
Fransisco Xauier, lapotre de la Indio oriantalle. L,esquels troies neueus du roy furet
instruits an la loy par le pere Fransisco Corsy piemontoies.
Or et il que vn de ses troies etant echape conmo jey dit de la bataillia* sanfuit an
Tartarie aupres de vn roy qui sapelle le roy de Belc ; lequel roy lui a donne sa fillie
an mariage e luy a donne vnne prouinse qui sapelle Badacchan auec dis mil cheuaux
pour le seruir.
L,edit neueu du roy an son noum de batesme sapelle don Carles, e an son noum
premier de sa loy Soltan—bal-songoux. Jil a demure dus o troies ans an pes, e
asture aiant antandu que se roy Chaian et ocupe a prandre les troies roies de Dacan,
Coutoupcha, Idelcha, e Nizamcha, ledit don Carlos set rezoulu de tanterla fourtune
de se sezir de vn rouiaume qui sapelle Quaboul qui et Tantree de Tartarie dou vien
chaque annee 40 e 50 mil cheuaux que amenet les marchans.
Se don Carlos asture anuoie son anbasadur pour demander ase roy Chaian se
rouiaume de Caboul pour son partage: lequel anbasadur asture sera arive an Agra.
Quan je partis de Lahor, il etoiet arive an L,ahor,
Or et il la coutume des Tartares
e Persians que au meme temps qu'ils anuoiet demander quelque terre, il anuoiet
armee, pour prandre par forse darmes se quis demandet par anbasadur.
Se roy Chaian, sachant que le Tartare vient sur ses terres, a fet la pes auec les
troies roies de Dacan e sans sela il ne leseroiet pas lantreprinze dautant que le Dacan
et tere fort riche an or e le roy de Goulouconda a 13 mines de diamans.
La maniere conme jey eu lisanse et que se roy,'mon dernier metre, sachant, que
je mantandoies quelque peu an tous ars, ma veulu anploier a fere artifises de guerre
•
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LETTER FROM CHAOUL, DATED

9

MARCH,

1632.'

From Chaul, 9th March, 1632. In seven days if it please God I shall be at Goa. My wife and
child are at Agra.
Monsieur de Bermon. I p r a y God that He give you grace to be in the same good health as I am.
By His mercy I have obtained leave in a wonderful and unexpected manner. I t would take long to tell
all, and I shall recount a part only.
This King is called Shah Jahan which means 'King of Kings,' son of the good King Jahangir,
which means ' King of the world/ His predecessor here was a friend of the Christians having had two
churches built for them, one at Lahore and the other at Agra, supporting the Jesuit fathers and going
every year to visit the Church on the day of the nativity of Jesus Christ. He having an intention of
becoming a Christian died by poison, and his eldest son who should have succeeded was strangled by the
third son, and the second also was poisoned like the father. The fourth and youngest had his eyes put
out and two months later was beheaded, and the son of the eldest also together with two cousins german; the third cousin, the brother of these two, escaped to Tartary, having been defeated in a battle
2
fought in defence of his brothers and cousins. I have written this history at length to your Lordship,
but I have not written what followed, for it is very recent news. Your Lordship will know that about
22 years ago the King Jahangir, my well beloved master, whom I and all his servants honoured, had
three nephews, sons of his brother Dan Shah. The King ordered that these, being orphans, should be
3
made Christians and they were baptised by Father Jerome Xavier, a relation of Francis Xavier the
apostle of the East Indies. These three nephews were instructed in the Law by Father Francisco
Corsi, a Piedmontese.*
Now it happened that one of these three having escaped from the battle, as I have said, fled to
Tartary to a King called the King of Balkh: which King gave him his daughter in marriage and gave
him a province called Badakhshan with ten thousand horse to serve him.
The baptismal name of the aforesaid nephew of the King was Don Carlos and his first name in his
own religion was Sultan Bal-Songoux [Bayasinghar]. He remained two or three years in that Country and
now having heard that the King Shah Jahan is occupied in attacking the three Kings of the Deccan,
1 Carpentras MS. 1777, f. 360.
* Jahangir died of asthma in 1627. His eldest son Khusru died of colic in 1621, not without suspicion of having
been murdered by Shah Jahan, the third sou. The second son Parviz died of colic due to drink in 1626. The fourth
and youngest son, Shahriar, was captured at Lahore and blended, and subsequently put to death in 1628. With him
were killed Khusru's son Dawar Bakhsh (alias Bulaqi), and Tahmuras and Hoshang the sons of Danial, the brother of
Jahangir. The third son of Danial was Mirza Bayasinghar.
According to Blochmann (Ain i. 310) nothing appears
to be known regarding the fate of the last named, but in Dow's Ferishta (ii. 100), he is said to have been strangled along
with his brother Hoshang. The Rev. H. Hosten however writes : « In the course of an article on ' O Idalxa (1629-1633)'
by J. H. da Cunha Rivara in O Chronista de Tissuary, Nova-Goa, 1866, pp. 97-98, I find in J. H. da Cunha Rivara'sown
t e x t : [p. 97] " Meanwhile, as the army of the Mogor was busy destroying the kingdom of Idalcao, there arose in the
kingdom of Cabul, which belonged to the Mogor, a first brother [cousin ?] of his, who had been baptized by the Fathers
of the Society [of Jesus] and was called Dom Carlos, but who had since fallen off again from the faith, and was as much
a Moor as before. This rebellious Prince took possession of the kingdom of Cabul, thanks to the help of the Uzbeques,
the most feared nation of those parts, with the daughter of whose king the said Dom Carlos had married. Owing to
this the Mogor found himself obliged to hasten to Cabul, because all the horses for his cavalry came from there, and
besides he feared that Dom Carlos might easily possess himself of the kingdom of Laor, which borders on that of
[p. 98] Cabul, and according to the opinion of the Viceroy Count de Iyinhares he would do it easily, because the said
Mogor is a tyrant, detested by his vassals, while Dom Carlos is brave, generous and kind ; and it is said that the Persian,
now that he is free from the Turks, who beseiged Babilonia, but have now retired, assists him, for great is the hatred
between the Mogores and the Persians " ( l e t t e r to His Majesty of Nov. 6, 1632 Livro das Moneoes No. 15, folhas 5.)'
See also Peter Mundy's travels (Hakl. Soc), I I . 165*.
8 Regarding the baptism of these princes cf. Herbert's Travels, p. 98 ; Roe (Foster's Edn.), i. 186; ii. 315; Bernier
(Constable's Edn.), p . 287 ; Tavernier (Ball), i. 337.
4 Corsi is spoken of by Terry (ed. 1767, p. 422) as a Florentine (cf. Foster's Roe ii. 3i4n).
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an preieudise des Decanis qui sont vouezins des Pourtugues, amis e confederes: a
coy je ney voulu consantir, bien quils mofreriont de me fere capitene de mil cheuaux
ou la rante, sans obligasion de tenir chevaux, si non a ma voulonte.
Vouiant quils ne me peuiont fere flechir par promeses, ont ouze de menaces,
dizant que de dus ans de paie que Ion me deuoiet, que je le perdroies ses dus ans. Je
les auoies anploie an Agra a donner les montres pour vn trone neuueu que le roy
manda fere auant qu'il partit de Agra pour Dacan. A se trone le roy a mande depandre an or, an diamans, e an roubis, perles, esmeraides, dus sans foies can mil
libres. Mes je ne croies pas que james il anjouira. La cruaute elauarise langardera;
car il et aie de grans e petits.
Je viens de Branpour, ou et aprezant la cour du roy, et man va an Goa, pour
chozes qui minporte, e doies retourner dans dus moies, prandre ma famillie, ma fame
e vn anfant, qui me reste de la tourmante que je vous ey ecrite. Jey vn ellefant e
pluzieurs autres animaux e quelque gran diamant, qui me sufira de paser le reste de
sete vie pleine de ondes ameres e des petit fils de dous, qui nous desoieuet nous fezant
sans i panser trebucher dans le tonbeau doubly froiet, palle e transy.
Jey antandu isy que le seruitur de mon companion Mr. Jaques Peyrouselly a
demure an Basoura sis moies. Je crois que vous aures rese mes letres, e que il vous
aura donne conto de dus mil roupias, mil pataques de robo, quil a anpourte, sachant
que son metre etoiet perdu auec 20 mil roupias alant de Mechelipatan en Pegou.
Vires la fullie.
Nous auons isy nouuelles que la pes et fete antre le roy de Franse, de Espagnio.
Les Angloies manploiet a se voiage de Goa, pour treter la treue antre les Pourtugues
e les Angloies. Se vnne des ocazions pourcoy je vas truuer le Viseroy an Goa.
A vous bonnes grases mille foies me recoumande Mr. vostre Seruitur.
•

Augustin Houaroud.
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viz. Qutb Shah, Idal Shah and Nizam Shah, the said Don Carlos has resolved to tempt fortune by
seizing a Kingdom called Kabul which is the gate of Tartary and from which the merchants bring
yearly 40 to 50 thousand horses. This Don Carlos has now sent his Ambassador to demand from the
ft

King Shah Jahan this Kingdom of Kabul for his share, which Ambassador will now have reached Agra.
When I left Lahore, he had reached Lahore and it is the custom of the Tartars and Persians when they
send to demand some territory they send an army to take by force of arms that which they demandby
their Ambassador. This King Shah Jahan knowing that the Tartar was invading his territory has made
peace with the three Kings of the Deccan. Without that he would not have given up his enterprize, as
the Deccan is a country very rich in gold and the King of Golconda has 13 mines of diamonds.
The way in which I obtained leave was as follows—The Kin^, my last master, knowing that I had
some knowledge of all arts wished to employ me in making Engines of war to the prejudice of the
Deccanis, who are neighbours of the Portuguese and their friends and confederates: to which I would
not agree, although they offered to make me a capt.dn of a thousand horse or to give me the pay without the obligation to maintain the horse, if I did not so desire.
Seeing that they could not move me by promises they proceeded to threats, saying that I should
lose the two years' pay which was owing to me. I had employed these two years at Agra in making
plans for a new throne which the King had ordered before he left Agra for the Deccan. The King had
required that two hundred times a hundred thousand livres should be spent on this throne in gold,
diamonds, rubies, pearls, and emeralds. But I do not think he will ever have the benefit of it. His
cruelty and avarice will prevent him, for he is hated by high and low.
I have left Burhanpur where the King's Court now is and am going to Goa on business and should
1
return in two months' time to fetch my family, my wife and one child, who is left to me from the
z
affliction about which I have written to you.'
I have an elephant and several other animals and a
certain large diamond which will enable me to pass the rest of this life, so full of salt seas with such
little streamlets of sweetness, wnich deceive us makiug us unconsciously totter into the tomb of cold,
pale and chill oblivion.
»
I have heard here that the servant of my companion Mr. Jacques Peyrouselly stayed six months
at Basra. I think that you will have received my letters and that he will have accounted to you for
8
two thousand rupees, and a thousand patacas of clothing which he brought knowing that his master
was lost with 20 thousand rupees when going from Masulipatam to Pegu. Long live folly!
We hear news here that peace has been concluded between the King of France and Spain. The
English are employing me on this journey to Goa to negotiate a truce between the Portuguese and
4
English. This is one of the reasons why I am going to see the Viceroy at Goa.
•

Commending myself a thousand times to your good favour,
I am, sir, yours obediently,
AUGUSTIN HOUAROUD.

6

I Termination written downwards in margin of p. 360 of MS.
* This may refer to the death of the other child.
8 A pataca was a dollar or piece of eight. (Hobson-Jobson, 1903, p. 683.)
* Tavernier corroborates the statement t h a t Austin was sent to negotiate with the Portuguese and says he was
poisoned on his return from Cochin (Ball's Tav. i. 108). Foster's • English Factories, 1630-33', p. xxxv, gives an account of the negotiations between the English at Surat and the Portuguse at Goa—but . though it is stated t h a t the.
Jesuits were used as intermediaries, there is no reference to Austin of Bordeaux.
* This apparently stands for Houaremand (see end of letter I).
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A n Unpublished Diary of S i k h Times,
*

By

SHAIKH ABDUI, QADIR.

This paper is nothing more than a brief introduction to a voluminous manuscript
Diary which I have had the privilege of glancing through.
As I dipped into its pages I was deeply interested to read the comments of its
scholarly author on the men and things of his time. I felt that this find would be
full of interest to the members of the Panjab Historical Society. I t is a source
of extreme gratification to me to be able to place the original manuscript before
this learned Society and to point out what a remarkable record we possess in it.
The Diary is in 20 volumes and covers a period upwards of forty years, from about
A.D. 1819 to A.D. i860. The dates used in the Diary are those of the Hindi Sambat
and the Muhammadan era.
The Diary was commenced in the year A.H. 1236, and continued up to A.H. 1277,
and is a monument of patience and industry and shows an amount of regularity and
application on the part of its writer which is not only rare in these days of hurry and
bustle but was by no means common even in olden times. It does not profess to be a
chronicle of public events but is purely a private journal, kept by the writer as a
favourite literary occupation and mainly for the enlightenment of his progeny. This
fact makes the regular expenditure of so much talent and energy upon it all the more
noteworthy. The entries relate mostly to personal and family matters, and mention
incidentally the important events of the day, and occasionally what people thought
*

*

and said about them at the time. • The journal is written in Persian and the writer
seems to have had an easy command of the language. His style is simple and natural,
and the remarks and reflections interspersed throughout the volumes give one an insight
into the psychology of the writer and his times.
The author, Maulvi Ahmad Bakhsh Chishti, better known as Yakdil (his poetical
nom de plume) was born in L,ahore in A.H. 1212 and died in A.H. 1284 (corresponding
roughly to A.D. 1795 and A.D. 1867). I t may be noted that we are more familiar with
the name of a distinguished son of Yakdil, namely Maulvi Nur Ahmad Chishti, the
well-known author of the Tahqiqat-i-Chishti.
He was the eldest son of Yakdil and
himself a ripe scholar who has left behind more than one work of historical value.
The volumes of the Diary have remained in the custody of my esteemed friend Maulvi
Hamid Ali Chishti to whom we are indebted for the careful preservation of this useful
record, and I must take this opportunity of expressing my obligation to him for
allowing me to inspect these manuscripts and for consenting to bring them to the
meeting of the Society.
He has taken great pains to preserve the volumes as a precious souvenir of his
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grandfather, of whom he saw something in his childhood. He has prepared an index
to the Diary and has marked certain pages in the volumes, which contain passages
of public interest. I propose to (juote a few extracts from the Diary to give some
r
idea of its contents. I feel, how ever, that these or any other extracts t h a t one might
choose can do but scant justice to the whole, which requires complete leisure and
long and close application to bring out all the wealth of information and thought t h a t
is to be found in it. I venture to think it would be worth while to ask some members
of the Society, who may be eager to do so, to go through these volumes with their
custodian, Maulvi Ham id Ali Chishti; and to make selections of passages of historic
and public interest, which, I believe, would give us a decent volume embodying
valuable material on the history of the Panjab in Sikh times. I hope the Society will
easily be able to find some one who will feel sufficiently interested in the idea and will
arrange to co-operate with Maulvi Hamid Ali in bringing out a carefully edited and
abridged edition of those portions of the Diary that relate to public matters.
Before proceeding to lay before you the promised extracts, I have to make one
or two general observations. I have already stated t h a t the Diary was a private
chronicle. The writer is, therefore, very frank in expressing his opinions. Some of his
expressions would have to be expurgated in selections. One also comes across
opinions which may express the sentiments of a century ago, but with which no one
will find himself in accord to-day. The reader must therefore make due allowance for
all the circumstances under which the work was done.
The Diary reminds one of similar writings in English, notably the well-known
Diary of Samuel Pepys, which was written as a private journal and not published
till long afterwards. The great difference, however, between the two works is that
Samuel Pepys wrote a sort of shorthand which was deciphered with considerable
difficulty, while Maulvi Ahmad Baklish wrote his notes in full, without any attempt
at concealment. The reason probably why Pepys chose to write in cypher was t h a t
he held office in the State, while Yakdil though enjoying opportunities of intimate
touch with some of the leading State officials of his period, was himself unfettered by
any official restraints or responsibilities.
I t is a matter for deep regret that one important volume of the series is missing,
vizu that dealing with the most momentous period in the modern history of this country.
What is now the twentieth volume of the book should really be called the 21st,
lor the j,uth volume is wanting. That volume dealt with the period A.H. 1270-74
(A.D. 1853-57) and contained, among other things, a record of the period of the
Mutiny. It would have been very interesting and instructive to read what people
said and thought at that time. Maulvi Hamid Ali, who is responsible for the preservation of the Diary, has not seen the missing volume. He has heard, however, t h a t his
uncle Maulvi Nur Ahmad destroyed it soon after the year of the Mutiny. Maulvi
Hamid Ali was an infant at that time, for he was only n when his grandfather died
1

in A.D. 1867. He remembers, however, the lasting regret which the author felt over
the tragic loss. The author, it seems, was of the opinion t h a t there was hardly anything in his record of that period which it would have been necessary to suppress and
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was naturally reluctant that the result of four years of his labour should perish, but
the son destroyed the volume considering that the times were troubled and as he probably felt uncertain in what light even an innocent record of such events might be
taken.
T h e 41 v e a r s w h i c h t h e r e c o r d c o v e r s a r e m a r k e d off in t h e v o l u m e s as follows :—

Volume I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII

AH.
A.H.
A.H.
A.H.

I236 tO A.H. I248).
to
I249 A.H. 1250).
1251 tO A.H. 1253).
1253).
1

A.H. 1253 tO A.H. 1255).
A.H. 1255 tO A.H. 1257).
A.H. I258 tO A.H. 1259).
A.H. 1260).
A.H. I26r).
A.H. I26l to A.H. 1262).
A.H. 1262 to A.H. I263).
A.H. I263 tO A.H. I264).
A.H. I264 tO A.H. 1265;.
A.H. I265).
A.H. I265 tO A.H. 1266).
A.H. 1266 tO A.H. I267).
A.H. 1268).
A.H. I269).
A.H. 1270).

(Here one volume is missing.)
> )

A.H. I 2 7 4 tO A.H. I 2 7 7 ) .
9

The extracts that I have made re er to the death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh and
certain events that followed the deat 1 of the great Sikh ruler. They are taken from
Volumes VI and VII.
Referring to the death of the Maharaja, the Chronicler writes :
(
14th Rabius Sani A.H. 1255.— To-day the
Maharaja passed away in the afternoon. He was suffering from a combination of
ailments. Raja Dhyan Singh has taken steps for the well-being of the town and the
population.
I t is proposed to cremate the body of the Maharaja in Badami Bagh.
I hear that seven women, namely Kadan and Hardevi and others, were burnt
with the Maharaja. A few teardrops fell from the eyes of the clchids at the time as
if to bewail the loss of the lives of so many fair women.
' /

•* Do not be inferior to a Hindu woman in love, O Vakdil !
She burns herself alive for the man whom she loved." '

One can hardly realize that less than eighty years ago a generation of the citizens
of Lahore, that passed away not long ago, witnessed the ceremony of Sati or widow-
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burning. Sir T,epel Griffin in his admirable little book on Ranjit Singh, in the Rulers
cf
of India series, refers to this incident. He says:
When Maharaja Ranjit Singh
died, one of his wives, Mahtab Devi, was burnt with him and three ladies of his
zenana of the rank of Rani.'' There are two other passages in the Diary, besides the
one quoted above, relating to the Satis, and the number of women said to have been*
burnt with Ranjit Singh varies according to each account. One account puts the
number at four, thus supporting the version adopted by Sir Lepel Griffin, and the
other puts.it as high as 15—4 wives and 11 concubines.
The Diary of the 18th Har gives briefly the author's estimate of the Maharaja :
" Ranjit Singh had taken Lahore on the 15th Har} Sambat 1856. He died on the
15th Har, 1896, thus reigning full forty years. He had a jolly disposition, was fond
of pleasures of all kinds, and was extremely generous. He was God-fearing, and so far
asTie could help it was free from religious prejudice.''
The Diary indicates the situation more than a year after the death of Ranjit
Singh in the following terse passages :—
14th Katak, 1897. " The condition of the Sikhs is going from bad to worse.
Kharak Singh is ill. Raja Dhyan Singh is inclined to be restive. The Faqir, the
Raja and the Diwan are one. The Bhais have no support. Naunihal Singh is too
young and foolish. *' „
On the 22nd Katak is recorded the tragedy of Naunihal Singh and Kharak Singh,
both passing away on one day. The words Siharagah rozi panjshamba hist wa doem
Katak give, according to the numerical value-of the letters, the year 1897, the
Sambat in which the two deaths took place.
The next year, Sambat 1898, records the celebration of Dasehra by Sher Singh
*

on a right royal scale near the Shalamar gardens, at which all the nobles, great and
small, assembled, with a large show of elephants and horses.
In 1899 we find a brief allusion to the visit paid by Sher Singh to the Jangi Lat
(the Commander-in-Chief of the British Forces in India).
In Sambat 1900 there is a note which may be interesting from an astrological
and possibly an astronomic point of view. The Diary of the 14th Chet, Sambat 1900,
records as follows:—" To-day a streak of light, resembling a flag, has been observed
in the sky. The Brahmans say that the same appeared seventeen hundred years
ago."
On the 1st of Asuj, Sambat 1900, is recorded the tragic story of the brutal murder
of Sher Singh. The following are the observations of the writer of the Diary on this
incident and the ensuing event of the murder of Raja Dhyan Singh :—"After Raja
Ranjit Singh, Kharak Singh reigned for a year and Naunihal Singh departed from this
world with him. Chand Kaur ruled for two months and a half. Sher Singh came to
the throne on the 6th of Magh, Sambat 1897, and was killed on the 18th of Asuj,
Sambat 1900. Naunihal Singh died by the decree of Providence and Chand Kaur
was murdered by slave girls. Now they say Dhyan Singh has been killed inside the
Fort by the Sandhanwalias
It was announced a short while ago by beat of drum t h a t Dalip Singh, son oi
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Ranjit Singh, was to succeed to the throne with Raja Dhyan Singh as Minister. I t is
said the Sandhanwalias were incensed at this and have murdered Dhyan Singh."
The confusion in the city caused by these incidents is thus portrayed :—" People
have buried their belongings out of fear and are very shaky. When the news of the
murder of Dhyan Singh spread, there was great consternation in Lahore. Hindus
and Muhammadans were all bewailing his death. The thieves and the rogues began
to threaten the people and to fire guns
The whole of our household is very
uneasy. Had it not been for Raja Hira Singh, the country would have been looted.
There was gun-firing at night. Beli Ram and Gurmukh were both trying to keep order
at night. I was up the whole night with the men of my neighbourhood and we were
keeping a watch. Some burchhas (badmashes) looted Dabbi Bazar and the bazars of
the Ilaqa bands and shoe merchants."
I t is a characteristic feature of the Diary that the writer gives various versions of
• an event for what they are worth. Three versions are given of the events, of the day
which witnessed the cold-blooded and treacherous murder of Sher Singh. One of
them is reproduced below : —
" Sher Singh was at Shah Balawal on the Sangrant day. The Sandhanwalias
Ajit Singh and Lehna Singh, in conspiracy with Mehr Ghasita, decided to kill him.
Ajit Singh came to Sher Singh with a karabin (fire-arm) with four bullets in it. He
brought with him a hundred men armed with rifles and said that the day being
a sacred one, it was his duty to offer some presents, and he presented the karabin.
Sher Singh looked at the fire-arm and was going to stretch his hand towards it when
the trigger was pulled and the bullet mortally wounded Sher Siagh. The armed men
then fell on the Maharaja and on his companions Nikka Singh and Budh Singh,
who were all killed there and then. Ashraf, the farash, was also killed. Diwan Dina
Nath had a narrow escape with the help of Shaikh Aminul Mulk. Many other
persons were killed. I^ehna Singh Sandhanwalia after this killed Partap Singh, the
son of Sher Singh, in the garden of Teja Singh. The Sandhanwalias then left for the
fort with the heads of the Maharaja and his son."
They killed Dhyan Singh after this, a reference to which murder has already been
made. The rapidity with which blood-curdling events succeeded one another in
these days is illustrated by another passage in the Diary, where we are told that Hira
Singh avenged these murderers. Ajit Singh and I v ehna Singh were both killed and
the dead bodies of both were dragged through the streets of Lahore and were hung
up outside the Delhi and Kashmiri gates, respectively. The story as to how two such
desperate men, who had successfully manoeuvred to bring about a revolution, were
killed, is thus given in the Diary :—
"Ajit Singh and Ivehna Singh occupied the fort, and sending for the officers of
the State began to bestow rewards. It was very unwise of them to do so at that
critical moment. They made a mistake first in killing Raja Dhyan Singh, and as they
had done so, the best policy for them would have been to march out into the town
with ten elephants laden with ten lakhs of rupees and with Prince Dalip Singh at the
head of the procession and to go about bestowing bakhshish. They could have then
m
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issued orders for the arrest of Raja Hira Singh, and it would not have been surprising
if the Sikhs had helped in his arrest out of greed for money. But it was not
good for them to sit comfortably inside the fort as they did. Wh^a the news of
the murder of Raja Dhyan Singh reached the army, Raja Hira Singh worked upon the
feelings of the troops and said that if they helped him in avenging his father's death
he would forever be beholden to them, and they all decided to stand up for him.
They succeeded in winning a victory over the Sandhanwalias in about 24 hours.
Ajit Singh fled from the fort and was caught scaling a wall and beheaded. Lehna
Singh was struck with a bullet and fell as he reached his sleeping-room. They were
both killed and met with their deserts.''
The writer's sympathies seem to'have been decidedly with the Maharaja and his
minister. He mentions a reward of Rs. 200 t h a t he had recently received from
Maharaja Sher Singh, through the kind offices of Diwan Dina Nath, when he
presented a poem of eulogy. Moreover as a peace-loving citizen and as a man of
learning he was in favour of the established order of things.' His sentiments found
fit expression in a beautiful line, which gives also the date of the tragedies alluded to
above (Sambat 1900) \
Ba shauq sagdn shikar-i-sheran

kardand.

•

A passage in the Diary explains the subtle beauties of expression which are to
be found in this line, and may be quoted in original.
Diary Vol. V I I , fol. 95 :—
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The writer in a line connected with the verse quoted above deplores in feeling
terms this ruinous civil war among the Sikhs, saying :—
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The Sikhs by thus cruelly treating the Sikhs have, in reality, ruined themselves with their own h a n d s . ' ' How true and prophetic this reflection was, has been
abundantly proved by what happened afterwards.

Pahul (Sikh baptism).
By

PANDIT SHEO NARAIN,

R.B.

When reading an account of the ceremony of initiation into the Sikh religion,
called " P a h u l ' ' , I was struck by the pecu'iarity of its ritual. I set myself to find
an exact parallel in other foreign systems, but in vain. A comparative study of
various forms of baptism leads one to the conclusion that water has always played an
important part not only as a cleanser of physical impurities* but also as a spiritual
purifier. Some form or other of the rite of baptism has been practised from the
remotest times. I t is difficult to say whether one nation has borrowed it from another.
Some rites can be shown to have been borrowed either wholly or in a modified form
by some nations from others. Yet many rites have arisen from similar psychological
conditions in different nations. What is peculiar in the Sikh initiation is the employment of a sword or a dagger and the mixture of sugar in water. With regard to water,
almost all ancient philosophers regarded water as the origin of all things, for instance,
Aphrodite, Vishnu, and many other deities were believed to have sprung from water.
Rivers, lakes, and the sea are up to the present moment worshipped. We know, :
further, that steel has enjoyed a very high dignity amongst ancient races. Major
c<
General Furlong, in his Faiths of Man" (Vol. I l l , p. 388), says that swords were
1
actually worshipped by Scythians and Turanian nomads. In Syria the Maronites
hold a drawn sword over the door as the bride enters her new home. In Travancore,
if we believe the story, a maiden is married, in the absence of a suitable husband, to
a sword. Superstition in some tribes has created a soul in a sword, who believed
that it springs from its sheath and slays foes of its own accord.
The dagger for stirring the sherbet can be explained by the circumstance that
the tenth Guru introduced it-with the object of instilling into his followers a military
spirit. The admixture of sugar is, however, not to be found in any other system
of initiation. I shall show presently the origin of its introduction. I have not witnessed the administration of Pahul myself, but a Sikh friend of mine assures me
that the ceremony is very impressive.
Cunningham in his History of the Sikhs, page 76, gives the following account of
the ceremony :
" Sikhs are not ordinarily initiated until they reach the age of discrimination and
remembrance, or not before they are seven years of age, or sometimes not until they
have attained to manhood. But there is no authoritative rule on the subject, nor is
there any declaratory ceremonial of detail which can be followed. The essentials are
that five Sikhs at least should be assembled, and it is generally arranged that one of
I Still the case in Rajputana

[ED.].
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the number is of some religious repute. Some sugar and water are stirred together
in a vessel of any kind, commonly with a two-edged dagger; but any iron weapon
will answer. The novitiate stands with his hands joined in an attitude of humility
or supplication, and he repeats after the elder or minister the main articles of his
faith. Some of the water is sprinkled on his face and person ; he drinks the remainder, and exclaims ' Hail Guru', and the ceremony concludes with an injunction that he
be true to God, and to his duty as a Sikh. For details of particular modes followed,
see Forster (Travels, I, 307), Malcolm (Sketch, p. 182); and Prinsep's edition of
Murray's Life of Runjeet Singh (p. 217) where an Indian compiler is quoted.''
" T h e original practice of using the water in which the feet of a Sikh had been
washed was soon abandoned, and the subsequent custom of touching the water with
the toe seems now almost wholly forgotten. The first rule was perhaps instituted to
denote the humbleness of spirit of the disciples, or both it and the second practice
may have originated in that feeling of the Hindus which attaches virtue to water
in which the thumb of a Brahmin has been dipped. It seemsin__every wayprobable
that Govind substituted the dagger for the foot or the toe, thus_^iyijig_iuither j)reeminence to his emblematic iron.
cf
Women are not usually, but they are sometimes, initiated in form as professor
of the Sikh faith. In mingling the sugar and water for women, a one-edged, and not
a two-edged, dagger is used."
This account given by Cunningham is rather brief. A Sikh friend of mine,
Sardar Sewa Ram Singh t an authority on Sikh theology, has given me some further
details which I have utilized in the following description:—
The rite of Pahul among the Sikhs (derived from^oz^=foot and Aa/=shaken
•r stirred) orginated with that universally revered saint, Guru Nanak. I t underwent
a slightTchange in Guru Arjan's time and the extant form, perhaps modified, is the
one enjoined by the last Guru, the renowned Gobind_Singh.
5"Nanak's time, the novice had to spend his novitiate for some time in the
service of the Guru of his order, and when a certain degree of self-abnegation was
observable in him, he was allowed to enter the fold.
Bhai Kahan Singh in his valuable work Guru-Mat-Sudhakar (p. 163) says;r
u
The administration of Charan-Amrit was the cardinal basis of the Sikh creed.
I t destroyed alLpr.ide_of_caste. Not only was the water touched by one of the toes
oi the Guru drunk, but also water touched with the feet of other devout Sikhs.
When a Brahman, for instance, drank water touched by the feet of a Sudra Sikh,
how could pride of caste_suxviY£jthexea£ter,''
e ceremony was simple. A basin of water was brought, in which a toe of the
Guru was washed, and in the presence of the Guru, who presided at the ceremony,
the water was drunk by the novice. Practice of humility, charity, service was
inculcated by the Guru. Tiie novice could repeat the drinking of water in a similar
way lor his benefit.
BhaiGurdas, one of the greatest disciples of the Guru, refers to the ceremony
in one of filsdevotional hymns called Vars.
-^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^^^^•^^^^•^^^—^^^^^""^^^
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Varl.
(i) " Sunt pukar datar Prabh Guru Nanak Jag mahan pathaya ;
Cahran dhoe rah ras kar Char an Amrit Sikhdn pilaya,
)f
Par Brahm Piram Brahm Kaljag andar ek dakhayd.
' The all-merciful God heard the cry (of suffering humanity) and
sent Guru Nanak into the world. He washed his feet, recited hymns
and administered Char an Amrit to his Sikhs.'
i

•

(2)

Rcina rank brdbari pairin pavana Jag vartaya,
JJltd khel piram da pair an upar sis ncwayd.
1
He declared the equality of prince and pauper and made them
fall at each other's feet in the world. He reversed the old order
and in practice of love, made heads stoop to feet.'
In the time of the fifth Guru, Arjan, the compiler of the Guru Granth Sahib, the
ceremony was slightly modified, the name remaining the same. Instead of the
Guru's toe consecrating it the water was placed under the Munji or Musnid of the
diiru GrantlTSahib. "
The significant change, however, was introduced by Guru Gobind Singh. It
may be noted here that the practice of placing water under the Musnid of the Granth
Sahib, which was in vogue in Guru Arjan's time, still subsists in the case of the Pahul
of Sahajdhari Sikhs though kirpan is also used to consecrate it.
The Pahul given to other than Sahajdharis (its name is Khunda Pahul) is administered in the following manner \
A vessel of iron (no other metal is permissible) is filled with water, and sugar
*

-

-

-
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wafers, called patashas^, are mixed in it. Instead of being placed underneath tjie
Musnid of the Granth Sahib it is placed in front of it. Of course the Granth Sahib
cannot be dispensed with, its presence is essentially necessary. The assembly must
consist of five Stkhs^already initiated, who must be of pure and unblemished character, in addition to a Granthi (a reader of the Granth). These five ministers called
(f
P i a r a s " (" Beloved") being the five chosen adherents of the Guru, officiated at
the ceremony.
The novice is directed to stand and constantly mutter the words Wah Guru
throughout the ritual. The five ministers and the Granthi then represent to the
congregation that a candidate is desirous of entering the fold of Sikhism, and on a
tacit assent being given the Granthi announces it by the exclamatory phrase : —
f
Sat Guru de a gay a.
1
The Sat Guru accords his assent.'
^

.

1

«-

•

1

Prayers are offered, the spiritual presence of the Guru is invoked and the novice
receives a benediction from the ministers. The five ministers assume a soldierly
attitude in their posture, called " Birasan." The vessel containing water is held
with both hands by one of the ministers, another pours in water, the third puts in
the sugar and the fourth draws a sword and sits opposite the one holding the vessel.
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The leading minister puts a double-edged dagger into the vessel and stirs the sugar.
The mixture is kept astir unceasingly, while he is himself reciting the Japji, the
Jap Sahib, Chaupdi and Swayyds. He passes the dagger on to his fellow ministers
who go through the same process; it then comes back to the minister-in-chief who
manipulates it again as before and simultaneously recites the Annnnd.
After this
initial ceremony, all the five ministers stand up and offer a prayer. The minister-inchief then begins the initiation with the following invocation:—
" O ! Almighty, by Thy will the nectar of the double-edged sword hath been
prepared, pour all Thy blessings on it and dwell Thou in the breast of the novice
who stands in front of Thee; and who supplicates for its ministration to him; may
he after taking it realise Thy presence, aspire to dwell under Thy holy feet and
sacrifice himself at Thy door."
*

After this the Granthi again addresses the congregation whose general assent is
announced in the same phrase as mentioned above.
Thereupon the five ministers approach the novice who is then required to
repeat five times the Mul Mantra (root principle), namely, thejirst stanza of the
Japji. He is also instructed in the essentials of the Sikh creed, bows before the
t

r

Granth Sahib and sits in a soldierly posture. Five palmfuls of the Amrit are doled
out to him, receiving which in the palms of his hands, he repeats each time, at the
i(
bidding of the ministers, Wah GjoruJCa Khalsa, Wah Guru Ki F a t e h . ' ' He then consecrates his sight by gazing at the principal minister who sprinkles (five times) the
mixture over his jace. Then the remainder of the liquid is given to the novice to
drink. If more individuals than one are baptized together, the cup is passed from
mouth to mouth to obliterate all scruples of caste.
Dura Gobind Singh's injunction was :—
Peb Pahul Kande^Dhar,
Hoe Tahan Sohela.
f
Take the Pahul of the double-edged dagger, and thus bless t h y life.'
^
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Bhai Desa Singh, a contemporary of Guru Gobind Singh, would not recognise
any other kind of Pahul but the one above described.
l
This author of Guru Partap Surya says :—
Khlinde

ki Pahul_JjSe_SO

Shnstvafi_dhnr.

' Whoever has taken the Pahul of the double-edged sword must
wear arms/
In the ceremony we have described, it is necessary that the ministers and the
novice must wear arms, which in these days are sometimes borrowed for temporary
use, though I should think some emblems of steel often answer the purpose. The
novice after his initiation is enjoined to wear indispensably the five K's: Kcs (long
hair), Kachh (short breeches), Kripan (sword), Kara (steel wristlet;, Kangha (comb).
The concluding part of the ceremony is the kneeling and offering obeisance to the
J Rut. V, Chap. 24
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Guru Granth Sahib; the novice is then declared a member of the Khalsa, and by
way of spiritual re-birth is thenceforth to understand himself as the son of Guru
GobmdSiugh and Mata Sahib Dewan. The ritual is wound up by partaking of the
liar ah pershad, which is too well known to require any description.
With regard to the addition of sugar to the water, the following episode is narrated. It is said that Gobind Singh originally intended to make use of pure water
fl^^^^*"*~~"
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*
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for the ceremony, and when preparing it, his wife, Mata Sahib Dewan, brought
some patashas and mixed them in the water. The Guru is said .to have remarked
that he intended to make use of simple water stirred by a sword, to turn his Sikhs
into a purely warlike race, but the Wah Guru ordained it otherwise. The sweetness
added by a lady should have special significance, namely, t h a t although his Sikh
should be a soldier, yet he should always enjoy a loving and peaceful life at home;
live at peace with his God, Guru and tfTie world~aFouhd7"thaFlTeTs only to~fight"Tlefen1
sively.
There is a tradition connected with this episode. It is said that the Guru, by
chance, spilt some of the Amrit he had prepared for his Sikhs, and the common birds
drank it and began to quarrel. The Mata regarded this circumstance as ominous;
fearing in her mind lest the Sikhs quarrel among themselves like the birds, she
instantly ran to her husband with patashas and persuaded the Guru to mix them in
the Amrit he was preparing.
It is perhaps not commonly known that Sikh females also receive the Pah id, but
as Cunningham says, in their case the dagger employed is a single-edged one. This
lopment. Effort s are being
according to Sardar Sewa Ram Singh was a later
made now to revive the use of the double-edged dagger which was originally used, it
is said, even in the case of females.
2
Forst!er, quoted by Cunningham, refers apparently to the Pahul of Nanak's time.
He describes it as follows:—"The person desirous of becoming a member of the
Sicque doctrine, is conducted into the presence of five or more of their people of
liny class of^Trofession, assembled for the occasion; when one of them pours into
the hollow of his hand a_Jittle _water, which, being touched by the toe of the
<(
Sicques, the proselyte swallows, previously repeating the words— Wah gooroojika-khalsah, wah goorooji-ka-futtah." After the performance of this obligation, a
cup filled with sherbet is introduced, out of which he drinks five times, and repeats
at intervals the aforementioned ejaculation/'
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

*

There is to my mind no reason to doubt the accuracy of the statement of the
author who wrote his travels in 1790 and published them in 1808. It is clear that
sherbet was used even in Guru Nanak's time.
Malcolm (Sketch, p. 182) mentions, re Gobind Singh's Pahul, an admonition
not referred to either in Encyclopaedia Britannica or in Hastings' Encyclopaedia of
Ethics and Religion, nor by Cunningham. This shows Guru Gobind's solicitude for
his disciples in discouraging them to mix with certain classes of people.
I Guru Partap Surya,

by Santokh Singh

2 Forster, Travels, I, p. 307.
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" After this exclamation (Wah Guruji-ka-khalsa, Wah Guruji-ka-futtah) has been
repeated five times they say, '' This sherbet is nectar; it is the water of life ; drink it."
The disciple obeys: and some sherbet prepared in a similar manner is sprinkled over
his head and beard. After these ceremonies the disciple is asked if he consents to be
(
((
of the faith of Guru Gobind. He answers, I do consent/ He is then told, If you do,
you must abandon all intercourse and neither eat, drink, nor sit in company with
men of five sects which I shall name.
The'first the Mina Dhir-mal . . 7
, the second Musandia, the third Ram
Rayi
, the fourth Kudimar
, the fifth Bhadani
"
I need not reproduce here the reasons given for eschewing the company of these
five sects. The society of the first three was interdicted for certain political reasons,
which held good then, but are now obsolete. The fourth sect meant infanticides, now
under the ban of the British law. Aloofness from the fifth sect, which meant shavers
of their heads, became gradually impracticable; the word now used instead, I am
told, is Nari-mar, huqqa smokers, who too, owing to exigencies of mutual intercourse,
are now tolerated.
[The author then discussed parallels to the Sikh Pah id to be found in other religious systems. For
similarities of Sikh and Hindu initiations to Christian baptism and the fundamental difference in their
symbolism he quoted the article on Baptism in Hastings' Encyclopaedia of Ethics and Religion. In the
Zoroastrian system he referred to Nanjot, the initiation at 6 years and 3 months symbolised by the
investiture with the sacred shirt and sacred thread of 12 strands. For the baptism (abhisheka) of a Buddhist bhikshu he quoted Lillie, Buddhism in Christendom, p. 80.
Then followed a description of Buddhist initiation in Burma, with its preparatory rules "Think a y a " , procession, purificatory bath and the assumption of the yellow robe. Reference was made to
pre-Christian baptism in Judaism in the Eleusinian, Isiac, Mithraic and other mystic rites of initiation.
*

(Encyl. Brit, iii, p. 369). An account of the baptism by St. Cyril of Jerusalem (4th C.) was quoted
to show the initiate partook of honey and milk. Armenian and other Eastern Christians bound two
sacred threads on the neophyte. There is no baptism m_Islam. Muslims in the 10th century joined in a
river festival in Egypt and certain tanks were believed to possess healing properties.
(Mitchell,
Egyptian Calendar, p. 122). Syrian Muslims in the 13th century accepted baptism for bodily purification (Furlong, Faiths of Man, I, 250). For baptism among primitive tribes, vide Taylor, Primitive
Culture, II, p. 930 ; Hastings' Encycl. II, 410 ; and Furlong, I, 205, 216.
' These references may enable the curious student to follow up a line of comparative study that lies
somewhat outside the scope of this Journal].
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Land Revenue Administration under Maharajah Ranjit Singh.
By

L. SITA RAM K O H I J ,

M.A.,

Alexandra Research Scholar, Panjab

University.

A few leading features in administration of Land-Revenue under Maharajah
Ranjit Singh. ,
[Paper read on 18th November, 1916.]

Information on the subject, which I take in this paper, " The Working of the
Revenue System under Ranjit S i n g h / ' is so meagre, that I
Nature of the material

o f t e n

t h o u g h t

of

g i v i n g

u p

t h e

quest#

T h e

historians of

the period, whether Indians or Europeans, who have attempted to trace the rise and fall of Ranjit Singh's power, have contented themselves with
making only a passing reference to his administration, while they have given a detailed and exhaustive account of the various battles he fought and won.
In the second place, no trustworthy information is forthcoming from the people,
who have forgotten the old ways and methods. Some forty years back this difficulty
could have been easily overcome; for some of the men who played an important part
during the Sikh days were still alive.
Whatever little information is obtainable on the subject can be had from the
records of the Khalsa Government itself, which —thanks to the Panjab Government—
have been preserved so well up to this time. But even these records do not supply
sufficient information on the details as to how the work was carried on in actual
practice, since these papers are the abstract returns of revenue and the account
sheets submitted to the Lahore Durbar by its various revenue officers. I t is only
fr*-^^

(

here and there that one comes across a rule or an Ain issued by the Maharajah to
one of his kardars, that enables one to corroborate or test the accuracy of the conclusions otherwise arrived at. The khasras and jamabandis, which are the only sources
of information on the assessment part of the Revenue System, were kept in the ta'aluqa
or District records, and as a result of subsequent revolutions and change of Govemments were either neglected altogether or thrown into the lumber-room of the
kardar's house. A lew of them I succeeded in obtaining from two old families in my
native town/ and I am sure that they will be forthcoming in numbers if further
quest be made in different towns of the province. The entire sources have not been
l Hans Raj Chopra and Raja Dhan Raj Singh, B.A., representatives of two different families in Bhera whose members held respectable posts under the Government of Maharajah Ranjit Singh, placed their family archives at my dis"
posal, for which they deserve my best thanks.
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exhausted, but whatever I could investigate in a short period of four months, I
beg to submit the results thereof in this paper. The facts have been taken from the
records of Ranjit Singh's government and the conclusions are my own.
On the 27th Har Sambat 1856 (July, 1799 A.D.) Ranjit Singh, then a young lad of
nineteen, invested with a formal authority from Shah Zaman
Extent and the boundaries o f K a b u l j entered and occupied Lahore without much opposition. A couple of years later, he wrested Amritsar from
the Bhangi Sardars, and within the next six years he reduced a portion of Rachna and
Sindh Sagar Doabs. Having taken possession of the political and religious capitals
of the Panjab, Ranjit Singh now more seriously thought of creating a kingdom for
himself. .In 1806 A.D., he turned his attention towards the rich plains of Sirhind and
Malwa, which, in all probability, must have succumbed before his rising power had
not the British Government taken them under their protection by a well-known treaty
which confined Ranjit Singh's boundaries to the right bank of Sutlaj river. Being
thus shut out from this " golden h a r v e s t , " Ranjit Singh had to seek for fresh fields in
another direction. He moved northwards to take possession of the historic fort at
Kangra, and on his way back reduced the Jalandhar Doab to subjection. Multan,
Kashmir and Peshawar each fell in turn and felt the weight of his arms. In 1834
A.D., he pushed his conquest farther than Peshawar and established a military post
at Jamrud. I t may be noted t h a t he was the first monarch after Anang Pal, who not
only rolled back the wave of conquest which continued to flow from the North-West
for full eight hundred years, but succeeded in establishing his rule in those regions.
By force and strategy he reduced each independent Chieftain to the position of a mere
fief-holder, amalgamating his possessions with his own kingdom of Lahore. The means
by which he gained this large territory may not have been very honourable,
although every praise must be conceded to the views he entertained of reducing the
various provinces and tribes to one consistent Government. On his death in 1839
A.D. , the boundaries of his kingdom extended from the highest chain of the Himalayas
in the 35th degree North Latitude to the 28th degree, and from the 70th degree to
the 79th degree Longitude. In order to give a more familiar idea of the extent of
his kingdom, we may say that it comprised the entire area covered by the British
possessions in the modern Panjab, if we exclude from it the districts of Ferozepore,
Ludhiana, Hissar, Rohtak, Gurgaon and Karnal from the east and add to it the present boundaries of Kashmir State together with the whole of the North-West Frontier
Province on the north and north-west side.
For the purposes of administration Ranjit Singh maintained the chief territorial
.
...
divisions into which the Great Akbar had divided this part
of his empire, and retained the very designation which the
Mughals had given to each of the following three subas :
(1) Suba Lahore which comprised the Central Panjab.
(2) Suba-i-Kashmir-i-Jannat Nazir, or the paradise-resembling province of
Kashmir.
(3) Suba-i-Dar-ul-Aman Multan (the abode of peace).
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The Frontier territory was denominated as Alkai Peshawar. In addition to
these chief subas which were governed by the officials directly appointed by the
Lahore Darbar, there were several hill states which paid nazrana ntuqarmri, a regular and fixed tribute to the Lahore treasury. Further, for revenue purposes, a sftba
was divided into pargannas, a parganna into ta'alnqas, and a tacaluqa into mauzas
or villages. The mauza or village constituted the lowest unit in the scale of territorial divisions. The management of a ta'aluqa was invariably placed in the hands
(
of an official, called a kardar or amil, while the governor of a suba was styled as
Nazim.
Other functionaries connected with the department were muqaddams chaudharis, patwaris, and qanungos, whose functions and duties will be detailed later on
this paper. This appears to have been the ta'alnqa organization of the revenue department.
As with the preceding monarchs of India, whether native or foreign, the chief
source of revenue in Ran jit Singh's time was land. The reSources of revenue.
. .
.
r j.i_ wi_-i T* i.
£ maining sources ot the income or the Khalsa Exchequer are
grouped under four different heads, namely :
(i) S air at,
(2) Nazrana,
(3) Wajnhat-i-rnuqarrari, and
(4) Zabti or forfeiture and escheats.
The term S air at seems to have been used with most convenient latitude of meaning. Any t a x which could not be readily referred to any other class, was placed
among the sair duties. I t includes income from Mahal-i-Abkari (excise), Amdani
chaukiyat (custom duties), Amdani Guzar (tolls and ferry dues), mandvi ramras (salt),
and mahal mandiyat, i.e. duties on almost every marketable commodity.
The second group, i.e. Nazrana, includes, firstly, nazrana mustamri or perpetual
tribute, which was levied mostly on the tributary states and other big jagirs; and,
secondly, nazrana mittafarriqa or extraordinarj^. The nazrana mntafavriqa was a sort
of present which the sovereign claimed from the recipient of a favour, on the bestowal of a khila'at, the grant of a jaglr, on the renewal of a jaglr, or on its bahali or
restoration, as well as on succession.
The third group or wapihat-i-muqarvari contained a number of rusum or fees-: (1)
rusum-i-zabitana and sarafana on httndwiyat or bills, which roughly corresponded to
the stamp duty of modern times, and was charged at the rate of ten annas per thousand. (2) Rusurn-i-muharana, a sort of fee on each paper that required the royal seal.
The fourth and last head is that of Zabti, which covers confiscation of property
whether of a fallen foe or of a degraded servant of the state, or by escheats.
In this paper, however, I propose to take up the administration of land revenue
alone.
^^^^

LAND R E V E N U E .
1

The history of the revenue system during the forty years of Ranjit Singh's
government reveals an interesting evolution. In the beginning of the reign the simple method of Batclis or division of

LAND
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the crops, was mostly prevalent throughout the kingdom, but towards its close we find
that the practice of levying cash rates was introduced in certain parts of his territory.
The entire length of time occupied by this change may be broadly divided into three
periods ; although it would not be very easy to draw any hard and fast lines dividing
one period from the other.
The first period, beginning with Ranjit Singh's occupation of Lahore in 1799 A.D.,
A D
ends with 1823 - - This was the busiest period of his life. He was always on
horse-back leading his armies to distant fields. He reduced the Sikh misls, occupied
the Central Panjab, conquered and annexed Mult an and Kashmir, and pushed the
boundaries of his kingdom on the west side to the river Indus. Being thus busy with
the expansion of his territory, he had hardly any leisure to attend to any improvements in the system of his government. The utmost he desired at this time was a
consolidated rule in the territories he conquered and annexed. Under these circumstances, as was natural, the old system was allowed to continue and we consequently find that during this period the mode of raising the revenues from land consists in
a pure and simple division of the crops between the state and the cultivator. The
state demand is, as a rule, collected in kind.
The second period, beginning from 1824 A.D., extends over nearly a decade. I t
was a time of comparative peace, and Ranjit Singh, therefore, busied himself in the
reorganization of his civil and military establishments. Among several reforms introduced in various branches of his government, the reform in the revenue system is
the one that I shall have occasion to describe. The rude device of taking corn from
the ryot, besides its attendant evils, e.g. the practice of grain stealing on the part of
the cultivators, the inconvenience and the cost of carriage of grain to distant markets,
1
could not meet.the requirements of the government which had to defray the cost of
its civil and military establishments in hard cash. Ranjit Singh, therefore, gave
greater encouragement to the system of assessment known as Kankut which already
prevailed in certain parts of his territory. According to this system, the standing
crops were estimated, and the share of the state converted into its money value which
the cultivator had to pay in cash. This was in itself a step in the change from grain
to money payment, concealed by a fiction—the assessment was nominally in grain
•

•

*

but was levied in cash by means of an artificial valuation. The practice gradually
replaced the older mode of division of crops, and the revenue of government is henceforth realized in cash.
The third stage in the evolution begins with the nineties of the Bikrami era. By
this time the reduction of Peshawar had been complete, and Ranjit Singh had practically rounded his little kingdom and secured for it a scientific frontier. Consequently he had his hands now more free to apply them to the internal improvement of
his government. The number of his regularly paid forces was daily increasing and
the salary expenditure alone of this army was thirty lacs in 1835 A.D., which rose to
forty-six lacs in 1840, and ultimately reached one crore of rupees in 1844, viz. five
t
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were to try to collect the revenue in cash.
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years after Ranjit Singh's death. Besides this rise in military expenditure, the expenditure of the civil government shows a considerable rise during this period, though
it in no way keeps pace with the former. To meet this ever-swelling demand on his
revenues, Ranjit Singh had, perforce, to devise some methods such as would enable him,
to estimate his receipts, in order to adjust them to his expenditure.
In the KankutBatai systems the Government share was determined only at the close of the harvest
time, and it could not, therefore, enable the Government to forecast its budgets. With
this end in view Ranjit Singh began to give greater encouragement to the practice of
farming out the revenue of large districts for a period extending from three to six
years, to contractors who undertook to pay the amount in cash. This practice is
noticed even as early as the seventies of the Bikrami era, but the difference in the contracts of the first and those of the third period is very marked. The first point of
difference in the contracts of the two periods is that in early years Ranjit Singh
farmed out the revenues of only the outlying and troublesome districts in order to be *
saved from the trouble of local control, while there is no such distinction underlying
the contracts of the third period. The second point of difference lies in the term of
the leases. The term in the former case was invariably of one year, while the engagements of the latter period were mostly made for a term of three to six years. The
lessee paid the stipulated amount to the State and was free on his own part to
realize the sum from his tenants by applying kankiit or batai as was convenient to
him, but, in order to prevent extortion and oppression, he was required to furnish
to the State a detailed account of the cultivation and produce of the districts leased
out to him, and was bound to accord good treatment to the king's subjects.
Still a third point of difference in the contracts of the two periods is in the position of the farmers themselves. In the beginning the contractors were invariably
selected from the nobility round the court, but in the latter years petty cohtractors and speculators were allowed to become revenue-farmers. The application of this
practice was still further extended, and the direct contracts of revenue, by way of
(
fixing cash assessment for -the whole village or of mauzas and ta aluqasy were made
with their zamlndars, thus dispensing with the farmer or the middleman and allowing
the cultivator to reap the full advantage of his labour. Such instances, though rare,
are there, and prove the existence of such a principle, though in an embryonic stage.
But individual wells were, as a rule, leased out for a fixed sum as we shall see later
on. The advantages of such a system to both the parties are manifest—the State
could count upon a fixed income in cash, and the farmers felt sure of pocketing the
remainder after paying to the state the stipulated amount, and could reap the benefits of short periodical settlements. The extension of the principle underlying this
policy of farming was carried still further when the State tried experiments of levying
1
cash jama in some of the pargannas, for instance, in Guj rat during the Kardarship of
Dewan Kirpa Ram and afterwards of John Holmes, an Anglo-Indian officer in the
army of the Maharajah.
To sum up : the practice of short periodical settlements, direct settlements with
zamindars, and lastly the practice of imposing cash jama' were initiated and set on
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foot towards the close of Ranjit Singh's reign. The actual division of the crops in
the first period gave place to kankut in the second, and the practice of farming o u t
the revenues found a general favour in the third, and culminated in fixed cash jamas.
As already pointed out, the dividing lines of these periods are by no means very sharp,
for none of the above three systems was totally absent in any one period. I have
denoted the periods as each of the systetns—batai, kankut or farming—was in general
favour at the time. From the above survey it appears that there was a gradual
drift towards cash assessment, and a letter from Ranjit Singh to the Ludhiana
Agency of the E.I. Company asking for a copy of methods of their government
points to such a tendency on his part.
Zabti Jama .—Simultaneously with the above three systems we find t h a t , from
the very beginning, certain crops, the produce of which could not stand the delay of
division or could not be appraised very accurately, were assessed in cash. This cash
9
jama is in revenue language known as zabti jama' and such crops are known as
zabti crops.
So much then for the history 6i the revenue system. Let us now consider the
methods of. work connected with the assessment. Here, too,
Assessment and Records.

.
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we notice the same sort ot evolution. With the change ot
the system there comes a change in the method of work.
In earlier years when batai was in vogue the process was extremely simple. I t
neither required any elaborate measuring of the fields, nor the
preparation of any detailed revenue record. The crops, when
ready for harvest, were cut and brought to the thrashing-floor where, after the thrashing
was over, a division was effected by means of a wooden measure. A fixed propor(
tion of the grain—by way of kharch for amil, muhasil, and the village menials or
kamhts—was taken out from the common heap and the remainder was divided half
and half between the State and the cultivator. The State's share was either disposed
of then and there, or stored to secure better prices.
1
In this case a single document called Jama bandi was prepared giving the total
outturn of the crops of the whole village, and showing further the disposal of the
shares allotted to the Government and the ryot.
In the later period, however, when the system of appraisement receives general
,
encouragement the settlement operations assume a somewhat
K
elaborate form. The area under cultivation is regularly
measured, and a few registers, by way of revenue records, are prepared and kept in
the office of the qanungo for future reference. The office of the Kardar henceforth
(
becomes one of importance, and he is given an additional staff or amla consisting
of a clerk or mutasaddi, a sandukchi or treasurer, and a few surveyors and appraisers
(Kachchus and Kanols).
The process was still very simple and did not take more
than a couple of months for its entire completion. The measurement commenced
at the harvest time when the Kardar visited each field under crop and got it
measured by surveyors. The unit of measure applied was the local Kavam.
The
measurement was effected mostly by a m a n ' s paces, but it appears that sometimes
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other methods were resorted to as well. Nisar Ali, on page 438 of his History of
Parganah Mamdot, mentions that an interesting mode of measuring fields by the
paces of a horse was prevalent during the Sikh rule. He does not, however, say
anything further as to how the area was calculated or converted into kandls and
blghas.
(
Having measured the fields, its dimensions (tul and drz) and the total area (ardzi)
with the description of the crop were noted in separate columns against the name of
the assdmi or tenant in the khasra girddvari.
.Simultaneously with the measurement, the Kardar, with the help of the professional appraiser, estimated the produce of each field and noted its outturn in the same
register after the column for the area figure. This practically completed the assessment. The only other points worthy of notice in this connection are the few contrivances devised by the State to check the accuracy of the results so obtained, and
the mode of preparing revenue records. These appraisers, it may be noted, were in
the first place drawn from a professional class, and could, therefore, judge the
outturn with great accuracy. Authorities so far removed from each other in space
of time as Abul Fazal, author of the Ain-i-Akbari, and A. Brandreth, Settlement
Officer, Rawalpindi Division, 1856 A.D., concur in testifying to the above statement.
The Government, in order to be more sure of the correctness of these calculations,
•further laid down a rule that the Kardar must compare his results with those obtained by his predecessoi,-and in case of any considerable discrepancy between the
two, he was to report the mattef and wait for the subsequent orders from the
Darbar before he announced the final Jama'.
In another place we meet with still
further provision to safeguard the interests of the ryot. In some of the despatches
issued to the Kardars, they are instructed to consult the leading and respectable men
of the village on Bandobast Mu'dmla.
The wording runs thus:—
#

« L ^ A . L job <JLOU^O L^WJ^JJ^ ^J

tS+JUi Jmi^ J ^Lyt^y^

*)y^.

•

In short, the policy to be pursued by a Kardar in assessing the land may be fairly
estimated by the standing orders of the Maharaja that \J>JJ J* fir J ^ ^ J ? ' ; k^j &*tf
M

•*

si/jj&^so which purports that he should so assess the land as to enable the Government, on one hand, to receive its due proportion of the produce, and, on the other,
not to deprive the cultivator of his profit, nor endanger the prosperity of the
Ta' aluqa.
The next point that claims our attention is in regard to the records. The first
and the preliminary register was prepared as the measurements proceeded and is
known as Khasra-zabt-Kankut—there being no Shajra or field map.
(1) The Khasra has five separate columns giving:—
(i)
(ii)
(iv)
(v)

the name of the assdmi or tenant and the description of the crop,
(
and (iii) tul and arzy i.e. the dimensions of the field,
y
ardzi or the total area, and
ghalla or the estimated outturn of the crop.
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The fields in the Khasra are arranged according to tenancies and not by crops, and the
arrangement is, therefore, assamiwar and not kishtwiir.
(2) The second register -its designation I have not been able to decipher—was
excerpted from the Khasra arranging the field by crops. Here columns (ii) and (iii)
disappear, but the rest of the arrangement is the same
(3) Third in the order was Jama'bandi,
Here the column form totally disappears
and it gives in a narrative form : —
(i) The total outturn of the crops for the whole village ;
(ii) Under each crop is shown the allotment of the shares of State and the cultivator ; and
(iii) The value of the State's share. On this point again, we meet with a
standing order of the Maharaja, to the effect t h a t in commuting the S t a t e ' s share
into its money-value, the Kardar should apply only such rates as were allowed by the
Durbar, and in case of any alteration therein he must obtain the royal sanction.
These rates, I may here add, were determined by the Durbar from t h e price-lists
prepared by the qa)iungos or else submitted by the principal grain-dealers of the district. The prices were not however uniform for the entire province, but varied with
each district.
The above registers were meant only for the record of the District Office. The
final register to be submitted to the Head Office (Durbar) was only a concise
abstract prepared from the above. I t is divided into three distinct parts. The first
deals with the receipts under different heads showing : —
(1) Baqdya sal Guzashta or arrears collected for the preceding year, with the
name and description of assamis and the amount received from each.
(2) The amount realizable for current year headed hal (or current), with comparative demand statement showing assessment fixed for each mauza for the first yeai of
the new assessment, with details of progressive demands claimable in future years in
case the assessment was made for a term of years more than one.
(3) Jagir&t kharij az jama', i.e. assignments with the name of the assignees and
description and value of the Jagir land exempted from revenue.
(
(4) Kharch ta aluqay i.e. cost of collection and administration.
(5) Net revenue.
The second part covers disbursements and is headed mutasalik, which means
kharch. Each item with the date of its disbursement and a brief remark about its
nature is clearly put down.
The third p a r t shows the balance outstanding or baqi, with the description of
the assa»iis and the arrears due from each.
Simultaneously with the assessment in kind, the Government used to impose
, .
,
cash jama in one or other of the following ways
:—
n
J
Lash assessment.

°

1

1

(1) The zabti jama
This jama as referred to in the
history of revenue was a cash assessment upon selected crops. The method followed
in this ca^e was little different from the one followed in the kankut.
The Government share was not determined with reference to the total output of the field, but
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the entire area under cultivation was assessed at cash rates per kanal or blgha.
Consequently in the zabti part of the Khasra papers there are additional columns, one
showing the area Nabud or spoiled, and the other, area Pakhtd or matured
In jama'bandi 'again, it is only the matured area that appears, the area spoiled not being
charged.
(2) Chahat-i-iqrari. Still another method which is found to have prevailed only
in certain areas was that of assessing wells a t a lump sum. Such wells were known
as chahat iqrari or qarari chahat. The jama'bandi papers give us only the names of
1
such wells and the jama imposed upon them, but the area irrigated by them is very
seldom given. However, there is no doubt that the area attached to these wells was
1
specified, and the jama was imposed with reference to the area attached to the well.
In ta'aluqa Ranghar Nangal, Rs. 2-8 per ghumaon was uniformly levied on each well
*

in mauza Kuthala, where 32 wells with 568 ghumaons of land between them paid a
1
jama of Rs. 1,420. Bar ant land in the same village paid at a rate of Re. 1 per
ghumaon. The amount was to be paid in two instalments of Rabi and Kharif, though
not exactly half and half. In Multan and Jhang divisions, where there was much
waste land to be reclaimed, there was another class of wells known as chahat
1
istamrari upon which a jama of Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 was imposed in perpetuity. In its
efforts to encourage the cultivation the State carried this practice further by sinking
the wells a t its own cost and charging their dues as chakdars in addition to the
revenue ordinarily leviable. These wells are known as chahat shahaini or royal
wells.
Farming*—Under this system there is nothing very particular that deserves any
notice. The farmer entered into a contract with the State agreeing to pay the amount
stated in the contract-deed. However, it would not be without interest to give a
specimen of the pata-nama.
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The farmer was required to submit to the Government a detailed return-state,ment of the produce and collection, etc. Ordinarily he was to receive from the ryots
that which was fixed or customary, or in other words he had to adhere to the
1
hast-o-bud' practice, and was prevented from demanding any illegal charges. Strict
orders were given to prevent the farmer from robbing the cultivators, and the lessee
was further bound to treat His Highness's subjects well, and to add to the resources
of the country.
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The ruling power in India has always, by the ancient law of the land, been
entitled to a share in the produce of the soil. The theory as
Share of the state.
expounded by the Hindu Sovereign seems to have been that
the king who governs for the good of his subjects should take a share of their income
mly to give it back in a more useful shape, as the sun takes away water from
the earth and gives it back in the shape of rain a hundredfold greater in volume
Maim). Mann, the greatest of the Hindu law-givers, prescribes the State's share of
the income from land at i/6th of its gross produce. As regards the early Muhammadan
Emperors, with the exception of Ferozshah and a few others, sufficient information
is not forthcoming as might enable us to form any correct idea of their revenue sys,
tern. It was only under Akbar that Muslim government acquired form and consistency in India, and we learn from Abul Fazl that the Government share of the produce of land was fixed at 1/3. Aurungzeb-the last in the first group of the illustrious
Mughals—raised it to 1/2, probably to meet the heavy drain on his resources caused
by his long campaign of twenty-five years in the south. No records, giving any
detailed information as to the working of the system in the imperial days, have come
down to our hands; it is consequently very difficult to form any definite opinion as
to the charges in toto levied by the State in actual practice. But of the Government
of Maharajah Ranjit Singh, besides the abstract statements of revenue-returns
submitted by various Kardars to the Head Office at Lahore, which are fortunately
still preserved in the Civil Secretariat in their entirety, I succeeded in obtaining
from other places several papers throwing a good deal of light on the practical
working of the system in the Maharajah's days. The.perusal of this record shows
that the State's share of the gross produce was not rigidly fixed at any one uniform
rate, but rather varied with the quality of the soil and other facilities of cultivation
From the lands of peculiar fertility with great facility for natural irrigation, and
where, therefore, the capital and labour necessary to work the soil were very moderate,
50 per cent of the gross produce was taken, and in the case of less fertile tracts the State
demand varied from 2/5ths to i/3rd, but it never fell lower than this in central Panjab,
or Subah Lahore as it was then denominated. The jama'bandi papers further
show that a surcharge of one seer per maund on the Government share was levied in
addition to its ordinary demand of 50 per cent, which raises the total demand to
51-25 per cent of the gross produce, but the land newly brought under cultivation
and requiring extraordinary labour, paid at reduced rates for the first few years—the
1
rate varying from 1/4th to i/3rd of the total yield.
In Multan, on the other hand, land was assessed at a much lower rate. Fifty
per cent of the gross produce, which is a general rate in the central Panjab, is rather
occasional and uncommon in Multan, where the Government share varies mostly from
.i/3rd to i/6th of the gross produce. In this province, I may here mention, a peculiar
sort of tenure known as the chakdan tenure was prevailing at this time. It probably
originated with the desire on the part of the ruling power to reclaim the waste land
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that was lying in abundance in the country. Where the owner did not cultivate the
land, the Governor Madan Hazari and his successor Sawan Mai granted patents to individuals other than the owner to sink wells and earn the profit for themselves—paying
only a nominal rent to the proprietor through the State. The tenant, or the occupant
as we may call him, paid the revenue to the State which the latter divided with the
proprietor in the ratio of 2 to 1. The holders of these wells were termed Chakdars,
from the Chak, or the frame of wood, on which the well is built.
With regard to the territory in Alkai Peshawar our records do not furnish any
details, but in the Punjab Administration Report for 1847-49 A.D. on page 82, we read :
(t
except from the peculiarly rich lands the Government demand never exceeded i/3rd,
and usually averaged 1/4th or i/5th, and fell even lower down to i/8th of the crop."
Besides the ordinary share of the produce the Government charged a number
of cesses. As will appear from the table below, there was
n
Percentage of extra cesses.

.

„

no uniform rate at which the amount was imposed on different districts. I have, therefore, thought it better to give a few instances which might
enable us to form a rough idea of percentage on the revenue proper.
In sambat 1876 (1821 A.D.) the maximum recorded under this head in the returns
for ta'aluqa Wazirabad amounts to Rs. 4,790, where the revenue proper is recorded
at Rs. 40,060, which gives a percentage of nearly Rs. 12.
In ta'aluqa Surban (Gurdaspur) the cesses imposed give us a total of Rs. 4,930
where the revenue proper is recorded at Rs. 59,070, which means a percentage of 8 3 , and
the minimum amount recorded in the year gives a percentage of 5'15 on the Government demand. These cesses are very complicated and confusing in their details, and
are so irregular in their incidence that it is difficult for me at the present stage
of my work to advance any theory in regard to them, more especially when it is not
clearly demonstrated anywhere in the records for what particular object they were
levied. What I have been able to make out is that the amount so imposed was
collected with the revenue proper, and is very seldom shown on the debit side of the
Kharch Pargana, i.e. the cost of collection and local administration. It probably
found its way to the royal coffers, or was shared by the court favourites in the shape
of rusutn or perquisites.
Ran jit Singh's Government did not appear to have recognized the modern
principle that local taxation should be raised only to meet the local needs. The
theory governing thes^ cesses cannot, therefore, very fairly be compared to the one
governing the cesses of the present day. If we eliminate the Panjotra cess which is
common to both systems, the remaining charges at the present day are usually spent
by the District Boards on improvements of roads, spread of primary education, and the
establishment of charitable dispensaries—objects undoubtedly of far greater public
utility and promotive of the general level of enlightenment.
It will not be without interest to note one other point in connection with Ranjit
Singh's demands from the farmers of the revenue. The contractor was required
to supply, as a part of stipulated revenue, the special products both vegetable and
animal of the district under his charge: the bar a rice from Peshawar and wheat from
*
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Chach (near Attock) found their way to the langar khas (kitchen royal), the curiosities of Kashmir and cotton and silk manufactures of Multan were stored in the Toshakhana. Dhani, Rohtas, Jhelum, and Katchi supplied the horses for his cavalry.
Rawalpindi, Kalar Kahar, Hazara, Kalabagh K and Multan each supplied its quota of
camels for the transport and commissariat supplies to the army, while hounds and
hawks for royal sport formed a part of the tribute from the hill states of Mandi,
Kulu and Nurpur.
Although Ranjit Singh's demands, as will appear from the above, were rather
heavy, we cannot at the same time ignore the fact that he
Encouragement to
bestowed his greatest attention in watching the interest of
(
the poor ryot. No Dastnr-ul- amal or Ain issued to a Kardar
could be regarded as complete without the one important instruction £*&>• e_£U &M
- si'lm jbl^ ^rc); }j Lie; jj± i_£lw ^^o. ; Ji;b, i.e. " prosperity of the subject should be youi
• •

paramount care." The husbandman was encouraged in every possible way to become
a good cultivator. The Kardar was instructed to supply the needy cultivate:
with :—
(i) The taqavi advances for the purchase of good seed,
(ii) The material for the repair of his well, if it was out of working order.
In addition to the above facilities given to a cultivator we meet with a standing
order of the Maharajah forbidding the creditor to attach the bullocks, fodder, anc
1
other implements of the cultivator in execution of his decree.
Further, in the province of Multan, where the country was little better than c
desert and the cultivation more or less depended upon artificial irrigation, the State
undertook the task of sinking wells, and the celebrated Sawan Mall started othei
irrigation works by way of repairing the old canals and digging of several new ones
Compared with the network of canals and other similar large undertakings, and
the manifold encouragements given to the cultivator at the present day, the achievements of Ranjit Singh may not seem very great ; but considering the time and
resources of the Governments of those days, it is certainly satisfactory to note that
the Government of Ranjit Singh was not unconscious of its duties towards its
subjects.
COLLECTION.

The collection of revenue formed the principal part of the duties of a Kardar,
,, n ^
but the work of actual realization from the assamis was
f
LollectioP of revenue and

method of payment into
treasury.

,

.

,,

,

w

d o n e b y t h e a g e n c y of Mu

,.

, * % • * « .

q a d d a m s and Chaudhans, who were
selected from amongst men of local influence. They corres
pond to the present Lambardars and Zaildars, and like the
latter had a right to commission on the revenue payable through them—the rate
being generally 5 per cent of the total collection. The amount collected was paid
into the district treasury, and the Kardar, in turn, remitted it to the khazana amra
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or.the treasury-in-chief at Lahore, or else handed it over to one of the Receiversgeneral of revenue.
The payment of Government revenue when it was realized in cash could not be
made in one sum by the cultivator, and the power of the
Date of collection.

4

. .

<•«•

«

*

1 1

11

people to pay without difficulty largely depended on the
suitableness of the time of demand. The dates of the payment were, accordingly, so
fixed t h a t the cultivator could* find time to sell his produce, or could conveniently
borrow from the village sahukar (banker) and was consequently in a position to pay
his liabilities to the Government. The first instalment of Rabi' revenue was made
good in Jeth-Har, viz. a month after the reaping was over, and that for Kharlf was
effected during Katik and Mangh. The Kardar was instructed so to manage the
realization of the Government demand as not to impoverish the payee.
^-Lol*'* y*^ Jf^^l ^y^\

In recovering its dues from the defaulting assdmis, the Government had not
to go a long way off. Ordinarily it was the agent, whether
a Zamindar or a Kardar, who was held responsible for the
payment of the arrears and not the defaulter himself. The procedure was simple,
and, on the whole, appears to have been mild.
In the first instance it was effected by the issue of a Parwana or writ of
demand served by a Government peon or sipahi—fifteen days being generally
allowed as a period of grace during which time they were to realize the amount and
pay it into the treasury. If the first summons was not obeyed a Dastak shadld
(warrant of arrest) was issued and the defaulter sometimes fined, but usually only
threatened with a fine. The absconding defaulters, when they migrated to another
i
Ta aluqai were summoned back to their holdings through the Kardar of the district
to which they migrated. As a rule the absconding assdmis were induced to come
back, coercion being only applied as a last resort. But how such defaulters as
totally refused to pay the revenue were treated, I have not come across any A In on
the point, nor any recorded instance of the attachment of his crop or other real
property, in the record. A careful reading of the despatch books unmistakably
leads one to believe that the Government demand was not in many instances collected vi et armis as has often been alleged, and t h a t even the application of coercive
processes was confined to very few cases. Mere threats or notices to the careless
rather than serious action against defaulters was always the case.
Under a system like t h a t of Ranjit Singh, where the assessment was made at
the close of the harvest time, there was hardly any necessity
Suspension and remission f o r a r e g u l a r provision on this J)oint. From the despatches
issued to the Kardars at different times, it however appears
that the Government recognized such a necessity and dealt with the individual cases
as they arose. On folio 17a of Volume I I I we meet with recorded instances where
the Kardar is instructed to go round the fields in order to inspect the crops personally
and estimate the damage on the spot.
•
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Further, whenever the cultivators were found really unable to pay their dues,
the Kardar was directed to postpone the collection to next harvest, thus preventing
desertion on the part of the cultivator. (Vide folio 112a, vol. V).
The Government of Ranjit Singh, though it did not make any rules to regulate
the collection, suspension, and remission of revenue such as the present revenue law
provides, yet in actual practice does not seem to have overlooked such a necessity.
As it will appear from what has been said above, the Maharajah at times reduced his
demand and adjusted its collection, to suit the convenience of the ryot.
•-. .
. .
The district organization of the revenue department had
District organization.

*«•..«

,

. , .

,

r

,

two different sets of officials each with its own sphere 01 work.
l
The term Kardar or amU was used to denote the collector of revenues of a
_.
.
ta'aluqa under the Sikh Government. His principal duties

Kardar and his functions.

.

.

.

,.

t

4ii

.

.

were to supervise and carry out the settlement work, assess
and announce the revenue jama* and subsequently to realize the revenue thus imposed.
But this was not all lie had to do. In absence of any established law courts over the
4
country the amil was called upon to act as a judge and a magistrate in the district of
which he was appointed the revenue collector.
The different capacities in which
he was called upon to act may be enumerated as: —
(i) Supervisor of the settlement work,
(ii) Collector of Government revenue.
(iii) Treasurer and accountant, inasmuch as he had to keep the amount collected
in his tahwil, and was required to submit a detailed account of the money
disposed of.
(iv) A judge and a magistrate, to decide the civil and criminal cases in consultation with the arbitrators.
(v) Administrator of the excise and customs of the ta'aluqa—though
not
often.
(vi) He was to remain" in touch with the different men around him and keep
himself informed of anything of note that happened in his district.
Lastly, he was in duty bound to watch the interests of the Government
and to look to the welfare of the people whom he was appointed to
govern. It would be better to q\iote in original the instructions given
to him on his appointment to office.
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As I have used modern terminology in illustrating the nature of his duties,
I think it necessary to add here that his authority, functions,
dignity and salary should not be taken to correspond to
those of the modern functionary of that rank. There were no set rules governing the
salaries of these officials. But, on the whole, it appears that his pay was in proportion
to the annual value of the ta'ahiqa in his charge. The ratio as worked out by me
1
ranges from - / i / - to -/1/9 per diem for every thousand of the jama imposed. This
statement will be found to be applicable only in the case of petty Kardars with an
allowance of one to five rupees per day. The nazims or governors of provinces
were decently paid—the governor of Kashmir, Diwan Kirpa Ram, used to get
Rs. 1,00,000 as talbzat, of Peshawar General Avitabile Rs. 41,000, and Lala Sukh
Dayal of Multan Rs. 36,000 per annum. The Kardar was generally paid for only
ten months in a year. How this practice originated^ is not traceable anywhere in the
•

record, but it ^appears very probable that this deduction of two months' pay in the
year was made on account of the nazzar Dussehra and Diwali. I t was customary with
Ranjit Singh to hold a public Durbar on such occasions and receive nazzars (presents)
from his big Sarda-rs in person and bestow khila'ats and in'ams in return. With
regard to the subordinate officials this nazzar was deducted from their annual salary,
and from his subjects in general it was collected with the Land Revenue under the
head of a ^ d ;<i>. The Kardar was allowed a small establishment consisting of one
sandukchi or treasurer on 15 to 20 rupees a month and a writer or Mutasadi on 20 to
25 rupees a month.
Quite separate from, and in a sense independent of, the Kardar's staff, was the
^
office of the Qanungo or the Registrar of collection. This
*

Qanungo.

1

branch or the revenue department was mainly composed of
the Qanungo himself, the Patwaris, and the surveyors and appraisers. The exact
nature of his duties is not described in any one place, but whatever I have been able
to gather from the scattered ains and despatches issued at different times, I give
below: His office, it appears, was intended as a check on the financial transactions
of all the other revenue officers. He was required to maintain in his office papers of
different nature, viz \
(i) for the compilation of statistics for the area of land under cultivation, in
the district,
(ii) the nature of the produce and the results of each harvest;
(iii) a detailed account of the disposal of the produce according to the shares
allotted by the rules to the Government and the ryot;
(iv) he had to keep in addition to the above a sort of register showing the
boundaries of each village, as one finds that references are contantly made to his office for the determination of contested boundaries,
the use of rivers, and other sources of irrigation. This roughly corresponds to the records in the modern agriculture and land-records department. He was paid either by an allotted share of the produce or in
cash (Rs. 30 per month). This, in main, formed th
trict organization
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of the revenue department under Ranjit Singh and it appears to have
been a simple machine suitable to the times. In running this machinery Ranjit Singh had not to spend any considerable part of his revenue.
As will appear from the annexed table, the cost of provincial government, including the cost for the realization of revenues, did not go higher
than 6 3 0 per cent of the total land revenue from the subah Panjab.
Whether the Government, run at so cheap a cost, could ensure efficiency,
I am not prepared at this stage to consider; but t h a t it continued to
work for thirty years is an argument in its favour.

General

Ventura,

By P T . SHEO N A R A I N ,

EARLY

R.B.

LIFE.

Of the early life of the subject of this paper very little is known except what is
stated by Dr. Wolff and by the biographer of Avitabile in the Calcutta Review, or
by Major Pearce in the appendix to his Memoirs of Alexander Gardner.
" I t is
usually stated on the authority of Henry P r i n s e p / ' says Major Pearce, " t h a t Ventura,
an Italian by birth, had held the rank of colonel of infantry in the army of the
Napoleonic empire, and there is no reason to doubt the fact. There is unfortunately
no record in the French War Office of the service of individual members of the
Italian contingent of the army of the First empire, nor can information on the
subject be obtained from the War Office of the present Italian a r m y . "
We have therefore to fall back upon the accounts given by Dr. Wolff and by
the biographer of Avitabile. The former in his Travels and Adventures (Vol. I, p. 358)
says: " W h e n Fateh Ulla Shah, king of Persia, became old, stricken in years and
practically unable to reign any longer, he assembled all his sons together and
commanded them to bow down before Abbas Mirza, their elder brother, and
acknowledge him as the rightful successor to the throne. They all bowed before
Abbas Mirza except one of the younger brothers Mohammad Ali Mirza, prince
governor of Karmanjah, who sternly said to His Majesty, " As long as you my royal
father are alive (here bowing his head) I shall obey; but as soon as your eyes are
closed (here pointing to his sword) this sword must decide who shall be king."
Mohammad Ali Mirza withdrew to his government in Karmanjah and had his soldiers
drilled under Messieurs Devaux, Court, Avitabile and Ventura. Abbas Mirza also
retired to the seat of his government Tabrez, the capital of Aderbizan, and he
had his soldiers drilled by English officers who were sent to him by the East India
Company, such as Major H a r t , and Montieth, and giant-like Sir Henry B e t h u n e . "
The above is probably the basis of the account given-by the biographer of Avitabile
who says: "Before his arrival in the Panjab in March 1822, Ventura was in the
employ of the Persian king Fatteh Ali Shah, whose younger son Mohammad Ali Mirza
utilized his services to drill his armies in Karmanjah. Persia had become a congenial hunting ground for European adventurers. Gardanne, Napoleon's ambassador
at Tehran, had been specially commissioned to introduce French and Italian officers
into the Persian army; though the dream of empire in India was rudely shattered
by Waterloo, the current of military immigration once began never ceased to flow
*
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eastward. After the second restoration an increasing number of military waifs from
war-exhausted Europe found their way to Asia, and Ventura was one of them.
At the Persian Court two opposing influences were at work, and although the East
India Co. could successfully insist on the Shah importing British officers in his
service there was room for the ubiquitous foreigner in the armies of rival heirs to
the throne. Of such foreigners Avitabile in particular had won his way into prominence : he was a friend of Ventura whose accounts of favourable opportunities for
service in the army of Ranjit Singh made Avitabile come to the Panjab. Allard
and Ventura underwent hair-breadth escapes and untold distresses on the way from
Persia and Afghanistan on their way to the Panjab, and were reduced to officiating
as callers to prayers in the mosque of Peshawar and Lahore. Nor did their arrival
at Lahore end their troubles. Ranjit Singh took an unconscionable time to assure
himself that the vagabond Franks were what they declared themselves to be and
not secret emissaries of the British Government. Eventually his fears were allayed
and he enlisted the two adventurers in the service, who converted his feudal levies
into a modern army." pp. 527, 530.
What was General Ventura by birth ? Was he an Italian ? According to
Dr. Wolff he was a Jew. The biographer of Avitabile is of the same opinion,
based probably on the appearance of Ventura's features in a painting by an Indian
artist in Ranjit Singh's Court. The painting, he says, could be seen at Peshawar
not many years ago. The biographer mentions the General's father's name as
Rabbi-Bin-Toora of Modena. Mr. Buckland in his Dictionary of Indian Biography,
page 435, doubts whether the General was a Jew. He gives his real name as
Reuben-Bin-Toora. A friend of mine has lent me a miniature of the General on ivory
1
of which a photograph accompanies the present paper.
The type of face presents
the features of a west-oriental, i.e. native of a country between the East Mediterranean and Afghanistan, but the face cannot be definitely pronounced to be t h a t of
a Jew though the long blue eyes, the aquiline broad nose with a slight pinch of
nostril and the full though compressed lips lend some colour to a hypothesis of
Jewish or at any rate mixed Jewish blood. I read in Keene's Hindustan under
Free Lances, p. 193, that in the church and palace at Sardhana built by the Begam
Sombre a few years before her death in 1836, there was a half-length portrait of
General Ventura among many others which were removed to the Government House,
Allahabad. I wrote, enclosing a copy of photograph of the miniature on ivory to
the Private Secretary to H.H. the Lieut.-Governor of the United Provinces.
The
reply was that there was no portrait answering to the likeness I had enclosed at the
Government House. There is, however, a quarter size portrait of the General in the
Lahore Museum which certainly resembles the miniature with me. On comparison
the only difference noticeable is that in the portrait in the Lahore Museum the nose
is somewhat less aquiline. These portraits cannot be said to prove he was a Jew.
I t was in March 1822 that General Ventura came to Lahore, according to Latif, dressed
It was indeed this ivory miniature which originally suggested the present paper
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like a Musalman of Persia, in quest of employment. He explained his object in
Persian to Maharaja Ranjit Singh. . This did not satisfy the Sikh Ruler: he asked
him to explain it in his own language, and this having been done, he sent the paper
written by him in French to the British agent at Iyudhiana to be translated into the
vernacular. All his suspicions being allayed on seeing the translation, he employed
him to organize his army on the French system. During the early years of his
service in the Panjab General Ventura had lived with General Allard in a large
mosque near the Lahore Cantonment. It is related that when Ventura was absent
in France for two years (1838-1840) his family, together with forty or fifty female
slaves, lived during the whole period in this mosque without once moving out of
doors. The tomb of Anarkali was afterwards given to him for a residence. This
had been previously occupied by Prince Kharak Singh. I t is thus described by the
biographer of Avitabili: —
" A vast domed tomb, which the Emperor Jehangir had reared to Akbar's
favourite slave girl Anarkali, was converted into a residence by Ventura and Allard.
In the ground of this mausoleum Ventura built himself a superb habitation. On
the walls of the entrance hall between the noble range of pillars was painted the
reception of the two Generals at the court of Lahore introducing more than a
thousand figures. The room adjoining was lined from top to bottom with gilded
mirrors like the Galarie des Glaces at Versailles, producing when illuminated a most
dazzling effect." Avitabili's Life, p. 574. The General's residence is now our Civil
Secretariat Office. The above account is fully corroborated by at least two travellers,
Baron Huegel and Mr. Masson, who saw the General's residence with their own eyes.
The building has undergone some changes since but the identity is beyond doubt.
" General Ventura's house, built by himself and General Allard, though of no great size, combines
the splendour of the East with the comforts of a European residence. On the walls of the entrance hall,
before the range of pillars on the first storey was portrayed the reception of the two French officers
at the court of Ranjit Singh, consisting of many thousand figures. The second room is adorned with a
profusion of small mirrors in gilt frames, which have an excellent effect; the third is a large hall,
extending the entire width of the house, and terminating in the sleeping apartments. At a short
distance behind the house stands an ancient tomb, crowned with a lofty dome. This is now tenanted
by the families of the European officers. Standing in the midst of the garden, which has been laid
out with great taste, it forms a very striking contrast to the surrounding sandy plain. This spot overlooks an arm of the Ravi and eastward the old city and necropolis, with countless dilapidated buildings
and tombs, which in parts form small hillocks without any apparent vestige of regular edifices. The
neighbourhood of Lahore abounds in saltpetre, which soon destroys any walls that may be left
standing, and not only these, but covered buildings crumble beneath its influence, and frequently
become an unshapely mass of rubbish. Among these ruins, a square has been cleared for the troops to
exercise, in front of General Ventura's house; and the bricks which have been dug out from them
have been used not only to erect his dwelling house, but the barracks for the French legion. These are
now unoccupied, as the legion is at Peshawar."—Baron Huegel*s Travels, p. 283.

Speaking of Anarkali's tomb, Mr. Masson says:—
"There were formerly extensive gardens, and several buildings connected with the tomb, but not
a vestige can now be traced of them. This monument was once occupied by Karak Singh, the eldest
ind only legitimate son of the Maharaja, but has subsequently been given to an Italian officer,
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M. Ventura, who has coverted it into a haram. Adjacent is the handsome house of M. Allard, and in
front of it, a parade ground intervening, are the lines of the regiments and battalions under their orders.
To the east of the city are the cantonments of the troops, commanded by M. Avitabile, and Court,
with the residences of those officers. The mansion of the former, a Neapolitan, is painted in a
singular and grotesque fashion."—Massorts Travels, Vol. I, p. 413.

The handsome house of Allard referred to can be unmistakably identified with
the Kurl bagh, so named owing to a tomb in it which still exists of Allard's daughter
Marie Charlotte who died there in 1827. Kurl bagh *is now the property of H.Hthe Maharaja of Kapurthala.
In the year 1825, the General was married to a European lady then residing at
Ludhiana. Her father was a Frenchman and her mother an Armenian* The nuptials
took place at Lahore in Anarkali. The priest who performed the ceremony was invited
from Ludhiana to Lahore, and in honour of the event a ceremonial -took place at
Lahore in which the bridegroom received, by way of present/10,000 rupees from the
Maharaja and 30,000 rupees from the courtiers. M adame Ventura bore her husband
a daughter. A Jagir of 7,000 rupees a year was granted by the Maharaj in her name
n
in 1834 * Ilaqa Talwandi, Rajputana. Towards the end of the year 1852. or in the
beginning of the year 1853, the Court of Directors of the East India Company
purchased the said Jagir for 24,000 pounds and a grant of a life pension of 300 pounds
a year to the General. A deed of release was obtained from the General and his
daughters who were described in it respectively as Jean Baptists Counte Ventura
ll
de Mundy and Claudine Victorine Ventura.
de Mundy " had reference to the Mandi
State where the fortress of Kamalgarh was successfully carried by the General in 1840
in spite of the popular belief in its impregnability. After the death of the General
his widow applied to the British Government to continue for her ..benefit the pension
enjoyed by her husband. So long as the General was in possession of the Jagir and its
*

income was collected by the Deputy Commissioner of Ludhiana, Madam Ventura was
allowed Rs. 250 a month out of the realizations. This allowance had ceased in
September 1850. I t seems that the General had also some interest in the Toolsea
indigo factory near Bhagalpur, from which his wife received an annuity for eight years
from February 1856 to February 1864. After the termination of her allowance from
the Jagir and the annuity of the factory, Madame Ventura lived mostly on the sale of
her jewelry. She petitioned the British Government for a compassionate allowance, and
#

after some enquiry a pension of 30 rupees a month was sanctioned. The daughter
of the General was married to the Marquis De Trazegnie Destre. Thus the handsome
amount secured by commutation of his Jagir and a large fortune which the General
must have carried with him to Paris, enabled him to live in good style in Paris and to
marry his daughter to a Marquis; but it does not reflect credit on a man of Ventura's
high position and honourable profession that he should have left his spouse in India
in abject poverty and destitution. Madam Ventura died at Ludhiana on 10th July
1873, aged 70, and was buried in the cemetery in t h a t town. An epitaph still exists
on her tomb there. After her death one Gulhojan alias Anna Maria Maria Farmer
(Miss Michael), daughter of one Mariamjan, niece of Madame Ventura and a dependent
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on her, applied to the British Government for the continuance of the pension enjoyed
by Madame Ventura. This lady had married Captain Farmer of the 66th Regiment
Native Infantry, on the 23rd May, 1842/ Being left a widow and being dependent
on the general's widow she was given a pension of Rs. 15 a month on the 16th
March, 1877, she and her sister and mother having left Ludhiana for Agra in 1875.
Among Madame Ventura's relations, Mr. R. W. Dubigon has also to be mentioned.
He is described in the life of Avitabili as an estimable young man in the service of
Begam Sombre (Samru). Ventura picked him up during a tour in India which he had
undertaken for the benefit of his health, treated him with kindness, found him
employment in one of the infantry regiments of Ranjit Singh, and eventually married
him to his sister-in-law. In a letter to Sir John Lawrence, dated 30th March, 1858,
from Ludhiana, this gentleman mentions the loss of property suffered by his sisterin-law Madame Ventura and by Mr. T. Joseph, her nephew, when the mutineers
passed through lyudhiana. H e too had gone away to Agra in 1875 taking with him
Mrs. Farmer, her sister and mother. Dr Wherry of Ludhiana, in response to my
queries, informs me that Madame Ventura was an Armenian Christian; she was a
beautiful and attractive lady in old age, and when General Ventura returned to
France he took her only daughter with him. Although his Armenian wife had become
a Roman Catholic, he cast her off and took to himself another wife leaving his
Armenian wife absolutely destitute, who but for the kindness of the British Government, who gave her a small pension, would have suffered direst poverty. Becoming
almost blind she was advised by an English Surgeon to wait until she became
totally blind when a cataract operation could be performed, but she was impatient
and allowed a native AnkrBananewala, to perform the operation. i\fter four days
_

-

T-

-

_

she was in a state of convulsion and the Civil Surgeon pronounced her case hopeless.
Her niece requested Dr. Wherry to pray to the Lord. I t was done as desired, and
the next morning the joyous news was received that the Madame was convalescent.
She ascribed her recovery solely to the prayer. This incident, says Dr. Wherry,
illustrates the piety of this lady.
*
^

^
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VENTURA AS A SOLDIER.

General Ventura had not long to wait before an opportunity offered itself to
him to show the Maharaja and the Sikh army the merit of his system of discipline,
*

and also to illustrate his skill as a tactician. In March, 1823, only a year after
Ventura's arrival at Lahore, the Sikh army was engaged against the Afghans in the
battle of Nowshera or Then. The Afghans were in great strength, their regular
troops holding a position on the right bank of Kabul river, while 20,000 mountaineers
of the Khatak and Yusufzai tribes occupied a strong position on the left bank.
Maharaja Ranjit Singh now showed his confidence in Generals Ventura and
Allard by sending them with a small Jorce of eight battalions__and two batteries to
keep the regular Afghan troops in check, while he with his main strength fell upon
the Ghazis. The battle was severely contested, but, thanks to the superior generalship of Ranjit Singh, resulted in a complete victory for the Sikhs. The loss of the
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victors was estimated by Captain (afterwards Sir Claude) Wade at 2,000 men out
of a total force present of 24,000.
The Afghan' tribesmen had more than 3,000 men killed, but gallantly rallied on
the day following the battle and were ready to renew the fight. Muhammad Azim
Khan, however, who commanded the Afghan regular troops, fearing lest his treasure
and harana might fall Jnlo_Jjie hands of the Sikhs, broke up his camp, and crossing
the Momand^lulls with undignified haste, regained the valley of Jalalabad.
He was
pursued for a considerbledistanre by Ventura and Allard7whose force had been
^

^

^

^

^
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increased by a contingent under Prince Slier Singh, one of the Maharaja's sons, a brave
soldier.
In consequence of this victory Ranjit Singh occupied the city of Peshawar and
his troops plundered the whole district up to the Khaibar Pass.
In the year 1825, a campaign was directed against Kotlar, the chief command
being entrusted to Jemadar Khushal Singh, a favourite officer of the Maharaja
In this campaign a number of Sikh Sardars or chiefs, and soldiers, refused to serve
under Ventura and Allard, and threatened to resist their authority by force. The
two generals complained to the Maharaja, who at once proceeded to the army,
degraded the mutinous officers, and severely punished the ring-leaders of inferior rank.
Later, General Ventura accompanied Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa, one of the
bravest and best educated of the Sikh chieftains, in various small expeditions.
A rising at Gandgarh was quelled after a smart action, the hill fortress of Srikot was
captured, and finally Ventura took part in a demonstration under Prince Sher Singh,.
the object of which was to exact payment of the annual tribute from Yar Mohammad
Khan, at that time ruler of Peshawar. The tribute was paid without_jfighting, and
so ended a year of great military activity.
In the year 1831, that of Colonel Gardner's arrival in the Panjab, General
Ventura shared with Shahzada Sher Singh the command of the force sent out from
Peshawar against the reformer Svad Ahmad. As is related in Gardner's narrative,
this force completely defeated Syad AJbm^ils_joll^wers, and the prophet himself
was slain at a place called Balakot. Gardner was just too late to take part in the
action but it is probable t h a t V e n t u r a became aware t h a t Gardner had intended to
^^^^^^^^

assist the insurgents, and t h a t this fact, coupled with Gardner's adherenee_±o_the
Dogra faction, caused the ill-will which is shown by Gardner's langhage to have
existed between them. The French and_jtalian officers in Ranjit Singh's service
held much aloof from those of other nationalities, and this also must have contributed
to the unfriendliness.
Later in the year 1831, General Ventura was sent to Multan in command of a
force of 10,000 troops and thirty pieces of artillery, for the purpose of collecting the
tribute of t h a t province.
In addition to the rank of general, conferred on Ventura soon after he entered
the Sikh service, Ranjit Singh created him Qazi and governor of Lahore, which
appointment gave him the third seat in durbar.
General Ventura was highly favoured by the Maharaja in consequence of his
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services on this and subsequent occasions, and was granted pay at the rate of 2,500
rupees a month. He was also at various times given large jagirs, or feudal grants
of land, by his royal master; and towards the end of the Maharaja's life Ventura
received two villages as a special gift for his young daughter Victorine.
General^ Ventura, a very amiable man as Gardne_r_d_escribes him, was sent to
subjugate and annex SabzalkoFand Rojah both on the right bank of the Indus below
Mittankot (Gardner's Memoir, p. 183).
*

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^
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" I n 1819, Ranjit Singh extended his conquests beyond the Indus and annexed the southern portion
of the present District of Dera Ghazikhan. Aasiq Mohammad Khan, a Nawab of Bahawalpur, received
the newly acquired territory as a fief on payment of an annual tribute to Lahore. In 1827, the Nawab
overran the northern portion all of which passed under the suzerainty of the Sikhs. Three years later,
however, he was compelled to give up his charge in favour of General Ventura."—Imp. Gaz., X I , p. 251.
"Kamalgarh was an ancient fortress in the Mandi State, Panjab. The possession of the fortress
tempted the Raja of Mandi to revolt against the Sikhs ; but General Ventura succeeded in carryng it in
1840, in spite of the popular belief in their impregnability."—Imp. Gaz., XIV, p. 328.
" O n the death of Ranjit Singh in 1839, the Sikh Government determined to complete the reduction
of Mandi as a stepping-stone to the projected conquest of Chinese Tartary. In 1840, General Ventura
occupied Mandi, and Kamalgarh capitulated after a seige of two months."—Imp. Gaz., XVII, p. 154.
lt

Until his death in 1839, Ranjit Singh was ever loyal to the engagements which he had entered
into with Metcalfe in 1809, but he left no son capable of'wielding his sceptre. Lahore was torn by
dissensions between rival generals, ministers and queens. The only strong power was the Khalsa, or
central council of the Sikh army, which since the British disaster in Afghanistan, burned to measure
its strength with the British sepoys: Ranjit Singh's European Generals Court and Ventura were
foolishly ousted by the Sikh commanders and the supreme military command was vested in a series of
Punchayats or elective committees."—Imp. Gaz., I I , p. 503.
" Scarcely had Sher Singh ascended the throne when the soldiery got out of hand, excitement
though without any ground whatever against European officers^ rose high, General Court stripped_of
everything narrowly escaped. General Ventura who upon the news of the outbreak had returned to
a similar escape."—The Panjab, by L. T. Steinbach, p . 30.
1

SOME OTHER INCIDENTS.

Laili.
The story of the famous mare Laili can be briefly told. She was renowned for
her beauty throughout Afghanistan and the Panjab, and Ranjit Singh, in 1826,
demanded her surrender from her owner Sardar Yar Mohammad Khan, governor
of Peshawar, who refused. Straightway Sirdar Budh Singh Sindhanwalia was sent to
take possession of the mare. When he reached Peshawar he was informed that I^aili
had died. On his return to Lahore it was ascertained that this story was false, and
that another force under the nominal command of Prince Kharak Singh was
despatched to Peshawar with orders to buy the mare or seize her, and if Yar
Mohammad Khan would not part with her to depose him from the governorship. The
Prince marched to Peshawar, and Yar Mohammad, who considered that his honour
was involved in'not surrendering the mare, fled to the hills. Prince Kharak Singh
after holding Peshawar for eight months, retired, leaving Sirdar Sultan Mohammad
Khan as governor, but the Sikh army had not proceeded further than Attock when
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Yar Mohammad returned and drove out the new governor. General Ventura who had
been left in command of the Sikh army at Attock was now directed by the Maharaja
to try his hand at the business of the acquistion of the horse, for which he was to
offer any price which would be accepted, but, if refused, was to renew hostilities.
While Yar Mohammad was heistating as to his reply Khalifa Syed Ahmad again
descended from the hills and ravaged the villages north of Peshawar, and the
gpvernor, who attempted to drive him back, was killed in the fight which ensued.
Laili, however, had not been surrendered, and General Ventura, after having defeated
S y e d A h m a d , encamped before Peshawar and demanded the animal from Sultan
an, whom he promised to confirm in the governorship if he gave her
ohamma
up. But Sultan Mohammad tried as many subterfuges as his brother, and it was
not till Ventura had arrested him in his own palace, and threatened to hold him
a prisoner till Laili was given up, that persistence obtained its deserved success, and
the General becoming the happy possessor of the coveted mare, took her* to Lahore.
She was received~wlth much rejoicing by the Maharaja.
Whether the real horse was given up is sHITrloubtful. for there are few created
beings that anAfghan cannot orjxnild jio£_d£ceiye. Certainly, at Rupar in 1831,
when tEe^laharaja visited the Governor-General, a brown horse was shown as Laili.
When Huegel visited Lahore he especially begged to be allowed to see the famous
horse, which the Maharaja told him cost him sixty lakhs of rupges and twelve
thousand men. He describes Laili as magnificently caparisoned, with gold bangles
round her legs, a dark grey, with black points, thirteen years old and fully sixteen
hands high. This was the horse Ventura assured Huegel that he had obtained
with so much difficulty at Peshawar: but,"on the^otheFhand, Sikh records always
speak of LaiHasJia
been a^jnare which the name would seem to confirm. So
the sex of^ the_true_Iyaili must remain a historical puzzle! Certain it is, that no 1
horse since that which caused the fall of Troy, has ever been the source of such
trouble and the death of so many brave men (Rulers of India Series: Ranjit Singh.
By Griffin, p. 102).
<

Paddle-boat.
Ranjit Singh asked Ventura to make him a steamer. Despite his protests
Ventura was made to undertake the construction of one for which he boldly
asked 40,000 rupees. He went to Gardner and begged his aid; and Gardner after
reading up all he could about paddle-boat building succeeded in turning out a
wondrous sort of two decked barge with paddle-wheels to be worked by hand. The
boat was launched on the Ravi, but with the utmost efforts of the exhausted wheelturners would not go more than 10 yards or so upstream. Yet Ranjit Singh was
quite satisfied with the fact of the boat moving up the stream however slowly
without sails or oars (Gardner's Memoir, p. 203).
"My return to my native country," says Dr. Honigberger, " was via Mooltan and Dera Ghazikhan,
where General Ventura was then governor. As I had provided myself with vaccine matter to use for
my
ourne
Vaccination.
J
y» the general wished me to vaccinate his darling child.
Madame Ventura was opposed to my commencing with her little daughter
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Victoria, so her husband ordered some poor children to be brought from the bazar at Dera, whom 1
vaccinated, and to each of them he gave a rupee, as a remuneration. On the eighth day, on which
the children ought to have come to me, that I might take the vaccine matter for further use, no one
appeared, and I was told that their alarmed parents had removed them from the town. The parents
had ^eard a rumour that on the eighth day, on their re-appearance, the Feringhee (European) doctor
would cut the moomiai from their arm, which operation was supposed to endanger life; but on General
Ventura's threatening the Kotwal (Police officer) with imprisonment, one of the boys was brought to
me on the following morning, from whom I got vaccine matter enough to enable me to vaccinate
several other children,among whom was Miss Victoria, at the harem of the general."—Thirty-five Years
in the East, p. 57.
•

In another place in his book the same Doctor says:—
" I remained only two years at Constantinople, from the autumn of 1836 to that of 1838. During
that time, my homoeopathic practice was extensive, as there were only myself and the private
physician to the Russian ambassador who practised the new system; and it was so lucrative that
I had no idea of leaving that place so soon, still less of returning to Lahore, until I learned from the
Austrian Internunico, Baron Sturmer, who was in quarantine at Malta, and who had met with General
Ventura, that the Maharaja had ordered the general to make enquiries about me in Europe, and to
persuade me to go back to Lahore. Accordingly, the general invited me to accompany him thither
after the expiration of his leave of absence in the autumn. I yielded to this invitation, and went in
company with the general from Alexandria to Bombay, where he proceeded alone, with the utmost
speed, to Lahore, as Ranjit SingE~"was dangerously ill, and as that time the English were preparing
to place Shahshooja on the throne of Kabul.
"General Ventura was accompanied by a shawl merchant, named Monsieur Le Boeuf, and a Captain
of cavalry, M. Mouton, with his lady. These three persons the general requested me to accompany to
Lahore, as they were unable to speak Hindustanee."—Honigberger's Thirty-five Years in the East, p. 88.

The position which the General enjoyed can be judged from a painting by an
Indian artist to be seen at Peshawar in which he is shown among the courtiers of the
Lion of the Panjab and is given the next place to AUard. I t seems that soldiers of
fortune who found employment under Indian rulers in other parts of the country
must have had some sort of intercommunication. This is evident from the employment of the third son of George Thomas (the well-known adventurer in Begum
Samru's service) as a Commandant in Ranjit Singh's service and the selection of
Dubuignon also in the Begatn's service for marriage with Ventura's sister-in-law.
^^^^^^
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I cannot say what foundation there was for the following statement in
Avitabile's Life:—
When Avitabile tendered his resignation, at first (according to English
newspapers) there was some talk of detaining Ventura as a hostage at I^ahore for
27 lacks, he was reported to be taking out of the country, both generals were
eventually allowed to retire from Sikh service without difficulty." P. 556.
The General retired in 1843, thus serving his master and his successors for
2i^years. He pass&fthe remainder of his life_at Paris where he lived in very good
11
style, enjoying the distinction^o^^evalier^ofjLJlgJUggio of Honour. He died near
Toulouse, 3rd April
(Buckland's Dictionary of Indian Biography, p. 435).
During his employment under the Sikh ruler h e d i d not s h a v e n o r ate beef as
originally undertaken by him, but he smoked, a concession allowed to him. That he
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was a splendi^inilitaTy organizer is undoubted, that he was faithful to his master
life perhaps he was not__a__mpdel.
e&_inJhk
Nevertheless we must__vigw him makingL^llowance for human frailties from which
nobody is absolutely free. He was, says Major Pearse in a sketch of his life, ajiighsoldier_miich
He was true to his 6alt. and
whom
English officers
his employment by an Indian ruler. Here is Huegel's testimony of the
general's merits:
The General has been of great service to the Maharaja, both in the field and in the training of
-seurtB None but minions
his forces, but is blamed for not being^ jujficiejitly plian
have any influence over Ranjit Singh, and it is to Ventura's honour that he is not one of these. Here
and in India he is acknowledged to be a man of high honour, and during a journey he took not long
since in Hindustan, the English generals and many officers testified their respects to Him most
cordially."—Baron Huegel's Travels, p. 317.
a

There is yet one incident in the General's life which is of general interest to an
archaeologist and of particular interest to me. We read in Baron Huegel's Travels
p. 236, that it was Ventura who " first opened the Manikyala Tope which is situated
some 10 kos from Rawalpindi. After an unsuccessful attempt to penetrate it from the
lower part, he ordered theworkmen to repair at the upper .Dart. In a short time
they arrived at the middle of the shaft where they met large masses of stones: these
were broken through, and neaf the foundation appeared a. small vaulted recess
containing a gold cylinder with some fluid in
me Buddhist, coins. Prinsep
afterwards wrote a full description of this ancient Monument.''
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I am much indebted to Munshi Mahbub Alam for the loan of a file of the Kohinoor
newspaper for 1851 which though partially scorched fortunately escaped when his
house was set on fire by some unknown miscreant who knew little that he was destroying valuable historical material in the shape of rare manuscripts and books which
the Munshi Sahib had collected during the long course of his journalistic career.
A survey of the year's events in the Kohinoor of 1851 is full of interest, and I
am tempted to cull some interesting pieces of information which I think deserve
preservation in English.
Probably the Kohinoor was the earliest Urdu newspaper in Lahore. I have not
been able to ascertain the exact month or the year of its birth. From the thankful
acknowledgment of subscriptions for the year 1850, as well as from a sarcastic chronogram by an envious rival which I reproduce below, it may be safe to fix its birth at
some period towards the end of 1849 and the beginning of 1850. The chronogram is
contained in the last couplet preceded by half a dozen similar sarcastic verses.
. ^ *1*£ Uyii ^L ±tj{> J ^ A '•. AJD ^JJJ
*

»

I

*

(Sambat 1906).
•

Ek Lala ji hue tarikh se yun shula zan
Wah wah is atish-i gulkhun se chamka kob-i-aur.

The veiled taunt is that the proprietor is compared to a Bharbhunja, a parcher
of grain, who made the Kohinoor shine forth from his furnace.
The Kohinoor
retorted in rather objectionable language verging on indecency, which I omit.
It is commonly known that Munshi Newal Kishore, a man of great enterprise
edited the Kohinoor for some years. It was here that he conceived the idea of starting his own press at Lueknow. The service rendered by the celebrated Newal
Kishore press to Oriental literature in India, nay in Asia and Africa, is too well
known to require detailed mention.
A comparison of the service rendered by the early vernacular press with what it
is rendering now is outside the scope of this paper A general idea of what a vernacular newspaper was like in its primitive condition in 1851 is not however devoid
of interest.
The Kohinoor in 1851 consisted of 8 pages of 12 x 8 inches. No editorial leaders
or comments, no discussion of any current topics, political or others, no advertisements
^^^•^^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^^^^^^•^^^^^^•^^^^^^•^^^^^^•^^^^^^•^^^^^^•^^^Hr
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except about some new book in vernacular; certainly no trace whatever of indecent
advertisement of medicines or of objectionable literature, with which some of our
present-day vernacular newspapers teem ; no religious controversies or party politics.
It was literally a newspaper, containing rules, acts, and notifications copied from the
Government Gazette issued by the Amlr-i-kablr, Nawab Governor General Hind Bahadur as His Excellency's rank was then described in Urdu ; some news of the world taken
from English newspapers, some statistics, some news from various parts of India furnished by newspapers, provincial and local news, interspersed occasionally by some
query and an answer on some literary subject, some casual remark off and on about
local affairs. Here and there an appreciative note about the British Administration in
the province coupled with some suggestions. I t seems however that rivalry between
the Kohinoor and another local print, to be mentioned presently, evoked rather indecent taunts which in those days passed for pleasantry. This rival newspaper bore
the name of Darya-i-nur managed by Shah-Sawar-ud-Din, grandson of Faqir Azlz-udDin (Ranjit Singh's Minister). When announcing his death on the 12th February, 1851,
the Kohinoor tells us that in that year some misfortunes had befallen the faqir family,
hence the ownership of a printing press began to be regarded as inauspicious. It is
further stated that the well-known Jalla Misser, who had started a printing press in
Ranjit Singh's time, met with some ill luck, with the result that the Sikh Government
caused the stones to be smashed and the wooden gear of the press to be burnt. But
Munshi Harsukh Rai, the proprietor of the Kohinoor, did not view things in that way.
His paper had a long spell of journalistic respectability.
I t seems that the idea of popularizing Panjabi literature is not a recent one.
The Kohinoor announced the issue of a newspaper which it named The Punjabee Harkara to be issued in the Panjabi language written in Gurmukhi characters with a
transliteration of the same in Persian characters. This was the first attempt to convey current news to the masses through the medium of the lingua franca of the
province. Whether the project was actually carried out or not I have not been able
to ascertain.
During my reading of the year's file I noticed references to the following Urdu
contemporaries of the Kohinoor. The names are fantastic and some of them classical
*jKj* ;U*J Akhbar Harkara
1
]±L.1) \\JA Mirat-ul-Akhbar
2
Calcutta
JUxvJI o l ^ Mirat-ul-Khiyal
\
3
4
bf c / ^ l Anjuman Ara
\
/*±JI £*s^ Majma-ul-Akhbar
Bombay.
5
6
jUAJ ;j)) Urdu Akhbar
7
^JCX^JI ^]ji
Quran-ul-sadain
Delhl
8
,L^JI g.u* Umda-tul-Akhbar
f
9
^j* J ^ ^ Delhi Gazette
10
j^UaJI j[xL.) Akhbar Alhaqaiq
I
Agra.
n
;LAJ) 8^5 Z ubda-tul-Akhbar
12.
Li ^ a . ^
Jam-i-Jehan-Numa
Meerut
*

•
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415.
16.
17.
18.

Ig3

firfr
Baghro-Bahar
f Benares>
J
u~M - ^ /
Gazette Benares 1 >
p^l\ i^c
Umda-tuL-Akhbar
Bareilly.
;UUI vfy
Riaz-ul-Akhbar
Sialkot.
;y i±i)J Darya-i-noor
Lahore.
Ji^JL] *LJ» Simla Akhbar
Simla.

References are also to be found of a printing press, Nur-ul-Alanur j^MI ;,i, at Ludhiana and another of the same name at Bhera. Whether these printing presses also
issued any newspapers does not appear. Of the newspapers above mentioned Jam-iJehan-Numa of Meerut catered for its readers with the weekly instalments of Faizi's
Persian Translation of Mahabharat. One would hardly have thought that Simla
would have been able to pride itself on having a newspaper in those days. At present unfortunately none exists there. Bhera, that little place which has produced so
many men of talent and enterprise, stands in bold relief as conducting a printing
press. Of the Native States in this province we read of only one Chief who took a
keen interest in vernacular literature, and that was the Raja of Kapurthala (Raja
Nihal Singh). It is said of him that he started a printing press in his State. A correspondent under a name represented by a numeral suggested several improvements
to encourage vernacular translations, etc.
Outside the Panjab another Chief., the Maharaja of Indore, is mentioned as
having similarly encouraged vernacular literature by starting a printing press in his
State, and a correspondent regrets that the King of Oudh had so unwisely closed the
one he had started in his dominions.
I have mentioned in the list of the Kohinoor's Urdu contemporaries a Calcutta
paper, Akhbar Harkara. I found in the Encyclopaedia Britannica a note to the effect
that the Harkaru as it is spelt there and another newspaper The Indian Gazette were
combined under the new name Indian Daily News with the old name appended
(XIX 566, Ency, Brit.).
It appears that Garcin de Tassy, when opening his annual course of lectures on
the Hindustani language, enumerated and gave some interesting details concerning
twenty-seven journals of all sorts in Hindustani. In i860 he made mention of seventeen additional ones, one of which alone reached a sale of 4000 (XIX 566, Ency.
Brit.). I have not been able to ascertain whether the Kohinoor or any of its contemporaries were described by him as to their contents or literary merits.
' I have mentioned in the above list the Delhi Gazette. This was probably an
English newspaper; whether there was a vernacular print of the same name I cannot say.
Let us begin with the weather. The season after the monsoon rains was stated
to be terribly unhealthy, so much so that, the whole town being laid up with malarial fever, the local Hakims left Lahore. The press hands were stated to be totally
incapacitated for work. In order to improve the sanitary conditions, we read of
public latrines being constructed outside each gate of Lahore. It was first stated
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that from each person making use of them, a charge of one damn would be made.
But this statement was corrected later. This is the beginning of sanitary reforms in
our town.
Lahore witnessed an eclipse of the moon on the 17th January, followed by a
severe earthquake, the astrologers foreboding evil from the two events in the shape
of inundations in the rivers and also turbulence in the West. There was another
severe earthquake in February which the people thought was the severest in living
memory.
The harvests and rates of grains are always mentioned for the information of the
public. Comparisons of rates in the N.-W. Provinces with those prevailing in Lahore
are frequently made in tabular statements, for instance it is stated that wheat was
sold at the rate of from 35 seers to a maund and a half per rupee and ghee at the rate
of 2 seers and a half at Delhi and similarly at other towns in N.-W. Provinces, while
at Lahore wheat was sold in January 1850 at the rate of 28 seers. It is also mentioned that in the year preceding, it was considerably below that rate, probably I presume owing to the unsettled state of the country or possibly to a bad harvest in that
year. Abolition of octroi is however recommended as likely to cheapen food stuffs
appreciably. It may be mentioned here that a grain market was constructed outside
the Delhi gate. An old dilapidated serai in the vicinity was converted into an enclosure for the sale of grain. I t was named after the Deputy Commissioner, Major MacGregor.
To the curious it will be interesting to know that Lahore began to enjoy the
luxury of mineral waters in March, 1851, when a Delhi merchant, one Nabi Bakhsh,
started a factory for aerated waters. I t is said in the advertisement along with the
rates that the sweet water (lemonade) assists digestion, while people accustomed to
liquor will find a wholesome diluter in soda water. It is also announced, to remove
any possible prejudice anjong Muhammadan customers, that the manufacturer is a
Muhammadan from Calcutta. Of course Hindus were not among those expected to
touch them.
The present Zoo may trace its origin to an Orang-outang found in one of Ranjit
Singh's gardens and afterwards removed by a European gentleman to his own bungalow. The ape was rather an interesting creature, revelling in drink and_sm&ke and
capable of a great many mischievous tricks which amused boys. It is stated that he
enjoyed bhang too.
With regard to education, the establishment of schools in the town and in the
adjoining district of Amritsar is reported. Throughout the year there are contributions on education by a correspondent hailing fromKapurthala, who expatiates on the
utility for the people of education in Eastern and Western literatures. On the restoration of peace and order, this desire was obviously perfectly natural. The correspondent hardly anticipated that half a century later education would be so widespread
as to overflow colleges and schools.
With regard to the judicial administration, it is noted that the abolition of vakils
in the courts was much deprecated. These gentlemen-were probably some sort of
M
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special agents or mukhtars who with the permission of the courts conducted cases for
ignorant litigants—an institution which may be traced in all known periods of Indian
History. The manner in which retention of the system of vakils is advocated shows
a great deal of modernity. I t is said of them that they are like hedges round a road
which an administration always needs to prevent vagaries and arbitrary transgressions by officers presiding in the courts. Very likely the order of abolition was only
temporary, in order that the profession of law might be placed eventually on a better
basis. From the report of certain notes of observation and directions by the Commissioner of I v ahore on the inspection of the Vernacular and English offices of the
Deputy Commissioner, it seems that he complained of arrears of civil cases some of
which had been submitted to the decision of the elders called Panches who were enjoined not to leave the court before finishing the day's work assigned to them. The
English office, which is stated to be located somewhere in the town and which was in
charge of Mr. Penn, probably the self-same Mr. Penn who afterwards became a Judge of
the Small Cause Court at J alandar in the sixties, was pronounced not to be equal in
efficiency and order to other similar offices in the mufassil. It was particularly
directed that this should be put in order. Division of labour among the clerks, then
called kirantSy was suggested in order to ensure method and despatch in routine work.
The Legislature was then busy with enacting laws, and with a view to make provision
for future necessities and contingencies of trade and other matters, various acts and
regulations were passed, translations of which in Urdu were reproduced in the Kohinoor; for example Act No. 27 of 1850 to incorporate Joint Stock Companies and the like.
Explorations were conducted during the year to discover mines, etc. Credit is given
to one Colonel Hawlings, Deputy Commissioner of l,eiah, for his labours in that field.
The state of crime cannot be very well gathered. According to the statistics of 1850
one hundred and eleven offenders were hanged and ninety-eight transported during the
year by order of the Board. Very likely the convicts were not offenders of the usual
type, most of them must have been brigands or dacoits who taking advantage of the
unsettled state of the country must have committed depredations accompanied by
murders; otherwise one would not have expected such high figures for capital sen tences in one year. The K'otwal of the town, Pandit Ram Narain, is almost every
month congratulated on his successful suppression of crime and detection of offenders. His name has come down to the citizens of the town as a terror-striking Kotwal. I may here mention that his grand-nephew, Major Atal, I.M.S., a few months
ago, laid down his life in the service of his Emperor and country.
As regards the general administration, Diwan Dina Nath, who was created a Raja
by the British Government, is reported to have rendered exceptional service. I t is
said that in the open Durbar of the Governor General, it was announced by Col.
Sir Henry Lawrence at the command of His Excellency the Governor General that
the British Government was much indebted to him for very valuable aid he had
rendered in helping and facilitating inquiries into innumerable matters connected
with the administration regarding which reliable and accurate information was
required. He is stated to have answered within a short time three thousand Robkars
•
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and Murasalas. He was in recognition of his services presented with a khillat of 17
Parchas and two purses of cash.
Prince Dalip Singh's leanings towards Christianity and the consequent revulsion
of the feelings of Sikhs towards him are also reported but without any comment.
The valuable articles and other belongings of the Sikh Durbar are advertised for auction, a full list of which is given not only in the columns of the Kohinoor but, it seems,
also in other papers outside the province. News of sales of them from time to time
are also published. Of the articles sold by auction particular mention is made of a
stylish carriage in which the 'Lion of the Panjab' used to appear on the occasion of
the annual festival of Dassahra, and of another equipage of his called a Rath which it
is stated was sumptuously embellished. By way of curiosity is mentioned a cooking
degcha of silver weighing a maund and a half.
The history of the Kohinoor diamond which probably suggested the name of the
newspaper (its compeer the Darya-i-nur, another big diamond owned by the King of
Persia, probably suggesting the name of its rival newspaper) occupies some columns.
A correspondent claimed that it was a very ancient jewel, tracing back its possession
by Hindu kings as far-back as Yudhishthira of the ancient Hindu period. The
Simla Akhbar, dated 1st May, 1849, takes the writer to task by calling this account an
absolute myth. He ventures to correct the error and tells his readers t h a t it was
found in the mine of Conore on the banks of the Godaverv River in Hyderabad terri^^

^^^^^^^

tory. Mir Jumla obtained it and presented it to the Emperor Shah Jahan. It then
weighed 319 rattis. A European jeweller at the Emperor's court valued it at
78 lakhs.
We have seen that Raja Nihal Sing of Kapurthala was a great encourager of
literature. He had a competent astronomer, Lala Bulloo Mai, in his court who prepared an astronomical globe which he had named Ajaib-i-Nihal after the name of
his illustrious master, for presentation to Her Majesty the Queen, with a request that
it might be exhibited in the Industrial Exhibition in 1851 in London. His merit is
recognised by his master and an appreciative sanad is granted to him which is also
reproduced verbatim.
Of all the local news the most interesting is the formation of a Society on the
16th May, 1851, named The Horti-agricultural Society, composed of a number of officials and a few non-official Raises of Lahore. One Mr. Cope, Manager of the Lahore
Chronicle, was its first Secretary. The objects of the Society were to improve
floriculture and import exotic fruit, saplings, shady trees and vegetable seeds, as well
as generally to improve agriculture on a scientific basis. Some land was of course required for the purpose. The Society requested the Government to hand over to it
the Badami Bagh and the land of the present Golbagh, which was in those days called
Gorabagh, a name which it received owipg to its vicinity to a European garrison
close by, which was afterwards removed to Mian Mir Cantonment barracks then in
course of construction. Needless to say the Government readily acceded to the request.
I do not fancy that the present gardens round Lahore outside the city walls existed in
Sikh period. I should not be surprised if they were the result of the Society's efforts
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to improve the surroundings of the town. The proceedings of the Society were
issued in Urdu. Very likely the present I,awrence garden was the work of this useful
Society.
Let us now take leave of local matters and turn to some mufassil news. They
are of a very ordinary nature, e.g. transfers of officers, movements of troqps, sensational cases in court and the like. One of them is of some interest showing the relations between high English officials and their subordinate Indian officials. On the
occasion of H. E. the Governor General's visit to Gujrat we read that the Commissioner Mr. Thornton and the two Lawrences paid a visit to a Deputy Collector, Sayed
Hadi Hossain, on the 9th January, 1851, at his residence, and that he conversed with
his superior officers in English. As a mere boy I remember having seen this venerable gentleman when he was an Extra Assistant Commissioner at Jalandar in the
seventies. He was a cultured gentleman from Delhi possessing dignity and deportment
typical of an accomplished Indian gentleman of the good old days. He richly deserved,
from the impression I have of him, the honour displayed towards him. Syed Abid
Hussain, who retired some years ago from the Provincial Judicial Service, is this gentleman's son.
We hear of the death of a universally revered saint, Khawaja Shah
Suleman, at Sanghur on the 7th Safar ul-Muzaffar. His death is deplored in an obituary notice in highest reverential terms. The spirit of the age is manifest from the
words chosen to announce his death, for instance-it is regretted that the world will be
the poorer by his death. Speaking of his communion with the Divine Essence it is
said that when he was on the point of death he muttered the line
*
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(A piece of steel which touches Paras, the proverbial philosopher's stone, is instantly transmuted into gold).
Among the items of mufassil news an incident reflecting great credit on the discipline of the British Army cannot be omitted. Two British soldiers were missing
from the Gobindgarh fort at Amritsar. The Officer Commanding had issued an order to
arrest them the moment they passed the Logar gate. When they passed that gate
one of them while being laid hold of according to the above order struck down with
a sword one Colonel Jewan Singh, Commandant of the Suraj Mukhi Paltan, also called
the Sher dilRegiment.
This officer had rendered very valuable services. Naturally
the murder of such an officer was viewed with great indignation by the military authorities as well as others. A court martial was held, the culprit was declared guilty
and condemnedJ;o_death. The court however recommended him for mercy on the
ground of his being the _worse_jor_liquor at the time of the murder. The Commander-in-Chief, however, did not endorse the recommendation and H.E. the
Governor-General positively declined to listen to any appeal for mercy, on the contrary
he remarked that he wanted to make an example of the man in the jnterpst of the
discipline of the Army.
As we have already observed, the Kohinoor was literally a newspaper.

It con-
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tained news not only from all parts of the Panjab, but from all parts of India as well
as news of foreign countries. No useful purpose would be served were I to encumber this
paper with items of ordinary news possessing no particular interest. To the curious
perhaps it may sound incredible that at Calcutta one Mr. Count promised to ascend in
a balloon. We are not told whether the feat was accomplished, or with what result.
As for the news from Southern India, it seems equally incredible that two mercantile communities should engage in riot on a religious matter. We are told that
in that year some Parsis embraced Islam, and their conversion incensed the Parsi
community. A Parsi newspaper published a cartoon intending to hurt the religious
feelings of JVIuhammadans. Retort took a fonrTwhich directly resulted in a riot.
A new convert was taken to a mosque with a flourish of trumpets in a regular procession. This thoroughly exasperated the Parsi community. Both sides got out of
hand, a riot ensued accompanied with some loss of life, and considerable loss of
property.
It would not be out of place here to. mention
that year:—
Bengal yielded 10 karor
Agra
„
5
„
Madras
„
5
„
Bombay
,,
3
„
Panjab

,,

2

)>

' •

the revenues of British India in
4

72 lacs.
83
15
94
'

3

J

'

)

)

)
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Rough total 27 karors sixty-eight lacs odd thousands. The present revenues have
more than quadrupled themselves in the last fifty years.
Leaving Indian news let us turn to foreign news. We read a lot of stray European news. I t is no use copying any except an account of Egypt, a country which
interests us in these days. It is stated that the relations between the Khadive and
the Sultan were not what might be desired and that nothing short of intercession by
the French or the English Government would restore mutual cordiality between them.
The state of Egypt in those days, as seen through Indian eyes, is not devoid of historic interest, and I cannot resist the temptation of giving here in an abridged form
an account of the country from an Indian Mussalman's observations.
Nawab Pir Ibrahim Khan, Native agent of Bahawalpur, accompanied by his private secretary, one Sayed Abdulla, took a trip to England on board the ship ' 'Feroz."
The party halted at Caiio and the secretary contributed in Urdu an account of his
visit to the land of the Pharaohs. He begins by giving us a rather graphic description of his boat. To an Indian who had not travelled abroad and who had never
been to sea before, the most interesting object was the boat itself. Its forty cabins or
hnjras as he calls them occupied by European ladies and gentlemen, their mode of
dining at the table, their partaking of the sumptuous dishes, their amusements on
the deck and their social life on board altogether created a vivid impression on the
mind of an Indian, who viewed all he saw with a considerable amount of curious
amazement. The whole scene was quite novel to him who had never before done
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more than cross a river in a clumsy Indian boat. On reaching Egypt he tells us
that the party was very hospitably treated by Abbas Pacha. I t is said that on the
first introduction conversation turned on the attitude of the Panjabis to the British
annexation of the Panjab, an event then quite recent. The Pir said that the people
hailed it with satisfaction. By way of justification he added that the relation be- I
tween the British and Maharaja Ranjit Singh had been friendly and continued so
up to the death of Maharaja Sher Singh, but when the Sikhs pretending to be the
successors of the Mughals began to entertain designs to capture the government
of Delhi, the British Government acting more in self-defence than for love of conquest thought it best to annex the country before the Sikhs could advance beyond
the Panjab. The annexation made life and property secure, law and order reigned
supreme and anarchy became a thing of the past. Speaking particularly of the
Muhammadan population, he said the annexation relieved them of Sikh supremacy,
one result of which was that they were at liberty to use a sort of meat prohibited
by the Sikhs.
~
"1
The party was shown the royal palaces which quite dazzled the Indian travellers.
They had not seen anything like it in the Panjab. The sight of five hundred Georgian,
Italian, and French female slaves draped and attired in the most fantastic fashions
and decorated with the choicest jewels was to them a spectacle more like a Romance
in the "Arabian Nights " than anything approaching reality. The splendour of the
palatial buildings in point of sumptuous furniture and architectural embellishments
was no less attractive and fascinating, the cost of which our travellers guessed to be
close on five crores. The palaces and their contents rich in oriental gorgeousness are
very eloquently described. Of course they saw the pyramids and the other places of
note for which the land of the Pharaohs is known. Every student of Persian literature is familiar with the love tale of Ylisaf and Zutaikha whom Jami has immortalised. The party was s n o w n w h a t local tradition fixed as the site of the palace
where Joseph was kept in captivity, particularly the well where that handsomest of
mortals was incarcerated by_Zulaikha. The whole place was in ruins, the only vestigcToFthe oldTplace worth mentioning was the well itself. I t then contained a pump
to draw drinking water.
The conditions of the country had always necessitated schemes of water-works
for drinking and irrigation purposes from the remotest times. These our travellers
saw in an improved condition. They also saw a local industry very highly developed,
namely a sugar factory where refined sugar was manufactured. I should not be surprised if our current word tisri came into use in India from the name given to
refined sugar imported from EgyptJMisr).
Education does not seem to have been neglected—a school is mentioned where
1600 scholars received instruction, several of them at State expense, and 400 teachers
taught various subjects.
One cannot say how far the following figures are correctly given, nor the
area covered by them. We are told that the population was roughly 20 lacs as
follows : —
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Moslems
White female slaves
..
White male slaves
..
Coloured male and female slaves
•

•

•

•

..
..
...

17 lacs.
70 thousand.
1 lac 90 thousand.
4 lacs.

Speaking of the unequal treatment of these, we are told that a jazia was levied
from Christians and Jews, whose population as free subjects is however not given.
It is frankly admitted that foreigners laboured under several disadvantages.
The Secretary went to see a slave-house to satisfy his curiosity. He had been told
that marriage with slave girls in legal form was rare. Some voluptuaries who could
afford it bought slave girls and introduced them in their seraglios amidst their regularly married wives of their own caste. According to him there were several marts
and regular houses for traffic in human flesh. He was struck with horror when he
saw that the unfortunate human commodity was exhibited and exposed like cattle,
the general frame of the body, limbs, the teeth and the muscle being fully-exhibited
for examination by the customer ; needless to say he returned with a revulsion of
feeling, of course without making a bargain, as he says, he originally never intended.
I t is obvious that the slave traffic was in full swing in the fifties in that country.
Provisions are said to be abundant and therefore cheap—eggs at 400 and chickens
at 40 for a rupee could be easily procured. The climate is described.to be very salubrious, the country peaceful, crime rare and the administration generally satisfactory. To a casual visitor every administration often appears successful and
smooth. We are told that Egyptian Muliammadans looked down upon the
Brahmans as idolators (they had. probably heard of them as such only) nor had they
a very high opinion of Indian Mussalmans. Consequently we are told, in so many
words, that our travellers in order to court favour with their hosts represented themselves as of Afghan and Persian descent respectively. While on the one hand
Indian Muhammadans were poorly thought of, on the other hand drink was found to
enlj^ndulgedjua, a habit contracted in frequent social relations with nonMoslems and tolerated it is said, more or less, by even the Kadis. Interdining with
foreigners was not viewed with disapprobation, but purdah was observed and women
did not appear in public without the veil.
Our traveller was however much gratified to learn t h a t Islam as a proselytising
religion was becoming very popular and t h a t a number of Christians were embracing the Muhammadan faith. Of conversions of Christians one of note was that
of Mr. Rickets, an agent of the East India Company. Some ten years before he had
taken to himself a wife of Arab blood who bore him several children. He assumed
the Muhammadan name of Abdulla, and received a jagir and a title from the Egyptian
Government. This dignitary told our traveller t h a t he had a cousin in India who
was the British Resident at L,ucknow and a brother in the Panjab Civil Service, and
t h a t four of his brothers were in the British Army.
Here ends our account of the Kohmoor of 1851. Its proprietor was Munshi
Har-sukh Rai, a Kayasth and a native of Sikandarabad in thelN'.W.P. He was a
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man of much public spirit, and was for a long time a member of the Municipal Committee, Lahore, his name being on the list of Raises of Lahore. (Latifi, Lahore, pp. 327,
341). After his death, which occurred in 1890, the paper was continued by his adopted
son. I have not been able to ascertain in what year it ceased to exist.
In the seventies when I was a student in the Mission School of Jalandar I was
myself a contributor to its columns.
In the eighties it was made bilingual, the translation from Urdu into English
being done by •Mian Gul Muhammad, at present I believe Naib Mir Munshi in the
Panjab Secretariat. That the paper was run on cosmopolitan lines can be inferred
from the fact that at times Muhammadans and Native Christians were also its editors,
for instance Nadir AH Shah, Taj-ud-Din Mirza Mowahed, Muharram Ali Chishti,
Mr. Abdulla and others, some of whom after severing their connection with it started
newspapers of* their own.
We have seen that the editor of the Lahore Chronicle was the Secretary of
the Horticultural Society. This English journal was started in 1849 by Muhammad
Azim, father of our Panjab historian, Sayed Muhammad Latif. In 1856 he started
at Lahore The Punjabee, a tri-weekly English newspaper which collapsed after some
years, but his vernacular Punjabee flourished until 1890. Sir Charles Aitchison when
describing the Urdu Punjabee as the earliest vernacular newspaper in the province
was not precise. It was the Kohinoor, started six years before the Punjabee, which
l
was the earliest vernacular newspaper in the Panjab.
1

I We shall soon have a detailed history of the Vernacular Press to be compiled by Mr. Sanyial of the Imperial
Record Department.

#

P a n j a b H i s t o r y in O r i e n t a l J o u r n a l s of 1912-1914.
JOURNAL AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL,
NEW SERIES, VOL.
REV.

H.

HOSTEN,

VIII.

9

S.J. Firoz §J}ah 8.tunnels,at Delhi (pp. 279-281).

Father Hosten in Vol. VII of the Bengal Society's Journal first called attention
to the mysterious tunnels which, according to -A nious traditions, were dug by order
of Pii JZ Shall from the Jahannuma to the Kotila and from the Kotila to Old Delhi,
their total length being between five and seven kos. The learned author in his
present paper adduces some further evidence not, it is true, for the existence of these
tunnels, but for a widespread belief that they once did exist. Unfortunately traditions regarding underground passages in connection with ancient palaces, castles and
the like are so common not only in the East, but even in the less imaginative West,
that we may perhaps be pardoned for doubting, as long as we have not seen.
•

I B I D E M , VOL.

IX.

History of Ka&triir. A brief account of Hasan,
historian of Ka§mlr (pp. 195-203).

PANDIT ANAND K O U L .

the

Under the above title we find a wonderful story about a wonderful book called
<(
Ratnakar Purana, containing the accounts of thirty-five kings who ruled in Kasmir
five thousand years ago, and also of seven kings who ruled in Kasmir from the end
of second to the beginning of sixth century of Christian era, which accounts were lost
to history." In other words, the book in question— mirabile dictu—fills exactly two
gaps in the well-known Sanskrit chronicle of the ancient kings of Kasmir—Kalhana's
f(
RajLiLnuh^ini.
" Ratnakar Purana " , we are further told, h a d been discovered
in the time of Zain-ul-abdin (sic) who reigned in Kasmir from A.D. 1422 to 1474, and
under his orders Mulah Ahmad, the poet laureate of his court, translated it into
Persian. Ratnakar Purana is now again untraceable, and on this account the abovementioned translation is of immense importance."
<l
Hasan, the historian of K a s m i r " , found the Persian translation at a village
called Pindori in the Rawalpindi district in the possession of a man named Mulah
Muhmud [why not Mahmud?\.
" Returning to Kasmir he [Hasan the historian)
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wrote a History of Kasmir of his own, in which he embodied the important facts he
had found in Mulah Ahmad's History of Kasmir. This copy of Mulah Ahmad's History was subsequently lost by him in a flood in which his boat capsized, he being
thrown into the water together with the book and rescued, but alas ! without the
book."
So far the adventures of the " Ratnakar Purana." We can only express the
hope, that, in case either the Sanskrit original, or the Persian translation, or the copy
of the Persian translation should turn up again, people will be careful not to lose this
invaluable book again.
Anyhow, we are indeed fortunate in having at least Hasan's " History ' ' , and
in it the account of eight ancient kings of Kasmir, of whom Kalhana in his Rajatarangini included only one—Ranaditya—who is said in the chronicle to have reigned
300 years. " It is needless to remark " , Pandit Anand Koul says, " that attributing
such a longevity to a human being is simply extravagant. I t was evidently intended
to cover a great break of which no record of the succession of kings was forth-*
coming in the time of Kalhana.
Hasan, the author of the Persian History of
Kasmir, however, says that Ranaditya reigned for only 60 years and 3 months, which
of course seems probable, and seven kings ruled, six preceding and one following
him, whose accounts have been omitted in the Rajatarangini."
Surely, we ought to be grateful in the extreme to Hasan, " the historian of Kasmir " , and to Pandit Anand Koul for thus furnishing us with the history of seven lost
kings of Kasmir. But there is something which makes us pause. " H a s a n " , we
read, " gave a subtle touch of humour mingled with cunningness to his deeds as a
priest." Did he, we are tempted to ask, did he extend the same " subtle t o u c h " to
his deeds as a historian ? There are certainly strange touches in Hasan's History, as
we find it reproduced here by Pandit Anand Koul, for instance the circumstance that
about A.D. 300 under Gandharbsena (the third of the seven lost ones!) whose reign
" was marked with slothfulness diversified with cruelty", " the chiefs in India, who.
were considering themselves under the suzerainty of the king of Kasmir, shook off
his control."
Strange it is, that in his account of Ranaditya, Hasan, the historian of Kasmir,
seems to follow very closely the narrative of his great predecessor Kalhana, and
stranger still that Pandit Anand Koul in his turn, in rendering this passage, seems to
follow the English translation by Sir Aurel Stein. Not very closely, it is true, not so
closely as to raise any suspicion of plagiarism, yet closely enough to show that the
Pandit had the English translation, let us say, before his mind's eye, when he wrote
his article for the Bengal Society's Journal. It is refreshing to find Sir Aurel's great
labours in elucidating the ancient history of Kasmir, acknowledged, be it in a somewhat uncommon manner !
But let the members of this Society judge for themselves by comparing the concluding portion of Kalhana's account of Ranaditya's reign with the corresponding
passage according to Hasan, " t h e historian of K a s m i r " , as we find it reproduced in
Pandit Anand Koul's article.
-
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Kalhana's Rajatarangini III y 465-471,
according to Sir M. A. Stein's version.
466. That goddess (Ranarambha) once
granted to the king who was devoted to her and full of svmpathy, the magic spell [called]
Hatakesv'ara, which gave command over the under-world.
467. After undergoing severe austerities
at Istikapatha, he wenttoNandisila and had the benefit of the
magic power of the spell during
many years [Stein in a footnote
c
refers to ' the modern hamlet of
Ramaradan . . . . from which
the ascent on the Haramukuta
pilgrimage begins **].
468. Gathering unbroken confidence from
dreams and supernatural marks,
he proceeded to the cave of [the
demon] Namuci after passing
through the water of the Candrabhaga.
471. When the king with his retinue
had gone to the company of the
Daitya-women, that queen who
was Visnu's Sakti, went to the
1
"White Island' (Svetadvipa).

((

Hasan " as reproduced by Pandit Anand
Koul (Jl. andProc. As. Soc. of Bengal,
vol. IX, p. 202).
Rana-rambha had given the king a
magic spell, called Hatake&vara, which
gave him command over the Netherlands (sic).
*

The king performed severe austerities
at Istikapatha (Ramaradan, from which
the ascent to the Gangabal pilgrimage
begins) and then went to Nandisila
(Nund-kol lake).

Afterwards he entered the cave of
Namuchi (Namcibal, near the 3rd bridge
in Srinagar) together with his retinue.

There he remained in company with a
Daitya woman and never came out.
Meanwhile Ranarambha went away to
Sveta-dvipa(White Island), probably the
small Island called Rupalank or Silver
Island in the Dal lake.

The identifications of the localities mentioned in Slokas 468 and 471 must be
Pandit Anand Koul's 1
IBIDEM, VOI,.

X.

M.A.. P H . D .
tion of certain hymns of the Rigveda (pp. 43-45).

MAHAMAHOPADHYAYA SATIS CHANDRA VIDYABHUSA^A,

The localisa-

Any student of Vedic civilisation will be familiar with Heinrich Zimmer's
t
Altindisches I^eben ' which, though published as far back as the year 1879, may still
be considered the standard work on everything pertaining to the life of the IndoAryans during the Vedic period. In it the author discusses at great length the question of the home of the Vedic Aryans and arrives at the conclusion that it must have
been the Land of the Five Rivers. This view has been generally accepted, though
some authorities like Professor Washburn Hopkins have proposed to modify it only
fc
so far as to assume that only the older hymns were composed in the Pan jab itself,
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while the rest arose in the sacred region near the Sarasvatf, south of the modern
l
Ambala, where all the conditions~required by the Rigveda are found." - Mr. Vidyabhusana, in his above-quoted article, treats us to a novel theory. " I t is generally
held " , he says, " t h a t the hymns of the Rigveda were composed while the Aryans,
in the course of their^outH^eastern journey, still lingered in Eastern Kabul and the
Punjab. We must modifythis theory in the light oFsomeverses of the Rigveda which
fefeTto the old kingdom of Videha comprising the modern^district of Darbhanga."
One wonders" what weighty argumenTsTHe learned author will adduce in support
of a statement as startling as coolly proposed, which goes not only against received
opinion, but indeed against the accumulative evidence of the hymns themselves. What
are these arguments ? The author quotes a verse from the Rigveda (1,85,11) which
relates how the Maruts (the storm-gods) brought a crooked well to refresh the thirsty
sage Gautama with its water ! He proceeds to tell us that 28 miles north-east of the
modern town of Darbhanga in Behar, he has chanced upon a well called Gotamakunda. Whether it was crooked he does not mention, b u t we are led to infer it.
For the author assures us that the natural well of the Vedic verse tallies accurately
with the actual well. Besides, there is the name ' Gotama-kunda.' Who could
doubt the identity of the two ? Certainly not the Mahamahopadhyaya, who noticed
beside his well " a mud-hill called Gotama-sthana ' ' , evidently the place where
Gotama of the vedic verse resided. The unchangeable East, indeed! A well—and
moreover, a crooked one—still on the exact spot where the Maruts brought it thirtyfive (or if you like, sixty or more) centuries ago. In the West, unfortunately, things
are more liable to change and no serious person, when confronted by an ancient tree
c
locally known as Bill's oak ' would jump at the conclusion that it was necessarily
i
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planted oy Williiam Shakespeare,
^ n y h o w p w e T I o p e not to be accused of an undue penchant for the Land of the
Five Rivers, if we still continue to look on the Panjab as the true home of the Rigvedic Aryans, even after Mr. Vidyabhusana's revelations.
H. BEVERIDGE, Sirhind or Sehrind (pp. 281-282).
Mr. Beveridge opposes the view expressed in the Imperial Gazetteer ( X X I I I , 20)
(i
that the spelling Sirhind is modern and due to a fanciful derivation." He points
out that this name, meaning " t h e Head of India " , must date baek to the time of the
aznavi princes when Sirhind was the frontier-town of their empire towards the
Eas£T~^ftx?cording to Khafi Khan the name was changed into Sehrind by ordeT of
ShSfTjahan as then, of course, the old designation was no longer applicable.
i

MEMOIRS OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL, VOI,. I I I .

Ramacarita by Sandhyakara Nandi, edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad
Sastrl, M.A. (No I, pp. 1-56).
Historical works in Sanskrit are of so rare occurrence, that their scarcity alone
would justify us in drawing attention to the Ramacarita or Life of King Ramapala of
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A. A. Macdonell, History of Sanskrit Literature, lyondon, 1900, p . 145.
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Bengal, discovered and edited for the first time by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad
Sastrl. By rescuing this work from oblivion, the distinguished editor has rendered
no small service to his native country and to historical research. King Rama, whose
deeds are told in the Ramacarita, belonged to the well-known Pala dynasty of Gauda
(Bengal). As the author proves, with the aid of epigraphical records, the second king
of this dynasty, named Dharmapala, must have reigned between A.D. 783 and 817. Of
this prince it is stated that he made himself master of Northern India, including the
Panjab (Madra), so that about the year 800 he had imperial Sway over the whole of
•

.rylvartsL Rimapala, the hero of the Ramacarita, reigned about A.D. IIOO not very
long before Madamapala, with the close of whose reign (A.D. 1119) the Pala dynastv
of Bengal came to an end.
The Ramacarita is a kavya of the type of the Raghava-Pandaviya.
Throughout it
can be understood in two ways, either as referring to Rama, the ancient hero of the
Ramayana, or to Rama, the Pala king of Bengal. Needless to say that this tour de
force (of which probably no instance exists in any other literature of the world) does
not tend to produce great lucidity. All the greater is our debt of gratitude to the
learned editor.
1

Jesuit letters and allied papers on Mogor, Tibet, Bengal and Burma, edited by the
Rev. H. Hosten} S.J. Part I, Mongolicae legationis commentarius, or
the first Jesuit Mission to Akbar, by Fr. Anthony Monserrate, S.J.
#

»

(No. 9, pp. 5I5-704-)
*

Monserrate's account of the first Jesuit Mission to Emperor Akbar under Blessed
Rudolf Aquaviva (1580-1583) is published here for the first time in the Latin original.
It contains not a little which will interest members of this Society, as we find in it an
itinerary of Akbar's expedition in pursuit of Mirza Hakim from Delhi by way of
Jalalabad. That
Fr. Monserrate in his account pays special attention to religious subjects, will be no
matter of surprise. But apart from that, there is a good deal which he found worth
recording. Let me only say, that in Father Monserrate's itinerary we find what is
probably the first mention by a European author of one of the most ancient monuments of the Panjab, the Stupa or Topeof Manikyala, the next one being that by
Elphinstone in his " Kaubul." At least, it seems plausible to recognize this monument in the " obelisk " described by our author at sonje length (p. 599), the more so
as in another " obelisk" noticed by him in the Khaibar Pass. (p. 641) we cannot see
f
anything but a similar Buddhist tope, which still exists beyond Ali Masjid. Strange
it is, that these two " o b e l i s k s " were supposed to mark the boundaries of Ram
Chandra's realm, for what Hindu would be ignorant of the tradition that Rama's
capital was Ayodhya on the bank of the Sarayu. Possibly the learned Jesuit had
misunderstood his Indian informant, when the latter referred in reality not to Rama,
but to Rama's younger brother Bharata, who, if we are to believe Valmiki (Ram.
VII, 100-101) founded a kingdom on both sides of the Indus together with "the two
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chief cities Takshasila and Pushkalavati named after Bharata's sons Taksha and
Pushkala.
JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY FOR

1914.

*

Among the twenty-nine articles and numerous miscellaneous communications
which make up the Royal Asiatic Society's volume for 1914, there are none which
relate strictly speaking to the history of the Panjab. There are, however, a few
which are likely to interest students of Indian history and which may be briefly
noted here.
There is, in the first place, the great question of the date of .Kanishka, the wellknown ruler of the Kushan dynasty, who counted the Land of the five Rivers among
T
his dominions. It w ill be remembered that in the preceding year under the auspices
of the London Society a learned discussion took place, in which Dr. J. F. Fleet and
Dr. F. W. Thomas were the most prominent champions. The former firmly holds the
view t h a t Kanishka's accession marks the beginning of the so-called era of Vikramaditya, whereas, according to Dr. Thomas, it was about the commencement of the
Saka era t h a t Kanishka began to reign. Both parties have not failed to bring every
argument in the field, and it is not a little disappointing to find that still such a
divergence of opinion can subsist on a question of the first importance for Indian
history. One is necessarily led to the inference that the materials at our disposal are
insufficient to solve the question satisfactorily. I t is, therefore, a matter of gratification that Dr. (now Sir) J. H. Marshall has succeeded in extracting fresh evidence
from the ancient soil of Takshasila. In his paper on " T h e Date of Kanishka "—the
last of the series for 1914—Dr. Marshall sums up his conclusions in the following
sentence : " Some discoveries which I have recently made at Taxila throw, I think,
fresh light on this question, and, though they do not settle precisely the date of
Kanishka, appear to prove t h a t he was not at any rate the founder of the era of 58
B.C. and could not have come to the throne until the close of the first century A.D.
or later."
A closely allied question is discussed by the Russian Orientalist, Baron A. de
Stael-Holstein, in his paper ''JiVas there a Kushana race? "—a query which the
author proceeds to answer in the negative. The correct name of the warlike race
that gave Kanishka to the Buddhist world, so he says, is Kusha not Kushana.
This theory is opposed by Dr. Fleet at considerable length and with his usual
thoroughness. In the first place he draws attention to one of the inscriptions discovered in March, 1912, by Pt. Radha Krishna, R.B., at the village of Mat near
Muttra (Mathura). This inscription is incised on the base of a more than life-size
statue of some royal personage, evidently belonging to Kanishka's race. The
personal name of this king is unfortunately lost, owing to the stone being damaged.
The titles, however, preceding the name are quite clear. They read : Maharajo
(
Rajatirajo Devafiutro Kushanaputro.
In view of this Kushanaputro' it seems indeed
impossible to adopt the Kusha theory of Baron de Stael Holstein.
Finally attention may be drawn to a fresh treatment by Mr. J. E. Pargiter of
the stone inscription of Manikiala which had been previously discussed by M. Senart
*

- <
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and by Professor lenders. That these so well qualified scholars in studying a record
like the present can arrive at in many respects divergent conclusions, proves the great
difficulty besetting the interpretation of KharoshthI inscriptions. Mr. Pargiter notes
as one of his chief results that the author of this inscription was not a Buddhist but
a Zoroastrian. " I t is highly improbable then " , he says, " that the stone can record
the dedication of any Bu'ddhist memorial, and'the co-operation of a Zoroastrian donor
with. a Buddhist abbot suggests that the benefaction commemorated was something
non-religious.''
ZEITSCHRIFT DER DEUTSCHEN MORGENLANDISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT, Vol..
VINCENT

A.

SMITH.

68.

The Indian Travels of Apollonius of Tyana, pp. 329-344.

A few years ago the well-known Egyptologist, Professor Flinders Petrie, in a
book treating of Personal Religion in Egypt before Christianity, found occasion to
<(
discuss the general credibility" of the account of Apollonius of Tyana's Indian
Travels given by Philostratus, and in the course of his treatment arrived at the
conclusion that, " we have here a genuine history correctly transmitted." On account
of this conclusion so contrary to received opinion, Mr. Vincent A. Smith, the well*

known author of the Early History of India, has thought it necessary to re-examine
the whole question, "concerning the credibility of the work by Philostratus and,
more particularly, concerning the degree of credence, if any, to be given to his
description of the visit to the Indian sages and the details recorded by him of the
condition of the country and the nature of the monuments alleged to have existed
and to have been seen by the traveller.''
Mr. Vincent Smith has accomplished his self-imposed task with his usual
accuracy and thoroughness. In reading his paper which has appeared in the
Journal of the German Oriental Society (Mr. Smith's article is in English), one
cannot escape the conviction that Professor Petrie might have chosen a better
<:ause to champion than the historicity of a narrative so bristling with absurdities.
The circumstance alone that some of the localities mentioned in Apollonius'
itinerary actually do exist in India is surely insufficient to lend credibility to his
whole account and cannot blind us to its generally fantastical character. It would
rather strengthen our suspicion to find such well-known geographical names
mentioned as Taxila and the rivers Hydraotes (Ravi) and HyphasisJBias) —names
which since Alexander's campaign had become familiar in the whole Hellenistic
world. The fact too that in the first half of the first century A.D. the Land of the
Five Rivers was governed by Parthian princes was not unknown in the West. But
what are we to think of other particulars in the account of Apollonius • wanderings
through India ? After crossing the river Indus in which numerous hippopotami
were noticed, he entered the dominions of a king who was credited with sacrificing
bulls and black horses to that same river. At Taxila which he reached next,
Apollonius saw a wonderful temple which contained tablets of bronze let into each
wall, depicting the feats of Porus and Alexander—just the kind of thing which a
Greek in the West would have imagined he might see at Taxila, and which most
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certainly he would not have seen there, had he actually visited t h a t place. Besides,
the Taxila of Apollonius boasted another temple dedicated to the sun and enshrining
effigies of Alexander in gold, and of Porus in black bronze. This second temple
contained a still more palpable memento of Alexander's Indian campaign in the
shape of " t h e sacred elephant Ajax (sic) which had fought for Porus about 350
years earlier and was still alive and kept in t h a t t e m p l e / ' Most people will agree
with Mr. Vincent Smith t h a t here the author "imposes too great a strain on our.
credulity. The same may be said about the royal banquet at which the guests
(f
were~~treated to a menu of fish, birds, whole lions, gazelles, swine and tiger
hams." After leaving Taxila they were naturally anxious to view the battle-field
where Alexander had defeated Porus. I t was marked b y , t r i u m p h a l arches or gates
surmounted by statues of both kings. When, having crossed the Hydraqtes, they
approached the Hyphasis, they came upon the altars set up by Alexander to mark
the limit of his advance. Those mysterious altars of Alexander actually must once
have existed if we are to believe the testimony of Arrian and other Greek authors,
and traces of them may still exist. Mr. Vincent Smith notes in passing t h a t " a
member of the Civil Service of India now serving in the Panjab has set himself t h e
task of searching for t h e m . ' '
So far the itinerary of Apollonius is unobjectionable, at least from a topographical point of view. This is hardly a great merit, considering t h a t it closely
follows the route of Alexander's campaign. But after the passage of the Hyphasis
all kind of guidance failing, the account, of Apollonius' wanderings becomes
confused in the highest degree. He crosses the pepper mountains which run down
from the Indian Caucasus to the Arabian Sea, and therefrom descends into a wide
plain intersected with canals derived from the Ganges. Here he personally assists at
a dragon hunt and then after crossing a rich and well-cultivated country he
approaches the castle of the sages. The account of the sages and their abode, Mr.
Vincent Smith observes, 'Ms mostly of the nature of a fairy tale." The sages
themselves are more Greek than Indian.
It will be hardly necessary to follow Apollonius of Tyana on his journey home.
What has been quoted above will suffice to make it quite evident t h a t the Indian
Travels of Apollonius, or rather the source from which they have been derived, is
nothing but a literary fiction. In this point most people will heartily agree with
Mr. Vincent Smith. We only wonder on what grounds the learned author—after
having arrived at this conclusion—still accepts the journey of Apollonius to Babylon
and India as a fact.
V.

Historical R h y m e s a n d Proverbs of t h e P a n j a b /
J. P H . VOGEL.
•

Under the above title it is intended to publish in this Journal popular rhymes and
proverbs relating to the history and geography of the Panjab, in original and English
translation, with a view of finally editing them in a separate volume. Such rhymes
and proverbs are occasionally met with in the works of historians and travellers, but
a far greater number are preserved by oral tradition. I t is principally from the common folk that one gathers the most typical specimens, and these often betray a sense
of humour which would surprise those only superficially acquainted with the inhabitants of the Panjab.
In the first place historical rhymes may refer to certain persons who have played
a prominent part in the history of the province. The following, for instance, is said
of the three Sikh Sardars who had to flee from Lahore on the approach of the
2
Afghans."
,.
Sobhe dl sobha gal, Gujar da gay a mat
1
^ j ^
Lahne nun dena ay a, tinnon hoe kanga . (Panj.)
(<
Sobha lost his honour (sobha) and Gujar ( = cowherd) his cattle,.
Lahna (= to take) had to pay ; all three were ruined/'
(The puns on the names of the three Sardars are naturally lost in translation.)
The following is a variant of this rhyme applied to the Sindhianwala Sardars
who murdered Maharaja Sher Singh in 1843.
Budh Singh dl budh gal Atra dl gal khushbu
Lahne da dena piya. Jo Allah karef so ho. (Panj.)
" Budh Singh lost his sense (budh) and Atar ( = rosewater) his good smell.
Lahna (= to take) had to give; what God does is done well!
) >

The tyranny of Nadir Shah is very tersely expressed as follows:—
Hukm-i-Nadirl taqrlr-i-Qadirl. (Pers.).
" T h e orders of Nadir is the decree of the Almighty.
)

>

The exactions of Ahmad Shah Abdali are remembered in the following rhyme:
Khada pita lake da
Rahnda Ahmad Shake da. (Panj.)'
1 Most of the rhymes quoted in the course of this note I owe to the assistance of Maulwi Nur Bakhsh, M.A.
2 This happened twice in 1767 on the occasion of Ahmad Shah's last invasion and in 1797 when Shah Zainan
occupied Lahore. Cf. Latif, History of the Panjab, pp. 302 ff.
3 Cf. Latif, op, it., p. 301. Ahmad Shah di lut is st'll a common saying.
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" What we eat and drink is gained,
Ahmad Shah takes what remained."
(A. variant runs:—"Khada pita lake da Baql jhugga Shake da.)
The following I quote from the Multan Gazetteer :—
"About this time (1771) Shuja Khan was superseded by Haji Sharif Khan
Sadozai, and he again by Haji Sharif Khan Taklu, otherwise known as Mirza Sharif
Beg. A struggle ensued for the supremacy, in which Sharif Beg called in the aid of
Jhanda Singh, Shujaa Khan on the other hand being aided by the Daudputras of
Bahawalpur. At first the Daudputras were successful, and carried Muzaffar Khan, son
of Shujaa Khan, triumphantly into Mooltan. Jhanda Singh, however, returning with
a large force, retook the city, and kept it for himself (A.D. 1772). These rapid rises
and falls of the Haji Sharifs are alluded to in the couplet:—
Haji Sharif, na rabi, na kharif.
" H a j i Sharif, neither spring nor autumn crop."
The following is a saying regarding Sultan Muqarrab, the powerful chieftain of
the Ghakkars:—
D army an Atak wa Jihlam khud Muqarrab badshah.
" Between Attock and Jehlam Muqarrab alone is king."
To a Moslim tailor of the Anarkali Bazar I owe the following rhyme regarding
Pandit J alia, the minister of Maharaja Dalip Singh. It well expresses the popular
feeling about the minister who had made himself obnoxious by his exactions and met
with a violent end. It is said that after he had been beheaded, his head was subjected
to the ignominous treatment alluded to in the rhyme :— *
Heth J all a ute Allah !
Jalle de sir kauri khalla. (Panj.).
" J alia below and Allah above ;
Leather on Jalla's head for love."

(Lit. for a cowrie).

Sometimes certain sayings are attributed, rightly or not, to historical persons.
i(
A well-known instance is Hanuz Dihll dur ast— Delhi is yet f a r " — of Nizam-ud-din
3
Auliya.
Another example is the alleged reply of the Sikh commandant of the Kangra Fort
to the summons to surrender to Sir Henry Lawrence:—
Ranjit Singh hi qabr se nth ae to ae:
Varnah aur kol nahln jo mujh se yih qiVa Wall karvae. (Hind.)
(f
If Ranjit Singh can rise from his grave, let him come.
But no one else will make me evacuate this fort."
(The reference to Ranjit Singh's samadh as a qabr renders the authenticity of the
reply somewhat suspicious).
1

Gazetteer of the Mooltan District, 1883-84. Lahore 1884, p . 27.
2
* Cf. I^atif, op. cit., p . 531.
8
The saying is cleverly introduced in Mrs. Steel's well-known historical uoval " On t h e Face of t h e W a t e r s . "
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Geographical rhymes can be sub-divided into a topographical and an ethnographical group. The former characterize certain tracts, towns or villages, or enumerate
their typical products.
That about Multan is well known :—
Chahar chlz ast iuhfa-i-Multan :
Gard o garma gada o guristan. (Pers.).
I may note that exactly the same saying is quoted about Burhanpur in the
Central Provinces, Burhan being substituted for Multan, but I am inclined to thinkthat the Panjab may claim priority. Nobody, certainly, who knows Multan will
deny that the rhyme is remarkably appropriate as applied to that city.
The capital of the Panjab too has more than its legitimate share of the world's
dust. . Hence the saying :—
Lahaur ka garda} Peshaur ka sarda. (Hind.)
" The dust of Lahore, the melons of Peshawar."
I have met with the same rhyme also with reference to Firozpur, but no doubt,
it could be applied with propriety to practically every place in the plains of the Panjab.
That there are other things, besides melons, associated with Peshawar will be
seen from the following Pashtu saying quoted somewhere by Kipling :—
Pa sabab da zalimano hakimano
Pekhor, o gor, o or,
Drewarah yau di. (Pashtu.)
€i
On account of the tyrannous governors,
. Peshawar, the grave and hell-fire,'all three are one."
(Quoted by F. St. J. Gore, Lights and Shades of Hill Life, p. 157).
•

•

There are a number of other places on which popular sayings are current. The
Hill districts are renowned for their scenery and cool climate, especially Kashmir. So
it is said :
Kashmir jannat nazir. (Pers.).
" Kashmir, the rival of Paradise."
(Amin Chand, Safar-namah, p. 84).
Kashmir qaid be zanjlr (Pers.).
or
" Kashmir is a prison without fetters.
(Amin Chand, Safar-namah, p. 83)
Chamba also is praised for its beauty—
Chamba achambha. (Hindi-Panj.).
(<
Chamba the charming."
So is Nadaun in the Kangra valley.
Jaega Nadaun, aega kaun ? (Hindi).
u
Who will return that has gone to Nadaun ?
' (Quoted in Moorcroft and Trebeck, Travels, Vol. I, p. 76).
) >
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Kishtavar (the ancient Kashthavata of the Rajataranginl) y the hill-tract on the
Upper Chinab now included in the Jammu-Kashmir State, is less favoured by nature
than the neighbouring vale of Kashmir. Hence the following rhyme :—
#
Kishtavar, knsht ka bund a
Din ko bhuka, rat ko tunda
Ju ka ae} phir ko jae •
Wuh hee gosain ka jhunda.
i

" Kishtavar is the causeway of distress, where people are hungry by day and cold
by night; whoever comes there, when he goes away is as meagre as the flagstaff of a
fakir."
I have rendered this rhyme and its English translation in exactly the same form
in which I found it in Vigne's Travels (Vol. I, p. 203). It would be interesting to
obtain the correct form of the saying according to the local dialect.
Still less flattering is the saying about Kulu famous for its apples, but notorious
1
T
for the ignorance of its inhabitants.
~'
~Gae Kulu, hoe ulu.
11
Go to Kulu and you will become an owl."
*

*

The people of Suket are considered by those of Mandi as very impious.
the saying:
-Gae Suket, hoe pret.
<(
Go to Suket and you will become a demon."

Hence

The last two specimens belong to a class of proverbs, exceedingly numerous, in
which the people of a certain caste, tribe, town or tract are characterized, usually not
in a very flattering fashion. That sayings of this kind were current in early times is
proved bjr Kalhana's Rajataranginl; the famous chronicle, of Kashmir which was
completed in the middle of the 12th century. After relating how the pretender
Bhikshachara sought in vain a refuge in the dominions of his former ally, the Raja
of Rajapurl (now Rajauri), the chronicler goes on to say (VIII, 1531):
Trigarteshu day a Silath Champ ay am Madramandale
Tyago Darvabhisareshu maitri namartyadharminam.
(Skt.).
" Even the gods have no pity in Trigarta (Kangra), no morals in Champa
(Chamba), no generosity in the Madra land, and no good-will in Darvabhisara."
Dr. Stein, whose translation (Vol. II, p. 120) I have quoted here, remarks that this
verse probably represents a proverbial saying of Kalhana's times. Rajapurl, he
adds, is clearly included in the judgment passed on Darvabhisara, the tract comprising the lower hills between the Jehlam and the Chinab. Madra land is an old name
of the central Panjab between the Bias and Jehlam (or Chinab). .
.

1

1 The reputation of coarseness they enjoyed as far back as the 7'thcentury when t h e Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang
wrote of t h e m : " The people [of Kiu-lu-to, i.e. K u l u t a , t h e ancient 11 ame for Kulu]'are coarse and common in appearance, and are much afflicted with goitre and_tumours. Their nature is hard and fierce, they greatly regard justice and
b r a v e r y . " Si-yn-ki (transl. Beal), Vol. I , p. 177
' ~~
*

/
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I do not know of any exact equivalent of the Sanskrit distich just quoted.
tlie following rhyme may be compared :—
Chamba ell Irak, Gulcrc dl phaks Nurpur di gap. (Panj.)
l<
The echo of Chamba, the husk of Ouler, the gossip of Nurpur.'
4

'

""

Bui

*""""

"

Amin Chand in his Safar-namali, p. 96, quotes two rhymes in which the things
from Kashmir are enumerated. They are : —
Shal, shall, s}ialg&am}
Bad, badl} halg/ram.
1
Shawlee, turnip, wind, winds, phlegm "
Pattii. tattic. chattu.
Pa Mil, ponies, chattu.
i(

I will end with a few. more
ethnological" rhymes, wherein certain castes or
tribes are ridiculed or satirized.
The following is said of the Katoch Rajputs, the leading clan of the Kangra valley, so as to show their partiality in-distributing their favours :
Katochan dl iUtaramuhlii pro[ '
Glialka jo sattft klutsaniadd jo clwl.
t(

(Paha'i).

At the northern gate of the Katoches the helper gets flour, the flatterer rice."

(Quoted in a different form in Barnes and L,yall, Settlement Report, Kangra District, Lahore 1S89. Appendix X X I I . For the correct reading I am indebted to the
Rev. T. Grahame Bailey, B.D., M.A.)
Better known are the following :
J at hcigare niurshid nal
Je hole te kadhe gal. (Panj.).
<(
The J a t even quarrels with his guru,
When he speaks, he abuses.''
Je tun blind ah hain Sain da
Vasah ua khain Arain da. (Panj.).
(c If you are a servant of the Lord,
P u t no trust in the Arain."
The following rhyme in Persian will also be familiar to many :—
i

Agar qahtrc-r\n\l uftad ba inha wis kc.m girl
Yoke Afghan

4

duwum Kamboh siwum badzat Kashmiri.

(Pers.)

" I f la famine of men befell, avoid these t h r e e : first the Afghan, second the
Kamboh, third the ill natured Kashmiri.
-

1 Shaw/ee < u^»*

-

•

)

= a kind of woollen sheet with skirts embroidered with silk.

« Chaff 11 ( y* )= a wooden framework in which the coolies of Kashm'r carry load- on tneir back,
b On the word f>rol compare my note The Sanskrit pratoli mid its new Indian derivatcs in the Journal Royal Astatic
Society for 1906, pp. S.tyA*., esp. p. 549.
* In a variant the word Ijghftn \< replaced l>y Kavasth.
.
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The following two leave certainly nothing to be desired for brevity:—
Mult am shaitani.
" Those of Multan are sons of Shaitan (Satan)."
Sulaimanl haratni
" The inhabitants of the Koh-i-Sulaiman are robbers/'
1

•

The instances here quoted will suffice to show the type of proverbs wanted. It
occurs to me that a large collection of such sayings representative of the history of
the Panjab, would be worth editing. Any additions inthe matter will be welcomed.
They should be addressed to the Secretary of the Society. Specimens are as given
above are in different languages and dialects : PanjabI, Pahari, Hindi, Urdu, Pashtu,
Persia u and Sanskrit. I t is important to obtain in each rhyme the correct form of
the proverb according to the particular dialect. I t is, therefore, requested to write
them in plain Nagari, Gurmukhl, Takarl or Persian (this only in the case of proverbs
in Persian, Pashtu or Urdu), and to add a Roman transcript with diacritical marks,
an English translation and such brief explanatory notes as seem to be called for. In
case the proverb has been taken from some published or unpublished book or other
writing, the source should be mentioned.
-

*

T h e Ballad,of R a m Singh's two Rebellions,
This ballad has been recorded with historical and geographical notes by Mr.
J. F. Mitchell, Assistant Commissioner, Kulu, and the text and translation edited by the
Rev. T. Grahame Bailey of Wazirabad. Mr. C. H. Donald has supplied the following note on the origin of another version of the ballad :
(
"The Ram Singh Ballad was sung to me by three old Abdals' of Nurpur, in
the Kangra District. One of them, a very old man, informed me that he
was then a child, but well remembers the British forces coming into the
valley, and his father and two of his uncles were ordered to compose and
sing a ballad of the whole proceedings. The names of the three composers
are :—
i. Jattu, 2. Dham&n, 3. Billu,—Abdals of Nurpur.
The ballad, so far as they know, or I can discover, was never written down, so
no manuscript copy of it appears to be in existence now.
There appear to be several versions of it, as at present sung, to suit the audieno,
and it is possible that there is more of it (the original), but this is all I
have been able to procure.
(
The Abdals' were very loath to give this version, cklefly I think on account
c
of the last line but one of the first verse :— Thar thar kambea Baran Sahib^
Raja/
I t is said to have been composed very shortly after Ram Singh fell into the
hands of the British and at the instance of the British officers, but I think
it is much more likely to have been composed at the instance of the Raja of
Nurpur, or some of the leading Rajputs of the time."
1

•

T H E JACHH AND DAW,A ACTIONS.
\

Ram Singh was born in the house of Shama, boin in the likeness of God and
[
named " T h e Bold."
He it was who saved the Rajputs' honour. Well did the son of the Wazir fight.
The Company wrote and sent an order " Do not interfere with the pale-faced
soldiers."
*

General.—I have been unable to discover more detail of the .two actions against Ram Singh than are contained in
the attached extracts from Barnes' Settlement Report and Burton's Sikh Wars. The ballad consists of four parts:
the first, describing the first rebellion and the fight at Jachh ; the second, describing the preliminary negotiations, but
irrelevantly referring to the Dalla mountain, the scene of the second rebellion. The third reverts to the fighting at
Jachh, the subsequent scattering and re-assembling at Shahpur (between the Ravi and the Chakki, now in the Gurdaspur District, but formerly part of the Nurpur tract when the Jullundur Doab was ceded). The fourth, a description
of the last fight on the Dalla heights above Shahpur.
I Ram Singh was the son of Shama, Wazir to the Raja of Nurpur.

I
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The Feringhi is a great scourge, he will put you in a cage.
Well did the son of the Wazir fight.
Ram Singh wrote and sent this order " I will fight with the pale-faced soldiers."
All alone well did the Pathanea fight.
The armies came up from far Calcutta.
1
The Wazir came up by way of Basa, the Sahib as far as Suriali.
In Jachh was the battle joined, all alone well did the Pathanea fight.
Bathed and washed the Raja sits at his -prayers, the Brahmans betrayed him
1
and caused his capture whilst at prayer.
Well did the son of the Wazir fight.
*

*

*

%

#

*

*

The drums rolled on the heights of Dalla, the regimental tambourines rattled,
3
O people.
All alone well did the Pathanea fight.
The Company wrote and.sent an order, 20 " D o not interfere with the palefaced soldiers", Raja,
J Inset .is a sketch of the scene of the Jachh fight. Suriali or Saliali however lies about eight miles to the north ;
it is difficult to understand the reference to that place. Ram Singh and that part of the British force which was under
Major Fisher had come from Shahpur and an easy road for the forces would have been via Danera and thence along the
Danera-Nurpur road which passes through Saliali.

The actual fight took place on the ridge between the Bod Nala and the Gareli Khad. Both the end of this ridge
and the level land near the Bod, the Gareli and the Jabbar, lie in the village of Jachh. The village of Basa lies S.E. of
Jachh running from the top of the ridge down to the Gareli; it is known in the revenue records as Basa Hadialan but
is known locally as Basa Waziran; it is now owned by a family of Pathanias all of whom claim descent from Ram
Singh.
2 I cannot trace this reference which is repeated several times to the perfidy of Ram Singh's Brahmans, nor do I
know if Ram Singh was captured at the Dalla battle; he was transported in the following February but this was after
conclusion of hostilities in the Second Sikh War. Probably the ballad is correct in saying he was captured at Dalla.
8
Dalle di Dhar. A ridge above Shahpur.
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The Feringhi is a great scourge, he will put } ou in a cage, he will put your house
to auction.
Well did the son of the Wr.zir fight.
Ram Singh wrote and sent an order, 25 " I will fight with the Feringhi, I
have a claim against the English, my life is a thing of but four days'."
Well did the son of the Wazir fight.
He wrote an order to his mother's brothers. 30 He called Jawahar Singh and
Bahadar Singh his mother's brothers.
l
He called the Kotwal named Das, he called Dhian the Jaryal.
Called he also Aniar Singh, Manhas, who bared his sword (and said)
I will try against the armies how my sword works.
35 Then did Ram Singh backing out go up, in his hand seized his sword which says
a
kill, kill."
%i
I will try my strength against armies."
All alone well did the PathaneS fight.
40 Bathed and washed the Raja sits at his prayers, then did the Brahmans betray
him and in secret caused his capture.

45

55

60

65

Ram Singh was born in the house of Shama, born in the likeness of God.
At birth he seized a sword, he made firm (in his heart) a claim against the
English. He wrote an order and sent it to Bhol. {Note.—Das was the
kotwal of the Bhol taluqa) He called Das the Kotwal.
Called he also Jangi, Padhwal,* 50 and Tara Singh Sahab.
Called NahangI, the Dhanotia, the Dhanotla refused (to come).
He called Amar Singh, the Manhas, whose horses wear chaplets on their necks.
Amar Singh bared his sword. Come, let us meet the English. The honour of
the brotherhood of the faith must be saved, he destroyed four regiments,
the streams flow with blood.
3
Now he moved his camp, and pitched it in Naga Barl.
There he appointed a Brahman for his food. He ate his food and girded his
clothes around his waist, the young man.
He said " Wazir, now get you gone anywhere,
Take away some small reward from me."
He bared his sword from his waist.
He girded it on his waist.
He gave orders to his soldiers, and brought his camp to Shahpur.
There he gave orders to his soldiers, loot this city of Shahpur.
1

70

l Kotwals corresponded to Zaildars. Das is well remembered as the Kotwal of the Dhar Dhol taluqa lying just
S.W. of the scene of the Jachh fight. Bhol is a village in it. The ridge on which the fight took place is the last of the
long Dhar Bhol ridge which runs far to the S.W. into Dera tahsil.
3 Bhadwal or PadhwSl, DhanotiS, ManhSs are all tribes of Rajputs.
3 NagS B5rl lies four miles due west of Jachh. It is on the Nurp"'-Pathaukot road ; it is part of a village still belonging to the Raja of Nurpur.
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The drums roll on the height of Dalla, the side-drums beat at Kumhan.
The news of you has reached the presence.
2
Malmal Sahib has come up, raising the outcry as he comes.
He shot an arrow into the hand of Malmal Sahib, and the hand he destroyed.
Malmal's brother Candi Sahib has also come up, 80 as he came he gave a blow;
he warded off the blow with his shield and struck his own blow in on the
Sahib's head.
They had his body taken to Delhi.
Having stopped (the blow) with his shield he stood it against a corn-bin.
The Feringhees are great kings, they wrote an order, and asked,
The English are great kings, they sell our homes by auction.
They will not let people go alive.
Amar Singh said I have but four days to live.
The Generals and Colonels have come,
In their coming they published by beat of drum,
Cause Ram Singh to be captured, a reward of two thousand rupees to whoever
causes Ram Singh to be captured.
Your Brahmans have been deceitful, they enabled the capture when he was
seated at prayers.
They put him in a palanquin, and came to Nurpur city.
3
The Wazir sat down at the tank of Bala.
A messenger came running,
" Oh Shama, your city is put in danger.
You tried your strength against kings,
The English are great kings,
Who place iti cages."
As my fate was written so I have received.
My Missar (Brahman adviser) deceived me,
My brother Gopal Singh came to meet me,
My own true brother deceived me,
The brotherhood give me their assistance,
Who takes my name while I live ?
The word of men remains with men (till death),
Mothers' sons fight.
Ram Singh, the PathSnea, fought with strength.
*

1

I have not traced Kumhan. It is evidently a place name and probably refers to a hill on the Dalla heights.
* Malmal Sahib and Candi Sahib are interesting. The ballad, says that the latter was killed and the former
wounded. Barnes says that both Peel and Christie were killed. Burton says that Christie was killed and Peel wounded,
Could Malmal be Peel and Candi be Christie ?
a It is not clear if the British brought him to Bale d5 Tala as a captive, or whether his friends conveyed him the e
secretly. For tala, tank, we might read afe&l&t masonry platform round foot of peepul tree. There is one in Nflrpur.
•

*

*

*

¥

*

HQ
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Ghar Siame de Ram Singh jammea
Jammea bara autari, jis da nam rakkhea arjarig.
Jin rakkhi Rajputa di laj, baita wazlr da khub larea,
Likh parwanea kaumpani bhejdi, Gorea nat na cher,
5 Fararigi hai barl bala, taiki rakhgi pinjrai pai,
Baita wazir da khub larea.
•

*
*

Likh parwanea Ram Singh bhejda mai larna Gorea naj
Akaila Pathanea khub larea.
Dur Kalkatte dia foja cirhia.
10 Base da carhea wazlr Sureali tai carhea Sahab,
Jachh wich pai gal larai
Akaila Pathanea khub larea.
Nahai dhoi Raja puja par behnda, Brahmane cugli lai,
Puja par ditta pakrai,
15 Baita wazir da khub larea.
•

*

.

*

*

*

*

Dalle dia dhara dafle bajjde,
Paltni kharke tambur loko,
• •

20

25

30

35

•

J

Akaila pathanea khub larea,
Likh parwanea kaumpa ni bhejdi
Gorea nal na cher Raja,
Fararigi hai buri bala,- taiki rakhga pinjre pai,
Tera ghar bar karga nilam,
Baita wazir da khub larea.
Likh parwaneS Ram Singh bhejda,
Mai larna Fararigi nal,
Maira daiya ArigrezS de nal,
Mai jina diharea car,
Baita wazir da khub larea
Likh parwanea mammea jo bhejda,
Saddea Jawahar Sirigh mamma, saddea Bahadar Singh mamma,
Saddea Das Kotwal, saddea Dhian Jaryal,
Saddea Amar Sirigh Manhas, jinne sutri lai talwar,
Mai parkhni foja de nal,
Mairi kaisi caldi talwar,
l
Khai morara phir Ram Sirigh carhea,
Hath pakri talwar.
Jehri kardi hai mar-o-mar,
Mai parkhni hai fojS de nal.
Akaila Pathanea khub larea.
•

' Morara khana, to go back on a thing, to back out.

This gives doubtful sense.
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40 Nahai dhoi Raja puja par behnda,
Phir b^hmane cugli lai,
Phir corea ditta pakrai.
*

*

*

*

*

Ghar Siame de Ram Singh jammea,
Jammea bara autari Raja,
45 Jammde ne pakri talwar Raja,
Daiya baddha Angreza de nal Raja,
Iyikhi parwana Bhuli ki bhejea,
Saddea Das Kotwal Raja,
Saddea Jangi Padhwal Raja,
50 Saddea Tara Singh Sahabe nfl Raja,
Saddea Nahangl. Dhanotia Raja,
Dhanotle ne likkhea jawab Raja,
Saddea Amar Singh Manhas Raja,
Jis de ghore5 de gal har Raja,
55 Amar Singh sutrl lai hai talwar Raja,
Calo milie AngrezS de nal Raja,
Rakkhni Dharmcare di an Raja.
Paltn5 maria car Raja,
lyahuS de bagde naj Raja,
60 Hun dera kuc karaya Raja,
Dera Naga Barl paea Raja,
Otthe Bahman rasoi ki laya Raja,
Khai H raso kas kapre dhaka par juan Raja,
Wazir, tu hun kutayo ja Raja,
65 Met5 thora dea lai jao inam Raja,
lyakko sutrl lai talwar Raja,
Us bannhi lai dhaka te juan Raja,
Otthe sapahiS ki hukam karaya Raja,
• Dera Shahpure de andar ay a Raja,
70 Otthe sapahia ki hCikam karaya Raja,
Lutti lo Shahpure da shehr Raja.
Dallai dia dhara dafle bajjde,
Kumhani kharke tumbur Raja,
Teri khabar gai hazur Raja,
75 Malmal Sahab carhi aya,
Aunde5 halla karaya Raja,
Malmal Sahab de hatthe ki tir laya,
Hatthe da kita nash Raja,
Malmal da bhai Candi Sahab carhi aya,
80 Us aundea ne phat calaya Raja,
*

•
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Phat dhala par bacaya Raja,
Phat Sahab de sir par bahea Raja,
Ohda deh Dehli cukaya Raja,
Daikari dhala da arikka hare de nal arkaya Raja,
' Farangi hai bara badshah, Raja,
Iyikhi parwana pucchea Raja,
Arigrez hai bara badshah Raja,
Ghar bar karanda nilam Raja,
JindeS nehl dinda jan Raja,
Amar Singh akhda mai jina dihareS car Raja,
Jarnail karnail carhi ay a Raja,
AundeS dhandhora pataya Raja,
Ram Singh deo pakrai Raja,
Do hazar rupea inam jo Ram Singh de pakrai Raja.
Tere bahmane daga kamaya Raja,
Paja baithda pakraya Raja,
Bich sukhpale de paya Raja,
Narpur shehr kl ay a Raja,
Bale de tala par bathea wazlr, Raja,
Ik dorda harkara cala aya Raja,
Siamea tera shehr arahi bich paya Raja,
BadshahS kanne tu zora laya,
Angrez hai bara badshah Raja,
Jehra rakhda pinjre pal Raja,
Karm likhea so ma! paya Raja,
Mere missrai ne daga kamaya Raja,
Bhal Gopal Singh milne ki aya Raja,
Sakke bhal ne daga kamaya Raja,
Bh&Icara dinda maddat Raja,
Jinda lainda kon mera n5 Raja,
MardS de bol rehnde mardS nal Raja,
Larde maiS de puttar Raja,
Ram Singh PathaneS zor larea.
*
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Barnes's Settlement Report, Para. 89.
At the end of August 1848, Ram Singh, a Pathania Rajput, and son of the
Wazir of the ex-Raja of Nurpur, collecting a band of adventurers from the neighbouring hills of Jummoo, suddenly crossed the Ravi and threw himself into the unoccupied
fort of Shahpur. (Note.—This is the Shahpur now in Gurdaspur District). That
night he received a congratulatory deputation from the neighbourhood, and proclaimed
by beat of drum, that the English rule had ceased. Dalip Singh was the Pnramount
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Power, Jaswan Singh (the son of Raj Bir Singh) the Raja of Nurpur, and Ram
Singh his Wazir.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Barnes's Settlement Report, Para. 98.
R a m

In January 1849,
Singh persuaded Raja Sher Singh to give him two Sikh
regiments, each 500 strong, to make a second irruption in the hills. He took up a
final position upon the Dula heights. This ridge overhangs the Ravi, and presents
towards the plains, the quarter from which an assailing force must proceed, a series of
perpendicular blocks of sandstone, varying from 50 to 150 feet high, -and each forming
in itself a strong and almost impregnable position. The strength of the ground and
the disciplined valour of the insurgents made the assault a service of peculiar danger,
and Brigadier Wheeler came up in person accompanied by a strong force of all arms.
By his skilful dispositions the rebels were driven from their fastnesses with considerable slaughter, and we on our side'had-to mourn the loss of two gallant officers, Cornet Christie, of the 7th Cavalry, and lieutenant J. Peel, of the Hoshiarpur Local
Corps.
*

*

*

*

Burton's First and Second Sikh Wars, Chapter

*

*

XII.

Ram Singh, son of Shama, one of the hereditary wazirs of Nurpur, crossed the
frontier and attacked several posts on the customs line in the vicinity of Pathankot
and Nurpur. A force of the 15th Irregular Cavalry and 29th Native Infantry under
Major Fisher was accordingly sent against him and crossed the Beas at Katgarh (in
extreme S.W. of Nurpur tahsil, L.M.) on the 9th September (1848). Early, on the
10th, Major Fisher marched to Pathankot, where arrangements were made for attacking the rebels who were reported to be in possession of the neighbouring fort of
Shahpur. As the force approached that place a body of men was seen on the hill
overlooking the fort; these were charged and dispersed by the cavalry. When the
party neared the fort, a heavy fire of musketry was opened from the walls, by which
a few sowars were wounded. Fire continued until dusk, and during the night the
rebels evacuated the fort, escaping by a precipitous path leading to the Ravi, which
flowed several hundred feet below.
On thfc 10th September, Mr. J. Lawrence, Commissioner of the Jullundur Doab,
reached Kangra, and on the 13th arrived at Nurpur, when he heard that Ram Singh
occupied a long narrow hill in the immediate vicinity of the town. He had perpetrated several dacoities and had written circular letters to the headmen of villages,
inviting them to join him. On the morning of the 14th, Mr. Lawrence and Major
Fisher reconnoitred the enemy's position and the surrounding country which was
difficult. It was found that cavalry could act with difficulty on the south, a wide
ravine, interspersed with rice fields, running along that side ; on the North the
country was much more difficult, being broken in every direction into hundreds of
little spurs running out from the main chain on which the insurgents were posted.
Reinforcements were brought up, and on the morning of the 19th, Ram Singh and
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The force with Mr. Lawrence mn^qfed of ^60 men of

the 1st Sikh Regiment, under Major Hodgson, of whom 300 attacked on one side ; two
companies 29th Native Infantry under l i e u t e n a n t Johnston, who went up on another
side; four companies 71st Native Infantry under Captain Rind, and 150 men of the
Kangra Regiment under Lieutenant Wallace made a long detour and, mounting the
Eastern extremity of the hill, gained possession of the heights. Major Fisher commanded the whole force, and with the 15th Irregular Cavalry guarded the Southern
and Western sides of the hill. The casualties amounted to one sepoy killed and 9
wounded ; the enemy sustained considerable loss.
On the 8th January (1849) Brigadier General Wheeler marched from Pathankot
against a body of insurgents under Ram Singh, who had taken up a position on the
Dalla mountain north of Shahpur. He sent the 4th Native Infantry and a risala of
Irregular Cavalry under command of Lieutenant Colonel D. Downing, up the.bed of
the Chaki river, to take post at the opposite end of the mountain where the ascent
was easier than on the Shahpur side. At Shahpur he found t h a t a range of hills had
to be crossed to reach the Dalla mountain. He had hoped to avoid this range by
marching up the bed of the river Ravi, but it was found t h a t the fords were too deep
and the stream too rapid, so a road was made across a gorge which crossed the
intervening hills, the work occupying three days. At the foot of the Dalla mountain
three days were employed in reconnoitring, and on the 15th and 16th January three
columns marched to different points from which a simultaneous attack was made on
the latter date. The enemy were driven from their stronghold with considerable
loss, 35 bodies being counted. On the British side Cornet Christie, 7th Light Cavalry,
and Jemadar Ram Kishan Singh, 1st Sikh Local Infantry, were killed, and Lieutenant
Peel, 2nd in command of the latter corps, was wounded.
•

*

*

*

*

T h e B a l l a d of L a r n B a r n of t h e K u l u N a g g a r T r a c t /
[Recorded by

MR.

C. H.

DONALD:
2

edited by

REV.

T.

GRAHAME BAILEY.)
3

Listen to.the tale of Barn. Larn and Barn consulted together on the heights
4
of Sikandar.
6
They distributed topas of gunpowder together with handfuls of firewood.
Listen to the tale of fighting.
Oh, upon the heights of Dalla, people \
Listen to the tale of Barn.
With shiverings and shakings Bhagsu (Dharmsala) trembled, all Nurpur trembled.
Listen to the tale of Barn.
When he came from Naggar to Kangra district all orders were merciful (narm),
He gave jagirs to the Rajas.
He maintained the muafis of the god.
Praise to Larn Barn Sahib.
He took the records from Lehna Singh. He assessed the whole of Kulu.
1
To those who had possession he distributed places.
Listen to the tale of Barn.
Prltam Singh gave leases of land, Barn Sahib maintained them.
8
Larn was made organiser, Barn the supervisor.
Listen to ,the tale of Barn.
M
The people of Kulu thundered forth " Praise, praise to you sahibs.
He gave rest in all the country of Kulu.
Listen t o the tale of Barn.
9
The drums rolled on the heights of Dalla, the side-drums rattled in the centre.
10
The few Gurkhas cleared out, the English ^ame in.
Listen to the tale of Larn Barn.
1 The context makes it clear t h a t Barn refers to G. C Barnes, Settlement Officer, of Kangra. I t is doubtful whether
Larn refers to John Lawrence. Where the two names occur together it may be introduced for the sake of the jingle.
If so, in the second line an equally good translation would be Barnes held a consultation (with the local people). In fact
it is most unlikely t h a t Barnes and Lawrence ever met oti "i Sikundur range.
* See the performance or joke of B.
3 The diglot expression kaunsal karna is used by the most illiterate in the remotest parts, and hence its use casts
no doubt on the authenticity of the ballad.
* Sikandar di Dhar is a range in Mandi State, just south of the narrow strip of British territory which connects
Kangra Proper with Kulu.
* Lamp for lapp, handful. Bondi should be bandi. The copy is obviously very carelessly recorded.
6 This refers to the defeat of R a m Singh on the heights of Dalla between the Ravi and Chakki rivers. Mr. Barnes
had been posted to the District in February 1847 and was present at Dalla in January 1849.
• 7 Shashan refers to land granted free by a Raja.
•8 The words Intizaman and Mohtamim were probably both new to the local people and could not be replaced by
local words.
w This p a r t is imported wholesale from the ballad of Ram Singh's rebellion.
ft
i No Gurkhas were engaged in the Dalla action; the MS. is doubtful : aune paune few; rote pote, weeping.
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Transliteration of Persian letters : corrections inserted in brackets : Roman printed as
pronounced in Kangra}
Git Lam Barn Sahb Bahadar alaka Kulu Naggar.
Dekho tamasha Barn ka, Larne Barne kaunsal kiya, kiya Sikandar dl dhar,
Tope tope daru bandea, lamp (lapp) bhar bond! (bandl) sakheria (sakria)*: dekho
tamasha larne da.
Are (area) dia (omit) Dalle diS dhara, loko, dekho tamasha Barn ka : tharar tharar
(thar thar) Bhagsu kammea (kamhea),
Nurpur kammea (kamhea) sara, loko; dekho etc : jab aea Tikkar (perhaps Naggar)
*

se zila Karigra hukam narm sare.
Raje ko jagri§ (jagirS) di, deote ki muafi bahal sari, dhan dhan sahb I^arn Barn ki.
Laihna Singh se kagaz liye, mamla kiya Kulu sare k a : jiske raihe hasal (hasal)
3
shashan (shasan) jhiule bandi diye sare, dekho etc. Pritam Sirighe patte
diye,
Bahal rakkhe sahb Barn ne : L,arn rahaea * intazaman, Barn mohtamam, dekho
etc. Kulu ki raiat garj rehi dhan dhan ten Sahbo, sukkh diya dunya sari
Kulu, dekho etc.
Dalle di dhar par daphre bajde (wajjde), wicc wicc (wajje) tambur loko
Rote pote (aune paune) Gorkhie cal diye, wicc calle Angrez, loko, dekho etc.
1

All through both ballads plural and singular confused, nasal vowels used for non-nasal.
8
SakriS—Panjabi sakk or sakr»e, small chips of wood, or little bits for burning.
* Jhiulo, place.
4 Rahaea, causal of raihna, remain.

•

Miscellaneous Notes.
T H E SHAIJMAR BAGH OF LAHORE IN

1712.

In the year 1710 the Dutch East India Company resolved to depute an ambassade to the Great Moghal, Shah 'Alam Bahadur Shah, and in the year following Mr.
John Joshua Ketelaar, Director of Commerce in Surat, was appointed to be its head.
The Dutch Ambassador travelled by way of Agra to Lahore where the Emperor was
then encamped with his army. On the 10th December, 1711, he arrived at that city
and stayed there till the 10th May of the next year when he returned to Delhi in the
9uite of Jahandar Shah, who in the meanwhile had succeeded his father. The Ambassador, therefore, was at Lahore at the time of Bahadur Shah's death and witnessed
the struggle between his four sons for the throne of India. The account of his
ambassade is consequently of particular interest, and I hope to publish a translation
1
of it in one of the following issues of this Journal.
Here I wish to draw attention to a passage in Mr. Ketelaar's account which
will- interest residents of Lahore who have visited the famous Moghul garden Shalimar
c
Bagh near t h a t city. I t will be remembered that this garden was laid out by AH
A D
an
Mardan Khan, the engineer of Shah Jahan. I t was completed in 1637 - d
became known as Shalimar Bagh after the not less celebrated garden on the Dal Lake
4
in Kashmir.
In its construction in terraces evidently an attempt has been made to
imitate artificially what in the Kashmir garden was a direct outcome of the natural
disposition of the ground.
I translate the passage as follows :—
(
3
' In the meanwhile the Emperor asked Donna Juliana whether the Ambassador
would be inclined to see the Imperial pleasure-garden, situated outside the town of
Lahore and named Salamar, likewise the Palace Pserimahal* standing inside the town.
She said that, inasmuch as the Emperor was pleased to show him that favour, it
would be ve^y agreeable to them, whereupon His Majesty at once ordered the eunuch
6
who was the superintendent of the former place, and an Ammerauw of 3000 horse,
r

1 The account of K e t e l a a r ' s ambassade in a somewhat abbreviated form will be found in Francois V a l e n t y n ' s
Oud en Nieuw Oostlndien,
Amsterdam 1726, Vol. IV, Part 2, p. 288 f. The original document is preserved in the
Government Record Office (Rijks Archief) at The Hague.
a Cf. Latif, Lahore : Its history, architectural remains and antiquities.
Lahore 1892, p. 142.
3 Donna Juliana Dias da Costa was a Portuguese lady who had been appointed governess of the Imperial
Seraglio and who had considerable influence at t h e court of Shah 'Alam Bahadur Shah and his successor. Cf. J. A.
Ismael Gracias, Utna Dona Portugueza na Cortc do Grao-Mogol. Nova Goa, 1907.
* The Pari Mahall or • Fairy Palace ' was a mansion or haveli built by Wazir K h a n in the city of Lahore. Cf.
Latif op. cit., p. 231. In K e t e l a a r ' s account it is described as " a fair edifice wherein in a large gallery the image of our
Saviour surrounded by the Angels is carved very skilfully in a l a b a s t e r . " The Pari Mahall stood in the Shah *Alami
quarters of t h e city.
* immerauw
stands for Arabic umara, plural of amir.
bv European travellers of the 17th and 18th centuries.

The plural form in various modifications is regularly used
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t h a t not only should he show the Lord Ambassador and his suite everything on their
arrival there, but also should make the fountains to play.
"Of all this Donna Juliana informed the Ambassador in due time, who on the
28th January betook himself thither with all his men, and at the gate of this garden
was very courteously received by a eunuch who further did according to His Majesty's
orders.
" The place was very large, occupied with sundry fruit-trees, the causeways were
laid between very high cypress-trees, and, according to architecture, they were at
certain distances, furnished with magnificent Imperial pleasure-houses to the number
of thirty-two, in such a manner that it produced pleasing perspective, whereto was
greatly added by various artificial waterfalls which were seen playing along the causeways and-through the afore-mentioned pleasure-houses, all of which works were
daily kept up by one hundred and twenty-eight gardeners.
(f
After this sight the Ambassador was presented by the eunuch with a present
of fruit, wherefor His Honour (as it was the Emperor's order) had to turn his front
in the Moorish fashion towards the Emperor's tent and to make three salams."
J. P H . VOGEL.
A

SUPPOSED

NATIVITY.

'Since publishing in this Journal my paper on a Graeco-Buddhist sculpture
acquired for the Lahore Museum, I chanced upon a note in James Fergusson's Cave
Temples of India (London 1880), p. 138, footnote 2, which reads as follows:—
" One of the most interesting peculiarities of the Peshawar, or rather Gandhara,
sculptures is t h a t it would not be difficult to select from among them several that
would form admirable illustrations for a pictorial Bible at the present day. One, for
instance, is certainly intended to represent the nativity. The principal figure, a
woman, is laying her child in a manger, and that it is intended to be such is proved
by a mare with its foal, attended by a man, feeding out of a similar vessel. Above are
represented two horses' heads in the position t h a t the ox and the ass are represented
in mediaeval paintings.
ff
A second represents the boy Christ disputing with the doctors in the Temple.
A third, Christ healing a man with a withered limb, either of which if exhibited in
the lateran, and re-labelled, might pass unchallenged as sculptures of the fourth or
scene in the annexed woodcut may, in like manner, be taken
to represent the woman taken in adultery. Two men in the background, it will be
observed, have stones in their hands ready to throw at her. The similarity in this
instance is a little, more far-fetched than in the others, b u t still sufficiently near to
render a comparison interesting. The study of these most interesting sculptures is
now rendered impossible from the closing and dispersion of the India Museum." .
How exactly Mr. Fergusson would explain the occurrence of Christian religious
scenes among Buddhist sculptures is not clear. But it will be noted t h a t the sculpture ^ which is certainly intended to represent the nativity is t h a t in the Calcutta
Museum, which in reality refers to the simultaneous birth of Buddha's horse and
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groom. The scene was naturally laid in a stable, and this was sufficient to make Mr.
Fergusson jump to the conclusion that it was meant for the birth at Bethlehem, two
horses taking the place of the ox and the ass!
c
Needless to say that his other identifications' are just as phantastical. The
sculpture which he takes to represent the woman taken in adultery, shows not a
woman but a man, apparently a prince, kneeling at the Buddha's feet, whilst the two
M
men with " stones in their hands ready to throw at her are in reality shown in the
act of showering flowers on the Buddha.
The passage quoted affords a curious instance of the practice too readily indulged
in, of seeking Christianity in Buddhism } and vice versa.
J. PH. VOGEL.
MOGHAL HUNTING PARTIES.

From the earliest times of which we have any historical record magnificent
hunting parties have, in India, always been considered an essential part of that pomp
and display incumbent on sovereignty and, according to vStrabo, Megasthehes himself
thus describes the preparation and magnificence with which the grandfather of Asoka
1
set out for the chase.
<(
Another purpose for which he (the King) leaves his palace is to offer sacrifices;
a third is to go to the chase, for which he departs in, Bacchanalian fashion. Crowds
of women surround him, and outside of this circle spearsmen are ranged. The road
is marked off with ropes, and it is death for men and women alike to pass within the
ropes. Men with drums and gongs lead the procession. The King hunts in the
enclosures and shoots arrows from a platform. At his side stands two or three armed
women. If he hunts in the open ground he shoots from the back of an elephant.''
Thait field sports should have appealed to the hardy and active-bodied Moghal
%
is-but natural, b u t it is interesting to note that according to the Ain-i-Akbari
the
Emperor made hunting serve other and higher purposes than merely those of health
and .pleasure. Both Bernier and Manucci have many references to Moghal hunting
parties, and it may not be without interest to compare their accounts regarding the
methods adopted in the case of the larger and more ferocious felines. The former
8
says:—
" But of all the diversions of the field the hunting of the lion is not only e
most perilous but is peculiarly royal; for, except by special permission, the King and
the Princes are the only persons who engage in the sport. As a preliminary step, an
ass is tied near the spot where the gamekeepers have ascertained the lion retires.
The wretched animal is soon devoured, and
in this way they contrive, during
several days, to allure the lion and attach him to one place; and when information is
received of the King's approach, they fasten at the spot an ass where so many others
have been sacrificed, down whose throat a large quantity of opium has been forced.
This last meal is of course intended to produce a soporife_effectjipon^
The
-

1 Strabo—McCrindle.

Ancient India, p . 72.
* Ain-i-Akbari
8 Bernier's Travels (Constable), p. 378.

(Blochmann), p . 282.
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next operation is to spread, by means of the peasantry of the adjacent villages, large
nets, made on purpose, which are gradually drawn closer
Everything being in
this state of preparation, the King appears on an elephant protected in places with
thin plates of iron
He immediately approaches the net on the outside, and
gives at the lion with a large musketoon. The wounded animal makes a spring at the
elephant according to the invariable practice of lions, but is arrested by the net; and
M
the King continues to discharge his musketoon until the lion is at length killed.
It must be admitted that this description gives one b u t a poor~idea~of either the
sportsmanship or courage of the royal hunter and the drugged bait, the mail-clad
elephant, and above all the approaching of the net on the outside seems hardly in keeping with Moghal traditions, for whatever may have been the characteristics of the later
descendants of Babur, want of courage could certainly never be attributed to the
earlier members of his h o u s e T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
It is, therefore, pleasant to find that these elaborate precautions were not always
used for, when the Grand Master of the Hunt ventured to express a hope t h a t the
Prince Sultan_Mazuin might be permitted to avail himself of these capacious nets,
when ordered by his father Aurangzeb to kill a lion wnichTiad descended from the
mountains and was tHenTayingjvaste the country, " He shall attack t > UOJ: without
n e t s , " sternly replied the King. When I was a Prince I thought not of sue?> precau1
turns."
Bernier gives in detail a description of the ensuing encounter whi.h, though
gaining for the Prince the Government of the Deccan, had, nevertheless, disastrous
3
consequences for some of his attendants.
Manucci however has an account which varies somewhat from t h a t of Bernier.
4
ff
He states :— When the King desires to go out hunting, the huntsmen are warned.
These men see to the finding of the tigers and send out into the jungle asses, cows,
sheep, and goats to prevent the tigers changing their haunts. The King goes out on
his tallest elephant, and the other Princes likewise
They sit in uncovered
howdahs, each one with his matchlock. Then they encircle the jungle with high
nets, leaving only one opening through which the King and- the huntsmen enter.
Around the net, on the dutside, stand a number of soldiers, who cannot wound the
tiger when it comes near the net, nor can the tiger injure them, for in no manner can
it break the net and get out.
<(
The order in which the King moves is as follows:—In front go the buffaloes,
sometimes more than one hundred in number, all in a row. On each one is a man
with his legs guarded by leather, and having a broad sword in one hand and holding
with the other the reins, which are passed through the buffalo's nostrils. Behind
them comes the King on an elephant, after the King, the Princes and the men in
highest favour.
" W h e n they get into the jungle where the tigers are, the'buff aloes advance slowly
I P.H.S. Journal, vol. II, No. i, p. 50.
2 Bernier's Travels, p. 183.
3 Prince Muhamined Muazzam was made Subbadar of the Deccan in 166.3.
* Manucci. Storia do Mogor, vol. I, p. 191.
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in the formation of a half-moon, until the tigers are in sight. After locating the tiger
by sight and smell a circle is formed, leaving them in the centre. In this way the
tigers, finding themselves caught, search for an exit. Unable to get away each one
makes its spring in the direction it sees best. When this spring takes place the
man who is mounted on top jumps off with agility, and the buffaloes seize the tigers
on their horns with great dexterity, and shaking their heads tear them to pieces. If
any one of the tigers escapes the horns, or refuses to stir from its place, the King fires
his gun and kills it, or gives an order to kill it."
It is improbable that there be any students of Moghal history to whom the above
facts are not perfectly well known; but the Moghal painting here reproduced seems
1
to be not without interest and must be my excuse for referring to this subject.
The
picture—the property of R. B. Whitehead, Esq., I.C.S., to whom I am indebted for
permission to publish it—came into his possession early this year. It appears to be
authentic and, while presenting no artistic features unusual in the pictorial efforts of
this period, yet forms a curious confirmation of Manucci's accuracy. We see the final
stages of the hunt clearly marked, the network enclosure guarded by soldiers, the first
line of attack, viz., the buffaloes, and behind, the King and his retinue. The hunted
creatures are in this case undoubtedly tigers. The royal sportsman—if one may judge
from the miniatures in the L,ahore Museum, Shah Jahan himself—has just fired his
piece, the beasts apparently having refused to stir from their places. The broadswords of the buffalo riders have given place to the more useful spears. A careful
examination of the picture shows the guards are seated on what appear to be collapsible trestles, a detail which gives an idea of the height of the enclosure. That such a
net might restrict the movement of the hunted quadrupeds may readily be conceded,
but the calm indifference of the waterfowl on the pond to the left is, in view of the
recently discharged piece, less easy of explanation. Behind the knoll to the right and
outside the enclosure is an ill-depicted camel and what appears to be a covered litter,
probably the conveyance of some fair member of the Zenana. More elephants and
horsemen, parts of the royal entourage, keep guard outside the net.
Gone are the pomp and splendour of these Moghal days, but royal hunting
parties are by no means things of the past though the usually mild and gentle buffalo
no longer leads the van, the lion is almost extinct, and the opium-soaked ass is, we
trust, resigned to the limbo of forgotten and shameful stratagems.
~

IT

HARGREAVES.

1 [This picture was shown in No. I as facing page 50. It belongs here.—ED.]

*
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Miscellaneous Notes,
T H E MASTER-BUILDER OF THE LAHORE PALACE.

In the course of my " Historical notes on the Lahore F o r t " published in this
l
Journal I noticed two Persian inscriptions which refer to the construction of the
palace buildings. The one found over the entrance to the Pearl Mosque is dated
in the twelfth year of Jahangir's reign or A.H. 1027 (A.D. 1617-18) and records
the completion of the daulat-khcoiah under the superintendence of Ma'mur K l i n .
Under the danlat-khanah is most probably to be understood the big square of the
Diwan-i-'amm* (but not the hall itself which was built by Shah-jahan) and the
adjoining so-called Quadrangle of Jahangir). In the other inscription over the Hathi
Pol or elephant gate (nowadays the only entrance to the Fort) it is recorded that a
f
Royal Tower or Shah Burj was completed by Abdu-l-Karim in A.H. 1041 (A.D. 1631-32)
or in the fourth year of the accession of Shah-jahan. The Shah Burj in question is the
group of buildings now known as Saman Burj which occupies the north-west
corner of the Fort. I t includes the Shish Mahall and the so-called Naulakha.
At the time when I wrote my article referred to above I was not aware of a passage in the Memoirs of Jahangir which proves t h a t the Ma'mur Khan of the first inscription and the 'Abdu-1-Karim of the second are one and the same person. The
3
passage in Mr. Rogers' translation runs as follows:—" On the 28th [Isfansarmuz ]
as a reward for the buildings of Mandu having been completed through his excellent
f
exertions, I promoted Abdu-l-KarIm to the rank of 800 personal and 400 horse, and
dignified him with the title of Ma'mur Khan (the architect-Khan)." The corresponding Christian date would be n t h March, 1617. We find it previously stated that at
the commencement of his tenth year (i.e. in March, 1615 A.D.) the Emperor had
ordered ' Abdu-l-Karlm Ma'muri to repair the buildings of the old kings of Mandu and
+
prepare a new building for Jahangir's private residence. This task, therefore, took
exactly two years to accomplish.
A FAMOUS D E L H I INSCRIPTION.

In the Asiatic Quarterly Review of July 1913 (vol. I I , No. 3), p. 124, there appears
over the signature of Mr. H. Beveridge the following note which will interest members
of this Society:—
1 Journal Panjab Historical Society, vol. I , pp. 41 £. I take the opportunity to correct a mistake in the first footnote on page 39. I t should be read: •• Finch arrived at Lahore on the 4th February 1610 and was there still on the
19th August 1611."
2 Usually called Daulatkhanah-i-'

amm-o-Khass.
•

*

3 The Tuzuk-i-Jahdngiri
or Memoirs of Jahangir from the first to the twelfth year of his reign, translated by A Rogers,
edited by H. Beveridge. London, 1909, p. 368.
* Ibidem, p . 280.
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" T h e 'Amal Salih, a large manuscript biography of Shah Jahan, states t h a t
" t h e verse which says :—
(
If there be Paradise on earth, 'tis here, 'tis here, 'tis h e r e '
'' is by Amir Khusrau.
(
'Can anyone tell me in which of his poems it occurs ?
" T h e inscription is, or was, in the Diwan Khas at Delhi, and is thus englished
by Eastwick :
1
If on earth be an Eden of bliss,
I t is this, it is this, none but t h i s /
" I remember General Haughton telling me that the inscription had a place in
the Palace at Cabul.
" I may add here that the 'Amal Salih contains pages and pages of description of
the buildings erected by Shah-jahan at Delhi, and also gives the date of the erection of
J a h a n Ara's mosque at Agra, and a statement of the circumstances under which it was
built. One specially praiseworthy fact is mentioned. I t is t h a t the owners of the'
site of the mosque were compensated for being deprived of their land. Those who
wanted payment in money received it, and those who declined to take it got other
land in exchange. The manuscript also gives, vol. I , 246, the inscriptions which ran
round the base of the Peacock Throne. They were by the famous poet Qudsl, and
they were in green enamel."
(
As the promotion of 'Abdu-1-Karim to the title of Ma'mur Khan or Lord Architect 'is recorded at the end of Jahangir's eleventh year and the earlier of the two inscriptions in the Lahore Fort, as we saw, is dated in the twelfth year of t h a t Emperor's
reign, the time devoted by Ma'mur Khan to the Lahore palace cannot have been
very-long, and it would seem t h a t the inscription is literally true in stating t h a t the
completion of the daulat-khanah was due to him, unless we may assume that he had
been employed on the Lahore buildings previous to his deputation to Mandu.
c
2
Jahangir mentions his Lord Architect' again in his Memoirs " in connection with
f(
his first inspection of the palace buildings at Lahore recently completed under the
superintendence of Ma'mur K h a n . " This visit, however, did not take place until
5th September, 1620 A.D., but about one year before (12th October, 1619 A.D.) the
Lahore palace had been inspected by Prince Khurram (Shah-jahan).
I t is curious that in the first passages quoted above from the Tuzuk, the
f
c
Emperor refers to his architect under the name of Abdu-l-KarIm Ma muri whereas
3
two years later he received the title of Ma'mur Khan. Mr. Beveridge is of opinion
t h a t the Emperor was making a pun, when he conferred on him the title Ma'mur
Khan, and that'Abdu-1-Karim was known as Mamurl before, because he was a native
of a village called Mamur. " T h e r e is or w a s , " Mr. Beveridge writes, " a village
called Mamure near the city of Kabul. See Col. Jarrett's translation of the A'in-i•

*

*
•

1 India Office MS., No. 857, being vol. I I , p. 1736, of Ethe's Catalogue, No. 332. [The Public library at Lahore
also possesses a manuscript of this work.]
9 The passage was quoted in my article, p . 47.
3 I quote from a private letter which Mr. Beveridge has authorized me to make use of in publishing the present
note.
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Akbari, vol. I I , p. 404, where the village of Mamure is mentioned (Deh-i-Mamure).
See also Elliot's History of India, vol. V, p. 316, where it is said t h a t one Shah Mirza
was killed by robbers in the pass of Mamure, about ten parasangs from Kabul. In
Jahangir's Memoirs, 10th year of his reign, mention is made of an Asad Khan
Mamurl (see p. 357 of Saiyidi Ahmad's edition, last line of page), and in the Mansiru1-Umara, vol. I, p. 140, there is a long account of this Asad Khan Mamurl. He was a
soldier and a governor (in Sind) and does not appear to have had anything to do with
buildings. The Mansiru4-Umara also mentions that Asad had an uncle named
M
Mu^affar who was a poet, and who also had the title of MamurI.
I t would be interesting to know whether the name of 'Abdu-l-Karlm, alias
Ma'mur Khan, occurs anywhere else, either in inscriptions or in historical works, and
whether at Mandu or elsewhere in India there exist any of his buildings which could
be of help in elucidating the history of the early Mughal edifices of the Lahore palace.
J. P H . VOGEL.

Miscellaneous Notes*
T H E KUSHAN KING VASISHKA.
1

Students of the history of ancient India are familiar with the names of the three
great Kushan Kings—Kanishka, Huvishka and Vasudeva—whose rule extended over
1
the whole of Northern India. A few years ago Dr. J. F. Fleet pointed out that to
these three names a fourth one was to be added, namely, that of Vasishka, who must
have reigned between Kanishka and Huvishka. Three inscriptions fromMathura (vulgo
Muttra) and Sanchi, which had been wrongly interpreted, were to be assigned to his
reign. They are dated in the ye&rs 28 and 29 of what, for convenience sake, we may
J
s era/ as in all probability it was reckoned from his anointment or
abhisheka.
Dr. Fleet's view was not generally accepted, but has now been fully confirmed
by an important discovery made at Mathura in the summer of IQIO.* Pandit Radha
Krishna, Rai Bahadur, the vigilant Honorary Assistant Curator of the local museum,
happened to notice two curious-shaped stone pillars submerged in the river Jamna
not far from its left bank near the village of 'Isapur. Through his care-the two
pillars, one of which was inscribed, were removed to the museum.
It appears irom the inscription that these pillars served the purpose of sacrificial
posts (Sanskrit yupa). This explains why the carving shows a wreath hanging down
from the top and a rope with noosed end wound round the shaft beneath. These, no
doubt, represent the garland hung round the neck of the victim and the rope by
which it was tied to the post.
The inscription on the 'Isapur pillar records that it" was erected by Dronala, the
son of Rudrila, a Brahmin bf the Bharadvaja gotra, on the occasion of a twelve days'
sacrifice in the 24th year [of Kanishka's era J ancTm the reign of Maharaja Rajatiraja
Devdputra Shahi Vasishka.
It is worthy of note that, whereas nearly all Kushan inscriptions hitherto found
at Mathura are either Buddhist or Jain, the present epigraph is Brahmanical. I t is
composed in pure Sanskrit and in this respett also differs from contemporaneous
records of the kind which are in mixed Sanskrit and Prakrit. I t is, indeed, the earli-.
est Sanskrit inscription known.
From the historical point of view the most interesting part is undoubtedly the
date which establishes the fact that between Kanishka (whose known dates range from
3 to 18) and Huvishka (whose dates range from 33 to 60) there reigned a monarch of
*

1

*

1

•

1

•

1 Journal Royal Asiatic Society for 1903, p. 330. Cf. V. A. Smith, Early History of India, 2nd ed., p . 252 f.
2 The discovery has been briefly announced in Journal Royal Asiatic Society for 1910, pp. 1311 ff.f and Orientalisches Archiv, vol. I, p. 86 f.
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the name of Vasishka, of whom we have now inscriptions dated in the years 24, 28,
(
and perhaps 29. As long as the starting-point of Kanishka's era ' is still a matter
of dispute, it is impossible to say to what years of the Christian era those dates
correspond. But there can no longer be any doubt regarding the fact, first put
forth by Dr. Fleet, that to the three names of Kushan kings that of Vasishka is to be
added.
J.

P 1. VOGKL.

SHORKOT, THE ANCIENT SIBIPURA.
(c

1 ,l

The old fort of Shorkot/' Sir Alexander Cunningham writes,
is the loftiest
of all the mounds that I have seen in the Pan jab, being just too feet in height a Love
the surrounding fields. In shape it is a rectangle, 1,600 feet in length from east to
west by 1,200 feet in breadth, with a general height of 70 feet in the main line of
walls, and of 100 feet in the loftiest part of the citadel."
In his further account of this old fortress situated on the left bank of the Chinab
some 30 miles above its junction with the Ravi, General Cunningham notes that
according to the local Brahmins " the original name of the place was Shivanagari or
S/icopitr, which was gradually contracted to Shor."
A few years ago a discovery was made which proves that the local tradition
recorded by Cunningham has indeed preserved the old name of the place in nearly
its correct form. In November 1906 Mr. H. A. Sams, I.C.S , Deputy Commissioner of
the Jhang District (to which Shorkot belongs) reported that on 8th September of
that year some men, while digging the foundations of a house, had chanced upon a
number of copper and iron utensils which appeared to be of considerable antiquity
and most of which were of a very quaint and uncommon design. At the request of
Mr. Percy Brown the collection was acquired for the Lahore Museum. There the
utensils remained, and for a considerable time but little attention was paid to them,
though some of the objects possessed undoubted artistic interest.
I t was only recently t h a t Mr. H. Hargreaves, while engaged in cataloguing the
Gandhara sculptures in the Lahore Museum, noticed that the largest vessel of the
collection—a huge copper caldron or degoha measuring 22" in height and 6' in circumference—had an inscription around its shoulder. This fact had until then remained
unnoticed owing to the vessel being covered with a layer of verdigris. It is well
known that the cleaning of antiquities is a work requiring expert knowledge and
considerable skill.
The inscription says that the vessel on which it is engraved was dedicated to the
Community of Buddhist friars of the Sarvastivadin sect belonging to the Radhika
Convent in the park of Sibipura. I t is dated in the year 83, which must refer to the
Gupta era and, therefore, corresponds to A.D. 402-3. I t is not a little interesting that
the inscription thus fixes tL * exact time at which these Shorkot vessels were made.
It also proves t h a t the ancient name of the place was not Sivapura, but Sivipura
or Sibipura. In other words, the fort of Shorkot marks the spot of the capital of the
1 Anhl. Smrcv Report, vol. V, p. r.; IT.,ami Ancient Geography of India, vol. I, pp. 203 ft. Cf. also Buracs, Bokhara .
and Punjabt vol. I, p. 133.
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Sibi country. Sibi is a tribal name, often mentioned in Sanskrit literature, but
particularly famous as that of the hero of an edifying tale found both in Brahmanical
and Buddhist scriptures. The Sibi-raja who rescued a dove from a hawk with a
ransom of his own flesh and gave away his own eyes to a blind^Brahmin, is looked
upon as the paragon of charity.
The Chinese pilgrims Fa-hien, Sung-yun and Hiuen Tsiang all speak of a stupa
erected on the spot where Buddha in his previous birth as &ibi-raja was supposed to
have ransomed the dove. It was one of the four great stupas, each of which was built to
commemorate such an extraordinary act of self-sacrifice, namely, besides the gift of his
flesh, that of his eyes, that of his head, and that of his body. Now the position of
these four great stupas has been fixed from the data supplied by the Chinese pilgrims
The stupa of the gift of the flesh stood in what is now known as the upper Swat
valley. The ancient name of Swat must have been Suvastu, which Fa-hien renders as
Su-ho-to.
Sung-yun states that there was not only a tower (i.e. a stupa) but also a temple.
The exact position of these monuments has not yet been fixed. He adds : " There
was formerly here a large storehouse of Sivika-raja, which was burnt down. The grain
which was in it was parched with the heat, and is still to be found in the neighbourhood. If a man take but a single grain of this, he never suffers from fever ; the
people of the country also take it to prevent the power of the sun hurtiug them."
Now it is evident that in the idea of the Buddhists, as recorded by the Chinese
pilgrims, the Sibi-raja ruled over the Swat valley which is a far cry from Shorkot.
To that tradition, however, no importance need be attached. The fact that so many
jatakas were located in Northern India is certainly interesting. Though it was
believed (quite erroneously, of course) that Buddha had wandered and performed
miracles in the trans-Indus country, all the chief events of his life were well known to
have happened in Bihar, the ancient Magadha, and adjoining territories, the real
scene of his activity. The Buddhists of Northern India in their, need of edification
*

had, therefore, to take recourse to the tales of his previous existences, which were
perhaps even more popular than the events of his real life as Sakyamuni, and which
they freely located in Gandhara, Swat and Panjab. It is clear that for topographical
problems such traditions have no value.
The inscription found at Shorkot leaves no doubt that the ancient name of the
place was Sibipura, a'name preserved in a slightly modified form by local tradition up
to the present day. "It follows that General Cunningham's identification of Shorkot
with Alexandria Soriana is also to be discarded.
J.

P H . VOGEI,.

*

D R . FRANCKE'S RESEARCHES IN INDIAN T I B E T .

The well-known Tibetan scholar and archaeologist, Dr. A. H. Francke of the
Moravian Mission, was engaged in a tour of exploration in Indian *or Western Tibet
during the summer of 1909, his services having been courteously placed at the disposal of the Government of India by the Moravian Mission Board. A brief resume
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of the important results achieved by Dr. Francke has been published by Dr. J. H.
Marshall in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1911. Here it may be noted
that Dr. Francke's researches cover a considerable portion of the Alpine Panjab.
Starting from Simla on the 14th June he travelled up the Satluj valley, through
Rampur-Bashahr, and by the Hang Pass (16,000 feet) reached Spiti where he visited
the monasteries of Nako, Tabo, Drangkhar and Ki.. He then crossed the Pharang
Pass (18,300 feet) and continued his journey through Rubshu along the wild shores
of Lake Thsomo Riri. Two passes, the Phologongkha Pass (16,500 feet) and the
Thaglang Pass (17,500 feet), had to be surmounted to enable the explorer to reach
Ladakh, the real centre of the ancient kingdom of Western Tibet. From Tveh, the
ancient seat of the rGyal-pos of Xadakh, Dr. Francke crossed over to Kashmir by
way of the Zoji La (11,300 feet) and reached Srinagar on the 14th October.
The height of the five mountain passes which Dr. Francke had to cross in the
course of his expedition will suffice to give some idea of the difficulties encountered.
The explorer walked the whole distance from Simla to Srinagar except on some
occasions when the rarified air compelled him to mount a yak—certainly not the
most comfortable of riding animals.
I t would be impossible in a brief note to give an adequate idea of the many
important archaeological and historical materials collected by Dr. Francke in the
course of his tour. Here I wish only to indicate a few which will interest the members of this Society.
At Sarahan in the Satluj valley Dr. Francke found the text of the treaty concluded between Bashahr and the Tibetan Government in A.D. 1650 and secured
copies of the versions of both the contracting parties. From this treaty it appears
that Keharl Singh, the Raja of Bashahr, had been helped duriiig the conflict by the
Mughal Emperor]
part of Guge "from Shipke down to the Wangto bridge.
At Srinagar Dr. Francke discovered the grave of Rinchan, the Ladakhi King of
Kashmir, not far from the Awwal Masjid founded by him in t h a t city.
Dr. Francke's report, which is being published by the Government of India, will
consist of two volumes, one giving a personal narrative of his journey illustrated
with ninety excellent photographs, and ,the other dealing with the historical documents collected by him in the course of his tour. These documents consist of
chronicles and inscriptions, the latter including the Ladvags rGyal-rabs or " Book of
the Kings of L a d a k h , ' ' which has not yet completely been edited. The first volume
is now in the press, and the second is in manuscript ready for publication.
J.

P H . VOGEL.

NOTES ON R A V E R T Y S TRANSLATION OF THE TABAQAT-I-NASIRI.

1. Raverty' translates the words dar midn Mawds 'azimat bald hard, by ' sought
shelter among the independent Hindu tribes.' Dowson* translates them, ' so he pro1 In his translation of the Tabaqdt-i-Ndsirl,

p. 7 o 5 .

* Elliot's History of India, II, p. 3 55
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ce
d into Mawas with the intention of proceeding to the high-land ' His translation app- LTS preferable to Ra\
, though, unhappil , he identifies Maw&s with
Mew&r ! ' It is perfectly
1 that Mawas, if a place at all, \\ s somewhere in the
neighbourhood of Santur, a place wh i ruins lie at Sindhuband near Chhachhrauli,
the capital of the modern State of K
In
lothei pa tge of 1 P
tqd ' we read that Malik Qutlugh Khan came
towards Santur, and in that mountainous tract (it is at the foot of the hills in broken
country) sought shelter,' and took up his abode. I hit Dowson says that he ' proceeded towards Santur, and onci^i uened him If in the hills of that country. The
c
chiefs paid him every respect
Raverty's comment on this rendering is There
s not a word about chiefs.' But, however Dowson arrived at his rendering, he
struck upon the correct sense as I hope to show.
The author of the Tdbaqdt wrote in Persian, but Raverty says that maivds is a
(
Hindi word meaning 'refuge* or protection ' and he appears to translate mawas and
mawdsdt (in the plural) by ' s h e l t e r ' in both passages. But a Persian writer, as
Minhaju-s-Siraj was, could not have used a Hindi word for such an ordinary term as.
seeking ' shelter.'
It is suggested that tne words mawas and mawdsdt are corrupt readings of the
term mawdi (a chief) in its plural form, and that the rendering of the first-quoted
passage should be : 'in the midst of the (hill) chiefs he sought the uplands.' Without rhe text of the second passage I cannot suggest a literal rendering for it. The
na ais were petty hill chiefs, who preceded the Thakurs or barons who were in turn
absorbed by the Ranas and Rajas who founded the still existing states of the Pan jab
Himalayas. The term mawdi also appears in the forms of mavanna in the Simla
Hills and of mowdni in Kulu (Diack's Kulu Dialect of Hindi, page 78).
2. I t would be of interest to learn Raverty's authority for speaking of Meora
as synonymous with Meo, on p. 705, n. 7. The Meos inhabit and give their name to
the Mewat, south of Delhi. The Meora or Meura is a Guru's priest (Panjabi Dictionary, p. 747), but he is also said to be a priest of the Chuhras. The word has no
connection with the Meos, as far as I am aware.
3. Bijno'r at p. 696 of Raverty's Translation of the Tabaqat should be Pinjaur.
Dowson has Pinjor, which is correct. The place is described in Cunningham's Arch.
Survey Report, XIV, p. 70.
H.
T H E EUROPEAN OFFICERS IN THE SERVICE OF MAHARAJA

A.

ROSE.

R A N J I T SINGH AND

HIS

SUCCESSORS.

Mr. J . J . Cotton of the Madras Civil Service, who published a few years ago in
the " Calcutta Review " a most interesting article on General Avitabile, has in contemplation further publications on the subject of the European officers in the service
of Maharaja Ranjit Singh and his successors and has collected a considerable amount
l R a v e r t y ' s Translation, p. 839.
* Mawdsdt here apparently, according to R a v e r t y ' s note on p. 705 of his

Translation.
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of material both in Europe and in India. If any members of the Society are in
possession of unpublished information bearing on any of the European officers who
served under the Sikh regime or on their descendants in or out of India, they will be
conferring a great service to the cause of Panjab History if they will be so kind as to
forward such information to the Honorary Secretary of the Society (A. C. Woolner,
Esq., Lahore) for communication to Mr. Cotton.
I t is especially to be desired that information should be given regarding the
names and addresses of any qf the descendants of the officers in question who artlikely to be in possession of documents or other data regarding the character or
history of these officers, or who can indicate the whereabouts of any portraits or
other memorials of them. The following list includes the names of most of the
European officers w?o are believed to have served under the Sikhs : —
Allard
Avitabile
Ventura
Court
Van Cortlandt
Canora
Holmes
De la Roche
Msevius
Gordon
De l.'Ost
Martindale

xMetui
Storr
Weir
Farris
Gardner
Honigberger
Sheaff
Battice
Fend rid
De Fasheye
Hureleek
Jervais

Guthrie
Gilniore
Mvarinc
Honnnus
Hest
Thoinns
Ford
Dubuignon
Campbell
Gavron
Fitzroy
Bianchi'

Foul k os
Marian
joud
Leslie
Mouton
Hurbon
«le la Font
McPhersou
Amise
Vochus
Barlow
Benet
Harvey

Reviews and Notices,
*

Tile-Mosaics of the Lahore Fort.—By J. P H . VOGEL, P H . D . — T h e Journal of Indian Art and Industry,
Vol. XIV, Nos. 113-116 and n 8 (January, April, J u i y and October 1911 and April 1912).
*

The numbers of the Journal of Indian Art and Industry to which reference is
above made, contain reproductions of a number of subjects delineated on the tiled
walls of the Lahore Fort, together with a series of articles by Dr. Vogel which deal
respectively with (i) the history of Indian tilework, (ii) a description of the Lahore
Fort, (iii) the pictured wall of Lahore, (iv) the animal fights in Moghul times, and (v)
the date of tile-Mosaics at Lahore, The articles are, it is needless to say, of a most
interesting character. The second article which deals with'the description of the
*

Fort contains material which is already to a large extent familiar to readers of this
Journal owing to the fact that Dr. Vogel has read a paper on the same subject before
the Historical Society which*finds a place in the first issue of the Journal. The main
interest, however, of the articles above referred to rests with the third number which
gives a description of the unique tilework on the western and northern walls of the
Lahore Fort. How many of us when we have visited the fort, have taken the
trouble to go out of our way to examine these wonderful walls ? A small portion of
the tilework strikes the eye as we face the Hathi Pol Gate, but it is feared t h a t very
few even of the oldest inhabitants of Lahore have had the enterprise to take the
short walk necessary to see the full beauty of the tiles which adorn the north-west
corner and the northern face of the Fort wall. The European travellers who visited
Lahore in former times have been similarly neglectful, and there is no notice of this
tilework until we get to the travellerMoor croft in 1820. Whatever may have been
the reasons for this in previous times (and Dr. Vogel discusses the point), the
present absence of general knowledge regarding these walls is probably to a large
extent due to the fact t h a t they conceal themselves from the outer world by the
north wall of the city, and it is worthy of consideration whether this wall could be
removed in connection with the improvements which are taking place outside the
northern portion of the town. The tilework in question is calculated by Dr. Vogel
to cover a space of no less than 8,000 square yards, and it combines an extraordinary
unity of composition with a liberal variety of design. I t is damaged here and there
from the effects of time and of local drainage, as well as from the bullets of Sikh
times, but it still remains and must always remain one of the chief glories of the
Capital of the Panjab, and lovers of Pan jab history and archaeology owe a great debt
to Dr. Vogel for placing it all so vividly on record.
In his introductory, article Dr. Vogel has given a general sketch of the history
of tilework in this part of Asia, and has shown how it was introduced from Persia
into India in the fourteenth century and how it has been used in India almost exclu-
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sivel'y on Muhammadan buildings. His sketch includes a mention of a large number
of buildings of various periods both inside and outside India to which this form of
decoration has been applied, and it is a matter of some surprise that among the
numerous buildings which he has mentioned, no reference is made either to the
beautiful details of the ornamentation of the tomb of Zinda Shah at Samarkand,
or to. the wonderful colouring of the tilework left on the ruined buildings at Tata in
Sind. It is a curious fact mentioned by Dr. Vogel that this form of decoration has
seldom penetrated beyond the north and west of India and that in several cases
where it is found in Hindustan, a connection can be traced between the buildings on
which it is applied and the Panjab. It is possible that the Persian origin of the art
may be indicated by the fact which Dr. Vogel mentions, that the artists of the Lahore
7
Port are more at home at po traying the Bactrian camel than the dromedary of this
country. Notice may also be taken of the influence oi Chinese art which reached us
through Persia and Turk-^» m and which is shov in many of the vases- and clouds
and dragons on the walls of the Lahore Fort. There can be no doubt that the art
of decorating tiles reached ks^acme in theTdays of Shah Jahan and that its more
remarkable specimens are to be found in and round the city of Lahore, but even in
the time of Shah Jahan or soon after, there are indications of decadence. It is from
this period that we begin to find the substitution of square tiles for the tessellated
system previously adopted, and as in the corresponding case *of stained glass in
western Cathedrals, this effort to secure the same results with a smaller expenditure
of labour has proved the beginning of the end of the art. ...
Dr. Vogel in his text deals in a masterly way both v^ith the ornamentation and
with the picturesque subjects portrayed upo;i the walls of the Fort. Among the
subjects designated the flowers and birds are specially to be marked, more particularly perhaps the birds, which include excellent,outlines of ducks, storks, geese, etc.
A very interesting portion of the decoration is found in the angels and cherubs which
portrayed in the spandrels of the arches. The origin, of these figures, like as
they are to those of Christian art, is probably to be found in Persia and not in
Europe. Those of us who can remember the Gola Sarai near the Jail which was
nulled down some years ago will recollect the frescoes on the vaults of the arches of
that Sarai which represented angels and cherubs of a type very similar to those found
on the walls of the Fort. One of the most- interesting pictures on the walls of the
Fort is that of four m£n on.horse-back playing polo, who are armed with sticks verv
similar to those now in use and are playing between goals which are well marked by
white stones. It is curious to find in all the pictures of men on horse-back that the
men are riding very ^ short" with heels seldom coming below the belly of the horse,, a
marked contrast to the Norman riders portrayed in the Bayeux Tapestry, Attention
is also invited to the excellent picture of a man with a candle-stick to which
f
Dr. Vogel duly refers. His text also invites a reference to the picture of a \ Farangi
Soldier" and to that of a goat and a monkeyman, both of which are certainly most
curious.
The pictures published in the Journal are partly coloured and partly uncoloured
reproductions, and it is understood that a complete series of these pictures will
i

i
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probably be published as,a report of the Archaeological Survey, and that when this is
issued, they will all be in colours. The actual prdcess of reproductipn for publication
is due to Messrs. Griggs, the well-known art publishers, and no higher praise can be
given to them than to say that they are worthy of the publishers' name. The
colouring of the originals h^s been admirably imitated, and nothing could give a
better idea of the originals than the reproductions thus issued. The actual copying
of the tilework has been a labour of no less than nine years, and not only has the
original tracing been throughout a disagreeable and at times a perilous task but the
reduction of the full-size tracings tt> the proportions shown in the published reproductions has been the work of njiich time and labour. The copying and colouring has
been done entirely by Munshi Ghulam Muhammad, the head draftsman of the
Archaeological Survey and an old pupil of the Mayo School of Art, and the highest
redit is due to the Munshi for the admirable results of his long and arduous labour.
There is only one point further to which attention may suitably be drawn, and
that is the fact t h a t the reproductions as published in the Journal o'f Indian Art are
numbered in such a way t h a t it is often difficult to find them without much search.
Tt is t o . be hoped that this slight defect will be remedied when the pictures are
reissued' m the Archaeological Survey Report.
*

Catalogue of the Loilection of coins illustrative of the history of the rulers of Dehli up to A.D. 1858 in the
Dehli Museum of Archceology (founded December, 1908).—By R. B. W H I T E H E A D , I.C.S. Baptist
Mission Press, Calcutta, 1910.
*

The collection described in this catalogue consists of 406 exhibits and is representative in so far as types of the coins of all the important rulers are' included
in it." The catalogue is divided into three p a r t s : Pre-Muhammadan Dynasties
(represented tiy only three coins), " P a t h a n " Sultans and Mughal Emperors, and
in every part a short historical and numismatic introduction precedes the description of the coins. In the case of t h e " P a t h a n " and Mughal rulers- complete
chronological lists of the dynasties have alsc been added. Visitors to the Museum,
as well as all those interested in Indian Numismatics, will be very grateful to
Mr. Whitehead for having compiled this extremely useful catal6gue, in which they
will find all the information one fcas a right to expect in a book of this kind.
Translations of the inscriptions of the coins have been added only in special cases,
and the words have invariably been transcribed in the same order in which they
are inscribed on the coins. I think in those cases in Which this order gives no
meaning, it would have been advisable to add a transcript of the words in their
correct order in brackets, unless all the inscription had been fully translated.
Perhaps the author may be able to follow this' suggestion ,in a second edition of
his catalogue, in which also a few details to be mentioned presently might be
1
<(
changed. "Altamsh ',
wherever it occurs, should b e replaced by
Iltutmish";
this, the correct form, is also to be found on the coins themselves .(see p. 18
No? 12-14); Masa'ud Shah should bje changed into Mas'ud Shah a n d / U m r into
<Umar (seep, 50). On p. 14 ^ J u l v ; is rendered by " L o r d of the two Worlds;
b'ut there is no dual here and the correct rendering is "L,ord of the worlds (the
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created beings)." On p. 16, No. 4 reverse: are not the first words ^ ' j ^ l d i (not
vt^j^xh)?
On p. 25, No. 47, the last words of the translation should read
" Qutbud-Dunya-wad-Din Abul-Muzaffar Mubarak Shah."
On p. 27, No. 56,
mistake in the beginning On p. 49 X
v y> seems to have been left out by
RafVud-darajat would be the correct form (see also p. 83). On p. 50 " t h e t i m i d "
would seem to be a most unsuitable epithet for the founder of the Muhammadan
[; s
Empire; the real meaning of &J i " t h e one who distinguishes (between truth and
falsehood)." On p. 53 read Dar-uz-zafar and on p. 54 Mustaqarr (twice).
J.

HOROVITZ.

Catalogue of Exhibits in the J hli Museum of Archaology, Loan Exhibition of Antiquities,
Durbar.—By J. P. THOMPSON, I.C.S. Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta, 1911.

Coronation

To all who know of the labours involved in the preparation of a museum
catalogue, Mr. Thompson's work, a model of clearness and concise expression,
will appeal most strongly. The majority of the exhibits did not arrive until
November, and there was barely a month for the preparation and printing of the
catalogue. It will also appeal equally to the scholar and " t h e man in street."
There are no wearisome arguments or tedious data, and the descriptions of the
various exhibits are practically and cleverly set forth in a manner which proves
Mr. Thompson to be a master of his subject. The notes on Mughal armour,
standards and ensigns, farmans, and specimens of calligraphy are particularly
interesting, and of the utmost value to all interested in Mughal history.
The use of the Mahl Maralib or insignia of royalty is, the author says not
con.fined to India, the Suraj'mitkhl (the circular sun emblem) being met with in
the history of Persia. He compares the Draco, or Dragon standard, of the Romans,
7
who had it from the Parthians, from which it ma} be assumed with reason that
these peculiar emblems of the Mughal sovereigns are peculiar to the East. The
ijidlu or fish standard was conferred on Iyord Jvake by Shah 'Alam in 1804. In the
note on the farmans an interesting comparison is drawn between those of the
early Mughal Empire and those issued after its decline had set in, and there is a
significant comment on the lack of "businesslike endorsements ' ' on the reverse
of these farmans of later date.
The collection of pictures at the Exhibition was perhaps as good as has ever
been seen in India. All the principal characters in the history of India, from
Alexander to Bahadur Shah I I , the last King of Delhi, were represented.
To attempt the cataloguing of over 500 pictures in so little time would seem
impossible, but after a preliminary warning to the visitor that the inscriptions on
the pictures are not always to be relied on, and that the portraits of royal ladies,
(here he quotes Manucci) " are only probably likenesses of concubines and dancing
girls, drawn according to the artist's fancy," Mr. Thompson bravely starts on his
task and g ves us breezy character sketches of the subjects of each picture
\kbar
C(
is described as
a man of abounding physical strength and energy who loved
hunting ;' with all his greatness, his son tells us that he could neither read nor write."
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Jahangir, we read, "gave his father a good deal of trouble," and his queen Nur-jahan
" combined a masculine vigour of interest with great brilliance of wit, and enhanced
the effect of both by her wonderful beauty
; it is also recorded that she
provided nearly 500 orphan girls with husbands and dowries."
Giving the European contemporaries lends an added interest to the characters
described. Babar's contemporaries were Henry VIII and Cardinal Wolsely, Nurjahan's is Marie de Medici, Shah-jahan's are Charles I, Oliver Cromwell, and Mazarin.
What contrasts, and in some cases likenesses, between eastern and western types of
character are suggested !
The Exhibition derived additional interest from its being housed in one of the
buildings of Shah-jahan's palace But a view of the collection, with the help of
Mr. Thompson's catalogue, enabled the visitor, without need of vivid imaginary
powers to reconstruct the pristine splendour of the city as it was in the days of the
Mughal Empire, from the foundation of Shahj ahanlb ad in 1638, to the last act in
the tragedy of tha louse of Timur; he could get a thorough grasp of the main facts
in the history of the Mughal Empire and could see for himself the factors that led to
its ultimate downfall.
GORDON SANDERSON.

A n n u a l M e e t i n g , 1910. .
The first Annual Meeting of the Society was held in the Old Senate Hall, Lahore,
on Tuesday, the 27th December, iC)io,at 12 noon. His Honour Sir Louis Dane, K.C. I.E.,
Lieutenant-Governor of the Panjab, Patron of the Society, was present at the meeting, which was attended by about fifty members and visitors. In the absence of the
Hon. Mr. E. D. Maclagan, President of the Society, the chair was taken by Mr. J. P.
Thompson, Vice-President, who expressed his regret that the President was unable
to be present to deliver his own Presidential address, the duty of reading which had
devolved upon himself. s
•

The President's address was as follows:
*

" Y O U R H O N O U R , LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

I was very glad when I heard in Simla last summer t h a t it was proposed to start
a Historical Society for the Panjab. The original proposal was brought forward by
three of our members—Dr. Vogel, Mr. J. P. Thompson, and Mr. Woolner; but in
putting forward the propdsal they were evidently giving expression to a feeling which
was already in existence among many of us. This is shown clearly by the large
numbers who have already joined the Society, and from these large numbers I think
we may assure ourselves of making a good start in the world, and of being able to carry
out adequately the objects which we set before us. It is a matter of especial congratulation t h a t we have secured, as a Patron, His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, who
has always interested himself in historical matters connected with the Panjab, and
who has, if I recollect right, propounded solutions for one or more of our historical
problems. I need hardly sayvhow much I appreciate the fact that I have been asked
to become President of this Society. I regret greatly that I suffer from certain
*

serious disqualifications^, one of which is that I cannot profess to be, in any sense, an
expert historian, and the other t h a t I am obliged, owing to the exigencies of Government service, to be absent from the Panjab for so large a part of the year. I trust,
however, that I may be able to be of some assistance, however small, to the Society
and I hope that, when the Society holds meetings in Simla, I may have the pleasure
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of attending them. At present I merely desire to make, with your permission, a
few remarks with the object of introducing the Society to itself.
" 2. There are few places in the world, and certainly very few in the continent of
Asia, which present a more entrancing field for historical research than the Province
of the Panjab. It has, from the beginning of time, been the scene of more changes,
more movement, more life than any part of India, and its long and varied history
presents to us a series of most interesting fields for research and discussion. Our Province is the traditional home of those to whom we owe the old Vedic hymns, and there
is much in the Vedic literature which gives food for enquiry and conjecture, both as
regards the condition of t h e Province in Vedic times and as regards the races who
inhabited it, and the courses of the rivers which passed through it. Our Province
contains, too, the site of the great battlefield of the Mihabharata, and the identification of the various tribes who fought on one side or the other in t h a t historic struggle,
or of the tribes who are mentioned in t h a t epic (not, I am afraid, in a very
appreciative spirit) as inhabiting the area now covered by our Province, still interests
and baffles the researches of Sanskrit scholars. With the arrival of Alexander,
we enter a period which has special attractions to Western historians. Our earliest
European travellers in the Panjab were apt to find traces of Alexander everywhere,
and their credulity was, I fear, often imposed upon by obsequious informants. We
still search for Alexander's twelve altars on the Beas. We still dispute the sites of
Bucephala and Sangala, and we still try in vain to identify the various Panjab tribes,
whom the Greek historians have presented to us by names which survive in various
stages of mutilation. In the dark period which follows the withdrawal of the Greeks
we have, for the most part, to fall back on such knowledge as we can get from coins
or from the remains of those monuments which attest the supremacy of Buddhism in
this Province, and we still grope somewhat vaguely among the names of the successive ,
Sovereigns of the Kushan and White Hun dynasties, our way being lit up but twice or
thrice by those wonderful Memoirs of the Chinese travellers who came t o visit Buddhist shrines in India. With the arrival of the Muhatnmadans, our ^sources of information begin to improve, and we have a fair degree of historic certainty regarding
the chronicles of successive.dynasties,—Ghazni, Ghori, or Slave Kings,—who held this
Province in fief or established themselves and their monuments as a wonder to future
ages on the historic site of Delhi. To these succeed t h a t bewildering succession of
Mongol invasions, which have in themselves the germs of many historic problems, of
which we have not yet the true solution. The confused chronicles of these times
serve still to throw some light upon the character of the cultivation of the country
in those days, when we find armies marching across what are now deserts and avoiding routes which now are obviously the only ones to choose. W e find these successive
waves of Mongol conquest marked here and there b y stray villages or tracts inhabited
by men of Mongol descent, but considering the enormous number and the extent of
these invasions they seem, so far as we can tell a t present, to have made wonderfully
little impression on t h e ethnological constitution of our Panjab population. These
invasions culminate at last in the momentous raid of t h e Emperor Babur; and the
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old dynasties of Delhi—the Khiljis and the Tughlaks and the rest—had ultimately to
give way before the insistence of these invaders from the north. With the introduction of the Mughal supremacy, our Province reaches what in one sense may be termed
the acme of its historic importance and for a time lapses into something very like a
settled government, providing for a period the headquarters of the Mughal power in
this city of Lahore, and then finally in the great capital of Delhi. For this period we
have many detailed histories from which it is hoped that our Society may cull much
that is of interest, and
have also very considerable information regarding the
geography of the country in Mughal times, and not infrequent glimpses of the economic situation of the people. With the decadence of the Mughal power, we find the
great army of Nadir Shah sweeping through Lahore to the sack and massacre of
Delhi, followed by successive invasions of the Duranis and all the misery t h a t they
brought in their train. Meantime, during the rise and progress of the Mughal supremacy, we had in our midst the germs of that great movement which has since been
known to history as the rise of the Sikh power, a movement which is of course of
special interest to us in the Panjab as marking a momentous change, which had its
origin in this Province and has since identified itself with its history. We have, first,
the great succession of the Sikh Gurus, and then the romantic and confusing history
of the various local Misls, culminating finally in the supremacy of the great Sikh
leader, Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Then there is also, during this later period of our
history, the interest which establishes itself in connection with the travels of Europeans
in this Province. First come the Jesuits of the days of Akbar and Jahangir who had
their churches in Lahore and Delhi; then our English merchants who were, I am
afraid, more interested in indigo, and calico than in spiritual things; and then the
succession of Portuguese, Dutch, Spanish, French and others who have left for us
their impressions of this Province in Mughal times. Finally there are the travellers of
the Sikh period—Elphinstone, Burnes, Jacquemont, Moorcroft and the rest—who
bring us nearer to our own day; and there is also the great circle of adventurers
whom Ranjit Singh collected around him—Allard, Ventura, Avitabile, Court, and
all the numerous names which the Memoirs of those days have brought before us, and
whose fascinating history is still to be written. Then we have last of all the military
contests of 1845, 1848 and 1857, which though scarcely yet outside the memory of
contemporaries, present their own problems to students of military history, who still
are able to dispute regarding the confused movements of the British troops at
Ferozshah, the strategy of the Multan campaign and the tactics of Chilianwallah. I
have, in the above sketch, omitted many points of real historical interest, which will
occur to many other members of this Society, but from the brief sketch which I have
made it will be clear that no study can be more entrancing than the exploration of
our Panjab history, and t h a t our Province affords a fine arena for historical dispute
and a rich mine for historical research.
" 3 . But it will be said, ' Has not the history of this Province been sufficiently
explored?' ' Are there not numerous books dealing with all the points of interest
c
which have arisen ?'
What is there left which we can do as a Society to place our

1
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history on a better footing, and why should this work be undertaken by us as a Society
and not by each of us individually ? ' In reply to this, I think it must be acknowledged by all of us t h a t there is much which is left to do not only in discovering new
sources of information, but also in putting together and testing and observing the
meaning of the information which we already possess. I t is not indeed any part of
our functions to write a history of the Province. We are not a syndicate for the
preparation of a Panjab history. We have no intention of producing a Cambridge
history for this province. But the principle involved in what is called ' c o operative
history ' is also at the bottom of the constitution of our Society. We can, each of us,
take up one special point, and by specializing in it can bring to bear a greater amount
of power, and concentrate a greater amount of information than if we each attempted
to cover a larger field. At the same time by joining together as a Society we are able
one to provide help to the other. There are indeed Societies already existing in
London, Bombay, Calcutta and elsewhere to which some of us belong or might
belong, but we need something nearer home which will afford us a means of meeting
with each other and personally explaining or discussing the subjects in which we
are interested. I t has indeed been held by some t h a t the chief value of Scientific or
Literary Societies of this character lies in the friendships to which a common interest
followed by frequent meetings so often gives rise, and I sincerely trust that our
Society may not be unproductive of such results. But, apart from this, it is our
*

object, as a Historical Society, to give ourselves opportunities of meeting each other
and seeing the different manner in which we severally approach the same subject, and
ascertaining what others want to complete their information or their theories, to
consider how far we ourselves may help others in t h a t direction, and to provide for
others or to receive from others the data which, though often small in themselves,
may be of use as giving a fresh scent in one particular direction and in leading to
results far larger than we originally expected.
iC
4. I have above given expression to the view t h a t our main functions lie in the
direction of new sources of information, and in the co-ordination or concentration of
sources of information already available to us. These are not indeed our only functions, but they represent two main features of our Society to whicn I venture to draw
special attention. I t is not our object merely to meet together to tell each other
pleasant stories. We do not want history which makes no attempt to quote its
authorities, nor do we want long and confused relations of facts which lead us nowhere We. want, in the first place, an introduction in its widest sense to original
authorities; and we want, in the second place, such compilations or explanations as
may serve to elucidate the confused mass of facts which forms the basis of our local
or provincial history.
" 5 . As regards the investigation of authorities, I hope that this Society will
succeed in bringing to light, or in bringing into use, a number of interesting and useful documents. There are many such in the libraries or among the business records
of the old families in this Province, and I hope t h a t those of us who have access to
such sources of information will do their best to bring them to light, whether they
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consist in old books, or old maps, or old pictures, or whatever it may be which may
serve as an original source of information. Every kind of document, however humblef
is useful in the search for historical truth. O'd letters and even o'd accounts have
their own value, and so have the old title deeds or sanads or purwanas which so many
of our members already possess or can lay their handson. Much, for instance, could,
I think, be learnt from an examination of ancient leases or sanads, and it would be a
source of satisfaction to us if we could in time put together a typical collection of
such documents, something on the lines of the 'Selected Charters' published by
Bishop Stubbs in connection with the history of Mediaeval England. Another useful
method of serving our object would be the compilation of abstracts of the contents of
books, which though already known to historians are not commonly made use of
owing either to their rarity or to their being written in a language with which all of
us are not familiarly acquainted. A few such epitomes were published some years
ago in that useful periodical Panjab Notes and Queries, and the publication of
similar abstracts would be found of much value to historical enquirers. Our members
can also serve the cause of history by recording for our benefit the words of ballads
of historical interest or even the genealogical lucubrations of the professional Mirasi.
The study of old poetry, even though it is not directly connected with history or
genealogy, has also its historic uses, and even if we cannot point to any scientific
record of facts in such poems, we may often learn from them the manner in which
historical facts have impressed themselves on the minds of the people, and this in
itself represents a historical fact of much significance.
" 6. The second method in which the members of our Society can serve the cause
of history is one in which probably more of us can join. I t does not necessarily
involve the preparation of papers for presentation to the Society, but it would
ordinarily take this shape. It has been stated that people in England are gradually
becoming confined to two classes, namely—those who have written plays, and those
who intend to write them; and that the latter class is a rapidly decreasing one. I trust
that we shall soon be able to say as regards the members of this Society that they
are divided into two classes—those who have written articles for the Society, and those
who intend to write them; and that the latter may be a very rapidly decreasing
«

class. I t must, in this connection, be recognized, however, that all except a few of the
c
members of this Society are what may be called amateurs,' and I trust that in
passing articles for discussion or publication, the Council will not exact from us too
high a standard. Any contribution, either documentary or verbal, will be thoroughly
appreciated so long as it is presented in the right spirit. We have, as has been above
noticed, a very large amount of existing historical literature, but much of it is contained in libraries to which we all have not access, and not a little of it in libraries
to which few of us can ever hope to penetrate; and even where books are available
to all there is ample scope for specializing by the collection of scattered facts bearing
on one subject, bringing them to a focus, and putting them in a shape in which their
material bearing on each other is made clear, or in which the principle underlying a
series of historical facts may become apparent. It is not necessary that study of this
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kind should aim at the production of regular monographs dealing with some special
facts or some special period. I t may also be devoted to the preparation of maps or
plans, such for instance as maps to indicate the routes taken by conquering armies
or peaceful travellers. Many of us would be more at home in the history of the Province if we had before us maps showing clearly the routes taken, or supposed to have
been taken, by say Alexander the Great, or Mahmud of Ghazni, or Tamerlane, or
Nadir Sh5h, or indeed any of the great conquerors who have marched through this
Province, and we should be much benefited by similar maps to show the routes
followed by the more distinguished of our peaceful visitors, beginning from the Chinese
pilgrims of Buddhist times and extending to the European travellers of Sikh days. I
have often thought that a few such maps as these might suitably be prepared on a
large scale for exhibition in our Museum., and possibly it may be found feasible some
day to do something in this direction. Or we could have maps made to show old
administrative units, such as those described in such detail in the " Ain-i-Akbari," or
even maps to show the position of localities not ordinarily ascertainable. Who, for
instance has not in reading the history of the Sikh Misls felt the want of such a map
to show the position of those numerous small villages, which leapt into temporary
fame as the home of some obscure chieftain, or the site or some skirmish in those
troublous days ? Take again our great cities, such as Lahore and Delhi, and the changes
which have come over them—changes in the areas inhabited, in the situation of streets,
in the occupation of houses; or take again our rivers and the bewildering vagaries to
which their courses have been subjected in historical times. The concentration of
our "attention on some isolated subject of the kinds I have indicated, either by means
of specialized enquiries or by means of maps or plans, is of itself a great source both
of scientific advancement and of historical enjoyment.
" 7 . We are a Historical Society, and history is a wide word. We shall ourselves
take it in a wide sense, and shall no doubt trench upon various allied forms of enquiry.
Like other similar Societies we shall of course avoid anything in the shape of controversial politics or religion, but we shall stray from time to time and within reasonable
7
limits in the realms of numismatics, epigraphy, ethnologj , topography and other
kindred subjects. We shall not, I hope, confine ourselves to the preparation of documents or even to discussion in a room around a table, and I trust t h a t it may be
possible at moderate intervals to arrange for personally conducted parties of our
members at centres of interest in the Province to see old buildings and old historical
sites under the guidance of those who have the time and knowledge to investigate
these sites, and are kind enough to communicate their knowledge to others.
" 8 . I have only mentioned a few of the points to which our attention will be
paid, and there are many members here who will think of other points of importance
on which I have not touched. In whatever direction we may work, however, I hope
it will be in the true historic spirit and with a due sense of the opportunities that
this grand Province of ours presents for all classes of historical research. As will
be gathered from the sketch which I have given above, there is no part of India and
very few parts of the Continent of Asia which can show so vast a field for enquiries
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such as those which we hope to make, and I wish the Society every success and all
good fortune in its career in so promising a field.''
The Chairman then said :—
' Y O U R H O N O U R , LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

I think I am only expressing the feelings of the Society at large when I say that
Mr. Maclagan's address, which I have just read, is admirably adapted to the needs of
the Society at its present stage. More than one member has suggested t h a t the
Council should take upon itself the preparation of a brief pamphlet of practical hints,
showing the directions in which research by busy men in their spare hours is most
likely to prove of value in increasing our knowledge of the history of the Panjab.
Mr. Maclagan has divined the existence of this feeling, and has set himself to satisfy
it. He has given us an address which is at once enthusiastic and intensely practical,
learned and yet full of the true scholar's tenderness for all efforts, however humble,
in the field that he has made his own, provided only that they are made in a scholarly
spirit and directed towards the attainment of historical truth. Mr. Maclagan has
laid us under a deep obligation, and his address when printed among the proceedings
of the Society will long be referred to by those who seek guidance for their
enthusiasm.
" But the scope of our annual meeting is not limited to the delivery of the Presidential address. The rules of the Society enjoin on the Council the duty of providing
members with the opportunity of listening to a second discourse on subjects akin to
those which it is our purpose, as a Society, to explore. Sometimes it may be an
address by some wandering scholar from the West, or some Indian or Anglo-Indian
who has made the study of the History of India the main business of his life. But,
gentlemen, the Panjab Historical Society, as Mr. Maclagan has reminded us, is not a
Society of professional historians. We are for the most part a Society of busy
men of affairs, and it was felt by all concerned that there was no one better qualified
to give the Society words of encouragement at its first annual meeting than the
busiest man in the province—a man who, in spite of the ever-increasing volume
m

of work exacted from our high officials, has made himself so deeply versed in
Oriental lore as Sir Louis Dane, and who has shown the Province in so many of
his public utterances, that the incessant strain of making history in the present
has not for him robbed the past of any of its glamour.
Sir Louis Dane has
from the outset manifested the liveliest interest in our proceedings, he has accepted
the position of Patron, and he has crowned his kindness by consenting to address the
Society to day.
" I t is now, gentlemen, my pleasant duty to ask His Honour to address the
meeting."
His Honour-the Patron then said:—
" l a m rather alarmed to see from the notice of the meeting that I am to address
the Panjab Historical Society to-day. An address is a rather formal proceeding, and
generally suggests a set and long-winded oration about some particular subject. Now
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a thing of that kind is hardly suited to Christmas, when all of us have numerous more
cheerful engagements. Besides the Society has already listened to the address, a
very excellent composition, by Mr. Maclagan, our president, who is the proper person
to deliver an inaugural address, and who has contrived to combine all that was necessary in a most interesting paper. To attempt to address you again would be for the
most part a matter of repetition. I have no intention of worrying you in this way,
but as I am apparently expected to say something I would like to refer to some
remarks bearing on subjects cognate to those with which our Society deals, which I
made at Delhi on the 2nd February. I then said:—
" * Much yet remains to be done here and elsewhere in the Province, and private
munificence might come to the aid of Government to a greater extent than has
hitherto been the case. There are signs that the public conscience is being stirred
to a sense of its obligation to these inimitable glories of the past. Recently the
Maharaja Adhiraj of Burdwan, when visiting the ancient home of his family, Lahore,
approached me on the subject of the restoration of the tomb of Nur Jahan, the
Elizabeth of the East, at Shahdara. The tomb of her first husband, Sher Afghan,
stands in Burdwan, and so he was specially interested in her case. Fortunately we
have through the critical taste of Mr. Perronet Thompson, lately District Judge of
Delhi, what is believed to be an authentic picture of what Nur J a h a n ' s tomb was—a
very different object to the poor mass of masonry which now dishonours the memory
of one of the greatest women of whom history gives us any accurate account. We
were already considering how best we could do something to wipe away the stain of
neglect, so the hour and the man had come. The Maharaja has given me a noble
donation of Rs. 5,000 towards the cost of repairs, and his example will, I hope, open
the purse strings of others whose hearts must have been touched by the story of a
life so well told recently by Sardar Jogindra Singh. Gentlemen, each and all of you
can do something in preserving the rapidly decaying traces of the dynasties that have
swayed the fate of this empire. Some can help with money, others can record th£
history of the monuments in which they can take a direct personal or local interest.
The Archaeological Department will welcome all help, and can give expert advice as
to the best mode of taking action to arrest the ravages of decay, and without such
advice it were madness to proceed. In the Naubat Khana facing us you will find a
small but most interesting collection of historical relics of Delhi. Those of you who
1
possess or are aware of the existence of similar re ics might well secure their preservation by giving or lending them to this collection/
" Now I do not know whether the suggestions I threw out had anything to do
with the formation of this Society. Probably not, but if they had not, it is evident
that the time was ripe for the foundation of such a society. And we may hope, such
being the case, that our society will not prove a stillborn infant, born out of due
time, but a vigorous production, steadily growing and ever increasing its sphere of
utility through the Panjab, the history of which it proposes to co-ordinate and record.
The field, as Mr. Maclagan has shown, is a very wide one, and there is ample room
for workers of all classes, whether they be endowed with the patient painstaking
*
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spirit of a Stubbs and can collect and compile from old documents and records facts
bearing upon our subject, or have the happy knack of a Pepys for diarizing what is
interesting in what they see or hear, or have the facile pen of a ready writer > who
can record in readable form the materials collected by himself or others, and so qualify
as Froudes of the Panjab, or are able to write the account of some historical building
or place of which they have been able to collect information at first hand, either from
inscriptions or from the folk tales of the people, or perhaps are coin collectors, over
whose labours Mr. Whitehead will sedulously watch. There is ample room in the Panjab
for all such workers, and I only trust that in response to my appeal in February last,
and the more continuous call of our Society, many will be found ready to come forward
and render loving service to the province which we all claim as our own. Already
I believe t h a t my appeal has not gone entirely for nought. Mr. Ram Kishen Singh
Kapur has been good enough to send me many interesting notes about places little
known in the eastern portions of the Panjab. I believe that he has succeeded in identifying the site of one old-forgotten city, and he has certainly told me a good deal t h a t
I did not know before about places which are otherwise well known to most of us
He rather reminds me of Herodotus, as he can be entirely relied upon in regard to
things t h a t he has himself seen, but he makes a strong call upon our credulity when
he records tales t h a t he has heard—not that I wish to discredit such tales, which are
often a valuable index'to authentic history.
" Up till recent years it was the fashion to discredit all folk tales and even national
epics, and to frame ingenious theories about solar myths and such like to account for
the permanence of these oral traditions. Such was the fate that befell the story of
the- Kingdom of Minos in Crete and even the tale of Troy. I t is only owing to the
labours of patient explorers endowed with the true historical imagination t h a t we
now know t h a t these so-called legends were indeed true, and that there was a kingdom
of Minos possessing a relatively high form of civilisation thousands of years ago, and
that Troy was a real city which was probably overwhelmed by some such whirlwind
of war as we read of in the Iliad.
cc
What such men have done in the West, members of this Society can do in the
East. There is still time to throw further light on the oldest struggle which has
made the Panjab famous, the story of which has been so well told in theMahabharata.
In another field I am glad to say that my Delhi appeal has produced results. The
other day the Civil and Military Gazette recorded t h a t the Delhi Museum had recently
been enriched with an interesting collection of forty-four ancient pictures and drawings, given on loan by Khwaja Mahmud Husain, Munsif of Jagadhri, Ambala District.
I take this opportunity of thanking the Khwajaforhis public spirit, and I h o p e t h a t
others in Delhi and elsewhere will follow his example.
" T h e Government does all t h a t it can to enrich the historical and archaeological
collections in our museums, and with the help of Dr. Vogel we have recently been
able to afford to purchase a most interesting collection of old Lhasa embroideries for
the Lahore Museum, and a series of excellent pictures bearing on Moghal history for
the Delhi Museum. We have also happily been able to secure some valuable coins
i
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from the Bahawalpur State, and hope to be able to offer for the purchase of another
collection which will shortly be in the market. The resources of the Government of
the Panjab especially, are limited, and we must largely rely for the enrichment of our
collections upon the generosity of the public or private individuals. This I trust that
our Society will lose no opportunity of stimulating.
" M r . Maclagan has mentioned the interesting career of the European adventurers
who travelled and fought in the Panjab. Lady Dane's father, Sir Francis Norman,
has compiled a most interesting series of notes about these and other cognate subjects,
and I am in hope t h a t his son, Colonel Norman, may be able to utilize those notes
and publish a monograph on the subject; or, at any rate, hand the notes over to our
Society to work up. I have seen some of them, and can assure you t h a t they will
furnish a piece of exclusive information, collected by a most careful observer with a
phenomenal memory. I referred in my opening remarks to the tomb of Nur Jahan
at Shahdara. This tomb and the adjoining mausoleum of Jahangir will well repay
the study of the Society. They have furnished many writers with a subject for discussion, whether there was or was not upon the roof of the buildings any upper
structure of an architectural character. Local reports and the statements of the
custodians of the tomb are positive t h a t there was such a superstructure above the
Emperor's t o m b : and Mr. J. P. Thompson has a picture showing a small mosque on
the roof of the tomb of Nur Jahan. In fact the chief majanui declares that the
marble of the superstructure of Jahangir's tomb was removed in the time of his
grandfather, whom I well remember.
The written accounts of historians and travellers are not altogether clear
on the point. The structural conditions are rather against the existence of anything
large, though in the case of Nur Jahan's tomb something may have been contemplated. Mr. Thompson has p u t together all the available views and authorities in
a note, and I hope t h a t he will avail himself of his present opportunities to expand
this note into a paper for our Society which will finally settle this knotty question.
Similar tasks lie before all our members ; and in writing accounts of ancient monuments and their builders we shall do much to throw light on the past history of the
province.
cc
Mr. Maclagan has been rash enough to say t h a t I have special qualifications for
the office of patron of your Society to which you have done me the honour of appointing me. Now I must disclaim such qualifications, as I am not aware t h a t I have
done anything in the direction of writing history in the Panjab, beyond, possibly, the
compilation of the Gazetteers of Gurdaspur and Peshawar.
cl
As I am, so far as officials go, almost prehistoric, perhaps you will allow me to
conclude my scattered remarks with a little autobiography. When I was at school
I took a great interest in history, and having a fair memory won a good many prizes
in the subject, consequently the history professor, Mr. Rowley, who was a writer
himself, hoped t h a t I would do him credit in the Indian Civil Service examination.
In those days—as I dare say also at the present—very eminent men acted as examiners. Our examiner in History was the well-known Dr. Creighton, afterwards Bishop

i
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of London. I heard subsequently that he had been very much taken with what I had
done in the oral examination, and was much surprised to find t h a t I had done b u t
half the minimum number of questions in the written paper. Now the reason of this
was that the ordinary task in this examination was to write answers to not less than
four nor more than eight of the questions set. Unfortunately on this particular occasion
these numbers were altered to eight and twelve. When I entered the room I saw
that I could floor most of the questions on the paper and—as was then considered to
be the best policy—I decided to write rather full essays on five or six subjects. I
took the precaution of putting my watch on the desk before me so as to be sure t h a t
my pen did not outrun my opportunities; but unfortunately I did not notice the
change in the number of questions to be answered. Worse luck still, my watch
stopped, and while I was thinking that there was still an hour and a half left after
writing four answers, I was horrified to hear the words : " Gentlemen, give up your
papers." I believe that I got full marks for the oral examination and for my four
written answers, but of course that was not enough to put me quite at the top of the
tree. Doctor Creighton had asked me who my professor had been, and many years
after the examination, on reading an article by Mr. Rowley, he wrote to ask him if
he was the Professor Rowley who had taught Mr. Dane history, and inquired whether
I had ever done anything as an historical writer, as he thought that I ought to do
well as such. I only heard this from Mr. Rowley in 1899, and I think t h a t having
regard to the high reputation of Dr. Creighton, who was not a man to say smooth
things, t h a t I am justified in feeling some legitimate pride in the circumstances of my
history fail, which perhaps is my only qualification at present for the high post of
patron of this Society.
" However, I hope in no long time to enjoy a fuller degree of leisure than my
somewhat varied and strenuous career as an official in India has left m e ; and if I can
then do anything to promote the interests of historical research and of this Society in
the Panjab, my services shall be most fully and freely at your disposal. "
A vote of thanks to Sir Louis Dane, proposed by Sir P. C. Chatterji and seconded
by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Shah Din, was carried by acclamation.
The Patron and the Visitors having then left, the Society proceeded to the election of Officers and Council for 1 9 n .
The following were elected:—
President—Hon. Mr. E. O. Maclagan.
Vice-Presidents—Mr. J. P. Thompson and Rev. Canon H. U. Weitbrecht.
Hon. Secretary—Mr. A. C. Woolner.
Hon. Treasurer—Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul.
Other members of Council: Hon. Mr. Godley, Hon. Mr. Humphreys, Dr. Vogel, Sir
P. C. Chatterji, Dr. Griswold, Pandit Sheo Narain, Sh. Abdul Qadir, Dr. S. K. Datta
K. B. Pirzada Muhammad Hussain, Mr. R. B. Whitehead.

I

Meetings.
January—June,

1911.

January 31.—Senate Hall, Lahore, at 9-30 p.m.
Mr. J. P. Thompson read a paper 'Jahanglr's Tomb at Shahdera' {vide
supra, pp. 12-30).
In the subsequent discussion Sh. Abdul Qadir, commenting on Mr. Thompson's
suggestion of a 'pious fraud,' considered that to Muhammadan feeling there was no
essential difference in 'this respect between a cenotaph on the chabutra and a ' tomb'
in the chamber below, as this latter was itself a cenotaph, the actual remains having
been always placed in the ground at a lower level. The same speaker considered
that a sarcophagus, that is a stone coffin to contain the corpse, would always have
been repugnant to Muhammadan feeling, nor had he heard of any instance of this
usage among Muslim peoples.
The absence of any mention of the construction of this tomb in the Badshahnama
of Abdul Hamid was ascribed by more than one speaker to the rupture between
Jahangir and Shah Jahan.
On the motion of Mr. Humphreys a vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Thompson for his paper.
February 28.-—Senate Hall, Lahore, at 9-30 p.m.
Mr. J. P. Thompson, Vice-President, in the chair.
c
paper: A Monastery at Jalandhar.'

Pandit Sheo Narain read a

The author introduced his subj ect by an appreciation of the results yielded by
excavation in India, and expressing the hope that larger funds would in the
course of time be made available for this purpose, and that chairs of archaeology would
be founded by the Indian LTniversities. Reasons were adduced for supposing it probable that the Buddhist Council convened by King Kanishka met somewhere near the
site of the modern town of Jalandhar.
The account of this Council as given in Vincent Smith's Early History of India,
p. 234, was quoted. The modern town of Jalandhar was of undoubted antiquity.
"According to Cunningham it is mentioned by Ptolemy as Salindrine or Kalindrine.
The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang who visited the place in the seventh century mentions it to be a town a little more than two miles in circuit, and the capital of a
considerable State of the sajne name which he describes to be 167 miles in length
from east to west, and 133 miles in breadth from north to south. If these dimen»
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sions are correct, Jalandhara must have included the State of Chamba on the north,
and the States of Mandi and Suket on the east, and Satadru on the south-east. As
Satadru is the only district to the east of the Sutlej which is included in Northern
India, Cunningham infers that it must have belonged to the kingdom of Jalandhar,
and that with the addition of these districts the size of the province will agree very
well with the dimensions assigned to it by the Chinese pilgrim." Hiuen Tsang stayed
for a whole month at Jalandhar on his way home. So long a stay must have had
some cause : it was presumably something of a religious nature which detained him.
Little had been found in the modern Jalandhar to suggest its having been
a place of importance during the Buddhistic period. The only known remnants of
f
the older city according to the Jalandhar Gazetteer, 1887, were two tanks, Gaffa' and
' Brahamkand/ situated a short distance from the road to Hoshiarpur.
There was
nothing remarkable about these tanks. There was, however, a building which the
1

reader believed to.have been originally a monastery or stupa of the later Buddhistic
period which he wished to invite the attention of expert scholars. It was situated
in a rather obscure quarter of the town, in a small grove of trees, enclosed on two sides
by walls, close to a tank known as Barian ka Talab, the land round which was
owned by a class of Mahindro Khatris locally known as Bans. The structure of the
building was then illustrated by photographs.
1

-.

cc

In the compound a couple of tiny temples of very little height have sprung up
which are clearly built long after the monastery. The roof of the building in the
interior is a domed one with niches in the lower walls, but the color of the plaster
owing to dim light does not present an ancient look. No. 2 represents the northwest side. I noticed a window opened on this side nobody could tell when. But
a close examination of the aperture made for the window shows that none existed
there before, because the chunam chipped off during the process of making the aperture when replastered, has not assimilated itself with the layer of the former plaster.
One could detect the patch work at once. I conclude, therefore, that the interior was
dark before the opening of the window and received such dim light as the entrance
admitted. There are two striking facts, one that in close proximity of it there are
still to be seen some masonry mounds representing Sumadhs or Murrees of persons
unknown, the other that unlike Hindu temples it has no terraced walls nor pinnacled
top. The tapering from the base is very gentle, almost unobservable except focussed
in a small compass with no images, or frescos, or anything indicative of its dedication
to any particular Hindu god or goddess. I t is a massive building : the plaster has become quite dark by exposure to the elements. The disproportion of height of the
almost perpendicular walls to the semi-cupola on the top at once takes it out of the
category of Hindu temples.
" The Hindu temples in the Panjab proper, at least in the plains, are not of an
ancient age. There are perhaps some ancient temples in the Kangra district, but
I have not seen any like this building in the Panjab. There is a certain amount of
uniformity in the style of modern Hindu temples in the province. I have not^
come across any of the style of this building, not even the temple discovered at
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Nurpur, which may be said to be of older date than the majority of Hindu temples
in this province. Except in the surroundings of temples dedicated to the goddess
of small-pox (Sitla), I have not come across any Mitrree in the vicinity of temples
of any importance in a town or a semi-town. I observed, however, a great many
tombs of monks in the compound of the great Mahabodhi temple at Gaya, in which
their ashes were said to be deposited.
(
' I made some enquiries on the s p o t ; the tradition has it t h a t some fakir from
abroad built it, when ? nobody could tell. At present there are Hindu gods enshrined
within it after orthodox Hindu fashion. A fakir is in charge, whose predecessors have
constructed a few rooms in the compound as a residence. Men and women-folk
resort to it like any other Hindu temple, and make votive offerings.
i

" My own idea is that it is a Stupa or a Monastery which some monk built in
later Budhistic period."
Bhagat Ishwar Das read a paper '' History of Hindu Institutions, No. I—Basant.''
This has been published in the author's magazine Jijnasu.
The author dealt mainly
with the universal religious sentiment of a spring festival. Of the annual mela held in
connection with the Basant Festival, he said it was only an accident t h a t this had
been connected with the shrine of Haqiqat Rai.
In the discussion Pandit Sheo Narain questioned the universality of the Basant
Festival apparently assumed by the reader of the paper; hejbelieved it to be confined
to North India, and to have arisen somewhere near Mattra and Brindaban, as was
the case with a number of other festivals.
Mr. J. P. Thompson, after mentioning Spring Festivals in other countries as the
fl.oralia of the Romans and the nauroz of the Persians, raised the question as to why
there were in India dual festivals Basant and Holi. To this it was stated by Pandit
1
vSheo Narain and Bhagat Ishwar Das that Holi was not a spring festival. Mr. Thompson pointed out that Basant was one of the festivals which had been adopted by the
Muhammadans ; in the East Pan jab they celebrated Basant with as much enthusiasm
as the Hindus. I t was said to have been at the instance of one of the great Sufi
saints t h a t the festival had been adopted. Among Muhammadans the celebration of
Basant was always connected with visits to the tombs of saints.
March 18th, Senate Hall, Lahore, at 9-30 p.m.
*

Mr. J. P. Thompson, Vice-President, in the chair. Sh. Abdul Qadir read a
paper on " Abul Fazl the real Akbar " (vide supra, pp. 31-37).
A discussion followed in which Pandit Sheo Narain, Dr. D a t t a , Mr. J. P . Thompson and the reader took part. Akbar's genius was discussed from different standpoints, Military Leader, Builder, Administrator, and its Religious aspect. The
position of the reader apparently was t h a t Abul Fazl invented the Din Ilahi for its
political purpose though he did not believe in these tenets himself. The other
speakers were for ascribing a greater measure of originality to Akbar himself.
I The Mahotsava or Vasantotsava, great Festival or Spring-festival so familiar in Indian Drama, is sometimes
identified by Indian c<1imrs with the modern Holi Festival. — | R D . J
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April 8th, Senate Hall, Lahore, at 9-30 p.m.
H. H. Sir Louis Dane, Patron of the Society, was present ; also H. H. Sir Bhuri
Singh, Raja of Chamba, Honorary Member. Hon. Mr. R. Humphreys in
the chair.
Dr. J. Ph. Vogel read " Some Historical Notes on the Lahore Forts " (vide supra,
pp. 38-55). These were illustrated by plans and.numerous photographs.
At the conclusion of the paper Sir Louis Dane, in proposing a vote of thanks to
Dr. Vogel for his paper, said it was a matter of great satisfaction to himself that
Jahangir's Court was soon to be made once more into a garden as it had originally
been. His Honour spoke of Dr. Vogel's publications on the tile-work of the Lahore
Fort, which members of the Society would find of considerable interest.
April gth} Fort Lahore, at 7-30 a.m.
A number of members and visitors were conducted round the Lahore Fort by Dr.
Vogel, who drew attention to the points of interest mentioned in this paper of the
night before, as well as the more striking features of the tile-work.
May $thy Senate Hall, Lahore, at 6-45 p.m.
Mr. H. J. Maynard in the chair. Dr. Griswold read a paper " Vedic Sockl Life
according to the similes in the Agni hymns of the Rig-veda'' (vide supra,
pp. 56-69).
In the course of the discussion the reader stated his choice of the Agni hymns in
^

particular was accidental. The main points of the discussion in which the chairman,
Mr. Woolner, and Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul took part, were the relative importance
of agriculture, the extent to which the elephant was known, and whether any form
of taxation could be deduced from the uses of bait.
June 16th, Library, Benmore, Simla, at 5-30 p.m.
Hon. Mr. E. D. Maclagan, President, in the chair. Mr. Miles Irving read a
paper " T h e Shrine of Baba Farid of Shakarganj " (vide supra, pp. 70-76).
A discussion followed, in which Dr. Denison Ross, Mr. Thompson, Sardar Jogendra Singh, M. Iftikhar Ali, Dr. Weitbrecht and others took part.

Meetings*
July—December, 1911.
July zyth.—Benmore, Simla, 5-30 p.m.
Mr. E. D. Maclagan read a paper on " T h e earliest English visitors to the
Punjab, 1585-1627 [vide pp. 109-134].
The English visitors with whom this paper was concerned are Newbery (1585),
Mildenhall (1603), Finch, Offlet and Styles (1611), Steel and Crowther (1615), Coryat
(1615), Biddulph, Willoughby, Hawkridge, Bangham, Young, Tottle and Goodwin
(1619-1627).
Discussion was invited, and after some questions had been put and answered,
Dr. Vogel proposed a vote of thanks to the lecturer which was carried with applause.
August lyth.—Benmore, Simla, 5-30 p.m.
Major MacMunn, R.A., read a paper on " T h e Kafir Kots of the Rutfcah Koh
on the I n d u s / '
Mr. Maclagan presided, and the Lieutenant-Governor was among those who
attended. The lecturer gave an account of the strong fortresses at each end of the
Khaisor Range, west of the Indus below Isa Khel, describing their structure and
showing how they probably guarded the land between the range and the river.
An interesting discussion followed in which Sir Louis Dane joined, and a cordial vote of thanks was given to the lecturer.
September 15th.—Benmore, Simla, 5-30 p.m.
Khan Bahadur Pirzada Muhammad Hussain read a paper entitled " When did
the Bias change its course?"
The lecturer discussed the date on which the Bias left its old and took up its
present channel in connection with an old manuscript recording the life of a local
saint who had lived at the time of Akbar and was stated to have miraculously
changed the course of the river. Some discussion followed, and Mr. Maclagan said
there was some evidence that the change occurred in the 18th and not in the 16th
century.
Dr. J. Ph. Vogel also read a paper on " A Graeco Buddhist sculpture recently
acquired for the Lahore Museum'' [vide pp. 135-140]. The lecturer described the
Hellenistic influence in Buddhist art as evidenced by the sculptures of Gandhara, and
then discussed a piece of .sculpture relating td the birth of Buddha's horse and
groom, which had been lately acquired for the Lahore Museum.
*

*

*

• October $th.— Benmore, Simla, 5-30 p.m.
Dr. J. Horovitz read a paper on "Hajl Ratan, the saint of Bhatinda."
[This paper will appear in the next issue of the Journal.]
The delivery of the lecture was followed by a discussion in which Mr. Shiv
Narayan of Jalandhar took part, and the meeting ended with a hearty vote of thanks
to Dr. Horovitz, whose interesting paper forms an important addition to our knowledge of the sacred lore of Islam.
November 18th.—Senate Hall, Lahore, 5-30 p.m.
' Dr. S. K. Datta read a paper entitled "Some notes on the social life of the
Moghals."
Mr. Justice Kensington presided. A discussion followed in which the Chairman,
Pandit Shiv Narain, Messrs. Rudra, Andrews, Tydeman, Woolner and the reader of
the paper took part.
A vote of thanks to the reader of the paper closed the proceedings.
December 6th.—St. Stephen's College, Delhi, 6-30 p.m.
st
Khan Bahadur Pirzada Muhammed Hussain read a paper on Coronations
0
of Muhammedan Sovereigns [vide pp. 141-150]. There were present Mr. E. D.
Maclagan, President, in the chair, Mr. Thompson, Vice-president, and 18 members
and visitors. A discussion followed in which the President, Mr. Thompson, the
lyord Bishop of "Lahore, Mr. Andrews, K. B. Mir Nasir Ali Khan and the reader
of the paper took part,
A vote of thanks to the reader of the paper was proposed by the President, and
carried by acclamation.
*

Annual

Meeting.

The Second Annual Meeting of the Society was held in the University Senate Hall,
Lahore, on Saturday, the 6th January, 1912, at 5 p.m.
There were present :—His Honour Sir Louis Dane, G.C.I.E., C.S.I. (Patron) ; Mr.
J. P. Thompson, Vice-President; Rai Bahadur Pandit Hari Kishan Kaul, Hon. Treasurer; Dr. S. K. Datta, Mr. E. Tydeman, Rai Sahib Pandit Sheo Narain, Bhagat
Ishwar Das, Mr. R. B. Whitehead, Diwan Krishan Kishor, L. Shiv Dayal, Mr. H. A.
Rose, Mr. F. A. Leslie Jones, Raja Fateh Singh, L. Ganga Ram, L. Jyoti Prasad,
M. Nur Bakhsh, and Mr. A. M. Stow (Hon. Secretary).
In the absence of the President, the Vice-President, Mr. J. P. Thompson, took the
chair.
The minutes of the ordinary meetings held on the 18th November, 1911, and 6th
December, 1911, were read by Dr. S. K. Datta and passed.
On the nomination of the Council, the following appointments were made for the
year 1912 :—

President
Vice-Presidents
Treasurer
Secretary

..
..
..
..

The Hon. Mr. E. D. Maclagan,
Dr. Vogel and Mr. J. P. Thompson.
Pandit Hari Kishan Kaul.
Mr. A. M. Stow.

Council:—
The Hon. Mr. Justice Kensington, Pandit Sheo Narain, Mr. R. Humphreys, Mr. H. J. Maynard,
Mr. R. B. Whitehead, Sheikh Abdul Qadir, K. B. Pirzada Muhammad Husain,The Hon'ble Mr. Godley,
Sir P. C. Chatterjee, and Dr. S. K. Datta.

Mr. C. F. Usborne was elected a member of the Society on the nomination of the
Council.
A letter from Mr. Diack was read resigning his membership. The Secretary was
instructed to acknowledge the letter.
The Annual Financial Statement was read by the Treasurer, and was accepted.
The Chairman announced that the Annual Report had not been written owing to
the sudden departure of Dr. Griswold who had been nominated as Secretary, and that
it would be presented at the next meeting.
On the motion of Mr. Rose it was recommended that the Journal be not sent to
members whose subscriptions were still unpaid.
The following communication from the President was read by the Chairman :—
•

1

" Out rules prescribe that a Presidential Address should be given at Christmas time, but owing to
" the disorganization caused by the Durbar we are having this Christmas a meeting which is mainly of
•' a formal character aud I propose only to communicate a formal address of a very brief character. We
'' have just closed the first year of our existence and we may congratulate ourselves on a very successful
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" s t a r t . The average standard of the class of paper read has been high and the interest shown by
" members has been considerable. As was to be expected at first, many members were ready to contri" bute papers and our policy has been to have a paper as far as possible once a month. After the conk
* elusion of the first six months it was decided that we should start a Journal, and though there lias been
" some delay in publication, we hope to have the first issue in the hands of members very shortly. We
" look forward to further issues of this Journal and to equally successful meetings next year, and I have
" little doubt that we shall be of service in arousing and maintaining a real interest in historical matters
" among the educated community of this province.
" We owe much to the help given us by the Council and Officers of the Society during the past year,
" and more especially to Mr. J. P. Thompson, Vice-President, Pandit Hari Kishan Kaul, Treasurer, and
" Mr. Woolner, Secretary, for the assistance which has been rendered by them to the Society in addition
" to their already arduous official duties."

The Patron of the Society, His Honour Sir Louis Dane, then addressed a few remarks to the meeting. He said he was glad to be able to bring to the notice of the
Society the excellent work done in connection with the Historical and Archaeological
Loan Exhibition held at Delhi, by four Members of the Society—Mr. J. P. Thompson,
*

Mr. Gordon Sanderson, Khan Bahadur Mir Nasir Ali and Khwaja Mahmud Husain.
Their Imperial Majesties had honoured the Exhibition with a visit on the day of the
Garden Party, and Her Imperial Majesty the Queen Empress had paid another private
visit on the day of her arrival in Delhi when she spent nearly an hour in the building
and was graciously pleased to say that it was just what such an exhibition should be.
His Imperial Majesty was also pleased to express great interest in the exhibition. The
most important section was that devoted to pictures, among which His Honour selected
for special mention the very remarkable collection of portraits lent by H. H. the Maharana of Udaipur. But there were many other exhibits of the greatest interest. He
instanced a collection of Moghul standards from Bhopal, the arms, armour and horse
accoutrements of the great Maharana Partab Singh of Udaipur, some exquisite specimens of calligraphy and illumination, and the Mutiny relics. He recommended all the
Members of the Society to obtain a copy of the catalogue, for which Mr. J. P. Thompson was responsible. Sir Louis Dane said he considered it one of the most useful and
complete catalogues r disomies t h a t he had seen. He thought the Society was to be congratulated on having made a good start, and trusted that it would do good work in the
future in rousing interest in historical research.
t

T R E A S U R E R ' S REPORT FOR

1911.

Subscriptions.
There were 54 members who were admitted during the second half of the year 1910.
*

Rs. 5 were to be recovered from each of them, but only 41 paid their subscription for
the half year ending 31st December, 1910, before the close of the year 1911. On 1st
January, 1912, 13 members owed their subscription for the year 1910, of whom only
two have paid and n are still outstanding.
The total number of members admitted during the years 1910 and 1911 from whom
a subscription of Rs. 10 was due is i n . Of these up to 31st December, 1911, 6 paid
only half and 77 in full. Since the close of the year, however, 2 have paid their balance
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and 6 have paid in full, bringing up the total of those who have paid in full to 85. Thus
full subscription for 1911 is due from 22 members and half from 4.
Rs. 25 were received in advance on account of subscriptions for the year 1912.
The following table will show the amount to be recovered, the amount actually
LU date
U d l C :.
recovered and the balance outstanding up to
Amount to be recovered
Amount recovered
Balance

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1912

1911.

1910.

= 1110

..

54X5 = 270

..

43X5 = 215

85 x 10 1 = 870
4*5 J

..

n*5=

22 x 10 1
= 260
4 x 10 J

I l l X 10

55

5*5=25

The total amount to be recovered for the years 1910 and 1911 was Rs. 1,380, of
which Rs. 1,085 have been recovered and Rs. 295 are outstanding. Rs. 25 have been
received on account of subscriptions for the year 1912 in advance. Thus the total
recoveries come to Rs. 1110.
Expenditure.
The balance-sheet attached shows the detail of expenditure which amounts to
Rs. 232-3-5. The expenditure items with the exception of Bank charges and permanent
advance have been incurred by the Secretary.
The balance in hand on 6th January, 1912, is :
Subscriptions
Expenditure

•

•

•

•

• .

•

• .

• .

•

•

•

•

•

•

#

.

•

•

•

Balance

Balance Sheet on 6th January,

t

> >

» '

J

> >

J

> >

Total
Payments up to 31st December, 1911—
Half-yearly charges of Bank
Cost of Cheque Book
Debit on account of exchange for cheques on o ther B anks
Permanent advance for Secretary
Treasurer
Postage stamps
Printing charges ..
Stationery
Oil for lamps
.. I
Establishment (wages of Peon and Typist)
Hire of chairs
Freight on records..
•

* i

•

•

t

*

*

•

•

«

t

•

ft

•

*

•

•

•

m

ft

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

t

•

•

>>

232

3

5

Rs.

877 12 7

Rs.

205

o

0

) I

800

0

0

25

>>

Rs.

•

>J

«

J)

ft

*

)

>>

•

•

•

o

Rs. 1,030

ft

1>

ff ft

o

1912.

Receipts up to 31st December, 1911
Amount received on account of subscriptions for the year 1910
1911
yy
5>
5»
^ H 1912
?
»
* >

Rs. 1,110

ft ft

•

•

•

•

I

•

9

•

•

f

ft ft

> )

9

*

•

) >

J >

ft

t

•

*

•

ft

*

* Includes Rs. 70 received after the audit of the accounts.
t Includes Rs. 108-11-3 paid to the Secretary after the accounts were audited.

o

2 0 0
1 0 0
1 2 0
20 o 0
20 0 0

38
5i

9

5
o

15 12

0

6

> >

8 3 0

19
» »

tt\

Total

0

1 1

•
•

o o

l >

2

0

27
41

4 0t
2 0

232

3

5t
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Balance on ist January, 1912 (according to Treasurer's accounts) . .
Rs. 797 12
The Balance in Bank, on ist January, 1912, was
..
•.
.
»> „ 836 7
Add Rs. 10 received before end of .year, but credited into the Bank
on 3rd January, 1912 . .
..
..
..
••
••
>>
10 o
Deduct amount of cheque not cashed before the close of the year . .
,,
48 11
Add amount received and credited into Bank after 31st December, >
1911
Rs. 65 f ^
80 0
Amount just received by the Treasurer and not yet credited into \
Bank
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
Rs. 15
Actual balance on 6-1-1912

..

Rs.

87712

7
10
0
3
o

7

The accounts were duly checked by Revd. H. D. Griswold as auditor, on 23rd December, 1911, and
found correct.
6th January,

1912.

M e e t i n g s , 1912.
January 6th.—Annual Meeting [vide Pt. I, p. 1].
January 27th.—Senate Hall, Lahore. The Hon'ble Mr. Justice A. Kensington in the
chair. Mr. R. B. Whitehead read a paper, " T h e place of Coins in Indian
History/' In the subsequent discussion the following members took part: the
Chairman, Pandit Sheo Narain, Bhagat Ishwar Das, and Mr. Tydeman.
February 24th.—Senate Hall, Lahore. Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul, Hon. Treasurer,
(t
in the chair. Pandit Sheo Narain read a paper entitled
Dara Shikoh as an
author."
March 30th.—Senate Hall, Lahore. Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, Vice-President, in the chair.
Mr. R. B. Whitehead gave a lecture on " Coin-collecting in the Panjab," illustrated
by lantern-slides.
April 27th.—Senate Hall, Lahore. The Hon'ble Mr. Justice A. Kensington in the
chair. Dr. S. K. Datta read a note on the MSS. in the Lcewenthal Collection.
Pandit Sheo Narain, R.B., then read a note on a Prophecy of Srimat Bhagavat.
A discussion followed, in which Pt. Sheo Narain, Pt. Hari Kishen Kaul and
othe.i 3 took part.
June i/th.—Benmore, Simla. The President in the chair. H.H. the Patron of the
Society was present. Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, Vice-President, read a paper on " A Statue
of King Kanishka."
July 27th.—Benmore, Simla. The President in the chair. M. Nur Bakhsh read a
paper entitled " Aurangzeb and the Elephant."
September 16th.—Benmore, Simla. The President in the chair. Mr. A. M. Stow,
Hon. Secretary, read a paper on " The Roads of the Panjab—Delhi to Multan."
October 26th.—Senate Hall, Lahore. Dr. Griswold in the chair. Pandit Hiranand
read a paper on " The Guleria Rajas of Kangra." To illustrate his paper the
reader exhibited a number of portraits of previous raja> in the style of the
Kangra school of painting, also a MS. History of the Guleria Rajas in Hindi.
A discussion followed dealing with the relationship of these rajas with other clans,
and the authenticity of the portraits exhibited. The Chairman, Pandit Hari
Kishen Kaul, Mr. Woolner, Pandit Sheo Narain and Mr. Tydeman and others
took part in the discussion.
November 2gth.—Senate Hall, Lahore. Sir Louis Dane, Patron of the Society, was in
the chair. Mr. A. C. Woolner (Hon. Secretary) read a paper on " The Indian
origin of European Gypsies." In the subsequent discussion Pandit Sheo Narain
enquired whether Gypsy music in Europe bore any resemblance to Indian
nlusic, and called attention to a statement he had seen elsewhere that some
(
European gypsies bore such names as ' B i h a r i ' and Panna.' The chairman,
*

*
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Sir Louis Dane, spoke of the similarity between certain criminal tribes and
Gypsies. The more one examined the Sansis' method of life the more was one
struck by their remarkable affinity to Gypsies. He instanced the authority
possessed by the women, and, whatever their customs before marriage, their
extraordinary loyalty to their husbands. The difficulties in settling Sansis were
so great, that it had even been suggested that they should be expatriated to
Burma.
t

Panjab Historical S o c i e t y .
T H E SECRETARY'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR

1914.

During the year 29 new members have been elected. By resignations or decease
we have lost eleven members, leaving a net increase of 18, and a total membership
of 185.
There are, however, some 20 members who, owing to transfer or other
reasons, have failed to demonstrate their interest in the Society, by paying subscriptions or notifying any change in their address. Endeavours are being made to get in
touch with these members and ascertain whether they desire their names to be retained on the Society's rolls. In cases where such efforts are fruitless the names will
be removed.
There have been seven meetings of the Society during the year. The papers
read include some contributions of considerable interest, and may be fairly claimed
to have maintained the high level of excellence that is looked for from this Society.
At the Annual Meeting held last January Professor Ramsay Muir, a distinguished
historian, who was in Lahore as a Special Lecturer in the University, delivered a
striking lecture on the Organization of Historical Research. Professor Ramsay Muir
emphasized the importance of that * study of local history which it is the main
object of this Society to encourage. He dealt also with the fundamental importance of
research not merely for discovering particular facts but as the foundation of sound
teaching, and outlined a possible development of historical studies in India.
In Rai Bahadur Pandit Sheo Narain's paper on the Sikh Pahul he gave us the first
detailed description in English of that interesting ceremony, and traced parallels to
the baptismal customs of other peoples. Father Felix in his paper on Moghul Seals
traced the use of official seals back to remote times and discussed particular specimens of the Moghul period with a great wealth of erudition.
Three papers were read in Simla including an account of Guru Nanak by Sardar
Jogendra Singh, a careful study of Sher Shah by Khan Zulfiqar AH Khan, and a
lecture illustrated by lantern slides on the Excavations at Taxila by Dr. now Sir
l
John Marshall, Director-General of Archaeology. This last, which is in the press with
five plates, is of more than local importance and is likely to be read with interest by
many scholars throughout Europe, as soon as such studies are resumed on that continent. The paper that had been arranged for the autumn fell through. In December the Honorary Secretary delivered a lecture on the Theory of a second Aryan
invasion.
m

I Published in Vol. I l l , 2, P.H.S. Journal.
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The first part of the third volume of the Journal has been published. The
second part is in the press, but has been somewhat delayed by the preparation of
plates, and by the difficulties in getting proofs read by authors in Holland, the
British Museum, or the highlands of Pangi. I t is regretted that more progress has
not been made in the publication of the interesting series of sanads collected by
Father Felix, but a scholar who kindly offered to assist in editing these, subsequently found himself unable to undertake the task. We have now obtained the
services of Dr. Azim-ud-din Ahmad and hope to complete the work during the year.
A problem relating to the exact site of the Battle of Delhi, which was referred to
the Society, has been investigated by the President, and his results will soon be ready
for publication.

T h e Secretary's Report for t h e Year 1915.
There were seven meetings of the Society during the year.
At the Annual Meeting held in January an address was delivered by the Hon'ble
Mr. Justice Shah Din on ' History in its relation to Sociology,' in which he emphasised the importance to the historian of the study of social phenomena, and
illustrated this principle from the history of three great historical religions. The
address gave rise to an interesting debate.
*

In March, Pandit Daya Ram read a paper on the Archaeology of Kashmir giving
some results of recent excavations. The paper was illustrated by lantern slides.
•

•

*

In May Rai Bahadur Sheo Narain gave the Society an interesting account of
the 'Koh-i-noor,' probably the earliest Urdu newspaper published in Lahore, based
on a file of this newspaper for 1851.
Three meetings were held in Simla. At the first of these the President (Sir
Edward Maclagan) read a paper on Lord Lake's Battle of Delhi, 1803, giving the
results of his examination of the evidence bearing on the question of the site of
this battle—a question which had been referred to the Society by the Government
of India. At another meeting Mr. Mackworth Young described a visit to Malana
in Kulu and the legends and ceremonies connected with Jamlu. At the last meeting
in Simla, Dr. D. B. Spooner gave with the help of diagrams a lucid account of
the excavations carried out by him at Patna for Mr% Ratan Tata, and of the theory
of a Zoroastrian period in Indian History to which he had been led in order to
explain the data of these excavations.
In December, Mr. Usborne broke new ground with his paper on the famous
Panjabi poem—the Hlr Ranjha of Waris Shah.
The second part of the third volume of the Journal and also the first part of
the fourth volume have been published.
The series of farmans collected by Father Felix with plates, translations and
notes will shortly be ready for issue.
The Rules of the Society have been revised and simplified.
Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, Ph.D., Sir John Marshall, D.Litt., and Mr. Vincent Smith, M.A.,
were elected as Honorary Members of the Society.

T h e T r e a s u r e r ' s R e p o r t for 1915*
The total membership of the Society on December 31st, 1915, was 174. Like
every other body the Society has to mourn the loss of members killed in action
Major Hingston and Mr. Gordon Sanderson.
The'outstanding subscriptions amount to Rs. 550. Many of these have already
been recovered. The accounts which have been duly audited show a credit balance
8
of Rs. i,335-9- *

*

•

H.

Iv. O

GARRETT,

Hon.

Treasurer.

March 2gth} 1916.
Financial Statement for the year ending 31st December, 191 5RECEIPTS.

Opening balance
Subscriptions . .
Sale of Journal
Sundry Receipts

EXPENDITURE

•. 764 13 5
. . 1,779 12 0
55 0 o
0 0

Printing (Journal)
Do.
(General)
Honoraria
Miscellaneous . .
Cash with Treasurer
Cash in Bank . .

820
61

4
0

3
0

150 0
218 n

0
6

15

0

0

• i,335

9

8

Rs. 2,600

9

5

\\

Rs. 2,60.0

9

5

M e e t i n g s , 1915*
January 30^.—Fifth Annual Meeting, Lahore—It was resolved that Dr. J. Ph.
Vogel, Ph.D., Professor of Sanskrit in the University, of Lsiden, and one of
the first Vice-Presidents of the Society, be elected an Honorary Member.
The following officers and members of Council were elected for 1915 :—
President: Sir Edward Maelagan,K.C.I.E., C.S.I. Vice-Presidents: the Hon.
Mr. J. P. Thompson and the Hon. Sir Alfred Kensington, Kt. Honorary
Secretary: Mr. A. C. Woolner, M.A. Honorary Treasurer: Mr. H. L. O.
Garrett, M.A. Members of Council : Rai Bahadur Pandit Sheo Narain ; the
Hon. Mr. H. J. Maynard, I.C.S.; Mr. R. B. Whitehead, I.C.S. ; t h e Hon.
Mr J. C. Godley, C.S.I. ;. Mr. Miles Irving, I.C.S.; the Rev. Father Felix,
O.C. ; Rai Bahadur Pandit H a d Kishan Kaul, C L E . ; the Hon. Mr. Justice
Shah Din, Khan Bahadur ; the Hon. Khan Zulfiqar Ali Khan ; Mr. E. Tydeman,
B.A.
The following were appointed as auditors for 1915 :—Rai Bahadur Pandit
Sheo Narain ; Mr. E. Tydeman, B.A. ; Lala Chuni Lai, B.A , LL-B.
Reports of the Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer were read.
After the reading of the report of the Honorary Treasurer, in view of this being
the last report that Pandit Hari Kishan Kaul would present to the Society, at
any rate for some time, it was unanimously resolved to leave on record in the
minutes of the Society an expression of the gratitude to Pandit Hari Kishan
Kaul for his valuable services as Honorary Treasurer throughout the four
years since the foundation of the Society.
An address was then delivered by the Hon. Mr. Justice Shah Din on
1
' History in its relation to Sociology.
In the discussion t h a t followed Pandit
Sheo Narain, Mr. Manohar Lai, and Dr. Ewing took part. A vote of thanks to
the lecturer was proposed by Dr. Ewing and carried unanimously.
March 30th.— Lahore. The Hon. Mr. J. P. Thompson, Vice-President, was in the
chair. Pandit Daya Ram Sahni, M.A., read a paper on the 'Archaeology of
Kashmir' illustrated by lantern slides. A discussion followed in which the
'Chairman, Pandit Sheo Narain, Mr. Tydeman, and Bhagat Ishwar Das took
part.
May is/.—Lahore. The Hon. Mr. J. P. Thompson presided. A draft of Revised
Rules was approved subject to confirmation at the next meeting.
Rai Bahadur Pandit Sheo Narain read a paper on ' The Koh-i-noor in 1851.'
A discussion followed in which the following took part:—Shaikh Abdul Qadir,
the Hon. Mr. Justice Shah Din, Mr. Kanwar Sain, and the Chairman.
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June gth.— Simla. Sir Edward Maclagan, President, was in the chair.
of the Society was present.
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The Revised Rules were approved for the second time.
The President read a paper on ' Lord Lake's Battle of Delhi, 1803/ This
p^per gave the results of an examination of the evidence bearing on the question
of the site of the battle which had been referred to the Society by the Government of India. His Honour Sir Michael O'Dwyer, in congratulating the President
on the lucidity of his exposition of the results of patient research, expressed
his conviction t h a t the battle was fought in the locality indicated and not, as
some writers had supposed, at Patparganj.
August i6th.~Simla.
The President, Sir Edward Maclagan, was in the chair.
Mr. G. Mackworth Young, I.C.S., read a paper on ' Malana and the Kulu legends
of Jamlu.' A discussion followed in which Pandit Sheo Narain, the Honorary Secretary, and the President took part.
September 6th.—Simla.
The President was in the chair. Dr. D. B. Spooner read a
paper on ' Mr. Ratan Tata's excavations at Pataliputra.' A discussion followed
in which Pandit Sheo Narain, the Honorary Secretary, and the lecturer took
part. The President explained the reasons that had led the Council to accept
Dr. Spooner's paper although Pataliputra was considerably east of the Panjab.
He read a letter from Sir John Marshall regretting his inability to attend the
meeting and referring to the patience and ingenuity with which Dr. Spooner had
unravelled the confused data of the excavations at Pataliputra. The President
then moved a vote of thanks to the lecturer.
December 13th.—Lahore.
The Hon. Mr. J. P. Thompson, Vice-President, was in
the chair. A paper was read by Mr. C. F. Usborne, I.C.S., on ' The Hir
•

Ranjha of Waris Shah.' A discussion followed in which Bhai Sewa Ram Singh,
Mr. Woolner, Pandit Sheo Narain, Chaudhri Shahab-ud-din and Mr. Thompson
took part. In the course of this discussion more than one speaker emphasised
the need of a critical edition of the poem as the only safe basis on which to
make any historical deductions in regard to Waris Shah and his times. I t would
also be interesting to compare the various other versions with that of Waris
Shah, in order to reconstruct if possible the earliest form of the story. With .
reference to the date of the story, Bhai Sewa Ram Singh said that the story
was mentioned in a section of Sikh scripture contemporary with Jahangir.

T h e Secretary's Report for t h e Year 1916*
Including the Sixth Annual Meeting held in January there were six meetings of
• the Society during the year.
At the Annual Meeting Prof. G. H, Leonard of the University of Bristol delivered
an address on " University Ideals : an Historical Study. "
In February, Shaikh Abdul Qadir introduced to the notice of the Society an
unpublished diary of Sikh times which is preserved by the Chishti family in Lahore.
The opportunity of examining this document had been accorded by the late Maulvi
Hamid Ali Chishti.
In April, Rai Bahadur Pundit Sheo Narain read a paper on General Ventura.
Two meetings were held in Simla. At the first, the Hon'ble Mr. Maynard read
a paper on the Influence of Indigenous Administration in the .development of Caste,
and at the second meeting, Rai Bahadur Pundit Hari Kishan Kaul read a paper on
a Panjabi Ballad of the time of Nadir Shah.
*

In November, Lala Sita Ram Kohli gave the Society some of the results of his
researches in " A few leading features in administration of Land Revenue under
Maharajah Ranjit Singh. ' '
The first part of the 5th Volume of the Journal has been published. This is a
special number containing the Mughal Farmans, Parwanahs and Sanads issued in
favour of the Jesuit Missionaries by Father F'elix. This number is illustrated with
12 plates prepared from photographs of the originals. The.second part of this volume
has been devoted to Father Felix's other paper on Mughals' seals which is now being
printed off. In the meantime, the second part of Volume 4 has been completed. Of
Volume 6 the first part will be taken up with Pandit Hari Kishan Raul's paper on the
Panjabi Ballad together with the text of the ballad, which comprises 854 verses, and
an English translation. There is ample material in hand for the second part of the
6th volume. It has, in fact, proved necessary to delay the publication of several
papers during the last year because of the exhaustion of the funds available. This
has been partly due to the completion of Volume 5 which is devoted to Father Felix's
researches. In addition to the papers that have been read further articles have
been received on the history of the Hill States by Drs. Vogel and Hutchison and
further material is promised by the same ^authors. I t is hoped that the publication
of the valuable material contributed by members of the Society will not long be
retarded by the lack of finds.

T h e Treasurer's Report for 1916.
During the year 14 new members have joined the Society. We have to record
with regret the death of four of our members—Messrs. Humphreys, Hensman, Bourne,
Murphy, and R. B. Bhawani Das. Two members' names have been removed and there
have been six resignations. The total membership of the Society is now one hundred
and seventy-three.
Accounts.—Printing expenses have been extremely heavy this year, with the result
that although we opened the year with a substantial balance, we close it with a
small debit balance. There need be no fear however of the subscriptions and the
realizable arrears not evening the expenditure for 1917.
v

H.

L. O.

GARRETT,

Hon. Treasurer.
Lahore, J any. 14th, 1917.

r

M e e t i n g s , 1916.
J a unary 2jth —Sixth Annual Meeting, Lahore.
The following officers and members of the Council were elected for 1916 :—
President: Sir Edward Maclagan, K.C.I.E., C.S.I. Vice-Presidents: the Hon.
Mr. J. P. Thompson and the Hon. Mr. Justice Shah Din. Honorary Secretary:
Mr. A. C. Woolner. Honorary Treasurer: Mr. H. L- O. Garrett. Members of
Council: Rai Bahadur Pt. Sheo Narain; the Hon. Mr. H. J. Maynard. C.S.I.;
Mr. R. B. Whitehead; the Hon. Mr. J. C. Godley, C.S.I.; Mr. Miles Irving;
Pandit Hari Kishan Kaul, C L E . ; the Hon. Khan Zulfiqar A l i K h a n ; Mr. E.
Tydeman; Mr. H. Hargreaves; Sardar Jogendra Singh.
The following were appointed auditors for 1916 :—Mr. E. Tydeman and Lala
Chuni Lai.
The Reports of the Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer were read.
Professor G. H. Leonard of the University of Bristol read a paper entitled,
" University Ideals: an Historic S t u d y / ' A vote of thanks to Professor Leonard,
moved by tho Hon'ble Mr. Justice Shah Din and seconded by the Hon'ble Khan
Zulfiqar All Khan, was carried unanimously.
February 28th.—Lahore.
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Shah Din was in the chair. Shaikh
Abdul Qadir read a paper on an unpublished diary of Sikh times. The twenty
volumes of the diary were exhibited for the inspection of members. Rai Bahadur
Sheo Narain, in proposing a vote of thanks, endorsed the hope expressed by the
reader of the paper, that some one would select passages of historical interest
from this diary for publication
The Chairman closed the discussion by
expressing the indebtedness of the Society to the reader of the paper, and to
Maulvi Hamad Ali Chishti, the owner of the diary and grandson of its author.
*

April 13th.— Lahore. The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Shah Din in the chair. Rai Bahadur
(i
Pandit Sheo Narain read a paper on General Ventura." A discussion followed
in which the following took p a r t : Bhai Sewa Ram Singh, Khan Zulfiqar Ali Khan,
the Hon. Secretary, the Hon. Treasurer, Lala Sita Ram Kohli, Mr. Hargreaves,
and the Chairman.
t

July 21st.—Simla. The President ( Sir Edward Maclagan ) in the chair. The Hon'ble
Mr. H. J. Maynard, C.S.I., read a paper on " T h e Influence of Indigenous
Administration on the Development of Caste.'' A discussion followed in which
Pandit Hari Kishan Kaul, C.I.E., Sardar Jogendra Singh, Sir Valentine Chirol
and the Honb'le Sir Sankaran Nair took part.
September 26th.—Simla. The President in the chair. Rai Bahadur Pancfit Hari
Kishan Kaul, C L E . , read a paper on " A Panjabi Ballad of the time of Nadir
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Shah. " In the dicussion there spoke Bishop Lefroy, Metropolitan of India, and
the President.
November 18th.— The Hobble Mr. J. P. Thompson in the chair. LalaSita Ram Kohli
read a paper on "A few leading features in administration of Land Revenue
under Maharaja Ranjit? Singh. " The Patron ( His Honour Sir Michel O'Dwyer)
congratulated the reader on the results of his researches, and pointed out how
closely some of L. Sita Ram's results corresponded with the opinions recorded by
some of the first British administrators of the Panjab.

Meetings, 1917.
January 20th.— Lahore. Annual Meeting. The Hon'ble Mr. J. P. Thompson, VicePresident, was in the chair. Professor Margoliouth of the University of Oxford
read a paper entitled " The Earliest References to Russia by Muslim historians."
The accounts of the previous year were passed, and the Office Bearers and Council for 1917 were appointed.
March yd.—Lahore.
The Hon'ble Mr. H. J. Maynard was in the chair. A paper was
read by Sardar Abdul Qadir Khan Effendi on " Kakas in Afghanistan." A
discussion followed in which the Hon'ble Pandit Sheo Narian, Mr. Gulshan Rai
and the Hon'ble Mr. Maynard took part.
April 2nd.— Lahore. The Hon'ble Mr. J. P. Thompson, Vice-President, was in the
chair. Lala Gulshan Rai read a paper entitled " Struggles of the Hindu Sahi
Rulers of Kabul and the Panjab against Central Asian Turks." A discussion
followed in which the Hon'ble Pandit Sheo Narian, the Vice-Chairman and the
Hon. Secretary took part.
July 315/.—Simla. The.Hon'ble Mr. J. P. Thompson, Vice-President, was in the
chair. Rai Sahib Day a Ram Sahni read a paper entitled " Excavations at
Huvishkapura." The paper was illustrated by lantern slides. A discussion followed iri which the Chairman, the Hon'ble Mr. Maynard and Dr. Spooner
took part.
December igth.—Lahore.
The Hon'ble Mr. J. P. Thompson, Vice-President, was in
the chair. The meeting was attended by the President (Professor Ramsay
Muir) and several members of the History Conference of 1917. A paper was
read by Qazi Fazl Haqq, entitled " Chathian di Pauhri, a Panjabi Ballad dealing
with the history of wars between the Chathas and the Sukarchakia Sikhs." A
discussion followed in which the Hon'ble Pandit Sheo Narian, the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Tydeman, B. Sewa Ram Suri and others took part.

R e p o r t of t h e H o n o r a r y T r e a s u r e r for t h e y e a r 1917.
During the year seven new members have joined the Society and five have
resigned. We have to record with regret the death of two of our members: Sir P. C.
Chatterji and Mr. F. E. Wilkins. The total membership of the Society is now one
hundred and seventy-two.
Accounts.—The statement below shows only the actual amounts received and
disbursed during the year. In addition to these the sum of Rs. 671-6-0 is due to the
Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta, for printing journals, making a total deficit of
Rs. 278-5-10. Sixty-eight members had not paid their subscriptions, for the year on
the 31st December, and the total amount due to the Society from members is
Rs. 1,205. The names of those whose subscriptions are overdue are given on the list
presented herewith.
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Secretary's Report, 1919 and 1920.
The gth Annual Meeting of the Society was held in Lahore on Saturday, February
22nd, 1919. The Hon'ble Mr. H. J. Maynard was in the Chair. The Hon.
Secretary moved a resolution of congratulation to Sir E. Maclagan, M.A.,
K.C.I. E., C.S.I., President of the Society on his appointment as Lieut-Governor
of the Panjab and its dependencies. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Ganga
Ram Wadhawa, and carried unanimously.
The Hony. Secretary read his Report, and in the absence of the Hon.
Treasurer a brief statement showing the financial position of the Society. The
office bearers and Council for 1919 were appointed.
Mr. Gulshan Rai read a paper entitled " Taxation and Financial Adminis*

tration under the Moghals and the East India Company."
A Meeting was held at Simla on Friday, the 1st August, 1919. His Honour Sir E.
Maclagan, President of the Society, was in the chair. There was a large audience, including their Excellencies the Viceroy and Lady Chelmsford.
Professor A. Foucher of the University of Paris gave a lecture, illustrated by
lantern slides, entitled " T h e Cradle of Graeco-Buddhist Art,—Gandhara or
Bactria." At the conclusion of the lecture the President moved a hearty vote
of thanks to the lecturer, which was carried unanimously.
A Meeting was held in Lahore on Wednesday, the 20th November, 1919. His Honour
the Lieut.-Governor, President of the Society was in the chair. A paper was
read by L. Sita Ram Kohli on " The Organization of Ranjit Singh's Army."
During the Session of the Indian Historical Records Commission in Lahore
on the 7th and 8th January, 1920, three papers were read before the Commistl
sion by members of the Society. Lala Sita Ram Kohli read of Sikh Records
fl
in the Secretariat." Ch. Abdul Hamid read a paper entitled Original Sources
for the reign of Muhammad Shah."
Maulvi Zafar Hassan of Delhi read " T w o Unpublished Letters of Aurungzeb."
• The number of meetings held during 1920, was smaller than' usual as it was not
found possible to hold any meetings in Simla during the summer.
In November L. Parmanand Arora read a paper on " T h e Hindu Fire Temple
at Baku," and in December Mr. Emerson read a paper on the "Historical Aspect of
Some Himalayan Customs." Both these papers will subsequently appear in the
Journal of the Society. During the year Vol. VIII, Part I, has been published, and
Vol. VIII, Part I I is in preparation.
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. PATRON:

H. H. Sir L. W. Dane G.C.I.E., Lieutenant-Governor of the Panjab
HONORARY MEMBERS:

Sir M. Aurel Stein, K.C.I.E., Ph.D., D.Litt., D.Sc.
H. H. Raja Sir Bhuri Singh, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., of Chamba.
MEMBERS:

The Hon'ble Mr. E. D. Maclagan, M.A., C.S.
J. P. Thompson, Esq., M.A., C.S.
A. C. Woolner, Esq., M.A.
Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul, M.A., R.B. ..
The Hon'ble Mr. J. C. Godley, M.A.
P.. Humphreys, Esq., B.A., I.C.S.
R. M. Macgregor, Esq.

Secretary to Government of India, Simla.
District Judge, Lahore.
Panjab University, Lahore.
Census Superintendent, Lahore.
Director of Public Instruction, Panjab, Lahore.
Deputy Commissioner, Lahore.
Personal Assistant to Chief Engineer. P. W. D.
(Irrigation), Lahore.
Senior Secretary to Financial Commissioners,
A. M. Stow, Esq., B.A., I.C.S.
Panjab, Lahore.
Deputy Inspector-General of Police, Lahore.
S. E. Wallace, Esq.
Lahore.
io E. R. Abbott, Esq., I.C.S.
Deputy Commissioner, Jhang.
E. A. A. Joseph, Esq , B.A., C.S.
Registrar, Co-operative Credit Societies in the
A. Langley, Esq., B.A., C.S.
Panjab, Lahore.
Junior Secretary to Financial Commissioners,
H. A. Smith, Esq., M.A., I.C.S.
Panjab, Lahore.
Dr. J. Ph. Vogel
..
••
•• Archaeological Survey, Benmore, Simla.
Deputy Commissioner, Farozepore.
H. S. Williamson, Esq., M.A., I.C.S.
The Hon'ble Raja Sir Harnam Singh, Ahluwalia,
Jullundur.
K.C*I.E.
The Hon'ble Malik Umar Hayat Khau Tiwana,
Member, Imperial Council, Simla.
CLE.
The Hon'ble Khan Zulfiqar Ali Khan of Malerkotla Prime Minister, Patiala.
Professor, St. Stephen's College, Delhi.
Rev. C. F. Andrews. M.A.
A
Principal, St. Stephen's College, Delhi.
20 S. K. Rudra, Esq., M.A.
Secretary to Government, Panjab, Lahore
The Hon'ble Mr. H. P. Tollinton, B.A., I.C.S.
Bar.-at-Law, Delhi.
A. Latin, Esq., LL.D., M.A., LL.M., I.C.S.
Honorary Magistrate, Delhi.
Khan Bahadur Mir Nasir Ali Khau
Munsif, Jagadhri.
Khwaja Mohammad Husain, B.A.
Civil Surgeon, Rohtak.
D. N. P. Datta, Esq., M.D., CM.
Deputy Commissioner, Montgomery.
Miles Irving, Esq., B.A., I.C.S.
Simla.
Major G. B. Sanford, LA.
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A.-V.
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Rev. J. C. R. Ewing, M.A., D.D., LL.D.
30 Rev. H. D. Griswold, M.A., P H . D .
S. K. Datta, Esq., B.A., M.B., CH.B.
E. Tydeman, Esq., B.A.
H. T. Knowlton, Esq., I.C.S.
G. A. Wathen, Esq., M.A.
The Hon'ble Mr. Shadi Lai, M.A., R.B., B.C.L.
The Hon'ble Mian Mohammad Shafi, K.B.
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Mian Mohammad Shah
Din, B.A., K.B.
Pandit Shiv Narain, R.S.
Lala Harkishen Lai, B.A.
40 Misra Jwala Sahai, B.A.
F . W. Skemp, Esq., M.A., C.S.
Sir P. C. Chatterji, M.A., D.L., R.B., C L E . , K T .
Bhagat Ishwar Das, M.A.
The Hon'ble Sir A. M. Ker, K T . , C L E .
Rev. Trevor Bomford, M.A.
Dr. D. B. Spooner, B.A,, Ph.D.
Pandit Daya Ram Sahni, M.A.
Dr. J. Hutchinson
Major E. C. Bayley
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50 Khan Abdul Ghafur Khan, K.B.
R. B. Whitehead, Esq., B.A., C.S.
Hazik-ul-Mulk Hakim Mohammad Ajmal Khan
Shaikh Abdul Qadir, B.A.
Diwan Kishen Kishore
Lala Shiv Dayal, M.A.
. ..
J. G. Gilbertson, Esq., M.A.
Maulvi Muhammad Shuaib
Arbab Ghulam Zakariya Khan, B.A.
H. D. Watson, Esq., B.A., C.S.
60 K. B. Pirzada Mohammad Hussain, M.A.
H. Hargreaves, Esq.
M. Shafiuddin Khan, M.R.A.S.
Percy Brown, Esq., A.R.C.A.
H. J. Maynard, Esq., M.A., C.S.
H. A. Rose, Esq., C.S.
Shifa-ul-Mulk Hakim Raziud Din Ahmad Khan
Dr. J. Horovitz, Ph.D., Professor of Arabic
Captain Watson, R.E.
Pandit Hirananda Shastri, M.A.
70 Dr. A. H. Francke
F. A. Leslie Jones, Esq., M A.
Hon'ble Mr. Justice A. Kensington
Sardar Sundar Singh Ramgarhia
H. J. Philby, Esq., C.S.
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Principal, Forman Christian College, Lahore.
Professor, Forman Christian College, Lahore.
Professor, Forman Christian College, Lahore.
Vice-Principal, Central Training College, Lahore.
Principal, Central Training College, Lahore.
Professor, Government College, Lahore.
Bar.-at-Law, Lahore.
Bar.-at-Law, Lahore.
Bar.-at-Law, Judge, Chief Court, Panjab, Lahore.
Pleader, Lahore.
Bar.-at-Law, Lahore.
District Judge, Ludhiana.
Deputy Commissioner, Muzaffargarh.
Lahore.
Advocate, Lahore.
Simla.
Peshawar.
Archaeological Survey, Bankipur.
Curator, Provincial Museum, Lucknow.
Chamba.
Private Secretary to H. H. the Lieutenant-Governor, Panjab.
Khan of Zaida, Divisional Judge, Sialkot.
Lahore.
Delhi.
Bar.-at-Law, Lahore.
Honorary Magistrate, Lahore.
Central Model School, Lahore.
Head Master, Government High School, Delhi.
Archaeological Survey, Agra.
I. C.G.,N.-W. Ry., Lahore.
Deputy Commissioner, Hissar.
Divisional Judge, Hissar.
Archaeological Survey, c o Museum, Lahore.
Moradabad. .
School of Art, Calcutta.
Commissioner Rawalpindi.
Divisional Judge, Sialkot.
Honorary Magistrate, Delhi.
M. A. O. College, Aligarh.
Lahore.
Archaeological Survey, Lahore.
Niesky Ober-Lausitz, Saxony.
Principal, Aitchison Chiefs' College, Lahore.
Judge, Chief Court, Panjab, Lahore.
Rais, Amritsar.
Amballa.
Lahore.
Inspectress of Schools, Lahore.
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Nawab Ibrahim Ali Khan of Kunjpura
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Lahore.
Under Secretary, Punjab Government,
Simla.
Karnal District.
Lahore.
District Judge, Jhang.
Director of Public Instruction, Bahawalpur.
Member, Council of Regency, Faridkot.
Assistant Commissioner, Lahore.
Archaeological Supdt. of Muhammadan Monuments, Agra.
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Miss A. E. Rooke
9 oLt.-Col. F. O'Kinealy, I.M.S.
Maulvi Nur Bakhsh, M.A. ..
L- Jyoti Parshad, M.A., LL.B.
Lt.-Col. G. Ewens, I.M.S. ..
M. Ghulam Yazdani, M.A.
Revd. Father Felix, O.C.
R e v d E . M. Wherry, D.D.
H. H. Jenkyns, Esq., C.S.
W. Coldstream, Esq., I.C.S., Retired
G. H. Wittinbaker, Esq.
100 H. Hensman, Esq.
M. M. Pandit Banke Rai
M. Ismail Khan . .
Chas. W. Foster, Esq.
S. Jogendra Singh
Lt.-Col. E. Wilkinson, F.R.C.S., I.M.S.
J. H. Towle, Esq., M.A.
C. F. Usborne, Esq., B.A., I.C.S.
Ghulam Mohamad Husain Khan, B.A.
The Hon'ble Mr. Sachidananda Sinha
n o Mrs. Bingley
H. K. Trevaskis, Esq., C.S...
Lala Narayan Das, M.A.
Sh. Fid a Husain
Dr. Gokal Chand
Pt. Amar Singh ..
J. C. Harley, Esq., M.A.
Miss E. Must
Miss Hart
..
P. J. Fagan, Esq., C.S.
I 2 0 G. F. de Montmorency, Esq., C.S.
Rai Bahadur Bhawani Das
Reverend E. Lewis
Colonel R. E. Maclagan, R.E., C.B., C.S.I
Major E. Luard
Lala I?am Prasad Khosla, M.A.
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Presidency Hospital, Calcutta.
Central Model School, Lahore.
Pleader, Ambala.
Lahore.
Professor, Government College, Rajshahi.
Maryabad, District Gujranwala.
Ludhiana.
Rupar, Amballa District.
69 West Cromwell Road, London, S. W.
Lawrence Memorial School, Ghora Galli (Panjab).
U. S. Club, Simla.
Delhi.
Bar.-at-Law, Delhi.
Indian Police, Hangu, N. W. F. P.
Home Minister, Patiala State.
Mansfield Lodge, Simla.
Principal M. A. O. College, Aligarh.
Umbala.
Honorary Magistrate, Delhi.
Bankipur, Bihar.
Victoria Cottage, Simla.
Lahore.
Divisional Judge.
M. A. O. College, Aligarh.
Lahore.
Jullundur.
Lahore.
Head Mistress, Normal School for Women, Lahore.
Auckland House, Simla.
Commissioner, Jullundur Division, Jullundur.
Home Department, Government of India.
Extra Judicial Assistant Commissioner, Punjab.
Bishop Cotton School, Simla.
Chief Engineer, Panjab.
Resident, Indore.
Asst. Professor, Government College, Lahore.
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Major Hingston, R.E.
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Hakim Sayyid Shamsullah Qadri
Pandit Radha Krishna, Rai Bahadur
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Assistant Commissioner, Simla.
Eddleston, Simla.
Allahabad, U.P.
Archaeological Department, Simla.
Lahore.
Kotlah Akbar Jah, Hyderabad, Deccan.
Museum, Muttra (U.P.).
Superintendent Census, C.P., Jubbulpore.
Collector, Muttra (U.P.).
Jullundur.
4, Eversfield Road, Richmond

Officers and Members of Council, 1920.
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PRESIDENT.
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SECRETARY.

H. I,. O. Garrett, Esq., M.A., F.R. Hist. S.
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TREASURER,
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Miss Forster.
AUDITORS.

L. Chuni Lai, B.A., LL.B.
E. Tydeman Esq.,
MEMBERS OF COUNCIL.

The Hon'ble Sir John Maynard, K.C.I.E., C.S.I.
R. B. Whitehead, Esq., C.S.
Rai Bahadur Pandit Hari Kishan Kaul, C L E .
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H. Hargreaves, Esq.
Sh. Abdul Qadir, B.A.
R. L. Wilson, Esq., B.A.
Sh. Ashgar All, C.B.E., C.S.
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M. M. L. Currie, Esq., B.A., C.S.
D. N. P. Datta, Esq., M.D., CM.
S. K. Datta, Esq., B.A., M.B., Ch.B.
Pt. Daya Ram Sahni, M.A., R.B. .
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District Inspector of Schools, Jhang.
Golf Road, Lahore.
Bar-at-Law, Fane Road, Lahore.
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Director of Public Instruction, Panjab, Lahore.
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Home Secretary to Government, Panjab, Lahore.
Commissioner, Delhi.
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Morris College, Nagpur.
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S.P.G., Rawalpindi.
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Y.M.C.A., Calcutta.
Superintendent of Archaeology, Northern Circle
Lahore.
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H. W. Emerson, Esq., C.S.
D C , Multan.
P. J. Fagan, Esq., C.S.I., C.S.
Financial Commissioner, Panjab, Lahore.
A. G. C Fane, Esq., M.C
Ex. Engineer, P.W.D., Irrigation Branch. Jhelum
Raja Fateh Singh of Shaikhupura . .
Lahore.
The Rev. Father Felix, O.C.
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J. R. Firth, Esq., M.A., I.E.S.
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C.S,
J. F. Mitchell, Esq., B.Sc , I.C.S.
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Lahore.
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D.C., Attock.
Advocate, Lahore
Joint Registrar. Panjab University, Lahore.
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Secretary to Government, Transferred Subjects,
Lahore.
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PUNJAB

T h e Earliest E n g l i s h Visitors to t h e Punjab, 1585—1627.
E. D. MACIVAGAN.

I have tried to collect in the following paper a few facts regarding the earliest
English visitors to the Punjab. The English were not the first Europeans to come
to the Punjab, nor were they the most prominent among the European visitors of
the days of Akbar and Jahangir.' Father Anthony Monserrat, a Portuguese Jesuit,
was with Akbar when he went from Agra to Kabul and back in 1581, and there were
other Portuguese Jesuits in Lahore in 1591, and again from 1595 onwards when they
had a church in that city. We hear also, for instance, of Italian merchants in
l
'Lahore in 1604 and in 1616 j a German, Von Poser, was there in 1621, the Spaniard
Manrique in 1641, the Frenchman Bernier in 1664, the Venetian Manucci in 1658
and 1670, and the Dutchman Ketelaar in 1711-2. Their story would be an interesting one to trace, and as regards the Jesuits I have already attempted to do something in this direction in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1896. But
in this paper I propose to confine attention to the English, the first of whom
arrived in Lahore in 1585.
The Muhammadan historians, though they notice on more than one occasion
the arrival of the Jesuits in Northern India, make no allusion so far as I am aware to
the advent in the Punjab of English traders or travellers. Our authorities are entirely
English and fall for the most part under one or other of the following two classes.
In the first place we have those delightful contemporary compilations of travels,
the "PrincipaU Navigations" of Hakluyt (1589 and 1598) and the " Hakluytus
Postumus or Purchas his Pilgrimes " of Purchas (1625), which give either in original
or in abstract the letters, log books, journals and other documents of English
travellers of the period in all parts of the world. Our second class of authorities
consists of the numerous letters written by the employes of the East India Company to their superiors in India or -to the Company at home. These are chiefly
the India Office, but there are many also at the British Museum and the Public
in
Record Office. The bulk of these have been abstracted in Mr. W
Calendar of State Papers (East Indies), five volumes of which cover the period 1513
f
to 1634—and a large number are reprinted in Birdwood and Foster's First Letter
Book of the East India Company' (1600—1619), Danvers' and Foster's " U t t e r s
Received by the East India Company " (six vols., 1602-1617) and Foster's " The
Besides the above there are
English Factories in I n d i a " (six vols., 1618-1639)-*
some miscellaneous contemporary records such as Sir Thomas Roe's Journals
(1615-1619) edited by Foster in 1899, and Coryat's published letters.
1 Lett Rec iv. 248. Foster's Roe, ii. 314•'••—««
« The authorities will be referred to below as : - H a k l u y t (Hakluyt Society's edition): Purchas (Hakluyt Society's
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The visitors whose advent in the Punjab is about to be recorded are :—
1585. John Newbery.
1603. John Mildenhall.
1611 William Finch, Nicolas Offlet and Thos. Styles.
1615. Richard Steele and John Crowther.
1615. Thomas Coryat.
1619—1627. William Biddulph, John Willoughby, Thomas Hawkridge,
John Bangham, Robert Young, Robert Tottle and John Goodwin.
They all, it will be observed, bore good English names, and there is none among
them who betrays any sign of a Scotch or Irish origin. They were none of them
heroes and some of them very far from being so ; but when we think of their long
and wearisome travels, their still more wearisome halts, their solitary and inglorious
lives, and, in the case of too many, their sudden and uncared-for deaths ' far from
their dear native land/ we cannot withhold from them our tribute of admiration
and of pity.
John Newbery, 1585.
The first of these, John Newbery, a merchant of the English Levant Company, is
the most pleasing of the series and has been described as embodying ' the best type
of Elizabethan Englishman.'
He was an experienced traveller, who knew the
Arabic language and had been twice in the East before, once to the Levant and once
as far afield as Ormuz. In 1583 he set forth again, and the account given by Hakluyt
of his journey is of interest to students of literature as having supplied Shakespeare
f
with the hint for the weird threat of the witch in Macbeth— Her husband's to
t

Aleppo gone, master of the Tiger,' for it was in the 'ship of London called the
Tyger' that he sailed, and it was to Aleppo that he was bound. From Aleppo he
and his companions, Fitch, Leedes and Story, found their way to Ormuz where they
were seized by the Portuguese and shipped to Goa. After a short imprisonment
they were released at the instance of the Jesuit, Thomas Stevens, some time of New
College, Oxford, who was the first Englishman to land in India. Story became
f
temporarily a religious' and remained at Goa, but the other three made their way
c
through Golconda to the court of Akbar at Agra and Fattehpur Sikri.
Here in
(
Fatepur/ writes Fitch, we staied all three until 28th of September, 1585, and then
master John Newberie tooke his journey toward the citie of Lahor, determining
from thence to go for Persia and then for Aleppo or Constantinople whither he
could get soonest passage unto and directed me to goe for Bengala and for Pegu, and
did promise me, if it pleased God, to meete me in Bengala within two years with a
L
shippe out of England.'
But dis aliter visum, for we hear no more of John Newbery.
It has indeed been said that he settled down later as a shopkeeper at Goa/ but
Purchas' remark on the above quotation runs: ' Newberies journey in which it
1

edition, 1905): Calendar: First l e t t e r Book : fetters Received : and English Factories. The editing of these works
is beyond praise, and much facilitates the compilation of papers such as this.
1 Purchas x. 174.
« Birdwood, Report on the old Records of the India Office, 2nd reprint, 1891, p. 197. This seems clearly a con
usion with Story : see Hakluyt i. 268 (ed. of 1599).
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seemeth he died unknown how or when/ and it has been supposed that he was
1
murdered in the Punjab.
John Mildenhall, 1603.
Our next English visitor, John Mildenhall, was an adventurer of a more disreputable type. He left England for Aleppo in 1599 and travelled thence overland
to India via Kandahar in the assumed character of an ambassador who wished to
conclude some commercial arrangement with the Emperor Akbar. On his way from
Kandahar to Agra he passed through Lahore, but is unfortunately very curt in his
account of his stay, which runs as follows :—'At my arrivall in I^ahora the
of
1603 [sic in orig.] 1 dispatched a Poste for the King's Court with my
fetters to his Majestic, that I might have his free leave to come unto him, and treat
of such businesse as I had to doe with him from mv Prince. Who forthwith answered
j
1

my Letters, and wrote to the Governnour of Lahora, to use mee with all honour and
curtesie, and to send a guarde of horse and foote with me to accompanie me to Agra
where his Court was, beeing one and twentie dayes journey from Lahora ; and being
neer arrived I was very well met.' * At Agra he encountered opposition from the
Portuguese but ultimately appears to have obtained some kind of concessions from the
Emperor and to have returned overland to England, by what route we know not.
He was not a servant of the East India Company who would have nothing to do
with his alleged concessions, and we hear of him next in 1614 when he was again at
Aleppo. Here he embezzled some money and fled eastwards through Persia followed
by one Richard Steele who overtook him and brought him back to Ispahan. From
Ispahan he journeyed accompanied by Steele to Lahore, but at Lahore he fell sick
and Steele proceeded ahead of him to Agra. His sickness at Lahore is attributed to
his having taken poison which he had prepared for others, and it was looked on as a
{
?
just retribution as he had previouslyjpoiso^ed three English young men in Persia
to make himself master of their goods. He proceeded however to Agraand Ajmere,
having ' by preservatives lived many moneths after, but swelled exceedingly/ At
Ajmere in June 1614 he died, leaving, one is glad to see, a hundred rupees by will
To~1Ricfiarci Steele: The bullrof~Ris~property he left, though himself a ' Papist/ to a
French Protestanton condition that he should marry one, and educate another, of
the two daughters by an Indian woman whom he had left in Persia. The goods
were however claimed by the Agents of the East India Company and recovered by
them after much litigation and intrigue. John Mildenhall's body was removed to
the Catholic cemetery at Agra, and his tomb, which was discoveied there in 1909 by
Mr. E. A. H. Blunt of the Civil Service, is probably the oldest English tomb in
Northern, if not in all, India.*
*

f

l Diet. National Biography, s.v., Fitch.
* Purchas ii. 299.
3 Lett Rec. ii. 98, 105, 242. Cal. 1513—1616, Nos. 462, 467, 763—4. 7^7, 788, 790. Journal Royal Asiatic
Society, April 1910, pp. 494 and 495. Purchas iv. 173—4. See Blunt's » Christian Tombs and Monuments in the United
Provinces,' pp. 37—41. The frontispiece to this admirable work is a reproduction of a photograph of Mildenhall's
tomb, and it is satisfactory to know Government has p u t a tablet with an English inscription on the tomb. As regards
the Frenchniau, he is identified by Mr. Foster (see J.R.A.S. loo. cit.) with Austjr^ofjjordeaux.
Whoever he was we
uwe him a grudge for burning at once Mildenhall's papers including his Journal. (Cal. 1513—1016, No. 781).
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William Finch, 1611.
In the meantime the English Company had established itself in Agra and from
that centre sent forth feelers in a search of trade, Lahore was in those days a great
entrepot for indigo, and on 9th January, 1611, two Englishmen,—William Finch, a
companion of Capt. William Hawkins, then residing at Agra, and Nicolas Offlet, who
is described by Hawkins as ' my man, Nicholas Offlet/—set out from Agra for Lahore
in connection with certain transactions in indigo in which Finch was interested.
f
Finch kept a large Journall ' which is reproduced by Purchas, and from it we learn
t h a t he reached Lahore on 4th February, 1611. I ^have appended to this paper a
1
reprint of that portion of the Journal which concerns the Punjab.
The account
given of his travels by Finch is of especial value as showing the routes then followed
from Delhi to Lahore and from Lahore to Kabul and Kashmir, as well as for the
detailed description which he gives of the Fort at Lahore, the gardens outside the
city, and the tomb of Anarkali, then still under construction. His hopes of commercial openings were however disappointed, and he wrote to his companion,Sir Henry
f
Middleton, at Surat, describing the unconstancie of the King and people of the
Countrey, the practice of the Portugals, and many other circumstances,' advising
f
2
him not in any wise to land any goods nor hope for Trade in those p a r t s /
Offlet
returned to Agra and his place seems to have been taken by one Thos. Styles who
acted as servant to William Finch. Despairing of any success at Lahore, Finch set
(
out with Styles, taking with him some Biana indigo and some other toys of no
great value ' with the object of returning to England overland. We have no record
f
of the route followed by him from Lahore, and he died in August, 1613, at Babilon '
(Baghdad) from drinking impure water * in which a multitude of grasshoppers fell/
"Styles was imprisoned by the Turkish authorities and tortured with the object of
eliciting a confession as to the whereabouts of some imaginary jewellery which
Finch was supposed to have had with him, but he managed to escape to Aleppo.
The British Consul at Aleppo sent a full report of the circumstances to the East India
Company and expresses his appreciation of Finch in the stately language of the
f
time : What or how far your Worships are interested in general or in particular in
this estate of Wm. Finch that is lost, I know not, but I am very heartily sorry at the
loss of so proper and so sufficient a countryman of ours, as by his observations, his
3
writings and his demeanour, by strangers' report, he is manifest unto m e /
Offlet was not quite so estimable a character, but he has apparently the merit
of having been the first to point out the advantages of Samana, near Patiala, as a
(
l
source of supply for callico ' and other clothinge/ and as we shall see below the
Company at a later time very nearly started a factory at Samana to obtain this
4
trade. Offlet seems to have returned from Agra with Hawkins to England/but in t
1615 he is found at Ajmere as the servant of a Mr. Edwards, mixing himself in
1 Purchas iv. 47—60.
2
Ibid. iii. 175, 249.
8 Lett. Rcc. i. 2 7 3 - 75. Cal. 1513—1616, Nos. 649, 650.
* There is still a mohalla in Samaua occupied by ' julahas ' who have firmans from the Moghal Emperor exempting
lliem from all taxes on their trade. See Foster Eng. Fact., p. xxi, 1618-21.
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intrigues about the obtaining of a letter to King James from Jahangir. The
f
Company's agent, Kerridge, speaks slightingly of him as an unprofitable member/
and subsequently in 1619 he died at sea between Sumatra and Masulipatam. Purchas
conjectures that he was the author of a book entitled ' A discourse of Agra and the
6
four principall waies to i t / a book regarding which we have so far as I am aware no
1
further information, b u t which should be of considerable interest if extant.
#

Richard Steele and John Crowther, 1615.
I have already mentioned Richard Steele as having travelled from Persia through
f
Lahore with Mildenhall. He was a young man of Bristol' and is described by one
f
(
contemporary as honest and fair conditioned ' while another speaks of his good
2
carriage and discreet behaviour.'
He seems however to have been always full of wild
to

schemes, and our ambassador at Ajmere, Sir Thomas Roe, had the poorest opinion of
him. On his arrival at Ahmedabad he seems to have given sdch glowing accounts of
the prospects of a trade with Persia that he was sent under the orders of the
Company's agents to report on the possibilities of trade in the tracts between Agra
3
f
and Ispahan.
With him went one John Crowther who is described by Roe as a
gentle, quiet and sufficient fellow '* and the two travellers entered the Punjab on 7th
April, 1615. They have left an account of their journey which is reproduced in full
5
below. I t is shorter than that of Finch, and to a large extent covers the same
ground, but it adds details regarding the route from Lahore through Multan, towards
Kandahar. They travelled from Agra by the ordinary route through Delhi to
Lahore which they reached on the 24th April, and proceeded thence by Multan and
Kandahar to Ispahan. At Ispahan they parted, Crowther to return to India and
Steele to proceed through Turkey to England. Crowther returned by Kandahar and
Multan, but from Multan (where he stayed twelve or fourteen days) he travelled to
6
Ajmere by way of ' certain deserts,' doubtless through Rajputana.
He reached
Surat again on 26th.January, 1617, and he is said to have died at Burhanpur in the
same year. Steele too returned very soon to India, and we find him constantly
pressing his projects on Sir Thomas Roe. One of them was a plan for directing the
Indo-Persian trade on to English shipping for the Gulf, a project which Sir Thomas
(
for reasons given pronounces a meere dreame.' Another plan of Steele's was to
provide Agra with a water-supply through pipes from the Jumna, and he was allowed
1
to take artificers to Agra for the purpose, but with no result. He was obviously a
pushing, unscrupulous kind of man, and on his return to England in 16x9 he was
1

1 Lett. Rec. iii. 90, 299. Eng. Fact. 1618-21, 157. Purchas (iv. 75) quotes the book in the margTn of his account of
Finch's journeys and adds, ' I know not by what author except it be Nic.Uphlet.'
* Lett. Rec. ii. 154, 170. Cal. 1513—1616, No. 847.
8 Ibid. ii. 266. Cal. 1513—1616, Nos. 788, 796, 810, 811, 846, 856, 861.
4 Foster's Embassy of Sir T. Roe, p . 126*.
6

Purchas iv..267—71.
fl
Lett. Rec. v. 130. From a letter of the Surat factors to Sir Thos. Roe however it seems possible that he returned
through Lahore. Lett. Rec. iv. 309.
T Cal. 1617—21, Nos. 217, 790; 1622—4, Nos. 339, 347. Foster's Roe, ii. 438, 440, etc. English Fact., 1618-21'
p . 12.
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coldly received by the Company, being much contempned for his unworthie carriage
abroad/ but in 1626 after much petitioning he was taken into their service and sent
he was
to Bantam. In 1627
recalled for private trading, and after that we hear no
1
more of him.
Thomas Coryat, 1615.
On his way from India to England, Steele met the traveller, Thomas Coryat,*
and it was probably not long after the departure of Steele and Crowther that
Lahore was visited by that eccentric personage. Coryat was the son of the rector of
Odcombe in Somersetshire and one of the strangest characters of the age, a farrago of
(
learning, pluck and downright lunacy. The Legge stretcher of Odcombe/ as he
called himself, started on his last travel in 1612, and after visiting Egypt and the
Levant found his way across Persia to Kandahar. He must have journeyed thence
to Multan, for we find him later on sending home a ' coppy of a speech that I made
extempore in the Italian tongue to a Mahometan at a citie called Moltan in the
Easterne India, two daies' journey beyond the famous River Indus, which I have
3
passed, against Mahomet and his accursed Religion/
He explains that he used the
Italian language because the Turk to whom he was declaiming had been in Italy, but
admits that no one understood what he said except the Turk, and he very little.
From Multan he appears to have gone to Lahore and thence via Delhi to Agra, but
unfortunately his account of his journey is curt in the extreme. In a letter written
c
from Ajmere in 1615 he describes how he came to the goodly Citie of Lahor in
India, one of the largest cities of the whole Vniverse, for it contayneth at the least
sixteene miles in compasse, and exceedeth Constantinople itself in greatnesse.' ' From
i
the famous Citie of Lahor/ he continues, I had twentie dayes journey to another
goodly Citie called Agra, through such a delicate and even Tract of ground, as I
never saw before ; and doubt whether the like be to be found within the whole
circumference of the habitable world. Another thing also in this way, being no
lesse memorable than the plainnesse of the ground : a row of Trees on each side of
this way where people doe travell, extending it selfe from the Townes-end of Lahor
to the Townes-end of Agra ; the most incomparable shew of that kind that ever my
eyes surveyed. Likewise, whereas there is a Mountayne some ten dayes journey betwixt Lahor and Agra, but very neare ten miles out of the way, on the left hand :
the people that inhabite that Mountayne observe a custome very strange, that all the
brothers of any Family have b u t one and the self-same wife; so that one woman
sometimes- doth serve sixe or seven men: the like whereof I remember I have read in
Strabo, concerning the Arabians that inhabited Arabia felix. Agra is a very great
Citie and the place where the Mogoll did alwayes (saving within these two yeares)
keepe his Court, but in every respect much inferiour to Lahor.'* The mountainous
country above described is evidently Kulu where polyandry still exists. It seems
1
*
8
*

Foster's Roe, ii. 518. Cal. 1617—21, No. 743 ; 1625—9, Nos. 96, 243.
Terry, Voyage to East India, p. 69.
Mr. Thomas Coriat to his friends in England, at London, printed by I. B. 1618.
Purchas iv. 471—47a.
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clear from the time taken by his journey from Lahore to Agra that Coryat had no
opportunity of seeing Kangra or Kulu on that journey, but it is possible that he
had been there previously to leaving Lahore, .for we find Roe's chaplain, Terry,
quoting Coryat as an eye-witness of the practices at Kangra and Jwalamukhi.
' Nagarcot' [i.e. KangraJ, says Terry in his enumeration of the Moghul provinces, ' the
chief city so called in which there is a chapel most richly set forth, being ceiled and
paved with plate of pure silver, most curiously imbossed overhead in several figures,
which they keep exceeding bright, by often rubbing and burnishing i t ; and all this cost
those poor seduced Indians are at, to do honour to an idol they keep in that chapel.
What charge can Heathenish idolaters be content to bear for their gross idolatry ;
nothing is too rich, too precious, or too dear for their idol. And what cost the
superstitious Israelites were content to bear for their lewd devotion, we may further
see Ex. xxxii. 2, they are ready to give their gold, not out of their purses only, but
from their ears too, to further their misdevotion ; most willing they were to part
with their jewels to their molten god. Oh how do these Heathens, and these
Israelites, condemn thousands who call themselves Christians, who cannot abide to
be at any cost for Religion ! That service of God which is most cheap and chargeless, they like best. Those I first named were ready to give freely to their false
gods, these to take all they can from their true God, being very prodigal for their
lusts, and very niggards for their souls. The idol thus kept in that so richly
1
adorned chapel, they call Matta, and it is continually visited by those poor blinded
Infidels who, out of the officiousness of their devotion, cut off some part of their
tongues to offer unto it as a sacrifice; which (they say) grow out again as before.*
But in this I shall leave my reader to a belief, as much suspensive as is my own in this
particular. In this province likewise there is another famous pilgrimage to a place
3
called J allarmakee, where, out of cold springs that issue out from amongst hard
rocks, are daily to be seen continued eruptions of fire, before which the idolatrous
people fall down and worship. Both these places were seen, and strictly observed by
Mr. Cory ate/*
Whether Coryat was at Kangra or not, he certainly visited Delhi on his way to
c
Agra and he repeats a current story regarding the pillar at the Qutb.
I have been,'
he says, 'in a Citie in this Countrey called Delee, where Alexander the Great joyned
Battell with Porus King of India, and conquered him; and in token of his victorie
5
erected a Brasse Pillar which remayneth there to this day.'
This extraordnary
individual went on from Agra to Ajmere, when he met our ambassador, Roe, but
6
apparently returned thence to Agra in September, 16.16.
Next year we find him at
Mandu where he again met Steele who had meantime been back again in England.
1 Sc. Mata, or Mother.
* This story is a common one in the relations of early European travellers. See also Jarrett, Ain ii. 313.
8 Jwalamukhi.
* Terry, Voyage, p. 82.
& Purchas iv. 476. This is surely intended to refer to the iron pillar at the Qutb, and not as supposed by Carr
Stephen (Arch. Delhi, p. 130) to the « l a t ' of Asoka at Firozabad.
Terry, however (p. 77), says on Coryat's authority
that the pillar was marble.
t> Foster, Embassy of Sir Thos. Roe, i. 104.
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Mr Steel/ says Terry, then told him, that when he was in England, King James
(then living) enquired after him, and when he had certified the King of his meeting
him on the way, the King replied, Is that fool yet living ? which, when our pilgrim heard,
it seemed to trouble him very much, because the King spoke no more nor better of him;
saying, that Kings would speak of poor men what they pleased.'' From Mandu he insisted on going to Surat, although his constitution was shattered and he was suffering from
f
dysentery, and as Terry says, he lived to come safely thither; but there being overkindly used by some of the English who gave him Sack, which they had bought from
England, he calling for it as soon as he heard of it, and crying." Sack, Sack, is
there any such thing as Sack\ I pray you give me some Sack"; and drinking of it,
though I conceive moderately (for he was a very temperate man), it increased his
Flux which he had then upon him: and this caused him within a few days after his
very tedious and troublesome travels (for he went most on foot) at this place to come
to his journies end: for here he overtook Death in the month of December, 1617,
and was buried (as aforesaid) under a little monument, like one of those are usually
made in our Church-yards:
Sic exit Coryatus'*
Bidditlph,

Willoughby, Young, Bangham, etc., 1619—1628.

From this time onward we find the agents of the Company seriously occupied
with the possibility of establishing a trade at Lahore. Roe reported that ' twenty
thousand camels pass yearly by Lahore from Agra and other parts with spices,
3
indigo, sugar and goods for Persia.' Two employes writing from Agra in December,
1617, refer to a fall in the price of quicksilver owing to the discovery of a mine
about Lahore,* and they also remark that it 'requires a long time to get well
chosen carpets ; true Lahore carpets are not suddenly to be gotten/ Lahore was
5
indeed in those days considered to " be ' t h e chief place for carpets/
The
English piece-goods were undersold by ' a kind of coarse cloth made in the city of
6
Lahore which is four times cheaper than o u r s /
'Elephants' teeth' (as our merchants called ivory) used to be brought from Guzerat to Agra and there ' trimmed
and so sent to Lahore where the women wear them for manacles or bracelets for
1
their arms,' and the civet of Lahore, though ' nothing like that which cometh from
other countries,' was esteemed the best in India/ We accordingly find the Surat
factors considering as early as the year 1626 whether an agency should be started
9
in Lahore. They decided that further enquiry was necessary, and even though the
f
suggestion was pressed by Sir Thos. Roe they still hesitated.
The city of Lahore,'
they said, 'spends little cloth, though indeed merchants from divers parts come
thither, of whom a great part are Persians which buy none, and the rest of Cabull,
1 Terry, p. 69.
2 ibid.t p. 72.
3 Cal. 1617—1621. No. 276,
* Ibid. No. 220. Lett. Rec. vi. 250.
* Ibid. No. 790. Foster (Bug. Fact., 1618-21, p. xxi) points out that as shown by contemporary Dutch paintings, these carpets were chiefly used in Europe as table covers.
8
Lett. Rec. vi. 200.
7
/ W r f . v i - 2$0t
^
8 Ibid>
2$^
w
Ibid. iv. 300.
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etc., borderers, which buy very little.' Transport by river from Lahore was more(
over held to be out of the question as the Portingales' occupied all the outlets
in Sind.
Later on however when the King's camp moved northward an opportunity
occurred for closer acquaintance with the Lahore trade. In December, 1619,
the Agra correspondent of the Company reported that the King had gone
f
towards Lahore and thence to Kashmir, followed a month after by William Biddulph, John Willoughby and Thomas Hawkridge, the attendant, to solicit the
Prince about their complaints from Surat and getting in their debts.'* On
Christmas Day, 1619, William Biddulph and John Willoughby wrote a long
letter from 'the .Mogul's camp at Senend' [Sirhind], reporting that the chief
place for carpets was Lahore and that the piece-goods then known as 'semianos'
f
or samanaes' could not be got as cheap or as good or as plentifully in Agra as
3
at Samana itself, where they were made. Biddulph (who in a petition for
f
i
augmentation of wages ' describes himself as a poor young man who hath done
your Worships service with his best endeavours so many years in a foreign country)' *
appears to have left Lahore shortly afterwards, and we find him going in 1621
from Agra to Surat with Hawkridge, and thence home. 'William Biddulph,' say the
c
Council in 1621, by his great paines and travailes hath made an agreement for
5
the great desperat debt which hath stood long out,' and though he had been rude
3
to Roe and had reported against him,' it is satisfactory to learn that Roe considered
1
him to be ' faithfull but a little opiniastre and of good ordinary abilitye.'
Willoughby remained at Lahore and was joined there in 1620 by John Bangham
and Robert Young." We have a letter written by John Bangham from Lahore
h
(
in August 1620 and a reference to another dated from under a tree on the way
,0
thither,' but Bangham does not seem to have stayed long at Lahore on this occasion.
In March of the following year the Council at Surat decided that John Willoughby
should continue to be assistant to Robert Young ' in the Lahore or Samana employment,' leaving it to them to decide whether Lahore or Samana should be
(
the resedence for that investmentt.' " On the strength of these orders Young
went to investigate prospects at Samana but reported in a letter dated from
that place on August 2nd, 1621, that he considered it unnecessary to have a
permanent factory there ' as semmeanes can be bought as cheaply at Agra, charges
,2
considered.'
Willoughby followed him from Lahore by September of the same
year, having succeeded in recovering 4,000 rupees of the Company's debts there,
but only by spending 1,000 rupees in presents, a piece of expenditure which did
*

1 Lett. Rec. iv. 315, 326.
* Cal. 1617-1621, No. 786.
S.Foster, Eng. Fact. 1618-21, 168. Cal. 1617—21, No. 790.
6
+ Lett. Rec. iv. 290.
Foster, Eng. Fact., 1618—21, 326, $376 Lett. Rec. vi. 305. Cal. 1617—21,745, 790.
7 Foster, Eng. Fact. 1618—21, 20n., cf. Cal. 1622—4, Nos. 348, 351. He was dead in 1634: see Cal. 1630—4,
No. 582.
9 Ibid., 212.
* Cal., 1617—1621, No. 830 and No. 926.
10 Foster, Eng. Fact., 1618-21, p. 214.
n Ibid., p. 234.
1* Ibid., p . 258.
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not meet with the Council's approval.' Young and Willoughby then moved on
to Agra which they reached on September 12th, 1621, with goods from Samana,
but they were sent back in about three months' time to make further purchases
at Samana.' In November of the same year the Council at Surat reported to the.
Company : ' We have dissolved our factorie at Lahor and reduced it to Agra, where
seinianoes are to be procured and Lahor indico as easily as at Lahor with farr
lesse expence.' '
While Young and Willoughby were at Samana, exciting events were in progress
at Agra. Certain disputes were outstanding between the Company and the Government and at last Asaf Khan losing patience caused the factors there to be arrested.
4 1
They write shortly afterwards as follows :- " O u r frinds in Sammaua, hereinge of our molestacion here in Agra, lefte their former resydence
and repayred to Synnode [Sarhind] ; where, after consultacion taken (though contrarye eyther to order,
advice or expectacion from us), Mr. Younge with upwards of 5,000 rupp(ees) in ready spetia, besydes
yoods, departed for Lahore, with an intente (as themselves wright) to have invested that monye in
indico and soe to have gone overland for Pertia, leavinge Willowby behinde for the recoverye of 2,600
and odd rupp(ees) wee had little before remitted them hence; who was to have followed, but
Mr. Younge arryveinge in Lahore, hee was emedyatly taken up into the custodye of Agga Abram
[Agha Ibrahim] Assuffe Chons veskele [vakil] their, who, as it should seeme, detayned both him and
his goods."

He managed, however, to obtain his release and soon joined Willoughby again
6
at Samana. He deputed Willoughby to the Royal Camp (apparently on the road to
5
Kabul) to plead the Company's cause, while he himself proceeded to Agra.'
Willoughby reached the Court on April 23rd, 1622, and was successful in obtaining an
order for the release of the Agra factors—an order which was put into effect on May
_>6th. Meantime Young had left Agra for Surat, and a few months later the Agra factory was (for the time being) dissolved. Willoughby, who was supplied with money
at the Court and told to secure his own safety, returned to Surat the following spring
by way of Samana and Agra.'
The necessity of an agent at the King's Court was, however, seriously felt both
(as was afterwards explained by the Council) for the answering of complaints and
also ' for the awing of griping governors,^ and in November 1623 the authorities at
Surat intended to send Young, Offley and Goodwin to the Court/' but we have no
information of any Englishman being at Lahore till October 1624, when we find
Young and Willoughby writing from Lahore in connection with a ' furmand' (firman)
which they had got from the King in confirmation of certain arrangements made in
September of that year between the Surat authorities and local officials. In obtaining this they were helped by Khwaja Abul Hasan (usually called Cojah' in their
letters) who had influence at Court. He helped them also in the case of certain
Turks whose property had been seized by the Company at Chaul and who had journed
J

Ibid., p. 207.
* Ibid., 1022-23, p. 43,
7
Ibid., p. 89-xvii.

a Ibid., pp. 337, $<\<>.
6 Jbid., p. 58.
•* Ibid., 1624-29, p. 04.

Ibid., p. 32ft.
<* Ibid., pp. 58,74* Ibid,, pp. 32-34.
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to Lahore for redress. These Turks were daily crying to Asaf Khan for justice
'throwing their shashes under their feete and tramppelling upon them,' but on
4
CojahV advice Asaf Khan decided that as they were no subjects of the King, he
could not interfere. A ' g r e a t jewell' was shown both to the Governor of Lahore
and to Asaf Khan, and though the latter refused to give more than 14,000 rupees for
it, the factors thought that it would be better in the circumstances to let him have
it at this price rather than incur his displeasure. A ' great pearl ' was also sold to
him, and we find demands being made on Surat for dogs or anything else fit to offer
1
to His Majesty as presents.
The price of broadcloth was depressed by the competition of cloth brought in by Armenians, and such cloth of gold, rich satins, etc. as
l
were sent to Lahore were sent merely for reputacons sake and preservacion of frends
att Court.' The broker ' Donngee ' (Dhanji) was of great use in ' this trubbellsome
tyme ' and we find Young and Willoughby suggesting to the Council that a few lines
(
2
of commendation should be written to h i m ' t o give him delassa ' (dilasa). On 30th
3
May 1625, the Council at Surat reported that Young had left Lahore without leave
l
deputing Willoughby ( though he had formerly accused him of unfaithfulness') to
act in his stead. It was decided that John Bangham should go to Lahore as chief
factor there in Young's place, and he started from Surat on April 15th, 1625, passing
Young on the way at Ahmadabad/ Young was an 'ancient friend' of Bangham and
(
his family, and he is well-spoken of for his long service and repute in the Companies
affaires.' After a short service in Persia he sailed on March 8th, 1626, for England,
taking with him from Lahore and its neighbourhood a supply of shellac. While in
England his accounts were subjected to scrutiny with the result that he was fined
/J500 for engaging in private trade. We find him again in Surat in January 1628
5
and in England in 1633 and 1634.
Before Bangham reached Lahore, Goodwin had been sent there from Agra with
f
the broker Jadu (spoken of by Willoughby as a falee dogge'), and Willoughby,
having apparently had some differences with Goodwin, had departed thence to Agra.
This Willoughby seems to have been somewhat unfortunate in his relations with his
fellow-employes. We have already seen how he was accused by Young of ' unfaithfulness,' and now we find him complaining of his bad treatment by John Goodwin
who had written to Agra that he (Willoughby) intended to run away and that Asaf
Khan had paid him 1,300 rupees for the great pearl, while Donngee (Dhanji) the
1
broker knew it was Rs. 800 gross.' In a letter of 1623 he is somewhat plaintive
*

regarding his promotion—' always boyes have bine preferred before mee, hamara
comboch ' |hamari kambakhti], and some eleven y^ars later we hear of his being
1 Ibid., pp. 32-34. • Cal., 1622-24, No. 657.
2 Ibid., p p . 33-34, 633 This was not the first time lie had been guilty of such action, for we find a complaint of his going away in
November 1623 without leave from Swally, having ' some wormes in his pate t h a t give him littele content in this
place.' (Eug. Fact., 1622-23, p . 32'-).
* Eng. Fact., 1624-29, pp. S9-95.
'
.
f> Ibid., pp. 94, 123, 112, 114, 127, 309. Cal., 1625-29, Xos. 232, 266, 577, and p. 302. Cal., 1630-43, Nos. 4 4 1 ,
626, etc. See also Eng. Fact., 1635-39, p. 260.
« Eng. Fact., 1024-29, pp. 90, 94, 196. Cal., 1625-29, No. 179.
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reprimanded for mismanaging a sale of tapestry to a Raja by being so foolish as to
deny some small fees to a servant of the Raja which would have procured payment.'
At one time we hear of his ' sufficiency and good carriage ' ; at another of his being
'conceived a weak man.' He went home in March 1626 and two years later he had
returned and was made factor at the ' Mareen' 'in respect of his language.' In
April 1630 he was again at Agra, whence he was recalled to the Court, and in January
!^33 he was sent to Persia where he is last heard of in 1636/
Bangham went to Lahore via Nagaur instead of through Agra and Delhi, as the
roads between Agra and Lahore were yet impassable on account of the rains and
very dangerous owing to the strength of the rebels about Delhi. He reached Lahore
f
on August 29th, 1625, and shortly afterwards he sent several quaint letters to his dear
Father ' and others in England in which he said that he was waiting in Lahore for the
King's return from Kashmir and was sending home three dozen agate hafts and some
(
trenchers as tokens of his remembrance.* ' Assaff Chaun,' he wrote, still sways the
kingdom, and is our greatest friend/ The Council at Surat sent up at Asaf Khan's
desire two pairs of English spectacles, and hearing that he wanted a surgeon were
ready to send up the best in the fleet, or even to write for one from England.* I t
was not long after Bangham's arrival that the celebrated capture of the King on the
Jhelam by Muhabbat Khan took place, and Bangham who had followed Asaf Khan
for payment of his dues was probably an eyewitness of the event. The Council
writing on November 29th, 1626, to the Company give a detailed description of the
circumstances which they doubtless based on a report from Bangham, and a copy of
*

5

their description will be found reproduced in Appendix I I I of this paper.
Asaf Khan
f
was not a satisfactory customer and, as the Council stated, he did continually abase
our masters in price of their Jewells, who haveing seene them, none else dares buy
what he likes.' He ' is niggard enough/ they say, ' and makes more use of us than any
man elce, yet feeds you as he hath done others heretofore with words o n l y / They refused to send Bangham any lawns, cambrics or other European linens, as those formerly sent were sold to Asaf Khan for a quarter of their prime cost. 'Asaf K h a n / writes
6
a factor in February 1627, ' like a falce villain, is still desirous of more tofa' (tohfa).
The ' tapestry ' taken up to Lahore had practically no buyer but the King, and much
1
of it remained unsold as the local supply was 'more commodious for t e n t s /
Among
the men at Court those most favourable to the Company were the Persian Hakim,
Sadra, known as Masih-ul-zaman, and i\gha Nur, the Kotwal of Agra/ We also get
J Ibid., 1622-23, p. 196. Ibid., II 34-36, p . 63. Cal., 1030-34. No. 617.
* Ibid., 1624-29, p . 127. Ibid., 163033, pp. 34, 257. Ibid., 1634-6, p p . 160 285. Cal., 1625-29, Nos. 164, 556, 592,
318, 1630-4, p . 24.
h
Ibid., 1624-29, pp. 90, 95, 96. Cal., 1625-29, No. 1S3. I n December, Willoughby writes to him * wishing him
a merrier Christmas than he is like to h a v e . ' [Cal., 1625-29, No. 232].
+ Ibid., 1624-29, pp. 93-95. Cal., 1625-29, No. 176.
& Ibid., p . 151, xvii. Cf. Elliot, Vol. vi, p . 420. Cal., 1625-29, Nos. 288, 378 (p. 270). Bangham must have gone
on with t h e King, for lie was at Kabul on 29th May 1626. (Cal., 1625-29, Nos. 95 and 288).
6
Ibid., p p . 172-74 and 170. Cal., 1625-29, No. 400.
' Ibid., p. 311. Cal., 1625-29, Nos. 288, 396.
s
Ibid., 1622-23, p . 273. Jbid., 1624-29, p p . 56, 171, 34. Elliot vi. 357, 448. Foster s Roe, i. 161.
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glimpses of other Europeans at Lahore such as Emanuel de Paiva, a foreigner in
the service of the Company, to whom the factor at Ahmedabad in, February 1627,
sends his commendations. Similar greetings are sent by Young, in March 1626, to
c
the patherie ' (perhaps the Jesuit Padre Joseph da Castro) and the Italian trader
ViUentine Bernadine, and those to Payva in 1627 are coupled with greetings to the
Padre Signor Eduardo, Sebastian and Rodrigo. ' ' There w a s / says the writer, ' a
great deal of love amongst them.' '
While Bangham was at Lahore, an employe of the Company, named Robert
Tottle, made his appearance in the east of the Punjab. On September 2(>th, 1626,
we find him writing from 'Gundeven ' (probably Gandiwind in the Amritsar district),
(
and on October 9th, 1626, from Samana. Happening, he says, to m e e t Shecke A . .'
at the river, he saluted him, hoping to get over'at a cheaper rate, but he had to pay
(
all the same.
The Sheik was a base rogue and curried favour with the Drogga ior a
breakfast of stinking fish.' Tottle at the same time tells Bangham that he is keeping half a cheese against his arrival. On November 8th he is at Sarhind and writes
that 'some 28 course (kos) of this place hath appened a great slautter of men,
Moebutt Ckonns peopell bringinge a casaune (khizana) from whom the Beagams serl
v a n t s ) have tacken itt, and yesterdaie arrived with itt hear.'
By December 28th
1626, Tottle is back at Samana but on January 24th, 1627, he states his intention
(
to macke couch' (kuch) next Tuesday to Sarhind, and on February 6th he writes
from t h a t place. On February 16th he writes from Freddhavz (Faridab.id), and shortly afterwards he was at Agra. His letters afford us some amusement. He is very
indignant, for instance, that he should cause the Company's men to be considered
1
Cucha Sewdagers' (kachhe saudagar) by accepting an abatment without reason;
' g e t t the sherrafes,' he says, ' t o writt a word or twoe and send itt me, and I will
make them knowe that wee are barra sewdagers.' Again we find him asking for a
f
bill to be returned to him t h a t he may write it better for if Mr. Page seese itt soe,
hee will judg mee to be dronke att itts writing, which I confese is Hie troath.' He
had, we are told, some skill at the language. We find him at Broach in February
1628, and in April 1628 he left for England. He mu«,t have, returned, however, for
he died at sea between Surat and Gombroon in February 1630. The Council had
some trouble in realizing his effects, and the matter was still before the Company at
home in September 1635
Bangham and Goodwin were now left alone in the Punjab, and the Council a t
Surat became anxious for the withdrawal of the Lahore agency, which had not
flourished under their management. We have hints that they did not get on well
together, but it is also clear that Bangham was a bad man of business. He was a
comparatively young man and was given the rank of ' chief factor' instead of the
superior title of * chief agent. ' He seems to have been constitutionally incapable of
1 Ibid., 1618-21, p. 346
Ibid., 1624-29, pp. 170, 117, xxi, 189. Cal., 1625-20, No. 396.
* Ibid., p p . 140, 141, 149. Cal., 1625-29, N03. 366, 372; cf. Elliot vi, 431. A treasure c a r a v a n for M a h a b b a t
K h a n was intercepted near S h a h a b a d by the royal troops.
8 Ibid., pp. 140, 141* 149. 168-69, 177, xxiii, 228, 250, 277, 29$.
Nos. 389, 363, 392, 4 0 1 , 408,

Ibid.,

1630-33. pp. 2, 32. 06.

Cal.. 1625-29,

n^n
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supplying information or answering references or taking decided action. At one
(
time he is urged by his superior to sell his goods least Manoell de Payva his brifiquos
(Port, brinco, a toy) cause yours to be disesteemed and this your cautious wayting
produce my further prejudice.' At another time the Council are mightly incensed
against Bangham for not writing to them, and later on he is sharply reprehended
for his tardiness. We find a friend warning him of the obscurity of his advices and
f
the President has to remind him t h a t returnes is the lite of t r a d e / The President
indeed knows not whether to write or not, so much having been said to so little pur1
pose.
As early as April 1626 he got instructions to leave the Court and go to Agra,
and in December of the same year he again got orders to sell off his goods and
repair to Agra. In February 1627 his excuses for not writing are accepted in consideration of the delays and 'tedious solicitings ' at the Court, but he is again warned
to wind up his business and leave Lahore, and we find him and Goodwin at last in
Agra by the middle of June, 1627.*
In October of the same year Jahangir died, and the first experiences of the factors at Agra under Shah Jahan were unpleasant. They were accused of buying and
transporting saltpetre without a license, with the result t h a t Bangham and another
c(
factor were seized by the King's orders and spent a whole daie and night prisoners
in the castle." They got free, however, by giving a bribe and present to the King's
(
mynion Reza Bauder,' and Bangham and Goodwin started at once for Surat. Later
on in the year 1628 Bangham went home, but he was out again in 1630 and after a
term of duty at Bantam filled several appointments in Western I n d i a / He was
again at Agra in 1634, but his conduct so far from improving seems to have deteriorated. He is reprimanded for neglecting to write for five months
Called on for his
accounts he pleads t h a t his Banya had fled with his papers, but his pay is stopped
and his proposed appointment to Persia postponed till an account is given. He is
accused of profuseness and even fraud, and it was resolved t h a t his estate should be
seized and he should be sent home. Soon after he is described as ' an idle young
fellow ' who has 'lost himself, both in body and e s t a t e / and again he is spoken of as
4
/ dull John Bangham ' and if fit for interpreter of India language, not fore more.'
Before the end of December 1634, he was dead—much in debt t o the Company, and
6
accused of having lost his advances at play.
With the passing away from Lahore in 1627 of poor ' dull John Bangham ' there
comes a lull in English interest in the Punjab, and we hear of no further English
there for some time. His departure therefore makes a fitting close for this sketch of
the early English connection with the Punjab.
1 Eng. Fact., 1624-29, pp. 113,130, 138, 139, 162, 213. Cal., 1625-29, Nos. 310, 387, 400, 368, 329 and page 447*
Ibid.,
pp. 127, 167, 196, xxiii. Cal., 1625-19, Nos. 288, 387.
8
Ibid.,
p p . 270, 272, 285, 311. Goodwin was afterwards lost a t sea and his widow obtained a gratuity of 10s. in March 1629. Cal., 1625-29, Nos. 573 (p. 441) 806.
* Ibid., 1630-33, p p . i i , 145, 162, 246, 285.
6 Ibid., 1634-36, p p . 3, 35, 63, 76 ; 1630-33, pp. 315, 322. Cal., 1630-34, No. 477, p . 617, and No. 624-. There
are indications t h a t he was dead in J a n u a r y 1633 : see Cal., 1630-34, Nos. 374, 504, and p. 475.,
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J O U R N E Y OF WILLIAM FINCH, 1611.
Extract from " Purchas His Pilgrimes,"

Volume IV, pages 47-60 and 69-70 {Hakluyt
Edition).

Society's

January the ninth, I departed from Agra for Lahor to recover debts, and carried twelve carts
l
laden with Nil in hope of a good price. The places I passed were Rownocta, 12 courses. Badeg Sara
z
10.
Acabarpore, 12 c.' : formerly a great city, still famous for the Antiquities of Indian Gobins or
Saints. A little short of this place is a faire Deury inclosed with a stone wall, in which is a Devoncan,
and round about a little distance in vaults (or cloisters) are to be seen many Pagods, which are stone
images of monstrous men feareful to behold, but adored by the Indians with flowers and offerings.
Houdle 13 c. At the entrance of the Saray is a faire fountaine three stories and one hundred steps.
8
Pulwooll 12 c. Ferreedabade 12 c. Dely 10 c.
On the left-hand is seene the carkasse of old Dely, called
the nine castles, and fiftie-two gates, now inhabited onely by Googers. A little short is a stone bridge
of eleven arches, over a branch of Gemini : * from hence a broad way shaded with great trees, leading to
6
the sepulchre of Hamaron, this King's Grandfather, in a large roome spread with rich carpets, the
Tombe it selfe covered with a pure white sheet, a rich Semiane over-head, and a front, certaine bookes
on small tressels. by which stand his Sword, Tucke, and shooes : at the entrance are other Tombes of his
Wives and Daughters. Beyond this, under like shaded way, you come to the Kings house and Moholl,
now ruinous The City is 2 c. betweene Gate and Gate, begirt with a strong wall, but much ruinate, as
6
are many goodly houses : within and about this Citie are the Tombes of twenty Potan Kings, all very
faire and stately. The Kings of India are here to be crowned, or else they are held Usurpers. It is
seated in a goodly plaine, environed with goodly pleasant Gardens and Monuments.
Nalero is hence 14 c. (about 2 c.) without Dely, is the remainder of an auncient Mole or hunting
7
house, built by Sultan Berusa, a great Indian Monarch, with much curiositie of stone-worke : with and
above the rest is to be seen a stone Pillar, which passing through three stories, is higher than all twentyfoure foot, having at the top a Globe, and a halfe Moone over it. This stone, they say, stands as much
8
under the earth, and is'plac'ed in the water, being all one entire stone (some say Naserdengady, a
Potan King, would have taken it up, and was prohibited by multitude of Scorpions, and that it hath
inscriptions). In divers parts of India the like are to be seene, and of late was found buried in the
9
ground about Fettipore, a stone pillar of an hundred cubits length, which the King commanded to
bring to Agra, but was broken in the way, to his great griefe. I t is remarkable that the Quarries of
India, specially neere Fettipore (whence they are carryed farre) are of such nature, t h a t they may be
,0
cleft like logges, and sawne like plancks to seele
chambers, and cover houses of a great length and
1 Indigo.
* The stages a r e : R u n k u t a , Bad Sarai. Akbarpur. This last is between Mathura and Kosi.
The Gobins are
presumably Gopis
12c. or 12 • courses ' = 12 coss or kos.
8 The place with the Deorhi and Diwankhana is apparently Mathura. The succeeding stages are Hodal, Palwal,
Faridabad and Delhi.
6 HimXyan.

Semianes were cloths from Samana.

The \ t u c k e * of Elizabethan times was a rapier.

7 Narela
The Mahal (or ' Mole ') of Sultan Firoz Shah was the Kushk i Shik.r on the ridge at Delhi.
3 The position ascribed to the pillar appears to be that of Asoka's < l a t ' on the Ridge b u t the^ description tallies
best with t h a t of the pillar at F'.rozabad (Carr Stephen, Arch, of Delhi, 130-133) : and the two have apparently been
d
Nasiruddin Qhazi is perhaps Nasiruddin Tughlak, the son of Firoz Shah. Nasiruddin was however one of
the r i m e s of Mahmud of Qhazni (D'Herbelot, Bib. Or., 661).
y i.e. F a t t e h p u r Sikri.
10 Ceil. The Goojers mentioned below are.the Gujar tribe. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H
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breadth. From this Monument is said to be a way under ground to Dely Castle. Now here remaine
onely Googers, and there are store of Deere. We saw in the way the ruines of divers places, and neere
the same, the ruines of a wall 20 c. in circuit, being a Parke for game. -Some part of this way was
theevish, and some report being given out of the Kings death, many Rogues with that false alarme
l
were abroad : we met the Fosder of Dely with some 2 thousand horse and foot in their pursuit,
who burnt their Townes, and tooke them and theirs whatsoever he could get: and the next day at
breakfast we were like to be surprized by theeves.
Gonowre, 14 c. Panneput, 14 c , at the entry whereof was placed a Manora, * with the heads of
some hundred theeves newly taken ; their bodies set on stakes a mile in length. Carmall, 14 c. : the way
theevish, where but for our peece language we had been assaulted. On the North-west extend
Mountaines neere to I^ahor from hence, with snow on the tops. Tanassar, 14 c. : here is a Castle, a
goodly Tanke, and by it Pagods, much reverenced by all the Gentiles throughout India. Neere it also
are the Sal-armoniake pits. Shabad or Goobade 10 c. Amballa 12 c. Hollowa Saray 14 c. Syrinam
8
7 c. : it hath a faire Tanke with a Summer-house in the middest, to which leads a Bridge of fifteene
stone arches very pleasant. From hence is a small River cut to the King's Garden a corse* distant,
with a cawsey of forty foot broad, planted with trees on both sides to it. The Garden is fowre square,
each square a cose in length, or better, inclosed with a Bricke-wall, richly planted with all sorts of
fruits and flowers, rented yeerely (as I was told) for fifty thousand Rupias : crossed with two maine
walkes forty foot broad, and eight high, with water running alongst stone channells in the middest, and
planted on both sides thicke with faire Cypresses : one of these cawseys is also paved with peble
curiously inter-wrought. At the crossing stands an eight-square Mohol with eight chambers for women,
in the midst thereof a faire Tank ; over these eight other roomes, with faire Galleries round about: on
6
the top of all a faire Jounter ; the whole building curiously wrought in stone, with faire painting,
rich carving, and pargetting : and on two sides two faire Tankes in the midst of a faire stone chounter,
planted round with Cypresse trees : a little distant is another Mohol, but not so curious.
From hence we passed to Dorapy 15 c. Pulloceque. Saray 13 c. Nicoder 12 c. Sultanpoore 11 c.
6
Fettipore 7 c . : a Saray built (if it were finished) by Sha Selim, in memoriall of the overthrow given
7
Sultan Cusseroom, his eldest sonne : the occasion whereof was this. Sha Selim upon some disgust
s
tooke armes in his father's lifetime, and fled into Purrop, where he kept the strong Castle of Alobasse
(but came in some moneths before his father's deceasse), whereupon Acubar gave the Crowne to Sultan
Cusseroom his sonne. But after Acabars death, Selim by his friends seized on the Castle and treasure,
and his sonne fled for l,ahor, where hee gathered some twelve thousand horse all good souldiours and
9
Mogols, possessing the Suburbs twelve daies, and proclaimed King in the Kasse, and his Father in
,0
the Castle. In this place he gave battell to Strek Fereed, " and disordered his three hundred horse,
and put them to the sword : to the second of him came Melee Ale Cutwall (the King being some 20 c.
behind) with some two hundred horse, beating up the Kings drummes, and giving a brave assault,
shouting God save King Selim, upon which the Princes souldiours fainted and fled, the Prince himselfe
1 Faujdcir.
* Minar.
0 The stages from Narela a r e : Ghanaur, Panipat, Karnal, Thanesar, Shahabad, Ambala, Aluwa (now called
Banjara Sarai) and Sarhind. The routes from Lahore to Delhi, Peshawar and Multan respectively, the changes effected
in them from time to time, and the reasons for these changes, would form an interesting study. An excellent foundation
for such a study is to be found in Mr. Jadunath Sarkar's ' India under Aurangzeb ' (1901).
4 Kos.
6 Chabutra or platform
6 Doraha, Philaur Sarai, Nakodar, Sultanpur and Fattehabad.
T Khusru, son of Jahangir (Shah Salim).
8 Purb, i.e. the East. Allahabad.
10
* ? possibly « khas ' ?
i.e. Fattehpur.
II For Shekh Farid Bukhari and his services to Jahangir see 'Ain Blochmann, 413-416. The battle is described in
the Tuzuk and Waqi'at Jahangiri, Elliot vi. 271-2 and 297-9. I have not identified Malik 'Ali : the feat here mentioned
is ascribed in the W a q i ' a t to Sayyad Karnal of Barha. A long account of these events and of the blinding of Khusni
•e found in the Jesuit letters. Cf. du Jarric, Troisieme partie de 1' Hist des choses plus memorables, p. 97.
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fleeing only with five horse, and got 30 c. beyond Lahor for Cabull, which if he had gotten, he would
have put his father to further trouble : but beeing to passe a River where hee gave Mohors of gold, the
Boate-man grew in distrust, and in the middest of the Channell leapt over-boord, and swamme to the
shoare, where hee gave notice to the Governour of the Towne adjoyning, who presently with fiftie horse
came downe to the River, where the Boat was still floting, imbarqued himselfe in another, and saluted
him by the name of King, dissemblingly offering his aide, and inviting him to his house : which the
Prince accepting, was locked up with his Company and guarded, till hee had sent the King word, who
[
sent Germaunabeg to fetch him fettered on an Elephant.
From hence his father proceeded to Cabul,
punishing such as he found tardie in this revolt, carrying his sonne with him prisoner, and returning by
this place where the battell was fought (as some say) caused his eyes to be burned out with a glasse ;
others say, onely blind-folded him with a napkin tying it behind, and sealing it with his owne seale, which
yet remaineth, and himselfe prisoner in the Castle of Agra. All alongst on both sides the way from Cabul
to Agra, a reasonable distance, the King caused trees to be planted to shade the way, in remembrance
of this exploit, and called this place Fetipoore, that is, hearts content, as ye before heard of the Citie,
vhich for his birth was named so by his Father Accubar : these as any decay, must by the peoples
toyle be supplied.
2
From hence to Hoghe Moheede 10 c. Cancanna Saray' 12 c. Lahore 7 c., where I arrived Febru3
ary the fourth. On the twentie-eighth, arrived here a Persian Embassadour allied to Sha Abash, with
a great Caravan accompanying him. I by them learned, that the way to Candahar was now cleere, the
4
warres being ended, which the Turkish Gelole had caused, who the former yeare had fled to the
Persian with some ten thousand Turkes, and had obtained some Iaggere neere thereto, whereof he
purposing to make himselfe King, was overthrowne, and being sent for by the Persian, refused to come,
till deluded by promise of a manage, he was got to the Court, and there lost his head. We heard also
of the Persians taking from the Turke, the strong Castle of Curdes, after a yeeres siege, with other
Asian and Europaen newes.
VI.
DESCRIPTION OF LAHOR,

AND OF THE KINGS HOUSE T H E R E :

HOW THE MOGOLES ENTRED I N D I A : OF

DIVERS STRONGHOLDS, STRANGE BEASTS, AND P L A N T S : FOND SUPERSTITIONS: OF
THEEVES,

OUTLAWES,

CITIES, BUILDINGS ADJOYNED

THE W A Y E S ,

AND INTERMIXED : PRINCES NOT

SUB-

JECT : AGRA AND ECHEBARS SEPULCHRE DESCRIBED.

Lahor is one of the greatest Cities of the East, containing some 24 c. in circuit by the ditch which
is now casting up about it, and by the Kings command, now to be inclosed with a strong wall. In the
time of the Potans it was but a Village, Multan then flourishing, till Hamawn enlarged this. The
Towne and suburb is some 6 c. thorow. The castle or Towne is inclosed with a strong bricke wall,
having thereto twelve faire gates, nine by land, and three openings to the River: the streets faire and
6
well paved, the inhabitants most Baneans and handicrafts men; all white men of note lying in the
Suburbs. The buildings are faire and high, with bricke and much curiositie of carved windowes and
6
doores: most of the Gentiles doores of sixe or seven steps ascent, and very troublesome to get up, so
built for more securitie, and that passengers should not see into their houses. The castle is seated on
Ravee, a goodly river which falleth into Indus, downe which go many Boats, of sixtie tunne or upwards, for Tatta in Sind, after the fall of the raine, being a journey of some for.tie dayes alongst by
7
Multan, Seetpore, Buchur, Rauree, etc.
1 The capture of Khusru was effected at Sodhra on the Chenab.

Elliot vi. 299-300.

Germaunabeg is Zainana Beg,

also known as Mahabat K h a n .
2 I have not identified these two stages.
3 S h a h ' A b b a s of Persia. The ambassador was Yadgar 'All Sultan Talish (Bloch. Ain., i, 513); see also notes
to Steele's Travels below.
* Cf. Cal. 1513-1616, No. 446.
6 i.e. apparently Mughals.

• Jouile the great Geloly.'
e
i.e. Hindus.

• I a g g e r e ' is probably ' jagir.'
7 Bhakkar, R o n .

THE
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This River commeth from the East, and runneth Westerly by the North side of the Citie: upon
which within the Castle is the Kings house, passing in at the middle gate to the River-ward. Within
the Citie on the left hand, you enter thorow a strong gate ; and a Musket shot further another smaller,
l
into a faiie great square court, with Atescanna for the Kings guard to watch in. On the left-hand
thorow another gate you enter into an inner court, where the King keepes his Darbar, and round about
which court are Atescanna's, also for great men to watch in. In the middest there stands a high pole
to hang a light on. From hence you go up to a faire stone Jounter or small court, in the middest
whereof stands a faire Devoncan, with two or three other retiring rooms, wherein the King sits out all
the first part of the night, commonly from eight to eleven. On the walles is the Kings Picture sitting
2
cross-legged on a chaire of State: on his right-hand Sultan Pervese, Sultan Caroone, and Sultan
rimoret, his sonnes: next these, Sha Morat, and Don Sha, two of his brothers (the three baptized before
spoken, were sonnes of this latter), next them Emersee Sheriff, eldest brother of Caun Asom (of whom
it is reported his estate to be such, that of one hundred chiefe women which he kept, he never suffered
any of their clothing after their first wearing to be ever touched by any stranger, but caused them to bee
8
buried in the ground there to rot: as also that he alway had in service five hundred Massalgees, in so
much that whensoever he went from court to his house in Agra, which was at least a corse, no man
*

removed foote with his torch, but stood all alongst to his house): next this man, Emersee Rostene, laie
King of Candhar, then Can Canna (which signifieth Prince of the Cannes), then Cuttup Caun, Rajaw
Manisengo, Caun Asom, Asoph Caun, Sheck Fereed, Kelish Caun, and Rajaw Juggonat (who at his
death had seven of his friends that burned themselves with him, besides one of his sisters, and a
brother's childe). On the left-hand of the King stands Rajaw Bowsing, who beats away flyes, then
Rajaw Ramdas, who holds his sword, Cleriff Caun, Caun John, Jemana Lege or Mawbet Caun, Mocrow
Bowcan, Rajaw Bossow, Rajaw Ransing, Majo Kesso, and Lala Bersing. Note ajso that in this Gallery, as you enter, on the right-hand of the King, over the doore is the Picture of our Saviour ; opposite on this left-hand of the Virgin Mary.* This Devoncan is very pleasantly seated over-looking
the Ravee.
5
From hence passing thorow a small entrie to the West you enter another small Court, where is
1 Perhaps Atescanna (sc. Atishkhana) is a mistake for some other word.
2 The sons,of Jahangir were Parviz, Khurram (Shah Jahan) and Shabryar and his brothers Shah Murad and Danial.
Tahmuras (Timoret) was not a brother but a nephew, a son of Danial. Regarding the baptism of the sons of Danial
vide Herbert's Travels, p. 75, and Thevenot Relations, p. ; 8 . The notables mentioned are mostly to be found in Blochmann's list of Akbar's grandees in the first volume of his Trans, of the 'Ain. Mirza Sharif, brother of Khan A'zam
(Mirza 'Aziz Koka), the foster brother of Akbar (pp. 383, 385): Mirza Rustam of Qandahar, grandson of Shah Ismail of
Persia (p. 314) : Mirza 'Abdurrahim, Khan Khanan, son of Bairam Khan (p. 334): Qutbuddin Khan, foster brother of
Jahangir (p. 496) : Raja Man Singh, conqueror of Bengal (p. 339): K h a n A'zam above mentioned (p. 325): Asaf
Khan, brother of Nur Jahan : Shaikh Farid Bukhari (p. 413): Qulij K h a n , at one time Governor of Lahore (pp. 344. 354) =
Raja Jaggannath, uu.de of Raja Man Singh (p. 387) : Raja Bhao Singh, son of Raja Man Singh (p. 485): Raja RamDas, son of Raja Raj Singh (p. 458): Sharif Khan, Amir' ul umara (p. 517): Khan Jahan Lodi (p. 412): Zamana Beg,
Mahabat Khan (Elliot vi. 288) : Muqarab Khan, Governor of Cambay, with whom the English at Surat had much to do
(Elliot vi. 320) ;• Raja Basu of Mau and P a t h a n k o t ('Ain, i. 345, 447, 457) : Raja Rai Singh of Bikanir ('Ain, p. 357) :
Keshu Rai or Keshu Das Maru (?) (Elliot vi. 269. 'Ain, i. 502) and Bir Singh, the murderer of AbiVl Fazl ('Ain, i. 487)3 Mash'alchis or torchbearers.
« The evidence for these pictures would constitute an interesting subject for enquiry; see also De Laet's India
Vera, 59. Thevenot iii, ch. 36. Herbert, 68. Among the Indian pictures exhibited by Col. Hanna in London in May
1890 (and now I believe in America) was one of t h e Emperor Jahangir sitting in a palace on the walls of which are a
Madonna and Ecce Homo.
* I t is possible to follow a good deal, but not all, of this description of the Fort in the map which accompanies
Maulvi Nur Bakhsh's interesting article on ' The Lahore Fort and itsbuildings ' in the Annual Report of the Archaeological
Survey of India, 1902-3. Unfortunately the writer had not Finch's account before him, b u t only the abbreviated
copy of it published in his Travels by Trios. Herbert, who does not seem ever to have been himself at Lahore. The
•inner court where the King keeps his Durbar ' would seem to be the Diwan i ' a m ; and the • Devoncan ' where the
King sits out all the first part of the night to be the Khwabgah behind the Diwan i 'am. The small window ' whence
the King looks forth at his Dersanee • (Darshani) would be the Arzgah. See however Dr. Vogel's articles on the Lahore
Fort in the first number of this Journal and in t h e Journal of Indian Art for April 1911.
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another open Chounter of stone to sit in, covered with rich Semianes. From hence you enter into a
small Gallery, at the end of which, next the River, thorow a small window, the King looks forth at his
Dersanee, to behold the fights of wilde beasts on the me LOW by the River. On the wall of this Gallery is drawne the Picture of the Acabar sitting in his State, and before him wSha Selim, his sonne,
standing with a Hawke on his fist, and by him Sultan Cusseroom, Sultan Pervis, Sultan Coroome, his
three sonnes: at the end is a small Devoncan, where the King useth to sit: behind which is his lodging
chamber, and before it all open into a paved court, alongst the right-hand whereof runneth a small
moholl of two stories, each containing eight faire lodgings for severall women, with Galleries and windows looking t o the River, and to the court. All the doors of these chambers are to bee fastened on
the out-side and none within. In the Gallery where the King useth to sit, are drawne over-head many
l
pictures of Angels, with pictures of Banian Dews, or rather Divels, intermixt in most ugly shape
with long homes, staring eyes, shagge haire, great fangs, ugly pawes, long tailes, with such horrible
difformity and deformity that I wonder the poore women are not frighted therewith. Within this court
is a pleasant Devoncan and lodgings, and the way to another Moholl for the King to passe, but
none other.
2

Now to return to the former court, where the Adees or Guard keepe their watch, there is also on
the left-hand the new Derbar, beyond it another small court with Atescanna, and passing thorow
another gate, a faire large square Moholl, called the New Moholl, of that largenesse that it may lodge
*

two hundred women in state all severall. Likewise returning to the great court, passing right on you
enter another small paved court on the left-hand, and into another Moholl, the stateliest of the three,
contrived into sixteene severall great lodgings, each having faire lodgings, a Devoncan (or Hall), a small
paved court, each her Tanke. and enjoying a little world of pleasure and state to her selfe ; all seated
very pleasantly upon the River. Before the Moholl of Sultan Casserooms mother, is placed an high pole
to hang a light on, as before the King, for that shee brought forth his first sonne and heire. In the
midst stands a goodly Gallery for the King to sit in, with such ugly Pictures overhead as before. At
the end are drawne many portraitures of the King in state sitting amongst his women, one holding a
3
flaske of wine, another a napkin, a third presenting the Peally, behind one punkawing, another his
sword, another his bow, and two or three arrowes, etc.
Before this Gallery is a faire paved court, with stone gratings, and windowes alongst the
waters side ; at the end a faire marble Jounter, convexed over-head, looking over the river, beneath it
a garden of pleasure; behind, the King's lodgings very sumptuous, the walles and seelings all over-laid
with pure gold; and round alongst the sides, about a mans height, some three foote distant, are placed
faire Venice Looking-glasses, three and three each above other : and below these alongst the walles,
are drawne many pictures of this man's Ancestors, as of Acabar his Father, Hamowne his Grandfather,
Babur his great-Grandfather, who first set foote into India, with thirtie of his Nobles, all clad like
Kalendars or Fookeers, which so came to Dely t o Secauders Court then raigning, where-by his very
x

•

*

»

countenance he was discovered, yet found mercy, and returned upon his oath not to attempt any thing
during the'.said Secander's raiene;* which he performed; but after his death he sent his sonne
6
Hamawne upon his successor Abtam, from whom he tooke the whole Kingdome. Yet at leugth rose
up a great Captaine of the Blood-Roy all in Bengala, who fought a great battel with Hamawne neare
Geuiges, put him to flight, and so closely followed him, that he drave him forth of the Kingdome to the
Persian Shaw; of whom hee obtained new Forces (with whom came Byram, Caun Canna his father, for
Generall) and reconquered all, living after that in security. This King dying, left Acabar very young,
l i.e. Hindu Deos.
* Ahcjis, or mounted bodyguard.
3 Piala, or wine cup.
* I have not found the incident mentioned in the ordinary histories but the story of Babur going as a jogi
to Delhi in 1507 isgiven in Valentyn IVc Decl., pp. 188-9. There is also, however, in Manucci's strange list of P a t h a n
Kings of Delhi an entry, ' Sultan Babar Calendar ' (Man. i. i n ) .
6 Ibrahim K h a n , Lodi
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appointed Byrame Caun Protector, whom the Acabar, comming to yeares, cast off, and on a Roomery
or Pilgrimage to Mecca, as is said, made away with him. His sonne Can Canna or Caun, of the
Caunees, doth also much curbe Sha Selim the King, with his friends and Allyes, being able to make
better than an hundred thousand horse. Sha Selim affirmeth himselfe to be the ninth lawfully
descended from the loynes of Tamerlane the Great, being the Great-grandchild of Babur, King of
Cabull.
But to returne to the entrance of this Moholl, passing forth of that court thorow a strong gate,
you enter into the City againe; this house and appurtenances of Mohols being at the least
two English miles in circuit. On the East-side of the Castle hard without the wall, is the Garden of
Asoph Caun,* small, neat, with walkes (planted with Cypresse-trees) divers Tankes and Jounters: as
you enter, a faire Devoncan supported with stone pillars, with a faire Tanke in the midst, and in the
midst of that, on foure stone pillars, a Jounter for coolenesse. Beyond are other Galleries, and
walkes, divers lodgings for his women neatly contrived; and behind, a small Garden and Gardenhouse. In the midst of the Garden is a very stately Jounter with faire buildings over-head and a Tanke
in the center with large and goodly Galleries alongst the foure sides thereof, supported with high
2
stone pillars. Adjoyning to this is a garden of the Kings, in which are very good Apples, but
8
small, Toot white and red, Almonds, Peaches, Figges, Grapes, Quinces, Orenges, Limmons, Pomgranats,
Roses. Stock-gellow-flowers, * Marigolds, Wall-flowers Ireos, Pinkes white and red, with divers sorts
of Indian Flowers.
On the West-side of the Castle is the Ferry to passe over to Cabul (and so to Tartary or Cascar) a
very great road-way, and the further side of the River is a goodly Countrey. Infinit numbers of
Gardens full of rarity exceeds 2 or 3 c. in length. Passing the Sugar Gonge is a faire Meskite built
6
by Shecke Fereed; beyond it (without the Towne, in the way to the Gardens) a faire monument for
Don Sha his mother, one of the Acabar his wives, with whom it is said Sha Selim had to do
6
(her name was Immacque Kelle, or Pomgranate kernell), upon notice of which the King caused her to
*

be inclosed quicke within a wall in his Moholl, where shee dyed: and the King in token of his love,
commands a sumptuous Tombe to be built of stone in the midst of a foure-square Garden richly walled,
with a gate, and divers roomes over i t : the convexity of the Tombe he hath willed to be wrought in
workes of gold, with a large faire Jounter with roomes over-head. Note that most of these
monuments which I mention, are of such largenesse, that if they were otherwise contrived, would have
roome t o entertaine a very good man, with his whole houshold. Without the Dely Droware, where
the Nolat or great drum beats," is a goodly streight street about three quarters of a mile long, all
paved; at the end of which is the Bazar, by it the great Saray, besides which are divers others, both
in the City and Suburbs, wherein divers neat lodgings are to be let, with doores, lockes and keyes to
8
each. Hence to the north-east lyeth Ambere, the place of hospitality: from hence to the South-east
the habitation of divers loving, etc.
The seventeenth of May came news of the sacking of Cabul by the Potan theeves, which kept in
the Mountains, being eleven thousand foot, and one thousand horse, the Governour thereof being at
Gelalabade about other affaires, & the Garrison so weak, that they were able only to maintaine the
Castle. In six houres they spoiled the City and retired with great booty. The King for better awing
•

*

1 Romery sc. pilgrimange to R o m e ; hence pilgrimage in general. l a m informed by the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.,
hat Manrique uses similarly the word ' romeria.'
2
I do not know if this garden can be identified.
3
The toot or t u t is the mulberry.
•* Stock gillyflowers. Ireos are apparently Irises.
5 There is perhaps some confusion here between the shrine of Data Ganj Bakhsh and the « Chilla • of Bawa
Farid Shakarganj.
6 Anarkali.
7 The Delhi Darwaza where the • naubat ' sounded.
8 I do not know what place is meant by ' Ambere.' A shrine of Pir Ambari who died in 1647 A.D. is said to be
more or less in this direction (Tahqiqati Chishti, p. 432).
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1

of these rebels, hath placed twenty three Ombraes betwixt Lahor and Cabul, and yet all will not
serve, they often sallying from the mountaines, robbing Caravans and ransacking townes. The
eighteenth of August arrived a great Caravan from Persia, by whom we had newes from an Armenian,
2,
3
which had served M. Boys,' of the French Kings death, and of affaires betwixt the Turk and
Persian; he having destroyed the country about Tauris, raced the Citie, and rilled up the wells to
hinder the Turks armie: the merchants by this means (to our griefe) not daring to adventure beyond
Candhar.
O F DIVERS WAYES IN THE MOGOLS KINGDOME, TO AND FROM LAHOR AND AGRA,
AND PLACES OF NOTE IN THEM.

From Lahor to Cabull* passing the Ravee at 10 c. stands Googes Seray: beyond which 8 c.
Emenbade, a faire City : thence to Chumaguckur 12 c. a great towne: to Guzurat 14 c. a faire Citie of
great trade : at 7.C. of this way you passe the River Chantrow neare a corse over : to Howaspore 12 c.:
to Loure Rotas 15 c , a citie with a strong Castle on a Mountaine, the Frontier of the Potan kingdome:
to Hattea 15 c.: to Puckow 4 c : to Raulepende 14 c.: to Collapanne 15 c.: to Hassanabdall 4 c , a
pleasant Towne with a small River, and many faire Tanks, in which are many fishes with gold rings in their
noses hung by Acabar, the water so cleare, that you may see a penny in the bottome: to Attock 15 c ,
a Citie with a strong Castle by which Indus passeth in great beautie: to Pishore 36 c.: to Alleek Meskite
i o c , the way dangerous for rebels, which are able to make ten or twelve thousand men: to Ducka
12 c.: to Beshoule 6 c : to Abareek 6 c : to Aleboga 9 c , by which runneth Cow, a great River, which
comes from Cabul (way still theevish) : to Gelalabade 4 c : to Loure-charebage 4 c : to Buddecharbag
6 c : to Nimla 8 c : to Gondoma 4 c : to Surcrood 4 c , a Saray, with a small River which lookes red, and
makes to have a good stomack : to Zagdelee 8 c : to Abereek 8 c : to Dowaba 8 c , a great mountain in
the way 4 c ascent: to Butta Cauke 8 c : to Camree 3 c : to Cabul 3 c I t is a great and faire Citie,
the first seate of this Kings great-Grandfather, with two Castles and many Sarayes. 20 c beyond is
Charecullow, a pleasant faire Citie, and 20 c beyond Gorebond, a great Citie bordering upon Usbeke.
150 c beyond Cabul is Taul Caun, a citie in Buddocsha.
From Cabull to Cascar, with the Caravan, is some two or three moneths journey. I t is a great
5
kingdome, and under the Tartar. A chiefe Citie of trade in his territorie is Yar Chaun, whence
comes much Silke, Purslane, Muske, and Rheubarb, with other Merchandize : all which come from China,
the gate or entrance whereof is some two or three moneths journey from hence. When they come to
this entrance, they are forced to remaine under their Tents, and by license send some ten or fifteen
Merchants at once to doe their businesse, which being returned, they may send as many more. But by
no means can the whole Caravan enter at once.
6
From Lahor to Cassimere the way is as in Cabull way to Guzerat : from thence North, or somewhat Easterly withall 16 c. to Bimbar ; to Joagek Hately, 14 c to Chingesque Hately, 10 c to Peckly,
10 c to Conowa, 12 c thence 8 c you ascend a mountaine called Hast Caunk Gate, on the top of which
is a goodly plaine, from whence to Cassimer is 12 c thorow a goodly Countrey. The City is strong,
seated on the River Bahat, the Countrie is a goodly Plaine lying on the mountaines, some 150 c
^
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1 'Umara, i.e. Amirs or nobles.
« Captain Boys who left Aleppo with Finch died at the same time as Pinch at Baghdad.
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Lett. R e c , 1602-13, 273,

•

5 Henri IV, assassinated 14th May 1610.
4 The stages are apparently : Kacha Serai, Aminabad, Chima gakkhar, Gujrat (crossing the Chenab), Khwaspur,
Rohtas Hatya, Pakka (cf. Elliot vi. 308-9), Rawalpindi, Kalapani, Sarai kala, Hasan ' Abdal, Attock, Peshawar,
« Ali Masjid, Dakka, Basawal, Bariku, ' Aliboghdu (river Kabul), Jalalabad, Cbarbagh, Nimla, Gandamak, Surkhrud,
Taedallak, ? Sin Baba, Doaba, Butkhak, Bigrami, Kabul. The places beyond Kabul seem to be Charikar, Ghorband
and Talikan in Badakhshan.

6 Yarkand. Purslane apparently = porcelain.
6 The route into Kashmir I have not been ablo to make much of.
under
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Compare however Jadiinath Sarkar's 'India
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in length, and 50 c. in breadth, abounding with fruits, graine, Saffron, faire and white women. Heere
are made the rich Pomberies, ' which serve all the Indians. This Countrey is cold, subject to frosts,
and great snowes, neare to Cascar, but separated with such mountaines, that there is no passage for
Caravans: yet there commeth oft-times Musk, with Silke and other merchandize this way by men, and
goods are faine to be triced up, and let downe often by engines and devices. Upon these mountaines
keepes a small King called Tibbot, who of late sent one of his daughters to Sha Selim to make
affinitie.*
*

*

*

LANDS LYING EASTERLY FROM LAHOR, WITH THEIR LORDS.
8

Alongst the Ravee Easterly lyeth the land of Rajaw Bossow, whose chiefe seate is Tem-mery,
50 c. from Lahor. He is a mighty Prince now subject to the Mogol, a great Minion of Sha Selim. Out
of this, and the adjoyning Regions, come most of the Indian Drugges, growing on the Mountaines, .
Spikenard, Turbith,* Miras, Kebals, Gunlack, Turpentine, Costus, etc. This Raja confines the Kings
6
land Easterly. Bordering to him is another great Rajaw., called Tulluck-Chand, whose chiefe City
is Negercoat, 80 c. from Lahor, and as much from Syrinan, in which City is a famous Pagod, called Je
or Durga, unto which worlds of people resort out of all parts of India. It is a small short idoll of
stone, cut in forme of a man; much is consumed in offerings to him, in which some also are reported
to cut off a piece of their tongue, and throwing it at the Idols feet, have found it whole the next day
(able to lye I am afraid; to serve the father-of lyes and lyers, how ever); yea some out of impious
piety heere sacrifice themselves, cutting their throats, and presently recovering: the holyer the man,
the sooner forsooth he is healed, some (more grievous sinners) remaining halfe a day in paine, before
the Divell will attend their cure. Hither they resort to crave children, to enquire of money hidden by
their parents, or lost by themselves, which having made their offerings, by dreames in the night receive
answere, not one departing discontented. They report this Pagan Deity to have beene a woman (if a
holy Virgin may have t h a t name), yea that shee still lives (the Divell shee doth) but will not shew her
6
selfe. Divers Moores also resort to this Peer. This Raja is powerfull, by his Mountaines situation
secure, not once vouchsafing to visite Sha Selim.
7

On this Rajaw easterly confineth another, called Decanspergas, a mightie Prince, his chiefe seat
Calserv about 150 c. from Agra, his Country held 500 c. long, Nojth and South 300 c. broad, populous, able to raise upon occasion five hundred thousand foot, but few or no horse; the Land plentifull
in it selfe, but sends forth little.

1 Parnpuris : Pampur being the great centre of saffron cultivation (Bloch. »Ain, i. 357. Elliot vi. 375).
2 Jahangir married in 999 A.H. (1590—I A.D.) a daughter of Ali Rai, King of little Tibet (Bloch. 'Ain, i. 310).
3"jR.aja Basu, whose headquarters were at Dhameri, the modern Nurpur (Kangra Gazetteer, Appx. I).
* Turbith is the root of the Uppmaea Turpethum : and costus is the root from which in China Joss-sticks are
made. Gunlack = Gumlac. Miras may be Myrrh or Myrobalans Rebels are apparently Chebulic Myrobalans (Hobson
Jobson, old edition, p. 465 ; new edition, p. 608).
S Tilok Chand Raja of Kangra or Nagarkot. * Je ' is apparently ' Devi * or perhaps simply ' Ji.'
s i.e. Mahomedans.
7 Dr. Vogel has suggested that this may be Ude Chand Parkash of Sirmur. Calsary would stand for Kalsi the
ancient capital of the State. Cf. Simur State Gazetteer 1904. Part A, pp. 9 and 12.
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II.

JOURNEY OF RICHARD STEELE AND WILLIAM C R O W T H E R - 1 6 1 5 .
Extract from " Purchas His Pilgrimes,''

Volume IV, pages 267-271 (Hakluyt Society's

Edition).

1

Within two dayes journey of Agra, we passed by the Country and Citie of Biana, where the finest
Indico is made. The best was then worth sixe and thirtie Rupias the Maun at Agra; but in the
Countrey much cheaper. The third of Aprill, perceiving the Firman came not, and the heat of the yeare
comming on, we departed, leaving order with Richard Barber to send it after us. We came that night
to a Serae called Boutta, 6 c. The fourth, to a towne called Multra, 14 c , and lay in a faireSerae; there
we received the Firman. The fifth, to a Sarae called Chatta, 12 c. The sixth to a Serae built by Chan
Azam, 9 c. The seventh to a Sera built by Shec Farreede called Purwell, 11 c. The eighth, to another
goodly Sera, by the same Founder, 10 c. The ninth, to Dillee, a Citie, 9 c , which is great and ancient,
in times past the Seat of the Kings, where many of them lie buried. At this time many great men have
their Gardens, and houses of pleasure there, and there are buried, whereby it is beautified with goodly
buildings ; the inhabitants (for the most part Banians) poore and beggerly, by reasoti of the Kings long
2
absence. The tenth, to Bunira, 10 c." The eleventh to Cullvower, 12 c. The twelfth, to Pampette,
12 c , a prety small Citie, where are made divers sorts of Girdles, Shashes, and great store of linnen
cloth, and they have store of handicrafts. The thirteenth, to Carnall, 12 c. The foureteenth, to
Tanisera, 14 c. The fifteenth, to Shavade, 10 c. The sixteenth, to Mogoll Sera, or Gaugur, 15 c.
The seventeenth, to Sinan, an auncient Citie, where is made store of linnen, 14 c. The eighteenth, to
Duratia, 15 c. The nineteenth, to Pullower, 11 c. We passed this day a great River by Boat, called
Sietmege, very broad, but full of shoalds, and runneth West into Sinda The twentieth to Nicouder,
a small Towne, 11 c. The one and twentieth to Sultanpoare, an old Towne, having a River running to
the North, and a bridge with sixe arches: here is store of linnen cloath made: foure corse from it we
passed another small River. The two and twentieth, to Chiurmul, n c. This day by Boat we passed
a river as broad as the Thames at Gravesend, called Vian, running Westward into Sinda: upon the
bankes whereof was pitched Chan Allom, the Kings Embassadour into Persia, whose Campe seemed a
3
little Citie. The three and twentieth to Chan Channa Sera, 17 c. The foure and twentieth to
fc
Lahoare, 7 c.
All the Countrey betwixt Agra and Lahore is exceeding well tilled and mauured, being the best of
India, and plentifull of all things. I t yeelds great store of poudred Sugar, the best being worth betwixt
4
two Rupias three quarters, and two and an halfe, the great Maund of fortie.
Here all the way is set
on both sides with trees, the most of them bearing a kind of Mulbery. I t is dangerous in the night for
Theeves, but in the day secure. Every five or sixe Course, there are Seraes built by the King or some
great men, very faire for the beautifying of the way, memory of their names, and entertainment of
Travellers. In these you shall have a Chamber and place to tye your Horses, also store of Horsemeat.
But in many of them but little good to be had for men, by reason of the Banians. When a man hath
taken up his lodging, no other may dispossesse him.
In the morning about day breake, all men make readie to depart together, and then are the gates
opened. Before, no man is suffered to depart for feare of Theeves. This was a tedious travaile : for
within two houres after the Sunne-rising, we were scarcely able to endure the heate.
) The stages are Biana, Bad, Mathura, Chata, Palwal, Faridabad, Delhi.
2 The stages from Delhi are Narela, Ghanaur, Panipat, Karnal, Thanesar, Shahabad, Ghaggar river. Sarhrnd,
Dauraba, Philaur (passing the river Sutledge), Nakodar, Sultanpur, then (crossing the Bain or the Khalna and the
Bias) . . . . , . . . . , I/ahore. I have not identified Chiurmul or Chan Channa Sarai.
s
3 Barkhurdar, Khan 'Alam, returned to Persia with the ambassador of Shah 'Abbas. An account of his embassy is given in Bloch., 'Ain, i. 513.
4 The Akbari man of 40 sers was about a half our present standard maund. (Prinsep's Useful Tables, p. i n ) .
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Lahore is a goodly great Citie, and one of the fairest and ancientest of India. It stands on the
River Indus or Sinda; and from this place came the Treasure of the Portugals Trade when they had
peace, as being the Centre of all Indian Traffique. And here they embarqued the same downe the
River for Tatta, whence they were transported for Ormus and Persia. The Merchants also passing that
way betwixt Persia and India, payd them fraight. They did likewise drive a great Trade up this River
for Pepper and Spices, furnishing these parts of India therewith. At this present the Merchants of
India assemble at Lahore, and invest a great part of their monies in Commodities, and joyne themselves in Caravans to passe the Mountaines of Candahar into Persia, by which way is generally reported
to passe twelve or fourteene thousand Camels lading, whereas heretofore scarsly passed three thousand,
the rest going by the way of Ormus. These Merchants are put to great charges betwixt Lahore and
l
Spahan (besides great cold in Winter and heate in Summer, and the badnesse of the way, spending six
or seven moneths betwixt those two places): they are said to reckon every Camels lading to stand them
in one hundred and twentie, or one hundred and thirtie Rupias. Persia is that way furnished with
Pepper and Spices from Masulipatau over land. In Lahore wee stayed from the foure and twentieth of
Aprill, untill the thirteenth of May, to refresh our selves and our tyred beasts, and to provide Servants
and necessaries for the way. Wee also here procured Letters from an Embassadour of the
2
Persian King.
The thirteenth of May, we departed with intent to overtake a Caravan which was gone two
8
moneths before, and went that day to Chacksunder, a small towne, n c. The fourteenth to Nonserae,
15 c. The fifteenth, to Mutteray, 8 c. The sixteenth, to Quemal Chan, 19 c. The seventeenth, to
Herpae, 16 c. The eighteenth, to Alicasava, 12 c. The nineteenth, to Trumba, 12 c. This day we
overtooke a small caravan which went from Lahor eight dayes before us. The twentieth, to Sedousehall,
14 c. The one and twentieth, to Callixeokebaudi, 15 c. The two and twentieth, to Multan, 12 c.
This is a great and ancient Citie. Within three Course of it Indus runneth. It yeeldeth white Linnen and
Diaper. All caravans are constrayned to stay at this River eight, ten or twelve days before they can get
leave of the Governour to passe, to the end that the Citie being poore may get somewhat. We were
stayed five dayes, and then were faine to make way with a Present.
4
The eight and twentieth, we passed the river and went to Pettoallee, a small village, 20 c. The
nine and twentieth, we passed another great River by Boate, and the same night came to a small River
called Lacca, where we found the Caravan aforesaid: we presented the Caravan Basha with a Lookingglasse and Knife, who wished us to pitch our Tent neere to his, that wee might have no wrong offered
us. The Caravan had beene heere ten dayes, and stayed till the second of June, to procure a Convoy
of Horsemen to conduct them to Chatcza, a small Fort in the mountaines, having heard of the Mountainers injury to a former Caravan.
The second of June, we dislodged and entred that night into the Mountaines, 12 c , where wee
were distressed for want of fresh water, the water being brackish. The third and fourth, we travelled
all night climbing high Mountaines, and following water Courses with divers windings twelve Course, but
in direct Line not above sixe. The fift, we followed the Course of a River fill of great Pebles, 8 c.
The sixth we rested. The seventh, we went 4 c. still crossing the said River. The eighth, 8 c. The
ninth, twelve. The tenth, three, and came to Chatcza, which is a little Fort, the wals built of mud,
enclosed with a Ditch, where the Mogoll maintayneth eightie or one hundred Horsemen to secure the
way from Theeves. But they themselves are as very Theeves as any, where they find opportunitie.
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1 Ispahan.
2 Doubtless Yadgar 'Ali Sultan Talisb, the Persian ambassador referred to in note 3 above.
8 The stages are Chak Sundar, Naushera, . . . ., Chak Khan Kamal, Harapa, (?) Aliwala, Tulamba, Siddhu Sarai,
Khattichurki abadi, Multan. Mr. Irving, Deputy Commissioner of Montgomery, writes to me : ' Alicasava seems to correspond with Chak Ali Shah, a collection of wells now on the north of the Ravi. Quemal Khan seems to be Chak
*

Khan Kamal, a similar collection of wells near Nur Shah. I can't make out Mutteray. Mupalke is the nearest
approach to it.'
* I have not identified Petoallee (it is also mentioned by Manrique) nor the Lacca river. Chatcza appears to be
Katzai near Loralai,
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The Captain of the Castle exacted upon every Camel of the Caravan two Abacees, although
nothing be due by reason he and his have wages of the King. In all this way betwixt Lacca and
Chatcza, we found not any sustenance for man or beast, except in some places a little grasse : and
therefore we were constrained at Lacca to make provision, hyring an Oxe for that purpose to carrie
Barley for our Horses. The Agwans (so they call the Mountaine-people) came down to us every day
where we lodged, rather to espy what they could steale, then to buy, as they pretended.

APPENDIX III.
THE ARREST OF JAHANGIR BY MUQARRIB KHAN, 1626, AS DESCRIBED IN A
LETTER DATED NOVEMBER 29TH, 1626, FROM THE COURT AT SURAT
2
TO T H E EAST INDIA COMPANY.
'The proceed of those [pieces of tapestry] sould unto Asaph Chaun hath been procured, with
verry much difficultie and expence, your factour being forced to followe the King a long tyme, for its
recovery happened through unexpected alteracions att the court in manner following. Asaph Chaun
being father-in-lawe by marriage of his daughter uuto the Prince Charome, the Kings third sonne, who
(as you have doubtlesse bin advertized), murthering his elder brother, rebelled against his father and
by force of arms aspired unto the crowne; in which attempt having susteyned sundry overthrowes, hee
lastie fledd from the King his army unto Bengali, and thence by way of Musulopotan untoDecan, where
hovering under the protection of Malick Amber hee submissively sought reconciliacion, which his said
father-in-lawe (being still in favour) mediating by intercession of his sister, the predominant Queene
obtained that Mahobett Chaun, gennerall of the King his army, Charoomes feirce -enimy, should bee
dismissed from that charge; who after long denial! resigneing and comeing unto the court, the King
being then some 40 course from Lahore in his progresse towards Cabull, his pavillion with his famuly
and attendants being pitched on the side of a river and his nobles on the other, the said Mahobett
Chaun with [
] 8 or 10,000 horse came suddainly unto him, slewe all such as seemed to question
or dislike the manner of his coming, and, having accesse unto the King his presence, tooke him imediatelie with him unto his owne tents ; whereupon the Queene amasedlie fledd unto hir brother and frends on
the other side the river, by a bridge purposelie made for passage to and fro, which imediately after was
cutt downe to prevent others from going over. The King, after private conference with the said Mahobett Chaun, was with great reverence returned againe unto his own pavillion, t and the Queene by his
command sent for; who, rendring all dutie, refused to come until a feild weare tryed twixt hir frends
*

and enimyes ; which the next mornning she with them put in execucion, and passing the river (hardlie
foordable) were encountred by Mahobett Chauns armie on the Kings side, who, though by farre the
lesse nomber, with the slaughter of about 5,000 menu put the Queene hir frends to flight. She hirselfe,
after assurance given by the Mahobet Chaun for hir safety, came unto the King. Hir brother recovered
a castle of his owne with many of his frends; some were slaine, but most, pretending the Kings service,
weare pardoned and continewed in office. Asaph Chaun, being beseidged in his castle, rendered on
assurance of life, and hath ever since untill verry latelie remained closse prisoner in the custodie and
charge of Mahobett Chaun, notwithstanding the Queenes uttmost diligence and the Kings perswadeing
an accord twixt them; all which tyme Mahobett Chaun hath governed, nothing having been graunted
without him, and in such extremitie that the insolence of his followers hath greved not only the campe
but the inhabitants of Cabull also, who instigated by some great men, att a signe given slewe in an
instant almost 2,000 of his souldiers, that expected no such massacre, and their fellowes in revenge have
•

J 'Abbasis. One abbasi being 16 pence of the English money of the time. (Herbert, Ed. 1638, p. 231.)
1
* Eng. Fact., 1624-29, pp. 15 ~53.
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since done divers outrages err both sides could bee pacified, which the King lastly effected, and being
againe returned neere the river aforemencioned where the Queenes frends weare overthrowne, she hath
with sundry of them reinforced birselfe for the delivery of hir brother, in such manner as the armies of
both have been att point of joyning battle, but still prevented by the Kings endeavours to accord
them, which (as report newlie gives out) is seemingly effected, both the mencioned favorities having
exchanged hostages and Asaph Chaun delivered ; yet newe and greater stirrs suspected, Carome having
passed with 3,000 horse onely from Decan through this country unto Sindey, determining (as was supposed) to have fledd into Persia ; but Sultan Parveis, t h e Kings second sonne and eldest then living,
who lately obteyned this cittie and the country about it, being deceased within this 30 days att Bram1
pore (as is supposed by poyson) and the army there under command of Chan Irhan, an especiall frend
of the Prince Caromes, his hopes are againe revived, and except the King doe pardon his offences
(thereby endaungering his owne state and life) newe and great stirrs are like to bee raised, his sonnes
army dailie increasing and hee on his returne from Sindee to Gusurat. Wee have thought requisite to
give you this particular relacion of these troubles, as well for that some circumstances in your busines
depend thereon as that the inhabitants doe generally feare they are not yet quieted, for the Prince
*

Carome his farther hopes will cause great stirrs both in court and country, who although hee bee nowe the
eldest living of the Kings children, yett hath hee a younger brother [Shahriyar], marryed to the daughter
of the beloved Queene aforesaid, the sonne [Dawar Bakhsh] also of his elder brother being a hopeful
gentleman and indubitate heire in favour of the King and all of them competitours for the kingdome.
John Banggam, following Asaph Chaun unto the river aforemencioned, procured order from him unto
his treasurer att Lahore for payment of the debt, and attending company for securitie in travell this
alteracion happened in the interim, when tents, goods, and carriages of the conquered partie (before
ought could bee quieted) became a prey to the souldiers, though Assaph Chauns estate in generall was
granted as a giuft unto his sister, who presentlie promised the paymente of his debts, and hopeing of
his release deferred the creditours until hir being at Cabull, where she gave command for their satisfaccion to be paid from his treasure in Lahore, which besides the expence in travell, hath drawne sundry
presents, bribes, and other charges erre procured.'
1 A copyist's error for Jahan.

T h e T r a v e l s of F r a y S e b a s t i a n Manrique in t h e Panjab, 1641.
E. D.

MACI,AGAN.

The ' I t i n e r a r i o ' of Manrique is a somewhat rare book, written in the Spanish
language, and with the exception of a few extracts it has not hitherto been translated
an( I
into English. There are two editions, of 1649 i 653, in the British Museum, the
pagination of which is identical. The full title in the edition of 1653 is as follows:—
Itinerario / delas Missiones / del India Oriental / que hizo el P. Maestro Fra
Sebastian Manrique Religioso / Eremita de S. Agustin / Missionario Apostolico treze
afios en varias Missiones / della dicha India / Y al presente Prefecto Apostolico de
la Mission Calaminense / especialmente delegado por la Santidad de Inno—/ Centio X.
nuestro Senor. / Procurador, y Diffinidor General della Provincia Au- / gustiniana de
Portugal en esta Curia de Roma. / Gon una Summaria Relacion del Grande y
Opulento Imperio del Emperador / Xa—Ziaban Corrombo Gran Mogol, y de otros
Reis Infieles en cuios / Reynos assistem los Religiosos de S. Agustin / Al Eminentiss.
Senor / Cardenal Pallotto / Protector de la Religion Augustiniana./ Con Privilegio.
/ [ Below a Cardinal's Coat of arms; Card. Pallotto's ?] In Roma A la instancia de
Guillelmo Halle Sub signo / Salamandrae Regie. M.D.CLIII. / Con licencia de los
Superiores./
There are twelve pages of introduction, approbations and index, 470 pages in
double columns of text, and pp. 471-6 'Tabla de los Capitulos.'
The chapters of the book which relate to the Panjab are Nos. lxi—lxvii, and
lxix—lxxii. Chapter lxviii is missing, or rather it has been forgotten in the numbering, since the pagination and the narrative run on continuously. At p. 475,
in the table of contents, we notice the same gap in the numbering between Ch. 67
and Ch. 69. I t is of the'se chapters that a translation is appended below. The
c
translation has been made from the copy of the Itinerario ' in the possession of
St. Xavier's College, Calcutta, and I am much indebted to the Rector and the
Reverend Fathers of that Institution for their courtesy in giving me access to the
book. The translation is the work primarily of Mr. J. Edmonson of the Foreign
Department (chapters lxi—lxvii) and of the Rev. Father L. Car don, S.J. (chapters
lxvii Ixxiii) to both of whom I wish to express my acknowledgments. I have also
received throughout the greatest assistance from the Rev. Father H. Hosten, S.J.,
whose kindness and learned enthusiasm have greatly facilitated the publication and
elucidation of the passages translated below.
(
In his article Who Planned the Taj ?' in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
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Bengal for June, 1910, the Rev. Father Hosten gives the following account of
Manrique: —
"Manrique was an Augustinian Friar who spent 13 years in the East. He
came to the Convent of his Order at Hugh in 1628, and began applying himself
to the languages of Bengal, Bengali and Hindustani. On September n t h , 1629,
he left for Arakan and continued his apostolic ministrations in Arakan and
Bengal until 1636, leaving Pipli for Goa on February 25th. His next mission
brought him to the Philippines and Macao. On August 12th, 1640, he was
back at Balasore, and on the eve of Christmas, 1640, he arrived at Agra, where he
was the guest of the Jesuit Fathers Anthony de Oliveira and Mathew da Cruz.
>

Immediately after Christmas, he went to Biana (Bayana), passing through FathpurSikrl. A rich Armenian merchant of Biana, to whom he had letters of recommendation, sent with him one of his relatives to help him in his negotiations for the release
of Father Anthony of Christ, an Augustinian who had been made prisoner at the fall
of Hugh in 1632 and was still in durance at Agra. In January 1641, Manrique was
back at Agra, paying visits to his confrere in jail, and interviewing Subdal Khan, the
governor of Agra, in his behalf; but, as the Emperor was then at Lahore, the negotiations could not proceed. Subdal Khan very courteously said that, as he himself
was going to Lahore in a short time, he might join him on the journey. Manrique
gladly accepted the offer, and profited by the delay to visit the principal monuments
of Agra. After twenty-seven days passed in expectation of Subdal K h a n ' s departure,
finding that he was not likely to move before another month, Manrique took leave of
him, of Father Anthony, still in prison, and of the Jesuit Fathers, and set out for
Lahore, where he arrived in twenty-one days. There he met Father Joseph de
Castro, S.J., who invited him to his dwelling, promising to assist him in expediting
his affairs. Manrique was admitted to an audience with Asaf Khan. To cut the
story short, obtained all his requests, and proceeded from Lahore to Sind, while
Father Anthony was restored to liberty.
Manrique was evidently a man of mark, having been Visitor of his Order in the
East. A keen and interested observer, he notes down many curious observations in
0
his Itinerario delas Missiones del India Oriental (Rome, 1653, in 4 , pp. 476, 2 col.).
This work, now very scarce, was never translated into English, though, if we remember rightly, the Hakluyt Society intended many years ago preparing a translation."
on a
Manrique died in 1669
journey to London. He wrote his work while Procurator and Definitor General of the Augustinian Province of Portugal near the
Roman Curia."
An account of Manrique is also given in Appendix B to Keene's • Turks' in
c<
India' (1879), where he is characterized as follows: He seems to have been a man
of average observation, but much beset by the desire for distinction as a rhetorician,
to which he occasionally sacrificed both accuracy and intelligibility. He also uses
archaic words and forms of spelling which sometimes interfere with the reader's ease,
unless he is an unusually profound Spanish Scholar. " Mr. Keene has also on p. 126,
et seqq. of the same volume given an account of Manrique's visit to Lahore in which
1
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he includes a translation of the description of Asaf Khan's banquet (Chapter LXVI):
a translation which differs in several particulars from that which finds a place
below.
I am afraid there is a good deal of truth in Keene's description of the Friar's
style, and we would gladly exchange some of his rhetoric for a few more facts, but
the glimpses which he affords us of the common life of the period are of considerable
interest, and there is something very engaging in the naive enthusiasm with which he
1
details his experiences of travel.
CHAPTER LXI.
IN WHICH THE AUTHOR GIVES AN ACCOUNT OF THE TOURNEY WHICH HE MADE FROM P- 353,
THE COURT OF AGRA TO THE CITY OF

IyAOR.

•

When I had been detained twenty-seven days in Agra waiting for the departure
of Nababo Subdalkan,* which was delayed more and more on account of fresh
accidents occurring daily, it was at last announced for certain that, in the circumstances,
the departure would be deferred still more than a month. At this news, I was determined
not to lose more time, considering that I could save it and employ it better in L,adr,
3
petitioning Prince Assofokan, the Royal channel, whence at that time were flowing in
great abundance the mercies, graces and favours of the Mogol Monarch. With this
resolution, I hired a cart for the twenty-one days' journey between Agra and L,adr,
and bade farewell to Father Fray Antonio de Christo,* filled with sadness at having
to leave him in such rough and prolonged imprisonment, but with the greatest faith
in God of negotiating his release in I,adr./ The Fathers of the Society, Antonio de col. 2.
5
Olivera and Matheo de la Cruz, exercising their usual charity, and not contenting
themselves with the ordinary and usual civilities, came to accompany me witli their
cart half a league out of the City, to where there was a magnificent Tank of sweet
crystalline water, made of hewn stone and beautiful architecture, adorned also with
l Fr. Hosten notes on this :—
'• As for his accuracy and intelligibility, Keene's criticism is certainly too severe. Manrique protests himself in no
ambiguous terms his veracity in the beginning of Chapter I. He had often been pressed by his friends to publish an
account of his travels: but, his occupations and a sense " of his want of talent " had deterred him. " But. when some
contemporary narratives fell into my hands, I took courage for I saw that, it I could not equal the elegance and floridness of their style, I could at least write and perpetuate the memory of my travels with less passion and greater veracity, and I trust t h a t under the rind of Aristophanes will be found the truth of Plato." The Friar's work displays a
richness of descriptive detail, the result of a deep knowledge of the ways and customs of Orientals, which is scarcely
to be found in any of the travellers, his contemporaries. I t gives, indeed, a peculiar charm to his narrative, and we
are under the impression t h a t for whatever came under his personal observation he may be implicitly trusted. His style
is t h a t of the period. However complex his lengthy periods may be in their bewildering wealth of incidental clauses,
they are always extremely limpid, and betray an art which is perfectly baffling to the translator.
The Rev. Fr. h. Cardon does not support Pinelos judgment: " En mal Castellano, i peior impreso " (Bad Castilian
and worse p r i n t ) . Cf. Bibliotheca Oriental, Madrid, 3 vols., 1737—8, 2nd ed., I, 4 8 . "
» Subdal Khan : was then Governor of Agra.
Cf. Manrique, p. 345.
8 Asaf Khan : brother of Nur Jahan, wife of Jahangir, and father of Mumtaz mahal, wife of Shah Jahan.
• Father Fray Antonio de Christo is spoken of at length in Chapter lxxvii and lxxviii, where Manrique treats of the
fall of Hugli and subsequent events. These chapters have now been translated by Fr. Hosten, S.J., b u t not yet
published.
* Cf. Fr. Hosten's Hat of Jesuit Missionaries in Mogor, J.A.S.B., 1910, p . 53a.
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leafy clustering trees, which at t h a t time in the soft, mellowy light green tint of their
leaves were displaying the new livery with which they came to receive joyfully, and
resist combined, the great heat of the summer, inviting the tired traveller peacefully
to repose during the prolonged hours of the burning siesta. In this delicious spot
they had prepared the meal, the abundance and choiceness of which exceeded
the usual limits of Religious frugality. But the charity and fervour of their hospitality, which matched this excess and surpassed it, was the corrective to what would
p. 354, otherwise/ have been an imperfection. These acts of temporal charity finished, we
00
x
" ' entered upon those spiritual, and recommending ourselves to God, imploring the
1
divine help by the customary Catholic supplications from the Viam Pacts, we
separated, the Fathers returning to the City, and I continuing on the road to Laor.
Travelling always by level roads and well populated country, within six days we
arrived at the ancient City of Deli, the beginning and origin of the Mogol Monarchy,
as its Monarchs take from it the title inscribed in their Imperial writs and decrees,
Delique Paachd* which means Emperor of Deli, thirty-seven Kingdoms and provinces
being included in this short title. This City is much frequented by numerous mer6
chants because of its abundance in mercantile products, chiefly Indigo {Anil), and
4
cotton goods, for the greater part coloured, and stuffs called Chitas. iVnother reason
of its opulence is the fertility of its fields in wheat, rice and various kinds of vegetables.
In this City there is a sumptuous grave or Mocoroba/ where a king of its ancient
•Gentility, by name Secander, is buried in company with other Patan Kings, more
modern, and the Padcha Hamayon. In accordance with the custom of the country,
col. 2. this mausoleum is built in the centre of a cool / and lovely garden. This City is also
adorned by an ancient palace, of which the very antiquity, representative of majesty,
shows too in the most lofty of its entrances t h a t it is the work of the first founder
Hamayon, who, according to public opinion, was he who, between prosperous and
adverse turns of fortune, commenced the expansion of t h a t huge Empire. Being his
work, it is preserved with great care, although it is rarely visited by the Mogol
Emperors
I was not able to enter this palace owing to the absence of the chief of
the guards; and though he had to return at night, still, so as not to lose the next
d a y ' s journey, I had to leave it. The next day, leaving the City at the usual
hour and continuing our journey, we arrived at the site of some extensive old ruins
of splendid tombs and other buildings, over the mutability of which time demonstrated its greater constancy. Report and common opinion have it t'liat it is the work
1 4< In Viam Pacis M are the first words of a form of prayer that may be repeated on beginning a journey
The prayers are in the Roman Breviary. The complete antiphon runs thus : " In viam pacis et prosperitatis dirigat
nos ommpotens et misericors Dominus : et Angelus Raphael comitetur nobiscum in via, ut cum pace salute et
gaudio revertamur ad propria."
2 Dihli ke padshah, perhaps the honorific plural.
3 Cf. Hobson-Jobson, old ed., p. 22, new ed., p. 31. sv. Anile.
* Chintzes. See Hobson-Jobson, old ed., p. 155 ; new ed., p. 201.
& Maqbara. ' Centilidad ' is usually applied to heathens only, but it is scarcely likely that Manrique should have
considered Secander (Sikandar Lodi, A.D. 1488—1517) to be a Hindu.
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of the ancient and all-powerful Monarch of India, Sultan Berusa, although others
think t h a t it may be the more modern work of the great Tamberlan, from whom
2
the Mogol Emperors boast tracing their descent. Of this we shall speak later on,
when we treat of their political government. From this place continuing our journey,
8
we arrived early at Tanassar, a moderately/ populated place, with a fortress. Close to p. 35 5>
co x
this place there is a celebrated Tank of good crystalline water, surrounded by numer' *
ous pagodas, or idolatrous temples full of various monstrous Idols, which are superstitiously worshipped by these barbarian Heathen. A little distance from these diabolical temples, there is also to be seen a deep well from which large quantities of
Sal Ammoniac are taken out.
Pursuing our journey from this town of Tanassar we arrived at the third stage at
Sirynam.* This City is a great resort of the mercantile community owing to the
abundance of various cotton goods which are made here. In this City there also
exists a most magnificent large tank full of clear spring water, and made of beautiful
hewn stone, from the centre of which emerges, in circular form the foundations of a
beautiful, round chapel dedicated .
to their
five-repeated Nimasas, or prayers, which are so greatly recommended in the
To
Alcoran by their
prophet
this Maumetan Oratory one passes by a most beautiful bridge, built of the same
hewn stone and resting on fifteen great spherical arches. In this City of Sirinam the
Palinurus of my terrestrial ship was detained, the cause being that he was
tempted by the greed of the conductor (Auriga) of his cart and wanted also to be a
dealer in cloth, as he had learnt it was then to be had cheap, and at a good price, col. 2.
»

0

Accordingly, being delayed two days by this, I took the opportunity to see the Royal
garden which the Mogol Eniperors have here, at a distance of little more than half a
league from this most noble and placid reservoir. One goes to this by a very beauti1 Firoz Shah Tughlak (A.D. 1351—1388). Regarding these ruins Father A. Monserrate, S.J., in his hitherto u n p u b lished MS. of travels (A.D. 1582) writes : " Tribus fere milliaribus, a Delino, in saltuo Regiam mira pulchritudine, et laxitate fabricavit [ Peruzius ] : et in
solario, colutnnam e marmore integram, et solidam altitudiue pedum triginta, crassitudine fere quinque, collocavit. ,Ac
subterraneam viam, ad veterem Delinum, (ubi Christianorum reges habitasse creduntur) ^uadraginta ferestadiorum,
cuniculis aperuit
" Fol. 56 a These passages are discussed by the Rev. H. Hosten in J.A.S.B., 1911, April.
* S c in Chapter L X X X V .
3 Thanesar.
* Sarhind. Of this place Monserrate writes :—
" Ceynandum, bidui itinere, ab x\mbala distat
Urbi nomen Ceynandum, ab eventu positum fuisse narratur
Fertur enim, in eo loco, R e x quidam, cumleone luctatus, d e b e s t i a victoriam reportasse. Sarindum etiam dicitur, quod
in extremis finibus regni Indici (I^ahorum veTsus, quod Lahorini regni caput, et sedes est) aedificatum sit. N a m
Sarahat limitem significat: perinde ac si dicatur, limes Indiae.
Est autem urbs magni ambitus, vicis distincta,
instar Memphis ^ g y p t i , quae vulgo dicitur Cayrum
Positum est vero Sarindum, in latissima planitie, crebris arboribus consita, hortorumque amoenitate iucunda: sed a r e n t i : quam jacturam, et aquarum difficultatem habitatores, lacu
magni alvei, in ipso urbis ingressu, versus austrum, hominum industria facto, sublevant. Hyeme enim in eum, rivulis
accersitis et ductis, aquam deduci, curant
I n eius autem medio, turrim excitarunt, publicae recreations, aperto aditu.
propositum, a qua in lacum, et circumvicinos hortos, iucundus est prospectus.' Foil. 58 b, and 59 a.
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ful street or avenue, forty feet wide, adorned on both sides with cool, green willows,
planted in orderly and compass-drawn lines, their shady and intertwining tangled
branches, which join overhead, making green leafy canopies with which they resist
the luminous Planet, whose scorching rays are lost among the foliage and fail
to reach below. By one side of this pleasing Avenue runs a little River, which by
the smoothness of its current and its pleasant banks might create in some modern
poet the sleepy effects of his African Lethe. At the end of the Avenue, in an
open, spacious field, is the garden, laid out in the form of a square, and divided into
equal parts, each one occupying a distance of half a league, and all of them surrounded by a high, thick wall of strong baked bricks. The entrance to this pleasant garden is through four majestic and splendid gates, each of thfcm when opened, presenting
to the view a very long wide road, intersected cross-wise, and the end of which cannot
p. 356, at first be seen. These roads are adorned at regular intervals/ with mournful, obelisk00
x
* * like cypress-tress, dividing the garden into four sections. In one section there is
every kind of fruit-tree; in another, a wealth of various kinds of flowers and sweetsmelling herbs; in another section is to be seen every kind of comestible greens; and
in the last, is a regal and noble Palace surrounded by a fine and grand Gallery, constructed above eight rooms or apartments of the Royal concubines. Having seen
these things, and my driver having now finished his purchases, we left at dawn on
the third day after our arrival, and continuing our stages as previously calculated,
we arrived in thirteen days at the CityofLaor, having first passed by many towns and
col 2. large places situated on the road itself,/ all well supplied with and abounding in pro1
visions, and good Caramassoras. Some of these are grandiose and handsome
structures, and at times we could not find room in them on account of the numerous-travellers who at that time frequented those roads, owing to the Court being in
Laor. So that^at times, we passed the nightjinder thejtrees, or under the canopy of
heaven, common to all, as is often done in^smnrner in those parts. At that seae alwayslnhales during the nights the mild' health-giving air, which stirred
by the wind refreshesthe body and punEes the noxious vapours which would be
hurtful tojthe^ajTnonj^ofthe four bodily humours man's ministers to the appetite or
sensitive tact.
CHAPTER IvXII.
How

THE AUTHOR ARRIVED AT THE CITY OF LA6R : WITH AN ACCOUNT OF ANOTHER
PORTABLE CITY WHICH WAS SITUATED AROUND THE SAME CITY.

col. 1.
col. 2.

On the last of the twenty days since our departure from Agra, when the vigorous
and brilliant planet, ornament / of the Heavens and Controller of Light was now setting (lit. commencing to turn yellow), we arrived in sight of the City of Laor, which,
p. 357» although large and capacious, was then, owing to the presence of the Court so / full,
that the amount of its accommodation was insufficient, and a fine and well ordered
camp occupied more than half a league all around the town. I t was composed of a
1 ' Bastimentos ' : may mean buildings.

Caramos9ora = caravansarai.
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diversity of tents and pavilions of various colours, making a pleasant sight. Arrived
here, it appeared to the Palinurus of my terrestrial ship t h a t we should be engulphed,
if we entered the City at that time, that is to say, it would then be very difficult to
pass along the streets, thronged as they were with people, who were passing through
them in various manners, some on foot, others, gentlemen, mounted on horses,
elephants and camels, and others also in carts, so that, meeting one another, those
who were best able got past first; especially as it was the usual huui at which Gentlemen went to assist at the court of his Majesty, the retinue of each being so large that
some consisted of more than five hundred horsemen, exclusive of led horses, elephants
and carts All these difficulties, which my coachman pointed out, being considered
I thought it best to remain there that night So, turning aside a little from the
tents, we placed ourselves beneath some trees, about a gun-shot distance away, and
then we saw t h a t , in the absence of the resplendent Phaebus, the light of Phebe, his
sister Delia, was taking his place, and t h a t as she was lagging / behind cloudy curtains, col. 2.
and her light was not sufficient to illuminate the busy market places, full of delicate
and dainty eatables, the industrious vendors helped in the illumination with their
ordinary lamps so as to give notice, as much to strangers as to those in want of a
kitchen, of the tasty meals already prepared for them. Hence, sallying forth from
our resting place, some to obtain for themselves necessary food, others, who out of
curiosity did not wish to leave anything to be seen, and I myself being among this
number, I went to see if the occasion for so many lights corresponded to the beauty
of the scene. Arriving now close to the bright and well-lighted Bazars, indeed before
I entered them, the smell of the savoury dishes almost conveyed to the mind's eye
t h a t which, upon entering, was witnessed by the eyes of the body,—a great abundance
and variety of occupied tents, or rather kitchens; some in which was sold the
roasted meat of various domestic and forest-born animals;
which
is much used, must also be included under this head,
We saw other tents filled with large spits containing the flesh of birds, such as fowls,
capons, chickens, pigeons, peacocks, turtledoves, quails, and other kinds of birds bred
in those parts. We also saw other tents all filled with metal utensils and brass pots,
in which though/the same kinds of meat were offered for sale, yet they were all different P- 1st
to the taste on account of the varieties of dressing. Among them one also saw, as col, t.
l
principal and more substantial food, the buttery odoriferous Mogol Bringes and
Persian Polaos, of various colours, which, though differing in name according to the
differences of dialect, yet, as they correspond in material and ingredients, are the
same thing. Nor were these Bazars wanting in the simple food of the superstitious
native Gentiles: indeed, there were also for them tents full of various dishes of rice,
herbs, vegetables, the principal among these being the dried Bringe of Guzaratc,
which, being cooked without evaporation like an Apothecary's infusion, is converted
into a smaller quantity, but is not on that account less nutritious. There was not
wanting also in these Bazars or markets a large supply of bread which, although
I Bnnji. rice.

Pilaos, meat or fowl boiled with rice and spices.
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made in the same manner as cakes, are made differently of three sorts, with three
different names, namely Apds, Curuchas, and Ragunis}
The first, the usual bread of
the ordinary and poor people, are all of flour, made in iron pots, or clay vessels, which
are placed over live coals; though baked, they are nevertheless unleavened; and this
col. 2. kind of bread is also generally used by those who travel in those parts in caravans
The second kind of bread, the Curuchas, / is white and good, and is eaten by the
richer, and more refined people. The third kind, the Ragunis f is most pleasant and
dainty bread, made of superfine flour with clarified butter in the shape of puffs. We
also saw another kind of cake, called Mitay Raguni, which, besides containing much
more butter, also contains sugar, so that it is properly a pancake (ojaldres). Of all these
things, and many other eatables, there was such an abundance in this camp that the
curious reader will be able to imagine what there was in the Bazars and markets
within the City itself; and what I most admired were the low prices for which these
things were sold; indeed, for one person to fare plentifully and sumptuously the whole
%
day two silver re ales was ample. It also caused me no little surprise to see and
consider the law and order which those Barbarians observe in such big assemblies,
not only in the abundance of provisions, the good arrangements, and cleanliness of
the streets and squares, the peace and quietness which is maintained, but also in the
great justice and rectitude which they observe, so that they all live secure as to their
possessions without fear of the eager and crafty robber. Against these they have
P- 359- plenty of patrols who watch by night as well as by day. When they catch any one, /
00 1
'
they immediately punish him on the spot, in accordance with the gravity of the
offence, without resorting to secret trials in which, if the replies of the culprit conform
more with the inward wish of the iniquitous judge than with the external questions
which he asks, the Criminal remains free of fault and punishment; and what is worse
is that you, kind reader, should hear this not of the unknown countries of the most
col. 2. remote and hidden Antipodes. I am not able / to proceed with this subject, because
in order to do so, I should first have from the Almighty leave to ask Him to explain
[to me] the reason of His permitting this [this order]. But, let us console ourselves,
8
remaining satisfied with the words spoken by the Apostle, — 0 altitudo divitiarum
sapientiae, & scientiae Dei; quam incomprehensibilia sunt indicia eius, & investigabiles viae eius. [O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and of the knowledge
of God! How unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways past tracing out].
1 Apas : a word taken by the Portuguese from the Tamil, meaning chapatis usually of rice flour (see HobsonJobson, sv. * hopper,' old ed., p. 324, new ed., p. 423). Curuchas = Kulicha, Kulcha : a Persian wordfor a kind of bread.
Raguni = roghani, or mixed with ghi. The • mithi roghani ' would be a sweet compound containing ghl or butter.
2
The Spanish ' r e a l ' is now about 2\d. Fr. Hosten writes :—" Manrique distinguishes 2 reals. At p. 21, col. 2,
we have the following equation: Re. i = J p e s o = 4 Spanish reals. Hence the real was worth 4 as. At p. 331, col. 1 :
1 gold m o h u r = R s . 13=61 pesos or reals of eight. Hence, the real of eight (ryall of e i g h t ) = i peso. The real, or ' piece
of 8 r e a l s ' of Seville, varied from about 45. 6d. to 4s. iod.t t h e rupee being taken at 25. 3d. ' I t should be
remarked,' writes Tavernier • that there are three or four kinds of Spanish real, and that they give for 100, according
to their standard, from 208 up to 214 and 215 rupees. The best of all are the Sevillians, and when they are good
weight, you receive for 100, 213 rupees, and a t certain times up to 215, according to whether silver is scarce or plentif u l ' ; cf. Ball's ed.,i. 24."
* Rom. xi. 33.
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CHAPTER IvXIIL
I N WHICH THE

AUTHOR GIVES AN ACCOUNT OF THE CITY OF L A 6 R WHERE

THE

GREAT MOGOL WAS THEN RESIDING WITH HIS COURT, AND RELATES THE GRANDEUR WHICH HE SAW AT THE FESTIVAL OF THE NOUROUS , WHICH THE GREATER
PART OF THE MUHAMMADAN NATIONS CELEBRATE ANNUALLY.

In the foregoing chapter I said that, as it was late when we arrived at the City col. i.
of Laor, we had not entered it, and so on the following day before the great Planet,
the Regulator of the hours, should appear and show what time it was, we proceeded
to enter the City, now that after their night's rest people, repudiating their soft or
hard / couches, were beginning to come out of their houses. Hence, finding even the col. 2.
streets free, we went along easily. And enquiring after the Caramossora of the
1
Franguis, we unexpectedly met Father Joseph de Crasto of the Society, who came on
horse-back, and as he was immediately recognized by those that came with me,
I saluted him in Latin, so that being startled he stopped his horse, and I, continuing p . 60, 3
co1 I
in the same language, / saying I had brought him letters, he dismounted, and placing - himself with me in the cart, he ordered those who accompanied him, to drive home,
and arriving there he received me with much charity, showing great pleasure at my
arrival, more especially as he knew that I also brought an order to solicit the liberty
of Father Prior Fray Antonio de Christo, of whom I will give an account when I
come to treat of the great things which this servant of God achieved in those parts.
Turning now to what I promised in the title to this chapter, I say t h a t the City
of Laor is situated in a most beautiful spot, made bright arid agreeable to t h e sight
by a large and pleasant River distributing on one side the fecundity of clear and
health-giving waters, which coming down from the high plateaux of the Kingdom of
Cassimire/ irrigate and fertilise the earth with simple and mingled command and
power, until arriving at the City of Multan they enter, to pay the tribute of their .
origin, the broad far-famed Indus. This City of Laor, the second of the Mogol
Empire, is famous as much for having been, after Deli, the second seat of its
Monarchs, as on account of its wealth and grandeur, this being enhanced by the
embellishment of grand Palaces, fine gardens, and fruitful orchards, full of tanks and
fountains of good water. I do not wish to be tedious in describing the plentiful
provisions and wares of its Bazars, /—indeed it will be sufficient for the inquisitive co i. 2 .
reader to have read what I have said on this subject when I described its portable
Suburb. The riches which it then possessed in its principal street, or as the natives call
it, Bazar of the Choco? were such as to show well how much advantage they had in
these parts over the most wealthy and powerful in Europe, especially on the occasion .
of the actual presence of the Padcha, and of the festivities of the Nourous, which in
l On Fr. Joseph de Crasto, S.J., cf. J.A.S.B.,
1910, pp. 458, n, 3 ; 560, n. 3 ; 529 igg., 542.
Lahore had been destroyed by Shah Jahan, after the fall of Hugli.
* Sc. Kashmir.
3 Doubtless ' Chauk
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that year fell on the Easter of their Ramadan, and thirty days' fast. This festival, as
they celebrate it for eight days, is for that reason called Nourous, which means the first
day of the year and nine days' festival. During this time they clothe themselves in the
best gala dress which they possess, and visiting and congratulating one another, they
wish one another a happy feast. The common people and more devout also keep it,
decorating the doors and entrances of their houses with green branches, or else they
whiten them with gypsum, bespattering the white with some patterns made with
2
Sindul, a certain crimson tint, this being in those parts a sign of festival. During
these days the Great Mogol shows his greater grandeur and majesty, coming out in
public the whole of the nine days to a great, beautiful and most rich hall. But
before we enter ity it will be necessary for us to treat first of the grand and majestic
external preparations.
p. 361,
The night before the / festival, before pallid Latona showed herself with her
crepuscular light to old mother-earth, the towers, spires and highest eminences
of the Imperial Palace appeared full of brilliant illuminations, which shining between coloured shades (velos) gave the appearance of a flowery field. And if this
natural scene appears m'ore beautiful and agreeable to the view when ornamented
with green trees, no less beautiful was the artificial sight of which we are treating,
ornamented as it was with a variety of flags and standards of green silk, this being
the colour which
descendants
have dedicated to the veneration of Maomet,
At the majestic entrance
of this Imperial Palace was situated a large and beautiful courtyard, which in my
opinion would be a falconet-shot* in length, and being proportionately wide, it would
by itself have made a fine and beautiful sight. Indeed, it was much x more, for it
was adorned moreover by the usual guard of His Majesty, a large magnificent body of
cavalry, which, according to what they said, consisted of 4000 horses, all caparisoned
with rich trappings of embroidered silk. The men appeared in costly and beautiful
gala dress; they held in their hands gilded and painted buckled shields and bows and
arrows, and from their sashes were hanging their curved and sharp scimitars, garnished,
some with gold, some with silver, and others in default of these more precious metals,
w
col. 2.
^ h ruddy gilded copper./ . There were also seen suspended from their sash, on the
side opposite to their scimitar, rich and curiously-wrought quivers filled with sharp
feathered darts, which owing their feathers to birds, their iron to Mars, and
their strength to the arm, penetrate, when discharged, their mark with force. All
this cavalry was placed in two rows, thus making a long and beautiful avenue, at the
end of which began another, which, though not so long, displayed more power and
majesty. I t consisted of six hundred elephants placed in two lines, all armed and
castled in the same manner in which they enter into battle, with bells of gilt copper on
their necks, and their wooden forts, varnished black, adorned and garnished with
1
*
5
•

i.e. at the end of Ramzan, as Ea9ter comes at the end of I * n t
Sindur or red lead.
i.e. Iahmael. Cf. note 6 on p. 21.
A falconet is an old piece of small ordnance.

The Noorous is the Nauroz or new year's day.
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metal plates of the same material. On their trunks they had sharp cutlasses, five
fingers wide, with which, if they truly appeared tremendous and dreadful to the sight
on this account, no less did they appear pleasing, when the same sight discovered the
variety of flags, and standards of various silks and colours, with which the tops of
their castles were decorated, and which, trembling in the mild, soft breeze, showed
their pleasure by playfully acting as fly-flaps to their powerful standard-bearers. This
squadron of warlike elephants extended up to the entrance of the second terrace, or
courtyard, and supported the second guard of the Padcha. On this / another street p. 362,
was formed of a hundred elephants, covered with various gay and silver-embroidered
cloths decorated with a variety of silken flowers, the diversity of their colours enhancing the beauty of the work. These elephants had rich seats of gold, and silver, some
uncovered, and others covered after the manner of our litters. This elephantine
array was surrounded, according to report, for I did not count them, by two thousand
armed soldiers, all splendid young men, who appeared to be from twenty-five to
thirty years of age.
From this courtyard one ascended by a wide and well-made staircase to a very
large hall, all painted from its high roof to the surface of its pavement with sundry
fine pictures of battles, the chase and hunting scenes. The whole of this house was
occupied by a great body of noblemen, Mirzas, Captains and gentlemen (cavalleros),
all very splendid in their attire. From the first hall, one entered into the second,
which, although it appeared equal in grandeur, was nevertheless richer and grander,
because from the floor to the roof it was entirely gilded and decorated with many
flowers, which in the brightness and variety of their colours showed that they were
safely mocking the hot Summer suns, and escaped the loss of their pomp and beauty
during the general spoliation of fructiferous Autumn. They preserved their freshness throughout the frigid and rainy Winter, and spring always finds them in the
freshness of spring. In this hall there was a crowd of eunuchs/ most richly appar- col. 2.
elled in various cloths of linen and gold- and silver-embroidered silk. They had wands of
gold and silver in their hands, with which they accompanied, and made room for the
Princes and Lords who entered, to a beautiful wide Gallery, at the entrance of which
stood a venerable, hoary old man, whose stick of gold in his hand showed him to be
the Captain of t h a t body of eunuch doorkeepers, and of two hundred Usbekes [Usbegs],
who, placed in two rows with short lances and darts in their hands, were extended
along t h a t long and spacious Gallery up to a wide, beautiful gateway adorning a grand
and majestic triumphal arch. This arch was built over four silver columns covered with
branches and laced with foliage and flowers, which, enamelled with the most delicate
colours, showed they could compete with their originals in the fair fields. The bases
of these four columns consisted of as many silvered and gilt pedestals, whose empty
interiors contained various small pans, and braziers in which burnt divers kinds
of most delicate perfumes, which penetrating^hrough the hollowcolumns joined together
along the convexity of the Arch, where the mixed perfumes escaped by various orifices and, being impelled by the air which entered by the entrances and windows of
the Gallery, they filled all the adjacent halls with exquisite fragrance.
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p. 363,
At the entrance to that rich arch were standing/ twelve mace-bearers with great
coL x
- silver maces on their shoulders, who facilitated the passage of those who entered the
Imperial Hall. The grandeur and richness of this Hall I would not venture to describe, if the fame of the riches of this powerful Monarch were not already so widely
known through the veracious writings of Portuguese Authors. And so, with their
unimpeachable testimony to bear me out, I say that the four corners of this great,
rich hall (lit. square) were from the surface of the pavement to the highest point of
the roof entirely covered and fringed with all kinds of flowery garlands, and grotesques
of the finest gold, engraved and embossed on the walls and taking the place of our
hanging tapestries. And if movable tapestries are pleasing to the eye by the variety
of their colours, how much more pleasing was that permanent work of which I
am treating. Instead of artificial colouring which in time loses its lustre, there
were enchased in the empty spaces of this work, and where it was necessary,
natural transparencies of coloured crystals and various stones which, though they
should hold in value only the fourth or fifth rank among Eastern jewels, yet, owing to
their number, it is something marvellous. In the middle of this room, eighth modern
Marvel among ancient wonders, was raised a most superb Throne; and if some objects,
however excellent they be of their nature, confuse the senses, as the resplendent Rays
col. 2. of the Sun dazzle the sight when fixed;/ the roar of furious booming waters dashing
%

from steep heights deafen and stun the hearing; the smell of aromatic drugs and oriental spices alters the sense of smell; the sweetness of the honey of Mount Hybla
spoils the taste, and the severity of the cold benumbs and deadens the sense of feeling;
what wonder that, with my senses confounded at the sight of so extraordinary and
excellent a thing as the excellence of that Throne, I could not well distinguish all the
preciousness of its material! Nevertheless, so as to fulfil my promise, I will not fail
to describe it, that one may be able to understand my raptures and elevated feelings
on that occasion. It was a Throne which within its spherical circumference was
divided into four separate sections, each one of six silver and g6ld steps, where the
artist in the subtlety of his workmanship had given proof of the skill of his
1
craft. Above this Throne, or Tacto, as the natives call it, there were erected eight
most costly columns of gold terminating in a Dome of the same metal, which served as
a canopy and cover to a beautiful and majestic seat also of gold. The glitter of its
costly burnished metal served also as a warning to the eye that it should not, in the
midst of these splendours, dare to gaze without proper respect upon the most precious
productions with which ancient mother-earth is wont to pay homage to the great and
p. 364, most powerful ones of the world; and with reason,/ for here were seen the most pure
coL Iand brilliant Diamonds of Bisnaga,* beautiful to the sight and, according to our St.
Isidore, of use against the art of magic; which owing to their great size were quite
out of the common. Here was also seen the purple Ruby (purpureo Rubin piropo)
1 Takht.
2 Vijayanagar, the modern Hampi (Hobson-Jobson, old edn., p. 258 ; new edn., p . 335). St. Isidore of Seville (A.D.
630) wrote a treatise on stones. The supposed virtues of the various stones are described in S. M. Tagore's Mani Mala,
Calcutta, 1881).
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of Ava, which exposed to the air becomes ruddy, and scintillates under the rays of \ 4-*£"i
the brilliant Planet. There were also to be seen the highly prized green Emeralds of the .
.
1
1
tu2
mountains of latir, whose soft sheen and glitter, so comforting and gratifying to the p** -^* tired sight, engage the eye to admire them. Among the finest, there were also seen Wh £tf/a>J&c
;
here the blue Sapphires of the same highlands of latir, which, similar/ in colour to col.Y doutcxyj
J
the serene Sky, and in splendour to the Firmament, refresh, they say, him who carries
them from the lustful ardours of the flesh. To complete this rare wonder, there were
not wanting the ornaments of the celestial portals; indeed, we saw that for this
purpose the Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf had also contributed their purest, round
Pearls, useful, it is said, to the health of the body, and beneficial in lotions for weak
sight. This Throne was encompassed by three rows of steps made of silver, seven
hands-breadths in height, which being divided into three partitions distinguished the
quality and dignity of those who attended within their limits at the Court of the
Mogol Emperor.
•

CHAPTER IvXIV.
IN

WHICH THE AUTHOR

GIVES

WHICH

EMPERORS ARE ACCUSTOMED TO HAVE EVERY YEAR ON THEIR BIRTHDAY.
1

The night preceding the following day, which was commemorative of the day col. 1.
2
when Corrombo / was born into the world, before the inferior and inconstant lumin- col. 2.
ary sallied forth with her dim light to illuminate the nocturnal shadows of the night,
there commenced from the Imperial Palace salvos of artillery,/ fulminating with their p. 365 >
c0
I#
terrific clamorous noise the signal that the festivities had commeuced. That year *
His Majesty celebrated them in his own Palace, with much festive ingenuity, with
dances, games and masquerades in which was consumed a great part of the day ;
and afterwards the Padcha, rising from his Imperial Throne, was accompanied by
a large retinue of Princes and Lords to the Palace of his Mother to visit her, and
rejoice with her. On this visit the Princes and Loids of the Court offered most grand
and costly presents, which I believe must be the chief motive of these visits, such is
the greed of the Mogols, principally that of this
Monarch of whom I am
treating. And so, as soon as the offerings were finished, without further delay,
. he returned to his Palace, where in a bright and beautiful hall he gave a sumptuous
and splendid Memane/ or Banquet, as we call it. When they arrived, the groundtables were already prepared, and all being seated on their natural seats in order
of precedence and dignity, the Eunuchs immediately began to bring various and
excellent viands. At the end of these, and the Banquet over, Emperor Corrombo
went away to a very rich private chamber all adorned with the most precious and
valuable productions of the earth. In the middle of this wonderful room there were,
securely suspended by/ thick chains of gold, two large scales of the same metal, on col. 2.
the circular edge of which were set many precious stones. For this solemn ceremony His
1 I have not identified latir.
* Kharram, i.e. Shah Jahan,
& Mihraani.

It is also mentioned, I am informed, on pp. 131 and 133 of Manrique.
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Imperial Majesty came out dressed in white satin covered with most precious coloured
• stones, which pleasing on the one side by the variety of their colours, were on the
other hand admired for their natural size. He also wore on his neck most costly
laces of jewels of great value, so that mentally weighing and estimating everything,
I think that so much ornamentation must serve him more as a troublesome load than
as an elegant ornament.
The Padcha then, having in this manner arrived at the scales, seated himself
squatting on them: and immediately certain servants (ministros) commenced to place
on the empty scale some bags full of silver coined into Rupees, until the weight being
equal, the scales were balanced. This first weighment completed, they removed the
silver, placed it aside, and made the second weighment with other bags full of gold
and precious stones ; and when they had balanced them, they made the third weighment, with various cloths of cotton interwoven with gold, silver and silk; they also
included in this third weighment precious spices and various drugs. In the last and
fourth weighment, they used various kinds of eatables, such as cakes of wheat,
p. 366, flour, sugar, butter, and ordinary cloths of cotton. All the/ things used in the last
col. 1. weighment, so they say, 'are presently distributed among the Bramenes and
poor Baneanes., but so secretly that no one sees it, except those who give it and
receive it, because,
understand how necessary
it is that charity, which is done for the love of God, should be made in secret in order
to be meritorious; and albeit they do not follow the Law of our Divine Lawgiver
Christ, still they show in this matter that they faithfully observe that which He com1
mands and teaches us by His Holy Evangelist Matthew, when he says, —Te autem
faciente eleemosynam, noli tuba canere; sed nesciat sinistra tua, quid faciat dexteratua,
ut sit eleemosyna tua in abscondito. [When thou doest alms, let not thy left hand
know what thy right hand doeth, that thy alms may be in secret.] A sufficient reproach to the artifices which in these, our calamitous times some Catholic Christians
use, devices as little in keeping with the Gospel which we profess, as with the examples
of the Saints whom we have to imitate: proclaiming their alms and good works
with flourish of trumpet and vain shows of arms and trophies placed even on the sacred
vases and ornaments which are to be used in divine worship. But leaving alone
moralizing for the present, and taking up the thread of our history, I say that the
three first more important weighments, their value being carefully appraised, are presently commuted into hard cash, which is expended faithfully and humanely in the
col. 2. alms which the Emperor gives,/ throughout that year.
This valuation and commutation, and weighing ceremony over, the Emperor
returns to his throne; and being seated on it, the dusky Eunuchs present him large
dishes and vessels of gold, full of artificial and imitation fruits made of silver, such
as almonds, nuts, hazelnuts and many other sorts and kinds of fruit, all of them so
very lightly made that I believe that a thousand of those silver fruits would not
2
weigh twenty-five or thirty Spanish pesos, and I found it out, because, being given on
•

1 Matthew vi. 4.
2 The Spanish peso was treated by Manrique as two rupees • cf. chapter lxxi below.
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that occasion a large plate of them by Mirza Abdulhossen, they just weighed eleven
rupees, which would be five pesos and a half of our money. The Padcha distributed
these fruits among the Princes and Magnates, and afterwards he sent and distributed
to those of inferior rank some vessels filled with rupees recently coined, ten thousand
or twelve thousand at the maximum, which would amount to no more then 6,000
1
pesos or reals of eight. The extraordinary quantity of adias and gifts which he
receives on such occasions from Grandees and Princes of his court exceeds by far his
own gifts and expenses. In the midst of these splendours, I shall not fail to relate an
incident which will make the reader know better the mind of the Emperor Corrombo:
though one of the richest men in the world,/ he carries his cupidity to such an extreme, P- 367,
that he issued rigorous decrees to the effect that everything lost should be taken
to his presence when found. It happened that during this splendid festival a poor
2
man found a small and not over-clean purse containing three gold rupees,' which
make thirty-nine silver rupees. He took it to the presence of the Emperor, who, they
say,/ opened the dirty little purse with his own hands, and taking out the three gold col. 2.
coins kept two for himself, and giving the other to the poor man who had found it,
he told him, laughing, " T a k e ! that should be sufficient for you.''

CHAPTER LXV.
I N WHICH THE AUTHOR CONTINUES TO RELATE WHAT HAPPENED IN THE
CITY OF LA6R.

The Maumetan festivities over, the Reverend father Joseph de Crasto in- col. 1.
formed Prince Assofokan of my arrival, and as it was already late, he said that he
would send to call me next day. The Reverend Father giving me this good news at
night as a favourable beginning to the liberation of Father Prior Fray Antonio de
Christo, we considered the manner in which it would be best to appear before His
Highness; and we agreed that, since he already knew that I was a Religious, it
would be convenient for me to appear clothed in my own habit, so that he should
respect me more, and/ treat me more familiarly, with the result that the business col. 2.
would be facilitated, as was required : and that for this it would be necessary to
arrange beforehand with a eunuch, a friend of his, who belonged to the Prince's
establishment, so that he should admit me to his dwelling where I could put on my
habit: for according to the custom of Mogol Princes and Lords, when they summon for
the first time any respectable person, especially a foreigner, they send a party of mounted men to fetch him, and introduce him to their presence, and it was necessary for
me to go with them in the Mogol dress in which I was, so as not to create a novelty,/ p. 368
coL x
since we had to pass through the heart of the City. According to this decision
l Hadiya, a present, particularly to superiors.
a Cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Mohur. " The Gold Moor, or Gold Roupie, is valued generally at 14 of Silver, and the
Silver Roupie at Two Shillings Three Pence. " Ovingcxon (A.D. 1690).
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the following day, after having said Mass, and recommended to Ciod the success
of our undertaking I ordered to renew my tonsure in conformity with the custom
of my Order. Meanwhile, the Reverend Father went to prepare the dwelling of his
friend the eunuch; and I to get ready the customary adia or present, with some
curios from China to place before the Prince, for according to the custom of those
parts it would be discourteous to arrive with empty hands, as I have said in other
l
places. In the meantime, a gentleman arrived with four Sipais or mounted soldiers,
and proceeded to a room where I received him with the customary ceremonies of the
country. When these were finished, he told methat the great Nababo sent to call me.
At this command I bowed the head in token of obedience, and made known to the
bearer of the news with joyful face and in the most grateful words, which I had
studied well, in conformity with the etiquette of the land, how much I esteemed the
honour, mercy and favour, which such a great Prince did me: and in order to confirm him in this opinion, so that our interview should be well represented to the Nababo
who had sent him, I placed on his finger, not on the fourth finger (annular), but on
the thumb, in accordance with Mogol custom, a golden ring with a stone more lustrous
col. 2. than valuable, with which I came provided, as with other,/ curiosities indispensable on
such occasions. The ring was much esteemed by the Moorish gentleman, and so it
should have been, not so much on account of its value, as for its curious workmanship and enamel, for curious it was, as it was China-work. In the matter of ingenuity,
not only do the Chinese possess much superiority over all the Eastern nations, but
they are also able to compete with the most ingenious nations of Europe.
This Mogol gentleman was full of joy and made a reply significant of his gratitude. Then we mounted our horses and, following our road, we arrived at Assofot

kan's palace, at the entrance of which the Reverend Father was already waiting for
me. He begged permission of my conductor for a few moments, and took me to the
dwelling where I had to change my habit. This done, I returned to those who were
waiting for me. Stupified at seeing me so suddenly transformed from a Sddagor, or
merchant, into a Religious, they did nothing but look at me, and again look at me,
until undeceived. On arriving at a door where there were some guards who gave us
free entrance, we went into a moderately sized square or court, which on that occasion was occupied by various soldiery between whom we passed to the second door,
by which we entered into a beautiful and pleasant garden, where artifice vying with
nature, we had proof in the first place of the greatness of the owner, and in the second
p. 3^9. how much/ the various trees growing in that garden (many of them unknown in our
col. 1. Europe) were favoured, as much by the great King of Nature as by his nutrimentgiving sister, Phebea. One would have said they competed in friendly rivalry, each
one lavishing his beneficial influence, both on the fructiferous trees, loading £hem with
lovely and delicate fruits, and on the blooming plants covered with various coloured
flowers, which showing themselves pleasant to the sight also comforted the smell with
their soft fragrance. No less were both senses satisfied by the variety of odoriferous
*

1 The word Sipahi is used (a9 now in Algeria, etc.) for a mounted soldier. Hob9on«Jobson, old ed. ,p. 612. ; newed.,
p. 809.
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herbs, covering and checkering the ground with their blossoms, and able to rival the
richest and most beautiful of Persian carpets. This most lovely park was irrigated
by sweet crystal waters, communicating by many open canals with divers fountains, and tanks. Of these, there were some that, forming delicious baths, were
enclosed in gilt and painted houses; and in the principal of these, although they
were Maumetan baths, were seen painted on the walls the life of the true Precursor,
the solitary and rugged desert, and his penitential Palace, where clothed in camel
skins and feasting on locusts and wild honey, he was preparing to baptize the
already come Messiah, and as one may piously believe, to be himself baptized by Him
in the most pure baptistery of the Jordan, where was seen the baptism of Christ,/ and col. 2.
the Dove of the Holy Spirit. There was also seen painted in this hall the Ark of him
1
who was left as a relic of the First Age, and Father of the Second.
While we were observing these things, the hour came when the Prince went out
to the place wheje he was accustomed to grant special audiences; so we proceeded
towards the lower palaces which were built in the middle of this delightful garden,
and our guide admitted us into a rich and curious mansion, very bright, and cheerful
in the extreme, in the first place owing to its being surrounded by beautiful and open
windows made of panes of coloured crystal, and in the second, because, where these
were wanting, it was ornamented with various kinds of branches and flowers of
resplendent silver, which enchased on the walls served as an immovable tapestry.
The floor of this fine hall was entirely covered with costly and gay carpets, for it
considered itself unworthy to touch and support without these trappings the very
costly camp-bed in the centre of the hall. This was made entirely of the finest
gold, the most delicate and bright colours of inlaid precious stones acting as its
enamel, and it was all the more agreeable to the sight as it was more valuable. On
this bed, being somewhat indisposed, Prince Assofokan was reclining. After the customary obeisances, I presented him with my adia or present in the best style which/p. 37<>>
I knew to be in conformity with custom, and he, receiving me with a pleasant and
smiling countenance, made me go close to the bed, and as soon as I was seated, he
immediately started questioning me about various matters relating to India and
other lands where I had been, being very curious to know about foreign matters.
Meanwhile, a beautiful and graceful eunuch boy arrived, elegantly dressed in white
satin ornamented with purple embroidery, who, kneeling with much ceremony, presented him with a costly and rare casket of gold filled with biras of betel, or Indian
leaf, of which I have already given a sufficient account in another part of this book.
2
Of these biras, or small bundles of betel, by a rare and much esteemed favour (as
they afterwards told me) the Prince took one and gave it to me with his own hands.
I received the favour with the customary civilities, and availing myself of the opportunity, I suggested with the greatest earnestness that I could, the liberty of Father
Prior Fray Antonio de Christo pointing out the little reason there was for the
1 St. John the Baptist and Noah.—For other instances of Christian art in the Moghul palaces cf. J.A.S.B. 1896,
p. 74, Note 1.
2 BIra: betel leaf and areca nut.
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Reverend Father to have been already nine years in such harsh imprisonment, especially as it was well known that it was more the fault of those who ought to have
solicited his release than that of the Padcha's Ministers. Knowing that the
Reverend Father had fled on two occasions, they had overlooked the matter, whilst
the others, concealing their private intentions (which to avoid a scandal, I must
col. 2. not mention here),/ on the excuse of the caution they had given, they themselves,
1
at their cost, had sent officials of the Chautora to search for the Reverend
Father; and, the second time, they brought him back, when he was already five
days' journey away from the Court of Agra, whence he had fled. One could well
make a long digression regarding this matter, and perhaps, or without any perhaps,
one and more chapters: but as God our Lord in His hidden wisdom tolerates such
people, let us also bear with the wrongs we suffer at their hands, with every confidence that His divine justice will not fail to inflict exemplary punishment for their
excesses. And as a proof that He feels them, using His customary mercy, from
time to time he visits them with some affliction, so that they being corrected by it,
He may restrain the arm of His anger. For this, it is necessary that, in imitation
of Him, qui pro persecutoribus exoravit, we should ask the Divine Majesty to free them
of that diabolical political way of acting which makes some believe that, in order
to be able to keep themselves and their possessions, they may use
methods,
so prejudicial to everything good. If God in His infinite mercy does not remedy it,
those that will live will see fulfilled the fears which we entertain about them.
Resuming the thread of our story, I say that, after the Prince had listened
with much attention, showing compassion for the lamentable misfortunes which the
2
Reverend Father was encountering in the Bundicanas or royal prisons, he gave me
x
P- 37 > his word that he would endeavour/ to effect his liberty, or at least to get him out of
prison. In return for this favourable reply, I expressed, in the most emphatic manner that I could, my gratitude, by word as well as with the humble courtesies particular to the country, which I had also learned; so that he, carefully noticing it, and
turning to the Eunuchs, who with gay fans were close to the rich bed keeping away
the importunate and flying insects, said to them, "Look here! if you were in the
land of the Franguis would you be as well versed in their ceremonies as this one is in
0
ours ? Indeed, he appears to be more a native of the country than a foreigner. These
pleasant proceedings over, his Tabibos, or doctors (although the most accomplished
6
among them are called achimos ) having now arrived, he dismissed me with a smiling
countenance, bowing his head slightly, and sending a Eunuch to give orders from him
to the gate-keepers that, when I should come to see him, they should allow me free
entry : which again was not a small favour. He so far increased these favours that,
two days afterwards, he sent me, to the house where I was lodging, a present of
dainty and much esteemed fruits, among which were two large Persian melons, which,
as they had been brought from more than three hundred leagues, and on account of
1 Chaudhri: cf. Hobson-Jobson, sv. Chowdry
* Band Khana.
8 Tabfb and Hakim.
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their rare and excellent flavour, are worth twenty or thirty rupees A purse containl
ing three hundred rupees accompanied the eatables, which made one hundred and
fifty pesos. I received the present with the usual civilities, and commenced to
court that Prince with more courage and confidence; and the Divine Mover of
human hearts permitting that I should find grace in the eyes of that Maumetan
Lord, not only was I able to obtain the release, which I solicited, of the Reverend
Father, with permission t h a t he might go to Bengala, which amounted to a tacit
consent to his going where he wished, but I also managed that which had not
crossed my mind, it appearing to me almost impossible; but animated by the
breeze of favours and taking advantage of the occasion, I obtained an aipple formon,*
sealed with the Imperial Seal, for the re-building of our Churches and Residences in
the Kingdom of Sinde, which in previous years the same Emperor Corrombo had
3
ordered to be razed to the ground and destroyed.
With these matters happily
settled through God's great mercy, very happy and comforted, I considered well
employed the fatigue and labour which I had passed through : now, I considered as a
luck the errors of the inexpert Pilot * who, having to get into port at Mussulapat&n,
had arrived in Bengala. And now the long roads and the many journeys which I
still had to travel to get on the straight road to Europe appeared to me easy.
Finally having obtained the release / of the Reverend Father, I was now obliged p. 372,
co1,
to go to Sinde, not so much to place the formon in execution,—for it was sufficient
*'
to send it to the Religious who were there,—as because I understood that Prince
Assofokan wished me to go there in person in connection with certain affairs and
matters, which he had to settle with the Viceroy of India through the Portuguese who
resided in that factory {fatoria), and as it was very necessary to gratify him in the
interests of the conservation and maintenance of the Christianities of that Empire, I
resolved to make the journey, although I would be diverted from my road for six or
seven months. Nevertheless I did not now mind much this loss of time, as the news
*

of the accession of His Majesty the King of Portugal was rumoured in those parts a6
certain, so that the necessity of / carrying matters to the Catholic Court [of Spain] co i. 2 .
6
had ceased. Therefore finding myself more free, I told him I was resolved to go to
Sinde, where I would esteem it a favour if he would employ me like any other of his
servants. The Prince greatly appreciated my offer, praising my determination and
communicating his affairs to me; and giving me full instructions about them in writing, he got drawn up for me favorable formons, or passports, in order that in all
Choquidares/ or custom-houses,,they should give me free passage, it being necessary
1 Cf. J.A.S.B., 1910, p. 288, where Father de Crasto is quoted as writing to the General of the J e s u i t s : " I helped
him [ M a n r i q u e ] in what I could, and obtained for his journey a goodly alms from the I<ord Nawab Asofokan, t h e
father-in-law of the King, our ancient and only protector in these r e a l m s . "
2 Firman.
3 The Augustinians had a " Vicariate in the harbour of the town of S y n d e , " i.e., Dewal or Diul Sindi, formerly
the chief town of the Province of Tatta. The name was sometimes transferred in later days to Lari Bandar.
Cf.
Hobson-Jobson, s.v., Sind, Diul, Larry Bunder. Cunningham, Ancient Geography," 317, Ain, iii, 58
• Cf. Manrique, chapters xlviii and xlix.
* Portugal became independent of Spain in December, 1640.
4
6 The custom house was doubtless called then as now the ' c h a u k i ' or chaukidari.'
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to make the journey by the lands of several petty Kings, who, although tributaries and
vassals of the Great Mogol, nevertheless have full jurisdiction in their territories, as
well in the custom-houses as in punishing the transgressors of their laws.
CHAPTER LXVI.
SPLENDID

OR

BANQUET, WHICH PRINCE ASSOFOKAN GAVE TO THE GREAT

col. i.
Before my departure from the City of I^aor, loquacious rumour proclaimed that
col. 2. the Padcha was going to visit his father-in-law, Assofokan, and congratulate him/ on
having regained his health; a reason why I myself should be delayed two days beyond
the date fixed for my departure, and kept waiting for a certain despatch which I still
P- 373» required./ On this occasion too, I seized the opportunity of seeing the magnificent and
I
* splendid Banquet which this Prince gave to his Lord and Emperor. And availing myself
of the full liberty which I had, to enter where the limits of etiquette allowed, I also
1
obtained leave, beyond the limits which I speak of, to enter with a companion, who
went with me, a gallery over the principal hall of the baths of which I have already
given a sufficient account. A eunuch took us thither, warning us not to malce the
slightest noise, and that if we found it necessary to make one in expelling the imperative and importunate phlegm, we should go to other separate rooms which he showed
us; then, instructing us also not to leave before he came to fetch us, he went away.
In this principal hall of the Bath the banquet was given. Besides the immovable
fixtures with which it was already ornamented, there were added on this occasion
rich carpets of silk, silver and gold, which, covering the floor, served as terrestrial
tables, in conformity with the custom of the country, and as chairs and seats for the
guests gracing them with their presence. And although they reject and consider as
useless high tables, they approve, however, the use of grand and rich stands; indeed
on this occasion there were in the four corners of the Hall as many such stands each
col. 2. one of five steps, and / a l l beautifully covered and decorated with Persian mileques* of
gold and silver. These served as buffets and sideboards, and all were covered with
divers vessels of gold, on which the eye-sight could tarry, distinguishing in some
a variety of encrusted stones, in others, in place of them, t h e finest shining enamel,
which varying in material blended in colouring. This most superb display was accompanied by various large perfume vessels methodically placed round the hall, and small
silver pans of extraordinary workmanship, in which burnt the most delicate per2
fumes composed of different confections of amber, Aguila and civet, and other
odoriferous mixtures, which blending in one, gratified without offending, and soothed
the sense of smell. At the entrance to this beautiful hall there was, on one side,
a seven-headed Hydra, made of silver, and of admirable workmanship, moderately
large, and enamelled with greenish scales; from its renascent heads it ejected thin jets
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1 Apparently F r . de Crasto, since at the end of the banquet they returned together to their lodgings, and Manrique
was lodging with Fr. de Crasto.
2 Lignum aloes, see Hobson-Jobson, old ed., p . 258 ; new ed., p. 335, s.v. ' eagle-wood.'
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of sweet-smelling water, which falling into a large trough of the same material kept
it always half full; for though on the one hand it discharged the water which it
received, on the other, it always remained at the same level for the washing of feet,
which, according to Mogtfl manners, is one of the most essential points of their
ceremonious etiquette. In the middle of this gilt / and very rich treasure-room was p- 374
1
placed a desterchana (or table-cloth, in our language) of the thinnest and whitest
cotton, which instead of natural and scented flowers, was ornamented with artificial
ones of gold and silver interwoven in the cloth itself. In the principal place of this
table were two large and beautiful cushions of plain gold cloth, and over these other
smaller cushions of silver cloth, also plain. This was all the apparatus of the Imperial
table; indeed it lacked serviettes, which they do not use. To this, when it was time,
the Emperor entered accompanied by a veiy large retinue of lovely and gallant ladies,
1
who came in front of him most richly dressed in milequgsJ or cloths of gold, the gold
and silver groundings of which were variegated with designs of coloured silks. They
wore on their neck collars of gold, with costly strings of pearls, and their heads were
adorned with silver-embroidered wreaths. Behind this bevy of lovely women came
the Emperorjbetween his mother-in-law and his daughter, bringing in the former on
hisright_Jiand and the letter on his left. Immediately behind, followed the hereditary Prince, Sultan Dara Sueur, who brought on his right hand his Grandfather,
Assofokan.
When the whole of this company arrived at the entrance of the banquet hall,
they commenced immediately to play in the neighbouring and corresponding rooms
many and various kinds of instruments. As soon as the Padcha was / seated at the col. 2
table between the cushions which I have spoken of, having at his shoulders two
venerable dames, who were standing with most costly fans to keep away the
importunate flies, both his father-in-law and mother-in-law, and also their
children suddenly went on their knees in front of His Highness, who stretching out
his hand to his mother-in-law, raised her up and calling her Mother made her sit at
his right h a n d ; a favour which was so much esteemed by her husband as well as by
3
the grandchildren, that they immediately made great and profound tassalimas to the
Padcha, thereby showing him how much they valued his gracious a c t ; and he, to
enhance it, ordered them also to sit down to table, which they did not do until the
third command, and then they seated themselves at the end of it, the Princes placing
their grandfather in their midst. All these ceremonies of submission and prostration
finished, when all were now seated in the order which I have said, there were
presently heard most gentle and soft voices which from various choirs sang of the
battles and victories in which His Majesty had overcome his enemies. At the sound
of this well concerted and gentle harmony of voices and instruments, the arrangel Dastar-Khwan, a round piece of cloth or leather, etc., spread on the ground, on which the food is laid, and around
whicji the guesTs squat.
2 I am indebted to Babu Manmohan Chakravarti for a reference to Blochm. Ain. i, p. 92, where a gold cloth
is mentioned under the name of ' milak.*
3 Taslim : a respectful mode of salutation.
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ments for the washing of hands also commenced. It was done in the following
order. First entered four most lovely girls, Prince Assofokan's relations, and
P;375» daughters of great Lords. The whiteness/ and ruddiness of their faces and
col. i.
the reddish colour (el rubio) of their hair were able to compete with the greater
whiteness which frigid Boreas produces; and though equal to them as far as fairness
of complexion goes, yet, these [the women of the North] could not fail being inferior
in grace, elegance and beauty; for the cause of these accomplishments being heat,
which governs and harmonizes pose, action, movement and grace of conversation,
we may well say, where it is wanting, what Catullus said about the beauty of
[
Quincia,—Nulla in tarn pulchro cor pore mica salis. These four extremes of beauty
approached in a manner capable of creating envy in the Cyprian Goddess herself,
tor gravity, gaiety and spiritedness,—and thus they brought, divided among them,
the requisite vessels for washing the hands of His Imperial Majesty
Drawing
after the Royal ceremonies, one of them spread in front of him a cloth of white satin,
which she carried in her hands, another put on it a most costly vessel of gold inlaid
with most perfect precious stones of great value. These vessels are much better contrived than ours, as being deep in the middle and the hollow space being covered
with a thin grating, the water and saliva passes below, without leaving in sight
on the upper cover the loathsome clotted phlegm. This vessel being placed becol. 2. fore him, another girl arrived with a ewer of the same material and value, / a n d she
poured out the water in which he washed his hands, receiving from the last of these
Ladies the towel on which to wipe them. This washing ceremony over, the ladies
having retired, twelve others entered, who although of inferior rank to the former,
nevertheless were not unworthy of being able to appear with confidence in any
presence. These, after having presented the hand-washing vessels to the Princes
with a little less ceremony than the first had used with the Padcha, retired. Now
the food was brought in by another door to the sound of noisy instruments,—Kettledrums, Borgondas, and Vacas,* instruments almost similar to our own trumpets, but
making confused and mournful noises. The banquet arrived in costly dishes of gold,
which the Eunuchs brought, very gaily attired in Industane style, with trousers of
various coloured silks, and whfte coats of the finest, transparent cloths, with which,
displaying the precious odoriferous unguents with which they were perfumed, they
also covered their brown and swarthy skins. Four of the principal of these placed
themselves near His Majesty, doing nothing but deliver the courses which the other
eunuchs brought to two most lovely damsels kneeling on either side of the Padcha.
p. 376 These placed the eatables before him alternately, and in the same order / t h e y offered
l
°° * him water as beverage, and took away the dishes which were no longer required.
•

I marvelled and was astonished to see observed among those
so much
politeness and order; and no less did I admire the abundance and diversity of the
1 ' So fair a body and not a grain of wit.' Cat. lxxxvi, 4. The ordinary reading is ' magno ' not ' pulchro.'
* I have not found out what these words represent: possibly, Vaca=baja. I t has been suggested to me t h a t
Borgondas may = ' barg-andaz ' : etc., melody thrower, barg being a Persian word for melodv; on the other hand they
may not be Indian words at all.
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dishes and eatables. Among these there were also some which we use, principally many
kinds of pastry, cakes, and different confections of sweets, made by some slaves, who
1
had been with the Portuguese of Ugulim, with so much perfection and art that the
Emperor, surprised at the novelty, asked his Father-in-law who were the makers of
such elegant confections, and being told that they had been made by Franguini*
(i
he replied aloud, as if astonished, Truly the Frunguis would be a
great people, were it not JOY three grave faults; in the first place, they are Cafars (i.e., a
3
people without religion); in the second, they eat pork; and thirdly, they do not wash the
parts by which replete nature expels the excess of their material paunches."
This
conversation finished, the dinner, which had lasted more than four hours, also came
to an end, the tables being taken up with a million prolix ceremonies, which I do not
describe, as I have to describe and relate to the curious Reader another million, more
important and substantial, owing to their being the cause and chief end of the visits
which it is His /Majesty's custom to make to the most important of his vassals, col. 2.
And so, as an agreeable and festive dessert to this visit, twelve young dancing girls
entered, whom we will leave in silence, in their depravity, as a subject unfit for
Christian ears, on account of the lewdness and immodesty of their dresses,* gestures
and actions,—
And
turning to the chief and centre (medula) of this
company, I say that
three lovely damsels appeared in the midst, gaily and richly dressed, bearing in their
hands three large and costly vessels of gold filled with most precious stones, such as
5
Diamonds, Balazios, Pearls, Rubies, and other valuable gems, the contents of the
three plates being, according to rumour, valued at more than seven hundred thousand
rupees. A most savoury and valuable mouthful would this be for a poor m a n ; but
it should be less valued by a Monarch among the richest of the world, the Lord of thirtyseven Kingdoms and provinces (of which, later on, we will give a special and veridical
6
account), and the possessor of immense treasures of gold, silver and precious stones,
were this Prince not subject to a devouring avarice,—another Marcus Crassus,—in
his desire to accumulate treasure; and well he showed it. Indeed, taking but little
interest in the dances and shows which they gave him, he leisurely looked at and
handled all those jewels, which, I believe, was due to / his counting t h e m ;
p. 377,
coL x
, the Lyric, said in his first
'
satire
Congestis undique saccis,
Indormis inhians, & tanquam parcere sacris,
Cogeris, aut pictis tanquam gaudere tabellis.
1
8
*
8
7

* An adjective derived from Frangui, sc. Firinghi.
Hugli.
* See p . 87, note 6.
Kafir.
A kind of ruby. Hobson-Jobson, old ed., p. 39 ; new ed., p. 52, sv. « balass.'
Sc. in chapter Ixxvi, pp. 409—415.
Hor. Sat. I , i, 70.
On every side the numerous bags are piled,
Whose hallowed stores must never be defiled
To human use ; while you transported gaze,
As if, like pictures, they were formed to please.
Francis. .
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The festivities having arrived at this stage, our Eunuch also arrived to look for
us, saying that it was time for us to go, because, if we should remain to the end, it
would be very difficult for us. At this warning, we left at once, following / our guide,
who, so as not to take us through the multitude of Imperial guards, led us by some
underground passages by which we arrived in the street, where rewarding him for his
trouble and care, we proceeded to our lodgings. As these were very far away, before
we arrived at them, we had to traverse with much labour numerous squares and
streets, but we considered our trouble well repaid in having witnessed so much
grandeur, and matters so strange to our Europe.
[ To be continued.]

T h e T r a v e l s of F r a y S e b a s t i a n M a n r i q u e in t h e P a n j a b , 1641.
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MACLAGAN.

CHAPTER LXVII.
*

BN WHICH THE AUTHOR GIVES AN ACCOUNT OF HIS DEPARTURE FROM L,AOR, AND OF
HIS ARRIVAL AT THE CLTY OF MUI/TAN, AND HOW AT THIS PLACE, TAKING A
BOAT, HE SAILED ON T H E RLVER

INDO,

T I L L HE REACHED

THE

TOWN

OF

TATA, THE CAPITAL OF THE KINGDOM OF SINDE.
*

The cause which had prevented my departure no longer existing, and having col. 1.
Obtained the despatch which I wanted, I took leave of Prince Assofokan. Being
thus unrestrained, the/ following day, ere the son of Jupiter and Latona scattered c o i. 2.
over the earth his glittering golden rays, we left the City of Laor on our way to
Multan, a journey of ten days.
All the way the road led us through fields of wheat, rice, vegetables and cotton.
Failing these, the free spaces were filled in by a number of villages and populous p. 378,
co# T
towns, where we could always find good caramossoras and cheap provisions. A n d
'
thus, lifter performing our journey in great comfort, we arrived at Multan. This city,
though of middle size, is, nevertheless very rich, being well supplied and furnished
with all the various articles and implements necessary to human life. It is in fact
the halting-place where stop all the cafilas coming from Persia, Corazane, and other
distant kingdoms, and from which they spread throughout the Mogol Empire to carry
on their traffic and trade. From this place again they return to their country, generally in the company of caravans and cafilas of the Mogols. This city, moreover, is
one of the most important keys to the Empire, as being the gate to the Kingdoms of
1
Kandahar and Calabiche, which are on the borders of the Ferra and Maxete countries/
where, as I shall hereafter relate, Suffi, the hostile neighbour, holds sway
*

.__,. _,

1

.

1 Fr. Hosten has kindly supplied the following note :—
•

" Manrique tells us something more definite about the position of the City of Calabiche at p. 400. He reached it
seven days after his departure from Kandahar; there they joined the main body of their caravan, b u t the " Carman
Baxi " or Captain of the Caravan, had been forced by the Nabab of the Province to place his camels at his disposal, to
help in repairing the fortifications of the town, because the K h a n of '• Ferra " was marching against K a n d a h a r with
12,000 Georgian horsemen and some, troops of Persian and Khurasani infantry. The position of Kila-Bist on the
Helmund seems to answer the purpose. Here they crossed the River •• Sabao, an affluent of the Indo which passes
through the Kingdom of B h a k k a r . " Five days later, they were at Cushecunam, the last fortress of the Moghul, in
an arid, stony plain, a place not to be identified with Bernouilli's Cusheconnah, near and W. of Kandahar. On t h e eve
of Palm-Sunday (1642) they had arrived at the first fortress of Persia, Gazichan, and on the day after Easter, the'city
of Ferra was reached. Cf. pp. 445-447."
2 Parrah and Meshed. ' Suffi * is the Persian King or * Sophy * of the Safawi dynasty.
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For the present, coming back to Multan, I must tell t h a t on the second day of
my arrival I called on the Nababo or Viceroy of that kingdom, taking with me a
letter of Assofokan. After having received this letter with much respect and ceremony, as being written by a man Secundus a Rege [second to the King] in the Empire,
the Nababo, in order to show me greater reverence, made me sit at his right and, after
col. 2. hearing the instructions/ given in the letter, he said he would pass orders to have the
business settled as soon and as well as possible. In the meantime, he invited me to
dine with him, but I refused, giving as excuse that it was just then for me the season
of rosa or fasting. Hereupon the Nababo did not urge the matter any further: the
reason given had regard to Religion, and those people would scruple about being the
cause of transgressions of that kind. The same pretext saved me from those Maumetan feasts, where now and then shows are given at which a Christian, let alone a
Religious, may hardly look.
Taking heed of my answer, the Nababo at once gave orders to call in a Catari,
or Pagan merchant, of those whose trade was chiefly with Sinde. Hearing from'him
t h a t for the moment there was no boat in readiness to sail at once, but t h a t within a
fortnight, at the utmost, one of his own boats, which was now being equipped, would
undertake the voyage, the Nababo showed himself satisfied, and there and then, with
great entreaties, entrusted me to the care of the Catari He told him I was a
1
Boromanus' (which in our language means man of importance), and on this account
r
made much of b5 the great Nababo; hence he enjoined and ordered him to take great
care of my person and to treat me well.
On the strength of these recommendations, the timid Baneane did not know
where to take me to, and thus would have led me to his house, had I not excused
P-^379* myself telling him I was both well/ supplied and lodged. Hereupon, he accompanied
me to the Caramossora where I had put up, and finding that I was not comfortable
there, he took me to another, which was the property pf an acquaintance of his.
This place was in one of the main thoroughfares of the city, not far from his own
house, whence, besides sending me almost every day all kinds of dainties, he also came
very often to visit me.
Conscious of the debt and obligation due to so great a civility, and finding myself
on the other hand out of my stock of curios, I was asking myself not without concern
how to find a present, whose foreign origin would make it more valuable and which I
could give to this Heathen in token of piy gratitude. Among several other things
l

3

which came to my mind, I thought the best would be to buy a Persian Camarabando
or sash, of those that are worn by men of mark and rank, by reason not only
of their being made of silk interwoven with silver and gold, but also of the variety
of their colours and workmanship, which makes them very beautiful and showy
I t was one of these I offered as a present to my Catari, and, as it was meant for
a man of wealth, in order t h a t he should accept it the more readily and value it the
more, I gave together with it a Cambolim* which I had received from Prince
•

1 Khatri. The word is probably used here, as it often now is, in the general sense of ' merchant.'
a • Bhabra ' (see below) and therefore not ethnically a Khatri.
* Bara m i n u s . ?
c Kamarband.
* Doubtless ' kainbal ' or blanket.

V)ta\

_
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Assofokan. I said I was bestowing on him what was most precious and dear to
me as it was the gift of so great a Lord as the great Nababo. He accepted the present
with the usual civilities, said he was much obliged to me for/ giving him objects col. 2.
so precious, and that in memory both of their former owner and of me he would
keep them among his most valued jewels. Speaking thus, in order to show the
esteem he entertained for the gift, he placed it thrice on his head and kissed it as
many times.
This Heathen had understood through this sensible token that I acknowledged
myself indebted to his kindness ; he therefore cunningly tried to hear from me more
particulars about what I had told him in general concerning Assofokan. What he
wanted above all was to know if, under the protection afforded me by Assofokan, his
wares could not travel free of the taxes usually levied at the Choquidares or customhouses along the way he was going to take. To this effect, he told me that, should I like
to make purchases and carry some goods with me, he could find me an occasion and
would not charge me anything for the freight, for on producing in the Choquidares
a formon from Assofokan, they would show themselves very easy on the head of duties.
I thanked him very politely for his kind offer, and gave him to understand that though
I had with me an ample-formon, which would pass free of taxes through the dominions of the Padcha all the goods I might carry, yet the nature of my affairs did not
allow me to busy myself with trade. At this declaration, coming straight to the point,
he said he would be most obliged to me, should I deign to show him the formon or
passport/ in my possession. I had understood very well what the Catari was driving p. 380,
co
at, hence the mention I had made of the formon. Judging that, animated with the '
favour conferred on him, he would repay me by looking seriously after the safety of
:
my person during the journey, with this purpose, I showed h m the formon. He was
so highly pleased with it, that he wanted to sail the boat under my name, and for so
doing was offering me no small share of the profits. But I would not avail myself
of this offer, though others, likely, would not have missed this opportunity of
killing, as the saying is, two birds with the one stone (una via dos mandados). The
Heathen was so greatly surprised, when he saw I thought but little of what he
guessed I should have priced so highly, that he changed colour. Whereupon, I
gave him my word, assuring him that, during the journey as well as at Tata, I would
look after his interests, as if they were my own, and would accept the reward of all
the services I intended doing him, when, on my return, God's mercy should bring me
back-to these parts. .
1
This pleased so much my good Trucidas Babara, as he was called, that he seemed
to be already in possession, at the rate of a hundred per cent, of all the gains he
would derive from the fifty-seven thousand rupees worth of goods he was-despatching
2
in that Patala or Quiste." As a fact, those Barbarians are convinced that, wherever a Portuguese goes, good fortune and learning travel with him. This opinion
1 Tulsidas Bhabra.
2 See Hobson-Jobson, sv. Pattello, old led., p. 521, new ed., p. 687. A large flat-bottomed boat. Quiste = Kishti,
a boat.
^^
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col. 2. is so/ generally received in those countries t h a t , as soon as the arrival of a Frangui is
reported in a place, they bring straightway to him their sick, begging, as the case
may be, for medical advice or medicines and remedies. One would think that the
skill of an Esculapius, a Galenus, and other famous men of the medical profession, is
innate in the nation they call Franguis. Thus it happened that in several places
through which I was passing I found myself so much importuned by these simple
Pagans t h a t I could by no means correct their false notions and prevent their turning
up again. They believed that, if I declined to grant their requests, it was only
because they had come empty-handed, and thereupon they returned, loaded with
eatables, such as fruits, rice, butter, hens, young goats and chickens, and the better-off
among them brought me money.
Infatuated with this general opinion, the foolish Babara brought me the next
day two agents he was despatching to look after his business, together with nine
sipais or soldiers fully equipped for the defence of the boat; for, as he told me, it was
not unusual to be attacked by bands of pirates in certain uninhabited places.
Though these people were not armed with fire-arms, they possessed nevertheless
arrows and wooden spears hardened by fire with which they fell unexpectedly upon
those boats.which seemed to be poorly protected, and they not only plundered, but
p. 381, massacred also any man they could/ lay hold of. As my personal safety was in quescol. 1. tion, he entreated me in consequence to take those soldiers under my care and tell
them, when opportunity should require, how they were to act. Turning now to the
agents, he commanded them to wait on me with more respect even than on
himself, and in the hour of trouble never to do anything without my advice.
All these recomniendations and preparations made me to suspect t h a t the voyage
was not so easy as they had depicted it to me at Laor. My suspicions were confirmed
when, the following day, the soldiers turned out to show me their arquebuzes together
with some horny flasks filled with a rather thick and worthless powder, which they
used also as ranjacadani ' or priming. At the sight of these disabled fire-arms
which composed our means of defence, I thought it wise to give orders to refine the
powder and to prepare some to be used for priming ; they were also to repair, as well
as could be done, the clumsily made bonducos,' which is the name they give in those
countries to arquebuzes and other similar weapons. Considering, moreover, that in
the present circumstance, besides spiritual arms, I was also in need of material ones,
I busied myself putting in good order two guns and a pistol which were carried by two
col. 2. servants of my company, adding besides to those a stock/ of hand grenadesTand stinkballs (ollas de polvora) of the kind the Portuguese utilize in their sea-fights, when they
come alongside the hostile ships. These sulphurous contrivances were a source of wonder to our raw soldiery, and they mentioned them to their patron Trucidas, who at
once came to have a look at the objects which had bewildered the soldiers. He was
T
equally amazed and w ould not be satisfied until I had explained to him all the particulars concerning the use of these engines, which were all new and extraordinary to
him. He gave an account of them to some friends and relatives, inviting them to come
l Ranjak-dan = priming pan ; bonduco = banduk.
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and witness m an orchard a bigJTamaxa—a word which in our language means a big
feast or entertainment. When they were all assembled in the orchard, he sent me
word through his son, asking me to be kind enough to come where he was awaiting m e ;
that to this effect he was sending his carriage, so much should he like to see with his
own eyes the effect produced by the fiery inventions I had shown him. To this
invitation I replied 1 regretted very much being unable to go on account of a racking
1
toothache, but t h a t 1 would send the Cala Franguis, as the black Christians are
o serve and accompany the Portuguese. These fellows accordingly took
over with them some of those inflammable vessels and hand grenades, and setting
them o n ^ r ^ t r u c k i o r m i d a b l e t e r r o r / into the timorous assembly. From what they p. 38
had witnessed they realized what would be the effect of these machines on the piratical boats, and they had no longer the least misgivings about the security of their
journey. Thereupon the Catari, flushed with expectations, hurried up things in such
a manner that, three days before the close of the fifteen allotted days, I went and
took leave of the Nababo; and the very same evening we were on our way to the port,
which was three cousses * or one league and a half distant from the City. Having
settled there at the Customs everything that required settlement and finding the ship
fully equipped, the Catari took us all on board and, getting in last, summoned the
3
agents and Pilots or Questivones of the boat and again enjoined them to do nothing
without my advice. He told.them they should remember he was standing security
before the Nababo for my person and for all my companions. Coming then to me, he
pressed me in his arms with many protestations of goodwill and, taking leave of us
all, he departed. I should have liked to see him to the shore, but in spite of all my
importunities he would not allow it, and accordingly I remained on board the Quiste
till the last farewells, which ended only when he, with tfrr-greaterparF of his kttendants, got on horseback./
Col, 2.
" After the"3eparture of the master and patron of the Quiste, as the natives call
this sort of vessel, the agents and the pilot took me to the cabin at the stern,
where I found my servants waiting for me with all my belongings Having taken
3
our seat, the Questivon or Pilot told me that, since there was no breeze and
the weather was calm, we would do well to take this opportunity of starting
at once and to proceed till we had doubled a point which was half a league
away. There were found at that spot strong currents which under the action
of the wind became so rapid and violent that they rendered the unavoidable doubling
of this point very troublesome and dangerous. Carrying the advice into practice,
we weighed anchor, whilst at the same time the paiques* or rowers began with all their
might to row against the swift currents, and made the boat shoot ahead like an
arrow. Thus, in less than half an hour, we doubled the point, and went to cast
anchor at the intended port, where my companions passed the night amidst gn t
rejoicings. As they were Heathens, they had much faith in omens, and considered th
good beginning as a favourable and propitious presage to the success of their journey.
2

l Kala Fiiinghi^-*
Kos. the Indian measure of length.
* "SeeTiobson-Jobson, sv. ' pyke,* old ed.. p. 566; new ed., p. 748.

3 Kishtiwan

boatman,
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CHAPTER

LXIX.

I N WHICH THE AUTHOR RELATES HIS JOURNEY BY THE GREAT AND FAMOUS RIVER
INDO UNTIL HE REACHED THE CLTY OF TATA.

col. 1.

When the beautiful dawn appeared, driving away the stars of the night, and the
crested cock, welcoming with his crowing the approach of day, notified to the
industrious labourer that the hour had come to resume his work, the sleepy crew
got awake. They hastened, some to weigh the anchors, others to put in trim
the nautical implements, and thereupon we allowed ourselves to be carried along to
the din of the propitious currents. With very little exertion on the part of the
rowers, we travelled in sight of thickly-peopled and well-cultivated banks, on which
we landed at certain hours, either in order to take the necessary rest or to submit to
the inspection of the unavoidable Custom-houses. On the presentation of our
formon, they not only let us pass without delay and ahead of the other boats which
were there before us, but were also very easy as to the duties, accepting simply the
statements of the agents. In this way we navigated quietly, keeping good watch at
col. 2. night, and as/ we proceeded, we always could find places where to anchor and an
abundance of good and cheap provisions. In some places, where the River was
rather shallow, we met with a great number of fishermen who almost for nothing
supplied us with excellent shads, which are so teeming in this famous river, that they
catch them far more easily than we do at home. Leaving aside nets and companions, they catch them mounted on huge earthen pots, of about ten or twelve
]
spans in circumference. These are flat-bottomed [apatanadas]y with a circular opening
on the top just the size to fit on the anterior part of a man's stomach, which
pressing on the hole prevents the ingress of the water. This contrivance serves both
as a safe receptacle for the fish and as a steady support and rest for the fisherman,
who lying on the top directs this earthen vessel with his legs, inasmuch as his
hands are kept busy harpooning the scaly swimming fishes/ that run in big shoals
over the white silvery sands of Amphitrite's fields. This supply of fish was a great
boon to us, Christians, during our journey, as we were then in Lent and we availed
ourselves of it, though at this time eggs and a milky diet are not forbidden in those
countries.
We had been travelling thus in comfort and tranquillity for eight days already,
9
when on the ninth we reached the City of Bacher, the capital of the Kingdom The
Kingdom derives its name from the town, and is thus called the Kingdom of Bacher.
There is a Nababo or Viceroy in this City and, though it is not so rich and so much resorted
to by merchants as Multan, yet it is often visited by them on account of a cafila which
3
starts every year from there for Persia, Corazane, and other foreign and far-off
countries. This City is very cool and pleasing to the sight, surrounded as it is on
1 The word is not found in the Spanish and Portuguese dictionaries available. Pr. Cardon suggests that it is
coined from the word ' patala • which occurs not infrequently in Manrique in the sense of a flat-bottomed boat, sc.
* a p a t a l a d a s ' or flattened at the bottom.
* Bhakkar.
8 Khurasan.
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the land side by beautiful orchards and shady groves. It is well furnished, too, with
all kinds of supplies by reason of the great fertility and fruitfulness of the land.
We stopped there for two days on account of meeting at the Custom-house greater
trouble than we had experienced at those we had left behind. When the difficulty
was settled, we resumed our journey, navigating the whole way in sight of populous/
and cultivated banks, till on the fourth day, when the sun was in the middle of his col. 2.
1
course, we reached a spot at the entrance of the Kingdom of Seivan, where the
Indo dwindles into a narrow channel. We went down this strait, always arms in
hand, for the country was like a desert. We had journeyed through it for one day
and a half, when, the moment we neared a spot where the Indo gets broader, as
we were doubling a point formed by a forest of huge and dense trees, we were set
upon unawares by two boats (embarcactones) from which they rained upon us
a shower of arrows, stones and wooden spears hardened by fire. They pressed us
so hard t h a t , had not it been for the hand grenades and other igneous vessels, we
should have found ourselves in very great peril. Our Industani soldiers, in fact,
were aiming so badly their arquebuzes that their firing was useless and the pirates
were boarding us on both sides; but, before they could fall upon us, they got some
of our sulphurous stink-pots. Thereupon, they got so terrified that some jumped
half-burning into the river, whilst the others hurried away from a thing they had
neither seen nor dreamt of before, chiefly when the name of Franguis reached their
ears. The inexperienced soldiers and the rowers frightened them thus so much t h a t
we could very easily have taken their boats, if we had cared to pursue them. But
this was not in conformity with my character and profession./ The natural right of p. 385,
I
self-defence did not sxist any longer, and so we let them"go and concerned ourselves
*
with three paiques who had come out of the fight badly wounded. One of them
even, who had been pierced through and through with an arrow, died in less than
two- hours, to my great affliction, because he had passed away in his unbelief, without having, in spite of my entreaties, consented to become a Christian. On account
of the death of this Idolater, we were obliged to land and pass the rest of the day
in that place, where the Gentoo companions of the dead man performed over his
corpse the last funeral rites. Some of them were recommending the unfortunate
soul to their false gods, others were putting together the driest wood they could find,
and when it had been arranged conveniently and soaked with oil, they placed on top
the corpse which had been also anointed with oil, and then set fire to the wood.
They sat the whole night around the pyre, and in the morning they gathered the
ashes and with a million ceremonies threw them into the river. When_the^obsec[mes
were over, all began to_wash and go through ablutions accompanied by another half
million ridiculous observances which disgusted me to my very soul; they then began
eating, after h a v i n g p u t aside in a certain spot, cleansed for the purpose and covered
with leaves, several portions of the food for the sake of birds and ants. They were
assured that such gifts were helping a good deal the soul of the/ defunct, and on this col. 3.
account they performed this the last useless rite of their devilries. Though I looked
1 Sihwan.
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upon all this as ridiculous, yet it was a source of affliction to me when I ponderedLover
the utter darkness in which the enemy ojjnankind_keplthe,se Barbarians. Without
listening"!*) reason, they allow th
When
think them so safe that they believe every one of them will be saved,
meal was over, we re-embarked and continued our journey down the river, the whole
time through desert and solitary countries, till on the third day we arrived at the
City of Seivan and, after passing through the custom-house without any trouble, we
went on, always in sight of populous and cultivated lands, and on the fourth day,
we reached the City of Tata, where I put an end for many days to come to my
aquatic travels./
CHAPTER LXX.

p. 386.

WHAT
JOURNEY
THE CITY OF MULTAN.

coi. 1.

As soon as we arrived at the Metropolis of the Kingdom of Sinde, we cast anchor
at the Choquidar or Custom-house; but, as it was already late, we could not see the
officers and had to pass the night in the boat The following day, they paid us a
visit and gave us leave to land and take away with us our bedding and other furniture
which was free of the usual duties. After these preliminaries the agents of the boats
thought of looking out for a house to hire, where they could store their goods. In
the meantime, they asked me with great entreaties not to forsake them till they had
cleared their goods at the Custom-house. Thereupon I answered I would do so very
willingly, and even more if necessary, for the sake of Trucidas' wares as well as of
col. 2. their persons, / but that they should not imagine I would take upon me to do what
they wished and their master had asked me at Multan, viz. that on presenting at
the custom-house my general formon I should, in order to free the goods from
taxes, say they were my property Though nnrOr^pr frmlrl by this have made
rupees/which would have been a great boon injielping
that Mission~out of difficulties, chiefly at this time_when I was taking with me
:
:
a formon allowing thel ebuilding~or Oie^hurch destroyed during the last persecution,
yet I looked upon it as a disgrace to Religion. In truth, the~~Church,
of keeping up or extending her Missions, does not sail from land to land ships laden
with merchandise and therefore, as was fitting, I shut my eyes on these gains. Yet,
I did not ior that reason dispense with helping my benefactors in what was lawful,
p. 3<?7f and in my first interview therefore/ with the Nababo of that Kingdom, after I had
col. 1. delivered the letters I had for him from the great Nababo Assofokan and explained the
chief points of the business for which I had come, I begged of him to give orders to
l
the officers of the Chautora that they should without delay clear the boat in which I
had come and set the taxes lower than usual. Hereupon, he answered he would p;»ss
orders to exempt my goods; but I told him that we Religious did not carry on
page

'>. note
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trade, and if I did, I could pass free all my wares, thanks to the formon given me
by the Padcha. I then showed it to him and, as soon as he saw it, thrice he placed
it on his head and kissed it as many times, and having read it, he summoned
at once the custom-house officers, and in my presence ordered them to clear the ship
and show themselves easy in the matter of taxes, since the vessel had also come in
the service of Assofokan. With this order the ship was cleared at once, and so
much to the satisfaction of the agents that there was no end to the expression of
their gratitude.
Having thus paid my debt of gratitude, I started at once for
1
Bandel, a two days' journey, to visit Father Jorge de la Natividad, who was at
the time Superior of that Mission. I showed him / the formon I had for the col. .
rebuilding of the Church, and both of us returned to Tata to negotiate with the
Nababo the execution of our project.
This being arranged, after I had seen the beginning of the raising of the Church
and settled my own affairs, I began to think about my return to Laor. Inasmuch
as, owing to the very strong and furious currents against which we would have to
navigate, the journey would be a very long one, lasting according to common
opinion over three months, I thought of following the advice of experienced men
and performing it by land. Thereupon I hired two camels, but as we were then at
the end of the rainy season, during which such an amount of water had fallen as to
render the roads unfit for travel, I had to wait almost for another month. During
that time, having no business to transact, I occupied myself in looking at the good
and bad side of that City Tata is very rich, both on account of the fertility of that
Kingdom, which produces a great amount of foodstuffs, particularly wheat and rice,
and of the abundance of cotton out of which they manufacture, on more than two
thousand looms, a rich and beautiful cloth which is exported to all parts of Asia
and even to Portugal. There is to be found also in this kingdom a kind of silk, out
of which they make very good / taffeta {tafetanes) and tafecirias.* i t could serve p. 3
co
too for the manufacture of many other sorts, were it not for the want of skilled '
labour. Cattle are plentiful too in the land, especially buffaloes. These are so
numerous that with their skins alone they load for export into various countries a
great number of boats. Out of those skins they prepare the beautiful leather which
the Portuguese call Sinde leather They make it in various styles, back-stitched with
silk of all shades and ornamented with silk trimmings and fringes. As they are
highly esteemed and very cool in summer, people use them as coverings for their tables
and beds and to embellish their drawing rooms. They make them also into elaborate
and showy horse-trappings. They manufacture also in this City very rich backstitched quilts and the beautiful cushions called Sinde cushions. On this account,
there are in this City a great number of foreign residents, and the harbour
*
is visited by many ships, which come laden with all kinds of goods conveyed by
the Indo
The town is built on the banks of this river and is as wealthy as
1 The journey of two days must have brought him to the Bandel (bandar or harbour) of Diul (Daboul) §jndi.
where the Augustinians had a mission. Vide note 3 on p. 101 above. For • Bandel' cf. Hobscn-Jobson, sv. Bandel
2 Taffeta is woven silk. Th.e Portuguese dictionary gives tapecaria or tapicaria=tapestry Tafcilahs are described
in the Am, I, 93, 94, as stuffs from Mecca.
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it is wicked, for wealth is the root of evil according to the saying of Sallust: " Ubi
divitice clarce habentur, ibi omnia bona vilia sunt: fides, probitas, pudory pudicitia.'
Evil is so rampant in this sink of all iniquity, that the abominable sin is public
and the young Rakes addicted to it, dressed and adorned like women, are allowed
to go about the streets, alluring the profligates / of their kind. They are also sought
after instead of dancing girls at the feasts and marriages of those Barbarians,
who are never so devoid of means as not to have money to get all the trinkets
and feminine ornaments required for such occasions.
In these countries you come also across a body of hypocritical devotee women
(Santulonas), or rather of prostitutes,who, under pretext of contempt of the world wear
a rough and common dress and* live in retirement. According to the rules of their sect,
they are entitled to lay hold of any man they think fit and to gratify with him their
ignoble passion. The men consider it a sin not to lend themselves, to such a shameful deed and look upon it as a great act of chaHty7 What is worse is that these
women, who commit such turpitudes in less frequented streets, are looked upon as
holding the principles and maxims of the world in perfect contempt. From these and
other abominations unfit for Christian ears, which are to be found among those Barbarians, the Catholic reader will see how many great obligations we all have to God,
Who in HA$ infinite goodness and mercy has been pleased to make known to us His most
holy law. By means of this law He has opened the eyes of our mind that we should
be able to see clearly the wickedness of such abominations, which, unbecoming as
they are, I leave buried in their / filthiness.
As soon as the clouds ceased to flood the earth with their supply of damp and
cold vapours and the dry planet dried the wet roads with its natural heat and cleared
the way for the eager traveller, we set forth from the City of Tata. Always going
through populous and cultivated plains we reached on the seventh day the town of
Marum/ where, besides taking provisions for seven days, we procured also a supply
of many yards of rope, which with their leathern buckets were intended for drawing (
water in the horrid, dry and sandy deserts through which we were obliged to pass.
In those places we came across several wells so deep that it was difficult to draw
water. We found it very brackish and in some parts even half salt. With this want
of water we continued our course till on the seventh day we eaijie to the cultivated
and peopled lands of the Kingdom of Jeselmeere. Though the people were Heathen,
we could find milky food and besides a good many kids and goats; so that for food
and drink we were better off than in the deserts we had previously crossed. In this
way we reached the town of Jeselmeere, which being the metropolis of the Kingdom
is the ordinary residence / of its Heathen King, a vassal of the great Mogol.
opulationof J eselmeere is so given_up_toJewdness, specially the women,
that the strangenTare wondering at^ thelxumbeTof Harlots, whose^quadronslinder
the lead of their semorsjdecanas) live~only by singing and dancing atfeastsan^gotercainmenjs^ndjCQ^
>
always numerouain_suck_places. They derive such great profits from their shame
*

\

l Amarkot ?
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ful and jibominable trade, t h a t besides a certain Tax which they give to their King
in order to be allowed to enjoy the liberty and privileges of their infamous office,
they must also pay for going about in their gorgeous and elegant attire and covered
with rich^ewels of gold and^ilver^ Itfwas fronTjeselmeere that, at the end of our
journey, I arrived for the second time at Multan, full of joy at the success of my
expedition. But my joy did not last long, when I had the positive news of the
d e a t h o f j t h e greatNababo and Prince Assofokan.' Such in the end is the uncertain
fate of human schemes, and the dreams of men do not meet with better success.
CHAPTER IvXXL

P- 39°

O F THE GREAT DIFFICULTIES I ENCOUNTERED IN MULTAN BEFORE I COULD CONTINUE
REACHED THE
MY JOURNEY AND O
CITY OF KANDAHAR

When, as I said, I got the news of the death of Assofokan, I gave up the col. 1.
journey to L,aor, where I had no longer any business, and thought of going to
Kandahar and from there to enter into Persia. Being thus resolved, I spoke over
the matter with my Heathen friend Trucidas. Should I be found out as a friend of
the late Assofokan, it would be very difficult for me to get leave to continue my
journey on account of the stringent orders which, quite recently, had come from the
Court. They forbade officers and officials who kept the passes to allow any one to
%
proceed without having first ascertained that he had never been a servant or a sipay of
the defunct Prince. As he was a Persian, born in the Kingdom of Casmin,* it was
feared t h a t the great riches he had left would be carried to foreign parts as pious .
legacies to the Mosques of Mecca and Maxete/ the chief places of worship col. 2.
of their
Creed. To the difficulties I thus laid before him, the Heathen answered
he would do all he could and settle the business with some friends, who were about to
undertake the journey with the first caravan that would leave. According to this
plan, everybody was of opinion that the best way for me to get, like the rest of the
merchants, the liberty of passing, was to play the part of a Sodagor or Merchant.
To this effect it would be necessary to buy at least up to a thousand rupees of the
usual wares and load them on two camels, and when these would be ready to start,
my name and the name of my country would be written, as was the custom, under
an assumed form in the formon. Under this guise and mixed up with the other
formons and papers, mine too would pass through without difficulty. This plan did
not look bad and met with my approbation. I at once gave the money with which
the Heathen busied himself making the necessary purchases. In order that the whole
business might proceed with greater secrecy, he said it seemed / to him more advisable p . 3 ^ j
co1 T
for me to buy the camels than to hire them. Though the buying would cost me - more trouble and care; yet, besides the aforesaid advantage, I would gain much,
should the camels by chance not die on the way. I could buy them for two hundred
1 Asaf Khan died on the 17th Shaban
2 Kasvin,
3 Meshed.

A.H.

1051 (12th November 1641

A.D.).

4

Elliot, ' Hist, of I n d i a , " vii. 68.
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rupees and at Asphan they would fetch at least half this money To hire them,
I would have to pay till Asphan at least seven hundred rupees, and I would be all
the way at the mercy of the owner of the camels, without the liberty, should it
become necessary to do so, of leaving the cafila, a thing those owners will never do.
At this proposal, knowing well his goodwill towards me, I put myself into his hands,
begging of him to act as seemed best to him Thereupon, we were confident of the
success of the journey, as I had already the formon in my possession. But my illluck did not allow me to get out of so great difficulties so easily and without great
troubles. These came through an informer who was at the service of the Catual."
So, one night, when I was far from dreaming of such misfortune, by order of the
col. 2. Catual ten piadas or policemen invaded the Caramossora where I was, and amid great
vociferations told me that the Catual was summoning me./ They were in such a
hurry that they hardly gave me time to put on a calm appearance, and as I was
leaving, they asked me the key of the room, and, turning out two servants, who were
inside, they shut the apartment securing it with a seal they had brought. Seeing
myself a prisoner, I asked them the reason of my arrest, to which they answered
they did not know, and that the only order they had received was to put under seal all
my belongings and to take me before the Catual. This fellow, as soon as he saw me,
spoke thus : " Are you not that Frangui of Assofokan, who passed this way a few
months ago ? How is it that you try to go to Persia against the orders of the
Padcha ?" To this I answered : " Were it true that I was the Frangui of whom he
spoke, yet I had never been the servant of the one he mentioned. As the Prince had
always befriended the Portuguese, it was true I had availed myself of his protection
in my quality of foreigner to travel freely up to Tata." Thereupon he said that
supposing what I had told was true, yet he wanted to get from Laor the proof that I
had never been the servant or Sipay of Assofokan : without that proof he could not let
me go away. He also told me to return the formon he had given me and, without
tarrying any longer, he went out and left me pretty much crestfallen,
p. 392,
Whilst I was thus perplexed, there came a Eunuch from within, who made/ a sign
col. 1. to those who had brought me. These took me to a separate house, though belonging
to the same compound, and leaving me with four guards, the rest went away. Those
who were left spread for me on the ground, at the light of a candle, a wretched carpet,
and making me sit, they also squatted on the same. Then a fellow, who seemed the
witties of the lot, commenced to deliver to me a consolatory speech giving me hopes
of a prompt release. Alas ! even a prompt release would always seem to me a tardy
one He ended his speech by asking for some money to buy Tobacco, and, when I gave
him half a rupee, he remarked it was very little for four persons Thereupon, though
I should never have done it, I gave him another half rupee. Tfiey were then
satisfied, and we passed the rest of the night, they watching by turn and I full of
grief and the prey of conflicting thoughts. When morning came, there appeared my
friend the Heathen in company of the servants who had gone to inform him of my
sudden misfortune. This visit somewhat consoled me, but the arrival of a new guard
l Ispahan, Isfahan.

2 Kotwal.
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was not made to comfort me. Finally, the Heathen told me that, if the Catual
wanted only the restitution of the formon, he would set me free, when he would be
made to understand t h a t the formon was by his order under key and seal; should this
fail,/he, Trucidas, would devise other means to procure my release. He then col. 2.
took his leave and went away to concert for my liberation. In the meantime, the
two servants had stayed to help me, but the guards would never allow them to
approach me, saying that, if I wanted their services, I was to give them one rupee as
I had given to the other guards, since they were as good as they. I then understood
how foolishly I had .acted when giving the rupee to the first fellow and, resolving to
mend my ways, I told the servants to go home, making use of the Portuguese
tongue, so as not to be understood b}' the others, and come back at meal time, when
other guards would be on duty. This trick of mine was of little avail; for, these
guards exchanging remarks among themselves as usual, those who came to take
their place made me the same demand, and on my refusal I remained without food
till night. I had to give in, in order to get food, and not only had I to pay these
fellows, but those who had preceded them as well. Like this, simply to satisfy the
guards, I had to spend every day four rupees, or two pesos of our money. As ill-luck
would have it, and to add to my disappointment, that very same day the devil
carried away a brother-in-law of the Catual, a Maumetan like him. Hence Trucidas
could not settle anything, for the Catual shut himself up in the house of his widowed
sister, and remained there three days without giving audience to anybody till after p. 393,
c0 I
the funeral and the Alcoranic rites. My Catari could then get a hearing, and on ' *
his standing security for me, on the fifth day of my detention I left the jail full of
grief and affliction at the thought of all the difficulties which prevented my journey,
and of the number of days which would pass before the proof required could come
from Laor. We tried then to contrive some other shorter means, and it was my good
friend who discovered it, and this through some mollifying gratifications, which as a
rule soften the most stony hearts, specially when these are strangers to justice and
the fear of the Lord. Though we could obtain through this means the ratification of
the formon, the/ obstacles could not be removed before the departure of the Caravan, col. 2.
This put me in the necessity of waiting another six months for the second ; for to
travel on those roads except in large and well-armed bodies is out of the question.
Troops of Beluches, a set of robbers and highwaymen, infest all the paths, and even
caravans to save themselves are obliged now and then to pay a heavy ransom. All
these considerations made me sad and full of anxiety, for I could not see the way of
escaping those manifest dangers during my journey.
CHAPTER L X X I I .
I N WHICH THE AUTHOR GIVES AN ACCOUNT OF HIS JOURNEY FROM MUI/TAN TO THE
CITY OF KANDAHAR.

After the caravan had departed and I had been left at Multan, I was so col. 1.
irresolute that I did not know what to do in order / to be able to proceed onward, col. 2.
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At times, I would have been tempted to set out, had it not been that, in putting
myself in such evident danger, I would have been tempting God and been guilty of a
very great rashness. With all this, my mind, as I said, / was wavering on a deep sea of
c o n fli c ting thoughts, and my grief became so great that, if the divine Father of mercy
had not promptly relieved me, these persistent ideas would indeed have caused me a
severe illness. In the midst of my anxieties God permitted the arrival of a company
of eight hundred horse, composed entirely of splendid picked men, under the command
of a Mirza, a person of illustrious rank, who with his whole family was going to reside
1
on the frontiers of the Kingdoms of Kandahar and Chalabiche. I resolved to join
this party against the advice of my friend Trucidas and others, his friends, who tried
their best to dissuade me. One of the reasons they put forward was that I was
manifestly risking my life travelling as a merchant in the company of those soldiers,
chiefly when they would come to know I was a Portuguese. As the Portuguese in
those parts are looked upon as wealthy people, the soldiers would imagine that I,
being one of them, was carrying great riches, for the sake of which they could easily
kill me without anybody except God knowing about it. Yet, when they saw I stood
firm, they tried to provide for my security as far as they could, and managed to find
people of position who would call on the Mirza and beg of him to take me in his
company / under a promise of protection These found the good-natured Mirza so well
disposed that they could obtain all they wished. The next day, accordingly, they
took me to him. He received me with the usual civilities and with great affability ;
the assurances he gave me, together with his noble mien and his venerable age, satisfied me so much, that I believed one so liberally endowed with natural gifts could not
under so good a figure hide anything worse than his hereditary faith in the disgraceful Alcoran. Were it not for this, he could have been a model to the most exemplary religious, as I had occasion to ascertain during the course of the journey.
I was very happy to have found such a good and unexpected company, and I
looked upon it as a special mercy of God. After providing for a few things which I still
wanted, I resolved to go and put up my tent, with three servants and two camels, on
2
the other bank of the river Indo, at a smalltown called Petto-Ale,' where the Mirza
had taken his lodgings and was waiting for some ammunition and warlike stores
which were following him. Whilst I was busy settling my business with the Choquidares or Custom-houses, I sent to the Mirza a fair present of nice and curious Sinde
3
articles, asking him leave to get into his camp. He was highly pleased / with the Adia
These fellows came riding on
a l l c j s e n t a t once two of his eunuchs to go and fetch me
two beautiful horses to the place where I was, and told me on the part of their master
that they had come to accompany me, and, when they saw that the Choquidares had
not yet done with me, they called them and told them to make haste.
In
this way I paid much less than I should have done, if they had not been present,
and they said I would have nothing to pay at the other Choquidares, for I was
1 See note i, p. 151.
2 Petoali is also mentioned in Steele's account of the route, but I have not identified it.
0 See note 1, p. 97 above.
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to travel in the quality of a Sipais or soldier. I thanked them in words and deeds for
all they had done for me, for without the latter, words are of little consequence. Would
to God t h a t words had as much weight in some of the Christian and Catholic countries as among many uncivilized peoples. If these take presents, at least they are
not so easily forgetful as is the custom of many, specially in some Italian courts. Thus
released from the hindrances of the Custom-house, we crossed the River and, when
we reached the spot where the Mirza was camping, they took me to his tent, where
he received me with such demonstrations of love that, had I been one of his close
relatives, they could not have been greater. He at once gave orders to pitch my tent
close to his own and to do the same henceforward during the whole of the journey.
Two days after my arrival, the things he was waiting for reached the Camp, / and the col. 2
following day the Mirza, distributing his cavalry in four squadrons of two hundred
horse each, sent them ahead to wait for him on the border of a country at a distance
of four days' journey from the place where we were.
The next day, the Mirza also departed with the rest of his family, accompanied
by a troop of twenty horsemen, all belonging to his household. I was one of their
1
number; behind came the luggage guarded by fifty Tufanguis, or Arquebusiers, and a
number of servants. Keeping this arrangement, we went on through peopled and
cultivated lands, where we always found plentiful supplies, till we reached the foot
and pass of the mountains. We stopped there three days, and, after I had on the first
day cleared my goods at the Custom-house of the place, the Mirza at once sent ahead
^ix hundred horse in three squadrons, with orders to reconnoitre the way for fear of
the Aguvanes.* These people inhabit those rugged barren mountains from which,
like untamed savage brutes, they issue forth to fall upon the defenceless men
journeying through those craggy hills. We marched on in this manner till we
3
reached Chatza, a small and not very strong Castle where the Mogol / Emperor keeps p. 396,
co
lm
a small body of soldiers as a protection against robbers; but, when these are want- *
ing, the soldiers take their place, if they find an occasion. From that fort we went
ahead climbing and going down those rugged snow-covered hills. At night we had to
clear the snow with the shovels we were carrying for the purpose, in order to pitch
our tents and pavilions As the roofs were of cloth and could not bear the amount of
snow falling at night, we had again and again to unload it from the movable supports,
which otherwise would have come down under tl : weight and buried those who
would have been caught in their state of indolence.
Amidst these troubles and difficulties, though we had not met Aguvan robbers,
we had to struggle against the inclemency and rigour of the weather, which was so
severe owing to the great amount of snow covering the ground. I t lay so thick in
some of the passes that it was only by toiling hard that we could clear our way. Working thus onward we arrived at Duckeen/ a town of the savage Aguvanes, where the Great
5
Mogol keeps a garrisoned fortress. Thence we j ourneyed to the Secotas parganas , which
1

1 Tufangchis, musketeers.
* Afghans.
3 perhaps Katzai near Loralai.
* Duki.
l
* Doubtless ' pargana Sekot,' but I have not ascertained where this is. Steele and Crowther also mention - Sekota,'
Purchas (Hakluyt Soc. Edn.), iv. 271.
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col. 2. are three hamlets (aldeas)/ built at the foot of the rough Durues hills, in whose defiles we
2
almost perished buried in the snow. This obliged us to turn back and go to Pesingan,
a small village, from which at the cost of a three days' journey we went to find
another road. Though the snow was not so deep here, the hills were still more rugged
and dangerous. We spent three days in these, climbing and coming down very high
mountains, some of them so steep that, though we took every precaution to secure
the descent of the camels and their loads, we could not at a certain difficult
passage prevent three of them from slipping down with one of the drivers foremost.
Before they reached half way down the hill, they were torn into a thousand pieces.
We stopped there for the rest of the day in order to distribute the three loads on the
back of other camels, as well as to give time to the wife and two sons of the unfortunate man to pick up the fragments of the body and give them the usual Maumetan
burial. This burial is accompanied by useless prayers, which taken from the worship
of their false Alcoran can hardly be pleasing in the sight of the divine Majesty, which
r
they offend so grievously. When these funeral rites were over, w e continued going
P- 3971 down the hills with greater care and apprehension, and God our Lord / was pleased
x
' that, after overcoming snow, rain, tempests and dangerous passes, we should reach
after ten days the City of Kandahar. On the way we had been so stiff with cold
col. 2. and weather-beaten / that our good supply of postines * or fur-skins had not been able
to prevent us from arriving in a most miserable and pitiful condition.
i i.e. Durras or defiles. Cf. Purchas Pilgrimage (1614), p. 603, and Purchas his Pilgrimes (Hakluyt Soc. Edn), iv. 271.
2 Peshin-gaon ? As regards this route Fr. Hosten notes:—
u
Father Tieffentaler, S.J., counted 300 common miles or 160 royal miles from Multan to Kandahar. We find
in Bernoulli's Descr. de ilnde, vol. Til, map marked Hindoostan No. I I , nearly all the place-names here mentioned :
Chatzan wilh a fort, Duckce, Secola; then comes a defile to be identified with Manrique's Durues hills [Khoja
Aniran Mts.]; beyond, Pesinga. These localities are all on the usual caravan-route between Multan and Kandahar. "
3 Poshtins, or sheepskin coats
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D a n i e l M o g i n i e , a forgotten S w i s s a d v e n t u r e r in H i n d u s t a n *
(I738-I7490
Translated from the German by the R E V S . J. W. D U H R , S.J., and H. HOSTEN, S.J.
1

Johann Bernouilli mentions, in a list of works on Nadir Shah, one by a Swiss
adventurer, whose name and fame India seems to have entirely forgotten. He is
said to have died at Agra on May 22nd, 1749, aged 39 years, and to have been Governor of the Panjab.
All I can say is t h a t I have not found his name on any of the tombstones in the
Catholic graveyards of Agra, although I copied all the inscriptions up to the end of
December 1912. Of Moginie himself and his adventures I know nothing beyond
what we learn from Bernouilli. His history is, however, too romantic to leave it in
the limbo of oblivion. Perhaps one of our readers will feel stimulated to try and
get hold of the original account, and push the study of it, and its claims to recognition or its spuriousness, further than Bernouilli.
H.

HOSTEN,

S.J.

:o:

[P, 11]. Uillustre Paysany ou Memoires et avantures de Daniel Moginie, natif du
village de Chezales au Canton de Berne, baillage de Moudon, mort a Agra, le 22 de Mai
1749, age de 39 ans ; Omrah de la premiere classe, Commandant de la seconde Garde
Mogole, Grand Portier du Palais de VEmpcreur et Gouvemcur du Palngeab. Ou se
trouvent plusieurs p articular ites anecdotes des dernieres Revolutions de la Perse et de l
Indostan et du Regne de Thamas-Koulikan.
Ecrit et adressc par lui-meme a son Frer
2
Francois, son Legataire. A Lausanne, 1754. 8vo.
I have not seen this book for a very long time in the original French edition,
but I have it lying before me in German, in which language it has appeared under
several titles. First, at Berlin in 1755, the title : Der erlauchte Bauer oder Lebensgeschichte und Begebcnheiten Daniel Mogniies, etc., being the literal and complete
translation of the long French title. Subsequently, a new title-page was put to this
Berlin edition, with the following title: Die bewundcrnswiirdige Gunst des Glucks oder
1

Cf. Des Pater Joseph Tieffenthater's, b. G. /. und a post. Missionarius
in Indien, historisch-geographische Beschreibung von Hindustan.
Zweyten Bandes, zweyter Theil, (Berlin) Gotha, E. W. Ettinger, 1788, pp. 11-17. [The notes
not within [ ] are by Bernouilli. We leave the spelling of some of the proper names in their original form.]
a [The illustrious Peasant, or Memoirs and adventures ot Daniel Moginie, a native of the village of Chezales in the
Canton of Bern, Bailiwick of Moudon, who died at Agra on May 22, 1749, aged 39 years, Omrah of the first class,
Commandant of the second Mogol Guard, Great Gate Keeper of the Emperor's Palace, and Governor of the Palngeab
[Panjab], wherein arc found several Particulars (and) anecdotes about the latest Revolutions of Persia and Indostan
and of the reign of Thama- Koulikan
Written and addressed by himself to his brother Francois, his legatee At
Lausanne, T.754.]
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wahrhaftige und zuverldssige Lebensbeschreibung eines Menschen welcher von dent niedrigsten Stande bis fast zum hochsten Gipsel der Ehren gestiegen ist3 und der seine Tage
erst gegen die Mitte des jetzigen Jahrhanderts beschlossen hat. Nebst verschiedenen
l
geheimen Umstdnden einiger sehr betrdchtlichen Staaten. Frankfurt und Leipzig, 1760.
The new title-page contains this quaint and quite new title, together with the 12
last pages of the text, and the identical list of atrocious errata found in the Berlin
edition. Another German edition, which I have not seen, and which, if I understand
1
Herr Meusel aright, is a different translation from that of the Berlin edition, has for
title: Daniel von Moginie selbst eigene Beschreibung seiner Reise und seltsame Begebenhciten in Persien und Indostan; herausgegeben von (Reichard) Tomlinson. Bern
3
1763, 2 parts, 8vo.
[ P . 12], We might have assigned before this a place to Moginie, because he
deals but briefly with Nadir's expedition to Dehli, whereas he relates at length the
events preceding it. One knows hardly what to think about this quite marvellous
book, which has much the appearance of a novel. At the age of 18, Moginie, the son
of a substantial peasant, had a dream, after which he found, in a hollow wall'of his
•

father's house, a roll of parchment on which were ^written wonderful characters which
he could not read. He sought the advice of Crousaz and Ruchat of Lausanne, was
directed to a Leiden Professor (probably Schulteus), and, to manage to go there,
entered the service of a Dutch family at Bern. The Leiden Professor directed him
in turn to the former commandant of Malacca, Herr Kalb of Amsterdam, from whom
he finally learnt that his manuscript was written in the Malay, or the original
Indian tongue, and' contained the genealogy of a family, which descended from
Amorgines, King of the Sacae (dent Konige der Sacer), but was dispersed in the n t h
century, when the barbarians invaded Persia. The third son of Sapor Amorgines,
the then head of the family, went to Constantinople, next to Rome, where he was
baptized and married. With what remained of his jewels he bought a piece of land
in the Wadt or Pays de Vaud (then part of Savoy), where, in the year 1069 A.D. he
wrote in his own hand at Avencum (or Aventicum, now Avanches) the manuscript in
question. Herr Kalb, recognising in Moginie a descendant of this Prince, and
therefore one of the oldest noblemen in the world, showed him a father's affection,
and took him to Batavia, but died on the journey. After several romantic adventures, Moginie reached Malacca, where the Governor of the town, an old French
refugee, called d'Imberbault, gave him some instruction in the military art, to enable
him to enter the service of Thamas, the Persian Prince.
Moginie, whose ambition it was to rescue his family from the obscurity into
1

[The remarkable Favour of Fortune, or veracious and credible Biography of a Man who rose from the lowest
Condition to well-nigh the highest Pinnacle of Honour, and who ended his Days only about the Middle of the present
Century. Together with several unknown circumstances of some very important States. . . .]
Herr
2 " Alia Versio Theotisca prodiit sic inscripta," etc. Vid. Bibl. Histor. Tom. I I . P. 2, pag. 4Meusel has
inserted this book among the authors on India, because it was not yet known t o him, when he wrote that part wnic
deals with the writers on Persia.
3 [Daniel von Moginie's own Description of his Travels and strange Adventures in Persia and Indostan: puDlis e
by (Reichard) Tomlinson. . . .]
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which it had fallen, followed this plan. On December 24th, 1729, he arrived at Bender
Abbasi, and, after weighing the pros and cons, he judged it more to his purpose to
offer his services to the Afghan King Azraf, then at Shiras, than to Thamas, who
was a t a distance. He was well received by Zeberdest, Azraf s General, before whom
he gave himself out as a French nobleman experienced in gunnery and the military
profession ; and, as Shiras was besieged shortly after by Thamas Kuli Khan, he was
of great assistance in the defence of that town. The town was taken, however, after
Azraf, who had abandoned it, was utterly defeated. Moginie now collected a force
of 200 men, and taking command of it offered his services to Thamas Kuli Khan.
From this time onward (February 1730), Moginie ( P . 13] was for some years almost
continually near the Persian General; he accompanied him in his expeditions, rendered
him (as he says) important services, and rose higher and higher in his favour.
His narrative of the events of this period is very circumstantial, and has every appearance of trustworthiness; nor do I see why a novelist should have taken the trouble
to invent so many incidents therein related, which are of no interest to the mere
dilettante reader.
Soon after ascending the throne in May 1736, the new Shah (Nadir) sent AbdulBachi-Khan to Constantinople to confirm the peace. Moginie had to accompany h i m ;
and, though his character was not defined, his mission consisted chiefly in attracting
to the Shah's service all the Europeans residing at Constantinople who might be able
to perfect in Persia the sciences generally, and especially the military art. AbdulBachi-Khan is the very ambassador with whom Otter travelled from Constantinople
to Ispahan. Moginie, who remained behind in Constantinople, learnt, however, already
in December 1736 that Abdul had accused him before the Shah, as also before the
Great Vizier and other Ministers of the Sublime Porte, as.if he had hindered the conelusion of the peace. He was now ordered by the Shah to remain as his agent near
the Sublime Porte at Constantinople, and, under threat of disfavour, to settle within
two months the business pending. As he had no hope of effecting this, he considered
himself as lost. To save his remaining fortunes, he left Stamboul for Persia on the 4th
of March 1737, and arrived in disguise at Ispahan, where his friends, out of fear and
interested motives, betrayed him. The only one who took an interest in him was Heer
Norpeen, the Director of the Dutch Factory, who advised him to try his luck in India,
and offered him his help in the matter; for the circumstances were too bad for him to
appear before the Shah and seek to exculpate himself. He betook himself first to
1
Candahar, where he was known to the Prince, in order to settle there, and he helped
to defend this town, which Nadir Shah, not long afterwards, besieged for more than
a year. During the siege, the issue of which could be foreseen, Moginie, who especially
had to fear the Shah's vengeance, fled to Dehli (which, like Otter, he calls Dilly),
disguised as a Banian, and accompanied by an Afghan notable, who succumbed to the
hardships of the way.
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J During the first mission which he received from Thamas Kulikhan/viz., to examine secretly the condition of the
Kandahar fortress, he gained the affection of the Prince, and continued in it, although he had to prove unfaithful to
him in secret.
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Here he soon rose to power, especially as he could still show [P t 14] the patent
he had received from Nadir Shah, and he already commanded a corps, and was consulted, when Nadir Shah marched on Dehli. He advanced with the Mogol Army
and assisted at the first events. He relates also, but differently from others, the
well-known treacheries which then occurred; but, as Moha mmed Shah was retained
a prisoner by Nadir after the meeting of the two Monarchs, the situation grew again
too hot for him; and, to avoid falling into the Shah's hands, he profited by the
general disorder, and fled with about 60 officers. He reached Dehli before anything
had transpired there about the Emperor's being kept a prisoner, and helped himself
to horses from the Emperor's stable, four elephants, and the most precious objects
in the palace of Nessur-Ali, lately deceased, which (palace) the Emperor had gifted
to him. His followers had now increased to 1,500 officers and other persons of rank ;
he marched with them southwards, and conceived the idea of taking possession of
the kingdom of Golkonda. At the end of three months, he was already at the head of
4,000 infantry and more than i,8oo horse, and had a camp with artillery and baggage.
However, in July (1739), he learned, through the couriers sent from Dehli to the
Provinces, what had since happened between the Emperor and the Shah: the latter's
retreat, and that he had bound himself to help the Emperor in bringing his nobility
to obedience, or maintaining them in it. Hereupon, Moginie himself returned, was
received by the Emperor as a faithful servant, was appointed to the dignity of a
commandant of the second guard (der andem Garde), and honoured with other
favours. These kindnesses animating him with new zeal, he undertook to organise
the whole corps after what he considered the best methods of military discipline. In
September 1740, he made them manoeuvre before the Emperor, who was so highly
pleased that he made him an Omrah of the first rank, and presented him besides
with 400,000 rupees, to enable him to live up to his rank. Shortly afterwards, after
a repetition of these manoeuvres, he obtained the patent of a L,ieutenant-General of
the armies of Hindustan, and the Governors m the Provinces were ordered to discipline their troops according to his method.
This mission, however, does not appear to have been successful. Moginie was
sent to Bengal, " in order to receive from the Regents of Daca the accounts which
they had to submit to their Over-Raja from the time of his minority." ' The [P. 15]
mother of the young Raja was a sister of the Emperor's, and he was to bring both to
1 Before this, much [of Moginie's storyj was simply improbable . but here the narrative limps quite violently and
is surely false. How could Moginie give to the Mahommedan Governor of Bengal the title of Raja, which belongs only
to Hindus? The supposed Over-Raja must have been Saflraskhan, to whom the rebellious Sadshi and Aliverdi, after
they had done away with the Subah Sudsha Khan in 1738, disputed likewise the governorship, and whom they slew in
battle at the end of 1741. Saflraskhan, besides, was older then than to be a prince who had just emerged from his minority,
since he was alive already before 1720 (Cf. Holwell, pp. 36-37). And. as for his mother, it is rather uncertain whether ahe
was the Emperor's sister. On one point only does one remark a distant similarity with real history, viz.. that at the time
when Moginie would have been sent to Bengal, the Emperor, who was reduced to straits by the Mahrattas owing to the
Tshout, offered to them to go to Bengal, to levy there the revenue which had fallen into arrears owing to the supposed
anarchy, to which they agreed. [The word ' Tschout * may be identified with Chauth (Manx.), • one fourth p a r t ' ; the
black mail levied by the Mahrattas from the provincial governors as compensation for leaving their districts in immunity
from plunder. Cf Hobsoti-Jobson—s. v., Chowt, and compare with Manucci by W Irvine. Storia do Mo$ort IV, 431,
note on Chiutia.J
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Agra, where the Raja intended doing homage to his sovereign and uncle, whereas his
mother would remain in the Mahal. However, he made the Princess change her
mind, and his old genealogical record moved the Emperor to give him his sister in
marriage and appoint him Governor of the Panjab (Panshab) and L,ahor. H e is
supposed to have lived in this glorious position from February 1742. Three years
after his marriage, his wife would have died, and his only wish during [the last] four
years was to have his brother near him, especially as the bad state of his health told
1
him to prepare for death.
I have allowed myself to be detained by this " illustrious p e a s a n t " at greater
length than I had intended, and than he seems to deserve. For my justification I
can add only that even the famous historian Herr Meusel has a higher opinion of the
value of this book than probably most of my readers, or those who have read the
2
whole of it. I want to quote his opinion at foot, and add here freely my own.
The authenticity of the old parchment-roll may be left undecided; it is not impossible, provided the contents, as given in the book itself, agree somehow with the
Persian Annals to be found in trustworthy authors; perhaps, one might learn still in
the Pays de Vaud whether the alleged discovery of this document is not a mere
gloss added to the book by the editor.
[ P . 16]. Still less importance is to be attached to the traveller's amorous adventures and others, which drove him to Malacca. He reached Shiras, and, as he has
often occasion to speak of the Afghans (Avganen), he gives his brother an idea of this
people and of the revolutions they had brought about in Persia. " I shall tell you
about this," he wrote to his brother, " what I have learned from the chief and best
informed persons among them. As their downfall and ruin took place under my own
eyes, I shall be able to speak to you about it as an eye-witness/' In another place
(p. 63) one sees that he must have learned much from the French cannon-founder
Chomel, who had come to Ispahan already in 1716 or 1717, and who from 1724 had
enjoyed an influential position among the Afghans. However, this portion may also
be merely an addition compiled by the editor from the several earlier histories I have
indicated above. My opinion about Moginie's doings in Persia is more definite. I
have said already why I consider them trustworthy. In t h a t case they constitute
the best and most useful portion of the book. I add still t h a t the fortunes of our
adventurer in Persia are not quite so extraordinary as to exceed all likelihood. Nadir
3
was fond of Europeans, and Moginie had talents which, for the country, were not
common. Only one point offers a difficulty: Moginie asserts that the daughter of
.

•

J This brother had gone with hjm to Holland, and had entered the service of an Englishman.
2
Liber historici magps, quam geographici argumenti, utpote qui, praeter auctoris fata mirabilia, multa de rebus
titulo memoratis tradit alibi haud obvia, certe minus explicita. Nos supra Vol. I, P. I I , p. 63, sqq. ubi de rebus Persicis
ffivi recentioris sermo, hujus quoque scriptoris probe instructi meminissemus, si turn ejus librum cognovissimus
In
usum eorum qui de rebus Persiae historias condidere, venisse haud yidetur. f=The subject of the book is historical rather
than geographical; for, in addition to the author's wonderful adventures, it contains many things on the matters mentioned in the title which are not found elsewhere, or at any rate are less clear. In Vol. I, Pt. I I , p. 63, sqq., where we
• speak of Persian affairs of more recent times, we should have mentioned also this well-informed writer, if we had then
known his book. I t does not appear to have been known by the historians who have written about Persia.]
3 See in particular pp. 158-159, and Lettres £difiantest Rec [ueil] xxv, p. 405.
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Samedkhan, a distinguished General in Nadir's service, was given him in marriage by
her own father, whose favourite he was. This seems to show t h a t he changed his
religion. He wishes, however, to forestall the suspicion (p. 162); b u t I doubt
whether the two could have gone together, and I suspect that a remnant of Swiss
piety and shame made him suppress the circumstance. Probably, too, he bore another
name in Persia and Hindustan, which he nowhere mentions.
To come finally to the events which would have occurred after his flight from
Persia: some of these may be true, and one can learn even some incidents about
Nadir's expedition; but, very shallow and partly false are on the whole the informations inserted about Hindustan; I take them as an addition of the ignorant editor,
nor do I consider less apocryphal Moginie's relationship with Mohammad-Shah, the
Emperor of Hindustan; for, in t h a t case, new doubts arise, on the score of religion
among other things. Moreover, one may wonder t h a t not the slightest information
about the Mogol Court is to be found for the period 1742-1749, not even about the
death of his imperial brother-in-law, which occurred in 1747. [ P . 17] This is easy to
understand, however, when one considers that the editor had not at hand any printed
1
books from which to fill in the gap.
St. Xavier's College}
30, Park Street, Calcutta.
1917.
[i The following facts may possibly throw some light on Moginie's stay at Dacca. According to Stewart's History
of Bengal (pp. 426-429), Suja-uddin, the Nawab of Bengal, who governed Murshidabad from 1726 to 1739, appointed his
son-in-law Murshid Kull Khan, as Deputy Nazim of Dacca. Murshid Kuli Khan employed as his Diwan 'Meer
Hubbeeb,' a native of Shiraz, who had been a broker at Hugh. In 1734, Murshid Kull Khan was appointed to the
deputy-government of Orissa and he took ' Meer H u b b e e b ' with him. The government of Dacca was then conferred
by the Nawab on Sarfaraz Khan, but he was ordered to send there as his deputy ' Ghalib Aly Khan,' who asserted his
descent from the kings of Persia. Might Moginie not have been known, therefore, in India by the title of Ghalib
Ali Khan ?
An Augustinian Friar, Ambrosio de Santo Augustinho, relates how, while he was Rector of Nagori near Dacca,
(
there arose a persecution against the Christians of his Mission under Murshid Kuli Khan and his second Morobib'
(Meer Hubbeeb). Morobib was, however, a friend o" the Christians, and he did everything he could to defend them.
" This man completed his term of office, and another one came. The case was placed before the tribunals, and all were
condemned to death. The Nababo who had to ratify the sentence was a Persian; a good man, called Galbalican. He
said he would not kill them. God, who had created them, would kill them; let them remain in prison for life.
They remained in prison three years and some months. One died in prison; the other two were set free at the request
of a Christian, the Nababo's surgeon, and they did not enquire any further about the others or about the Fathers; the
whole thing was hushed up t h a t way or put out of sight."
Having no books at my disposal here at Darjeeling (15-3-1920), I am unable to push my enquiries about Galbalican
any further.]

T h e R o a d b e t w e e n D e l h i a n d Multan.
A. M. STOW.
[Paper read—September 16th, 1912.]

In the field of Indian historical research opened up by such scholars*as Elliot,
Cunningham, and Raverty, the district officer has many opportunities for supplementing the spade-work of these pioneers. This paper is an attempt to apply the
observations which force themselves upon a district officer in the course of his duties
to the description given in the original authorities of the route mentioned in the
early Muhammadan histories almost to the exclusion of all others lying within the
present province of the Panjab—the route between Dehli and Multan.
Round this road from Delhi to Multan centres the main history of the Panjab
during the rule of the early Muhammadan kings of Delhi, while the road from Delhi
to Lahore, afterwards the main road of the Empire, is hardly mentioned. It is worth
while to consider the reasons why the history of the early Mussalman kings was thus
confined to the Multan-Delhi route, to the exclusion of the road between Lahore and
Delhi.
A common but somewhat half-hearted explanation is that the country between
l
Multan and Delhi was in those days more naturally fertile than it is now. The truth
of this statement may be admitted to a certain extent, for natural fertility in the
Panjab depends largely on rivers. In the 13th and 14th centuries between Multan and
Delhi lay not only the Sutlej and the network of channels known as the Sarusti,
Ghaggar and Chautang, with their continuation, the^Hakra, but the Bias as well.
IndeecTif Raverty's conclusions are to be accepted the Chenab, carrying the united
waters of the Chenab, Jhelum and Ravi, mustalso be added.* However that may be,
the country between Dfpalpur an(fMujtan 3 o w n J & J b h Z ^
fully irrigated by
floods or by cuts~trom the BiaTand the Sutlej andwasmore fertile than at thejprgsent
day. The Sutlejltself ran in a r m ^ e ^ w ^ f e f l y ^
does at present^_but_this
would not a f f e e r T E ^ ^ e r a l _ p r ^
the S^tleT and Delhi
although it'enabledTthe neighbourhood of Abohar to be watered by canals in the
riverain.
3
Whether the Ghaggar, Sarusti, Chautang and Hakra in the early Muhammadan
rexed question. The Hakra
has been the subject of much speculation, some aver that it represents an old bed of
h rg
1 jl w s
the SntT^T""^- ^ th*
^ Lfaeiffiginarcourse of the Jumna which was subsequently
gradual upheaval
1 Multan Gazetteer, p. 46. Hissar Gazetteer, p. 21.
* Bahawalpur Gazetteer, p. 5- Raverty, Mihran of Sind and its Tributaries.
Bahawalpur

pp.

J%A.S.B.. Pt. I, no. I l l , 1892, p. 166.
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while others again maintain that it is the old course_of an independent,' lost fiver '
which flowed through the Panj ab*'andjB3nedItEi^«4^
But
for the mediaeval period suclftheories are of little importance. During the 13th and
14th centuries of our era these channels pursued practically the same course and
brought down very much the same, quantity of water as they do at present. To this
day may be seen the considerable remainsof bridges ove^thg_Qhaggar and^arusii
1
between Samana and Kaithal, dating probably from the time of the slave kings, which
were certainly not designedlor a larger volume of water than is now carried. Cultivation was no doubt chiefly confined to the banks of these streams, and we know from
Ibn Batuta that the country r o u n d J S i r s a j v a s j ^ m o m f o ^ ^
2
tcTpelhi. But a few years agoTBefor^hTexport^trade made it more profitable to
divert the water of these streams into the higher lands in order to grow wheat, the
rice crops of Sarusti and Ghaggar valleys were abundant. The dry tracts between
the Sutlej and Sirsa and the neighbourhood of Hansi were certainly not more productive than they are now. At the present day a year of good rainfall in the dry tracts
of Hissar and Sirsa will produce a supply which would suffice to fee£jthe_Popjilation
for ttfreeTearsTiTthere were no suclTthing as an export trade. Similar conditions
r
exf steTTn~tne days of the early Muhammadan kings when the country was well
governed. On the other hand, under bad management, these tracts were even more
liable to fajmn^thanthey_are at present. Ibn B a t u t ^ j e ^ e a t s j ^ s t o r ^ t o j d j i u n ^
students (gjKhorasanJiow during a famine in the^eign of M u h a m m a d J I ^
found the town of Agroha abandoned. They forced their way into a house where
they^a^raTman devouring a humarTfoot which he had roasted^oyer__a^fire__. Lastly,
if the country^was more naturallylefHIel^an it is now andJhgrejv^s_Jiiore_^ater_in
the Ghaggar and ^hailtangT^wli^rihould Firoz ShahjvhgnJiQuading his-city_of__Hissar
have Been at the expense^ of constructing a canal, and if a canal was necessary why
should KeTiay^taken it from the Jumna and not from the Ghagg^^wHich is only 30
^
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The early Muhammadan kings did not devote their attention to the country
between Multan and Delhi because it was fertile. I t was, as it is now in its natural
state, a barren tract varied by stretches of cultivation in the neighbourhood of the
rivers. These rulers had little choice in the matter, and were restricted to this part
of the Panjab by the circumstances of their invasions, and by their neglect of
strategic points in their anxiety to found an Empire. There are two outstanding features in the history of early Mussalman rule in India, first the wealth and importance
of the city and province of Multan as opposed to Lahore, and secondly the neglect of
Lahore as the third apex of the commanding strategical position Multan-LahoreDehli. These considerations, and not the supposed superior fertility of the country
between Delhi and Multan, account for the exclusive attention which the Delhi-Multan
road has received at the hands of the early historians.
J Karnal Gazetteer, p. 33.

The bridge over_the_Ghaggar at Gula is- mentioned by Timur as ancient.

430- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _
_^^HM
2 Ibn Batuta, Defremery's Translation, p. 140.
8 Ibn Batuta, Defremery's Translation, p. 372.
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It is easy to forget how small a proportion the Mussalmans who settled in the
country on the invasion of Muhammad Shahab-ud-din Ghori bore to the Hindu population, and it is the easier to forget, because so many of the early Muhammadan kings
failed to realize this obvious fact. The Panjab which Muhammad Shahab-ud-din
Ghori invaded had completely recovered from the raids of Mahmud of Ghazni nearly
two hundred years earlier. Only a remnant of the Ghaznavites maintained a show
of sovereignty in Lahore. From the Indus to the Chenab the country was in the
hands of the Ghakkars, while between the Chenab and the Ravi roamed a number of
predatory tribes of J at and Rajput origin, the most important of whom were the
Khokars. The hill Rajas of Karigra and their dependents from their capital of Nagar
Kot controlled the Siwaliks and the plains as far as Jalandhar and the banks of the
Sutlej. The territory stretching from the Mussalman settlements of Sind and Multan
in the west to the Siwaliks on the east bank of the Sutlej was embraced in the great
Rajput kingdom of Prithvl Raj whose capital was at Delhi. The entire population
of the Panjab, with the exception of Multan and Lahore, were Hindus. Muhammad
Shahab-ud-din Ghori and his trusty lieutenants nominally ruled the Panjab from the
Indus to the Jumna as well as other parts of India. In reality they had left the
Karigra Rajas untouched and had made little impression on the tribes between the
Ravi and the Indus. But by the defeat of Prithvl Raj at the battle of Naraina they
had broken the most influential and best organized power in Northern India.
The northern defences of Prithvi Raj's kingdom had been organized for the protection of Delhi. To the north of the Ghaggar stretched a line of forts, Bhatinda,
Sunam, Kuhram and Samana.
To the south of that river Sirsa and Kaithal formed a second line of defence,
while the stronghold of Hansi with the neighbouring hill fortress of Tosham protected the desert frontier. Delhi and its defences as they fell into the hands of the
invaders were garrisoned by Mussalmans, and one of the first charges held by Qutbl
ud-din' Aibek was the district of Kuhram. As successor of Prithvl Raj, Muhammad
Shahab-ud-dlri Ghori took especial care to consolidate his rule in Delhi and its territory to the north.
Although he established no permanent hold over the Northern Panjab, Muhammad Shahab-ud-din Ghori had secured the strategical points Multan, Lahore and Delhi.
The task of consolidating Muhammadan rule within this triangle was amply sufficient for
the invading army and for the recruits which flocked to it from Central Asia. Had the
efforts of these early invaders been directed towards strengthening the hold of the
Mussalmans over the Southern Panjab, which may be described as the citadel of India,
a real Mussalman empire would have been achieved long before the time of Akbar.
But even in the lifetime of Muhammad of Ghor the invading forces had been weakened
by the foundation of a Muhammadan kingdom in Bengal. After Muhammad's death
Qutb-ud-din Aibek and his successor Altamsh embarked on plundering and iconoclastic raids in Central India which however useful in providing funds for their grandiose
monuments at Delhi were of little use in strengthening their strategical position.
' Raverty, T. N., vol I, p. 515.
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Qutb-ud-din appears to have realized the importance of holding Lahore and Multan as well as Delhi. He devoted himself to the task of ousting his rival Sultan Tajud-din Yaldoz (another of Muhammad Ghori's generals) ' from Lahore with all his
available forces, and after this had been accomplished he spent the last years of
his life there and never returned to Delhi. The ruler of Multan, Nasir-ud-dln
2
Kabacha, had married successively the two daughters of Qutb-ud-din and so
remained an ally of the Delhi Sultan. Thus during Qutb-ud-din's short independent
reign the three strategic points—Delhi, Lahore and Multan—were secured. On the
death of Qutb-ud-din, Nasir-ud-din Kabacha became independent' as ruler of Multan
and seized Lahore as well, and Altamsh, the successor to the Delhi kingdom, spent
the first seven years of his reign in recovering these two provinces. Altamsh certainly held the Southern Pan jab during the 26 years of his reign, but he devoted his
attention principally to M.ultan to the neglect of Lahore.
Multan was the more important, as it was certainly the wealthier, of the two
provinces. It was only natural t h a t the Mussalman kingdom of Delhi, which had
been in existence scarcely 30 years, should seek to link itself to a province which had
been part of the territory of Islam for nearly five centuries and which controlled communications westwards with Arabia, Africa and Europe, and northwards with Khorasan by way of the Indus Valley. The early Muhammadan Sultans of Delhi, like all
rulers whose origin is not of the highest, were above all things anxious for recognition by unimpeachable authority, and that authority was to be found in Baghdad or
Cairo. Altamsh was invested with the robe of office as sovereign of India by the
4
Caliph of Baghdad who sent a special embassy of state for the purpose, a hundred
years later the Tughlak kings Muhammad and Firoz were similarly invested by emissaries of the Abbasid Caliphs of Egypt.
The early Muhammadan kings had therefore every reason to turn their attention
to Multan. But their comparative neglect of Lahore was disastrous, for in addition
to the danger from the disaffected Hindus within their territories they had soon to
face the inroads of barbarian Moghuls from without. In 1221 A.D. the hordes of
6
Changiz Khan had expelled the rulers of Khwarizni and Ghor from their territories
1

and had invaded the Panjab. Altamsh had repelled them, but he does not appear
to have taken any special measures to guard against their future inroads. I t would
have been more prudent for him to have secured his northern frontier, the lines of the
Bias and Ravi from Multan to Lahore, instead of spreading his conquests to the
Vindhyan hills. The army of Islam was unequal to the tasks demanded of it by the
ambition of its leaders.
The chaos which prevailed on the death of Altamsh in 1236 A.D. was not calculated to improve the internal condition of the Delhi kingdom. The intrigues and
debaucheries of the sons and successors of Altamsh paralysed the Government,
and the story of the imprisonment of Queen Razia-ud-din at Bhatinda and her subses

I Raverty, T. N., vol. I, p. 527, n.
* Raveity, T. N.. vol I, p . 532.
Raverty, T. N., vol. I, p. 533, n.
* Raverty, T. N., vol. I I , p. 616.
u a \ e r t y , T. N., vol. I, p. 534.
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quent overthrow at Kaithal reveals a countryside infested by gangs of plundering J a t s
rejoicing at the prospect of the disintegration of Muhammadan rule.
Outside the frontiers the position was even more critical. In 1241 A.D. Lahore,
which appears to have been a commercial city feebly garrisoned, fell into the hand
of the Moghuls. The Multan province was hard put to it to withstand their attacks,
and the Delhi kingdom outside Multan was confined once more to the fortresses of
Prithvi Raj.
But on the accession of Nasir-ud-din, the least incapable of the sons of Altamsh,
there was a revival of energy in which the astute general and statesman Balban (afterwards Sultan Ghias-ud-din) was the directing hand. For 40 years, during the reign of
Nasir-ud-din and his own reign as Sultan, Balban's policy dominated the councils of
the kingdom. The chronicler Zia-ud-din professes to give Balban's own statement of
that policy. Being asked shortly after his accession why he confined his army to his
l
own territory Balban replied : " Y o u have not considered the hordes of Changis Khan,
and the evil they have brought upon the women and children, flocks and herds of my
frontiers. These accursed wretches, the Moghuls, have taken and plundered Lahore
within my territories, and no year passes that they do not come and plunder the
villages. They watch the opportunity of my departure. They even talk about a conquest and sack of Delhi. I have devoted all the revenues of my kingdom to the
equipment of the army and I hold all my forces ready and prepared to receive them.
I never leave my kingdom, nor will I go any distance-from i t . "
This policy which Balban induced his master to adopt, and which was pursued
for 40 years, resulted in good administration within the kingdom and the maintenance
of the lines of the Bias and Ravi as the northern frontier against the Moghuls. Lahore
however was never completely recovered. If in Mussalman hands it was always a
centre of disaffection. If occupied by the Moghuls it was a starting point for their
raids eastwards along the Siwaliks or westwards in the direction of Multan. Dipalpur
became the third strategical point of the Muhammadan kingdom and though an inferior position to Lahore it undoubtedly possessed advantages. In the first year of
Nasir-ud-din's reign, Balban, who had received the title of Ulugh Khan, marched to
the relief of Multan then besieged by the Moghuls. The route he took determined the
frontier policy of the Delhi kings for the next 150 years. He marched in the direction
of Lahore, crossed the Bias and marching down the east bank of the Ravi threatened
the Moghul "retreat throughjjie Sind SagarJDoab. I t must be remembered that
during all this period the road to the Pan jab by the Khaibar, Peshawar, Attock and
2
JhelunTwai^losed by the^Ghakkars and other tribes, and the Moghuls entered India
through t h e K u r r a m o f t h e Gomal,, advancing to Lahore along the foot of the Salt
Range, or to Multan by the Sind SagarDoab. This march of Balban thoroughly disconcerted the~MoghiiIs wfio^etired from Multan. Thenceforward Dipalpur appears
to have been ^ej^ntjrom^ii^
the Moghul attack could be most easily controlled
The frontiers having been secured, the internal administration received attention.
1 Elliot's Historians, vol. I l l , p. 102.

* Raverty, T. N., p. 537, n.
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Balban was the Governor of Hansi, a charge which included Sirsa, Barwala and Jind
and stretched to the Siwaliks. He himself did much for the development of this
territory; while his cousin Sher KhariTorganized the province of Multan which included
the modern territory of Bahawalpur and the district of Dipalpur This able prince
was also in charge of the frontiers as far as Sirsa and Sunam. The importance of
•s

~~

the " Quadrilateral/' Bhatner, Sirsa, Abohar, and Bhatinda, did not escape him.
He repaired the forts of Bhatinda and Bhatner (where he was buried), and thus
secured the roads from Multan and Dipalpur to Delhi, and from Multaii to the frontier posts of Sunam and Samana.
No regular itinerary of these roads exists such as were compiled in the time of
the Moghul Emperors. But the contemporary history of Minhaj-us-Siraj, author of
the Tabakat-i-Nasiri, gives us details of the royal marches and of his own travels.
Minhaj-us-Siraj was a courtly ecclesiastic, who was never afraid to be on the winning
l
side. He was also a pluralist of a pronounced type. He was first appointed by Nazirud-din Kabacha in 1227 to hold charge of the Firozi college at Uch. When Kabacha was defeated by the Sultan Altamsh, Minhaj-us-Siraj went* in the train of the
Sultan to Delhi. He retained the favour of the court during the reign of Altamsh, and
throughout the troublous times of that monarch's feeble successors, being made Qazi
of Gwalior and subsequentlv Qazi of the kingdom. On the accession of Nasir-ud-din
he was not slow to attach himself to the fortunes of the all-powerful minister Balban,
t(
who was foreseeing enough to secure a good p r e s s " by giving him a grant of a
village near Hansi. By the favour of his patron Minhaj-us-Siraj was appointed to
hold charge of the Nasiria College at Delhi, an office which he combined with that of
Qazi of Gwalior and preacher in the metropolitan mosque at Delhi This contemporary chronicler had thus good opportunities for recording the routes of the Delhi
kingdom The direct road from Delhi to Multan ran through Kharkauda, Rohtak and
Hansi to Sirsa^EHence through Bhatner andTMarot, and probably by way of Karor
and Dunyapur though these stages are^not_stated. This is mentioned as the road
by which the Moghuls in 1247 A.D. expected Balban's army to advance for the relief
of Multan. As we have seen, Balban went north from Sirsa and crossing the Bias
threatened the Moghuls in the rear.
The second route from Delhi to Multan, less direct but also less^difficult^ lay by
way of Abohar and Ajudhan (Pakpattan). This road was constantly traversed by the
royal armies and^t was by this route that Minhaj-us-Siraj returned to Delhi from Mul*

tan whither he had gone with the prudent resolve of forwarding his royal gifts to
his ancestral home in Khorasan.
From Sirsa the road to D i p a l p u r l e d through Abohar There is no definite
mention of the stages between Dipalpur and Multan, but the road probably lay along
the east bank of the Bias. From Abohar a frontier road linked up the forts of Bhatinda, Sunam, Samana and Kurram, while an interior line connected Sirsa with
ToEana Emd Kaithal. From Samana to Delhi the route lay first to Kaithal crossing
1 Raverty, T. N., vol. I, p. 541.

* Raverty, T. N., vol. II, p. 615.
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the Ghaggar and the Sarusti by the two bridges I have mentioned, the remains of
which are still in existence, and from K a i t h d through Jind or by Asand and Panipat
to Delhi.
•
No definite information is given of arrangements for travellers at this period.
No serais are mentioned. In reality the stages were a line of forts. The Muhammadan rule was still that of an army of occupation. But the security of the roads
was one of the first matters to which Balban devoted his attention on his accession
to the throne. He cleared the country of the marauding tribes who carried on their
forays from the hill tract round Delhi. He cut roads through the jungles, and sup1
pressed disorder with a strong hand. To quote Zia-ud-din Barni, who wrote in the
time of Firoz Shah:. " S i x t y years have passed since then, but the roads have ever
since been free from robbers.''
Till 1279 A.D. Balban, and his son Muhammad, who had succeeded Sher Khan in
charge of the Multan province and the northern frontiers, kept the Moghuls at bay
on the line of the Bias. But in that year the defeat and death of Muhammad at
the hands of the Moghuls embittered the last years of Balban, who died 8 years afterwards. His grandsons were unequal to the task of ruling the kingdom, which fell
into the hands of the Khiljis.
Ala-ud-din, the most noteworthy monarch of this dynas.v <n the first year of
his reign, neglected Balban's policy of consolidation and defence which his wiser subjects knew to be the only policy which the strength of the army permitted
Zia-ud2
din Barni relates an interview which his uncle, the Kotwal of Delhi, had with the
Sultan who was then contemplating the conquest of the habitable world, and had
(<
assumed the title of the second Alexander" in the Khutband on his coins. The
Sultan asked: " What is the use of my wealth and elephants and horses, if I remain
content with Delhi and undertake no new conquests ? What will be said about my
reign ? " The KotWal replied, " T h e r e are two important undertakings open to the
king which ought to receive attention before all others. One is the conquest and
subjugation of all H i n d u s t a n " (by which the Kotwal appears to have meant the
country from the Ravi to Central India and from Sind. and Multan to the Siwaliks).
'' This country should be reduced to such obedience that the name rebel should never
be heard. The second and more important duty is that of closing the road of
Multan against the Moghuls."
The truth of this advice was emphasized two years later by the appearance of the
3
Moghuls before Delhi (1298 A.D.). After repelling this invasion Ala-ud-din reverted
to the policy of Balban. The frontier was placed in charge of that sturdy soldier
Malik Ghazi Tughlak who from his central position at Dipalpur secured " t h e road
of Multan ' ' against the Moghul invaders.
4
In 1321 A.D. the Tughlak dynasty succeeded the feeble descendants of Ala-ud-din
whose misrule ended in anarchy which almost resulted in a revival of Hindu power.
Tughlak
Tughlaks
• Elliot's Historians, vol. I l l , p. 105.
8 A. H. 697.

* Elliot's Historians, vol. I l l , p. 170.
• A. H. 720.
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known later as Malik Ghazi Tughlak, and, after his accession to the throne of Delhi,
as Sultan Ghias ud-din, came originally from Khorasan. After working with a merchant trading in Multan he entered the service of Ala-ud-din Khilji together with his
two brothers Rajab and Abu Bakr. The Sultan observing their courage and energy
conferred upon Tughlak the territory of Dipalpur (which included Abohar), and
employed all the brothers in public business. The family soon rose to eminence
owing to their success in frontier warfare with the Moghuls. Under their strong rule
Dipalpur became after Multan the most important frontier town and from its extensive ruins would appear to have been a city of considerable size.
The most noteworthy members of the family were Ghazi Tugfclak himself and
his son Jona Khan, afterwards the Sultan Muhammad Tugfclak, and Firoz, afterwards
Sultan Firoz Shah, the son of Tughlak's brother Rajab by a daughter of the Bhatti
1
chieftain of Abohar, Rana Mai. It was from Dipalpur that Malik Ghazi marched
through Sirsa to Delhi to take up the Sultanate, and this road was held to bring
favour to the hou3e of Tugjjlak. Firoz Shah when acclaimed Sultan by the shattered
army of Muhammad Tughlak who had died, defeated and embittered, in the deserts
of Sind, determined to enter Delhi by Multan and Dipalpur. He said: " W h e n
Sultan Tughlak Sh- • ' arched to repress the insurrection of Khusru Khan he went
by way of Dipalpui
. d by God's grace obtained the victory. I am therefore resolved
upon pursuing the same route by Dipalpur and Multan, hoping t h a t I in like manner
shall be brought in safety to Delhi."
Sultan Ghazi Tugblak in his short reign restored order in the Delhi kingdom. He
1
was succeeded in 1325 A.D. by his son Jona Khan under the title of Sultan Muhammad
Ibn Tughlak. This extraordinary king possessed an intellect of the highest order and
ideas far in advance of his age. But his reforms were ill-considered and. the ferocity
of his punishments provoked the hatred of his people. His ambition was to exalt his
kingdom to a foremost place among the powers of the world, and this ambition,
combined perhaps with his unpopularity among his own subjects, led him to*welcome
travellers from all parts ot the world, and to lavish favours upon them. Onebf these,
'Abdulla Muhammad, known as Ibn Batuta, a native of Algiers, has left a record of
3
his visit to the kingdom of Delhi about the year 1333 A.D. The arrival of his caravan
on the banks of the Indus in the Multan province was notified to the Sultan at Delhi
and Ibn Batuta was struck by the speed with which news could be conveyed from Sind
to Delhi by means of the royal post known as baridS The march from Sind to Delhi,
he says, usually occupied 50 days, but the post accomplished the journey in five.
The organization of the post is described by Ibn Batuta as follows:—
" The band is of two kinds. The horse post is called Ulak and is carried by horses
belonging to the Sultan stationed at every four miles. For the purposes of the foot
4
post
very third of a mile there is a well-populated village, outside of which are three
•

) It is also interesting to note that the grandfather of Sham-us-Siraj Afif, whose account of Piroz Shah's reign
is the most complete which has been preserved, was born at Dipalpur and Sham-us-Siraj was himself attached to the
court of Firoz Shah.
* 725 A. H.
3 733 4. H.
* Ibn Batuta. Defremery's Translation, p. 95.
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tents, in which are men ready to depart. These men have a whip about two cubits long
tipped with brass bells. When the runner leaves the village he holds the letter in one
hand, and in the other the whip with the bells. He runs with all his strength and when
the men in the tents hear the sounds of the bells they prepare to receive him. When he
arrives one of them takes the letter and sets off with all speed. He keeps on cracking
his whip till he reaches the next station. This kind of post is much quicker than the
horse post; and the fruits of Khorasan, which are much sought after in India, are
carried by this means. Prisoners of importance are also conveyed in this manner.
They are placed upon a seat which the runners take upon their hands and run w i t h . "
It would be impossible to trace these villages one-third of a mile apart, and it is
possible that they were mere temporary collections of huts, not unlike the arrangements
which are still made by Government for supplying water to travellers in the Hissar district during the hot weather. It is characteristic of Muhammad Tughlak's rule that
while these royal posts were admirably regulated, the country was so disturbed that the
roads were unsafe for ordinary travellers.
1
From Multan which he had reached from Sehwan and Uch, Ibn Batuta travelled
to Abohar. On setting out from Abohar about midday his caravan was attacked by a
band of robbers. The travellers managed to disperse the robbers and killed 12 of them,
and their heads were suspended from the fort of Abu Bakr. This was probably a
fort of Abu Bakr, uncle of Muhammad Tughlak, and must be represented by the fort
of Abunagar, close to Abohar. From Abohar Ibn Batuta went back to Ajudhan
It must be remembered that he travelled with no definite plan, but was always ready
to turn aside to visit a shrine or to meet a travelling acquaintance who had promised
to foregather with him in India. Having visited the shrine Baba Farid in Ajudhan he
travelled direct to Delhi by way of Abohar, Sirsa, Hansi Mahsudabad and Pal am,
then on the direct road, as the Delhi of the Tughlaks lay some 10 miles to the south
of the modern city.
2
Amongst other incidents which occurred during Ibn Batata's stay at Delhi was
the arrival of the emissary from the Abbasid Caliph of Cairo from whom Muhammad
Tughlak had succeeded in obtaining sanction to his title as the orthodox king of India.
Ibn Batuta describes the journey of this emissary—a beggarly descendant of the
Caliphs—from Sind to Multan and from Multan by way of Sirsa and Mahsudabad to
Delhi.
But in spite of Muhammad Tughlak's widespread empire and his attempts to
obtain recognition from the outside world, it is evident from the unprejudiced narrative
of Ibn Batuta, that the kingdom oppressed by heavy taxation was constantly in revolt,
and was almost on the point of dissolution when the Sultan died during an expedition
3
to Sind in 1351 A.D.
The accession of Firoz Shah brought about a reversal of policy. Schemes of
development took the place of ambitious conquests, and settled government repaired
the disasters caused by oppressive taxation. Like Balban, Firoz Shah devoted him*

1 Ibn Batuta.

Defremery's Translation, p 134.

s

8 752. A. H.

Ibn Batuta.

Defremery's Translation, pp. 258 foil.
_^L
.
.
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self to the consolidation of the Delhi kingdom, and no part of his dominions received
more attention than the tract which he himself knew best, the road between Abohar
and Delhi. On his way from Dipalpur to Delhi he founded the city of Fattehabad at
the point where the road to Tohana and Kaithal joins the road to Hansi and Delhi.
Agroha had fallen intQ ruins, probably deserted during one of the famines in the reign
1
of Muhammad Tughlak, and Firoz Shah provided another halting place for the
travellers and merchants from Khorasan by building the fort of Hissar Firoza at the
junction of the Delhi road with the desert road from Bikaner. Another fort, Firoza1
bad, was founded" between Sirsa and Bhatner, and it is probable that the fort of
Tughlakpur, in the neighbourhood of Siwan, represents a similar improvement of the
road between Samana and the capital.
I t is natural that Firoz Shah, accustomed to the irrigation from the Bias and the
Sutlej in the neighbourhood of his native place Dipalpur, should turn his attention to
the improvement of the dry tracts round Hansi and Samana by means of irrigation.
His principal irrigation work—the canal from the Jamna to Hissar—is too well known
to call for a detailed description. Natural channels were utilized and from Datra the
canal ran in the bed of the Chautang. But a good deal of excavation had to be done,
and it is at least a plausible conjecture that Firoz Shah found his best labourers in
his kinsmen, the Bhatti tribes of Sirsa and Abohar, who to this day readily take work
on this canal as far 'east as the Jumna headworks. It was probably his influence
which induced these tribes to embrace Islam, though in many respects they remain
to-day, as Timur found Them, Mussalmans only in name. Firoz Shah's canal from
the Sutlej, designed to irrigate Sirhind. Majisurpur and Sunam, isJ^ss known. It was
probably little more than a cut from the Sutlej conveying waters to an existing drainage channel. From an historical point of view it is interesting because it may supply
the reason for the expedition to Nagarkot and Kangra undertaken shortly afterwards
3
in 1361 A.D. and may throw light on the vexed question of the foundation of Sirhind
as^TMussSman^city. It will have been noticed that I have not liitherto refertedTo
Sirhind in this paper, for it is now established with practical certainty that Bhktinda
or Tabarhind is the place alluded to in the early histories and that Sirhind is a misreading of the text.
Rogers in 1889 examined the modern Sirhind and came to the
conclusion that the site was not of greatantiquity.* I t seems probable that if occupied
at all by the Mussalmans before the middle of the 14th century it was occupied only
as an outpost, and that the importance of the place dates from the time of Firoz
Shah. This conclusion receives some support from t h e j a c t that the fort at SirhmcT
was known as Firozpur. I t appears not unlikely that the foundation or develapment
of Sirhind and the expedition toJKangra were both connected with Firoz Shah's
desire to obtain control of the waters of the Sutlejfor his irrigation schemes. In
the case of the J a m n ^ c a n a l there had been nojjifl&culty^iQrlhe banks ofjthe Jamna
as far as the Nahan Hills had been controlled by the Mussalmans from the time of
"^T^-^-"^""^^
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l E. H . iii, p. 298.
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3 E. H. iii, p. 317. Kangra Gazetteer, p. 29.
* Report of the Panjab Circle of the Archaeological Survey for 1885-1889.
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Shahab-ud-dm Ghori. Though not stronglyheld_Sadhaura and Khizrabad werejthe
outposts of the kingdom ifi this direction and~were included in the fief of Hansi.
FifozTShah has been called the Akbar of his time. The title is well deserved, for he
was the first king of Delhi to add to the foundations of conquest the superstructure of
a contented kingdom. That he failed to complete the edifice of an Indian Empire is
due less to his own achievements than to the mistaken policy of his predecessors, who
from an imperfectly consolidated base wasted their resources in distant conquests
which they were unable to hold. Firoz Shah's work, fully appreciated during his reign,
has received in modern times less recognition than its due. It is to be regretted that
in the Gazetteer of the Hissar and Montgomery districts, in the tracts which he benefited most, he is depicted as a kind of mediaeval 'Jorrocks' whose passion for hunting
led him to dump down hunting boxes and lay on water for them in the most unlikely
places. We may recognize Firoz Shah as a sportsman without neglecting his claim
to rank as one of the foremost statesmen of India. In his reign of 37 years he had
converted an inhospitable tract into a prosperous and contented countryside well
fitted to connect two wealthy cities—Multan and Delhi.
Like so many able Indian monarchs, Firoz Shah left no successors worthy of his
name. Within a year or two of his death the kingdom was-, a prey to disorder.
Government was made impossible by the struggles of rivals to the throne, and as
usual in these periods of anarchy the Hindu chieftains began to assert themselves.
*

Upon this scene of confusion descended an army of invading Moghuls organized and
led, as never before, by the invincible Timur. The menace of the Moghuls (who had
by this time become Mussalmans) had pressed less hardly upon the Delhi kingdom
during the strenuous rule of the Tughlaks. But many Moghuls had entered the
service of the Delhi kings and had* been cantoned in settlements known as Moghulpur
outside Delhi, Lahore, and Uch. From these and from other sources of information
1
Timur arrived at the conclusion that the time was ripe for a descent upon India.
At
at the end of 1397 A.D. a force under Timur's grandson Pir Muhammad Jahanglr was
despatched in advance to capture Multan, and in March 1398 Timur himself with his
main army crossed the Indus at Attock. Meeting with little opposition he led his army
across the Chenab and Jhelum at their junction and advanced to Talumba.
2
His marches in the Multan territory are not easy to identify.
From Talamba Timur
advanced " t o Jal on the banks of the Bias opposite Shahpur." A village named
Shahpur exists on the east bank of the old Bias, and opposite it is a place called
Harijanwalla which may possibly be Jal. From Jal Timur led a column to suppress
a band of Khokhars at Shah Niwaz, a place which cannot be identified. He then
marched to a point opposite J a n Jan (possible Dunyapur) about 8 miles from Multan^
where he heard that Pir Muhammad had reduced that city after a six months' seige.
The Moghul army then crossed the Bias, and set out towards Dipalpur. The next
stage was Shahwal (there are numerous Shahwals in this tract), then Aswan (possibly
•

1 E. H. iii, pp. 409-433. Malfuzat-i-Timurj.
* I have given an account based on my own study of the map.

The whole question has been discussed by Raverty.
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Kot Sawan), then to Jahwal where Timur learnt that the people of Dipalpur had fled
to Bhatner. He determined to take Bhatner and advanced with a flying column to
Ajudhan. After a halt to visit the shrine of Baba Farid he marched past Rudana
(? Ramon) and Khalis Kotli (Pir Khalis) to Bhatner.' Bhatner was sacked, and marching thence by Firoz Shah's fort Timur arrived at Sirsa, which he found abandoned.
The people of Fatahabad had fled in like manner, and Timur marching past Rajabpur
halted at Ahrwan. The next stage was Tohana and thence to the banks of the
Ghaggar to Gula where he crossed the river Ghaggar by the old bridge. He waited
for the main body of his army which had proceeded from Dipalpur evidently by way
of Abohar and Bhatinda to Samana. The main body arrived and the united army
crossed the Sarusti by another bridge and arrived at Kaithal. From Kaithal Timur
marched by Asand and Tugjjlakpur (Salwan) to Panipat. From P?nipat an advance
2
was made on Delhi and the capital was taken on the 17th December, 1398.
The invasion of Timur seems to have completely destroyed the cities of the Delhi
kingdom which lay in the track of his march. Multan became independent. The
Bhatti chiefs asserted their authority over the Ghaggar valley from Bhatner
road tolMrrftaironlyTIissar and Rohtak remained within the Delhi kingdom.
The Imperial
fiflportailce
road turned eastwards and northwards, and for four centuries the tract which had seen
the foundatioifof IVIuhammadan rule seems to have been more neglected than any
other part of the empire. Its history becoines_entirely local. Governors of Hissar
strongholds
Bhatner.
FatteEIbM
anir, are formed. I t is not till the early years of the 19th century that the njesvjera of
begins. The work of Gardner^Sk
tlej_that
inary achievement the~customs~iine; and the final restoration of order by the
Hariana field force under Vancortladt, belong to another chapter of Indian History.
*

^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

1

To get to Bhatner Timur m u s t have crossed the Ghaggar
He does not mention the crossing : another prooi
that the Ghaggar was then as it is now, a dry bed, except in seasons of extraordinary rainfall.
s E. H. I l l , p. 494.
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Note on the Routes from the Panjab to T u r k e s t a n and
C h i n a recorded by W i l l i a m F i n c h (1611).
By

AUREI* STEIN.

A reference recently made to me by my friend Mr. William Foster, c.i.E., the
*

well-known authority on the early English records of India, has given me the welcome opportunity to examine what probably is the earliest English account of
Kashmir and of the old trade routes which connected the Panjab with Eastern
Turkestan and westernmost China. I t is contained in the travel-notes of William
Finch which have been preserved for us in Purchas His Pilgritnes, and which Mr.
Foster is about to re-edit for the Oxford University Press in a publication bearing on
the earliest English travellers in India.
My examination has convinced me that Finch's description of those old trade
routes to Central Asia is based upon carefully collected information and in several
respects is of historical interest. I t was in the Journal of the Panjab Historical
Society that Finch's record, together with that of other early English visitors to the
Panjab, was first made readily accessible and annotated by Sir Edward Maclagan,
K.c.i.E., c.s.i. (see Vol. I, pp. 123 seq.). So it affords me special gratification to be
allowed to offer my comments on Finch*s Central-Asian notes in the same place as a
small supplement to the paper of the Society's President and my oldest Panjab
friend.
Finch's text, as far as it concerns us here (Purchas His Pilgritnes, Vol. I , bk. iv,
ch. 4), reads as follows:—
»'
" From Cabull to Cascar, with the caravan, is some two or three moneths journey. I t is a great
kingdome, and under the Tartar. A chiefe citie of trade in his territorie is Yar Chaun, whence comes
much silke, purslane, rauske, and rheubarb, with other merchandize: all which come from China, the
gate or entrance whereof is some two or three moneths journey from hence. When they come to this
entrance, they are forced to remaine under their tents, and by license send some ten or fifteene merchants
at once to ,doe their businesse ; which being returned, they may send as many more; but by no meanes
can the whole caravan enter at once.
" From Lahor to Cassimere the way is as in Cabull way to Guzerat. From thence north (or somewhat easterly withall) 16 c. to Bimbar; to Joagek Hately 14 c.; to Chingesque Hately 10 c ; to Peckly
10 c.; to Conowa 12 c.; thence 8 c. you ascend a mountaine called Hast Caunk Gate, on the top of which
is" a goodly plaine, from whence to Cassimer is 12 c. thorew a goodly countrey. The city is strong, seated
on the river Bahat. The countrie is a goodly plaine, lying on the mountaines some 150 c. in length,
and 50 c. in breadth, abounding with fruits, graine, saffron, faire and white women. Heere are made
the rich Pomberies which serve all the Indians.
This countrey is cold, subject to frosts and great
snowes; neare to Cascar, but seperated with such mountaines that there is no passage for caravans;
yet there commeth oft-times musk, with silke and other merchandize, this way by men; and goods are
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faine to be triced up and let downe often by engines and devices. Upon these mountains keepes a
small king called Tibbot, who of late sent one of his daughters to Sha Selim to make affinitie."

The information recorded-by Finch about the routes to Kashgar via Kabul and
Kashmir is remarkably accurate and clearly bears the impress of having been gathered
from traders familiar with the ground. For the journey from Kabul to Kashgar the
allowance of two to three months would still hold good now, whether the caravan after
crossing the Hindukush and Afghan Turkestan proceeded through the mountain
tracts of Bokhara and Farghana or followed the shorter but more difficult route up
the Oxus and across the Pamirs, as Benedict Goes' caravan did in 1603. Yarkand
(' Yar Chaun') is still the chief mart in Chinese Turkestan as far as trade with India
and Afghanistan is concerned. Silk, porcelain, musk, rhubarb are quite correctly
described as coining from China proper, being still regular articles of export passing
through Yarkarid.
By ' the gate or entrance ' of China is undoubtedly meant the gate in the ' Great
W a l l ' near Su-chou, on the border of Kan-su. Closely corresponding descriptions of
this ' g a t e / the present Chia-yii-kuan, and of the procedure there observed with merchants and others, are found in the narratives of Goes, of Haji Muhammad, the
Persian trader whom Ramusio interviewed at Venice in 1566; of the Turkish Dervish,
questioned by Gislen de Busbecq about 1560 ; of Shah Rukh's embassy in 1400, etc ;
see Yule, Cathay, i. pp. 273 seq., 291, 297 ; iv. pp. 241 seq. For a modern account
of this famous ' g a t e ' , see Stein, Ruins of Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 273 seq.
The estimate of the distance from Kashgar to the 'Gate* of China at "some two
or three moneths' journey" is quite correct, as the aggregate of the marches done by
me along the main caravan route from Su-chou to Kashgar via An-hsi, Kumul, Turfan, Kucha, Aksu in 1907-08 and in-1914-15 amounted to 74.
The account of the route from L/ahore to Kashmir leaves no doubt as to its being
identical with the ' Imperial road' regularly used by the Mughal Emperors on their
1
hot weather ' migrations from the Panjab plains to Kashmir and still marked by the
Sarais they maintained a!ong it. Bernier in his eighth and ninth letter to M. de Merveilles (see Bernier's Travels in the Moghid Empire, ed. Constable, 1891, pp. 390 seq.)
has given an early and classical description of it. This road, now usually designated
as the 'Pir Panjal Route,' Itaves the high road to Peshawar and Kabul at Gujrat
and leads via Bhimbar and Rajauri to the PJr Pantsal Pass which gives the easiest
access from the south to the great valley of Kashmir. For the historical topography of this route, see Stein, Rajatarangini, translated, etc., I I , pp. 394 seq., 291 seq.;
also J.A.S.B., 1895, pp. '381 seq.
f
Finch's distance of 16 kos from Guzerat' to ' Bimbar ' agrees well with the 28
miles reckoned by* modern Kashmir guide-books between Gujrat and Bhimbar.
l
' Chingesque Hately' has been correctly recognized by the late Mr. A. Constable in
2
his note on Bernier's itinerary to Kashmir as identical with the present Chingas
•
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l Blaeu's Atlas, Vol. X I , Amsterdam, 1663, in its map of Magni
hatelij, by an obvious graphic error.
* Bernier's Travels, p 401.
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Sarai, a regular stage below RajaurL The distance of 24 kos from Bhimbar closely
c
corresponds to the 40 miles counted at present between the two places.
Joagek
Hately/ which I cannot trace at present, must represent a halting place between
Sayyidabad (Samani Sarai) and Naushera, the two usual stages between Bhimbar and
Chingas Sarai.
The word Hately which occurs in the designation of these two stages remains H~oC<j(L
c
puzzling at present. An interpretation which would make it the equivalent of Sarai'
or some similar term naturally suggests itself. But no fully convincing explanation
has been found so far. All that may be asserted at present is that in the -que of
Chingesque and in the -k of Joagek we probably have attempts to render the adjectival
affix -kl governed by the feminine noun Hately. One difficulty about Hately is t h a t
we cannot determine whether the word which Finch intended to reproduce was
sounded as a disyllabic or trisyllabic one. Sir George Grierson who was kind
(
enough to go into the question believes that if Finch rhymed the hate- of H a t e l y '
f(
with English ' h a t e ' he must have meant hethli, a Hindi word n o t uncommonly
used with reference to low ground at the foot of a village on a h e i g h t / ' The main
hope of a solution seems to lie in local inquiry. So I call here attention to the point,
hoping t h a t some reader of this Journal may be able to investigate it,on the spot,
needless to say, with due critical caution.
We are next taken to a clearly recognizable point, by the ascent which Finch
(f
mentions to a mountaine called Hast Caunk Gate on the top of which is a goodly
plaine." I t appears to me certain t h a t the PIr Pantsal Pass is meant here. In the
'mountaine called Hast Caunk Gate' we have a reference, but slightly obscured by
an error of transcription or record, to the conspicuous mountain ridge of Hastivanj
overlooking the Pir Pantsal Pass from the south. Its name is connected with a wellknown local legend which is recorded already in Kalhana's Rajataranginl and still
survives to the present day in popular tradition (see Stein, Rtijat. I I , pp. 394 seq.).
The t e r n T ^ g a t e ^ S a n s k r i t dvara) has sinceancient times been specifically applied in
Kashmir to the frontier watch-stations guarding all reguUrlyjjsed_passes which lead
across the mountain ranges enclosing the valley (comp. Stein, Raj at. I I , p. 391 and
other passages quoted in Index s.v. dvara).
c
The identification of Finch's mountaine ' with the Pir Pantsal Pass is made
quite certain by the mention of the ^goodlyL^lajne' on its top. His informant
clearly meant here the wide and gently sloping upland which descends eastwards
from the actual watershed on the pass (11,400 ft. a b o y e ^ e a | for about 4J miles to the
M u g h a l ^ S a i S I S Z S i l i b l d r On no other pass leading across the range from the south
does one meet with an upland so easy, and t r a v e r ^ ^ b y j i j ^ ^ ^
The
steepness of the a s c e n r 1xomJJa£]Panjab side makes this p^odiat_Jeature_all the
more noticeable M **
It is at the foot of this ascent, marked by the little village of Pushiana, the last P A
7
inhabited place below the pass, that I should be inclined to locateFiHch ^ stage of
°rt)<*~
Conowa. I am unable to account for its name unless it be connected in some way
with Kambuva which Kalhana, the author of the Rajataranginl, mentions as the
*

- ^ ^ • — • ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ • — — • • • • •
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designation of an ancient watch-station on the route across the Pir Pantsal Pass (see
Stein, Raj at. III. 227). The distance, about 20 miles by the map or 23 by the
guide-books, between Pushiana and Hiirpor, the first permanently inhabited place on
the Kashmir side, might"well correspond to the 8 kos recorded by Finch for the
stage following 'Conowa.' From Hiirpor a single long march would suffice to bring
the mounted traveller to Srlnagar, the Kashmir capital, the distance being about 37
miles (Finch's 12 kos), but all over easy ground, " thorew a goodly countrey," as
his informant quite correctly put it.
If the location of Conowa at or near Pushiana is correct, we should have to look
for Peckly, the intermediate stage from ' Chingesque Hately' in Finch's itinerary, at
some point between Rajauri and the usual modern halting place of Thana-mandi,
south of the outer range of the RattanjDir. The ' Suj Sarai' shown on the map
would approximately correspond to the distances indicated, being about 21 miles (or
10 kos) from Chingas Sarai and about 27 miles (or 12 kos) from Pushiana. PiJuja M OL
I cannot suggest at present a conclusive explanation for the name Peckly. But
it has occurred to me that it might possibly have its origin in a misunderstanding of
the information conveyed by Finch's authority. From Rajauri, a small town on the
Tohl River above Chingas Sarai, there diverges north-westwards a well-known route
which leads through the territory of the hill-state of Punch to the Haji-pir Pass and
thence joins the now muclTTrequented main^oad^ascending the valley of the_Jehlam
to the 'gate' of Baramula and thence to the riverine plain_o£Kashmir. This branch
route, tTiough far more circuitous, is used during the few winter months when the
Pir Pantsal Pass owing to heavy snow is closed or too difficult for traffic with
laden animals. The route following the Jehlam valley below Baramula is the main
line of communication giving access to Kashmir from the hill territory which has
been known as Pakhll from Muhammadan times to the present day. Abu-1-Fazl, in
7
his detailed account of Kashmir, written about twenty } ears before Finch's notes,
defines it as comprising the whole of the hill region between Kashmir in the east and
the Indus in the west (see 'Ain-i-Akbarl, transl. Blochmann, II. pp. 390 seq.). If
we may assume that Finch, or his interpreter, misunderstood a reference made here
by the original informant to a branch route leading from ' Chingesque Hately' to a
junction with the route from Pakhll and thus on to Kashmir, the mention of Peckly,
though erroneous, could be accounted for. In any case the great distance, at least
150 miles by road, which would have to be covered on this branch route between
Chingas Sarai and Srlnagar, would preclude its identification with the route intended
in Finch's itinerary, even if the location of the latter's ' H a s t Caunk Gate' on the
Pir Pantsal Pass could be contested.
The description which Finch gives of the position of the city of ' Cassimer' 'on
the river Bahat' (Vitasta in Sanskrit, Vyath in Kashmiri, the classical Hydaspes) and
its natural strength is perfectly accurate. So is also his account of the climate and
products of the country. The beauty and fair complexion—oLJts^ women_Js commented upon also by Bernierlmd otheFoId"travellers.
e account given of the difficult mountain tracks by which alone Kashgar
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(Cascar) could then be gained from Kashmir is of particular interest. It proves
clearlyThat what trade then passed hptwppTi^K^hmjti and Chinese Turkestanjiad to
be carried on through Baltistan and across the high glacier-crowned Kara-koram
main range beyond it. *That Baltistan or Little Tibet, to use a designation still current in Kashmir, is meant^by the territory " with such mountaines that there is no
passage for caravans" becomes perfectly certain from the mention of the "small
king called Tibbot," whose daughter was married to Shah Salim, i.e., the future
1
EmperoF Jahangir. As Sir Edward Maclag'an has rightly pomFed out, Abu-KFazl
f
records^this^iinionj:)f Jahangir \vith~a~ctaughter ~of All Rai, the chief of Skardo (Baltistan or IittleJTibet), as having takenjjlace in 1590-Qi A p.
In the graphic description of the way in which goods had to be carried by men
across those mountains, we can trace first-hand information about the hazardous
tracks leading aiong the precipices of the Braldo Valley and across the great glaciers
of the old Muz-tagh route. These difficulties have since caused that route which ran
from the head of the Rraldo Valley to the Yarkand River to be wholly abandoned.
Bernier during his Kashmir visit in 1665 collected interesting data about the political troubles which caused the trade with Kashgar and ' Cathay' to be diverted
from the route through^ Ivadakh__or^Great Tibet to that far more difficult mountain
region of ' Little Thibet' (see Bemier's Travels, ed. Constable, pp. 426 seq.). Finch's
record proves that already at an earlier date similar conditions must have forced the
Baltistan route into use in spite of its exceptional physical difficulties. It thus helps
incidentally to illustrate how often the former use of naturally difficult mountain
passes has been directly due to the troubles and dangers of human origin besetting
the easier routes,—a fact which has scarcely received adequate attention as yet
in the historical topography of Alpine routes and passes.
I Journal

of the Pan jab Historical

Society,

I, p. 130, n o t e 2.
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B a l l a d on N a d i r S h a h ' s I n v a s i o n of India.
A Paper read before the Panjab Historical Society on the 26th September, 1916.
By

R. B. PANDIT H A R I KISHAN K A U L ,

CLE.

The credit for unearthing this valuable ballad is due to our President, Sir
Edward Maclagan, who, as far back as 1892, took down a brief version of it from the
lips of a Mirasi, or village bard, of Mangat, a village in the Khangah Dogran Tahsil
of the Gujranwala District, during his wanderings in the uninviting Bar forest, as the
pioneer of colonization work in the Panjab. The text then written down, though
shorter and containing only one hundred and sixty-one and a half ( I 6 I £ ) verses compared with the 854 verses of which the present compilation is composed, nevertheless
contained the main features of the story which forms the subject of the tallad. In
1912, about two years after the founding of this Society, Sir Edward gave me the
privilege of amplifying it. After spending a certain amount of time in hunting for
l
different versions of the ballad I was able to get two fairly complete narratives.
This compilation is the result of collating the narrative taken down by Sir
Edward Maclagan with the two versions collected by me. I have had some difficulty
in arranging the text into a continuous story, as I found many sections and verses
placed differently, and in many cases very inappropriately, in the various versions.
I do not claim that the ballad is complete even now ; for I have still in my possession
a few sections and verses which, for want of connecting links, I have been unable to
fit in with the rest of the text.
Historical ballads of this type are still recited in the villages, not by the ordinary
Mirasis who live by singing and on charity, but by high class Mirasis who still represent the real bards of Rajput times and who consider it beneath them to sing or
beg for their living. These receive their customary dues at weddings and other
ceremonials where they are expected to narrate the genealogy of the families concerned ; but their chief source of income is the recitation of ancient ballads at large
gatherings of an evening when the audience contribute small gifts which make up a
fairly large amount.
The two versions of the ballad obtained by me have so far been transmitted
from father to son as heirlooms, and I had much difficulty in persuading the two
bards mentioned above to allow me to reduce them to writing.
Owing to the great length of this ballad, the bards could seldom have had sufficent time to recite it in toto: I found that they often contented themselves with recit1

One from Jiwana Mirasi of Ajlanwala, a village in the Khangah Dogran Tahsil, and the other from Mirasi Maula
Bakhsh of Budhanki, a village in the Sharakpur Tahsil of the Gujranwala District.
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ing portions of it. Transmitted as the ballad was by memory, in a limited circle of
reciters or families of reciters, it is not strange t h a t certain portions of it should be
forgotten in course of time, and that different reciters should begin to group the verses
in different combinations. I hope it may yet be possible to discover the missing
portions.
T H E AUTHOR AND THE D A T E OF COMPOSITION.

Verses 564 and 849 contain the name of the author and show that the ballad was
composed by a poet named Nijabat. Enquiries show that Nijabat was a Haral Rajput and lived in the beginning of the 19th century. His descendants are still to be
found in Matila Harlan in the Shahpur District. But some say that the ballad was
composed originally by one Sayad Shah Chiragh who founded Pindi Shah Chiragh, now
known as Rawalpindi, and that Nijabat Haral, his disciple, touched up the ballad
and transmitted it to posterity.
The mass of details into which the author has found it possible to dive proves
conclusively that he must have had some recollection of the time when the event
took place. As Nijabat Haral lived in the earlier part of the 19th century, while
the invasion of Nadir Shah with which the ballad deals occurred in 1738-39, it
appears reasonable to believe t h a t the original author of the story was another man.
(
Moreover, Nijabat refers to the story as Galla aglia': in other words, he recognizes
t h a t , when he embellished the ballad, a considerable time had elapsed since the
invasion. I am therefore inclined to think t h a t the ballad was originally composed
shortly after the invasion. Indeed the fact that the ballad ends with the battle of
Karnal would seem to indicate t h a t the poet reduced the narrative to. poetry before
1

i

the massacre at Delhi, an event which was too important for the author to have overlooked unless the sections relating to subsequent events have been forgotten by the
reciters. The theory t h a t Shah Chiragh was the original author is improbable, as
a Sayad can hardly be expected to introduce Hindu ideas of which this story is full.
It therefore appears likely that the ballad was composed originally by some Muhammadan bard or Mirasi of the Harals, who lived at the time of the invasion of Nadir
Shah and from whom Nijabat learnt it.
Many of the facts related in the ballad are supported by the best authorities of
the period concerned, and I venture to believe that such of the facts contained in the
ballad as are not found in any historical book are not pure fiction. The mention of
the 12th century Hijri in the 3rd verse of the ballad relates to the date of the invasion of Nadir Shah which took place in 1738-39 A.D., corresponding to 1147-48 A.H.
CHARACTERS OF MUHAMMAD SHAH AND N A D I R SHAH.

The events narrated in the ballad may be made more intelligible by a description of the characters of Muhammad Shah the Emperor of Delhi at the time of the
invasion, and of Nadir Shah the invader. The portraits of the two show a marked
1
contrast. We see Muhammad Shah well-built and well-trimmed, bedecked with jewels
I See Plates I and II.

These are reproduced from photographs of almost contemporary painting*
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and sitting with all the paraphernalia of oriental luxury, his face showing unmistakable .signs of high living. On the other hand Nadir Shah appears riding his fiery steed
in a soldierly manner, with all the emblems of destruction about him. He is armed
with his famous battle-axe, which he used for .chopping off the heads of his generals
who happened to fall back in battle.without sufficient cause. Justice is trampled down
under the hoofs of his steed, and the Angel of Death is preceding him. The pyramids
of heads in the background indicate the results of his victorious excursions. About
c
Muhammad Shah, S. Muhammad Latif the Panjab historian says, < Muhammad Shah
in his youth was of robust make and possessed good intellect. He was fond of hunting
(
and of the sport now known as P o l o / but had a tendency to heart disease. In the
latter part of his life, the constant use of opium together with other excesses shattered
771
and debilitated his whgtelrameT
Kennedy dealing with the time immediately pref(
0
ceding this invasion says, The Moghal court was engrossed in debauchery.
This
ballad describes fluently in various sections the intrigue-ridden state of the Mughal
Court and the absolute chaos which prevailed. In describing Nadir Shah's character
I cannot do better than quote a few passages from a personal description received by
Fraser evidently from Jones Hanway, a gentleman who lived at Nadir Shah's Court
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^

^ — — ^ ^ ^
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and who in his book on the Revolutions of Persia has devoted a whole chapter to a
2
(t
detailed description of the character of this great hero.
Nadir Shah is upwards of
six feet high, well proportioned, of a very robust make and constitution. The injury
that the sun and weather have done to his complexion only gives him a more manly
aspect. His voice is so uncommonly loud that he frequently, without straining it,
gives orders to his people, at about a hundred yards' distance. He drinks wine in
moderation, his hours of r e t i r e m e n t a m o n g the ladies are_but 'few, his diet is
simple, and if public alfairs'TequireTiis attendance, heneglects his meal and satisfies
his hunger with a fewparched-peas (of whichji^ always carrigs_some in his_pocket)
and a~draught of water. In the camp or in the city, he is almost constantly in
public. * He musters, pays and clothes his army himself. He is extremely generous, particularly to his soldiers, and bountifully rewards all in his service who behave
well. He is at the same time very severe_and_strict_ in his .discipline, punishing
with death those who comirn^^great-D&^ice,
and with the loss of their ears those
whose transgression^^
He never pardons the guilty, of whatsoever rank. When on march or in the field he contents himself to eat, drink and
sleep like a common soldier, and inuresjjHiis^officers to the same severe discipline.
He~ls of so hardy^ a constitution that he has been often known of a frosty night to
repose himself upon the ground in the open air wrapt up in his cloak with only a
saddle for his pillow. In his private conversation no one is allowed to mention
anything^relating tcTpublic business. Among Nadir Shah's extraordinary faculties
his memory i s n o t theleast_toJb^^jnired. He knows most of the private men who
have served under him any time and can recollect when and for what he punished
or rewarded them. In all the battles, skirmishes and sieges he has been engaged
I Latif's History of the Punjab, p. 219.

* Fraser, History of Nadir Shah, p. 227.
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in, although he generally charges at the head of his troops, he never received the
least wound or scar and yet several horses have been shot under him and bullets have
grazed his armour."
Nadir Shah's original name was Nadir Kuli (slaveofjzQd). His father was a chief
of the Afshar tribe, and he was born in 1688 at Dastgarh in Khorasan, fifty miles
from Mashhad. He started as a petty freebooter and highway robber. After seeing
some adversity in his earlier days and having been taken prisoner by Uzbek Tartars
when he was seventeen and escaped, he raised a following and jomedJTahmasp, the
vanquished Safvjjmoriarph of Persia. For Tahmasp he recovered town after town until
he restored mm to the throne. He then called himself Tahmasp Kuli (slave of
Tahmasp). He recovered from the Abdalis, the Turks and the Russians, the territories which they had annexed from the Persian kingdom and eventually deposed and
blinded Tahmasp. He then managed to be elected king, calling himself Nadir Shah,
and became the greatest warrior and conqueror Persia has ever produced. Malcolm
in his history of Persia says the people spoke of Nadir Shah as " the deliverer and
the destroyer." I t is this wonderful soldier, general, administrator and king whose
invasion of India our poet describes in the ballad.
A p

THE

-
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•
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I will now deal with the ballad itself. The ballad displays, an accurate and
detailed knowledge of facts, wide information on the various subjects dealt with, and
a richness of expression which is a peculiar trait of the better class of oriental poets.
I t is not within my scope to give a rhetorical dissertation on the composition; but
I cannot help remarking t h a t the ballad is one of the .best pieces of real Western
Panjabi 18th and 19th century poetry which I have come across.
I have divided the ballad into 38 sections. In Section 1, the poet has described
the state of political and' social chaos which prevailed immediately before Nadir
Shah's invasion. The reflections contained in verses 3 to 12 are all based on facts.
Oppression, deceit, stratagem, falsehood were the order of the day and justice had
vanished. The nobles assumed independence and slaves killed the kings as in the
case of the Sayad King-makers. This is exactly the state of things depicted by
(f
historians (ike Muhammad Latif and Kennedy. The latter says, The Emperor was
young, loved pleasure, and had many advisers both amongst noblemen and amongst
the women of the seraglio who everywhere obstructed Nizam-ul-mulk. Khan Dauran
was in great favour and so also a woman called Poki Padshah, one of the harem
favourites." I wonder if Poki Padshah is identical with Chowki, one of Muhammad
Shah's favourites in the harem, mentioned by Sayad Muhammad Latif as having
been put in charge of the Emperor's private signet which she used at her discretion;
and who received and disposed of petitions in the harem, signing them " b y order."
Our poet, however, mentions neither of these women, but assigns great importance to
Malika Zamani as we shall see further on. Fraser also mentions Malika Zamani as
^^^^^^^^^^^^p^^^w^^^

being in great favour.
~
Section I I gives a short political history of Delhi from its foundation down to the
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invasion of Nadir Shah. The author says Delhi was built originally by " T u r "
Rajputs. Cunningham places the foundation of Delhi about 57 B.C. (the starting
point of the Vikrama era) (Archaeological Report, 1862-63, Vol. 1, Delhi, page 140).
The theory of the town being founded by Dalip the great grandfather of R a m ^ h a n d r a
is highly improbable, as there is no evidence of Delhi's existence in very ancient times.
*

—

""

""

Other theories are discussed by Carr Stephen in his Archaeology of DelhT The traclition generally admitted is that the founder of the town was a Raja named Dillu,
Dhillu, or Dehlu. Nothing more is known about this king, but he is said to have
been defeated and killed by Porus the antagonist of Alexander the Great. The story
goes that the town was eventually conquered by Vikramaditya and was deserted^ for
792 years. Anangpal the first Tomara Rajput king is said to have " r e b u i l t " Delhi
1
in the eighth, m^_more correctly in the tenth century.
ur poet obviously ignores the short life of Delhi in ancient days and seems to
be right in describing Tur (Tuar or Tomara) Rajputs as its founders. One of the
bards who recited the balTatTto me~"said that the town was founded by Dilpat Rai
son of Hankhpat Jaljodh Rai. It seems possible that Dilpat Rai or Dalpat Rai which
would mean the chief of the masses or of the army, was the complete name of the Raja
who was the original founder of the town and who is known by the abbreviation
<(
Dillu." From the Turs Delhi passed, according to the poet, to Chohans who
enjoyed i t ; then to Ghoris for a short time, then to the Pathans and then again to
Chughattas of Babar's line who thoroughly subjugated it. This is all true, for Delhi
passed from the Tomara dynasty to the Chohans, of whom Prithi Raj was the last
king. Muhammad Ghori was the first invader who established his kingdom at Delhi.
The Ghori dynasty ruled Delhi from A.D. 1193 to 1205, that is for only 12 years.
The dynasties which ruled from 1205 to 1506 when Babar conquered Delhi are alluded to by the author as Pathans, which is another word for Afghans; and it is
true that the kingdoms of these dynasties were transient.
Section I I I gives the story of the invasion of Ispahanjby Taimnr, the ancestor
of the Mughal Emperors of India, who was himself the first Mughal invader of India.
It is relevant to this ballad as furnishing an incentive to Nadir Shah, king of Ispahan,,
to avenge himself on the Mugh^lJ3n^
; for Taimur had pillaged Ispahan and, according to the ballad, had killed a hundred thousand men^had-his meal
on a platform made of severed heads and returned home after imposing four terms on
the people^ of Persia, which are related later on in Section VIII. The following account of the sack of Ispahan by Taimur appears in Sykes' History of Persia (Vol. 2
f
page 204): ' Zaynul Abdin son of Shah Shuja now occupied the throne of Fars. He
*

had not followed out-his father's policy of submission to Tamerlane but had imprisoned his envoy. Consequently the great conqueror ordered a march on Ispahan.
This city surrendered and a heavy contribution had been almost collected when the
chance playing_j)iLa^inim L ^^
which -attacked and slew the 3000
Tartars quarteredJrL_the city. Tamerlane was merciless in avenging this outbreak
•
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' Auaiigapala built the Red Fort, the oldest Delhi, of which remains are found, in A.D. 993-4; vide Vincent A. Smith
Early History of India," 2nd edition, pp. 355-6.
1 . -
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and 70,000 heads built into pyramids taught a terrible lesson."
fr.

—

,

_

*

These facts are also

-

borne out by the account given in Malcolm's Persia (Vol. i, page 293). Our poet is
ff
therefore not wrong in saying Vaj sipaha luttia, kar man da bhjyif.''
Section IV gives a short but significant account of the Sayad king-makers. The
ascendency of the Sayad king-makers commenced with the accession of Farrukh Siyar
to the throne in 1713. The elder brother Sayad Abdullah was then created Wazir
and the younger brother Hussain Ali Khan was raised to the office of Commander-inChief. I need not give an account of Farrukh Siyar's reign of terror. But he soon
found the yoke of the' Sayad brothers burdensome and Hussain Ali Khan was sent
to fight the Mahrattas in the Deccaai where he entered into a convention with them,
recognized their independent sovereignty and made other concessions to them. The
Emperor refusing to ratify this treaty, Hussain Ali Khan marched on Delhi along
with a force of 10,000 Mahrattas and took possession of the city. Farrukh Siyar
concealed himself in the recesses of the sei iglio, but was eventually seized and deprived
of his sight. He was then brutally murdered. This happened in 1719, so that
Farrukh Siyar's reign lasted for slightly over six years. The Sayads placed Rafi-uddarjat on the throne but he died in three months and was followed by his brother
Rafi-ud-daulah who died, in t u r n , in three months. The Sayads then placed Roshan
Akhtar on the throne with the title of Abul-Fateh Nasir-ud-din Muhammad Shah
Badshah Ghazi in 1719. He soon felt the burden of the Sayad yoke and, according
to S. Muhammad Latif, had S. Hussain Ali Khan murdered by an assassin named
Mir Haidar, while he was marching at the head of an army to subdue Nizam-ul-mulk
in the Deccan, in 1720. (Fraser however says S. Hussain Ali Khan was murdered b}^
Muhammad Amin Khan, Haidar Quli Khan, master of the ordnance, Khan Dauran
and several other Umeras who fell on him with their swords). S. Abdullah hearing of
his brother's fate marched against the Emperor at the head of a large army but was
defeated and taken prisoner. He died in 1723 in prison and, according to Kennedy,
was probably poisoned. Thus ended the seven years' regime of the Sayad Kingmakers, during which short period, they placed the imperial crown on the heads of
four successive Emperors, and whose death, our poet says, caused delight to demons,
(<
angels and men alike:
Jinn farishte te admi kul-i-akhan ami."
In Section V the ballad relates the cause of Nizam-ul-mulk's jealousy. According to the ballad, Mansur Ali Nizam-ul-mulk headed the Turani faction, while Khan
Dauran and his brother Muzaffar headed the Persian clique. This is corroborated by
history.
The story of how Khan Dauran gained the favour of the Emperor is told as
follows by one of my bards. I t is supported by some passages of this ballad
which I have not found it possible to incorporate in the compilation. Khan Dauran
was a young Persian merchant who dealt in precious stones. H e was putting up
with his brother Muzaffar who was employed at the Delhi Court. His house overlooked a passage by which Malika Zamani used to go out for recreation and he
happened to get a glimpse of her there one day. He was so fascinated t h a t he contrived to enter the seraglio in the disguise of a woman and attended the queen's dar•
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bar where his beardless face aroused no suspicion. But the shrewd queen spotted him
even though he was sitting in the farthest corner. She put some pointed questions
to him and discovered t h a t he was a man. He should ordinarily have been put to
death but she took pity on him and adopted the only other alternative of calling him
her son. She related the story to the Emperor who thenceforward treated him as a
son. Having thus gained the favour of the favourite queen and the Emperor, he
rose in power (without any qualification of course) and ousted Nizam-ul-mulk who
had gained influence since the fall of the Sayads. On Sayad Abdullah's death
Muhammad Shah had sent for Nizam-ul-mulk, Governor of the Deccan, with a view to
place him in charge of his court, but on his arrival Nizam-ul-mulk found Khan Dauran
obstructive at every step. He accordingly went back with the excuse that affairs in
*

the Deccan required his presence. He was sent for a second time but he was again outwitted by Khan Dauran. The events related in this section of the ballad refer to the
time when Nizam-ul-mulk returned to court the second time. Owing to long residence
in the Deccan he had adopted the flowing robes of the Mahrattas and learnt the
Hindu form of salutation. He advanced in these long robes, tight in the waist, and
bowed low to the Emperor several times to do his homage after the Mahratta fashion.
Khan Dauran cut a joke at Nizam-ul-mulk's expense and likened the function to a
dance by an old monkey from the Deccan. Nizam-ul-mulk took it seriously to heart
and an open rupture between the Persian and the Turanian parties resulted. The
((
poet accordingly says, Majakh Nizamulmulk nu Khan Doura lae, te kibla budha
badar dakkhanl muzre ko ae, etc., e t c . " This account is verified literally by Fraser
(<
who says (History of Nadir Shah, 2nd edition, page 68):
The Umeras not only
disregarded him but took all opportunities of affronting him, especially Khan Dauran
and his creatures who, when he came to pay his respects at court, used to ridicule him
saying to each other, ' Observe how the Deccan monkey dances/ This usage having
wrought him to the highest pitch of resentment he was resolved to revenge himself by
distressing the Empire and destroying Khan Dauran and his creatures.'' After
describing how Nizam-ul-mulk tried to take Kamar Din and Sa'adat Khan into his
confidence Fraser continues:—"Having entered into an agreement it was resolved that
Nadir Shah ruler of Persia who then was besieging Kandahar should be the instrument
to distress the Emperor and remove Khan Dauran from amongst them." On page 129
of the same book, Fraser again s a y s : — " While Nadir Shah was busy in securing and
fortifying Kandahar, letters came from Nizam-ul-mulk and Sa'adat Khan to march
towards Hindustan. In answer to these letters he raised several objections, but they
soon satisfied him how unnecessary his fears were. Being encouraged by these representations he set out on the expedition." These points are brought out clearly in the
following sections of the ballad. The poet's remarks about the nobles of the two
factions assuming independent charge of their provinces are corroborated by history.
Malcolm in his History of Persia doubts the story about Nizam-ul-mulk inviting
Nadir Shah to invade India. But our poet has the support of other eminent historians
besides Fraser. Hanway who had the advantage of being at Nadir Shah's court and
so had the best opportunity of knowing the facts relating to that king, alludes, in
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his book on the Revolutions in Persia, in more places than one, to the complicity
of Nizam-ul-mulk in the invasion of Nadir Shah. S. Muhammad Latif the well-known
Panjab historian, who had, on the other hand, great facilities for knowing the facts
from the Delhi point of view, writes as follows, referring to the time when Nadir Shah
was at Kandahar: " A b o u t the same time letters were received by the Shah from
Nizam-ul-mulk and Saadat Khan the disaffected Omerahs of the Moghal Court inviting him to march to India, extirpate the family of Tymur and assume the reins of
L
Government himself."
The weight of authority would appear to be in favour of the allegation and any
doubt on the matter is removed by the independent authority of the ballad. The
whole poem is full of references to the infidelity of Nizam-ul-mulk. Indeed it begins
and ends with it. In the very first section the poet alludes to the trickery of ministers
at the courts of kings. He then gives the cause of Nizam-ul-mulk's jealousy and
mentions how the Turanians wrote a letter to Nadir Shah. Then in the mythical
discourses of Kal and Narad which I will deal with presently, the fact is repeatedly
brought out and, in the subsequent sections the correspondence between Nizam-ulmulk and Nadir Shah is described in great detail. Our author seems to have no
doubt whatsoever on the question and may be taken as setting the controversy at
rest. This was of course only one of the contributory causes. The principal causes
which led to the invasion were the rapid decline and disintegration of the Mughal
power, the inability of the Emperor to exercise an effective control over the outlying
provinces of Ghazni and Kabul, and the ambition of Nadir Shah, whose star was in
the ascendant, to enrich his country at India's expense.
Sections VI to X I I are taken up by discourses of Kal and Narad, two mythical
personages. I will mention briefly what character the poet has assigned to Kal and
- • - - M
Narad. "Kal gives her parentage in verse 130 saying she is "Dhi Khakaldi, Honldijai,
daughter of Khakal born of Honi. Kala in Sanskrit means time and also death. In
Hindu mythology Kal is one of the names of the God of death. Khakal is a corruption of Kakal and signifies the great God of death. Hon! is the Goddess of bad luck
and represents the inevitable. Kal therefore, according to the genealogy put by the
poet in her own mouth, is a combination of the angels of death and retribution.
Narada, on the other hand, is a sage repeatedly mentioned in the epics. He is
supposed to be the mind of Vishnu and, like the mind which is restless and is constantly putting the indriyas into prohibited tracks, he is always found busy in
misleading people without actually telling a lie. He is said to have caused ill-feeling
between Indra and Sri Krishna over the kal pa vriksha. I t was he who persuaded
Vishnu on the one hand to become incarnate for the purpose of ending the
atrocities of Kansa, and on the other warned Kansa that one of the offspring of his
sister would be the cause of his overthrow and death. There are numerous other
instances of this sort. Indeed a man who is known to be in the habit of going out
{<
of his way to spoil other people's shows is, among the Hindus, called a
Narad
M u n i ' ' to this day. The union of Narad and Kal as husband and wife is however
History of the Punjab, p. 199.
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of the author's own creation and does not occur anywhere in the Hindu books,so
far as I am aware. The parts assigned to the two, in the ballad, are these:—Kal
appears before Muhammad Shah, warns him of the infidelity of his courtiers and
prophesies what is going to happen, but gets no satisfaction out of him. She and
Narad then fall out, evidently because he did not like her errand of creating trouble.
She therefore goes and appears before Nadir Shah, apprises him of all the weaknesses
of the Mughal administration in India and coaxing him to revenge—by citing the
havoc which their ancestor Taimur played with his capital Ispahan—succeeds in inducing him to invade India! Narad then appears before Muhammad Shah and informs
him of the onslaught of Nadir Shah.
I t may be asked why fiction finds a place in this otherwise historical work. So
far as I can see the author wanted to display his knowledge of detail and apparently
needed a pretext for bringing it in. I have considered it necessary to leave the ballad
intact, and not to omit these dialogues, as they contain some connecting links and much
valuable information both as regards historical events and in respect of social conditions prevailing in the society of which the author happened to be a member. By
way of instances of the former, I might quote verse 120 which obviously refers to the
passing of the kingdom of Delhi from the Ghoris to the Slave kings, verses 136 to 139
describing the edicts of Taimur, verse 225 showing the importance of the Durrani
clan, verse 226 pointing to the concentration of troops at Kandahar, and verses 209
to 219 in which Kal incites Nadir Shah's Wazir, Baki Khan, against the house of
Taimur in India. As regards the latter the whole poem displays a curious mixture
of Hindu and Muhammad an ideas, which is a mark of the transition stage, from the
Hindu to the Muhammadan culture, in the Western Panjab. For instance in the
first section, the poet begins by praising God, the Prophet and the Quran; but in.
verse 44 of Section V he talks of the death of Dahsar (Rawan) and the burning of
Lanka, and quotes in several places from the Ramayana. Similarly in the discourses
of Kal and Narad, the latter mentions the bloodshed at the invasion of Lanka by
Ram and Lakhshman, on the one hand, and the massacre at Ispahan by Taimur on
the other. He puts into the mouth of Kal how the martyrs are true Muslims, how the
prophets join in their funeral prayers, how the houris bring their after-death garments and how they approach the Rasul in paradise; while Narad likens Kal to
Supnakha in going to Nadir Shah to have her nose cut. The dialogue between
Kal and Narad is interesting as depicting with infinite detail the village family
life. Kal is represented as a wife discontented with her husband who is unable
to earn enough to satisfy her tastes, in this pase her insatiable desire for the life
blood of warriors fighting in the battlefield; while Narad is depicted as a husband
who cannot stand the extravagance of a spendthrift wife with a spoilt taste.
In verses 136-139 Narad describes the edicts of Taimur t h u s : —
" Otthe kya takat he mihria, nakk nattha pawan
Otthe marda Kabze Kathde, sir Kullah hadavan
Ghorea de muh nahria na, sakhat pawan
Oh hun tai hukm Temur de, barja lea w a n / '
*
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These then are the four edicts referred to in Section I I I , viz. (i) that the women
shall not wear the nose-ring (which in India is a sign of wedlock), (2) that the men
shall have wooden hilts to their swords, (3) that they shall wear caps and no turbans,
and (4) t h a t they shall ride their horses bare-back.
I have searched high and low in Persian histories for a mention of these edicts
of Taimur, but have not come across them. That the Kazalbashes or the typical
Persian soldiers wore red caps is well known, and the very small Persian turban may be
a remnant of the prohibition to wear turbans. It is also a fact t h a t prohibition to ride
in state and to wear a turban was, with the trans-frontier people, a sign of contempt
which they chose to impose on tribes or classes subjugated by them, as is evidenced
by the fact that the Biluch conquerors of the South Western Pan jab did not allow
the Kirars either to wear turbans or to ride horses. Indeed, till the other day, the
Hindu shopkeeper or Kirar of the Muzaffargarh, Dera Ghazi Khan and Multan districts wore a cap as his head-dress and always rode a donkey and never a horse.
The wooden hilt would be a military safeguard. But if future historical research
should show that the edicts mentioned in the ballad were actually imposed by Taimur
on the Persians, it would be significant, with reference to the first edict, that, till as_
late as the fourteenth century, the Hindu custom of wearing the nose-ring as a sign of
wecflock existed among the Persians, a fact which might be of considerable historical
importance!
Section X I I relating to the appearance of Narad before Muhammad Shah should
really have come a little later, but I have placed it here so t h a t the whole mythical
portion should appear together.
In his address to Kal, Wazir Baki Khan said t h a t the Durranis were an important tribe. In Section X I I I , the ballad narrates how the Durranis on hearing of Nadir
Shah's expedition felt anxious of the risks they would have to run and how they
approached Nadir Shah, offering to clear the way to Delhi, if he would pay up the
arrears of their salaries, double the rates for future and permit them to plunder and
capture slaves in India. I t appears t h a t the army was paid half yearly and that the
pay often remained in arrears for several half years. The association of the Durranis with the expedition is corroborated by history.
Section XIV gives a brief description of Nadir S h a h ' s pomp and power and his
determination to conquer Delhi. Having previously ordered a concentration of
troops at Kandahar, Nadir Shah now set out from Ispahan. Section XV describes
this and gives a list of the tribes which accompanied him. They were Nasranis,
Mazufis, Jews, Bedouins, Georgians, Kharjjs, Marwanis, Kazalbashes, Uzbeg Mugjials
with flat noses and huge h*eads7who practised polyandry. The list is quite correct.
Other historians also mention these tribes as forming part of Nadir Shah's army.
In Section X V I the author gives the contents of the letter written by Nizam-ulmulk to Nadir Shah, inviting him to invade India, with prospects of immense booty.
The purport of this letter and what occurs in the next section is borne out almost
literally by the account given by Fraser on pages 129 to 132 of his History of Nadir
Shah and is supported by Muhammad L,atif.
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Section XVII contains a discourse between Nadir Shah and Wazir Baki Khan as
0

to the possibility of fraud. The Wazir warns him that it would not be safe to undertake a journey of 950 kos) all through foreign territory, without previously obtaining reliable information through an ambassador.
Section X V I I I deals with the despatch of an ambassador and the letter sent
through him. This ambassador according to the author was Shahbaz Khan. The
historians mention the following ambassadors: —
(1) AH Mardau Khan sent from the capital of Persia to secure the assistance of
the Emperor of Delhi in driving out the refugees, who returned with cordial assurances
of help.
(2) Muhammad Ali Khan who was sent when no action appeared to have been
taken and who was killed in the way; and
(3) Muhammad Khan who was sent when the refugees, after the sack of Kandahar, flocked to Ghazni and Kabul under the shelter of the Emperor of Delhi.
Muhammad Khan spent a whole year at Delhi without being able to get an
answer.
No historian mentions the name of a fourth ambassador, but I find in the Tarikbi-Nadiri written by Nadir Shah's Mir Munshi, Mirza Mehdi, that when Muhammad Khan
wrote, after a year's detention at Delhi, complaining that he could not get a reply,
Nadir Shah got exasperated and sent an ultimatum through another messenger. This
fourth messenger probably was Shahbaz Khan, the king's own nephew, as the errand
of this ambassador, particularly that of supplying reliable information, was of
the utmost importance. The message is interesting. Nadir Shah sends a rosary, a
sword, a dagger, and an embroidered cap set with jewels. In Section X I X , besides
delivering to Muhammad Shah the letter which announces Nadir Shah's intention to
invade India from Kandahar via Kabul, the ambassador explains the meaning of
the gifts brought by him. Muhammad Shah is asked either to take up the sword
which becomes a king or to put the rosary around his neck, wear the cap and clear out
as a fakir. Muhammad Shah, as would be expected, took great offence at this impertinence and threatened to sack Kandahar, Mashhad and Herat and plunder Ispahan, as
was done by his ancestor Taimur. These details may be the poet's own creation, but
the ideas are familiar to those who have read Persian historical poems.
Section XX deals with the ambassador's private negotiations with Nizam-ul-mulk
and Section X X I contains the ambassador's encouraging report to Nadir Shah, describing the state of affairs at the court and the features of the country which he would
have to traverse. In Section X X I I a short account of the march from Kandahar to
Attock is given. Ghazni^and Kabul were plundered and the contingents^tJPeshawar
andjalalabad were massacred. Nasir Khan and his followers are said to have surrendered and Nasir Khan is stated to have been taken into service by Nadir Shah.
This is all corroborated by history. Nasir Khan was subadar at Kabul arid fled
before the arrival of Nadir Shah. He put up a fight at the Khaiber Pass, but was overpowered as Sarwar Khan Barakzai showed Nadir Shah the way by which Taimur had
crossed the hills and enabled him to take Nasir Khan in the rear. He conseau^tly
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surrendered and went over to the invader's side. He then became one of Nadir Shah's
generals. Our poet therefore says of Nasir Khan and his followers: " F i r k e hoene
((
peshva chagatte da nimak v a j ^ k e " — T h e y turned round and became leaders, throwing to the winds the salt of the Chughatta.'' The ballad mentions Kaka Khan Kakshal
as having p u t up a plucky fight and having sacrificed himself. This is a detail which
is not noticed in any of the histories I have consulted, unless Kaka Khan is another
name for Sherdil Khan (Sherzih Khan as Fraser calls him), governor of Kabul, who
with his two sons closed the gates of Kabul, offered a stubborn resistance and met
with a cruel fate by treachery.
ection X X I I I mentions the state of confusion in India on the arrival of Nadir
Shah at Attock, and Section X X I V describes the march from Attock to Jhelum and
the rout of the Khattars, the Ghebas and the Gakkhars. In the march from Jhelum
to Gujrat which is described in Section X X V , the author praises the bravery of the
Gondal Rajputs headed by Dillo and Saido, who drove the army beyond their boun~clary\ The Gondals are a strong tribe, wh° rp^ido—ir^a tract pf country extending
from the Shahpur to the Gujrat district. They were evidently some distance out of
Nadir Shah's way and must have had an engagement with his right flank. / icjj^4-lo.
Section X X V I deals with the march of the advance guard from Gujrai, past
Wazirabad, and the uncommonly stubborn fight of the contingent under Mirza
Ealandar Beg, who was the Governor of Lahore's assistant in the Trans-Ravi tract.
But" after the day's fight the Mirzafound himself unequal to the task of maintaining
his ground and sent a message to the Nawab of Lahore for assistance. This is related
in Section X X V I I . The infidelity of Mansur Ali Nizam-ul-mulk is again referred to
here. The resistance of M^Kalandar _Beg^(menfjoiTpd_hy Muhammad Latif as Kalandar Khan) is borne out bv history. He evidently succeeded in shattering the van of
the army so that a fresh advance had to be made from Gujrat under Mirza Nur Beg,
a Marwani chief, as stated in Section X X V I I I . They plundered Eminabad and the
scouts reached Talwandi north-west of Shahdera, while the main guard encamped at
Shahdera. The sack of Eminabad is mentioned by Fraser and Muhammad Latif
although according to them the place was reduced by Amir Khan, one of Nasir Khan's
dependents. Section X X I X shows t h a t Khoja Yakub, one of the Nawab of Lahore's
generals, marched out of Lahore with iooo horse to dispute the passage of the Ravi.
Muhammad Latif however says that the Nawab himself marched out 10 kos at the
head of 10,000 horse but t h a t he beat a hasty retreat. Yakub was evidently the
general who offered some resistance at the Ravi ferry (Section X X I X ) . Meanwhile
Nawab Zakaria Khan mentioned by our poet as Khan Bahadur, which was one of
his titles, sent word to Batala saying how Kalandar Beg and Yakub Khan had fought.
The Batala contingent arrived headed by Aziz Khan. There was a furious engagement
on the Ravi in which the invading army was put to confusion (Section X X X I ) . The
presence of Nadir Shah himself at the ferry was needed to enable his army to cross
the river. Muhammad Latif refers to the battle of Lahore and there seems to be no
reason to doubt the plucky fight of Yakub Khan and of the Batala contingent.
Section X X X I I relates to the preparation of the Nawab to oppose Nadir Shah,
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the Nawab's cowardice and-his surrender. The author's comments on his action are
contained in verses 532-536.
(<
"Khusre baddhi pagri ki mard sadae."
How can a eunuch who has tied a
turban be callecTa man.''
History tells us that the Nawab saved the city of Lahore from the horrors of
massacre and spoliation by offering twenty lakhs of rupees. He was confirmed by
Nadir Shah as Governor of Lahore.
In Section X X X I I I Malika Zamani tries to cheer up the nobles in order to prepare them for battle. She warns the Turanians not to play false. Muhammad Shah
1
similarly urges them but, as the poet says:—' Amin rahe kalawe meono chir nikle(<
kachha."
The Amirs failed to come within his embrace and slipped through his
armpits." He again says, " T h e Turanians pledged their word and inspired confi•

dence; by telling lies and by misrepresentations they induced the king to lead out
his army. They spread the net of trickery, faithlessness and fraud. They felt no
shame." Historians have wondered why the departure of the Emperor was delayed
a considerable time by Khan Dauran after the order to march had been given. The
above may explain the hesitation of Khan Dauran, who was the only real well-wisher
of the king, to march out until he had secured himself against treachery.
Section X X X I V contains a description of the advance of Muhammad Shah to
Karnal with the usual oriental display. Here again Khan Dauran is represented as
explaining to the soldiers the serious plot which had culminated in the invasion of
Nadir Shah.
Section X X X V describes the contingent of Rajputana Chiefs. The author's
I knowledge of Rajputana seems to be scanty as he mentions only Umethi, Marwar
land Bundi as leading the army. But he has not failed_to_noti££_ the characteristic
feature of the Rajputana retinues, viz. the prancing of horses which is prominent to
this day in all ceremonial processions. He also alludes to the Rajputana soldiers
<(
being addicted to the use of opium.
Oh papa fima takde kefi jhutalavan.'' " The
riders who ate half a pound of opium each, everyday, galloped their horses." I t is
well known that opium is not only eaten freely in Rajputana but is offered by way
of hospitality to every visitor in the same way as a pan or a cigarette is offered
elsewhere, and if a typical Rajput happens to go round to pay a call at half a dozen
places, he has swallowed half a dozen 4-grain pills by the time he comes home.
Nizam-ul-mulk appears to have written another letter to Nadir Shah when the
two opposing armies were encamped facing each other. (See Section XXXVI.) He
gave him the disposition of the Indian forces and advised him to attack Khan.Dauran's rear. I t is significant that, according to Fraser (page 156), the attack commenced between Nadir Shah's camp and Khan Dauran's rear. The author gives no
details of the march from Lahore to Karnal, whichls natural, as the tract was outside
the ordinary beat of a bard of the Shahpur bar or of a Haral poet of that locality.
Section X X X V I I deals with a small but interesting incident. The author relates the onslaught of Sanyasis headed by Bhopatjgath on the army of Nadir Shah,
who had called them" namesT" The term sanyasi is used in vulgar parlance for all
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Hindu ascetics of whatsoeY£HQider, but the name Bhopat Nath showsjhat jthe monks
in question were Kanpata Jogis. Moreover the author refers to them as meat-eaters
and it is only Kanpata Jogis who eat meat. Infuriated at the slight, Bhopat Nath is
said to have collected his following, all celibates who had no one to mourn their loss,
and fallen on the enemy with desperation. They retired after killing 5^o84_Georgians
(Gurzis), which is obviously an exaggeration.
The poet mentions this incident
as the first battle and would seem to imply that the incident took place at or about
Karnal immediately before the encounter of the two armies. Now, there is an imporU
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tant institution of Kanpata Jogis at Bohar in the Rohtak district not far from Karnal. In para. 55 bt the Gazetteer of the Rohtak district, the monastery at Bohar is
said to have been founded by Mast Nafhjn ftapihai- iyRRt but on page 64 of the same
book the period for which He presided at the institution is put down as Sambat
1864 to 1894 or A.p. 1807 to 1837, which is probably correct. The present line of
Ifrahants^herefore started after Nadir Shah's invasion. But it is said in the same
Gazetteer that there are traces of a much older foundation on the site which tradition
connects with the time of Guru Gorakh Nath himself. Moreover, the Nath Jogis of
Rohtak are said to have given trouble, as an armed body, as far back as the time of
Aurangzeb. I therefore venture to think that the raid described in the ballacTwas
made by the KanpataJTogis of JRoht.ak. I have not been able to make a thorough
enquiry on the subject, but I t r u s t t h a t efforts to investigate the point may bring to
light other facts corroborative of the ballad.
This section also shows the mixture of Hindu and Muhammadan ideas in verse
625, where the author puts in the mouth of Bhopat Nath, a Jogi, " _Assa bhi fakar
ff
k a d i m d e vag shah„mira7'
We are also hermits of old like Shah Miran (a Muhammadan .Saint)/'
~
I

Section X X X V I I I deals with the battle of Karnal. After giving a vivid and
impressive description of the general conditions on the battlefield and mentioning
how Khan Dauran rallied his forces, the author enters into details of the exploits of
individual warriors. He begins with a charge by Muzaffar, working great execution,
which i n g h t e n e d e v e n Kal and Narad and puzzled the angel of death. He killed
Katal Kuli, a general commanding 50,000, and Shah Tawacha, commanding 7,000, and
was killed in turn by Shah Ghazali. Akal a soldier killed two officers, Shah Ghazali
and Aziz Khan Kandahari Akal was killed by Badar Beg Marwani, a general who had,
according to the author, led the second advance from Gujrat. Then Mirza Nur Beg,
a Persian Mughal of the Indian Army, came and killed Badar Beg. He and Afzal
Kuli fought like demons, but apparently the conflict ended^in^a^draw.
The Kasur contingent which formed part of Khan Dauran's following, fought well
and turned Nadir Shah back. Nizam-ul-mulk and Kamar Din fretted over its success. The battle was resumed aiTcl Shahdad Khan(which may mean Shahdad Khan
or Sa' adat Khan) was stopped by Karak Beg who was killed by Mirza Say ad Gullu. Khan
Dauran is then said to have chargedat__Nadi? Shah and struck Jlim seven blows
with his sword, but ^without effect Nadir Shah fired his gun of foreign make and
laid Khan Dauran low.
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This^accordjng to the ^nthoj^endeAj^e
battle, as the biggest pjece on the chessboard had/beenjtakei^. Nizam-ul-mulk and Kamar Din jrejoiced.
The characters mentioned in this section are not mythical. Fraser says (page
156) that when news was brought t h a t Sa'adat Khan's attendants had been attacked
and his baggage plundered in the rear of Khan Dauran's camp, he left the Darbar
and went to his people's assistance. Khan Dauran and his two sons and the rest
of his troops joined in the fray; so did Muzaffar (brother of Khan Dauran), Sayad
Hussain AH K h a n , Khan Zaman Khan, Mir Gullu, Shahdad Khan, Asleh Ali Khan,
and others; in all twenty-two Umerahs and General officers, each with a body of his
own men. Some of these names occur in the author's account and we know that
Muzaffar was killed in this battle, Sa'adat Khan was taken prisoner and Khan Dauran
was mortally wounded. Some of the names of Nadir Shah's generals are also found
in the historical books.
The single combat between Khan Dauran and Nadir Shah may be a myth in-vented by the poet to embellish the end of the story. But, considering that Nadir
Shafa~Was~l)ersonally leading the attack, the incident would no^be^an impossibility.
As to the intensity of the fighting, history tells us that 17^00 jsoldiers of the]_Delhi
army were killed on the field while Nadir Shah lost only 400 killedjmd7 00 wounded.
The Delhi army also lost some T^ooo men in the marauding excursions of Nadir
Shah's army. According to a letter from Nadir Shah to his son Riza Kuli 20,000
Indians were killed on the battlefield and more taken prisoners.
Here ends the story related in the ballad, with the remark that the whole of
India shook with terror of Nadir Shah, which is only too true as he has been called by
historians ' ' t h e terror of Asia," and the adjective Nadir Shahi is used even now to
signify " absolutely autocratic." It is curious that the ballad should not relate the
most important event of the invasion, viz. the sack of Delhi. A possible explanation is that the ballad was composed during the interval between the defeat of
Muhammad Shah at Karnal on the 14th of February, 1739, and the massacre at Delhi
on the n t h of March, 1739.
But an account of Nadir Shah's inva^on_would be incomplete without a mention, howsoever brief, of what followedjpn the battle of Karnal.
isfo morefi^EHngTooTT]placeafter the defeat of the 13th February, 1739. Muhammad Shah surrendered and he resigned his crown. Nadir Shah promised to restore
the kingdom to him on payment of an indemnity of 25 crores of rupees. Muhammad
Shah remained like a prisoner in Nadir Shah's camp and marched with him to
Delhi where Nadir Shah was practically the Emperor. The Khutbah was read in his
name on the 'Id, and he treated the population with kindness and moderation. All
went well till an unfortunate incident compelled Nadir Shah, in the words of Muham<l
mad Latif, to taint his victory with those horrid deeds of bloodshed and spoliation
which have associated his name with ideas of terror and dread." (p. 204.)
A quarrel arose over a Persian soldier forcibly seizing some pigeons which were
exposed for sale in the market. A mob collected and killed the soldiers. Some one
spread the rumour that Nadir Shah was dead. This encouraged the mob and they
^fc
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c u t up every soldier they could find, thus killing 3,000 of the Kazalbashes posted in
the town. This happened at night. Nadir Shah was informed but refused to take
action. In the morning he rode out. He sent a strong party to suppress the mob
which was getting bolder. He repaired to the mosque of Roshan-ud-daulah where
some one fired a shot at Nadir Shah from the neighbouring terrace. The shot missed
Nadir Shah but killed one of the officers in immediate attendance. This infuriated
the Shah and made him give way to his passion. He ordered a general massacre and
in an instant his soldiers began to kill and plunder. I will not go into details but
will only mention that some 150,000 persons were killed. The massacre did not stop
till Muhammad Shah went and begged Nadir Shah to spare his people. The request
was granted, and the order to cease the bloodshed was promptly obeyed. Nadir Shah
collected as much of the plunder as he could.
He spent 58 days at Delhi and returned after having recovered the promised indemnity. Before his departure, he placed the crown on Muhammad Shah's head and
gave him some advice which, according to Fraser (page 207), included the following
remarks: " You are more particularly to beware of Nizam-ul-mulk whom, by his
conduct, I find to be full of cunning and self-interested and more ambitious than
becomes a subject/' This femark would appear to prove beyond doubt the complicity of Nizam-ul-mulk in Nadir Shah's invasion which the ballad brings out so clearly
and forcibly.
Fraser estimates the loss which the Emperor and the people sustained within and
outside Delhi between the battle of Karnal and Nadir Shah's departure from Delhi
(exclusive of loss of buildings) at one arab or a hundred crores of rupees. This booty
included the famous Koh-i-Nur diamond and the Peacock throne. Nadir Shah was
so encumbered with this treasure and with what he had collected at Lahore and other
places, that when, on his way back, he was harassed, near Peshawar, by some of the
frontier tribes, Afghans and Indians, owing to unavoidable delay in crossing the Indus, he readily conciliated them by a payment of ten lakhs of rupees. Towards the end
of his career, Nadir Shah's brain got affected. He became an absolute autocrat and
used to have people put to death or to have their eyes pulled outon the slightest excuse.
In a fit of rage he had the eyes of his son Raza Kuli torn out. His people got tired
of him and his nephew Ali Kuli Khan, who aspired to the throne, designed to*put an
end to his life. Nadir Shah was encamped near Mashhad. Seventy of his bodyguard, who had conspired with Ali Kuli Khan, arranged to assassinate him, but only
thirteen went on the errand and, forcing their way into his tent, put him to death. Thus
1
fell, according to Latif, " N a d i r Shah, the terror of Asia, the pride and deliverer
of his country, the restorer of their freedom and the conqueror of India who, from
an humble position in life, raised himself to a dignity which few monarchs have
attained by birth." It is sad t h a t a person so great should have met with so
ignominious an end.
J History of the Punjab, p. 210.

Ballad o n N a d i r S h a h ' s I n v a s i o n *
I.

PRAISE OF G O D , AND STATE OF AFFAIRS IN THE 12TH

CENTURY

HIJRI

I, 'Sahi sachch khudawad
badshah, sachche kamm
tere Subahana.

Right and true art thou, O Lord God, true are thy
works O Subahan.

2. Sar par iia hosia, jehri
likhie vichch Qurana.

That alone will come upon a man's head, which is
written in the Quran.

3. SadiNabidibarhawi,vadde
fikr pae khandana.

In the I2*h Century of the Prophet, great anxieties
befell the (respectable) families.

4. Zulm ziml te vartea, kur
makar bahanS.

Oppression prevailed on earth, falsehood, deceit and
stratagem.

5. Bhaji daghefarebdi,vichch
phiri jahan5.

The chaos of deceit and cheating spread over the
world.

6. Musahab techorkachahriS,
la bahin diwana.

Servants and thieves held courts, sitting in the audience halls.

*

7. Ral sifle karan majalasS,
adl insaf gea SultanS.
8. Charh ghore droran ajari,
jaleb turan asil jawanS.
9. Chhatta pavan arakiS,
kharke an khale medana.
10. Marda th! gea zabta, gbalab
pea zananS.
3
11. Amira nazrS baddhiS, kar
(leone) jama khazanS.
12. Charh nokur kohde badshah, ult pea zamana.
13 Par rabba rakkh nigah
vichch, pak parwardigar
RahmanS.
*

1
8
3

1

:

Black guards held councils, the justice of the kings
disappeared.
Shepherds raced horses, the noble youths walked on
foot
Bags were loaded on Arab horses, donkeys appeared
at the race-course.
Men lost their prestige, women got the upper hand.
*

The nobles usurped the rulers' dues, and collected
treasure.
Slaves rose and killed the king, the times took a
subversive turn.
But O God, keep an eye on (me), O pure Preserver,
the Merciful!

For system of transliteration see page 66.
P»
Another version is Vixirtl, which would mean " Black-guards acted as ministers.
lt
Another version is Nazra Phsrim = became disaffected."
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II.
1

14. AwwalDilllTurS, kar apni
pal.
15. Pher lei Chuhan5,ag khush
kar lal.
16. Pher lei si GoriS, koi
muddat vas&I.
17. Pher lei PathanS anke
ghar chothe ai.
T8. Pher lei (Babar keS) Chagatte5, ghatt sar kut&l.
19. Dili! haesiarie, rat dhari
lawai.

HISTORY OF DELHI,

Delhi was originally founded by the Turs as their
own.
Then the Chohans took it, and enjoyed it to their
benefit.
It was then taken by the Ghoris and kept for some
time.
The Pathans then came and took it, and it thus came
to the fourth house.
I t was then taken by the Chughattas of Baber's house,
who thoroughly subjugated it.
O hard-hearted (cruel) Delhi, thou paintest the parting
of thy hair with blood.

1

20. Tfl mas khae rajj puttarS,
jifl bakar kasai.
21. Tfl lakkh lahaiS nS khuhniS
mehr mill na ai.

23. Ikk mar? ik sir dharS, nit
husan sawai.

Thou eatest the flesh of thy sons to thy heart's content, like a butcher who slaughters goats.
Thou hast had innumerable hosts slaughtered (but)
never feit any compunction.
To thee bowed all lands. Thy fame reached far and
wide.
Thou killest one and exaltest another in thy everflourishing beauty.

24. Dilll t5 shahzadea, kheh
hudi ai

Over Delhi the princes have always fallen out (with
each other).

22. Tenfl nivit jimiS SariS, jag
phirl duhai.

III.

TAIMUR'S STORY.

25 Te charhe Chughatta badshah, Temilr, ju, dhanS.

The Chughatta king Taimur marched (at the head of
an army countless) as grains of rice

26. Te ghora sadhe satt lakh,
sane Mughal Pathana.

Consisting of 7 \ lakhs of horses, including the Mughals
and the Pathans.
Throughout 'the hilly regions, there remained no
obstacle.
The forts trembled and the occupants abandoned
their positions.
He went and plundered Sipahan (Ispahan) to his
heart's content.

27. Jitnl jiml pahar dl, na riha
adanS.
28. KotS nfl awan thararat,
chhadd gae tikan5
29. VajSipahSluttiya,kar man
da bhan§.
1

Ttirs, also known is Tuars or Totnars. were Rajputs.
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30. Pakkar kutthe lakh admi,
leh peiS ghana.
31. Kar siriS de dam-dame,
charh khae khanS.
]2. InS char manake, ghar aya
jarwana
IV.

He caught and slaughtered lakhs of men, as if throwing oil-seeds into an oil-press.
Seated on the battlement of fallen heads, he had his
meal.
Having dictated four terms, the hero (king) returned
h ome
T H E SAYYAD KING-MAKERS

33 Agge nazar vadhai si
seiyada, le mulak Inaml.
34. OnhS kuttha si Faluk Sher
nil, kar zulm tamami.

Formerly the vSayyads had assumed power after having
received a large territory in reward.
They assassinated Farrukh Siyar with great cruelty.

35. 0 apna kita le moe, mar
lae hisani.
36. Jinn farishte te admi, kul-iakhan ami.

They were punished by their own sins, and were killed
without difficulty.
The genii, angels and men all said Amen!

V

CAUSE OF NIZAM-UL-MULK S JEALOUSY

37. Majakh Nizamalmulk nQ
Khan Dora lae.
38. Kibla! budha bSdar dakkhnl. muzre ko ae.
39. 0 sara kachehri badashah,
kar tok hasae.
40. Nizamal sunea kannf apm,
dukh dil vichch lae.
41. Unnhfltlr keleje varamda,
diho rat handae.
42. Bha laggi si dauno, angear
khidae.
43. Kar mansaba sarda, udmad
uthae.
44. Ghar de bhet nal dah sar
marea, sar L,eka jae.
*i

_

«^.-

45. ErSniSte Turain5 mansube
halle.

Khan Dauran sought to ridicule Nizam-ul-mulk (by
addressing the king thus):
come
his homage.
His pointed remark made the king laugh in court.
s

I

own ears and took
it to heart.

The arrow pierced him through the heart, and consumed him day and night.
The strings of the charpoy having caught tire, live
coals were scattered all over.
Having hatched a, deep plot, he created confusion.
The treachery of one of his house led to the fall of
the ten-headed (Rawana) and the burning of Lanka
(Ceylon).
3

The Iranis* (Persians) and Turanis (Turanians) began
to conspire (against each other).

I This is a pun. Mujra also means dancing. This is a fling at the flo ving garments of Deccan, which Nizam-ul-mulk
wore when he appeared before the king on return from Deccan, and the South Indian etiquette of doing homage to the
Royalty.
* Khan Dauran was a Persian.
3 Nizam-ul-mulk was a Turanian.
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46. AmblrS apo apne cha sube
malle.
47. Kar mat bahayone badshah
nu, hatth hukm na challe.

The Amirs (nobility) usurped their respective Provinces.

48. Khalk nimani luttiye, hakk
pave na palle.

The helpless subjects were ruined, as they received no
justice.

49. Par hukm raza Khuda di,
koi kikur na jhalle.

But how can any oae do otherwise than submit to
God's will.

VI.

50. Na kitl nimk halali, zuf
Turania.
51. Onha ghar Chagatte de
bali, atish anke.
52. Unha rukka likh j a wall,
bhejea Nazar Shah.
53. Medan Dilli da khali, boda
badshah.
54. Edhi kai na challe chali,
rasam Chagattea.
55. Edhi reiyat na
kuke rat din.

They checkmated the king, and made him and his
orders powerless.

INFIDELITY OF TUKANI WAZIRS.

The Turanis did not act loyally: fie on them
They struck fire in the house of the Chughatta.
They wrote an urgent letter and sent (it) to Nadir
Shah.
(i

(Saying) The coast of Delhi is clear, and the king a
nonentity.
None of his ways is that of the Chughattas.

sukhali,

His subjects have no peace and complain day ;ind
night.

5b. Tu charhke de" vikhali,
takht mubarako.

Ride thou from thy blessed throne and show thy
face.

57. Par ghinn khazaneS mall,
jinni chahne.

Then take away from the treasury as much wealth as
thou likest.

58. Bura kita Turania,
dujji vari.

Evil did the Turanis again a second time.

mur

59. Unha dastar mubarak, apni
cna ap utari.
60. Adab guvaya nokara, kar
be itbarl.

They took off their respected turban themselves.

61. Darhi kisena vechia, hatth
de bapari.
62. Unha sadd ke ada Nazarshah, de rishwat bhari.

No one has ever sold his beard, handing it over to a
trader.

63. Us kali dholi pakar ke, hikk
agge marl.

The latter impressed (without distinction) all black
and white and embraced them (as members of his .
army).

The servants threw their respect to the winds by
betraying the confidence reposed in them.

7

The} invited Nadir Shah having offered (him) a heavy
bribe.
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64. Kehr haranjQ khahdeS,
larde vich ban.

Like the horned deer throwing up earth with their
horns when they fight in the Bar (Jungle).

65. Chukk leia sab siddatS,
chhutkawa kari.

He took up all the old grudges and started with a vengeance (lit. who should prevent the catastrophe).

VII.

K A I / S APPEARANCE BEFORE MUHAMMAD SHAH.

66. Ban Dilli Muhammad Shah
agge, Kal arza kardi.
67. Kibla me .bhi bajh khuda
de, hor kise na dardl.

l

Assuming the form of Delhi, K a l appeared before
Muhammad Shah and submitted as follows :—
Your worship, I too fear none but God.

68. Na menu rijh ulad di, na
vasso ghardi.

I have no ambition of progeny nor of household life

69. Na men 3 talab sTgardi, na
talab zardl.

I am not fond of decoration nor crave for gold.

70. Na menu dhapp na chha
he, na garmi sardi.

I am not affected by sun or shade nor by heat or cold.

71. Jehra sabh to okra, me
khawad kardi.
72. Me raha s gari rat din,
maheli nar di.

Whoever is the most powerful, him I wed as my husband.
I remain adorned day and night as the queen of the
brave.
I wear necklaces of skulls, and decorate the parting of
my hair with blood.
I eat the flesh of my sons—muscles, fat and all.

73. Me siria de har hadavadi,
ratt magS bhardl.
74. Me mas khawS rajj puttara,
san goshat charbi.
75. Jitne tere omra, vichch ikk
na dardi.
76. Sar par jora marie, jug
phutte nardi.

Of all your noblemen not one is your well-wisher.
The * united piece (in chausar) is bound to strike (take)
the single piece as soon as a combination has broken

up.
77. TQ chhadd de man jahanda,
rakh talab safardi.
78. Sar par ikk din aosi, oh rat
kabar di.
79. Tere pichche badshah, me
hor nahl vardi.
80 Par tuddhepichhebadshah,
pe janie gardi.

Give thou up the pride of the world and prepare for
travel.
That one day will befall you—that night in the grave.
After thee, O King, I will not marry another.
But after thee, O King! will arise confusion.

Kal is the personification of goddess of death.

* The allusion here is to the game of Chausar.
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VIII.

DISCUSSION OF KAL AND NARAD

81. Kal te Narad ap vichch, h o i Kal and Narad fall out with each other.
khale ajore.
82. Beh larde amhosamhane,
They sit opposite each other quarrelling (and) uttering calumnies.
sattan tarphore.
Kal wants something to eat, Narad turns his face (has
83. Kal mage kujh khan nfl,
nothing to give).
Narad muh more.
84. Narad de na sakkekhattiS,
Narad has no earnings to bring home, Kal seeks food.
Kal khadha lore.
85. Khano pin5 te pehnano,
The husband reprimands the wife for (extravagance
in) eating, drinking and dress.
mard buddhi nil hore.
•

9

86. Sar par jhugga ujjare, din
wasse thore.
8j. Kade na hade ujjale, jehre
matti bore.
88. Kal lore kujh gudea, Narad
hadrore.

(Because) a home is ruined (thus) and can last only
a short time.
Such (clothes) can never be washed clean as have been
steeped in pots full of colour.
Kal wants to knit something, Narad undoes it.

89. Menu bahot janania, tenu
mard na thore.

I can get many a wife (says he) and for thee there is
no lack of husbands.

90. Par tere mere j u t t nu, vidh
mata tore.

But may the Goddess of fate break our union.

91. Kal ahdl ve Narada, tfl
kehri chal.

Kal says, O Narad ! what are you up to ?

92. Te tere mere j u t t vichch,
kyQ pei judal.

And why has discord marred our union ?

93. Tfl daru de vichch lorne,
kujh agg chhapai.
94. Me bhi tere raj vichch, kujh
khushi nah! pai.

Thou wishest to conceal fire in gunpowder.

95. N5 me khadha rajj ke, na
kise khilai.

Neither have I (ever) eaten my fill, nor has any one
fed me.

96. Na charh suttia palhag te,
ghatt lef tulai.

Nor have I enjoyed sleep on a coach provided with a
mattress and quilt.

97. Moli mehdi sir dhari, nakk
natth na pal.

I have not worn the mauli (red thread) (coloured my
hands and feet with) mehndi (myrtle), decorated the
parting of my hair or adorned myself with a nose ring.
Why did not the midwife administer poison to me in
my first potion ?

98. Menfl kyflnagurhtizehardi,
taddo ditti dai.

I too have, in thy reign, enjoyed no happiness.
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Fie on those adherents who betrothed me.

100. Te pap kita si onhS BrahSin committed those Brahmans who installed my
^ ^ ^ H manS, jinhS ved adai. ^ ^ H nuptial canopy.
101. MeriS kanhfl lavS dittiyS,
Why
kyfl gadh chittarai.
fire);
why did they knit together (our garments) ?
102. Tuddh makhattu khasam
nal, me nijj parnahi.
•

In vain was I married to the drone of a husband like
you.

t

103. Bap te dade di lajj nfl, me
bahot laghai.

I have maintained the honour of my father and
grandfather long enough.

104. Par bhalke peke ja gi, nal
leke nal.
105. Narad akhe Kal nfl, tuhe
vichch akkal na ratti.

But tomorrow I will go to my parents? home taking
with me the (family) barber.

106. Kade agancharkha dah ke,
tuhe tad na katti.
107. Na tfl bhar ateria, ateran
te atti.
108. Mend kade na dittia sifl ke
chadar chopattl.

Narad says to Kal, You have not the least sense.
Sitting with (your) spinning-wheel in the courtyard,
you have never spun a single thread.
Nor have you reeled a full skein on the reeling frame.
You have never sewn for me a sheet of four widths
(broad enough).
1

109. Me choke b e t h n a jiveS, tfl
sahej na pakki.

I have never eaten my food sitting in the Chauka (i.e.
comfortably) nor have you ever cooked with ease.

n o . Tfl ghar ghar phirniS
gehkdi, joban di matt I.

You wander from house to house shouting with joy in
the intoxication of youth.

i n . Teria gallS pare mahaini,
dare te satthi.
112. Tenfl chaksa bahot jaban
da, lekha har hatti.
113 Meth6 nah! bhari di, eh
t e n chatti.
114. J ah tur ja pekeapn§, ghatt
keri patti.
115. Kal ahdi ve Narada, tenfl
ki bhaliai.
116. Te ghar8 jananitorni, khubi nahifl kahi.

You are talked of at meetings and crowds, and in
rest-houses and village assembly-rooms.
You are desperately fond of dainties and have an account at every shop.
I can not afford to pay this fine for you.
Go, walk away to your parents, throwing ashes on
your head.
Kal says, O Narad ! what good will it mean to you ?
1

To turn one's wife out of the house is not commendable.

1 Chauka is a place in the kitchen which is kept clean with a wash of clay and cowdung and where the H i n d u s used
to eat their meals. It is called Chauka (four-cornered), because it is usually rectangular in shape.
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117. Ik has has kari? kushamad k;
dujjs kar? laral.

On the one hand you humour and flatter (me) on the
other you quarrel.

*

118. Es kushamad to Kairava,
cha jadd kuhai.

Tt was on account of such vanity that the Kauravas
had their tribe destroyed.

I I Q Te Ram ne es kushamado,
T-I _
Leka lutai.
120. Es kushamad toGoriS, Dilli
marvai.
121. Me tur jS kise vilayate, teri
satai.

And Rama owing to such vanity had Lanka (Ceylon)
.plundered.
Thiough such vanity the Ghoris lost Delhi.
I will go to some foreign country persecuted by you.
w

122. Agge Nadar Shah de, ja
deS duhai.

To Nadir Shah will I go and submit my complaint.

*

123. Otho lashkar charhan eran
thl, kar lamml dhai.
124. Ake
Hidostan
vichch,
karan juddh laral.
125. Ran kahane honge,vekkhe
lukai.

From Persia troops shall, by forced marches, invade

126. lkk dujja na
bete nfl mai.

No one shall be able to look after another, not even
mother (her) son.

sambhale,

India where they shall fight battles.
This will'become an epic story, people will see.

1

127. Kade gah gah ral behnge,
bhena te bhal.
128. Bhar len erani Dillio, tope
di pal.

Seldom shall sisters and brothers sit together.

The Persians will take from Delhi a pai (16 seers) for
a topa (4 seers).
129. MebhibadleleSgi, bhar dun ' T will also have my revenge by demanding double or
sawai.
i|- times (the grain advanced).
130. Me tahie dhi Khakal di,
Then only shall I be the daughter of Khankal born of
Honi di jai.
Honi.
131. Narad Shda orak hosange
Narad says, After all those events alone will happen
oh kamm, jehre rabb nu
which please God.
bhavan.
•

132. Te mihriS de akhe mard
laggan, mur pachchotavan.

But if men follow the advice of women, they must
repent afterwards.

133. Tere akhe badshah, Erano
dhawan.

If on your advice the king hastens from Persia.

134. Taddo nadlS vehan aputthia, phal bet liavan.

Then the rivers will flow up-hill and willows will bear
fruit.
What happened to t h a t country in former times the
wise can ex plain.

135. Agge jo vartl us mulk nal,
akal samjhavan
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136. Otthe kya takat he mihriS,
r
nakk natthS paw an

3gg

137. OtthemardS kabzekathde,
sir kullah handavan.

There the women dare not wear nose-rings in their
noses.
There the swords of men have wooden hilts (and)
they wear caps on their heads.

138. Ghorea de muh nahria, na
sakhat pawan.

The horses have bridles in their mouths but carry no
saddles.

139. Ohhun taihukm Temurde,
barja leawan.

The people obey the edicts of Taimur to this day.

140. Jiu Lachhman da chhil
karan nfl, bhen ghalli si
Rawan.

As Rawan sent his sister to impose upon Lachhman.

141. Par tuh bhi challie Sup
Nakh, vag nakk vadhawan.

Thou art also going like Sup Naka to have thy nose
cut.

IX.

APPEARANCE OF KAL BEFORE NADIR SHAH.

l

142. Ghussa khake dakkhano,
kal ran! jagl.

In anger, from the south woke up queen Kal

143. Agge Nadar Shah de, ai
faryadi.

(And) before Nadir Shah appeared suppliant.

144. T3 sun kibla alami, faryad
asadi.
145. Mera khasam m a k h a t t u ,
te ahlaki, bhagi sharabi.

(She said) hear thou O Lord of two worlds my complaint.

146. Afimi te jawaria, jalam
apradhi.
147. Mere damm lae san mapea,
lei vaddhi lagi.
148. Mera sak cha kitone 6s nal,
jinnha garni na shadi.

Opium-eater and gambler, tyrant and sinner.
My parents sold me for money and the retainer
accepted a bribe!
They married me to one who cares neither for sorrow
nor pleasure.

149. Oh de nahY sakkea khattia,
bhukkh ghar beh jhagi.

He could bring me no earnings and I have had to
starve at home.

I

5°- Jis dihare Lachhman jodhe
Ram Chad, charh Leka
sadhi.

The day when Lachhman—the warrior—and Ram
Chandra invaded and reduced Lanka.

151. Othe Haluman agvan si,
deh luba dagi.
x
52. Lakkh mare danu te devate, harl par vadhi.

There Hanuman was the forerunner who set fire (to
Lanka) with the torch of his body.
Lakhs of Rakshasas and Devatas were killed, like the
harvesting of spring crops.

My husband (is) a drone, lazy, addicted to bhang and
a drunkard.

1 Another version is Suttihoi.
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153.'Othe baliS lakh jhiali5,agg
bele lagi.
154. Jiv5 rat diwali HiduS, bal
dhari chiragJ.
155. Othe nale vagge sap ratt
d§, mijjh be hisabi.
156. Bhar khappai pite joganS,
boh hoi sS raji.
157. Tis dihare mehn bhi ch5ke
beth ke, rasoi si khahdl
158. Par ajj a! S kibla alml,
kar as tusadL
X.

Lakhs of funeral piles were burnt there, the whole
forest was set ablaze.
As the Hindus light up lamps on the Diwali night.
Streams of blood flowed there and no end of fat (was
cast about).
The Jogans drank skulls full (of blood) and I sat
satiated.
That day I too had my meal sitting comfortably in
the Chauka.
And to-day, O Lord of the two worlds, I have corrn
with my hopes in thee.

NADIR SHAH'S ADDRESS TO WAZIR.

159. Badshah akhe wazir nfl, ik
azab jananl.

The king says to his wazir, There is a strange woman.

160. Oh ave sade sahmane, har
roz mud ami.
161. Odha sir khullha dad daraz,
te siah pishanl

She appears before me every day without fail.

162. Oh admia dl ratt mijjh,
mage mizm&nf.
163. Nahi usde koi likkhea, koi
khat nishani.
164. Oh kull hakikat Hid dl,
dass de zab&nf.
165. Ahdi ajj na koi Hidostan
vichch, he tera sanl

Man's blood and fat she asks for her feast.

166. Othe dovS dhirS ajoriS,
Erani Turani.

There the two parties have fallen out (viz the) Persians
and Turanians
All nobles and chiefs are waiting for thee day and
night.

167. TenQ rati dine udikde sabh
1
Nasir khanl
168. UnhSdit shahri rahia nS
hudiS, hath pawwe khazanl.
169. SubedarS
s5bhi9, sabh
dirmS dami.

She wears loose hair, has long teeth and a black fore-

head.

She has no written letter or other token (of identity)
with her.
(But) the whole account of India she relates verbally.
She says in India to-day thou hast no equal.

Their cheques are honoured in the city (and they)
have treasuries in their hands
The local Governors have taken possession of all cash

' Noble
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170. Otho gae hazar be tarf ho,
sipahi natiii.
171. Te pehda sade padshah,
firka nadani.
172. Ya rag mahall sahelia, malka Zamani.
173. Osmulnapuchchhimulkdi,
vassdi verarif.
174. Par Rabb Dili! nu badla
chen da, ditti gham dan!.
XI.
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Thousands of famous warriors have been dismissed
there.
And our king has worn the cloak of foolishness.
I
He is always in the palace of luxury either with
female attendants or with queen Zamani.
He has never inquired after the welfare or distress of
the country.
But God has given to Delhi sorrow in place of peace.

DISCOURSE OF BAKI KHAN WAZIR AND K A L .

175. Baki Khan wazir ne, sadde
Katwal.
176. Ikk es tarah di istarl, tusl
lyao bhal.
177. Oh bethi kise dukan te,
phar lyae nal
178. Tfl nagi na miryad he, disse
bikaral.
179. Tu bhukkhie kise mulkdi,
bahot pave saval.
180. Enhu ate da deo ikk man,
nal v a t t i dal.
181. DhaniS, jira, log, mirch nal
lun bisar.
182. Ser divaos dahl da, ja
dhove val.
183. Bhar divaos lakkari, agg
bethe bal.
184. Apnl hatthl raso kar, ghat
jevl thai.
185. Roti khahdua de, ja vatan
sambhal.
186. Te treor deos vidaegi, na
pave kheal.
187. (Kal akhe) khad khir te
dhrariS, beh khan biragi.
188. Te admi5 di ratt mijjh eh
khurish asadi.

Baki Khan Wazir sent for the Kotwals.
There is a woman of this description (go) search for
her and bring her
She was sitting in some shop (they) captured her and
brought her up.
(Baki Khan said to her) You are naked and regardless
of manners and look dreadful.
You are hunger-stricken of some country and ask for
too much.
Give her one maund of flour and five seers of pulse.
Coriander, cummin, cloves, pepper, salt and turmeric.
Get her a seer of curds so that she may bathe her hair.
Get her a bundle of fuel, so that she may make fire.
After cooking your food with your own hands, have
your meal off a plate.
Having taken your food, pray for us and go back to
your home.
And give her a suit of three clothes as a parting gift,
so that she may have no care.
Kal said, Sugar, puddings and dainties are eaten by
Bairagis.
But blood and fat of men is my diet.
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189. Men ran vichch mara surme, adi muniadi.
190. Jinha nu pagg dahri d!
sharm he, lajj mat pita
dl.
191. Oh mehram din islam de,
hen pak nimazl

From time immemorial I am in the habit of killing
brave warriors on the battle-field

192. Jinha nu ditta gusal farishtea, parh shart sababi.

Those whom the angels gave the final bath with the
incantation leading to heaven.

193. Sir dede rabb de waste, ap
thlde gazi.

They give their lives in the name of God and themselves become martyrs.

194. Unhade huran lyaia kappare, poshak gulabi.

The houris (heavenly damsels) bring pink garments
for their shroud.

195. Chadar tehmat t e kullah,
pehan surat fukra di.

They wear a sheet as the upper garment, another
round the waist as the lower garment and a cap,
like the Fakirs.

196. Onhadia kitia safa peghatnbara, bhajj rale janazi.

The Prophets perform their funeral ceremony and
hasten to join their funeral processions.

197. Onha ja ke pai bahisht
vichch, shahadat shadi.

They go to heaven and enjoy (there) the pleasure of
martyrdom.

198. Oh ja hazur rasul de, hoe
meraji
199. Wajir ahda Kal ranie, teri
bar! awastha.
200. Teri akkhl ne lahu chhattia, te zaban karakbta.
201. Tenfl urke turdl nu vekh
ke, kulialam hassda.

They go into the presence of the Prophet and become
dwellers of the heaven.

Those who respect their turban and beard (i.e. who
have a sense of honour), and care for the honour of
their parents.
They are well acquainted with the religion of Islam
and are pious sayers of Nimaz (prayers).

The Wazir says, O Queen Kal long life to thee.
Thy eyes are sprinkled with blood (are blood-shot),
and thy tongue is harsh.
When people see thee fly they all laugh.

202. Te surat teri vekh ke, kul
balak nhassda.
203. Tfl mall akhare vekhane,
t e n barwastha.
204. Mu k asada avadan, sab
jokl vassda.

And seeing thy figure all children flee.

205. E t h e hor arjani he sab chij,
ikk mas nahl sasta.

Here everything else can be had, only flesh is not
cheap.

206. Tfl at e rat sarae rehn, ghatt
bethl e phasta.

You have come to pass a night in the inn and have
created a muddle.

207. Par tur jah mulk tfl apne,
phar fajar! rasta.

You had better go back to your country, and start on
your way early in the morning.

Thou wishest to see wrestlers in the arena; this is thy
verdict.
(But) our country is prosperous, all live happily.
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208. Kal Shdl wajir nQ, le vida
asadi.

Kal says to the Wazir, I bid you adieu.

209. Me gall sunaniS kalh di,
kujh nah! duradl.

But I shall relate to you a story of yesterday, it refers
to no remote period.

210. Jad5 gea Temur viran kar,
vilayat tuh&di.

I When Taimur went after devastating your country.

211. Te oh baki na chhadd gea,
kujh bo abadi.

He left behind him not even a sign of habitation.
*

212. DhuadI mal walayat l u t t
ke, le gae Pajabl.
213. Le gae sir5 utar ke, dastar
dhuadi.
214. Ap gea Jahanabad nQ, ho
Makke da Haji.
215. Dhuade khadhe utthS te
hathiS, chun meve bagi.
216. Kanhu leiyo je hatth kar,
bigani bhaji.
217. Je mul nah! saje devanl,
tad pai kharabi.
218. Hun dun deiye ghar jake,
tad hude raji.
219. Par kado shamal hoi si baj
nQ, azat mugrabi.
220. Wajir Shda jah akkh! agg6
dur ho, ranne badkare.
221. Es boli terl di rapat ja,
pohti sarkare.
222. AsS karke ghalle n§ elehi,
sab Balakh Bukhare.
223. AsSditte n? ghall vilayati,
likh ke halkare.
224. Foza hon akatthia, awan
sarkare.
225. Es asade mulk vichch, Durani bhare.
226. Asi sabbhe deiye hajarl,
chal shehar Kadhare.
227. Oh sabbhe akhan niyat
kher. ral moman sare.

The wealth of your cofmtry was plundered and taken
away by the Panjabis.
They took away your turbans from off your heads.
He himself went to Jahanabad after becoming Haji of
Mecca.
The camels and elephants ate up the fruit of your
gardens.
Why did you receive the ceremonial gift of sweets
from others.
If you never intended to repay it ? It is disgraceful.
If its double be paid now at their home, then they
would be satisfied.
But how can the habits of a duck equal those of the
hawk ?
Wazir says, Get thee gone from my presence, thou
women of evil deeds.
The report of this taunt of thine has reached the king.
We have sent ambassadors to Balkh, Bukhara and all
other places.
We have sent messengers with letters to various
countries.
(That) the troops should mobilize and present themselves to the king.
In this country of ours Durranis are important.
#

A review of all of us shall be held at the city of
Kandahar.
They shall all pledge unity—the believers assembled.
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228. AsS sar par Dilli marnf,
We
ghat zor talware.
swords on the heads (i.e. by the force of arms).
229. Asa luttane sabh j a w a h r i e , M We
or shah vanjare.
230. Asa urda jhade luttane,
or rast bazare.

We will pillage armies, banners, highways and streets

231. S a t a r a W v i c h c h ^ B biviya,^B Women shall be seduced from the seraglios.
kaddh deo kanare.
232. Badla 6s dastar da rab ajj
utare.
233. Par mano Makke dea hajia,
se hajj guzare.
XII.

May God avenge that (dishonour of our) irban today.
I t will then be as if Hajis of Mecca have performed
hundreds of pilgrimages.

NARAD'S APPEARANCE BEFORE MUHAMMAD SHAH.

234. Narad Muhammad Shah
agge, ja kare sawal.

Narad appears before Muhammad Shah and states

235. VekhT kibla aim! ajj mera
hal.

See O lord of the worlds my condition to-day.

236. Mere sir te gujrea ikk jawal.

On my head has befallen ruin like the doomsday

237. Ikk gharo janani tur gal,
dujja bhukkh kamal.

Firstly my wife has left my house, secondly I am
starving frightfully.

238. J ado gea Temur vilayate,
me tado sa rial.
239. Us luttiya sabh vilayata,
kitia pemal.

When Taitnur went to foreign countries I accompanied
him.

240. Kar siria de damdame, ratt!
de khal.

Raising battlements of slain heads and making streams
of blood flow.

241. Me tado si vart uparea,
ghat bhojan thai.

I then broke my fast by eating from a plate.

242. Par tu pir Chagatta e badshah, ajj rajj khawal.

And thou, O holy Chughatta king, give me now
enough to eat.

243.

The king says, Take Narad to the bazar.

Badshah akhe Narad nu,
le jaho bazare.

He plundered all the countries (and) trampled (on
them).

244. Te kar deo esdi tabea,
halvai sare.

And place at his disposal all confectioners.

245. K a t t h i k a r ke umedni,bhar
deo taghare.

Collect nmedni'
1

and fill troughs with it.

A kind of sweets.
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Sugar, peras} jalebis and shukarparas.
1

1

1

247. Ladda matthe te mohanbhog, or garl chhuhare.

Laddus, mathhas, mohan-bhog, cocoanuts and dates.

248. Narad a v e n h a k e , b e h v a r a t
upare

So that Narad may return from his bath and sit down
to break his fast.

249. Par roti khah dua de, boh
thakarduare

And after taking his meal may sit in the temple and
pray for us.

250. Narad Shda laddu matthe
te mohanbhog, eh kamm
nahl mere.

Narad says, Laddus, mathhas and tnohan-bhog are of no
use to me.

251. Me dassnS sabh haklkatS,
je saddo nere.

T will explain to you the whole affair if you will let
me approach nearer.
Your ministers have turned traitors.

252. TethB hoe n§ firaGn musahab tere.

*

253. InhS gufia likh ke arzi5,
ghalliS sovere.
254. InhS kasmS karke charhe,
Nadar Shah de dere.
255. Os sadd lae n£ .mulk t5,
aswar chagere.

They have written secret epistles and sent them hundreds of times.
They have sworn allegiance and induced Nadir Shah's
armies to move.
He has collected from the country selected horsemen.

256. Onhade ghore sabhvilayati,
^ ^ ^ H h e n pare parere. ^

All their horses are of western countries, and one
excels another.
One, two, three, four years old (i.e. all young) colts of
tbe best blood.
They eat a pony-load of grass each and ten seers of
gram.

257. Ikk, dok, nakad,. te navS
p5j, elak vachhere.
258. Oh chilli khSden gha di,
ratib dah sere.

•

*

259. Oh bhar uthSden shutar da,
khushki de bere.
260. An Ispahan de mulk vichch,
ghatt be the ghere.
261. J id rati uttari makkri, udd
charhi savere.
262. DiflhchannchhappenSgard
vichch, pe gae hanere.
263. Par Nadar Shahi Batesar
vichch, lashkar chofere

They can carry a camel's load, those ships of the land.
They have arrived in the country of Ispahan and have
encamped there.
Like the locusts settling down at night to fly up in
the morning.
sun
and idarkness prevails.
And Nadir Shah has reached Bala Hisar surrounded
by his army.
1 Different kinds of sweeta.

i
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XIII.

T H E DURRANIS.

264. Sunt muhimm Durania
hoe ghamnak.
265. Sabbhe ral ke arz karo,
kibla de pas.

When the Durranis heard of the expedition, they were
struck with sorrow (fear).
(And resolved) to go together and make their request
to the lord.

266. O sabbhe ahe robro, kar ke
itfak.
267. Sada koi nahl gea ut mulk,
dada nahl bap.
?68. Ajj tu daiya kitae badshah,
mumarakh lakh.

United they appeared before (the king).

269. Sade ghore sabbh vilayatl,
hen chust chalak.
270. Pichchhliya sabbh chhimahia, kar de bepak.

None of us has gone to that country, neither our
grandfathers nor fathers.
To-day you have resolved (to go there), hail! a hundred thousand times.
Our horses are all of foreign breed and are strong and
swift.
p r a y clear off our arrears of the past half years.

271. Agge talaba kar de dunia,
phar kalam dawat.

For the future take pen and ink and double our pay.

272. Lot! te bad Pajab di, sab
kar de maf.

Grant us forgiveness for plunder and captives of the
Panjab.
People (of the Panjab) will then go to the hills and
few places will be left inhabited.
Up l:o Delhi, O King, you will find the way (coast)

273. Khalkat jagh pahar
rahig kidhre vas.

nu

274. Dilli tai badshah, vekh
rasta saf.
XIV.

clear.
PREPARATION OF NADIR SHAH.

275. Charh takht te betha Najar
Shah, gajj sikke challe.

Nadir vShah ascended the throne.
current with eclat.

276. Onhu nivia sabbh vilayata
koi dhSg na jhalle.

All countries submitted to him, none could bear his
anger.

277. Sadd bahayosomra, vichch
bethe galle

He summoned his ministers and held a consultation.

278. Yaro tir kaleje varamda,
diuh rati halle.

Friends (said he), the arrow which has pierced my
heart shakes day and night.

279. Me D i l l l n u m a r a bhen bhe,
vaddh sir dhat galle.

I want to smite Delhi to pieces and to sever heads
from trunks in heaps.

280. Par takht leiye te k u l t a r e ,
nahl tajchte bhalle.

If we secure the throne (of Delhi) then alone can the
name of our ancestors be revived, otherwise it is
better to lie on the funeral plank (i.e. to die).

His coins became
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N A D I R ' S DEPARTURE FROM ISPAHAN AND ARRIVAL AT KANDAHAR.

281. Charhe IsfahS t h ! Nazar
Shah, bherighurrakke.
282 Te chun chun kaddhe pehlawan, bahadar yakke.

Nadir Shah rode from Ispahan, the pipes resounded

283. Nasrani, Mazufie,
uchakke.

Nasranis, Mazufis and the robber Jews.

t

Yahad

He picked out warriors brave and unmatched.

284. Baddu, Gurzi te Kharji,
oh mulhad pakke.

Bedouins, Georgians, Kharjis, those utterly degenerate.

285. Marwani te katalbaz,
mug^al ajbakke.

Marwanis, Qazilbashes and Uzbek Mughals.

oh

286. (Onhade) nakk phine sir
dhiddh
vSg
taware,
dhamakke.

With flat noses, heads like pitchers and pot-bellies
like drums.

287. Oh ikka nar vasaSde,
dah bhai sakke.

Who have a single wife between ten real brothers.

*

*#

1

288. KotS nfl aon thararat, nir
nadiS sukke.
289. Iran, Turan, te Isfahan,
dhar tali te phakke.
290. Rati dede chokiS, dine ddr
palatte.
291. Dere kol Kadhar de, a
udham latthe.
292. Tisdiharedakkhanteparab
tor
kambea, kfcabarf
Makke.
XVI.

The forts trembled (i.e. shook), the waters in the
streams dried up.
They ate up (the produce of) Persia, Turkistan and
Ispahan in an instant.
They kept the watch at night and
marches by day.
The boisterous army arrived and
Kandahar.

made

encamped

near

The south and east trembled that day and news
reached right up to Mecca.

COMMUNICATION OF THE WAZIRS OF DELHI TO NADIR SHAH.

293. Pak be eb nazira, sachche
Sahiba.
294. Jo likhea takdira, so kujh
vartasi.
295. Tera malik dost wazira,
khasa mustafa.
296. Ummat dia taksirS, sabbhe
bakshsi.

forced

O pure, faultless, wonderful, true Lord.
Whatever is written in fate shall happen. ~
1

O Wazir, thy master is the Prophet himself.
Who will forgive all the faults of his following.

-L
V

1 Another version is:—Pahar karrakke, i.e. the mountains cracked
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297. AsS rachea dhroh ambira,
Muhammad Shah nal.
298. Te likh parwana Iran,
adar bhejea.
299. Te IspahS dea pira, tu sun
Najar Shah.
300. Sattho hoeae gira, sada
badshah.
301. Tu rati na ghatt khalira,
charh ke a til.
302. Ethe dolat- bahot jakfcira,
hei charokni.
303. Moti panna te hira, bahot
be kirnta.
304. Pata hoea chira, tSbhi
lakkh da.
305. Godi adar kira, ik farzad
su.
306. Par suja takht sakblra,
ake mall baho.
XVII.

We nobles have conspired to betray Muhammad Shah.
And written a letter and sent it to Persia.
Hear thou Nadir Shah, the saint of Ispahan.
Our King has become alien to us.
Have not the least anxiety (but) ride on to this place.
There is great wealth here, accumulated of old.
Priceless pearls, emeralds and diamonds are in abundance.
Even a torn rag is worth a lakh.
He (the king) has a worthless son in his lap.
But the great throne is (as if it were) vacant.
and take possession of it.

Come

NADIR SHAH'S DIALOGUE WITH HIS WAZIR.

307. Nadar Shah badshah akhda.
sun BakI KhanS.

King Nadir Shah says—Listen Baki Khan.

308. A vekh HIdustania, likea
paravna.

Come and see the Hindustanis have written a letter

309. Ohn§ avval likhlhe benti,
vichch vadda karyana.

They have first sent their respects and then given
great detail.

310. Oh akhde hun asl tuhade
nal a, sanu kasam kurana.

They say " W e are now with you, we swear by the
Quran.

311. Par na phirie is gall to, lah
imana.

And will not go back on our word or break our

312. Vazir akhe badshah nfl, tQ
sun sultanS.

Wazir says to the King, listen, O King.

313. Te badshaha de farebda
kasam bahana.

Oaths are tricks to deceive Kings.

314. Othe avval ghallie elchi_
fahmlda danS.

We should first send there an ambassador, intelligent
and wise.

faith.''
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sameana.
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He should go in advance and see the arrangements
there.
How big the army is, what union (and) how much
treasure.
Throughout the 950 kos the country is all foreign.

316. Oth keduk lashkar etfak,
hor ked khazanS.
317. Sadhe no so koh vichch,
sab mulk begana
318. Mat okha hove aoda, rah
kehre jane.

Beware lest you may be put to trouble on your way
back. What (a difficult) way (i.e. step) are you
taking ?
The King asks Baki Khan Wazir.

319. Baki Khan vazir nfl, badshah farmae.
320. Dass Kha kehra ghallie
elchi, jehra Dilll jae.

Tell us which ambassador we shall send, who will go
to Delhi.

321. Oh galla kare khanadia,
matlab samjhae.
322. J a mile (Mansur Ali) nizamatmulknu,rafikbanae.
323. Oh kul hakikat hid di, mur
likh pohchae.
524. AsS likhe unhS de te amal
kar, lashkar magvae.
325. Kei lakkh Pathan valaetl,
erano ae.
326. Ikk charhe Karachi badaro,
kharch kljurjl pae.
327. Kujhmithai tekhadbirljde,
bhar sath lavae.
328. Lakkh dumbe farbah masde, eiyyar hakvae.
329. Lakkh lu^ere Kharji, bhur1
ji charh ae.
330. Te tambu bannh salitea,
hathi ladvae.
331. Se6dfarashtebeldar,nokar
rakhvae.
332. Kar raste tofa vaste, pahar
katvae.
333- Par hun kikur peihya gadd
da, eh khali jae.

Use sweet words there and explain our meaning.
Who will go and meet Mansur Ali Nizamulmulk and
establish friendship ?
Who. will then write and send us all particulars about
India ?
Acting on their epistle we have collected troops.
Several lakhs of foreign Pathans have come from
Persia.

»

1

•

Some have started from the Karachi port with their
travelling expenses in their saddle bags.
We have taken with us loads of sweets, sugar and rice.
(And) had a lakh of fat sheep, driven in flocks for
mutton.
A lakh of Kharji dacoits have come riding bareback.
We have had tents packed in shalitas and loaded on
elephants.,
And employed hundreds of odsy tent-pitchers and
beldars.
And have had mountains cut in order to make roads
for our guns.
But how can the wheel of this cart now help going ?

Bhurji has been explained by some to mean bare-back while others say Bhurji is the name of a sect like Kharji.
•

*
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XVIII.

DISPATCH OF AN AMBASSADOR.

334. Badshah nfl akhda, v a z I r ^ B Wazir Baki Khan tells the King:
Khan Baki.
335. Te hazrat Shabaz Khan
ghallie elchi, bhatija,
zati.

Ky lord, we should send as ambassador Shahbaz
Khan, Your Majesty's nephew.

336. Ghora kimat lakkhda, zin
zari banati.

A horse worth a lakh, a saddle of broadcloth embroidered with gold.

337. Usnu khilat bakhshi badshah, sarbatt poshaki.

And a khi'at of a complete suit of clothes was granted
to him by the King.

338. Beh goshe khan Shahbaz
nil, us eh gall akhl. •

In private he told Shahbaz K h a n :

339. Tusa karni nahi taghafali,
turna din rati.

You must not be negligent, you must march day and
night.

340. J a milna Mansur all Nizamat inulknfl, samjhaonia
batl.

You should go and see Mansur Ali Nizamulmulk, and
explain things.

341. Oh lavsin kh5 hathh kur.ji
t e , je hen pakke sathi.

L,et them place their hands on the Quran (swear by it),
if they are true partizans.

342. Ajjkal Jano ghattea, mBh
goshat kati.

They should take it t h a t the knife will devour the
flesh to-day or to-morrow.

343. Nale Atakte sanu a milan,
kar bari chalaki.

And they should join us at x\ttock with great dexterity .

*

1 - 1

-

344. Par me lohi kara Kadhar
vichch, Lahor visakhi.

I will be at Kandahar on Lohri and at Lahore on
Baisakhi.

345. Maslihat gir vichar, akhe
Najar Shah.

To his counsellor, says Nadir Shah after deliberation :

346. Likhkho khat savar, Muhammad Shah nQ.

Write a well-composed letter to Muhammad Shah.

347. Tasbih te talvar,
pesh-kabj.

Send him a rosary, a sword and a dagger.

bhejo

348. Ikk topi tille dar, jarat
javahari.

An embroidered cap set with precious stones.

349. Tusi hovo tayyar, asi bhi
avade.

(Tell him) to get ready, we are also coming.

350. AsS dil vichch he takrar,
charoka rat din.

We have an old determination in our heart day and
night.
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351. Charh mara an Kandhar
Kabul de shehr to.

To invade and conquer from Kandahar and from the
city of Kabul.

352. Par vekhana he ik bar, me
hata hid da.

As I must see for once the country of India.

ARRIVAL OF AMBASSADOR AT MUHAMMAD S H A H ' S COURT.

353. J o likhea
guzranl

si elchi, khar 9 Whatever was written in the letter, the ambassador
went and submitted.
354. Te Muhammad Shah Chagl i s t e n Muhammad Shah Chughatta of Babar's line
attea, sun Babareani.
fl^^^^^^HH^^^^I
355. Eha tenfl ghallia, badshah
nishanl.

Herewith the King has sent you tokens,

356. Mat koi dil vichch jando,
kar b a n girani.

Don't you feel in your mind an excessive pride ?

357. J a t e k h a d a c h u k k l e p e s h a h
sultanl.

Either take up the sword which is the profession of
(becoming of) kings.

358. Nah! gal tasbih, sir kulah
dhar u t h ho selanl.

Or put the rosary round your neck, wear the cap on
your head and clear out as a fakir.

359. Muhammad Shah amira
apnea nu sadd ke, beh
kare salaha.

Muhammad Shah having sent for his Ministers sits in
council.

360. Yard eh kon kamina admi,
bole badshaha.

Friends, who is this mean fellow to talk (thus) to
kings ?

361. Enhfl deo javab vakil nO,
-mur jae pichhaha.

Give this ambassador a reply so that he may go back.

362. Eh lae surt Kadhar dl, ho
Kabal de raha.
363. Ehdi Mashhad te Herat nfl,
ghatt teg^I gaha.

And visit Kandahar by way of Kabul.

364. Jehri kit! si Temur ne,
katlam sipaha.
365. Me ta charh ke kila Kadhar
da, sane burj! dhahS.
366. Ohde dhara banere jimi t e ,
munyad utaha.

I will put his Herat and Mashhad to the sword.
Like Taimur, I will order a general massacre of Ispahan.
I w iH invade and pull down the fort of Kandahar together with its bastions.
I will level its parapets to the ground and uproot its
foundation.

367. Ehdi sara Bala sar me de
aggl bha-ha.

I will set fire to his Bala Hisar and burn it to ashes.

368. Kabal rovan Pathania kar
khalia ba-ha.

The Pathan women of Kabul shall bewail with uplifted
arms.
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369. Par shaed samjhange tS
valaeti, jS avane gi akl
tadahS.
XX

But these westerners will understand then alone or
they will then come to their senses.

PRIVATE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE AMBASSADOR AND

•

NlZAMULMULK.
*

370. Sun ke sukhan Shahbaz
Khan nQ, lag gai-herani.

On hearing these words Shahbaz Khan got into a fix

371. T e m a t k o i dagha kam5deo,
tusi Hidustanl.

Might not you Hindustanis be practising deceit ?

372. Eh t5 kare tuhada badshah, dava asman!.

This king of yours makes heavenly resolves.

373. MansGr AH kahe Shahbaz
Khan nQ, ikk sukhan
zabanf.

Mansur Ali tells Shahbaz Khan verbally :

374. Te ass5 kalma pak rasQlda,
ate hadd musalmanf.

We have (sworn by) the kalma (aphorism) of the holy
Prophet which is the limit of Islam.

375 Assi ikk nahi edhe nalde,*
heS sabhe khaml.

Not one of us is with him, we are all waverers.
1

376. Te tlr na chalde nabako,
bin guhf kamani.

And the arrow cannot be shot from the rest without
the bow haviqg the string.
•

•

377. Te kya kushtl bhalvan di,
bin zor javani.

And how can a wrestler wrestle without the strength
of youth ?

378. Te bajho khavad de kya
kare, sTgar zananf.

And without a husband what will a woman adorn
herself for ?

379. Ik na lara sohna, jSde nal
na jSji.

No bridegroom looks pretty if he has no one in the
marriage procession.

380. Te ikko ehde nal he, Khan
DorS eranl

One alone is with him and that is Khan Dauran the
Persian.

381. Ya begam sane saheliS,
malkS Zamani.

Or the queen Malika Zamani together with her female
attendants.

•

« A

•

*

382. Tusi lSgha pao Atak to,
Pathan Durrani.

You cross at Attock all Pathans and Durranis.

383. Assi deie shlrani pir di,
bakkare kurbani.

We will give offerings of joy to the saints and sacrifice goats.

384. Par jitne Hidustanie, sab

All the Hindustanis profess to be your slaves.

dava gulaml.
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AMBASSADOR'S LETTER TO NADIR SHAH.

385. Tebeh Dillio likkhea elchi,
sun Nadar Shah.

The ambassador wrote from Delhi* Listen Nadir
Shah.

386. Te charh ke a nisag tQ, ho
be parvah.

Advance without fear and have no anxiety.

387. Te ehda nS koi akal vazir
he, na mard sipah.

He has no wise minister nor brave soldier.

388. E t h e g h a t t a v a t t a k u j h n a ,
na dhakki dhah.

This (country) has no dust nor stones, no hill-slopes
nor r#vines.

389. Na koi kakkh na pohll, na
jhari jhah.

No weeds nor thorns, no bushes nor brushwood.

390. Te n§ koi pul banhavana,
n5 minnat mallah.

No bridges have to be built nor have the boatmen to
be humoured.

391. Te sab-bhe nadia khushk
ne, muddh zara ikk vah.

For all the rivers are dry, there is only a small stream
adjoining (Delhi).

392. Eh Dilli khan udikdi, mera
karo vivah.

This Delhi stands awaiting, (and says) marry me.

393. Te menQ radi nfl an suhag
de, nahi le marniu phah.

Take me the widow into wedlock, or I will hang myself.

394. Je tfl sahib he tofikda, an
kholht sah.

If you have the strength, you may come and restore
my breath.

XXII
395. Charhe
Shah,
vake.

kadharo
damame

NADIR SHAH'S DEPARTURE FROM KANDAHAR.

Na j ar
tablak

Nadir Shah started from Kandahar amidst the beating
of drums and tomtoms.

396. Te chhutt pae har zulmde,
kul khalk utthi kurlake.

And floods of tyranny were let loose, making the
whole populace groan.
•

397- Muh a y a k u j h n a h l c h h a d d de, katlam karede ne
chake.
8

They left nothing (alive) that came in front of them
(and) pursued a general massacre.

39 - 'ihaznai te Kabul luttea,
kul thane zabah karake.

They plundered Ghazni and Kabul, after having
massacred all the (contingents at the) military
posts.

399- Pashavar Zalalabad nfl, teh
mat kito ne chake.

Peshawar and Jalalabad they devastated.

414
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400. Sat loha nasar khanie, gal
mile ne patke pa ke.

The Nasir Khanis threw down their arms, and putting their turbans round their necks (i.e. in abject
submission) they embraced (the conquerors).

401. Firke hoe ne peshwa,
Chagatte da nimak vaja
ke.

They turned round and became leaders, having thrown
to the winds the salt of the Chughattas.

402. Kake Khan Kakshal ne,
ran k u t t ghattias a ke.

But Kake Khan Kakshal came and smote the battlefield hard.
At last he was also slain after having fought for 24
hours.
And when the armies encamped at Attock.

403. Oh bhi orak marea a t t h
pejiar larai kha ke.
404. Te dere utte Atak de, O
katak jo latthe ne ake.

1

405. Par khabrS Dilli pohtia, jo
aya shih ghurlake.
XXIII.

News reached Delhi, that the lion had arrived roaring.

T H E STATE OF CONFUSION IN THE COUNTRY.

406. Dolat vad amir, sab kashat
dorahan.

The wealthy and the nobles were all sending messengers about.

407. Ikk charab halufe kha ke,
din rati dhaun.

Others fed themselves on rich confections and galloped
day and night

408. Agle pichhle pehr di, le
kbabar pochahun.

Carrying the news of morning and evening.

409. Te kbalkS hon akatthi§,
machkQr sunaun.

People assembled (and) related stories (thus).

410. Kom Ayud, Maytld di,
vaddh adam khahun.

They are the tribe of Yajuj and Majuj/ they cut up
men and devour them.

411. So mard ikk istari, sag rat
hadaun.

A hundred men spend their night with one woman.

412. JerhiS diuh chann mul na
ditthiS,
kaddh
bahr
bahaun.

(Women) who have never been seen by the sun or
moon, they drag out (of the hargih).

413. Te sun sun gallS biviS,
muhre suk jahun.

Ladies hearing these stories die beforehand of fright.

414. Te iknS di hatthi katiS,
pet chhuri chal^hun.

Some take knives in their hands and rip their own
* bellies open.

415. Ikk duhge bhore k h a t t ke,
vichch zari dabahun.

Spme dig deep pits and bury valuables.

1 According to Sikandamama Yajuj and Majuj were two man-eating giants to prevent whose inroads the Chinese
wal Iwas built.
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416. Ikk savia pilia ho ke, mar
aghdi jahun.

Others turn green and yellow and die in anticipation.

417. Jiu

Men scream like sparrows who have sighted a serpent

chiria sap vekh ke,

adam chirlahun.
418. Te kir nagar ikk dheria, na
rah simahun.

And like ants on an anthill, overcrowd the ways.

419. Bin toba thi adami,
sukhan alahun.

Except ejaculations (of terror) men do not utter a
word.

na

O God, no one can avert events which please thee.

420. Te Rabba se kam kise na
jehre
tenu
metane,
bhahun.
XXIV.
421. Atak to charhea Najar
Shah, ran bheri k u t t e .
7

•

•

DEPARTURE FROM ATTOCK.

Nadir Shah started from Attock, the military drums
were beaten.

•

422. Te veh pae Pajabe pasane,
se mare m u t t h e .

(The troops) cantered towards the Panjab killing and
plundering hundreds.

The Khattars, Ghebas and Gakkhars were routed in
423. K h a t t a r , Ghebe, te Gahrustiest
^ ^ ^ H khare, pe bheni l u t t e . ^ ^ H
424. Koh pajah churattaui, lar
The wings of the army spread out to a width of 50
kos.
ahun c h h u t t e .
They encamped at Jhelum and flashes (of cannon)
425. Dere utte JehlamI, an 1amwent forth.
bu c h h u t t e .
The news reached Delhi and people began to talk (i.e.
426. Par khabra Dili! pohti§,
it became the topic of the day).
sun zikre p h u t t e
XXV.

427. Jehlamo charhea
Najar
Shah, sul tablak vae.
428. Vag Sikadar badshah, sabh
mulak dabae.

DEPARTURE FROM JHELUM.

Nadir Shah started from Jhelum.
were beaten hard.

The

L,ike King Alexander he subjugated all countries.

429. O h n u k o l n a h o v e sahmana,
na loha chae.

No one dare oppose him or face the steel.

430. Dobarl rah ne, Godala lazputa ahe.
431. Te Dillo te Sedo, vaddhea
asmani sae.

Alongside the road were the Gondal Rajputs

432. Saga tiggovania,
zikar chighae.

bhann

tomtoms

DiJlo and Saido had risen to the skies.
(Their) sharp lances pierced the hearts and made the
troops shriek.
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433. Te_jnurgh jive kababiS,
cha sikhijaej
434. OhnS.himmat kit! surmeS,
chik sio Jaghae.

. And pinned (men) down like birds skewered for roasting
Those brave warriors exerted themselves and drove
the army across their boundary.
God saved the honour of daughters and sisters.
*

435. Dhia te bhetiS betiS de, rab
sharamrakhae.
436. Vaj pelS Darpe lotiS, mar
farsh othae.

The plunder shifted to Darpa and (the tract) was
beaten hollow.

437. Parj>alami Shah Dola Pir
dl, Guzrate ae.

Hail to Shah Daula Pir (Nadir Shah) reached Gujrat.

XXVI.

DEPARTURE FROM GUJRAT AND OPPOSITION BY MIRZA KALANDAR

with a

BUG.

438. Charhe
Guzrato
Najar
Shah, dhraggldhre wana.

Nadir Shah started from Gujrat
beating of drums.

vigorous

439. Te lagh Vazirabad thi, chapol jo dhanS.

And the advance guard as numerous as grains passed
Wazirabad.

da
440. Te sath hazar
vichch kohS de tana.

Sixty thousand horsemen spreading out over miles.

441. Padshah! gardS vekh ke,
tSgu kurlanS.

At the sight of the dust of the Royal (army) the
watchman raised a hue and cry.

442. Os a t t a n chete ditthia, oh
shakal PathanS.

For to him the faces of the Pathans were a surprise.

m

443. Mirze Kaladar Beg da,
vichcfi kachchi de thana.

Mirza Kalandar Beg had his headquarters in the tract
adjoining the river.

444. Te mirza kahe sipah uu,
ikk sukhan sianS.

The Mirza gave sound advice to his soldiers.
-

445. Yaro eha je sifat asildi, pir
chhadd nahi jana.

Friends ! the test of good birth is that one should not
turn back from the battlefield.
0

446. Asa sunea nal gavahia,
vichch shak na ana.

We have heard

on

authority,

which

cannot be

doubted,

447. Surme te sakhi shahid da,.
bihisht tikana.

"That the brave, the generous and the martyr have
their asylum in paradise.

448. Shastar pehde surmeS; shahid! banS.

The warriors took up their arms and wore the garb of
martyrs.

449. Saj zire te bakhtar pehdia,
hath paghar kamanS.

Put on their accoutrements and-coats of mail and took
their bows in hand.
A

450. O h j a khale medan vichch,
heaS satrand.

They entered the battlefield, instilled with bravery to
maintain their traditions.
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451. Te chhuttan tir mih unanwag, sar ghatti banS.
452. Othe chhuttan badilka kar
kar. kaho kit adanS.
453- Jiveagglaggisinarnfl,tive
bhujjan dhana.
454. Dhfl gard charhi asman nfl,
na rahi pachhana.
455. Chamkan vekh tapaliS. jive
rat tinana.
456. Laggan munsa te ghore5,
goshat chirranS.
457 Ghora te mard medan
vichch, dhe pea utana.
458. Jivemochhekarkarsutti-a,
gannia tarkhanS.

The arrows flew like rain following on close weather,
and the shafts caused burning wounds.
The muskets went off crack—crack, where could a
man take shelter ?
Men were burnt like grain being parched in a forest
of reeds on fire.
The smoke and dust rose to the sky and no one could
identify another.
The guns flashed like the firefly at night.
*

They hit men and horses and the flesh was charred.
Horse and man fell upside-down on the battlefield.
Like logs of wood sawn to pieces by the carpenters.

459. Jive jhare sharabi farsh t5,
bah de sarhan-a.

Iyike a drunkard falling away from the carpet with
his arm for a pillow.

460. Khed sutte ne holi lajput,
kar suha banS.
461. Phereo su mQh chapolda,
kar lashkar kanS.

The Rajputs went to sleep after playipg Holi, with
their garments coloured red.

462. Mirze namak halal da, vekh
ram kahanS.

This is the story of the glorious deeds of Mirza—the
faithful.

463. Par alamgiri dhari nal,
charh tol vikana.

He weighed his grain against the enemy's pound.

He turned the face of the advance-guard depriving the
army (of Nadir) of one eye.

XXVII.

(GOVERNOR)

OF IyAHORE.
*

464. Mirza dere anke, dalil durae.

The Mirza returning to his camp thought over matters

465. Te ohnQ jamat na disse
apni, kon ji tharhae.

But he could not see much of a following, nor any one
to cheer him up.
The twelve hours of the day passed, but how was the
night to be got through ?
The Mirza called a messenger who would carry his
letter.

466. Din chopahra kattea, kon
rat laghae.

• *

467. Mirze kasad saddea, likkhea pahochae.
468. Kasad agge nawab de,
faryad sunae.

The messenger went and explained the complaint to
the NaWab.
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469. Os rattu bhinne kappare
agg nal jalae.

He set fire to clothes soaked in blood.

470. Oh kul hakikat jag dl, kar
akh sunae.

He related the whole account of the battle.

471. Ikk charhe P a t h a n valaeti,
lahu dharyae.

The invaders are foreign Pathans thirsty of blood.

472. OhnS mava to bachche
They snatched children from mothers and had them
^^^•pakaiBke,Hchuk«zabah H
butchered.
karae.
473. Asi paj se bade apne, sabh
ammS jae.

We had five hundred men—our own kinsmen,

474. Nam AH de bakkare, de
latt kohae.

And sacrificed them in the name of Ali.

475. Mansur Nizamad mulk dl,
jarh muddho jae.

(The Nawab said) cursed be Mansur Ali Nizamulmulk,

476. Jinha bal matabi chor nu,
ghar ap vikhae.

Who has held the torch to the thief and shown him
his own house.

477. Ese mulak Pajab vichch
charh hukam kamae.

I have ruled this Province of Panjab,

478. Zari bazle p e h n ' k e , baz,
zure udae.

And wearing gold lace amused myself with hawking.

479. Te etho bhajja kadh de,
jag lanat pae.

If I turn my back on the place and flee, the world will
say " fie on h i m / '

480. Par sir dena manzur he, je
Hid na jae.

I would rather lay down my life to save India.

XXVIII.

D E P A R T U R E OF THE ADVANCE GUARD FROM G U J R A T UNDEK BADAR BEG.

481. Guzrato
chhutti
mirze Badar beg.

magi,

Mirza Badar Beg asked leave from Gujrat (to go
ahead).

482. Muhra pohch geia Talvadi,
dera Shahdare.

The advance guard reached Talwandi, and camped at
Shahdara.

483. OhnS l u t t lei si madi, Emanabad dl.

They plundered the market town of Eminabad.

484. OhnS nS chhaddi chokhadi,
nS koi dharmsal.

They spared no walled enclosure or Dharmsal.

485. K u d r a t sahab sadi, dekho
badeo.

See, O people, the manifestation of God's might
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486. Disse man buladi, aggo
sahmane.
487. Os din dur rahi si dadi,par
darya di.
XXIX.

419

The front of the army looked like a high wall
But that day the river bank (of Ravi) was not
reached.
ARRIVAL OF NEWS AT LAHORE

488. Ghatti vichch Lahor de,
halkare kuk.

The runner spread the news in Lahore

489. Sunea vichch darbar de, H
Khoze Yakub.

Khoja Yakub heard it in court.

490. Os 16 irshad navab to, karvaya kuch.
491. Ohde nal jamiyat apni,
hazar baduk.
492. Pajse ghora mogali, pajse
Lajput.
493. Te pul te mela dohS da,
koh kit saluk.

He obtained orders from the Nawab and sounded the
march.

494. Jive vichchre hoe bap de,
gal milde put.
495. Ohna kar maslaet jag di,
karvai huk.
XXX.

His own followers consisted of one thousand musketeers.
Five hundred Mughal horsemen and five hundred
Rajputs.
The two sections met at the bridge as if they were the
best of friends.
They embraced one another like long-separated sons
of the same father
They held a council of war and h i d the decision proclaimed.
T H E BATTLE ON THE RAVI.

496. Se zati san misria, leio-ne
sut.

They drew their precious Egyptian (Persian) swords

497. Maran teg^a gurzia, khase
Lajput.

The high-born Rajputs used their swords and maces
(with great effect).

1

498. Kha gurzl tegha dig pae,
ho gae bhabat.
499. Jive kha dhatara gir pae,
jogi abdhilt.
500. Madad rahi Nawab di, ta
jag makuf.
501. Phir Shahdare te kiti, a
PathanS lut.
502. Navab Khan Bahadur foj
nfl, kar hosh sambhale-.

The enemies fell to the blows of maces and swords
and were reduced to ashes.
Like mad jogis fallen senseless after eating dhatura.
If we have the support of the Nawab (said
warriors) there will be no more fighting.
The Pathans then plundered Shahdara.

the

-

Nawab Khan Bahadur took count of his men (and
said):
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503. Te ajj ethahi lorian, jehre
burkl pale.

Here to-day are needed those who have been fed on
dainties.

504. Te likhea ditta kasada, tu
ja Vatale.

He gave a letter to a messenger and ordered him to
go to Batala.

505. Te mflho hakikat dassani,
parvana nale.
506. Te akhl tusi be khabaro
mulak to, bethe matvale.

And to explain the situation verbally besides delivering the written order.

507. Kittho bhaloge raiyata,
jehriS bhardiS san hale.
508. Kittho pahoge kinkhab, O
zari doshale.

Where will you find the subjects who have been paying you revenue ?

509. Thele
rakkho
takche,
bhann dor piale.

Deposit your (hunting) bags in niches and break youi
wine-glasses.

510. Kaladar te Yakub Khan,
jag kiha-ku ghale.

See what a fight Kalandar Beg and Yakub Beg have
put up.

511. Par ajj din h a t t h na avasi,
jehra bhalke bhale.

To-day is the opportunity.
morrow shall miss it.

And to tell them you are ignorant of the country, sitting intoxicated.

How will you wear kimkhab and golden doshalas ?

XXXI.

He who waits till to

T H E BATATA CONTINGENT.

512. Pher laggi agg Aziz nu,
ditthe parvane.

On seeing the order, Aziz was infuriated

513. Te ghorea te pao pakhara,
satt nobat khane.

Saddle your horses (said he) and throw off music.

514. Oh charhe ragile gabbharu,
sure mardane.

Those handsome young men, brave and plucky, got on
their horses.

515. OhnS hanne hatth, rakab
per, dua bakhane.

They said their prayers with their hands on poinmels
and feet in stirrups.

516. Oh ae domajla k a t t ke
vichch mile medane.

They came by forced marches and joined on the
battlefield.

517. Agge lashkar Najar Shah
da, vekh dhuma dhame.

In front of them they saw the pompous army of Nadir
Shah.

518. Ohna aodea kujh na samjhea, apne begane.
519. Oh maran tegba, gurzi§;
koh kit sameane.

Immediately on their arrival, they began to fight
without distinction of friend and foe.
They plied their swords and maces with wonderful
agility.

520. Lashkar pel haroli, uddh
herat jane.

Confusion beset the army (of Nadir Shall), the men
lost their presence of mind.

%
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521. Jive t u t t i rassi, dhattfiiS,
lothS karvane.

As dead bodies drop in a caravan when the string
(of camels) breaks.

522. Ohna vaddhe rasse kanat
de, tambu janane.

They went as far as cutting down the ropes of female
apartment tents.

523. Kull ambir valaeti, ho gae
herane.

All foreign chiefs became astounded.

524. As§ Dilli kikar pohchana,
ghar ghar hakame.

How are we to reach Delhi if there is to be a fight at
every step ?

525. Vekh shama di roshani, jifi
moe parane

The warriors sacrificed themselves like moths burning
themselves to death on seeing the lamp light.

526. Kar ke nimak halal Muhammad Shah da, nal
gae imane.

They proved themselves true to Muhammad Shah's
salt and died the death of the faithful.

XXXII.

SUBMISSION OF THE NAWAB OF LAHORE.

527. Najar shah ambir valaeti,
pher sabh bolae.

Nadir Shah then summoned all his chiefs.

528. Oh ja khalota
malah sadae.

He went and stood at the Rajghat ferry and summoned
the boatmen.

Rajghat,

529. Kasad khabar amtlr
hazur pochchae.

di,

The scouts carried the news to their lord.

530. Navab Khan Bahadur morche kaddh, aggo lae.

Nawab Khan Bahadur advanced his fortification on
the opposite side.

531. Charhea lashkar vel^h ke,
ud herat jae. .

But on seeing the advancing army he lost his presence
of mind.

532. Khusre baddhi pagri,
mard sadae.

ki

How can a eunuch who has tied up a turban be
called a man ?

533- Jiu kehar kharka pakrea,
na dumb halae.

(The Nawab felt like) the donkey caught by a tiger
who cannot even wag his tail.

534. Jiu kar miri mard nu, kar
naz vilae.

(He therefore behaved) like a woman who cajoles a
man by her charms.

535. Oh de khajane vaddhiS,
chheh jan bachae.

He surrendered treasure as a bribe, lay low and saved
his life.

536. Bahadar chhor bahadari,
lagg kadml jae.

The brave forsook his valour and fell on the enemy's
feet (-submitted to him).

537. Par dere vichch Lahor de,
an katka pae.

The army then entered Lahore and encamped there.
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XXXIII.

AFFAIRS AT D E L H I .

538. Dillinugarmlkhalafali,sun
katak tufan!.

The news of the tempestuous (invading) army caused
excitement and confusion in Delhi.

539. Te sadd ambira nu akhdf,
malka Zamani.

The queen Zamani called the nobles and spoke to
them

540. TusI marufi 6 j a d d d e , u m bra Turani.

You are famous hereditary warriors, Turani chiefs.
•

541. Le mansab ture hadavade,
var husan javani.

You have received rank and decorations and enjoy
life.

»

542. Ikko jeda ikk han, bal
Rustam sarii.

Each of you —equal to others—is a second Rustam in
strength.

543. Darhi te dastardi, eh mard
nishani.

The beard and the turban befit only a man.

544. Me kehri vekha fatah di,
vichch targash de kanl.

How shall I see the arrow of victory in the quiver ?

545. Ajj charhke dhukka he
Najar Shah, hatth pave
khajani.

Nadir Shah has arrived bent on plundering all treasure,

546. TusI deho lohe sar di, kar
tar mizmani.

You give him a sumptuous feast of mighty steel.

547. Chagatte da nimak halal
karo, hovo kurbani.

Be true to the Chughatta's salt and scarifice yourselves.

548. JiQ parvana shama te, jal
mare parani.

As the live moth burns himself to death over the
lamp.

549. Vat nahl dunia te avana,
jag alam fan!.

You have not to come again to this mortal world.

550. Mate eh kujh lohrie, kar
dhroh sultantv
551. Par ikk charhea chann ramzan da, Khan dora erani.
552. Muhammad Shah amira
apneS nil saddke, nitt
d?da pachcha.
553. Dushman kikar sahdian
bajh lohe tachchha.
554. Loha kikar torie, bajhhudar
rachchha.
555. Bajho jail kudiS, kon pagre
machchhS.

Beware, seek not anything by turning traitors to your
King.
But Khan Dauran the Persian alone appears like the
crescent of Ramzan.
Muhammad Shah called his Amirs and goaded them.

P

(But) how can the foe be defeated without the strokes
of steel?
(And) how can steel be smashed without the weapon
of wisdom ?
Without the net and hooks who can catch fish ?
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556. Amir rahe, kalave meon5,
chlr nikle kachchhS.
557. Par hun kikar pahane
etfak, bajh dil deS hachchhS.
558. Pabb bin padh kativan
nah!, dushman na bin
bahS.
559. Bindolat t h ! adar nahi, dil
bin nS dilgahS.
560. Gur bin gean na ilm parhive, bajh5 akl salah5.
561. Bin mihS th! dadar bole,
kehde zuf tadahS.
562. Bin kishtl samudar tarie,
hode gark tadaha.
563. Bin purkhe slgar jo miri,
gashtl kehn tadahS.
564. Jabte kar amir, Najabat,
mat ghattan padshahS.
565. Ditta kol turaniS, visah

kito-ne.
566. Kar, khilaf, elafke, badshah charheo-nS.
567. Hudar d a g i e fareb da, cha
jal sutteo-ne.
568. DhiS te bhenS, betiS, n5
sharam kito-ne.
XXXIV.

The Amirs failed to come within his embrace and
slipped through his armpits.
How could unity be secured now without the attachment of heart ?
Distance cannot be traversed without feet, nor the
enemies (subdued) without arms.
There is no respect without wealth and no attachment
without love.
There is no true knowledge without a preceptor, nor
can one learn without wisdom and advice.
(
When the hawk calls without rain, people say, Fie on
>
him
Those who wish to cross the ocean without a boat are
invariably drowned.
A woman who adorns herself in the absence of her
husband, is called a ' flirt \
Cunning councillors. O Najabat, checkmate the Kings.
The Turanis pledged their word and inspired confidence.
By telling lies and misrepresentations, they induced
(the King) to lead out his army.
They spread the net of trickery, faithlessness and
fraud.
They felt no shame on account of their daughters and
sisters.

ADVANCE OF MUHAMMAD SHAH TO MEET NADIR SHAH.

569. Charhe Chagatta badshah,
dhraggi dhaskare.
570. Ghora sadhe das lakkh, raj-^B
vare sare.
571. GardS falki pohtiS, pe gae
gubare
572. DiShchannnazarnaSvada,
samanl tare.
573. Bag! bolan koelS, jiu turi5
kukare.

The Chughatta King started and the drums resounded.
(With him) 10 lakhs of horsemen and all the Rajas.
The dust reached the skies and pervaded like a duststorm.
Neither the sun nor the moon was visible, nor were
the stars in the sky.
The pipes sounded like the cuckoo calling in the
gardens.
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574. Pighe farre beraka,
karan nazare.
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rag

The flags fluttered like the swinging ropes and displayed different colours.

575. Ran bherl baddal gajjde,
ghantal nahare.

The trumpets thundered like the clouds and the drums
produced superhuman noise.

576. Hathi dissan acde, vichch
dalS slgare.

The bedecked elephants on the march were visible
above the masses of soldiers.

577. Marbhabbakgardachallde,
sir kude bhare.

They trumpeted as they walked through dust with
heavy hooks over their heads.

578. Dad chitte den vikhalia,
kaho kit hanare.

Their white tusks shone white, and dispelled darkness.

579. Jiu ghatt kali, bag&lea, rut
samS chitare.

As a black cloud illumines the weather (sky) for the
herons.

580. Jiu nohdar halla dlggia,
sunnh len jhutare.

Their trunks swung like crooked ploughs.

581. Jiu dissan utte makbarea,
safed munare.

They appeared like white minarets above mausoleums.

582. Jiu paharS utto azdaha,
k a t t khavan hare.

And like the devouring dragons on top of the hills.

583. CharhiS do badshahia, mel
gutthS chare.

The armies of two kingdoms arrayed themselves pervading all four corners.

584. Jiu basara makkari, gha?
be shumbare.

I^ike innumerable flights of locusts settling down for
rest.

585. Dere ghatte chagattea, an
nadi kanare.

The Chughattas struck their camp on the bank of the
stream.

586. Khan D6r5 karesaval,sadd

Khan Dauran summoned his soldiers and told them :

sipah nQ.

587. Yaro benea hashar javal,
Dili! de takbt nfl.

Friends, it augurs decline and the doomsday to the
throne of Delhi.

588. Mansuba e kamal, sir te
karkea.

This is a serious plot which has knocked it on the
head.

589. Zan farzad te mal, na vesug
nal kujh.

Wife, son, and wealth, shall not go with them.

590. Kya hoea ikk sal, ki baki
jivana.
1
59 - Par kareo nimak halal,
Muhammad Shah da.
592. Baddhe
hatth
sipahia,
bannh arza kari§.

What if they have to live another year or so ?
But, be you true to the salt of Muhammad Shah.
The soldiers folded their hands and made their humble
reply.
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5^3. Nimak halal h2 az kadlmde, khtib talb§ tariS.
594. OhnS kaddhe dag athQheS,
v a t t muchchha dhariS.
595. OhnS sarak leiS sarvahiS,
hath dhalS phariS.
596. As! Hazrat All amblrde jag
vSg, ghat deS de galiS.
597. Kabal rohan PathaniS,
bhann chGre kari5.
598. Par sahnfl t5 hi akhi afri,
dastarS valia.

We are faithful of old and have been paid well.
They braced themselves up like scorpions throwing
out their stings and twisted their moustaches.
They pulled out their swords and caught shields in
their hands
We
the battle of Hazrat AH.
l

The Pathan wives will cry at Kabul and break their
bracelets and anklets.
Then alone shall we deserve praise and (prove that
we) have worn turbans.

XXXV
599. Charhe Oragabad thi, bheri
ghurlavan
600. Agge Amber! te Marvar,
BQdi ghaleavan.
601. Ikka ghore mard nil, kar
jashan vikhavan.
602. Oh pa pa fimS takde, kefi
jhutalavan.
603. Jive jahaj samudari, girdav3 khavan.
XXXVI.

T H E RAJPUT AN A CHIEFS.

They started from Aurangabad with a flourish of trumpets.
In the forefront, the Amberi,* Marwar and Bundi
chiefs unfurled their banners.
•

The horses pranced about and afforded amusement to
the men.
The riders who ate half a pound of opium each galloped the horses.
And swung like ships tossed about by waves on the
I

LETTER FROM NIZAMULMULK TO NADIR SHAH.

1

604. Nazamad khat bhalera,
vache Najar Shah.
605. Agge lashkar mera, pichchhe EraniS.
606. Darmean dohSde dera, Muhammad Shah da.

Nadir Shah reads a pleasing letter from Nizamulmulk
which said,
My army is in the front and that of the Persians in
the rear.
Between the two is the camp of Muhammad Shah

1

607. TQ rat! ghatt! ghera, chhekar talaf kar.

Attack the rear by night.

608. Kichl bera bera, D6r5 nfl
pagbar ke.

Destroy at leisure, taking Khan Dauran prisoner.

i

Signs of widowhood.

2 Apparently UmethL
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609. Na karns zor bhalera, kise
mukabala.

No one will offer any resistance worth the name.

610. Eh takht mubarak tera, kul
valaeta.

This auspicious throne is thine and so are all the
countries.
No one has tried to guard the secret (of our own dispositions).

611. Ghar da bhed chagera, kise
na sahdea.
XXXVII.
612. Shah Najargal alahl,sakhti
bol ke.

T H E ONSLAUGHT OF THE SAN Y A SIS.

. Nadir Shah spoke harsh words (to the Sanyasis).

613. Tusi heso tughar gadai, Hidustan de.

You are the beggars of India.

614. KoI dede log gavahi, dhuvade fakar di.

Does any one give evidence of your saintliness ?

615. Hun jade ho hef kamal,
lajj na vatan di.

You are now absconding, having earned disgrace;
you have no patriotism for your country.

616. Sir khak dhuvade pal, jaho
nhass ke.

L,et dust be thrown on your heads for running away.
r

617. Shah Najar kehda jai, sari
foj vichch.

Nadir Shah said so in the presence of his w hole army.

618. Kise jaeh gall sunai, Bhopat
Nath nQ.

Some one went and related this to Bhopat Nath,

619. Ho murhko murhka
gussa kehr da.

Who got terribly enraged and perspired from head to
foot.
You must fight well (said he) all you brave men.

jai,

620. Tusa karni khub larai, jitne
surme.

l

621. Bhopat Rae sanasi, sadd
puchche bira.

Sanyasi Bhopat Rai called and asked his men.

622. Eh utren de valaeto, hath
paghar gadira.

These giants have come down from a foreign country
holding maces in their hands.
They push walls down and tear them to pieces.

623. Oh dehan dhakka daval
nu. kar sattan lirS.
624. Kadd jinhade 6 z vag, ya
munkar nakira.
625. Asa bhi fakar kadlmde, vag
Shah Mlra.

Their height is like that of Oz, or they are the angels
Munkar Nakir (of death).

626. Sada mulak Pajab valaet,
te Hid jagira.

The Panjab is our country and India is our jagir. .

We are also hermits of old like Shah Miran.

1

The same as Bhopat Nath.
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627. Rae Bhopat khala vigare,
sare path nQ.

Bhopat Rai summoned all members of his order,

628. Duniajechardihare, kichar
ka jiona.

(and said) this world is but for four days, how long
can we live ?

629. Jo likhea kaltare, soio vartasl.

Whatever is written by the Creator shall take effect.

630. TusI ho balvat karare, sare
lar maro.

You are all strong and tough, fight to the bitter end.

631. Karan fakir tiare, aon jag
te.

The fakirs made preparations and came to the battle
field,

*

632. Jiu sher mar an bhabhkare,
pohchan marte.

Roaring like the tiger going to his kill.

633. Jiu bannhan baz tarare,
vekh shikar nfl.

And like the hawks sweeping down on sighting the
game.
With the strokes of their swords they ripped heads
open.

634. Oh devan khol bhadare,
tegha vah ke.
635. Ho n a t t h a n lashkar sare,
vagar lflbara.

The whole army began to flee, like foxes.

636. Te nSve daftar charho, Mu:
hammad Shah de.

(Let some one) enter up the names of the warriors on
Muhammad Shah's records.
1

637. Pahla jag sanasi,
okra.

karde

638. Khak jinha di basi, jati de
surme.
639. Oh atthe pehr udasi, bhekh
fakir da.
*

The first battle was fought by the Sanyasis and it was
a stiff one.
Those who wear ashes but are warriors by caste.
We are in renunciation day and night, in the garb of
fakirs.

»

640. Onhadi n5 koi phupphi
masi, kise na rovanS.

They have no relations to mourn their loss.

641. Onha de dive balan agasi,
van jhatkian.

Their after-death lamps burn in heaven above the
reach of the wind.

642. 0 n h 5 diS ahan baldiS
akkht, lahu chhattiS.

Their blood-shot eyes shone like fire.

'

•

•

•

643. Ikk rabb tinhS da sathi,
ahe sahmane.

With God alone as their supporter they came to the
attack.

644. OnhS kol chhuri, kohari
kati, eh hathear san.

They had knives and axes as their weapons.

645. Oh bhajjan vSg
teg£5 vahde.

They ran like horses, wielding their swords.

eraki,
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646. Oh khSde mas gataki, vaggan navakS.
647. Ohn5 paj hazar churasi,
Gurzl raarea.
648. Par karke gae khalasi,
charhe pahar nQ.
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They devoured flesh, streams (of blood) flowed.
They killed five thousand and eighty-four Georgians
They fought to a.finish and went on to the hills.

XXXVIII.

T H E BATTUE OF KARNAI,.

649. Dohi dah mukabale, ran
sure garkan.

The two armies faced each other, the brave warriors
roared in the battlefield.

650. Charh tof§ gadd! dhukkiS,
lakkh sagal kharkan.
651. Ohdaru khSdiS kohliS, man
gole rarkan.

The cannons were brought up on carts with a hundred
thousand chains jingling.
They devoured tons of powder and chewed maunds
of cannon-balls.

652. Oh dag palite chhaddia, vag
baddal karkan.

Wheij fired by the fuse they thundered like
clouds.

653. Jiu dar khulle dojakhS,
muh bhal bharkan.

And fires raged at their mouths as if the gates of hell
were thrown open.

«

the

•
1

654. Jiujhambemarepakkhanfi,
vichch baga de pharkan.

As birds hedged in flutter in the garden (when it is
set on fire),
655. Jhare tarate hambala, vSg^B As fish flutter in agony when the net is cast,
machchha de tarfan.

656. Jiu jhalll agga laggiS, ransure tarkan.

The warriors were roasted in the battlefield as if
jungles of reed were on fire around them.

657. Oh hashar dihara vekh ke,
dal dove dharkan.

The hearts of both the armies shook at the sight of
that day of judgment.

658. Dhragga diS dhre vana,
marG vajjea.

The Maru (war music) sounded to the accompaniment
of drums.

659. Ghukar ghatti bana, ran
vichch an ke.

The arrows flew whizzing in the battlefield.

660. Hathear vadda jarvana,
bahad makholia.

The great mighty weapon (mace) like an expert joker

661. Oh ahran vSg vadanS, sir
te karkea.

Cracked on the heads like a hammer on an anvil.

662. Jive dhae bag tarkhanS,
tachchhan geli5.

As if the carpenters felled gardens and cut (the trees
into) logs.

663. Udd j5denenparan5, muns5 te ghoreS.

The life and soul of men and horses departed.

4b

4?0
664.
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Hoela hukam jamburchia,
a uth jhukae.
Bah! jive pahar di, kar kot
bahae.

The zamburchis (camel gunners) got orders and they
lowered their camels.

666.

Ohna dhona karkelammia,
baddal girrae.

The camels stretched their necks and created peals of
thunder.

667.

Dag palite chhaddia, do
jhalll lae.
Pe rahe hazar medan
vichch, dopae chopae.

They (the light guns) were fired by fuses and set the
forest on fire.

669.

Hathi dhede dala vichch,
ho sir talvae.

670.

Jive dhen mana darya dia,
savan harh ae.

671.

Javana tufaga pagharia,
kar shist sabhale.

672.

OnhS lappi daru thehlea,
agg la peale.^
Sarak ghatti si golia, lahu
parnale.

Elephants fell i n the ranks with their head downwards.
Like the banks of a river falling in during the floods
of Sawan (July-August).
The youths (warriors) took up muskets and took a
steady aim.
T h e y p u t | n handfuls of powder and set fire to the
firing cup.
The bullets cleared a road making spouts of blood
flow.
I t w a s y k e g r a j n b e j n g violently thrown up in the
parching oven in the plentiful supply of Jeth (MayJune).
As the bumble-bee humming over the flowers falls
forward.
i t w a s a terrible hailstorm which made the clouds

665.

668.

673.
674.

Jiu b h a t t h bharakkan dhanea, pe jeth pur ale.

675.

Jive bhor gula par gujde,
- ho muhre phale.

676.

Vasse gara tufanda, hon
baddal kale.

And made them sit down in the form of a fort looking like the side of a hill.

A thousand bipeds and quadrupeds fell in the battlefield.

black.

677.

Jiu kefi jharan huglake, ho
khive matvale.

The horses fell neighing, turning restive and mad.

678.

Jive ropeiye ta ke, vichch
pani de dale.

i^ike heated rupees thrown in water.

679.

Dhanva paghar bahadara,
hatth khabbe pharia.
Onha saj je chilla khichchea,
khichch kanni kharia.

The brave (archers) took their bows in their left
hand.

681.

Jog jive shannasiS, chuk
bSh! khaliS.

And raised their arms like Sanyasis in the practice of
Yoga.

682.

Gun bolan maru lakkh rag,
bad rogan jariS.

The strings set in the decorated bows twanged the
M4ru and a hundred thousand other tunes.

680.

With the right hand they pulled the strings to their
ears.
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683. O nivia safa raku nQ, tasbihS parhia.

The lines bent as if to say their prayers and tell their
rosaries.

684. Par ghat uddan
dukanl ghariS.

kania,

The sticks (arrows) made in shops flew with their
feathers.

685. Jiu tir sharake bhadaro,
bannh dhukke jharia.

The arrows whizzed creating a (sustained and violent)
shower of Bhadon.

686. Oh maran
sure surea,
vichch zirah na aria.

The brave shot them at the brave, (the arrows) could
not be stopped by the coats of mail.

687. Jiu mekha beri thukkia,
dhass gujjhS variS.

And entered (the bodies) like spikes nailed into boats
and wedges rammed in.
4

688. Jiu paharS de da t 5 , se
peia pana.

It looked as if hundreds of boulders had fallen from a
hill-side.

689. Par sure d h a t t h e ne birkhet, mall sutte ne raria.

The brave warriors' fell in the battle-field and slept
occupying open ground.

A

A •

*>

690. Neze ae ne dhukk ke, jive H The lances came in lines like flood waters.
pan! harh de.
691. Sir navaebarchhea, tasbiha
parhde.

The spears lowered their heads as if they were telling
rosaries.

692. Barchhe len bhavaliS, jiQ
nat suli charhde.

The spears turned round and round like rope-dancers
climbing the gallows.

693 LejSde barchhe asano, se
parne parde.

The lances carried from their saddles hundreds of
riders who fell with a somersault.

694. Jive kabutar pharak ke, ho
lothS jharde.

Like pigeons fluttering in the air and dropping dead.

695. Jiu ka basera bag vichch,
ghat ghera varde.

Like the crows flocking to roost in the garden.

696. Dhragg5 diS
maru vajjea

The Mdru sounded to the accompaniment of drums.

•

dhrevanS,

•

*

697. Juria an kadhara, gajjan
surme.

The ranks closed in, the warriors bellowed.
*

698. Jeth kallar lashkarS, bharkan bhath jiu.
699. SezatI talvarS, lishkan badUS.

(The battle raged) like the glare off kallar soil in the
month of Jeth and like the heated furnace.
The valuable swords shone like lightning.

700. Khan DorS kare vigarS,
sadd sipahiS.

Khan Dauran rallied his soldiers.

701. Mujapphar chhor asvSrS,
ralea bir khet.

Muzaffar left his horsemen and entered the battlefield
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702. Jive baj pea vichch dara,
ran Shaddad Kha.

Shaddad Khan flew like a hawk into a flight of birds.

703. Talvari dia chhabkara,
vasse mih jiu.

The flashes of the swords were like the fall of rain

704. Do dhar karan bhadara,
vahan sarvahia.

The Sarohis (swords) flew and cut bodies into two

705. Jive tida lah kumheara,
dharia chakk t5.

As the potter takes earthen pots off his wheel.
1

706 Tive siria beshumbara,
ghatte ruldia.

So innumerable heads rolled in the dust.

707. Jiu tarbuz bazara, dissan
dheria.

Like water melons seen piled in the streets.

708. OhnS kit! vahd hatheara,
sadhe sat koh.

The arms wrought execution in seven and a half
kos.

709 Jiu khadhi bhaj
agge All de.

kuffara,

Like the kafirs who suffered defeat at the hands of
Ali.

710. Jiu t u t t i kSg sesara, pae
baretea.

i^ke the crocodiles which lie on sandy islands after
the high flood.

711. Kal te Narad garS, chhappe
mot t h l

^ven Kal and Narad hid themselves in caves for fear
of death.

712. Par Izrail na sara mule laddhia.

£ v e n Azrael (the Angel of death) could not take count
(of the dead).
Q a t a l Kuli poised his mighty spear,

713. Katal Kuli sambhali, barchhi sar di.
714. Oh ghari dokan valayat,
derh hazar di.

Which had been manufactured at a foreign shop and
was worth a thousand and a half;

715. Jiu seah nSgan kali, dag
savardi.

It was like a black female snake preparing her fangs to
bite.

716. Kar zor rakabade mari,
laggi nS kardi.

Rising in his stirrups he flung it, but it did not take
effect.

717. Satt baddhibarchhitargei,
.phal lashkardi.

The spear in its force went past the mark with its
glittering head.

718. Jive tara t u t t a ambaro, rat
gubar di.

Like a falling star (appearing) in the sky on a dark
night.
L i k e t h e falconer's small hawk missing the crane.

719. Jive ghutthi kuhi kulag to,
mir shikar di.

*

1 The allusion may be to Shahdad Khan or Saadat Khan.
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720. Mujapphar ghora chherea,
ran sher variddha.

Muzaffar, a picked lion in the field, spurred his horse.

721. Os barchha pagar sambhalea, tap gusse riddha.

He caught hold of and posied his lance, boiling with
rage.

722. Os marea Katal Kuli nu,
tak sine siddha.

He thrust it" at Qatal Kuli aiming straight at his
chest.

723. Bhann hS kaleja bukkia, le
lukma thiddha.

It smashed the heart, liver and kidneys, thus eating a
greasy morsel.

724. Murg jive kababia,
sikht viddha.

cha

As a kabab-maker skewers a chicken before roasting

725. Sir foj pajah hazar
Mujapphar giddha.

da,

Muzaffar thus accounted for the head of fifty thousand
troops.

726. Shah Tavacha aya,
medan vichch.

ran

Shah Tawacha then entered the lists.

it.

727. Os neza dast tikaya, kise
kamet da.

He poised in his hand his famous lance,

728. Mel dh5ta ahran
khak lapetea.

Which had been manufactured of mixed metals placed
on the anvil wrapped in earth.

pay a

729. Ghatt kole kaii gharaya,
lamba chuttia.

Heated and beaten in blazing fire of olive charcoal.

730. Ohnfl shakkar san charhaya, vadhS dittia.

(The head) was placed on a sweet grindstone and given
blades.

731. Ghar munnahath vadhaya,
shakal kartar dl.

It was beaten into a length of over a foot in the shape
of a kat&r (daggier).

732. Ohnfl chhar de nal jaraya,
sutta jagea.

I t was fixed on to the shaft and as it were woke up
from sleep.

*

aya,

It came like a cobra in the month of Sawan, with its
head poised.

734. Targash tune laya, mohde
chhoh gea.

It hit the top of the quiver and just grazed the

735. Par Mujapphar rabb bachaya, gare tufati t h l
736. Mujapphar ghora chherea
mur dujji vari.

But God saved Muzaffar from the calamity.

733- JiS savan phaniar
dag uler ke.

737. Os dhruh meano kaddhia,
mul beshumbari.
738. Ohdi vahdh va nalo patli,
ustad savari.

•

shoulder.

Muzaffar spurred his horse again a second time.
He pulled out of its sheath his invaluable (sword).
With a blade finer than the wind—which had been made
by a past-master.
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739. Oh are na zirah te bakhtarS, rat pivan hari.

I t never stuck at coats of mail and was accustomed
to drink blood.

740. Oh Shah Tavache nQ chhadia, sir laggi kari.

He aimed a blow at Shah Tawacha which took effect
on his head.

741. Os juda kit! vaddh kopari,
san maghz utari.

It cut off the skull with brain and all.

742. Jive hadi t u t t i khir di, digg
hattho bhari.

Like a heavy pot of khir (pudding) dropping from the
hand and breaking into pieces.

743- Jive matki bhanni gujjari,
cha dahi khalari.

Like a milkmaid breaking her pitcher and scattering
the curds.

744. Dove dive vissave, shoh
pei gubari.

Both his lamps (eyes) were extinguished and supreme
darkness supervened.

745 Par mar lea Mujapphar
KhS umbra, ran haft
hazan"

Muzaffar Khan thus killed in the battlefield a chief
with a following of seven thousand.

746. Aya Shah
kaman le.

dast

(Then) came Shah Ghizali bow in hand.

747. Os kani paghhar sambhali,
kaddhi targasho.

He pulled out an arrow from his quiver.

748. Os chille ghatt javali, pur
kar chhaddia.

He placed it against.the string and discharged it pulling it with full force.

749. Jive khadhi girhj bhavali,
t u t t i mar te.

I t hit the mark like a vulture sweeping down on its
prey.

750. Oh lahu di hajali, bhukkhi
bhutani.

It was hankering after blood, the hungry demoness

751. Phal dedi surkb vikhali,
kitt nihaete.

Its head was seen absolutely red.

752 Jiu deoh charhde pehlilali,
suhe rag di.

Like the red-coloured dawn of a rising morn.

753. Mujapphar
asano
jharea ghoreo.

khali,

Muzaffar was knocked out of his saddle and dropped
from his horse.

754. Machh pea vichch jali, tarphe surmS.

The brave warrior convulsed in agony like an alligator
fallen into a net.

755. Karke nimak
Chagatte3.

halali, gea

But he died having proved true to the salt of the
Chughattas.

756. Par rasam shahidS vali,
khara bihisht vichch.
757 Akal tubak vajjuttia, bhar
vajan sambhali

And according to the rule of martyrdom stood in
paradise.

•

Gizali,

•

Aqil levelled his musket and fired it.
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758 Ohnfl dhadh alambe atasho,
bhukh bhute jail.

It emitted flames of fire in its hunger to consul
living.

759 Ohda karak peala utthea,
bhanh gei henall

It firing cup produced the crack and it smashed the
chest (of the enemy).

760 Os duro d i t t h a Svda phir

It saw Shah Ghizali coming from a distance

•

;

ii

•

Shah Gizali.
761 Os lagdi babbar bolea jive
khori thai!

n hit him and ripped open his upper body lik<_ a
broken plate.

762 Jive l a t u t u t t a dor to, khah
gird bhavali.

He fell going round and round like a top breaking
from the string.

763. Agge thori thori sulakdi,
pher Akal ball.

The fire which had been smouldering was rekindled
by Aqil.

764. Par Khan Dora da nimak
si, kar gea halali.

But he had eaten Khan Dauran's salt and proved
true to it.

765. Pher aea tura nachada,
Aziz Khan Kadhari.

Then came Aziz Khan Kandhari flying the tail of his
turban.

766. Os rakh kavaed
barchhi purkari.

He flung his spear forcibly, from the right,

sajjeo

767. Os karke siddhi sahmani,
Akal nu mari.

In the correct manner aiming it straight at Aqil.

768. Oh barchhi ghutthi Akalo,
bannh gel tatari.

The spear missed Aqil and flew straight away

769. Jiu josh rakabS de chhaddea, cha baj shakari.

As a hawk is flung by a falconer standing in his
stirrups.

770 Shikra ghuttha shatunio,
bannh gea udari.

And the hawk misses and the bird flies far away

771. Jiu khidari rakkhia, kar
chhakke sari.

Or like the gambler who stakes his all on the dice.

7J2 Pasa pave na da da, ki
kare khidari.

But ^f the dice will not help him what can the gambler
do?
When he wants twelve the dice sh w thr e : he must
therefore lose.

773. J ado bara mage te tre pae,
pher askar hari.
774 Par Akal tubak vajuttia,
mur dujji vari.
775 Akal tubak vajjuttia, kaho
kehi ah I.
776- Oh dam di khadi ikk lap,
golf sarashi

Aqil then fired his musket a second time
Aqil fired his musket—what a fine musket it was !
It took a handful of powder and a
irsah

ilk

weighing a
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777. Ohda karak peala u t t h e a ,
vichch gara ilahi.

Its firing cup produced the cracking noise, inside it
there was the vengeance of God.
I

779- Digga oh palag to, pi kef
manahi.

He fired it at Aziz Khan Kandhari; it drank his
blood at one sip.
He fell as it were from his charpoy drinking a cup
of the prohibited drink.

780. Sure asan chhaddea, jid
hoio-su rahi.

The warrior dropped from his seat and his life departed.

778. Os Aziz Kha Kadhari nQ
marl a, pi rat misahi.

4

781. Par haft hazari surma, mar
gea sipahi.

Thus a valiant officer commanding seven thousand
troops was killed by a soldier.

782. Aya ikk marvani, na su
Badar Beg.

Then came a Marwani named Badar Beg.

783. Oh kaddhan hara
vagar rashka.

He was accustomed to taking life like the demons.

jam.

784. Os dhruleikarvani, suddhe
sar di.

He drew his sword of true steel.

785. Os karke fikar insani, Akal
nu chhadea.

He watched his opportunity and aimed a blow at
Aqil.

786. Os pal vichch klta fan!, es
jahan to.

He obliterated him from this world in an instant.

787. Jiu t u t t i rassi karvan!,
lotha dhatthia.

As dead bodies drop when the string of a caravan

788. Jive takhte chiran sanl
sutte tak te.

As sawyers saw planks and throw them down.

»

1

breaks.

789. Par Akal bhi kurbani, nam
Chagattea.

But Aqil also sacrificed himself on the name of the
Chughattas.

790. Aea Mirza Nur Beg,Bikk H
mug^al erani.

Then came Mirza Nur Beg, a Persian Mughal.

791. Pate bhulatthe nezeo, baz
ziram kamant.

Expert in fencing, practised with the lance and a
dexterous archer.

792. Oh jamdhar, chhuri, katario, roshan medani.

He was known in the battlefield for his skill in the use
of the short sword, knife and dagger.

793. Oh nare karda dala vichch,
bal rustam s a n l

He shouted in the crowds like a second Kustam.

794. Kar sher kalacha paghareasii, Badar Beg marvani.
795. OhnQ dabbke kutthosu latt
heth, kaho kitt nishani.

In his lion's grip he caught Badar Beg Marwani.
He pressed him under his leg and slaughtered him in
a unique manner
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796. Oh toba kare hazar var,
pukar zabarif.

He (Badar Beg> craved forgiveness a thousand times.

797. Jiu ditta hazrat Ibrahim,
ne dumba kurbani.

(He was slaughtered) as if the Prophet Abraham had
sacrificed a sheep.

798. Afsal Kull medan vichch,
d8ve muchchh savare.

Afzal Kuli twisted his moustache in the battlefield.

799. Oh chher arak! palkea, karda lalkare.

He spurred his horse and charged shouting.

800. Ho sajjeo mirze NGr Beg
n5, an pukare.

He came from the right side of Nur-Beg and challenged
him.

801. Kha gussa partea NGr Beg,
dil phiri karare.

Nur Beg turned in rage with a plucky heart.

802. Jiu virdbea hoea marte, tar
sher cha mare.

I^ike an angry tiger jumping at his kill.

803. Oh j u t t pae do surme, ran
ghaghe hare.

The two warriors closed with each other, roaring in
the battlefield.

804. Jiu kar utte ahrane, ta
dhare lohare.

Like a blacksmith placing heated iron on the anvil

805. Oh maran satt vadan v5g,*
ho pabba bhare.

Standing tiptoe they delivered stroke after stroke of,
as it were, the hammer.

806. Karjharkarakkarakkarak,
dhall balkhare.

With blows falling crack—crack, the shields of these
warriors capable of using them,

807. Hatthe rahiS gaddiS udd
gae kanare.

Remained grasped in their hands while the rims were
chipped off.

808. Phull dhalS de jhar pae,
kaho kitt hanare.

The knobs of the shields fell off, so terrible was the
conflict.

809. Jiu atashbazS phukea,phul
jharl anare.

Like the firework-makers let off the sparkling fireworks.

810. Oh chappa chal nahi jande,
hen vadde hae seare.

Neither gave an inch of ground, so brave were they
both.

811. Par vekh raza khuda di,
kon jitte kon hare.

Victory and defeat rested merely on the will of God.

812. Khan DorS di asvari, ahi
lujjh te.

Khan Dauran's retinue was magnificent.

813. Balak Ilaf Bukhari, ture
valaeti.
814. Arbi te kadhari, phire
medan vichch.

Men from Balkh, Iraq and Bukhara with foreign
turbans.
Arabs and Kandharis paraded the field

t
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815. Le jamdhar, chhuri katari.
dahe Kasurie.

With
(the Pathans) of Kasur.

816. Te vasse chhajjl,
loha mih vSg.

Iron rained by the ton like a shower of rain.

kharl,

817. Tag lahu de tari, morea
Hanfie.

The Hanafi (the Prophet) set back (Nadir Shah) with
his horse swimming girth-deep in blood

818 Par baji ahi hari, Najar
Shah ne.
819. Mansur All, te Kamar dm,
beh pachchhot5de

Nadir Shah had practically lost the game.

820. Te sei gaun sohile, vivah
jinhS de.

Let those sing songs who have to celebrate a marriage.

821. Bhalke jiu laggan et fikar,
eh fikar as§de.

How are we to face this anxiety to-morrow ? This is
what makes us anxious.

Mansur Ali and Kamar Din sat and repented and said,

*

822. Par eh gal nahi mukkdi,
jechir jiude ]Sde.

But this thing will not end till they (the other party)
I go alive \

823 Dohnt dal! mukabale, damamS vahea.

The two armies met (again) in conflict and the drum
sounded

824 Tofa karkan badliS, ghurtal
vajaea.

The cannons thundered like the clouds, and the gongs
rang.

825. Shaddad Kh5 hathi pelea,
chir lashkar aea

Shaddad Khan urged his elephant and came tearing
through the army.

826. Far sir hathi de neja, Karak
Beg chalaea

Karak Beg levelled a lance at the head of the elephant

827 Mir Sed GullQ. os thS, a i i H Mir Said Oullu pushed himself in there
t.ura dhasaea
828 Os jhallea an Karak Beg
nfl. tol barchha laea.

He stopped Karak Beg and aimed a well-poised blow
of the lance at him.

S2Q Mar barchha Beg Karak
nQ, bhan zikar chighaea

With the thrust of the lance he pierced Karak Beg's
heart and made him shriek.

830. Murg jive kr.babiS,
sikh! laea.

As a kabab-maker skewers a chicken for roasting

T

°\3

cha

IiuMhazrat•Muhammad H
Hanfie, Yazid kuhaea.

As Hazrat Muhammad Hanafi had Yahid butchered

832 Jiu hazrat Musa paghar ke,
Firaon dubaea

As Hazrat Musa had Pharaoh caught and drowned.

8 ] Os seiyad hor bh kitne-kii
mareo sfi, ap mul na a^

That Sayyad killed several others, but did not himself
ome to grief
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834. Donhl
dali
mukabale
damama karea.

In the contest of the two armies the drum beat
fiercely.

835. Khan DorS ghora chherea,
^ ^ ^ H jhag lashkar v a r e a . ^

Khan Dauran spurred his horse and forced his way '
through the army.

836. Te khada dhruh mean to,
hath sajje pharea.

He unsheathed his sword and caught it in his right
hand.

837. Osgarmikhadhiahrano, rat
mage sarea.

I t had received the heat of the anvil and was scorched
and thirsty for blood.

838. Agge aha Najar Shah, loh
bakbtar jarea.

In front of him was Nadir Shah clad in steel armour.

839. Os satt sirosir maris, na
rehda area.

He aimed seven blows at the latter, one after the
other, and could not be kept off.
*

840. Lohe nu lohe jhallea, p h a t t
kare na sarea.

But steel deadened the blows of steel and the sword
caused no wound.

841. Jiu tittar muh bazde,
vichch chugal area.

Like the partridge sticking his claw in the beak of the
hawk.

842. Ghuss palag nihag de, muh
adar pharea.

Like the tiger caught in the mouth of the Dragon.

843. Par yah hayati shah di,
shukarana parhea.

But the King still had a span of life and offered
thanks (to God).

844. Khalkat akhe vah
Khan DorS larea.

The people said bravo ! well fought Khan Dauran !

vah,

845. Nadar tubak vajuttia, sardane ghari firag di.

Nadir fired his gun which was completely of European
make.

846. Odhi mS Kal te peo Narad,
oh sakki he bhen bhujag
di.

Its mother was Kal and father Narad, it was the full
sister of the Dragon.

847. Oh are na zireS bakhtarS,
ratt pidi mul na sagdi.

i t did not stick at coats of mail or armour and had
no scruples at sucking blood.

848. Os dhar tali te chhaddia,
chhor pith gei-a turaj di.

He placed it on his palm and fired it. I t (the bullet)
passed out of embroidery at the back.

849. Najabat gallS agliS, vaddi
goth mari shatrajdi.

Nijabat, these are old facts. He took the most important piece on the chess board.

850. Najar Shah vaje fatah de,
shadeane vahe.

Nadir Shah had triumphal music sounded.

851. MansUr Ali te Kamar din,
sharre chhadeahe.

Mansur Ali and Kamar Din let off fireworks.

1
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852. TubkS, tofa, rehkale, dabb
mase lae.
853. Burj bazi shatraj di, mar
rukk udae.
854. Par dhrohi Najar Shah di,
hid sari pae.

Guns, cannons, mortars fired a feu de jote.
The game of chess was won, the castles were knocked
off.
But the whole of India shook with Nadir Shah's
terror.
•
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PRONUNCIATION.
The Panjabi text of the Ballad is written in the Roman character.. The system
of transliteration adopted is that laid down on page I of the Grammar Section of the
Glossary of the Multani Language by Mr. E. O'Brien, revised by Messrs. J. Wilson
and Harikishan Kaul. The vowel sounds are represented as follows:—
Pronounced
like
iort
vowel
sound
in
wels.
English word.

a
e
e
•

1

o
o
u
\

sun, rub
take
tell, men
till, sin
post
hot
full

Example

Ivong
vowels.

Rabb (God),
marea (struck),
leh (descend)
pir (threshing-floor)
gohira (lizard),
pohta (reached),
unn (wool).

a
A

e

Pronounced like
vowel sound in
English word.

far, tar.
they, tale.
Jamaica,
steal, mean.
toll.
tall, awe.
fool, moor.
»

A

o

u

Example.

tar (wire).
tel(oil).
dhe (fall).
pir (pain).
sona (gold).
vohur (young bull)
kur (lie).

The diphthongs used are :
Diphthong.

Sound as in English word

ei
ai
au

fine, tile,
my, sigh,
now, owl.

Example.

gel (gone).
baith (sixty-two)
kau (olive).

The nasal sound following a short or long vowel is represented by a circumflex
accent ~ placed over the vowel, thus:—
a
e
e
I
I
6
o
o

u
fl

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

chaga (good).
bah (arm), bana (wearing apparel),
jive (may you live),
dede (giving).
dlga (crooked).
nih (rain).
dhoda (washing),
god (gum).
shok (eagerness).
kuda (hasp),
nu (to).

I have discarded the use of an n to represent a nasal following a short- vowel or
followed by a consonant, and have adopted a uniform system of nasalization. Thus
I have written dTga instead of dinga and deda instead of denda.
*

•
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The only peculiarity about the consonants is the occasional use of the lingual 1
and r written as 1 and r respectively, besides the Unguals t, th, d, dh and n and
that of the Arabic aspirates kh and gh.

M a l a n a and t h e A k b a r - J a m l u Legend.
By

G.

M.

YOUNG

Members of this Society are probably acquainted already with the name of the
village of Malana in Upper Kulu and with some of the distinguishing characteristics
of its inhabitants—their obscure origin which some have supposed to be Mongolian,
their separate language, their sacerdotal constitution and particularly their malignant and mysterious god Jamlu These topics have been discussed at greater or less
length in Gazetteers, Journals and other works of reference. My sole apology for
venturing on this well-worn track is that in 1911 by the god's special permission I
was present at his annual festival held at a very inclement season of the year, when
Malana is almost inaccessible, and saw the ceremonies attending it, which I believe
have not been witnessed or described by any other European or official up to the
present time. I left Kulu immediately after this visit, but contrived to go to Sultanpur from Simla in the following autumn for two days, and interviewed the
" K a r d a r " or high priest of Malana who had not been visible, as I shall explain,
during the festival itself. From him I obtained some further details. The rest of
the short time that I was in Kulu was in the depth of winter when it was difficult to
move about, or, in particular, to visit the other places where Jamlu is worshipped. This
paper will therefore add little to what has been written about Malana and Jamlu,
beyond the bare narrative of what I saw and heard at Malana itself and afterwards
from the Kardar.
Although Jamlu is in several respects unique he possesses also in a marked
4
degree the typical qualities of his race, the ' Deotas " or godlings of Kulu; and in order
to understand his true character it will be necessary to dwell on these for a few moments. There is probably no part of Northern India or of the Himalayas where
religion is still found so entirely local and territorial as in the Kulu valley. In the
plains a major or minor deity, whether Aryan or non-Aryan, or even a, mere saint,
may be worshipped by a particular caste or sect or at particular seasons, but none
is worshipped exclusively by the whole population of a particular district, town
or village or within any other single territorial limit. Each has his devotees scattered
about the country. In Kulu the reverse is the case. The god is worshipped by all
the inhabitants, both high and low, of one village or of a collection of adjacent villages, or perhaps of a whole valley. This localisation of the god is due partly, as Sir
Denzil Ibbetson pointed out, to the natural tendency in all hill countries to attach
deity to some striking feature of the landscape, a mountain, river, lake or waterfall—
a thing which you cannot easily do in the plains: partly also in this instance to the
remoteness and inaccessibility of the Kulu tract, which have kept it comparatively free
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from Brahman immigration. The result is that the local gods have preserved their
individualities instead of being absorbed, as a number of them appear to have been
absorbed in Kumaon and Garhwal, into cults of Vishnu and Shiva. There are relatively
few pujaris who are Brahmans in the upper valleys of Kulu, and though Brahmanshave
often decorated the local god with a name and legend from the Hindu scriptures they
have not succeeded in most cases in submerging his individuality. As often as not
the god has the same name as the village in which he lives. His pujaris, attendants,
and band (for all Kulu gods keep orchestras of varying excellence), are not recruited
from any priestly or musicianly class, but from the ordinary zamindar caste of the
country, the Kanets. These men generally hold land in feudal tenure from the god
in consideration of their temple services. The god's estates and the temple treasury
are managed by a kardar or agent who is a Kanet zemindar and often lambardar
as well. There is also a prophet of the god called the " G u r " or "Chela " who is his
mouthpiece on all occasions, and this man like the rest is a Kanet of the village. The
god in short is a popular local institution managed by the village for its own benefit.
Conducted on these lines he becomes something more thau what he originally was—a
mere malevolent being whom it was as well to honour and obey lest harm should
happen to one. The deotas are, no doubt, malevolent and still greatly feared by
their adherents, but they are also regarded as personifications of the village or
villages over which they preside, and a sort of apotheosis of the villagers themselves.
These features are peculiarly characteristic of the god and community of Malana.
*

Towards the north-western extremity of the line of snowy mountains visible
on clear days from Simla, there is a conspicuous double peak often called by visitors
" the Cathedral/' Its appearance is not unlike that of a Byzantine dome with an
attendant campanile. This is the mountain of Jamlu, under which the village of
Malana lies in a high and isolated ravine. The mountain is marked on the map as
" D e o T i b b a " though I doubt if it is often called by that name in Kulu. The
designation would not be very helpful since every mountain of eminence is ascribed to
some deity or other. Probably the first surveyor who marked this mountain asked
<(
the men with him what it was, and received the natural reply: I t is the hill of the
g o d ' ' , i.e. of Jamlu. And so the mountain was recorded on the map in the words of the
f(
(<
speaker as " Deo ka Tibba'' or Deo Tibba." I have heard it called locally Girwa
Koti " , which I understood to have the more distinctive meaning of " The House or
Temple of the god ' ' ; and if this is correct the Simla nickname Qf Cathedral is more or
less in keeping with local sentiment. This mountain which is over 20,000 feet high is
on the watershed generally called the mid-Himalayan Chain that broadly speaking
divides the Tibetan or semi-Tibetan tracts of the Himalaya from the Indian, and forms
the barrier beyond which the monsoon does not pass. Behind the mountain to the
north liesSpiti. Looking south from the range, the mountain is near the middle of the
base of an irregular triangle, formed by the line of the watershed and the Beas and
Parbati rivers, which flow down from it and meet about six miles below the town of
Sultanpur. In this triangle is Malana, facing north, among the upper slopes of a wild
and deep ravine that runs twisting down from the mountain to the Parbati river. On
r
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either side of the Malana valley are high ranges separating it from the valley of the
Beas on the west and from the upper tributaries of the Parbati on the east. These spurs
end abruptly in a mass of precipices above the Parbati river, but there are passes over
each of them higher up, by which Malana can be reached. The eastern pass leads to
Manikaran, a village in the Parbati valley famous for its temples and its hot springs.
The western pass leads to Nagar in the Beas valley, the ancient seat of the Rajas of
Kulu. The two passes are about 13,000 feet high, the routes over them are steep
and troublesome and practically closed during the winter months. There is a third
approach which runs up the ravine itself, and is used by the Malana men in winter,
but this p a t h has the reputation of being extremely dangerous. In short, Malana
does not encourage the tourist.
The village itself is a small one and contained 376 inhabitants at the time of the
last census. The community like t h a t of most Kulu villages consists mainly of
Kanets with a few of the menial caste called Dagis. The men have if anything slightly
better and more Rajput-like features than the usual type of Kanet, a fact which all
travellers appear to have noticed. But in spite of this some writers have credited the
people with a Mongolian origin. The theory is no doubt derived from the peculiar
language of Malana, called Malani or Kanashi, which is not spoken anywhere else. It
was once thought to be Mongolian, but is now said to have no more affinity with
Tibetan, than it has with Sanskrit or Hindi. I t has however many words in common
with Kanawari, the dialect spoken in the Chini tahsil of Bashahr, and somewhat less
with Lahuli. The languages of Lahul and Kanawar are believed by the Moravian missionaries, who are the first authorities on the subject, to be derived from a common
parent language which they call Bunan. The people speaking this language formed
a wedge, as Mr. Diack conjectures, between the Tibetan-speaking races on the north
and the Hindi-speaking populations on the south. I t is also supposed t h a t the wedge
it one time extended over the mid-Himalayan chain into the upper valley of the Beas
and its tributaries, and t h a t a remnant of it has thus been leff at Malana. I do not
know if any one has suggested t h a t this language was the original tongue of the
Kanet race, or of the indigenous stock from which they were at least partly sprung.
But it seems a plausible theory t h a t all the Kanets of Lahul, of Kulu and of
Kanawar, which is called Kuno (the same word as Kulu) by the Tibetans to this
day, once spoke a common original language, one branch of which is still called
Kanashi or Kanaishi. We may in t h a t case suppose t h a t Malana was colonized
from the Beas valley at some time possibly after Aryan immigrations had begun,
but before the steady infiltration of Rajputs into the lower hills had imposed the Hindi
language on the masses of the people. Later, as Kulu itself came under the Rajputs,
the tide of Aryan speech advanced to the mid-Himalyan chain, flooding all the valleys
and leaving high and dry only the Lahulis on the other side of the Rohtang pass and
the people of Malana cut off from Kulu by passes almost as difficult. This view is
quite consistent with local traditions of the origin of Malana and Jamlu.
• The isolation of Malana has affected it in other ways besides language. The
people for instance marry among themselves only,, and their handsome features may
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be the outcome of their purity of stock. The village is built in two separate halves
about 80 yards apart. Men from one half marry women from the other half only, and
vice versa. Jin instinct of self-preservation has however led the community to make
an exception in favour of a village not very far away called Rashol, from which
women are taken in marriage to Malana when required. In spite of this extraneous supply isolation and in-breeding are gradually bringing about their inevitable results at
Malana, at all events in the opinion of the rest of Kulu which regards the Malana men
as not merely uncanny but dangerously mad. The Kardar informed me t h a t occasionally Malana men do take wives from elsewhere, but that there are never any children of such marriages. The people themselves profess that they cannot afford to
pay the high prices demanded for wives in the Kulu valley and this may be one of the
reasons for their exclusiveness. Their matrimonial tariff, according to what they told
me, is distinctly reasonable. When you marry you pay nothing at all except one
rupee into J a m l u ' s treasury: and if you elope with somebody else's wife, a proceeding
which is not considered immoral in Kulu provided that you pay for her, you need only
offer the outraged husband twenty rupees as compensation instead of a hundred
rupees which is the rate in other parts of Kulu. If the husband is so foolish as to
express himself dissatisfied with the offer, five rupees out of the twenty are appropriated for J a m l u ' s treasury and he gets no more than fifteen rupees for his pains.
Another consequence of the remoteness of Malana is that the place has never
come much into contact with executive authority, but has been left more or less to
govern itself. I t has accordingly developed a constitution out of the hierarchy of
temple ministrants which is typical of Kulu village life. There is the Kardar or
agent controlling the god's treasury and estate, and he is also the principal pujari.
Besides him are two other pujaris who do most of the officiating in the temple services
These three officials are nominally elected, but the Kardar told me that as a matter of
fact the office in each case has been in one family several generations. There is also the
Gur or prophet, selected by the spirit of the god. which descends upon the chosen one
shortly after the last holde • of the office expires. I t manifests itself then and afterwards in divine frenzy and raving which £re induced generally by sitting for long
periods without clothes in tl e open -until a shivering fit seizes the Gur. Questions are
then asked him and betwee 1 chattering teeth he jerks out what the god wishes him to
say. The performance reim ids one of the prophets of Israel in Samuel's time, and of
the occasion on which Saul was inspired to prophesy " He stripped off his clothes
also, and prophesied before Samuel, and lay down naked all that day and all that
n
night. Wherefore they say Is Saul also among the prophets ? ' Sometimes the divine
afflatus descends upon a sea nd individual, who is then allowed to hold office as a sort
of understudy. Besides th< se officials there are eight elders or " jathere" drawn from
the eight wards into which the community is divided
These leaders are elected at
intervals of three or four yrars. All the offices are vacated at the same time but reelection is not infrequent
The eight elders act as a government and decide all disputes, taking counsel of the god when necessary through the Gur. Their invariable
method of exerting auth< rity is the imposition of fines, which are however on the
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modest scale appropriate to the purses of Mai ana men, and rarely exceed eight annas.
These fines are paid into the treasury of Jamlu which also receives a large quantity of
offerings from pilgrims who go there in the summer
The treasury is reputed to contain several lakhs of money, the accumulation of centuries. The body of official*
(i
mentioned is called the B ari." I t occasionally tours the subordinate shrines of Jamlu
collecting tribute, when it is treated very sumptuously and with an uneasy veneration. The Kanets of Malana are also a corporate body, the well-known " Ra D e o . "
When this body is assembled, usually about a hundred strong, the spirit of Jamlu is
believed to become incarnate in the whole gathering and in this form proceeds to visit
and billet itself on the villagers in places where Jamlu has other shrines. The Ra Deo
is well fed and pays for nothing, b u t , as Sir James Lyall notices, the expense of the
entertainment is tacitly deducted from the tribute due from the village to Jamlu.
f
The Ra Deo is however both dreaded and disliked, and ^e feelings of those worshippers
of Jamlu who suffer from these visitations would be suitably expressed in the modern
verse—
How very nice it is to see
Our dear relations come to tea:
But it is nicer still to know
That when they've had the»ir tea. they go.
m

The Malana god is even more peculiar than his people. 'He is now associated
chiefly with the mountain at the head of the Malana stream and with the glen itself,
but tradition places his original abode at H a m t a above Jagatsukh on the way to
Kulu from Spiti. His subordinate temples are mostly in that part of the valley. Only
nine of them, of which the Kardar gave me the names, pay regular tribute to Jamlu's
treasury at Malana, and are in consequence recognized by the Malana people. From
Hamta Jamlu went to Jagatsukh and then crossed the pass to Malana. He has an
elder brother Gaiphan, the god of a very high peak in Lahul. Once a year this god is
supposed to come across to a place in the Parbati valley, called Barshaini, where
he has a temple and where he meets his brother Jamlu. Both gods then proceed
to a place two miles distant and bathe together. I t is a matter for regret t h a t this
excellent and godly ensample is not observed even annually by the Malana villagers who
are probably the dirtiest clan in these hills. Gaiphan is the elder brother, but
Jamlu is the wealthier and the cleverer. Like Esau and Jacob however they became
good friends in the long run as the yearly bath testifies.
When Jamlu first crossed the Malana pass, his wife Naroi was with him and together they carried a casket containing the other gods of Kulu, eighteen in.number.
At the top of the pass they opened the casket, and the gale of wind which always
blows there dissipated the gods throughout the country to their future homes, where
they became established. There are of course many more than eighteen gods altogether in Kulu at the present time. This legend possibly refers to the period preceding the dynasty of Rajas who reigned at Nagar, when the country is reputed
to have been governed by petty thakurs or barons, whom Sir James Lyall conjectures to have been semi-subordinate to Suket. Some of these thakurs may well
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have become deified, and the extent of their territory may have corresponded to
what is now the sphere of influence of the god. At Malana the villagers described
Jamlu himself to me as a thakur. When the Rajput dynasty had overcome these
thakurs, it consolidated its sway by the introduction of the famous idol Raghunathji,
which it set up at Sultanpur in charge of Brahman attendants. All the gods in
KuJu were made to do obeisance to Raghunathji and still admit his overlordship,
except Jamlu who declines to this day to do any such thing. In the time of the
Rajas the independence of Malana was shown in the fact of its forming a regular
asylum for fugitives from justice, who were considered to be, and probably were,
safe in the holy mountain of Jamlu. The same protection", according to the Malana
men, is even now extended to all animal life in the glen. It cannot be denied thai
an occasional sportsman finds his way into a corner of it, but the people profess to
regard such incursions with indifference, for Jamlu permits no bullet to find its
mark.
The god thus appears, much as do the older deities of Greece, as the representa1
tive of an autochthonous race, dynasty and religion in the face of the Aryan invade
#

and his heavenly Olympus. Later on Jamlu was in due course invested by the Brazilians with an orthodox pedigree and a seat in the Hindu pantheon. The men of
Malana tell a boastful story of a Brahman who came, perhaps from Sultanpur, to Malana specially for this purpose, and told their ancestors that he could expound to them
who their god really was. This pandit, they say, actually brought the pedigree written
out on parchment and displayed it to the incredulous Malana host. The Kardar suggested that he should come into the temple, and lay the document there for Jamlu
to see and recognize, if he would. At the same moment the spirit of the god descended
upon the whole Ra Deo, which raved and gibbered to the bewilderment of the Brah
man. Trembling and clad in nothing but a loincloth he went with the pujari who was
similarly attired into the temple to show the pedigree to Jamlu. Nobody knows what
happened within except that the Brahman became paralysed and speechless and had to
*

be dragged out by the pujari. Neither would say what they had seen or heard, but t h e
Pandit recanted, tore up the pedigree and went away confessing t h a t he did not know
who Jamlu was. This is what the Malana people tell. In point of actual fact the
Brahman, if he ever went there, achieved his object, and the god is now permanently
identified with Hindu mythology in the minds of all those who profess to know anything about him. His very name is simply a hill corruption of Jamad-Agni, the name
of the rishi of the Vishnu Purana who sought rest and seclusion in the Himalaya
together with his wife Renuka who is identified at Malana with Naroi. The Kardar
himself speaks of the god as " Jamdaggan," and calls his Lahuli brother Gaiphan by
the name of J a g a m d a m b , apparently a male variant of Jagadamba Devi. Parsu
Rama, the famous youngest son of Jamad-Agni and himself an avatar of Vishnu,
also appears as the deota of some six temples in outer Seoraj and Bashahr, particularly at Nirniand in Seoraj where the Bhunda, a well-known survival of human
sacrifice, has been performed till very recent times in his honour. At Nirmand he
is doubtless the successor of an indigenous god, whose name like the original name
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of Jaml'u has disappeared from memory. But at Malana Parsu Rama of Nirmand is
acknowledged a son of J amlu.
For all his exclusiveness and contempt for Hindu mythology therefore J amlu is
now involved in it himself, and the story of the embarrassed Pandit is a vain attempt
to refute history. Not unlike it is the legend which has sprung up at Malana out of
the visit of British troops to the place in 1883. At that time the village had been
giving trouble a n d ' i t was decided to take the opportunity to send up a mountain
battery which was marching in Kulu at.the time. The Malana men had to make a
road over the pass and to submit to the indignity of a large camp pitched within
the precincts of their sacred, village. Having made the road and met the contingents on the pass they are reported to have disappeared into the caves and recesses
of the glen until the visitation was over. However that may be, they now inform
the traveller that a few rash British soldiers, entered like Pompey or Titus into their
holy of holies, and were smitten by Jamlu with momentary dumbness and loss of
sight, I have little doubt that if the story of my visit in 1911 survives at all in
Malana, it will be similarly distorted to the glorification of Jamlu.
There is one other general aspect of Jamlu to be touched upon, his connection
real or fabricated with Islam. In the Kulu Valley many people believe him to have
been a Muhammadan and point out that sacrifices to him are '' hallaled.'' Mr. Fyson,
the present Assistant Commissioner in Kulu, tells me that in J amlu's temple in the
Kulu valley sacrifice is made on the 12th of Phagan in each year to Shah Madar, the
saint of the Madari sect. Shah Madar is stated in census reports to have been an
Aleppo Jew converted to Islam in the n t h century, who came to Makanpur in the
United Provinces, where after the inevitable victorious encounter with the local
demon he set up as a saint. He has a small'number of followers in the Panjab and
• *

there are shrines to him among other places in Chamba. He is also mixed up in the
Mian-Bibi legend in Hoshiarpur. One branch of the sect, said to have been founded
by one Jaman J a t t i , is known by the name of Malang. Whether the resemblance of
these two names to Jamlu and Malana respectively has anything to do with J amlu's
Muhammadain tradition I do not know, but Shah Madar is said to be regarded in
Kulu as the chela of Jamlu. Sir Denzil Ibbetson mentions a tradition that the Malana
folk wfere transported from their original homes in the plains to Malana by one of
the Mughal ^mperors in consequence of some offence. The Malana people themselves do- not however admit any Muhammadan connection, and as they have not
even a common language with their brethren at the subordinate shrines, it seems
quite possible that the worship of Jamlu at the latter places may have diverged
from the old forms preserved in Malana and acquired new features of its own.
It is not however, very easy to trace the connection between these Muhammadan
traditions and the Jamlu-Akbar legend to which we now come. That remarkable
story has obtained only incidental mention in Gazetteers and settlement reports. I t
has been known that there is in Malana an image, whether of a man or of an elephant, authorities differ, which is said to have been sent by the Emperor Akbar to
propitiate Jamlu on an occasion when Akbar himself or one of his ladies was stricken
4
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with disease. It was known also that this image was produced once a year at the
festival of Jamlu held in the month of Phagan. The full story told me by the
Kardar and others in Malana is as follows:—
A certain Sadhu in the reign of Akbar came to Malana on a pilgrimage, and in
accordance with the custom which still prevails was given on departure a blanket
and a small sum of money from Jamlu's treasury. When he reached Delhi part of
the sacred money was taken from him on his entrance into the city by the octroi
collectors in payment of a poll tax, which happened to be the form of exaction then
favoured by the Delhi Municipality. The act of sacrilege did not escape Jamlu's
notice even at that distance. Very shortly afterwards the Emperor was stricken
with leprosy. Dimly aware that supernatural agencies were at work, he consulted
first of all his Mullahs who were unable to help him. Thereupon, say the Malana
people, he turned to the Brahmans, as indeed the broad-minded and probably desperate Akbar would doubtless have done in the circumstances. The Brahmans soon
told him exactly what had happened and the name of the god who was afflicting him.
They assured him that until the sacred money was found and returned to Jamlu's
treasury at Malana, there would be no hope of recovery from the disease. Akbar
9

asked how much money had been taken from the Sadhu The Brahmans told him
that so far as their information went it was two pice. To his protest that it would
be impossible to identify two pice out of the whole of his Imperial treasury, the
Brahmans replied that it might be so, but that in view of his present predicament it
seemed at least worth while to make an attempt. Akbar accordingly turned out his
treasury, and the two pice were found miraculously stuck to one another among the
coins. The Emperor must now, the Brahmans said, make a pilgrimage to Malana
and restore the coins to Jamlu's temple in person. Akbar, like Naaman the Syrian,
appears to have demurred to the remedy prescribed for him, but with more show of
reason. A journey from Delhi to Malana in winter would be a long and strenuous
undertaking, and meanwhile his throne and empire had to be looked after. Someone, however, suggested that it might be equally efficacious to send expensive images
of the monarch and his retinue to Malana instead. The Brahmans agreed that it
might. vSo Akbar caused a statue of himself to be made in gold and images of his
horses and his elephants in gold and silver and sent them with a deputation to
Malana. On their arrival Jamlu was placated, and the king's leprosy ceased.
On every year on the 12th of the month of Phagan this mystery is re-enacted
at Malana. The images are brought out from the treasure house in which they have
lain wrapped up for 12 months, and carried with pomp to a little grove above the
village, where they are unveiled and set out before a small stone embedded in the
ground, the spot to which Jamlu comes to receive the homage of the Emperor.
The origin of this myth has not so far as I am aware been traced. No particular importance seems to attach to the introduction of Akbar into the story as that
Emperor's heroic figure and widely known toleration of Hinduism make him a frequent theme in local Hindu legends of the Panjab. Moreover it was in his reign that
Kulu is supposed to have come for the first time under Mughal sway. The dispatch of
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images to do duty for the sufferer and to appease the god is an instance of magic
easy enough to parallel. One recalls the somewhat less ornamental images sent by
the lords of the Philistines on the advice of their priests and diviners to accompany
the ark or Jehovah back to Israel and to induce the Hebrew gods to .stay the plague
in Philistia. The tale of a very similar and much more recent placation of Jamlu by
the Seorajis, who in about 1882 sent dolls made of grass and bark representing their
ancestors to be chopped in pieces before Jamlu, is told by Colonel Bruce in his book
" Kulu and Iyahul." But though the main incidents of the story may be common,
the existence of the statues in Malana and the performance of the annual ceremony
seem to indicate a substratum of truth. More light could possibly be thrown upon
it by an observation of the sacrifices held simultaneously in honour of Shah Madar
at the subordinate shrines since these presumably commemorate another version of
the same legend. But I was only to be in Kulu once at that season of the year and
chose to try for Malana itself.
The first difficulty was one of route. The two passes leading to Malana were
closed, and though a party of men might manage to cross one or other of them
on a fine day, it would have been impossible to take tents or baggage. There
remained the ascent through the bed of the ravine. This route has the most sinister
reputation, fostered no doubt by the Malana men. It is said to run along desperate
ledges almost the whole way, and in wet weather to be subjected to a continual fusillade of enormous rocks, propelled by Jamlu from the tops of the precipices on
those rash enough to profane his valley. Closer enquiries showed that the terrors of
the path were exaggerated. I was told that if it were a fine day the Malana people
would carry up my tent, provided that the loads were not made too large. The
Negi or headman of the Kanawar Kothi in the Parbati valley, and the lambardar
of Jari, a village opposite to the entrance of the Malana gorge, with other pilgrims
volunteered to come with me. This showed at any rate that the journey was not impossible and that Jamlu's opposition was not sufficient to deter an escort. So
a message was despatched to the village to expect me about the 3rd of March, which
was the day before the ceremony. I afterwards heard that a great debate ensued at
Malana on the receipt of this news. Some of the elders pointed out that no European had ever seen or ought to see the rite, and that if the Sahib came it would be
1

*

better not to hold it at all. But the god himself decided in favour of the invader.
Addressing the elders through his oracle, the Gur, he remarked that though they
might supp ose that this Sahib was making the pilgrimage out of vulgar curiosity or
motives even worse, such was not the case. He could not even help himself, for he
was coming by J a m l u ' s will and command. The ceremony was to take place as
usual, and if the Sahib wanted to watch it he should.
w
*

I knew nothing of this when I arrived on the-afternoon of March 1st at the little
rest-house at Jari, where I was met by the Negi and the other pilgrims, about 12 men
in all. It had been raining most of the day, and though the sun now shone brightly
on our side of the valley, a heavy storm hid Malana, and the view opposite was not
encouraging. From left to right as far as the eye could reach, an immense range of
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precipices, the barrier of the Malana country, rctee dark and sheer from the river bed,
half veiled by a still darker canopy of cloud that hung motionless along its walls.
From behind came incessant growls of thunder, the voice no doubt of Jamlu breaking the cedar trees and, as it seemed to us, warning the intruder to beware. Straight
before us in the rock face was a narrow cleft, the floor of which rose rapidly like a
stair until it vanished into the gloom. This was our path, and at the moment its appearance was as cheerless as its reputation. Later in the evening however we heard
t h a t the Malana men had carried up my tent and were expecting us the next day.
The morning was fairly clear when we crossed the Parbati and wormed our way into
the gorge. The bed is very narrow and choked up almost everywhere by a debris
of fallen rocks, over which a deafening torrent forces its way. One realised that if
rocks were falling at the time, the route would be extremely dangerous, as there
*

was no room to dodge them. Otherwise the ascent is no more than a rough walk
with here and there a short scramble. After some hours we reached a sharp bend in
the stream, where a jutting ridge afforded just enough slope for a path. Up this we
climbed for perhaps about 2,000 feet. We must have ascended a good deal altogether,
for when we finally emerged from the chasm on to the shoulder of the ridge, there was
Malana at our feet and all the hill-side, deep in snow. After saluting the villagers,
who seemed friendly, I made for my tent the top of which I could see sticking out
of a drift in a space between the two halves of the village. Snow began to fall, and
when it had thoroughly drenched the tent a piercing breeze blew upon the sodden
canvas. It was as chilly a night as one could wish to spend.
At dawn I was awoken by the blare of silver trumpets at the temple, and soon
afterwards a deputation appeared from the village with two requests. These were
interpreted by the Chaukidar, who though a native of Malana could speak a more
intelligible tongue. The first was that if I attended the ceremony I should not sit
*

upon a chair in the god's presence. To this I found no difficulty in agreeing as I had
no chair with me. The second was, that I should wear no leather on my feet in the
village throughout the day. The petition was supported by a present of a new and
very ornamental pair of rope shoes which I reluctantly consented to wear over four
pairs of socks in the snow. I was then conducted round the village at my request to
see the place. There is only one real temple in Malana, the one to which reference
has already been made. Curiously enough it is not Jamlu's but Naroi's. Jamlu
himself has no temple at Malana. The other sacred buildings include the god's
treasury, a refectory for all the householders dine together during the festival, and
a room for the musicians. None of the buildings is particularly striking, but it seems
t h a t every inch of the upper half of the village is sacred, for a chorus of obvious
protest was raised by the Malana men as we started, and swelled as we progressed.
The Chaukidar led the way, turning now and then to argue with the others. He took
me past the temples to a grove above the village where the ceremony is performed.
There are two rocks in the hill-side and just below them a very large deodar with
smaller ones beside it. In the space between the trees and the rocks is the small
oblong stone already mentioned as the meeting-place of Jamlu and Akbar. As
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yet this stone lay hidden under the snow. Close by was a much larger stone shaped
like a table, on which the statue of Akbar would be set. One of the rocks above
has a wide sloping t o p ; where the men of Malana stand. On the other rock
somewhat higher and further back, Brahmans and Kanets from elsewhere are permitted to watch. TheDagis or village menials are only, allowed to stand some way
down the hill-side and can see nothing. I soon found that what the people would
object to was not so much my coming near the scene as my being with them
on the eminence above it. At the same time I could not with dignity or satisfaction
join the Dagis. After deliberating I fixed on a rock exactly on a level with the centre
of the grove whereupon a Malana man pointed to a place on the same level but still
nearer and said that I could go there. This raised a discussion however, and after
it had gone on for some time I caused an unexpected panic by calling for the Ivambardar. The I,amba'rdar is the Kardar of the god, and one of the most important
taboos in the ritual is that he remains from the day before the festival to the day
after shut up in the temple, seeing and speaking to no one. So I was implored not
to send for the I v ambardar and my standing on the nearer rock was agreed to as a
compromise. Then I went back to my tent and had breakfast, the only pilgrim who
ate any food before sundown that day. I heard afterwards that while I was in my
tent the Chaukidar was arraigned for having led my rope-soled but profane feet
into holy places, notably the village well, a spot of peculiar sanctity. The Council
fined him eight annas. But the Chaukidar pointed out that he was in the double
position of a Malana man and a Government servant, and that in the latter capacity
he had to do what I told him. He made so eloquent a defence that the elders
remitted the fine. But it was decreed necessary to expiate the violation of the well
by the immediate sacrifice of a lamb.
At about one o'clock they came and said that the ceremony would soon begin.
Till then there had seemed to be some uncertainty about the time of the performance.
The priests were probably watching the weather. It is apparently a tradition that
snow must fall at the climax of the ceremony not only at Malana but simultaneously at other temples of Jamlu in Kulu. When we reached the grove however the
sky was quite clear. I took my stand on my allotted rock, all the Malana men who
were not officiating were grouped together on theirs, and on the third rock there were
some twenty pilgrims besides our party.
In a short while the temple musicians came up at a quick step and in single
file and arranged themselves below the rocks, the trumpeters on the left, and the
drummers, of whom there were as many as twenty, on the right close to me. The
drummers maintained an uninterrupted beat during the whole ceremony, the trumpeters blowing blasts from time to time. With them had arrived the pujaris and the
Gur and the eight elders of Malana. After a little waiting the pujari and the eight
men went accross to a tiny shrine not more than forty yards away in which the
images had been placed overnight. From this building the senior pujari handed out
to the elders several large and uncouth silver statues of horses, elephants and deer,
also a large silver umbrella of the kind used by Kulu deotas, and a smaller one which
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was afterwards fitted into the back of a very large silver stag. All these images
are said to be offerings of pilgrims, or made by the Malana men from such offerings.
The pujari himself carried a closely wrapped bundle containing the statuettes presented by Akbar. The little group then returned to the grove. About this time the snow
was formally scraped away from Jamlu's oblong stone in the ground. This is so much
an essential part of the ceremony, the Kardar told me afterwards, that once in living
memory when there was an exceptionally early spring and no snow lay in Malana at
the beginning of March, snow had to be brought from higher up the mountain and
spread over the stone for the pujaris subsequently to clear away. A huge faggot was
lighted evidently to keep the pujaris warm during the performance, for these two men
now took off their ordinary clothes and put on very thin transparent white skirts
falling straight from the waist and open at one side. They wore nothing else at all.
The first pujari took a trident-shaped branch in his hand and with infinite solemnity
walked slowly round and round the table-shaped stone, bowing himself to the earth
and laying his trident along the ground at every step. This preliminary act of consecration was marked by a change in the beat of the drums to a solemn anapaestic
measure. After walking several times round the stone in this manner, the pujari
produced a censer containing leaves of the hill juniper, which he lighted and waved
over the stone. All was now ready for the appearance of Akbar. The pujari stooped
*

to the bundle which he had brought and swiftly took out a silver or gilt statuette
about four inches high, apparently a naked figure of very primitive workmanship.
He held it on the palm of his hand, his arm thrown out straight from his shoulder,
and stood thus wildly and violently shuddering, an effect which must have been materially assisted by his very thin attire. The roll of the drums had by this time become
terrific, the trumpeters blew their trumpets, and the Malana men raised a loud shout.
The moment of the year was reached, Akbar had come to Malana and stood before
Jamlu. In trying to photograph the priest at this instant I realised that the snow
was actually falling in accordance with the programme. Either Jamlu does control
the weather or some one in charge of the ceremonies had been watching it more
carefully than I. It was a small cloud, and the sky cleared again very shortly. The
statue of Akbar was then placed on the table rock and the pujari did obeisance to it.
From his bundle he produced twelve more very small images of horses and elephants,
evidently the rest of Akbar's gift. These he grouped behind the statue handling
them with much show of devotion and pressing them against his bowed forehead
before he put them down one by one. Over Akbar and the attendant images he
fixed the big silver umbrella and round them he placed all the large statues which
had been carried up by the elders. The stone was censed once more, flowers were
laid over Akbar and the other images, and branches of juniper waved like fans
above them. A libation probably of ghi was also offered. All this took some time,
the pujari frequently breaking off the ceremony to sit by the faggot and warm himself.
Then followed the sacrifice. A white ram was led up, anointed and garlanded by
the pujaris. It was then laid on its back and its fore legs and hind legs tied together.
*
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There was no ' hallaling " of the sacrifice. Instead the pujaris seized the ram together,
each holding two feet and keeping its back on the ground, dragged it in this way round
and round the stone, every few seconds lifting it high above their heads and battering the unfortunate beast with all their force down against the rocky ground. At
this horrible sight the Negi turned away with an exclamation of disgust, and I noticed
that quite two-thirds of the Malana men came away from the rock and refused to
watch. When the ram was nearly dead, the pujaris took it away among the rocks,
cut it open and extracted the heart, which they offered to Akbar. After this one of
the pujaris began carving up the ram, while the other wrapped up the smaller images
again without any ceremony and handed the larger ones back to the elders. Both
the pujaris resumed their ordinary clothes and the procession was about to return to
the treasury, when one of the elders called attention to the fact that the pujari had
made a mistake in the ritual. It was not quite clear what the mistake was: perhaps
the priest had advanced beyond a certain point with blood on his hands : perhaps he
had dropped blood by accident on or near Jamlu's stone. At any rate a fine of four
annas was indicated and imposed, and a lamb was promptly sacrificed to purify the
offence. A few minutes after, the gathering dispersed and the images were all taken
back to the temple treasury, not to the small building in which they had lain the
night before.
Not the least curious aspect of the ceremony was the position occupied by the
statue of Akbar. According to the legend he comes as a suppliant leper to be healed
by Jamlu whom he has offended. In the ritual however he appears as the object of
worship and sacrifice. Much of the rite is probably of older date than the Akbar
legend, and the statues, whoever actually presented them, may in the course of time
have become so identified with the performance that the sacrifice is now made to
Akbar, who has the advantage over Jamlu of a visible representation.
There was a crowd in front of Naroi's temple all the rest of the day. Later on
there was a ceremony which I did not see as the Negi had told me that there was no
other performance, but the orderly who came up with my tent and was a Kanet
watched it closely and his account was afterwards confirmed by the Kardar. The Gur
appeared before the temple carrying on his head the heavy silver casket called the
c<
Pir ' ' which contained the eighteen gods of Kulu. Sitting down he swayed it slowly
from side to side while some of the women sang verses. The chief pujari offered
incense to the casket at the same time with averted head. I gathered from the
*

Kardar, whose wife was one of the singers, that any Malana woman who has a vow
or who can sing (the qualifications are alternative) may take part in the ceremony.
The songs are in yet another language, called Naroi's language, of which they are
apparently the sole relic, Kanashi, the ordinary dialect of Malana, being Jamlu's
language. The women learn these songs from their mothers-in-law, and the men do
not profess to understand them. All that the Kardar knew about these songs was
that they consisted of sixteen questions and answers and that they referred to gods
of some sort. The performance takes place on five consecutive days of which the
day of the Akbar ceremony is the middle one.
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By the time that the ceremony was over it was dark and the other pilgrims were
at last able to eat food. Nothing more took place that day, and early the next morning we struck the tent, and bade farewell to Malana, not altogether sorry to escape
from the snow. Jamlu preserved his courteous attitude to the end, and threw no
stones at us as we passed down the ravine.

T h e P o s t Office in t h e M u t i n y .
The two documents reproduced below have been furnished to the Society by the
kindness of Mr. C. H. Harrison, recently officiating as Director-General of Posts and
Telegraphs in India. The former of the two documents is a memorandum published
by the Government of India on the 9th of January, 1858, describing the methods of
conveyance of troops from Calcutta to the North-Western Provinces and the latter is
a narrative published by the Postmaster-General of the North-Western Provinces on
the 13th of February, 1858, describing the interruption in the mail arrangements in the
North-Western Provinces and Panjab subsequent to the outbreak of the Mutiny. It
1
is believed that neither of these documents has before been published.
(Copy.)
HOME DEPARTMENT.
PUBLIC.

(Original) Consultation, 15th January, 1858.
N o . 12.

Memorandum on the conveyance of Troops by Bullock Train, Ddk Carriage and Steamers from Calcutta to
the North-Western Provinces.
1

On the 18th May the Dak carriages on the Grand Trunk road between Raneegunge and Allahabad to
Cawnpore were taken up to convey parties of H.M.'s 64th and 84th- Regiments from Calcutta to the
North-Western Provinces at the rate of one Officer and 18 men daily, the utmost limit of their capacity.
On Sunday the 24th May the 1st Madras Fusiliers having arrived at Calcutta, it was determined
that a portion of them should be sent up to Benares and Allahabad by bullock train. A party was
accordingly despatched the same evening. The bullock train was at that time at its ordinary strength,
I

capable of carrying about 50 men a day, but carts had been collected at Raneegunge, Sherghotty, Benares and Allahabad, in anticipation of their being required for the conveyance of troops, and hence it was
' possible to despatch from Raneegunge a double party of rather
•25th
.
133
more
than
100
men
daily
for
four
days,
viz.,
on
the
25th,
26th,
26th
27th
'. n o 27th and 28th May. The actual number despatched including
28 th
II8
•
Officers, men and followers was 464 as detailed in the margin.*
Total .. 464 During the same period 18 men and an Officer were despatched
daily by dak carriages and the rest of the regiment in steamers.
From the 28th May to the 1st June the Post Office authorities were engaged in strengthening the
bullock train between Raneegunge and Benares, a distance of 300 miles, so as to render it capable of conveying 100 men a day without intermission, and during this interval the bullock train carts were collected at Raneegunge and other carts purchased and sent there by Rail from Calcutta. At the same
time measures were taken to facilitate the passage of the detachments over the unbridged rivers and to
ensure them shelter and abundant provisions along the line of road.
On the 1st June the despatch of troops from Calcutta for conveyance by bullock train recommenced,
P

I

1 The archaic spelling of names has been retained throughout—Editor.
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and from the 2nd to the 23rd, both inclusive, a party of about 100 men left Raneegunge daily for Benares. By the 28th June the whole of the 1st Madras Fusiliers, H.M.'s 84th, 64th and 78th Regiments,
together with two companies of H.M.'s 37th Regiment and a battery of Madras Artillery had been sent
onward from Calcutta. By this time the rains had set in, the Nuddea Rivers were open and it was determined to send all further reinforcements up to Benares by the river in steamers, consequently there were
no despatches by bullock train from 22nd June until the 23rd August. On the 28th August despatches
were renewed for a few days and continued to the 3rd September. On the 22nd September when the
troops began to arrive from England the despatches by bullock train were again recommenced and continued uninterrupted until now. During October only 100 men could be conveyed daily, but from the
3rd November to the 10th December about 200 men a day were carried, besides spare ammunition 200
rounds a man, and some military stores. From the 10th December the bullock train was able to convey
250 men a day or a corresponding quantity of military stores ; but since the 21st December, all the
troops from England having been sent up, the train has been used for the conveyance of military stores
under a guard of from 80 to 120 men, chiefly recruits belonging to different regiments.
Arrangements were also made during the rains with the Manager of the North West Dak Company
to despatch a certain number of dak carriages daily from Raneegunge to Benares from the commencement of the dry season. P'rom the 1st November 10 carriages a day were available, and from the 1st
December this number had been increased to 18 a day. By this means from 25 to 50 men, besides a
great number of Officers, have been sent daily up the road. The cost was Rs. 200 a day for each carriage
calculated to carry from 3 to 4 men, or 2 Officers.
The entire number of men actually conveyed by bullock train from Raneegunge to Benares from
a
t o t n e en(
ecem
* In May
4.04. ^ ^
* °* D
b e r amounts to 15,258 as shown in the
In June
..
, .. 1964 margin * ; but November was the only month in which the train
28th August to 3rd September
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22nd September to 31st October 3038
3rd November to 31st December 9236
Total .. [5,258

conveyed the full number which it was capable or conveying.
F r o m t h e 2 n d j u n e t o t h e I s t November the train was maintained on a footing sufficient, had troops arrived in India, to convey 100 men daily.
The accounts for November and December not having been received it is impossible at present to
give a correct statement of the cost per man of conveying troops by the bullock train when properly
organised and fully employed. In October the charges between Raneegunge and Benares, a distance of
300 miles, were Rs. 47,790 and the number of men carried was 2500 ; the average cost was therefore a
little more than Rs. 19 per man. For November and December it is estimated that the cost has not
1

tired
luck f \ 0 ^

exceeded Rs. 15 a man. During November 4756 men were carried between Benares and Allahabad, a
distance of 74 miles, at a cost of Rs. 15,322 or rather more than Rs. 3 a man.
. These charges contrast very favourably with those incurred in the conveyance of troops by carriage
dak or by steamer. In the case of the former the cost of conveying each man from Raneegunge to
Benares is about Rs. 64. The cost of each man sent by a steamer cannot be accurately stated as it
depends not only on the number of men but on the quantity of cargo sent in each vessel. On the most
favourable calculation however it is not less than Rs. 30.
The line between Allahabad and Cawnpore was re-opened when General Havelock first advanced in
July. It has been more than once interrupted by rebels, and latterly the bullock train has been sufficient on that line to convey 250 men daily ; it has however been chiefly used for the carriage of ordnance
stores and ammunition.
Whenever it may be necessary to despatch troops from Calcutta to Benares or Allahabad during the
rains when the rivers are full, it is probable that steamers will be found to afford the rnp^^pjwenieiit
mode of ca£rying^troops, but not the cheapest or the most expeditious.. At all other seasons of the year
the bullock train is undoubtedly the most convenient, as well as the cheapest, most rapid, and healthiest
means of transport available, and can at any time be organised to carry 250 men, or 750 maunds, a day.
Even in May and Junejast, the most inclement period of an unusually hot season, the health of the
trdopS^conveyed by bullock train was generally good, the few casualties being for the most part caused
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by sun-stroke, it being found very difficult to prevent the men from walking uncovered during the heat
of the day. In October, November and December, the health of the detachments was excellent, there
being few or no casualties on the road.
• I n May
224
The number of men conveyed in dak carriages from the 18th
June
.344
May to the end of December amounts to 2,680,* and during the
July
128
I >ctober
17
same
period
5,840
men,
including
a
Madras
Native
Infantry
November and December
1 ,g7< 1
Regiment, were sent by steamer. These, added to the number
Total
2,689
conveyed by bullock train, make a total of 2^,y8y f men conveyed
|Bullock train
15,258
from Calcutta to Benares and Allahabad during tire period above
Dak carriage
2,689
mentioned.
Steamers
5,840
•

•

•

Total

*

•

*3>7&7

Taking the utmost capacity of the bullock train at 250 men a day with their Officers, and that of
the carriage dak at 50 men a day with their Officers, then the time occupied in sending a Regiment
rooo strong from Calcutta to Benares by bullock train is 14 days, and t h a t occupied in sending such a
Regiment by dak carriage is 24 days ; for though the time occupiect'oy each datachment on the road
v
is in the former case 10 days and in the latter only 4, yet owing to'the comparatively small number the carriages accommodate the time occupied in conveying 1000 men by dak is much greater than that
*

taken to convey 1000 men by bullock train. The time taken by steamers in getting from Calcutta t<»
Benares varies with the season and with the power of the vessel. But under the most favourable
circumstances a steamer does not reach Benaresin less than 20 days, and is always liable to detention.
It remains to notice the arrangements made for facilitating the passage of troops over the unbridged
rivers on the Grand Trunk road and for securing shelter and provisions for the troops on the line of
m arch . ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ I
Casks and materials of every kind were sent up from Calcutta in
I the construction of rafts
for use during the rains ; and, on the cessation of the monsoon, temporary earthen causeways were
r
carried over the sandy beds oF!he_iiyers,—one of them 2jrulej^rio ~| broad,—with sufficient hriHge
openings to alTowthe dry weather stream to pass, the whole being metalled with gravel and rendered in
every respect equal, for temporary_practical use, to any other part of the_road.
' Officers were appointed, one in Bengal and another in the_CentraJ Provinces, whose duty it was to
furnish all supplies required Tor the use of the European troops proceeding by bullock train and dakcarriages and to collect and have in readiness the large amount of carriage which it was expected would
be required for Brigades and Regiments inarching on the samejine of r_oad.
During the early part of the operations the duty of providing supplies was satisfactorily performed
by the Civil Officers of the Districts through which the Grand Trunk road passes, but in September a
special superintendent was appointed in Bengal for the purpose, and by the 1st of October the whole of
his arrangements were complete and in working order from Raneegunge to Benares, a distance of 300
miles. At each halting place a Military Officer was appointed toprovide shelter and supplies for the
Detachments^asnthey passed along. Huts were built a t t a c h stage for the accommodation of the men.
and at each 200 beds were provided. Establishments were appointed and arrangements made for supply
-

—

\

1

.

ing meat, bread, vegetables, rice, salt, tea,) rum land sugar ; as well as luxuries and medic^l_comiojls such
as port wine, sherry, beer, brandy, sago and arrowroot. The result is shown by the remarks recorded
at e^j^rTstage' by the Officer in Command of every Detachment, all of which without exception are of a
satisfactory character.
efcost of provisioning and sheltering the troops proceeding by bullock train and dak carriage
cannot vet be ascertained. The amount expended by the Bengal Superintendent is about 2 lacs of
rupees and the cost of the rations supplied, though many of the articles had to be brought from a distance, is not supposed to be materially in excess of that which would have been incurred in Cantonments. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ |
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Carriage was during the same time supplied without impressment by the Superintendent to Colonel
Barker's Brigade, to Colonel Berkeley's Brigade, to Colonel Mitchell's Artillery Detachment, and to tfie
2nd Dragoon Guards, as well as to several Native Infantry Regiments marching in different directions
and to the Ordnance and Commissariat Departments.
No report has been received of the operations of the Superintendent of Supplies and Carriage in the
Cential Provinces, but there is every reason to believe that t'hev have been as successful as those in
Bengal.
J

-

-

*

(Sd.)

*

CECIL

—•

BEADON,

Secretary to the Government of India.
HOME

DEPARTMENT.

The gth J any., 1858.

Narrative of the interruption in the mail arrangements in the N.W.P. and Punjab subsequent to the
outbreak at Meemt and Delhi on the loth and nth May, 1857.
On the mutiny of the native troops at Meerut and Delhi on the 10th and n t h May, 1857, the mail
communication between Meerut, Delhi and Allyghur was interrupted. The Eastern Mails were then
forwarded from Allyghur via Anoopshahur and Mooradabad to Meerut and thence direct to Kurnaul or
via Saharunpore to Umballa. In like manner the mails from the North-West were forwarded from
1

Kurnaul and Umballa to Allyghur. There was delay by the^ arrangement, but it was the only one
practicabje_pjajhe route via Delhi being closed by the mutiny and rebellion there.
2. After the lapse of a week the mail was re-opened between Allyghur and Meerut, but by the
mutiny of t h e 9th Regiment, N. I., on the 2 0 t h j u n e at Allyghur all postal communication from the
North, the South, the East and West of that station was stopped.
' J! Exertions were m a d e t o establish communication between Cawnpore and Meerut via Futtehgurh, Bareilly and Mooradabad. Mails were forwarded towards Bareilly, but none issued from or
through that station. This excited much uneasiness for some time, but was explained by the mutiny
of the troops there and at Shahjehanpore on the 30th June. Bareilly was, like Delhi, the scene of the
poHticaLjntrigue^arjd thp suppression of Postal pommnniratinn mnr, thr

IT
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first importance with the_iasjir gents.
4. The post offices and mail lines in Oude generally became disorganised about the same time as
in Rohilcund as the troops mutinied almost simultaneously in both Provinces.
5. While the Grand Trunk Road between ..wnpore and Agra was open and arrangements were
\ m a d e to maintain communication between the Punjab and Cis-Sutlej States with Agra via Kurnaul,
(^y *Hansie and Jeypore, but the mutiny of the H u m a n ah_ Battalion and a portion of the 4th Irregular
Cavalry at Hansie and Hissar in the end of May entirely stopped that line.
6. An attempt was made to open communication with Agra and Meerut via Muttra and by a line
midway between Khoorjah and Secunderabad, but it hacT'tb be abandoned owing to the rebel
Wulleedad Khan and his followers having obtained undisputed possession of the District of
Buiundshahur.
7. But although Buiundshahur and a large portion of Allyghur were occupied by the rebel
Wulleedad Khan, a line of runners was established between Meerut and Agra via Gurhmooktesur Ghaut,
the left bank of the Ganges, Anoopshahur and Allyghur. Twitters of light weight were managed to-be
conveyed with tolerable safety by t h a t route, notwithstanding that large sums were offered for the
murder of those caught in the act of conveying English correspondence.
On or about t h e 5TE June, the Troops at Allahabad, Cawnpore, Futtehgurh, Hameerpore,
Banda, Jhansi, lyullutpore and Saugor mutinied. 'And in consequence all the post offices and mail
lines in the Doab "and" Bundelcun^^aTTow down as Mirzapore became disorganised. Communication
between Agra, the Cis-Sutlej States and Calcutta was then fairly cut off and coulci not be re-established
by the Grand Trunk Road so long as Delhi remained in the possession of the mutineers. The route
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via Multau to Bombay was however open, and instmc^ipjis_vvere__given for the mails to and from the
N.-\vT P., Cis-Sutlej and Punjab being forwarded via Lahore.
'~~g. Between Agra and B o m b a ^ T l l ^ ^
not interrupted till the mutiny of the Gwalior
Contingent on the 17th June ) "anTsince then up to 1st F e b r u a j ^ ^ g 5 8 , or a period"~bTseveri m o n t h r a n d
thirteen d a y s l h e road~vIa"Gwalior and Indore to Bombay was closed or not practicable and safe for
the mails.
10. So soon as it was apparent that the mail between Bombay and Agra could not be re-established
via Gwalior and Indore, the establishment of runners between Agra, Jyepore, Nusseerabad, Deesa and
Ahmedabad was strengthened arid the mails to and from Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, etc., were very
regularly conveyed by that route.
11. In the course of the month of August, Dr. Clarke managed at Agra to organise an establishment of Kassids thence via Etawah to Cawnpore, and for very light letters not exceeding a J tola in
weight, the arrangements although occasionally interrupted were generally successful excepting for a
period of nearly eighteen days in the end of November and beginning of December when the troops of
the Gwalior Contingent crossed the Jumna and invested Cawnpore. On the defeat of the Gwalior
Contingent at Cawnpore on the 7th December, the Kassid dak was again useful in keeping up
communication between Agra and Cawnpore until the 5th January, 1858, when the mail carts were
re-established after having ceased to run from the 5th June or a period of seven months.
12. Communication with the Province of Kemaon was uninterruptedly maintained by an
establishment of runners posted via Sreenugger, Teeree, Mussoorie and Dehrah Dhoon.
* -

_

m
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13. Between Meerut and the camp at Delhi, runners were posted via Bagput, but they were
frequently cut off, and the communication had to be kept up via Shamlie and Kurnaul or via Saharunpore and Umballa. When the runners between Meerut and the camp at Delhi were intercepted it was
frequently impossible to open direct communication even by Kassids, so closely was the country
infested with insurgents.
14. The mail cart establishment between the camp at Delhi and Lahore was steadily kept up.
Occasionally it was unsafe to take the carts over the 12 miles leading to and from the camp, and there
the coachman rode the horses across country, or proceeded on foot and so managed to elude the
insurgents.
15.- The mail cart establishment was the only available means by which officers could travel to
and from the camp before Delhi, and it afforded them an easy and speedy mode of travelling.
16. E x t r a horses were posted at each stage between the Jhelum and Delhi to admit of express
cart daks being laid when necessary for mails or passengers. H
17. In the month of August it became necessary to provide means for the sick and wounded
officers from the camp in Delhi to Kurnaul or Umballa and some of the Inland Transit Company's
carriages in addition to the Palankeen carriages and vans attached to the post office were hired for
the purpose. All sick and wounded officers were allowed at the recommendation of the BrigadierGeneral, now Sir Archdale Wilson, to travel free of expense—many valuable lives were thus saved.
18. I consider the conduct of the native coachmen beyond all praise during the disturbances.
Great temptations to desert us wereTield out to t h e m b y the mutineers, but nqt_ong_of_thein proved
•

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

unfaithful tojGoggrnment. From the date of arrival of our troops before Delhi on the 8th June till
the 20th of September, the date of the fall of Delhi, the coachmen conveyed the mails to and from the
camp with the same safety and the same regularity as before the outbreak.
19. The public mind of the Punjab and Cis-Sutlej States was at the highest pitch of
excitement watching the result of the operations of our troops against the mutineers at Delhi, and any
*

interruption of the mail would have had a fatal effect on the peace of those States. The telegraph wire
connecting the camp with the Punjab was frequently cut and thus it may be easily understood that
the regularity of the mail throughout the crisis was of the most vital importance.
20. The Commissioner of Scinde anticipating the possibility of the communication between the
Punjab and Scinde or Bombay being cut off, organised on his own responsibility a mail establishment
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between Bhawulpore and Jaudhpore and again with Deesa and Hydrabad. This arrangement was
useful in conveying intelligence between Agra, the Punjab and Central India and also as an auxiliary
line of communication between the Punjab and Bombay.
21. In the middle and end of July the mail cart establishment between Googairah and Multan
became very clamorous and appeared to be inclined to strike. The vital importance of that
establishment made me determine on travelling to Multan so as to ascertain whether the contractors
had any reasonable grievance. There had been many expresses besides passenger daks and their
horses had been perhaps somewhat overworked in consequence, and accordingly I authorised an
additional horse at each stage which for the time quieted the contractors and they gave no more
trouble. I was not without some suspicion that there were political influences exciting dissatisfaction
amongst them. This impression was in some degree corroborated by an effort on the part of the
prisoners of the Jail at Googairah attempting to effect their escape. Happily through the prompt and
rigorous measures adopted by the Deputy Commissioner, Mr. Elphinstone, the em eute amongst the
prisoners was most successfully crushed and the peace of the district was not disturbed. Otherwise
the mails would have there been interrupted.
22. On the 14th September insurrection broke out between Googairah and Hurrupa.
Many horses
of the Mail Cart establishment were carried off by the rebels. Several carts were burnt and communication by the direct route between Lahore and Multan was for several days wholly cut off.
The local
authorities of the district had no warning of the outbreak till the morning of the night on which it took
place. The District Officers gave me reason to hope that the insurrection would be instantly put down,
but unfortunately owing to their paucity of troops, the rebels were not overawed sufficiently to admit
of the mails being conveyed by the direct road within 15 days. In the interim however they were after
several days' stoppage conveyed via Shahpore and Seeah to and from Multan and Lahore.
23. I t is here worthy of remark that the successful assault of Delhi on the 4th September by our
troops was telegraphed to Lahore and full particulars thereof were transmitted by the mail of that date
from Lahore to Multan, Scinde, Bombay, etc. before the outbreak between Googairah and Hurrupa. The
receipt of the news of the successful assault of Delhi was signally opportune in Scinde as the native
troops were then in a state approaching to mutiny -at Karachie, Hydrabad and Shikarpore.
24. The route for the mail between Lahore and Multan via Shahpore being very circuitous and also
unsafe, as the country between the Sutlej and Ravee and even for some distance west of the Ravee
was in open revolt, it became necessary to determine on having more direct line of communication
between Lahore, Scinde and Bombay. Accordingly a Camel Dak was established by the Chief Commissioner of the Punjab between Bhawulpore and Ferozepore.
The head overseer of the Jullunder
Division, Hurdeo Bux was transferred for the superintendence of this dak and managed it most successfully.
25. The establishment of runners between Ferozepore, Lahore and Loodianah was at the same time
stengthened in view to provide for the extra weight of the mails in transit via Bhawulpore and thus the
stations east and west of the Sutlej were rendered independent of the direct mail line between Lahore
and Multan in respect to Scinde, Bombay, Calcutta, etc., etc.
26. The Post Offices and mail lines at and above Meerut and throughout the Cis-Sutlej and
Punjab have continued in uninterrupted operation excepting those situated on the line of road between
Googairah and Hurrupa which were for a short time the scene of insurrections in September.
27. I herewith submit six statements.
That marked A shows the Post Offices kept up during the late disturbances.
B.—The mail lines closed.
C.—List of Deputy Postmasters who have reported themselves at this office up to this date.
D.—List of Inspecting Postmasters and Deputy Postmasters killed who have not reported themselves to this office or been heard of.
E.—List of Native Deputy Postmasters who have joined the rebels or whose conduct is open to
exception and is under enquiry.
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M.C., AUyghur.
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Mr. Brown, p. k., Agra. °
Mr Douglas bffg. inspecting P. M.,

Meerut Divn.
Mr. Hoghton, Offg. Inspecting P. M.,
Umballa Divn.

flshaunChunder, Dy. P. M., Allyghur.
Dy. P. M., xMuttra.
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exertion made by the European Inspecting
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Postmasters and Deputy Postmasters generally during the disturbances but particularly with those whose names are noted in the
margin * I have reason to be much satisfied.

2o.

The conduct of the native

.

Dy.
Postmasters
in
the
J
.

.

,,

Bijnour.
111
M^^oree '
Pundit Urzun Roi, Offg. Dy. P. M.,

Punjab and N.-W.P. has been with two or three exceptions praiseworthy and loyal, and I must not omit to mention the parties noted
in the margin f as they distinguished themselves in the face of
Gwalior.
great danger by steadily remaining at their posts.
30. Ishaun Chunder, Deputy Postmaster of Allyghur, although plundered of all his property,
obliged to fly from house to house, managed at the peril of his life to remain in the District and to keep
open the communication between Agra and Meerut via Anoopshahur.
31. The Deputy Postmaster of Saugor, by name NubeeBux, a Native of Delhi, was suspended for
embezzlement and forgery hzfnrp. the mdhrpak. On the mutiny of the troops at Saugor he made his
escape and occupied himself in intercepting the mails. The authorities of the station got information of
his doings and had him arrested and executed.
32. The Deputy Postmaster of Gwalior, by name Fukeeroodeen, fled from that station on the
mutiny of the troops there and proceeded to Delhi where he remained in concealment till the fall of it
when he reported himself. His conduct is open to grave suspicion and until he explains his proceeding
to Delhi and remaining there so long he will not be allowed to rejoin his office.
33. Two clerks, by name Noor Ahmed and Shaikh Heegun in the Futtehgurh Post Office, did not
rejoin the office for two or three days after it was re-opened. It is believed that they joined the
insurgents under the Nawab of that place. Their conduct is at my request now under enquiry by the
Magistrate.
34. The Head Overseer of the Allahabad and Benares Division of the Mail Cart Establishment,
Muhuboo Khan, joined the troops under the Nana Sahib of Bithour and on the discomfiture of t h a t Chief
fled to Allyghur where he was appointed Tehseeldar under Mahomed Gouse Khan, Subadhar of that District. A reward of Rs. 500 is^ogered for_his_a£I>rehension.
35. The Head Overseer of the Kurnaul Division, by name Mahomed Reazoodeen, was in Delhi and
remained there until it was assaulted by our troops when he fled to his home at Kunnonge.
I have just
received a petition from him to be re-employed on the ground that the mutineers prevented his leaving
Delhi at the outbreak. The excuse is, I am satisfied, quite groundless and I shall take steps for having
his conduct inquired into by the special Commissioner of the District, as he doubtless aided and
abetted if he did not actually participate in the disturbances in Delhi.
36. Two Mahomedan overseers and several Mahomedan coachmen in Allyghur left their posts in
the outbreak and are believed to have joined the rebels. A Mahomedan overseer on the road between
Nusseerabad and Neemuch also left his post and joined the insurgents.
37. With the above exceptions as far as I know at present, all the officials of the Post Office and
of the road establishments behaved loyally.
*

38. I have not yet been able to ascertain the extent of damage to the Post Office buildings or
records, but as it has everywhere been the policy of the insurgents to destroy everything belonging to
the Department it may be fairly assumed t h a t wherever there
% Buildings and records including h
b e e Q m u t i r lJ y a n d insurrection the Post Offices % have been
the staging bungalows.

,

destroyed.
39. At Allyghur, the Post Office and large workshop attached to it, together with an immense
number of mail carts, passenger carriages, parcel vans and bullock train waggons, besides a large
number of bullock train packages that were accumulated owing to the route via Delhi having been
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closed for ten days, were plundered and burnt. The loss of Government property belonging to the
Post Office at Allyghur may be estimated at 50,000 rupees or thereabouts.
40. It is impossible at present to estimate the loss of revenue to the Post Office since the
outbreak at Meerut and Delhi. The commerce of Upper India has been in a measure at a standstill and
the native correspondence has been comparatively nil. Excepting in the Punjab and Cis-Sutlej States
Banghy parcels have not been conveyed by post, and from that source comparatively little revenue has
been realized.
Bullock Train.— 41. On the outbreak at Delhi the bullock train arrangements thence to- Kurnaul
were disorganised and were not re-established till the re-occupation of Delhi.
42. Between Kurnaul and Lahore however the train was maintained and it has proved of the utmost
services. So soon as particulars of the mutiny at Meerut and Delhi were telegraphed to Jullundur, a
Company of H.M.'s 8th Regiment was ordered to be in readiness to proceed and take possession of the
Fort and Magazine at Phillour. Twenty-one bullock train carts were hitherto placed at the disposal of
the Military authorities and in the evening the Company of the 8th Foot fully equipped with ammunition started by the bullock train carts and reached Phillour before daybreak the following morning.
The native garrison had no warning of their approach, and having been surprised, quietly allowed them
to enter and take possession of the Fort.
43. When the troops marched from Umballa for Delhi, dhooly-bearers were not procurable. I
therefore placed all the spare bullock train carts at the disposal of the Military authorities for the conveyance of the sick. It was desirable to send every European soldier to Delhi and almost all the sick
were by means of the bullock train carts able to accompany their Regiments.
. 44. Two reserve Companies of Foot Artillery at Ferozepore and Lahore besides a large number of
Sikh Artillery men were by means of the bullock train immediately pushed on to the Camp at Delhi. They
arrived quite fresh and fit for duty. When it is recollected that on the arrival of our troops before Delhi
there were so few Artillery men that there was no relief for them at the guns, the importance of the
speedy arrival of reinforcements by the bullock train can be easily understood.
45. Large numbers of Punjab Infantry who were on leave at the time of the outbreak besides many
volunteers were rapidly pushed on from Lahore to the Camp before Delhi, and only those who witnessed
their delight at finding such a comfortable mode of transport can understand the important service that
was then rendered to the State by the bullock train establishment.
46. Large quantities of Ordnance stores were also conveyed from the Magazines of Ferozepore and
Phillour to the Camp before Delhi.
47. Country carts in addition to the number of bullock train carts were procured through the Civil
Authorities and made use of inter-conveyance of Ordnance stores, but it soon became evident that a
special Army Transport train on a gigantic scale was necessary. Accordingly it was resolved by the
Chief Commissioner of the Punjab that the bullock train between Ferozepore, Loodianah and Kurnaul or
the Camp at Delhi should merge into it. Every spare magazine cart in addition to all spare bullock
train and country carts were given up for the formation of the Army Transport train. A special establishment was organised and the train commenced operation from the 21st July.
48. The bullock train under the Post Office was however continued between Mult an, Lahore and
Loodianah as an auxiliary to the Army Transport train and was fully employed in the conveyance of
troops and stores of all kinds.
49. From the time of the outbreak at Delhi, the tonnage of the bullock train having been almost
monopolised for Government purposes, no cash payments were demanded and consequently the receipts
have been almost nil, or pro forma, as the train was scarcely open for the public.
50. On the 20th October the Army Transport train was closed and from t h a t date the bullock train
under the Post Office was re-opened between Delhi and Loodianah. The carts were then returned from
the Army Transport train to the Post Office Department, but from the rough usage to which they had
been subjected they were, as might be expected, much out of repair, indeed so much so as to be almost
unserviceable.
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51. On the 1st January the bullock train arrangements were extended from Delhi to Agra with a
branch to Meerut as formerly, and in consideration of the tonnage being chiefly downward the rates of
hire by the downward train were raised to a par with those by the Upward train.
52. About the 20th idem, the bullock train was extended from Agra to Cawnpore and it may be said
that it was then re-opened with Calcutta after having been closed from the 10th May 1857 or a peri* M 1
of 8 months.
53. It is now for me to state how I have been occupied from the time of the outbreak till this time.
54. When relieved by Mr. Biddell for whom I was officiating as Director-General of the Post Office,
ancl
I left Calcutta on the 17I1 March 1857,
arrived at Agra in the end of that month. I resumed charge
of my office on the 1st April and then proceeded on a tour of inspection via Allyghur, Meerut, Delhi,
Kurnaul, Umballa and the Hill Station post offices. I reached Simla on the 1st May. There I remained
till the outbreak at Meerut and Delhi, then immediately returned to the Plains.
55. In the first instance I went to Umballa and Kurnaul and saw that all practicable arrangements
were made for the mail and bullock train establishments. I then in the end of May made several efforts
to get to Agra via Meerut, but the country at the time was so disturbed between Kurnaul and Meerut
that I was compelled to relinquish my intention.
56. Finding that I could not get to Agra and that communication with my office there was cut off..
I returned to Umballa in view to enlarge the bullock train establishment to meet the requirements of the
Army before Delhi. This was done as far as practicable with the limited means in respect to carts at
my command.
57. Subsequently I travelled on duty in the direction of Multan, Wuzeerabad and Jheelum and in
the Punjab, until the re-occupation of Delhi, watched the arrangements for the mail and bullock train.
58. Since the re-occupation of Delhi I have been on duty there, also Meerut, Buluudshahur, Allyghur.
Agra, Kurnaul, L,oodianah and Julluudur.
59. I t was with regret that I failed to get to Agra in the end of May, but I now regard it as a fortunate circumstance. Had I reached Agra I would have been almost entirely cut off from the Post Offices
and road establishment in the Punjab and stations above Meerut in the N.-W.P.
60. With the Post Offices at Ghazeepore, Jaunpore, Mirzapore, Benares, Chunar, Allahabad, Cawnpore and in the Saugor and Nurbudda Territory, including the Road Establishment thereof, I have not
had it in my power to communicate. Fortunately with those stations and Calcutta the communication
has been generally open and the control of supervision of the Office and Road Establishment has been
undertaken by the Director-General of the Post Office in India.
(Sd.)

G.

PATON,

Postmaster-General,
KURNAUL;

N.-W.P.

^

The 15th February, 1858 )

STATEMENT A.
Showing the names of Post Offices which continued in working order during the late disturbances
AGRA.

Bhurtpore
Kurowlee.
AJMERE.

Seekur.
Chooroo.
Kishengurh.
Jhoonjhoonoo
Ramgurh.

Luchmingurh.
Nowulgurh.
Futtehpoxe.
Mundwa.
Koochawun.
Soorujgarh.
VLLAHABAD.

Futtehpore.

Re-opened
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MEERUT DIVISION OFFICE.

ALMORAH.

Sreenugger

Gurh
Moozuffernuggur
Hurdwar

Ivohooghaut.

)

Closed for short period
and re-opened.

MIRZAPOKE.
BENARES.

Chunar.

Sydpore

MUTTRA

Bindrabun
Dug

Re-opened

CAWNPORE.

Do.

Do.

Do

DO.

DO.

DELHI DIVISION OFFICE
MOORADABAD DIVISION OFFICE.

Bhewanee.
Jhujjhur.
Nurnaul.
Rewane.
Beree.
Knuirode.
Dadree.
Sonput.

Rampore.
KOTAH
NURSINGPORE.
NUSSEERABAD.

Keekeeree.
Deolee.
Kishengurh.
Shahpore.
Jawud.
Bewar.

GHAZEEPORE.
HODUI.

Kogsee

Do.

f Were closed for a short time when
^ the mutineers passed up and
(^ down the line.

NYNEE TAL.
HOSSINGABAD.

SArooR.
Bhilsa.

JEYPORE.

Palree.

SAHARUNPORE.

Roorkee.
Jugadaree.

JUBBVLPORE.
KURNAUL.

Paneeput.

AJMERE DIVISION OFFICE.

Dadwana
•\ Closed by Inspector during
Sojangurh
'
the disturbance owing to
Ruttungurh
the receipts on account of
Roopnugur
postage being very trifling.

LANDORE.

Dehrah.
Rajpore.

B.
List of Mail lines cut off during the late disturbance.
All mail lines in Oude.
Agra to Meerut and Delhi.
Agra to Indore.
Agra to Cawnpore.
Allyghur to Nynee Tal.
Agra to Saugor and Jubbulpore.
Bareilly to Peeleebheet.
Bhewanee to Kurnaul.
Cawnpore to Allahabad (re-opened in Sep
tember).
Do.
to Lucknow.
Do.
to Saugor.

Cawnpore to Nynee Tal.
to Jhansi.
Do.
to Allyghur.
Do.
Delhi to Sirsa (re-opened in August and September).
Do. to Saharunpore.
Do. to Bhewanee.
Futtehpore to Ban da and Nagoda.
Hathrus to Bareilly.
Hodul to Delhi.
Jeypore to Delhi.
Jhansi to Nowgong.
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Jellalabad to Shahjehanpore.
Kuttra to
Do.
Meerut to Nynee Tal.
Mooradabad to Bareilly.
Do.
to Moozuffernuggur
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Mynpooree to Etawah.
Saugor to Indore.
Seepree to Kotah and Neeinuch.
Shekoabad to Calsee.

C.
List of Officials who have reported themselves to the Postmaster-General.
Dy. P. M. of Mynpooree
Etawah
Bareilly
Mooradabad
Goruckpore
Barraich
Seetapore
Salom
Hansie
Sirsa
Kasgunge
Bhowgong
Budaon
Secundra Rao
Etah
Koorowlee
Ariyah
Jaswantnuggu
Shekoabad
Lullutpore
Seepree
Mohona
Poorsa
Jellalabad
Kuttra
Dhunnoura
Nujiahabad
Rampore
Khoorjah
Secunderabad
Pulwul
Bij nour
Futtehpore
Dureabad
Chilla Sara
Calpee
Kishore Sagor
Anoopshahur

Now in charge of his office at MynpooretDo.
Do.
Etawah.
Was obliged to leave Bareilly.
Has remained at his station.
Now in charge of his office at Goruckpore.
Placed in charge of the Post Office at Futtehgurh

Now in charge of his office at Hansie.
Sirsa.
Do.
Do.
Has remained in his post.
Was obliged to fly to Hathrus, now at Bhowgong
Has remained near Budaon.
Was obliged to fly to Agra, now at his post.
Anoopshahur Do.
Do.
Do.
Remained at his post.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Was obliged to fly to Qutteah where he is at present
Remained in his post.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Now in Agra.
Now at Futtehgurh.
Was obliged to fly to Amraha.
Do. Mooradabad
Do.
Remained at his post.
Was obliged to fly to Hathrus ; now at his post.
Remained at Secunderabad.
Do. at his post.
Was obliged to fly to Saharunpore.
Now doing duty in the hospital at Cawnpore.

•

f

t

Was obliged to fly to Cawnpore.
Do.
Do. to a village near Calpee.
Do.
Do. to Neemuch.
Remained at his post.
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D.
List of Officers killed during the late disturbance
WHERE

NAME OF OFFICER.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

E. Bayly; Offg. Dy. P.M., Delhi.
F. Dalton, Inspg. P.M., Umballa Dn., then on duty at Delhi.
J. O. B. Kew, Dy. P.M., Futtehgurh.
J. R. Collins, Inspg. P.M.. Cawnpore Dn.
J. Roche, Dy. P.M.
Do.
W. Cataniah, Inspg. P.M., Barraich Dn.

Mr. I. Powell,
Mr. I. Waddington.

Do.

Bareilly Dn.
•

•

•

t

•

Delhi.

Cawnpore.
( Not known, killed while try
''m\ ing to escape to Saharun\>ore
Died at Allahabad.

«

•

KILLED.

•

E.
List of Officials who have joined
Fukeeroodeen, Dy. P.M., Gwalior
Nubee Bux, late Dy. P.M., Saugor
Amir Khan, Dy. P.M.. Nynee Tal
Muhuboo Khan, Head Overseer, Allahabad Dn.
Golam Hossain, Moonshee, Nusseerabad P . O .
Dy. P.M., Murree
Noor Ahmed, Moonshee, Futtehgurh P. 0 0
Shaikh Hcegun Metor,
Do.
Dheerujmul, Peon
Do.
Y
Soduk Alii, Do.
Do.
I
Kail Singh Do.
Do.
)
•

•

•

*

«

•

•

•

•

Reazoodeen, Head Overseer, Kurnaul Dn.

*

.

•

mutineer.
Suspended. Conduct uudr. enquiry.
Hanged for treason.
Suspected.
Joined mutineers.

•

Suspected.

•

•

•

•

f

Suspected. Made over to Magistrate
for enquiry.
( Was in Delhi and remained thrre during
i the time of disturbances.

•

M i l i t a r y Secretariat R e c o r d s .
Selected File No. 206 of 1857.
The statement below shows the total casualties in the final assault which resulted in the recapture of Delhi. I t was compiled from the telegrams received from
Brigadier-General Chamberlain.
The total losses of the besieging force are given as follows on page 58, Vol. IV,
of Kaye and Malleson's history, from 30th May to 20th Sept.:
Killed
Wounded
Missing

..
..
..
Total

992
. . 2,795
..
30
. . 3,817

But I have not been able to find either in this history or in our own publications
any information such as that contained in the statement on the following page :—

t£»

List of Killed and Wounded on the Assault of Delhee on 14th to lyth September, 1857.
GRAND TOTAL.

EUROPEANS.

Names of Officers Killed.
Officers.

Officers.

Men.

g
Killed

; Artillery
Engineers
Cavalry
Infantry

Total

•

Killed
Wounded
Missing
Europeans

•

7

•

•

*8
52

265
820

*Lt. Tandy, Engrs.
Fitzgerald, 75th Ft.
?
Bradshawe, 52nd Ft.
Capt. McBarnett, 55th N.I.
Lt. Murray, 42nd N.I.
Major Jacob, 1st Fuslrs.
Lt. Homfray, n t h N.I.
Webb "j 8th F t . (Died
?
Pogson J since of wounds,)
Capt. Rosser, Carbrs. (Since
reported not dead.)
J

10

>5

8

H
>

«i
CO

50

J

J

Wounded

Artillery
Engineers
Cavalry
Infantry

2

9
3
38

29
3
37
441

•

•

>

9
6
8
287

52

310

510

>

H
O
G
50
7:

,

Total

>

Total

•

60

1,095

/

820

This return is tabulated from a Telegraphic Message from Brigr. Chamberlain, Adjt. General
E.

C.(?)

BURXKS,

Commissioner and Sup

Three Mughal Parwanas.
By MAUI,VI ZAFAR HASAN, B.A., Asstt. Superintendent,
India, Delhi.

Archaeological Survey of

The parwanas noticed in this paper were the letters of appointment for the post
of Qazi at parganas Haibatpur Patti and Batala in the Panjab. They were issued from
the court of the Sadr under the seal of that dignitary during the reigns of Aurangzeb
and Muhammad Shah respectively. I have not had the privilege of examining the
original copies of these documents, but photographs of them have been supplied
to me by Sir John Marshall, who received them from Mr. Rose, and I have to thank
these gentlemen for the permission they have accorded me to publish them in the
Journal of the Panjab Historical Society.
During the Muhammadan rule the Qazi was the highest civil authority in a city
or town with powers corresponding to those of a civil judge of the present day.
He was also entrusted with ecclesiastical affairs and it was his duty to see that the
religious observances were properly respected and performed by the Muhammadans.
He was assisted in his duties by an official known as the Mufti, who pronounced
Fatwas (sentences) according to the Muhammadan law. The Qazi was subordinate
to the Sadr, under whose orders he received his appointment. The post of Qazi was
generally held by learned men well versed in Muhammadan law (vide Parwana
No. I below, Abul Fazl and Muhammad Sa'id were relieved of the post of Qazi
because they did not possess this qualification). It was considered to be a post of
great importance and dignity, a shadow of which is still supposed to adhere to its
hollow name, for many Indian Muhammadans of respectability use, to this day,
the word "Qazi" as a hereditary surname, although the office of Qazi has ceased to
exist here with the Muhammadan rule.
Abul Fazl (Ain-i Akbari, English translation by Blochmann, Vol. I, p. 268) in
the Ain on Sayurghal or Madad-l Ma'ash (assistance of livelihonrh mak-p* +h* fr»il^«-_
ing reference to the post of Qazli
" As the circumstances of men have to be enquired into, before grants are made
and their petitions must be considered in fairness, an experienced man of correct
intentions is employed for this office. He ought to be at peace with every party,
and must be_kind towards the people a t j a r g e in word and action. Such an officer
(
is called Cadr. The Qazi and the Mir Adl are under his orders.''
The learned author has been contented with only mentioning the office of Qazi
1

A Parwana was a royal patent or diploma issued under the seal of an officer of the empire, and was distinguished
from a Farm an which was a royal mandate or command generally impressed with the seal of the emperor.
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but does not give any information as to his duties, nor are they to be found recorded
in any other historical work to my knowledge. The Parwanas Nos. II and I I I ,
however, help us in this matter, for they detail certain things that are required to
be performed by the man in whose favour they were issued. These duties are set
out below, and may be taken as those of Qazls in general i
i. To decide quarrels and settle animosities.
2. To put in execution the penal laws.
3. To arrange for the performance of Friday prayers and other congregational
prayers.
4 To encourage worship and devotion.
5 To contract matrimony on behalf of those who have no guardians.
6 To make partition of inheritance.
7 To protect the property of absentees and orphans.
8 To determine legatees.
9 To administer justice.
To the Muhammadan public the office of Qazl is only familiar in connection
with weddings, the man who performs the marriage service being known by that
designation. We learn by tradition that the Qazl, who was the head of the religion,
supervised the marriage ceremonies, performed the actual wedding service and was
responsible for keeping a record in his office of all the marriage contracts which took
place within his jurisdiction. He was not allowed to exact any wedding fee, a grant
of land having been conferred upon him by the State for his livelihood (vide Parwana
No. I below).
PARWANA No.

I.

This Parwana was issued in favour of Mir 'Abdul Hal conferring upon him the
1
post of Qazl in Haibatpur P a t t i which was a sarkar in the province of Lahore. The
appointment was made in supersession of Qazi Abul Fazl and Qazl Muhammad Sa'id,
who are described as being ignorant and not possessing the qualifications demanded
by the office they held* Mir 'Abdul Hal was granted one hundred big&as of land in
the pargana of Jamari as remuneration for his services, and he was not allowed to
exact any marriage fee. A grant of one hundred bighas of land previously made to
B._* I

him in the pargana of Haminagar was also confirmed by this Parwana. Jamari
which was also called Chamari was a pargana in the sarkar of Batala yi the province
3
of Lahore, while the"pargana of Haminagar was in the sarkar of Pursarur, and it
is not without some interest to note that neither of these grants of land was in the
sarkar to which Mir 'Abdul Hai was appointed. The document is impressed with
f
the seal of Abid Khan, who held the post of Sadr-us-sadur in the early part of
the reign of the emperor Aurangzeb. He was relieved of this office about the end
A D
of the year 1077 A.H. (1666-67
) when Rizwi Khan Bukharl was appointed to
4
succeed him.
~~
1 Ain-i Akbari, Persian text (Bib. Ind.), Vol. I, p. 377.
2 Ibid., p. 377.
8 ibid., p. 377.
+ Maathir-i 'Alamgiri (Bib. Ind.), p. 62; 'Alamgir Namah (Bib. Ind.), p. 1049
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[Seal impression.J

Translation.
'Abid Khan Sadr-tis-sadur of the emperor

Alamgii

io/i

(1661-2A.D.).

[Tug&ra.]
the Sadr).

From the most high and eminent

Dlwan-us-sudarat

(Court of

The present and future agents of Jaglrdars and Karons (tax-gatherers) of Pargana
Haibatpur Patti etc., pertaining to the province of the Imperial city of lyahaur, should
know that, in accordance with the exalted mandate, the office of Qazl of the aforesaid
Pargana was entrusted to Qazl Muhammad Sa'id, the nephew of Qazl Jumman.
Subsequently according to the Sanad (deed of appointment) of the asylum of
chieftainship (named) Sayyid Hidayatullah, the above-mentioned office was committed
to the charge of Qazl Abul Fazl in co-partnership of the said Muhammad Sa'id; and
that these proved ignorant (unworthy of that office). Now according to the glorious
mandate of the devoted servants of His Majesty, the king of the world, the lord of
the age, the cause of peace and security, the shady garden of delight of the most high
God, the excellent vicegerent of the paramount distributor of justice, the most perfect
manifestation of the omnipotent, the universal mercy of the creator, the author of
the laws of empire, [the founder] of the throne of munificence, the asylum of the
khilafat, the shadow [of God], dated the 22nd day of Dhihijjah, the sixth year of the
exalted accession, the office of Qazl of the aforesaid Pargana is entrusted, in their
supersession, to Mir 'Abdul Hai, better known as Hay at, the son of Sayyid
Husamuddin, on whom in accordance with His Majesty's exalted mandate one
hundred bighas of land from the Pargana of Haminagar in the aforesaid Subah
(province), and one hundred bighas of uncultivated land suitable for cultivation and
free from government revenue from the Pargana of Chamarl in the above-mentioned
[
Subah in addition thereto is conferred as madad-i ma'ash from the autumn harvest
2
Tawishqanll (the year of the hare) according to the endorsement on condition of
1
his performing his duties and foregoing Mihrana and nikahana * so that he may
properly discharge the requirements of his office without leaving the least particular
unobserved, and appropriating the proceeds of the land for his necessities may
continue his prayers for the perpetuity of the eternal rule. It is necessary that they
(the above-mentioned authorities) acting in conformity with the exalted mandate,
should measure the above-mentioned parcel of land in one and the same place, mark
its boundaries, and leave it in his possession without making any change or alteration
to it. Nor should they on any account solicit or expect any gratuity; and if he
possess any other property in any other locality they should make no deduction on
this account. The attitude of all people living and dwelling in the aforesaid town
must be as that towards the Qazl of the town, and all documents and deeds bearing
• *

1 The Chaghtaf word Sayur%hal is translated in Persian inadad-i ma'ash, i.e. assistance of livelihood. I t denotes
lands given for benevolent purposes. Such lands were hereditary, differing from Jagir or tuyiil lands, which were conferred for a specified time. Ain-i Akbari translated by Blochmann, Vol. I, p. 270.
* The 4th year of the 12-year cycle of the Turkish era also known as Aighuri er.i
3*+ A fee exacted by the Qazl from the Muhammadans at weddings.
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his signature and seal mark should be accepted as proved and genuine; their
conformity to this matter is imperative.
II.
It was issued in favour of Sayyid Muhammad Ghauth, appointing him Qazl of
1
Batala, which was a sarkar in the province of Lahore, or the Pan jab. It is dated
22nd year of the reign of Muhammad Shah (1740-1 A.D.), and is impressed with the
seal of Zahir-ud-daula Mujahid Jang Azim Khan Bahadur, the Sadr-us-sadur of
that emperor.
PAR WAN A NO.
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[Seal impression.] God. Zahir-ud-daula Mujahid Jang 'Azim Khan Bahadur
Sadr-us-sadur the slave of Muhammad Shah, the king and champion of faith.
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[Tug&ra.]
the Sadr).

A.D.).

From

the most high and eminent D'iwan-us-sadarat
I Ain-i Akbari Persian text (Bib. Ind.), Vol. I, p. 387

(Court of
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ax
The Pyrgana of Batala in the province of the Panjab should know, that in accordance
with the mandate obeyed by all the world, splendid as the sun, and high as the sky,
the office of Qazl of the above-mentioned Pargana, together with the suburbs of the
town and the villages pertaining to it is committed and entrusted to the care of
Sayyid Muhammad Ghauth, the son of Sayyid Haibatullah, in supersession of Mir
Muhammad, so that the former, properly holding charge of the duties of the aforesaid post, may put forward every endeavour in deciding quarrels and animosities,
executing the penal laws, arranging for the performance of the Friday prayer and
other congregational prayers, encouraging worship and devotion, contracting matrimonial alliances of those who have no guardians, making partition of inheritances,
protecting the properties of absentees and orphans, determining legatees, and
administering justice.Bit behoves
Q
in the matters connected with his office as absolute, hold none his compeer and
treat as authentic the deeds and documents impressed with his seal. They must deem
this matter imperative and comply with the injunctions recorded above. Written
on the 28th of the month of RabVa I I , the 22nd year of the high accession.
PARWANA N O .

III.

This is identical to No. I I , and seems to have been issued to confirm it. It is
dated the 24th year of the reign of Muhammad Shah (1742-3 A.D.), and is impressed
with the seal of Shari'at Khan Tarkfran.
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Translation
[Seal impression.] God. Shari'at Khan Tarkfcan, the slave of Muhammad
the king and the champion of faith. 14 [The year of accession of Muhammad Shah
1732-3 A.D.]
[Tug/bra.]

From the most high and eminent Dlwan-u§-saddrat (Court of the Sadr).

The agents of Jagiirdars, the Karons (tax-gatherers) and the public residing in
the Pargana of Batala in the province of the Panjab should know, that in accordance
with the mandate obeyed by all the world, splendid as the sun and high as the sky,
the office of Qazl of the above-mentioned Pargana, together with the suburbs of the
town and the villages pertaining to it is committed and entrusted to the care of his
eminence Sayyid Muhammad Ghauth, the son of Mir Haibatullah, in supersession of
Muhammad Mir, so that the former, properly holding charge of the duties of the
aforesaid post, may put forward every endeavour in deciding quarrels and animosities,
executing the penal laws, arranging for the performance of the Friday prayer and
other congregational prayers, encouraging worship and devotion, contracting matrimonial alliances of those who have no guardians, making partition of inheritances,
protecting the properties of absentees and orphans, determining legatees, and
administering justice. I t behoves that the people acting in accordance with the
gracious mandate should recognise him as Qazl of that place, accept his judgment
in the matters connected with his office as absolute, hold none his compeer and treat
as authentic the deeds and documents impressed with his seal. They must deem
this matter imperative and comply with the injunctions recorded above. Written on
the 22nd of the sacred month of Muharram the 24th year of the high accession.

The Cradle of Graeco-Buddhist Art.

1

A. FOUCHER.
*

It may be taken as an historical fact that the Graeco-Buddhist school of art
arose some time about the beginning of our era, and somewhere on the North-Western
borders of India, from the impact of two inverse expansions: that of Hellenism
towards the East, consequent upon the political conquests of Alexander, and that of
Buddhism towards the West, due to the religious propaganda of Asoka. All that
remains to be done is to go beyond these safe but rather too wide approximations, and
to determine with more precision the place as well as the date of birth of that school.
Of course both enquiries, the geographical and the chronological one, are closely
connected together : yet to-day we are especially concerned with the first, and our set
task is to fix as accurately as possible the limits of the country which may boast of
having been the cradle of the school, or, to make things easier, of its characteristic
trade-mark, I mean the Indo-Greek type of Buddha. As you already know, the latter
is the indisputable prototype of all the modern Buddhas we find still enthroned in
the pagodas of the Far East. Now, if we consider that Graeco-Buddhist art thus
spread as far as the shore and islands of the Pacific Ocean and played in Eastern Asia
the same prominent part as Christian art in Europe, the question of its starting-place
will seem to be quite worth an answer, and we shall feel we are not idling away our
time if we look for it in an atlas.
As soon as we glance at the map, which is bound to contain the object of our search,
viz. that of the mountainous region between India and Iran, we see that our quest
will be singularly simplified by the physical character of the country. For it is a
well-known law, easy to exemplify all over the world, that Art never was a mountainflower. So we may take it as granted that the Graeco-Buddhist school can only have
flourished in one of the two alluvial plains shown on the map. It sprang up either on
the northern or on the southern side of the Hindu Kush, the ancient. Paropanisus
range, i.e. either in the valley of the Oxus or in that of the Kabul-Rud. So the question
of priority is to be decided between—if we give their ancient names to the two competing countries—Bactria and Gandhara.* To be sure, the Peshawar district and the
adjoining valleys have been for a century, especially since the annexation of the
<(
Panjab and the British expeditions to Kabul, the great find-place for Buts," as they
call every Buddhist sculpture on the Frontier ; and lately the admirable excavations
of Sir John Marshall have conclusively showed that Graeco-Buddhist art flourished
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' Summary of an illustrated lecture given at Barnes Court, Simla, on the ist August, 1919.
* For the sake of brevity we include here, under the name of Gandhara, the neighbouring valleys of Swat and
Buner (anc. Udydna) and of Kabul (anc. Kapika and Nagarahara).
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as far East as Taxila. But what about Bactria, the fertile, rich, thickly populated
country of Bactria, the " Pride of Ariana," with its thousand towns, and its old capital Bactra (now Balkh), the " Mother of Cities "? When we are seeking for the origin
of an acknowledged semi-Hellenic school, how can we forget that Bactria was for a long
time the largest Greek colony in the Middle East ? Or would the fact that no archaeological exploration has yet been attempted in Afghan Turkestan be a sufficient
reason for putting its claim aside off-hand ? Evidently not: but then we must confess
that we entirely miss one of the two essential elements of the problem; and its solution becomes a case of ''guessing if you can, and choosing if you dare " as the French
poet puts it.
We are thus confronted, at the very outset, with the most glaring and deplorable
gap in our knowledge of the antiquities of Buddhist Asia. It can easily be shown
how the Buddhist art of Java, Cambodia, Ceylon, is linked up in its origins, through
the medium of Amaravati, Bodh-Gaya, Benares and Mathura (Muttra), with the NorthWest frontier of India. Thanks to the splendid explorations of Sir Aurel Stein,
Edouard Chavannes, and others, we can follow in the same way the spread of IndoGreek influence along the sandy roads of Central Asia to China, Corea, and Japan.
But then, between the Peshawar district and the Kabul valley on one side, and the
Chinese Turkestan on the other, there is an almost perfect blank, the upper basin of
the Oxusbeing still practically unexplored, as far as archaeological research is concerned.
What makes matters still worse, Balkh lies just at the apex of the angle, at the
branching off of the two great routes along which Buddhist religion and art travelled,
*

leading either towards the South-East, to Java, or towards the North-East, to Japan :
so the presence of that gap, as you may imagine, cannot but tell very heavily on the
study of Asiatic art, old and new. To begin with, our present query about the birthplace of the Graeco-Buddhist school must ever remain open to discussion as long as
the ruins of Balkh have not been properly examined and excavated. But if we cannot to-day reach certitude, that is not a reason to discard what we can get, viz. probabilities. While we wait and long for the scientific evidence, it may be of some use
if I briefly give you some obvious, and, I trust, reasonable arguments in favour of
Gandhara as against Bactria.
II.
When we enquire about the historical circumstances which engendered the creation
of the Indo-Greek type of Buddha, what particularly attracts Europeans is how
Hellenic influence can thus have reached as far as the banks of the Oxus and
of the Indus. When once they are satisfied that, after Alexander's conquest in 329327 B.C., Bactria knew two full centuries of Greek rule, they are quite ready to use
the expression " Graeco-Bactrian A r t " to designate the sculptures found on both
sides of the Indo-Afghan frontier. Now were that school Greek only, I mean had it
produced none other but classical motives, this mental attitude—one-sided as it is—
would be perfectly right. Suppose that in Gandhara we found only Ionic or Corinthian
capitals, winged lions or griffins, Atlantes or Tritons, amorini or bacchanals, and so
ou; in order to explain their origin we should not have to look any further than to
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Hellenized Bactria. But, besides these decorative subjects, the finds of Gandhara have
brought to light in overwhelming numbers scenes and images which no recourse to
Greece or Persia could ever explain alone : I mean the Buddhist ones. To account
for them, it is necessary to prove the penetration not only of Greek art, but also of
the Buddhist religion—founded a thousand miles away in the middle Ganges valley—
into the country which was to be the place of their union. So it would not be sufficient to repeat over and over again the hackneyed story of Alexander's raid in the
Panjab, and, later on, of the Indian conquests of Demetrios and Eukratides, of Menander and Apollodotos, in the second century B.C. It is not less essential to bear in mind
how the famous ASoka, in his zeal for the propagation of the Good Law, had Gandhara
and Kashmir converted by the apostle Madhyantika towards the middle of the third
century B.C., and how the extreme North-West of India was soon, as the sacred
texts say: "glistening with golden foundations and yellow monastic robes/' so much
so that Gandhara became in fact, after Magadha, the second Holy Land of Buddhism.
If now you remember that on the contrary Bactria was not an Indian country, but
an Iranian one, specially famous as the alleged birth-place of Zarathustra, and the
stronghold of Mazdeism, you will have to own that—-even if we gratuitously suppose
that Buddhism penetrated there directly after the conversion qf North-Western India,
say, in the second century B.C., at the soonest—it was not a fit place for the immediate thriving of it. Thus these simple considerations already create a prima facie
advantage in favour of Gandhara.
That is not all: let us not be satisfied with mere words. The meeting of two abstractions like Buddhism and Hellenism could never produce such a concrete creation
as the Graeco-Buddhist sculptures. Take the case of the truest representative of
the school, the Indo-Greek type of Buddha. Such an image could be brought forth
only when ordered of a Greek sculptor by a native Buddhist. I should even be
tempted to go one step further. The more Hook at these old acquaintances of mine,
the more they appear to me as a kind of hybrid compromise, where Greek and Indian
features are so indissolubly blended together that I feel driven to the conclusion that
the most likely creator of this Eurasian Buddha would be, too, a Eurasian sculptor,
an artist by his Greek father, and a Buddhist by his Indian mother. Be it as it may,
this mixed breed of images is clearly not a pure Indian work, but Greece too could
never have produced it alone without the help of India. It really is a new creation,
exactly as from the amalgamation of two alien chemical substances in a crucible, there
springs forth a third and different one. There lies its own kind of originality ; and
by the way, you see how wrong those are^ who, prompted by some aesthetic bias, or
by a narrow nationalist spirit, used to despise and disparage these statues which
are, after all, the greatest artistic success ever achieved in the East. But to revert
to our main point, it must have taken at least two or three generations of close intercourse between Greek and Buddhist people for such a double-faced personage, such a
strange mixture of an Indian monk and a Hellenic god, such an intimate combination
of the Mahapurusha and Apollo to be finally evolved. Now we can nowhere find, in the
history of Bactria, time for such a protracted intercourse between a strong Greek colony,
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and a flourishing Buddhist community. During the third century B.C., Alexander's
successors were simply ruling over Bactria, as over one of the provinces of the justdismembered Persian empire, perhaps the most Iranian of all: practically, they had
nothing whatever to do with either Buddhism or India. It is only circa 200 B.C.,
after the success of the Buddhist propaganda in North-Western India, and simultaneously with the conquests of the latter by Demetrios, son of Euthydemos, that we
may assume some of the monks to have found their way to the northern side of the
Paropanisus range. But then two-thirds of a century had scarcely elapsed before
the Greeks, in their turn, were swept out ofJBactria by the invading Scythians.
ThmTwe come to the most decisive argumentagainst Bactria having everTSeen the
cradle of the Graeco-Buddhist school, that is to say, the chronological one. All historians
agree that circa 135 B.C. under Heliocles, the Bactrian part of the Greek kingdom,
was overrun by the Barbarians. Somehow the Greeks seem to have succeeded in
keeping their Indian dominions for some fifty years more, till they were completely
supplanted by Saka and Parthian invaders. Some of them even managed to maintain themselves in the Kabul valley, where Hermaeus was still ruling at the advent
of the Kushiins, in the first part of the first century of our era. Now, it is most
likely that, as far as we can see, the Graeco-Buddhist school was not originated before
the first century B.C., at about the time of the late Yavana and the first Saka-Pahlava
kings. True it is we are no longer bound to postpone the birth of Buddha's image
till the end of the first century A.D., for the seemingly peremptory reason that it
does not make its appearance on coins till the time of Kanishka. Since the sensational discovery of the Peshawar relic-casket by Dr. D. B. Spooner, we can see
clearly that at the time of Kanishka the type of Buddha already was a much stylized
one. Yet, on the other hand, we cannot well refer its creation—much as we should
be inclined to do so—to the time of the greatest Indo-Greek dynasts, not even of
those who, like the famous Menander, have the^ Greek legend on_the obverse of their
coins translated on the reverse into Indian language and writing for the benefit of
their Indian subjects7~and stamp their comagewith undeniable Buddhist symbols.
As a rule things do not move so quickly in India^ You may imagine for yourselves
how many reciprocal prejudices must have been surmounted before invaders and
invaded were able to start in common a new artistic school. But there we are
again: if the Buddha's prototype did not see the light before the first century B.C.,
then its birth-place cannot have been the already ' barbarized' country of Bactria.
Shall I add that every logical presumption points in the same direction ?
Impartial as you are, you will readily admit with me that the want of those new
religious creations must have been first felt, like the want of bilingual coins, rather
on the southern than on the northern side of the Paropanisus, rather in India than
in Iran. If the Graeco-Bactrians had anything to do with them, it was only after
they had had to forsake Bactria—compelled to do so by the irresistible advance of
the Scythian hordes—and to fall back on their Indian possessions. There only, from
the Irano-Greeks they still were, they were turned into real Indo-Greeks ; there only
they were at liberty to mix with a fairly ancient and exceptionally prosperous Bud•
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dhist community long enough to conceive the idea of and receive orders for the production of bas-relief scenes from the life of Buddha and for statues of the Master
himself. Keep saying, if you like, that Graeco-Bactrian artists created GraecoBuddhist a r t ; but concede that the opportunity of doing so was first offered them in
the Kabul valley and the Peshawar district, in Kapisa and Gandhara
III.
Such at least are, for the present, the probabilities: the definitive answer to the
question is still lying beneath the mounds of Balkh, and, as history has not much to
do with logic, these when once dug out, may after all teach us better. But as we
are aiming only at gathering presumptions, it is now too late to stop short: the fact
that I have ventured a first assertion about the Gandharian origins of GraecoBuddhist art entitles you to exact my opinion about the circumstances of its introduction into Bactria. Of course, the smallest bit of fact is better than any amount of
hypothesis, and it is a vain business to try and imagine beforehand what these
unexcavated ruins are likely to yield to the digger. However, the ruins are there,
and Sir Alexander Burnes estimates their circuit to b e t w e n t y miles, which is, you
will concede, quite enough to make anarctiaeologist' s mouth water. May we, by the
way, express the hope that some kind aeroplane will soon bring us a good photographic survey of them, as has already been done for some ancient sites in
Mesopotamia ? Another welcome, though not very enlightening, piece of information is
that most of the population, such as it was—and, after the passage of Chingiz-Khan, it
never was a large one again—was removed in 1858 some miles to the East, to Takht
a-Pul, which is the seat of the Afghan governor : this general exodus will, some day
greatly facilitate researches. Unfortunately, we are still at a time where we can
make nothing but surmises: yet I think our conjectures cannot possibly go very fai
astray. Of the great artistic river, the source of which is, we believe, in Gandhara
and the mouth in the Pacific, we know pretty well the course throughout Central Asia
why should we not undertake to dot, as it were, on the map the short unexplored
part ?
On Buddhist art in Bactria we possess, it is true, rather scanty and meagre
n
rma on
i^i/'lA ^ o t + ^ i f °
^ - Fa-hien and Sung-Yun took the short cut between Khotan and the
\ 0 Indus; thus we are reduced, about the country of Po-ho, i.e. Balkh, to the testimony
of a single Chinese pilgrim ; but this is no lesser one than Hsiian-tsang (seventh century
A.D.). At first the number of " one hundred convents or s o " he mentions—as many
as in Kucha and Khotan, and far less than in Kashgar—contrasts unfavourably enough
with the " 1,000 and m o r e " which he ascribes to Gandhara. Yet what he says of
the antiquity of the shrines, and the beauty of the statues, bodes well to the future
excavations, and leaves no doubt that Graeco-Buddhist art spread—as it was bound
to—in Bactria, on its way to Sogdiana and Serindia. The only question is, when did
this spreading take place ? Provisionally, I should think it did not, in earnest, till
the time of Kanishka. Let us bear in mind that the vast kingdom of this monarch,
the second great, emperor of Buddhist tradition, was thrown across the Hindoo-Koosh
#
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much as a double bag across a pack-saddle. As Asoka's conversion had reacted all
over India, so did that of Kanishka react over a large part of Central Asia. The
fifsTEad pushed on at a stroke the Good Law to Gandhara and Kashmir7the~ second
made it cross the Roof of the World and smoothed for it the way to China; and so
you can well understand why the Buddhist Fathers are always so partial to both,
to the Barbarian as well_as to the: I n d i a n K i n g . Everything reckoned, I should
readily attribute to the end'of the first century A.D. the oldest foundations noticed
by Hsuan-tsang in the districtj)fJBalkh.
%r
^ l f n o w ' y o u enquire about the characteristics of Buddhist art in Bactria, I
may safely answer that it would be absurd to suppose its productions to be very
different from those which have already been excavated either on the South-Eastern
border of that country, in the Kabul valley, or on its North-Eastern one, in Chinese
Turkestan. Only I should be inclined to conjecture that the decoration of Bactrian
convents was already more like that of the Serindian than of the Gandharian ones.
At least, as soon as we reach the Bamyan Pass, beyond Kabul, this impression
forces itself upon us. Of the famous antiquities of that place, we have some
sketches made by Capt. Maitland, one of the officers of the Afghan Boundary Coml
mission, and published in the J.R.A.S. for 1886. Not only do the numerous caves
and idols carved in the conglomerate rock on the sides of the gorge bear a striking
resemblance to the " Ming-oi" of Chinese Turkestan, but the drawings made from the
paintings in the grottoes might be mistaken by any expert for those you will soon
see reproduced in the second Report of Sir Aurel Stein on Serindia. Shall we gather
the same idea from the Buddhist remains of Balkh, once they are rid of their cover
of earth? You will perhaps be surprised if I say that much depends upon the
geological formation of the Oxus basin. Few people realize what a boon the bluish
slate, which is to be found in the valleys^adjoining tft(TKlbul and jSwat riyers^jwas
for~Gandhara sculpture. It meanlTfor it what marble meant for Greek art. As
C. MassoiTrightly says in a Memoir forming a part of Ayiana A ntiqua (p. 56) concerning
the stupas of Jellalabad: " The abundance of primitive slate, of a fine dark colour,
in the hills of Afghanistan, has furnished the artists with a plentiful supply of excellent and easily worked stone, of which they have admirably profited to promote
the elegance and beauty of these structures.'' If the hills nearest the course of the
Oxus did not supply a suitable stone for carving, then the Bactrian artists must
have been obliged to fall back on the materials used all over Central Asia, viz. stucco
and clay: and, in that case, the kinds of Buddhas excavated by Sir Aurel Stein on
the plaster-coated walls of the Rawak stupa, in the region of Khotan, would probably
give us a fair foretaste of what we may expect to dig out of the~Balkh tumuli.
Shall we press the subject still further ? We are at liberty to look forward to
many other kinds of discoveries. We could for instance anticipate among the finds,
in addition to Buddhist sculptures, some Iranian ones as well, such as images of the
1 Since the above was written I have found among the photographs brought back by the Afghan Boundary
Commission two views of the Bamyan Pass, and three of Balkh: they merely confirm the impression.
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famous goddess Anaitis, who had one of her most celebrated shrines in Bactra, or of
her consort Mithra, or of any one of the numerous deities which figure besides the
Buddha on the coins of Kanishka and Huvishka. Or we could foresee the discovery
of purely classical objects in even a larger number than in Gandhara, owing to the
privileged situation of Bactra on the high trade road to and from the Hellenized
countries of Western Asia. I would not hesitate in prophesying especially, the turning up of interesting specimens of Graeco-Sassanian and Graeco-Persian plate and
jewellery: we already have as a pledge the well-known patera from Badakshan and
the celebrated " Treasure of the O x u s " , which now are much prized possessions of
the British Museum. The first is rather a debased piece of work, but the second
contains very fascinating things indeed, some of Greek and some of Persian workmanship, even some which—as is the case with an admirable gold bracelet of inlaid
jewellery—raise the much-controverted question of Scythian influence. Such are the
principal ways, without reckoning many unexpected others, in which we may confidently predict that any diggings at Balkh would be amply rewarded.
But I perceive that we are insensibly drifting further and further away from our
main thesis. To sum up, I have endeavoured, first of all, to make a strong case in
favour of Gandhara being the real cradle of the Graeco-Buddhist school: the fault
does not lie with me if, by the way, I couETnoF helpconvincing you of the paramount importance of Bactria or, if you prefer to call it so, Afghan Turkestan, for the
history of Eastern Art. I should not bejnuch astonished—nor very^sorry, eithgr—if
this side-issue had somewhat thrown the title of my lecture into the shade, for it is
after all the most interesting and actual part of my subject. Preoccupied as we are
with the past, we cannot but be confronted now and then with the present, and even
feel tempted to interrogate the future. One q u e s t i o n ^ a m sure, is to-day on your
lips, which before I conclude I must venture to express. Will this be one of the
belated consequences of the Great War to have the Afghans brought out qfjfcheir
wild isolation, and taught to give up the unprofitable role of dog^njbh^jnanger ?
To speak plainly, will they at last BeTnduced to admit~archaeological missions to
their territory ? Let us wait and see. In matters of diplomacy ordinary mortals
must remain content with repeating the cautious as well as shrewd utterance of the
old Indian poet, who, to conclude a highly philosophical hymn of the Rig-Veda,
says: " Only the gods know, and perhaps even they do not know/'
_
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Archaeological Discoveries at T a x i l a ,
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CLE.

[Paper read—September 4th, 1913.]

By way of preface to what I am going to say about my recent excavations at
Taxila, it will be as well, perhaps, if I remind you of the most salient land-marks in
the history of the city. The foundation of Taxila goes back to a very remote age
but of the epoch before Alexander the Great we know practically nothing beyond the
fact that it was probably included in the Achsemenian Empire of Persia, and that it
enjoyed a great reputation as a University town—famous for the arts and sciences of
the day. Alexander descended on the Panjab and received the submission of Taxila
in 326 B.C., but four years later the Macedonian garrisons were driven out by Chandra
Gupta, and Taxila then passed under the dominion of the Mauryan Emperors, to
whom it remained in subjection until the death of Asoka. Then, in 190 B.C.,
Demetrios, the son-in-law of Antiochos the Great, extended the Bactrian power over
the north-west of the Panjab and paved the way for the establishment of a line of Greek
*

princes who were ruling at Taxila for the greater part of the second century before our
era. After them came a dynasty of local Parthian kings—Maues, Azes, A^zilises
and others—who carry us down to about 75 A.D., and these, in turn, are succeeded by
the Kushana Emperors, among whom the name of Kanishka is the most celebrated.
Thus, within four centuries Taxila became subject to five separate Empires—the
Macedonian, the Mauryan, the Bactrian, the ^Parthian and the Kushana, and from
these widely different civilisations—extending from Greece to Western China and from
the steppes of Russia to the Bay of Bengal—she must have inherited much of the
culture and of t h e a r t s peculiar to each. With the decline of the Kushana power and
the rise of the Imperial Guptas in thejth^century, the history of Taxila, so far as we
are concerned, comes to ar end. Her power and importance gradually waned and
when the Chinese pilgrim, Hiuen Thsang, visited the city in the 7th century, he found
that the state had become a dependency of Kashmir and that the monuments of her
former greatness were in ruins.
uch, in bare~outline, was, I believe, the history of the city, but I should warn
you that even the facts which I hav'e given you, and which personally I believe to be
well established, are by no means accepted by all historians. For example, the
Kushana Emperor Kanishka- is placed by some authorities in the middle of the 1st
century before Christ, thus antedating the majority of the Parthian kings. Again,
the rise and fall of the Parthian and Greek dynasties has been a subject of much controversy, and great doubt has existed as to which particular kings ruled over Taxila
and which over other principalities. You will see, therefore, that there is ample
scope at every turn for the spade to do its share in clearing up this early period of
*
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history, and no less scope, let me add, for it to throw light on the evolution of the
architecture and plastic arts in this part of India, about which our knowledge has
been even more nebulous
With ffiese~remarks I will now introduce you to the remains of Taxila itself.
They are situated about 20 miles to the north-west of Rawalpindi, in a particularly
pleasant and well-watered valley, with the~snowl-anges of Kashmir to the north and
east, and lower hills, including the Margalla range, completing the circle on the south
and west. This position on the great trade-route which used to connect Hindustan
with Central and Western Asia, coupled with the strength of its natural defences, and
a constant supply of water, sufficiently explain the growth of the city in early times.
If you will look at the map before you (Fig. 1), you will see that there are three chief
settlements—the Bir mound to the south, Sir Kap in the middle, and Sir Sukh to the
north—with clusters of smaller remains grouped around each. These three areas
appear to represent three separate cities, built, like the several cities of Delhi, by
successive dynasties or despots, the parallel between the two cities being the closer for
the reason that in each case the new capitals were shifted further and further north.
The three cities at Taxila with the remains round about them cover an area of a
dozen square miles or more, and I need hardly tell you that the examination of such
a vast site is likely to occupy a good many years. At present, I have been at work
for less than three months and have made trial diggings at four places only—namely,
at the Chir Tope, near the south-east corner of the site; in Sir K a p ; at Jhandial, and
on the Bir mound. I will now conduct you round each of these spots in succession.
T H E CHIR

TOPE.

The Chir^ or " Split " Tope, as it is called from the great cleft through its centre,
stands on a lofty plateau high above the Tamra-nullah, which is manifestly identical
with the stream called Tiberonalo or Tiberopotamos by classical authors. The plateau
is not a natural formation, but is composed mainly of the mud walls of village
habitations which must have existed here from time immemorial. In the climate of
Northern India such habitations crumble quickly the moment they lose the protection
of their roofs; then other houses are erected on their ruins, and so the process goes
on, every century witnessing the addition of half a dozen feet or more to the_height_of
themound. In this case, the last habitations (prior to the plateau being occupied by
a Buddhist establishment) appear to have belonged to the period of Greek rule; for
immediately below the foundations of one of the Buddhist buildings I found a collection of 28 coins of the Greek king Zoilos—all, I may mention, of a hitherto unknown
type. The stupa itself is now much ruined—so much so, that fifty years ago Sir
Alexander Cunningham affirmed that nothing was left of its outer casing. In this,
however, he was wrong; for on excavating on the north and south sides I found that
the base of the stupa was relatively well preserved, and round about it I brought to
light a number of other interesting structures including stupas, chapels and monastic
buildings, which, extending as they do over a period of some 400 years, furnish us
with important data for the history of local architecture. Thanks also to the coins
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and other minor antiquities found in association with them, they help us to settle
several chronological problems. The main Tope, as now exposed, proves to have
had a circular base with a flight of steps approaching the berm on the south and
probably also at the other cardinal points (Fig. 3). The core of the structure is of rough
rubble masonry, the outer facing being of ponderous limestone blocks, with carefully
chiselled kankar stone let in between them for the mouldings and pilasters, the whole
having originally been finished with a coating of lime plaster and paint. The decorative details on the base are closely analogous to those of Parthian buildings of the
time of Azes I, which I shall presently describe, and there can be no doubt that this
Tope was erected approximately at the same time, that is towards the close of the
1st century B.C. Now I want you to observe how the other edifices gradually sprang
into existence around this Tope; for upon their chronological sequence much depends.
At the time when the Great Tope was erected, the plateau around it was levelled up
and covered with a layer of river sand with a floor of lime plaster above. On this
floor or on the debris which had accumulated immediately above it I found several
*

small stupas—some on the north and some on the south—belonging to a circle of such
memorials, all built more or less in the same style as a great stupa, but all necessarily
later than it. From one of these stupas I extracted a relic casket of steatite (Fig. 5),
with a miniature gold box inside, containing a fragment of bone and a number of pearls,
carved cornelians and other stones, but unfortunately there were no coins or other
record of its date. For the accumulation of' debris on the original floor and for the
construction of the stupas themselves we must allow at least five or six decades, and
as the stupas had fallen partly to decay before the next buildings were constructed
over them, it is fairly certain that they must have been standing until the middle of
the 1st century A.D. The next stage is marked by the erection of gateways opposite
the steps of the Great Tope, and of a circle of small chapels, which are similar in
plan as well as in purpose to those at Jamalgarhi in the Frontier Province. It is
against the Buddhist principles, as you know, ever to destroy a stupa or any other
work of merit, and, accordingly, when these chapels were built, their walls were
carried over the tops of the small-stupas that I have described, and are thus manifestly
later in date. These chapels, as well as the walls flanking the gateways, are built in
a very distinctive style of masonry—commonly called diaper patterned. In the
earlier walls the boulders employed are relatively small and the masonry has a
singularly neat appearance; but later on, when the chapels were repaired and other
walls added the boulders become more massive, and the little piles of stone which fill
the interstices between them are less carefully laid. The earlier and neater of these
diaper types seems to have come into fashion at Taxila in the latter part of the 1st
century A.D. ; the later and coarser in the 2nd century A.D. With the lapse of time
these chapels in turn fell to ruin; the space between them and the main Tope, as well
as the interior of the chapels themselves, was filled with fallen debris, and over this
at a height, that is to say, of five to six feet above the original floor) were constructed
other stupas and chapels in still another style (Fig. 4). This fourth style is characterized
by ashlar and diaper masonry combined, and appears to have come into vogue in the
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early part of the 3rd century A.D. At this period the dome of the main Tope, which
seems to have collapsed, was also rebuilt in more solid fashion with construction walls
radiating from the centre.
Thus, we have four clear and distinct types of building—first, the rubble work of
the Parthian period ; secondly, the neat small diaper; thirdly, the coarse and massive
diaper; and, fourthly, the semi-ashlar, semi-diaper type. These four consecutive
types are equally well illustrated in other buildings which I excavated on the top of the
plateau, but I need not go into details regarding them. In the building marked F
on the plan, which is of Parthian date, I found a floor of glass tiles of bright azure
blue, with a few other colours mingled with them—the first complete specimens of
their kind that have yet been found. This floor belonged, not to the original building, but to a later repair, and it was obvious from the careless manner in which the
tiles were laid, that they were not originally intended for this place but had been
taken from some other monument. In the building G, also, I made another interesting find. The debris here contained a number of blocks of kankar stone that had
evidently come from a small stupa, and in one of the blocks was a small hollow containing two steatite relic caskets with miniature gold caskets inside them, holding the
relics and some pearls and other stones. The apsidal temple is also worthy of notice,
in view of the great rarity of structural buildings of this style. Last winter I was
fortunate in finding not only this one at Taxila but two others at Sanchi and Sonari
in Central India which antedate by several centuries any other examples previously
known to us.
I t remains to notice two other structures which I excavated on the plateau—
namely, the stupas J and K. Both are designed in more or less the same manner,
with a square base rising in diminishing terraces and crowned by a round dome above.
In both stupas, the lowest terrace is adorned with a row of Corinthian pilasters
surmounted by a frieze and dentil cornice; in both, there is a trefoil niche occupying
the centre of each side between the pilasters, and in both the decorative features
are cut out of kankar stone and finished in stucco (Fig. 7). But here the resemblance
between the two ends. In K—that is the stupa to the north-west of the main Tope—
the core is much more solidly built, the pilasters are slenderer, the mouldings, capitals
and other details are of better design, and the figure of the Buddha in the northern
niche displays far more masterly modelling than the reliefs of stupa J.
All these
differences go to prove that the stupa J is considerably later than the stupa K. The
latter, however, is contemporary with the buildings of type 4 and is to be assigned to
the beginning of the 3rd century A.D. The stupa J therefore must have been built
towards the end of that century, that is about 300 A.D.—a date which accords very
well with the style of the sculptures, which clearly mark a transition from Gandhara
to the Gupta style of the 4th century (Fig. 8). The small figures in Scythian dress at
the side of the seated Buddha reliefs on the lowest terrace are of great interest as
»

indicating that the Kushanas were still paramount at the time of its erection, namely
at the end of the 3rd century A.D.
As to the minor antiquities found on this site, they divide themselves into three
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main classes—coins, Gandhara sculptures, and terracotta or stucco figures. The
whole site of Taxila is remarkably prolific in__coins^ and it has taken me several
months to cleanjmd identify the many hundreds which I recovered during the short
time I was there. At the Chir Tope, the most numerous are those of the Kushana
kings, and it is significant t h a t they were all found in the debris which gathered over
the ruins of the Parthian buildings, t h a t is, in and round the chapels of diaper
masonry—coins of Kozoulo and Wema Kadphises in the lower strata approximately
contemporary with the erection of the chapels; coins of Kanishka and Huvishka
above them, and coins of Vasudeva associated with the foundations of the fourth
type of buildings. Now, we have seen that these chapels were not erected until after
the middle of the i s t century of our era, t h a t they were repaired and added to in the
2nd century A.D., and t h a t the 4th type of buildings were, constructed about the
beginning of the 3rd century. Accordingly, I assign the deposits of the coins of the
two Kadphises to the latter part of the i s t century or beginning of the 2nd century A.D. ,
those of Kanishka and Huvishka to the middle of the 2nd century, and those of Vasudeva
to the end of the 2nd or beginning of the 3rd century. No coins of Kanishka or his
successors were discovered an3^where except in the debris which formed after the early
chapels began to fall to decay. The coins may have been in circulation for some time
before the deposits took place, but I have no hesitation in saying t h a t the evidence
from this site points to Kaniskha having reigned in the 2nd rather than the i s t
century A.D. and entirely precludes 57 B.C. as the date of his accession.
Of sculptures of the Gandhara style, several hundred specimens were found,
mainly in a group on the south side of the main stupai and lying not far below the
surface. As I have not yet carried my digging far enough to identify the building
from which they came, I cannot speak with confidence as to their date, b u t I may
note t h a t not a single fragment of Gandhara sculpture has been found in the Parthian
or early Kushana strata, and my own opinion is that these sculptures from the Chir
Tope will be found to belong to the 2nd or early 3rd century A.D., t h a t is to about
the time of Vasudeva. I should add, however, that their style is manifestly late and
presupposes a development extending over a very long period (cf. Fig. 6).
Notwithstanding t h a t Taxila has always been so famous for its stone, I did not
find any stone images or reliefs manufactured locally. The artists of Taxila appear
to have preferred plaster or, occasionally, terracotta, as their medium, and of these
materials I found about two hundred heads or figures at the Chir Tope (Fig. 2). The
terracotta life-size heads are, I believe, the only specimens of their kind that have been
discovered in India. All these images were set up in the latest chapels around the
main Tope and cannot, therefore, be earlier than the 3rd century A.D. Probably,
they belong to the latter half of t h a t century or the early part of the 4th.
SIR

KAP.

I shall now ask you to accompany me over the top of the Hathial ridge and down
into the city of Sir K a p , but before describing the excavations there I should like to
say how greatly indebted I am to Mr. Hargreaves, our officiating Superintendent
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in the Panjab, for the valuable help he gave me in organizing the labour and
in supervising much of the work on this particular part of the site. Without the
assistance of Mr. Hargreaves and of Maulvi Wasiud-din, our superintendent on the
North-West Frontier, it would have been quite impossible for me to carry out digging
over such an extensive area. In attacking the excavation of a city like Sir K a p ,
I always believe in cutting right through its centre, and accordingly I drew a long
trench north and south from the middle of the north wall towards Hathial. This
trench, as it happened, coincided almost exactly with-the line of one of the main
streets—perhaps the high street of the town—and on the east side of the street we
started to excavate various buildings, of which I shall describe only three. Two of
these (A and B) are of the Parthian epoch and built of the characteristic rubble
masonry. In each case, only a strip of the building has been cleared along the
side of the street, and it is useless at this stage to guess at their complete plan. All
t h a t I can say, at present, is t h a t they appear too large for private houses and t h a t
the absence of any domestic utensils, seals or such antiquities militates against their
being palaces. On the other hand, their plans, so far as they have been recovered,
are unlike those of any monasteries that we know of, though the presence of a courtyard with a stupa in each certainly suggests a religious use. Possibly, they may turn
out to be colleges or other public buildings with private st up ^-shrines attached. You
will see from the plan that the chambers of these buildings are not provided with
doorways. The fact is, t h a t they are really basement chambers or tykhanas entered
from above. In this connexion, there is a passage in the life of Apollonios, which is
worth quoting. He is said to have visited Taxila about 50 A.D., during the Parthian
^^^^^^^i^^^^n^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

period, and describes it thus : " F r o m the streets, the houses seemed^o^only one storey,
but they all h^d_anunderground floor.'' The shrines in these buildings are quite
unique (Fig. 9). They consisted of square bases ornamented with pilasters and other
decorative features, and surmounted by a dome with the usual umbrellas above. The
base was ascended by a flight of steps and at its corners were round pillars of stone
and stucco surmounted by lions standing on Persepolitan capitals, while round the
outer edge of the base ran a low railing of the familiar type. A good idea of the
appearance of these stupas, when they were intact, may be obtained from the relief of
1
the Mathura school, which appears on the screen.
The upper parts of the shrines
have now fallen, b u t the bases are well preserved, and the columns, railings and
umbrellas were all found lying about the courtyards/ The decoration of the front of
the large shrine is well worth notice for the combination it presents of Indian
and Hellenistic features. The basis of the design is plainly classical, as you can see
from its general proportions and from the mouldings, Corinthian pilasters, and other
features; but Indian details are found in the torana gateways, in the niches with
curvilinear roofs and in the brackets above the Corinthian capitals. Another feature
of interest is the double-headed eagle over one of the niches. This motif occurs, so
far as I know, for the first time in a Hittite Sculpture, b u t it seems to be
*

1 Cf. Vogel, Catalogue of the Archaeological Museum at Mathura.
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particularly associated with the Scythians, from whom it may have been borrowed by
the Parthians or possibly introduced at Taxila by the Sakas. At a much later date it
was adopted in the Imperial Arms of Russia and Germany.
' The date of these two shrines and of .the buildings to which they belong is fixed
by the discovery in the smaller shrine of a stone relic casket, enclosing one of gold
and a number of precious stones, together with six coins of Azes I, of two different
types, which leave no doubt that the shrine was erected during his reign—that is,
about 50 B.C. The larger shrine is approximately of the same date, but probably a
little earlier.
The third building (C) is a very massive structure built of diaper masonry, probably during the early part of the 2nd century A.D. It is a noticeable but not
unnatural phenomenon in ancient towns that as the debris accumulated from generation to generation the level of the houses at the sides of the streets rose higher and
higher, but the streets themselves were kept free of debris and often maintained at the
same level for several centuries. So here, the floor level of the building is some five
feet above the roadway, access to the interior being provided by means of two flights
of steps rising parallel with the street. The building was added to and repaired in
the 3rd century A.D., and to this later period belong a number of stucco figures
which I found in the courtyard. A similar stupa, but better preserved and decorated
with a bold stucco design of acanthus leaves, was found at the same level in a building immediately to the north of this. From the illustration before you, you will see
that it has fallen on its side and it is rather remarkable that the masonry should have
held together, seeing that no mortar is used in any of these early buildings to bond
the stones. Below the building C, I found another edifice of the Parthian period,
over the ruins of which it had been built, and among the antiquities in the Parthian
rooms I came upon an ivory pendant of Hellenistic workmanship with a philosopher's
head carved on each side of it. In a still lower stratum were the remains of yet an
earlier building, which I assign to the 2nd century B.C., that is to the time of the
Indo-Greek kings. Beneath this-, the diggers came upon virgin soil. Thus, on this
particular site, there are four strata of buildings—the 1st belonging to the Greek
period, the 2nd to the Parthian, the 3rd to about the time of Kanishka and the 4th
to late Kushana times. At other spots al9o in Sir Kap I found earlier remains beneath
the Parthian stratum, and I have little hesitation in saying that the city of Sir Kap
was first founded during the Greek period and occupied by the Parthian kings and by
*
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Kozoulo-Kadphises. Afterwards, the capital seems to have been transferred to Sir
Sukh, where large numbers of coins of Kanishka are said to be turned up by the
peasants; and the site of Sir Kap was then probably given up to monastic buildings.
In the one trench which I dug through Sir Kap, I recovered more than six hundred
coins, ranging from the time of Agathokles to that of Wema-Kadphises. The kings
most frequently represented were the following :—Apollodotos, 10 specimens; Maues,
14; Azes I, 99; Azes I I , i n ; Gondophares, 32; Kadphises and Hermaeus, 126; Soter
Megas, 6; and local Taxilan, 22. Coins were also found of the Greek kings:—
Agathokles, Heliokles, Lysias, Menander, Philoxenos, and Hippostratos; of the
*
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Parthian:—Vonones, Azilises and Abdagases; and of the Kushana: Wema-Kadphises.
The fact that not a single coin of Kanishka, Huvishka, or their successors was found
proves conclusively, I think, that the site was abandoned as a city before their time,
and it proves also t h a t Kanishka must have reigned after Wema-Kadphises, not in
the ist century B.C. The only coins found below the floor-levels of the Parthian
buildings were those of Tvysias, Apollodotos, Maues and Azes I, a few of whose coins
were associated with the foundations of the buildings erected in his reign. The coins
of Azes I I , of Gondophares, and of Kozoulo-Kadphises and Hermaeus were all found
in the debris which formed after the Parthian buildings began to fall to decay; those
of Hermaeus and Kadphises being for the most part near the surface.
Two other finds of interest from the Parthian stratum were an iron helmet with

cop£
and other utensils used by Brahmans for ceremonial purposes.
JHANDIAI,.

If you leave the city of Sir Kap by its northern gate and pass through the outworks of the old city, known as Kachha Kot, you come—at a distance of about half a
mile—to two lofty and verj' conspicuous mounds, between which the old road to the
north appears to have run. In the one to the east I found the remains of a very
imposing temple, unlike anything hitherto known in India. It measures approximately
150 feet long by 80 feet wide, and so far as it has been excavated, it appears to bear
a general resemblance to a classical temple, the outer peristyle being replaced by a
solid wall pierced with windows, and another chamber added inside the sanctum,
perhaps in order to get over the difficulty of roofing so wide a space as fifty feet..
The walls of this temple are built of diaper masonry, the mouldings at their base,
which are quite classical in form, being executed in kankav and the whole covered with
thick stucco. The columns and pilasters in front of the temple were of hard limestone, and of very massive proportions in the Ionic style. Up to the present, I have
scarcely touched the interior of this temple, and I have hope t h a t when we come to
clear it in the autumn we may make some interesting and valuable finds inside the
shrine. From the photograph of the back wall of the cella (Fig. r i ) , you will see that
the old doorway has been built up with masonry, but t h a t the filling is not carried
down to the original floor. The reason of this is that the temple was burnt down, and
a foot or more of charred timber from the roof was deposited on the floor; and when
the temple came to be repaired this debris was left where it fell, and another floor laid
over the top. I t is in such deposits, resulting from the burning of a building, that we
often get our richest finds of seals, terracottas, coins or other objects which are not
seriously injured by heat. This temple, let me add, stands on a high mound, which is
entirely artificial, and I think it more than probable that a still earlier temple will be
discovered beneath its foundations.
Another half mile still further to the north I cleared two other smaller mounds,
and found t h a t each concealed the remains of a fair-sized stupa of the Parthian epoch,
similar to the square stupas in Sir Kap. The larger one of these stupas (Fig. 12) was the
V
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most interesting, as it was surrounded by monastic buildings. By the close of the ist
century A.D., the debris in the courtyard must have risen to a height of nearly two
f
feet, for in it I discovered a collection of coins of the nameless king ' Soter Megas''
who was contemporary with Wema-Kadphises. Later on, when the Parthian stupa
had fallen to decay, another stupa was erected over its remains. This second stupa
is circular in plan and built of the semi-diaper, semi-ashlar masonry which came into
fashion in the 3rd century. I may mention that this stupa was explored (as exploration went in those days) by General Cunningham, who penetrated only as far as the
round stupa of the 3rd century and proceeded to identify it with a stupa erected by
Asoka, more than five hundred years before that date, on the spot where Buddha
made an offering of his head. In the spoil earth, thrown out from the stupa by the
previous explorer, I found a small silver casket enclosing one of gold, with a relic
bone inside.
BIR

MOUND.

We return, lastly, to the Bir Mound. Here my excavations were very limited,
being carried out mainly for the purpose of satisfying myself as to whether any
remains existed in the compound of my bungalow, before I planted out a small garden
there. I found that this part of the hill-top was covered with the remains of a building of rough rubble stone, of which the remnants of a few chambers only could be
traced. In one of these chambers, however, I found a small treasure in the shape of 160
punch-marked coins of debased silver, a very fine gold coin of Diodotos struck in the
name of Antiochos I I of Syria, a gold bangle and several other pieces of gold or silver
jewellery, besides a large number of pearls, amethysts, garnets, corals and other stones.
The gold pendant in the form of a tiger claw, which you will see in the glass case,
and the little reliquary by its side, are especially beautiful examples of the goldsmith's
craft, the filigree design applied to their surface being remarkably delicate and refined.
The coin of Antiochos Theos as well as the local punch-marked coins point to about
250 B.C. as the time when this jewellery was hidden in the ground, and the gold
claw and reliquary, which are more worn than the other pieces, are perhaps half a
century earlier. By the side of the jewellery I found what appears to be a goldsmith's
crucible with a few early Brahmi characters stamped on its sides, and in another
chamber, a narrow well filled with earthenware jars, all of which were turned upside
down and empty. I excavated the well down to a depth of some 18 feet and
recovered about 50 vases. Thus there can be no question that these remains belong to
the period of the Mauryan occupation of Taxila, and it is safe to conclude that
the Bir mound represents the city of that period.
To sum up the results of these investigations. First: we have settled, generally,
the disposition of the site; have determined the ages of the several settlements in the
city of Sir Kap; and have found that the settlements on the Bir Mound are anterior
to them.
Secondly: we have recovered a number of monuments of the Parthian and
Kushana epochs, and by fixing their relative dates have established a series of much
needed land-marks in the history of architectural development. The prevailing spirit
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of the Parthian architecture has been found to be Hellenistic—the Indian elements
being subsidiary; and this architecture leaves no room for doubt t h a t the Parthians
played a prominent part in the diffusion of classical ideas in India—a fact which has
an intimate bearing on the evolution of early Indian art. Moreover, by correlating
other known buildings in the Panjab and Frontier Province with the series of monuments I have discovered at Taxila, it is now possible to determine within narrow limits
the age of the former. For example, it is now apparent that the remains at Tareli
belong to the close of the ist century of our era, while the celebrated stupa at
Ali_Masjid proves to be more modern by two hundred years than was previously supposed; and I have no doubt that the age of other famous structures, such as the Tope
of Manikyala and the Monasteries of Jamalgarhi and Takht-i-Bahi, can be fixed in the
same way.
Fourthly: we have secured an abundance of sculptured images, which like the
architectural remains furnish us with new and valuable data for the chronology of the
plastic arts.
Fifthly: we have demonstrated that Buddhism was the prevailing religion at
Taxila in the Parthian epoch; and consequently the generally accepted opinion that
Kanishka was responsible for the hold which Buddhism took upon the north-west of
India must be discarded.
' Lastly, we have obtained clear, and to my mind conclusive, evidence both from
our coins and from our buildings as to the sequence of the Greek, Parthian and
Kushana dynasties, and we have found t h a t there are no grounds for supposing either
that Kanishka intervened in the 1st century before Christ, or that the Parthian
Maues was reigning in the 2nd century of our era.

A G r a e c o - B u d d h i s t Sculpture in t h e Lahore Museum*
J. P H . VOGEL, P H . D .

In the present paper I wish to call attention to a piece of sculpture which
recently I have been fortunate enough to acquire- for the Lahore Museum.
It
belongs to the class of Buddhist sculptures which are commonly indicated by the
name of Graeco-Buddhist or Gandhara sculptures. These two names indicate,
the one the character, and the other the geographical distribution of those sculptures.
They are called Graeco-Buddhist, because they render subjects relating to the
Buddhist religion in a form strongly influenced by Greek, or rather Hellenistic, art.
They are called Gandhara sculptures because Gandhara is the ancient name of
the Peshawar District and surrounding territories, and it is in this area that they
are principally found.
There is a special reason why I have taken the opportunity to bring this new
acquisition to the notice of the members of this Society—the largest and most
representative collection of Graeco-Buddhist or Gandhara sculptures is preserved in
the Lahore Museum. A French scholar, M. Foucher, remarks that, while he was
studying in the Lahore Museum for three months, he was never disturbed by any
1
European visitor. This wa§ said about fifteen years ago, and since then the sculptures in the Lahore Museum have been arranged in show-cases through the care
of the late Curator, Mr. Percy Brown. At present there is not that absolute lack
of interest which M. Foucher's remark would seem to imply. Yet it occurs to
me that the splendid collection of Gandhara sculptures which forms the main
treasure of the Lahore Museum, is not as much appreciated as it deserves. The
fault lies, I hasten to add, not entirely with the public. Only a few of the sculptures in the Lahore Museum are labelled, and there is nothing to guide the visitor
2
but the little hand-book by Mr. Percy Brown, which is a very useful publication
but supplies only information regarding a limited number of sculptures. I am glad
to add that the question of cataloguing the Gandhara sculptures has now been taken
up and that a competent person has been appointed to undertake this task which,
•

1 " Pendant les trois mois que nous avons travaille dans la galerie arcbeologique du inusee de Lahore, nous ne
nous rappelons pas avoir ete deranges par aucun visiteur europeen." A. Foucher, Sur la frontidre indo-afghane,
Paris, 1901, p. 68.
* Percy Brown, Descriptive Guide to the Department of Archeology and Antiquities, Lahore Museum, Punjab,. Lahore,
190*

*
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when accomplished, will no doubt help to render the Lahore collection better understood and more appreciated.
Before treating of our recent acquisition, allow me to say a few words on
Graeco-Buddhist art in general. The main interest, as I mentioned, is the curious
combination of Buddhist subjects with Hellenistic forms. Historically it is not
difficult to account for this phenomenon in general. The empire of the Seleukidan
kings of Syria as well as that of the Greek rulers of Baktria bordered on India.'
There were political relations between Seleukos and Chandragupta, the founder of
the Maurya dynasty. The Greek princes of Baktria extended their dominion over
the North-West of India, and one of them, Menander (in a Buddhist text he
figures under the name of Milinda) had his capital at Sagala, which Dr. Fleet has
identified with Sialkot. Three years ago Mr. Marshall discovered an inscription on
a pillar at Besnagarin Gwalior State. It records that the pilla*, called a 'Garuda
standard' in the inscription, was erected by Heliodoros, the son of Dion, a Bhagavata (i.e. a devotee of Bhaga van Krishna), who is called a Greek ambassador (Yonaduta) from King Antialkidas to King Bhagabhadra. Antialkidas is known from
his coins as one of the Greek rulers of the Panjab ; he lived about 150 B.C.
Greek influence has made itself felt in other departments of Indian civilisation,
such as architecture, astronomy and medicine, but in none is it so clearly and
2
visibly expressed as in sculpture. It should be understood that, if we speak of
Greek influence, we do not wish to imply that artists of pure Attic blood have
been at work in the North-West of India. It is well known that, as a result of Alexander's conquest, Greek civilisation spread over the whole area which once formed
the Persian empire. In the process it absorbed many Asiatic, chiefly Iranian,
elements, and it is this mixed Hellenistic civilisation which came into touch with
India.
Although, therefore, the Graeco-Buddhist art of Gandhara has clearly a historical basis, it is no easy matter to fix it more precisely chronologically. But very
few inscribed Gandhara sculptures have come to light; among these only three are
dated, and among these three dates there is none which can with certainty be
referred to any known era/
Perhaps the safest guide is the coinage of the period. It is well known that
the coins of the Indo-Baktrian princes show the same classical influence as the
sculptures. They start with purely classical types which gradually deteriorate
4
down till the barbaric issues of the Indo-Skythjans.
It is most plausible that plastic art has followed^ a parallel course. We may,
therefore, assume that, in general, the most classical sculptures must be the earliest,
and that the more indianized we find them, the later the period is to which they
are to be assigned.
l The Graeco-Baktrian kingdom was founded by Diodotos or Theodotos in 256 B.e.
« Cf. Goblet d* Alviella, Ce que V I tide doit a la Grice, Paris, 1897.
8 Cf. my Inscribed Gandhara sculptures in A. S. R. for 1903-4, pp. 344 ff.
* Cf. Percy Gardner, The coins of the Greek and Scythic kings of Bactria and India in the British Museum, London,
1886, and Vincent A. Smith, Catalogue 0/ the coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, Vol. I , Oxford, 1906.
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Another point of importance in deciding the chronological question is the
1
appearance of the Buddha figure. This point is of so great interest that I may
be allowed a brief digression. In the earliest Buddhist art, such as we know it
from the carved railings and gateways of Bharhut (Barahat) and Sanchi in Central
India, we never meet with any image of the Buddha. Even in bas-reliefs relating
to his life, the Buddha himself is always absent, his presence being only indicated
by some sacred symbol, such as a pair of footprints.
I t was the Graeco-Buddhist school of Gandhara which created the Buddha
image. From the North-West it was first introduced in Mathura (Muttra), and
thence it was carried to the great places of pilgrimage, such as Benares and
Sravasti. We find it as far south as Amaravatl on the Kistna river about
170 A . D .

In this connection it is of great interest that the effigy of Buddha with Greek
legend Boddo occurs among the Greek, Indian and Iranian deities figured on the
2
coins of Kanishka, the great Indo-Skythian ruler. It follows that the creation of
the Buddha image had taken place before his time. Unfortunately this statement
does not bring us much further, as the date of Kanishka is still a matter of
dispute.
I t will be safest to say that the Graeco-Buddhist school of Gandhara, in all
probability, flourished about the beginning of the Christian era, if not earlier, and
that it must have had a long development of degeneration down to the Gupta
period when we note a revival of purely Indian art.
In the present note it would be out of place to go any further into the most
fascinating subject of Greek influence in Buddhist art. Those who wish for more
detailed information should read the excellent book L'art greco-bouddhique du
Gandhara by M. Alfred Foucher. the first volume of which has appeared at Paris
in 1905.

After this necessary introduction I come to my subject proper : the little piece
of sculpture here reproduced (Plate I I , a). Most prominent in it is a mare with a
foal, the former feeding or drinking from a tub, at the side of which a groom is
seated. On the other side of the horse a woman sits on a bench with a child in her
lap. The whole group projects from a wall of regular masonry, over which we
notice trees and the heads of six horses. The sculpture, which is 9" high, is on the
whole well preserved One of the trees and three of the horses' heads are broken,
and the groom is injured, as well as the hind legs of the mare. The damage is most
serious in the case of the child. which can only be guessed.
Fifty years ago antiquarians would have been quick in labelling this sculpture as
f
a domestic scene/ But in the present day we are not so easily satisfied. A closer
study of GraecoBuddhist sculpture has established the fact that, apart from purely
decorative devices, everv bas-relief relates to some event of Buddha's existence.
• Cf. Emile Senart, Notes d' Spigraphie indienne, in Journal asiatique, series VIII, Vol. XV, pp. 139 ff.
* Mr. R B. Whitehead has pointed out to me that the Buddha image already appears on certain coins of
Kudphises.
*
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Our first work, therefore, is to look up M. Foucher's standard work just quoted,
and there we find indeed in figure 163 a scene which at once recalls the present
sculpture. The bas-relief reproduced by M. Foucher is preserved in the Calcutta
Museum (No. G-103) and consists of two fragments, 8 | " high ' (Plate I I , b). On the
one we find the mare with the foal and the groom in exactly the same position as on
our present sculpture. The other fragment shows the mother and the child, but
here the latter is being bathed in a round tub similar to that placed in front of
the mare. Here again we notice some horse's heads over the low wall which forms
the background of the scene.
The sculpture in the Calcutta Museum is decidedly inferior to the present one.
It is not so well preserved and the grouping is less satisfactory. It will be noticed
that in the newly-acquired sculpture the mare occupies the centre with a human figure
on each side, so that it is better balanced than in the Calcutta sculpture where the
groom has the place of honour in the middle. M. Foucher remarks that the sculptors of Gandhara were, in general, not very successful in the rendering of animals in
which, on the-other hand, their Indian brethren have excelled. This remark would
certainly not apply to our present sculpture, as far as the mare and the foal are
concerned.
The same author notices also a replica in the Lahore Museum, but it shows only
2
the mare, the foal and the groom with a tree and a crenellated wall. But in execution and preservation it is far behind the two other sculptures.
We have already remarked that practically all bas-reliefs of the Graeco-Buddhist
school relate to some scene of the life of Buddha. Indeed, they portray us almost
every event from his miraculous birth in the LumbinI Garden near Kapilavastu till
his final extinction in the Sal Grove of the Malla chieftains of Kusanagara.
The present sculpture relates to the beginning of his existence. It is stated in
the sacred books of the Buddhists that simultaneously with the Buddha were born his
future wife Yasodhara, his future hotse Kanthaka, and his future groom Chhandaka.
6
This legend is already found in a Pali text where we find the following : "-At the same
time when our Bodhisatta was born in the Lumbini Garden, even in that same time
were born the Queen [who became] the mother of Rahula (i.e. Yasodhara), Chhanna
the companion, Kaludayi the companion, Kanthaka the king amongst horses, the
Mahabodhi tree and the four treasure-vases, to wit, one measuring a gavuta, one
measuring half a yojana, one measuring three gavuta, and one measuring a yojana ;
these are the seven that were born simultaneously.''
+
I quote also the following passage from the Mahavastu to which M. Foucher
refers :—
1 J. Anderson, Catalogue and handbook of (he archaological collections in the Indian Museum, Vol. I, p. 242.
T. Bloch, Supplementary catalogue of the archaeological collection of the Indian Museum, Calcutta 1911, p. 38.
4 I t is possible that what looks like the battlements of the wall are in reality the heads of horses as in the better
preserved replicas.
8 The Jataka, ed. by Fausboll, Vol. I, p. 54. Rhys Davids, Buddhist birth stories. Vol. I, p. 68.
• Mahavastu (ed. E. Senart), Paris, 1890, Vol. I I , p. 25. Also Lalita-vistara (ed. S. Lefmann), Vol. I, p. 94 *•
Foucaux' transl. in Annates du Musi* Guitnet, p 86 f. I t is noteworthy that no plastic representations of this scene
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" A t the same time when the Bodhisattva was born, were born live hundred
princes of the Sakyas, Sundara-Nanda ' foremost. Five hundred maidens, Yasodhara
foremost.
Five hundred servatits,, Chhandaka foremost.
Five liundred horses,
young elephants, the young Sandel-elephant
foremost. Five hundred treasures came to light."
A similar passage occurs in the Lalita-vistara, both in poetry and in prose.
a

*

It should be remembered that both the horse and the groom were destined to
play a prominent part in the decisive moment of Buddha's life, the Great Renunciation (Mahabhinishkramana).
It was when the young prince, disgusted with an
existence devoted to sensual enjoyment, resolved to flee from his father's palace and
to adopt the life of a recluse that he ordered his servant Chhandaka to bring the
horse Kanthaka. Mounted on his faithful steed and accompanied by his servant he
left the city, notwithstanding all the precautions taken by his father to keep him
back. The Great Renunciation is one of the favourite subjects of the artists of
Gandhara. They show us Buddha (either en face or en profil) mounted on his horse
riding through the city gate which is being opened by a divine being. He is accompanied by Chhandaka who holds an umbrella over his master's head, though according to the legend Buddha's escape happened in the middle of the night. At one side
stands Mara, the Evil one, trying to obstruct his passage by promising him in seven
days the sovereignty of the world, and on the other side the city goddess wearing a
mural crown and showing by her attitude her grief at the departing of the royal
prince.
Those who are critically inclined will perhaps remark that, as Buddha himself
had reached the age of twenty-nine at the time he renounced the world, his steed
can hardly have been very fit for the important services required from it. We
can only say that, according to the legend, Kanthaka must have been an animal
out of the common (he was 18 cubits long and of proportionate height) and cannot
well be judged by the standard of ordinary horses.
Another scene depicted in Gandhara art is Buddha dismissing his servant
after making his royal ornaments over to him, and taking leave of his horse
Kanthaka which is shown kneeling before him. This scene is not by far as common
as that of his riding out of the city gate of Kapilavastu. But a very good repre2
sentation exists in the Lahore collection. The author of the Lalita-vistara relates
that in his time there still existed a monument on the spot where Buddha dismissed
his servant and horse. It was known as the Chaitya of Chhandaka's Return
(Sanskrit Chhandaka-nivartana-chaitya).
There are a few more points in the present sculpture which deserve attention.
In describing it, I have made no mention of the partly destroyed figure on the
*

have been found anywhere else, not even on the Bordbudur. Cf. C M. Pleyte, Die Buddha Legends in den
Skulpturen
des Tempels von- Boro-budur, p. 47, and Foucher. Liste indienne des actes du Buddha, p. 6.
1 Nanda or Sundara-Nanda {i.e. the beautiful Nanda) was Buddha's hr v brother whose conversion is one of the
subjects represented in Gandhara sculpture. Cf- Foucher, Vart %re"co '
Ihique, pp. 484 ff. Cf. also p. 330 and
Stanislas Julien, Voyages des p&lerins bouddhistes, Vol. I I , p. 313.
2
Foucher, op. cit., p. 362, fig. 185. Cf. also fig. 184.
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right-hand side, because it makes no part of the scene proper. A similar figure,
even more injured, can be traced on the left-hand side, and from what remains
of the latter, the former can be completed. We have in each case a female figure
dressed in a long jacket or tunic and wide trousers, in fact in the same costume
which is still worn by women in the Panjab. One hand rests on the hip and with
the other she clasps the branch of a tree over her head. I t is a favourite pose of
female figures in Indian sculpture. We notice further that she is standing on the
petal of a curious-shaped lotus-flower.
The figure in question, as pointed out, has nothing to do with the scene of
the simultaneous births. It is essentially decorative, but at the same time it serves
the useful purpose of separating the panel from the next one. For it should be
understood that the present piece of sculpture was only one out of a long series
of bas reliefs relating to Buddha's life which decorated some sacred monument,
most probably a stuba or relic-tower. We notice that the back of the sculpture is
grooved so as to m ike the stone ad'iere to the wall-surface which was probably
covered with a layer of plaster. The stone is further pierced in the centre by a
round hole, through which evidently a peg was passed to fix it more firmly.
Finally the bottom retains a tenon which must have fitted into a mortice of the
stone immediately beneath. Th^se are all indications that this bas-relief is not
a piece on itself but once form?d part of the decoration of a sacred monument.
Whether we sha 1 ever find other pieces belonging to the same series is very
doubtful. First of all, the provenance of the sculpture is unknown and the only
information I have been able to gather is that it was obtained in Peshawar. In
itself, however, the sculpture is interesting enough as it represents a scene of which
hitherto only two inferior replicas were known, and on t h a t account it is a valuable
addition to the Lahore Museum collection.
[Postscript.—Since the above was written, Mr. H. Hargreaves, while engaged
in cataloguing the Gandhara sculptures in the Lahore Museum, has noticed three
more replicas, all on a very small scale. They are the following : —
No. 200 (C, V), height $\" % length 17". Fragment of curved frieze containing
two scenes. That to proper right represents the birth of Kanthaka, but without
mother and child. Proper left scene unidentified.
No. 412 (C, V), height 2\"', length 6". Small fragment showing mare, foal and
groom. Wall over which two horses' heads are visible.
No. 1402 (F, X I I I ) , height 6£", length 8J". Two small fragments, containing
portions of two scenes. To proper right, the birth of Kanthaka (broken) with
mother and child. To proper left, the horoscope, incomplete.]

A S t a t u e of K i n g K a n i s h k a .
J. P H . VOGEL, P H . D .
*

[Paper read—July 27, 1912.]

In the present paper I wish to give a preliminary account of a very important discovery recently made in the field of Indian archaeology. The find in question, which
has already been briefly announced in the daily papers, consists of nothing IQSS than a
life-size statue of King Kanishka, one of the most prominent rulers of ancient India.
The exceptional importance attaching to this find will at once be clear if it is understood that in India hitherto, not a single image has been found which with certainty
1
can be said to represent a historical personage. All the numberless images in stone or
metal which India has produced are representations of deities, demi-gods, deified
heroes—in short, beings which have either never existed in the flesh or, if so, not in the
shape in which they are shown in plastic art. Their effigies are purely imaginary.
This is also true of the image, of Buddha which was not created until several centuries
after his death and consequently cannot possibly present any likeness to his person.
Whatever the artistic merit of such sculptures may be, none of them possesses the
peculiar interest of the present image, which brings us face to face with a historical
personage and shows him to us in stone exactly as he was in the flesh nearly two
millenniums ago. This statue, the first undoubted portrait image found in India, is an
object of historical interest, and it is therefore meet that its discovery should be
brought to the notice of this Society.
•

I t is true t h a t t h e statue of Kanishka was not found within the borders of the
Panjab. I t was unearthed from a mound near the village of Mat, 9 miles east of north
from the city of Muttra, the ancient Mathura, on the left bank of the river Jamna.
*

But as the Panjab was undoubtedly included in the dominions of Kanishka, the find
is of decided interest for the history of this province. I must not omit to mention that
the discovery of the image is due to the enthusiasm and vigilance of Pandit R a d h |
Krishna, Honorary Assistant Curator of the local museum, which he has done so much
to enrich with relics of art and history.
Before describing the image, I wish to indicate the place which Kanishka occupies
in Indian history. What we know about him is derived from four different sources :
inscriptions and coins, Buddhist literature (particularly the itineraries of the Chinese
pilgrims), and Brahmanical literature.
1

As a late instance we might-quote the elephant-riders of the Delhi Fort which, according to Bernier, represented
Jaimal and Fateh the Kajput chiefs of Chitor, but their identity is open to doubt. Cf. Annual Report, Archaeological
Survey for 1905-06, p. 4 1 . I may also note the remarkable portrait head and female statue found by Dr. Spooner in the
course of excavations at Sahri Bahlol, Peshawar District, in 1939-10. See Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1911
*

pp. 142 f., plate V, and Annual Report, Archaeological Survey for 1909-10.
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. -Let us begin with the archaeological sources of information which have the advantage of being permanent records of undoubted authenticity. They prove that
Kanishka belonged to a line of princes of foreign origin which bore the dynastic name
1
of Kushan.
About the earlier history of this dynasty we know something from
Chinese sources which mention the Koei-choang (i.e. Kushan) as one of the five subdivisions of the Yueh-chi. Driven from their homes on the borders of north-west China
about the middle of the 2nd century B.C., they wandered westwards, occupied the
Oxus valley and conquered first Bactria, next Afghanistan and finally Northern
India. There can be little doubt t h a t they overthrew Hermaios the last Greek king of
1
Kabul, but the exact date when they invaded and conquered India is not yet settled.
The date of Kanishka, the most prominent of these Indo-Scythian rulers, is also a
matter of dispute. We possess a number of inscriptions of his reign, of which the earli3
est is dated in the year 3 and the latest in the year 18. This series is continued by a
number-of inscriptions dated in the reigns of Vasishka (24-28 ?), Huvishka (33-60)
and Vasudeva (74-98). I t is, therefore, evident t h a t Kanishka instituted a new era
or, to speak more accurately, t h a t his successors continued to reckon from the same
date as was customary during his lifetime. We may assume t h a t the starting-point
of this era was the beginning of Kanishka's reign—his coronation or, more correctly,
his anointment or abhisheka.
Much has been written about the question when this event took place and which
year of the Christian era corresponds to the starting-point of what, for the sake of con4
venience, we may call Kanishka's era.
No less than ten different theories have been
advanced. I t is not my object to discuss these here Let me only say t h a t , according
to Dr. Fleet, the era initiated by Kanishka's accession is the same as the Vikrama era
and consequently starts from 57 B.C. Fergusson's theory, on the other hand, was
t h a t Kanishka inaugurated the Saka era which commences from A.D. 78. According
to the Bhandarkars' theory Kanishka ascended the throne in A.D. 278. Mr. Vincent
Smith takes a middle course and proposes A.D. 120 or 125 as the year of accession/
I t will be safest to suspend further discussion till some document comes to light which
will settle the question. The recent discovery of Kanishka's statue gives reasonable
hope t h a t some day such a find will be made.
Two of the most important.inscriptions of Kanishka's reign have been found in
the Panjab. The one, dated in the year 18, the latest record of his reign, is incised
on a stone slab, which was extracted by General Ventura from the well-known Tope
r

* Mr. F. W. Thomas is of opinion t h a t Kushan is a family name, not a national one. This is confirmed by an inscription on an image found together with the statue of Kanishka. I t contains the term Kushan a-putt a with which we may
compare the expression Kushanavamsa-samvardhaka
found in the Manikyala inscription.
2 Mr. Vincent Smith, Early History of India, 2nd ed., p. 235, assumes t h a t the conquest of Kabul took place about
A.D. 60.
8 The Mathura inscription of the year 28 which has been ascribed to Kanishka's reign must belong to that of
Vasishka. Cf. Fleet, A hitherto unrecognized Kushan king, in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1903, p. 33°* The latest addition to the extensive literature on the subject is Mr. J . K e n n e d y ' s paper The Secret of Kanishka
which has appeared in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1912, pp. 665 ff.
*> That is in his Early History of India, 2nd edition, 1908. In his History of Indian Art, 1911, he adopts A.D. 78 as
a working theory.
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or Stupa of Manikyala in the Rawalpindi District. The other engraved on a copperplate and dated in the year n , came out of another Buddhist StCpa at Sue Vihar in
the Bahawalpur State. Both these inscriptions are written in the Kharoshthi
character which reads from right to left.
Other epigraphs of Kanishka's reign have been found in the Frontier Province
and in the United Provinces. Earliest in date is that of his 3rd regnal year on a
colossal Bodhisattva statue which Mr. F. O. Oertel excavated in 1905 on the wellknown Buddhist site of Sarnath near Benares. From this find it would seem that
Kanishka's dominions extended so far east as to include that city.*
It is interesting to note that none of these inscriptions was issued by the king
himself. They all record pious donations by private donors, either Buddhist or Jain.
There is only one inscription which may be directly connected with Kanishka himself.
It is that on the famous relic-casket discovered near Peshawar in March 1909. Not
only the name of the king is mentioned here, but his effigy figures prominently on the
casket. It deserves special notice that the king is placed between two divinities which,
from their haloes in the shape of a radiating circle and a crescent respectively, may be
assumed to represent the Sun and the Moon. They are shown in the act of crowning
the king—a device evidently borrowed from Hellenistic art.
It is noteworthy that these two divinities appear also on Kanishka's coins, either
separate or combined. In the latter case their position is very similar to that on
the relic-casket, but instead of the royal figure in the middle we here find a monogram.*
It is a well-known fact that on the coins of Kanishka we find the figures of various
deities, Greek, Iranian, and Indian, with the name inscribed in each case in Greek
letters. The Sun god is called by his Persian name Mihira (from iWestan Mithra)
and the Moon god Mao. The obverse shows the effigy of the king in his curious dress—
high cap, long coat and big boots—which at once stamps him as a foreigner. In exactly
the same attire and attitude do we find him on the Peshawar relic-casket.
From the fact alone that Kanishka founded the great Stupa and Monastery at
Peshawar, it may be inferred that he was a follower of the Buddha. This, of course,
does not in the least preclude the possibility of his having paid worship to other divinities. Judging from his coins and the relic-casket just described we may even call it a
probability. Anyhow, Kanishka lives in Buddhist tradition as, next to Asoka, the
greatest patron of the true faith. Like many of the world's great monarchs he has
become the hero of a cycle of legends, some of which have been preserved in Buddhist
literature—not, of course, in the Pali scriptures of the Southern Buddhists, but in
the later Sanskrit works which are now only known from their Chinese and Tibetan
translations. M. Sylvain Levi, the eminent French Orientalist, has translated a numBer
1

The Manikyala inscription edited by M. IS. Senart, Journal Asiaiique for 1896, p. 25, has recently been re-edited
by Professor H. L u d e r s , Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1909, pp. 645 ff.
* It must, however, be borne in mind that the image was dedicated by a Buddhist friar who, in all probability
was a r c i d e n t of Mathura Lvulgo M u t t r a ) . Cf. Epigraphia Indica, vol viri, p 173.
8
Cf. Gardner, Coins of Greek and Scythic kings of Bactria and India, London 1886, p 141, plate xxvii No. 24.
• Journal Asiatique, Series 9, vol. viii, pp. 444 ff., vol. ix, pp. 5 ft, and vol. x, pp. ^26 ff. For the English trail
lation see Indian Antiquary, vol. xxxii (1503), pp. 381 ff. and 417 ff.
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of these legends from the Chinese in his valuable study ' ' Notes sur les Indo-Scythes ''
1
which has been translated into English. These stories regarding Kanishka are edifying tales which are largely legendary,but undoubtedly contain some historical elements.
The salient points are summarized by M. Levi in the following words :—
" T h e Devaputra king Kauishka, a Kushana by race, reigned over the Yue-tchi, seven hundred
years after the Nirvana ; he had two eminent ministers, Devadharma and Mathara. The Bodhisattva
Asvaghosha was his spiritual counsellor ; the famous physician Charaka attendet^_him. He was a
zealous Buddhist, but on one occasion he mistook a Jain stupa for a Buddhist one ; he rode to Kashmir
to venerate the arhat K'i-ye-to (perhaps Tcheu-ye-to) also named Dharmamitra, who had expelled the
Nagaraja Alina from that country. He was master of the south, and when the king of the Parthians
wished to close the West to him, Kanishka triumphed over him. The king of Pataliputra was the suzerain of Eastern India, but, vanquished by the Yue-tchi, he had to buy peace with nine hundred thousand
pieces of gold; to pay off this heavy ransom he gave his conqueror the Buddha's begging bowl, Asvaghosha, and a miraculous cock. Only the north was still unsubdued : Kanishka organized a great expedition, and got as far as the passes of Ts*ong-ling; but he let out his projects of conquest too soon,
and his people, tired of always waging war, smothered him, when he was lying ill. To stop his sufferings in the next world on account of the blood he had spilt, the monks in a convent rang the bell continuously for seven days, and this practice was kept up for many years after Kanishka's death, and
till the time of the narrator. Lastly, a town in India bore the name of this prince : Kanishkapura."

M. Sylvain Iyevi points out that these traditions are largely confirmed by information derived from other sources.
Of especial importance are the accounts of the Chinese pilgrims, Hiuen Tsiang in
the first place. I t is true that they wrote several centuries after Kanishka, but they
diligently collected on the spot many traditions regarding the great king which undoubtedly contain a considerable amount of historical truth. Hiuen Tsiang * states
tl
that
Kanishka king of Gandhara " lived 400 years after the Nirvana of Buddha.
il
He not only ruled over the whole of Jambudvipa (i.e. India) b u t also having subdued
all the neighbouring provinces and brought into obedience people of distant countries,
he governed with his army a wide territory, even to the east of the Tsung-ling
mountains.'' To prove the king's far-reaching power, there is the interesting account
3
of " the Chinese hostages."
From which country exactly these hostages came it is
difficult to determine. Hiuen Tsiang says that they were sent by the tribes (or tributary princes) " to the west of the river," i.e. the Yellow River. I t seems most likely
that they belonged to Chinese Turkestan, perhaps to Kashgar. Evidently they were
very well treated, for Hiuen Tsiang relates that Kanishka had monasteries specially
built for them at three different places of his realm as their abode during the three seasons. The Chinese pilgrim personally visited their summer retreat in Kapisa (Kia-pishi) and their winter resort at a place named after them Chlnabhukti or Chinapati
(Chi-na-po-ti). In the Kapisa monastery he was shown the pictures of the hostages
1 M. A. Stein, Zoroastrian deities on lndo-Scythian coins in the Oriental and Babylonian Record for August, 1887,
and The Indian Antiquary, vol. xvii (1888), pp. 89 £F.
S Si-yu-ki.
Buddhist Records of the Western World (trans. Beal), vol. i, p p . 99 and 151 ; (trans. Julien), vol. i,
pp. 106 and 172 ; Watters, On Yuan Chwang, vol. i, p p . 203 f.
» Si-yu-ki (Beal), vol. i, pp 56 ff. and 173 ff. ; (transl. Julien), vol. i, pp. 42 f. nnd 199 f.; Watters, On Yuan
Chwang, vol. i, pp. 124 f. and 292 f. Cf. V. A Smith, Early History of India, 2nd ed., p p . 260 ff., Appendix I<.
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painted on the wall. He remarks that in their features and clothing and ornaments
they were like the people of Eastern Hia (China). The exact position of Chinabhukti
has not yet been fixed but it was evidently situated in the Panjab in all probability
1
somewhere between Sialkot and Jalandhar.
Hiuen Tsiang also relates that the hostages introduced the peach and the pear into India and t h a t these fruits were accordingly named chlnani ancl'chlnarajaputra.
9-

—'

In the course of his stay at Purusha-pura (Po-lu-sha-pu-lo), i.e. the modern Pesha2
war, the Chinese pilgrim gives a very detailed account of the great stupa which Kanishka
had founded in that city and in the ruins of which three years ago, as stated above, the
famous relic casket was discovered. Hiuen Tsiang associates the foundation of this
monument direct with Kanishka's conversion to Buddhism. The king, according to
the pilgrim, was not a Buddhist to start with. He was first an unbeliever. " He
had no faith either in wrong or right, and he lightly esteemed the law of Buddha.''
Then by a miracle it was announced to him that the Buddha himself had once uttered
a prophecy regarding him. " There shall be a king in this victorious land who shall
erect a stupa which shall contain a great portion of my bodily relics." Then the king
'' believed with all his heart and paid reverence to the law of Buddha." M. Sylvain
Levi compares t h e conversion of Kanishka to Buddhism to that of King Clovis to
Christianity.
To make the prophecy of the Buddha true, he built his great stupa, the ruins of
which still subsist. The great stupa of Kanishka must have been a monument worthy
of its founder.
The Chinese pilgrim Fa-hien, who saw it about the year 400, praises it
3
in the following terms : " O f all the topes and temples which (the travellers) saw in
their journeyings, there was not one comparable to this in solemn beauty and majestic
grandeur. There is a current saying that this is the finest tope in Jambudvlpa (i.e.
India)."
" According to the prediction of Tathagata (i.e. Buddha)," Hiuen Tsiang says,
" after this stiipa has been seven times burnt down and seven times rebuilt, then the
religion of Buddha will disappear. The record of old worthies says this building
has already been destroyed and restored three times. When I first arrived in this
country it ihad just been destroyed by a fire calamity. vSteps are being taken for its
restoration, but they are not yet complete."*
At the side of his great stupa, Kanishka built a monastery of the same grand
proportions. The position is still marked by a huge mound immediately to the west
of the stupa mound in which the relic casket was discovered. The monastery mound
has only for a small part been explored by Dr. Spooner and Mr. Hargreaves.
I The pilgrim places Chinabhukti or Chinapati (Chi-na-po-tij 500 li east of Sakala (She-ki-lo) and 140 or 150 li
south-west of Jalandhara (Che-lan-t'o-loJ. Sir Alexander Cunningham has proposed to identify China-pati with Chine
or Chinigari, ft miles north of Amritsar (Arch. Survey Reports, Vol. X I V , p. 54), or with Patti, 10 miles to the west of
the Beas and 27 miles north-east of Kasur (Ancient Geography of India, p. 200). According t o Watters, the correct
equivalent of the Chinese transcription is Chinabhukti and not Chinapati. Cf. On Yuan Chwang, Vol. I , p. 292.
* Si-yu-hi (Beal), Vol. I, pp. 99 ff. Cf. Introduction, pp. xxxii and ciii. (Julien) pp. 106 ff. Watters, On Yuan
Chwang, Vol. I, pp. 203 ff. Cf. also Fa-hien, A record of Buddhistic kingdoms (transl. Legge.), pp. 33 ff.,
3 Fa-hjen, loc. cit.
* The same prophecy is referred to by Sung-yun, Suyu-ki (Beal), Introduction, p. civ.
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' ' To the west of his great stupa,'' Hiuen Tsiang says, ' ' there is an old sangharatna
(i.e. a monastery) which was built by King Kanishka. Its double towers, connected
terraces, storeyed piles, and deep chambers bear testimony to the eminence of the
great priests who have here formed their illustrious religious characters. Although
now somewhat decayed, it yet gives evidence of its wonderful construction. The
priests living in it are few, they study the Little Vehicle. From the time it was built
many authors of Sastras have lived herein and gained the supreme fruit [of Arhatship].
Their pure fame is widespread, and their exemplary religious character still survives.''
Hiuen Tsiang then speaks at length of three great divines, Parsvika, Vasubandhu
and Manorhita, who had lived in Kanishka's monastery and written here works famous in Buddhist literature. He also mentions the interesting fact t h a t in the cells
which they had occupied there were commemorative tablets. I t is not unreasonable
to hope t h a t a further exploration of the second mound which contains the remnants
of Kanishka's monastery will bring those tables to light and thus afford another proof
of the trustworthiness o f t h ^ ^ h i ^ s e p i l g r i r n .
We do not know whether the old prophecy recorded by Hiuen Tsiang and Sungyun, according to which the stupa of Kanishka was to be seven times destroyed by fire
and seven times rebuilt, before the law of Buddha would disappear, was ever fulfilled.
So much is certain, that in the days of Mahmud of Ghazni the great sanctuary was still
in existence and known by the name of its royal founder. For Alberuni in his account
of the Shahl kings of Kabul speaks of it in the following terms : ' ' One of this series
of kings was Kanik, the same who is said to have built the vihara (Buddhistic monastery) of Purushavar. I t is called, after him, Kanik chatty a.*' ' He then takes the
opportunity to insert a legend relating to Kanishka and his campaign against the king
2
of Kanauj.
I t was in Kanishka's reign that the third Buddhist Council took place in Kashmir.
8
Hiuen Tsiang relates t h a t the king was grieved and perplexed by the contradictory
views taught by the different schools, and t h a t in consultation with the patriarch Parsva
(the same who is said to have dwelt in the great monastery of Peshawar) he resolved
to hold a Council in order to fix the teaching of the Tripitaka. Five hundred selected
divines distinguished by learning and holiness took part in the discussion. The king,
according to Hiuen Tsiang, proposed to assemble a t Rajagriha in Magadha (Southern
Bihar) where the first Council was believed to have been held immediately after the
death of Buddha. But the honourable Parsva objected because " there were many
heretical teachers there (in Magadha), and different Sastras being brought under consideration, there would be clamour and vain discussion." He preferred Kashmir.
" The mind of the assembly," he said, " is well affected towards this country ; the
land is guarded on every side by mountains ; the Yakshas defend its frontiers; the
I Sanskrit chaitya — stupa. *
* Alberuni, India, transl. by E. C Sachau, Vol. I I , p. n . It is curious t h a t the same legend is told in the Rajaiaraiigini IV, 277-307, with reference to Lalitaditya of Kashmir and his expedition into the ' Ocean of Sand ' (Sanskrit
SiKaTdTsvndhu). See Dr. Stein's translations, Vol. I , pp. 148 ff.
'^~~7~Siyu-hi (transl. Beal), Vol. I, pp. 151 ff. Cf. also p . 117, op. cit (transl. J alien), Vol. I , pp. 172 ff. Cf. also p. 129.
W a t t e r s , On Yuan Chwang, Vol. I, pp. 271 ff.
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soil is rich and productive, and it is well provided with food. Here both saints and
sages assemble and abide ; -here the spiritual Kishis wander and rest."
The Council was presided over by Vasumitra, and a complete commentary on the
Tripitaka was prepared by the five hundred. " There was no work of a n t i q u i t y , "
Hiuen Tsiang says, ' ' to be compared with their productions ; from the deepest to the
smallest question, they examined all, explaining all minute expressions, so that their
work has become universally known and is the resource of all students who have followed t h e m . ' '
i

" Kanishka-raja," thus the pilgrim ends his account, " forthwith ordered these
discoveries to be engraved on sheets of red copper. He enclosed them in a stone
1
receptacle, and having sealed this, he raised over it a stupa with the scriptures in the
middle. He commanded the Yakshas to defend the approaches to the kingdom so as
not to permit the other sects to get these Sastras and take them away, with the view
that those dwelling in the country might enjoy the fruit of this labour.''
'' Having finished this pious labour, he returned with his army to his own capital."
" Having left this country (Kashmir), he turned towards the east (west ?) and
fell on his knees, and again bestowed all this kingdom on the priesthood.''
The stupa of Kanishka containing the commentary on the Buddhist scriptures
-

*

engraved on copper-plates promises yet another great discovery to the archaeologist.
For I have little doubt t h a t here the tradition recorded by the Chinese pilgrim is as
trustworthy as it has proved to be in the case of the Great Stupa of Peshawar.
From the above it is evident how great a p a r t King Kanishka plays in the traditions
of the Northern Buddhists. Let us now see what place he occupies in Brahmanical
lore. That place is indeed a very modest one, for in the whole Sanskrit literature of
the Brahmins he is never mentioned, except once. I t is a curious instance how insufficient Brahmanical literature is for purposes of historical_study. Kanishka, one of
tTie" greatest rulers of ancienTTLn3ia71s practically ignored. The reason is evident
.enough. The pious prince of the Buddhists and the great patron of their religion was
nothing but a Mlechchha (a heathen) and a Pashanda (an unbeliever) in the eyes of the
Brahmins. His greatness in religion and government could, therefore, hardly appeal
to them.
The one mention of Kanishka which forms the only exception is interesting enough.
1
It occurs in the first book (taranga) of Kalhana *s Rajatarangiy± (verses 168-173) and I
wish to quote it in full according to Sir M. A. Stem's excellent translation."
108. Then there were in this land three kings called Hushka, Jushka and Kanishka, who built three
towns named after them [Hushkapura, Jushkapura, Kamshkapura].
169. That wise King Jushka, who built Jushkapura with its Vihara, was also the founder of
Jayasvamipura.
.

.

.

1 On several occasions inscribed copper-plates have been found enshrined in stupas. A notable instance is the
Taxila copper-plate of the Satrap Patika, the son <>f Liaka A commentary on the whole Thpiiaka engraved on copperplates may sound improbable. But at the Karthodaw Pagoda or Mahnlokain irajin Chetiya built by King Mindon
in 1862 at Mandalay, one actually finds the Tripi'aha
carved on 729 stone slabs (namely the Vi nay a on i n , the
Abhidhamma on 208, and the Sutta 011 410 slabs-. Each slab is contained in a separate chapel.
» Rajatarahgini (ed Stein), p 8 (trans). Stein), Vol. I, pp. 30 f. In the synopsis at the end of the work (VIII, 3412)
' Hushka and the others, all three alike of Turushka origin," are mentioned again among the kings of Kashmir.
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176. These kings who were given to acts of piety though descended from the Turushka race, built
at Sushkaletra and other places Mathas, Chaityas and similar ^structures].
171. During the powerful reign of these [kings] the land of Kashmir was to a great extent in the
possession of the Bauddhas, who by [practising] the law of religious mendicancy (pravrajya) had acquired
great renown.
172. At that time one hundred and fifty years had passed in this terrestrial world since the
blessed §akyasimha (Buddha) had obtained complete beatitude (Nirvana).
173. And a Bodhisattva lived [then] in this country as the sole lord of the land, namely the glorious Nagarjuna, who resided at Shadarhadvana.

Kalhana, the author of the Rajatarangini, as Sir M. A. Stein points out, has
borrowed this passage from an older chronicler of the name of Chhavillakara, and the
information contained in it, though brief, is on the whole remarkably accurate. It is
rightly stated that Kanishka and the two other princes of his dynasty were Turushkas,
i.e. Turks, and that they patronized the Bauddhas (i.e. the Buddhists). Each of them
founded a town named after him, and these three towns have been identified with
villages still bearing the original names in a modified form. Kanishkapura, 'the town
r
of Kanishka/ has been identified by Dr. Stein w ith Kanispor, a village situated between the Jehlam and the high road leading from j^aramfila tqJ5rinagar.' Dr. Stein
speaks also of an old mound near the village from which carved stones and ancient
coins are occasionally extracted. I may mention in passing that the town of Hushka
(or Huvishka ?), viz.Hushkapura, is marked by the village of Ushkiir opposite Baramula
on the left bank of the river. The site comprises a ruined stupa. Kalhana further
1
mentions the patriarch Nagarjuna as a contemporary of the Turushka kings.
As regards the date of Kanishka, we derive no help from the Kashmir chronicler.
On the contrary, he makes confusion worse confounded. According to him, the Turushka kings lived 150 years after the Nirvana. The Chinese pilgrim Sung-yun, in his
account of the Great Stupa of Peshawar, relates that Kanishka lived 300 years after
t

the Nirvana. Next comes Hiuen Tsiang who is persistent in making it 400 years,
whereas other Chinese sources go up to 700 years after the Nirvana. The date of
Kanishka, according to the ancient authors, ranges therefore from 150 to 700 years
after the Nirvana, which gives a difference of 550 years. We may flatter ourselves
that, if we take among opinions of modern authors the extreme theories of Dr. Fleet
and Dr. Bhandarkar, viz. 57 B.C. and 278 A.D.. we find the difference reduced to 335
years.
Personally I feel inclined to accept Dr. Stein's view, who s a y s : — " Whatever
date we shall have ultimately to adopt in the light of subsequent finds and researches,
so much may already now be considered as certain, that Kanishka's reign cannot be
removed by more than a century from the commencement of our era."

1 Dr. A. H. Francke, in his History of Western Tibet, p. 51, speaks of a Kanika monastery founded at^Sanid in
Zangskar by Buddhist monks who had emigrated from Kashmir. But the date of its foundation (7th or 8th century
A.D.) makes it somewhat doubtful whether the name can have any connection with King Kanishka.
2 Nagarjuna was the 13th Buddhist patriarch and the author of the famous Mahayanist work Prajna-paramtt
which was translated into Tibetan by Rin-chen Brang-po.
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I now come to the real subject of my paper, the recently discovered statue of King
Kanishka. My introduction has been disproportionally long, but in order to bring
out the unusual interest attaching to this find, it seemed necessary to show how important a place Kanishka occupies in the history of ancient India. My long preamble,
therefore, will, I hope, call for no apology.
When in the beginning of my paper I said that we are now able to see Kanishka
face to face, this expression should not be taken in too literal a.sense. The image found
at Mat is unfortunately headless, and Pandit Radha Krishna's endeavours to recover
the missing member on the spot have so far been fruitless. The arms also are lost.
The image itself was found buried, only a small portion being visible above ground.
The neighbouring villagers utilized the stone for sharpening their tools on, a practical
use to which ancient sculptures and inscriptions are not unfrequently subjected in this
country. It is particularly unfortunate that they selected exactly that part of the stone
where the head is broken off from the trunk. The break has consequently been smoothed
down and, even if the head were found, it would no longer fit and it would therefore be
impossible to say with full certainty whether it belongs to the image or not. For,
besides the Kanishka statue, two more headless images, apparently representing
Kushan Princes, have been found on the same site.
The portion of the sculpture which was overground, namely the upper part of the
torse, has somewhat suffered owing to exposure to the weather, apart from the damage
already referred to. For the rest the image is very well preserved. The statue is lifesize, the extant portion, including the base, measuring 5' 4" in height. The king is
shown standing to front, with his right hand resting on a mace and the left clasping the
hilt of his sword. He is clad in a tunic or undergarment reaching down to the knees
and held 'round the loins by means of a girdle of which only two square plaques are
visible in front. These must in reality have been of metal, perhaps of gold. The
rest of the belt is concealed by a long upper garment, probably sleeved, which falls
*

down to below the knees and consequently is somewhat longer than the undergarment. Both garments are severely plain, only the seam being shown along the
borders of each, and on both sides of the upper garment from the loin downwards.
The drapery is indicated by very shallow lines, probably a reminiscence of Hellenistic
influence. Most conspicuous are the very heavy top-boots with straps round the ankles,
perhaps for the fastening of spurs.
Here I wish to quote the following passage from a letter dated May 29th, 1912,
in which Sir A. M. Stein has been good enough to give me his observations on the
Kanishka image.
i(
" The dress and accoutrements of the s t a t u e / ' he writes, are certainly very
interesting in their close agreement with what we see on Kanishka's coins and the
Peshawar relic casket. The boots are plainly the soft leather Charuks still in use in
Turkestan, both in east and west of the Pamirs. But the vertical folds or creases are
curious. As to the coat (Chappan) and the garment below it you might compare the
stucco images of Lokapalas excavated by__me at Rawak near Khotan and shown in a
photo of my Ancient Khotan.
The ornamentation of the arms, buckles, etc., shows
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motifs familiar to me from the 3rd century wood-carvings of Niya, Lop-nor, etc. You
might refer for this to my Ruins of Desert Cathay.
Of course, all these decorative
motifs must have passed to Eastern Turkestan from Bactria and Sogdiana the true
,,
centre of this Orientalized Hellenistic a r t .
1
' The Indo-Scythians had stopped long enough in those highly civilized regions
to become themselves thoroughly imbued with their fashions. Formerly one might
have talked of them as ' northern barbarians.' But the outlook has changed considerably with our Turkestan discoveries. The region in which the Kushans had been
settled for generations before Kanishka extended their rule to the south-east, was, in
material respects anyhow, quite as civilized as contemporary Northern India."
The attire and the attitude of the Kanishka image remind us at once of his effigy
as we find it on his coins and also on the Peshawar relic casket. To remove all doubt
as to the identity of the personage represented, there is the inscription in very plain
Brahmi characters which, in a very unusual fashion, is incised not on the pedestal
but on the figure itself across the folds of his garment. It reads : Maharaja raja1
tiraja devaputro Kanishko,
" T h e King, the King of kings, His Majesty, Kanishka."
The character of the inscription is that used in epigraphical records of Kanishka's reign.
The plain dress of the king contrasts strongly with his elaborate weapons. The
sword has a long hilt decorated on the top with what appears to be a parrot's head.
In reality this head may have been of jade or ivory.* The sheath, the"pomT^Fwhich
is broken, is decorated with three plaques which evidently represent metal plaques
similar to those of the belt. I t is curious that the sheath is not attached to the belt
but fastened to the upper garment by means of two straps. One strap ends in a circular disk.
The other weapon is a mace, 3' 5" long including the handle. The real thing was
probably made of wood bound with five metal bands which are clearly shown in the
sculpture. The portion between the first two bands nearest the handle is round, the
r
middle portion betw een the second and fourth band sixteen-sided and the top eightsided. The fifth band nearest the top is decorated with a makara head, no doubt metal
like the bands. It may be questioned whether this mace was in reality used as a
weapon or was only a wand of office, a kind of sceptre. The former seems more probable. I t will be noticed t h a t it tapers, being broader at the top than at the hilt end.
8
This suggests a weapon.
Indeed, the whole appearance of the Kanishka statue suggests a warrior, not
delighting in costly dress,but trusting in his good sword. We have seen t h a t Buddhist
tradition shows us Kanishka under two different aspects. He is the devout follower
1 It is interesting t h a t in Chinese writings Kanishka is usually spoken of as Chen-tan Kia-ni-cha, a literal rendering
of the Sanskrit Devaputra Kanishka.
The long a in the first syllable is remarkable.
2 In the collection of arms belonging t o H H ^ _ t h e ..Raja of Chamba there is a dagger {peshkabz) with parrot-head
22
haft and enamelled sheath. Cf. Catalogue of Loan Exhibition of Antiquities, Delhi Museum of Archaeology, 191 L P
'
No. A. 165.
4
3 I t is interesting here to compare Elphinstone's description of S h a h S h u j a , t h e king of Afghanistan. " At this
audience, the king wore a high cap of plain red cloth, with a black velvet band round the bottom. He had no jewels
o n ; a mace, a sword, and a carbine, lay before him on a c u s h i o n . " M. Elphinstone, An account of the kingdom of
Caubul.
2nd ed. Loudon, 1842, Vol. I, p. 93.

Vedic Social Life according to t h e s i m i l e s in t h e A g n i ' h y m n s of t h e
Rig-Veda.
D R . H.

D.

GRISWOLD.

I

. [Paper read—May 6, 1911].

The Rig-veda is probably the earliest literary monument of the Indo-European
-

family of languages. It is a collection of archaic poetry mostly religious in character,
divided into ten mandalas or books, and consisting of 1028 hymns. These hymns
are written in praise of Agni, Indra, Varuna, Soma, Vayu, & c , while not directly historical, they yet contain valuable historical material and constitute a primary source
for the earliest period of Indian history. Of the hymns of the Rig-veda roughly
about 200 are addressed to Agni, more exactly 215 or 216. And the number of
different similes which occur (repetitions of the same simile being excluded) amounts
1
to about 200, roughly then an average of one simile to a hymn. Of the Agni
hymns about seventy-four or fully one-third contain no similes. The books of the Rigveda richest in similes are books I , I I , IV, VI and VIII. Book I X , of course, contains
only Soma hymns. The richest single group of Agni hymns in the matter of similes is
the group I, 65—73, ascribed to ParMara Saktya and written largely in the Viraj
metre.
A simile introduced by as or like ( £<j, *r, *rcrf ) is of the nature of an illustration.
The principle governing the use of illustrations is that the abstruse and difficult is
cleared up by the analogy of the simple and the obvious. According to this, we should
expect d priori that Vedic similes in general and the similes of the Agni hymns in particular would throw some Hght upon life in the Vedic age. Whether this is so or not,
each one may decide for himself on the basis of the evidence submitted. One thing is
certain, that the Vedic simile^ are unconscious witnesses, and so we may be confident
that they t e l U h e T r ^ y
In~pfeparing this paper I have gone over the similes of the Agni hymns in the
Vedic text, have referred to Sayana on difficult passages, and have consulted the
translations of the Agni hymns made by Oldenberg, Grassmann, and Griffith. Pischel
and Geldner's Vedische Studien and Hirzel's Gleichnisse und Metaphem im Rig-veda
have been constant companions. Prof. Oldenberg's translation of the Agni hymns in
bjpoks I—V (S.B.E.), Vol. XLVI, seems to me to be the best work done as yet in the
translation of these hymns, and so far the first five books of the Rig-veda I regularly
quote from Oldenberg. For tfre remaining books I quote sometimes from Griffith and
sometimes present independent translations of my own. The Vedic quotations are
made from the pada-text.
1

l If we count all the repetitions, the number of similes will amount to about 480.
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Coming now to the matter in hand, I purpose to treat the subject of Vedic social
life under the following five heads :—
i. The Family; 2. Tribal and Political Organization ; 3. Physical EnvironWarfare
ment ;
1 The Family.—Under this the first natural subdivision, (a) Husband and Wife
The following similes bear upon the relation of husband and wife: 3
I. 73 .—"Like a blameless wife beloved of her husband."
( 3 H ^ n Tjfagsjs^ ^T^t) 1 A beautiful domestic picture of purity and
affection.
IV 3*.—"This is the home (or bed-fire-pit) which we have prepared for thee, as a
well-dressed, loving wife (prepares the marriage-bed) for the husband.'"
13

X. 91 .—'May it (this newest praise-song) come near his heart and affect it, as a
* loving} well-dressed wife affects her husband'
( *&T'- ^fcTO ^ f c *TO f*TO*t 1TTTSW ^

^«*cft g*TW ) I

6

X. n o . — " L e t the expansive doors be widely opened, as wives adorned for their
husbands."
( *)^Ji?t: SfWT f w f c f U l qfcW T *TiW ^TOW* )
s

<c

I. 66 .— Like a wife on a couch (or in the home) enough for all (happiness)." ( "srnrs^
*ft^ *wi dmw ) i
l
I. 7 1 . — " The loving (women) have amorously excited their lover, as wives of the
same nest (house) their own husband."
( ufa 1 fnai *rwOTtoSP) 1 A veiled reference to the ten fingers which twirl
the fire-sticks.
These passages indicate that the fundamental institution, of marriage existed in
its integrity and purity in the Vedic age. Husbands loved their wives, and wives loved
their husbands. In those days also blameless wives had a way of being ' adorned'
c
and well-dressed' for their husbands. On the whole, these passages indicate monogamy, but the last one suggests polygamy. There is reference to the attitude of
(
'wives of the same nest' toward their own husband/
Before leaving this topic three similes may be quoted which refer to women in
general, married or unmarried.
I. 79*.— " H e has come as if with the beauteous, smiling (women..)" ( fanTfH: f
^m*nfW: ^ r *uu^ ) i
6
I. 95 .—"They caress him both like two kind women"
(<3*t H £ affa^Tf 1 3ft ) 1
1
X. 124 .—'The streams that bring-prosperity like women, they shining bear his (e.g
Indra's) hue/
ftrcra
1

These three passages present a beautiful picture of gracious and smiling Vedic
womanhood.
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Two or three similes may be quoted as bearing testimony to the existence also
of sins against the home, or in general to the social evil:—
1

1

I. 69 ( = 1. 69*, VII, io ) "Like the lover of the Dawn " (<sn: «r amp )
Here the Sun is conceived as following the Maiden Dawn like a 'lover' (jara).
This imagery is doubtless based upon the shadier aspects of social life. This interpretation seems confirmed by the following :—
6

IV. 5 .—"They who roam about like brotherless girls."
( ^rercra;: *r qfrw ^fa ) i
6
IV. 5 .—"Of evil conduct like women who deceive their husbands, being wicked, sinful
and untrue" ( irfarftii: ^ *[w. 3 ^ T : ^rmm: ^ \ ^ran: wraiT: ).
Of these two passages the first, as Pischel (Vedische Studien, Vol. I, 299) rightly
interprets, refers to harlots ; and the second, to married women who are untrue to
their husbands. The context indicates a strong sense of the heinousness of the sins
5
mentioned above and a strong conviction of coming retributions. Thus IV. 5 ,—" They
have created for themselves this deep place,'' i.e. hell ( xi re «n*TTcr i\i?\t), with
which we may compare Acts i. 25, " That he might go to his own place ' ' ; and IV, 5*,—
"MayAgni
consume with his hottest flames ( siftr w*rc(
cfftr^T artf^^T)
those who violate the laws founded by Varuna." Note that the place of punishment
for such as these is described as a 'deep' place and a ' hot' place. This all testifies to
a strong, wholesome, ethical sense in the Vedic age. But the sins of women in this
direction are referred to more clearly than the sins of men, at least in the Agnisimiles.
We now come to the second relationship, namely (b) Father and Son. The
passages are numerous, fifteen or sixteen in all. We may notice first those which
represent the Vedic father's attitude towards a new-born son:—
s
!
I. 69 .—"Like a child when born, he is delightful in the house" (I1W * *fff Wj*
^it*n ) 1 .The reference is to the production of fire by twirling the fife-sticks.
The new-born fire is as delightful as a new-born child.
HI. 15*.—"Cherish, O Agni,
this praise of mine as (a man rejoices) in the birth
(of a son), in his own offspring." ( «I«H$CT ft*i w i sj*^ ^fN % ) 1.
l
I. 66 .—"Like unto one's own son." ( f*w T ^ 5 : ) 1
The fire in the altar is alive and warm, and is cherished like 'one's own son.'
These three passages indicate the Vedic estimation of sons. One may look in
vain for a similar appreciation of daughters! Warfare and the settlement of new
territory apparently made an abundance of heroic sons, the supreme desideratum.
Another set of similes show how a Vedic father protected and supported his son
and was kind and accessible to him.
7
VI. 2 .—"To be protected like a son " ( ^31 n v w w i ) 1
VIII. 19".—"Like a son cherished in his father's house.'' (fag*.1 ^' swr: $iWr)
6
I. 127 .—"Therefore his life is a firm hold like (a father's) safe refuge to a son."
( *W W *r vr% ) 1
*

•
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8

I. 127 .—" The guest of men in whom (they live) as before a father's {face)." ( sjfafa
WTfsuiri fqgs ij vm 3n*nuT) 1
I . i'.—" O Agni, be easy of access to us, as father is to his son." ( frame* «*i% ) 1
10
X. 69 .—"As a father carries a son in his bosom." ( ftmstm yi * f w ^<NS ) 1
To these may be added two passages in which the mother either alone or associated
with the father is mentioned in connection with children.
V. 15*.—"When thou earnest
HS%

man after man like a mother" ( m«n$w *<r

Wl'S9!TJJ ) I

1

III. 18 .—" Be kind

when we approach thee

as parents" (

ftffftaOl

The point to be noticed is that in the similes of the Agni hymns the relationship
emphasized is that of father and son, not that of father and daughter or mother and
son. Relatively mothers and daughters are lef^out of account.
Three similes will now be cited to indicate the attitude of sons toward their
father."
1
II. io .—" Agni is to be invoked.as the first like a father" (faensw )l
I 68*.—-"They took pleasure in his will, as sons (take pleasure) in their father's (will). "
( fqg: i T&V ^i IWcT ) 1
10

I. 70 .—"They have brought (thee) to different places, as sons (divide) the property of an aged father " (fag: *t fsrih fa %<r: H W ) I Here the division of one fire into
many fires is illustrated by the dividing up of an aged father's property among his
children. These three passages indicate on the part of Vedic sons reverence toward their father, glad obedience to his will, and participation in his property.
The filial attitude here described is a high and noble one.
10
In connection with I. 70 two other passages may be quoted on the subject of old
age:
10
I. 71 .—"Old agejmjgairsjbh^app

(covers the sun or the

sky)." T w - T ^rcf wfaRT frr*nfa ) •

VI. 2\—" Happy like an old man in a fort"
( T ^ : sftsw *JW" ) 1 Old age, then, for
the Vedic Aryans was a time when the strength and beauty of a man are under a
cloud, when he tarries in fortified places and does not go forth to battle, and
when he distributes his property among his children.
6

f

(c) Brother and Sister.—Besides the negative passage (IV. 5 ) concerning brother1
less girls/ already quoted, there is one other text, I. 65 : " ( H e is) the kinsman of
rivers, as a brother of his sisters." ( «TCH$9 ^m ). Agniislike a brother to his sisters
the rivers. We come now to—
2. Tribal and Political Organization.—Under
the king.

this will be mentioned the tribe and

(a) The Tribe.
VI. 11*.—" Whom as the living one rich in oblations, l/ii Five Tribes bringing gifts,
adorn with homage." ( v i f tf T*?*T *:Hnr«ro *Wfa QSWR tf* *r«rr:) 1
10
II. 2 .—"Like the sun over the five-fold dwellings." ( 3jfa tx* Sife* *sm *P *r ) I
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The five ' tribes' or settlements'
doubtless refer to five Aryan tribes leagued together for purposes of protection, each tribe being under its own chieftain.
(b) The King.
3

I. 73 .—" Like a King who has made himself (valiant) friends." ( fv^fa^r: T *T*TT ) I
A reference perhaps to alliances with neighbouring tribes.
1
I. 67 .—"He demands obedience like a King!'
( ^nft% ^f^ *T^TTSS:3 ) 1
L
IV. 4 .—"Go forth impetuous like a King with his elephant" (*rfr *T*fT$i[3 «m*Fr
Vfc ) 1
The meaning 'elephant' for ibha is probable, but not quite certain. I t is explained as 'elephant' by Yaska, Sayana, Pischel and Oldenberg, but as ' a t t e n d a n t s '
by Grassmann and Griffith. If it means elephant, then there is an unbroken continuity
of custom in the Panjab from the Vedic period down to the last Viceregal Darbar in
Lahore.
1

I. 65 .—"He eats the forests as a King (eats, i.e. takes the wealth of) the rich."
( W [ T *:T5TT w f a 3jfa ) l If ibha means elephant, then ibhya doubtless means
elephant-possessors in the sense of rich people.
8
9
X. 124 .—'Like clans choosing their King.
( few T *;wf wmv ) This looks as if the
chief of a tribe were sometimes at least chosen by his people. Thus a Vedic
chieftain or ' K i n g ' made alliances with neighbouring tribes (?), demanded and
received obedience from his subjects, rode in State on an elephant (?) or attended
by a following, devoured the rich (i.e. took their wealth) as a fire devours the
forests, and apparently sometimes at least was elected by his people.
Closely connected with the King in dignity, and perhaps his equal, is the clan-lord,
as in the following:
14
I. 27 .—"May he hear us like the rich lord of a clan." ( ^ T ^ S * * fawfa: )
Our third topic is—
3. Physical Environment.
A distinction is drawn between desert land and habitable land. Thus V. f.
<c He indeed, the beast, mows off deserts and habitable land like a mower."
( *?: % 91
"H*l *lTf^rci ^ieiT * ^rfcr *?t w II )• The mower referred to is undoubtedly a grass-cutter
merely, like the man who cuts grass for our horses in these days also.
1

X: 4 .—'Thou art like drink in a desert.' ( t i ^ s c * *nu ^f% w ) I t is not necessary
to assume a reference to the Scinde desert or to the deserts of Rajputana. The
comparatively waterless regions between the great rivers of the Panjab satisfy all
the conditions.
(a) Settlements, houses, etc.— There are a number of references.
10
li
II, 2 .— Like the sun over the five-fold dwellings" (or settlements). ( *jfa i^ mf%n
^m w> T ) . Krsti is an agricultural settlement where land is broken up with the
plough. I. 65*.—" Like a broad abode." ( fgfa: *r ^^\ ) 1 A roomy spacious
16
dwelling-place is suggested. IV. 5 .—"The bountiful has shone like a house with
X
its wealth" ( f^rfcn * I R I sw*nc* *re?K ) * -H —^ Gay in thy aspect like a dwell-

*
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ing-place rich in food." ( t<t*: «'f^fag«T«[s«* W-) I I- 66'.—"Pleasant like a
homestead." ( «ft*: T **n: ) i These passages breathe the very spirit of " Home
sweet home, there is no place like home."
I

In the Agni-similes there is little detail concerning houses. They had doors
1
l
( s*: II. 2 ) and also (wooden) pillars or props for the roof ( ^TrffRT IV. 5 ). In these
1
houses guests were comfortably entertained. I. 73 .—" Who is pleased (by worship)
like a comfortably resting guest." ( ^>rcft: *fnfa: T i?t*w ) 1 A picture of Vedic
hospitality.
(b) Pasture and grass land.—There are several references to pasture (yavasa) in
connection with the mention of cattle. These will be considered in the proper place.
(c) Cultivated land and vegetable products.
s
5
The passage I. 65 .—" Like the fertile hill" ( firft- 1 S * ) hints at dwellings on the
fertile slopes of the northern mountains, or perhaps the thought is that "Agni
yields nourishment to all beings as a mountain fertilises the country by the waters
which come down from i t " (Oldenberg). This is practically the only reference to
mountains or hills in the Agni- similes. Over against the multitudinous references to
8
cattle in the Agni-similes there are only two or three references to grain. I. 66 .—
8
"Like ripe barley." ( w. * m: ) 1 H. 5 .—"The Adhvaryu rejoices at their coming
11
as corn (rejoices) at rain.
( JRI ?ret$w *fte% ) 1 Compare also VII. 3*.—' As barley'
( ucf n ) 1 Yava (modern jau) probably means corn or grain in general. I t is clear
that the Vedic Aryans had to some extent at least entered the agricultural stage.
(d) Forests, trees and wild animals.
There are several references to forests, one of which may be quoted, I. 127*.—
" H e who dives into many forests as if carving the wood with his flame" ( q^pg *JTT$ J$
wtftw ) I Possibly a reference to the splintering of trees by lightning. There are
1
two interesting similes indicating the relation between tree and branches: VI. 13 .—
' From thee, blessed one, all blessings spring as branches from a tree' ( fa *fa *fw ^
83
<TOT: ) 1 VIII. 19 .—"Thou on whom all other fires depend, as branches (on a tree)"
( w u « )1
Among the wild beasts which inhabit the jungle is mentioned the lion in several
Ll
passages. Lions are described as 'roaring' ( TO^ T ftnn I I I 2 j, as 'angry'
:
6
( fa* f wi V. x$*)s and as 'hot-spirited' (fa*TT «r % * i w : I I I 26 ). Two passages,
3
namely, V. 15 . "They have stood round him as round an angry lion" and III. 9*
" As a lion (is found) when he had gone into the waters," refer possibly to lion-huntng. Of birds there are mentioned the swan ( V*r )9 the takvan (whatever it may be)
1
and the hawk.
(e) Rivers and the Sea.—There are two references to the 'flood' or 'rapids' of
10
the Sindhu"
( W v 1 'sfo: I. 65*, 66 ). And one to the " roaring waves of the
li
Sindhu " ( ftrcfrj W w^rfncns: a^fo I. 44 ). The following are references to rivers or
11
streams in general: VIII. 103 , "Whose waves, as in a cataract9 are hard to pass"
•

Wm

1 One passage may refer to bird hunting.

xw*mi

) 1

" The birds flee as before the fierceness of a hero " ( 3 3 3 3 5 J& 7*RVl<c[
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Like streams let loose " ( ftw: n *z%v ) ; I. 143 .
" The never-sleeping, never-ageing (rays) of Agni
roll forward like streams "
s
!
(^
faw
W % ) i I- 65 . "Like a refreshing stream" («grT^ 1 *nj ) I There are
four important references to the relation between rivers and the Sindhu, and rivers
and the samndra. V. n«. «' The prayers fill thee with power and strengthen thee
5
like great rivers the Sindhu."
( wf frti faYs w *m?{: *?T> *JT differ n w ) ; VIII. 44* .
" O Agni, to thee the loving songs speed as rivers to the sea." ( *nprnrs *? ftfw ) ;
7
I. 71 . " E v e r y nourishment goes towards Agni, as the seven young rivers (flow) into
3
1
the samudra"
( *q* ^ mer: *m *nr): ) ; VI. 7' . "Zifo? branches have grown the
f
seven streams. ' ( w $ m my. * H f w r : ) 1 The word samudra means confluence' or
collection ' of waters. The Indus where it receives the waters of the great rivers of
the Panjab is like a sea in extent. All the conditions are fulfilled by identifying the
samudra with the Lower Indus. There is mention also of the seven 'rivers/ This may
be a symbolical number covering all tributaries of the Sindhu, or it may definitely
designate the well-known 'five rivers' of the Panjab plus two others, perhaps the
Kubha or Kabul river and the Sarasvati near Ambala.
These are references to rivers as boundaries between hostile tribes and to the
crossing of these rivers by boats or by swimming, II. y\ " May we dive with thee
across all hostile powers as across streams of water."
( ww* ^ ^ n s im siftr Jintafr ) ;
1
(f
VIII. 19 *.— He has exceeded men, as if he had crossed the waters." ( ^sri^r *ifa •••
1
C(
... 9fs£ M aTftscf ) ; I. 97 .— Do those carry us, as with a boat, across hostile
3
powers " (•gfaTRTjss w r ) ; I. Q7 .—" As across the Sindhu (or a stream) with a
b o a t " (if! fare's *3 ITC*TT 3jfa qiS ) ; so also V. 4*. ( ftfq'_* »IWT_) I ^lready in the
Rig Veda the crossing of a river had become a metaphor for the escape^from difficulties
and dangers. TKiiTmetaphoFcan be explained in two ways, as based either on the
*

*

escape from a hostile shore (the opposite bank of the river being occupied by enemies),
or as referring to the difficulties and perils involved in crossing such rivers. One or
two passages support the latter alternative, e.g., VIII. 75*. " Let not the sinful
tyranny of any fiercely-hating foe smite us, as billows smite a ship."
( ^jf??: T m*
11
SIT 3-fcft^ ), and VIII. 103 . " Whose waves, as in a cataract, are hard to pass."
But, on the whole, I think the metaphor is to be explained in both the ways mentioned above.
From the above-mentioned material we conclude that the Vedic settlements \
extended eastward probably from the Kabul valley to the Sarasvati near Ambala and
southward along the banks of the Panjab rivers from the mountains to the junction
i
of the five rivers' with the Indus. The rivers constituted natural defences between
hostile tfiBes: Betweenthe rivers was the relatively elevated and waterless plateau
frequented by wild animals such as lions
4. We now come to the fourth topic, Economic Life. The most important
subject under this is—
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^P^W^^^^M^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

1

Referring to the tree and branch arrangement of the rivers of the Panjab, the Indus being the tree and its tribu
lies the branches.
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(a) Cattle raising.—There is a multitude of references to cows in the Agni
similes, of which the following are specimens:—
6

:

VII. 2 .—" Like a cow good at milking " ( « 5 * T « * §3 )n
J
IV. I*.—" Like the bountifulness of a milch-cow''
( *TT*TT$ X$ iN> ) • Milk was
evidently an important article of food in the Vedic age.
I. 6 6 \ — " Like a milch-cow, bright and shining.'' ( q*r T Sg: sfa". fawn ) I
l
V. i .—" The dawn who approaches like a milch-cow"
( $*s w ^Tia¥ ^rer*[ ) i These
two similes emphasize the bright ruddy look of the cow.
5
<c
I. 95' .— Like lowing cows they have approached him in their own way." ( n\m i
3P5JU ^
1

c^: ^|: ) |

<<

II. 2 .— For thee Nights and Dawns have been lowing, O Agni, as milch-cows in
,y
the folds for their calf.
( 33Tfi^
*<Q *r *m^* § W ) I
11
VIII. 44 .—" My praises go to thee as the cows seek the stall." ( tfte Jiw T^ ) I
19
I. 66 .—" As cows go to their stalls,
we . . . . reach him who has been
f
kindled." ( w *r JTT^T )
So there were cattle-pens, ' folds ' or stalls ' in the
Vedic age.
6
VII. 2 .—" Like two full mothers that lick their young." (Tjff fifl*j *r ma*T ficrrar ) i
1
VIII. 71 *.—"Like calves with their mothers." ( * w w * *rrefw: ) 1 There is also
mention of buffalo-cows as follows :—
1
V. 25 .—" From thee (proceeds) wealth (mighty) like a buffalo-cow."
( *f*iftsw wr
6

IV. 12 .—" As you formerly have released . . . . the buffalo-cow bound by the foot
( j^zr facr qfe 1%am ),
thus take away from us this distress."
&
VI. 2 .—' Like an animal in a pasture ' ( qg: *r m% ) \
+
V. 9 .—" Thou art a burner of many woods, O Agni, like an animal (that consumes
all grass) on a meadow." ( ^ w *ff% ^TT %iii H5- * **%") 1
The word ^>a$w includes cattle and doubtless other animals as well, while cattle
were out at pasture they were under the care of a shepherd.
I

T^\—<<

Thou

reigned

as a shepherd (takes care of his cattle)."

TOUT'S* I )
1

II. 2 .—"He

free, without a keeper."

:

( H3 *

itfS ^ * : Whiffs ) I

Notice the comparison of a reigning chieftain with a shepherd or herdsman
(gopah). I t is a natural simile in a pastural state of society. We may compare the
similar epithet applied to David about 1000 B.C. when he was anointed king at
f
Hebron : " T h ^ j ^ l l i b ^ ^ ^ ^ " ™y p ^ p l p Israel '' (2 Sam. v. 2). The simile or
metaphor of a shepherd expresses beautifully the watchfulness, care and guidance
exercised by a good king over his people
1
But in spite of the watchfulness of the herdsman sometimes anim? s were lost.
X. 46*. ' They followed him like a lost animal by the tracks.' ( n^ T i € ^ ^ 9 ^ )
Or sometimes they were stokn. Compare the following :—
1
I 65 .—" Thou who hidest ihyself in secret like a thief with an animal ( i m \ 1 mv
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3*T *riif) . . . . the wise unanimously followed by the footmarks/' (iff: *jg" HF[ ) 1
Here the fire which has gone out and disappeared is compared with an animal
which is either lost or stolen. There is an interesting reference also to the tracking of cattle. Cattle-thieving was not uncommon in the Vedic age as is indicated
by this simile and the thfee following :—
5

yy

V. 15 . " Putting down thy foot in secret like a thief.
( vis T a n r JZTT 5W«n ) 1
6
(
VI. 12 .— Like a guilty thief' ( mw* 1 crnr ) 1
6
il
X. 4 .— Like two thieves that risk their lives and haunt the forest." ( S ^ T T S w
cT^jRT i**\i[ ) I

Were the cattle-thieves of the Vedic_age Aryans, or were they aborigines?
Were there thief-tribes in those days, like the janglis and other thieving communities
of our time ? The third simile, namely, ' Like two thieves that
haunt the
forest/ suggests that they were jungle-folk.
We may now quote some of the similes relating to bulls:
2

X. 115 .—"Impetuous as a bull that snorteth in the mead."

( \m «r iftirtn* 1 infa

«*T) l
6

I. 58 .—" He who has fiery jaws, stirred by the wind, blazed down on the forest,
as a strong bull (rushes) on the herd." ( *r$ *r ^HT^T *ra 3Tfar ^air ) 1
When stirred by the wind, fire attacks the fuel with the same impetuosity as a
bull rushes to join a herd of cows.
10

I. 94 .—" When

( OTH^IS

6f~of thund
VI. 16" " Like a bull with sharpened horn, Agni, thou brakest down the forts.''
( ft*re^r: *r &m> 1 w ^ : n i t P w n )
Note that as the cow symbolizes the more quiet and kindly operations and
influences of fire, so the bull appropriately symbolizes the fierce and destructive
operations of fire, the impetuous rush and roaring and destructiveness of the flames.
In two passages from the Danastuti hymn V, 27, there is reference to the gift of
(
a hundred bulls' (perhaps the equivalent of so many cattle in other property) on
the part of a liberal patron of the singer.
(t

V. 27*.— Asvamedha whose gifts, a hundred speckled bulls {mmvwi
CT<ra:),
delight me like Soma juices with threefold admixture " ; and
((
V. 27°.— Bestow on Asvamedha, the giver of a hundred (bulls), abundance of heroes
and mighty royal power, like the never-ageing sun in heaven!' The sun is a fitting
symbol of the splendour and perpetuity of a noble family.
Before leaving the topic of cattle a few other similes may be quoted which bear
upon Vedic custom with reference to animals.
ln

u

III. 8 .— Like horns of horned animals the sacrificial posts with their head-pieces
are seen on the earth.'' ( ?£jnftrc(«r TM "S^ftrfli ) 1
IV. 13*.—" The rays of the sun have shaken the darkness, and have sunk it into the
waters like a hide." ( TOS** *R W cw *ng) 1
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3

VI. 8 .—" He made the two bowls part asunder like two skins."
U writs *$ fwiif
^raa*Tc{ ) i
X. 79*.—"Not playing, playing, he golden-hued and for eating toothless has cut up
(his ford) as a knife a cow!'
( **5fiWr rfte^ Tfr= ^fi% *re^ i
:

:

( fa ulw *war iris w ^rftr I' )•
*
•

Sayana comments as follows :—jrnfa^ifa *ri f n ^fw. mf^fa' n^fa^rf*! ^cf n .
This clearly refers either to the killing of living cows, or to the cutting up of
cows that had died a natural death, most probably the former.
Before leaving the subject of the cow we shall consider a few passages which
is product of the cow, immelyj>hee.
6
IV. I . " Like the bright heated butter of the cow (the appearance) of the god is
lovely/' (jjfa ^cf ir SK summ: ) i
6
IV. io .—Like purified ghee is thy stainless body." ( ^rf T TJJT W$ *ftw ) I
The
appearance of fire is like that of clarified, bright and hot ghee.
l
V. I 2 . — " I bring this prayer and this song, which is turned towards him
as
well clarified ghrta (is poured) into his mouth at the sacrifice." ( v . . . . *w icf
*r
*jxjcf ftrf Mt ) i
2
(
VI. io .— Like pure ghee the hymns flow clearly/ ( ^ *T «5fa wcra: q ^ ) i
3
f
VIII. 39 .— I offer hymns to thee like ghee within thy mouth.' ( ^^TTPT • . . • ^ *r
^1T

) i•

The hymns of praise offered to Agni are compared with clarified ghee.
This completes the cow and all that pertains thereto. These passages have a
genuine bucolic flavour. They date from a time when bucolic description was not
merely a literary style, but the reflection of actual life. The scene whieh these similes
conjure up for us is charming in its simplicity—Pastures and cow-pens, the impetuosity of the bull, the ruddy glint of the cow in the sunshine, the rich flow of milk, the
lowing of cows for their calves, the bellowing and snorting of bulls in the pasture, the
clearness of purified ghee, and the tireless activity and watchfulness of the herdsman
who pastures his cattle in the jungle during the daytime, and brings them back home
again at night.
*

(b) The horse.—According to the Agni-similes the horse was
much admired and
prized as the cow by the Vedic Aryans, although for different reasons. The horse was
powerful and swift, and drew both the war-chariot and the racing-ch riot, thereby
a
contributing both to defence and to amusement, Through quotations
may now
illustrate the 'horse-wit' of the Vedic Aryans. A difference in quality v
^cognized
between horse and horse. " M a y he
distinguish wisdom and foL
nortals,
like straight and crooked backs (of horses)" ( ^ r s *m ^<TT ^F^*n ^, IV. 2
Horses
snort and neigh (VII. 3*, I I I . 26*). Fire is compared with a red race-hot^
^ T
w*t w * : , I I I . 29*). Horses champ the bit. ' H e champeth like a horse held in by
the mouth. ( H*m vsp *r q*m*r> wwr, VI. 3* ). A horse is as precious as praise which
i
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touches the heart (IV. IO ).' There are many references to the cleaning or grooming
5
of horses. VII. 3 , ' Morning and evening men groom Agni as they groom a
steed ' ( sjftr «t?q *r W W TO ) ; IV. 15*, " Him they clean day by day like a racer that
6
wins {booty) " ( cf w<f «r *Hftf
wzsii?r ) ; I. 60 , Rubbing thee as (they rub down)
a swift racer that wins the prize" ( *TO*T ^NMC JW'CT: ). This is all curiously modern
as well as ancient. Horses, as indicated in these passages, were used for racing.
I. 65", "Like a racer urged forward in the race" ( W P *J ^<5jj*r ^^QCT^: ) ; IV.
ia
3 , " The waters . . . . have sped forward
like a racer incited by shouting when
1
(the race-horses) are let loose " ( *mt *r * r a q ^ w r : ) ; IV. 5 ', " As swift (horses gain)
1
the prize'' ( T W *T *T*I ); X. 156 , 'Like a swift horse in the races' ( sn^s n *JTF«I* );
1
III2 , " H e the sage is led round
like a racer for the winning of the prize" ( *w3
n 3T*mTcrir ) ; I I I . 2 , "Desirous of winning the prize I address him
as (one
who desires to win the prize addresses his) race-horse " ( ^^ if ^r^i ^ f a ^ j )• Finally
horses were used for chariots. II. 4*, "Like a chariot-horse" ( *ro: ^ JJB);
1
l
VIII. 103 , 'Even as a chariot-steed the devout groom him with their songs.' II. 8 ,
" A s one who runs a race (praises) his chariots" ( 3Ti*w*3 5 i w r ). These passages
indicate a genuine love for the horse and admiration for his prowess. The horse first
appeared in Western Asia in the middle of the second millenium B.C., coming clearly
p
from the direction of^ ersia and Central Asia. The invading Aryan tribes clearly
brought the horse wiih them f r o m l S e i ^ e n t r a l Asian homes.
Closely connected with the horse is the chariot or car, which may fittingly be
described in connection with the horse. For the war-horse and the war-chariot together constituted the artillery of the Vedic age. Chariots were often decorated,
6
I. 66 , "Like a chariot with golden ornaments, impetuous in fights" ( **p 1 w»t ?**:
16
*r«<w), and I I I . 2 , "Like a splendid chariot " ( **f «r ftr*^). Possibly there was
no difference between the war-chariot, the racing-chariot and the chariot of state. The
6
c
car mentioned in I. 66 is called impetuous in fights,' but it is decorated like a state
5
carriage. The car mentioned in V. io , "Like a thundering chariot bent on victory "
( *n#r: W. *r ^TOP ) may refer either to the war-chariot or the racing-chariot; so also
^B

6

III. I5 , " Like a victorious car " ( w * *ffw ).
The parts of the chariot chiefly mentioned are the felly, the spokes and the wheel.
8
I. 141 , Everywhere encompassing with wisdom, as the felly encompasses the
a
spokes of a wheel " ( *TCPT *T ^fa: irf*;*:) ; II. 5 , " As the felly (encircles) the wheel "
8
( %fa: ^*5 T3 ) l So V. 13 . The relation of the felly to the spokes furnished a favourite
metaphor for comprehension or inclusion. In the construction-of the chariot the axe
1
( j f w . I I I . 2 ) was used. The construction of chariots was perhaps the greatest
mechanical and artistic accomplishment of the Vedic age.
2
(c) Artizans.— First, we may mention the workers in wood, 'IV. 6 , "Like a
10
builder ( it^s w ) he has reared his smoke up to the s k y " ; I. 67 . " T h e sages
U
made him as if building a seat " ( *rcis r * ) i V. 2 , " This song of music, O strongborn Agni, I , the priest, have fashioned for thee, as a skilful workman (builds) a
1 Cf. I. 66* and I. 696:

" Likeawell-cared-for race-horse " (or dear, favourite race-horse). ( ^ T ^ \ if tftcT: ) .
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chariot" ( ^cf ?r i&tf gfasim fa*: I \v T *?!*: S"S wrr: W ^ II ). There were apparently two arts of first importance in the Vedic age, the religious and poetical art of composing hymns, and the mechanical art of building chariots.
5
Then there were smelters, or workers in metal, V. g , " W h e n Trita in heaven
5 (C
blows upon him like a smelter" ( 3ti ^r^TS *;<* v«fa ) ; V. g ,
Sharpens (him) as in
+ c
smelting (him)" ( fa*Pt% ^icrft ^ T ) ; VI. 3 , Smelter-like he smelts burning the
woods ' (ifftt ^ ju^qfa ^ ^WcT). So there was work in metals in the Vedic age.
Surely some metal relics of the Vedic period will turn up, when the great mounds of
the Pan jab come to be property excavated.
c
There is also a referencejo the barber. X. 142* As a barber shaves (or cuts)
a beard, thou shavest the earth' ( sms M SI?^ ?nf« u *JJR ).
Shepherds, or more properly herdsmen, have already been referred to.
[
(d) Metals.—Gold is mentioned in at least three passages (IV. 10"" \ VII. 3*
iqsp *r ). Besides this there is ay as (Lat. aes) which is either bronze or iron, probably
1
the former. IV. 2 ', "Melting the generations like ore" ( v r . *r
^ff*iH wer ) ;
6 tc
VI. 3 , Whets his splendour like the edge of Ay as " ( falser ?N: *ww- *\ WTJH ).
The question is whether the Vedic Aryans were in the bronze or the iron age.
(e) Wealth.—There are many similes in which Agni is compared- with wealth
i(
l
( *;fa: ). Thus I. 58*, Beautiful like a treasure" ( *;fa ^ w r ^ ) ; *• 6o , " Pre1
cious like wealth" ( *fafs m SSHTUR ) ; I. 73 "Like wealth acquired by the fathers " ( *:(?>
5
*r ... fqgfw ). VIII. 15 , "Like wealth of one with hero sons" ( *:fa: sftecr: *ren ).
Thus wealth was prized and longed for in the Vedic days.
*

5. Warfare.—The war-chariot has already been described. And there have been
(
one or two references to forts ( TJ*: ). The Vedic army ' ( §-*TT ) is several times men5
+
tioned as ' s e n t forward' ( £*TTS *3 ^ $ i I. 66', I. 143 , VII. 3 ), i.e. in process of
1
15
assault ( nftrfcT: ). See IV. 4 . VII. 3*. Warriors were protected by armour. I. 31 ,
<c
Thou, O Agni? protectest on every side like well-stitched armour" ( 311$ 5«r *?WH ),
10 <l
and I. 140 , Thou hast shone like a coat of mail in battles ' ' ( m\s x^ *(% ).
The chief jweapon was the bow in the hands of the bowman. I. 127*, " As with
0
9 ((
a conquering bow-man he proceeds ("spefrsnTr *r <sra% ) ; VI. 16* , Mighty as one who
slays with shafts" ( ^ 5 M H^T ) ; I. 66\ "Like an archer's shaft with sharp
point " ( *z^> «Tfc*a<j£ssfc?taT ) 1 The club was apparently also used, according to
16
I. 36 , " As with a club ( g*ns m ) smite the niggards in all directions." Possibly
s c
there is a reference to the battle-axe in I. 127 , ' Like an axe, the conqueror of deceitful foes" ( q^«jt «r W T I I ). But Oldenberg divides the compound as dru-hantara
i(
:
and translates a mighty wood-cutter.'' There are several references to the axe ( IJ*3 .
and *fafa: ) in the Agni-similes. The axe is called in one place (VII. 3") "a burnished
axe" i.e. from sharpening ( TJCTTS m ^ftrfft: ). Banners were apparently used and
f<
cows were the favourite booty. IV. 13*, The God Savitr has sent his light up:
ward, shaking his banner like a warrior who fights for cows (s^T ^fa*3cT 7Tfa* 3 *OT).
In conclusion, we may now summarize briefly the material presented above in
detail. In this summary it must be remembered t h a t the Agni-similes alone are used
as a source of historic material.
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There were five Vedic tribes living on the banks of seven rivers.

The mention of
the ' five tribes' seems to indicate that they were mixed in blood and probably leagued
together against their foes. The territory occupied extended southward from the
mountains on the .north, at least, to the junction of the Panjab rivers with the Indus
and possibly farther. The tribes were governed by rajas or 'kings,' who were somef
times apparently chosen by the people. The ideal of a king was to be the shepherd'
of his people, but he sometimes devoured the rich a3 fire devours the forest. There
is a distinction drawn between desert land and inhabited land. The probable inference is that the Aryan settlements occupied " as~a~~rule the" fertile soil along the
banks of the rivers and streams of the Panjab. The relatively high and waterless
land between the rivers was a jungle given up to lions and cattle thieves (probably
aborigines). Some land was under cultivation, sown with grain, perhaps barley. But,
on the whole, the supreme source of wealth was cattle raising. Vedic India was in
the pastoral stage, but to some extent had also entered the agricultural stage. The
bucolic descriptions in the Rig veda are numerous and beautiful. Ghee was as much
^ ^ m

I

L

—

^
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^

^

—

^

prized in Vedic times as it is to-dav. Among metals gold and ay as, bronze or iron,
are mentioned. Perhaps ay as included more than one metal as yava probably covered
more than one kind of grain. Home life was, on the whole, simple and beautiful.
Family ties were close in Vedic India even as they are to-day in modern India. The
blood relationship emphasized are those of husband and wife, father and son. The
blessedness of a Vedic home consisted in plenty of cows and plenty of sons: Certain
crafts are mentioned, as e.g. those of the worker in wood, the worker in metal, the
herdsman, and the barber. There was evidently a good deal of warfare. The warchariot drawn by war-horses constituted the artillery of Vedic India. Forts, or
fortified posts, are mentioned. Query.—Is the rocky citadel of old Taxila near Sardi
Kdld an illustration of a Vedic fort ? The chief weapon was the bow. Armour was
used both of woven material and apparently also of metal. ' Armies moved forward in
assault like the onward rush of rivers. The rivers were apparently natural boundaries
between hostile tribes. These were crossed by boats. The favourite booty was the
cow. Among martial peoples there is a close affinity between warfare and amusement. Quite likely the same horse and chariot which were used for warfare were in
times of peace used for racing. The horse and the cow were the expressly important domesticated animals of the Vedic age. Vedic houses had doors and posts.
There were rishis, priests and singers in the Vedic settlements. The two supreme
artistic products were the skilfully composed hymn and the skilfully constructed chariot.
Among crimes and misdemeanours are mentioned sins against home-life and theft,
particularly cattle-liftjng! Such crimes are denounced. Monogamy was apparently
the rule, polygamy being probably practisedJn^exceptionaLcases. The constituents
or 'estates"' of a~Ve3ic tribVconsisted of (i) the king and the army of nobles and
warriors, (2) the various priests, rishis and singers, and (3) the pastoral, agricultural
and artizan classes.
I shall stop at this point. I had hoped to deal with Vedic nature studies, but
this paper is already quite long enough. Whatever profounder meaning Agni may
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hoped that the woman and her family would keep in good health, but for the cattle,
he could promise relief only after an interval of four months.
Other suppliants followed—a peasant whose crops had failed; a family of four
members who had all been seriously ill; a youth to whom the god had formerly promised relief and had failed to give i t ; a young girl who had been more fortunate and
who, in recognition of the boon, now offered the god the ornaments she had vowed
a few months before; and many others afflicted with various ills. The procedure was
the same in every case. As each suppliant came up, he ignored the god, addressing
himself solely to the diviner—whom to my surprise he invariably hailed with the title
of Ndga. Now the diviner, as it happened wasja. low caste Koli; but none-the-less, he
was for the'time being an incarnation of the god himself. The spirit of Mohan Nag
had descended uppn him and it was with the god's tongue that he spoke. His
divinity differed in degree only from that of the ganas. He was a god only while
labouring under the afflatus; the ganas are divine during the whole term of their
office. They are the deified deputies of snake-gods who select them, instal them
and endow them with their energy. As such they have clearly a better claim to the
title of Naga than the low caste medium of the Suket god. I t is, in fact, just possible that they were originally called nagas and that their present name of gana is a
corruption of their early title due to the transposition of letters so common in the
hills. In any case, it is obvious that they are counterparts in embryo of the demigods of old. This constitutes their chief historical interest, and must be my excuse
for their lengthy intrusion on you this evening.

i

•

T h e S t r u g g l e s of t h e H i n d u S a h i R u l e r s of Kabul and Panjab
a g a i n s t t h e Central A s i a n T u r k s . (870-1027).
By

GULSHAN R A I , B.A.,

LL.B.

[Paper read Jan. 15th, 1917.]

The period with which the subject of this evening deals is comparatively a
short one, and forms only a portion of the great cycle in the world's history
which began with the appearance of the great apostle Muhammad. In 641 A.D. at
Nehawand the great and magnificent Persian Empire was brought to an end by
the new power that had taken its birth among the followers of the Arabian Prophet.
The tide of Arab invasion, on the disappearance of the intervening Persian Empire,
now advanced in full force to the confines of the far-famed Hindustan. In 642
Kirnian, the south-easternmost province of Persia, was reached. In 652 Khorasan
was subjugated. In 658 Kizkanan (modern Kelat) was raided, and in 664 the Arabs
invaded Kabul. Ratnapal, the Buddhist ruler of the mountain kingdom, however,
checked the rushing tide, and for more than a hundred years we find the contest
between the Arabs and the Indians going on without any decisive results. During
this period Kabul, Ghazni, and Kandahar changed masters several times, for every
I

time the conqueror had to be displaced by the superior forces of his adversary.
It was not till the time of Harun-al-Rashid that the rulers qi Kabul and Ghazni
had agreed to pay to the Caliph of Baghdad a regular tribute. But even this
was for a short period, for after the doath of Harun-al-Rashid, when quarrels arose
between his sons Muhammad Amin and Mamun, and the latter, on his victory
over his brother, departed from Khorasan in 813, the Indian rulers of Kabul found an
opportunity to shake off entirely the shadowy suzerainty of the Caliph. During this
contest three districts of Kabul had however to be lost for ever. Tokharistan, Bamian,
and Boost had been absorbed in Khorasan and become more or less Muhammadanised.
After this in modern Afghanistan the Indians possessed the districts of eastern
Kandahar, Ghazni, Kabul, Lamghan, and Kafiristan. The whole of the Frontier
Province, with probably the exception of Dera Ismail Khan district, then known by
the name Roh, was also under the rulers of Kabul. The modern Panjab seems to
have been in this period parcelled out, each portion owning allegiance to the rulers of
different neighbouring kingdoms. ' In the reign of L,alitaditya Muktapida of Kashmir
6
( 99"736) Taxila (modern Rawalpindi, Attock, and Jhelum districts) was autonomous
under Hindu Sahi rulers owning allegiance to Kashmir. The land of the Takkas or
*

*
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l Kalhana's Rajatarangani Book V, verse 152-155.
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Central Pan jab sometimes recognised the overlordship of Kashmir while at other
times of Kanauj. The same was the case with Jalandj^r. The territory south of
l
the Sutlej was in this period always under Kanauj.
Multan Division together with
the Sibi district of modern British Baluchistan and the Zhob valley formed, since the
overthrow of the Ummayidiya Caliphs, the independent kingdom of Multan under
Qureshi rulers. Such was the political condition of the Panjab and the North-West
in the latter half of the 9th century A.D. From the first invasion of Kabul in 664 we
have a period of more than two centuries which is historically absolutely dark. It is
most unfortunate that even the Muhammadans, who were for 200 years in daily contact
with the rulers and people of Kabul, say nothing of its affairs excepting some accounts
they give of a few successful raids made by them on these territories. However, I
am not at present concerned with this obscure period, howsoever interesting it may
be. My subject begins after the expiry of this period. I am not concerned with the
struggles of the Buddhist Sahi rulers of Kabul against their Arab invaders, whom
it is evident they finally succeeded in keeping off a greater portion of their territories,
but with the struggles of their Hindu successors, who maintained for 150 years their
independence against the ever-encroaching power of the Central Asian Turks by
whom in this period even the Arabs had begun to be guided so far at least as
political matters were concerned. To trace the deeds and doings of the Brahmanic
Sahis is the theme of this paper. But even this task is so ambitious and the sources
of information on the subject so scanty, that it would have been far better if abler
hands had dealt with so important and difficult a period in the history of India.
INTRODUCTION.

Before I attempt to fix the period of accession to power of the Hindu Shahiys
dynasty to the throne of Kabul, it is necessary that we should have some idea o:
the political condition of the adjoining countries in the latter half of the 9th centur}
2
A.D.
From the year 820 in the reign of Caliph Mamun to 873 the Tahiris had helc
almost an independent sway in the extensive dominions of Khorasan. The rulers o
the provinces of Bactria, Herat, and Seistan, owed allegiance to the Tahiri rulers a
Nishapur. Tokharistan (modern Kunduz), Bamian (modern Ghour) and Boost (westeri
half of the present Kandahar district), which were once ruled by the Buddhist Sat
0

rulers of Kabul, were now absorbed in Khorasan. The territories of Kandahar, Ghazn
and Kabul were therefore from 820 bounded on the north, west and south-west by th
dominions of the Tahiris. These Tahiri rulers had appointed one Ibrahim as gove
nor of Seistan. He did not however personally reside in this province, but sent in h
stead, as his deputy, one Un-Nasr. The latter was succeeded in the Deputy-Governo
ship by his son Darhim. After Darhim's death in 865 his sous Salih and Nasr we
defeated by their retainer Yaqub-bin-L,aiz Saffari, who now possessed himself of tl
1 The kingdom of Multan in those days was bounded on the west by Khorasan. Since Seistan was at this tii
part of Khorasan, the Multan frontiers probably ran through modern British Balochistan.—Elliot, Vol. I page 154.
2 Tabaqat-i-Nasiri.
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western portion of Seistan. The brothers Salih and Nasr retired eastward, and maintained themselves in Boost. ' From here the brothers, as is mentioned in the 1 ami'id
hikayat (I. xiii, 21) invoked the help of their eastern Indian neighbour Rasal in
recovering their father's dominions from the usurper Yaqub. In answer to this call for
assistance Rasal advanced in person, and the united forces of Rasal and Darhim's sons
moved to destroy the rising power of Yaqub. This chieftain however sent an embassy to Rasal seeking his pardon and requesting permission to pay his respects personally to the Indian king. Rasal received the embassy favourably, and foolishly
allowed Yaqub together with his retainers to approach him. During this interview
Rasal was treacherously killed by Yaqub. On this Darhim's sons fled to the king of
2
Kabul. As a result of this success Boost was completely subjugated, and Kandahar was also probably annexed. From there Yaqub seems to have overrun Zamindawar and Zabulistan. These operations must have occurred in 866 after Caliph
Mo'taz had ascended the throne of Baghdad: for we find it mentioned that with
this Caliph Yaqub had frequent dealings, sending him magnificent presents, mostly
the result of plunder gained in his struggles with the heathens of the East. In 867
Yaqub took Herat. The years 868 and 869 he seems to have spent fighting in
Kirman and Fars. From there he returned to Seistan in the middle of 869. On
return to his native land he again bent his attention to the rich and we ilthy territories
of his eastern neighbours the Hindus. He advanced to Ghazni, overran Bamian,
Tokharistan, and Balkh, and on his return journey he took Kabul in the latter part of
the year 870. From here he sent an embassy to the new Caliph Mo'tamid with
presents, including idols taken from the locality. As a result of this embassy Yaqub
was recognised by the Caliph as Governor of Seistan, Kirman, Balkh and other eastern
countries as far as India. In the middle of 873 Yaqub again moved from his capital
in Seistan, and marched by way of Hirat on Nishapur. This latter place was occupied
in August 873, and on its conquest the whole of Khorasan lay at his feet. On this
Ubeidullah, uncle of the last Tahiri ruler Muhammad, moved the Caliph in his
dynasty's favour, and in the winter of 874 the Caliph Mo'tamid declared Yaqub an
usurper, and his seizure of the lawful Governor of Khorasan as a grievous crime.
Khorasan was at the same time divided amongst the various Governors by letters of
the Caliph. In 876 Yaqub was finally defeated by the Imperial armies of the Caliph.
From this rapid survey of the political events in Khorasan and the adjoining
territories from 865 to 876 we can, I think, infer the establishment of certain conditions in the neighbouring kingdom of Kabul :—
(1) At the beginning of Y a q u b ' s ascendancy to power Ranbils or Ratnapals
were the rulers of Kabul, Ghazni, Kandahar, etc.
(2) In 866 the administration in Kabul was weak enough to enable Yaqub
to subjugate Kandahar and overrun Zabulistan.
3
(3) The 3rd point t h a t we can safely infer is t h a t Kabul must have remained
1

1

Elliot, Vol. I I , pages 176-7.
2
Russal was probably king of Kandahar and a vassal of the kings of Kabul, Ghazni, etc
3 Sketches from Eastern History, by Theodore Naldeke, pages 186-187.
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under Yaqub up to the end of the year 874, when he was actually
deprived of the governorship of Khorasan and eastern lands by the
orders of the Caliph.
From 870 to 874 consequently Indians did not rule Kabul. After deducing
indirectly these three inferences about Kabul dominions from the history of Khorasan
between the years 865 and 876, I will now quote a passage from Jatn'ai-ut-tawarikh
l<i
dealing directly with the affairs of Kabul. The quotation runs thus:
And Kank
2
returned to his own country and he was the last of the Katorman kings. Fortune so
favoured him that he found many treasures of former chiefs, and in consequence he
became proud and exalted : at length he gave way to disgraceful conduct, on which
account people complained of him to his Vizier. The Vizier took him into custody for
the purpose of correction, and confined him. And a second time he became ruler
over the kingdom. After his death, Samand, from among the Brahmans, became
King, and after him Kumlowa, and after him Bhim, e t c . "
Before I comment on this quotation I would invite attention to a passage in
Kalhana's Raj atarangani, Book V, verses 149-155. There we find t h a t Sankarvarman
who had ascended the throne of Kashmir in 883, after defeating his rivals to the
throne, started on a Digvijaya, i.e. conquest of the adjoining territories. In the
verses referred to above we are told that L,alliya the Shahiya ruler of Udbhandpura
(modern Ohind) was already a powerful potentate, having established his reputation
as a strong ruler, and who it seems could not be subjugated by Sankarvarman.
This passage in Kalhana read with the above quotation from J am'ai-ul-tawarikh
throws a flood of light on the condition of Kabul kingdom in this period. From
these passages we can establish :—
(1) That Kank was the last king of the Buddhist Sahi rulers.
(2) That Kank lost his throne twice, and that he was displaced both times by
his Vizier, who is called by Muhammadans by the name Kallar/ which
is now identified with Lalliya of Kalhana; and
(3) That before 883 L,alliya had been firmly established on the throne of
Kabul.
From the accounts of wars in Seistan we find that in 866 Rasals, Ranbils or
+
Ratnapals were the rulers of Kabul. From the history of Kashmir we find that in 883
this Ratnapal dynasty no longer existed ; and that Lalliya of a new dynasty was firmly
established in their place. During this period 866-883, therefore, Lalliya must have
obtained the throne. During this period presumably Kank the last Buddhist ruler
twice lost his throne; and during this very period, at least from 870 to 874, Yaqub held
Kabul. From these facts it is open for us to infer that just before the reduction of
1 Prinsep's Vol. I, page 316, edition 1858.
2 Kataurman, or Laktorman as put in some places, is, I think, the same as L,aghu Torman (Little Torman)
Torman probably signifies a Turkish appellation.
3 Stein's Rajalarangani, Vol. I I , page 336.
* Rasal and Ratnapal in Persian are written practically in the same manner. Cf. J ' ^ and
u^)-
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Kabul by Yaqub in 870 there was a revolution in the city of Kabul, which facilitated
the work of the invader ; that about that time Lalliya displaced his sovereign Kank ;
and t h a t after the fall of Yaqub in 874 Kank again returned to his capital,.but that
shortly after he was again displaced by Lalliya. There is no positive evidence to
establish this, but at the same time there is hardly anything to contradict this theory.
How Lalliya came to possess the throne of Kabul in the first instance, and under what
circumstances Kank returned, I leave as open questions to be solved after future investigations. But this much we are entitled to establish, that a good many years before
883, presumably not later than about 875, Lalliya became an independent ruler of
Kabul. His first rule must have therefore commenced some years earlier, presumably
after 866, up to which year Kabul is said to have been under Ratnapals. Provisionally therefore, subject of course to future correction, we may take it t h a t Lalliya
gained supremacy in 870 A.D. Elliot's view t h a t this event took place in 850 cannot
under the circumstances be correct, for then the Seistanic account of Kabul being
under Ratnapals in 866 cannot be explained.
LAiyLiYA.—(870-892).

After dethroning Kank the first thing that Lalliya seems to have done was to
change the seat of government. From the year 865, ever since the rise of the Saffari
dynasty in Seistan under Yaqub, Kabul had become exposed to frequent attacks from
the south and west, as well as north. By the loss of Tokharistan, Bamian, Boost and
Kandahar, and by the subsequent substitution in these provinces of turbulent Saffaris
in place of peaceful and degenerate Tahiris the position of Kabul, which was too
near the new western frontier, had become extremely unsafe, and could not therefore
any longer be kept as a seat of government. It appears that soon after the commencement of his reign Udabhandapura (modern Ohind), on the Indus some 15 miles above
Attock, became the capital of Lalliya. This latter town possessed the further advantage of being in the centre of Lalliya's kingdom. In determining the extent of territory over which Lalliya ruled, I might in passing notice that the original extent of the
kingdom ruled by Katorman dynasty was somewhat wider. Their dominions contained
the districts of Ghour, Tokharistan (modern Kunduz), Boost, Ghazni, Kabul, Lamghan, Kafiristan, Roh or modern Frontier Province, and the Panjab districts of
Attock, Rawalpindi, and Jhelum. The three westernmost districts of Tokharistan, Ghour, and Boost had been absorbed in the Arab dominions by the Caliphs
Harun-al-Rashid and Al-Mamun, while the rest remained under the Ratnapal or
Katorman dynasty up to the time of its last king Kank. This territory eventually
came into the possession of Lalliya. As regards the rest of the Panjab territory there
is positive evidence to show that it was not under Lalliya. In Book V, verses 140155 °f Raj at ar an gin l already quoted above, we find that one Allah Khan was the
ruler of Gujrat and Central Panjab in 883, and that before tKe invasion of this terri~

^^^^^^^^^

lory by Sankarvarman of Kashmir, Allah Khan acknowledged the suzerainty of the
ruler of Kanauj. Again from Muhammadan historians and travellers we find that the
Multan Division, together with Zhob valley and the Sibi district of British Balochistan,
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formed in this period an independent kingdom under a Qureshi dynasty. L,alliya's
territory therefore could not extend southwards beyond the Jhelum river and the Salt
Range. His kingdom was bounded on the east by Kashmir, on the south by Multan,
on the west by Khorasan, and on the north by the territories of petty Turkish chiefs.
Now as regards the duration of Iyalliya's reign. But before we can determine
this, we must settle who succeeded L,alliya; for there seems to be some confusion on
this point. Al-Birum and Jama' i-itt-tawdnkh put Samanta as the successor of L,alliya.
T

Tn JamuH-ul-hikayat (Elliot, volume I I , page 172) we find it stated that Kumlowa,
the 3rd ruler in Al-Biruni's list, encountered Fardaghan, the general of Amru-bin-L,aiz,
in Zabulistan and was defeated by him. Now this Kumlowa displaces Samanta accordl
ing to Ra]atarcuiganli Book V, verses 232-3 in 902. But two years before this, i e., in
goo, Kumlowa's opponent Amru had been defeated by Ismail the Samani ruler of
Bukhara, and sent a prisoner to the Caliph a t B a g h d a d , where in April 902 he was
murdered. Amru could not therefore send hi^armies against Kamluk in 902, or after
that. I have an explanation for this apparent anomaly. Kalhana styles Samanta
as a rebel, and calls Kamluk the son of Iyalliya. Does this passage not show that the
lawful heir to the throne of Lalliya was his son Kamluk, and not Samanta ? This
suspicion is further confirmed when we examine the passage I have already quoted
<(
from Jama* i-ut-tawarilth. The words are :— After his death, SamancLfrom among_£he
Brahmans, became king, and after him Kumlowa, and after him Bhim, etc." To
my mind these words seem to make some distinction between Samanta on the one
hand and Kumlowa and Bhim on the other. In this sentence only Samanta is mentioned as from among the Brahmans and not the others. This sentence read with
the passage from Raiataranganl, therefore, seems to suggest that Samanta was a mere
usurper, and that Kamluk succeeded Lalliya his father on the latter's death. If we
accept this view then Kamluk's encounter with Amru's general Fardaghan in Zabulistan becomes possible, for this event* could have taken place before Samanta usurped
the throne. From the Saffari history we find that Ghazni was reduced by the armies
2
of Amru in the beginning of 896.
About the time Fardaghan entered Zabulistan, we
l
are told by Jama i-ul-hikayaty Kamluk possessed the reputation of a powerful ruler.
Kamluk must have lost his throne, therefore, after 896. The explanation why AlBiruni and the author of the JamaH-ut-tawarikh make Samanta instead of Kamluk as
the successor of Lalliya, seems to be that Kamluk's rule before his overthrow by
Samanta was of a short duration. The date of Lalliya's death and of Kamluk's
accession to the throne may therefore be placed a few years before 896. We may
provisionally put it in 892.
Lastly, in the reign of Lalliya there is another interesting point which is worth
attention. I have already mentioned t h a t in 883 A.D. Sankaravarman of Kashmir
encountered in his Digvtjaya one Allah Khan, ruler of Gujrat and central Panjab
districts. Now this name appears to be Muhammadan, though Muhammadan rule had
certainly not as yet penetrated even the westernmost territories of Kabul. I for one,
Tabaqut-i-Nasiri.
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* Elliot, Vol. I I , page 172, H a k a y a t (I. xii, 18).
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however, would not be surprised if this chief really turns out to be a follower of the
Apostle Muhammad. Muhammadan historians tell us t h a t Islam had begun to spread
among Afghans by the beginning of the 8th century A.D. A Muhamadan kingdom
too had been established in Multan in the 8th century. We also find that in these
early times Gakkhars, who are the inhabitants of northern Pan jab districts, were
frequently in alliance with the Afghans. I t is therefore quite possible for Islam to
have quietly spread in the Pan jab during the time of Buddhist Sahi rulers of Kabul.
We cau well imagine the northern Panjab, which is known in this period as more or
less belonging to the Buddhist faith, easily giving way to the spread of Islam in this
territory. Hindus, Muhammadans, and Buddhists were therefore probably living
peacefully together in the
to these parts.
KAMALUKA SAMANTA.—(892-902-929).

Kamaluka then, as suggested above, succeeded his father Lalliya to the throne
of Kabul in about 892. ' But in 896 it appears from Muhammadan historians, Ghazni
was attacked by the armies of Amru, ruler of Khorasan. It is stated that Fardaghan,
his general, obtained a large booty from this place including jewels, precious stones
and gold and silver images, and on this victory rich presents were sent by Amru to the
^

^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^

^^^^^

Caliph at_Baghdad. It is just possible that this reverse to the arms of Kamulukr 1 _
caused his overthrow by Samanta ; or it may be that Samanta and Amru moved simultaneously against Kamaluka. Since Samanta is described by Kalhana as a rebel it
is possible he was a general or minister in the service of Kamaluka, who afterwards for some reason or other turned against his master and invited Amru to join
in the invasion of Kabul territory. Instances are often found in the subsequent
history of India where discontented servants having turned against their masters have
in^ej L joreign_princes to invade their motherland. Whatever the actual facts may
have been, we find that some years after the reduction of Ghazni in 896 and defeat of
Kamaluka at the hands of Fardaghan, there was on the throne of Ud&bhandapura
another ruler named Samanta. During his time, it appears, a very large number of
coins were struck in his name. Mr. Edwards Thomas thinks that Samanta, being
a Brahman, zealous of propagating his own faith _and desirous of eliminating all
things BuddhistTcalled in a^TaTas^ossible all the coins issued by the previous rulers
bearing Buddhist legends and designs, melted them down and struck fresh coins
2
in his own name bearing Brahmanic designs of Bull and Horsemanjype.
An instance
like this is found also in early Kashmirian History in the time of Toramana, and it is
quite possible this may be the explanation why of all other rulers Samanta's coins
are found in such large numbers in these provinces.
Samanta seems to have retained the Kabul throne only for a short period.
From the Rajataranganl it appears that Sankaravarman declared war against Samanta
in the beginning of 902. We find the Kashmir army invading the dominions of Samanta in Hazara district r and in this expedition it is stated Sankaravarman was killed.
1 Sketches from Eastern History, p. 200.
* Kalhana's Rajatarangani, Book V, verses 217-225.

2

Kalhana's Rajataraugani, Book I I I , verse 103.
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The widowed queen Sugandha, who, I might mention here, was a Darada princess
of Gilgit, concealed from the army the death of her husband and beat a hasty retreat.
Soon after, when Gopalavarman, her infant son, had ascended the throne of Kashmir,
l
she again sent an army against Samanta under her general Prabhakaradeva.
This
time Samanta was defeated, deposed and killed, and Kamuluka was put on the throne
of Kabul. This prominent part taken by Sugandha in
the throne of Udbhandapura shows that she was in some way connected with L,alliya
and his son Kamuluka. After this restoration the curtain again falls, and we are
left to grope our way in the dark with very little outside guidance. From this time
to the final conquest of Ghazni in 962 there is a period of 60 years which has to be
filled up. In this period some Muhammadan geographers penetrated to these parts
of India. Mas'udi comes to India in 915-16; Yaquti passes through the adjacent territories in 942-3 ; Istakhari visits these parts in 921, and Ibn Haukal in 942-3. In 91516 Multan appears to be under the rule of Abu Dalhat al Munabbe, a Qureshi. Kabul
in this period seems to have changed masters several times. Sometimes it was under
the Central Asian Turks of Bukhara, who had now become rulers of Khorasan, and
sometimes under the Hindus. There are two references in historical works about this
period. * In Raverty's Tabaqat-i-Nasiriy page 71, note 5, there is a quotation informing
us that a Turkish slave of theSamani ruler of Bukhara, by name Alpatigin, reduced
Ghazni in 934, for the first time. Again between the years 950 and 958 Bhimpal's
daughter's daughter Didda is mentioned by Kalhana as being married to King
Kshemagupta of Kashmir. Unfortunately very little information of historical value
ibout this dynasty can be gleaned from the account of the geographers. Under
these circumstances then it is very difficult to determine the exact duration of Kamaluka's reign, and consequently the exact date of BhimpaFs accession to the throne
cannot at present be fixed. This, however, we know, that from the death of Lalliya,
which must have occurred a few years before 896, to 1002, three sovereigns—Kamaluka,
Bhimpal, and Jaipal—occupied the throne. This gives an average of 37 years to each
ruler. If we could adopt this calculation Kamaluka must have reigned up to the
year 929.
As regards the extent of his territory we cannot exactly fix its eastern frontiers.
In the west we are sure he held Kabul, L,amghan, Kafiristan, and Ghazni. We can
also be certain that he held Roh (modern Frontier Province) and the Panjab districts
of Attock, Rawalpindi and Jhelum. As regards Central Panjab I should think this
territory was added to his dominions in his time. It has already been pointed out
3
that this territory was annexed by Kashmir in 883. Kashmir possessed strong rulers
up to the year 906, i.e. to the end of Sugandha's reign After that, from Kalhana,
we find that from 906-949 there were civil wars in Kashmir, and t h a t Sugandha's
opponents held sway during these years in that country. During these times it is not
probable that Kashmir could have maintained her rule over Central Panjab districts.
Up to 934 when Ghazni was for the first time reduced by Central Asian Turks under
1 Kalhana's Rajatarangani, Book V, verses 157, and verses 232-3.
* Raverty's Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, page 71.
3 Stein's Rajatarangini, Vol. I, pages 220-244.
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Alptigin, the rulers of Kabul were not pressed from the west. It is more than
probable that on the commencement of civil war in Kashmir, and on the overthrow of
Sugandha, Central Panjab was added to his own dominions by Kamaluka who
up to this time was not pressed by his Turkish neighbours in the west. A strong
neighbour, as Kamaluka is certainly stated to be by Muhammadan historians, could
under these circumstances easily take these tracts. Multan, it is certain, had not till
915-16 submitted to the arms of Kamaluka. But by the end of his reign it is possible
Multan was also absorbed in his dominions; for from the beginning of Bhimpal's
reign we find Multan and Ghazni under Afghans as feudatories of the rulers of the
Panjab.
BHIMPAL I.—(929-962).
The next ruler in this dynasty, Bhimpal I, must have come to the throne about
l
929. From Kalhana we find his capital to be still at Udabhandapura. In his time
Multan was certainly under the ruler of Lahore, for we are told that between 934 and 963
when Alptigin was making frequent attacks against Ghazni, Bhimpal engaged Afghans
to defend Panjab territories against Central Asian Turks. He is said to have appointed
Shaikh Hamid Lodi as Governor of Multan, -Roh and Peshawar. Now this Afghan
Chief could not be appointed at Multan unless the Qureshis had previously been
displaced, and he could undertake the defence of Bhimpal's territories only if he was
under some obligation to the ruler of Lahore. In Bhimpal's time in 934 Ghazn; was
for the first time reduced by Alptigin, who was a general of Nasr, ruler of Bukhara
*

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

2

and Khorasan.
We are told he took Ghazni from one Abu AH Luweik. It is absolutely unknown who this personage was; but this much we know, that he fought
on behalf of the ruler of Kabul. For the next 42 years, i.e. from 934 to 976, we find
Ghazni constantly changing masters. Whenever the Turks brought superior forces
Luweik withdrew to Kabul, but always returned and retook Ghazni whenever opportunity offered. This struggle against Turks went on for almost half a century without
any sign of either party giving way. But on the whole it appears Bhimpal and his
feudatories maintained a brave stand against the Turks, and the Afghans were mainly
instrumental in defending the Punjab against foreign invaders. In this reign we also
find strong alliances being formed by the ruler of Panjab and Kabul with the neighbouring princes. Bhimpal's daughter's daughter, Didda, was married between 950 and
958 to Kshemagupta, who had recently founded a new dynasty in Kashmir after oppos8
ing and overcoming the rivals of Sugandha's aprty. The relations between the rulers
of Kashmir and Panjab became so cordial that, as we are told by Kalhana, temples
richly endowed by Bhimpal were established in Kashmir valley. Even from the
fragmentary evidence that we can obtain about this reign we are entitled to infer
that Bhimpal was a strong ruler, and was possessed of considerable political foresight.
He had conciliated the refractory Afghans and kept them in his service, notwithstanding the fact that the Afghans believed in the same faith as the invaders, and
consequently were more liable to oppose the interests of Bhimpal who professed
l Kalhana's Rajatarangni, Book VII, page 1081. VI-178.
a Kalhana's Rajatarangani, Book VII, pages 1082, 1086.

2 Tabaqat-i-Nasiri.
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allegiance to the Brahmanic faith. By his foresight and courage he seems to have
kept intact the whole of the Panjab north of the Sutlej, and to have maintained
^

y.

—•——

"

~~~

under difficult circumstances the frontier districts of Kabul and Ghazni. The chief
struggle during his reign seems to have been centred in Zabulistan, which territory
it appears he did not lose finally, at least so long as he lived. But on his death,
when his strong personality was removed, it appears Ghazni was_jostt and Alptigin
established his seat of government there. This, we are told by Muhammadan historians, occurred in 962. This must have happened after the death of Bhimpal, for
we are told Ghazni fell without much resistance.
JAIPAL.— (962-IOO2).

Bhimpal was succeeded by Jaipal probably at the time when Ghazni became the
seat of government of the new Turkish principality in 962. From the beginning of
this reign the struggle against Central Asian Turks, which had begun in the time of
Bhimpal, assumed serious proportions. So long as Ghour, the great tableland of
Afghanistan, remained the frontier between India and Khorasan, foreign invasion was
more or less difficult. This fact has several times been illustrated in the history of
India. So long as the Mauryan dynasty of Chandragupta held Afghanistan there
could be no invasion of India. Again so long as Kabul remained a Subah under
the Moghal Government at Delhi, the rulers of India had no fear of invasion from
Central Asia. This was the case with the Shahiya dynasty of Panjab. Up to the end
of Bhimpal's reign the scientific frontier running across the watershed between the Helmend and the Indus remained more or less in Indian hands. But from the beginning of
this reign India was faced with grave difficulties. Ghazni, which is on the east of this
frontier line, had been occupied by Alptigin, and he had established himself there.
Zabulistan seemed therefore to have been lost for ever. The task of Jaipal had become
very difficult, for his capital at Udabhandapura had, by the establishment of a strong
principality at Ghazni, become too near the frontier. It was not safe to keep the seat
of government in such an exposed position. Saffari invaders of Seistanhad compelled
his ancestor Lalliya to move the seat of his government from Kabul to Udabhandapura ;
and now the Turks of Central Asia forced Jaipal to move his capital from the latter
place still further eastwards, beyond the great rivers. Consequently we find Lahore
to be Jaipal's seat of government. Abu Ali Luweik, his lieutenant in the west, still
kept on the struggle with the Turks. In 963 Alptigin died in Ghazni, and was
succeeded by his son Isha'k. Luweik at once moved from Kabul and in the course
of the year turned out the young ruler from Ghazni. Isha'k fled to Bukhara to his
Samani sovereign for aid. Next year he returned with considerable reinforcements
from Bukhara, and on his arrival in Zabulistan Luweik had again to retire. He
retreated to Kabul to wait for another opportunity. Soon after his arrival in Ghazni,
Isha'k died in 966. On his death Balkatigin succeeded to the government of Ghazni,
by the order of Amir Nuh the Samani sovereign. From Jama'i ul-hikayat we find
that Ghazni was at once occupied by Luweik after the death of Isha'k. But when
Balkatigin came from Khorasan to take possession of Ghazni, Luweik had again to
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abandon the city. The same Hikayat tells us that once there was in Balkatigin's
time a conspiracy among a body of malcontents, and that Luweik had been invited.
Had it not been for the vigilance of Sabuktigin, a slave in the service of ^Alptigin,
it is probable Balkatigin would have been taken by surprise and killed, in
the middle of the night. On this occasion Luweik's brother was made prisoner,
but he himself escaped to Kabul. Balkatigin died in 973, after being Governor
of Ghazni for about 8 years. On his death Pirey succeeded him, but he was so
unpopular that Luweik was again asked by the people to invade Ghazni. Luweik it
company with the son of his sovereign invaded Zabulistan. The Indian ' army had
reached CHARAKH in Logar valley on the frontiers of Zabulistan when Sabuktigin with
a body of 500 Turks suddenly fell upon them from behind and defeated them. In
this battle Luweik and also the son of his suzerain were killed. Shortly after
this, in 977, Pirey was deposed and the government passed to Sabuktigin. 'Soon
after this Sabuktigin marched from Ghazni towards the adjacent parts, and took
possession of the districts of Boost, Zamindawar, Kuzdar, Ghour, Bamian and
Tokharistan. Thus in a short time, in addition to Ghazni and Kuzdar, he became
master of all the territories which once belonged to the Buddhist Shahi rulers of
Kabul, and had subsequently formed under the Arabs the eastern districts of Khorasan.
On the death of Luweik, Ghazni also had now been finally lost. The province of Kabul
had now become exposed on three sides, and if the ruler of Ghazni became strong, it
was evident Kabul could not be retained much longer. On all sides Kabul was now
threatened by the new ruler of Ghazni. Jaipal could not afford to acquiesce in this
changed aspect of affairs. He advanced in person to oppose Sabuktigin, but some
understanding, it does not appear what, seems to have been come to between Jaipal
and Sabuktigin. In 980 Jaipal again marched towards Ghazni, but an accommodation was again come to, and Jaipal again retired. In 988 Sabuktigin again encoun2
tered Jaipal. This time Jaipal was routed and pursued. The battle was fought at
SAKAWAND, now known in the maps by the name SAJAWAND. I am satisfied that this
<

—

•

,

place is in Logar valley on the confines of Kabul and Zabulistan, and not in the district
of Jallalabad in Kabul province as held by Elliot. A' peace was concluded after
this battle, and Jaipal promised to cede to Sabuktigin four of the fortresses on the
Ghazni side, and to give one hundred elephants. Jaipal, however, on his arrival in
Lahore, failed to redeem his promise, and maltreated Sabuktigin's agents. On this
Sabuktigin again invaded the territories of Jaipal, marched towards Lamghan, reduced
its chief city, and set fire to places in the vicinity. Jaipal advanced from Lahore,
but he was again defeated. As a result of this defeat the district of Kabul seems
to have been annexed by Sabuktigin. The Afghans also made submission to the ruler
of Ghazni. Henceforth we hear of no more fights between Jaipal and Sabuktigin.
During the latter part of his reign Sabuktigin was busy on the western frontiers of
his now extensive dominions. Bukhara had been invaded, and Sabuktigin was invited to defend his master in Central Asia. Rebellion had broken out in Khorasan,
l Tabaqat-i-Nasiri.

* Elliot, Vol. I I , page 578.
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and he was appointed to put it down. Throughout the latter part of his reign he was
engaged in extending his own frontiers on the west, and this offered good opportunity for Jaipal to regain his lost territory. But Jaipal seems to have remained at
peace. On the death of Sabuktigin in 997 he was succeeded by his son Ismail at
Balkh, but he was soon after deposed by his half brother Mahmud, who ascended
the throne of Ghazni in 998. After settling his affairs, in Khorasan, Seistan and
Ghazni, Mahmud turned his attention towards the dominions of his eastern neighbour
Jaipal. In 1000 A.D. he marched eastwards, and after takmg some forts and districts
of Jaipal returned to Ghazni. Probably on this occasion he had taken Lamghan.
In 1002 Mahmud again left Ghazni, and encountered Jaipal near Peshawar. In this
battle Mahmud was completely victorious, and Jaipal and 15 of his principal chiefs
and relations were taken prisoners after a loss 0^5000 jnen. He is then represented
to have marched'from Peshawar to Udabhandapura and invested it. When after this
defeat Jaipal was released on ranson, he felt greatly humiliated. He had passed his
whole life in struggles against the Turks. He had kept up a brave front under difficult circumstances; but now in his old age he had to undergo the humiliation of
being arrested and then released on ransom. After obtaining his freedom, he hastened
to Lahore, and on his arrival at this place, put an end to his life. Jaipal's reign
had been full of disasters. In the beginning of his rule he lost Ghazni; in about
988-9 he lost the district of K a b u l ; and now Lamghan, etc., was also lost. In fact
Peshawar district had also been overrun. The Afghans now finally threw in their
lot with the rising power at Ghazni. Out of the original kingdom possessed by Lalliya
probably nothing except the settled districts of the Frontier Province remained in the
possession of Jaipal's successors west of the Indus. Jaipaljiied in 1002.
ANANDPAL.—(1002-1013).

Anandpal succeeded his father in 1002. His task had, however become more
difficult than that of his predecessors. The mountain recesses of the Frontier Province
had now been penetrated, and future invasions had now become easier. On the other
hand, the resistance of the Afghans had also been thoroughly overcome by Mahmud.
The plains of Hindustan consequently lay prostrate at the feet of any military chief
who cared to invade India. Very soon after Anandpal's accession to the throne, in
1004, Mahmud invaded B H E R A , and besieged the fortress of the Bhatia Governor
Bijai Rai. I t is stated that it was after great difficulties that victory was obtained by
Mahmud. On this occasion Bijai Rai was killed. In 1005 Mahmud invaded Multan, but was opposed by Anandpal. Abul Fateh Daud Lodi, grandson of Shaikh
Hamidlyodi, who was at this time ruler of Multan, was however defeated by Mahmud;
but he had hurriedly to retire, for Ilak Khan of Samarqand had invaded his territories
f in Khorasan. Sewakpal, or Sukhpal, a near relation of Jaipal, who had been made
prisoner along with Jaipal in 1002, and who had subsequently embraced Islam, was appointed Governor of Multan by Mahmud. But no sooner ha d Mahmud turned his back,
J than Sewakpal turned Hindu, joined Anandpal, and renounced allegiance to Mahmud.
In 1006, therefore, Mahmud again invaded these parts. Sewakpal was made prisoner,
f
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and was kept in confinement for the rest of his life. The reduction of Multan and Bhera
threatened the subjugation of the whole of the Panjab by Mahmud. On the other
hand, Mahmud realized he could not conquer the land of five rivers unless the power
of Anandpal was broken. Both parties therefore began to prepare. Anandpal sent
ambassadors on all sides, inviting the assistance of other princes of Hindustan. Accordingly the Rajas of Ujjain, Gwalior, Kalinjar, Delhi, and Ajmere sent their expeditionary forces to the Panjab, and Anandpal placing himself at the head of all these
forces advanced towards- the Indus. Mahmud also having collected his forces
advanced eastwards. The armies of Anandpal and Mahmud came in sight of each
other on the plains of Peshawar, where they remained encamped for forty days,
neither side showing any eagerness to come to action. The Gakkhars who were in the
army of Anandpal made extraordinary exertions to resist Mahmud's army. They
had almost defeated Mahmud, when by an accident the elephant upon which Anandpal
rode, becoming unruly from the effects of thejnaptha balls and the flight of arrows,
turned and fled. The Indian army deemingThis to be the signal for flight on the part of
their general, gave way and fled. Such a decisive victory was obtained by Mahmud,
that after this he traversed without any further opposition the whole of the Panjab,
and reduced the famous fortress of Bhimkot Kangra, a place where immense treasures
are said to have been obtained by Mahmud. In 1011 Multan was finally conquered,
and Abul Fateh Daud Lodi taken a prisoner to Ghazni. In this attack also, Anandpal seems to have opposed Mahmud, but without success. He fled to Uch south of
the Beas river, and in about the year 1013 he died. The gradual conquest of Indian
territories had continued in the reign of Anandpal, and by the end of his reign,
the territory west of the Indus, the three northern districts of the Panjab, together
with Multan, were also lost. The only territory that now remained with this dynasty
was central Panjab, south of the Jhelum river, and the Jalandhar Doab. Anandpal
was succeeded by his son Trilochanpal.
TRILOCHANPAL.—(1013-1022).—Bhimpal II—(1022-1027).

After the death of .Anandpal, who had been thoroughly crushed, Mahmud again
l
invaded the Panjab to reduce into subjection his son Trilochanpal. This time Sangrama, King of Kashmir, sent an expeditionary force under his general Tunga in aid
of Trilochanpal. Kalhana gives a description of this battle, and says how in spite of the
bravery of the Indian troops under Trilochanpal, Tunga's indiscretion led to defeat a t
NARDIN near Thelum on the Poonch river. Kalhana informs us that this battle was
fought in November or December, 1013. Next year, since there was now no fear of
opposition in the rear, Mahmud considered it safe to invade Thanesar, which lay in
Delhi kingdom. Trilochanpal was now a vassafofMahmud, and the Panjab had
practically been conquered. He, however, ruled over the remnants of his once-extensive kingdom till 1021-22, in which year he died. He was succeeded by his son Bhimpal I I , but he may be considered a king without a kingdom ; for on the death of Trilo1 Kalhana's Rajatarangani, Book VII, verses 49-70
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chanpal, the Panjab was annexed by Mahmud to his own dominions, and the Ghaznavide rule was extended to the Sutlej. Five years after this, in 1027, Bhimpal I I
died, and with him ended the great Sahi dynasty. After this the princes of the
House fled to Kashmir, where they practically lived on the generosity of their kinsmen, the rulers of Kashmir.
From the above sketch it will be found that the history of the Brahamanic
Shahiya dynasty may be divided roughly into two portions, the first containing the
reigns of L,alliya, Kamuluka, Samanta, and Bhimpal I, and the latter the reigns of
Jaipal, Anandpal, Trilochanpal and Bhipal II. In the first four reigns the extent of
the territory ruled b5' this dynasty gradually increased, and the dynasty attained to
its highest position in the time of Bhimpal I. During the first 30 years the dynasty
had to contend against the inroads of the Saffaris of Seistan. During this struggle,
however, the Sahis did not lose anything permanently. The only possible effect of
the raids by Saffaris, may be said to consist in a change of capital from Kabul to
Udabhandapura. After the fall of the Saffaris in 900, the Samanis became the
next-door neighbours of the Sahis, and it is known that for full } of a century the
kingdom of Kabul and Panjab could not be entered by western invaders. It was
also during this very period, that the Sahi kingdom reached its zenith of power, for
we have good evidence to believe that the Sahi rulers became in this period undisputed masters from the Sutlej to the highlands of Afghanistan. It was after 934,
when Turkish generals gained ascendancy in the courts of the Samanis, that the western provinces of the kingdom, Zabulistan and Kabul, began to be troubled. But for
30 years the Indians held their own, and no portion of the kingdom could be permanently torn away. Immediately after this, however, the dynasty began to tread
its downward course, and by the end of the next 60 years it was completely crushed
by the Turks. In dealing with the fall of the dynasty we are more or less on
surer grounds, for there are numerous contemporary records to guide us. But the
records showing us the way in which this dynasty rose to power and greatness, are
unfortunately very fragmentary. If we could lay our hands on the chronicles of the
neigbouring Bhatti Rajputs of Jaisalmer of this period, or if we could find more
about the history of Qureshi rule in Multan, or if we could have at our command
ampler records of the histories of the Tahiris, the Saffaris and the Samanis, I am
sure much would be added to our knowledge regarding the rise of the Sahi kingdom
in the Panjab.
The sketch of the history of Sahi Kingdom I have ventured to give above is based
merely on the extremely fragmentary records we at present possess. The structure of
the story I have built, I admit, is liable to be completely changed, in some at least of
the material points, on the discovery of some new facts, or in case some of the established facts are proved to be unreliable. I do not claim that everything I have put in
my history of the Sahis is conclusively proved, for much of it remains to be corroborated and testified; but what I do hold is that it is quite inferable from the materials
we have in our possession. The history as I have put it is only provisional, subject
to correction on the results of future investigations. I have prepared this paper not
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with the idea of dealing satisfactorily with this obscure period, but with the hope
that, by means of it, I might attract the attention of abler men to this subject, and
induce them to make more extensive investigations for the elucidation of the history
of this dynasty, a dynasty which kept India free from foreign invasions for more
than 150 years.
"

Reviews and Notices*
J.

of Chamba State.
Vol. X X X V I , Part I). Inscriptions of the
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Government Printing, India, 1911. Price

P H . VOGEL.—Antiquities

(Archaeological Survey of India, New Imperial Series,
PreMuhammadan Period. With 40 plates and 30 textof the Government of India, Calcutta. Superintendent,
Rs. 22 or 33s.

From an antiquarian and archaeological point of view the Chamba State holds a
unique place among the ancient principalities of the Panjab. Whereas in Kashmir,
Kangra and Kulu only a limited number of epigraphical records have been found,
the Chamba State has yielded a wealth of archaeological remains, which considering the
smallness of "the area, is probably unequalled in Northern India. The first to begin
the investigation was Sir Alexander Cunningham who visited Chamba in 1839, but he
did little more than demarcate the field, leaving to others its further exploration. For
more than fifty years after his visit, comparatively few attempts were made to follow up
his labours, and it was only in 1902 that Dr. J. Ph.- Vogel, of the Archaeological Survey
of India, began the systematic explorations—extending over several years—which
have resulted in the discovery of the remarkable stores of archaeological treasure so
fully described in the present volume. Even a cursory examination of the Antiquities
of the Chamba State brings home to one the magnitude of the work—as well as the
thoroughness with which it has been done. In a mountainous country like Chamba, the
physical labour alone was enough to tax the energies of most men, and yet every corner
of the State has been ransacked by Dr. Vogel personally in the untiring search for archaeological remains. In this search Dr. Vogel was fortunate to have the earnest co-operation of His Highness Raja SixJBhuri Singh. K.C.S.I. r C.I.E.T the gifted and enlightened
ruler of the State, without whose assistance the collection of so much material would
have been impossible. Regarded historically, the results of Dr. Vogel's patient researches are of great value ; for, as he truly remarks, they enable us to write a more
detailed and coherent history of Chamba than of any of the other Himalayan States,
except Kashmir and Nepal ; and they throw important sidelights on the history of
neighbouring territories, where documentary evidence is more scanty than in Chamba
and can, therefore, be supplemented from the Chamba records. In this connection
the references to Chamba in the Rajataranginl are specially interesting. Another
circumstance which lends a special charm to the study of Chamba archaeology is, that
in it t h e present is linked with the past by an unbroken tie. In Chamba, ancient traditions and institutions have survived to the present time, of which in most other parts
of India even the remembrance has long since passed away. The State is still ruled by
a descendant of the royal line, some, of whose members bore a conspicuous part of the
l
civil wars of Kashmir in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. He still resides i the
ree
ancient capital of his ancestors, and is saluted by his subjects with the classical g ting
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of Jai bed. At the original capital of Brahmapura—now Brahmor—the brazen idols
still stand in the carved temples in which they were placed by Raja Meru-varman about
A.D. 700—and in the present capital puja is still performed, as of yore, in the elaborate
edifices erected by Raja Sahilla-varman in the early part of the tenth century. The
Ranas also—those powerful * barons of the Hills ' whose tenure antedated even t h a t of
the Rajas—are represented by numerous families, still clinging to their ancient title
and to the remnants of their former patrimony. The official, too, who presides over
each of the fifty-two subdivisions of the State, still bears a title which in Chamba has
remained unchanged from remote times, though it has long since passed into oblivion
in every other part of India. These and other considerations help to lend a peculiar
charm to the perusal and study of this volume, which in such an interesting manner
unveils to us the treasures of the past.
The first chapter, which is devoted to the ancient Geography of Chamba, gives a
graphic idea of the physical features of the country—including its mountain and river
systems with its roads and means of communication. The general configuration of
the State can have undergone little change during the past centuries, and even the
common highways, for the most part, pursue the same course as they always have done,
though much improved in recent years to meet modern conditions. The mountain
passes, too, doubtless remain much the same, though some of them, as well as of the
roads, may be more frequented now than in former times, while others have fallen into
comparative disuse.
*

The wazarats or political subdivisions are next referred to. Of these Brahmor
is the oldest—being the original nucleus of the State, and containing the ancient capital
of the same name, where the early Rajas resided for nearly four hundred years. There
the oldest inscriptions are found, some of them dating from about A.D. 700. The
wazarat next after Brahmor in antiquity, as a subdivision of the State, is probably t h a t
of Chamba, in which the present capital is situated. Both of these wazarats are in the
main Ravi valley. Next in order is the Bhatti wazarat, lying to the south of the
Dhaula Dhar, which may have been attached to the State as early as the tenth century,
though the first historical mention does not occur till the reign of Raja Bhot-varman,
A.D. 1397. This wazarat was formerly much larger than now and included, we are
told, the southern fringe of the Dhaula Dhar as far east as Chhota Bhangal—embracing
what are now the two 'ilaqas of Rihlu and Palam (ancient Pralamba ) in British territory. These districts were annexed to the Mughal empire in the time of Akbar, but
were recovered by the State about the middle of the eighteenth century ; and Rihlu
was finally lost by absorption into the Sikh kingdom as late as A.D. 1821. The two
oldest epigraphs in Kangra were found at Kanhiara and P a t h y a r within these 'ilaqas.
The fourth wazarat is Churah—ancient Chaturasa—including the entire drainage
area of the jSyuhl—the largest tributary of the Ravi. For centuries this tract was a
bone of contention, as we ascertain from the inscriptions, between Chamba and the
neighbouring principality of Balor, ancient Vallapura ; and it fell finally into the
possession of Chamba only in the twelfth century. The inscriptions found in this
wazarat have helped to throw light upon an obscure page of Chamba history.
Pahgi, the fifth wazarat, is in the valley of the Chandrabhaga, and is separated
*

.,

•!-
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from the rest of the State by a lofty snowy range, impassable for many months every
year. This district is shown by the inscriptions to have been under State control in
the twelfth century. The neighbouring district of Padai^ now in Jammu territory,
was also probably under Chamba from the same time as Pangi and remained State
territory till 1835 when it was annexed to Jammu.
Each wazarat is subdivided into a number of small districts called parganas, of
which the ancient name was mandala ; and many of these are mentioned in the epigraphs.
The inscriptions are found all over the State and are remarkable alike for their
number and their variety. That such a wealth of epigraphical material has escaped the
hand of the destroyer is due entirely to the isolated position of the country, into which
there is no evidence that a Muhammadan army ever penetrated. In this respect it
compares favourably with Kashmir, where few such remains now exist, and this fact
may convey to us some idea of the amount of historical material that has been lost in
more accessible places both in the hills and on the plains. Excluding the last two
and a half centuries, Dr. Vogel has succeeded in collecting no fewer than 130 inscriptions ;
of which 50 are of the pre-Muhammadan and 80 of the Muhammadan period. The
oldest inscriptions are in the Gupta^characteroLthe seventh century A.D., and those of a
later date are in Sarada, the script in use in the Panjab hills, and probably also on the
plains from about the eighth century ; and still in use in Kashmir. The more recent
ones are in Takari and Nagari, and a few in Tibetan. These records are classified according to the objects on which they are found, as rock inscriptions, image inscriptions,
slab inscriptions and copper-plate title-deeds. The rock inscriptions are among the
most ancient, but they are few in number and difficult to decipher. The image inscriptions come next in point of age, of which the oldest are found on the idols erected
by RajSMeru-yarman in Brahmor about A.D. 700. Most of the stone inscriptions
are found on large slabs covered with quaint and grotesque figures which the traveller
will often observe at springs, either in situ or lying disused and broken. These slabs
originally formed parts of elaborately carved water fountains erected in the olden
time chiefly by the Ranas and Thakurs, who ruled the country previous to the advent
of the Rajas, and who continued to exercise great authority for centuries after their
subjection. These inscriptions always record the erection of a water-fountain (called
Varuna-deva)y in memory of their deceased ancestors, and for their spiritual bliss in
the next world. Such carved slabs are found not only all over the State but also beyond
its borders, whereas inscribed slabs seem to be peculiar to Chamba. The oldest of
the latter kind records the erection of a temple by a feudatory of Raja Meru-varman,
as the Rana styles himself, and must therefore date from about A.D. 700. Historically these epigraphs are of great value. In most cases they are fully dated both
according to the era then in use and the regnal year of the ruling chief of the time.
Two of them found in Pangi have made it possible to fix the dates of accession of the
Chamba Rajas of the twelfth century.
The Chamba State also possesses a unique collection of co^per-plate_title-deeds,
more than 150 in number, five of them belonging to the pre-Muhammadan period being
edited in the present volume. In ancient times and down almost to the present day, it
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was customary to give copper-plate title-deeds, conveying grants of land, to Brahmans
and temples. Such title-deeds, we learn, are referred to by the Chinese pilgrim Fa
Hien and must, therefore, have been in use in the fifth century. With the exception
of a few plates, the Panjab has yielded no ancient records of this kind, though they must
have been, at one time, as numerous there as in other parts of India. The pre-Muhammadan plates have a special value. The oldest of them was issued by Yugakaravarman, son and successor of Raja Sahilla-varman, who founded the present capital.
Three others of the eleventh century corroborate the references to Chamba in the
Rajatarangini, and moreover, give us the names of two Rajas which are not found
in the chronicle. Of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries not a single copper-plate
has been found, but from A.D. 1330 a series of plates begins which has been continued
without interruption to the present day.
The most difficult problem in connection with these inscriptions is their chronology.
The very early ones are not dated, and only palaeographic evidence is available in
fixing the period to which they belong. The earliest dated epigraphs bear only the
regnal year of the Raja then in power, and not till the eleventh century do we meet
with a document bearing a date of any recognized era. This era is the Sastra—or
Loka-kala—also called Saptarshi-kala or ' Era of the Seven Seers.' In this era the
reckoning is, in practice, never carried beyond 100, and each century, as it comes to
an end, is left entirely out of computation ; it is, therefore, highly unsatisfactory
for chronological purposes. The first year of eacn century of this era corresponds to
the twenty-fourth year of the corresponding Christian century. The first inscription
fully dated in both the Sastra and the Vikrama eras, is that of Raja Vairasi Varman,
A.D. 1330, and from t h a t time onwards the epigraphs usually bear a date in the Sastra
and Vikrama, and sometimes also the Saka, eras.
From early times it has been the custom among the royal and noble families of India
to keep a careful recor(L_QLtheir pedigree. Such a document, called a vamsavail,
usually contains a full list of the ancestors of the family with additional material of
historical character. These records are common in the Western Hills, and are carefully preserved. The vam^ avail of the Chamba Rajas is a document of much interest.
Its value as a historical record has been fully proved by the study of the inscriptions
which, on the one hand, have confirmed its credibility and, on the other, have
derived from it much support in deciding chronological questions.
A chapter of much interest is devoted to the ancient history of the State. That
in ancient times the Ravi Valley was subject to successive paramount powers on the
plains seems highly probable. Then for a considerable period Chamba must have been
under the suzerainty of Kashmir ; though there is no acknowledgment of any such
subjection in the local records. The State is said to have been founded by Meru, a
scion of the Solar race from Kalapa in the Ganges Valley. Reference has already
been made to Raja Meru-varman—eighth in descent from the founder of Brahmapura—who must have ruled about A.D. 700. The inscriptions of his time bear the
names of his father, grandfather and great-grandfather as well as his own. Many
remains also exist at Brahmor, which attest the power and piety of its ancient rulers.
After Meru-varman a long period elapsed for which there seem to be no historical data,
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though much of a traditionary character. In the early part of the tenth century,
however, we reach firmer ground. The territory of the State had then extended over
the Lower Ravi Valley, and the present capital was founded by Raja Sahilla-varman,
whose name is still a household word in Chamba. He is mentioned in the oldest copperplate deed yet found, which was issued from Chamba by his son and successor
Yugakara-varman ; and in two copper-plates of the eleventh century, which also
explain and corroborate the early references to Chamba in the
Rajataranginl.
Ananta-deva of Kashmir, A.D. 1028-63, invaded Chamba and deposed or killed
the Raja named Sala. No such name appears in the vamSavali, but one of the
plates bears the signature of Sala-vahana, and the same Raja is referred to by
name on all three plates issued by his sons Soma-varman and Asata-varman,
who followed him in succession.
Soma-vannan's name is also omitted from the
chronicle. The invasion of Chamba probably took place about A.D. 1050-60. Asata
is mentioned by name in the Rajataranginl as having visited Kashmir in A.D. 1086-87
in the reign of Ananta-deva's son and successor, Kalasa, who previously had itiarried
Asata's sister Bappika. Their son was-the ill-fated Harsha, who succeeded his
father in A.D. 1089 and met with a violent end in A.D. I I O I . Harsha's grandson
Bhikshachara contested the throne of Kashmir with Uchchala and Sussala the Lohara
princes, and was finally killed at Banihal in A.D. 1130. As was natural, Asata lent his
support to Harsha, and his son and successor Jasata of Chamba continued this support
to Bhikshachara. In A.D. 1121-2, however, Chamba had changed sides in the quarrel
and we find Raja Udaiya-varman in league with Sussala. This change may have
been due to marriage alliances, for Sussala had meanwhile espoused two Chamba princesses. The result of this civil war seems to have been t h a t the small Hill States in
the Ravi Valley became independent, and apparently they continued so till the time
of Akbar.
One of the most interesting chapters in the volume treats of the Ranas andThaktirs,
who were the most ancient rulers in the Western Hills of whom we have any knowledge. In the epigraphs they are called rajanaka.
Chamba is specially rich in traditions of these ancient rulers, and in the memory of the hillmen they are associated
mainly with dissension and strife. Till recently the Ranas and Thakurs were known
only from the Rajataranginl and the Baijnath eulogies, but Dr. Vogel's researches
have thrown fresh light on this obscure page of local history. That they were free and
independent rulers in many parts of the hills in the olden times, is hardly open to
doubt, though, if t h a t period ever existed in Kashmir and Kangra, it must have been
very remote, for these States were founded before the Christian era. In many parts
of the Western Hills they retained their power till the 10th and n t h centuries, and
in the Chinab Valley to a much more recent time. Even after their subjection by the
Rajas they continued, as our inscriptions prove, to exercise great authority in the
State. In the title-deeds of the pre-Muhammadan period they rank immediately
after the chief. But their turbulent spirit seems to have led to their own undoing, and
from the fourteenth century they began to sink into the insignificant position in which
we now find them. The Rajas, too, sometimes created titular Ranas by conferring the
title as a personal distinction, and this also must have tended to lower the status of
9
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the ancient families. The title has now become a caste name to differentiate them
from ordinary^Rajputs.
TEe^chapter on State officials is also interesting reading, though it is probable
that the titles shown on the copper-plates reflect the state of affairs in India generally
in the tenth and eleventh centuries, rather than that in a small hill principality like
Chamba. Their number ranges from 22 to 37, but of these only one is still in use at
the present time. From copper-plates dating as far back as the Gupta period, we
learn that an official bearing the title of Chata, formerly existed all over India, but
Chamba appears to be now the only place where both title and office are still extant.
The modern form of the word is Char (^J^)
The texts of the inscriptions with their translations and notes take up the latter
part of the volume, which is profusely illustrated with excellent photographs taken on
the spot by Dr. Vogel's photographer, Munshi Ghulam Nabi, who also prepared the
estampages of the inscriptions.
The Antiquities of Chamba is an important contribution to the rapidly accumulating treasures of Indian archaeology, and-we congratulate Dr. Vogel on having produced a book which is a monument of patient and laborious research and invaluable
to the student of the archaeology and history of the Western Hills.
J.

HUTCHISON.

Gazetteer of the Chamba State [edited by D R . J. HUTCHISON] (Panjab States Gazetteers, Vol XXII.—A),
Lahore. Civil and Military Gazette Press, 1900. Price Rs. 3-8 or 4s. 8d. [Chapter I, Section B.
History—by D R . J. P H . VOGEL and D R . J. HUTCHISON, pp. 41-117.]

Few Gazetteers have been compiled in such favourable conditions as this of the
Chamba State. Not to mention other experts who have contributed, the section on
•

Archaeology comes from the pen of Dr. J. Ph. Vogel, Ph.D., the scholarly decipherer
of the State's numerous inscriptions and the author of the Antiquities of Chamba. The
work was passed through the press by Dr. J. Hutchison, of the Church of Scotland
Mission, and owes to his intimate knowledge of the people many particulars of social
and historical interest. Finally, the article on Administration and Revenue comes
from the hand of the enlightened ruler of the State, H i s J I i g h n e s s R a j a L ^
K.C.S.I., C L E . , who has taken deep interest in the work and personally revised the
greater part of it.
Though there are traces of early Tibetan invasion even as far as the ancient capital
of Brahmapura, the modern Brahmor, the Chamba State lay in roadless security off
the path of the great conquerors, and preserved many things which have perished elsewhere. In the whole of Northern India there does not exist a collection of copperplate grants, both before and after the Muhammadan invasions of India, such as Dr.
Vogel has deciphered : and, if the inscriptions appear scanty in number and deficient
in general interest by comparison with the wealth of epigraphical records which has
been revealed in Southern and Peninsular India, they furnish a valuable basis for local
history and often illuminate the dark places of elsewhere. We now know, for instance,
the true meaning of that phrase, constantly recurring in the land grants of all parts oi
India and often translated by some such words as '' free from the entry of regular am
^—

^^^^
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irregular troops.'' The true meaning of Chata, as shown by the functions of the modern
Char, is the civil and revenue functionary whose duties include the collection of supplies
in kind and of the labourers who from time immemorial owe certain personal services
to the State. The bhata, of whom a connection with the modern batval has been
suggested, was probably a military functionary ; and exemption from his intrusion
was complementary to the guarantee against the demand for supplies and forced labour
and completed the privileged status of the favoured grantee.
At what stage the chat a and the bhata, and the rest of the administrative organization of the State, were forced upon the turbulent local barons or Ranas, we can only
guess by the gradual disappearance of the latter from the epigraphical records, to
which they had contributed so much by their dedication of fountain slabs. That it was
a long struggle, with varying features, we may be permitted to guess from the parallel
history of the Damaras of Kashmir. King Harsha (A D 1089-1101) ordered a slaughter
of the Damaras, but they combined with two refugee princes and put an end to his
life. Under king Jayasimha (A.D. 1128-49) " t h e City was without splendour, the
citizens deprived of all means, and the land overrun by numberless Damaras who
l
were like kings.''
I t was part of the traditional political wisdom of the Kashmir kings
to prevent the people from growing too rich, " because, if they should keep more
wealth, they would become in a single year very formidable Damaras, and strong
enough to neglect the commands of the king." * In the States of Rajputana the resistance of the vassal chiefs to the encroachments of the royal power lasted on till Tod's
time (even if it has altogether ceased to-day), and he tells us that, for the Raja to establish his chabutra, or royal court, in a fief-holder's demesne, is deemed a humiliating
v-

1

*

3

intrusion.
That the Chamba State consolidated its power at so much earlier a date,
must be attributed to the steady policy of a succession of wise princes.
A vivid picture of rebellious pride and the struggle against absorption is given
by the story of the Rana who sprang up, sword in hand, when brought into contact
with his native earth, and defied the prince whom he had been willing to obey, so long
as the inspiration of the soil of the mother-land was absent. And in this story we
detect the popular notion of the autochthonous origin of the Rana class. There is,
we suggest, a field for interesting inquiry in the unravelling of the threads of connection
between the Hinduizing kingdoms and the aboriginal inhabitants, over whom they
established a gradually closer suzerainty, partly by invitation and bargain, partly by
conquest, and partly by the fascination of a superior civilization. The treatises on politics lay particular stress on the aboriginal or jungle tribe element in the strength of a
kingdom, and Chanakya, the Indian Macchiavelli, warns the wise prince not to levy
imposts on this class of his subjects, who were to be regarded as the guardians of his
frontiers. In some of the Rajputana States the derivation of the royal power from
aboriginal assent, or perhaps from aboriginal adoption, was solemnly recognized, and Tod
tells us of the use of the blood of a Bhil or a Mma as essential to the validity of the installation sign on the foreheads of certain Rajput rulers. If there is no trace of similar
Rajatarangint,

VIII, 1545 (transl. Stein, Vol. TI, p. 121).
* Ibidem. TV. 348 (transl. Stein, Vol I, p. 154)
8 Rajasthan, I, 126.
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relations in what we know of Chamba history, we have at all events a glimpse of a
special royal patronage of the casteless predecessors of the Hinduizing regime in a
fascinating footnote, which tells us that the Raja used to confer the janeo on Rathis in
return for presents and services. Now the Rathi was a very early arrival in the Chamba country though later perhaps than the Chanal, as the local proverb '' Chanal jetha
Rathi kanetha '' appears to suggest : and it is he who is most commonly found acting
as the Pujara and the Chela of the aboriginal Nag worship And here we find the Raja,
whose special duty by all the principles of Hinduism is to keep each caste to its own
place and its own duty, investing the casteless hillman with the sign of the twice-born,
and conferring this royal favour in return for presents and services. If the footnote
had been expanded into pages, there are those among us who would have been thankful
to Dr. Hutchison. The making of caste by royal order is not of course a new fact,
and there are numerous traditional examples of it. Even the Brahmanical theorists
had to admit the practice, and the commentator Medhatithi' tells us that " if some
pious king
should defeat the Mlechchhas and establish a settlement of the four
castes, and accept the Mlechchhas thus defeated as Chandalas as is the case in Aryavarta, then that country also becomes fit for sacrifices/' The pious king often went a
good deal further than the creation of Chandalas; and attested historical instances of the
process of caste-making by edict would throw valuable light on the true history of caste.
If we appear discursive, the fascination of the too tantalizing glimpses and hints
which abound in the Chamba Gazetteer must plead for our pardon. In the kingdom
of Balaur, or Vallapura, # may we fancy that we find a trace of that mysterious mountain
realm of Bolor, which has puzzled scholars and cartographers till some of them have
had recourse to a supposed corruption of the Persian Bala (high) to account for it•?
Has the custom of preserving the lives of mice caught in the royal palace of Chamba a
totemistic significance, and may we associate with it the similar regard paid to fish in
the neighbouring kingdoms of Mandl and Suket ? Are the Thakurs, those descendants
of ancient petty rulers, really connected with the Scythian Takkas ; whose capital,
* - _—

-

the Greek Taxila, was so great a centre of power and learning in the dim days before
Alexander's invasion ? How manv of our modern castes, like the Ranas of Chamba,
owe their separate existence and their name to descent, real or assumed, from the
holder of a particular rank or office ? There is a sept of Giyars, known by the clan
name of Char, in the Gujrat district, and the connection of the Bhatti tribe with the
bhata seems irresistibly to suggest itself. Did a double system of administration, military and civil, such as is traceable in Orissa, in the Rajputana States, and in modern
Mandi, prevail also in Chamba, till the European Superintendents, those utilitarian reformers of a picturesque past, withdrew the military forces from the forts and disbanded
the State troops? There was a day, it would seem, when chat a and bhata, civil and
military officials, were alike the representatives of a too intrusive central authority.
Was it an Englishman who ended it, and made the batwal a mere servant of the Char ?
One thing the long succession of British Superintendents certainly did. They
profoundly modified the land law of the State. The Gazetteer only tells us that they
1 Quoted by Professor Chakravartti in Indian Antiquary

for April 1912, p. 76
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stopped the sale and mortgage of revenue-free grants. But we venture to suggest that
their vigorous theories and their strong hands are apparent in more than this.
The Gazetteer tells us boldly that the Raja is the landlord of the State and the
acknowledged fountain-head of all rights in the soil. Dr. Vogel in his ' ' Antiquities
of Chamba" goes further,and says that it is well known that this is the position under
Hindu law generally. Now we are not concerned to deny that the existing law or custom
of Chamba, as evolved in the process of time and with the finishing touches communicated to it by the European Superintendents, secures to His Highness the Raja the
status of supreme landlord. But such high authorities as Sir H. Maine and Mr. Baden
Powell would hardly endorse this conclusion in favour of the royal status in Hindu
*

kingdoms generally. In those portions of his State which were neither assigned to
others nor held by the great feudatories, we think that the Raja enjoyed absolute
control over the waste, an absolute right to dispose of holdings of defaulters and absentees, and an absolute right to that share of the produce and to other incidental dues
which custom or the Sastras secured to him. But the ownership of the land under
cultivation, if we may employ language which has the disadvantage of suggesting
anachronous associations, belonged elsewhere. Says Manu (IX. 44): '' Sages declare a
•

*

field to belong to him who cleared away the timber.'' Tod tells us that the ryot com1
pares his right in the soil of Mewat to the ineradicable dhub grass, and calls his land
his ba^ota or patrimony, to which no length of time or absence can affect his claim.
(<
In all Rajputana the saying is : Bhog ra dhamjmj^ho ^bhum ra dhani ma cho
The
Government is owner of the rent, but I am the master of the land." None but the
ryot, he goes on to tell us, can confer bhum, which is freehold land. And the grant of
bhum survives the confiscation of fiefs, and the inscriptions show instances of the conferment of bhum upon monarchs by their subjects. It was the same in parts of Orissa,
where Hunter tells us that the aboriginal Bhuiyas ( = bhumiyas) assert an indefeasible
right to the soil. It may, of course, always have been otherwise in Chamba, but the
passage from Sir J. LyalTs Gazetteer of Kangra, which is cited in support of a different
view, is not conclusive, and contains the definite statement that in cultivated lands,
there were ' \ two separate properties in the soil, the first and paramount being a right
of the State to a share of the gross produce, and the second the hereditary right of cultivation, and claim to the rest of the produce on the part of the cultivator.''
What was it then which the Rajas gave away, when they executed those numerous
deeds of grant, of which the copper-plates of Chamba furnish some valuable examples ?
2
An extract from Dr. Vogel*s translation of a grant by Vidagdha, the grandson of the
founder of Chamba town, will furnish us with an answer. Having described the
boundaries of the land, the grantor says that he gives it " a s far as its limits, grass,
grazing and pasture ground, together with fruit-trees and with the water-courses and
channels, with approaches, ingress and egress, with fallow land and cultivated land,
with [the fines for] the ten offences/' He then says that the grantee " should freely
enjoy and make [others] to enjoy [this grant] on the authority of our charter. The
subjects, resident in the enjoyed land, in obedience to our command, will have to
—

1

Rajasthan,

I , 392-4.

2 Antiquities

of Chamba, part 1, pp. 167 ff
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deliver to him the regular share and use, tax in kind and cash, and every tribute due
to the king.'' It is plain that what is here given is the right to the revenue and cesses
and to the proceeds of a certain jurisdiction, the daSaparadha of the law books, we
presume, of which Katyayana tells us that the king was bound to take cognizance even
1
in the absence of a complainant. There is evidently no idea of a disturbance of the
warisi rights of the hereditary cultivator, and no idea of giving away anything except
those rights which belonged to the State.
Mr. Baden Powell has shown how the much later claim of Indian Governments
to be owners of the soil, arose partly from Muhammadan conceptions of the right of conquest, and partly from the ancient Hindu ideas of the Raja's absolute right in
the waste. In the Arthatastra of Chanakya, that remarkable compendium of ancient
Indian political theory and administrative practice, which has been given to the public
2
by Mr. R. Shamasastry's English translation, we have the clearest possible distinction
drawn between the crown lands, for whose cultivation the Superintendent of Agriculture
M
is to arrange, and " the cultivation by private persons of their own lands ; and a
definite account of the royal jurisdiction over the latter. The king is to distribute
among other persons those holdings which have no boundary marks or which have
ceased to be enjoyed by any person ; and when the elders of the neighbourhood or
village have failed to decide a dispute regarding land, the holding in dispute is to be
3
taken by the king.
Let us conclude by expressing the great pleasure which we have derived from the
perusal of an excellent and scholarly account of a deeply interesting section of the
Himala

y

as

-

H. J. MAYNARD.

The First and Second Sikh Wars.—Compiled for the General Staff, India, by Lieutenant-Colonel R. G.
Burton, 94th Russell's Infantry, 1911, and printed at the Government Central Branch Press, Simla.

The above book, which has been compiled lor official purposes, places before us a
succinct outline of the Sikh Campaigns of 1845-1846 and 1848-1849. It is perhaps
doubtful whether after the~publication~of ' The "Sikhs and The Sikh Wars' by Gough
and Innes, a further work of this kind was necessary from the historical point of
view, but it no doubt serves an official object, and it is useful in giving the facts
briefly and clearly. The plans in the book are very much like those with which we
are already familiar in Gough and Innes' book, and they are, generally speaking,
clear and good. As regards Plan No. 3, however, which illustrates the position of
the army on the Sutlej, on the 19th January, 1846, we hope that in a future edition
some more names may be added. Even if out of regard for the memory of Sir Harry
Smith, the name of Budhowal is omitted, we should at any rate have the position of
Ludhiana and various other important points indicated in the map.
As regards the purely military merits of the work, we are not competent to judge,
but it may be of interest to notice that in a quotation given by the author on page 11 of
the book, the methods of discipline in the Sikh Army are shown to have been somewhat
1

Jolly, Recht und Sitte, pp. 123 f.
* Book I I , Chapter X X I V , " T h e Superintendent of Agriculture."

* Book I I I , Chapter I X .
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drastic. The officers on parade, it is said, gave utterance to abusive expressions,
striking freely any of a rank inferior to their own. The Commandant canes the Adjutant who in turn strikes the officers at the head of Companies, who again vent their
ill humour on the non-commissioned officers and privates.' The writer makes a good
point of the fact that the Native Army began the Sikh Wars under the disqualification
of the loss of prestige occasioned by the recent misfortunes in Afghanistan. As regards
the number of Sikhs in the field at Ferozeshahr there appears to be some confusion.
On page 36 he states that the number was 30,000 and on page 26 he gives the number
as 47,000 including 30,000 under Raja Tej Singh, who was not in the fight. On page
46 Diwan Mulraj is, by an obvious slip, described as a Musalman, and we are sorry to
see Sardar Kahan Singh's name spelt, as so often it is, ' Khan Singh '
On some of the obscure points regarding the history of these campaigns we should
have been glad to have received some further opinion from the writer. He says nothing,
for instance, to explain definitely the reasons for Raja Tej Singh's curious behaviour
i ^

•

^ ' *•

^

after the battle of Ferozeshahr. He does not state whether in his opinion Lord Hardmge
was right in forbidding Lord Gough to commence the engagement of Ferozeshahr
before Littler's force joined, nor does he decide whether Lord Dalhousie and Lord
Gough were correct m refusing to send a large force to Multan in the summer of 1848
nor does he seem to us to explain altogether clearly the reasons why the attack on
Multan was made by t h e K h u n i Burj. and not in the first place against the Fort It is
possible, however, that questions such as these are not within the scope of the author"s
summary.
Though generally supporting Lord Gough, the author evidently considers him
to blame for not coming to the aid of Thackwell at Sadullapur t and he is of course
not so great a supporter of Gough as the authors of ' The Sikhs and the Sikh Wars '
or Lord Gough's biographer, Mr. Raitt
He completely exonerates, however, the
conduct of Sir Harry Smith in connection with the Budhowal business. The account
of the battle of Chihanwala appears to us to be distinctly well done, but the author in
discussing the character of the instructions which Lord Gough had received from Lord
Dalhousie before he made his advance to Chihanwala would have got considerable
enlightment from the correspondence quoted in Sir W. Lee Warner's "Life of Lord
Dalhousie.'' We may add that the value of the work from the historical point of
view would have been much improved by the addition of a bibliography.
The book.as a whole forms an excellent work of reference, and we can think of no
better plan for making it useful for military purposes than for officers to arrange to
personally conduct military students over the various battlefields or over the site of
the siege of Multan with this book in hand We trust that if any steps are ever taken
in this direction, due notice may be given to the Historical Society so that opportuni
ties may be given for members of this Society to join the party
The Transformation 0/ Sikhism, or how the Sikhs became a political power—By GOKUI CHAND NARANO,
M.A , P H . D . , Bar at-I^aw
1912. Printed at the Tribune Press, Lahore
Price Rs 2.

The author of this book appears to be specially qualified for the task he has undertaken by his special acquirements m Enghsh as well as by his knowledge of Hindi and
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Urdu The book itself constitutes a great step forward in the line of historical research
in the Panjab, and it is hoped that it may encourage other gentlemen similarly
equipped, to publish similar works on other branches of local history
One very satisfactory feature of the book is that it is written with no open bias,
religious or political. The mistakes and atrocities committed by both sides in the
history of struggles between Sikhs and Muhammadans have been equally fairly set
^^•^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

——

.
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—
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forth, and no attempt has been made to utilize historical parallels for modern political
or religious controversy. The writer is evidently a warm admirer of the Sikh religion,
but he does not write as an adherent or partisan
Even m his appendix in which he
is at great pains to show that the Sikh religion owes nothing to Muhammadanism, he
writes from a detached standpoint, and his views are, therefore, all the more worthy of
consideration.
The writer has further taken steps to define clearly the causes, effects and character
istics of the Sikh movement at its various stages, and if the careful classification adopted by him may sometimes in its form resemble the notes for a historical lecture rather
than a published work in history, it constitutes none the less an admirable method of
making clear the points which the author wishes to bring forward, and the system
adopted has the effect of rendering more intelligible many of the somewhat obscure
features of the early history of Sikhism When we come to the history of the Misls.
however, the author has wisely abstained from attempting the impossible task of
introducing any artificial lucidity into the extraordinarily confused events of that time,
and he has contented himself with giving a brief abstract of the history of each Misl
separately
What strikes us as the most admirable feature of the work is. however, the list of
authorities with which the author has prefaced his book, including as these do, several
manuscripts at Oxford and in London which have probably never before been used in
this connection
His list includes not only the name and the approximate date of
each authority, but also a short note on the character and the value of the work. The
author has also quoted authorities freely throughout the book, and though he has not
dways quoted them with the page reference, which would add to the value of the quotations, the fact that his work gives the authorities on which it is based, constitutes a
very estimable feature which unfortunately is absent from a work otherwise so valuable
as Syed MohammadLatif's ' History of the Panjab ' With regard to the list of works
quoted by the author it is strange to find no reference to Mr. Macauhffe's recent work
on the Sikh Religion,, or to the 'Account of Banda compiled by Mr. Irvine in the
recent number- of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal In some of the foot
notes, moreover, the author does not go quite as far as we should like ; he will, for
instance often refer us to Sved Mohammad L,atif's History of the Panjab when we
should have preferred to obtain a reference to the authority if known, on whom
Mohammad Latif was relying
We are glad to observe that the author
preparing a continuation of his work m
the form of a Life of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, but we are of >pmion that both the pre
ent work and also the continuation (which will we trust be equally valuable) are worthy
<>f a more pretentious get up ' than the modest paper-cover work now before us. V
M^^^

-^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^^^Bi^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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observe a reference on page 186 to an illustration which does not appear with the work,
and possibly this implies that the author contemplates another and more sumptuous
edition to follow. If so, would it not be possible to add a map ? It is not every one
that knows where Ahlu, or Sukarchak, or Chamkaiir, or Panjwar are situated.
PANJAB HISTORY IN JOURNALS OF 1911.
JOURNAL AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAL.
N E W SERIES, VOL. VII,

CALCUTTA,

H. B E V E R I D G E . — A dubious passage in the Ilminsky

1911.

edition of the Baburnama (pp. 5-7),

The passage in question which is evidently an interpolation refers to the birth of
the Emperor Babur's third son Hindal Mirza which took place at Kabul about the end
of February 1519, and to a prognostic by which the mother was supposed to have
ascertained the sex of the coming childT
ANAND K A U L . — A

visit to Kapala-Muchan

(pp. 87-89).

Brief note on Kapala-Muchan or Digom, a place of Hindu pilgrimage in the southwestern corner of the Kashmir valley, about 24 miles from Srinagar. The author
notices a fragmentary Sarada inscription, apparently dated in the Vikrama year 1846.
It is somewhat surprising that no reference is made to Sir Aurel Stein's note on this
locality in his Rajataranginl translation, Vol. I I , p. 472.
REV.

H. H O S T E N , S.J.— Father A. Monserrate's Description of Delhi {1581), Firoz Shah's
(pp. 99-108).

Tunnels,

Anthony Monserrate
in 1581. He has left an account of this travel in his work Mongolicae Legatioms Commentarhts, which was completed in January, 1591. It contains the earliest known
account of Delhi by a European. Speaking of Firoz Shah, Father Monserrate says :
" O n a ridge, about three miles from Delhi, he constructed a palace of wonderful size
and beauty [the Ku§lik-i-Shikar], and erected on the terrace a massive marble pillar,
all of one piece, thirty feet high and about five feet thick [the Asoka pillar on the ridge
is meant]. Again, he tunnelled out a subterranean passage about forty sta_dia in
length, as far as old Deli (where Christian Kings are believed to have lived)." Father
Hosten quotes further references to ' Firoz Shah's tunnels ' by Abul-Fazl (Ain) ;
William Finch (1611), Sir Sayyid
He suggests that an endeavour might be made to rediscover the tunnels before the arrival
of the King-Emperor at Delhi.
H. A. ROSE.—Persian letters from Jahan Aray daughter of Shah Jahan, king of Delhi, to Raja Buah
Parkash of Sirmur (pp. 449-478).

These six letters, edited in original Persian and in English translation, are in the
first place acknowledgments of presents sent by the Raja of Sirmur to the ' Begam
S a h i b ' These presents consisted of musk, fruit and animals including " a golden-
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winged bird." The Raja had also to supply the court with snow, and in one letter the
1
princess complains about the snow received being very dirty and partly melted.
In
the same letter reference is made to a boundary dispute between the Sirmur Raja and
his neighbour, the ' zamtndar ' of Garhwal. In the last letter of the series the latter
is again mentioned as " t h e turbulent zamtndar of Srinagar between whom and the
addressee there is always war.''
PROFESSOR

M.

H I D AY AT HUSAIN.—

Translation of an historical poem of the Emperor Shah 'Alam II
(pp. 471-493)-

The poem in question is said to have been written by the Emperor after he had
been deprived of sight by the Rohila, Ghulam Qadir. The unfortunate monarch
expresses the hope that Shah Timur of Kabul, Madhuji Sindhia (whom he calls his
1
' beloved son " ) , Asaf-ud-Daulah and the English will hasten to his assistance.
on the Ethnography of the Bashahr State, Simla Hills, Panjab.
Edited by H. A. Rose, C.S. (pp. 525-614).

PANDIT TIKA RAM JOSHI.—Notes

These notes include a collection of popular songs which may partly be called
'' historical/' although the events they refer to are of quite recent date.
THOS.

W.

(Honorary Member and Vice-President, China Br., R.A.S.).—The Vikramaditya
Samvatsara and the Founding of the Kushan Kingdom (pp. 721-751).

KCNGSMIIJ,

The author attempts to solve the difficulties of the Indo-Skythian period by a
theory that the Kushans were Teutons. His philology is more than daring, and his
results equally surprising. He ignores all the work that has been done in Indian
archaeology since the time of Cunningham. His argument seems to be : Theoderic the
name of the famous Gothic chief is not Hellenic. [It was Thiudareiks, in later German
Dietrich]. Yule speaks of '' that singularly Teutonic-looking name Katulphus which
appears in Menander as that of an Ephthalite/' Gondophares might represent Gundoberht. Hence we should be on the look-out for Teutonic names of Skythians and supposed Greeks. Now we read of people called Getae: [known to have been associated
with theDacians in Thessaly; their identification with either Goths or Jats is extremely
doubtful]. These it is assumed were Teutonic, with the name Geat, not identical with
the Goths, but with Yuehti, and Jats, and Y3davas, and Kathaioi !
(t
Diodotus is a suspiciously Getic name,'' probably it was Tiudi$ca. Euthydemus
may have been partly a Geat.
Eukratides is assumed to have been a Geat called Godrced or something like it
(p. 728) ' really Godred' (p. 747). The real name of his son Heliocles was " most
probably some form of Gabalisc." The next starting point is a description of the
Great Yuehti in the Si Yih Ch'wan. The Yuehti divided into five groups. The ruler
of one of these subjugated the other four. His name was j ^ j-f fe. This the
author transliterates as K'iutsaufu, and then juggles it into Ga-tulf, i.e. Katulphus ;
' * The Raja of Sirmur was nicknamed ' Barfi Rajah * from the boat-loads of ice he sent down the Jamna every year
°r the use of the Delhi Court.
"

A
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the same name he identifies with Kadphises or Kadiphes of the coins ; this on the
authority of Cunningham he takes to mean ' Good G o e r / i.e in ' Getic speech '
Godhlef -but really he thinks the m a n s name was Geathlef ; " t h e Chinese author
looking for a meaning easily taking it for Goodgoer '' [The Chinaman apparently
knew " Getic '•'].
This Kadphises = Katulphus = Geathlef (or in a later form Guthlaf) was also iden
tical with Kanishka ; (for Kanishka he thinks is Cynisca, " Getic " for King) . also
with Vikramaditya which he regards as " a literal translation of the Getic Geathlef,
l
the Good-Goer of the Chinese author '' [The Indians also knew Getic, but made the
same mistake as the Chinese ?]
But here is a difficulty
Geathlef was above every thing a Qaka " a Caka of
the Qakas,'' and Vikramaditya of Indian tradition had the title of Cakari (enemy of the
Qakae)
To get over this he introduces the Parthians
UapOvmat he says is from Parthwaras a '' Hoch Germanic " form of Getic Forthwaras, because Justin says the name
means exules
Other names are similarly Germanized to show that the Parthians were
Gets, i.e Sakas.
So t h a t we have first a Germanic invasion of the Panjab by Eukratidas (Godred)
and his Gets who found their relations already established there viz. the Yadavas
descended from the Yadus (a Vedic tribe) ; a second Germanic invasion under the
Parthian Mithndates I ' ' (Tyrlac ?) " ; and finally deliverance from the Parthians by a
third Germanic invasion under Kanishka, Katulphus, Kadphises, Geathlef Vikramaditya !
After this one is not surprised to learn that Gautama Buddha was descended from
Getic ancestors, t h a t A£vaghosha was also one of these ubiquitous Gets (Md'rkalla by
name), t h a t " the Gupta dynasty is three parts out of four mere legend unsupported
by a single f a c t , " that Sagala must be identified with Sukkur , t h a t ' ancient Greek
had only the guttural sibilant represented by Sanskrit * T / ' or t h a t the Wigurs = Ukrit
or Hukrit = "Saka(r)aegli ' spoke the same language as the Yuehti =Geats ( i.e. a Ger
manic language One recalls the examiner's parody of the well-known quatrain —
1

* And You
Beside me singing in a Wilderness
Of Propositions palpably untrue "

MEMOIRS OF THK

H H

HAYDEN

VSIATIC SOCIETY OF BENGAT

—Notes on sonii monuments in Afghanistan

VOI

II

(No 10 pi. 841846).

In these notes the distinguished bead of the Geological Survey of India describes
certain ancient monuments in Afghanistan
namely, 1st the Munars near Kabul
2nd, Buddhist carvings at Bamian, 3rd cup marks in Barman and 4th, Babur's
tomb at Kabul
The monuments in question had been described before but Mr
H a y d e n ' s paper is illustrated by seven most excellent plates from photographs taken
b y the author, which add not a little to its value
Special interest attaches to the
colossi of Bamian which were noticed by the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsiangjii_tlie_7lli
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century. They are five in number, one of them being a recumbent statue presumably
representing Buddha at the moment of his Nirvana.
" At the time of his (Hiuen
Tsiang's) visit/' Mr Hayden writes, ' ' they were all evidently in an excellent state of
preservation, since Buddhism then prevailed throughout the whole of Afghanistaq.
and a consideration of the extreme smallness of the remnants now left of the many
statues, monasteries, stiipas and viharas described by him leaves one appalled at the
barbarism displayed in their ruthless destruction by subsequent conquerors."
A
monument of muchTater date, thoughToTno less historical importance, is the grave of
Babur, the conqueror of India, which by its extreme simplicity contrasts strongly with
the magnificent mausoleums of his immediate successors, at Delhi, Agra and Lahore
*

INDIAN ANTIQUARY, VOL

XL,

1911.

D. R. BHANDARKAR.—Foreign elements in the Hindu population (pp. 7-37)

The author discusses in a scholarly manner, and mainly from epigraphical evidence.
the question whether the higher castes of Indian society can rightly claim purity of
blood taken in the sense of absolute freedom from foreign, ' un-Aryan,' elements
The answer arrived at is summarized at the end of his paper in the following terms
'' To sum up what we have said so far, there is hardly a class or caste in India, which
has not a foreign strain in it. There is an admixture of alien blood not only amongst
the warrior classes—the Rajputs and the Marathas, but also amongst the Brahmanas
who are under the happy delusion that they are perfectly free from all foreign element
If the Brahmanas have not escaped this taint, as we have seen, and yet call them
selves Brahmanas, it excites the risibility of the antiquarian or the ethnologist when
he finds some Brahmana castes, strenuously calling in question the claims of certain
warrior classes to style themselves Kshatriyas. The ground of the strenuous opposition, as stated by the Brahmana castes, are that pure unmixed Vedic Aryan blood
does not run through the veins of those warrior classes Yes, this is quite true , but
it is equally true that pure Vedic Aryan blood does not run through the veins of
the Brahmanas also Looked at from the antiquarian or ethnological point of view,
the claims of either community to such a purity are untenable and absurd. As the
chief thing valued by the members of the higher castes, viz., purity of blood, i.e.,
absence of any admixture of aboriginal or foreign blood, has been proved tQ be hollow
and non-existent, the caste^jealousies and controversies, which cause immense mischief,
are really useless and meaningless I t is to be sincerely hoped that the knowledge
furnishecf by ethnology and tfie^study of ancient inscriptions will spread among the
people, and open their eyes to the emptiness and worthlessness of the thing they are
fighting for, and put an end to all caste animosities and disputes, which are the bane
of India ' '
Special attention may be drawn to the author's remarks (pp. 28 f.) about the
ancient Sa^ada/aksha, modern Sawalakh, i.e. the Siwalik, which, according to him,
included the districts of Kumaun, Garhwal, Kangra, Iloshiarpur, and so forth, in fact
all that part of the hills between the Chamba State and Nepal.

cr<?
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WILLIAM IRVINE.—The

Emperor Aurangzeb 'Alamglr, 1618-1707 (pp. 69-85).

This article was first written for ' The Encyclopaedia of I s l a m / but as it was found
too long and detailed for that work, it was published in the Indian Antiquary.
It is
based on a fresh examination of original authorities, and is treated with the great
thoroughness which characterized all the late Mr. Irvine's writings. The author has
divided his article into five chapters:—I. From birth to accession, 1618-1658. II. The
war of succession, 1658-1659. I I I . Years 1-23 of Reign, 1658-1681. IV. Years 2.5
to 50 of the reign, 1681-1707. V. Aurangzeb's wives and children with some general
remarks.
tl
'' Considered as an individual/' the author says, much may be found to praise
in Aurangzeb ; yet the impression made by his good points is rather one of respect
than affection. His life was austere and laborious, he seems never to have indulged
in a holiday. Until late in life he was an admirable horseman. Once only is he known
to have been blindly in love, in the true eastern fashion, but the early death of his
mistress, the dancing^girl Zainabadi Mahal, put an end to his passion. Her tomb is at
Aurangabad. He despised music, painting, and poetry, and unlike his magnificent
predecessors, he built nothing but two or three mosques ; and with mock humility
forbade the writing of a history of his reign. His own attire was of the simplest
nature, he professed to live on what he earned by copying the Quran ; his speech was
gentle and his manner mild. To his immediate body-servants, he was always kind and
forgiving. His correspondence, an enormous bulk of which is still extant, has not yet
been properly edited or analysed. Unfortunately, what has come down to us belongs
either to the earliest years or to quite the end of his reign ; the middle period is not
represented. A perusal of a portion of these collections results in lowering one's estimate of Aurangzeb's capacity and strength of character. There is much cleverness,
apt quotation of trite passages, much interlarding of Arabic phrases, a great deal of
pungent reproof, generally in an ironical form ; but through it all runs a vein of childishness, want of purpose, and inconsequence.''
1

E. HULTZSCH.—Critical notes on Kalhana*s seventh Tarahga (pp. 97-102).

The famous Kashmir chronicle Rajatarangini or ' River^oL-Xings ' consists of
eight books or tarangas (lit, waves). The eighth book in which Kalhana describes the
l
events of his own. time ' enters too deeply into significant details of purely local importance, while the first six tarangas are too concise and contain much legendary
matter." The author concludes that the seventh is perhaps the most satisfactory
and-nnteresting, and makes the nearest approach to what we call " history." In the
present paper Professor Hultzsch gives a list of variants and emendations partly based
on an incomplete Sarada manuscript in his possession.
from Northern India relating to the English (pp. 89-92). Songs from
Northern India (pp. 115-122). Songs 0/ the Mutiny (pp. 123-124, 165-169).

WILLIAM CROOKE.—Songs

EPIGRAPHIA INDICA.

Special attention must be drawn to the Appendix to this volume. It consists of a
list of Brahmi inscriptions from the earliest times to about A.D. 400 (with the excep-
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tion of those of Asoka) by Dr. H. Luders, the distinguished Professor of Sanskrit at the
Berlin University. In his short preface the author announces his work as '' a supplement to the excellent lists of inscriptions of Northern and Southern India, published
by the late Professor Kielhorn." How extremely modest this qualification is will be
evident from the fact that Professor Luders deals with no less than 1454 inscriptions,
of each of which full bibliographical references are given together with the date (if
any) and a resume of the contents. The whole work has been done with the painstaking
accuracy and thoroughness for which German scholarship is rightly renowned. The
list proper comprises 1353 items, but under " Additions and Corrections/' the author
adds 101 more inscriptions which have been discovered recently at Mathura (Muttra),
Sarnath and othei places. Three indices of personal names, geographical names and
miscellaneous terms together with a list of find-places complete the whole work and
increase in no small degree its usefulness. Professor Luders remarks that the band of
real scholars who have devoted their attention to these inscriptions is comparatively
small, and that, notwithstanding the labour bestowed on these records, much still remains to be done. There can be no doubt that by his present publication Professor
Luders has rendered an invaluable service to workers in this field of research. I t is
a matter of no small satisfaction that the same distinguished epigraphist has undertaken to edit these Brahml inscriptions as the second volume of the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum.
In fact, the list now published is only a preliminary to that task,
the greatness of which can be estimated from the materials now systematically arranged.
Professor Luders divides his materials into a Northern and a Southern section.
What strikes one first of all in perusing the list is the great preponderance of Buddhist
inscriptions. To these Sanchi contributes no less than 507 (Nos. 162-668), Bharaut
(Bharhut) 217 (Nos. 687-903) and Amaravati 121 (Nos. 1206-1326). Besides, there
are the records from the well-known Buddhist cave temples of Kanheri, Kuda, Karle,
Nasik and Junnar in Western India. The great places of Buddhist pilgrimage, such
as Bodh Gaya and Sarnath, have also contributed their share. There is, therefore,
some reason to speak of the six centuries (200 B.C. to A.D. 400) to which these epigraphs
belong as the ' Buddhist ' period of Indian history.
The great majority are short votive or dedicatory inscriptions incised on images or
on the members of sacred monuments, especially stupa railings. They were consequently not meant to be historical records, and this explains why, notwithstanding the
abundance of epigraphical material, the period they refer to is one of the darkest in
Indian history. Among the 1353 inscriptions in Professor Luders' list there are only
a very few which are historical in the strict sense of the word. Among these I mention the famous Junagarh rock inscription of the Western Satrap Rudradaman which
records the restoration of the lake Sudarsana which had been originally constructed
in the reign of Chandragupta, the Maury a, and completed under the great A£oka
(No. 965 of the List).
There is also the Hathi Gumpha inscription from the Udayagiri Cave in Orissa,
which extols the deeds of a King of Kalinga (No. 1345 of the List).
Another point which * deserves notice is the extreme rarity of inscriptions from
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the Panjab. There are indeed no more than three from this province. The most
important of these is the Buddhist inscription from Kura in the Salt Range, which
t

belongs to the reign of the Hun King Toramana vShahi The stone is preserved in the
Lahore Museum. The other two are the rock inscriptions of Kanhiara and Pathyar
in the Kahgra district. It will be readily understood why the Panjab is so poorly
represented in Professor Liiders' " L i s t , " if we remember that during the period to
which it refers the script used in the North-West of India was not Brahmi, but Kharoshthi. In the two Kahgra rock-inscriptions we find the legend rendered in the two
characters, a circumstance which indicates that here Brahmi and Kharoshthi met
It is not unreasonable to hope that systematic excavations on the ancient sites of the
Panjab will bring more Brahmi documents to light, but in the alluvial plains of the five
rivers we can hardly expect as rich a harvest of inscribed stones as in more mountainous regions.
Epiqraphiu Indo-Moslemica.—Edited

by J.

HOROVITZ, P H . D . ,

1909-10, Calcutta, 1912.

This is the second volume of the Government periodical intended for the editing
of Moslem inscriptions found in India, and the first to appear under the able editorship
of Dr. J. Horovitz. The present volume contains an article from the pen of the learned
editor himself to which I wish to draw special attention. It is ' ' a List of the published
Muhammadan inscriptions of India " (pp. 30-144), which deals with no less than 1249
inscriptions. In each case full bibliographical references are given together with the
1
date and ruler's name (if any) and a resume of the contents. The materials have
been arranged geographically, but at the end a chronological index has been added,
which will greatly facilitate the use of the list for historical purposes. Inscriptions
from Kabul, Herat, Qandahar, Ghizni and Jalalabad are included, for, as the author
1

points out, many of these epigraphs from Afghanistan bear on the history of Muhammadan India.
Dr. Horovitz's introductory remarks will be read with great interest. The earliest
Muhammadan inscription known in India is the one on the Qutb, dated A H . 589. There
are a few more on the Qutb, in Ajmer and Hansi, bearing Hijra dates between 590 and
600. Of the seventh century of the Hijra there are about 40,of the eighth more than
80, of the ninth about 130, of the 10th about 270, of the eleventh about 340, of the
twelfth about 135, and of the thirteenth about 85. The eleventh century of the Hijra
is, therefore, richest in Indo-Moslem inscriptions, and this will be easily understood
as that period comprises part of Akbar's reign, the reigns of Jahangir ( A H . 1014-1037)
and Shah Jahan (A.H. 1037-1068) and part of that of Aurangzeb.
Whereas we saw that in Professor Liiders' ' List of Brahmi inscriptions ' the
Panjab is hardly represented, it will be seen t h a t in the field of Moslem epigraphs this
province ranks first. Delhi, which with its 150 records (including two from Begampur)
takes the lead, can no longer be considered as part of the Panjab. But Lahore with 69
items follows very closely and most towns of the province contribute their legitimate
share, such as Hansi (21), Hissar (12), Rohtak ( n ) , Jhajjar (11), Sonepat (9), Narnaul
1 If not foun.1 in the inscription, the ruler s name has been added in brackets.
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(7), Thanesar (6), and Panipat (4) Outside the Panjab, Agra (52) with Fatehpur
Sikn (57), and Sikandra (10), form a very important group. Other great centres of
Indo-Moslem culture are Ajmer (34) in Rajputana, Mandu (20) in Central India
Ahmadabad (58) the capital of Gujrat, Gaur (20) and Pahdua (17) in Bengal, and in
the Dakhin—Bijapur (89), Gulbarga (22), Golconda (16), and Bidar (2).
It will be noticed t h a t in the Punjab Moslem inscriptions are practically confined
to the plains, and this is onlynatjr.il as in the hills Hindu rule remained prevalent
up to the Sikh period and, partly, up 10 the present day. There exist, however, a few
Persian inscriptions- in the Kangra district. I note particularly a marble slab, unfortunately fragmentary, which seems to have been put up by Jahangir to record his
conquest of the famous Fort of Kangra.
The stone was deposited in the Lahore
Museum a short time before the earthquake of 4th April, 1905, but part of the in
1
scription has unfortunately disappeared.
Dr. Horovitz's remarks with regard to the use of Arabic and Perisan are very interesting: " The oldest inscription in India proper (dated 589) is in Persian, but all the
others belonging to the sixth century are in Arabic, as are also, with only one exception,
all the inscriptions from Afghanistan previous to the sixth century. In the seventh
century Arabic still easily maintains the premier position (33 against 7, 2 being doubtful
and 3 in Sanskrit), but in the eighth century Persian gains the ascendancy. Its victory
is, however, not final, for in the ninth century Arabic comes again to the front (with a
majority of more than 20), a success which it owes chiefly to the capitals of the independent kings of Bengal, where Arabic remained the language ordinarily used in inscriptions longer t h a n in other parts. In the tenth century Arabic is finally defeated (there
being more than twice as many inscriptions in Persian) and in the eleventh century
Arabic is almost crushed out entirely (14 against 321). In the great decline t h a t manifests itself in the twelfth century with regard to the number of inscriptions, the small
Arabic minority is still going on decreasing (only 5 Arabic inscriptions as against 123
in Persian). In the thirteenth century while we still count about 85 inscriptions, none
of them is in Arabic.'*
It should be understood that Dr. Horovitz's list does not include inscriptions
which consist merely of quotations from the Quran without containing date or name of
ruler. Quotations from the Quran and Hadlth are frequently met with in Moslem
inscriptions. Dr. Horovitz notes t h a t the following Hadith is particularly common in
India, though rarely found in inscriptions of other Muhammadan countries. " W h o s o
buildeth for God a place of worship, be it like a nest of a qata bird, God buildeth for
him a house in Paradise." This Hadlth, the author thinks, may have served as an
incentive to many a pious man to build a mosque, but the large number of mosques in
India may perhaps be partly due to the influence of the Hindu environment, where it
was, and is even nowadays the ambition of every rich man to have a temple of his own.
As the inscriptions on mosques usually contain the date of their erection, they are of
the greatest value for the history of Indo-Saracenic architecture. But it should always
be borne in mind t h a t in very many cases old inscriptions have been applied to new
^^H^^^^^^I^^^^^^I^H
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buildings, as no such record containing the name of God or the Prophet might be
destroyed.
At the end of his introduction Dr. Horovitz remarks that his list cannot claim to
be in any way complete and that it should be considered not as an end but as a beginning. The author expresses the hope that in the course of time it will be superseded
and become superfluous by the appearance of a Corpus Inscrifttionum
Indo-Moslemtcarum. The readers of this journal will, no doubt, share his hope and, if such a
publication were to appear under the able editorship of Dr. Horovitz, its thoroughly
scientific character would be fully safeguarded.
Members of the Panjab Historical Society can do much to further this end by
providing Dr. Horovitz with information regarding inscriptions not on his list. There
are several places famous in the Moslem history of the province, such as Multan and
Chiniot, which are most likely to possess some epigraphical records. In the former
place, for instance, there is the Persian epitaph of Muzaffar Khan the last Pa than
1
Governor of Multan, who fell in while valiantly defending the place against the Sikhs.
Information regarding fresh inscriptions will be welcome, but it will be particularly
valuable if the information is accompanied by a set of paper estampages. Printed
instructions regarding t h e best methods for preparing such estampages can be obtained
from the archaeological officers at Simla, Lahore, Peshawar and Agra.
• See The Jahaz Mahal at Shujabad in Journal of Indian
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Coronation of M u h a m m a d a n S o v e r e i g n s of India.
PIRZADA MUHAMMAD HUSAIN.

A crown in the technical sense of the word was never worn by any Muhammadan sovereign from the earliest dates up to the present time. The Rev. Mr.
Hughes is quite correct in saying that the Muslim Caliphs never wore a crown or
" t a j , " and the word is therefore not used in Muslim theology. But the word
or the thing was not quite unknown to them because a crown was used as a headdress by favourite Turkish slaves in the household of the Abbaside Caliphs and it
was one of the insignia with which they invested the semi-independent Persian
and the Turkish sovereigns in the provinces: hence some other sovereigns of the
Turkish and Persian dynasties also have used it, though in very rare cases. For
example Sultan Masud of Ghazni, the son and successor of Sultan Mahmud,
possessed the largest crown ever worn, I think, by any kinq; in the world. It
weighed about 70 seers and was hung by means of golden chains from the ceiling
in the way as to rest on his head without any pressure over it.
There is an occasional mention of the crown in connection with the pre-Islamic
Christian Arab kings of Syria and Mesopotamia. If any of them used it, it was
in imitation of their Persian and Byzantine overlords, just as Ghaziuddin Haidar,
King of Oudh, did when the title of king was conferred on him in 18r8 by the
British Government, but the democratic Arab had always associated it with despotism. The Persian Kings were, in my opinion, the first to use the crown, and
Alexander the Great, who was the first monarch in the West to adopt it, most
likely borrowed the idea from them. It may be safely said therefore that the
Abbaside Caliphs who had adapted nearly all the social customs of their Persian
subjects, avoided the use of the crown and the style of the King and Emperor
intentionally and contented themselves with the simple title of Khalifa or Amirulmauminin, i.e. the commander of the faithful, so as not to offend the democratic
susceptibilities of the Arabs who did not relinquish the idea, even during the
darkest periods of tyranny, that the office of a Caliph was elective at least in
theory, and a crown which they considered to be a symbol of despotisip. and royalty
fiPgeneral was disliked by them more than anything else. Even when the Arabs
became totally Persianised, they never relinquished their national head_dress. The
*
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rulers followed their subjects, and the Persian and Turkish sovereigns themselves,
T
with a fe .v exceptions, imitated the Arabs in this respect. In place of a crown,
therefore, the Muhammadan sovereigns, with very rare exceptions, have always used
a turbaiigirdled~with a jewelled band~[sarpech) and studded with a jewelled crest.
But the Muhammadan sovereigns of India have always used golden and jewelled
umbrellas (chhattar), which they borrowed most probably from their adopted country.
\
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The most important part of the coronation of the Muhammadan sovereigns
was, so long as the Caiiphs reigned, (i) ihejaijjt,
i.e. the oath of allegiance by the
people, and (2) the reading of the khutba, i.e. the inauguration address by the
King. The Caliph having donned the mantle of the prophet with the prophet's
staff in his hand and the prophet's signet-ring on his finger (until it was lost) sat
on the pulpit in the mosque and later on, on his throne in his palace, and there.the
ceremony of baV at was performed. After it was over, the Caliph stood on the pulpit
and delivered his inauguration address, and then his own signet-ring was put on
his finger, and the appellation which he assumed and the inscription on the coin
and the royal mark which he adopted, were announced and the new coinage struck.
Prayers were then offered for him and his predecessors in a second khutba read
before the congregation.
The insignia of coronation and the ceremonies observed as emblems of royalty
* were the following:
r>
I.
2.

The staff of the prophet.
The signet-ring of the prophet and the signet-ring of the King to be
crowned made for the occasion.
3. The mantle of the prophet.
4. The pulpit or the throne.
5. The Royal Umbrella (clihattar).
6. The bai'at, i.e. the oath of the allegiance by the people or their representatives.
7. The reading of the first khutba, i.e. the inauguration address by the
new sovereign.
8. The devising and announcement of an inscription on the coinage and
royal marks,
(j. The striking and issuing of the new coinage.
JO. The assumption of an appellation and title by the new sovereign.
11 The proclamation of the name of the heir-apparent.
12. The second khutba proclaiming the inauguration of the new sovereign
in which God's blessings were invoked for him under his new name.
1 ;. The issuing of a furman that the khutba in the name and appellation
of the new sovereign be read in all the cathedral mosques of the
Umpire and his accession proclaimed.
14. ('outerring of titles and robes of honour and receiving of presents by
the King.
*

I must not be understood to mean that all these existed at any one time. I
will now trace in chronological order how and when eacli of them was adopted and
why and when some of them fell into disuse.
The institution of haVal, i.e. swearing of allegiance to a permanent Chief,
seems
to
have
been
fust
inaugurated
by
the
prophet,
to
i )«I 1 ii t whom the seven males and two females from Medina swore
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allegiance before he left Mecca. They swore allegiance to support and protect him
as one of their own kith and kin, if he came to live among them, as against his
own tribe of Quraish if they ever attacked him, and to join him in retaliating
if they persecuted his followers in Mecca. This oath of fealty is called the oath
of ravine as it took place secretly in a secluded ravine in Mecca, and all the people
of Medina gave a similar oath on his arrival in their city. He exacted similar
oaths of allegiance from time to time for various purposes. Sometimes before an
impending battle from the warriors and sometimes in furtherance of social
reforms, as when all the women of Medina were required to swear allegiance to
him to be honest towards the honour and property of their husbands and not to
worshipjdols and kil^their daughters, and so on.
When the prophet was expiring and his nearest relatives and intimate friends were
round his death-bed, news was brought that the people of Medina had assembled
in a square of the town to elect a chief of their own, The moderate among them
were in favour of the people of Medina (called Helpers) and of the people of Mecca
*

(called Immigrants) each appointing a chief of their own party, whilst the extremists ignored the minority of the immigrants altogether. Abubakar and Umar
and all the other influential persons of the Quraish tribe realizing the crisis hastened
to the place, and as either of the two proposals of the people of Medina would have
proved equally disastrous to the new commonwealth, Abubakar came forward
with a saying of the prophet that the leader should be out of the Quraish. None
<l
could gainsay a man whose epithet was the truthful''
as that of his master
ff
was the honest'' and whose probity and sincerity were never questioned. The
whole assembly became silent. Umar promptly took advantage of this silence,
asked Abubakar to extend his hand, and he was the first to touch it. The whole
assembly then without a protest followed him and performed the same ceremony.
Only a few dissenters, whose number could be counted on the fingers of one hand
and who belonged especially to the nearest relatives of the prophet, delayed their
submission for a few days, but the brief and remarkably moderate and statesmanlike address or khutba of the newly-elected Caliph, which contained the germs and
foundations of the best constitution and polity ever conceived, and the sincerity of
whose author was not questioned even by his bitterest enemies, disarmed all opposiff
tion. His words were, Behold me, behold me, charged with the cares of the
government. I am not the best among you. I need all your advice and all your
help. If I mistake, correct me. To tell the truth to a person commissioned to
rule is faithful allegiance, to conceal it is treason. In my sight the powerful and
the weak are alike, and to both I wish to do justice if I obey God and His prophet;
obey me, and if I neglect the laws of God and the prophet I have no more right
to your obedience. Be always prepared for war, because the nation which neglects
this precaution is sure to be humbled.'' This inauguration was a very simple one.
It was a sort of contract between the people and the elected chief and resembled
y
the Roman compact of sale. Bai at and bat, i.e. sale, are in reality the different
forms of the same word. The people swore allegiance to the Chief by laying their
•

t
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hands in turn on his hand, and the Chief elected undertook or promised in his
public address to them to rule them with justice and in consultation with them
according to the laws of God and His prophet. The caliph elected gave his inauguration in office a religious colour by using the staff and the signet-ring of the prophet
and called himself his Vicegerent, i.e. Caliph. He was thus a king and a
pointiff combined. On Fridays when he conducted the service in person he
used to deliver an address or khutba in which he took the opportunity of
justifying any action of his which required explanation and announced all new
changes and other important orders. On his death Abubakr simply recommended
Umar. His rule had been so popular that all bowed to his choice of the best man
available. These two men conducted themselves so satisfactorily that the third
man, when offered the office, was required to swear not simply that he would rule
according to the laws of God and His prophet, but also follow the precedents of
the first two Caliphs. Usman, the third man, who was not a man of the calibre and
, .
energy of his rpredecessors, lost the prophet's signet-ring.
m, -.
The Signet-rings.

.

.

.

.

It slipped away from his finger into a well and was
never found. All the troubles which he suffered were attributed by the people
to its loss and it weakened his hold on them. Thus it was the loss of the signetring that indirectly gave rise to the civil war which lasted for 50 years and
destroyed the democratic character of the commonwealth founded by the prophet
and his two immediate successors never to be revived.
Besides the prophet's
signet-ring, each of his successors had his own signet-ring made on his accession
and it became an institution that every new Caliph got a signet-ring made for
him just before his inauguration in office. He had not always his name or
appellation he assumed inscribed on it but often some striking phrase which
sometimes suggested his appellation. Thus the inscription on the signet-ring of
Abubakr was:—
" The best of the Controllers is God.''
1

I gave some other signet-ring inscriptions:
" The best of the warners is death. " Umar.
u
Patience otherwise regret.''
Usman.
" The sovereignty is God's. All.
iC
I depend on God. "
Mutwakkil.
My trust is in God, and He is sufficient." Mutamid-biVah
( <

The inscription was devised just before the inauguration. The signet-ring with
the inscription devised on it was laid before the Caliph. It was put on his finger
before allegiance was sworn to him. The signet-rings of the Caliphs used to be at
first in their own keeping and the man in charge of the box containing the seal was
one of the greatest office-holders in the State. The whole assembly used to rise to
do homage to the seal when it was applied to any document, but these seals were
subsequently made over to the Prime Minister when the Caliphs ceased to take
personal interest in their duties.
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The Caliph Muavia added to the insignia of the staff and signet-ring a third
one, i.e. the prophet's mantle. This mantle was given by
the prophet himself to the poet K a ' a b , son of Zahir,
<(
when the latter read over to the prophet his celebrated poem
Banat siiad."
Mauvia offered to him 30 years later twenty thousand dirhams (francs) for it, but
he refused to part with it. A few years after he died and his son sold the sacred
mantle to Muavia for forty thousand dirhams. Muavia, who had to justify his
usurpation in the eye of the people, used to cover himself with the mantle on public
occasions and he thus gave a further religious tint to all subsequent coronations
of his successors.
The Abbaside Caliphs of Baghdad recovered somehow or other this mantle
and staff and used them on all coronation days until the last of them was killed
by Halaku Khan in 658 A.H. Abulfida, the famous historian, says that the mantle
as well as the staff was lost on that occasion in the confusion which followed the
ransacking of Baghdad, but the scion of the family who escaped to Egypt and
established himself there, and his successors, always claimed that they had taken away
the genuine sacred mantle with them. It is said that Sultan Salim of Turkey took
that mantle from them and it (Khirka Sharrif) is still in the old Sarai in Stamboul
with the other relics of the prophet to which every Sultan just after his coronation
and every year, on the 15th of Ramzan, pays his homage in state. Whether the '
mantle now with the Sultans of Turkey is a spurious or a genuine one, it is a fact
that they have never used it, since they got it, on their coronation days, and it was
obviously because they thought it disrespectful to do what the Caliphs of the Houses
of Ummaiyya and Abbas could do, being the cousins of the prophet. But to give
a religious tinge to their coronation, they substituted the ceremony of being girdled
with the sword, which the last Caliph in Cairo had tied round the waist of Sultan
Salim when he conferred on him the title of Sultan.
The coinage and royal mark (i.e. lardz) come next in order. It appears that
coins were issued by some Caliphs and Provincial Governors
^ The coinage and
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bin-Walid and the year 18 A.H. on one side and the word
B.O.N, in Greek and a cross and a crown on the other. Similarly a coin was
found with the bust of a Persian King, but it bore the name of Muavia. It appears
that before the time of Caliph Abdul Malik, who reigned from 65 to 86 A.H.,
the Caliphs' did not think of having their own mints. The Persians and Byzantines continued to mint their own coins, and the only alteration they made was
that they added the names of the reigning Caliph. Abdul Malak was the first
Caliph to attend to this matter. The story given by the historians is an interesting one. Hitherto Byzantine and Persian coins were ordinarily in circulation
and Persian and Byzantine royal marks were still used on the garments manufactured even for the use of the Caliphs Once Abdul Malak had, as a matter of
curiosity only, read over, to him an inscription in Greek in a royal mark on the
garment he was wearing. He found that it contained the words " I n the names
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of Father, Son and Holy Ghost." This, the historians say, horrified him and he
ordered that all garments bearing the Byzantine royal mark manufactured in
his own Empire be destroyed and those manufactured in the Byzantine Empire
be returned. In vain did the Byzantine Emperor flatter him with valuable presents and threaten him with the addition of some words condemning the prophet
on his coins. This threat brought the currency of the Empire also into his notice.
He found it still more objectionable having the cross on it. He interdicted from
that day its circulation in his Empire and issued in lieu thereof his own coins,
both gold and silver, bearing the Muhammadan creed " T h e r e is no one worshipable but God, and Muhammad is His Prophet " on one side, and the name of the
Caliph, the year and the place of mintage on the other. Mints were established
all over the Empire, and counterfeiting was severely punished.
The inscription on the royal mark was similarly changed, and thus among his
successors the devising of an inscription on the new coinage and the new royal
mark by each Caliph became a part of the formalities of succession.
The khutba, which literally means an address, was first read by the first Caliph,
as I have already said, in which he proclaimed the policy
-^^^^^••••^^•^^^^^MM^^^^^^^^^^M^^B
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he would adopt. It became necessary tor every successor
of his to repeat the words that he would rule in accordance with justice and the
laws of God and His prophet, to which the third Caliph was required to add the
i(
words
and follow the precedents of his two predecessors." Subsequently this
ceremony of the first khutba became obsolete as the character of the rule became
more and more despotic except in cases where the new Caliph had to justify his
accession, as was in the case of the first Abbaside who had to deliver a long and
impressive address to the people enumerating the claims of his family and the
defects of his predecessors of the family of Umaiyya. 'Otherwise this khutba was
dispensed with and the oath of succession~" instead of being mutual as before,
became one-sided. But another khutba was substituted in its place. An address
was read before the congregation on the coronation day, in which after the praise
of God and His prophet in the choicest language and asking for God's blessings on
the first four Caliphs and others, the name of the new sovereign was added and
proclaimed for the first time in a new sentence which ran like t h i s : " O God,
bless the ruler of the age (so and so, the name and appellation he adopted was
proclaimed here) and make him kind and favourable to his people," and it was
repeated on the Friday and " I d " prayers in all mosques of the Empire then,
and subsequently as long as that sovereign ruled. This khutba gradually became a
very important emblem of royalty of the Muhammadan sovereigns. It was read by
the Shaikhul-Islam, or the holiest and most learned man present, on a pulpit placed
in the Coronation Darbar. The pulpit was used in early times as a coronation
chair or throne, but subsequently magnificent thrones displaced it as a seat for
the king.
As long as the Caliphs of the Houses of Ummaiyya and Abbas, who claimed to
be both temporal kings and religious pontiffs, reigned, the oath of allegiance
a
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remained a necessary ceremony of coronation, but when they ceased to exist,
the fiction of being a sovereign and at the same time a
How did the baiat come religious pontiff came to an end. Their successors not being
its substitute ?
of Quraish descent, could not demand from the faithful that
allegiance which was peculiar to the Caliphs, and the formality
of the oath was entirely discontinued. With the Caliphs disappeared most of the
coronation insignia and ceremonies with the exception of the khutba, which only,
along with the signet-ring, the coinage and assumption of an appellation, remained.
As long as the Abbaside dynasty lasted even the independent sovereigns of
the various Turkish and Persian dynasties were, in order to
The nou Quraish Kings

.

.

command the allegiance of their people, under the necessity
of obtaining the sanction of the Caliphs. Sometimes by tribute and valuable
presents and sometimes by threats added to them, they got this sanction. Some of
the Caliphs performed the ceremony of the investiture in person. The sovereign
to be invested stood below the throne and the Caliph put a golden and jewelled .
crown on his head and a bracelet and necklet round his arm and neck and conferred
a robe of honour on him, with a title such as Nasirud-Daulah, as was done in the
case of Malak Shah Suljuki. On other occasions, a delegate or proxy in the person
of some holy man was deputed to perform these functions, as was done for the first
time in the case of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni. The proclamation of this honour
and sanction was made throughout the country of the sovereign concerned with
great pomp.
These sovereigns were allowed to strike coins in their own names, but in the
khutba read on Friday and the days of the two festivals of Id, their names followed
the name of the Caliph. After the downfall of Baghdad, this sanction fell into
disuse, but still the Kings of Syria and Egypt, and sometimes the most pious Kings
of India too, such as Mohammad Tughlaq and Feroze Shah, obtained it from the
nominal Caliphs at Cairo; but the Tartars and Turks generally, even after they
were converted to islam, did not care for it. The powerful and farseeing Sultan
Salim of Turkey when he conquered Egypt could not, however, afford to lose the
opportunity of obtaining this sanction for himself and his family by getting himself
girdled with a sword by the Caliph in Cairo, and in order that no one else might
obtain that sanction in future, he removed him to Constantiniple and did not allow
any one to succeed him. I t is a mere misapprehension that the Caliph abdicated in
his favour or transferred to him the title of the Caliph, because, not being a Quraish,"
Salim could not even pretend to possess that title ; but this sanction and investiture
gave him an equal right to demand the political, if not the religious, allegiance of his
subjects. His possession of the holy places of Islam and Jhis proving himself to be a
warrior of Islam against Christians and Persians obtained for him and his successors
a sort of religious reverence which does not practically fall short of allegiance. This
investiture was rightly considered so important by Salim that his successors, in order
to give religious colour to their coronations, repeat it on the succession of every new
Sultan, and to give it further religious colour the ceremony is performed in the
*

t
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mosque of Aiyyub, the most sacred place in Constantinople, where the prophet's
companion Abu-Aiyyub Ansari, who fell in the first siege of Constantinople by the
Saracens, lies burie
I will now briefly describe the coronation ceremonies and Darbars of the
Muhammadan sovereigns of India, most of whom were of
f
,,amfI
Turkish
d a ? w o3 £ c ^
*
extraction. The Turks and Tartars before they
were converted to Islam, and even afterwards, gave great
prominence to this ceremony. The*splendour and magnificence-of the coronations of
Suljuki Kings of Persia and Khwarzam Shahi King of Khiwa is proverbial, but
those of the descendants of the Moghal Emperor Changez surpassed even theirs.
The Moghals took great care to have all their dependent Kings and Chiefs from
the different parts of their extensive Empire assembled on the coronation day.
i

I may mention here in passing that I don't think the Moghal Emperors of Delhi
were very particular in this respect. I do not find it stated anywhere that the
Rajas, Maharajas and Provincial Governors from different parts of the country
were ever required to attend their Coronation Darbars. The Rajas actually in
their service and presence in the court or in the neighbourhood might of course
have taken part in them. This appears to have been due to long distances and
the difficulties of travelling in those days, if not to policy, but it is a historical
fact that in ancient days of India such gatherings were not unknown and were
rightly considered to be the emblem of the ascendency of the paramount power. In
the D.irbars of the Moghul Emperors of Tartary, all the audience used to sit on the
ground and the near relation of the King to be crowned took him to the throne. The
two nearest of them took hold of him by his arms and placed him on the throne.
Spejial care was taken that all the members of the Royal family should attend the
coronation, and their presence and taking part in the ceremony was looked upon as a
ft

substitute for the oath of allegiance. The King and the Queen were then placed on a
piece of black felt raised over the heads of the people and were shown to the assembly.
The whole assembly paid homage to them by lying prostrate on the ground with their
heads towards them. Then the King and the Queen paid their homage by bowing
to the sun thrice. The Turkish and the Tartar Princes who were converted to Islam
dispensed naturally with these forms of homage until Akbar revived the custom of
lying prostrate in the royal presence, and he excused, though very unwillingly, only
the Muhammadan clergy, but the Emperor Shah Jahan abolished it on his coronation
day and substituted in its place at first the Zaminbos, i e. a man coming into the
royal presence used to stoop and touch the ground with the tips of his fingers
thrice and to kiss the back of his hands, but that was also abolished by him later
on in favour of the " f o u r compliments." Amir Timur was the first king to get
himself seated on the throne by the Muhammadan clergy instead of by his near
relations, but his descendants did not think the employment of the clergy necessary
at all, and they kept up, out of the religious ceremonies, that of the khutba only
to which a very great importance was attached by them. I t was the religious
nature of this institution only which restrained the beautiful and accomplished but
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ambitious Empress Nur Jahan from sharing with her husband Jahangir in that
emblem of "Royalty! The^iext thing to which the Moghul Emperors attached the
greatest importance in their coronations was the assumption of some high sounding
appellation, as when Prince Khurram succeeded to the throne, he assumed the title
3
of Sahib Qiran-i-Sani Abul-Muzaffar_Shahabuddin Sh^hJ^ihan. The Abbasi .es also
used to assume titles, b u t those titles used to be very simple and short with an odour
of humility about them. This appellation was inscribed on the royal signet-ring
in the centre of it, while on its margin were given the names of all the ancestors
of the King up to Amir Timur and was incorporated in the khutba.
Firmans
having impressions of the new signet were issued at once to all the different parts
of the Empire to be read over to the public there. I give here as a sample the
Firmam sent by the Emperor Shah Jahan to his father-in-law, the brother of
Nur Jahan, Asaf Khan, Governor of Lahore:—" UurTmcTeT^l °f wisdom, Asaf Khan,
may know that on the 8th of Jamadi I I , year 10 57 A.11., at the 4th gh.iri of the day,
we took our seat on the throne at Agra. We assumed the name of Sahib-i-Qiran-iSani Shahabuddin Mohammad Shah Jahan Badshah-i-Ghazi, and it was announced
in the full Darbar in the 'khutba'] and coins were also struck in the same name.
We hope that the Almighty God, who has given us the sovereignty of the whole of
India simply by His grace, may make our reign auspicious to us, to you who are our
partner in the State and to all our people.''
The inscriptions on the new coinage gave" place later on to couplets, and they
assumed more and more importance on each successive coronation. The poets
vied with each other in composing the coin couplet and chronogram for coronation
days, and the best out of them were selected. Lucky was the man whose couplet
was the best of all. The couplet selected on the coronation of the Emperor Aurangzeb for gold coins was :—
I "Sikka zaddar jahan cho Mihr-i-Munir
M
I Shah Aurangzeb Alamgir.
.
j
1

I hope I shall be allowed by the loyal audience to state that I have composed
a chronogram couplet giving the date of the acccession of our beloved Emperor,
which is before you on a beautiful Multan pottery tile—
c<

Zeb-i-Takht ast anke az bimash
Hast larzinda bar falak Mirrikh
Mustahiq bud az azl-u-zan
Sahib-i-takht-o4aj shud tarikh "

which may be translated as below :—
He adorns the throne, out of fear for whom Mars is trembling in the firmament.
Destined he was to rule from^ all eternity and hence the year is Lord of Crown and
Throne.
The phrase " Sahib-i-takht-o-taj," i.e. Lord of Crown and Throne, give the
year 1911.

On the coronation days of the pre-Moghul Muhammadan Emperors of India,
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the Darbars were held in an open ground just outside the city. Costly and profusely decorated pavilions were erected in different quarters of the city itself, where
dancing and music parties were held to amuse the people, and food, fruits and
drinks were provided for them gratis. Small pieces of money were scattered with
the help of the machines called Mmjmqs_ in the streets and on the roofs of the
houses.
The Coronation Darbars of the Moghal Kmperors were of various degrees of
magnificence. The coronation of the greatest of them was the simplest and the
shortest in duration. He was placed on his throne while a boy of only 14 on a
very small masonry platform made for the purpose, which I think still exists in
the centre of a garden outside the town of Kalanaur, District (Vurdaspur. Besides
^

—

•

>

—

••

the ordinary " k h u t b a " being read, the homage paid and presents offered by the
military officers present, these were the only ceremonies observed. The coronation
of the most economical of them was the most magnificent and expensive and lasted
((
for about two and a half months. It was held under the hugejbent called Bargah,"
which covered an area of three_thousand and two hundredsquare^ yards ^ofland,
was manufactured at Ahmadabad at the cost of one lac of rupees, and could
contain from 10 to 12 thousand people. It was pitched by three hundred "farrashes " in front of the Diwan-i-Am in the Delhi Fort. A large " pashmina " carpet
made in Kashmir at the cost of sixty thousand rupees was used as its floor, the
covering of the tents was most artistically decorated, and the celebrated peacock
throne was placed in its centre. Against his natural inclination Aurangzeb spSlU
money like water. He was very profuse in conferring titles and giving promotions
and charities simply to make the people forget his treatment towards his aged '
father and unfortunate brothers, but most of the money, as usual with the Moghul
Emperors on such occasions, went to the members of the royal family and big
officials.
To give more details of these coronation assemblies is not I think within the
scope of this paper, but I should be allowed to say only so much, that none of them
or any Coronation Darbars held in the world could approach in pomp and grandeur
the one which has brought us together, being the coronation of the greatest sovereign in the world and the most beloved of them by his subjects.
May he live long to rule over us !

•
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Two years ago a find of about two hundred and fifty coins was shown to me in
the Dehli Bazar. They were small billon coins, containing a large percentage of
silver, of the Dehli Sultans, covering the period from Mu'izzu-d-din Kaiqubad to
Muhammad Tughlaq. I ascertained that they were less than half of the original find,
but the remainder had already been melted down. However, there were several rare
specimens amongst them, including one coin bearing the name of Shamsu-d-din
Mahmud Shah. Its inscriptions are as follows:
Obverse.
Reverse.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^(^••^^^^^^^^^fc^^MI^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^™^^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^
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The coin is of a common Dehli type, but the king's name is new. I could discover no reference to Shamsu-d-dln Mahmud in any of the usual standard works and
catalogues, but ultimately I found a paragraph in Mr. C. J. Rodgers' " Coin Collecting in Northern India'' which I proceed to quote verbatim.
" During the reign of (Qutbu-d-din) Mubarak Shah, a coin was struck bearing
the name of Shamsu-d-din Mahmud Shah. We do not know who he was. In the
second year of his reigrTthe Emperor went a tour in the Dekkan. He took a cousin
with him, and left Dehli in the hands of one of his creatures. When returning, he
suddenly ordered his cousin to be executed, and when he arrived in Dehli the same
fate was measured out to the man who had been left as governor of that city. It is
surmised that the cousin and the governor were plotting for the throne. The coin
was evidently struck in Dehli. The king probably saw it, and as it bore on it the
year of his absence, he imagined that either the governor, or his cousin, or both,
were plotting against him. No mention is made of Shamsu-d-din Mahmud in history.
His name and date are found only on one known coin. If more coins could be
obtained, we might get to know more about him."
In the bibliography at the end of this work, there is the following reference :—
(Fifty-seven) Coins of Shamsu-d-din Mahmud Shah One cut. C. J. Rodgers.
I have not seen this pamphlet, which appears to have been published about the
year 1882, but the paragraph already quoted was written after its publication, and
obviously recapitulates its contents.
In the Introduction to his "Catalogue of the Coins in the Government Museum,
Lahore/' Mr. C. J. Rodgers gives a list of the Dehli Sultans, in which he has included
_ — — . — ^ _ _

*
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Shamsu-d-din Mahmud. The date of his accession is given as 718 A.II., and it is
stated that only one billon coin is known.
These references are all the information I have been able to find, and they
appear to have escaped the notice of subsequent writers. I cannot ascertain to
whom the coin now belongs, but it does not appear to be in India. If it was the
property of Mr. Rodgers, he probably disposed of it to the British Museum, yet it is
not published in any of his six Supplements to Mr. Thomas's "Chronicles of the
Pathan Kings of Dehli."
The coin now described is apparently a duplicate, and the second specimen of
Shamsu-d-din Mahmud's currency to be discovered in nearly thirty years.
Possibly the present notice will stimulate further enquiry, but Shamsu-d-din
nothing more than the figurehead of an obscure conspiracy,
though it must have needed some contingency, like a report of Qutbu-d-din's death,
to embolden the conspirators to strike coins in the name of Shamsu-d-din.
This short paper is a slight amplification of one which appeared in the Fourteentli
Numismatic Supplement to the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
1

i
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Abulfazl,
S H . ABDUI, QADIR.
^^^^^^^^^^^K^t

[Paper read—March i 8 , 1911.]

Abulfazl, the famous Minister of Akbar, and the faithful chronicler of Akbar's
reign, was one of the most remarkable men that India ever produced. As a scholar and
man of letters he ranks very high, and his monumental work, the Akbamaniay has
earned for him an undying name. But it is not his unquestioned supremacy in the
domain of letters that constitutes his chief title to greatness. I think his unrivalled
greatness lies to a larger extent in his ability as a constructive politician, and it is to
his genius that we owe most of what is^ood andjgreat in the administration of Akbar •
it is his genius that makes Akbar's rule one of the grandest injiistory.
It is not my purpose to detract, in any way, from the admiration which the
name of Akbar has rightly commanded so far from historians of all nationalities. As
a ruler who gave his best thought and energy to the welfare of his subjects, and left
for posterity a brilliant example of a true kingly life, devoted to the dispensation of
even-handed justice, to the promulgation of Laws, to the establishment of peace and
prosperity, and to the encouragement of learning, he_deserves unstinted praise. His
numerous qualities of head and heart, his broad sympathies and his lofty freedom
from bigotry and prejudice place him in the front rank of the rulers of the world.
^^^^^^•^^

A born ruler of men, distinguished by bravery and fearlessness, by kindness and
benevolence and by an almost intuitive knowledge of and insight into human character, Akbar exacted a willing and spontaneous homage from all who came in contact
with him, and wins our admiration at this distance of time in the pages of history.
But we should be wanting in fairness, and in our duty as students of history, if we
failed to apportion, as exactly as is possible, the share of credit between Akbar and
his gifted though humble servant and co-worker Abulfazl, so far as the great
administrative reforms of Akbar's reign and the broad lines of his policy are concerned.
I believe that much of what is usually attributed to the initiative of Akbar
really owed its origin to the prolific and versatile brain of Abulfazl, though of course
it was given to the world in trie name of the Emperor. This truth has not been fully
recognized hitherto owing to various reasons. In the first place, Abulfazl being himself the principal historian of his time laboured underjygreat disadvantage in this
respect, and could not be expected to describe his own share in the work of the State.
Then we have to make due "allowance for the fact that he was recording the events
of the reign of the Emperor Akbar in the^ Emperor's lifetime, and was bound in
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Oriental courtesy, and according to the rules of official etiquette, to attribute everything to the master whom he so faithfully served. Besides this there was something
more than m e T i W t e s y m d ^ i ^ ^ b ^ d ^ e voluntary and sincere self-devotion
and self-effacement which characterized the relations of Abulfazl with his renowned
master. He had been discovered, as it were, by the Emperor, and uplifted from
want and poverty to wealth and rank, under circumstances which had won from the
affectionate~~^nd loyal heart of Abulfazl a deep and lasting gratitude. To Akbar
belongs, unquestionably, the credit of recognizing the possibilities of greatness in
Abulfazl at a time when no one else could have ..seen them. Abulfazl was barely
twenty-three when he was introduced at Court, fresh from his studies and from the
theological discussions of the seminary presided over by his father, S h e i k h J I u b ^ k ,
well known in his day for his great learning and wisdom, and the pious and retired
life that he led. The Emperor had enlisted Faizi, the elder brother of Abulfazl,
among the ornaments of his Court a few years before, and was evidently anxious to be
surrounded by men of learning. Hearing of the somewhat precocious fame of Faizi's
younger brother he desired to secure his services also, which was easily arranged
through Faizi. This marked an epoch in thehistory of Akbar's memorable reign, and
a starting point of the various reforms and policies which have rendered his period so
famous in history. Contemporary historians could be no more explicit than Abulfazl
himself as to the share of Abulfazl in Akbar's administration. They would be prevented by the fear of the king as much as by jealousy of Abulfazl from giving a frank
expression to their real opinions on the point. We have_to read between the lines
7
therefore to find evidence in support of the view 1 have ventured to put forward.
Badauni, the most well known of contemporary chroniclers, though an ex-pupil of
Abulfazl's father and a fellow-student of Faizi and Abulfazl, had serious theological
differences with Sheikh Mubarik and his talented sons, and never spares them in his
writing. He holds them responsible for originating the heretical sect known as
Dln-i-Ilahiy the foundation of which is commonly attributed to Akbar, and there is
reason to hold that this new system of faith would have never been established had.
it not been for Abulfazl. That Abulfazl, in his heart of hearts, believed in all the
doctrines of the new faith of which he himself was practically the originator is rather
difficult to believe. It is more likely that he found in it a convenient instrument of
earning a lasting claim on the gratitude of his monarch, while securing at the same
time the willing submission of the leading Hindus of the day to the Emperor by investing Akbar with a kind of sanctity as a Divine incarnation. This new system of religion with the tolerant respect for other religions that it taught, and assimilating some
of the beliefs and practices of other faiths as it did, was, in some respects, the most
peculiarly characteristic feature of the time of Akbar, and it is for this reason I
have chosen this feature to illustrate my view. - T h e limited scope of a short paper
does not allow one to deal in an exhaustive manner with such a vast subject, and
this paper is meant to be nothing more than suggestive, so t h a t the clue furnished
by it may be pursued further by someone with better opportunities and leisure
than I can command.
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To trace the exact relation of Abulfazl with the Dln-i-Ilahi we have to start with
the condition of things about the very commencement of Abulfazl's career. Akbar
was surrounded by a number of orthodox Muhammadan Divines in the beginning of
his reign, and they wielded immense influence over him, and controlled him even in
affairs of State in the name of religion. He was tired of this dominance and sought
to free himself from their yoke, but in spite of their mutual jealousies they were united
in their desire to keep him under control, and thus retain their own influence over
secular matters! This lasted till Sheikh Mubarik, at the instance of his sons, came to
Akbar's rescue and gave the sanction and support of his great learning to the theory
of Akbar's title to spiritual dictatorship. Thus by one stroke he pleased the King,
and avenged himself against the very theologians who had been persecuting him for
]
the liberality of his views. The Darbar-i-Akbari, by the late Professor Azad, gives
the following interesting description of this incident: Sheikh Mubarik happened
to be on a visit to the Emperor. Akbar consulted him on some religious questions and complained of the difficulties he had to encounter through the stubborn
(<
attitude of the Mnjtahids.
The Sheikh replied: A just King is himself a
Mujtahid. Your Majesty has a right to pronounce your decision in accordance
witfTthe exigencies of the moment on any point on which the Divines differ,
and you need not consult them." Akbar, pleased at this response, observed:—
il
While I have so excellent a teacher in you and have learnt my lessons from you,
why do you not release me from these Mullas." Thereupon it was agreed, after due
deliberation, that Sheikh Mubarik should draw up a document in support of the above
theory, giving the opinion of the just King preference over the opinions of the Ulema,
and should cite authorities from the Quran and the traditions to strengthen this view.
This document was prepared and presented to the leading Divines summoned for the
purpose, who found theniselyes^ cornered into submission and signed the document
willingly or unwillingly.
*~~ 'The document/ writes Abulfazl in the Akbamama, 'brought about excellent
results: (1) the Court became a gathering place of the sages and of the learned men
of all creeds; the good doctrines of all religious systems were recognized, and their
defects were not allowed to obscure their good features; (2) perfect toleration and
peace with all was established; and (3) the perverse and evil-minded were covered
with shame on seeing the disinterested motives of his Majesty, and thus stood in the
a
pillory of disgrace/
However disinterested the motives of his Majesty might have been, it cannot be
easily held that the motives of his clever Minister or of the old but astute Sheikh
Mubarik were quite disinterested in this master-stroke of policy. Here we see
Abulfazl in his characteristic role of an adroit wire-puller, cleverly managing the
affairs of State behind the scefles, anxi then "coming forward as a simple chronicler
recording for posterity the great deeds of his master.
1

1

PP- 35°— 5 l °t the Darbar-i-Akbari (1910 Edition).
* Malleson's Akbar (Rulers of India series), p. 158.
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This draft of Sheikh Mubarik is in reality the foundation stone of Din-i-llaluy
vesting Akbar as it did with spiritual authority, under the hand and seals of the
theologians of his time. The new faith was but a corollary of this proposition. Now
let us see whether under the auspices of this new faith, the gathering of the sages of
all creeds, specially of Parsis, Christians and Buddhists, was an idea that arose with
Akbar or with Abulfazl. Undoubtedly the King and the Minister were two kindred
spirits with many common likes and dislikes, and it is quite natural that the idea
originating with one should find a ready response from the other. It is quite conceivable that the King desired to collect the learned men of every faith and to know
what the teachings o" their religions were, but there are many indications that the
probabilities are the other way. I would mention here only one of those indications,
from which it appears that it was Abulfazl who, having attained to power, was
achieving a long-cherished object of his own in creating, with the sanction and in the
name of his monarch, a rendezvous of the most advanced teachers of different faiths
to quench his own insatiable thirst for knowledge and truth, and to engraft on the
stem of Islam an eclectic system which would appeal to his cultured though deep'y
religious mind. Speaking of hitriself, in a short biographical sketch appended to the
(
Akbarnama} Abulfazl writes: 'My mind had no rest, and my heart felt itself drawn
to the sages of Mongolia or to the hermits on Lebanon; I longed for interviews with
the L ^ a s _ p j j r ^ e t or with the Padris^^f Portugal, and I would gladly sit with the
priests of the Parsis and the learned of the Zend-avesta." I t was this desire, therefore,
that was being realized when the fortunes of Abulfazl were in the ascendant in the
Court of Akbar.
That the new faith was calculated to bring together all classes of the people of
India, and to serve as a tie between them and their ruler, is evident, and may have been
adopted as a useful political move. I t flourished as long as Abulfazl, its chief priest
and exponent, lived, and gradually succeeded in winning the allegiance of most of the
nobles of the Court. From contemporary records it appears that people, who hated
this new faith, did not consider Akbar responsible for it, though it passed under
his name. They looked upon Abulfazl as the originator of it, and this is why he
had made numerous enemies. I t is true his vast influence and power at Court helped
also to excite jealousies, but the hatred with which some of his contemporaries regarded
him could not be explained otherwise than by bitterness of religious feelings. Prince
Salim, afterwards Emperorjjihangir, in his memoirs justifies the hand that heliacTin'
£Ke^ssassinationj3f_^
the grudge that lie had against him,"as the chief
instigator of Akbar in his religious aberrations.
'
, Col. Malleson in his life of Akbar recognized the extraordinary influence wielded
by Abulfazl in moulding the character of Akbar. A few quotations from his book
will not be out of place:—
l
i " I n the Emperor, Abulfazl found the aptest of pupils."
c
r Before Akbar knew Abulfazl, he had almost withdrawn frorji the task in despair/'
1 Malleson's Akbar, p. 170.
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" Before even he had recognized the broad charity of the teachings of Abulfazl, he
had come to the conclusion that before founding a system of Government it would be
necessary to wage war against the bigoted professors, who formed a power in his own
Empire."
" T h e influence, especially of the two learned brothers, Faizi and Abulfazl,
dominated as long as they lived. That of Abulfazl survived him, for the lessons he
•

had taught only served to confirm the natural disposition of his master."
Professor Azad, being a profound scholar of Persian and intimately acquainted
with the original authorities, is even more emphatic in his statements as to what the
position of Abulfazl was:—
"Gradually his (Abulfazl's) opinion became essential for the decision of every
affair, so much so that if for any slight physical ailment a physician had to be selected,
the selection was in consultation with him, and an ointment was not appl.ed to a sore
l
till Abulfazl had had his say in the matter."
Again,
1
' He (Abulfazl) was Akbar's courtier, counsellor, confidant, Chief Secretary, Official
Chronicler, Legislator, and master of the Dewani- Department. Nay more, he was
Akbar's tongue and a key to his wisdom, in short a veritable Aristotle to this
2
Alexander."
"'
:s
"Akbar had such confidence in the good intentions, wisdom and statesmanship of
Abulfazl, that he regarded his words as his own, and a pledge given by Abulfazl as his
pledge. This is shown by the following passage in Abulfazl's letter to Prince Danyal.
'His Moiesty observed, addressing me, " Abulfazl! I have thought over the question of
the expedition to the Deccan, and feel that either you or I should go there. In no
other way will it be a success. If you go, it is certain that the Prince will not go
beyond your advice and will not listen to anyone else in your presence."
" Akbar knew that he (Abulfazl) was the only true well wisher he had among his
courtiers. Akbar loved him more than his own sons. When the news of the death
of Abulfazl was broken to him, he was plunged in griefjieeper than that felt for the
loss of any son."*
The above extracts show in different ways, not only .the amount of confidence
enjoyed by Abulfazl, but indirectly the dependence of Akbar on him in matters great
and small. Abulfazl, it seems, was the Minister Plenipotentiary, who actually
exercised all the powers of the Emperor, but with such tact and cleverness as to keep
up the prestige of his master in the eyes of the subjects. The plans devised for the
welfare of the State were very often the products of his fertile brain, but were executed by the Emperor, who, being himself gifted by nature with versatility, did things
i

*

with a grace and dignity entirely his own, so that none but those most intimately
acquainted with the secrets of State could detect the hand of Abulfazl in all that was
being done. An Official of State once remarked that he was not afraid of the King
but was in constant fear of the pen of Abulfazl, and it was a Trenchant pen indeed
—

X

~"

1 Darbar-i-Akbari, p. 469.
* Darbiir-t-Akbari, p. 473.
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* Darbar-i-Akbari,
* Davbar-i-Akbari,

pp. 471—72.
p. 487.
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t h a t Abulfazl wielded when reprimanding any delinquent governor or grandee of
State on behalf of the King. The letters and despatches written to princes and
noblemen in the name of the King are so much like those written by Abulfazl in his
private capacity not only in style but in substance, that one is irresistibly drawn to
the conclusion that there is one master-mind speaking behind both communications,
and that mind is not that of Akbar but of his faithful servant and friend Abulfazl.
The letters of Abulfazl, known as Mukatabat-i-'Allami,
are full of examples of such
remarkable parallelisms, but I will take only one or two instances by way of illustration.
We find, for instance, in the Dasturul-Amal-i-Shahanshahi
(rules for the
guidance of State Officials, promulgated by the Emperor), given in the first Da/tar of
the Mukatabat, that the officials are enjoined to devote their leisure to the study of
certain books.
j*.

'
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Turning to Abulfazl's private letter to Shahzada Danyal, in the second Daflar, we find
Abulfazl advising the Prince to read
1
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. A still more remarkable parallel is found in another passage occurring in the same
r
DastuY-ul- Anial, where the officials are enjoined to request saintly hermits to pra3 for
them:—
# cxLUi t^~*.ft> ,~LI1I 8jjj«*) ^sr^- '^* uA*£*** &*&y$ C--J>S».^ <*-.>*
In a private letter to Nur Sharif Sarmadi, who had requested Abulfazl to give
him some advice, he writes:—

I need not multiply these instances. Those inclined to follow this research can
hunt up any number of them, so that in their combined effect they will be too weighty
to be explained away as mere coincidences incidental to writings avowedly coming
from the same pen though under different names and in different forms.
Akbar had reposed on Abulfazl unbounded trust which the faithful Minister amply
justified by making the service of the Emperor and the Empire the sole aim of his
life. He was thoroughly conscious of what he had done for his hero, whose natural
greatness had been enhanced manifold by the greatness of his Minister. The devotion shown by Abulfazl was no mercenary allegiance. I t was a self-effacement born
of gratitude and affection. Writing of the Akbarnama, he contrasts his work with
that of Firdausi the immortal author of the Shahnama, and says t h a t so gigantic a
l p. 58 of Mukatabat, Nivalkishore's edition of 1863.
a
P- 58
ditto
ditto
3
P- 308
ditto
ditto
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task would have been impossible to accomplish if it had to be done for money but
could only be done as a labour of love. He says:'—
^XSLU,

^sfy-J

l»S ^j+c *»>

vj^i:)j ; L ^ ^ c ^jfi

^c ^
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When we look at the versatility of Abiilfazl, at the ease with which he could turn his
hand from the pen to the sword, at his deep and vast learning, at his scholarship and
his statesmanship, his powers of legislation and administration, we feel the great
charm of his personality over us. We wonder what made India capable of producing
in those days men like Abiilfazl, who could shape, almost sihgle-handed, the destinies
of a vast Empire; and the question naturally arises, will India produce such types of
men again ? Abulfazl was decidedly a man of genius, b u t he became what he was
through the kindly encouragement and appreciation of his master—a fact acknowledged by him in his writings—as well as through the great opportunities for serving
his country with distinction that Destiny offered him. India is not barren of genius
even now, and many a distinguished son of India is giving to the service of his
sovereign and country the best of what is in him. The sons of India have won distinctions for themselves even to-day in various walks of life, according to their
opportunities; but their potentialities are far from exhausted. There may be many
an Abulfazl still, awaiting to be taken by the hand as Abulfazl had been in his day,
who, under favourable circumstances and in an atmosphere of congenial duties, may
shed lustre on the fair name of their mother-land and prove valuable acquisitions to
the Government of our King-Emperor who is heir to an Indian Empire vaster than the
Empire of Akbar the Great. To the administrators of India the reign of Akbar has
many valuable lessons to teach besides furnishing precedents of land tenures and
Revenue Settlements, and among those lessons by no means the least important is
that Akbar owed his renown and his eminence to his capacity of knowing a capable
man when he saw him, and his anxiety to utilize such capabilities in the service of the
State. I t was this intention, helped by a constant desire to do his best for the best
men, that he got round him a galaxy of shining lights of all classes and creeds of
India—of whom Abulfazl was unquestionably the most illustrious—and who made
his reign the glory of the East.

Jahanara,
O. YAZDANI,

M.A.

(Paper road—12th April, 1913V

On the 21st
Prince Khurram
a daughter in the
afterwards to be

of Safar, 1023 A.H. (1st April, 1614 N.S.), when Shahjahan as
was waging war with Rana Atnar Singh, Mumtaz Mahall bore him
royal harem.' She was the second pledge of that love which was
enshrined for all time in that dream in marble, the far-famed and

*

peerless Taj. Her birth was almost synchronous with happy tidings of the victory
achieved by her father over the Rana of Uclaipur, the representative of a house which
had stood up as the valiant champion of a forlorn hope—the cause of Rajput
liberties, even against the conquering hosts of iVkbar.* It was natural, therefore, for
the royal household to regard the birth as a happy augury, and the child easily won
for herself a permanent place in their affection. In pursuance of a time-honoured
Oriental custom the new-born child was presented with due ceremonies to the
Emperor Jahanglr to receive a name, and the promise of astonishing beauty written
even on those baby features at once secured for her the poetic name of Jahanara - 3
the Adorner of the world. As she grew up she came to be designated as the "Regan 1
Sahib, for in the days of the Mughals a veil of sanctity has always interposed
between the common world and a lady of the harem, rules of court etiquette
requiring that her real name should never be profaned in public*
The early training and associations of Jahanara were all that could be desired.
Her wet-nurse was Huri Jan, whose son Muhammad Zahid rose under Shahjahan
to the rank of )\y* d><*ft*; ;!)& ^/yk ^, a commander of two thousand foot and fifteen
6
hundred horse. As soon as she was of age to profit by instruction her mother
placed her under the charge of Satiu-n-nisa'Khanam, a well-born lady eminent alike
6
in piety and learning. She was the sister of Taliba-i-Amull, the poet-laureate of the
court of Jahanglr, and at the demise of her husband accepted service at court, where
she quickly rose in the confidence of Mumtaz Mahall and became the keeper of her
seal. When Shahjahan came to the throne she was given a high official position,
being entrusted with the duty of presenting to the Emperor the petitions of all help1
less widows, orphan girls, and other poor women. WeTiave it on the authority of
' A 5 ^ 4 - H a m i d , the court historian of Shahjahan, that she was well versed in the
lore relative to the reading of the Qur'an, and thoroughly at home in Persian
literature, both Poetry and.Prose. To these attainments she added some knowledge
1

See Badfliahnumah (Bibl. Ind.), vol. i, part i, p. 391, and 'Amal-i-Silih (Bibl. Iud.), Fasc. i, p. 80.
« Ibid., p . 68.
8 Ibid., p. 80
4 ibid., pp. 10 and 11.
* Bridsliahnamab, vol. ii, pp. 43a and 726.
« Idem, p. 629.
7 'Amnl-i-Salih, Pane. ii. p. 249.
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of Medicine -a rare thing, and therefore greatly prized in a lady of those days.' I t
was certainly no small advantage for the Princess to have been placed under the
training of a lady of such gifts and character.
Nor were other happy influences wanting to mould the intellect and character
of Jahanara into strength and beauty. She had the fortune to be born in a harem
which was illumined by the presence of the illustrious Nurjahan, the 1 ly whose life
in itself was a romance, and who has made an immortal name for herself by a rare
T
uniou"oTpersonal charms, polished refinement, brilliant w it, and last but not least
her political capacity. The tone infused into the royal seraglio by Nurjahan was
worthily upheld by her niece, Mumtaz Mahall, who has come down to us in history
as a pattern of conjugal affection and fidelity, a tender mother, an indulgent mistress, and a munificent patron. She had not only won the love of her husband but
his full confidence—so much so that she had become the keeper of his seal, and had
1
access to all his farmdns.
She had thus an opportunity of obtaining a practical
insight into the trend of the Imperial politics, and exercising a not inconsiderable
influence over it. Under the bracing atmosphere of such family environments, and
personal examples, the young mind of the royal child was nurtured.
The accession of Shahjahan to the Imperial throne on the 8th Jumada-th-thani
1037 A.H. (corresponding to the 14th February, 1628 N.S.), marked a turning-point
s
in the life of Jahanara.
She was no longer the daughter of a mere prince of the
empire, but the Princess;royal, the eldest child of the Emperor of Hindustan, whose
r
dominions extended from Lari Bandar in Sindh, to S} lhet in Assam, and from Bust
on the borders of Persia to Osa in the Deccan.* Jahanara was then only fifteen years
old, but she had undergone a systematic training ; and by her exceptional intelligence,
suavity of manners, and filial devotion had won for herself a higher place in the
6
affection of her parents than any of her brothers and sisters.
At the Imperial darbar
9
held after Shahjahan s accession she, according to the custom of the Mughal court,
presented him with a magnificent nazr of jewels and precious articles. The Emperor
in return conferred on her the title of Padshah Begam—the Empress of Princesses, for
the simple title of Begam Sahib was not in keeping with the dignity of the daughter of
the great Mughal; and consonant with her newly-acquired position a gift of one lac of
gold niohurs and four lacs of rupees, together with an annual grant of six lacs of
1
rupees, was made to her.' The munificent gifts of the father to his worthy daughter
did not stop here, but they frequently recurred throughout the whole period of his
prosperous reign. A few months later at the ; ;) y ^j^} the festival of the Vernal
equinox, which was observed with great pomp and glory by the Mughal kings, and
was an occasion for the distribution of titles and honours to the princes and officials,
1
she received a further present of ornaments and jewels worth 20 lacs.
J

»
4

Ibid.,
*
1

Vide Badshahnamah, vol. ii, p. 629.
* Idem, vol. i, part i, p. 406.
Idem, vol. i, part i, p. 87.
Ibid., vol. ii, p. 709. Jahanara had an elder sister, Hiir Nisa' Begam, but she died in 1025 A.H. (1616 A D . ) .
vol. i, p a r t i , p. 391.
Idem, vol. i, part i, p. 94.
« Ibid., p. 96, and Muntakhabu-1-lubab, vol. i, p. 396.
'Atuali Salih (L. MS.), folio 133.
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Upon the death of Jahanglr the influence of Nurjahan ceased, and Mumtaz
Mahall stepped into her place. Jahanara wasjj^ constant companion to herjnother,
and prominently associated with^aTTthe state ceremonials in which her mother took
part. But the hand of death rudely snapped asunder these bonds of mature companionship between the mother and the daughter; for Mumtaz Mahall died in childbed on Wednesday, the 17th Zu'l qa'dah 1040 A.H. (corresponding to the 16th June,
1631 N . S . ) , only three years after the accession of her husband. This sudden bereavement was a great blow to Shahjahan, who observed a long and ceremonious mourning.
When his grief subsided a little, he hastened to respect the last wishes of his beloved
consort, urging upon him due regard for the interest of her children, and distributed
all her treasures in cash and jewellery, amounting to ten million rupees, amongst her
children; giving one half of the whole to Jahanara, and the remaining half to
others. The Emperor further conferred on her, in preference to the claims of her two
step-mothers, all the privileges which had been enjoyed by Mumtaz Mahall, and
1
assigned to her an additional annual grant of four lacs of rupees.
Jahanara was now the premier lady of the palace, and she fully justified this high
and responsible position. She soon proceeded with sisterly pride and delight to celebrate with fitting pomp and ceremony the weddings of her two brothers, Dara and
f
Shuja . Glowing descriptions of these marriages illuminate the pages of the Indian
f
historians. Abdul-l-Hamld tells us what powers of organization and refinement of
taste were exhibited by J a h a n a r 5 m i _ t h o ^
The greater portion of the
exp^nses~oftKese"ceremonies was borne by the Princess, and we are told that on
3
P a r a ' s marriage alone she spent about sixteen lacs. Jahanara was not only the presiding spirit at court in times of joy and festivity, but also a ministering angel in
times of grief and sorrow. In 1043 A.H. (1633-34 A.D.) Dara fell seriously ill, and
his life was despaired of. The Emperor sent an express to Wazir Khan at Iyahor
to come immediately to attend the prince. Throughout this long illness Jahanara
nursed her brother with great tenderness and devotion.* Again, whenever there was
any unpleasantness amongst the members of the royal household, she invariably
came forward as a blessed peacemaker. Thus in 1053 A.H. (1643-44 A.D.) Aurangzeb through the unyise counsels of some of his advisers had incurred the displeasure
of the Emperor and his jaglr and rank of j\ym ;|yt aj ^ I v * w>&, a commander of fifteen
M

6

thousand foot and ten thousand horse, were confiscated.
Jahanara successfully
pleaded her brother's cause, and not only restored Aurangzeb to the affection ofjiis
8
father, but also to his lost honour and dignity.
Jahanara also displayed great ability in the management of the court ceremonies,
e.g. the Emperor's birthday celebrated twice a year according to the lunar and solar
calculations; the ^ t f j*r—a carnival held in the spring season, when the princes
1 Vide Badshahnamah, vol. i, part i, p. 393; Muntakhabu-1-lubab, vol. i, p. 460, and 'Amal-i-Salih (h. MS.), folios
211-214.

*
•
6
•

Cf. Badshahnamah, vol. i, part i, p. 455.
8 Ibid., p . 460.
Ibid., part ii, pp. 9 and 10; and *Amal-iSilih (L. MS.), fol, 300.
Muntakhabu-1-lubab, vol. i, p. 600, and Badshahnamah, vol. ii, p. 176.
Ibid., vol. i, p. 606; 'Amal-i-Salih (L,. MS.), fol. 500; and Badshahnamah, vol. ii, p. 398.
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and the grandees of the court presented bejewelled flagons and jars filled with rose•

water to the Emperor; and the annual festival of the Vernal equinox. On these
occasions she arranged the gifts which were to be conferred by the Emperor on
1
persons of various ranks and professions, and herself made costly presents to the
Emperor, thus setting a laudable example to the other court, dignitaries. We read
how on the occasion of the feast of the Vernal equinox held on Friday, the 22nd of
Shawwal, 1046 A.PI. (19th March, 1637 N . S . ) , she presented to the Emperor an octagonal
throne of embossed work, the value of which was estimated at two lacs and fifty
2
thousand rupees.
Such was the impression she made on the Emperor by her varied
qualities, that in I041 A.H. (1631-32 A.D.) when Asaf Khan, the prime-minister,
leading an expedition to Balaghat, made over the Privy Seal to the Emperor, he
unhesitatingly entrusted it to her.' As keeper of the Privy Seal all mandates issued
by the Emperor passed through the hands of the Princess, who thus became initiated
into the tangled mysteries of State craft.
I now proceed to narrate an incident in J a h a n a r a ' s life, which is important in its
relation to later history—the history of the growth of British commerce and power
in India. I, therefore, discuss it at some length, and especially as there is a divergence of views among some well-known historians in regard to certain matters
connected with it. On the night of the 27th Muharram, 1054 A.H. (6th April, 1644
N.s.), Jahanara met with an unhappy accident, which evoked feelings of intense
sorrow throughout the empire. She was retiring from the presence of the Emperor
to her own apartments, when the skirts of her dress brushed against a candle and
caught fire/ The four maid-servants in attendance on her tried to extinguish the
flames, but they failed and burnt themselves seriously ; and the Princess herself was
severely injured. The incident created a great commotion at the court, and on the
following day the Emperor did not appear in public as usual. He issued orders t h a t
prayers for the recovery of the Princess be offered in mosques, prisoners be released,
and alms be given to the poor. We are told by Muhammad Salih, how in the three
days following the accident fifteen thousand mohurs and as many rupees were distributed to the poor, and on the first of Rabru-1-awwal an Imperial order decreed the
6
giving away in alms of a thousand rupees every day until t h e / recovery of the Princess.
Her injuries were serious, and her condition became precarious at intervals. The
course of healing took eight or nine months, and during this time besides the physicians and surgeons of the metropolis, several hakims, baidyas and ^J-y ^L**—Euro6
pean doctors—were called in from the different parts of the empire.
Aurangzeb
heard of the accident at Burhanpur, and came by forced marches to AgraE"! PnTTce
1 Badshahnamah, vol. i, p a r t I, p. 398.
' Muntakhabu-1-lubab, vol. i, p. 541 ; and Badshahnamah, vol. i, part ii, 245.
& Ibid., part i, p. 406, and *Arnal-i-Salih (L. MS.), fol. 218.
+ Badshahnamah, vol. i, p. 363, and 'Anial-i-Salih (L. MS.), fol. 492. Khafi Khan places the accident in 1053 A.H.
(1643-4., A D ) , vide Muntakhabu-1-lubab, part i, p. 598 Manucci gives a distorted version of the story, and his information seems lo be based ..11 h e a r s a y as usual ; vide Storia do MogorTjliidian Text Series), vol. i p p T T i Q . ~ ~
'
& VAmal-i Salih (I,. M S ) , fol. 49;,.
fl
See Badshahnamah vol, ii, p. 366; Muntakhabu-1-lubab, part i, p. 607; and 'Ainal-i-Sjlih (L,. MS.), fol. 502.
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Mtncad^ who was then at Multan, and Shaistah Khan, the brother-in-law of the
1
Emperor, also arrived at the capital to see the Princess.
When Jahanara recovered from the injuries of this unfortunate accident, the
Emperor held an eigiit days' feast at court. The Princess was weighed against gold,
which was distributed amongst the poor, and jewels were taken round her head
thrice and given away. On the first day of the feast Shahjahan presented her with
a hundred and thirty pearls, estimated at five lacs of rupees, for a pair of bracelets*
On the next day she received a costly Sarpcch, an ornament for the head, which had
a large diamond and a pearl pendant. These rich and valuable gifts were accompanied by other precious jewellery, and gold and silverware. The port of Surat also,
which had a revenue of five lacs, was assigned to the Princess on this auspicious
occasion. The stream of the Emperor's bounty ran free, and the princes and the
grandees of the court were also honoured by khil'ats, titles and promotions in their
ranks ; while the physicians and the surgeons naturally enough got the largest share
of rewards and distinctions. Hakim Muhammad Da'ud received the rank of ^;'>^ ;J
\\y» O-*J>JJ—commanding two thousand foot and two hundred horse, with a robe of
honour, an elephant, a horse with a gold saddle, and a gold mohur weighing five
hundred tolas, and a rupee of equal weight specially minted for the occasion.*
Hakim Mu'mina. and Hakim Masihu-z-zaman, who was called from I y ahor, were
also handsomely rewarded. 'Arif a slave, whose ointment had been useful in healing
1*'

—'

^"""^

^""^^^

the wounds, was weighed against gold, and favoured with a robe of honour, a horse,
3
an elephant, and seven thousand rupees in cash.
The story of Gabriel Bough ton's coming to Agrah to treat the Princess is, in
nw humble__oginion, in the main true, although some eminent modern writers have
4
disputed its authenticity. The Indian historians of the period are agreed in menAH
tioning that the accident took place on the 27th Muharram, 1054
- (corresponding
to the 6th April, 1649'N.S.K and the celebrations of the recovery were held on the 5th
Shawwal, 1054 A.H. (corresponding to the 6th Decembe~hs^i644 N . S . ) , after eight
6
months and eight days had passed from the date of the accident. We are further
f
told by Abdu-l-Hamid, the court chronicler, that physicians and surgeons had been
brought from different parts of the empire to treat the Princess, and according to
Khafi Khan and Muhummad Salih _ J y ^^—European
doctors were also employed.*
In addition to this Hedges' Diary quotes a letter from the Surat factory to the Company, in which it is related that Boughton had been sent across from Surat to Agrah
at the special request of Asalat Khan, who was very much pleased at this service
1 Cf. B a d s h a h n a m a h , pp. 373 and 375 ; and Muntakhabu-1-lubab, part i, p. 600.
2 F< such coins see Proc. As. Soc. Bengal for 1883, p. 3.
8 St b a d s h a h n a m a h , vol. ii, pp. 395-400; Muutakhabu 1-lubab, p a r t i, p. 606, and'Amal-i-vSalih (L.MS.), folios
499-Soi.
* Vide History of British India by Sir W.W. Hunter, vol. ii, p. 8 6 ; Diary of William Hedges, edited by Sir Henry
Yule, vol. iii, p. 168 (Hakluyt Society, 1887-1889); and C R . W i l s o n ' s Eatfy Annals of the English in Bengal, vol. i,
p. 24, note 1.
r
f> Vide Badshahnamah, vol. i, pp. 363 and 369, and Amal-i-$alih (L. MS.), folios 492 and 499.
« Cf. B a d s h a h n a m a h , vol. ii, p. .366; Mimtakhabu 1-lubab, part i, p. 607; and *Amal-i-$alih (Iy. MS.), folio 502.
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rendered by the factory, and did his best to push the Company's interests at court.
This letter is dated the 3rd January, 1645, and it can be safely assumed that
Boughton must have left for Agrah some time in 1644, tnany months earlier than the
3rd January, 1645 ; otherwise the Surat factors could not report Asalat Khan's patronage of their interests at court to the Company on this date. Asalat Khan held the
office of the second Bakhshi,* and during the illness of Jahanara he was present at
the court, as we know from the fact that when Aurangzeb came from Burhanpur to
3
enquire about the Princess, Shahjahan deputed him to receive the prince. I t is
quite in the fitness of things that Asalat Khan, a trusted servant of the Emperor,
should have with his permission sent for a capable European surgeon from Surat,
with the factors of which he had intimacy/ These are in brief the facts which to my
mind prove that Boughton must have come to Agrah to treat the Princess.
When this part of the story is proved the latter part of it, that Boughton on the
recovery of the lady did not accept any fee for himself but secured for his countrymen
the right to trade tree of duties in Bengal, is n o t a t a l l improbable. In 1644 the servants of the Company were discussing the prospects of a profitable trade in Bengal,
6
and had referred the matter to the Court in London for decision. At this moment
Boughton's request was not an act of patriotism only, but a matter of political necessity. Moreover in view of the facts, which I mention below, I am inclined to think
that Boughton prayed for a grant of the right to trade free of customs in the whole
Mughal empire rather than in Bengal only.
(1) In 1636 the piracies of the Courten's Association had brought the Surat factors into disgrace with the Mughal Emperor, and deprived them of all those privileges
6
and fights which Roe's treaty had conferred on them. Boughton coming direct from
Surat could not forget the bad plight of the factory with which he was so closely connected, and, therefore, instead of praying for a grant for Bengal only, he would have
rather prayed for a grant for the whole empire.
r
(2) In 1650 w e find the Company's servants trying to get a nishan—an order
c
from a Governor—through Boughton from Prince Shuja , who was then the Governor
7
of Bengal. If the Imperial far man had been for Bengal exclusively, there would
have been no necessity of securing the nishan from Prince Shuja', for such a nishan
would really be a reaffirmation of the general orders of the Emperor by a provincial
governor.
(3) In 1652, we hear that they have secured a nishan from Prince Shuja/, and
this document, a wrongly dated copy of which is still extant, speaks of an Imperial
farman according to which the English were allowed to trade free of duties and
8
customs in the whole Mughal empire.
This probably is the farman granted by
5
1 Diary of W. Hedges, vol. iii, pp. 182-185.
Vide Badshabnamah, vol. ii, p. 161.
.8 Idem, p. 373.
• Cf. Hedges' Diary, vol. iii, pp. 182-85.
* Idem, p. 182 ; Wilson's Early Annals of the English in Bengal, vol. i, pp. 20-23; and Hunter's History of British
India, vol. ii, pp. 94-95.
8 Hunter's History of British India, vol. ii, pp. 64-65, and Bruce's Annals of the East India Company, vol. i,
p. 349, edition of 1810.
1 Hedges' Diary, vol. iii, pp. 186, 187 and 197-198; and Wilson's Annals, vol. 1, pp. 26-27.
8 Bruce's Annals, vol. i, pp. 463-64; and Wilson's Annals, vol. i, pp. 27-8, note 2.
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Shahjahan at Boughton's request.
To make things more clear, I quote here
the nishdn granted by Prince Shuja'.
" T h e Neshaun or Letters Patent of the most magnificent Prince Shujali, given
the sixth month in the year of Hegira one thousand sixty-six, in the 28th year of the
Emperor Shah J eh aim his glorious reign.
(f
Be it known to all Great Governors, Chancellors, Farmers of the King's Rents,
Colonels, Captains, Rent-Gatherers, Farmers of Customs, Watchmen, Ferrymen, and
other Petty Officers, that now are in place, and hereafter shall be, in the Kingdoms
of Bengala and Orixa, that this day Thomas Billidge, an Englishman, humbly presentecTTiis suit, before our splendid throne, acquainting us that the English Company's goods, according to the great Emperor's Letters Patent, which are unalterable,
are, by his free grant therein specified, custom free ail over his great Empire; humbly
desiring us that there may a privilege be granted them, by us, to trade custom free
in these parts; as also complaining that at present their trade with the Country
Merchants, our subjects, is much hindered by our Governors of port, towns, etc.,
demanding the English goods at their own rates, and forbidding any merchants to
buy or sell with them, unless they condescend to their actions; and that the Officers
in the port, town, etc., demand four in the hundred custom on all goods imported
and exported, as also anchorage in the roads belonging to these Kingdoms of
Bengala and Orixa.
" Upon due consideration had of all which, we were pleased to grant, and hereby
command you, that according to the above-mentioned Letters Patent of the great
Emperor, whose words no man dare presume to reverse, the factory of the English
Company be no more troubled with demands of custom for goods imported or
exported either by land or by water, nor that their goods be opened and forced from
them at under rates in any places of government by which they shall pass or repass
up and down the country, but that they buy and sell freely and without impediment,
neither let any molestation be given them about anchorage, as formerly has been,
also wherever they have order to build factories or warehouses in any part of these
Kingdoms, that they be not hindered, but forwarded; as also where there shall any
just and due debts be coming to them from our subjects, that all persons in office be
1 Bruce mentions another far man granted by Shahjahan on February 2, 1633-34, allowing the English to trade in
Bengal (vide S t e w a r t ' s History of Bengal, p 15Q, note 2). But about it Wilson says, •• The only evidence produced to
prove that there was ever such a far man is a letter from the Council of Snrat, dated the 21st February 1634,
in which they state that on the 2nd of that month, they received a far man of this description, but they go
on to say, somewhat incredulously, t h a t they had received " n o English letter or syllable, private or public, directly
or indirectly, concerning this, or any other business." I may add that from t h a t day to this no one has ever
heard or seen one English letter, or syllable, private or public, directly or indirectly concerning this 'arman
. . . . The f arman of course originated in the imagination of the native interpretor who was employed to translate
t h e despatch from Agrah, and who did his best to please his masters according to his lights." (Wilson's Annals,
vol. i, pp. 12-13, "ote 4)« Compare Hedges' Diary, vol. iii, pp. 175 and 181.
My humble opinion is that the Agrah Agent of the Surat factory communicated to it the news oi the *i«i
1
license' which had been granted to the English by Agha Muhammad Z a m i n , the G >vernor of Orissa, to trade free of
duties in that province, and of which the Agent had heard at Agrah. The Surat factors seem to have misconstrued t h e
communication and to have taken the Governor's grant for t h a t of the Emperor. Muhammad Z a i n i u ' s o r d . r is
dated the 5th May, 1633, and the Surat factory could get its information on the 2nd February, 1634.
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helpful to them in their recovery, giving protection to no weavers, merchants, or
any other t h a t shall appear to be really indebted to them. In all the aforesaid
matters, especial regard is to be had t h a t you carry yourself strictly in obedience to
the Great Emperor's Letters Patent, and this my Neshan now given the English
Company having an especial care t h a t you fail not a little (tittle ?) in your full compliance with our command therein stated." '
This nishan clearly shows t h a t the Imperial farman referred to in it, which most
probably had been granted at the request of Bough ton, did not allow the English to
trade free of duties in Bengal exclusively, but in the whole Mughal empire.
The suspicion as regards the authenticity of Boughton's story arose from a
mistaken notion of the date of the Princess's accident. Stewart and Orme have
placed it in 1636 A.D.; DOW and several other writers, however, while speaking of
Boughton's obtaining the farman in 1636, make no mention of the Princess's accident
2
in this connection.
Sir Henry Yule does not find any record of Boughton's coming
to Agrah earlier than the letter of the Surat factory, which has been quoted above,
ff
and, therefore, he remarks, I t (the story) has become the staple of the popular
historian, but I cannot trace it to any accessible authority." Wilson it appears had
access to the Muntakllbu-1-lubab of Khifi Khan, in which the accident has been
A D
an
mentioned as taking place in 1053 A.H. (1643-44 - -)>
d he approaches very near
the solution of the problem, but the force of Yule's opinion seems to have been too
much even for his penetrative mind, and he dismisses the subject with these remarks:
" T h e accident happened in 1643-1644. Boughton was sent it appears at the
beginning of 1645, in which case he must surely have arrived too late. Besides the
native historian, who tells of the accident, also tells us that a famous physician was
brought express from Lahore to treat the case."*
These historians would not have regarded the story as a " pretty invention",
if they had read the contemporary Indian writers with more care.
To resume the thread of my narration. The saintly resignation with which
Jahanara had borne up against her long and serious illness raised her still more in the
esteem and affection of the court, and the populace. She seems to have acquired
greater influence with the Umara\ tributary princes, and even with the Emperor
himself. We learn from Khafi Khan that in 1060 A.H. (1650 A . D . ) , when Muhammad
c
Safi, who had gone to realize the arrears of tribute from Adil Khan of Bljapiir,
returned to the court, he brought a present of five lacs in cash and jewellery for
the Princess/' Manucci gives us a graphic picture of the splendour and brilliance of
her cortege, though it must be saicTthat this gossipy writer descends into absurd
trivialities and crudities even here. He says:
' Vide Stewart's History of Bengal, p. ii, appendix 2 (ed. 1847).
2
Cf. Stewart's. History of Bengal, p. 159; Ornie's History of the Military Transactions of the British Nation in
Indostan, book vi, vol. ii, p. « o : and Dow's History of Hindostan, vol. iii, p. 128. The information of these writers
is probably based on works like the Tarikh i-Muhammad-shahi, or the Tarikh-i-Farhbakhsh, written long after the
events and merely reproducing the popular tradition.
s
Vide Hedges' Diary, vol. iii, p. 168.
+ Wilson's Annals, vol. i, p. 24. note I6
Vide Muntakhabn-1-lnbab, vol. i, p. 705.
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" W h e n Begam Sahib leaves her palace to go to court, she proceeds in great
pomp, with much cavalry and infantry and many eunuchs. The last named,
who surround her closely, push on one side everyone they find in front of them,
shouting out, pushing and assaulting everyone without the least respect of persons.
The same is done by all the princesses of the blood-royal when they come out.
Thus it is that, perceiving the approach of these princesses, everybody forthwith hastens out of the way. They proceed very slowly, men in front sprinkling
water on the roadway to lay the dust. They are placed in a palanquin which has over
it a rich cloth or net bf gold, sometimes ornamented with precious stones or pieces of
looking-glass. The eunuchs surround the palanquin, driving away the flies with
peacock-feathers stuck into handles of enamel led gold-work, or adorned with precious
stones. The men-servants hold sticks of gold and silver in their hands, and call out,
1
Out of the way ! Out of the way!' Near the palanquin they carry various perfumes.
cc
If perchance any noble with his retinue is met on the road, he being anxious
to acquire such protectors at court, persons through whose hands pass the most
important affairs, withdraws from the road by way of respect and reverence. He
dismounts and stands with his hands crossed at a distance of two hundred paces,
less or more. There he waits until the lady has come close, when he makes a low
bow, showing his expectation of some honour. When these princesses wish to do
honour to the noble, they send him several parcels of betel in a gold-brocade bag
ornamented with precious stones. If they do not accept the civility, they order him
to receive a shower of blows, which makes him run. Among all of these ladies the
most esteemed and respected was Begam S~hib, because she obtained from her father
l
whatever she asked.''
In this picture of Manucci we have only a glimpse of the superficial side of her
eventful life, which was far from being a brilliant pageant of pomp and show, but
was tuned to high and serious purposes embracing the wide sphere of the Imperial
politics. In 1056 A.H. (1646-47 A.D.) the wives and daughters of Nazr Muhammad
Khin of Balkh came to the Royal court as*]5oIItical prisoners. Jahanara, on whom
naturally devolved The duties oTentertaining them, played the hostess in a most
admirableandjudicious spirit. She received them with truly royal hospitality ; she
5pbke toThem words of consolation. She realized that at a distant place like Balkh
it would always be difficult to maintain order and peace by means of a governor from
the court, and she availed herself of this opportunity to renew and strengthen the ties
of friendship between the Imperial government and Nazr Muhammad Khin, by
arranging, in consultation with the Emperor, the marriage of his daughters with
2
ministers of State.
In 1067 A.H. (1657 A.D.) Shahjahan fell seriously ill, and war broke out among
his sons for the succession.' Dara was the eldest son, and enjoyed the title of
^-

r

— ~ v^^

-

1 Storia do Mogor, vol. i, pp. 220-21.
2 Ama!-i §alih (h. MS.), fol. 537, and Badshahnamah, vol. ii, pp. 580-81.
3 Vide 'Amal-i-Salih {h. MS.), folios 685 and 691-92, and Muntakhabu-1-lubab, vol. ii, pp. 4-5.
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JUi'l jib vlw—the Prince of High Fortune, reserved for the heir-apparent. The
government of the Panjab has been vested in him, but he left the practical administration of the province to his deputies, himself always remaining at court in atten1
dance on the Emperor. When Sliahjahan thought that his end was near, he sent for
the members of the royal household, and the magnates of the court, to swear fealty to
Dara, and spoke parting words of wholesome advice to his favourite son*. Circumstanced as she was, it was nothing unusual for Jahanara to stand by Dara in his legitimate claims to the throne] It is only faiFto add, however, that she never showed any
IveTiostility to her other brothers fighting for the throne, and was above mixing
herself in those base intrigues to which the old and imbecile monarch resorted to
entrap Aurangzeb at the persuasion of Dara.* Neither her past attitude towards
Aurangzeb, nor the later confidence and esteem in which she was held by that prince
when he came to the throne, would lead anybody to suppose that her fair and innocent nature could stoop to these mean machinations. This misconception,* I am
constrained to say, has arisen from an uncritical study of either an isolated chronicler of the period, or of some later writings, which were compiled long after her death
by persons who had no access to the Imperial archives. The promotion of goodwill amongst the members of the royal family was always next to her heart, and it
was in this spirit t h a t she sought and obtained the Emperor's pardon on his death5
bed for the escapades of her ambitious brother Aurangzeb. She thus not only
removed a great burden of remorse from her brother's mind, but also lightened the
gloom of the Emperor's lastinoments.
In the meantime when Dara was being nominated to the succession at the royal
court, events outside took a threatening turn. By a clever stroke of policy Aurangzeb had made common cause with Murad, and was rapidly advancing from the Deccan
upon the capital. Jaswant Singh and Qasim Khan, who had been sent by the court at
the instance of Dara to intercept their approach, sustained a defeat at Dharmatpui^
6
and the news of this exasperated Dara, and precipitated his movements.
Shahjahan
had now somewhat rallied in strength, and he wished to take the field in person,
*

for he thought that his sons would be shamed out of this ungenerous fight by his
bodily presence. But he was dissuaded from this project by Dara, who by this time
had gained paramount power at the court. Dara was naturally afraid jthat in case
the Emperor led the army inperson, matters'would be amicably settled, and jiis pros1
pects~ol immediate ascendancy would be indefinitely postponed.'
With these apprehensrorrs'lirhis mind_he did not wait for the coming pi his son_Sulainj.au Shukoh,
who was"TTastening to his assistance^ and whose military reputation was already
known and^^tablishedTTand he inarched his army towards Dhaulpiir in confident
hope"bTvictbry over his two brothers. Jahanara must have looked with dismay at
p

^

*-

2

1 'Amal-i-Salih (L. MS.), folio 690.
I d e m , folios 690-91.
h
Vide Ma'athir-i-'alamgirl (Bibl. Ind.), p. 8.
• Cf. Aurangzeb by Lane-Pool (Rulers of India), pp. 25-26.
6
Cf. Muntakhabu-1-lnbab, vol. ii, p p . 187-88.
8 Vide Ma'athir-i-' alamgiri, pp. 3-6; Muntakhabu-1-lnbab, vol. ii, pp. 13-18 and 20, and 'Amal-i-Saiih (I,. MS.),
folios 696-97.
1
Cf. Muntakhabu-1-lubab, vol. ii, p. 21, and Bernier's Travels (Westminster, 1891), p p . 44-45.
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the probable issue of these family feuds, for she wrote a most carefully worded
letter to Auranezeb, in which she stated that the health of the Emperorjiad improved,
and he was__seriougly thinking of quelling: those djstuijbances^
sprung up
during his illness. She strongly urged that the rising of Aurangzeb against his elder
brother, the heir-apparent to the throne, could bejustifieri neither by religious, nor
by secular law. She further adviseclTTmi to submit to the Imperial orders, and to
1
stay further operations, in which case all affairs would be settled to his satisfaction.
Aurangzeb in reply wrote to Shahjahan, pleading his innocence, and enumerating
theTaults of Dara; and ended by proposing that he should be sent away to his
governorship of the Panjab, while he himself should remain at court in attendance
2
on the Emperor. But before this letter could reach Shahjahan the battle of Samugarh
tookj^lace, and Dara on account of his ignol^ceofjnilitary tactics, as well as of the
8
disloyalty of some of his generals, lost the day.
Aurangzeb triumphantly marched
upon the capital, and on the fourth day presented himself at Agrah, and halted at
the gardens of NunnanziL*
Jahanara lost no time in paying a visit to Aurangzeb to effect a settlement between
the four brothers. She proposed that Dara should have the Panjab and the adjacent
c
provinces; Murad, Gujarat; Shuja , Bengal; Muhammad Sultan, the son of Aurangzeb, the Deccan, and Aurangzeb himself the remaining portion of the empire with the
rank of heir-apparent to the throne, and the title of JWI ^ib *t£, which was to be taken
away from Dara. Aurangzeb, however, was too near the realization of his longcherished ambition of becoming the Emperor of all Hindustan to accede to her proposals. He protested that Dara was an infidel, and must be removed for the sake of the
6
faith and the peace of the realm.
KhafI Khan tells us that Jahanara returned in
great vexation of spirit from the failure of a mission which she had taken upon herself with confident hopes." In the meantime some letters had passed between the father
and the son, and all historians are agreed that Aurangzeb was inclined to pay a visit
7
to Shahjahan "to explain his conduct. Had such an interview taken place the tide
of affairs might have changed, and some compromise might have been the result
But when peace negotiations had proceeded so far the false alarms raised by some of
Shahjahan's time-serving courtiers, as well as his indiscreet correspondence with Dara,
irritated Aurangzeb." He openly proclaimed himself as Emperor, placed a strict
watch on the gates of the fort, and kept his aged father in virtual confinement.
The white purity of • Jahanara's character shone forth in these last days of
Shahjahan's captivity. She waited upon her Imperial father in his confinemet as a
__
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I 'Atnal-i-galih (L. MS.), folios 698-99.
2 Idem, folios 699-700.
3 Cf.'Amal-i-Salih (h. MS.), fol. 704.
* Vide Ma'athiri-'alamgiri, pp. 6-7.
6 •Zafarnaniah-i «Aqil Khan, MS. of As. Soc. of Bengal (D. 230), folios 59-61, and History o'Aurangzeb by J. N.Sarkar,
vol. ii, pp. 83-84.
6 Cf. Muntakhabu-i-lubab, vol. ii, p. 31.
7 Vide Ma'athir-i-'alanigm, p. 8, Zafarnamah i-'Aqil Khan (A.S.I). MS.), folios 61-02, and Munlakl abu-1-lubab,
vol. ii, p. 34.
8 Cf. •Amal-iSalih ( L . M S ) , foho 706; Ma'athir-i-'alamg.ri, p . 8 j Muntakhobu-l-lubab, vcl. ii, pp. 33-4, and •AqiJ
Khan (A.S.B. MS.), iolios 61-62,
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nurse and constant servant till the day of his death.
Mughal
history had its Shakespeare this episode of filial devotion would have suggested the
theme of another deep-toned tragedy like King I,ear. My esteemed co-worker in the
field of Mughal history, Professor Jac
L
Jahanara of this period to Antigone; my literary imagination would rather like to
dwell upon the similarity in her character to that of Cordelia whose
11

voice was ever soft,
Gentle, and low; an excellent thing in woman."

All the devotion and care of Jahanara, however, could not keep the ill-starred
Emperor alive. His aged frame had been almost shattered by a long illness: and
now the monster of filial ingratitude preyed upon his harassed soul. On Monday,
2
the 26th Rajab, 1076 A.H. (1st February, 1666 N . S . ) , Shahjahan breathed his last.
He had kept his trust in his favourite daughter unimpaired to the end, and on the
eve of death he left his daughter, Pur Hunar Bano Begam, and his wives to the care
8
of Jahanara.
News of Shahjahan's critical condition had reached Aurangzeb at
Dihli, and he had sent his son, Muhammad Mu'azzam, to enquire about his health,
4
and when he was informed that the Emperor had passed away , he hastened
to share with his sister this common grief. When the first outbursts of grief were
over Aurangzeb lost no time in making amends for his past misconduct, and restored
Jahanara to her former position and dignity at court. We are told how in 1076 A.H.
(1666 A.D.) he increased her annual grant from twelve lacs to fifteen lacs, and presented
6
to her one lac and ten thousand gold mohurs. On another occasion we learn that
1
Aurangzeb made a gift of a famous elephant, known as Sarwar Ganj (Oaj ?), to her.'
Jahanara still retained some of her old influence at court, and advised the new
Emperor in political matters. When Aurangzeb first thought of reviving the JizyfiJi,
1
she raised her voice against this measure ; but Aurangzeb could not afford to listen
to the pleading dFlrisTsister, for his~wars were a heavy drain on his treasury, which
must perforce be replenished with fresh taxes, imposed even under the pretext of
religion.
Jahanara survived her father for a period of jixteen years, and the story of her
life during this time is a plain, unvarnished tale of domestic management and religious and charitable pursuit, that is briefly told. Thus in 1076 A.H. (1666 A.D.) we
find her arranging and celebrating with fitting pomp the marriage of Jahan Zeb
Bano Begam, popularly known as Jam BegamT^Ii^dmighter of Dara Shukoh, with
^ ^
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-
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Muhammad A'zain, the third son of Aurangzeb.* In this also she was evidently
actuated by the laudable motive of removing all old dissensions among the younger
members of the royal household. She had adopted Jam Begam as her child," and had
been more than a mother to the orphan. Jahanara gave this child of her adoption such
an excellent training, t h a t Jani Begam also rose to be a brilliant star of t h a t galaxy
1

Vide History of Aurangzeb, vo). ii, pp. 73-74
* Ibid., folio 725.
6
Muntakhabu-1-lubab, vol. ii, p 189.
7
Storia do Mogor, vol, iii, pp. 289-90.

*
•
6
8

Cf. Amal-i-Salih (L. MS.), folio 276.
Vide Ma'athir-i-'alamgiri, pp. 53—54.
Cf. Ma'thir-i-'alamgiri, p. 78.
Vide Ma'athir-i-'alamgm, pp. 77-7S.

* Idem, p. 74
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of princesses, whose beauty, wit, and culture shed radiance over the Mughal court
in the seventeenth century. And over and above these sweet womanly qualities,
she had " i r o n in Jier blood " , ' and possessed a practical hardihood rare among
women. Khafi KhiiTtells~us t h a t in 1095 A.H. (1684 A.D.)^, when Prince A'zam was
besieging Bijapiir, and the shortness of provisions had dispirited the bravest generals
of the army, she took the bow and arrow in herjDwn_hand_s^aiKl-4iding on an
1
elephant successfully led the siege. The life of Jani Begam is in itself an interesting
field of research andT study7 but the beautiful secrets of it remain to be deciphered
from mouldy tomes, and moth-e'aten and worn-out man user i^ts.
To""go"back'"to JahanarS. She had attained her 67th year (by the lunar
]
calculation) when Aurangzeb marched an army to Ajmer against the Rajputs
much against the will, says the Venetian Manucci, who always seems to have a knack
of knowing all things and happenings^at court, of Jahanara, who was oppressed with
3
prophetic forebodings of death.
And two years later in 1092 A H. (1681 A.D.) this
gifted and pious lady passed into eternity in the holy month of Ramadzan, that most
auspicious time for every true follower of the Prophet to leave this world. The
affecting story of her death has been most beautifully told by Musta'idd Khan, the
historian of Aurangzeb's reign, and I make no apologies, for none are needed, for
translating it almost verbatim :—
" O n the 7th of Ramadzan, it was reported (to His Majesty), from the capital,
that the queen of angelic virtues, the soul of charity and benevolence, Jahanara Bano
Begam, had concealed her face behind the veilof non-existence, and found rest in the
seraglio of eternity on the thircTof the month. She had been buried in the mausoleum builF^by herself in her life-time within the sacred enclosure of the shrine of the
i

*

chosen saint, Shaikh Nizamu-d-din Auliya. On hearing the sad news of the demise
of his elder sister, who had been so kind and loving, the heart of His Majesty
was__^ed_with_Rlooin. For three days the customary music sounded at the watches
was forbidden. This lady concealed by the curtains of Divine Mercy was distinguished
by the noble virtues of liberality and benevolence, and she was skilled in the art of
dignified behaviour with equals, and sympathetic dealing with the populace. The
shade of beneficence vanished from over the heads of the people, and the hoards of
*

magnanimity were lost from the hands of Time. Orders showing proper respect
to the departed were issued, and it was decreed that ^yUyi i^U—Queen of the Ao-ebe the name by which her sainted memory was to be "preserved for posterity. "*
The tomb of Jahanara, an enclosure built entirely of fine white marble, with
screens of trellis-work, open to God's sunshine and rain, is a fitting place of rest for the
last remains of one who in her earthly life had been an emblem of simple purity and
pious devotion. Nor is the epitaph on her grave written by herself in fearless expectation of the hour of death less noble and striking.
1
2
8
*

Cf. Muntakhabu-1-lubab, vol. ii, p. 317.
Idem, pp. 201-62, aud Ma'athhir-i-'alaiiigin, p. 180.
Storia do Mogor, vol. ii, p. 256.
Cf. Ma'athir-i-'alamgirl, p. 213.
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Translation.
He, the Living, the Self-subsistent:
11

(Qur'an, ch. iii).

Let no one cover my tomb with aught but verdure,
For the green turf is pall enough for the poor stranger."

" T h e humble and frail Jahanara, the devotee of the saints of Chisht, daughter
M
of the victorious King Shahjahan, may God illuminate his reason ! 1093 A;H. '
The green grass still blossoms over her sacred tomb, and pious visitors sprinkle
it with water. I t would be hardly possible to find out in all history another epitaph
on the tomb of an emperor's daughter so full of the spirit of true Eastern humility,
and so redolent of the culture and refinement of a truly noble life lived on earth.
I have briefly reviewed the chief events in Jahanara's public and domestic life;
I proceed now to give some idea of the extent of her architectural, literary, and
aesthetic tastes. I shall also take this opportunity to offer a few remarks on the
gross libels on the purity of her character which have been made by ill-informed
persons.
Jahanara was a nious and devout lady, and spent her spare moments in prayer,
2
reading the Qur'an, and the study of the lives of Muhammadan saints. She did not
marry. It is said that once she was offered the hand of Najabat Khan, of the royal
family of Badakh^han, in marriage, but for some political reasons the match could
5
not be settled.
Bernier has made some damaging insinuations against the chastity
of Jahanara, but these are quite incompatible with the general tenor of her whole
life, and have also been strongly contradicted by Catrou and Manucci.* I t is curious
to find, however, that the latter writer, while he stigmatizes the stories of Bernier as
(
based on the talk of low people ', has come forward in his holy zeal for gossip and
6
scandal with some new stories, which are no less edifying and illuminative.
There
have always been such stories about the life of prominent court ladies here as elsewhere, but the pity of it is that a host of modern writers have taken these idle tales
as gospel truths, without troubling themselves to find out their historical value, and
have slandered the fair name of one who in her life and death was a picture of
6
innocence, and purity.
h
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1

It appears that the epitaph was engraved one year after her death.
2
Vide Miinisu-1-arwah of Jahanara, Hakim Qhulam Ridza K h a n ' s MS., fol. 52.
3 Cf. Storia do Mogor, vol. i, p. 218.
* Bernier's Travels, p. 11, n. 1 ; and Storia do Mogor, vol. i, p. 217.
6
Cf. Cf. Storia do Mogor, vol. i, pp. 218-19.
6
I should point out here that both Manucci and Bernier came out to India when Aurangzeb was fighting for the
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Jahanara was a generous and charitable princess, and lavished large sums in
erecting religious and public buildings. The grand and spacious Jarni' Masjid—
^ e a p / U ^ C a t h e d r a l Mosque—of Agrah was built by her, as the inscription records, mThe year
1
Ec^t $th. 1057 A.H. (1647 A.D.). At Dihli after the foundation of the new capital she erected a
magnificent caravansevae. This building, which no longer exists, has been very highly
admired by Bernier and Manucci, and I quote the latter on it—
" This princess (Jahanara) to preserve her memory, gave orders for the construction of a same in the square, which is between the fortress and t h e city. This
is the most beautiful same in Hindustan, with upper chambers adorned with many
paintings, and it has a lovely garden, in which are ornamental reservoirs. In this
same there put up none but great Mogul and Persian merchants. The King went to
)

«

view the work t h a t had been done for his beloved Begom Saeb, and he praised her
1
energy and liberality.''
In 1061 A.H. (1651 A . D . ) , Muhammad Salih tells us t h a t she built a mosque and
monastery at Srinagar for Mulla Badakhshi, a disciple of Mian Mir, the famous
3
saint of the Panjab.
'Abdu-1-Hamid mentions another J=b;—monastery—which was
erected by her at Hirapur in Kashmir. Besides these buildings W. Barr, in his "Cabul
fc
and the Punjab in 1 8 3 9 / ' speaks of a savde near Atak, which, he says, was once
very extensive, but is now in ruins, and at the present bears the name of Bcgam ki
same} but the remains show that it might belong to Jahanglr's t i m e . " Many of the
buildings erected by the Princess are still called after her name, e.g. oL K r G. : , ^ D ' J ^ J
etc., and so I am inclined to think that this inn might have also been founded by her
4
at the time when she visited Kabul with her father.
JBhtlT alian had given his favourite daughter a large number of gardens, and
we read of them at Agrah, Dihli, Ambalah, and in Kashmir, where at Srinagar
6
alone she had no less than three gardens and even at Kabul.
Some of these gardens
she greatly improved and extended, and embellished with pavilions, aqueducts,
cascades and fountains. The two celebrated gardens of Kashmir and Dihli, which
formerly went by the name of Sahibabad, and which still exist—the first under the name
of Achhwal, and the second rechristened as Queen's Gardens, with their marble pleasure-houses, 1 mining channels, and playing fountains—were practicaljxlaid out byiier.*
She had also built beautiful and elegant houses at the gardens of Safapur (Kashmir),
7
and Ambalah.
Not less magnificent were her apartments in the Agrah fort, which
form the southern wing of the world-renowned Khass Mahall—a marble structure
throne, and a t t h a t period could never have had any reliable information of any court scandals connected •with
Sliahjahan's reign. J a h a n a r a was then no less than 45 years old.
1 See B a d s h a h n a m a h , vol. i, part ii, p. 252 ; and ' Amal-i-§alih (L. MS.), folios 413-14.
* Cf. vStoria do Mogor, vol. i, p. 221 ; Bernier, pp. 2S0-81; and also Carr Stephen, « Archaeology \ p. 247, and II. C
Fanshawe, * Delhi Past and Present ', p. 52
3 «Amal-i-Salih (ly. MS.), fol. 622, and Mnntakhabu-1 lubah, vol. i, p. 705.
+ Cf. B a d s h a h n a m a h , vol. ii, p 469.
* Idem, vol. i, Port, ii, pp. 7 and 27, and vol. ii, pp. 99 and 5S7 ; also see Atharu-s-Sanadld, pp. 69-70 (Cawnpore
1904); and Ma'athiru-1-umara' (Bibl. Ind.).
6 B a d s h a h n a m a h , vol. I, part ii, p. 51, and vol. IT, pp. 428 and 433; and Atharu-s-SanSdld (Cawnpore, 1704), pp.
69-70.
1 B a d s h a h n a m a h , vol. I , part, ii, pp. 7 and 27, and vol. ii, p. 421.
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which was once painted in diverse colours, and coated with gold.
Historians tell
us that Jahanara had also built a house outside the Fort at Dihli, but no description
of it is available. The number of buildings, gardens, and baths founded by t h e
Princess, and associated with her name, is very considerable, and they would be a fit
subject of detailed study for an archaeologist.
Jahanara occupies a prominent position among royal literatee. Her favourite
study was religion, especially the Mystical Theology as enunciated by vSufldivines. ,
She had a per>..t mastery of t h e Qur'an, and her writings are interspersed with
frequent and ap} >site quotations from t h a t Holy Book. She wrote several religious
treatises, but the n i l y one knqwn a t present is a biographical work, called ^1^1 \j~>y°,
f
a life of the celeb tated saint, Mu inu-d-dm Chishti of Ajmer, with brief notices on
his chief disciples, composed in 1049 A.H. (1643-44 A . D . ) . Rieu had mentioned two
manuscript copies of this work in the British Museum,* but afterwards Irvine lighted
3
upon another copy which he believed to be a holograph exemplar.
Hakim Gliulam
Ridza Khan of Dihli has generously placed at my disposal his own manuscript of the
work/ and I take this opportunity to thank t h e Hakim for his kindness. Besides
this Rieu mentions a letter of Jahanara t o Aurangzeb preserved in t h e ^ *ify
6
(Or. 1702), which I think is identical with the one contained in the 'Amal-i-Salih.
sa

^JJM vJ~V * compilation from several earlier works, principally /xAJI jU£J—a
f
history of saints by m y illustrious ancestor, Shaikh Abdu-l-Haqq Muhaddith of
Dihli. The work, however, though a compilation, is interesting reading; it has on it
the stamp of fine judgment, good taste, and ripe scholarship, and it is interpenetrated
7
with a sincere religious spirit. The style is marked b y a simple dignit} ", and an
avoidance of superfluous ornament, the besetting sin of the common class of contemporary writers. I n illustration of my remarks I quote two short extracts from her
anc
writings—one from ^h;^) ^V*>
^ the °ther from her letter to Aurangzeb.
]
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I Cf. Badshahnamah, vol. I, part ii, p. 241, and Archa?ological Survey Report, 1903-4, p. 181. •
b
* Rieu's Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts in British Museum, Or. 250, and Add. 167-33, P- 375 5 Storia do Mogor, vol. iv, p. 423.
* Brief description of the MS., fol. 53; 6 j " x 4 * ; 14 lines in each page, dated 29th Rajab 1136 A.H. (1724 A.H.)
written in Naskh character ; fairly accurate; and in good state of preservation. Begins—±±& j \ ^jjj-i] <j*U«» ^ ^
jUi* 3 and ends—jjf J^l=>. &1 )\ J**
6

:

ijtf

Cf. L . M S . , folios 698-99. Since writing this I have seen six other letters of Jahanara, recently published in
the Journal of t h e Asiatic Society of Bengal (Vol. V I I , No. 7, July 1911). These epistles are addressed to Raja
Budh Prakagh of Sirmur. who had complained to the Princess against the aggressions of the Rajaof Garhwal and some
other hill chiefs. Jahanir.i had received contradictory reports from the other party, and therefore she wrote back
to the Raja, »' As we do not interfere in such matters, he_had better write an 'arzdasht to His Majesty on the subject."
The letters give us an insight into the sagacity and wisdom of the Princess.
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I have now said in brief all that I had to say of the Princess Jahanara, but I feel
tempted to offer a few humble remarks before I sit down. The study of the lifehistory of women like Jahanara, like Nurjahan, like MumtazMahall, like Zebu-n-nisa'
to name only a very prominent few out of a glorious company of noble women that
adorned the Imperial court of Dihll and Agrah in the palmy days of the Mughals—
is not without its solid advantages; for such a study would do much to remove the
*

deep-rooted misconception about the position of the Indian woman, and the prevailing superstition about the demoralizing rigours of the pardah. Such obscurities have
been possible mainly through the intellectual apathy of Indians themselves, and it is
time that the younger generation of Indian scholars make a determined effort
to understand more of the West and to explain more of the East. Itisonlydueto the
Government to say, it is fully alive to its responsibilities in this connection, and
that Indians will have far greater opportunities for illuminating research and patient
study in the new residential and teaching universities that will take shape very soon
in the different provinces, and in the Imperial Research Institute that will shortly be
opened at the new capital.
The mine of Indian history has only been opened up by the illustrious band
of European pioneers, who have worked at it witHTsuch exemplary industry and
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perseverance for over a century ; it remains for Indians now to dig deeper, to follow
the streaks of gold exposed to view by previous labourers to deeper strata, to separate
the inevitable dross from the genuine gold. The qualities that are essentially needed
for this, are a deep earnestness of purpose, a wide catholicity of historic vision,
and, last but not least, a first-hand acquaintance with, and understanding of the spirit
underlying customs and traditions peculiarly Indian. The historic sense and perspective—that fine fruit of a liberal culture—is yet to be developed amongst us in the
country, and for that we must sit at the feet of Western savants for a long time
to come. In the meanwhile, however, there is no harm in isolated and unpretentious
attempts at the re-study of historic periods on which some light has already been
thrown by European historians; there may incidentally be some gain in the shape of
a redistribution of light and shade due to, in some instances at least, a difference of
view-point. And it is in this spirit that I have endeavoured to study the history
•

of the Mughal times, and to indicate even though faintly in these pages the levels
of culture and refinement, of public spirit and domestic devotion, attained by the
fair sex in the much abused harem of the Imperial Mughal. If I have been able even
• in a small measure to present a fair and accurate picture of the heroine of my story,
and to vindicate her claim to a place among the great women of the world, I shall
have been amply repaid.
In conclusion, I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Mr. J. P. Thompson,
and Prof. N. C. Bannerji, who have afforded me most valuable help in writing this
paper.

•

Dara S h i k o h as an A u t h o r .
PANDIT SHEO NARAIN,

R.S.

*

[Paper read—February 24, 1912.]
I

The memory of Prince Dara Shikoh, that unfortunate prince of happy or unhappy
memory, according as you view him, is preserved, outside the Panjab, by a town in
the Mainpuri district (U.P.), called after his name Shikohahad.
It was originally
founded by one Muhammad from RaprI and used to be called Muhammadabad before
1
it was given its present name in honour of Darah Sikoh.
In Kashmir, there is a dilapidated building called Pari Mahal close to the Dal
lake standing proudly, though in ruins, on a spur of the Zebanwan mountain. It was
built by Dara for his spiritual guide (tnurskid), Mull a Shaky whose tomb exists in Mulla
1
Shahi Bagh near the entrance to the Sind valley.'
In the Panjab his memory is preserved by a canal which he constructed atJPasrur
in the Sialkot district to feed a large tank constructed there by the Emperor Jahangir,
traces of which are still extant. In the Gujranwala district in the estate known as
Shekhopura there exists a ruined fort built""by Jahangir Dara Shikoh from whom the
place may derive its name is said to have connected it by a cut with the Aik rivulet,
3
and this cut now forms the main channel of the stream.
In the suburbs of Lahore Dara bought a village then called Haslimpur and bestowed
it on his murshid Mulla Shah, the disciple of Mian Miror Shah Mir. After the name
of this saint, whose mausoleum exists there, the place was called Mian Mir till recently
when its name was changed to Lahore Cantonment.*
In the town of Lahore itself t)ara built a Chauk called after his name Chauk Dara.
I t was a picturesque spot in the shape of a square entered by a lofty gate-way of enamelled tiles, on either side of which there were two-storeyed shops in which merchants
and traders transacted business. Here also were the palaces of Dara Shikoh and other
beautiful-buildings for the accommodation of Dara's extensive establishments. There
/

-g,

I

was also a nakhkhas or horse market in this quarter. I t was called Jauharl Bazar on
account of the jewellers' shops there. This market flourished till the end of the Mughal
rule when it was plundered^ and destroyed by Sikh freebooters, and the inhabitants fled
in all directions. 'The place known at present as Shahid Ganj was the horse market.
Some of the buildings of the Chauk existed during Ranjit Singh's reign. In the British
period Sultan, the well-known contractor, bought the site and constructed the Sarai
(which goes after his name) and the Landa Bazar and other public works, from the
6
bricks obtained therefrom, not even sp'aring the~~beautiful mosque built by Dara. ,
1 ^H

1 Imp. Gazetteer X X I I , page 279.
* Imp. Gazetteer XVI, page 115.

I Imp. Gazetteer X I , page 125.
* I^atif 9 Lahore, pages 64, 96 [70.

8 Imp. Gazetteer X X I I , page 270,
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In addition to the above, Dara was given by his father a palatial building constructed
by Asaf Khan, Governor of Lahore, at a cost of twenty lacs. This palace was where
Father Manrique, the Augustiuian, who was entrusted by the Portuguese Government
with the office of securing the release of Hugh prisoners T was received. I t was gorgeously decorated with paintings of Christian saints among which was a series illustrative of scenes in the life of St. John the Baptist. On the authority of Muhammad
i

Salih,Latif located the site of this magnificent palace somewhere north of the present
1
Tahsil Court.
According to Manucci, after the memories of the tragic end of Dara died out the
palaces were ordered by Aurangzeb to be demolished and a mosque to be constructed
2
on the site.' Was not this mosque the present Badshahi Masjid built by Am^ingzeb
in A.D. 1673 ( = IO&4~A/H.) ?

The garden of Dara, Bagh-i-Dara, cannot be omitted. I t was east of the Gulabi
Bagh, the gateway of which still exists on the road to Shalamar. Dara's garden was
embellished with a bar ad tin, a tank and fountain of water, but these have all disappeared. Maharaja Sher Singh gave the garden to a Majithia Sardar whose
descendant, the lat^_Sardar Dayal Smgh, demolished the buildings and utilized t h e
bricks for building bungalows. Ten acres of the garden are owned by a member of the
Mian family of Baghwanpura.*
In short Dara was fond of Lahore where he was extremely popular and where he
fixed his residence. He took great interest in the welfare of the city which he adorned
with beautiful buildings and spacious chauks or market places/
He had, however, a building for his library at Delhi, the site of which I am
informed is the site of the present Government School where a tablet mentions the
fact. No nobler or fitter substitute could be imagined.
But, after all, material and perishable objects cannot maintain the memories
of this prince. It is more in his literary works that he will live. Before discussing
these, however, it is necessary to give a brief sketch of his political history terminating
with his tragic end.
"~

"

POLITICAL HISTORY.

The political history of Dara, though eventful, is not very long. The end was tragic.
He was born in A.D. 1615 and was the eldest son of Shah J a h a n , a n d being his father's
favourite was kept about his person and admitted to a considerable share of the government. Shah Jahan, as we know, despite hisMuhammadanproclivities, manifested his
Hindu origin in many ways. His early morning appearance in the Jharoka to give
Darshan '' to his subjects, his adoption of the image of a peacock of geld and jewels
as the ensign of royalty, after the fashion of the ancient Buddhist and Hindu Rajas,
his laying the foundations of public buildings in human blood, placing two stone statues
6
or two stone elephants at the entrance gate of his palace, clearly point to his deviation
from the orthodox Muhammadan fashion. His sons, however, were of different disposition. Dara was, according to Iyatif, a high-spirited liberal prince, a free thinker
<

<

I Latif's Lahore, page 52.
* Latif's Lahore, page 64.

2 I I , page 120.
& Latif's Lahore, page 250.
& Latif's Lahore, page 171.
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like his great-grandfather, with a taste for the cultivation of Hindu learning and foi
European manners. In modes of thought, Shuja', the second son, the Viceroy of
Bengal, was a Shi'a, the third, A urangzeb, the Viceroy in the Deccan, is of course
well known for his strict Muhammadan orthodoxy, while Murad, the fourth, the Viceroy
of Gujrat, was proud, brave, and generous. In his monograph on Aurangzeb, Lane
Poole is of opinion that Dara, apart from his creed or agnosticisim, was a nervous,
sensitive, impulsive creature, fullof fine feelings and viyid_ emotions s never master
of himself "or of others, and liable to lose his self-control just when cool judgment
was most necessary. He might have been a poet or a transcendental philosopher ;
he could never have been a ruler of India.
We know nothing of the early education of Dara and there are no reasons to asl
sume that it was his father who encouraged Christians to approach or solicit his
company, nor is there any trace in any work of contemporary history which may
suggest that he received any education in Sanskrit or any Hindi dialect. Whatever,
therefore, we find in his works, must have been the result of his own independent association with Hindu scholars and Christian priests. The histories written by the Muhammadans do not help in the correct estimate of thjsjU-fated prince's convictions and
general culture. We know, however, that he never shirked the responsibilities of
government, or the risks incidental to a warrior's life. In 1652 the siege of Qandahar
was renewed by prince Aurangzeb, but unsuccessfully. Dara volunteered to undertake
a great expedition to Qandahar and after collecting armies at Lahore commenced his
campaign in the spring of 1653. Some five years after, in August 1657, Shah Jahan
who was residing at Delhi was seized with a severe and sudden illness. Dara taking the
administration of the state into his hands as regent became the cause of jealousy to his
other brothers. Shuja' was the first to take the field and marched from Bengal at
the head of a large army towards the capital. Murad, the Viceroy of Gujrat, seized
the public treasure and proclaimed himself Emperor. Aurangzeb ranged himself
with Murad, and their confederate armies put Dara and Shuja' to flight.
Aurangzeb by a stratagem made Murad prisoner and removed him to the fort of
Gwalior where he was executed. Soon after this Shah Jahan recovered sufficiently
to resume the administration of the government, but he could not suppress the civil
war. Shuja', though asked by him to return to his government, marched on Agra
instead. He was met by Sulaiman Shikoh, son of Dara, on the banks of the Ganges.
Being defeated Shuja' was compelled to return to Bengal. In June 1658, Dara marched
from Agra to oppose his brothers, but was defeated on the Chambal and .compelled to
fly to Delhi. Aurangzeb seized the opportunity and took possession of the city of
Agra, making his father, who was there at that time, a prisoner in his palace. The
Governor of Delhi, however, closed the fortress against Dara who then rapidly marched
on to Lahore and herewith the aid of the money in the public treasury which he seized,
I Among Shih J a h a u ' s first acts was the restoration of the lunar month of Islam ill ordinary correspondence.
He captured the Portuguese settlement of Hugli and made 500 or 600 Christians prisoners. The Cathedral Church
built in 1599 was demolished; the prisoners were carried to Agra where some were circumcised and made converts to
Muhammadanism, while others suffered death. Some of the Portuguese women were placed by the Emperor in his
own harem, while others were distributed among the harems of the nobility. (L,atif 's Punjab, page 166).
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and the large amount of silver and gold coins sent to him by Shah Jahan, began to
collect his shattered army and to raise new levies, but he was thwarted by Aurangzeb
who advanced on Lahore. Dara, on hearing of his approach, fled from Lahore and
took the road to Multan on his way to Sind. Meanwhile Shuja' was routed by Aurangzeb at Kajivtat between Allahabad and Etawah. Dara leaving his baggage at Bhakkar \Cjxh
on the Indus, proceeded to Gujrat where he was acknowledged as the supreme
authority in the whole province including Surat and Baroch. But here too Aurangzeb would not spare him. Having heard of the proceedings in Gujrat he marched
in that direction, and attacked and defeated Dara, who fled in great distress towards
Sind. From there he pursued his march to Qandahar, but in the petty principality
of Jun on the eastern border of Sind he lost his faithful wife (Nadira Bano).
He sent her remains to Lahore for interment and after the period of mourning he was
betrayed by the Chief of Jun and with his son Sipahr Shikoh was delivered up to
Aurangzeb, by whose orders he was brought to Delhi loaded with heavy chains
and conducted through the principal streets of Delhi on a sorry elephant without
housings. After this exhibition he was tried by what Latif calls a 'mock tribunal '
which pronounced him an apostate from the faith and which condemned him, to
death, a sentence confirmed by Aurangzeb and carried out. An account of his
1
tragic end is given by Manucci andJBernier.
Both accounts with minor differences
agree in the main. I may mention that Khafi Khan does not mention the names of
the murderers. Khafi Khan says, "after he was slain his body was placed on
a howdah and carried round the city, so once alive and once dead he was exposed to
the eyes of all men, and many wept over his fate.''
The tragic incident happened according to Amir Salih, on the 26th day of Zu'lw
hijja 1069 A.H. = September 1659, hen Dara was 44.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The following works are ascribed to Dara :—
M^^H

1. A Diwan is mentioned in a Turkish dictionary of proper names Qamils 'Alam,
by Shamsuddin Sami, Vol. I l l , page 282. Probably it is the same
collection of poems mentioned by Latif in his Lahore as Diwan-ilksir-i-a' zam (page 64).
2. SaklnatuH-Anliya.—I have not been able to obtain a copy. It is stated to be
a life of Mian Mir and completed 1052 A.H. {Modern Review, February,
1912, page 167).
3. Risala-i'Ma'arif.—A work of this name is mentioned by Latif, but I have not
been able to secure a copy. Possibly it may be the same as the work
named Risala Haqq Numa.
4. Hajat-i-Shikoh.—In the P'rench dictionary of literature Dictionnaire Universal
des Litteratures, page 580), it is said that this is a medical work, a MS.
copy of which is to be found in the Bibliotheque Nationale. I have not
been able to secure a copy and therefore cannot say what it contains.
* Manucci I, p. 223, 354—359 ; Beruier, p. 6 and p. 94.
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5. Faiyazu'l-Qavanin —This is said to contain Dara's correspondence with Shaikhs
Muhibbullah and Dilruba. (Modem Review, February, 1912, page 167).
I have not been able to find this.
6. Bhagwat Gita.—A translation in Persian of this in MS. is in the British Museum,
where it is ascribed to Abul Fazl. This mistake was corrected and it is
now correctly ascribed to Dara. (Ethe's Catalogue of MSS. in India Office
Library, No. 1949, column 1089).
7. Nadiru'l-Nikat.—(Rare
aphorisms). This is mentioned by Ethe as one of
Dara's works. I cannot trace it.
8. Saflnatul-Auliya.—This
contains lives of Muhammadan saints, and has been
printed by the Newal Kishore Press. I t purports to have been completed in
1049 A.H. , n t h January, 1640, when the author was twenty-five years of age.
9. Risala-i-Haqq-Numa.—I
have been able to borrow a MS. from a local bookseller. It was completed in 1056 A.H. I t is to be found in the Khuda
Bakhsh Library. It was printed at Lucknow, in 1883.
10. Dialogue with Bab a Lai.—The date of this cannot be definitely ascertained,
but one of the dialogues in it is stated to have taken place after the
Qandahar expedition led by Dara in A.D. 1652. I have been able to
obtain an Urdu translation.
(
11. SJnitahat otherwise named as Hasanatu' l- arifin.—This was written in 1062 A.H.
I t has been translated into Urdu of which I have a copy.
12. Majma'u'l-bahrain.—This
is in the Khuda Bakhsh Library. I have borrowed
r
a MS. copy from a friend. I t w as composed in 1065 A.H.
13. Yog Vashist.—I have been able to secure a MS. copy in addition to a MS. I
already possessed. This purports to be a work undertaken by one of the
courtiers of Dara at his command. , I t is a translation of the Sanskrit Yog
Vashist in Persian, completed in 1066 = 1656.
Munshi Mumtaz Ali has an almost illegible copy of the work, and another MS.
copy of it is to be found in India Office Library.
14. Sirr-i-Akbar.—This is a translation of theUpanishads in Persian by Dara himself,
1
finished in 1067 A.H. (A.D. 1657). According to Beal this work was
translated by the Frenchman Anquetil du Perron in two large volumes,
and, according to the French Dictionary of Literature, into Latin.
A critique on this appeared in the second number of the Edinburgh Review.
There is a copy of the Persian version of the work in the British Museum
with a MS. translation by N. B. Halhed. Rieu gives an account of Dara's
philosophical studies quoting from the prefaces of Sirr-i-Akbar,
and
l
1
Majma u'I-Bahrain.
I may note that an autobiography is said to have been written by Dara,
but despite all inquiries I can not trace one. In the Urdu Journal
1 Oriental Biographical Dictionary, p. 17.
* Modern Reuiew, February, 1912, quoting Rieu, I, page 54, I I , page 828, Catalogues of British Museum.
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Makhzan,
Sept., 1907, a Masnavi of Dara is mentioned, but I have
not been able to trace it.
Saftnatu'l-Auliya
(Boat of Saints), (No. 8).—(Newal Kishore Press, A.D. 1900).
This was composed when Dara was 25, that is to say in A.D. 1049. Beal is not quite
correct in saying t h a t it contains only the lives of the Prophet and his wives.
Dara in this book calls himself Hanafi and gives his poetical name Qadiriy the
name of the sect to which he belonged.
He begins with very brief sketches of the lives of the Prophet and his disciples,
J/;// Rakry 'Usmcin, 'Untor, and 'All, and three later Amiru'l-Muminin
and eighteen
Imams. In a separate chapter he gives the names and short lives of saints of the
following sects :—
Qadiriya
Khwaja
Chishtiya

..
..
..

..

40
28
26

Kaboriya . .
Suhrawardi
Miscellaneous

..
..
..

20
20
. . 196

These are followed by an account of the Prophet's eleven wives and his four
(laughters. The concluding chapter deals with short accounts of eighteen women, who
had the reputation of being looked upon as saints. The entire work is in 216 pages.
The accounts of the lives deal mostly with religious discipleship and are very scrappy.
The purport of the whole book is given in English by Ethe in the Catalogue of
the India Office Library. It may be noted that Dara's research was pretty extensive
and shows his thirst for spiritual ministration. This is the first occasion on which the
w

young prince appears in the field of letters as a biographer.
Risala-i-Haqq-Nunia (No. 9).—I have consulted a MS. copy of 34 pages which
purports to be a work which Dara Shikoh (Qadirl Hanafi as he calls himself) composed
in 1056 A.H. The language employed is mystical, often interspersed with verses, probably his own composition. The object of the pamphlet is to describe devotional practices which according to him have come down from the Prophet, and which were
resorted to byJVlianJljj,(^^
and others to attain beatitude.
He cites Arabic verses in support of them and adds his commentary on them. A series
of mystic practices called Shaghals are described as means towards casting off the grossness
of physical life to prepare the inner soul for a transcendental state, so well known in
Sufiism. We know t h a t Qadirl practices are not so elaborate as those of other Sufi
sects, so being himself initiated in the Qadiri sect, he mentions simpler forms. Lean4

mgs to pantheistic doctrines pervade the whole work. W h a t led him to undertake this
pamphlet is stated by him in the preface. He says that an unknown voice four times
assured him that he was gifted by Providence with qualities which no king in the world
was ever endowed with. After this assurance he took to writing sketches of the lives
of saints, and before the pamphlet under review he says he had written two works,
Saflnatu'l-Auliya andSakinatu'l-Auliya,and that the present was one of the same series.
It would be needless waste of time to give here an account of the devotional
practices inculcated by him. I t is sufficient to quote the concluding paragraphs
which clearly point to the author's devout adherence to Sufiism.
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Translation.—My friend, it is abundantly clear from revealed verses and traditions
of the sages of the past that if you desire inquiry, every ray of the sun will reveal to
you the truth, and when you cultivate the habit of realizing relative positions a consciousness of your elevation from paxt to whole will arise from within yourself, and
as if like a drop in a river or a ray of light from the sun, you will translate yourself
from nothingness into life.
Baba LaVs Dialogue (No. io).—I have not seen this dialogue in Persian. According
to a note in the Modem Review, February 1912, page 167, it was recorded by one Chandra
Bhan. The Khuda Bakhsh l i b r a r y has a MS. copy of it. I t bears the title of Malzhzan-i
Nikat. Our townsman Diwan Maya Das has published an Urdu version under the
title Asrar-i-Ma'ri/at.
He says, he obtained the Persian version from a Mahant of
Baba Lai's shrine which was built by Dara's command, b u t he does not say where.
Baba Lai is not an imaginary character. Dara mentions one Miaii 141 in Majma'iil
Bahrain among the saints (mostly Muhammadan) mentioned therein. In the Coronation Darbar Museum in Delhi, a picture was exhibited in which Dara in company of Lai
Dial was shown (Catalogue No. 38, lent by Sobhag Mall of Ajmer).
I cannot fix the date of this collection of dialogues accurately. The first dialogue
(
is stated in it to have taken place in the garden of ]a far Khan. Latif tells us that Ja'far
Khan's tomb exists east of Garhi Shahi known as Hajira of Ja'far Khan who died in the
mus
same year as Dara Shikoh (A.D. 1659). ^
t be in the garden attached to this Hajira
that the first sitting took place. The second is stated to have taken place in a suburb
of Lahore called Sarai Nau Mahal in the Badshahi Bagh, the third in Dhan Bai'sgarden
near Shah Ganj, the fourth in the palace of Asaf Khan, the fifth in Kalanaur. near
Kahnuwan, and the sixth again in Dhan Bai's garden The years of these six dialogues
are not given. The seventh and last was a long sitting lasting three days at some place
unknown, b u t , it is stated, after Dara's return from Qandahar which we know was
in A.D. 1652, namely seven years before his death.
These dialogues are interesting reading. Though brief the subjects dealt with
are varied, for instance :—characteristics of an ascetic's life ; human soul and divine soul;
duties of ascetics ; fruits of devotion ; and some other theological subjects. There are
others of minor interest, for instance:—vegetarianism ; marriage customs ; stories
from the Mahabharata and Ramayana.
Dara seems to have been much gratified by the answers given by Lai who spoke in
the usual mystic terms.
I cannot resist the temptation of reproducing some questions and answers in which
Dara was personally, and some in which he was communally interested.
Q. — " Kings, according to you, with their burdens and obligation cannot be
faqirs."
-

-

•

»
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A.—"Their devotion lies in their generosity to their subjects and in administration
of even justice.
(i
Q.— Can a king therefore who practises these virtues rank as a faqir ?"
A.—"A faqir is a faqir after all, though all the fruits of a faqir's life are attainable
by a king who is just and generous."
Does not this betray the inner working of P a r a ' s soul where lurked the incongruity of the regal position with his spiritual tendencies ?
Q.—"Are Hindus also prohibited from taking interest like Muhammadans ? "
A.—"Taking
interest is equally interdicted to Hindus. The real object was to
create a fear in the mind of the debtor to discharge his debts, lest they swell by^accumulation_of interest, because indebtedness is not a sin which can be expiated.
People through ignorance have begun to treat taking of interest as a source of profit."
Dara must have noticed in his Hindu subjects considerable affluence due to banking, and I cannot say whether it pleased him or not to hear that making money by
lending money was not really very favourably viewed by the saint.
The dialogue is wound up by a question on Ethics.
Q.—"What conduct pleases God ? ' '
A.—" To live and to let live is the summum bonum of life as expressed in the couplet
) )

It cannot be said in what language the dialogues were conducted. We cannot
assume that the Hindu saint was conversant with Persian nor that Dara questioned
him in any one of the Hindi dialects intelligible to the Panjabi faqir.
Probably
interpreters were employed for the purpose, and the dialogues finally rendered into
1
Persian by one Chandra Bhan, who was probably conversant with Persian and Hindi.
Shatahat No. n (words uttered in seeming contravention of the Shara') or Hasanatu'l 'Arifln (another name by which it is called), 1062 A.H.—I could not obtain the
original work in Persian, but one Maulvi 'Umar Khan of Lahore has translated it
recently into Urdu. I t is published by a local publisher.
The year of the original composition is stated to be 1062 A.H., namely 7 years before
the author's death. This work helps us in the view, that Dara was a great student of
Muhammadan theology. He begins with the usual salutations to the Almighty, the
Prophet, and his descendants, and he says in the prefatory note :
As I had become dissatisfied with the current books of the men of the Path, and at times used to
utter words containing the highest truth in my ecstatic states, and some ill-natured and insincere people,
out of shallow knowledge, began to taunt and accuse me of heresies, it struck me tfiat I should collect
sayings called vShatahat of high-souled and eminent men of sanctity as authorities for my professions,
to convince those who are imbued with the spirit of Dajjal instead of that of Christ or with that of
Pharaoh instead of that of Moses or with that of Abu Jahl instead of that of a Muhammadan.
1 After writing the above I came across a MS. copy of Baba Lai's biography. The holding of dialogues is
confirmed as well as their reduction to writing by Chandra Bhan. Laldayal was a KjiattrLof Kasur and son of one
Mehta P h u l l a M a l Dara was anxious to meet hiirTas~he was said tol5eln~close friendship with Mian Mir, and desired
t c g o to see him at his aslhan at Dlitengur near Batala but the saint came to Lahore himself where Dara paid him
visits and held dialogues with him.
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Some sayings had been, no doubt, collected by one Bukli, but as they were in allegorical style, I have
added more, and simplified the language so that it may be properly understood/'
•

He then gives quotations from all Muhammadan saints as well as from the sayings
of the Prophet and his early disciples.
The research seems extensive, the very words are quoted and Sufi doctrines are
thus demonstrated in masterly yet simple language.
It appears that Dara's utterances from time to time before the composition of the
work under review must have given umbragejo^some^orthodox people, and in order to
justify himself he wrote the present work, with the object, as he says, of showing that he
was not an innovator but treading in the path_olthe Prophet, and of s
madan saints who followedjiim.
Majma'u'lrBahrain
(No. 12) (The Conjunction of Oceans.) (1065 A.H.).—I have
secured a MS. copy from a friend. It purports to have been composed in 1065 A.H.
It opens with a plea to show that between the teachings of the Vedas and the verses of
*

the Koran, the difference is only of words and language, otherwise the truths in both arg
the same. The author pays a high tribute to Hindu theologians who, he says, had
attained to a high degree of perfection in Metaphysics. The work is divided into
several chapters. The subjects dealt with are :—
1. Elements.—Here the author attempts to prove that Hindu and Muhammadan
notions are alike, giving equivalent words in both systems.
r
2. Perceptions.—He gives equivalent Sanskrit words for those emplo3 ed in
Muhammadan literature to denote the various senses and perceptions.
3. God the Almighty.—Here the author mentions the three attributes of the Divinity as described in the Hindu scriptures, Brahma the creative power, Vishnu
the preservative, Siva the destructive. He reconciles the Trimurti with
what he calls the Sufi notion of the attributes of the Almighty popularly
known as the Jibrail, Makail, Israfil, or in other words Ijad, Baqa, Fana.
4. Soul. He compares the soul conditioned and the soul unconditioned as understood by the Arabian theologians, by the words Ruh and
AbtilAnvah
equal to the parallel words Atma and Paramatma (human soul, and the
ultimate divine soul).
5. States of Consciousness.—He gives the Sanskrit equivalents for matakut, jabarut,
lahut) and nasut, and quotes Maulana Rum the renowned Sufi poet as
his authority in addition to others.
6. Communion with the Infinite.—Here he propounds the Sufi doctrine of absorption of the human soul in the divine soul, and finds confirmation of it in the
Hindu scriptures. This chapter is very ably written, particularly mentioning the fact that the Prophet himself enjoyed the privilege of communion
with the divine essence.
7. The Names of God.—This is an ordinary enumeration of corresponding names
of God in both languages, Arabic and Sanskrit.
8. Inspiration and Saints.—The Auliyas (Saints) are mentioned by name, beginning
with the Prophet to whom, he says, perfect revelation was made, others
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were also inspired; among these he mentions his own Murshld Mulla Shah
*

and one Mian Lai, possibly the Lai Dayal with whom he held a dialogue.
9. The Universe and the Planets.—In this he designates the universe as Brahmdnd
and gives the equivalent words for planets in Sanskrit and Arabic.
10. Salvation.—Here too the Sufi doctrines are described as to the final absorption
of the human soul with the ultimate divine soul, namely, the path to
beatitude.
n . Cycles.—In this, chapter he deals with cycles in the universe and cataclysms.
This process he says goes on eternally. He however raises the question
whether, if the cycle theory is correct, Muhammad can be called last of the
Prophets, and answers it rather cleverly thus. The Hadis says about the
mi'raj of the Prophet (spiritual ascension of the Prophet to heaven) that
he saw some camels in his spiritual journey to heaven laden with boxes.
In each box was the universe or the cosmos, and in each universe was a
being like Muhammad. The Prophet asked Jibrail what this meant. He
answered that since he was created, he had been observing this and was
unable to give any explanation. Is not this the best evidence of-unending
cycles, implying thereby that Muhammad had always existed and his soul
had appeared before his birth, and would also appear in future cycles ?
There are other chapters dealing with minor matters which I have omitted. On
the whole, the book is interesting as the work of one who far from dissenting or detracting from Muhammadanism found confirmation of his own belief in the sacred books of
the Hindus and thus consoled himself with the idea that his own beliefs were correct.
In his comparisons he has not referred to baser forms of Hindu worship, but on the contrary has referred to its higher and purer tenets. How far Sufiism is in conformity
with Islam is too broad a question to be discussed here. I take it that there have been
large numbers of Muhammadans during past centuries in India and elsewhere, and
that many are to be found even in the present day, who find Islam compatible with
Sufiism. A history of Sufiism in India has yet to be written. How far this fascinating
system has attracted Hindus for conversion to Islam, and how far the Hindu Vedanta
has been appreciated by Islamic Sufis are themes worthy of a historian. That there
is a considerable affinity between the two cannot be doubted.
I may note in passing that this work is not to be confounded with a current
medical work of the same name. Possibly the French Dictionary I have quoted above
may have confounded the two. We could hardly expect Dara to compile a work on a
medical subject, unless he translated some Sanskrit medical work into Persian and gave
it the name of Hajat-i-Dara (Needs of Dara).
A verse and a quatrain given below, both his own composition, contain the pith
of the work:
*

1

»

*

*

1

t

(In the name of one who has no name, who lifts his head by whatever name you
call him).
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(Heathenism and Islam both seek Him, the one God without a rival. He is present
in the inner consciousness of all, His glory is manifested in the beginning and in the
end).
Yog Vashist (No. 13).—" In Sanskrit the Yoga-Vasishta is the earliest work on
Yoga, or speculative and abstruse philosophy, delivered by the venerable sage Vasishta
to his royal pupil Rama, the hero of the Ramayana. It embodies the loci communes or
common places relating to the science of ontology—the knowledge of sat, real entity,
the asat (unreal non-entity), the principles of Psychology, or doctrine of the passions
and feelings upon our cognitions, volitions, and other faculties of the mind, and the
tenets of ethics and practical morality all delivered in the form of Platonic dialogues
between the sages, and tending to the main inquiry concerning the true felicity, final
beatitude, or sttmmum bonum of all true philosophy. This work, according to Monier
Williams (Indian Wisdom, page 370), is a remarkable work called Vasishta Ramayana
or Yoga Vasishta, or Vasishta Maha-Ramayana, in the form of exhortation with illustrative narratives addressed by Vasishta to his pupil, the youthful Rama, on the best
means of attaining true happiness, and considered to have been composed as an appendage to the Ramayana by Valmiki himself." (Preface to Mitter's translation.)
It is a voluminous work; an English translation in two large volumes was made
by one Bihari L,al Mitter, and published at Calcutta in 1891 and 1893 by Bannerji & Co.
(Kohnoor Press, Calcutta). An abridgment of the original text called L,aghu Yoga
Vasishta made by a Kashmiri—Pandit Abhumundana—is also extant ; this was translated into English by K. Narain Swami Aiyer in 1896 and issued by the Minerva Press,
Madras. The translator says in the preface that the Yoga Vasishta has chalked out
for itself a new and distinct path. " At first it enunciates a doctrine in its several
bearings and then elucidates it with beautiful stories. Therein it gives also rules of
guidance for the conduct of life in the daily world, these also finding their illustrations
in the stories given out. As in the Purans, we have not to rack our brains over the
slight hints thrown therein and sometimes give up in despair the problems before us."
In 1904 a Hindi version in Persian characters was published by the Newal Kishore
Press. In the preface it is stated that it was 150 years ago that the two sisters_oQyija
Sahib Singh, ruler of Patiala, became widows. At their desire a Sadhu of the name
oTKanTParshad was requested"to read a Katha from the Yog Vasisht for their consolation, which request being acceded to, the sermon was read and the princesses engaged
two scribes to write down the words of the sermons in an other room hidden from his
view. As he went on with the sermon these scribes put down on paper every word of
it. In this manner the work was prepared; it was printed in Bombay in Samvat 1922
(46 years ago), and it gained popularity. The Newal Kishore Press improved its style
by eliminating the Panjabi expressions, which work was entrusted to one Piara I v al,a
Kashmiri Brahmin, and the improved edition was issued in Hindi which was followed
by another edition in Persian characters in which difficult Hindi words were replaced
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by popular Hindustani words. Prior to the publication of the above editions Kanhaya
Lai Alakhdhari had published an Urdu abridgment of the Yog Vasisht mentioning in his
preface that he referred to the original work in Sanskrit, and also availed himself of
Dara's translation which latter, judging from its size, was in itself a translation of
some abridged edition of the original extant at the time.
In the Public Library at Lahore a translation in MS. of the Yog Vasisht is to be
found. This seems, as stated in the preface, to have been made in Akbar's reign. The
translator does not give his name, only describing himself AXXJ ^ 1 (meanest of mortals).
At the end appears the name of one Faqlr-i-Haqlr Kamal Din whether as a scribe or a
translator it is difficult to say. As will appear later a translation by Mulla Sufi was
extant in Dara's time. Possibly this MS. is a copy of Mulla Sufi's translation.
A work of such repute as the Yog Vasisht did not—indeed could not—escape
Dara's notice. As already stated, I possess a MS. copy of a Persian version in the handwriting of my great-grandfather Daya Nadhan copied over a hundred years ago at
Jaipur in 1209 A.H. = 8/1852. For the sake of comparison I have obtained another
manuscript from a friend in which curiously enough the customary initial salutations
to God, the prophet, and Ali, are omitted, probably as not needed by Hindu readers.
In presenting an account of this Persian version of one of the most sacred books of the
Hindus, I shall omit the account of the contents as the Urdu and English translation
can be readily referred to. I propose therefore to give an account of the circumstances which led to the translation into Persian as given in the preface which I have
almost literally translated.
11
Gratitude, adoration, and submission are offered to one, the sun of whose glory
shines in every atom in the cosmos, and whose grandeur is manifested in the universe,
although he is hidden from the eye and is behind a veil; boundless durud (benediction)
in all sincerity and faith free from sanctimoniousness, error, or omission to that choicest
product of His creation, to that personification of all that is best (alluding to Muhammad)
l
and the same to Ali the object of His love (hallowed be their names). Let it be known
t'o noble souls that the scholars who have before this translated Yog Vasisht into
Persian, and omitted some of the Sanskrit terms have not been able to convey the subtilties and the full sense of the text. It was for this reason that in one of the months
of the year 1066 A.H., the crown of kings, the world's refuge, the descendant of glorious
kings, God's best creature, the initiate in divine mysteries, the embodiment of what
is grand and noble, the God-knowing king Dara Shikoh, son of Shah Jahan (may his
and his Queen's souls find place in paradise) ordained as follows :—
" Since the translations of this sacred book, which are extant, have not proved of much use to the
seekers after truth, it is my desire that a retranslation should be undertaken in conference with learned
men of all sects who are conversant with the text. My chief reason for this noble command is that
although I had profited by perusing a translation of it ascribed to Shaikh Sufi, yet once two saintly
persons appeared in one of my dreams, one of whom was tall, whose hair was grey, the other short and
without any hair. The former was Vasisht, the latter Ram Chandra, and as I had read the translation
alluded to I was naturally attracted towards them and paid my respects. Vasisht was very kind to me :
he patted me on the back and addressing Ram Chandra told him, I was a brother to him because both
he and I were seekers, after truth. He asked Ram Chandra to embrace me, which he did in exuberance of
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love. Thereupon Vasisht gave some sweets to Ram Chandra for me which I took and ate.
vision a desire to cause the retranslate n of the book was intensified in me."

After this

t

Accordingly one of the courtiers of his court addressed himself to the task and in
consultation with celebrated Pandits, who had the reputation of being faithful copyists
and well versed in interpretation, a genuine copy of the original Sanskrit work of Vallanguage
understanding
It is hoped this work, which is a discrimating guide between right and wrong par
The subj ect
>Ua±J) X*.
is treated in six chapters.
I.—Virag. (Vanities of life).
II.—Maha Moksh. (Renunciation).
III.—Utput. (Creation).
IV.—Isthit. (Preservation).
V.—Upsham. (Dissolution).
VI.—Nirban. (Beatitude)/'
Note.— The translator's name nowhere appears. The work passes as Dara's translation. Its merit lies in its popular style as a moral code, and it is undoubtedly a
valuable contribution to Persian literature.
The Sirr-i-Akbar (No. 14) (The Great Mystery), 1067 A.H.—In the preface after the
customary salutations to the Almighty the author says that when he went to Kashmir
in 1050 A.H. in the society of Mulla Shah, he came in contact with saints of all denominations, and after reading several works on theology, he composed some himself, but
his craving was not satisfied, and he found that in the Koran som^_ga^sa^eswere^er^^
matic.
enigmas
religions. He went through the Old and the New Testament and the like, but did not
find further demonstrations of the doctrines, the solutions of which had exercised his
mind. He thought it would be profitable to refer to the sacred literature of the ancient
Hindus, who, he was informed, possessed four revealed books, the Rig, the Yajur,
the 5am, and Atharv Vedas, abridgments of which are contained in what are called
Upanishads which are extant as independent works treating of the path to God, and the
practices by which it is attained. He called together qualified Brahmans from Benares
on his return from the happy valley, and faithfully translated fifty Upanishads of
which he gives the names. He justifies his task of translation by referring to a verse
in the Koran showing that revelations before the advent of the Koran'had been made
to other prophets, of other nations. He exhorts his readers to free themselves from
prejudice, when studying the Upanishads translated by him. After all, as he forcibly
puts it, the difference is only of words, Allah being the same personality in sacred
literatures of all nations. He then delivers a short discourse on theology as he
understood it, and proceeds to translate one by one the fifty Upanishads he had
chosen for translation, which task he says he accomplished in six months at Delhi in
*

*

\

1

IO67 A.H.

As already stated, Rieu has translated the prefatory note to this work (Catalogue
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of British Museum), b u t I have not been able to consult his version, and my reswie
is from the original. The following words f torn the preface may be excused :—
]
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Translation :—" The ancient Hindus not only did not deny the unity of God b u t
they believed in Him, unlike the present-day ignoramuses who arrogating to themselves all knowledge are busy in torturing, apostatising, nay killing the God-knowing,
indeed they reject words relating to the unity of God in that admirable book (the
Koran), and the traditions of the Prophet. Such people are robbers on the road to
God/'
The compliment to the ancient Hindus is clear, but whether the reference to
persecuters implies Hindu or Muhammadan bigots is obscure. Probably Mullas are
denounced.
The concluding words are I

Ti

••

•

Translation :—'' I t is to be hoped that the Almighty will grant to His seekers the
fortitude to profit by this treasure of gnosis, and thus casting off the unreal existence,
enter a life of real existence and thereby attain emancipation.
I
This was the work which brought on P a r a ' s tragic end. One of the charges
levelled against him was that he pronounced the Vedas to be revealed books, and thereby
rendered himself liable to the capital punishment meted out to him.
I have gone through some parts of this admirable translation of the Upanishads,
and I can say that it must have taken Dara a number of years after his return from
Kashmir to comprehend the sense of the works he undertoQk to translate preparatory
to actual translation. I t is not always easy to find equivalent words for the expressions
employed in ancient Sanskrit for abstruse thoughts, and but for the range of Dara's
knowledge of Muhammadan philosophical systems, the translation could not have been
so faithful and popular.
} )

^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

^^^^^^^_

.
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OPINIONS ABOUT DARA.

According to Manucci, Dara held to no religion and praised the religion of any
with whom he came in contact. He witnessed polemic discussions between professors
of different creeds. Of Europeans he was very fond. Of the Jesuit fathers, Father
B u z e ^ a s J i i s f a y o u r i t e ^ He also retained in his pay Hindu astrolo'gers. In disposition
he was insolent to the noblesjmd Hindu Rajas. During his confinement in prison just
before he was doomed to death and when his son Sipahr Shikoh was separated from
him, he begged that Father Buze or some other Christian priest should be brought to
him, and finding himself unable to obtain his wish he began in loud and heart-rending
[ tones to say the words— .
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Muhammad mara mikushad Ibnullah mara jan mlbakhshad'' (Muhammad
I
killed me and the Son of God gave me life).
These words indicate that he_had aj^reat desire to become a Christian.
Bernier says that Dara was witty in repartee, gallant in conversation, but intolerant of counsel owing to an exaggerated sense of himself. Though otherwise civil
and liberal he was insulting to the nobles. In public he was a Muhammadan, in
private a heathen. Some thought he was void of all religion and that whatever he
pretended in it was for curiosity: others thought he humoured Christians, who were
pretty numerous in his artillery, by praising Christianity, but above all to gain the
affection of the Rajas.
v
Lane Poole thinks he trod the path of his great-grandfather Akb ar and by praising
the Hindu religion he acted politically.
Beal quotes the discredited Catrou that Dara died a Christian.
If a man's writings can be any guide to his religious beliefs,Dara's writings militate
against the opinions of Manucci, Bernier, Poole, and Catrou. He appears to have
retained the religion in which he was born, a Muhammadan of Muhammadans, albeit
of the Qadiri persuasion which is a section of the SGfls. His toleration bordering on,
admiration of other religions may have impressed superficial observers with an idea that
he was not a Muhammadan. Had he not been the chosen heir to the throne, which
was coveted by his formidable rivals his own brothers, or had he been born a century
later nobody could have uttered a word to question his adherence to Muhammadanism.
Have we not at the present moment people, who acknowledge the scriptures of all
•.nations as revealed books ? Indeed, even a sect of Muhammadans at the present time
is prepared to concede to the Vedas the dignity of revelation.
( i

1

»

*

i

CONCLUSION.

I t is an error to suppose that Indian Sufi-ism is a Muhammadan version of Vedantism. There were, some say, certain latent germs of it in Islam itself which assumed
some crude shape in the second century of Islam when it taught only an ascetic or
quietistic way of life. Vigils, fasting, prayer, emotional faith, repetition of Divine names
were practised in early stages in Central Asia. . Gradually it assumed a pantheistic
tendency due to the influences of Buddhism, Christianity and Neoplatonism. The
influence of Buddhism was, however, marked. I t flourished in Balkh, Trans-Oxiana
and Turkistan before the Muhammadan conquest, and in later times Buddhist monks
carried their religious practices and philosophy among the Muslims who had settled in
those countries. The use of rosaries, the doctrine of Fana (passing away of individual
consciousness to the will of God) which is probably a form of Nirvana, and the system
1
of stations {maqamat) on the road thereto, would seem to be Buddhistic in their origin.
The doctrine of Gnosis was developed, and in the third century of Islam it became a
regular system, thoroughly pantheistic, in which discipline of soul was inculcated. Persian mystics contributed largely to it, notably Abu Yazid, who promulgated the
2
doctrine of Fana in A.D. 874.
m

1 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1904, page 125.
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The Qadiriya was one of the several Sflfl sects and Dara was initiated into it by
1
Muhammad Shah Lisan Ullah in 1049 A<H. He became a disciple of the great Sufi
Mulla Shah (disciple of Mian Mir) a year later in Kashmir. His early training and
education must have created a predilection in him towards Sufi-ism. Within the
country ptofound peace reigned and interchange of thoughts must have taken place
freely between the several sects of Sufi-ism. Dara must have acquired, it is to be
presumed, some knowledge of Sanskrit out of curiosity to study Hindu philosophic
thought. A writer in the well-known journal Makhzan, September 1907, under the
name of Shah 'AzimabadI contributed a paper on Dara in which he says :
>

" H e (Dara) stayed long at Benares, cultivated the friendship of many Pandits of learning and
scholarship and devoted a long time to acquiring the Sanskrit language. He constructed a palatial
building there for his residence, which is situate in Dal Mandi and is up to this day called Dara-Shikohkl-Havett."
^ —

,

"

—

)

As we have seen, he turned to Sanskrit literature, and translations of some of the
well-known Sanskrit sacred books were undertaken after he had gone through the
Talmud, the Pentateuch, the Psalms and the Gospels in the company of Jesuit fathers
around him. I t seems that the Upanishads proved most fascinating to him, as to
Schopenhauer, in comparison with other Sanskrit books of lesser depth of meaning.
The conclusion he came to was in his own words already quoted :— *
jtxAcl &Jj A£b V^,*A»»K) ^ ; U i ? v))i±*>j>*j\

) u$\)&l O ^ A J

rJ

)j ^JJb

>S* i i i l t

(Ancient Hindus not only did not question the unity of God or object to those
*

who believed in oneness of God, but they believed in His oneness themselves). When
we remember that, according to Lane Poole, no Mughal emperor was ever so beloved
as Shah Jahan on account of his kindness and benevolence which endeared him to his
subjects ; when we remember that Dara was self-sufficient, insolent, and ungovernable
in temper, one has to dismiss the idea that he was a dissembler with a view to humour
Hindu subjects. When we know moreover that the eclectic religion.started by his
great-grandfather Akbar had totally failed to fuse Hindu and Muhammadans, it can
hardly be believed that political grounds could have prompted him in his undertakings
to render Sanskrit works into Persian. If in his Sirr-i-Akbar he had not said that he
believed the Vedas were revealed, the most orthodox Maulvi could not have found amy
pretence to condemn him as an apostate, as in none of his other works was there a
word to justify a verdict of heresy or anything to indicate his abjuration of Islam.
Among minor charges of drinking, non-observance of fasts and prayers, etc., the [S
principal charges against him according to Zaka Ullah {History of India, volume 8)
were his pronouncement on the Vedas as revealed books, and his wearing rings and
jewels inscribed with the word Prabhu (Lord) in Hindi letters. We cannot say with
positive certainty whether the latter charge, if culpable at all, was, as a matter of fact,
correct. I t is possible that it was a" pure fiction concocted to victimize a prince who
enjoyed the title of Shah Buland Iqbal, the commander of 50,000 horse, the heirapparent to the throne, the pet of his father, and therefore the object of supreme envy
to a rival aspirant in his own brother.
^ R ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ B t f

*

1

<

1 Modem Review, February, 1912.
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With the exception of the Sirr-i-Akbar, a survey of those of his works which have
been preserved leaves no manner of doubt that Dara Shikoh Qadiri Hanafi was a
Muhammadan of Muhammadans, who found support and corroboration for his own
Sufi doctrines in sacred literatures of other religions.
Beal has quoted Catrou who says Parodied a Christian. Manucci gives us the words
Dara was reported to havefuttered to the effect that Muhammad had killed him while
the Son of God had given him life. I t is difficult to imagine that Father Buze or any other
Jesuit priest had converted him to Christianity, or else we should have expected leanings towards the Christian creed in some of his writings, or an exhibition in one shapcor other of his supposed tendency towards the Christian faith. The words above
referred to, assuming they were uttered, may be otherwise accounted for by the
perturbed condition of his mind, occasioned by what he regarded as the perverse
attitude of the custodians of the law towards him. An outburst like the above might
well be expected from so highly strung^a mind, the victini_Qf_calUmny. In a condition
of exasperation at a crisis affecting life itself whichjie_was hourly_e2kgecting, a mental
contrast of the toleration allowed by the Christian_religion may well be conceived.
A history of Indian Sufi-ism has yet to be written. It will furnish a fascinating
theme to analyse how far SEfi-ism, imported into India from abroad, has been influenced
by the Hindu Vedanta and vice versa. Muhammadan saints of the Sufi persuasion
have been undoubtMIy^populaFamongst Hindus, and I am sure the evangelistic work
of Sufi preachers in the task of the conversion of the Hindus must have been considerable. Anyhow we know that two Muhammadan religio-philosophic schools have
existed in India side by side for centuries, one, the >^-;l ,*^ equivalent to Shankar's
Advaita Vedantism and akin to Northern Buddhism or Neoplatonism, the other, *+&
e^~.) ;!, the orthodox Muhammadan notion of God and His creation, which we may call
the Semitic notion of God equivalent to Ramanuja's Dwaita system. It is however a
fact that affinity between Vedanta and Sufi-ism has brought together many a Hindu
and Muhammadan saint in personal friendship. In Dara's time probably the former
school of thought,with whose doctrines Dara was imbued, was predominant.
Reconcile if you can Dara's initiation in the Qadiri order, his discipleship of Mulla
Shah, his work on the lives of Muhammadan saints, including that of his murshid, his
salutations to God and the Prophet and 'All in the prefaces to his works, his efforts to
inculcate Muhammadan Sufi practices by reference to other similar practices elsewhere
with apostacy from Islam. I may be biassed,but I for one cannot. It is.conceivable
that he may have been Indiscreet in conceding to the Vedas the dignity of revealed
books, but here too the utmost that can be said is that he overshot the mark which
might welljiaye been avoided if hehadexercised a little more discretion.
Whatever his faults, we must acknowledge the service he has rendered generally
to the cause of religion. His own community ought to thank him for the masterly advocacy of Muhammadan Sufi-ism, for the s^portjgLwhJghJl^ left no stone unturned.
The Hindu community is~all the more indebted to him for the translations of their
sacred literature. Humanity at large must also be thankful to one who endeavoured to
minimise antipathy between rival communities professing seemingly different religions.
^^^^^^

^

^^"^^^
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, gassed are_the_peace-makers.' Para deserves a nichejn_the temple of fame as a
st^dlnroT^omplirative reUgion, as a translator of Sanskrit works, as a poet, as an administrator, and l a s t l y ^ s a man. I wish somebody with the requisite ability would
undertake a monograph on this" illf ated yet versatile prince dealing with all aspects of
his life.

i

T h e F a m i l y of Lady Juliana Dias da Costa (1658-1732).
By

the Rev.

H.

HOSTEN,

C.J.
•

I do not intend going into the history proper of Ivady Juliana, a Portuguese
lady, who flourished at the Courts of Aurangzeb, Bahadur Shah I (or Shah 'Alain I),
Jahandar Shah, Farrukhsiyar and Muhammad Shah. What little we know of her his1
2
tory has been written by Valentyri, Colonel J. B. Gentil, H. Beveridge and J. A.
3
Ismael Gracias. ' Suffice it to say that for her sake Bahadur Shah created a new
dignity, the " J u l i a n a / ' or the dignity of crowning the Emperor, a privilege which
became hereditary in her family.
I believe new light can be thrown on Juliana's pedigree.
Juliana's father was Agostinho Dias da Costa. I think he must be identified
with a certain gentleman, " born at Cochin and married at Hugh, who, brought as a
prisoner from Hugli to Agra in 1633, had become a jgnegade." Fr. A. Botelho,
S.J., who writes this in 1670 [Jesuit MS, letters), refrains from naming him, because
he was well known, and his story did not require his naming him.
Valentyn says that Juliana's father was a merchant at Cochin, who, when the
Dutch took the place, went to Goa, thence to Bengal and Mogor, his daughter Juliana being born to him in Bengal. Valentyn must be wrong about two points: (1)
that her father left Cochin after the Dutch took it, i.e., after 1663 ; (2) that Juliana
was born in Bengal. If Juliana was born in Bengal after 1663, she could not have
been, as asserted by Valentyn, 55 years old in 1712, whereas, if she was born in 1658,
as Gentil has it, who married in her family, she would have been 54 years old in 1712.
Fr. Emmanuel de Figueiredo, S.J., says that she was born at Agra shortly after Mirza
Zu-l-Qarnain's. death.* Now Zu-1-Qarnain, the Catholic Armenian Grandee, must have
died before or about 1656. Again, if Juliana was 75 years old when she died in 1732
s
or
(Gentil) , she must have been born in 1657
thereabouts.
Gentil, then, appears to have the correct date of her birth. In that case she
was not born in Bengal, for I take it that her father is the renegade alluded to by
Fr. Botelho.
My reason for identifying him with the renegade is that we hear of one Agostinho
Dias in* Mogor before 1663. Manucci refers to him. They were together in Multan.
• i

•
2
3
•*
6
figure

Col. J. I*. Gentil, Mdmoires sur I'lndoustan, Paris, 1822, pp. 3^7-3^0.
H. Beveridge, East and West, Bombay, July, 1903.
J. A. Ismael Gracias, Unta Dona Portugueza na Cdrte do Grclo Mnnn!K Nova Goa. Imprcnsa Nacional, 1907.
Cf. Stocklein, Welt-bott, Bd. 31, p. 2.
The Viceroy of Goa wrote in 1715 that she was already more than 70 years old ; but he must be wrong, or tho
has not been properly read. Cf. J. A. Ismael Gracias, Thna dona PortuRueza, Nova Goa, 1007, p. [fifl.
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" One day, a Portuguese by name Agostinho Dias begged me to abandon the company of the eunuch (Basant), because he knew of a certainty that there existed an
order of Aurangzeb for his seizure and execution." The information proved correct.
Basant was killed shortly after at Lahore in 1659. (Storia do Mogor, I, lxxix, 363365). By itself, this passage.does not prove our contention. I t must be compared
with a Persian biography of Juliana referred to by Mr. Beveridge in his article on
Dona Juliana (East and West, Bombay, July, 1903), the translation of which biography by Prof. E. H. Palmer waS published in Maltebrun's Nonvelles Annates des YoyngeSy Vol. for 1865. This biography connects Juliana and her mother with the capture
of Hugh (1632), the two having been made.slaves, it is asserted, to one of Shah
Jahan's ladies. In the case of Juliana this is impossible, since she died in 1732, aged
75 (Gentil). In the case of her father and mother, I consider that, in the light of Fr.
Botelho's allusion^ the Persian biography is correct. The shipwreck which Juliana
suffered on a journey, according to Gentil, would be an allusion to the stranding and
capture by the Moors of the Portuguese vessels at the sack of Hugh in 1632, at
which time, not Juliana, but her parents must have been taken prisoners. Juliana's
father became medical attendant of Prince Muazzam and died in Golconda shortly
before Prince Muazzam was imprisoned by his father, which latter event took place
in March, 1686. (Cf. H. Beveridge, op. cit.). The author of the Persian biography
was alive in 1774. He wrote his history for Col. Gentil. His name, which has been
read Gastin or Gaston Brouet, must be Augustin Bravette or Bravet, also corruptly
1
written Bervette, Barbette.
Juliana died (at Delhi ?) in 1732, and was buried at Agra, in the Church of the
Christians (Gentil). No inscription to her name is found there, however. If the
native chapel in the compound of the Catholic Cathedral, Agra, is sometimes called
1

A Frenchman, Bravette, is mentioned in Manucci as having come to India in Jahangir's reign, therefore before
1628. Fr. Botelho says he was one of Shah J a h a n ' s lapidaries. He had a son born to him at Agra, Jacoine Bravette,
who is described as still a young man between 1648 and 1654. His epitaph in Padres Santos' Cemetery, Agra, I translate
from the Portuguese: " H e r e lies Jacome [James] Bravette. Died on the 1st (7th ?) of March, 1686." Salvador de
M
Bourbon (b. 1736) married a Miss Bervette." After 1736, several other marriages took place between the Bravettcs
and the Bourbons. The name must still exist, as t h a t of the descendants of Louisa Bourbon and one ' Bervette." (Col.
W. Kincaid'sarticle : The Indian Bourbons, in The Asiatic Quarterly Review, Jan.-Apr., 1887). Augustin Brouet (Bravette)
says that he had collected information from his ancestors for his history of Juliana. (Cf. Beveridge, op. cit.) Perhaps
he had marriedjn Juliana's family ; but, he could have learned much from the Bourbons and his own family. Augustin
must have made Gcntil's acquaintance at the Court of Oudh, Faizabad, where Gentil spent fujly ten years (1764-1775).
In 17C6, Rene Madec, a Breton of Quiinper, who from a sailor became a Nawab, married, in his camp at Papuudh,
Marianna, daughter of Augustin Barbette (sic) and Magdalen of Delhi, Augustin and his relatives coming from Lucknow
to the marriage. Father F . X. Wen del, S.J., officiated. Madec wrote from Agra, 1775 : " I married in this town a girl
born in the country, of French origin, and therefore, a Christian. About 150 years ago, in*the reign of Jehanguir, a
Mogol Emperor who was very fond of foreigners, several Frenchmen and other Europeans fixed themselves at Agra,
drawn thither by that Emperor's favours. Their posterity subsists to this day, to the number of sonic 30 families, whom
the blessing of God and the care of the Jesuits have invariably maintained in the profession of Christianity. My young
wife gave me several children, of whom a boy and a girl are alive. I have them brought up near me." Cf. Emile Barbe,
Lc Nabob Rent Madec, Paris, Alcan, 1894, pp. 40, 4 1 . In 1778, Madec returned to Brittany, where he was ennobled and
<lied in 1784, his widow, born at Delhi in 1763, living on till 1791. Her name appears also in the form Barvette (p. 288).
One of the children, Mary, died at Bharatpur, May 21, 1771, and is buried in the Padres Santos' Cemetery, Agra. In
1766, Augustin Barbette is described as the intimate adviser of Suja'-ud-daula of Faizabad (p. 38). The advent of the
vnglish in Oudh proved the financial ruin of the Bravettes; they were deprived of their pay (p. 247).
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Juliana's Church, as sometimes it is called Akbar's Church, perhaps there is an allusion to the fact that Juliana I I . was buried in i t ; but the name Juliana popularly
associated with Akbar's Church is that of Juliana I. of Akbar's time, for the name
Juliana is coupled, though erroneously, with John de Bourbon, John de Bourbon and
Juliana I. being regarded as the builders of the Church. I t is probably due to the
fact that Juliana II.'s father was a doctor, and that she herself was credited with
1
some knowledge of medicine, that Juliana I., the supposed wife of John de Bourbon,
was described in 1832 by the Vicar Apostolic of Agra as Signora Juliana of Goa, a
lady doctor in Akbar's seraglio. Another document in the Agra Mission Archives
says more correctly that L,ady Juliana I. was an Armenian lady; but it adds, " w h o
was in medical charge of the Emperor's harem."
•

It seems that some notices are found in native writers on Juliana II. "These,
however, as far as yet known, are very slight, and only mention the date of her death
2
and the fact that a serai is named after her." '
*

Valentyn gives a portrait of Lady Juliana, where we see her wearing a cross
(p. 297). Gentil's chapter on Juliana is headed by a picture of two banners crossed,
each bearing a cross; evidently an allusion to Lady Juliana's battle-standard, for she
was an Amazon, and is credited with twice having miraculously turned the tide~oF
battle in favour of the Moghul Emperors, her protectors.
Father Saignes, S.J., writes in his account of Nadir Shah's invasion of Hindustan how L,ady Juliana's palace and the two Catholic Churches of Delhi were destroyed
in the sack of the town (1739) [Letter from Chandernagore, 10 February 1740,
Lettres edif. et% cur.} Vol. iv., (Levant), Paris, 1780, p. 260]:—
" Our Society had two Churches at Dely, which were burned in this conflagration.
They had been built by the liberality of Emperor Gehanguir; that Prince and his
successor were very much inclined towards the Christian Religion, which, under their
reign, made considerable progress; the fondest hopes were then entertained for the
future, but these hopes vanished with the Portuguese power in India. Two Portuguese Jesuits, who were always living at Dely, were happy enough to escape the
slaughter: there they cultivated some Christian remnants, to the number of seven
hundred: all the men able to bear arms were in the Emperor's service, and the
greater number were killed. The palace (hotel) of a Christian lady, celebrated by her
piety, and much esteemed by the Emperor and the Court, suffered the same fate as
our Churches/'
—

-

-

••

*

Col. J. B. Gentil helps us to trace a number of Juliana's relatives. Her father
was Agostinho Dias da Costa. She had a sister Angelique, married to Dom Velho de
1
Castro; a Portuguese fidalgo, whom Shah 'Alam highly honoured, and, when Dom
l Father Ippolito Dcsidcri, S.J., refers to her and to the success she owed at the Moghul Court to her skill ill medicine and surgery, in his work on Tibet. Cf. C. Puini, // Tibet...
(1715-1721), Roma, [904, p. viii. Puini did not
publish, however, t h a t part and several others of the MS.
* H. Bcvcridge, op. cit., p. 3.—The texts ought to be collected.
8 Joan '• Whelo " is mentioned by Valentyn, p. 295, as Captain of the European troops in the Emperor's service in
1712. One Sebastian Weale [Sebastian Velho ?] is mentioned as in Aurangzeb's service in 16S6. Cf. Manucci, Storia do
Mogor, I I I , 93-
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1

Diogo Mendes de Castro, another fidalgo, married Juliana's niece, Shah 'Alain crowned
him with a nuptial ornament. Isabella Velho, Juliana's niece, succeeded her in her
rank at Court. Five other grand-nieces succeeded Isabella till the reign of Ahmad Shah
(1748). In 1761, Sebastian Velho was killed, and his wife, Lucia Mendes, who had
the dignity of " Juliana," viz., of crowning the Emperor, left Delhi with her son and
daughter for Faizabad, the capital of Suja'-ud-daula, Nawab of Oudh. Till 1775,
when Shuja'-ud-daula died, she and her children were in receipt of a pension. In
1772, Col. J. B. Gentil married Theresa Velho, daughter of Sebastian Velho and Lucia
Mendes, and great-grand-niece of Juliana, Theresa being descended from her by both
her father's and her mother's side. At his accession, Asaf-ud-daula asked Gentil to
withdraw from his Court, as the English insisted on his departure. Accordingly,
Gentil left on February 17th, 1775, and arrived in France in 1778. Theresa Velho
died at Bagnols, in Bas-Languedoc, the seat of the Gentil family, in 1778, and her
husband followed her in the grave at Bagnols on February 15, 1799, leaving a son.
Lucia Mendes, Theresa's mother, died at Versailles on January 2, 1806. (Cf. Gentil,
Memoires sur VIndoustan, Paris, 1882, pp. 367-380).*
Other records allow us to discover connections of Juliana's family as far back as
Shah Jahan's time.
. Dom Diogo Mendes was the recipient of two letters addressed to him in Mogor
by the Viceroy of Goa (1714-1715)." One Joseph Borges da Costa was Dona Juliana
Dias da Costa's grandson (neto), his brother-in-law (cimhado) being Dom Diogo Men4
des. On December 5, 1715, Dom Joao of Portugal honoured them both with the
6
habit of Christ. On September 26, 1716, there is still question of two alvaras of the
(i
habit of Christ for Dom Diogo Mendes and Dom Joseph Dias da Costa.
Perhaps the
latter name applies to the same person as Dom Joseph Borges da Costa
The Mendes were, very likely, descendants of Lourencjo Mendes, a Portuguese, a
native of Daman, who drew the models of the jewels which Shah Jahan ordered to be
made, the King's goldsmiths then applying the enamel and the precious stones. He
1
was at Delhi in 1648. Probably, he is the Lourengo Mendes Botelho who died on
July 1, 1664, and is buried in Padres Santos' Cemetery, Agra. The (red sandstone ?)
platform of the tomb is an expensive one; there must also have been a balustrade or
railing round it, as is shown by the sockets for pillars. In the same cemetery lies
1

m

1 Gentil writes Mcndece, and each time afterwards "Meudece." The sister's name, Angelique, was found by Beveridgc in Biogr. Univcrsellc, Ed. Mich an el.
2
Hakim Mendee, who was Vizir under Asaf-nd-daula and his brother Sa'adat Ali Khan, Nawab of Oudli, was not a
Mendes. Cf. Bishop Hebcr'sNarrative of a Journey
(1824-25), London, 1828, Vol. I, pp. 396-398, 426, nnd compare
with SIeemail's Journey in Oudh.
3 Cf. J. A. Ismael Gracias, Uma Dona Portugueza na Cotic do Grdo Mogol, Nova Goa, Imprcnsa Nacional, 1907, pp.
132,138-140,1143.
<(

* Ibid., p. 146. I look with sonic suspicion on the term grand-son." I t seems, however, t h a t Juliana was married,
ind that the Condc dc Alvor, to please Anrangzeb, sent to Delhi Juliana Dias da Costa and her husband, a surgeon. Cf.
f. A. Ismael Gracias, Uma Dona Portugucza, Nova Goa, 1907, p. 95. The Condc de Alvor was Viceroy between 1681 and
1686. Gracias could not find the name of Juliana's husband.
b
Ibid., pp. 145-147, 165.
* Ibid., p. 158.
T MS. Letters of the Jesuits.
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the wife of Mendes, Ursula, who died in 1768. Maimed knew one D0111 Diogo Mendcs
Botelho, while living with his countryman, the Venetian lapidary Hortensio Bron1
zdni.
The Borges would have been allied to Hortensio Bronzoni. The Jesuits, who
knew him at the Court of Delhi about 1648, call him Ortencio Borges, a Venetian
lapidary to Shah Jahan. His alias is explained by the fact that he married Suzanna
Borges, one of his slaves, a Hindu by birth, who by her first husband had a son Nicolao Borges, a young man of twenty, married to a daughter of Francisco de Souza.*
Bronzoni or Borzoni is a distinctly Italian name, and Mauucci, a Venetian like him,
3
who knew him well, is likely to have given us his name correctly.
It was Bronzoni
who cut for Shah Jahan the diamond presented by Mir Jumlah. It weighed 900 ratis
or 781^ carats, and was perhaps the Kohinur. Hortensio did his work so badly that
4
he was fined Rs. 10,000 for it. It was he again who made for Aurangzeb a small ship
with sails, rigging, guns, flags, etc. I t was launched on a large tank and worked by
6
European artillerymen.
At Agra, in Padres Santos' Cemetery, there are on the same platform four inscribed
tombstones of the Borges family in the best style adopted by Christians in the 17th
and 18th centuries. A fifth larger stone in the centre records the death of Hortensio
Bronzoni (or Borges) in 1677. I translate the inscriptions from the Portuguese:—
1. Here is buried Hortensio Bronzoni, a Venetian; died on the 15th of August
of the year 1677.
2. Here lies buried Aneculao [Nicolao ? (Borges) J, who died on the 1st of May
1670.
3. Here lies Dom Joseph Borges, a Professed Knight of the Order of Christ.
Died at Dely on the (1 ?)4th of January of 171(8 ?).
4. Here lies Francisco Borges. Died at Ambala and was buried on the 12th of
May 1707.
1 Manned, Stovia do Mogor, I I I , 286.
i Ibid., Ill, 209 ; 214-216; 286 ; IV, 198. Mauucci speaks of Francisco de Sou/.a, a renegade, appearing to Anna Vas,
an old woman of (from) Bengal, who lived at Lahore, and telling her that he was in hell ( I I I , 209). Another of Francisco
de Souza's daughters married the French physician Francois de la Palissc, alias St. Jacques (IV, 198 11). Friends of
Suzanna Borges were Isabel Corrca; Catherine Correa, Isabel Bocara and Maria Toscana (III, 216).—John de Souza, a
physiciau, was a friend of Manucci's at Delhi, 1661-62 (II, 40, 56 n. 2).—Juliana's father had probably a brother, John
Dias, whom the Jesuits describe as •' a noble of Cochin." He married Maria Toscana, a Moorish woman, who became a
Christian at the age of 40. Maria Toscana had two sons and a nephew. By her marriage with John Dias, she had also a
daughter, Theresa Dias de Almeida, who married a bold and hitherto unknown adventurer. This man, a common
soldier, passed himself off among the Dutch of Batavia as Dom Luis de Sylveira Lobo, Count of Sarcetas, then came to
Madras and Mailapur; here he was " r e c o g n i s e d " by a Portuguese Missionary as the genuine Count of Sarcetas, and
thanks to this recognition he borrowed large sums of money from different people, among others, John Petite, a Frenchman ; next he went to several Portuguese towns 011 the West Coast duping everybody ; finally he came to* Delhi under
the name of John de Souza Montenegro, deceived the Moghul Fmperor by his genteel airs, married Theresa Dias de
Almeida, and had a son by her. He became a renegade, took the name of Din Muhammad, repented, and died before
S e p t e m b e r / , 1686. (J esuit MS. Annual Letter of 1670167K, and September 7, 16S6). Mauucci has a fictitious story in
which he introduces Hortensio Bronzoni and J u a n Dias de Almeida with a marriageable daughter of his ( H I , 287).
s A. de Gubcrnatis, Slm'la dci Via^iainvi Italianinclle
Indie OrienlaH, Livoruo, 1 s75, p. .17, mentions a certain Gio.
Francesco Maria Borzone, who embarked in 1648 on one of the two ships sent to India by the newly started Company of
Genoa.
•* T a \ e m i e r (Ball's Tvdii.), I.390.

fi

Mauucci, Storia do W<>»oi, II 47 ; .17 //. 1.
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5. Here lies Dona Theresa Borges. Died on the 10th of March and was buried
on the 12th of the year (1776 ?).
Nos. 2 and 3 are to the right of No. 1 ; Nos. 4 and 5 to the left. One Francisca
Borges died on the 16th of March (1654), and is buried in the same cemetery. She
was, perhaps, the daughter of Francisco de Souza, who married Nicolao Borges of
inscription No. 2.
Dom Joseph Tavares, a Portuguese, married a grand-daughter (neta) of Dona
1
Juliana Dias da Costa.
We have several letters by him to the Viceroy of Goa. He
writes from Delhi (May 12, 1727) that D. Juliana has seven grand-children (netos),
boys and girls. A Venetian engineer had arrived at Delhi from Bengal (Letter from
Delhi, June 2, 1727). The Raja of Amber, who was very friendly with Fr. Manoel
de Figueiredo, S J., was about to send an embassy to the King of Portugal (Letter
from Delhi, 8 July, 1727). A French surgeon, Martin, was at the Delhi Court, and
the Portuguese were trying to get rid of the Italian engineer, whom they took
for an English spy. The Chief Surgeon of Bassein was at the Court also, and had
been called by the King's mother (Letter from Delhi, August 27, 1727). Fureste
Foresti), the Italian engineer, had left for Patna with the brother of the French
surgeon (Letter from Delhi, October 13. 1727). All the time, Dona Juliana was
O

V

)

%J1

/

ft A

)

J

like the Madame de Maintenon of the Moghul Court. No affairs of any importance,
2
internal or external, were transacted without her.
We should not be surprised if Dom Joseph Tavares was a lineal descendant of
Pero Tavares, who founded Hugh in 1580. An inscription in Padres Santos' Cemetery, Agra, says: " H e r e lies Lucretia Tavares. Died in the year 1660/' She
must be the Lucretia Tavares who was taken by the Moors in September, 1^32, when
the ship of her husband, Captain Gomes Barreiros, got stranded in the Hugh". She
(i
was then the cross of that same Gomes Barreiros. as she had been of Bastian A.
Tibao, King of Sundiva." (Jesuit MS. letter of 1633). Lucretia Tavares must have
been dragged into captivity to Agra with the 4,000 other Christians of Hugli in
1632-1633. On that occasion Dona Luisa, the daughter of Lucretia Tavares and Gomes
Barreiros, Governor of Hugli (1632), was taken from her parents and consigned to
the seraglio (Jesuit MS. Annual letter of 1670-1678).' Another inscription in the same
cemetery records the death of Monica Tavares on January 20, 1679.
J

1

Cf. J. A. Isiuacl Gracias in 0 Q riant e I'orluyiies, Nova Goa, Vol. V I I , IQIO, p. iSS.
$ Ibid,, 145-147, 165, 157-158. A F r e n c h m a n , Martin, surgeon to the Emperor, was at the'Court of Lahore in i ; u .
Cf. Valentyn, IVde Deel, ] p. 2S2&, 2$$b, 300&J 30m. The Martins are a well-known family still existing at Agra, ami
probably descended from this French surgeon. A large number of inscriptions in Padres Santos' Cemetery, Agra,
attest their genealogy. Descendants of ?' F o r e s t i " are still extant in India too, I believe.
* Manned {Sti>ria do Mogor) knew one Pero Gomes de Oliveira at Agra ( I I I , 219), also one Ignacio Gomes ^1, 107).
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Agostinho Dias da Costa

Juliana Dias da Costa

Daughter

II.

[John Dias de Almeida] ?
married Maria Toscana
Angelique
Theresa Dias de Almeida
married Dom Velho de Castro
married Dom Luis de Sylveira
Lobo (-fanle Sept. 7, 1686).
Isabella
married Dom Diogo Mendes de Castro
Son.

Daughter

Daughter

Daughter

Lucia Mendes
married Sebastian Velho
(killed in 1761)

I

Theresa Velho (d. Bagnols, 1778)
married Col. J. B. Gentil (d. Bagnols, 1779)

l

Son.

LADY JULIANA II AND KETELAAR'S MISSION TO LAHORE.
(Dec.

10, 1711—Oct. 9, 1712).

F r a n c i s Valentyn's Olid en Nieuw Oost-Indien, IVde Deel, Ilde Stuk, Amsterdam, 1726, is sufficiently rare in India, and its Dutch forbidding enough to most
readers, to excuse my summarising some of the chief events relating to Ketelaar*s
Mission to the Great Moghul and Lady Juliana's connection with it.
(
Shah Alam I or Bahadur Shah
" w a s a great friend and protector of the
Christians, though this must be ascribed mainly to the influence of a Portuguese lady,
of whom we shall speak still hereafter " (p. 280a).
Johan Josua Ketelaar arrived via Agra at 3 kos from Lahore on Dec. 10, 1711.
He came on an embassy to Shah 'Alam. On Dec. n , he encamped in the Khan
Khanan's Sarde, where Dona Juliana Dias da Costa, the Governess of the Emperor's
Seraglio, a lady of great authority at the Court and very favourable to the Dutch,
sent him a present of fruits reminding them of their own country, pears, apples,
pomegranates, etc. (2826).
On Dec. 13, an Armenian Bishop and some Jesuits, then in the Emperor's lashkar, came to salute the Dutch Ambassador, and when, on Dec. 14, Ketelaar went in
solemn procession to meet the lashkav, the Bishop and the Jesuit Fathers drove in his
suite, seated in a Dutch four-wheeler which Ketelaar had brought from Surat
(283a. 6). On the way, they were met by a four-wheeled carriage occupied by Lady
Juliana and the Emperor's four chief wives, who had come to view from behind the
parda the Ambassador's procession (284^).
*

1 Col. J.. 13. Gentil; born at Bagnols, June 25, 1726; came to India 1752 ; joined the Nawab of Oudh's service in or
before 1764 ; married Theresa Velho (1772); left Faizabad (1775) I arrived in France (1778); died at Bagnols, February 15,
1799. He had a brother, the Abbe Antoine-Thibaut Gentil.
Suzanna Borges (cf. p. 5, and n. 2) married iu second nuptials Ortenzio Bronzoui, alias Borges. Suzanna's son, by
her first marriage, was Nicolao (d. 1670), who married the daughter of Francisco de Souza. Dom Joseph Borges da
Costa, Knight of the Order of Christ (d. 171S), was probably the son of Nicolilo Borges and Francisco de Souza's
daughter. He was grandson of Dona Juliana Dias da Costa, and Diogo Mendes' brother-in law.
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About .5 p.m., Dona Juliana, to whom the Emperor had entrusted the affairs of
this embassy, informed Ketelaar that she had arranged for an interview with the
Emperor as soon as His Excellency wished, even the next day (284*/).
Dec. 16, 1711.—Juliana invited the Ambassador to take up a better encampment
in two gardens surrounded by high walls, " where they would be free from the smell
of dead carcasses.''
Dec. 17.—Ketelaar sent to the new camp his presents for the Emperor, and
followed. The unpacking of the presents would take some time, and Juliana sent
word that she would come with some of the Court-ladies to inspect them and tell him
which would prove acceptable to the Emperor and the Princes.
Dec. 20. —Juliana came with some of the Court-ladies to the garden, where she
was received in great state. She alighted out of a covered carnage, in which she had
come unseen. Before her arrival she had sent a costly dinner of 50 covers {scliotcls-courses?), and after the repast, she honoured them in the King's name with abtr} attar
of roses, and betel wrapped in gold and silver. She remained till evening and expressed herself highly pleased, as did her companions.
Dec. 21.—A table of massive gold was sent in the King's name. All around, set
in appropriate openings, were dishes, the centre of the table being occupied by a big
bowl. The Ambassador was told that the second Prince, Mahmud Azem [Azim-ushShanJ and two or three Uniaras were hostile to the Christians, but that with some
money it would be possible to bribe the Prince (284/;).
Dec. 26.—Ketelaar sent his presents for the King's inspection.
Jan. 3, 1712.—Ketelaar and his suite moved through the lashkar, which lay on
the banks of the Ravi, and came close to the King's tent. While delayed here,
about noon, he was treated to breakfast by Juliana. About 3 p.m., the audience
took place (285-286^).
Jan. o.—I,acly Juliana came on a visit to the Ambassador, inspected the presents
destined for the Princes, and suggested that something more should be given to
Prince Mahmud, the Keeper of the Imperial Seal, to win his favour (287^). Presents
sent to two of the'Princes.
Jan. 11.—Presents sent to Mahmud Azem and Refiel Sjah [Rafi-ush-Shan |
(287,1).
Jan. 24.—Ketelaar presents the Emperor's chief wife with the Dutch carriage
brought from Surat (288a).
Jan. 2f>. -Juliana invites Ketelaar*s three musicians to come and serenade the
Emperor at night. They were first received in Juliana's tent. The Emperor,his wives,
nd Juliana listened to them unseen. The chief wife, Niher Pcrwcn, sent them through
Juliana the assurance of a rich present, and at Juliana's bidding, they withdrew to let
the Emperor and the ladies inspect their instruments: a bass violin, harp and
hautbois, after which they were recalled by Juliana and invited to spend the rest of
the night: in the tent.
Juliana also asked Ketelaar whether he wished to pay a visit to the Shaliinar
hardens and the Parimalial. The invitation was accepted (288-28qr/).
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/ r f r t i 28.—Visit to Shalimar; the fountains were made to play ; 128 gardeners in
charge of the gardens (289^).
Jan. 29.—Visit to the Parimahal, within the town, hi a large gallery stood a fine
representation, cut in alabaster, of our Lord surrounded by Angels. Jahandar Shah,
a friend of the Christians, was there with his chief wives. Ketelaar's musicians were
sent that night to serenade Mosoddien (Ma'iz-uddin Jahandar Shah), a function repeated two days later in honour of the third Prince Rafi-ush-Shan (289^-6).
Fcbr. 1. —Dutch drill in Jionour of Jahandar Shah in front of Dona Juliana's garden (2896).
Ketelaar falls ill. On Febr. 16, the Emperor sends for news about his health
(2896).
Febr. 21.—Ketelaar reappears at Court and offers a nazr of gold rupees {zSqb290^7).

Febr. 27.—Juliana informs Ketelaar t h a t , after much delay on Mahmud Azem's
[Azim-ush-Shan's] part, the first points of his requests had been granted. That same
night, a great uproar arose, the Emperor having been seized with a sudden illness.
The four Princes were taking up arms to dispute the succession (290).
Febr. 28.—At noon, the Emperor died, after appointing Jahandar Shah as his
successor. I t had been said at first that he had caught a cold, but another version
had it t h a t , having surprised one of his generals, Jensiati Chun, jnjiis seraglio, he
had been s t a b b e d l n the stomach and died three days after. The general had been
instantly cut to pieces by two of the guards.
"Juliana warned Ketelaar to be on his guard against plunderers, because the succession to the throne was always the occasion of trouble. Ketelaar took the necessary precautions (291a).
March.—The whole month of March was spent in civil war, with the result that
Jahandar Shah's three younger brothers lost their lives, and he remained undisputed
master of the throne (291^-294). Many of the former grandees were executed or
deprived of their office, and others rose to higher dignities. Johau Whelo [Velho],
Sardar of the Firinghis or Europeans in the Emperor's service, received the rank
{manzil) of 25,000 and 500 cavalry (295/;).
Apr. 7.—Ketelaar pays a visit to the new Emperor. No dress of honour ready.
Apr. 10.—Ketelaar invested with a dress of honour ; the concessions made under
the previous monarch ratified.
Apr. 14.—The Emperor on his way to a masjid passes near Ketelaar's garden
and receives a nazr of gold rupees.
Apr. 25.—The Emperor's favourite wife, Laal Cocnwcr, a Hindu, passes with
Juliana near Ketelaar's garden about 4 p.m., ancTreceives from him a nazr of gold
rupees.
Apr. 26.—The Emperor's chief wife sends in return betel-leaves. Follows an
acount of Lady Juliana :—
" H e r father, Augustinho Dias da Costa, was a merchant, and citizen of Coetsjien
(Cochin) at the time when the Dutch took t h a t town.
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" Thence he went to Gcia, and further to Bengal, where Donna Juliana was born.
" By and by, her parents betook themselves to Agra, where her father was admitted as Mansepdaar [Mansabdar] and surgeon by Prince Shah 'Alam Bahadur ;
but he died at Golconda shortly before the captivity of this Prince, after which this
Lady was appointed Governess to the Emperor's seraglio.
<{
The vigilance and help bestowed on the said Prince during the nine years of
his captivity, won for her great influence, after his release was ordered by his father
Aurangzeb, and from that time, she obtained the title of Channem [Klianam] or Lady.
with a monthly income of twenty-five thousand rupees, and a large number of male
and female servants (296).
" W h e n the Prince ascended hi£ father's throne, she received an income of 4,000
manzil and the rank of an Ammerauw's (Umara's) legitimate wife. Whenever she
went out, she had in her suite two elephants and two red standards with white crosses.
" S h e was the head of all the Christians, and admitted them to service or dismissed them, as she pleased.
" She was like the oracle of the Emperor, of the Princes and all the Ammerauws
(Umaras). Without taking presents from anyone, she helped every one and was
loved by all. I t is even said t h a t , when the Emperor Shah 'Alain Bahadur gave
battle to his brother Prince Azein [Azlmj Tarra and was actually fleeing, she alone,
seated near him on his elephant, encouraged him to make another stand against the
enemy, assuring him that, as she and all the Christians had prayed for him, he would
be victorious.
1r
I t actually happened so; wherefore, the Emperor gave her the title of Fiddewie
c
Dnegoo Juliana, which means Juliana devoted to prayer.'
" Besides this title, she had many others given her by this Prince, but on her
Persian seal she used only this one: Fiddewie Bhadnr Sjah Juliana, i.e., Juliana devoted to Bahadur Shah.
" After the death of that Emperor, she wished to leave the Court and go to Goa,
but the new Emperor Mosoddien (Ma'iz-uddin) and the chief Christians at the Court
prevailed on her to remain still some time in her office.
" She was then (viz. A.D. 1712) 55 years old, and her authority and influence at
the Court was that of another Madame de Maintenon. We represent her in plate
F.F."
Apr. 26.—The Emperor, his chief wife, and Juliana went stag-hunting. Ketelaar's
papers were getting ready, but required still signing.
May 10.—The Emperor and his army left for Cirlint [Sirhind] for his inthronisation at Delhi on July 10. Ketelaar accompanied.
June 20. —The army left for Delhi (297).
July 10.—The Emperor's inthronisation at Delhi. Ketelaar at the darbar.
Description of the Peacock-Throne (2976, 298).
Aug. 11.—Ketelaar receives a dress of honour in the Fort. His papers were getting signed. On May 20, the Ahmadabad concessions were still to be copied; 5 farmans had been received (300).
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Sept. 5.—The Emperor's French surgeon, Martin, threw difficulties in the way of
<(
the Dutch Company's possessing the E t t e b a a r c h a n " house at Surat, but the Ajuda
of Lady Juliana's courtiers thwarted him.
Sept. 21.—The French surgeon is put on half pay.
Sept. 22.—Ketelaar takes leave from the Emperor.
Sept. 23-28.—Taking leave from sundry grandees,
i(
Sept. 29.—A new parwana received, restoring the Ettebaarchan " house of Surat
to the Dutch.
Oct. 2.—At Lady Juliana's request, Ketelaar goes to the Fort to take leave of
the Empresses.
Oct.g.—Good-bye to Lady Juliana, and return to Surat via Agra. (Taken from
the Diary of the Mission).

ST. X A V I B R ' S COIXEGE,

30, Park Street, Calcutta.

T h e A n n u a l R e l a t i o n of F a t h e r F e r n a o Guerreiro, S J M for 1607-1608.
*

By

THE R E V . H.

HOSTEN,

S.J.

Ferdinand Guerreiro was born at Almodovar in Portugal and received into the
Society of Jesus in 1567, at the age of seventeen. He died at Usbon, vSept. 28th,
1617. We owe him no small debt of gratitude for his careful synopses of the letters
of the Jesuit Missionaries of his time. His work consists of a series of 5 volumes
covering the history of the Catholic Missions in India from 1600 to 1609 inclusively.
0

They purport to be a faithful abstract of the letters of the Missionaries, and constitute for the modern historian one of the most reliable accounts of the period. Father
du JarriCj who is held in such high esteem by all historians, has largely drawn his
1
materials from Guerreiro.
Judging of the contents of the last volume in the series,
it is to be regretted that a complete collection of Guerreiro's Annual Relations is not
to be found in India. Such a collection would be of paramount importance to reconstruct the political, no less than the religious, annals of a decade of our Indian history.
F. Guerreiro's first Relation covers the years 1600 and 1601, and was published
in 1603 ;* the second, the years 1602-03, (1605); the third, 1604-05, (1607) ; the fourth,
3
1606-07, (1.609) ; the fifth, 1607-08 (1611).
The title of the fifth Relation runs as follows: —
RELAQAM / ANNAL DAS COV-/ SAS QVE FIZERAM OS PADRES / da
Companhia de IESVS, nas partes da India Orien-/ talj & em alguas outras da conquista.
deste Reyno nos / annos de 607. & 608. & do processo da conuersao / & Christandade
daquellas partes, com mais / hua addi^am a relaQam de / Ethiopia. / TIRA DO TV DO
DAS CARTAS DOS MES-/ rnos Padres que de Id vierao, & ordenado pello Padre Fernao /
Guerreiro da ( ompanhia de IESV, natural de / Almodouar de Portugal. / / 'ay dinidida
em sinco liuros./ O priineiro da prouincia de Goa, em que se contem as / missoes de
Manomotapa, Mogor, & Ethiopia./ O segundo da prouincia de Cochim, em que se
contem / as cousas do Malabar, Pegu, Maluco./ O terceiro das prouincias de Iapam,
& China./ O quarto em que se referem as cousas de Guine, & Ser-/ra Iveoa. /
O quinto, em que se contem hua addi?ao a relac^ao de Ethiopia./ Com licenQa da
sancta InquisiQam, Ordinario, & Pago./ E M L,ISBOA : Impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck./
1

l i e states in his preface t h a t he has taken from Guerreiro's Relations the 3rd Vol. of his Histairc des chases plus
monarchies advenues tant ds hides orientates, qu' autres pays
Cf. Sommervogel, Vol. I l l , Col. 1015. Compare Sir E. D.
Mnclagan's notes on dn Jarric in Proc. As. Sac. Beng., 1896, pp 45-6.
* Sommervogel gives erroneously the date 1694 for Fr. Collasso's Spanish translation of No. 1. It should be 1604. I
have described the first four volumes and their contents in an article now ready : The Jesuit Annual Relations an India
(1581-1654).
» This article was written at Knrseong in 1907. Revising it now, ten years later, I refer to some books which have
uppeim-d since, and I bestow on some o f m y friend's titles which they had not a derade ago
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M.DCXI./ Esta taixado este liuro em 260. reis em papel./ Foil. ,544 (18.6
1
cm. x 14 cm.).
Count von Noer had seen a copy of Guerreiro's Relagam published in 1611. He
quotes it in Kaiser Akbar, Vol. I I , pp. 202, 309. Cf Mrs. Annette S. Beveridge's
translation: The Emperor Akbar, Calcutta, Thacker, 1890, Vol. I I , pp. 155, 234. In
both quotations von Noer erroneously attributes to Akbar facts connected with J a h a i r
gir. At p. 309, he even represents Guerreiro as one of the Agra Missionaries who took
part in an argument on the Divinity of Christ. Sir Edward Maclagan (op. tit., p. 45)
and Mrs. A. S. Beveridge had already, in this last instance, pointed out von Noer's
oversight.
We do not think that a German translation of Guerreiro's Relacain of 1611 was
printed in 1613, as stated in The Emperor Akbar, Vol. II, p. 156. Sommervogel gives
the year 16x4 as the date of publication of Indianische Ncwe Relation, and my description of it, which was obtained independently from Sommervogel, has the year 1614.
Sold originally for the trifling sum of 260 reis, Guerreiro's last RclciQ'Wi has
become so scarce that Carl W. Hiersemann, the antiquarian of Leipzig, asked, some
10 years ago, 250 Mks. for a copy which chanced to pass through his hands. I do
not think there exist more than two copies of it in Bengal: the copy at St. Mary's
College, Kurseong, which I used,—a parchment-bound tome, once in the Roman Col"
lege; the other in the Library of that keen-sighted bibliophile, the late Archbishop
Goethals. The copy in the Kurseong library must have been itself presented by Archbishop Goethals before 1901, when he died. I translate the headings of Books I and
I I , the two dealing with India.
ANNO

Bk.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

I.
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Of
Of
Of
Of
Of

what pertains to the Province of Goa."
the Province of Goa and of what is done in it.
the Mission of Monomotapa and Mozambique. .
the Mission of the Mogor
..
..
the success of certain controversies which the
*' Fathers had with the Moors at the Court of
the Mogor
I

•

•

t

t

*

•

Fol. ir.
FoL 31'.
Fol. 6r.

Vol. Sv.

I Indianische Newe Relation. ^ Erster Theil. Was sichin dcr Goauisehcu Prouintz, Cochin, Malabaria, China, Pegu
unnd Maluco, so wol in Geistlichen als Weltlichen Sachcn, vom 1607. 1608 uud folgcndcn zugetragen. Vom R. Patre
Fernando Guerreiro, der Societet Jesv, in Portugesischer Sprach beschriben. Nauhinals auszdcni zn Lis/bona getrnck
ten Exemplar ins Teutsch gebracht. Gedruckt zu Augspurg bey Chrysostonio Dabertzhofcr. Anno M.DCXI I I I ,
4°, ff. 4, pp. i n . — T h i s cannot be the complete translation.
Also in : Historia y anal Relation De las cosas que hizierou los Padres de la Compaiiia dc Iesvs, For las part.es de
Oriente y otras en la propagation del Santo Euangelio, Los Anos passados de 607. y 60S. Sacada, limada, y compucsLa
de Portugues en Castellano por el Doctor Christoval Svarez de Figveroa. . . .En Madrid, cu la Imprenta Real, MDCXI1II,
0
4 , pp. 566. Southwell and Antonio attribute this translation to Father Col lasso. Cf. Sommervogel, op. <//., Vol. I I ,
Col. 1292-3. Fr. Collasso translated the Rclacdo Annal for 1600 and 1601. Sir E. D. Maclagan did not come across the
5th volume of Guerreiro's. He saw only Vols. 1 and 2. Even our Portuguese historian, Father Anthony Franco
ignored some of the volumes in Guerreiro's scries. He knew only the following: •« Iudiarum Orientis solis Historia an.
1600. & trium scquentium L,ib. VI. Rursum an. 1606-1607. L.IV. Cf. Appendix, p. Xxx 2 of his Synopsis
Annalium
Societatis Jesu in Lusitania ab Anno 1540 usque ad Annum 1725. Augusts-Vindelicoruin & Graccii. Anno M.DCCXXVI.
* Cf. Cat. 302, No. 768.
» In The Examiner, Bombay, Nov. 4, i y n , I gave the statistics of the Jesuit personnel for the different houses and
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Ch. V.

A disputation which was held concerning the image
of Christ Crucified, and His Divinity
. . Fol. nv.
Ch. VI.
Enlarges on the proofs of the King's love and
affection for Christ our Lord - . .
.. FoL i^v.
Ch. V I I I . Of the journey of Father Manoel Pinheiro from
L,ahor to Goa and from Goa to Cambaya in the
interests of the Indian Government'
. . Fol. ly.
Ch. I X . Of the Mission and discovery of Catayo, of its
2
success and final issue
..
. . Fol. 2y.~2jv.
Bk. I I .
Of the Province of Cochim
Ch. I.
Of the College of Cochim aud its residences
. . Fol. 6zv.
Ch. I I .
Of the Colleges of Cranganor, Caulam, Columbo, S.
Thome and of what was done in their districts . . FoL 65;'.
Ch. I I I . Of the Residence in the Kingdom of Pegu, of the
wars of the Portuguese with the King of Aracao,
of their victories and the Mission to the Kingdom
FoL yir.
of Siam '
Ch. IV.
Of what was done in the Colleges of Malaca and
FoL Sir
of Maluco
Ch. V.
Of what happened in. the Mission of Madure
.. FoL Sjv.
Ch. VI.
Of the persecutions which Satan excited against the
Father and the other Christians of Madure
. . Fol qyo.
Ch. VII. How two Christians of Madure went to Cochim, and
how Father Manoel lyeitam was sent to the same
FoL 990.-1067;
Mission
In his prologue, Guerreiro notes t h a t the letters from Japan and China which he
epitomizes were written in 1607 and 1608, whereas the letters from India, Ethiopia
and the Coast of Guinea are dated 1608 and 1609. " Those countries are so far a p a r t / '
(C
he remarks, and the communications so irregular, that the letters could not always
reach in time to enable me to put together what was done in these different parts
during the same y e a r s / '
•

•

•

*

•

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Missions of the Provinces of Goa aud Cochin. The Mission of Mogor is said to have 5 members ; but at p. 6 there is
question of only 4. T h e fifth was probably Bro. Goes, then on his travels to Cathay.
1
By the " E s t a d o da India " are meant the Portuguese Possessions in India.
* The account of the adventurous travels in Tartary and death of Benedict Goes, the well-known Jesuit lay-brother,
was written at Pekiu by Fr. Matthew Ricei, S.J. Goes' journal had been torn up by some Muhammadans, during his
last illness ; b u t , J o h n Fernandez, and Isaac the Armenian, Goes' faithful companion, collected the fragments and brought
them to Father Ricci. Is our knowledge of Goes' adventures confined to the solitary account or Father Ricei ?
Many interesting details may have been preserved in the writings of those who interviewed Isaac on his way back to
India, viz.'the Jesuits of Macao; the Dutch Captain, who made him a prisoner near Malacca; the Jesuits of Goa, and, in
particular. Fr. Manoel Pinheiro, who conducted him from Goa to Cambay. Guerreiro's Rclacam of 1002-03 contains one
of Goes' letters ( I g n o r e , Dee. 30, 1602) to the Provincial of G o a ; another from Lahore (Febr. 14. 1603) to Fr. Jerome
Xavier ; a third to Fr. Manoel Pinheiro, stating that he had covered already 202 miles. There is a fourth letter
addressed from ilircande (Yarkand), •' the Court of the King of Cascar " (Kashgar), and dated Febr. .», ito.i, to Fr. Jer.
Xavier. See also Vie d>' P. Nicolas Tri^ault, S.J., par l'abbe Dehaisnes. Tournai, Castermau, 1864, pp. 226-7.
H

A very important chapter for the history of Burma and Arakan. I draw attention at the same time to a passagein Father Nicolas Trigault's letter (I> i . 24th, 1607, Goa). Of). cit.t pp. 235-7.
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To give a fair idea of the importance of Guerrero's Relc^am, I proceed to cull
from his pages some of the more striking passages concerning Emperor Jahangir.

Bk. I. Ch. I I I . The four Fathers of the Society, who had been working in the
Moghul Empire, Jerome Xavier, Manoel Pinheiro, Francis Corsi and Anthony
Machado, were continuing " t h e i r labours and their exile in patience and in hope."
•

•'The King was for some months in the-Kingdom of Chabul, whither he had gone; and, as the
" Fathers did not accompany him on that journey, all four of them remained at Labor, where, during
" the King's absence they applied themselves to the sacred ministry of the Society, and enjoyed among
" the Christians there as much quiet and security as if they had been in a Catholic town."

The occasion of Jahangir's journey from Agra to the North-West had been the
1
revolt of his son Khusru. Father C. Hazart, S.J., relates how Khusru on Apr. 15th,
16063 left the-Court at midnight with some of his friends, on the plea of paying a
visit to the tomb of his grandfather. The sentries allowed him to pass. A few days
later, he had brought over to his cause several great captains, and collected about
him 12,000 men. Covering in haste a distance of ' 100 miles/ he went to besiege
Lahore; but, after lyirig eight days before the place, he was informed that his father
came to attack him. Immediately, he set out to meet him, in the hope of disputing u
<AX
to
111 t i e
ft>eoi£
hi
'
passage of a river. He came too late. Jahangir's army had already
.
crossed. To add to the hopelessness of KhusnVs situation, it had rained the whole '^Q^Wa
* / VtoOUaA n ight f h e bows of his soldiers were too slack for use, and the horses, being overtired, were unmanageable. In spite of these odds, Khusru attacked his father
with dauntless courage; but, he was defeated and fled with his general and some
of his officers to Kabul, where the Governor of the place imprisoned him in the
castle.
Hazart's narrative, which I somewhat condense, gives us, in the matter of
chronology and events, the nearest approach to the account in the Wdki' dt-i Jahdu(N*?rec(r giri* This work states, however, that Khusru was captured, while trying to cross the

r

7

1 Cf Hazart, Kcrekclykc Historic van de ghehcele werelt. Antwerpen, M. Crobbaert, 1607, I I . p. 270. Though Guerreno is absent from Hazart's list of references, the style and the events recorded arc often in perfect agreement. We
conclude that In: utilized (In Jarrie, who, in his turn, borrowed his account from Oucrrciro's earlier llelacam of 1606-07.
Ila/.art quotes among his authorities: " du Jarrie, Thesaurus Herum Inditarum,
Colonial, apud Petruin Ilciiiiingiiim,
1595," the date being a clerical error for 1615, the year when the Latin translation of du Jbrric's Histoire das clioscs plus
mtmovables
appeared at Cologne. The earliest known French edition of du Jarric's first volume is of the year 1608.
Among Hazart's authorities I remark :—
Artusius, India Oricntalis.
Tonii tres, Krancofurti, Wolfgang Riehter, 1612.
Theodoras dc Bry, India Oricntalis, ibid., 1612.
Historia Societatis Jesu.
Pars. I ct II. Antverpiie, 1620.
I I I , sen Borgias, Ronuc, 1649.
11
IV, sen Everardus, ,,
, 1652.
' 1
V, sen Claudius,
,.
, 1 1.
Rslatio triplex dc rebus Indicts, Antverpiie, ap. Jacobum Meursium, 165.1.
I have none of these works, nor could I, ten years ago, procure a complete copy of du Jarrie from the Imperial
l i b r a r y , Calcutta.
* Cf. Sir H. M. Elliot's History of India as told by its own historians
London, 1875. Vol. VI, p. 291, 297, 299.
• »
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Chinab. liazart does not mention the Emperor's journey to Kabul; but, we have
1
it at full length in the Wdki'dt-i Jahdngiri.
Guerreiro proceeds:—
"On the return of the King, they [the Fathers] went two leagues out of town to meet him and offer
" him their congratulations on his safe return. As they came up to him, he received them with singular
" marks of friendship. He drew up his horse at some distance, as did also his sons and all the rest, and
" embracing them after his manner by placing his hand on their back, he enquired very familiarly about
"their health. The Fathers presented him with a work of theirs, a book in Persian, containing the
1
lives of the Apostles, and interleaved with many pictures of his palaces. This the King appreciated
3
highly.
" When back in Labor, he determined to send an Ambassador to the Viceroy of India, and selected
for this office a man of great authority. Calling the Fathers, he exposed to them what he had decided
upon, and it would give him much pleasure, if one of their number, whom they could choose, were to
accompany his Anibassador. The Fathers could not refuse him this satisfaction, all the more as it
promised to further the interests of their Mission, father Manoel Pinheiro was chosen to go with the
1
envoy. The embassy was merely intended to establish friendly relations with the Government. On their
1
return, they were to bring him some of the curious articles to be found in India, among the Portuguese.
1
The party left at once, and they were already in India, though they had not continued to Goa.* The
King gave Father Manoel Pinheiro sundry objects to be presented in his name to the Fathers of India,
" and others for the other Fathers that they might send them to their friends."

For further particulars about this embassy I turn to Chapter VII.
" T h e Great Mogor determined to send an Ambassador to Portugal and with him a present for His
" Majesty, which, he s*aid, might cost two hundred thousand cruzados, and another for the Sovereign
"Pontiff: but, for certain considerations and reasons of state and various counsels of his advisers,
"his plans took no effect. He resolved, withal, to send as his Ambassador to the Viceroy of India a
" great captain of Cambaya, called Mocarebecam, whose advice he followed in all matters. He is so great
6
" a lord that he realises 50,000 pardaos of revenue from his estates, and 150,000 from the King. The
"• King then asked Father Jerome Xavier, the Superior of the Mission, to send with him Father Manoel
" Pinheiro residing in Labor. This he granted him, and he [Pinheiro] started in the suite of the Ambas" sador on Sept. 13th, [1J607, and arrived at Cambaya in April [i]6o8. The Ambassador did not at once
6
" proceed to Goa. Count da Feira, who was expected as Viceroy, had not yet reached. For this reason
" he waited in Cambaya, until he should get news of his arrival. He would then proceed on his way,
" that his embassy might be received with greater solemnity."

The Wdki'dt-i Jahdngiri notes under the third year of Jahangir's reign (1608):
•

j

1

-

_ _ — —

Cf. ibid., p. 300. This is also Fr. du Jarric's version, and Guerreiro's in his 4th Relacam (1606-07).
* Cf. ibid., pp. 302-14.
•' I have discussed fully the.author.ship of this work and the date of its roinpJctiou in my article on /'/ Ir-rnmr.
Xavier*s Persian Lives of the Apostles, J.A.S.B., 1914, pp. 65-84.
* This particular, that they had reached Cainbay, but had not yet proceeded to Goa, must have been communicated by Pinheiro in a letter of 1608 (April ?). From other letters of Pinheiro (?), epitomized by Guerreiro, we shall be
able to trace his movements up to the cud of 1609.
6
"Some time previous to my accession, I had conferred upon Sheikh Hussun Buhidr the title of Mokurreb Khaun
. . . . As a servant, the merit of Mokurreb Khaun is of the very highest order, and few are the sovereigns who possess
his equal. In fine, I raised him to the dignity of an Ameir of five thousand horse . . . . It was on this occasion also that
I conferred on him the Government of Gujerat." Cf. Price, Memoirs of the Emperor Jahangueir.
Reprinted by N. Roy.
Calcutta, 1904, pp. 63-4.
8
D.-Joao Pereira Frojas, Conde de Feira, appointed as 19th Viceroy to succeed Don Martim Aff. de Castro, who died
at Malacca in June 1607. He set out in March 29, 1608, and died off the Coast of Guinea on May 15. His body was
sent back and arrived at Lisbon on July 24. Cf. note in Voyage of Pyrard de Laval, Hakluyt Society, 1888. Vol. I I , p. 86-
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Mukarrib Khan sent me from the Port of Kambhait (Kambay) a piece of European
tapestry, which was so beautifully made that I had never seen any work of the
1
Faringis equal to it before."
And further: " o n the 6th of Zi-1 hijja [1608],
Mukarrib Khan sent me a picture, stating that the Portuguese believed it to be the
portrait of Tfmur
"*
Christmas following close on the departure of the Ambassadors, the Fathers
celebrated the feast at Lahore with as much devotion as possible. The Christmas Crib
was there, as usual, and an orchestra was got together for the midnight Mass. The
Church compound was illuminated on a grand scale. The Emperor did not come
to pay a visit to the Church: but he sent several candles of fine wax to burn before
the Crib, and some.beautiful pictures to adorn it.
"After Christinas, the Khig made known his intention of going to Agra, the second royal seat of
" the Empire. He informed Ours of his purpose, and wished one of them to remain in charge of the
3
"Church and. Christians of Lahor, while the other two should accompany him on his journey.
He
•" supplied them with four camels and a horse to carry their belongings. As usual, the King went ahead
" of his army, and all along the way he hunted with bow and arrow, every description of birds of prey,
"ounces and other animal; assisting him in the chase."
*

On carnival day, Jahangir sent to the Fathers " from his tent, on the back of an
elephant,'' two noble wild bojirs, which he had killed himself. Eight or ten days
later, he calfed them and invited them to have their" pick from among some 15 wild
boars and some stags, the proceeds of the day's chase, which lay piled up in his tent.
^^•^•^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^

" But, as it was now Lent, they replied that the game which he had sent them previously had
"reached them still in good time, whereas, being now in Lent, during which time Christians were
" forbidden to eat meat, they could no longer avail themselves of his offer. On this occasion, the King
" enquired at length about Lent, and the fast of the Christians, and what they did during that season,
" a n d he was'pleased to hear the details and particulars which the Fathers explained to him touching
" t h i s matter."

What with want of substantial food and scarcity of water, the account goes on
to remark, the Fathers found ample opportunity to mortify themselves during this
cf
. season of penance. Still, they reached Agra safely, about a month and a half after
their departure from Lahor.''
The data collected from Guerreiro in the above extracts prove that Jahangir
4
arrived at Agra in the early months of 1608.
On the journey from Lahore to Agra, Jahangir had his son [Khusru] conducted
with him under strict surveillance. This he had done in all his travels7~from the day
I

' Cf. Sir H. M. Elliot, op. cit., Vol. VI, p. 317. [Cf. also R. Rogers and H. Beveridgc, Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri,
I, 144,
under 1st Safar (1608)].
* Cf. ibid., Vol. VI, p. 320. [Cf. also Tiizuk-i-Jahangiri,
op. cit., I, 152, same date].
3 Father Jerome Xavier, being the Superior of the Mission and a great favourite with the Emperor, was one of the
party. Robert Coverte paid him a visit at Agra, Jan. 18-21, 1610, and obtained from him letters of recommendation
" to the Kings and Princes, through whose countries I was to pass." Though he does not mention him by name, he calls
him " the principal monk, or superior of the clergy, a man of great authority, well-known in other kingdoms." Xavier's
companion was, in all probability, Father Corsi. Our Catalogues of 1610 place Jerome Xavier and Corsi at Agra, Machado
and Joseph de Castro, a new arrival, at Lahore.
* Compare the Tdrikhi Salim-Shdhi, Elliot, op. cit., Vol. VI, pp. 268, 274, and the Wdki'dt-i Jahdngiri, ibid., p. 316.
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1

of capturing him.
In these peregrinations, the unfortunate prince was loaded with
chains and cooped up in a sort_of cage on t h e l x i c k of aiTelephanL To crown his
misfortunes, on arriving at the place where he had fought his father's troops,
Jahangir ordered him to be blinded, " b y moistening his eyes with a certain juice
resembling the sap of certainjpeas." In tluTsame locality, the same sad fate befell a
great "captain, once a great favourite with the King. He was promenaded through
((
the city, chained and seated on a sorry ass or mule."
Thus far Guerreiro, whom I here compress. Haza'rt, too, states the fact that
Khusru was deprived of his eyesight, but he goes too far, when he says t h a t the
2
prince's eyes were pricked through.
The author of the Intikhab-i J ahangir-Shahi
does not compromise himself, I think, when he tells us that, ° when the wire was
3
put in his eyes, such pain was inflicted on him, t h a t it. was beyond all e x p r e s s i o n / '
for he relates, almost in the same breath, t h a t Khusru recovered his sight, at least
partially, through the skill of an able Persian physician.
Father Guerreiro's version is the most plausible to explain how Khusru's
eyesight could eventually be restored, and we must take exception to the remark
with which Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole winds up the summary of Khusru's rebellion
" H e was believed to have been blinded by his father,.but della V all e-explains t h a t
" though the eyelids were sewn up, the eyes were still uninjured when Jahangir caused
" them to be unripped, 'so t h a t he was not blinded but saw again and it was only a
i

" temporal penance.' Sir Thomas Roe met him and found him an interesting mystery.
((
The second son, Khurram, reckoned him an exceedingly dangerous factor in politics.
(
+
' What actually happened we shall never know."
This ought not to be the final verdict. The Jesuit Missionaries of Agra noted
down in their minutest details the particulars of these tragical events, du Jarric
borrowed them from Guerreiro's earlier Relagam. I translate at full length the quaint
narrative of the Flemish Jesuit, C. Hazart. Many scenes in the dark tragedy are there
graphically described, and, for the honour of Jahangir, we regret t h a t they should
find their exact counterpart in the chronicles of some of the Muhammadan historians.
On arriving at Lahore after the encounter with Khusru (1606), Jahangir learnt in
the evening t h a t his son was a prisoner.
" Forthwith he sent one of his captains to have him brought before him. The Captain conducted
i i
' h i m manacled into his father's presence. He [the King] was "in a pleasure-garden outside the city,
" a n d , retiring alone t o a room to give vent to a father's natural feelings, he burst into tears. So did
Joseph once for his brothers. The whole Court was in anxious expectation to see what judgment the
father would pass on the rebellious Prince. l i e is t h u s brought before his father, chained hand and
"foot—a spectacle which greatly moved to pity all t h e bystanders. As soon as he saw his father, he
t i

' *

1

lie accompanied therefore Jahangir oh his journey to Kabul.
* Cf. op. oil., Vol. II, pp. 271-2.
* Cf. Klliol, <,/>, cit., Vol. VI, pp. 448-9.

* Cf. Medieevat India under Mahommcdan Rule 2nd Edition. London. Fisher-Unwin, 1906, p. 321.--" Gossero,"
•says W. Hawkins, " who was proclaiine 1 hcire apparent, stomached his father, and rose with great troopes, yet was not
able to inclurc after the losse of many.thousand men on both sides: but was taken, and remaincth still in prison in the
Kings Pallaec, yet blinde, as all men reporte: and was so commanded to be blinded by his father." Cf. Hawkins'
8
Voyages. London, Hakluyt Society. MDCCCIyXXVIlI, p. 4^ -
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"began to make the accustomed reverence; but his father fixing him sternly made hini stand anions
" his captains and nobles.
11
He then rebuked him in severe and bitter terms. Next, he summoned before hi in the two chief
" captains who had led his son's army. O.ie of t h e n had been Treasurer-General of the Kingdom : the
" other, Governor of Lahore. When both had entered, with heavy chains around their necks and irons
" a b o u t their hands and feet, the King began charting his son and these two on the line campaign they
" h a d conducted. In short, lie had his son narrowly kept ; but, the two above-mentioned captains were
" punished as follows.
" He had had an ox and an ass skinned, aud, while the skins of these animals were still quite fresh
" aud warm, he had them drawn over the naked bodies of the captains, and fitted and sewn as closely as
" possible, in such wise that the said skins, on drying aud crimping, should squeeze their body more aud
1
more and smother them amidst unbearable sufferings. Thus they remained the whole night. The
' next day, by order of the King, they were led in this guise throughout the town, one of them with the
' horns of an ox, the other with the ears of an ass about his head, and both seated on an ass, their face
' turned to the tail. One of them resented so keenly this shameful treatment (he had often before
11
paraded in the same city with elephants, horses and pages) that, on reappearing before the King, he
" fell stark dead/whereupon the King ordered his head to be cut off and his body quartered. The head
" was hung from the gates of Agra, aud his quarters set up here and there along the road, as a scare
" and an example, that no one might thenceforth embark on such a venture. The second captain was
" left in the skin of the ass; yet, the King, as a great favour, allowed a lackey to pour sometimes water
;
' over it, to soften it, that it might not squeeze so hard and tight. This moisture, however, produced so
" m a n y lice [sic] aud worms, that he was nearly devoured by them. Besides, owing to the heat of the
"sun, there arose from the skin such an unbearable stench that no one could remain near it, nor could
" h e bear with himself. At last, one of the greatest favourites of the King delivered him from these
" horrible torments, by means of a present of several hundred thousand guldens. He gained again the
" King's favour and was reinstated in his former dignity of Treasurer.
" After this, he [Jahangir] ordered to impale right through the body on wooden stakes two hundred
•soldiers, who had followed his son, and place them on either side all along the way which he was to
" follow from his pleasure-garden to the city of Labor. Amidst the cruel spectacle of so many agoniz' • i n g m e n did he march to the town of I y ahor, the Prince, his son, fo'lowing in fetters. He shut him
' ' u p in his palace, and declared in his stead as heir to the Kingdom his second son, the brother of the
"prisoner. To spite him still more, he gave away all his finest horses to his worst enemies." '

Compare this with Sir H. M. Elliot's texts, Vol. VI, pp. 300-1. " On the 3rd of
Muharrani, 1015 A.H., Khusru was brought into my presence in the garden of Mirza
Kamran, with his hands bound and a chain on his leg, andc he was led up from the
left side, according to the rule of Changiz Khan. Husain Beg was on his right, and
'Abdu-1 'Aziz on his left; he stood between them trembling and weeping. Husain
Beg, suspecting that they would make a scape-goat of him, began to speak sorrowfully, but they did not allow him to continue. I gave Khusru into custody, and
I ordered these two villains to be inclosed in the skins of a cow and an ass, and to be
placed on asses, face to the tail, and so to be paraded round the city. As the skin
of a cow dries quicker than the skin of an ass, Husain Beg lived only to the fourth
watch, and then died, 'Abdu-1 'Aziz, who was in the ass's skin, and had moisture
conveyed to him, survived it all."—Wdki'dt-i Jahdngiri.
il
In the excess of his impudence he ['Abdu-1 'Aziz] drew a dog's skin over his
1 Cf. Hazart, op. cit., Vol. I I , pp. 270-r.
1917. P-

II6

-

For similar punishments under Akbar, of. Y. A. Smith, Akhar,

Oxford,
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face (i.e. he acted like a dog), and as he was led through the streets and bazars, he
ate cucumbers and anything else containing moisture t h a t fell in his hands. He
survived the day and the night. Next day the order was given for taking him out
of the skin. There were many maggots in his skin, but he survived it all." -Ikbalndma. Cf. ibid., p. 301.
(i
From the last day of Zi-1 hijja till the 9th Muharram, in consequence of bad
weather, I remained in the garden of Mirza Kamran
To strengthen and confirm
my rule, I directed that a double row of stakes should be set up from the garden to
the city, and t h a t the reb^l awaimdks, and others who had taken part in this revolt,
should be impaled thereon, and thus receive their deserts in this most excruciating
punishment." — WdkV di-i Jahdngiri.
Cf. ibid., p. 3(31
<

The Ikbal-narna-i Jahdngiri states t h a t Khusru was placed on an elephant, and
conducted between the stakes, so t h a t he might see their punishment, and be warned
to abandon his evil course. Cf. Elliot, op. cit.y Vol. VI, p. 401. The number of
Jahangir's victims on this occasion is estimated at 300 in one recension of the
Tdrikh-i Salini-Shdlii, at 700 in another. Cf. Elliot, op. cit., Vol. VI, pp. 268, 273.
Everything considered, the Wdki'at-i Jahdngiri is in the greatest number of
points similar to Guerreiro and Hazart— an argument in favour of its authenticity
and superiority over the other so-called Memoirs of Jahdngir.
Cf. Elliot, op. ciL,
Vol. V I , p. 276.
~~
"
Sir H. M. Elliot has drawn up a long list of the atrocities perpetrated by that
1
oriental despot, Jahangir.
I t suits me better to turn with Guerreiro to some more
refreshing traits in his character, his leanings towards Christianity—such, at least,
the Jesuit Missionaries at the time thought them to be—and his taste for the artistic,
a taste he had inherited from his father Akbar. " I am very fond of pictures,'' he is
(<
made to say, and have such discrimination in judging them, t h a t I can tell the name
1
ni* the artist, whether living or d e a d . "
Catrou (Manucci) writes: " I n his time
there were found in the Indies native painters, who copied the finest of our European
3
pictures, with a fidelity t h a t might vie with the originals."
Guerreiro furnishes us with one of the most remarkable proofs of this.
^

• _

—

" Chapter Vlth proceeds with the proofs which this King gives of the" love and affection he has for
'"Christ our Lord."
4
" In all these conversations, in which the above subjects were mooted, the King manifested always
'• much love towards Christ our Lord. He would speak with great boldness in favour of the use of
"images, though they be very unpopular with the Moors. And so, on coining from Labor, he found
"his palaces of Agra well decorated and painted over with sundry paintings, which had already been
11
made, and others which were being executed, inside as well as outside, in a varanda where he comes to
" s i t daily to be seen by the people. Nearly all these paintings bore on sacred subjects; for, on the
<:
ceiling (no alto do jorro) and in the middle of it (& no meio dellc) was painted an image of Christ our
" Lord, very artistically done, with a halo and a circle of Angels, and on the walls were some Saints in
"miniature, as Saint John the Baptist, Saint Anthony, Saint Bernardine and others, as also some
"women Saints. In another part were some Portuguese, painted in large size, and very well done; and
1

Cf. op. cit , Vol. VI, pp. 503-11.
* Cf History of the Mn^ul Dynasty, p. :7s.

2 ef. ibid., Vol. VI, p. 360.
* Cf. Guerreiro, op. cit., Ch. IV and V.
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along the wall on the outside, where is the window near which the King is seated, when he shows hmi" self to the people, there had been previously some life-size paintings of the King's favourites, but
"these he ordered to efface, and, in their stead, he caused to be painted very artistically some Poilu"guese soldiers, of large size and well placed, so that they are seen from the whole public square. On"each side of the window there are three of them, and above them, on the right, is painted Christ our
11
Ivord holding the orb in his hand ; to the left., the Virgin our Lady, copied in life-size from the
"painting of Saint Luke.' On the sides of each of these images arc others of various Saints, placed as
2
"if in prayer.
And, as the window where the King sits is made in the form of a niche and painted all
3
"over, he had his two sous painted very richly in full-length on the same wall. Above one of his sons
4
" i s a miniature figure of Christ our Lord, and a Father of the Societ\ with a book in his hand ; above
" t h e other is seen the Virgin our I v ady. Within the cavity of the niche are the pictures of St. Paul,
" S t . Gregory and St. Ambrose, and it is a matter of much consolation to the Fathers, when they are
"waiting there upon the King, to recite their rosary before the image of the Virgin our Lady ami
6
" commend themselves to Christ our Lord. Whenever the Moors see these pictures, they are astonished,
1

" Theodore Lector, a writer of the 6th century, states t h a t St. Luke was a painter ami that he produced a picture
of Our Lady. . . . . . Mangeuot says t h a t the picture attributed to St. Luke, which represents Our Lady with her Divine
Child, belongs to the Byzantine school, and may be as early as the 5th century. There is, he observes, no authentic
ground for attributing this picture to the Evangelist. Some authors definitely assign this painting to one Luca, a
Florentine monk of the X l t h century, and they hold that the popular mistake was derived from the identity of name.
(Cf. Diet, de la Bible, Paris. Letouzey, 1904, s.v. Luc). This picture is popularly in wide circulation as a pious print."
Cf. The Examiner, Bombay, 1906, pp. 403-4.
It was not the first time that a picture of Our Lady by Saint Luke made its appearance at the Moghul Court. Blessed
Rudolph Aquaviva, on Febr. 21st or 22nd, 1580, presented Akbar, then at Pathpur-Sikri, with a copy of a Polyglot Bible,
magnificently bound in seven volumes, and showed him a picture of Christ and another of the Virgin, the latter being a
copy from S. Maria Maggiore in Rome. It had been brought from Europe by Father Martin de Sylva, S.J. (157K). and
was a copy which Pope St. Pius Y. had allowed St. Francis Borgia to get made. (Cf. Fr. Goldic, S.J., First Christian
Mission to the Great Mogul, Dublin, Gill, 1897, pp 63, 68). It was a first-rate work of art, and the Provincial of Goa had
thought it would prove acceptable to the Monarch. (Cf. Fr. de Sousa, S.J., Orientc Conquistado, Bombay. Na typographia " E x a m i n e r " , 1S86, Vol. I I , D. I I , No. 60) Akbar kissed it reverently and gave it to his sons to kiss. Subsequently, he commanded his painters to copy the pictures of Our Lord and Lady, and we know that, when the Fathers had
fitted up their Chapel in the Palace, and placed the Madonna over the altar, Akbar paid a visit to it, am? reverenced it,
first in Muhammadan fashion, then as a Christian, and lastly as a Hindu, saying that, as God deserved the homage of all
peoples, he paid Him this triple tribute. (Cf. de Sousa, op. cit., ibii.; Goldie, op. cit., p. O9; Sir E. D. Maclagan, op. cit.
ff

'

p. 50). About another representation of the Madonna presented to Akbar, cf. Goldie, op. cit., p. 70; Sir E. D. Maclagan
tl
op cit., p. 62 Father Jerome Xavier wrote (Labor, Aug. 20, 1595):
He [AkbarJ has images of Our Lord and of the
Blessed Virgin, which are of the best of those which are brought from Europe, and he keeps them with respecW and
reverence. He evinces the greatest pleasure in showing them to others, holding them in his arms for a long time in spite
of the fatigue which their size entails." (Cf. Sir 1$. D. Maclagan, op. cit., p. 66). It would be too long to transcribe all
the interesting testimonies we find in the earlier letters concerning Akbar's and Prince Salmi's partiality to the pictorial
representations of our sacred mysteries. Cf. Sir E. D Maclagan's valuable article, pp. 66-7, 68, 73-75, 81, 85-7, 91.
» A picture of Our Lord and of St. Ignatius of Loyola made in Japan found special favour with Akbar. " When I
had to lay before the Emperor the letter delivered to me by the Father Provincial, writes Jerome Xavier (Lahore, 1598),
I presented him on the Father's behalf with two exquisite pictures made in Japan ; one of Christ our Lord, the other of
tho Blessed Father Ignatius. These were much admired ; b u t the picture of the Blessed Father Ignatius was especially
pleasing to the Emperor, as it was new and he had never seen it before. He enquired whom it represented, and, when
I had explained this at some length, he asked me to write his life in Persian for the good of the whole Kingdom."' Cf.
Sir lv. D. Maclagan, op. cit., p. j6. This picture of St. Ignatius, remarks Maclagan, seems to have been preserved for
some time in Akbar's tomb at Sikandra. He notes down the following references: Manrique, Itincr., 1653, p. 350;
Catron, 1708, p. 135 ; Finch in Kerr, V I I I , p. 305.
* Apparently Parviz and Khurram, later Shah Jahan.
* A breviary ?
& In view of the interest which Gucrreiro's account may excite in the archaeological world, I transcribe the original
Portuguese text :
" . . . . & assi vindo de Labor, & achando os sens passos de Agra muy be concertados, & pintados com varias pinturas.
" q' ja estauao feitas, & outras pera se fazer, assi dentro como fora, em hua varauda aonde se asseuta cada dia pura ser
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whereas the F a t h e r s return m a n y t h a n k s to God seeing t h u s exposed to the public gaze in the palace
'of an infidel King t h e images of Christ our Lord, of the Virgin our Lady, and of his S a i n t s ; for, truly,
•it looks more like the v a r a n d a of a pious and Catholic King t h a n t h a t of a Moor. In the interior of
' t h e palaces, the paintings, which are on the walls of the halls and on the ceiling of them all, represent
• mysteries of Christ our L o r d and scenes of the acts of t h e Apostles, taken from their life, which the
1
' Fathers had given him, also St. Anne and Susanna, and various other stories. All this is designed by
• the King himself, without any one speaking to him about it. From the pictures (rcgistros) which he
' h a s , he chooses himself the figures which arc to be painted, enjoining on the painters to go and learn
• from the F a t h e r s what colours t h e y should use for t h e garments of each figure, and t h a t they should
'not depart a tittle from w h a t they tell them. This is a painful eyesore to the Moors: they are so
' averse to pictures t h a t they do not suffer to be represented those of their own faith whom they look
'upon as Saints, much less those of t h e Christian faith, which they so much dislike.

" T h e King ordered also to make a large painting (painel) of Christ at the Pillar, in imitation of a
'picture (tirado por hum rcgistro).
This the Moors greatly resented, because they reject the whole
1
account of Christ's Passion. He wished, moreover, this large painting to serve as a model for a fabric,
'entirely woven out of silk, in t h e form of a tapestry, which he ordered to be made with the same
'figures of Christ at the Pillar and with an inscription in Persian of the same make.
" I n one of the tableaux of one of the halls he directed to make, from a design which he had.
'whole-length paintings of the Pope, t h e Emperor, King Philip, and the Duke of Savoy, whose portraits
2
' h e possessed.
They are all represented on their knees, adoring t h e holy Cross, which stands in the
1
middle.
" Father John Alvares, the Assistant for Portugal,' sent him from Rome a picture (quadra) of Our
4
' L a d y and of the Adoration of t h e Magi. One cannot imagine how much he valued it, and because it
' c a m e into his hands first, before reaching the Fathers, he sent for them as soon as he got it, and.
'showing it publicly before all the people, he invited one of the Fathers to explain to him the meaning
1
of t h a t mystery. After them, he explained it to all his courtiers, and, all the while holding the same
• picture in his h a n d s and showing it to all, he explained to them the story of the Nativity of our Lord
' a n d of the Adoration of t h e Magi, so t h a t he looked like a preacher in the pulpit. He then directed
' the Fathers to have it framed and neatly adorned and placed on a roller, t h a t it might not get torn or
' damaged, when rolling u p and unrolling. All around, along the sides of the frame, the F a t h e r s
' visto do pouo: quasi todas estas pinturas crain de cousas sagradas, porq' no alto do forro, «S: ao ineio delle estaua
1
pintada hua imageui de Christo nosso Senhor, muy perfeitamente acabada, & com sen resplandor, rodcada de Anjos, &
' poilas paredes alges sautos em figura pequeua, como sam Ioao Baptista, satlto Antonio, sain Bernardino dc Sena, &
' outros com algeas santas: era outra parte alges Portugueses muy bem pintados era figura grande: & na ilharga da
' parede da parte de fora, onde esta a janela, era que el Rey se assenta quando saie ao pouo, estauao dantcs pintados
' algSs priuados dc el Rey ao natural, mas cstes mandou el Rey apagar, & era sen Ingar pintar muy be lifts soldados
' Portugueses muy be despostos, & de grande estatura, de modo, q' se vera por todo o terreiro, & dc cada ilharga da
• janella estao tres: & encima dclles na banda dircita esta pintado Christo N. Senhor co o globo do rhudo na inao, & da
' csquerda a Yirgem N". Senhora tirada ao natural da de S. Lucas: & as ilhargas de cada hua destas images, estao outras
1
de varies sautos, postos como cm oracao. E porq' a janella onde el Rey se assenta, esta fcita#a modo de charola. .S:
' toda pintada, te nas iihargas da luesina parede pintados sens dons filhos inuito ricamente ao natural, & cm cima de
' lift dellcs Christo nosso Senhor cm figura pequeua, & lift Padre da Cop an hi a com hft liuro na inno, & sobrc o outro a
' Yirgem N. Senhora, & no concauo da charole, as images de S. Paulo, S. Gregorio, santo Ambrosio
" Cf. "/>. cit.,
' foil. 131/. —147."
1
Cf. supra, p. 5.
2
If the painting represented personages then alive (ifoH), they must have been Pope Paul V (reigned 1005-21),
Rudolph II (reigned 1576-1612), Phillip III of Spain (reigned 1598-1621), and Charles Emmanuel I., surnamed the Great
(b. 1562—d. 1630).
3 The representative of the Portuguese Assistancy near the Gciural of the Society in Rome He was appointed to
the office in 1593, and was succeeded in 1607 by Anlhony Mascarenhas. Cf. A. franco, S.J., Sviinpxis Anna!. Soc. Jrsu
in Lnsitania, Augustas-Vindel., M DCC.XXVI. App. .7X7.
* i.e. the picture of the Adoration.
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" painted certain designs in black and white, after a drawing taken from our hooks and pictures. The
" King was very much pleased with them, and among the designs he ordered his own portrait to b.
1
" painted, in a place which he chose for the purpose.
"Through the use and sight of these images, as well as through the conversations of the Fathers
" a n d the explanations they give him of them, the King is very well instructed in almost all the
mysteries of Christ our Lord and of the Virgin our Lady, and he prides himself on it before Ins
grandees. One night, as the Fathers were'with him, among other pictures (registos) he gave them to
11
"see, was one of our Lord's Circumcision. The King, beckoning to the Father (ao padre) to keep
"silent, asked lirst of some of his nobles whether they understood what it meant. On their answering
" they did not, IK explained it to them, and next enquired from the Father whether he had explained it
" right. ' You have \ answered the Father, at which he was much pleased and rejoined : ' I know these
11
things very well.'
" In short, the esteem in which he holds Christ our Lord and the Virgin our Lady is so high that
"all the grants he makes and letters he sends, whether to the Moors, to the Oentios (Hindus), or to
" t h e Christians, he seals inside after his manner with his royal signet; but, he seals them outside with
" the image of Christ our Lord and of our Lady. For this he has an instrument of gold resembling small
"pincers, in the extremities of which are set certain emeralds, each as large in surface as a thumb" n a i l . .Engraved on these are the said figures, which he stamps upon the sealing-wax with which
s
' he joins the corners of the letter."
<<

44

The pictures of the Madonna and of the Adoration of the Magi sent by Father
John Alvares have an interesting history, especially the latter. As far back as August
2oth, 1595, Jerome Xavier had written from Lahore to the General of the Society in
Rome: " If Your Reverence would send to the Emperor and the Prince [Sali'm] a
beautiful and large picture of the Holy Virgin or of the Nativity, they would receive
4
the same with much affection and kindness."
The pictures must have been sent,
in the first instance, to the Jesuit headquarters at Goa, whence they were despatched
to Cambay
Father Pinheiro was there with Mukarrab Khan since April 1608, and
his stay lasted nine months. Likely enough, the pictures had been packed with
some articles destined for Pinheiro ; for, on opening the box, Pinheiro had satisfied
himself that they were in every way fit to be presented to the great Indian Potentate. Knowing how much it would please Jahangir to cause a surprise to the
Fathers at Agra, he may have sent them on direct to him, unless, what is more
1 " F, ao redor pollas ilhargas lhe fan quadro] fizeram os padres bus lauores nas molduras, pintados por debuxo,
11
& tirades dos uossos liuros & pinturas, que muyto lhe contentaram, and autre os mesmos lauorcs mandou pintar c>
" sen retrato em hum lugar epic pera isso escollico."
2 Probably, Father Jerome Xavier, the Superior of the Mission.
3 •« Todas as prouisoes que passu, cartas (pie mada, quer a Mouros, quer a Getios, q«er a Christaos por dentro
" del las as sella com sen sello real a sen modo : mas por fora as sella com a figura de Christo uosso Senhor & dc uossa
Senhoni, porquc te huas como tenasesinhas de ouro em enjas pontas estam en^astadas huas esmcraldas. eadu hun
t a m a n h a , como a uiilia do dedo polcgar em quadro, nas quais estam esculpidas as ditas figuras que imprime sobre laere,
com que ajunta as pontas da carta."--Cf. Count von Noer's translation in The Emperor Ahbar, translated bv Mrs. A. S.
Beveridge. Calcutta, Thaeker, 1890. Vol. I I , p 156. There must have been only two emeralds, onv at the extremity
of each of the prongs of the pincers.
In a letter of Jerome Xavier (Agra, Sept. 6, 1604) we read : " The same day the Prince | Jahangir, then at Kathpur
Sikri] showed me a crucifix carved on an emerald, very well wrought. He told me he had had it made to take with him
The emerald is about the size of one's thumb and the crucifix is very well carved upon it. (I had seen it in Agra, when
it was made, a little while before he left). It is a fine piece of work encircled with gold, pierced with a hole by which
it can be hung from a gold chain." Cf. Sir ]•;. 1). Maclagau, op. cit.t pp. 91-2.
* Cf. Sir 1?. D. Maclagau, op. cit., p. 67.
< t
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probable, Jahangir was still in the habit of intercepting the boxes addressed to the
Fathers. Already in 1598, Xavier had remarked of him : " I t happened that once
when some baggage arrived a t Court from Cambay he had it taken over to his palace,
and opening it took out whatsoever he pleased, paying however a just price to the
owners. For the same reason on account of the great friendship he has for us, and
(
mindful of the old saying, Friends have all things in common/ he takes whatever
he chooses from the things winch are sent to us from Ooa. » > I
We may excuse him in this instance, for he must have learned what a commotion the paintings had caused at Cambay.
"While in this city, the Father [Pinheiro] received a picture of the Magi, which was scut from
" Rome to the King. It was a work of superior excellence and perfection. When it had been exposed
" i n public in the Church on a tastefully adorned altar, the rumour spread forthwith throughput the
"city, and such was the concourse of people eager to see it, both Moors and Gentios, that during the
2
"thirteen days t h a t it remained on view it was estimated that 13,000 persons came to visit it. No
"otie could remove them away from it. I t was necessary to make some go out to give room to others:
" and, that they should not come all promiscuously, it was ordered t h a t the women should come at
" one time, the men at another. The Navabo, who is the Chief Justice, came to see it and stood as if
"lost in amazement before such a master-piece. The Ambassador [Mukarrab Khan], too, desired much
" to see it, and he sent to the Father to ask for the picture, for the sake of his women who longed to see
11
it. The Father answered that it was neither possible nor convenient to take the picture out; but his
"Lordship might come to see it, with the whole of his family as often as he pleased. With great
"respect did he reverence the Infant Jesus and the Virgin his Mother. He was so greatly taken up
"with the majestic beauty breathing from the figures t h a t he said it was bad luck to those who should
8
" not see such a devout picture ; it would have been better for them had they not been born."

What was the ultimate fate of these tableaux once adorning Akbar's and Jahangir's Palaces at Agra ? Were they, one and all, ruthlessly destroyed ? Not one of
them seems to have been inherited by our Catholic Churches in North India, or to
4
have come down to the picture-galleries of our Indian Princes.
Again, what became of the mural paintings of Agra ? This, too, is a mystery.
Of the genuineness and absolute veracity of Guerreiro's Relagam there can be no
doubt. I t rests'on the contemporary evidence sent to Goa and the home authorities
by the Agra Missionaries. It might have been challenged any day by some of the
many Portuguese, Venetian, Polish and English adventurers in the pay of the Moghul
Emperor. There is no trace of any such indictment. On the other hand, if these
paintings remained exposed for any length of time, how is it t h a t , for aught we know,
l Qf ibid., p. 75

This practice was by no m e a n s restricted to J a h a n g i r ; his captains, Mukarrab Khan anions t h e m ,

made just as free with t h e wares of English and Portuguese m e r c h a n t s .
* The text has ' 13,100 m i l ' , i.e. 13,000 t h o u s a n d ; clearly a misprint for ' 13 m i l ' or 13 thousand.
» Cf. Gucrrciro, op. cit., foil. lOr-iyw. The picture sent by Fr.-Alvare/. must have been a large tableau, since it had
to be m o u n t e d on a roller to avoid tearing. J had hoped t h a t No. 124 of Col II. It. l l a n n a ' s collection, labelled " T h e
Adoration of t h e M a g i , " represented the picture sent to J a h a n g i r ; b u t Col. H a n n a tells me t h a t his picture was not
painted in India. I t came into the country by way of Persia
For other pictures of a Christian character in Col.
l l a n n a ' s possession, cf. Nos. 17, 22 and 107 of his Catalogue of Indo-Pcrsian
Pictures and Manuscripts,
principally of
the XVlh XVIth and A T / / / / / Centuries, by Native Artists, . . . . Dowdeswell and Dowdeswells. 160, New Iloud Street,
London, May 1890.
* One of t h e Churches in the South (is it not Cochin ?) claims to have the very picture of the Madonna presented to
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none of the relatively many travellers who visited Agra in 1609 and after speaks of
them ? Sir E. D. Maclagan produces a lbng list of early travellers who recorded
among their impressions of Moghul court-life the traces of Christian art left at
1
Sikandra, Lahore and elsewhere. Of the tableaux and mural paintings at Agra
described by Guerreiro, not a word. True, few of the travellers adduced by
Maclagan visited India in the days of Jahangir; and, if the paintings had not been
removed before this Prince's death, Shah Jahan, his successor, was not the man to
have allowed their continuance, especially as his own portrait seems to have been
depicted among the Christian mural paintings. We know the terrible persecution
which he visited on the Portuguese captives of .Hugli (1632), how he caused many of
them, by dint of tlireats and torture, to apostatise, howlie forcibly circumcised others,
2
and threw into the Jumna or broke to pieces the statues brought from Hugli.' What
deepens the mystery is the silence of W. Hawkins, who was at Agra from April 16,
1609 to Nov. 1611, of Robert Coverte~Tnd the other officers of the Ascension who
stayed there from Dec. 8, 1609 to Jan. 21, 1610. Hawkins, who looked askance at
the Jesuits, may have had reasons of his own to leave this matter alone, whilst
Coverte remained, perhaps, too little to obtain an entrance to the apartments where the
paintings were to be seen. He only informs us that the Emperor had an image of the
8
Madonna " i n his oratory, or where he treats of religious questions."
The silence of
Thomas Roe and the Rev. Edward Terry, his chaplain (Jan. 1615-1618), is easily explained. They visitechneiJLjierA^
Lahore ; Ajmir was their_furthest limit north.
We hopeTyet some day" to com^across later allusions to these pictures and their
ultimate fate. But, will our archaeologists wait so long before satisfying themselves
whether the mural paintings were totally obliterated or merely daubed over ? We
hope not.*
We return to Guerreiro's Relation. Captain Hawkins next steps upon the scene.
•

-

" A f t e r the Ambassador and Fr. Manoel Pinheiro had left t h e court of t h e Mogor for India,
" t h e r e came t o t h e same court, the King being already at Agra, an Englishman who had been
" C a p t a i n of two ships which had come these last years to t h e Bar of Surrate. He brought with
" h i m letters of recommendation from the Captains of Surrate, and made his appearance at court in
" great p o m p and rich attire. H e took the title of Ambassador to his King, from whom he brought a
6
" l e t t e r in Spanish.
He conversed with t h e King in Turkish, for he, too, understood and spoke t h a t
*

Akbar by Bl. Rudolf Aquaviva. We should like to know what arguments they can allege in their favour, as we are
very sceptical in the matter.
1 Cf. As. Soc Bengal, 1896, p. 74
'
* Cf. Francois Bcrnier, Travels in the Moghul Empire (1656-1662). Westminster, A. Constable, 1891, pp. 176-7, and
2
DeJla Valle in his
vSir II. Elliot, History of India, op. cil., VII, pp. 35» 4 "3«
letter from Surat, March 22, 1623, had
already expressed his surprise that a picture of the Madonna formerly hung up by Jahdngjr_jn_the Palace_of Ahmadabad
had disappeared. He attributes its disappearance to the~~b"igotry of Prince Khurram (later jShah Jahan), who then
ruled over Gujara_t. —
"
.
H Compare Hawkins' Voyages, op. cit., p. 436.
* Our modern historians and art-critics know little of the enormous influence which Western works of art must have
had on the Eastern schools of painting from the times of Akbar and Jahangir.
& The Jesuits seem to have doubted the official nature of Hawkins' mission. " Receiving very kindly the Letter of
me, viewing the Letter a prcttie while, both tlie scale, and the manner of making it up, he [Jahangir] called for an old
Jesuite that was there present to reade it
The Jesuite.. . told him the effect of the Letter, but discommending the stile,
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"language. The first conversation he had with him turned on matters of religion, on which the King
"questioned him, chiefly on the mystery of the most holy Sacrament. The Englishman answered, as
"the great heretic he was, going counter to the truth and the Catholic doctrine of this mystery, which
" the Fathers had explained in a disputation they had had on the subject with the King and the Moors.
"The King next asked him why he had come to his kingdom, and what he requested. Showing his
"letter, he answered that he came as Ambassador to his King, to ask that the English ships might
"come to trade and traffic in his ports. The King readily granted him permission, won over by the
" great present the Ambassador brought. I t might have been worth 25,000 cruzados; one stone alone,
11
which formed part of it, was valued about 20,000. To honour him the more, the King created him a
" Captain of 400 horse, with a salary of 30,000 Rupees, i.e., 15,000 cruzados. With this, he felt himself
'so much bound to the King's service that he could now 110 longer return to his country without the
"King's permission. To please the King, he wore the Moorish dress; still, he declared publicly that,
' t h o u g h he wore the dress, he did not accept the law. With all that, the heretic now grew so insolent
" that he behaved haughtily towards the Fathers, thinking t h a t he was more favoured by the King than
" they then were. He had brought with him two servants, also heretics, one of them being his minister.
" And when the other came to die, the heretic was much offended because the Father refused to bury
"him among the Christians. But, he was still more incensed at his refusing to marry him with the
"daughter of an Armenian, who insisted much, on his side, with the Father to do so. The Father
" excused himself saying that he could not communicate with him in divinis [in religious matters], as lie
''was a heretic. Notwithstanding, the Englishman insisted that the Father should act as Parish-priest,
" from the great desire he had to* please his father-in-law in the matter, and because he had made this
" affair a point of honour. To be rid of him, the Father finally told him he would do what he
"requested, on condition that he would publicly, before all, acknowledge the Pope as the head of the
"universal Church. The heretic ^refused to accept this condition, and, as a last resource, the minister
1
" whom he had brought with him married him to the daughter of the Armenian.
" T h e Englishman continuing in the King's favour, the King asked him once, in a conversation he
" had with him, how he would be able to wrest the fortress of Diu from the Portuguese. He answered
" t h a t 14 English ships by sea and 20,000 men by land would be sufficient to reduce the Portuguese by
" sheer famine.
"After this, other Englishmen happened also to come to Cambay. They had left London in March
*

" 1607 * on board two ships and a dilapidated patash, which they fitted out (armarao) in Saldanha Bay,
" where they hibernated. But, after leaving that place, they had to weather such a violent storm for the
"space of 20 days, off the Cape of Good Hope, that the flagship, which was very large, got separated
«

saying it was basely penned, writing Vestra without Maiestad: my answere was u n t o the King, and if it shall please
yonr Maiestie, these people are onr enemies: how can this letter be ill written, when my King demandeth favour of your
Maiestie? He said, it was t r u e . " Cf. The Hawkins' Voyages, op cit.t p. 400. The old Jesuit must have been Fr. Jerome
Xavier.
1
Compare The Hawkins' Voyages, op. cit.t pp. 399-404. " F o r want of a Minister, before Christian Witnesses, I
marryed h e r : the^Priest was my m a n Nicolas [Unlet], which I thoupht had been lawful, till I met with a. Preacher t h a t
came with Sir Henry Middleton, and hee shewing me the error, I was new marryed agayne." Cf. ibid., p. 404. Nicolas
Ufflet (Offlet) was not a full-fledged minister, therefore. Perhaps, he was nothing of the kind, though the Jesuits took
him for a minister. We find him in 1611 at Lahore, interested in indigo. Cf. Sir V„ D. Maclagan, Journal of the Punjab
Historical Society, Vol. I, 1912, p. 112.
2
This was the party that had come in the Ascension.
One of the historians of the voyage of the Ascension, Capt
John Covertc, states t h a t they set sail on March 14, 1607, and left Plymouth on March 31. Covertc is evidently in error
when he fixes his departure from England in the March of 1607, a date which several historians have reproduced without
closer examination. If it were correct, a careful study of the dates set down by Coverte would show a gap of a whole
year which it is impossible t o account for. Thomas Jones, who was on board the Ascension in the same expedition,
entered in his diary t h a t he left Woolwich on March 14, 1608. This must be the correct date. How did Guerreiro
come by the same date as Coverte ? John Jourdain states t h a t the voyage began a t t h e Downs on t h e 23rd March 160708, which explains the discrepancy in the accounts. Cf. Sainsbury, Cat. of State Papers, East Indie (tsi3-t6i6),
T,ondou.
1862, p. 170 ('No. 406).
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" a n d disappeared. The other ship and the patash, after passing the Cape, made for the island of
14
Socotora, whence they went to cast anchor in the harbour of Aden. Here the Turks obliged them t o
" disembark their goods and, after taking the best and paying them what price they pleased, they
44
made them ship the rest again, but not before having made them pay 1 5 % of entrance and as much
44
as exit duties. From here they set sail for Moca [Mocha], where the Xarife [Sheriff] of the harbour
" did not agree to their disembarking, saying they were robbers and corsairs. On arriving at the bend
'• of Cambaya (fazendose na volta de Cambaya), with the intention of calling at Surrate, they ran on a sand44
' bank which runs out at Danu in front of Medafaval (em hua restringa que chega a Danu de jronte de
" Medafaual), where they were lost, saving their lives and some money in two boats, but leaving
"seventeen chests (caixoes) of reals and much other property at the bottom of the sea. The two boats,
44
with about seventy men, made for Surrate, where the Captain, in view of what he hoped from them,
1
"received them very affably.
14

1

Andre Furtado de Mendoca, the Governor of India, who had lately arrived, was informed of this
8
'• incident, and of how the English had been received at Surrate.
These grounds of complaint, added
41
to the others we have mentioned above, viz., the fact that the English Ambassador stayed at the
" Mogor Court, the great honours the King had bestowed on him, and the permission he had granted the
44
English to establish a factory at Surrate, made the Governor consider t h a t the King had broken the
'•peace with the Portuguese. And though, at the beginning of his tenure of office and before he knew
14
of these events, he had written to the Ambassador [Mukarrab Khan] that he looked forward with
44
pleasure to his visit,'he wrote to him to the contrary on being apprized of these further developments >
'-'giving him to understand not to come, since the King, his Master, had broken the peace. Forthwith
44
he ordered to issue throughout Goa and all the fortresses of the North a manifesto that no one was
44
to proceed to Cambaya. This prohibition the public generally felt keenly ; in particular the merchants,
" both gentios and Moors, as also t h e Portuguese. Without further delay, war broke out in the territory
44
of Damao and looting was going on on either side. But, because after this the Moors signified in many
•'ways how much they regretted that there was war, t h a t the peace had been broken and their traffic
44
interfered with, the Council of the Estado of India considering this and the many reasons they had on
4

41

their side not to wage war, but rather to procure by every possible means the maintenance of peace,
" the Governor and his Councillors agreed that, before coming to a more open rupture, it was necessary
" to despatch a representative to the Ambassador of the Mogor. He was to treat with him of the overtures
1 The above passage contains a faithful summary of the experience of the Union and the Ascension.
Coverte's party
111 the Ascension reached Saldanha Bay on July 14, launched a pinnace and left on Sept. 20. On Sept. 26, they were
caught in a gale and lost sight of the Union and of the pinnace The Good Hope. On April 10, [1609], they came to Aden,
and had i^ood reasons to be dissatisfied with the Turkish Commandant. Here they were joined in May by the pinnace.
They next sailed for Mocha (July 3), left this on July 18, cast anchor near Sajos (Aug. 5-J8) and called at Moa (Aug. 2X).
On Aug. 29, they struck a shoal on the Coast of Cambay, and lost their rudder. They felt a new shock on Sept. 2
0 P.M., and, iu spite of their exertions at the pumps, had already shipped 28 inches of water. They could hold out .
longer. The merchant^ lftid about £10,000 in specie lying between the great and second masts. The General, Alexander
Sharpeigh, told the men to take with them what they could. Some took a hundred pounds, others 50 or 40, more or less.
About 1 A.M., Sept. 3, they left the ship in a skiff carrying 16 men, and the long boat carrying 55, and landed at
Gandevi. The dates and particulars of Thomas Jones agree in the main with those of Coverte. He does not say t h a t
part of the money was saved, b u t laments the loss of so much valuable cargo. Coverte came to Surat and left for Agra,
Sept. 23, with the General and 50 of the men. The pinuace was eventually taken by the Portuguese near Surat. The
Union, after arriving in the East and trading with some success at Acheen and Priaman, was wrecked on her return in
the Bay of Biscay. This expedition, the fourth of the Company, for which £33,000 had been subscribed, was thus a
chad loss for the shareholders.
Is Guerreiro our only authority for the fact that 17 chests of gold reals were abandoned in the wreck of the
. / scension ?
2 1). Andre Furtado de Mendoca assumed olTicc of Governor of India on May 27, 1609. He had been 30 years in
India, and had proved himself, especially in the siege of Malacca by the Dutch (HXJO), to be the greatest captain Portugal
then had in the East. Cf. Voyage of Pyrard dc Laval, by A. Gray and H. Bell, Ilakluyt Society, Vol. I I , pp. 151, 267.
S Surat was tlieu in Jahangir's power.
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" which the Estado was ready to make to the King, his Master, and represent to him the reasons he had
" for continuing the peaceable and friendly relations formerly concluded with the Portuguese and for
" undoing whatever had been done to the contrary. The Governor and his advisers judged that, to
"cairy through a matter of such moment, no one was better qualified than Father Manoel Pinheiro then
" at Goa. Presently he begged of the Father Provincial kindly to allow him to be sent on this mission.
"The request was granted; The Governor gave him [Pinheiro] his letters to the Ambassador and full
"powers to conclude with him terms of peace or war ; he would approve of anything he [Pinheiro} would
" do and he might himself signify at once to all the fortresses in the North that the merchants were
" a s hitherto allowed to go freely to Cambaya.
" The Father endured great fatigues on the voyage. It was out of season and in winter.' Twice
" he was driven ashore, and on turning back to India [Goa], he could get no further than Tarapor, twenty" three leagues from Goa. Here he entered the river to await a favourable opportunity, but the bar
"closed en him and made it impossible to return to sea. The negotiations which he was entrusted with
"being of such consequence, he made his journey across the territory of the Moors, sometimes on loot,
"sometimes in a palanquin. I t was a painful journey, by reason of the many large rivers, mountains
" and mountain-chains to be traversed. The Moors, knowing that the Father, belonged to the Society,
2
" showed him much honour and hospitality. However, the Captain of Danda, in the domains of the
3
" Daquini, detained him, on the plea that his [the Father's] journey would cause prejudice to the King,
" his Master, who was at war with the Mogor, in whose Court the Father had resided so many years.
"Thanks to his industry and his knowledge of Persian, the Father extricated himself from this danger.
"On his way through the fortresses of the North, he had it proclaimed in the Governor's name that all
" merchants could freely go to Cambaya as before.
"The Father was received with great rejoicing not only in the settlements of the Portuguese, but in
"all the towns of Cambaya. Moors and gentios felicitated and thanked him for having come to restore
"peace. Coming to the Ambassador, he was received with great demonstrations of joy; such was the
"friendship between them. He adjusted the matters which he brought for settlement, and everything
" went on to their mutual satisfaction and the advantage 6f both the Estado of India and the Mogor.
"Hostilities had been rife near Damao and booty had been taken on either side. Orders were issued to
"give up the spoils immediately. Next, both wrote to the King concerning what was going on, urging
" how essential it was to preserve the peace with the Portuguese and remove every occasion of disturbing
•"it. The King at once agreed to it all. He revoked the permission he had granted to the English of
''establishing a factory at Surrate ; hence, the poor English Ambassador at the Court, of whom we spoke
11
above, found himself of a sudden sadly fallen from the King's favour and good will. He sent him oil
" b y way of Bengal, thus turning him away from Cambaya and making him lose all hope of communi" eating with his countrymen.*
" T h e Ambassador [Mukarrab Khan] and the Governor of t h a t kingdom [Cambaya] directed the
" Captain at Surrate not to receive in future the English into the city. And when they asked for leave
" to build or freight a ship in which to return home, they were told to apply to the Viceroy of India.
" Almost driven to despair, these poor people determined to go and see the King; but, the way being
" infested with marauders, a body of horsemen set upon them, robbed them and killed the greater
5
"number, among others, the Captain.
1 By winter is meant the rainy season; in Western India, the period of the S.-W. monsoon, May—September. Cf.
Yule, Glossayy, s. v. " Winter." Fr. Pinheiro's voyage must have begun about the middle of June 1609.
2
A town near the coast-line, to the N. of Goa.
3
The ruler of the Dekhan.
* This represents the last information Fr. Pinheiro had concerning Capt Hawkins, by the end of 1609. Hawkins
alludes nowhere to Jahangir's design of making him quit his dominions by way of Bengal.
6
This was a false rumour which Father Pinheiro m u s t have received before leaving Surat. At the date of
despatching his letter from Goa (Dec. 1609 or J a n . 1610) no correct information had yet come 111 No attack on Sharpeigh and Covcrte's party between Surat and Agra is mentioned in the accounts we have at hand. Hawkins docs not
chronicle it.
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Of those who remained at Surrate, some went to Goa with trie same Father, and from him and the
<4
rest of the Society in that city they experienced well enough the charity which the Society tries t o
1
" s h o w to every fellowman.
The Viceroy Ruy Lourenco de Tavora* was expecting the arrival of the
" Ambassador. He invited him by letter to come freely, and sent simultaneously our fleet to fetch him.
" But he did not come, for at this juncture he was summoned to the King. Hence the mission he had
" b e e n charged with as Ambassador was performed by Father Manoel Pinheiro, who assumed the
11
8
responsibility of it. He arrived at Goa on the feast of St. Catherine.
The next Sunday, the Viceroy
4
' received the King's letter to the loud discharge of artillery and every demonstration of joy at seeing
" t h e peace re-established under such cordial tokens of goodwill. The Father offered to the Viceroy
" i n the Ambassador's name the present he had brought. In his turn the Viceroy thanked the Father
"for all he had done and suffered while conducting those negotiations in a manner so advantageous and
4
" honourable to the State.
*

This passage of Guerreiro, with which we shall wind up the study of his Relaxant , invites comment.
When making their estimate of the action taken by the Portuguese Government
against the English at their first apparition in Indian waters, modern English historians
seem too often to have started from the assumption of the present hegemony of the
British power in India. This is absurd, and it would be no less unfair to judge by the
il

1 It pleased God in his goodness," writes Thomas Jones, " t h a t I made the acquaintance of a Father of the Order of
St. Paul, a Portuguese, who had come by land from Cambay to Surat. He promised t h a t , if I entrusted myself to him,
be would make me get home, or at least to Portugal, which he faithfully did. I left then [Surat] on Oct. 7, in the company of this Father, and three others of our people, Robert Mellis, who died on board during the voyage, Johan Elinor
and Robert F o x . " They arrived at Goa at the end of November. P y r a r d de Laval says they came to Goa with the great
fleet or Cafila. At Goa they were at first very well received, having a lodging given to them among the servants [of
the College of St. Paul ?]. Somewhat later, they were thrown into prison by order of the Governor, together with Pyrard
de I v aval, some Hollanders or Flemings, and a number of other Englishmen, the survivors of the seventeen who had been
captured in one of Hawkins' boats off Surat. The pretext was t h a t the season was at hand when the Hollanders were
wont to cast anchor before Goa. An edict had just reached Goa from Spain (Nov. 1609) forbidding the Viceroy to permit
Frenchmen, Hollanders or Englishmen to remain at Goa. The Jesuits interceded for the prisoners, among them Fathers
Gaspar Aleman, a Castilian, Thomas Stephen, the Englishman, Jean de Seine, a korrainer of Verdun, Nicolas Trigault from
Douay, and " t h e good Fr. Stephen de la Croix of Rouen." They were released after a three weeks' detention. The
Jesuits obtained further, for the four Englishmen who had come with Pinheiro, a (free?) passage in the homewardbound fleet commanded by Don Andre Furtado de Mendoca, the late Governor. Don Andre sailed on Dec. 26, 1609,
Thomas Jones dating his own departure Jan. 9, 1609 [1610?]. Cf. Voyage of Pyrard de Laval, op. cit.} Vol. I I , pp. 266276.
"
•
2 Don Ruy I/Mirenco de Tavora had left Lisbon in Oct. 1608 and hove within sight of Goa on Sept. 1, 1609. H e
assumed office as 19th (or, as Faria has it, 21st) Viceroy on Sept. 5, 1609, and remained in power till Dec. 1612.
3 November 25, though Thomas Jones asserts he arrived at Goa on Nov. »i8. They may have come in different ships.
Goa had been taken on St. Catherine's Day, 1510, and the Saint had been chosen as Patroness of the town.
+ I t may be useful to sum up Fr Pinheiro and Mukarrab K h a n ' s movements during this period. Pinheiro arrived at
Cambay from Lahore in April 1608, and, after a nine months' sojourn there, came to Surat with Mukarrab Khan. Here
they found Hawkins. Pinheiro continued alone to Goa and was sent in the J u n e of 1609 to Cambay on a Mission to
Mukarrab Khan. He was back in Surat in the beginning of October, and, after befriending Thomas Jones and some of
his p a r t y , he left for Goa (Oct. 7), where he arrived Nov. 25. Mukarrab Khan had remained in Gujarat. At the end of
Sept. 1609, he was summoned to Agra. He fell into disfavour, was thrown into prison, liberated and reinstated. A
little later, we see him on his way to Goa with Fr. Pinheiro, who had somehow joined him at Agra. In 1610, he was
baptised at Goa by D. Aleixo de Menezes, the Archbishop, who left for Portugal on Dec. 31, 1610, or on Jan. 31, 1611.
•

Mukarrab K h a n was back at Surat by the time Middleton arrived there (Sept. 26, 1611). Cf. The Hawkins'
Voyages
op. cit., pp. 406, 409, 414. He reappeared at Agra •« on the 16th of the m o n t h of Farwardin " (1021 A.H.—1612 A.D.)—
Cf. Waki'dt-i-Jahangiri
in Sir H. M. Elliot, op cit.t Vol. VI. p . 320-1. From a note communicated by Rev. Fr. I/. D e l a i r
noit, S.J., I learn t h a t Mukarrab Khan was baptized at Goa, during his sojourn there. He is the renegade Christian
Nawab who in 1620 invited the Jesuits of Hugli to come and build a Church at Patna. Cf. Catholic Herald of India,
Calcutta, 1906, pp. 804-5.
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same standard the mission of arbitrator which circumstances saddled on Father
Pinheiro.
The Portuguese had for over a century enjoyed the quiet and undisputed monopoly of the Eastern t r a d e ; their sway extended all along the West Coast of India, the
Bay of Bengal, Malacca, and the Moluccas; they had concluded treaties of peace
with the most powerful Princes of India, in particular with the Moghul Emperor.
The arrival of Captain Hawkins was in their eyes fraught with the gravest dangers
to their commerce and prestige. No more than the representatives of any other
nation, under similar circumstances, were the Portuguese fidalgos prepared to brook,
still less to favour, a rival, not to say an enemy. If England was to gain a footing
in India, it was to be accomplished by loyal diplomacy or in honest warfare. Hawkins,
even in the opinion of English historians, lacked the qualities of a diplomat. His
blustering soon committed him to a serious imprudence. His utterances about the
fortress of Diu were turned against him. They were made the ostensible pretext o:
hostilities with the Moghul Court, and brought about Hawkins' eventual discomfiture.
However much the Jesuit Provincial at Goa may have felt averse to getting
himself or his subordinates mixed up in political matters, the seriousness of the
situation, the threatened bloodshed, and the peculiar position of Father Pinheiro
made it impossible for him to decline the request of the Portuguese Governor.
i

4

*

Pinheiro was sent to compose matters, to restore peace. We would hardly blame him
for having by his long residence at the Moghul Court and his familiar relations with
Mukarrab Khan acquired a position of influence and trust which singled him out as
the only acceptable arbiter of peace. His character as a Portuguese or as a Jesuit
ought not to make all the difference.
Captain Hawkins was not the man to take so cool and sober a view of the situation,
especially with regard to the Jesuits. He came to India at a time when for any
English Jesuit to set foot in the land of his birth was tantamount to felony. Many
English Jesuits were at t h a t very time expiating in England's dungeons the crime of
being Catholics and Priests. Many others had, of late years, met their death at the
hands of the hangman. Hawkins had learned to look upon them as the very personification of craft and intrigue. He was not likely to form a more favourable estimate
•

of the Jesuits in India, in particular the Portuguese Jesuits, even though the unique
influence they enjoyed with the Great Moghul was solely due to the sterling virtues of
a Blessed Rudolph Aquaviva, or the superior excellence of a Jerome Xavier, the
nephew of no less a man than the great St. Francis Xavier.
The picture drawn by Hawkins of Pinheiro and his colleagues of Agra may have
appeared dark enough to his contemporaries, and of a piece with what they had been
taught to expect from the Jesuits. To us it appears little less than exhilarating for
the extreme naivete and gullibility of its author. If we were to interpret the facts in
the light in which Hawkins saw them, Padre Pinheiro, far from behaving like a
Christian gentleman, was not even possessed with the sense of common honesty.
Capt. Hawkins had arrived at the Bar of Surat on Aug. 24, 1608. He began
by experiencing that the local authorities in Gujarat were as oppressive as they
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were venal. Nothing could be clone without a bribe. The Hindu and Muhammadan
merchants avoided h i m ; for, they were not anxious to incur the displeasure of their
4C
best customers, the Portuguese. A party of these found Hawkins out.
These seas
belonged unto the King of Portugal, they declared, and none ought to come here
without his license" (p. 393).' Hawkins was easily moved. He sent his challenge
to the Captain of one of the Portuguese frigates lying before Surat. His ship was
seized. Some Portuguese braves would lie in wait for him in the streets of Surat,
intending to lay hands on him. On one occasion, " three Gallants came to the tents,
armed with coats of Buffe downe to the knees, their Rapiers and Pistols by their sides,
[and] demaunded for the English Captaine: upon the hearing of which, I arose
presently, and told them that I was the man, and perceiving an alteration in them,
I laid hand upon my weapon (p. 395)- • • Another time, they came to assault me in my
house with a Friar, some thirty or fortie of them : the Friars comming was to animate
the soldiers, and to give them a b s o l u t i o n " (p. 306). The Jesuits were not called
Friars; the Friar was not a Jesuit, therefore.
At this juncture, Mukarrab Khan came to Surat. He appropriated without much
c<
ceremony many of the Englishman's best goods. He only paid such a price as his
owne barbarous conscience afforded ; t h a t from thirtie-five he would give but
eighteene. . . He came to my house three times, sweeping me cleane of all things that
were g o o d " (pp. 394-5). This spelt bad luck for Padre Pinheiro, who had quietly
followed Mukarrab Khan, Jahangir's Ambassador, at this moment. Why should a
Portuguese Jesuit, of all men, have been hanging about t h a t rapacious dignitary, who
tried to extort without adequate compensation the best of Hawkins' gold cloth ?
%<
Pinheiro
profered Mocreb-Chan fortie thousand Rials of eight, to send me to
Daman, as I understood by certain advise given me by Hassan Ally, and Ally
Pommery " (p. 396). About the antecedents of these two Muhammadan worthies
we are without information ; but, t h a t they were no friends of Mukarrab Khan
f

and Pinheiro, we may safely take for granted. Mukarrab Khan had many enemies
and the Jesuit Missionaries of Agra were not without theirs. Father Pinheiro was the
bearer of valuable presents sent by Jahaugir to the Jesuits of Goa, for presentation
to their friends and supporters at home. It was easy enough to accuse him of trying
to bribe Mukarral) Khan into surrendering Hawkins to the Portuguese. But, granting
even so preposterous an accusation, what must have been the result of Pinheiro's
step ? Hawkins was, perhaps, not aware t h a t one of his own countrymen, a Jesuit,
Father Thomas Stephens, was still alive in Salsette near Goa. Would he have
countenanced such an outrage on a fellow-countryman ? Or were the Jesuits of Goa
so little enlightened in the ways of the world as to have approved of such proceedings,
on the part of one < if theirs, against the accredited (?) representative of a foreign Power ?
Some twenty years before, when the Portuguese, jealous of England's growing commerce in the Fast, brought Ralph Fitch and his party from Orinuz to Goa, the
Archbishop and the Jesuits interposed their authority in their behalf." Foremost
1 We quote The Hawkins' Voyages. Ed. CI. R. Markham. London.
* Of. /iW/'A h'iUh. by J. Ho'rtou Ryley. London, T. Fisher Unwin.

Hakluyt Society, 1878.
1899. pp. 78-y. " And the two good Fathers
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1

among them were Father Thomas vStephens and Father Mark Machil.
I t would not
have been different now. T h a t very year, 1609, several Jesuits of Goa successfully
exerted themselves to liberate from the prisons of Goa Pyrard de Laval and other
2
unfortunates, a kindness gratefully referred to by the French traveller.
Hawkins' suspicions once excited against Pinheiro, he deemed him capable of
very villainy, murder not excepted. Hawkins had fallen out with the Jesuit in
(<
Mukarrab K h a n ' s presence for vile speaches made by him of our King and nation
to bee vassals of the King of Portugal: which words I could not brooke, in so much,
that if I could have had my will, the Father had never spoken more. . ." (p. 397).
This preposterous accusation shows how badly Hawkins' mind was poisoned against
Pinheiro. " The Father. . . . put into Mocreb-Chan his head t h a t it was not good to
let me passe : for t h a t I would complain of him unto the King. This he plotted with
Mocreb-Chan to overthrow my journey, which he could not doe, because I came from
a King: but he said he would not let me have any force to go with me. And what
else hee would have him to doe, either with my Treuchman and Coachman, to poyson
or murther me, if one should faile, the other to do i t : this invention was p u t into
Mocreb-chan's head by the Father. But God for his mercie sake, afterward discovered
these plots, and the Counsell of this Jesuite tooke not p l a c e " (pp. 396-7).
ff
On Febr. 1, 1609, Hawkins left Surat for Agra. Five days later
my Coachman being drunk with certaine of his kindred, discovered the Treason t h a t hee was
hiered to murther m e . " The next day, the man, even under a cruel beating, refused
to confess who had hired him. He was sent a prisoner to the Governor of Surat.
c<
But afterward by my Broker or Truckman, I understood t h a t both hee and th§
Coachman were hired by Mocreb-Chan, .but by the Fathers perswasion, the one to
poyson me, and the other to murther m e : but the Truchman received nothing till
he had done the deed, which hee never meant to doe, for in t h a t kind hee was always
true unto mee: thus God preserved m e " (p. 398). The idea t h a t Father Pinheiro
should have been a party in so iniquitous an onslaught is too absurd to entertain ;
c
but, of course, the Truchman's ' evidence, though negatived by the Coachman's
under torture, was enough for the valiant Captain. I t goes far to explain why
modern historians have discredited the entire incident. " A guard of Patans," writes
Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole, " hardly sufficed to save the traveller from several attempts
at assassination, or what he believed to be such (for one cannot but suspect t h a t
:i
the gallant captain made the most of his perils).''
We need not go so far as to reject the incident of the drunken coachman. Indeed,
what of the surprise expressed on a later occasion before William Finch by Mukarrab
Khan t h a t Hawkins had come safe to Agra and " w a s not murthered or poysoned
of S. Paul, who travelled very much for us, the one of them is called Padre Marke, who was born ill Bruges, in Flanders,
and the other was borne in Wiltshire in England, and is called Padre Thomas Stevens."
" He came out to India in 1563. Anthony F r a n c o , S.J., calls him in one place " M a c h i l , " in another - Malehi
lerius." His name was probably Machiel or Michiels. We know Van L,[m, hoten's aspersions on Padre Marco's
character; but R. Fitch, whose business he transacted, may be taken as a safer guide.
2 See also at p. iS, n. I, what Pinheiro and other Jesuits did-at Goa for four helpless English men.
8 Cf. Medieval India under Mohammedan Rule. London. Fisher Unwin, 1906, 2nd ed., p . 296.
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by the w a y ? " (p. 401). Mukarrab Khan, was Hawkins* debtor to a considerable
amount. He coveted many of the precious things which the traveller took with him
to Agra or had left at Surat. He refused to the end to pay Hawkins and cheated
him out of 12,500 Mahmudies orpieces of gold.
But, eveiTTT Mukarrab~Khan had nothing to do with this guet-a-pens, another
explanation lies before us, viz. t h a t the plot—a bogus one ?—was a clever scheme
concocted by Mukarrab K h a n ' s enemies to ruin his reputation before Jahangir. This
supposition may even have occurred to Hawkins on his arrival at Agra. " Calling mee
unto him, the first thing t h a t hee [Jahangir] spoke, was t h a t he understood t h a t
Mocreb-Chan had not dealt well with mee, bidding mee bee of good cheer, for he
would remedie all. I t should seeme, t h a t Mocreb-Chans enemies had acquainted the
King with all his proceedings, for indeed the King had spies upon every Nobleman."
(p. 400, 401). Was it necessary for Jahangir to dog Mukarrab*s movements at this
moment, when he was charged with a peaceful mission to Goa and instructed to
procure " toyes " for the King ? Self-appointed spies could do this work as effectively.
Hawkins was received with great honour at Agra j but in one of his first interviews
with the King he forgot himself so far as to indicate the means of capturing the
fortress of Diu. He was either overheard by the Portuguese, or the substance of the
conversation was taken down by the scribes hard by. " There is no matter passeth
in the Mogols Court in secret but it is knowne halfe an houre after, giving a small
matter for the writer of the d a y . " (p. 410). The Portuguese were highly incensed,
and information was at once despatched to the authorities at Goa. Hawkins would
like us to believe t h a t the Jesuits had organised a regular system of espionage against
him, but we may observe t h a t the Jesuits were not the only Portuguese at Agra.
The Portuguese officers in Jahangir's army could not well have remained indifferent.
The reception of the news and the honours accorded to a rival caused the greatest
displeasure in the political circles of Goa. The Portuguese would s h o w at once t h a t
they did not mean to be slighted. They boycotted the Moghul harbours. There was
a show of hostilities near Daman. The merchant communities everywhere declared
themselves for the Portuguese. The Council of Goa, seeing they had gained their
point, felt as if they had been too hasty. Pinheiro happened to be a t Goa. They
sent him to conciliate Mukarrab Khan.
Hawkins will tell us the result of the negotiations. " The Jesuite Pinheiro being
with Mocreb-Chan, and the Jesuites here, I thinke did little regard their Masses and
Church matters, for studying how to overthrow my Affaires, advice being gone to
Goa by the Jesuites here, I mean in Agra, and to Padre Pineiro at Surat or Cambaya, hee working with Mocreb-Chan to be the Portugals assistance, and the Vice-Roy
[of Goa] sending him a great Present, together with many Toyes unto the King with
1
his Letter.
These presents and many more promises, wrought so much with MocrebChan, t h a t he writeth his Petition unto the King, sending it together with the Present,
advertising the King, t h a t the suffering of the English in his land, would be the cause
*

I Hawkins does not appear to have known of Father Pinheiro's journey to Goa and back.

/
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of the losse of his owne Countries, neere the Sea-coasts, as Suratt, Cambaya, and such
like: and that in any case he entertaine me not, for that his ancient friends the
Portugalls murmured highly at it, that I was General of ten thousand Horsemen,
readie to give the assault upon Diu, when our shipping came.
1
' The Vice-Royes letter likewise was in this kind: the Kings answere was that
he had but one English-man in his Court, and him they needed not to feare, for hee
hath not pretended any such matter, for I would have given him Living neere the Sea
ports, but he refused it, taking it neere me heere '' (p. 403).
At this time, Hawkins* boy, Stephen Gravoner, died rather unexpectedly; his
<c
man, Nicolas Ufflet, was very ill, and Hawkins himself began
to falle down t o o . "
Was this entirely accidental ? Was it the first tribute exacted from inexperienced
travellers by a tropical climate ? Or was there foul play at work ? Hawkins adopted
the latter interpretation. After the King's answer to the Viceroy of Goa, " the Portugalls were like madde Dogges, labouring to work my passage out of the world/' His
suspicions fell on the Jesuits once more. He mentioned the facts to the King. " The
King presently called the Jesuites, and told them if I dyed by any extraordinary
casualtie, that they should all rue for it." To avoid all danger of poisoning, Jahangir
(f
suggested to Hawkins to marry a Moorish white mayden out of his Palace.. that by this
meanes my meates and drinkes should be looked unto. . . , and I should live without
feare." Hawkins, with good reason, objected to marrying a Muhammadan girl. An
Armenian girl, the daughter of one Mubarak Shah, was found. The Fathers refused, we
have seen on what grounds, to bless the marriage. In December 1609 " c a m e some
of the Ascensions Company unto the King (whom I could have wished to be of better
behaviour, a thing pryedintoby the King).'' Then cameMukarrab Khan. " He was
sent for up to the king, to answere for many faults, and tyrannical In-justice, which
he did to all people in those parts, many a man being undone by him, who petitioned
to the King for justice." Mukarrab Khan was found guilty and thrown into prison.
He quickly liberated himself by means of heavy bribes and was reinstated into his
former office. Hawkins had been instrumental—whether directly or indirectly, it did
not matter to Mukarrab Khan—to bring him into disfavour. He could expect nothing
in future from that great man or from his many friends at Court, among them the King's
Chief Vizir, 'Abdul Husain. Hawkins' mission, as far as they were concerned, was
a foregone conclusion. To cut short a long story of disappointments, after much
tergiversation on the part of Jahangir, and many attempts on the part of Hawkins
to bring the most powerful influences t o bear on him, Mukarrab Khan and the
Portuguese prevailed. Hawkins turned his back on the Moghul Court on Nov. 2,
1611. He had intended to leave at an earlier date, and on that occasion had been
compelled " to currie favour with the Jesuits, to get mee a safe conduct, or Seguro,
from the Vice-Roy to goe to Goa, and so to Portugall, and from thence to England,—
thinking, as the opinion of others was, that the Vice-Roy giving his secure Roy all,
I2
there would be no danger for me." (pp. 4 ~3)- The Jesuits applied for two
"secures," one guaranteeing '' free libertie of conscience in Goa," the other " an absolute
grant for free passage into Portugal with his wife and goods/' Hawkins considered
-
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himself little obliged to the Fathers. " This and much more the Fathers would have
done for me, only to rid me out of the Country; for being cleare of me, they should
much more quietly sleepe." That was true, we may suppose. Nothing could allay
Hawkins' disappointment or his resentment. The kind offices of Jerome Xavier
towards Coverte and his companions had found no mention in his diary, no more
than Pinheiro's charity towards Thomas Jones and three other Englishmen. What
they did at his departure, in his own behalf, to convince him, if it were possible, that
his ill success was not to be laid at their door, would meet with no better recognition.
He arrived at Cambay on the last of December 1611, and received news that
Sir Henry Middleton had arrived with three ships near Surat. The Portuguese
got wind of it, too, and prepared to thwart him. Pinheiro was kind enough to write
c
to Hawkins, affirming ' for a truth t h a t the Vice-Roy had in readinesse prepared to
depart from Goa, foure great ships, with certaine Gallies, and Frigates for to come
upon them, and Treasons plotted against Sir Henry Middletons person, of which newes
I was wished by the Fathers to advise Sir Henry." Who did that ? Pinheiro, the
would-be murderer ! But, of course, it was found afterwards " to bee but their policie,
to put him in feare, and so to depart." (p. 416).
Using every secrecy, Hawkins embarked on Middleton's ships. They departed
1
Febr. 11, 1612. By way of farewell to the Portuguese, they seized near Dabul a
ff
Portuguese ship and Frigate, o u t of which we tooke some quantitie of goods,''
seemingly in compensation for the capture of Hawkins' boat in 1608 and that of the
pinnace of Alexander Sharpeigh (about Oct. ibocj). Hawkins hove off, a discontended
man, determined to vent his spleen against the Portuguese, and the Jesuits.
It needed another Ambassador, not the son of a merchant, but an accomplished
courtier, a talented statesman, to improve the situation created by Hawkins. Such a
man was Sir Thomas Roe. He succeeded where Hawkins had failed. He created
the first English factories on the coast of Cambay, and thus built up the foundations
of "England's present imperial greatness (1615-18).
' The date ' IGXI ' in the Hawkins* Voyagest op. at., is manifestly erroneous.

[Tim E N D ] .

A Historic Elephant-fight.
. MAUI^AWI N O R BAKHSH,

M.A.

[Paper read—July 29, 1912.]

I do not know ^whether elephant-fights are mentioned in Sanskrit literature, but
there can be no doubt that they were practised as an entertainment at the royal courts
of ancient India. This is evident from two passages in classical authors to which Dr.
Vogel has drawn my attention.
One occurs in the Greek work " On the Peculiarities of Animals" (\uP\ foW ffionpot)
by Claudius Aelianus, who lived about the middle of the second century of our era. I
!
quote it in full : ' ' The great king of the Indians appoints a day every year for fighting between men, as I have mentioned elsewhere, and also even between brute animals
that are horned. These butt each other and, with a natural ferocity that excites as•

tonishment, strive for victory, just like athletes straining every nerve whether for the
highest prize, or for proud distinction, or for fair renown. .Now these combatants are
brute animals—wild bulls, tame rams, those called mesoi, unicorn asses, and hyaenas,
an animal said to be smaller than the antelope, much bolder than the stag, and to butt
furiously with its horns. Before the close of the spectacle, elephants come forward to
fight, and with their tusks inflict death-wounds on each other. One not unfrequently
proves the stronger, and it not unfrequently happens that both are killed/ '
The passage, though apparently corrupt, distinctly refers to elephant-fights as a
royal amusement. I t speaks moreover of bull-fights, and ram-fights (the word vicsos
*

is evidently a rendering of Sanskrit Mesha " a r a m " ) . As to the latter we have also
the testimony of a famous old Indian play " T h e little clay c a r t , " as in the fourtli act
the fool or Vidushaka on his visit to the palace of the courtesan Vasantasena, notices
among other animals in the second court ' ' a ram having his neck rubbed like a prizefighter after the fight." I t is not so easy to decide whether the 'unicorn asses' and
' horned hyaenas ' mentioned by Aelian have their origin in reality. About the unicorns classical authors have many wonderful tales. Can it be that' by the ' horned
hyaena ' the blackbuck antelope is indicated, an animal which at the Mughul court used
a
to be kept for fighting purposes ?
The other reference to elephant-fights is found in the Christian Topography of
Kosmas Indikopleustes (i.e. ' the Indian Navigator ' ) , an Alexandrian monk, who had
travelled extensively in the east and whose work appeared some years before the
middle of the sixth century A.D. One of his chief merits is t h a t in relating his travels
' M Crindle, Ancient India as described in classical literature. Westminster, 1901, p. 145
• Bernier, Voyages. Vol. I, p. 260, and II, p. 42, Constable's edition, pp. 166 and 262.
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he adheres strictly to the truth. In his chapter on the 'Island of Taprobane' (i.e.
Ceylon) he says the following :—
" But the kings of the mainland of India catch their elephants as they roam
about at large, and having trained them, employ them in war. They frequently set
elephants to fight against each other in the presence of the king. They separate the
two combatants by means of a large cross-beam of wood fastened to other two beams
standing upright and reaching up to their breasts. A number of men are stationed on
this and that side to prevent them meeting in close fight, but they instigate them to
*

attack each other, and then the beasts becoming enraged use their trunks to belabour
l
each other with blows till one or other of them gives i n . ' '
From this account it appears that at elephant-fights in ancient India, as in the
later days of the Great Mughuls, it was the object to end the fight before either of the
two battling animals was mortally wounded or killed.
In the historians of the Muhammadan period there are frequent references to
elephant-fights, and we find mention of their existence as early as the reign of Sultan
'Alau-d-din Khilji (ob. 6th Shawwal, 716 A.H. = ist November, A.D. 1316) ; for his son
and heir Khizr Khan is represented as doing nothing •' but holding convivial meetings, drinking wine, hearing music, playing polo and setting one elephant against
another."*
Sultan Bahadur of Gujrat celebrated the victory of his troops over Sultan Burhan
Shah of the Daccan in A.H. 935 (A.D. 1528) by various animal fights. Muhammad
Qasim thus speaks of i t : —
11
Sultan Bahadur, entering Ahmadnagar, put up in the enclosure of the garden
of Nizam, and his amirs and mansabdars in the houses of Ahmadnagar. Sultan Bahadur
ordered that stone and quicklime, which had been procured inside the garden of Nizam
to erect some buildings, should be removed and a lofty spacious platform (chabutarah)
be formed of it for the spectacle of an elephant-fight. When the able masons saw the
material ready, they finished in a day and night that chabutarah which was known as
the kalah chabutarah.
The Sultan, sitting for about forty days from morning till
t

evening, received the greetings of people and witnessed the fights of elephants, deer,
camels and other animals." *
Under the Mughuls elephant-fights became one of the chief amusements of the
court. The Emperor Akbar took an exceptional interest in this entertainment and
made some inventions in connection therewith. His boldness and skill in this dangerous sport are thus referred to by his court chronicler :—
" The first mast elephant which His Majesty rode and set against another mast
elephant was called Jhalpah. This occurred in the days .of the siege of the Mankot
fort. After the combat of the two demon-shaped beasts had been prolonged, the
Emperor separated both from each other, leaving their game of chess as drawn. At
that auspicious time His Majesty was fourteen years old. Henceforth His Majesty's
boldness in riding mast elephants came to such a pass that the victorious and heaven1 M'Crindle, op. cit., p. 165.
* Firiditah

* Tarihk-i-Firishtah
Book III, P t Hi, p. 105.

(Cawnpore, 1874), p. 122.
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aided Emperor mounted on a mast elephant, which the experienced drivers expressed
their inability to ride, and set it against other mast elephant. In short, I may say that
more than a hundred times His Majesty must have ridden and set to fight such driverkilling and man-seizing mast elephants as are chosen to batter a city and scatter an
1
army."
This boldness of Akbar sometimes exposed him to grave peril, as is well illustrated by the following passage :—
*

*

" During this time (3rd year of Akbar's accession) when in the capital of Delhi
the Emperor on elephant-back was engaged in animal fights to amuse his blessed
mind, one day he rode an elephant, furious, ill-tempered and man-killing, Laknah by
name, which was an embodiment of Divine wrath, and set it against its match. This
increased the surprise of the expert. Laknah on which His Majesty rode came off
•victorious, worsted its rival and ran in fury in its pursuit. Its leg which resembled a
great pillar suddenly sank into a deep narrow pit, and in that furious combat, when
the smoke of wrath enveloped its brain, it struggled desperately to free itself. In
the meantime the champion seated upon the rump of the elephant—it being a rule that
upon the rump of these mountain-shaped creatures sits a lion-hearted champion called
I in the Hindi language a bhoV—could not stand its heaven-like movements and was
thrown to the ground. At this moment, when a cry of dismay arose in the world and
the hearts of sincere friends were melting, the blessed body [of the Emperor] also was
dislodged from its place. His Majesty's heaven-exalted foot became firm in the elephant's neck-rope (called in the Hindi language a kilawah)* and the Emperor held fast
the rope with his hand—that hand which threw up the lasso of magnanimity heaven• high and had in its fingers the strength of the Divine hand. Trusting in the grasp of
the strong rope of Divine protection and of the strong handle of Eternal favour, His
Majesty was firm-minded and undisturbed. In that tumult, which had produced
convulsion in the earth and an uproar in the sky, while the elephant with all its ferocious strength was striving to pull its foot out of the pit and with strenuous efforts
was bending its flanks to the ground in every direction, there was on one side the cry of
the people and on the other the struggle of the elephant to save the angelic person of
His Majesty. At such a moment, when the mind of Time was distracted, a number of
intelligent, bold and sincere friends came to the spot and separated His Majesty from
the elephant. The distracted mind of the world thus became at ease and the disturbed
soul of Time came to rest." *
Jahanglr, when heir to the throne, took a great delight in this sport. The follow6
ing incident recorded by Muhammad Hadi may be cited :—
4

» Akbar Niimah (Lucknow, 1883), Vol. I I , p. 58.
Ain-i-Akbari (transl. Blochmann), p . 125.
8 It is thus described in the Aln transl., p. 127:—"The kiluwah consists of a few twisted ropes, about one and a
half yards long. They are laid at the side of each other, without however being interwoven among themselves, the
whole being about eight fingers broad. A ring is drawn through both ends of the rope and fastened where the throat of
the elephant i s : the elephant-driver rests his feet in it, and thus sits firmly. Sometimes it is made of silk or leather.
Others fix small pointed iron spikes to the kiluwah, which will prevent an ^unruly elephant from throwing down the
driver by shaking its h e a d . " i
• Akbar Namah, Vol. I I , p. 56.
& Mirza Mubnmmad Had! was a nobleman of the court of the Emperor Jahangir. He wrote the last part of the
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" I will now relate one of the wonderful events which took place in those days.
1
The King (Sallm ) had an elephant of the name of Gtranbar which was unrivalled in an
elephant-fight, so much so that in the royal (Akbar's) stable no elephant was pointed
out which could stand against its attacks. Similarly Khusrau had an elephant of the
2
name of Abrup which also was a perfect fighter. His late Majesty ordered that those
two heavy mountains should be put to fight and appointed an elephant of his own
herd, called R a n m a t h a n / as an assistant, so t h a t if one of them defeated the other
and its driver failed in controlling it, the said elephant (Ranmathan) might come from
the ambuscade to the rescue of the worsted. This [third] elephant is called fabanchah
in the language of elephant-drivers. This is one of the new methods which His Majesty
Akbar invented to separate unruly elephants in the course of fight. The Ioh langar*
b
charkhl and ucharl also are among the inventions of His Majesty. In short, the King
(Salim) and Khusrau requested that they might see the spectacle on horseback from
close quarters. His Majesty Akbar sat in the jharoka window and ordered Prince
Khurram* to sit by him.
1

Two mountains of iron moved from their place
As if the earth moved from head to foot.'

After a great deal of offensive and defensive attacks Giranbar got the upper hand
and worsted its rival. At this time Ranmathan was, according to the regulation,
brought to the assistance [of Abrup]. A number of the King's (Salim's) servants
hindered the driver from bringing forward Ranmathan and threw clods and stones at
him ; but according to the order he undauntedly drove the elephant to the front. By
chance a stone struck the temple of the driver and some drops of blood fell on his face
and chest. Khusrau with a number of idle talkers went to His Majesty, exaggerated
the insolence of the King's (Salmi's) men and the injury done to the driver, and represented a small thing as a great one. His Majesty Akbar was angry at this insolence

f

Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri
from the 19th year o f - t h ^ I y m p e r o r s accession to the end, aud added a valuable introduction to the
vvhole work. Cf. Ain-i-Akbarl (transl. Blochmanu), vol. i, p. 467, where tlie same episode is briefly related.
*" ^Afterwards the limperor Jahangir.
1 ^-1^*1 (jw^ (lit. heaven-nestled), a posthumous title of the Emperor Akbar.
3 Blochmann in his translation of the A in (I. 467) has Rantahman.
Can this be explained from the Persian ?
Ranmathan would seem to be a Hindi compound, lit. meaning ' Battle-crusher,' from Sanskrit tana ' battle ' ami
mathana ' churling, crushing ' (root math.)
[J. Ph. V. |
•* I t is t h u s described by Abul F a ? l : " The loh langav is a long chain, s u i t a b l e for an elephant. One end is tied lo
the right fore foot and the other end to a thick log, a yard in length. T h i s the driver keeps near him, and drops it
when the elephant runs too swiftly, or gets so unruly as no longer to obey. The chain twists round his leg, and the
log will annoy the animal to such an extent t h a t it necessarily stops. This useful invention which has saved many
lives, aud protected huts and walls, is likewise due to His Majesty." Ain ( t r a n s l ) , p. 127. '
f> I t is thus described in the Ain (transl.), p. 127 :—" The charkhi is a piece of hollowed bamboo, half a yard aud
two tassujes long, and has a hole in the middle. It is covered with sinews and filled with gunpowder, an earthen
partition dividing the powder into two halves.
A fuzee wrapt in paper is p u t into each end. Fixed into the hole of
the bamboo at right angles is a stick which serves as a handle. Upon fire being p u t to both ends, it turns round and
makes a frightful noise. When elephants fight with eaeh other, or are otherwise unruly, a bold man on foot takes t h e
burning bamboo into his hand and holds it before the animals, when they will get quiet. Formerly, in order to
separate two elephants t h a t were fighting, they used to light a fire, b u t people had much trouble, as it seldom had the
desired effect. His Majesty invented the present method, which was hailed by a l l . "
<> Afterwards the Emperor Shall J a h a n .
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and boldness and ordered Prince Khurram to go to Shah Bhai (Salim) and tell him that
Shah Baba (Akbar) said: ' Really this elephant belongs to you as well. What then
is the cause of this harshness and immoderation ? ' According to the order of his
exalted grandfather, Prince Khurram hastened and conveyed the message in eloquent
words. The King (Salim) said in reply, ' We have no knowledge of these matters, nor
ever given our sanction or consent to the pelting of the elephant or the driver/ The
Prince humbly represented : ' If such is the case, let orders be giVen that I should
attend in person and separate the elephants by means of fireworks and other artifices/
The King gladly gave permission. The Prince ordered that charkhls and rockets should
be exploded between [the elephants]. They had recourse to every artifice, but all was
in vain, until Ranmathan also, being worsted, ran away and both (Ranmathan and
Abrup) plunged into the Jamna. Giranbar was close behind and did not desist ; but
a large boat happened to intervene and Giranbar ceased its pursuit. Prince Khurram
hastened to the presence of his exalted grandfather and, after making his obeisance,
humbly represented that Shah Bhai had not given his consent to that boldness and
impudence, nor had it happened within his knowledge, but that Khusrau had in fact
related the matter differently. In those very days the dreadful death of His Majesty
l
Akbar took p l a c e / '
The Emperor Shah Jahan also was very fond of this amusement. Mulla 'Abdul
Hamld,* speaking of the manner in which His Majesty divided his time, goes on
to say:—
1
' In this very space [between the fort and the river] pass before the most holy
(royal) eye, the furious wild and man-killing elephants which it is quite unsafe to bring
(
in the Daulatkhana-i-khass-o- amm. I t is also in this large space that the elephant
fight, which is peculiar to the kings of India and worthy of amusing exalted sovereigns
is arranged. No doubt, without such a large space the combat of such a pair of demoncountenanced and mountain-shaped [beasts] cannot take place. During their fight
and pursuit a world is trodden under the hands and feet of those two four-pillared
Besutuns/
Time by the two combating elephants
Kills on the spot a world like a gnat.
*

*

" The ancient kings of India—it is true—attempted to breed mountain-moving,
battle-breaking elephants, but the specimens of this kind, excellent in quality as well
as in size, which have been produced in this exalted reign, together with perfect specimens of all other animal life, have never in any age been heard of, much less seen.
Sometimes, according to the inclination of the [King's] disposition, as many as four
or five pairs are set to fight. In this very space the elephants, mountain-shaped and
swift like the wind, are caused to run after horses so that they may get used to attack1

Tuzuk ijahangiri
(Allygurh, 1-364). Introduction, pp. Z?-l6,
5 Mulla 'Abdul Hamid of I g n o r e was the court chronicler of Shah Jahan.
____

#

•

By order of the Emperor he wrote
*

the events of the first twenty years of his reign. He died in A.H. 1065 (=A.D. 1054).
3 Besulun (lit. without pillar) is the name of a mountain in Persia.
1
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ing brave horsemen in battles. In the same large area His Majesty reviews the horses
y l
of the victorious armies and the contingent troops of the amirs.'
The itineraries of European travellers also contain references to elephant fights.
Francjois Bernier, the French physician of Aurangzeb, has left us the following interl
esting note on the subject :—
" A wall of earth is raised three or four feet wide and five or six high. The two
ponderous beasts meet one another face to face, on opposite sides of the wall, each
having a couple of riders, that the place of the man who sits on the shoulders for the
purpose of guiding the elephant with a large iron hook, may immediately be supplied
if he should be thrown down. The riders animate the elephants either by soothing
words, or by chiding them as cowards, and urge them on with their heels, until the poor
•

*

creatures approach the wall and are brought to the attack. The shock is tremendous,
and it appears surprising that they ever survive the dreadful wounds and blows in_
flicted with their teeth, their heads and their trunks. There are frequent pauses during
the fight ; it is suspended and renewed ; and the mud wall being at length thrown
down, the stronger or more courageous elephant passes on and attacks his opponent,
and putting him to flight, pursues and fastens upon him with so much obstinacy that
the animals can be separated only by means of cherkys or fireworks, which are made to
explode between them ; for they are naturally timid, and have a particular dread of
*

fire, which is the reason why elephants have been used with so very little advantage
in armies since the use of fire-arms. The boldest come from Ceylon, but none are employed in war which have not been regularly trained and accustomed for years to the
discharge of muskets close to their heads, and the bursting of crackers between their
legs.
The fight of these noble creatures is attended with much cruelty. I t frequently
happens that some of the riders are trodden under foot, and killed on the spot, the
elephant having always cunning enough to feel the importance of dismounting the
rider of his adversary, whom he therefore endeavours to strike down with his trunk.
So imminent is the danger considered that on the day of combat the unhappy men take
the same formal leave of their wives and children as if condemned to death. They are
—

-

—

somewhat consoled by the reflection t h a t ' l l their lives should be preserved, and the
king be pleased with their conduct, not only will their pay be augmented, but a sack
of peyssas (equal to fifty francs) will be presented to them the moment they alight
from the elephant.
They have also the satisfaction of knowing in the event of their death the pay will
be continued to their widows, and their sons will be appointed to the same situation.
The mischief with which this amusement is attended does not always terminate with
the death of the rider : it often happens that some of the^gg^ators are knocked-down
and trampled upon by the elephants, or by the crowd ;~forJ:he rush_is terrible when, to
avoid the infuriated combatants, men and horses in confusion take to flight. The
,

, ^^m—

—

_

« _ ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ — — ^ — ^ — * ^ ^ — ^ — ^ ~ ^ ^ *

I BddsJ\dh Ndmah (Bib!. I n d . ) , vol. i, p t . i, p . 144.
* Bernier, Travels (Constable, 1891), pp. 276 ff. ; in tbe original French edition (Amsterdam 1699), vol ii, pp.
63 ff.
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second time I witnessed this exhibition I owed my safety entirely to the goodness of
my horse and th^exertions of my two servants?'
' TKevenot, speaking of elephant fights at Haidarabad, says ':—
" In the middle of this place, and in sight of the royal palace, there is n wall,
three foot thick and six fathom in height and length, for the fighting of elephants,
and that wall is betwixt them, when they excite them to fight ; but so soon as they
are wrought up to a rage, they quickly throw down the wall."
Under the later Mogjiuls elephant-fights apparently almost fell into disuse owing
to the disturbance of peace. Mention is made of one held at Delhi on the 8th August
2
1712, in the reign of Jahandar Shah.
The custom was revived by the Nawabs of Oudh. Bishop Keber on his visit to
8
I,ucknow in October 1824 notes : " I had the usual compliment paid me of an offer to
have a fight of animals under my window at breakfast, which I declined. It is a sight
that religious persons among the Musalmans themselves condemn j i s i n h u m a n / and I
did not want to be reckoned less merciful to animals th^n their own Moullahs. Nor was
_^^_^_^^_^_

^__^__

r-

—

'"

the king, who is himself pretty well tired of such sights, displeased. I found that his
elephants and rams had a holiday.''
It should be observed t h a t at the court of Oudh, the arrangement of this sport
differed considerably from that described by Bernier.
The Rev. Hobart Gaunter,
6
speaking of elephant fights at Lucknow, says :—
" T h e manner of conducting these sports is as follows:—A female elephant'i
introduced and led to the centre of the enclosure, where she stands upon a gentle
elevation, looking around her with an evident consciousness of what is about to tak<
place. The two male combatants are now driven in at different entrances.
The bodies of these pampered animals are covered with a strong netting, to which
the mahoots cling during the shock of contention ; and this is frequently so violent
as to dislodge them in spite of their utmost efforts to prevent such an issue, exposing
them to imminent peril ; indeed, those unfortunate persons are occasionally trodden
to death by the angry elephants when thrown from their necks or haunches. Sometimes they are struck down by the trunks of the enraged animals while encouraging
or goading them to the combat : the}'-, however, generally contrive to evade such disasters, by retreating towards the tails of their respective charges, as these latter med
in full encounter.
So soon as the huge antagonists see the female they immediately trot towards her
but, coining in sight of each other, there is usually a pause, during which the shaking
of the tail, the flapping of the ears, and the lifting of the trunk manifest"a state of extreme disquiet. The object of contention does not attempt to quit her post but stands,
with evident tokens of pleasure, mutely contemplating the approaching struggle.
After a short interval one of the elephants rushes to the encounter ; and when both
•

1 Thevenot, Travels, English transl. (London, 1687), p a r t iii, page 95.
* Valentiju. Oud en Nicuw Oost-Indicn.
Amsterdam, 1726, vol. iv, p a r t ii, p . 200.
'••' R. Heber, Narrative of a journey through the Upper Provinces of India.
London, 1828, vol. ii, p . 74.
* Animal fights are forbidden by our Prophet (may God bless him ! ) (Mtal'hat, chapter on t h e dog)
b

The Oriental Annual
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m Scenes in India (London, 1838), p p . 145 -
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meet, the shock is always tremendous. The tusks come into stunning collision, and
with so loud a shock as to be heard at a distance of several hundred yarcls, the concussion being so tremendous as to raise the two gigantic champions off their forelegs.
After they have met, the contest sometimes becomes terrible in the extreme. They
grasp one another's trunks, butting with their heads, and occasionally raising a shrill
cry of the fiercest rage. The female, meanwhile does not offer to interpose, but
calmly surveys the combat, as if with the gratifying conciousness that her presence
stimulates her gallant rivals to maintain the desperate_s£ruggle fdFvTctory.
"" ~AfteTa while the weaEesFelephant invariably gives way ; for, the moment these
creatures become sensible of their inferiority, they seem at once to be aware that the
chances of success are against them, and immediately relinquish the encounter. When
this is the case, they usually turn and make a sudden retreat, pursued by the victor,
which sometimes applies his tusks so forcibly to the rear of his retreating adversary as
to leave indeliblemarks of his strength, and frequently to shake the mahoot from the
net-work, to which he had clung during the contest.
When the elephants are equally matched, they continue striking at each other's
heads, bringing their tusks into such violent contact as often snaps them close to the
jaw ; thus, in a manner, disabling the sufferer for the rest of its life, as the jaw generally
becomes diseased after so severe a fracture, and in many cases to such an extent that
it is found necessary to destroy the animal.
When the contesFappears likely to terminate fatally, rockets are thrown between
the competitors. Of these they have a great dread ; nevertheless, in some instances,
so implacable is their fury, that the rockets fail to separate them ; in which case they
are attacked in the rear with long spears by men on horseback, who strike them so
sharply that they turn upon their assailants, whom they pursue with all the rage of
baffled determination, often putting the horses of their tormentors to their utmost
speed ere the latter can escape the threatened vengeance of their maddened pursuers.
The female is now withdrawn, and the object of excitement being no longer in-view,
the mahoots have little difficulty in persuading their charges to retire peaceably from
the scene of contention."
In an illustrated work " The European in I n d i a , " which appeared at Iyondon in
1813, there is a plate (No. XX) showing " Marquis Wellesley and his suite, at the
Nabob of Oude's breakfast-table, viewing an elephant-fight." The picture shows,
besides the two contending animals, a third smaller elephant which is perhaps the
female used to animate the champions by her presence. But from the descriptive note
which accompanies the plate it would seem that the elephant-fights held at Lucknow
were a much less exciting affair than would appear from the Rev. Hobart Counter's
account just quoted.
1
Another reference to elephant fights at Lucknow, to which my attention has
been drawn by the Hon. Mr. E. D. Maclagan, is the following :—
" The elephant-fight was, as may be easily imagined, the most magnificent scene
of all. Two huge champions were selected, and, after being rendered frantic by
l Dr. Hoffmeister, " Travels in Ceylon and Continental India/'
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spices and brandy, were led up towards each other. At first, for some time, they
stood, face to face, in perfect stillness; then suddenly they took a short run, and
rushing with tremendous violence, thrust each other backwards and forwards, with
their strong tusks and entangled trunks, as if in a fearful wrestling match, till the
very earth shook beneath their feet. Their " Mahouts/' or drivers, who sit upon
their necks, remained, to my amazement, in their places during the whole struggle,
which they even appeared to direct.
<(
Suddenly one elephant slightly drooped his head; the other pressed him backwards, and finally put him to flight. At full trot, the stronger elephant pursued the
fugitive. The usual issue of such a retreat is, that the victor, on making up to the
vanquished, bites off his tail; to prevent which, squibs and rockets are thrown in
between them; on this occasion, that device failed, for the victor,—who, as we could
see when he ran past us, had had one of his tusks broken off, from the root of which
streams of blood were flowing down into his mouth,—was quite beside himself with
rage.
1(
The fugitive now in an instant unexpectedly turned towards the river; whereby
a multitude of spectators, who had no other way of escape, were forced to rush into
the water. We could yet for a long while see the two combatants chasing each other
to and fro, till at length they both vanished among the bushes in the distance."
" T h e mention of two elephants contending/' the author, Captain Thomas
Williamson, remarks, ' ' naturally raises ideas of the most sanguine nature, and excites
our curiosity to behold a combat, which, from the bulk and powers of the animals engaged, we presuppose must be replete with interest. In this, however, the spectator
is grievously disappointed ; for, except that the instigated beasts now and then press
against each other's heads, and clash their teeth, there appears little effort, and much
7
less of skill, in either part} . Sometimes, indeed, one of the elephants will run off, in
which case the other follows for a short distance, but soon relapses into his wonted
placidity. The late Nabob of Lucknow, Asoph al Dowlah, whose intellects were as
heavy as his enormous head, derived much pleasure from such spectacles ; and often
expressed his surprise, that our Governor-General did not amuse himself and his court
in a similar manner. He might have learnt, from experience, that the British Governl
ment was intent on contests of much greater importance !"
I now come to the subject proper of my lecture, the historic elephant-fight at
which Prince Aurangzeb, then only fifteen years of age, greatly distinguished himself
by his valour. In the first place, I give the report of it from the pen of Shah-Jahan's
a
court chronicler Abd-ul-Hamid.
II
How the dignified and patient Prince Muhammad Aurangzeb, stood firm against
the onslaught of the elephant Sidhkar, huge as a mountain, and smote with his spear that
mad, malignant and unruly beast."
*

1 The European in India; from a collection of drawings by Charles Doyley, Esq., engraved by J. H. Clark and
£ Dubourg with a preface and copious descriptions, by Captain Thomas Williamson, etc., London, 1813.
* Badshah Natnah, vol. i, part i, pp. 489 ff. This passage in a somewhat modified form has appeared in Dr.
Vogel's Tile-mosaics of the Lahore Fort, Journal of Indian Art and Industry, vol. xiv (October 1911), No. 116, pp. [9 ff.
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'' The Emperor of the Age on many a day finds his delight in watching the fights
of elephants that resemble wonder-working thunderclouds moving in the heavens."
<;

Gigantic are they all, like thunderbolts in action,
With their hindquarters hewn of granite, anvil-headed."

" But especially on the auspicious day of Monday—the week-day of the august
accession—the sovereign's whole attention is devoted to opening wide the portals of
every kind of pleasure, and every cause of delectation ; while neither injury nor harm
may reach a living being. Yet this latter is inevitable in the battling of these animals,
huge as mountains, and fighting like demons. At times some of the spectators sink
into annihilation beneath the limbs of these two four-legged Besutuns* ; while sometimes these will slay each other through excess of emulation and the fury of their
wrath."
M
2
It came to pass on Tuesday, the 29th [Zu-lqa'dah A.H. 1042] that by the Emperor's command two elephants, of the famous and magnificent royal herd, were set to
fight beneath the balcony for public appearance [jharoka darshany of the mansion inhabited by the Emperor in the days when he was a prince. One of these was the tusker
r
Sidhkar, the other with no tusks w as named Surat-Sundar : both huge as mountains,
A ift as clouds, and roaring like thunder, so that from terror at their trumpeting a
troubled cry arose in the highest heaven ; and in the field of battle they looked on fire
as water, on rivers as a mirage."
" These two gigantic beasts that like the raging hurricane or roaring sea would
uproot an opponent's fixed position with one movement, or extinguish an adversary's
lamp of life with a single breath—fell to in the field of strife, and with their roclr
splitting charges shook the foundations of the e a r t h . "
((
In their vicious struggles they moved a little way from the far-seeing Emperor's
field of view, and continued fighting at the foot of the audience balcony of the palace
inside the fort."
" T h e ruler of the world [Shah-Jahan] anxious to see the spectacle, mounted, and
accompanied by his good fortune, moving as lord of the luminaries of heaven, started
for the spot. A few paces in front of him rode the princes of exalted dignity who became absorbed in viewing this wondrous entertainment. On the right of Sidhkar was
that chief star in the mansion of felicity, Muhammad Dara Shukoh, and on the left the
jewel of the casket of royalty, Muhammad Shah Shuja' Bahadur ; and the head and
>urce of good fortune, Muhammad Aurangzeb."
" When these two fiery and ferocious beasts drew apart, backing "several paces,
ley left a short space between them, whereupon Sidhkar- seeing his antagonist at a
distance, in that vicious condition of passion, kept every moment making charges and
violent rushes from excess of rage and anger, and then ran towards that champion of
1 Besutun (lit. without a pillar) is the name of a mountain in Persia, which it is said, Farhad laboured J o j | i g
through to please his beloved Shirln.
•
~~"
Tr~!TXorrespondiug to the 12th March, A.D. 1633.
8 Jhatoka-i-darshan or simply Darshan was the window at which the Mogiiul kings of India appeared to the
iblie every morning.
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the lists of bravery, Muhammad Aurangzeb. He, t h a t warrior-like Rustam and
hunter of elephants, moved [not] from his place, holding firmly with the hand of
heroism the bridle reins of his steed, swift as wind or lightning ; for by reason of
its exceeding swiftness —
" He could not take his saddle from its back,
Unless his two hands clasped it to his breast.
Through courage he moved not one hairbreadth from his place,
From facing a torrent he turned not aside.
From firmness of nature and excessive keenness
Throughout his body nought moved save his pulse."

" When the elephant had come close, by the aid of heaven and the imperial power
of surmounting difficulties, he stretched forth the arm of valour, and with his spear
wounded that ferocious, diabolical beast on its forehead.
" By nature's impulse bravdy he behaved,
[At bare fifteen] when none had looked for it.
2
Even Afrasiyab at such an age
To see an elephant, had swooned away."
*

' ' The residents of the holy enclosures and the constant attendants at the oratories
of mankind breathed out, on behalf of the hand and strong arm of that apple of
the eye of sovereignty [Aurangzeb], invoking the averting of danger, and the sound
sleepers of the sleep of forgetfulness awoke at the shouting of praise and applause. The
spectators were lost in amazement. When the Mighty Lord, His Majesty, the second
*

3

Lord of the Fortunate Conjunction, in the flower of his youth made the body of a
raging tiger food for his blood-drinking and dragon-like sword (as will be here recorded),
the display of like prowess by his sons is not to be marvelled at.
i
' The tiger's cub is e'er a tiger born.''
(t
The more enragecl on being wounded, the brute drew nearer intent on mischief.
In spite of the kindling and throwing of Catherine wheels and rockets—through which
the terrestrial globe from the violence of the flames had become a globe of fire—all
was in vain. It [the elephant] striking the Prince's horse with its tusks, threw it down.
That tiger in the forest of bravery [Aurangzeb] fell from his saddle on to the ground.
Promptly and quickly, in a second, he rose with his hand on the hilt of his
ord.''
11
The Prince of exalted rank, Muhammad Shah Shuja' Bahadur, beholding things
in such a pass—the way being obstructed by the crowd of people and the great quantity
of fireworks and the spreading of their smoke—hastily turned the reins of his bay horse,
moving like the heavens, in order to draw near and use his spear. Suddenly, just as
he was riding to the attack, a Catherine wheel struck the horse on the forehead. It
reared, and that priceless person [Shah Shuja'] fell off. Raja Jai Singh, son of Raja
1 Rustam, the sou of Zal, the most famous of all Persian heroes, fell in battle against Bahiuan, the sixth kiug ot
the Kayanian dynasty.
9 Afrasiyab a mythical king of Turan, who conquered Tersia.
'•• Amir Timur was called " Lord of the Fortunate Conjunction " (Sahib-iqirdn), i.e. one born under the auspicious
conjunctiou of Jupiter and Venus. Shlh Jahan assumed the title of Sdhib-i-Qiran-i-Suni,
'« the second Lord of the
Fortunate Conjunction, the second Tiinur."

nnfi
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Maha Singh, son of Jagat Singh, the eldest son of Raja Man Singh—who from his
birth is one of the trusted servants of the court, and sits in the seat of Raja Man Singh—
also rode at the elephant. As his horse shied and would not face the elephant, he
moved away to the right of it and flung his spear.''
1
' At this moment—when the quiescent souls of the world were agitated by grief
and the times as well as those belonging to this age were in confusion and reeling in
giddiness—His Majesty the King of Kings, in his own pure person, came to the spot
and issued an order that the mace-bearers and all the others having the felicity of
belonging to his retinue, should make an advance."
" When Surat-Sundar found his opponent in the fight was otherwise engaged, he
seized the opportunity and renewed the attack. Sidhkar finding it impossible to turn
round, took to flight. Surat-Suirdar turned his head to pursue the fugitive and both,
not minding ups and downs, fled like the wind."
1
' The Prince [Aurangzeh], watched by Fortune and protected by the guardianship of the Eternal, acquired a'new lease of life by seeing the sun-like countenance of the
King of the World and the Age. The God-fearing monarch first drew into his loving
embrace that newly-grown plant in the garden of sovereignty, the Prince Aurangzeb;
and by the kiss of affection conferred the adornment of felicity, and favoured him with
many kinds of gifts and the title of ' Valiant ' (Bahadur). Then, he [Shah-Jahan]
showed favour to that apple of the eye of the State, Muhammad Shah Shuja' Bahadur,
and opened his pearl-showering lips in words of praise and admiration.''
1
' On Friday, the 2nd Zil-Hijjah of the year 1042, equivalent to the 21st of Khurl
dad, which was the day of weighment of the 15th year of the elephant-overthrowing
Prince Aurangzeb Bahadur, that Potentate and River of gifts [Shah-Jahan] caused that
star in the mansion of kingship [Aurangzeb] to be weighed in the Hall of Private and
Public Audience against red coin [gold] and made over the amount, being 5,000 ashra/i,
to that fortunate person [Aurangzeb], and exalted that one of lofty disposition with the
gift of robes of honour—a jewelled aigrette ; a chaplet of pearls adorned with several
rubies and emeralds of great price-; a jewelled bracelet; an armlet jewelled with
diamonds ; many kinds of rings set in rubies, cornelians, diamonds and pearls ; a
jewelled hanger ; a phul dagger ; a jewel-hilted sword ; a shield ; jewelled belts ; a.
jewelled spear ; two qabchaq horses, one of them named Sarfaraz with a jewelled saddle,
the other with gold and enamel trappings ; the elephant Sidhkar along with a female.
•

*

The total value of the present was two lakhs of rupees."
(
' Clever writers of Persian and Hindustani produced the story of that doer of
Rustam-like deed [Aurangzeb] both in verse and pros_e, and filled full the skirt of their
expectation with liberal presents. Sa'idai of Gilan,having the title of Bedil Khan, wrote
this man-testing adventure in verse, and laid it before the pure place of petition [ShahJahan]. By royal order he was weighed against coin and received the amount equivalent to his weight, namely 5,000 rupees/'
About ten years ago, while I was engaged in archaeological work at Delhi, I was
fortunate enough to secure a copy of one of the Persian poems made in honour of
' On this custom cf. iiernier, Voyages, vol. ii, p . 55.
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•

Aurangzeb on the occasion described above. I wish to reproduce it here both in the
original and in English translation. It will be noticed that the poetical composition
in all its details very closely agrees with the prose account which I have quoted from
the Badshah Namah. But before giving the text, let me insert a brief biography of
1
the poet who made it.
Abu Talib, whose now de filiime was Kalim, was born at Hamadan in Persia. He
came to India in the reign of the Emperor Jahangir and returned home in 1028 A.H.
(1619 A.D.), but the beauty and charms of India did not allow him to stay in his native
land for more than two years. On the accession of Shah-Jahan he entered that Emperor's service and was honoured for his poetical talents with the title of Maliku-shi
{
shu arai ' Poet l a u r e a t e . ' ' While by order of the Emperor he was engaged in versifying the Badshah Namah in Kashmir, he suddenly died on the 15th of Zil-hijjah,
1061 A.H. (1st September, 1651 A.D.), and was buried there not far from the tomb of
Muhammad Quli Salim (Ob. 1057 A.H., 1647 A.D.), who was another poet of the reign
of Shah Jahan.
2
Talib Kalim is mentioned by 'Abdu-1-Hamid as the author of, a quatrain in praise
of the Diwan-i-'amm in the Agra Fort, built in the first year of Shah-Jahan's reign.
l

1 Amal-i'Sdlih% fol. 627; Khizana-i-'Ainirah (Cawnpore 1871), p . 391.
2 Badshah Namah, Calcutta, 1867, vol. i, pp. 221 ft., quoted Annual Report, Archaological Survey of India for 1902-3,
p. 221, and for 1909-10, p. 33.
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MASNAWI ON AN ELEPHANT-FIGHT
BY .

Anu

PALIB KALIM.

In the name of Allah, the All-merciful, the All-compassionate.
i. To grace the ear of men of sense,
A tale I have ; to me give ear.
2. A story, which is wholly true,
I tell thee with a faithful tongue.
]. A tale, delighting young and old,
Wherein the tongues of pen agree.
4. From others not I heard this tale ;
1
My mind me taught, my eye my mind.
5. When this tale the assembly graces,
The '' Book of Kings ' ' * shall fables seem.
6. One morn the world-illuming king,
Who spreadeth justice, righteth wrongs,
7. The world-wide monarch, Shah Jahan,
3
Renowned, a second Tamerlane,
8. Whose door is Gate of State and F a i t h /
Who rules the world and shields the Church,
5
9. Shone in the darshan like the sun,.
Bathing the world in rays of grace.
10. It seemed that Judgment-day had come/
The Jamna bank with troops o'erflowed.
11. The captains and chief satellites,
Prone to the earth their faces bent.
12. And truly at that time the earth
With forehead marks all blistered seemed.
*

1 The poet means to say t h a t he was an eye-witness of tin's event.
* §hah Namah, a celebrated epic poem by Firdausi (ob. 411 A.H. = A.D. 1020), who is sometimes called t h e
Homer of the East. It contains the legendary annals of the aucient kings of Persia. It is the labour of 30 years and
consists of 60,000 distichs.
3 Lit. the second lord of the happy conjunction, one born under an auspicious conjunction of Jupiter and
Venus; a fortunate and invincible king. I t Is the title of Amir Timur
The Emperor Shah Jah.m is entitled Sahib
qiran-i Sani, i.e. the second Amir Timur
* Lit. the place turned to when at prayers. The expression means t h a t tnc door of the Emperor is looked to for
the attainment of temporal and spiritual blessings.
* Darshan or Jharokah was a window at which the Moghul kings of India appeared to the public every morning.
Darshan (Hindi) " seeing," i.e. the visit to a shrine or exalted person, which secures luck for the rest of the day.
« The meaning is t h a t a great tumult arose like the one on Doomsday.
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13. They kissed the dust before the king/
By state and rank their places took.
14. The royal eye surveyed the troops,
And then-fleet horses mountain-shaped.
15. But when the fighting tuskers came,
The plain the Resurrection seemed.
16. For when the hills are seen to shake,
Behold it is the Judgment-day.*
17. Charged then the fighting elephants,
Their trunks upraised aloft for fight.
18. Was ever such a fray beheld,
Not fraught with rancour, without peace!
19. Such heat, lo ! flameth from their rage,
3
That flame shall separate the twain.
20. They dashed their heads so furiously,
From such a shock a lion would swoon.
21. Both heads collided with such force,
That their necks vanished in their chests.
22. Two thunder clouds together clashed,
Shedding, for rain, each other's blood.
23. Their tusks struck lightning every time,
All deep within their dusky frames.
24. Their trampling earth could not endure,
And flew on high in clouds of dust.
25. And when the dust the sight obscured,
The prosperous monarch gave command,
26. The princes, lofty as the sky,
Their steeds of graceful gait should mount.
*

27. And from the palace high descend,
To view that fight of elephants.
28. Unto t h a t scene of Doomsday ran
Each prince a forest-lion like.
29. And in t h a t field as heaven broad,
Their places took like fixed stars.
30. They bent their eyes upon the fight,
And from the fray much wisdom gained,

*

•

l The poet seems here to confuse the sijdah with the zaminbos.
On the accession of Shah J a h a n it was his first
order to abolish the sijdah or prostration, and allow instead of it the zaminbos or • kissing the g r o u n d / which was in its
turn repealed in the tenth year of his reign, and a fourth tasllm introduced. Badshdh Natnah, vol. I, pt. I, p. n o ;
vol. II, p. 237, Ain-i-Ahbari transl., Blochmann, vol. i, p. 213, note 2.
* On the last day a terrible disintegration shall take place (Qurai, lxxxi, 8 ; C I. 5). The poet adduces this
analogous fact as an argument for the statement in the preceding verse. The motion of mountain-like elephants is an
indication of a resurrection just as the motion of mountains will be that of the Judgment-day.
8
As elephants dread fire they are separated by means of fire-work9.
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31. Learned how from the contending brutes,
A hostile army to defeat.
32. And firmness in the
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Q
So full of fury was that strife,
2
That no decision likely seemed.
Thought mirrored on the emperor's mind,
That he himself should hasten down,
Lest the undaunted princes held
The struggling monsters in disdain ;
And boldly braved those furious beasts,
3
For Kings are used to hunt the lion.
A horse he summoned and he rose. . . .
Ah ! Time and Space had left their seat.
He rode a fast grey, lightning-swift,
4
From whom the phoenix gained its fame.
The great and the exalted, all
Beside the blessed stirrup ran.
Beside the stirrup high, the chiefs
6
Did not distinguish head from foot. •
When the great sovereign reached the lists,
This speedy steed with rein he checked.
Jamna did hear : '' The King has come !''
Dived in the deep to fetch him pearls.
Crushed by the shadow of the King,
Calmed was the tumult of the host.
But when that Doomsday's uproar ceased,
I t moved the struggling monsters too.
Awhile they drew apart from strife,
But still their eyes each other sought.
Then Fate thus at her game of chess,
Of tricks and stratagems too fond,
8
Moved on the board the fll so swift,
Checkmated reason was by fear.
By chance one of the monstrous twain,
Ran towards Aurangzeb, the prince,

l The name of a mountain supposed to encircle the world, the Mount Caucasus.
* Lit. the carpet of decision was not soon folded up.
8 The manuscript is not clear here.
* Huma 19 the name of a fabulous bird commonly regarded in the Hast as a bird of happy otneu. It is supposed
that every head it overshadows will in time wear a crown.
6 So great was their zeal to follow the Emperor that it mattered little to them whether they were walking ou their
feet or on their head.
* Lit. the elephant in -chess—called in English the bishop. The figure is borrowed from the game of chess. The
sense i9 t h a t time produced so terrible a change in the elephant fight that human reason was confounded.
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49. So furious, had a hill opposed,
It would have reeled till Judgment-day.
1
50. Yea, not a squib nor ev'n the sky,
Had stayed it in its angry course.
51. It dashed through all the trembling crowd,
And charged the lion-hearted prince.
52. No hair's breadth swerved that valiant one,
Nor yielded to that hurricane,
53. Nor turned the reins of his swift steed,
Nor shrunk from heaven's violence.
54. So firm his mind that, of his frame,
All, save his pulse, remained unmoved.
55. How seemed the world in darkness wrapped,
When that black cloud approached the sun !
56. For patience now the time was gone,
He met it as the fire meets smoke.
57. With spear, that lightning-like, bright flashed,
While eye with envious beams did flame,
58. He smote its front so vehemently,
2
That at the back appeared its gleam.
59. So far the spear its head did pierce,
The head a shade seemed round a lamp.
60. The wound the spear made in its head
Set free the fury of its brain.
61. That rock-shaped beast the steel absorbed,
As ore returned to the mine.
62. It set the fire of wrath ablaze,
That swarthy smoke became all flame.
63. Hurling the lasso of its trunk,
The prince's horse it caught in chains,
64. And seizing horse and rider bold,
Made all strong hearts to melt with fear/
65. With furious tusks it smote the horse,
A cry arose from Time and Space.
66. So close the Prince was to its tusks,
As is the sun to dawn of day.
67. As he his steed disabled saw,
Then rose he like a roval hawk.
1 Lit. The wheel, the sphere of the heaven; the heaven. Charkhi (lit. a small wheel) is a kind of fire-work (vide
/fill translation, Blocbniann, p. 127). The poet appropriately introduces the words charkh and charkhi. He says that
the elephant came upon the prince with such a fury that even the charkh (heaven) - to say nothing of the charkhi —
could not divert it. Cf. also Bernier (Constable), p. 277.
2
i.e. the back of the forehead.
a
This is a Persian idiom signifying that the people were much distracted and panic-stricken.
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68. And as his foot did touch the earth,
He boldly drew his flashing sword,
69. Raised it aloft and faced his foe,
When lo ! approached the second beast.
70. How can in fairness be approved,
That one should be assailed by two ?
71. The Prince in courtesy withdrew,
To let it meet its earlier foe.
72. How could such valour Duty teach,
l
A lad, not yet by duty bound ?
73. Afrasiyab * would at his age
Have fainted at the sight alone.
74. Naught made b y Iyord of Heav'n and Earth,
Can match a furious elephant.
75. Nor can the hand of Fate bestow
An arm which 'gainst it may prevail.
76. When with hot rage it is incensed,
To the high heav'ns it lifts its tusks.
77. Beware, pray ! of that champion's trunk,
The hand of Death hides in that sleeve.
78. To face such furious foe is but
The heavens to brave, or smite a rock.
79. From the beginning to the end,
The mighty Monarch watched the strife.
80. Seeing such valour in that Prince,
He poured rich treasures on his head.
81. Raised him in glory heaven-high,
Buried him in jewels el'phant-deep.
82. Against red gold the Prince renowned,
They weighed : the metal blushed with pride/"
83. Thus honoured, won he royal pomp,
And proved unmatched in bravery.
84. Unlocked his stores the Emperor then,
To dervish and the poor gave alms.
85. The beggar worn by begging's toil,
Glittering with jewels, begged no more.
86. The eyes of Greed were filled with gems,
Its lashes seemed a string of pearls.
87. So rich a hoard the needy heaped,
+
Instead of rue rich gems they burnt.
1 At thi9 time Aurangzeb was nearly fifteen. He was not, therefore, bound to discharge human duties.
nature which imposed upon him the duty of a bold self-defence. t
> Name of a mythical king of Turan, who conquered Persia.
8 Lit. «' gained redness of-face," a play upon the colour of the metal.
• Fumigation by wild rue against the evil eye is well known in the East.
r -
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88. On all, such bounty was bestowed,
That mendicants their hands withdrew.
89. Naught can our hands effect but this,
That they be raised in prayer to God.
go. May ever on the imperial throne,
He sit—the Shadow of the Lord—
1
91. And with the prosperous Princes four,
Seize the four corners of the world !
It is not a little interesting that of the historic elephant-fight described in the
Badshah Namah and extolled in Talib Kalim'spoem, we possess two pictorial representations, one of which is preserved in the Delhi Museum of Archaeology, and the other in
the Central Museum at Lahore. Dr. Vogel has furnished me with the following note on
these two pictures : —
" The older of the two miniature paintings was purchased from Mr. Imre Schwaiger
2
in 1910 and deposited in the Delhi Museum. I t is neither signed nor dated, but we
*

•

may assume t h a t it is not very far removed in time from the event to which it refers.
If not the original picture by an eye-witness of the elephant-fight of 12th March 1633,
it must at least be a very accurate copy. This I infer from the style of painting as well
as from the accuracy of details. The miniature, though perhaps not the work of one
of Shah-Jahan's best court painters, shows the excellence of the Mughal school in no
small degree. The animals are well drawn, especially the two black elephants which
are full of vigour. The elephant Sidhkar in the centre is rather conventional,
hut in rendering the second elephant who approaches from the back-ground,
the artist has set himself a more difficult problem which he has solved well. The picture
excels particularly in brilliancy of colour and minuteness of decorative detail. The
princely figure of the youthful Aurangzeb in his gold and crimson robe on his prancing
white steed has been treated with evident care. The turban of the Prince, the mane
of the horse, and the golden rings round the elephant's tusks show all the same refinement. The horseman in pink on a piebald horse in the foreground and the three miniature horsemen in the back-ground show also great richness of colouring. The accessory
figures of attendants scattered here and there are less satisfactory. They are decidedly
clumsy and their size varies without any reference to perspective. The army seen
at a distance has been treated in a very hazy fashion, especially the main group between
the three horsemen and the elephant. In the smaller group to the right of the elephant,
the individual figures are shown with much greater distinctness. The river Jamna
and the line of trees, which terminate the picture above, do not add to its value as a
work of a r t . "
'-' Whether the picture was the work of an eye-witness or not, it Certainly agrees
remarkably well with the account of the Badshah Namah.
The painter has chosen the
anxious moment when Aurangzeb, charged by the elephant, hit the animal in the head
with his spear. The second elephant, Surat Sundar, approaches from a distance.
1
s

Namely:—Daro Shukoh, ghah.Shuja, Aurangzeb and Murad Bakhsh.
Cf. J . P. Thompson, Catalogue.of Loan Exhibition, Delhi Museum of Archaeology.

Calcutta, 1911, p. 95, No. C 165.

*
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The three horsemen in the back-ground are Shah-Jahan with his two sons Dara
Shukoh and Shah Shuja. The grey-bearded Emperor mounted on a piebald steed is
accompanied by two forerunners and followed by two attendants carrying the emblems
of royalty, a golden parasol and a golden fan. Whereas the horses of Shah-Jahan and
Dara Shukoh are walking, that of Shah Shuja, conspicuous by its blue colour, is shown
iii the traditional fashion as galloping. The attitude of the horseman with his lance
raised, shows also that he is hastening to the rescue of his brother, in accordance with
the account of Abdul Hamld.''
'' The figures of the Emperor and his three sons are distinguished by circular halos.
Those of Shah-Jahan and Aurangzeb are all gold, whereas the two other princes have
*

green halos with gilt borders. I do not know whether we have to attach any significance to this distinction. If the all-gold halo were meant to indicate the sovereign, we
should have to assume that the picture was executed a t a time when Aurangzeb had
already risen to imperial rank. But more probably the gilt halo merely denotes
Aurangzeb as the hero of the scene/'
*' I may note here that over each of the four figures of the Emperor and his three
sons, the name is written in Persian, so that there can be no doubt regarding their identity.
'' The fifth horseman seen in the foreground is not labelled, but we may assume that
he represents Raja Jai Singh who, according to the Badhshah Namah, tried to rescue
Aurangzeb and flung his spear at the elephant.''
" The qualities of the Mughal miniature will become even more emphasized by a
comparison with the second picture, which evidently is of a much later date. It was
acquired by Mr. Percy Brown for the I y ahore Museum a few years ago, and probably
hails from the Kafigra district. Here a school of miniature painting flourished in the
eighteenth century under the patronage of the local Rajas, particularly of the famous
1
Sansar Chand, whose collection was seen by Moorcroft/ That the Kafigra picture is a
late copy of our Mughal miniature will be evident at a glance. I do not mean to
assert that it was copied from the very picture now in the Delhi collection—we know
that it was usual to copy the same picture over and over again—but the close relationship between the two pictures nobody will d e n y / '
1
' At the same time it is obvious that the Kafigra picture is only a very poor
representation of the encounter of Aurangzeb and the elephant Sidhkar. It will
be unnecessary to argue this point in detail."
" Here also the various figures are labelled, but the inscriptions #re in Nagarl,
5
another proof of the Hindu origin of the picture. Aurangzeb, who here is called by his
1 The inscriptions are the following :—
l

l

1. is)^ » ^ U c> t^ * ~ ***£

2. tj&\j[* a±~£

3. ^U^> *•»"> * ^

4. trtjAjjl ****

The circumstance that Aurangzeb is indicated by the name he bore as prince seems also to show that the picture
was executed at a time before his accession when he assumed the name of ' Alamglr.
5 W. Moorcroft and G. Trebeck, Travels in (he Himalayan provinces of Hindustan and the Pan jab, Londonw 1841,
vol. i p. 145.
8 The rendering of the names is very corrupt. The inscriptions read :— Wf « ? H T , ^TTT *?Wt, *pCK **&*• *W^fT
WT, VlHlifhc and «?T*W ft W I
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imperial name 'Alamglr, is shown in the same attitude as in, the older painting. The
three horsemen in the background are labelled asShah-Jahan, DaraShukohand Muracl
Bakfcsh, whilst an additional horseman is indicated as Mahabat Khan. How it is that
Shah Shuja' is here replaced by Murad Bakfcsh and Mahabat Khan has been added
(both of whom were apparently not present at the affair)", it is difficult to explain.
The horseman in front of the elephant is here labelled as Maharaja Jai Singh, which
proves our conjecture with regard to the corresponding figure on the older picture to
be correct.''
<(
The popularity of elephant-fights during the Mughal period is as evident from
plastic art as from literature. Not only do they form a favourite subject of miniature
pictures/ but I may also Jraw attention to a beautiful sardonyx cameo (now in the
Lahore Museum), which bears an excellent representation of two fighting elephants
2
each mounted by two men. Among the tile-mosaics also, which decorate the wall
of the Lahore Fort, there are numerous panels referring to that favourite sport of the
Great Mughals." They picture for us in brilliant colours the various stages of the fight,
and invariably the figures of the dark blue elephants are excellently rendered. Usually
each elephant is mounted by two mahauts, and sometimes there are also footmen armed
with the charkhi which, as we saw, was used to separate the fighting elephants. On
one particularly good panel, an elephant is shown running with outstretched trunk
after a horseman, the mahaut leaning back as in an effort to keep his seat on the neck
of the animal. Another panel shows an elephant charging a horseman, who calmly
awaits the attack with raised lance. I t almost seems as if the artisan who designed
this panel had been inspired by the sight of that very elephant-fight, which Maulwi Nur
Bakhsh has treated so well in the present paper."
I Cf. Thompson, Catalogue No. C 78, p. 75 ; No. C 84, p. 76 ; No. C 119, p. 85 ; No. C 138, p. 89.
• It is reproduced in the Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey for 1905-6, p.34.
3 See Journal of Indian Art and Industry, vol. xiv, No. 116 (October 1911).

T h e Mughal Seals.
By T H E R E V . FATHER F E L I X (O.C.).
The use of the seal was very common in the whole East from the most ancient
times. Hundreds of them have been found in the ruins of Chaldea, 'Assyria, Egypt
and Babylonia. Sir R. Porter discovered in the ruins of Ur a cylinder bearing in
cuneiform characters the legend: " To lyig B a g a s , the powerful King of Ur,
0
Hassimir patesi, from Es-ba-ak-gi-sin-ki, his servant. ' This seal dates back before
2
Abraham's time (c. 2000 B.C.). The seal was also in universal use in Palestine/
s
4
1
and in India it is called chhalla ( ^ ) or anguthi (is**^ -) and in Sanskrit mudra.
d
u 6
The Persian names are chap ah ( ^ ) and muhr {J**) and in Arabic Khatim (/^ ).
6
The Latin sigilltim was the Greek sphragis (vppay*).
. The Tartars or Mongols, the Chinese and Tibetans had also their peculiar seals.
The Chinese imperial seal which was affixed to all public Acts and Decisions of the
tribunals was about eight inches square, and of a very fine jasper. This stone was
highly esteemed in China ; and not every person was allowed to use it in a seal. It was
called Yu-shey and taken out of the In-yu-shan, that is " the mountain of the Agate
seal." '
*

After the Mongols settled in China, the characters inscribed on these seals were
both Chinese and Tartarian, as the tribunals were composed of both nations. The
great seal of the Grand Lama of Tibet and those of the Great Khans of Tartary were
• S I R R. PORTER gives a reproduction of King I,ig Bagas' seal in his Travels in Georgia, Persia, etc., t. ii, plate
L X X I X , fig. 6.—See G. Ravvliuson, The Five Great Monarchies, torn, i, p. 118; J. Meuant, Rapport stir les cylindres
assyro-chald<?cns du musec britannique, dans les Archives des missions scientifiquest 3e serie, i. vi, 1880, p. 112, no. 55. This
seal, lost for a long time, has been recovered at Bagdad and is now preserved in the British Museum. Its genuineness
has been contested by M. J. Meuant, in the meetings of 2nd August and 20th September 1889, at the ' academic des inscriptions.' See on this subject Th. G. Pinches, The Genuineness of the Cylinder of Ur-bau, in the Babylonian and Oriental
Record, 1889-1890, t iv, p. 9.
2 Gen. xxxviii. 18, 25, where we should t r a n s l a t e : " T h y signet, and thy cord, and thy s t a f f " ; Dent, xxxii. 34;
I I I Reg., X X I , 8, etc.
3 Dr. J. H. M a r s h a l l in his lectuFe before the Panjab Historical Society at Simla on August 39, 1914, says t h a t
he found in the ruins of Taxila " several finger rings,—one with a lapis-lazuli intaglio representing a Greek warrior and
engraved with an early Brahmi l e g e n d " : and " s o m e chalcedony and copper seals engraved with various devices."
J . P . H . S . , Vol. iii, No. 2, p. 75.
• Chhalla (Hindi) is a small ring of silver or gold worn on the finger.
6 Kbatam ( *3U. ) a seal. Kbatam or Kbatim, a seal ring. Khatim u'l ambiya ( Uu}Jl *31A. ) the seal of the
prophet M u h a m m a d ; Khatim i jam, the seal of Solomon to which many wonderful qualities have been attributed by
the Muhammadans and Jews. J O S E P I I U S , Antiq., Bk. V I I I , ch. iii, 5, and Bk. X I , ch. VI, 12.
8 The word 2<ppay'u or (zfprjyii Ionici) by which Herodotus, Thucydides, Xeuophon, Polyacnus, and others describe the royal Persian signet, implies a gem set in metal. Such was the celebrated a(ppayis xp^uSeroi of Polycrates,
an emerald set in gold, according to Herodotus (iii, 41) ; or, as Pliny relates, a ring (ainuihis) of which the gem was a
sardonyx (Nat. Hist, xxxvii, 1).
• THOMAS A S T ^ E Y ' S Voyages and Travels, Vol. IV, China, p. 241, col. i ; and vol. iii, p. 542.
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also about eight inches square and always impressed on the paper in red ink or
1
vermilion.
The seals originally appear to have been precious stones. Such gems (typo
gemmae) engraved with designs cut into their surfaces are termed intaglios ; those
with designs carved in relief are known as cameos. These gems were employed not
only as ornaments or for artistic effect, and to embellish furniture ;• but to a great
extent for sealing. A very large number of undoubtedly genuine examples of such
gems are in existence. They range from the mists of Babylonian antiquity to the
decline of Roman Civilization, and received a new but artificial impulse on the
revival of art. The earliest records of gems are those of the Babylonian, Assyrian
and Egyptian races, each of whom possessed cylindrical stones engraved in intaglio
and mounted into ring-shapes of gold, centuries before the Christian era and begin3
ning according to Mr. King as early as 2234 years B.C.
The favourite shapes in Assyria and Babylonia were the cylinder pierced
lengthways, and sometimes fitted with a swivel so as to be used as a seal; and the
cone also pierced but not requiring a swivel, since the design was cut on its base'.
In Egypt the favourite form of gem was a scarab (beetle) having a flat surface underneath, on which was engraved a hieroglyphic design.* The common materials were
jasper and porcelain; and from the strict adherence to the scarab shape, it may be
inferred that they were used much less as seals, than as a sort of badges or ornaments,
and this is confirmed by the finding of large numbers of them in foreign countries
as at Camirus in Rhodes, and in Etruria, where the hieroglyphics could not have
6
been understood.
*

1

Marco Polo (Col. H. Yule's vol. i, p. 410) s a y s : " All these pieces of paper are issued with as much solemuity and
authority as if they were of pure gold or silver, and on every piece a variety of officials, whose duty it is, have to write
their names, and to put their seals. And when all is prepared duly, the Chief Officer deputed by the Kaan smears the
seal entrusted to him with vermilion, and impresses it on the paper, so that the form of the seal remains printed upon
it in red ; the money is then authentic." See E. H. W A L S H , Examples of Tibetan Seals, J.R.A.S., Jan. 1915. On t h e
same subject see also J.R.A.S. 1 9 0 6 ^ . 4 7 6 , D R . BUSHEEX'S Note, Rev. Dr. A. H. FRANCKE Note on the Dalai Lama's
Seal and the Tibcto-Mongolian character; J.R.A.S. 1910, p. 1205, Col. W A D D E I , I / S Lhasa and its Mysteries ; and J.R.A.S.
1911 and JQ12, Abbe GROSIER, Hist. gin. de la Chine, etc. Tom. xiii, p. 520
* Exod. xxviii. 15-21. M. Mariette, Notice des monuments du MusSe de Boulaq, pp. 263-264. G. PERROT, Histoire
de I'art dans I'antiquiU, torn, ii, pp. 723-727-729. G. SMITH, 'Assyrian Discoveries, p. 432. BATISSIER, Histoire de I'art
monumental, p. 88.
•
& Many of the most ancient writers mention seals belonging to Persian Kings. It does not appear whether the
seal of Ahasuerus (Esth. iii. 12; viii. 2, 10) which the Scptuagint renders SOKTSKIOS ' a finger ring,' was wholly of metal or
contained a gem. We know that several of the ancients used metal seals without gems ( P I . I N . Nat. Hist, xxxiii. i.
" Multi nullas admittuut gemmas, auroque ipso signant." " Imprimebatur autem sculptura materia; annuli, sive
ex ferro, sive ex auro foret." MACROB. viii. 13.
* See W. M. F U N D E R S P E T R I E , A History of Egypt.
b
The scarabs were not always seals, as is evident^from the Cornelian scarab belonging to the collection of
Cardinal Zurla. This scarab, like that of Felix L,ajard's collection, represents the god Moloch with the head of a bull.
F. LAJARD, Introduction d VHudcdu culte de Mithra, Atlas, pi. IyXVIII, Nos. 11 and 2$. MEI<CIIIOR D E VOGUE in the
Revue Archiologiquc, juin 1868, t. XVII, pi. XIV, no. 6, reproduces a scarab from the imperial cabinet of Vienna bearing
the legend : " T o Akhotmeleh, wife of Josua." The characters of the legend show, according to M. de Vogue, that it
is not posterior to the V l l t h century B.C. F. VIGOUROUX, La Bible ct les DUouvcrtes Moderncs en Egypte et en Assyrie,
Vol. iii, pp. 84-85, and 195, note 3. E. A. W A X U S B U D G E , A Story of Egyptt Vol. viii, p. 136, says: " Here may be mentioned the curious fact that the scarab was now no longer used as a seal, and its disappearance, as a seal, seems to date
from the end of the xxvith Dynasty. Under the restored native kingdom of the Nectanebids it seems not to have been
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While the Phoenicians have left actual specimens to show with what skill they
could adopt the system of gem engraving prevailing at their time in Egypt and Assyria,
the Israelites on the other hand have left records to prove, if not their skill at least
1
the estimation in which they held engraved gems.
In Greece and Rome* within historic times gems were worn engraved with designs
to show that the bearer was an adherent of a particular worship, the follower of a certain
philosopher or the attached subject of an Emperor. It cannot be said that these
r
gems may not have been used sj stematically as seals, but it is clear that they primarily served a different purpose: for as regards the nations of classical antiquity all
seals are classed as gems, though in many cases the material is not such as would
strictly come under that heading. On the other hand, gems properly so called were
not always seals, many of the Babylonian cylinders could not have been so employed
without great difficulty, and when Herodotus (I. 195) says that every Babylonian
" h a s a seal, and a staff curiously w r o u g h t / and on every staff is carved either an
apple, a rose, a lily, an eagle or something of the k i n d / ' it may have been in most
cases no other than a talisman having an inherent power derived from the subject of
its design consisting perhaps mostly of figures of protecting deities.*
These gems, therefore, apart from workmanship possess the charms of colour
deep, rich, and varied, of material unequalled for its endurance, and of scarcity which
in many instances has been enhanced by the strangeness of the lands whence they
came, or the fortuity of their occurrence. These qualities united within the small
compass of a gem, were precisely such as were required in a seal as a thing in constant use, and so inalienable in its possession as to make it naturally a personal ornament and an attractive medium of artistic skill, no less than a centre of traditions
or of religious and legendary associations.
When inscribed a cylinder generally states three things; the name of the owner,
his father's name, and the name of his protecting deity. But there are exceptions,
(
as for example a cylinder, in the Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris ' is inscribed
(
Alchahum, Servant of Jehastukar,' which from the Semitic form of the name
1
Alchahum ' has been thought to have belonged to a Jewish captive in Babylon. An
r
agate seal from Khorsabad reads Nipishi, of King Tiglath, Piliser King of Assyria,
son of Haou L,iklikhus, King of Assyria.' But whereas the pagans had represented on
their seals the image of their deities or mythological representations, the Israelites who
were faithful to the law of Moses limited themselves to having their name engraved
used in this way, but as a funeral amulet, the large " hear,t-scarab " inscribed with chapter X X X B of the Book of the
Dead was used down to and in Ptolemaic times."
1 Gen. xli. 42; Dan. v. 29; Ezek. xvi. 10-13; Jerem. xvii. i. G. PERROT, Histoire de Vart dans /'antiquity t. ii, p.
723 et scq. G. SMITH, Assyrian Discoveries, p. 432. BATISSIER, Histoire deVart monumental, p. 88. E. DE R O U G E , Notice
des Monuments Egypticns, Salle historique, vitrine H. 1855, pp. 62-63.
2 The Romans had their Dactyliothecas, or collections of gems, as Pliny informs us : " gemmas plures, quod peregrino
appellant nomine dactyliothecain." Nat. Hist, xxxvi. 1.
3 The staff is frequently mentioned in Scripture as the traveller's companion : Gen. xxxii. 10 ; xxxviii. 18, 25; Exod.
xii. 11; 1 Sam. xvii. 4 0 ; 2 Kings iv. 29; Zech. viii. 4 ; Mark vi. 8, etc.
* A cameo of Nebuchadnezzar in the Berlin Museum bears in cuneiform characters : Ana Mardukbilsu
Nabukudurusur sar Babilu ana balatisu ibus, ' To Merodaeh his Lord, Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, for his preservation, has
made [this].' Man. Bibl., <>/>. cit., ii, p. 758.
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upon it. Some examples have been found. The Cornelian sapphire found in Jerusaf
lem by Mr. Clermont Ganneau, contains this legend:
To Hananyahu, son of
1
Azaryahu/ i.e. belonging to Ananiah, son of Azariah.
The Egyptians and the Assyrians, the Hebrews and the Persians had long before
the Greeks and. Romans seals in the shape of rings, of which the bezel contained
an engraved gem. They applied these to pieces of wax or asiatic chalk or clay, with
which they sealed the knot cod strings around missives, and later the linen wrappers
enveloping the wooden ibiets called by the Romans ' vitilliani.'
2
A large number o 'cse cachets of clay were found in Egypt, attached to scrolls
of papyrus containing letters written in the times of the Ptolemies and. the Romans.
2
Seals of this kind were also used at a much earlier time by the Egyptians and
attached to public documents; and it was in consequence of this custom common to
both monarchies, that the seal of Shabak, King of Egypt and Ethiopia, was found in
Assyria, which confirms in a curious manner the political relations which existed
3
between Egypt and Assyria at that early period.
The practice of authenticating a document by the granter affixing his distinguisliing mark or seal was current in the East from the earliest times *; and during
the mediaeval period both in the East and in the West the importance of seals was so
great, that they were considered the main proofs of the authenticity of all sorts of
documents, both public and private.
In order to make illicit use or imitation of seal difficult, the seal itself was
usually locked up, and guarded with special care, and in the case of royal personages
or corporate bodies was often made a very complicated work of art, which it would
have been almost impossible to copy exactly.
Ecclesiastical seals are first heard of in the 7th century A.D. though some signet
rings, belonging apparently to Bishops, were found in the catacombs, and date back
6
to the first centuries of the Christian era.
These ecclesiastical seals attained their
*

1 F. VIGOUROUX, Manuel Bibliquc, vol. ii, p. 705. Journal Asiatique, fevier-mars 1883, p. 129. For a description of
some of these rings see PiERRET, sallc historiqus de la galeric Sgyptienne, 1877, Bagues, pp. 110-119.
8
For an impression of Sennacherib's seal on a tablot of clay see LAYARD, Nineveh and Babylon, p, 154. E. A. W A I J J S
BUDGE, Egypt and the Asiatic Empire, vol. IV, p. 186. PORTER'S Travels, etc., ii, p. 425. ' ' The specimens of baked clay,
as having been stamped with numerous seals, are sufficient evidence, how common were their use, their import can only
be guessed, but it is likety all were connected with mystic incantation."
3 F. VIGOUROUX, La Bible, etc., Vol. iii, p. 538. A. I V AYARD, Nineveh and Babylon, pp. 156-157. The seal of this
Pharaoh was discovered by M. Layard, in the ruins of Nineveh. J. O P P E R T , Mdmoire sur les rapports dc VEgyptc ct d,
VAssyria, p. 561. C/. E. de R O U G E , Etudes sur les monuments de Tharaka, dans les Melanges d* archdologice'gyptienne
et assyrienne, Novembre 1872, p. 16. G. SMITH, The Assyrian Eponym Canon, Extract xxxix, P..141. I I (IV) Kings
xvii. 1-6. E. A. W A I J J S B U D G E , Egypt and the Asiatic Empire, Vol. IV, pp. 279-282.
* Thousands of private contracts, preserved in large earthen vesseb, were found by Arabs in one of the tells in the
neighbourhood of Hillah, where formerly stood ancient Babylon. J. M E N A N T , Manuel de langue assyrienne, Paris,
1880, p. 360.—Weekly Times, 7 April 1882. Journal olficiel de France, 7 Decembre 1881, pp. 6751-6762. These contracts
which cover a period of two centuries are most important in fixing the chronology of the Babylonian Kings, and reveal
most interesting details in the commerce and private life of the ancient inhabitants of the borders of the Euphrates.
& F. VIGOUROUX, Manuel Bibliquc, t. iv, p. 444. They bear the A and n, or the monogram of the apocalypse, the
Shepherd standing under a tree with the letters N.M.S. etc. POCOCK, in his Travels in Egypt ( J O H N P I N K E R T O N Voyages
c<
and Travels, Vol. XV, p. 342) says : among the seals I found in Egypt there are four or five of the abraxas kind, used by
the Gnostics, being a mixture of Paganism and Christianity : they have generally a legend on the reverse, and are of no
great consequence."
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highest artistic value about the XI\fth century. The early Popes used to append
to their edicts and briefs leaden seals, called bullae. This latter name was also given
1
to the seals used by the emperors of Constantinople and of the Holy Roman Empire.
2
Until after the Norman conquest the use of seals was not common in England * ;
the earliest known great seal is that of Edward the Confessor (Xlth cent.). The first
Scottish great seal is that of Duncan I I (c. 1094). Towns and boroughs used corporate seals in the 12th century, while in the 15th and 16th merchants and tradesmen
began to adopt specific marks or symbols in connection with their industries. The
most complete as well as the oldest collection of seals is t h a t of the French Kings ; it
is surpassed in beauty, however, by the English royal series, which, especially that
pertaining to the reign of Henry V., is distinguished for its fine workmanship. The

1

£

4

oldest royal seal extant in Europe is that of Lothaire I (c. 817 A.D.).
Mediaeval seals were applied in the West in two different .ways : in the one
the stamp was impressed in wax run on to the surface of the document, which in French
was called plaque or en placard ; in the other the wax impression was suspended by
cords or strips of parchment (in French pendant). The latter method was necessarily
used with metal seals or bullae. In the East, at least in the Middle Ages, the imperial seals were stamped on the diploma in red ink, that of the ministers and other
3
dignitaries in black. A pendant seal in wax was used, according to Abul Fazl, to
seal the golden covers containing the imperial order.
(<
" The great seal," says Pietro della Valle, is not that which is in the highest
esteem in Persia, although it be affixed to all the patents and emanations from royal
authority, but a small seal which is worn in a ring by the King himself, and which he
}
uses in sealing all his letters to the Princes and Governors of Provinces.' * Abul Fazl
6
speaks of Akbar's signet ring, or as he calls it the round small seal named Uzuk.
When in 1662 Aurangzeb fell ill, and it was thought he would die, Roshanara Begam
stole his signet ring, and intrigued with it to supplant Shah 'Alam, the rightful heir to the throne, and secure the succession of Azam Shah his brother, then
•

1 Bull : an instrument, ordinance, decree, or letter of the Pope, written down to 1878 on parchment in antiquated
Gothic script in the" Latin tongue, and having usually a leaden seal appended. The word is derived from the Latin bulla,
which was originally an ornament worn by Etruscan and Roman children as an amulet, and laid aside at maturity. The
word bulla means a bubble or a capsule of wax enveloping a seal; then it was applied to the seal itself, and lastly to the
document to which the seal gave authority. A large number of fine Papal Bullae exist from the 7th century onwards.
Since the time of Pope Paschal I I they have borne heads of St. Peter and St. Paul ; previously they had such simple
devices as crosses or stars with the name of the Pontiff. See F I C O R O N I , Piombi Antichi, Rome, 1745.
2 I n 1842 Lord Albert Cunnigham found in one of the great tumuli of New-Grange and Dowth, a golden ring and a
coin of Geta (205-212 A.D.). Another similar ring made of the same metal was found in t h e cclla about the same time.—
Six rings of bronze, perfectly well preserved, were unearthed from cairn H of Lough-Crew (Ireland), which shows t h a t rings
and probably also seals were not totally unknown to the ancient inhabitants of England and Ireland. Lcs Monuments
Migalithiques de tons pays par James Fergusson trad, par F R A N C . H A M A R D , 1878, pp. 223 and 231.
3 BLOCUMANN'S Ain, Vol. i. I n Yui^E's Marco Polo, Vol. i, p. 12, is reproduced the autograph signature of Hayton
King of Armenia circa A.D. 1243, and the letter ends with these words: " e por se qui cestes lettrcs soient fermes e establis
ci avuns escrit de notre main vermoil e sayele de notre ceau p e n d a n t . "
* J O H N P I N K E R T O N , Voyages and Travels, Vol. ix, p. 58. Esther iii. 8-11.—Some royal signet rings have been found.
See M. DiEULAFOY, L'acropole de Suse, p. 404. J. M E N A N T , Recherches sur la glyptique oricntale, part ii, fig. 145, p. 166,
is reproduced the seal of King Darius with the triple inscription in Persian, Susian and Assyrian : " I . Darius, great
King."
6 BiyOCHMANN's Ain, Vol. i, p . 52. Vzuk or Uzah is a T a r t a r word meaning a ring, i.e. a signet ring.
\
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a hoy of six, so that during his long minority she might wield absolute power as
1
regent.
The ring was the distinctive mark of free persons and men of rank.* All Egyptians of high rank like every Babylonian referred to by Herodotus (i. i<)5) had a ring
which he used as his seal. Sa'adi relates that Jamsiied, fourth King of the first
dynasty in Persia, whom they confound with Bacchus, Solomon and Alexander the
Great, introduced the custom of wearing seals on the fingers, with which to seal
letters, and other acts necessary in the commerce of life, and for the good of
society.'
The Monarch's seal attached to any ordinance or decree was his signature giving
4
it validity.
Hence the delivery of the K i n g ' s seal to one of his subjects, as that of
Pharaoh to Joseph', that of Ahasuerus to Hainan and afterwards to Mordecai",
invested them with the right of acting authoritatively in their Monarch's name.
The Arab Alhacen tells us t h a t when Tamerlane dispatched his son to conquer
the kingdom of China he " d r e w oft his imperial ring, and gave it unto h i m , " as a
sign of his power and the right of succession to the throne
#

In the East and particularly in India precious stolies have been especially
treasured and used for the richest and costliest ornaments. Often invested with
symbolic meaning, precious stones have always been regarded with superstitious awe
and credited with mysterious qualities by those who possessed them. From the earliest times also great importance and even sanctity has attached to the ring.* We all
' The date of this illness of Auraugzcb varies in the various annals of the time. The date 1602 given by Khafi
Khan is generally accepted as correct. See E U ' I I I N S T O N K , History of India, p. G14, BKKNIJCR'S Travels in the Mogul
Empire, Westminster, Archibald Constable, 1891, p. 125.
8 Jac. ii. J ; Gen. xli. 4J ; Daniel vi. 17. It was likewise with the shoes and sandals*, the slaves always went barefooted. Song of Sol. vii. 1 ; Ezek. xvi. 10. Compare Judith x. 4 ; xvi. 9. R O B I N S O N , Bib. lies., vol. ii, p. 36. Exod. iii. 5 ;
Josh. v. 1 >
8 D'HKRBICI.OT, Biblioth. Orient., Tom. ii, p. 134. " Saadi vent aussi que ce Prince Giam S c h i d . . . . ( ) n lui attribuc
aussi, d'avoir introduit 1'usage de porter des anneaux au doigt, pour cachetcr les lettres, et autrcs aCtes, neccssaires dans
le commerce de la vie et pour l'entretien de la societc."
* I I I Reg. xxi. 8, Esther iii. 10. " Write ye therefore to the Jews as it pleaseth you in the King's name and seal
the letters with my ring. For this was the custom that no man durst gainsay the letters which were sent in the King's
name and were sealed with his ring." JOSEPHUS, Antiq., Bk. X I , ch. VI, 12. For some of these Persian royal signet rings
lie M. DiEur.Ai'OY, L'acrqpole de Suse, p. 404; and J . : M J $ N A N T , Reeherches sur la glyptique orientate, part ii, fig. 145,
p. 166.
6
Gen. xli. 42.
8
Esther iii. 10, 12 ; viii. 2.—It was the custom also at the same time to clothe the royal favourite with official robes
in token of his exaltation (Gen. xli. 4 2 ; Esth. viii. 1?; Dan. v. 29); and when he was removed from office these were
given to his successor (Isa. xxii. 21).
1 PURCUAS, Ilia Pilgrimes, Vol. xi, p. 409.
9 Several primitive races formed cenotaphs or sepulchral monuments, such as those of Stonehenge, Avebury (England), Moytura (Ireland), Aniravati (Hindostan), etc., by arranging huge pillar-stones in rings, concentric or single (Les
*

Monuments Megalithiques «xc , op. cit.). The ceremonial dances of the Red Indians and of the Australian blacks, of the
Pathans and of the Tibetans are circle wise. The mediaeval necromancer, before beginning his incantations, described a
circle, within which he stood, and within which alone was safety. The wearing of a ring has been held to prevent the
entrance of evil spirits into the body of the wearer, and from Siam to Scotland it has ueen the custom to safeguard
children from like influences by encircling their wrists with thread or cord. Dr. I. G. Erazer (Golden Bough, i, p. 4U2)
sees iu this the idea of cohstriction as a hindrance to spiritual action whether baneful or u o t ; and Ite points out t h a t in
the Greek island of K a r p a t h u s the peasants remove all rings from the dead bodies of their friends, believing t h a t
otherwise the soul could not obtain egress. At the present day the efficacy of the finger-ring is still greatly believed i n ,
and many civilized people would not regard themselves as married if a ring did not figure in the wedding ceremony. .
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know the superstitious and mysterious qualities credited to the KhatimiCl-ambiya, the
seal of the prophets, i.e. of Muhammad; and the loss of the prophet's signet ring was
the cause of Usman's troubles, and indirectly gave rise to the civil war, which for
ever destroyed the democratic character of the commonwealth founded by the
1
prophet and his two immediate successors. The Tarlkh Muntakhib and many other
Oriental Histories relate thousands of fabulous stories about Solomon's ring, the
famous Khatim-irjam * and Flavius Josephus speaks of its magical use in conjura3
tions, incantations, and driving out of evil spirits.
After this brief prelude on sphragistics in general we must *ow proceed to the
purport of our paper and describe the Mughal seals. No pretence is assumed on
my part that this is an exhaustive treatment; on the contrary, it must be understood that the matter given here is only what I chanced to come upon. There are
many blanks that have yet to be filled in, and I have no doubt that others will
accomplish this, who may take up the subject in future. I, however, hope that what
is given here will be found to be at least an interesting chapter in the history and
development of the seals of one of the several great dynasties in India.
The Mongols generally known in Europe as Tatars or. Tartars, and in India
as Mughals, also had their peculiar seals.
;
In the Institutes of Ghazan K h a n / we find it established among uther formalities
for the authentification of the royal orders, that they should be stamped on the back,
in black ink, with the seals of the four commanders of the four Kiziks, or corps of the
Life Guards.* The Emperor's great seal was on the obverse where the order of the
King was written. I t was, like that of the Chinese and of the Dalai I,ama of Tibet,
aboutJSjnches square an4_stajnpg(Hnyermilion.
The Franciscan Friar John of Pian de Carpini in his narrative of his mission to the
A D
sa s
court of Kuyuk Khan (1245-47 - -) Y that a certain Ruthenian called Cosmas,
a goldsmith and a great favourite of the emperor, showed him before putting it up
in its place the throne of the Emperor which he himself had made, and also the seal
(<
he had manufactured for the Emperor, which bore the words:
God in heaven,
u
and Kuyuk Khan 011 earth, might of God, the seal of the Emperor of all m e n / '
The letter of Kuyuk to Pope Innocent IV. begins " Dei fortitudo Cuyuc Can,
^

•

1 Joitm. Vanj. Hist. Soc, Vol. ii, p. 144.
2 D'l-lKKBHi.oT, Bibliothcquc Orientate, Vol. .iii, 335, s a y s : " Le Tarikh Montekheb, et la plupart des autres
Historiens Oricntaux racontent mille choscs fabuleuses dc l'auneau de Salomon, par lc moyen du-qucl ce Prince, prenant
le bain et ayant quitte cet anncan il lny hit derobe par nne furie infernale, qui le jetta dans la mer.* Salomon dcnieurant
ainsi prive de cet annean, s'abstint pendant qnarante jours de monter sur le trone, coinine se trouvant depourvu des
lumieres, qui lui etaicnt necessaires pour bien gouverner. Mais enfin il le recouvra par le moyen d'un poissou qu'on scrvit
sur sa table." Ibid., p. 18G word ' Salcathat.' " Ketab al Solcathat," est le u Titre d'un livre qui traite dc la science
que les Arabes appellcnt Ulm Alkhaouatem [II111 al Khatim] la science qui enseigne la fabriquc et l'usage des anneaux
magiques, qui scrvent a'faire des prestiges et des euchautements."
i J O S K P I I U S , Antiq., Bk. viii, ch. ii, 5.
+ Y U L E ' S Marco Polo, Vol. i, p. T,(^. The Franciscan Friar Odoric, in his description of the Mongol court, is: the first
Ivuropean to tell us t h a t the great K h a n had " f o u r chief ministers to govern the empire of the great Lord," and in
another place he says " and alongside go four barons who are called Cuthe, keeping watch and ward over the chariot, t h a t
no h u r t come to the King." Y U I . E ' S Cathay, Vol. i, p. 137. H. H. HOWORTII, Hist, of the Mongols, P. iii, p. 508.
6 R I C H A R D H A K U J Y T , Vol. ii, pp. 105 and i n , 112. W. W. R O C K I I I I J , , The Journey of William of Rubruch, Loudon,
Hakluyt Society, 1900, p. 26.
•
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omnium hominum imperator" which in Mongol would be Mongka Tdngri kuchundur, Kuyk KhakMn.
' By the power of eternal Heaven, Kuyuk Kliakliau.' This,
says Mr. Rockhill, " w a s the inscription on the seal which in all probability was
written in Mongol and in Chinese seal characters.'' '
The tughra of Chingiz Khan's imperial manifesto to Baidju runs as follows :
1
By the command of the living God, Chingiz Khan, the gracious and venerable
*

i

son of Heaven, proclaims that God is exalted above all things. God is immortal and
Chingiz Khan is the sole governor of the earth." *
I
Mr. Pauthier in his translation of an account of the Journey of Khieu y an eminent
doctor of the sect Tao-Kiao or Taosse, to the camp of the great Chingiz in Turkestan,
(<
has related how Chingiz bestowed upon this personage a seal with a tiger's head and
a diploma, surely a lion's head Pdizah and Yarligk] wherein he was styled Shin-sicn
or divine anchorite."* The earliest European allusion to this ' Table d'or de commandemant', the Ljon's head Pdizali or golden tablet, is in the Franciscan Rubru1
quis's journey to the Mongol Court. Marco Polo refers also to the Yarligh u Paizah."
The Latin version of a grant by Uzbek Khan of Kipchak to the Venetian Andrea Zeno,
in 1333, ends with the words: Dcdimus baisa ct pHvilegium cum bullisrubr
" where
the latter words no doubt represent the Yarligh al tamgka, the warrant with the
red seal or stamp, as it may be seen upon the letter of Arghun Khan. So also Jambek,
(<
the son of Uzbek, in 1344 confers privileges on the Venetians eisdem dando baissinum de auro" ; and again Bardibeg, son, murderer and successor of Jambeg, in
6
1358 writes avemo dado comamdamento [i.e. Yarligh] cum le bolle rosse et lo paysarn."
#

1 W. W. ROCKIIIU., The Journey of William Rubruck (1253-55. A.D.), p. 26; cfr. DEVKIUA, Notes d'kpigraphic Mongols,
p. 31, and Sir Maundeville, p. 231, Recucil des Voyages ct Mdmoircs de la SocUte dc Geographic, Vol iv, p. 594. RICHARD
HAKLUYT, Vol. ii, Tartary, pp. 105-6, makes the distinction between the tughra and the seal. lie says: " Undc ct ipse
*

Imperator in litteris suis ita scribit : Dei fortitudo omnium hominum imperator." This in the tughra: " In supcrscriptionc quoque sigilli ejus est hoc : Dcus in coelo et Cuyne cham super terrain, Dei fortitudo omnium hominum Imperatoris
sigillum. Hence it is that the Emperor in his letters writcth after this manner ! The power of God and ISinperour of all
men, also, vpon hisseale, there is this posie ingraven ! God in heaven, and Cuyne Can upon earth, the power of God ;
the seale of the Empcrour of all men."
* Abbe Hue. Christianity in Tartary, etc., Vol. i, p. 187.
3 Quoted in YULE'S Marco Polo, Vol. i, p. 343.
<(
+ Rubruquis says: and Mangu gave to the Moghul (whom he was going to send to the King of France) a bull of his,
that is to say, a golden plate of a palm in breadth and half a cubit in length, on which his orders were inscribed. Whosoever is the bearer of that may order what he pleases, and his order shall be executed straightway." These golden bulls
of the Mongol Khans appear to have been originally tokens of high favour and honour, though afterwards they became
more frequent and conventional. They are often spoken of by Persian historians of the Mongols under the name of
Paizah and Vaizah sir-i-shcr or ' Lion's Head' Paizah.
b Yui.E'S Marco Polo, Vol. i, Bk. ii, ch. vii, p. 342. " I should mention too," says Marco, '*that an officer who holds
the chief command of 100,000 men or who is general-iu-chief of a great host, is entitled to a tablet t h a t weighs 300 saggi.
It has an inscription thereon to the same purport that I have told you already [By the strength of the Great God, and of
the great grace which He hath accorded to our Emperor, may the name of the Kaan be blessed ; and let all such as will
not obey him be slain and be destroyed|, and below the inscription there is the figure of a lion, and below the lion the
sun and moon . . . . To certain very great lords there is given a tablet with gerfalcons on it; this is only to the very
greatest of the Kaan's barons." The Armenian history of the Orpelians, relating the visit of Prince Sempad, brother
of Khig Hayton, to the court of Mangku Kaan, says : " they gave him also a Phaiza of gold, i.e. a tablet whereon the
name of God is written by the great Kaan himself, and this constitutes the greatest honour known among the Mongols. Farther, they drew up for him a sort of patent, which the Mongols call Iarlckh &c, . . . "
« See YULE'S Marco, Tom. i, pp. 342-347, for specimens of these Tables d'Or, and Tom. ii, pp. 472-3, for Arghuu Khau's
seal.
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The letters of the Persian Khan Kharbandai better known asOljaitu, written from
Alidjan on the 8th of the first month of summer in the year of the Serpent (4th
May, 1305) to the King of France and to Edward I., the King of England, have
been stamped five times with the great square seal of the Mongol Prince in red
1
ink.
Under the Persian branch of the Mongols, at least, the degree of honour was
indicated by the number of seals upon the diploma or letter which varied from 1 to 5.
It was the same with the number of lion heads upon the Paizah.
The document
addressed to Philip the Fair by Arghun had the seal affixed three times only.
The two documents addressed to Philip the Fair by Arghun and by Kharbandai
present a remarkable difference in the dimensions of the paper, the length of the lines,.
the breadth of the margins and the intervals : and it is very well known that all these
particulars are important in the eyes of Orientals, and are used, according to the
customs of their diplomacy, as means of expressing and of graduating the esteem in
which they hold the princes with whom they treat. Arghun has confined himself in
this respect to what was strictly necessary. Kharbandai is much more respectful,
his letter being ten feet long, and having the seal affixed to it five times instead of
three. The motto upon it is in those antique characters which the Chinese call chuan*
(
It signifies By Supreme decree, the seal of the descendant of the Emperor,
charged to reduce to obedience the ten thousand barbarians/ By these last words
are meant not only Persians, but Christians and Western Nations in general who
acknowledge or, it is assumed, ought to acknowledge the authority of the son of
Heaven.
(l

i(

The Christian writers," says Col. Yule, often ascribe Christianity to various
princes of the Mongol dynasties without any good grounds. Certain coins [and I
presume the seals also] of the Ilkhans of Persia, up to the time of Ghazan's conversion to Islam, exhibit sometimes Muhammadan and sometimes Christian formulae :
but this is no indication of the religion of the Prince. Thus coins not merely of the
heathen Khans, Abaka and Arghun, but of Ahmad Tigudar, a fanatical Moslem, are
c
found inscribed
In the name of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost.' Raynaldus,
under 1285, gives a fragment of a letter addressed by Arghun to the European
f
Powers and dated from Tabriz in the year of the Cock/ which begins ' In Christi
y
nomen. Amen ! But just in like manner some of the coins of Norman Kings of Sicily
are said to bear the Muhammadan profession of faith, and the copper money of
some of the Ghaznevide Sultans bears the pagan effigy of the bull Nandi, borrowed
3
from the coinage of the Hindu Kings of Kabul. " In the Delhi Historical and
Archaeological Exhibition (1911—12) was exhibited a Farman of Ghiyas-ud-din
Balban, often called Balin by English writers. I t bears the Sultan's seal with the
- L

'

'—

—

'

—

•

\ l H u e , Christianity in Tartary, Vol. i, pp. 294, 378.
2 These characters are known as Hor-Yig, viz. " Mongolian letters." They seem to be an archaic square form of the
Tibetan character with the letters arranged one below the other in vertical columns, and were invented by the Saskya
hierarch Kun dga rgual mtshau, A.D. 1182-1252,^110 presented them to the Mongolians. See above, p. 101, note 1.
3 Marco Polo, Vol. ii, p. 476. F R A E I I N de Ilchan Nummis, vi, and passim. RAYNAI,DTJS, iii, 619, J.A.S.B. X X I V ,
p. 490.
"
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following legend : ' Abu Zafar Ghiyas-ud-din, Muhammad Badsbah, Qhazi' ; an-1 the
tughra reads: ' Alwasaq bitaid ziya-ul raliam, al dunya wa-ud din Abu Zafar
Sultan Ghiyas ud din.' Around the inner circle in which are written the name
and titles of the Sultan, is inscribed a votive prayer or a quotation from the Qur'an
in Arabic.
History has left us little information concerning the religion of Chingiz Khan
and his immediate successors, probably because t h a t was a matter in which they had
small concern themselves. They were neither Christians, Muhammadans, nor even
idolaters. They protected one religion no more than another, and favoured each
in turn as it suited the interests of their policy. Cbingiz Khan strongly recommended
his successors to give no preference to any, but desired t h a t the priests of the
various faiths should be exempt from taxes and contributions. But from the study
of the inscriptions on the Mongol seals alluded to above we may safely conclude
that Chingiz Khan and Kuyuk believed in a Supreme Being, whom they named
Tdngri ' H e a v e n / but that it mattered little to them in what way He was worf
shipped : so their religion may be called Deism.' •
Wherever the successors of Chingiz Khan established their sovereignty, they
adopted the dominant mode of worship, and thus became Buddhists in China,
Muhammadans in Persia and in India ; and in Germany or Italy would doubtless
have embraced Christianity. Contrary to Col. Yule's statement, referred to above,
I am of opinion t h a t the Christian legends on the coins and seals of the Ilkhans
of Persia show t h a t some of the Mongol princes really were or became Christians.
1
Marco Polo for instance says t h a t Baidu was a Christian.
Hayton and Anthony
the Armenian also say so, and assert that he prohibited Muhammadan proselytism
8
among the Tartars.
The continuator of Abulfaraj relates, that Baidu to please the
body of the Mongols in Persia which was passing over to Islam, adopted Muham4
madan practices. But he would only employ Christians as ministers of State.
Anthony the Armenian s a y s : ' Mangu Can with his people is baptized. His brother
Cobila or Cublai Can succeeded as Emperor who reigned over the Tartars 42 years,
became a Christian and founded a certain citie, called Jons, in the Kingdom of
I

Cathay, which is reported to be greater than Rome and in that citie he dwelt untill
5
his dying d a y . "
6
1
According to Abul Fazl, the Muhr or " seal of His Majesty [the Emperor
l Compare Anthony the Armenian in PURCHAS, His Pilgrimes, Vol. X I , p. ;r.s.
9 Yur.E's Marco, Vol. ii, p. 474: " When Kiacatu was dead, Baidu, who was his uncle, and was a Christian, seized
the throne."
3 PURCHAS, His Pilgrimcs, Vol. X I , p. 345. Anthony the Armenian says: " H e (Baydo) being a good Christian
builded the Christian Churches and commanded that none should preach or publish the Doctrine of Mahomet amongst
the Tartarians."
* YULE'S Marco, Vol. ii, p. 474.
& PURCHAS, His Pilgrimes, Vol. X I , p. 325, and p. 330—Mangu Khan " was accordingly baptized by the hands of
a certain Bishop, who was Chancellor of the King of Armenia, and all that were of his household with many other great
Personages of both sexes."
6 BLOCIIMANN'S /Tin,

Vol. i, p.

264.

1 The word muhr, a seal, means also a stamp, and generally, the signature of a man.
orientals stamp their names to them.

Europeans sign documents,
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Akbar] is put above the tug/tra lines on the top of the farman where the princes also
1
put their seals on Ta'liqahs " ; and then he proceeds to give us the following description of Akbar* s different seals :
c<
In the beginning of the present reign," says Abul, " Maulana Maqsud, the seal
f
engraver, cut in a circular form upon a surface of steel, in the riqa ' * character the
name of His Majesty and those of his illustrious ancestors up to Timurlane ; and
afterwards he cut another similar seal, in the nasta'liq* character, only with His
3
Majesty's name. For judicial transactions a second kind of seal was made, mihrabi '
in form, which had the following verse round the name of His Majesty : - *

Rasli mujib i riza Khudast, has nadldam ih gum shud ciz rcih-i-rast.
(
Uprightness is the means of pleasing God ! I never saw any one lost in the
straight road.'
Tamkin made a new seal of the second kind, and afterwards Maulana 'Ali
Ahmad of Delhi improved both. The round small seal goes by the (chagatai) name
1
of Uzuk* and it is used for farmau-i-sabtis ;
and the large one, into which he cut the
names of the ancestors of His Majesty, was at first used only for letters to foreign
kings, but nowadays for both. For other orders a square seal is used with the
words Allahu Akbar Jalla JalaluhUy whilst another of peculiar stamp is used for all
matters connected with the seraglio. For the seals attached to farmans another
y
stamp is used of various forms."
Abul Fazi who, as far as I know, is the first oriental writer on the Indian
Mughal seals, positively tells us t h a t under Akbar, i.e., about 1560, Maulana Maqsud
(t
of Herat,
unsurpassed as steel e n g r a v e r " , cut on steel a manifold seal of circular
form which was originally used only for letters to foreign kings, and later on also
10
on fartnan-i-sabtis.
Though Abul Fazl does not mention the names of the Emperor's
ancestors, nor the number of smaller circles round the inner one, which latter contained the Emperor's name and titles; yet from the fragment of Akbar's great seal
on the farman of that emperor granted to the Jesuit Missionaries at his court in the
42nd year of his reign, A.D. 1598, we may safely conclude t h a t it contained 8 circles
1 Tughra or signature of the Emperor, which contains the full name and titles of the King, written in a fine ornamental hand in the Naskh character.
2 Ta'liqah is the abridgment of a YaddasJit or ' memorandum' of the Emperor's orders and doings, and of whatever
the heads of the departments report.
8 'Riqa': one of the eight calligraphical systems current in Iran, Turan, India and Turkey. It consists of threefourths curved lines, and one-fourth straight lines. BI,OCHMANN, Ain, Vol. i, p. 99.
* Nasta'liq. This writing consists entirely of round lines.
6 Mihrabi figure, see BI/DCHMANN'S Ain, i, p. 30. Mihrab is the principal place in a mosque, where the priest prays
with his face turned towards Mecca; a kind of high altar.
6 Mentioned also in the Tnzuk-i-J ahangiri or Memoirs of Jahangir, Orient. Transl. Fund, New Series, Vol. xix,
translated by Alexander Rogers; edited by Henry Bcveridge, Loudon, 1909, p. 18. I t was a small round seal. See
above.—Mirza Haidar Ali in his Tarlkh-i-Rashidi invariably speaks of the ruling house which we know as the ' Mughals
of I n d i a ' by the name of Chaghatai, which is of course strictly correct. He reserves the name of Mughal to denote his
own race, i.e. the descendants of the Mughals (or Mongols) of Mughalistan.
1 Farman-i-Sabtis were issued for three purposes—(1) For appointments to a Mansab and (2) to a jagir; and (3) for
conferring Sayiirghals. See BI,OCIIMANN'S Ain, Bk. ii, p. 260.
•

8 B^OCUMANN'S Ain,

9 Ibid., p . 52.

Vol. i, p.

166.

10 See

BI.OCHMANN,

Vol. i, pp. 260262.

j
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in all, that of Akbar included. Jahangir, who added his own name to the list of
names on his seal, had a ninefold seal and each successive great Mughal, on his
accession to the throne, by adding his own name increased the number of circles on
his seal by one.
We cannot, however, deduce this absolutely from Abul Fazl's statement; as Mr.
1
Roufiaer, in his Indian origin of the ninefold Sultan's seal of Atjeh, so positively
states, that Maulana Maqsud was the first to invent and to make this peculiar manifold seal of Akbar ; yet it affords a great probability to the hypothesis that, so far as
we know, no prototype of this kind exists.
The first European to give us Akbar's genealogy is the Jesuit Father Monserrate
in his ' R e g a i n do Equebar, Rei dos Mogores' dated 26th of November 1582.*
The round small seal called Uzuk by Abul Fazl is no other than Akbar's finger
or signet ring. I found an impression of this seal on the first page of a small Persian
Manuscript kept in the Lahore Museum, labelled ' New Testament pictures as drawn
for Akbar.' I t bears the legend ' Akbar Badshdh ' and the year probably 980 (A.H.).
On page 6 of this MS. we read :—Ba tarlkh pan] daham Urdu bihisht sanhazar wa shah
sad wa do az waladal Hazrat Yishu Khudawand Mah ikhitan Yaft. ' On the 15th day of
Urdubihisht, 1602 from the birth of our Lord Jesus, this book was completed.' The
(
real title of the book which is missing should be Ain Kitab Majurat Hazrat Masih'
It was composed by the famous Jesuit Father Jerome Xavier.
The square seal engraved with the words Allahu Akbar, J alia Jalaluhu, must
have been used for orders referring to Akbar's new religion. Since A.H. 983 or A.D.
I
_
575 6, says Badaunl, the Chroniclers, who had adopted Akbar's tenets began their
pages with the oft-repeated Allahu Akbar instead of with the time-honoured Bismallah.
This formula was also used on coins, the imperial seals, the headings of books,
3
farmans, etc."
Abul Fazl does not tell us that Maqsud was the originator or the inventor of this
\

eightfold seal of Akbar. Though I have no direct or authoritative evidence for the
peculiar symbolic meaning that seems to be attached to this eightfold seal of one of
the most glorious monarchs that India ever possessed; yet in consequence of the
c
liberal religious notions contained in his new profession of faith There is no God but
God, and Akbar is His Caliph' ; and his well-known fondness for innovations, or
rather revival of ancient customs; and his tendency to solar worship/ I see in the
1 Bijdragcn tot de Taal-land-en Volhcn Kundc van Nederlandsh-indic,
Zevende Volgrceks, Vijfde decl (dcel ] V IX
G p
dcr geheele recks). \s Cxravenhage, Martinus Nijhoff, 1906, pp. 349-3*4- « ROUFI'ABR ' De Iliudostansche Oorsprong
van het " Negcnvoudig " Sultans-zegel Van Atjeh.' On p. 377 RonfTaer s a y s : " onder Akbar, in ca. 1560, inaaktc de
Hcrat'schc staalsnyder Maulana Maqcud, die al vroeger voor Humayun gewerkt had . . . ,het KICRSTE
achtvoudigc (?)
grootzcgel van Cirkel V o r n i , . . ."
2
,(
Published with an English translation by Fr. Hosten, S.J., in J.A.S.B. 1912.
A ordem da gcracam he esta Mirtimurlang, Miramxa, Abueaij, Ommarxa r)hainnirsa, B a b u r x i , Hminaunpadxa, Zclaldiin Equcbarxa. Monserrate omits
No. 3 Sulfcau Muhammad Mirza, and inserts Khan Mirza before No. 0. On folio 138a of his Mongol. Legation. Comment, he remarks that the T i m u r n a m a does not agree with the list which he proposes and which he had obtained from
Akbar himself and from the tutors of Prince Sal 1111 and Murad.
8 BI.OCIIMANN'S Ain, Vol. I , p. 52 and 29-30 and 166. COUNT of N O K R , The Emperor Akbar, trans, by ANNETTIS. BEVERIDGE, 1890,

Vol.

i, p. 322.

B A D A O N I , Vol.

ii, p.

356.

* BADAUNI (ii, p. 301), quoted in Br.OCHMANN, Ain, Vol. i, p. 195, remarks on Akbar's religious views:—" The era of
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eightfold seal of this monarch the representation of the Chakravarti, ' the wheel king' ;
1
the Maha Chakravarti Raja, or 'Supreme Lord of the U n i v e r s e ' : a title which
Chingiz Khan, Kuyuk and Timur used on their seals. For in India when any great
man conquered or achieved at any time supreme power over the greater part of that
country, he received the title of a Chakravarti.
Chandragupta, Asoka and Yudhishtira for instance bore this title, and Akbar no doubt deserved it. Akbar in his
eightfold seal is the axle of the wondrous wheel, around which move in a sun's course
1
the Saptaratnas' or seven jewels, his seven illustrious ancestors.
In the British Museum [K. 115 (22)] is kept a Map of Hindustan,' which bears
in the bottom of the left-hand corner the full title: Indostani Imperii Toiins Asiac
ditissimi descriptio: ex indagatione Must: Dom: Tho: Roc Equilis aurati in Rcgia
Mogollanica Legation agoutis Illiistrata: anno sal: 1619.
In the upper right-hand corner of this map appear the Mughal's imperial
standard and Jahanglr's royal seal with the Persian names given in English
characters.
,(
Terry* describing the Emperor's standard says that it represents the
royal
f
standard of the Great Mogol," which is ' a Couchant I ^ o n shadowing part of the body
<(
of the sun." William Forster says: This device appears on many of the portrait
coins issued by Jahanglr, with the difference that the face of the sun is missing." In
his remarks upon these coins, Professor Stanley Lane Poole remarks: " The presence
the Hijrah was now abolished, and a new era was introduced, of which the first year was the year of the emperor's accession (963 A.II.). The months had the same names as at the time of the old Persian Kings, and as given in the Nicubuccibyan.
Fourteen festivals also were introduced corresponding to the feasts of the Zoroastrians ; b u t the feasts of the Musulmans
and their glory were trodden down, the Friday prayer alone being retained, because some old. decrepit, silly people used
to go to it. The new era was called Tarikh-i-Ilahi, or ' Divine Kra.' "
Akbar's faith was called the Divine faith, and the
note at the end of Ain 77 shows how Akbar, starting from the idea of the Divine right of kings, gradually came to look
upon himself as the Mujtahid of the age, then as the prophet of God and God's viceregent 011 earth, and lastly as a
Deity. The Jesuit Fathers a t Akbar's court s a y : " The emperor is the founder of a new sect, and wishes to obtain the
name of a prophet. . . . He worships God and the Sun. He is a H e a t h e n . "
1 " The Cakra" [Pali—Cakka], says Professor Rhys Davids, " is no ordinary wheel, it is the sign of dominion, and a
' Cakravarti' is he who makes the wheel of his chariot roll unopposed over all the world "—a Universal Monarch. (In his
book on Buddhism, published by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, p. 45). Dowson s Dictionary defines this
word: a universal emperor, described by the Vishnu Parana as one who is born with the Mark of Vishnu's discus visible
H
in his h a n d " ; but Wilson observes, The grammatical etymology is, ' H e who abides in or rules over an extensive
territory called a Chakra.' " Scnart (Essai sur la Mgende du Buddha, p. 415) states that Balacakra means " Le cerclc sur
lequel s'etend l'armee et par suite son empire." But this title was also used in a spiritual sense, for Cunningham (The Li hi Is a
Topes, p. 352) says : " Buddha, the founder of the Buddhist religion, was commonly called the Mahaehakravartti Raja,
or Supreme Lord of the Universe, or more literally the great king who hath turned the wheel |of transmigration!."
2 M. SENART in his Essai sur la L6qendc du Buddha, p. 22) shows t h a t the Saptaratnas, or seven jewels, or treasures,
including the wheel, belonged to Brahmanism and were known as far back as the Vedic period at least 1500 B.C. If we
adopt the theory t h a t the wheel has a solar origin, and admitting Akbar's religious views (see above) on solar worship,
then the following words of M. Senart writing on the word Chahravaytin m a y b e applied to Akbar. He s a y s : II u'etait
pas besoin d'unc indication si precise pour nous faire connaitre dans le Roi de la roue lc possesseur du discjue celeste,
le souverain de l'espace, le soleil enfin, realise en un type tout populaire (Essai, p. 47). Sir Alexander Cunningham says,
t h a t " the wheel was one of the most common and obvious emblems of the sun."
Bhilsa Topes, p. 353. M A X
M U I X E R in his Hibbcrt Lectures, p. 282. H E N R I GAIDOZ, fctudes de Mythologic Gauloise, p. 11.
8 A reduced facsimile of this Map of Hindustan is reproduced after p. 546 of part ii of Ilakluyt Society's Ivditiou,
2nd series I I . — " The Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe to the Court of the Great Mogul, 1615-1619, as narrated in his journal and
correspondence Edited from contemporary records by W. F O R S T E R , London, 1899; and more fully explained on pp. 54 j 546 of t h a t book.
* A voyage to £ a s t I n d i a .
Loudon, 1778, pp. 364 seq
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of the sun has been explained as a reference to the fact t h a t Jahauglr was born on a
Sunday; bur it is more probable that the sun's image appears in virtue of the
tendency towards solar worship which undoubtedly found encouragement under
Akbar, and was never positively repudiated by his successor. I t is possible that th<
choice of the zodiac il sign Leo may be connected with the month (rather than the
day) of the Emperor's birth, which was surrounded by mysterious omens and spiritual
1
agencies, if we are to believe the historians."
But this explanation of Professor
Poole, of the origin of the Lion and Sun on the Mughal's coins and on the Mughal's
imperial standard is not at all satisfactory and still less conclusive. From what
has already been said above on the Paizah and Yarligk of the Tartars, it is evident
that its origin can be traced to a much earlier date. I t is of course well known t h a t
2
the lion and the. sun constitute the present badge of the Persian state. In the
c
Persian emblem, however, the lion is to the left, and is represented as passant
guardant,' with a curved sword in his right paw. But the Persians and the Mongols
derived these insignia from the Medes, Babylonians or Assyrians.' Thus in a farman
of Ghazan Khan naming a Viceroy to his conquests in Syria the Khan confers on the
latter " T h e sword, the august standard, the drum, and the lion-head Paizah."
We find the lion-head also on the coins of the Seljukian sovereigns* of Persia
and Iconium; it appears on coins" of the Mongol Ilkhans, Ghazan, Olgaitu, and
Abu Said, and it is also found on some of those of Muhammad Uzbek Khan of

Kipchak.

6

Clavigo in his embassy to the court of Timur, 1403-6, saw on the top of the doorway of a palace in Samarcand ' a figure of a lion and a sun, which are the arms of the
lord of Samarcand.'"
1
8
In 1625 Purchas and in 1655 Terry give us a reproduction of Jahangir's great
seal, with his own Persian name and titles in the middle, which is surrounded by the
names of his forefathers up to Timur in Persian characters and also in English.
It
^ ^ ^

-

-

M__

-

— -- -

—

^^^^^

•

1 Cuius 01 MujsLal Ivtnpeiors of Hindustan, p. Ixxx.
2

FoRSTKR, up. cit., p. 503.

T h u ^ l j J ' H'&j^J
)$*" SJ}i-y a Klu'irsbiU Irani, a Lion and Sun, have formed during sonic centuries the national
device or rather the armorial bearings of the Persian Kings. SIR WlMJAM OUSKUSY, Travels in various countries of the
M
East mora particularly Persia, Vol, i, p. 43H, says, I possess some other ancient gems representing the Lion and Sun."
I'UCOCKK, Historia Dynastiurum,
published in Arabic and Latin, states t h a t [(p. 487 Arab, and p. 310 Lat.) Oxon. 1663J
" Abul Paraje tells us that Suit,"in Ohiyas ud din (13th cent.) intended to coin money bearing the image of his wife, when
it was recommended that he should rather adopt the figure of a lion with the sun above him as relating to her horoscope, etc." ut imagineiu ipsius (uxoris) monetae iuiprimi vcllet, datum ei consilium ut figuram Leonis, cui insistcre
Sol, eftingcret, at ita horoscopum ipsius rcferret, etc.
3
See frontispiece of an Assyro-Chaldean palace restored by Pcrgusson in Mr L a y a r d ' s Nineveh and Babylon.
The
gigantic and sumptuous palaces of the Babylonian Kings were guarded by colossal statues of lions and bulls with human
faces. Sculptured lions ornamented the thrones of Assyrian Kings, I (III) Kings X. 19. BATISSIER, Histoire do. Vart
Monumental, pp. 88-89.
•* See Seljukian coin with the Lion and Sun in Y U L E ' S Marco, Tom. 1. p. 343.
f> D U P R E de ST. M A U R , Essai sur les monnoies, etc., 1746, p. viii. Golden Horde, 219-20, 521. ERDMAN.V,
Numism.
Asiaticiri, 339. Y U L E ' S Marco Polo, Vol. i, p. 242 seq.
* R U Y GONZALEZ DE CLAYIJO to the court of Timour at Samarcand, Iiakluyt Kdit p 124, of Embassy of Clavijo.
1 Book I, London 1.25, fol. 535-597 of Purchas' renowned collection of Travels. H a k m y t u s Posthumus or Purchas
His Pilgrimes.
" The seal is silver, the. type and forme whereof, containing only the Mogols genealogie from Tamerlane,
in several circles, with the English translation I have here added." fol. 501.
* A Voyage to East India, London. 1778, pp. 364 ffg.
•
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is interesting to compare with Terry's figure the one given by Purchas. Of course
neither of these earlier drawings purports to be an exact copy of the original seal,
but only to give a rough plan of it. The original is a very ornate piece of work,
with flowers between the circles and the names. The writing is the riqa. Purchas
does not mention whence he obtained his drawing, but its superiority over the later
production of Terry is at once evident.
In the first place, there is a great difference in the character of the Persian
employed in the two cases. ' ' Though Purchas's d r a w i n g / ' writes Professor Dennison
1
Ross, " is obviously not the work of a native, yet, being presumably a first copy of the
original, the form of the letters has in most cases been accurately preserved. With
regard to the other, this is evidently the work of a European, and copied rather from
a transcribed version than from an original." Again there is an important difference
between the two as regards the general arrangement of the names. In the drawing
given by Purchas, which agrees with the original, the name and titles of Jahanglr
z
stand alone in the innermost circle, while the word ibn, ' son,' is introduced into each
of the other circles in such a way that Jahanglr is shown as the son of each of his
ancestors, and at the same time, reading the names in the right order beginning from
the left upper circle, each emperor is shown as the son of his predecessor. This is a
conceit quite in oriental style. Terry, on the other hand, gives the genealogy rather
in the fashion of an English pedigree. Timur stands alone at the top, while the ibn
is prefixed to the name of each of his descendants, including Jahanglr. The seal is
thus reduced to a string of names, in which Timur is the most prominent figure, and
the reigning emperor is only distinguished from the rest by his longer title, its central
position and larger circle. This arrangement is evidently wrong, and taken with the
mistakes in the Persian, Terry's reproduction of this seal must be rejected as inexact.
(
Terry, for instance, writes, the strange form of Homasaon' for Humayun, and
1
almozaphar' for Abu-1-Muzafar. His ingenuity in explaining the proper names misled
him; thus Humayun is not the ibn of Baba (father) but of Babar ' l i o n ' ; his etymology of Mirath Sha [Miran Shah] is wrong; he confuses qirdn ' conjunction ' with
r
karan boundary' or ' l i m i t ' ; and he is thinking of the Persian tniras ' an inheritance ' while the name should be Miran Shah.
From a curious note by Purchas it appears that the seal was not impressed in the
usual fashion on the letters sent by Jahanglr to James I, but was sent separately,
(<
engraved on a silver plate. The note is as follows:— 1 have heard that Sir Thomas
Roe at his Riturne, desiring the great Mogor or Mogoll his letters of Commendation
to His Majestie, easily obtayned that request, but found him very scrupulous where
to set his seale; lest, if vnder, hee should disparage himself e, if ouer, it might cause
distast to the king. His resolution and preuention therefore was this: to send the
letter vnsealed, and the great seale itselfe, that so His Majestie might according to his
i FouSTUR, up. oil. ii, p. 56C).
* ^ 1 a son. It is written ^ J when preceded by a proper name and followed by the name of the father as &! (±y~*>
^ s v < Hassan son of Muhammad.
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1

owne pleasure affixe it. The seale is silver."
A similar plan had been adopted
with the royal letters delivered to the English factors in March, 1615. Kerridge
writes (O.C. No. 270) " that the seale was but loose therein, which is thecostome, for
if itt were on the top itt sheweth superyorytye; if vnderneathe, Inferyorytye; but
being loose, equallytye. The seale is sett in Inke, having therein eight severall names
in signettes and himselfe the ninth placed in the middest, deryuing himself from
2
Tamerlayne, the firste of the n i n e . "
Delia Valle in his Letters from India also mentions Jahangir's seal " the impression whereof I keep by me, wherein is engraven all his pedigree as far as Tamerlane,
8
from whom Sciah Selim reckons himself the eighth descendant/''
Mr. Rouffaer in his interesting paper on ' t h e Indian origin of the ninefold great
seal in the Sultan of Atjeh/ taking Purchas's reproduction of Jahangir's seal as an
authentic copy, naturally draws wrong conclusions in the comparison on the superiority of these seals with regard to their fine workmanship and beautiful finish. He is
also misled by Terry's reading of the seal beginning it with Timur, as from what has
already been said, we should begin it with the Emperor's name in the centre, and
then right turning like the hands of a watch, with the first to the left downwards
so that the different antecedent emperors all keep their right side, and the right
hand towards the living king, just as a Hindu or a Buddhist in the pradakshiiici or
(
right turning ' used to circumambulate a temple, keeping always the right side towards the temple which is the centre of the circumambulation. Another reason why
the reading of the Mughal seal should begin as described, is t h a t the Turks as well
as the Persians read their writing from right to left.
The seal of the pretender Sultan 'Ala-ud-din Muhammad Daud (1879-1903), X X X t h
and last Sultan of Atjeh, is the reproduction of a copy of the Chap th ikocrcucng,
according to a reproduction of Dr. Snouck Hurgronge, Atjehers, i. 1893, p. 200, and
again published in Bydragen, p. 384 ex apposito.
This great seal of the Atjeh Sultans is always ninefold. The middle circle contains the name and title of the reigning Sultan like t h a t of the Muglials. Three
places or circles are set apart for predecessors of ancient dynasties, five for ancestors
of the same family. The name of the first Sultan or founder of the later dynasty always remains on their seals; so that the proportion becomes, four names of Sultans
of the four different dynasties that ruled the country, four names of ancestors of the
ruling house, and the name of the reigning Sultan in the centre circle. The Atjeh's
great seal of 1879 perhaps surpasses Jahangir's ninefold seal in technical symbolism;
it is certainly a model of courtly art and etiquette, a fine masterpiece of Atjeh's
Byzantinism.
The legends in the circles surrounding the inner one maintain a fixed position
in such a manner t h a t in each circle the word Sultan, like the heads of the eight
• llakluyi Society cdn., Purclias, His I'ilgrimes, Vol. 1, p. 591.
* This practice was still in use during the time of Shah' Alain. J. A. Isinael Gracis, U ma l.hmo PoHuauoza no Covtv
do Gvao-AJogul, remarks on p. 118 that the seal of that Iiinperor was in a separate paper added to the farinan. " Trcslado
do sello que fica ano hu papel apartc que he de Xa-Allam Ivl Rey mogor," etc.
''• llakluyi Society cdn., Vol. I, p. 51.
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i irlier Sultans, is always turned towards the centre. It is undoubtedly an improved
copy of Jahangir's ninefold seal.
Terry to the rough reproduction of the Royal Signet of the Great Mughal in Persian Arabic characters adds the following remarkable description: " This seal as
it is here made in Persian words, the great Mogol, either in a large or lesser
figure, causeth to be put unto all Firmaunes or Letter Patents, the present king's
title put in the middle, and larger circle, t h a t is surrounded with the rest, the
impression whereof is not made in any kind of wax, but Ink, the seal put in the middle of the Paper and the writing about it, which Paper there is made very large and
smooth and good and in divers colours beside white, and all to write on and the
words on the Mongol's seal, being imboss't, are p u t upon both sides of his silver and
gold coin (for there is no image upon any of it)." '
Here Terry for the first time tells us something new.

Not only on his farmans

A)

but also on some of his coins did the Great Mughal put his manifold seal. Terry
says: " upon, both sides of his silver c o i n s " ; but t h a t is evidently wrong. So is
his next statement: " a n d the like signets or seals are used by the great men of
that country, and so by others of inferior rank having their names at length
engraven on them
which round circle is their hand and seal t o o . "
Thus
lC
according to Teriy the great men of the Mugjial empire had the like," i.e. manifold
circular seals, which is manifestly wrong. But there is, however, one interesting fact
in Terry's communication, which evidently escaped even the sagacious Mr. Forster,
f<
who in his edition of Roe's Embassy, remarks on Terry's s t a t e m e n t s :
These
statements can only be accepted with limitations. The Emperor's name and titles
appear on the coinage, but not together with those of his ancestors, as on the seal, and
there were coins with images on them, though apparently they were not in general
circulation." The most important reproduction of a coin such as described by Terry,
and published by Tavernier, remained then unknown to Mr. Forster. Tavernier, the
renowned jeweller, who travelled much in India, gives us on page 235, Amsterdam
Edit: 1678, an authentic copy of Shah J a h a n ' s tenfold seal, according to a coin.
f(
Then follow the interesting details.
The accompanying figure," says Tavernier,
" shows the form of coins which the kings cause to be thrown to the people when
they ascend the throne. They bear the arms or seals of the kings whom I have just
named. The largest seal, in the middle, is t h a t of Shah J a h a n , the tenth king, for
Aurangzeb, since he became king, has not had any of these pieces of bounty coined,
these coins are nearly all of silver, only a small number being 0 f gold'." This is the
bit of t r u t h in Terry's exaggerated and often erroneous statements. Tavernier tells
us, t h a t coins with the manifold great seal were inauguration coins, which on the
day of the first auspicious inauguration to the throne were distributed among the
people as ' p r e s e n t s ' or in Tavernier's own words, 'pieces de liberalitez.' •' These
coins of Shah J a h a n were struck in 1627; and the Muhr of 100 tolas weight in gold
known as Nur-Shahi and the 100 tola silver coin, called Kaubab-i-tali (star of horoscope),
1 A Voyage to East India, p. 347.

a

V. I3AI,L and J. 13. TAVKKXJKK, 7 ,,

Is in India, Vol. i, p. 324.
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coined by order of Jahanglr on his accession to the throne, may have had impressions
of the ninefold seal of t h a t emperor/ and it is perhaps one of these inauguration coins
which was sent along with the letter to the King of England to serve as the unaffixed
seal. Aurangzeb was too stingy to have such inauguration coins made on his
accession to the throne ; and from Tavernier's statement that most of these coins were
made of silver and very few of gold, we may rightly surmise t h a t the silver coins
were distributed among the people or at least among the officers, as an Eastern
courtly proclamation of the new accession; but t h a t the' fewer gold coins were
2
presented as medals to the nobles and princes of the Imperial court.'
From the Tuzuk-i- J ahangiri we learn t h a t Jahanglr revived the old Mongol seal
known as Al-tamg/ia, the Tamungha of Pegolotti. Jahanglr in his memoirs s a y s :
" As it is my desire that many of the Akbari and J ahangiri officers should obtain
the fruition of their wishes, I informed the bakhshis that whoever make a representation to t h a t effect, so t h a t in accordance with the Chingiz canon (tura) the estate
might be conveyed to him by Al-tamgAa and become his property, and he might be
secured from apprehension of change. Our ancestors and forefathers were in the
habit of granting jagirs to every one under proprietary title and adorned the farmans
for these with the Al-tamglia seal, which is an impressed seal made in vermilion (i.e.
red ink). I ordered that they should cover the place for the seal with gold-leaf (tilas
posh) and impress the seal thereon, and I called this Altun tamg&a."
Valentijn, the well-known historian of the Dutch East Indian Company, in his
IVth volume, 2nd part (1726) Oud en Nicnw Oost Indie 11, fol. 165, gives us a reproduction in Roman characters of Aurangzeb's great seal derived from a jar man which
Mr. Adrichem, the Director of the Dutch Indian Company at Surat, on an embassy
to Aurangzeb's court at Delhi, obtained from the Great Mughal. On fol. 261, 262
Valentijn gives us a Dutch translation of this imperial order, which ends with the
<(
following words : Written in the 5th year of our accession, the 15th day of the
month Rabbi-ul-awal 1073 H . = 2 8 t h October A.D. 1662." This farman was sealed
on the top with the Emperor's great seal, which according to Valentijn contained 12
rounds. The name of Aurangzeb stands rightly enough in the middle circle which is
encircled with eleven smaller ones containing the names of his ancestors up to

Timur.
•

1 II. BEVERIDGE, Tiizuk-i-J ahangiri, 1909. Orient. Transl. F u n d , New Series, Vol. xix. p. 10. The quarter Jahangiri coin was called Nis.ari, * showering money.'
2
II. HKVKRIDGE, Jahangir's Memoirs, Vol. ii, p. 193, contains the following statement which may confirm my supposition : •' Giving Muhammad Shan* leave to proceed to Multan, I presented him with a horse, a dress of honour, and
a Nttr-Shahi-Muh'ar,
and sent him a special turban [chira) to Khan J a h a n , my son (far/.and)."
S H. UFA'KRIDGE, op. cit.t p, 23.
Al is vermilion in Turki and a/tun ' gold ' ; TaniQha means the royal insignia
royal diploma or charter. D ' O I I S S O N , Hist des Mongols, IV, pp. 373, 386, says that Tawghfi was the name applied to all
customs and transit duties under the Mongol Khans of Persia. The word, however, meant a seal, and going still further
back was the term applied to the distinguishing brands of cattle among the Mongols (V. HAMMER Gold. Horde, 220).
When Sultan Babar was engaged in a holy war with the Rajput Rana Sanga, he made one of his- great abjurations of
wine and vowed that he would renounce the Ta)ngha if victorious. Accordingly he published a farman solemnly announcing his repentance and declaring t h a t in no city or town, or no road or street or passage should the Tanigha be received
or levied. The translators render it stanip tax, but the passages in D'Ohsson, as well as Babar's words seem to show
that it was a transit duty (Babar, p. 356). Yur,i\'s Cathay and the Way Thither, vol. ii, p. 283, note 1.
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The similar twelvefold seal of Aurangzeb, apparently copied from Valentijn's
work, or more doubtfully, directly obtained from Mr. Adrichem, is to be found on
p. 33 of another valuable Dutch work, edited in Batavia in 1758, bearing the title,
Beknopte Historic Van Mogolsche Keijzerrijk, en do zuijdelijkc aangvenzende Rijkcn.
This would suggest that Aurangzeb had a twelvefold great seal.
Now authentic seals of Aurangzeb's immediate predecessor Shah J a h a n are
tenfold^ and that of his immediate successor, Shah 'Alam I or Bahadur Shah, is
twelvefold. Hence we must conclude that Aurangzeb's great seal must have been
elevenfold.
Whence then this irregularity ? In Valentijn\s reproduction of
Aurangzeb's great seal, we find that in the genealogical table of his ancestors, a certain
Pir Muhammad has been intercalated between Sultan Abu Said and Sultan Muhammad
,

• •

*

••

•

Mirza. Both these Dutch writers knew perfectly well that Pir Muhammad was the
son of Jahanglr, the eldest son of Mir Timur, and consequently a full cousin of Aurangzeb by his great-great-grandfather Sultan Muhammad. Then why this intercalation of
Pir Muhammad into the genealogical table of the Indian Mughal Branch in Aurangzeb's
seal ? Valentijn does not explain this ; yet he remarks on fols. 177-178 that there
existed apparent contradictions in the imperial genealogy between Miran Shall and
T
Omar Sheikh, while on fols. 185-186 of the same w ork, he rejects with a certain contemptible disdain the much more reliable and correct accounts on the pedigree of the
great Mughals as given by the Jesuit Father Catrou, as coming from men " who have
not the least knowledge of Mughal affairs."
The farman, as already stated, from which Valentijn made his supposed reproduction is dated in the fifth year of Aurangzeb's reign. Now among the farmans exhibited in the Delhi Museum, one is dated in the 3rd year, hence anterior to that of Adrichem, and another, posterior, is dated in the 10th year.of Aurangzeb's reign. They
both bear this monarch's great seal which is elevenfold. These seals do not give
in their genealogical table the name of Pir Muhammad : and as they are both identical
in form and shape, we must reject Valentijn's statement, and his intercalation
of Pir Muhammad's name in the pedigree as false, unless we suppose that Aurangzeb
made a new great seal for Adrichem's farman, which is inadmissible. Moreover
Valentijn seems to have been totally ignorant of the Persian language: the reading of
i

1

*

several names on his seal are wrong; he writes for instance Miroen for Miran Shah;
Baboer for Babar; in one place he writes Omar Sjaick and in another Sjaick Omar,
and substitutes Mirza Seyed for Sultan Muhammad Mirza; and finally, he entirely
inverts the regular order of the names in the original seals.
Another proof that Valentijn cannot be trusted in this matter, is that the great
seal of Aurangzeb is not circular but square. This square contains within its limits a
great round circle similar to the seals of Shah Jahan and Jahanglr, in which around
the innermost circle containing the emperor's name and titles, are ten smaller circles,
each inscribed with the name of one of his predecessors. In the four corners of this
great seal are engraved invocations to God, or quotations from the Qur'an. Such is
the great seal of Aurangzeb.
Ahmad Shah Durrani had an imperial, seal of Jahangir's type, on which a
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(

peacock was engraved.
The Shah is styled the durr-i-durvani the Durrani pearl.'
Durrani itself means ' pearl wearer/ This was the name given to the tribe because
they were in the habit of wearing pearl ear-rings.
As I have already described the great seal of Abul Muzaffar Jalal-ud-Din
Shah 'Alam I I in my paper on the Mughal farmans granted to the Jesuit
1
Missionaries, ! think it superfluous to refer to it again. Let me here only remark
that the seals of the last Mughal emperors and princes were surmounted by the
umbrella, called chattra. I t was in the East from the earliest times, one of the
3
insignia of royalty formed by foliage or by any projection.
c<
John Pinkerton, in his Description of Persia, says :
It may not be amiss to add
a few words concerning the seals under which acts of state are passed in Persia. They
have five seals, which are used in five several branches of business. One in all such
affairs as concern the demesne land: a second for commissions, letters patent, etc.;
the third only in military affairs; the fourth about the revenue; and the fifth in
things relating to the household. There are no arms engraved upon them, but on
one there are the names of the twelve imams or ' patriarchs' ; on the others a scrap
of the alcoran, or some pious expression, showing their dependence on God and his
prophet Mahomet. The form of one of the seals is round, two others are square, and
1 The peacock, according to the P u r a n a s , is the vehicle of K u m a r a alias Kartika, the god of war, and the Gupta
prince having the same name, adopted the vehicle of his namesake for his symbol. The peacock coins of Kuradra
Gupta have on the reverse a peacock with outstretched wings and expanded tail. See Proceedings of the A.S.B., Jan. to
Dec. 1878, p. 191.
2 P . H . S . J . , Vol. v, i.
3
The umbrella of the Western countries is a transformation of the parasol, which primarily was a sun-shade alone;
its original home having been in hot brilliant climates. We do not exactly know when and how it originated; but in
eastern countries from the earliest times the umbrella was one of the insignia of royalty and power. A gill umbrella is
a part of the insignia of high church dignitaries in Italy, as it is in Burma and other Buddhistic countries. The baldachin erected over ecclesiastical chairs, altars, and portals; and the canopy of thrones and pulpits, etc., are in their
origin closely related to umbrellas, and have the same symbolic significance.
In each of the basilican churches of Rome
there still hangs a large umbrella.
The Mahratta Princes of India had among their titles • Lord of the Umbrella.' In 1855, the King of Burma, in
addressing the Governor General of India, termed himself ' the Monarch who reigns over the great umbrella-wearing
chiefs of the Eastern Countries.'
Ibn Batuta (iii. 228) speaks of a chhatr, raised over the elephant of the Sultan of Sind which was of silk set with
precious stones, and had a handle of pure gold.
Friar John of Pian de Carpini states : " and when he [Bati, the Tartar Prince] rides out, there is always carried over
his head on a pole an umbrella, or little awning; and all the very great princes of the Tartars do likewise " ; and in
another place the same Franciscan says of the ambassadors who visited the Emperor at the first audience of his accession,
gave among other presents an umbrella. Here also it was that a kind of umbrella or awning is carried over the
Emperor's head."
Arrian, the Grecian historian, describing the custom of the people of the Panjab, s a y s : (< The general dress of the
great men was then, as now, garments of fine cotton: either wrapped round the shoulders, or enveloping the head
They are adorned with costly earrings of ivory, and the more wealthy are distinguished by an umbrella and an umbrella
bearer."
" Behind the K i n g , " says Xcnophon, " are two attendants, both a head shorter than himself, one bearing a fan or
flychaser, the other an umbrella, signs in Persia of royal dignity."
On the sculptured remains of ancient Nineveh, Babylon, and Egypt there are numerous representations of. kings,
and sometimes of lesser potentates going in procession with an umbrella carried over their head. (Ref. A. H. L. H E E R E N ,
Historical Researches, Asiat. Nations, 1854, vol. i, p. 121. A R R I A N , Indie, pp. 179-180. X E N O P I I O N , Cyrop. viii, p. 241.
W. RoCKHIW,, Journey of Friar William of Rubntck, pp. 11, 23. A. I^AYARD, Nineveh and its Remains, t. ii. p. 137.
•
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Abydns, t. i, 1880, pi. 51.)
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THE MUGHAL SEALS.

the other two are of an irregular form. The largest are about the bigness of a crownpiece, and the others about half t h a t bigness. They are made of turquoises, rubies,
emeralds, or some other precious stones. The principal seal the Shah always wears
about his neck, and oh every Friday all instruments which require these seals are
carried to the palace, and sealed in the Shah's presence. The impression is made on
the paper with a kind of thick ink, and not on wax as with u s : the same usage
prevails in most eastern courts." ' As already stated, the delivery of the King's seal
to one of his subjects, invested him with the right of acting authoritatively in his
Monarch's name. " I n China, the honorary seals given to Princes were of gold;
those of the Viceroys and great Mandarins or Magistrates of the first rank, are of
silver; and those of inferior Mandarins or Magistrates are only of Brass or Lead;
being larger or smaller, according to their respective dignities. When it was worn-out,
they were to acquaint the tribunal, which sends them another, obliging them to
return the old one. When the Emperor sent visitors into the Provinces, to examine
the conduct of the Governors, Magistrates, and private persons, he always gave each of
them the seal of their office." * This same custom must have existed at the court of
the Indian Mughals. The seals of the princes, prime ministers, high officials, civil
and military officers were larger or smaller according to their respective dignities.
They contained besides their name, t h e title or titles conferred upon them by the
reigning Emperor; the year of his reign in which they were appointed to the office to
the right of the seal; the Hijri year on the top. The text inscribed on the Mughal
seal was generally read from the bottom upwards, so t h a t the name of the reigning
Emperor was always prominently on the top. During the palmy days of the Mughal
Empire the Ministers' seals were very small (about i or I \ inches in diameter),and their
inscriptions very simple and most humble, such as:—Fada Khan, Gulam Badshsh
'Alamgir or Asaf-ul-daulah, Bandah Shah 'Alam Badsbah Ghazl. But after the decay
had set in and when the ambitious ministers assumed the control of the government from
the hand of the pageant emperors, their seals became very large and pieces of very
fine and beautiful workmanship, with more elaborate inscriptions, such as:—Bakfcshi-ulMulk Najif Zulfaqar-ul-daulah, Mirza J a n g , Khan Bahadur Aliyah fidwi Shah 'Alam,
Badshah Ghazl, or Sayad Asad Khan, the generalissimo of the kingdom, the hero of
the war, the polar star of the Empire, the sincere friend of Muhammad Farokhsiyar,
the King, the hero.
From the time of Shah 'Alam I I down to the last titular Mughal king, European
officers used titles conferred on them by the Mughal Kings with the name of the
King in their Persian seals. Even after the administration of India was taken over
by the Crown, the Viceroys and Lieutenant-Governors used Oriental titles in their
seals with the name of Queen Victoria at the top.
Khwajah Muhammad Hussain, a member of the Pan jab Historical Society,
sent me the following mottoes taken from seals which were engraved on beautiful
1 Voyages and Travels, Vol. I X , p. 223.
2 THOMAS ASTUCY, Voyages and Travels, Vol IV, China, p. 241, Col. i.
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emeralds by the famous engraver Badr-ud-din Ali Khan of Delhi, for the late Queen
Victoria and the Prince Consort; for the Emperor Napoleon I I I and Queen Eugenie
of France, and for European officials in India.
(i).

SEAL OF Q U E E N

A/rfjA.yO kijyi&j

VICTORIA.

3*\kxj« ,5.(1/0 \^f<n^.

\Ac

[ ^£ ]

f

J&J&\

ll&jlg

^^j

i£j|

uJlkJl

j;yc

^-suJ| ^ i b U y t jJl

* c | AO* *.X*M 9*l)y&) iuJa*>« &XL* (.six***

^tfU. styj

> f jJ

r^ti

^ 1 ^

*lrw

d

UU

)$Uivi,

^ i & i_JJL* LS^T' vJ^r* i ^ t i ' J

High seal of Her Most Gracious Majesty the late Queen Victoria.
The Empress having Solomon's dignity and a Court as high as Saturn,Sovereign of
the World, Ruler of the Sea, receptacle (or recipient) of the favours of Merciful God,
Queen of England and Ireland, Ruling Sovereign of the Indian Empire, Defender of
the religion of Christ, Her Most Gracious Majesty Victoria, 1850 A.D.
(2).

SEAL OF T H E P R I N C E CONSORT.

•jlft J I J )Siz)\ g j j j Hjl^y-i <*.Ja*/° <S.U/o yj%< ^ / - i > ) L-Jj«*J.J

-&LiJy£ ^ I d i l i * . » i

VH

JJOU

AJ J . ^ .

t •

. • •

1

* c|AO* a.i«/ Jy^rll i r j j * - i T " ^ ' /

1

^ J V ' ^/-J^^i «^t> J"°) •«•

Supported by t h e help of God, chosen (or boast) of the Imperial Dynasty of
Brunswick, Honoured Consort of Her Gracious Majesty t h e Queen, Prince of high
dignity and of great rank, the head of t h e English Court, Albert Francis Charles
Emmanuel, 1850 A.D.
•

(3).
jjyj

yj^A** ;

n

SEAL OF T H E EMPEROR OF FRANCE.

^ K^JJUMJ ^ i k U J6j\ *±ij?/, ^ U v f i ^ J ^ U J r ^ O J ^ ^ *ix> I ^ o .
kJb!

* c 1 A°[* ****> uHlr' ^ - ^ <J

* ^ - ^ W sl^i^i

The brightness of the (looking) glass of justice-working, Supporter of the Christian religion, Chosen of the pillars of kingdom, Selected of the Republic Empire,
Napoleon I I I , Emperor, having a Court as high as Saturn, of the nation of France,
1854 A . D .
(4).

SEAL OF Q U E E N E U G E N I E OF FRANCE.

uH'y ^ J H * *

^)y6

s U i ^ *<•,£»/• *xU ^ i * ^

^

[/ * * ]

jUJ) ^L# u^uJjJI ^ ; u ^ l b L , £ > > ^ t / ^.x+x*

fry.j^

M

Star of the Constellation of blessings, pearl of the box of Empire, of high dignity
and great rank, Eugenie, honoured Queen of the Emperor having a Court as high as
A D
Saturn, of the nation of the Country of France, 1854 - -

^
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SEAL OF THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA.
*

vfi»j***> J^Lw j>)yt
)y$\

\ 9j&\ ^ j l i J l f i l ttlfjb ^]j^

gUtalj )y±x*

^AiJ

[ jj* ]

)y&&*

(jo\k.

lUfc ;^.£i dLSlxi^^l ^ i * * S *&•** ^ . » ^ L-XJU>« Jacl *bU ^ j l y j

•£***

^jLiJI

,xlac ^ i j j y

Jji*- ^ J I ^ i ^ T

H^jj

• *l J ; I r / ? *
* c |Af*

^
ly*

Chosen of the noblemen of great rank, special adviser to His Majesty full of
grace, the King of England, whose Court is as high as that of Saturn, noblest of the
Chiefs, Lord George Earl of Auckland, Governor-General, the Chief Governor of the
Protected Provinces of the Government of the Company related to the affairs of
I n d i a , 1840 A . D .
(6).

SEAL OF LORD L A K E .

^w
fJtx g U v_r;^ v _ ? i ^ S* ji^m

ix* )^>

v^J

[jt*]

5J)J£*.

Jy^=- o i ^ vjVj

J

^ ^

LSUJ)

*SX&)

aJjjJI A«a+*
*

^ ^

LS)^

Sword of the Empire, the bravest of the country, Khan of the world, Khan
General Gerard Lake, Commander in Chief, Victorious in battle, Servant of His
Majesty King Shah 'Alam.
(7).

SEAL OF LORD DALHOUSIE.

*

;;<Sul

IJ***.

Jxiji)

^UJJol Mjb Jj+S %{&^jy^A

y i w ; ^

ueU>jk&+

^UJI ^ t c J^Syi

«*<;

• c I A}* A *i«, ^ ^ 5

u-j]

djt

Chosen of the noblemen of great rank, special adviser to His Majesty full of
grace, the King of-England having a Court as high as that of Saturn, the Honourable
James Andrew, Lord of Dalhousie, 1848 A.D.
(8).
JJicw

)j*y\

, 9Ji\ ^IjLuJftl

SEAL OF LORD HARDINGE.

gfylj \i)]^i

Jjl-ijlj )}+**

v*$? JT^-^

C ° ^ r^

x

viA^JI *xlac ^ U J J ^

* c I Af f * U ^ J ^
^ >

#•

^

I f

8JJ)

^ J i 5 ; U J x j y l <JU>|;
4»

Chosen of the noblemen of great rank, special adviser to His Majesty full of grace,
the King of England whose Court is as high as that of Saturn, noblest of the Chiefs,
General the Right Honourable Hardinge, G.C.B , 1844. A.D.
(9).
u - i ^ l y j l w K i l A^jjJ) £.ij
&j»

^;sv«

SEAL OF THE FIRST VICEROY.

Ada** *£JU cy.^isw )y±*>*

^ l U ^ o .lacI . b l i j^yj

llj^jbj?

{Ja^

* 4-*i^

Jj*^*- U°^
Xx

<-& ^

jk»**

UiA*y^Ij

yJ^J\

(£&

c

CAH'V

«5;S < j ^ ^ J ^

***0

J ^ l

J/*>/

• c I AOA 4.i*u JJLtb 1^$ ' c _ U y v ! ^ y Aa^cy** A/.U
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Chosen of the noblemen of great rank, special adviser to Her Gracious Majesty
full of grace, having high dignity, the Queen of England, the noblest of Chiefs, Honourable Charles John, Lord Viscount Canning, Viceroy and Governor-General, Chief
Administrator of the Protected Provinces of the Government of Her Gracious Majesty
the Queen, the ruling Sovereign of the Indian Empire, 1858 A.D.
v

(10).
L J ^ * J^O ) * \ \

<^>}jU

^ V

SEAL OF SIR DAVID OCHTERLONY.
JUL] J j j J y* JjX*.

vjU. jMjjUSj

L ; « j ^ i J k J I J*** tiyy\\ j±<e\
*

a I A f (* A.L«

Helper of the Kingdom, boast of the country, nobleman of rank, Wafadar Khan
General Sir David Ochterlony, Baronet, Victorious in battle, 1824 A.D.
9

(11).

SEAL OF S I R THOMAS METCALFE.

i^JJia. j j j j jCby* I_JI£A* ,»*liL$3 \^»*lb

^llaL* j i ^ i ) 4J\J ^jti* jb ( ^ L a i i J v_£iJ| ^ A * ! aJjjJI *]a*/«
#0

I A I* I ^i*«

Greatest of the Empire, Trustee of the Kingdom Ikhtisas Yar Khan, Blessed son
of the Sovereign, Thomas Theophilus Metcalfe, Victorious in battle, 1841 A.D.
(12).
i^b uJ^A'*

,**IJU|3

SEAL OF SIR CHARLES METCALFE.
-J*

I*JJ[A.

I_&>

\j^\y*c

j^iyj

^jt^L J\J (joKD

i_£UJ) j U i v *

AJ^JJI

,fe»*./<>
6

Greatest in the Empire, Agent of the Kingdom Ikhlas Yar Khan, Bahadur,
Dreaded in battle, Sir Charles Theophilus Metcalfe, Baronet, his servant.
(13).

"SEAL OF GEORGE THOMPSON.

* P I Af r ***" »*-&»• J>A* JJ^J ^ ^ / o t t ^ ; U

LSU)\ JX&J*

*JjjJ) yj^yc

Adviser of the Kmpire, Adviser of the Kingdom, George Thompson, Reformer of
battle, 1843 A.D.
(14).

SEAL OF WILLIAM FRASER, RESIDENT AT DELHI.

*•• £ I ArT ^

U ^ V e^oHo j d t f j jyjji

(dj ^ U . ; b o y u > i_&J) ^Uaiil j j j j j | J^J

Full moon of the Empire, Administrator of the Kingdom, Sifwat Yar Khan,
William Fraser Bahadur, hard in battle, 1832 A.D.
(15).
» a I AT V * i «

SEAL OF S I R EDWARD COLEBROOK.

LJ£»>

Jj-AA* J j t f J \*Jjfe

<*Jjf. J ^ i j i i i l ^ u X U I >U^ dJjjJI ^ * ^

Illuminated of the Empire, Light of the Kingdom, Sir Edward Colebrook
AD
liaronet, Conqueror in battle (literally 'conquered b a t t l e ' ) , 1827
-
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{xb).

SEAL OK THE SUPREME GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH INDIA.
•

y

JAfc^lyo. ; cJX*

yyt|

J«J j f & ; J JilfcJ) U ;li±i*

;0^ >^i|

^ 1 j

f k*l

;£,-

[ ^

]

* c I AI r

^

Seal of the High and Great English Government, the absolute ruler in the management and administration of the affairs of the Provinces and Islands of India,
l 8 l 2 A.D.
(i/).
J.*=EV^

ANOTHER SEAL OF THE EARL OF DALHOUSIE.
,

J

t_f;^ * ft*- f*-^ J^* *£* ^s)yif^ — ^ cl>' J^\ - ufe* uA*j i j ^ i—>W

r^

*LJJI

gsvil

# c I AT I * ^ j j l i HV-iotj

utijb^l

The bravest in the Empire, Helper of the Kingdom Khan Zamati Khan Bahadur,
Earl of Dalhousie, Commander in Chief, Lion in battle, Servant of Muhamad Akbar
Badsliah Ghazi. 1831 A.D.
(18).

SEAL OF WILLIAM BYAM MARTIN.

• c| A f dJu* wJVj\** )*W*

Jty* rf^ ^ j

cte» A* Ci**U* v-flUl 0 . * i j

AJ^JI

dLiid

Support of the Empire, High in the Kingdom, Sadaqat Yar Khan, William Byam
Martin, Minister of War, 1830 A.D.
(IQ).

SEAL OF THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR, N . W. P .

* c I AO q <J.i*u . J U . £ j

Chosen of the noblemen of great rank, noblest of t h e Chiefs, the Honourable
George Frederick Administon, Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western Provinces,
A D
1859 - -

The Mosaic records (Exod. xxx. 23) and Hebrew (Ezek. xxvii. 24) and Greek
writers (Arrian, p . 179) always speak of India as one of the richest countries in
the world, and the Indians have no doubt great stores of precious stones, and family
papers which contain valuable material, which have never yet been utilised. These
hidden stores of family treasures would surely shed invaluable light on the social
conditions and social relations. India, and this was common to all the East, had no
doubt chronicles, or diaries or memoirs which formed the archives of the Kingdom.
But a history compiled from such materials would necessarily be a history of the court
rather than of the Empire. The modern historian no longer confines himself to the
story of wars and conquests, the personal adventures of kings, the intrigues of courtiers and diplomatists; but recognizes that the highest theme of history is the growth
of the social organism, the development of ideas, institutions and modes of life among
the mass of the .minion men, and this may in a large way best be obtained from the
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study of ancient seals, the perusal of farmans, parwanahs and sanads, and what is
still more important private and public contracts. These will give us a better insight
into the social organisation in India, and as Professor Ramsay Muir said in his lecture
before the Panjab Historical Society, " Experience is increasingly showing that it is
s

only by means of the minute and patient analysis of the working of social habits and
institutions in particular regions, that we can arrive at a clear idea of their development on a larger scale."

*

India and H i s t o r i c a l R e s e a r c h .
RAMSAY MUIR.

[Paper read—January 31st, 1914.]

The invitation to address the annual meeting of the Panjab Historical
Society was too great an honour to be refused, but I have been conscious ever since I
received it, and am more than ever conscious at this moment, that I have small title
to address the Society. It is beyond my power to contribute to the specific purpose
for which the Society exists—the elucidation of the History of the Panjab. Nor can I
pretend to deal with any theme of general Indian history ; for I have no knowledge of
the Indian tongues, and even on the British period I have little first-hand acquaintance with the original documents. I am going to be so bold as to offer you
what may perhaps best be described as some reflections upon the state and. prospects of historical learning in India, or rather, upon certain points connected with
that large theme on which I have been led to form more or less definite ideas during

the three months I have spent here. If there is (and in view of my ignorance there
assuredly is) some presumption in my attempt to deal with such a subject, I console
myself with the reflection that the blame must be divided between myself and those
who tempted me. And when you find me, as you surely will, displaying what will
seem to you a curious ignorance or guilty of unwitting impertinences, I can only
hope you will reflect t h a t just as there is a certain freshness about the first impressions of an intelligent globe-trotter which goes far to compensate for his ignorance,
so the first crude impressions of an English historical student on surveying the work
going on in a field of which he is profoundly ignorant, may not be altogether valueless. He may be able to see freshly certain obvious and elementary things which mere
custom and familiarity are apt to obscure from the student at work in the country.
May I first say how immensely important I feel to be the work of this Society and
of other bodies like it ? What is called local history used to be despised, as the refuge
of those who were concerned about the infinitely little. The local antiquary used to be
regarded, and is perhaps still regarded by many, as a harmless pedant wholly lacking
in the sense of proportion, for whom historical work offered nothing better than the
satisfaction of a quite idle and dilettante curiosity, not essentially higher in kind than
that of the village gossip, to whom no one fact seemed more important than another ;
and who, while real historians were dealing with the rise and fall of empires and the
growth of ideas and institutions, was happy if he could determine the precise location of the parish pump in 1363.
That view of the local historian is rapidly dying. I t is dying partly because the
local historian is changing his character and learning to deal with his local themes in
relation with wider issues. If he is still concerned about the date of the parish pump, it
is because he realizes that the adoption of that ingenious and labour-saving device
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represents an advance in civilization, and because he sees that this advance stands
in relation with other advances which combine to explain the development of the
Society he is studying.
But there is another reason why the old view of local history is dying. It is
because the aims and methods of historical study at large have undergone a great transformation during the last three generations. The modern historian no longer confines
himself to the story of wars and conquests, the personal adventures of kings, the
intrigues of courtiers, diplomatists and members of parliament. These things still
have their place, and still retain, in most historical works, an unduly prominent place;
but whatever our practice may be, we all now recognize that the highest theme of
history is the growth of the social organism, the development of ideas, institutions and
modes of life among the mass of common men; and that the older themes of the historian
are chiefly important in so far as they contribute to this more august and vastly more
difficult theme. Now in some respects the growth of the social organism can be as well
or better studied in the limited sphere of the town or district as in the wider field of the
nation or the empire. Nay, experience is increasingly showing us that it is only by
means of a minute and patient analysis of the working of social habits and institutions
in particular regions that we can arrive at a clear idea of their development on a wider scale.
As long ago as Macaulay the reaction against what he called drum-and-trumpet history
had begun ; yet Macaulay himself, for all his good intentions, and despite the excellent
work of his famous third chapter, could not get away from the tradition. Apart from
his third chapter, practically the whole of his great book is still concerned with the
doings of kings, generals and politicians. And the reason for this simply is that a
vast deal of minute laborious work had to be done on the illustration of the way
in which economic forces and political and religious ideas were affecting the life of
men in this corner of the land or that, before any serious portrait of the nation as a
whole could be drawn. Now this work fell to be done largely, though not wholly,
by the local historian. I suppose that the most striking changes brought about in
the treatment of English history during the last generation have been those which
are represented by the work of Maitland, Vinogradoff, Round, Miss Bateson and others
who have altogether changed our ideas as to the development of mediaeval institutions
and social life, and have already thrown almost wholly out of date the first volume
of Stubbs' great book. Stubbs tried to construct a generalised picture of English institutions, using in the main authorities that related to the nation as a whole. The
work of his successors has been in a remarkable degree based upon the olose analysis of
typical localities, and this method has given to their work a concreteness and a reality
such as Stubbs never attained. It is no exaggeration to say that much of the most fruitful work in recent historical research has been based upon the study of local history.
And there is another reason why local history has latterly attained a higher
dignity. One of the features of recent historical work has been the emphasis laid
upon documents, i.e., upon the formal and official records of the acts and proceedings
of Governments, rather than upon chroniclers and contemporary observers, whose
knowledge could never be complete, and whose view of events was inevitably dis-
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torted by bias. But a very large proportion of these documents consist of orders and
instructions to local officials or to individual magnates, and thus it is essential for a
true understanding of the working of the system of government that the student
should track the receipt and the consequences of these orders and instructions in
particular regions where he is able to study them in the light of local knowledge. If
one would understand how Edward I ruled England there is no better way than to
work out in a limited area, where all the conditions are known to you, the effect of
his quo warranto pleas, the proceedings of his travelling justices, the way in which
his taxes were collected, the nature of the orders received in his letters patent and his
letters close. If you would realize how Elizabeth ruled England through the Privy
Council, with the Justices of the Peace as their local agents, the best way is to take
a particular county or even a particular town and work through all the Acts of the
Privy Council affecting the chosen area, reading the proceedings of quarter sessions
and the records of municipal activity alongside of them. Then, and only then) do
the real nature and working of the system of Government become fully apparent.
And thus it may be claimed that the scientific treatment of local history is as neces• sary to the adequate analysis of the central government as it is to the comprehension of the actual development of the ideas and modes of life of common men.
I have illustrated my thesis from English history because it is English history
that is most familiar to me, but I do not doubt t h a t it could be equally well illustrated
from Indian history. And if there is any region of India where the study of local
history should be not only fascinating in itself but in the highest degree illustrative
to the general story, it is surely the Panjab. For here you have a province which in
area and population may be compared to a first-class European state, which has its
own language and traditions, and has itself ranked as an independent state. Here
you have a region through which have passed, and in which have clashed and blended,
all the elements that have gone to the making of India, racial and religious. The
Panjab may perhaps be described as the clash-point between India and the evermoving and changing peoples of Central Asia. Its position may be compared with
that of Sicily in the Mediterranean world. In Sicilian history you may study the
conflict and mutual influence of all the great Mediterranean races : Carthaginian and
Greek and Roman, Byzantine and Lombard, Norman and Saracen and German. In
the Panjab, if I am not deceived, you have the only province in which it is possible to study the interrelation of every native and invading race:. pre-Aryan and
Aryan, Greek and Arab, Mogul and Pathan ; and they have left behind them a
fascinating medley, each element in which preserves in its own traditions and modes
of life, as if in a museum arranged for the special purposes of the historian, the
memorials of the shifting past. Greek remains, Buddhist remains, Hindu and Jain
and Pathan and Sikh and Mogul monuments, challenge the archaeologist, just as an
infinite variety of tribal customs challenges the ethnologist. Surely this is the most
fascinating field that ever local historian found waiting for his exploration. The first
instinct of a Western student is indeed to congratulate you, not without envy, upon
the vast range and the fascinating variety of the field which has fallen to you.
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It is no doubt true t h a t the documentary materials for the history of the Panjab
are very scanty in comparison with those which exist for local history in most parts
of Europe and especially in England. But it will take a good deal of demonstration
to persuade me t h a t there do not exist, in family papers and village records and
elsewhere, great stores of material which have as yet not been utilized. One young
historian of this city told me the other day t h a t his interest in history had first been
stimulated by the study of a large collection of family papers which no one else had
ever looked at. There must be many such collections; and in a country like India
which is so tenacious of family tradition, and in which the family system is so
intimately intertwined with the whole system of social organization, these
collections would surely shed invaluable light upon social conditions and relations. Moreover, to the uninstructed Englishman, it would seem that you must
here possess two useful sources of information which have no parallel in the West.
You have masses of caste and tribal usages which have been preserved with jealous
care down into this age of change, and which ought to be carefully noted and discussed before they are weakened or destroyed by the westernising process. You
have access also to millions of people who have not yet learnt to read, and who must
therefore preserve the long memory of the illiterate for the stirring events which not
only they themselves but even their remote ancestors have witnessed. That folkmemory is doomed to destruction ; already the process must have gone far; ancl the
wealth of legend and tradition which must still survive ought surely to be garnered
and preserved before it is too late. I have read with great interest Mr. Swynnerton's
collection of Panjabi folk-tales, but these were mostty of the order of fairy stories,
though some of them seemed as if they must enshrine historical memories. What
has been done, and what is being done, to extract the historical elements in such folk
tales and songs, and to collect the direct popular.memories of historical events which
must surely also survive ? Does not the villager preserve recollections of the tides
of foreign conquest that have from time to time swept over his predecessors, sometimes dislocating for the moment the immemorial life of the village, but never preventing it from resuming its course, swinging back, as some one has happily said, as
the deep-rooted weeds of a river swing back into place after a boat has passed
over them? These popular memories will no doubt be full of mistakes. But their
very mistakes and misjudgments of men and events are in themselves valuable as a record
of the kind of impress made by great events upon the imagination of common men.
In so far as they still survive, they ought to be recorded with an absolute fidelity, the
recorder being constantly on his guard against any attempt to rationalize them. I
can imagine this work being undertaken by a host of volunteer workers in all parts
of the province in accordance with rules laid down by this Society; and alongside of
it a parallel collection of observed usages, tribal distinctions, records of religious
and other organizations; the whole being sifted, classified and edited by some one
at head-quarters, brought forward at intervals for discussion, and published in the
proceedings of the Society. I cannot readily conceive a greater service to historical
scholarship, or a more interesting hobby, than the making of such a collection.

•
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And if it is practicable, it follows that it is urgent, since the process of change is
proceeding so rapidly even in India that in another generation what is possible now
will have become impossible.
I have enjoyed the pleasure of reading almost the whole of the Transactions
of the Panjab Historical Society from the beginning. I have read them with great
interest and profit, and with warm admiration for the learning, aeutencss and
scientific accuracy displayed in many of the papers. But if I may be allowed a criticism, I have been puzzled by the slenderness of the volumes in contrast with the
vastness of the field which the Society is undertaking to explore and by the small
number of writers who have contributed to the volumes This, I well know, is not
clue to any lethargy in the part of those who direct the Society, for they desire
nothing so much as an increase in the number of qualified contributor-, and in the
range of ground covered. But it suggests that there is something wrong with historical studies in the Panjab, and one is tempted to ask why so glorious a harvest as
stands ripe before you finds so few reapers.
You have here, scattered over the face of the province, no less than sixteen
University institutions, each of which undertakes to provide all the instruction needed
for a degree course. In Europe you would be hard put to it to find any University
institution which is not helping to investigate the history of its district. Yet what
has been the contribution of your sixteen University institutions, all of which contain
professors of history, to the elucidation of Panjab history? I find in all the volumes
of the Society very little which can be credited to the teachers of these institutions.
These institutions, moreover, have been all engaged for many years in producing
graduates, most of whom have been trained in history. Of the hundreds of men who
have been thus trained, and who have been formally accredited by the University as
masters of the art of history, how many have made any contribution to the history
of their own province ? I do not suggest that the sole object or even the chief object
of a historical course in a University is to produce qualified historical investigators.
But certainly one result of a course of University training in any subject should be
to stimulate intellectual curiosity, to train the student in the methods of enquiry
appropriate to his subject, and to inspire him with a desire for deeper knowledge
than the lecture and the text-book can give him. If this result has been attained, it
is impossible but that a certain proportion of the students should find themselves
irresistibly drawn towards independent work, simply in order to satisfy an appetite
which their training has created. How are we to explain the paradox that in a great
province whose history presents a virgin field tingling with interest and teeming with
unsolved problems, there should be sixteen university institutions equipped with
historical teachers, and yearly producing scores of graduates in history, and yet that
neither the teachers nor the students should apparently be tempted to go beyond the
beaten paths of the text-book, and to explore the fascinating story of their own land
and their own people ?
I t would be presumption in me, a new-comer, to pretend to give the explanation
of this paradox. But I think I know some parts of the answer. I have every sym•
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pathy with the teachers, when I find t h a t they are in most cases required to give four
lectures a day on an incredibly wide range of subject-matter, such as Ranke or Lord
Acton would have boggled at, and that in some cases, if they do not put in their four
daily hours in history they are expected to devote the balance to other subjects; when
I find, further, t h a t instead of dealing with their students as adults, to be guided
and stimulated into working for themselves, and to be trained to think and enquire
independently so as to be real ' ' M a s t e r s " of their arts, the teachers are expected to
spoon-feed their pupils like children, in order that they may pass examinations. When
I realize all this, I am not surprised that the spirit of scholarship, of free enquiry,
of the patient and zestful hunt for truth, can scarcely find room for existence. I have
every sympathy also with the student, when I find t h a t his livelihood depends upon
passing an examination for which, taking history as one of several subjects, he has to
cover a range enormously wider than is exacted from the Oxford honours man who
studies nothing else. I t does not surprise me that the student should be impatient if
his teacher tries to interest him in aspects of his subject that are not dealt with in
his prescribed text-book, and not only impatient but disturbed and indignant if his
teacher ventures to criticise his text-book and to demonstrate its fallacies and incompleteness. In his circumstances intellectual curiosity is a vice, not a virtue.
I do not wish to attack the system of the University, to whose hospitality I owe
my presence here. In so far as what I have said is true, it is true of other parts of
India besides the Panjab; indeed, it is in some degree true of other countries
as well, including England. And I am bound to recognize that so far as the
system of the University is at fault, it has arisen out of the circumstances. The root of
•

the difficulty lies in the fact that the actual training here is given in numerous scattered
and under-equipped colleges, each of which has to attempt with inadequate staff
and resources all the work done by fully-equipped Universities in other countries.
It is this which seems to necessitate the maintenance of an examination system
which is in the unhealthy position of controlling instead of following the teaching.
It is this which imposes upon the teachers a burden of work which inevitably
kills true scholarship. Yet these numerous colleges have arisen'out of the conditions of Indian life, and in response to a genuine and more or less spontaneous
demand. Unquestionably they have done and are doing valuable work, and the
system which is based upon them has no doubt a good deal to say for itself. But
from our point of view it is necessary to recognize that whatever may be the benefits
of the system, they have been purchased at the high price of a sacrifice of
research and high scholarship. The training of hundreds of students in history is
not producing historians, and in a field of enquiry so fertile as to invite envy, the
labourers who in another country would be numbered by hundreds, can almost be
counted on one's fingers.
I have said t h a t what is true of the Panjab is also true of other Indian provinces.
Although India has a longer, fuller and more varied history than perhaps any other
country in the world, and although she can draw not only upon her own native
scholars, but upon the scholarship of Kngland with which her history has in its
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latest period been intertwined, it is undeniable that less historical work of the
highest quality is being produced in India than in any other civilized country. It
fell to my lot, a few months since, to draw up a critical bibliography of the historical
work dealing with the eighteenth century which had been produced during the year
1912. I had to record the publication of numerous volumes of documents and still
more numerous biographies and studies of special aspects of English history during
the period ; I had to record a whole crop of books on American history, though already
a library has been written on the subject. But I could find no book deserving of record
on the history of India in this age, though it was the age which witnessed the conquest of the bulk of the country by the English and the foundation of its modern
system of government. This seemed and seems to me nothing less than amazing.
The explanation of it is to be found not only in the conditions to which I have
already alluded, but also in the fact that the materials for Indian history are
comparatively inaccessible. No doubt a large proportion of the literary materials
for early Indian history have been printed in one form or another. But can it be
said that they have been exhaustively and scientifically edited ? Or can it be said
that there has been a sufficiently systematic search for these documentary materials
by which modern historical science ahvays strives to supplement and correct the
literary sources ? My ignorance is too great to let me attempt an answer to these
questions, but I am sure that a vast deal of work remains to be done before it can be
said that all the existing materials for early Indian history have been collected,
scientifically sifted and made available for the use of historians.
On the British period of Indian history there is certainly no paucity,* but rather
a superabundance, of material, both literary and documentary, but it is very inaccessible. The difficulty here is twofold: first, that next to nothing has yet been
done to calendar, arrange and publish the material, and second, that the material is
to be found partly in England, in the archives of the India Office and in the British
Museum, and partly in India. It rarely happens that any student is able to work in
both places, and if he is limited to one, he is bound to feel that his material is onesided and incomplete, and to be discouraged by that fact from proceeding.
The difficulties in the way of research in Indian histoty are thus seriously
greater than those which face the student of the history of other countries; and it is
even more necessary in this case than elsewhere that Government should come to his
aid, as it already does in most civilized countries, by engaging scholars to arrange,
edit and publish the raw materials of the historian. Something, of'c6urse, has been
already done. To name one or two obvious instances, Sir George Forrest has given us
a good deal of invaluable material for the period of Warren Hastings ; the volumes
of the Indian Records series have made available a considerable mass of materials
on selected topics, though one cannot but feel that the method of treatment
adopted in this series gives no promise of rendering superfluous a systematic chronological calendar of the principal documents; Mr. Foster's excellent series of Minutes
and Letters of the East India Company provides indispensable material for the history
of the early trading ventures of the Company, but at its present rate of progress a
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generation will have passed before the period is reached in which the Company
began to be of serious importance in Indian affairs. But all these sporadic volunteer
efforts, admirable and useful as they are in their way, do not render unnecessary, but
only emphasize the need for, a systematic handling of all the available materials for
Indian history, such as may nowadays be regarded as a natural and essential
unction of Government.
I suggest t h a t there is need for several great series, which should be concurrently
undertaken. The first should consist of a carefully edited series of all the literary
and documentary sources for early Indian history, drawn from all quarters, and
arranged so far as possible in chronological order. This might be called, on the
analogy of the great work of Pertz which did so much for German historical scholarship, the Monumenta Historica Rerum Indicarum. A great work of this kind, given
that the supreme direction was placed in competent hands, would assuredly bring
into being a trained school of Indian historians, while the finished work would
make accessible to students, in the most convenient form, masses of material for critical study. Thus the series would render the same double service t h a t was rendered
by Pertz' Monumenta in Germany, and by the Rolls Series in England.
In t h e second place there should be issued a regular series of governmental
archives, from the beginning of the English territorial power in India. These documents might be treated in either of two ways. On the one hand, following the analogy
of that colossal work the Letters and Papers of Henry V I I I , an attempt might be made
to bring together in chronological order all the materials, both those relating to governmental action in England, and those recording the proceedings of the representatives
of the British power in India. It would certainly be extremely instructive if we could
have, in close contiguity, the dispatches of generals, agents and commissioners forwarded to Cornwallisor Wellesley, the minutes of the Governor-General's Council and
of the various departments of state relating thereto, the dispatches sent home by the
Governor-General, the deliberations of the Court of Directors and Secret Committee,
the recommendations of the President of the Board of Control. Such a collection
would give a very clear insight into the whole procedure of Government. But the
scale on which such a work would have to be carried out would be of such appalling
magnitude t h a t the scheme would progress far too slowly. I t has taken a generation
to complete the Letters and Papers of Henry V I I I ; the Letters and P apers of Warren
Hastings, if handled with any thing like the same fullness would be enormously more
voluminous. Moreover the difficulty of producing a collection half of the materials
for which were in England and the other half in India, would probably be insuperable. I t would therefore be best to fall back, as has been done in other periods of
English history, upon a group of distinct but parallel series : and just as the Record
Office issues for the same period State Papers Domestic, State Papers Foreign,
State Papers Colonial, Treasury Papers, and so forth, so there might be separate series
for the transactions of the Court of Directors and its Committees at home, for the
minutes of Council in India, for the correspondence with Native States, for revenue
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Besides the governmental archives, there is need also for a series corresponding
to the invaluable Historical MSS Commission's Reports, in which, during the last
generation, collections of papers in private possession which throw light upon English
history have been made available. For some periods and aspects of English history
these collections are almost as important as the national archives. I suspect that a
systematic calendar of private collections in India would prove to be equally important, and would shed a flood of light on many dark places. I t is prob; )ly only by
the exercise of Government influence that private collections can be made available for
the use of scholars. In England, until the Historical MSS. Commission beg in its work,
scholars constantly found themselves unable to obtain access to materials which they
knew must exist in the archive-room of this great family or that, and at first even
the Commission found it difficult in some cases to persuade the owners of documents
to allow them to edit and publish them.
But this difficulty has gradually disappeared ; and thanks largely to the tact and discretion with which family papers have
been handled, it may now be said that it has become an object of ambition to great
houses to see their papers included in the series, for the inclusion is a sort of testimony to the historical importance of the family. I suspect that the same thing
would happen in India ; and I am sure that only the prestige of Government would
succeed in making such private collections as may exist available for the use of
scholars. The issue of such a series seems to me to be even more important than the
publication of Government archives. For after all, the Government archives are not
wholly inaccessible, though their enormous volume in itself constitutes a barrier.
They will not disappear ; but any accident of fire, or the dying out of a family, or
the succession of an indifferent heir, might bring about the disappearance of collections which may prove to contain materials indispensable to the historian. At the
least it might surely be hoped that a govermental commission should be appointed to
discover how far such collections exist, and how far their owners are willing to make
them available for the use of scholars.
I suggest, then, that the prospect of a healthy development of historical scholarship in India requires the issue, under Government direction and at the public expense, of three great collections of historical material: a series of Monumenta, carefully edited literary materials especially for the earlier periods; a series of Government
archives for the British period; and a series of historical documents in private
possession. These are essentially functions of the Imperial Government, and if the
Imperial Government undertook them, it would only be undertaking a function
already performed directly or indirectly by most civilized governments.
But there is also a function for the provincial governments. They too have
their collections of archives—documents which relate to the history of regions as
large and as populous as most European states: and while it might reasonably be
urged t h a t much of this material would be best treated by being incorporated in a
general series, undeniably much time would be saved if they were issued directly and
concurrently with the main collections. This, we may all be proud to say, is already
being done in the Panjab, and the excellent indices and admirable excerpts from the
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earlier British, archives, from 1806 onwards, which are in type, not only form a model
for the treatment of provincial archives, but their publication will, we may feel confident, provide a real stimulus to historical work in the province. It is good news
that the voluminous Sikh records which are kept in the tomb of Anarkali are also to
be dealt with. I have to thank Mr. J. P. Thompson for showing me these records ; and
though they were quite beyond my comprehension, I can well believe that a soundly
edited calenc. ir of their contents will provide material for a much more thorough
study of the condition of t h e province in the Sikh period than has hitherto been
possible. It is pleasant to think that owing to the enlightened action of t h e Panjab
Government the lack of material, which has hitherto formed one of the main obstacles to the provision of training in historical research in this province, will soon
have come to an end.
I t is an elaborate programme of historical publication under Government
control which I have outlined, and some of you may be inclined to ask whether it is
a practicable programme : whether there exist in India a sufficient number of
qualified scholars, competent to produce these critical texts of the literary historians,
these judiciously selected and scientifically handled reprints and summaries of
archives, these surveys of the contents of private collections. That is a question
* which I am not competent to answer. But my instinct is to say that even with Government aid, if we are to trust to the work of scattered scholars in India, most of
whom are already overworked, nothing of permanent value will result. I suggest that
this monumental work can only be satisfactorily done by the co-operative work of a
little army of scholars, senior and junior, who would give their whole time to the work,
under the direction of qualified guides, whom it may be necessary to import for the
purpose. The organization of this little army of learning implies a headquarters,
and it seems to me to postulate the institution of an imperial record office, working
in close co-operation with a historical research institute, and with an institute of
oriental learning. Such institutions, it may be suggested, would find a natural home
in the new capital at Delhi, and they would help to make it the intellectual as well as
the administrative centre of India. Here also might well be established a research
institute of economics and statistics, the existence of which would at many points
and in many ways be invaluable to the historical workers. And is there any reason
why this nest of research centres should not be reinforced by scientific institutes of
a similar kind ? Such a group of factories of knowledge would not only produce
v

results which would rapidly raise India from its present low estate in the realm of
science, b u t it would give a new life to every institution in the land which is devoted
to the service of learning; it would form the training ground of scholars who could
afterwards worthily occupy chairs in the Indian universities, and import the spirit
of research, which is nothing else than the spirit of enquiry, of criticism, of zeal for
truth, into the whole scheme of training in the Universities. Visionary as these
proposals may seem to you to be, I do most sincerely believg that some such heroic
measure is necessary, not merely in order t h a t Indian historical studies may be
placed upon a proper footing, but in order that the true spirit of scholarship may
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be breathed into the whole system of education, the whole machinery whereby the
state endeavours to stimulate discipline arid cultivate the intellectual powers of the
community.
Many of you, I do not 'doubt, are feeling t h a t a large project such as I have
outlined may be very pretty and theoretically desirable, but t h a t it is altogether
too costly and ambitious to be practicable. The Government and the people of
India, we are constantly reminded, are poor; it is not possible to justify expenditure
on luxuries, however desirable, while so many urgent necessities remain unsatisfied ;
and all the money which can be spared for educational purposes is needed for
the expansion and improvement of the elementary schools, the secondary schools,
and the universities and colleges.
These branches of the intellectual equipment
of a people we now recognize as essential, but research is a different m a t t e r , and
no Government would be justified in expending large sums on such a purpose in
a country where millions are always within reach of death from mere famine. It was
by some such line of thought, I imagine, t h a t a great m a n , from whom a very different
attitude might have been expected, was led some years since to refuse to permit a
provincial Government to go to the expense of printing some of its archives. And we
must recognize that this line of argument would receive very general support both in
India and in England.
For my part, I believe this whole attitude to be fundamentally mistaken. It is
born of a set of preconceptions, very widely held, which I believe to be at
the base of many of our educational blunders. .. e are all apt to be carried captive
by phrases and metaphors, and I cannot but think t h a t this notion t h a t research is
an elegant luxury instead of being the very tap-root of a people's intellectual life, is
largely due to a metaphor which is at the back of most of our minds when we talk
about educational systems. We think of an educational system as a building,
in which each floor rests upon the floor beneath i t : the elementary floor on the
ground level, the secondary floor above it, the university floor above t h a t again.
And we think of research as a sort of ornamental superstructure, very pretty to look
at, but quite inessential to the strength and utility of the structure. Some enthusiasts
would go ro far as to say t h a t this ornamental superstructure is the noblest
part of the building, and even the main justification for its existence, like the top
floor of Akbar's tomb at Sekundara. But even they would say t h a t the lower floors
must be completed before the superstructure is begun. That seems to me to be a radical
misconception, in direct conflict with the whole history of the intellectual life
of all great peoples. May I substitute for it another metaphor ? May I suggest t h a t
we shall think more clearly, and be far nearer to the t r u t h , if we think of our
educational system as being like a system of irrigation, bringing life and freshness and
fertility to a whole country-side ? Your system of canals and ditches may be
admirably designed, but it will leave the land barren and arid, unless it is fed
from a permanent reservoir. And the higher the reservoir is, among the mountains,
the purer and the more abundant the supply of water will be. I t is such a reservoir
of pure disinterested learning t h a t is needed in India. How foolish would be
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the people of the plains who should complain t h a t a Government had no right to build
a reservoir in these remote places, far away from them and their daily labours, and
who should assert t h a t what was needed was not reservoirs, b u t more canals and
ditches ! W h a t is the good of the canals and ditches if all t h a t they bring is a trickle of
of stale and muddy water, pumped up by hand-labour from brackish local wells ? I
had an opportunity of reading a few weeks since an excellent assessment report on a
talisil of the Panjal). In this report it was recorded t h a t a certain part of the tahsil
had fallen out of cultivation. I t was irrigated from local wells, and the water
they yielded had some poisonous quality in it which was destructive to profitable
crops, but encouraged the growth of rank and noxious weeds. Is it not possible that
this may happen, even that it has happened here and there, in this education-irrigation system of India, which does not draw its water from a reservoir of living
scholarship, but from the brackish and shallow wells of text-books ?
Is it not true that in all countries and in all ages which have achieved a real
intellectual life, the impetus has never come from an organized system of education,
which in many of the greatest ages has been wholly lacking; it has come from great
original investigators gathering round them bands of disciples, through whom
their spirit, the spirit of research, the spirit of fearless and tireless questing
after new t r u t h , has in some degree been diffused through the community ? I t was
Anselm and Abelard, Irnerius and Gratian, with the throng of disciples who were
drawn to them by the attraction of finding out new truths, who began the great
awakening of Europe in the Middle Ages, and they had no highly elaborated systems
of primary and secondary schools to draw upon. The Renaissance of the fifteenth
century did not take its rise from a state system of schools for the diffusion of the
received text-book knowledge of the period; it took its rise from the patient labours
of collectors and editors of classical MSS., whose chief characteristic was their con»

tempt for received text-book knowledge, and whose inspiration was the hunt for new
knowledge. They, and their pupils inspired with their spirit, spread through universities and schools to all the peoples of the West t h a t eager delight in intellectual
adventure and discovery which makes that age one of the greatest in human history.
Or, to take an even more striking instance, is it not patent that the greatness of
Germany in war and commerce not less than in learning is due to the fact t h a t the
nation and t h e government have for a century past esteemed the encouragement of
research in every field as one of the most vital interests of the state ? Waterloo
may have been won, as Wellington said, in the playing-fields of E t o n : Mommsen
claimed t h a t Sadowa and#Sedan were won in the Universities of Germany. And the
main feature of these universities, which have been so lavishly equipped and supported
by the state, is t h a t their primary duty has always been held to be, not the diffusion
of already es1 ablished knowledge, but the discovery of new knowledge, and the training of students in the methods of this discovery. The German Professor can only
achieve his position by publishing work which wins the approval of the learned world.
The German student earns his degree not by undergoing a test of his knowledge of
text-books, but by producing a satisfactory piece of independent investigation of his
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own. These student-essays are often not of much intrinsic worth. Their real value
consists in the fact t h a t the student has learnt to think and enquire for himself, to
criticise conflicting evidence, to arrive at sane and reasoned judgments on men and
I

affairs: he is no longer the helpless captive of phrases and of insubstantiated generalisations. Surely this, and not the mere accumulation of facts on second-hand
authority, is the true object of education ? By these means the Germans have
diffused the scientific spirit throughout their society, and t h a t is the secret, of tlieir
greatness. And there is another lesson to be learnt from Germany. When the practical politician tells us t h a t a Government is too poor to spend money on research,
it is well to remember how the Prussian Government acted in those critical years of
the early nineteenth century which determined the future character and action of the
nation. Prussia had been beaten to her knees by Napoleon, stripped of the richer
half of her territory, made almost b a n k r u p t and reduced to the level of a third-rate
power. Her statesmen had before them the task of re-creating a ruined state. And
how did they set about it ? One of their methods was the establishment of two new
universities, amply endowed and staffed with the greatest scholars obtainable, whose
primary task was the conduct and encouragement of research. These were the
foundations upon which a bankrupt and ruined state proposed to build a new fabric
of power. How sound the foundations were, the history of the nineteenth century
has shown.
In England, during t h a t century, we were forgetting t h a t the spirit of research is
the essential root of a sound intellectual life in a nation, and we were persuading
ourselves t h a t we could meet our intellectual deficiencies by applying the
stimulus of examinations. We went in for a positive orgy of examinations,
which has never been equalled in any country save China. Our schools were
bad, and it would be expensive to equip them adequately; it was cheaper to
institute wholesale examinations. Our universities were less numerous in proportion
to population than those of any other country. We accordingly invented t h a t monstrous libel on the name of a university, the old University of London, which neither
taught nor investigated, but only examined. The inevitable result was the result
which always attends an examination system which is allowed to dominate instead of
merely following teaching: we encouraged the second-rate, the glib reproducers of
orthodox facts, the inemorisers of other m e n ' s work who had never gone through the
process of verifying what they found on the printed page; and we penalised, as an
examination-system always does, the men who questioned, criticised and explored.
We taught three successive generations of out youth that it is more profitable to
remember without understanding than to investigate. We are reaping some of the
results; may we not say t h a t the absence of first-rate minds among the younger men
of England to-day is due in part to the influence of these ideas? Hut England was
saved from the worst effects of these misleading doctrines by the fact that in the
ancient universities and in some of the learned societies there survived a tradition of
research; while various scientific institutes were pursuing the methods of the laboratory, which are essentially hostile to merely second-hand work. Even in the wildest
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frenzy of examination-worship, there never was a time when the saner and older
cult <>f the true goddess of learning died out. In the field of history this period produced, for example, Stubbs and his school, and it saw great advance made in the
publication of the Rolls Series, and the other publications of the Record Oilice at
Government's expense.
But unhappily this period when the majority of Englishmen were worshipping
the wooden idol of examination-successes, and were, like the Chinese, trusting to this
system even for the selection of administrators, was the period when the application
of Western methods to the training of the Indian intellect was seriously undertaken.
The Universities of India were founded on the unhappiest model t h a t could h a v e been
selected from among all the Universities that have ever existed on the face of the
globe, the model of unreformed London. It became established here t h a t the supreme
function of a university is to examine and to prescribe text-books; as for the real functions of a University, which are the conduct of research and the training of pupils in
the spirit and methods of independent enquiry and criticism, these were left unprovided
for. Instead, such colleges as already existed, or could be cheaply brought into being,
+

were charged with the work of coaching students for the examinations of the University ,
a function woefully different from t h a t of training them to think for themselves. In
these last days there are signs on all hands of a growing feeling that the results of this
system are not altogether happy. As might be expected, the majority of the students *
whom it trains do not show much capacity for independent work, have very little critical power or intellectual initiative, and tend to be the slaves of catch-words and
phrases. That is because they have only been taught to remember and to reproduce,
not to analyse and criticise. They have not been taught (in the spirit of research) to
test the value of the evidence for assertions, to arrive at sound and sane judgments of
men and their motives, to accept nothing t h a t is not proved, or supported by tested
authority; they have merely been compelled to learn printed pages which, so far as
their knowledge and power of criticism go, have exactly as much and as little authority
behind them as the most random assertion in yesterday's newspaper.
P'rom these unhappy results one thing alone will save us—the implanting of the
spirit of research ; and I know only one sure way of securing this—the establishment of
schools of research, whose pupils will carry their methods into the class-rooms of the
University, and thence into the school and the law-court and the office. India needs
this spirit of research in many fields. I t is obvious to everybody t h a t she needs it in
medicine, in agriculture, in many of the pure and applied sciences. I t is the greatest
of blunders to imagine t h a t it is only the results of research—only the facts which it
discovers—that the country stands in need of. Far more is it the spirit which produces
these results; we may borrow the conclusion of the French or German investigator,
•

but unless it is applied by men who share the spirit of the investigators, and who
assimilated not only their conclusions but their processes of t h o u g h t , the result
be disastrous. The Greeks, who were penetrated by the spirit of research, knew
dangerous it is to steal the horses of the sun, or to try to fly with wings which
not grown out of your own shoulders but are only affixed by perishable wax.

have
must
how
have
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But if the spirit of research is necessary to India in the natural sciences, for the
sake of physical health and material welfare, it is still more necessary in history for
the sake of political and social health. For the real value of historical studies lies
scarcely at all in the actual facts about the dead past which it conveys to u s ; it lies
largely in the discipline which we acquire from the process and methods of the study—
in the power to see two sides of a question which it creates; in the practice of testing
and criticising human evidence which it gives; in the capacity to judge men and motives
justly which it trains; in the deep sense which its pupil growingly feels of the complexity of the social organism, the extent to which it is dominated by its own past, the
slowness with which it can be fundamentally altered; in the emancipation which it
confers from catch-words and cheap generalisations. Are not these gifts which India
needs? They are the priceless gifts of historical study if it is pursued in the spirit of
research, but they are not to be acquired from text-books, nor can they be tested in an
examination.
I fear you must all be feeling that I have got far away from my true theme.
Your concern is about the facts of India in the past, and here I am talking about the
mind of India in the present, or even in the future. And I confess that in what I have
just been saying I have laid emphasis not so much upon the importance of historical
researclvfor its own sake as upon its vital relation to the intellectual life of a people. Is
this emphasis heretical ? I do not care whether it is or no : since a historian's supreme
interest is the development of the social organism, it is surely natural that he should
be concerned about the effects of his own study upon the social organism. But what
I have tried to do has been to show that the systematic and generous encouragement
of historical research is not a thing of interest only to the learned world, and is not
recommended to the Government merely as a matter of prestige, much as one might
recommend a rich man to have his pedigree emblazoned, but is a thing of vital import
to the health of the whole community, essential for the vitalising of the educational
system, essential also for the diffusion of a just and sane way of thinking about great
issues.
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H i s t o r y in its relation to S o c i o l o g y ,
T H E H O N ' B L E MR. JUSTICE MUHAMMAD SHAH

DIN.

It was not without considerable hesitation t h a t I accepted the very flattering
invitation of the Council of the Panjab Historical Society to read a paper at its fifth
annual meeting. Unfortunately, in my College days it did not fall to my lot to
read, on a systematic plan and as part of my academic course of studies, the subject
of History, whether ancient or modern; and in after-life, owing to the exigencies of
professional and official work of a rather absorbing character, my mental equipment,
such as it is, has been deplorably deficient in historical knowledge such as could be
drawn upon, with any degree of confidence, for a contribution worthy of being placed
before a learned body like this Society. In these circumstances, I would not have
had the temerity to undertake the difficult task of addressing you had it not be^n
for the fact t h a t your Council, in generous recognition of my limitations, granted me
the option of a subject of general interest falling within the wide scope of your
objects in respect of which I should not be required to do any research work or to
show any expert knowledge of history. I have to express to your Council my deep
gratitude for allowing me this choice; and I hope the members of this Society will
not think that I have abused the privilege thus extended to me in taking up for my
discourse this evening a subject of a rather nebulous character which is admirably
calculated to conceal my ignorance of all serious aspects of history, and under cover
of which I can safely wander into regions that the expert historian would refuse to recognise as lying within the limits of his proper domain. The liberty of free movement
conceded to me must be my chief excuse for my irregular peregrinations in the realm
of universal history as represented by the disjoined notes that make up my paper ;
and I may be permitted to say t h a t I should feel a sense of satisfaction if a bolder
spirit would hereafter arise from among the members of this Society, and, bursting
the bonds of convention, would follow more fruitful lines of historical research inspired
by a wider and deeper acquaintance with the complex social phenomena that
have presented themselves in the past and which confront us at every turn a t present
in our own country.
The object of this paper is to emphasise the view t h a t history stands to sociology
in the relation of a special to a general social science, and t h a t the serious historical
student in this country who is anxious to grasp the real meaning of his vocation
must recognise the importance of sociological facts as affording most valuable material for constructive history. The subject will be treated not so much in its theoretical
aspect as in its practical bearing on the collection, classification and appraisement of
facts which is an essential preliminary to all true historical research.
.
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In common parlance history is a record of the achievements of kings, warriors
and statesmen ; of battles, conquests and dynastic successions; and of political events
of great magnitude which impress the imagination and engross the attention of large
sections of mankind. A little reflection will show that this is an imperfect view of
the subject-matter of history, and for a long time past the trend of sound opinion
among enlightened nations has been towards the recognition of the principle that
true history is concerned not with individual men as such and with their isolated acts,
however great the men and however grand their acts, but with men as more or less active
members of a social group, which has certain definite, though variable, relations with
other social groups, and with their acts considered in their correlations with the doings
of other social beings, and as links in the lengthening chain of human achievement.
According to an influential school of learning, it is now a well-recognised method of
historical writing that the historian should devote his attention less to personal
aspects of the acts of renowned men in any given age or country than to the multitudinous ways in which those acts affected, and were affected by, the prevailing social
forces and contributed towards the progressive evolution, in all the arts of civilization, of the community or people to which their authors belonged. History does not
mean a bare record of facts which have occurred in the past without any reference
to the antecedent events which brought those facts into existence or to other facts
which followed them in space or time. As a special social science, history is no
doubt primarily concerned with the correct and authentic chronicling of past occurrences; but it has also a secondary function to perform in so far as it has to discover the true import of those occurrences by finding out their correlations with
other facts in contemporary human experience, in order to define and bring into
prominence the social process and thus lead to a better and more fruitful knowledge
of social reality. The patient and conscientious chronicler whose work begins with
discovering and recording external events that have occurred in the past and ends
there is not a historian; he does excellent spade work, digging up and bringing to
light valuable material that lay buried under the debris of by-gone ages, but it
requires the historian's art to turn that material to account and to build with it
the beautiful fabric of historical narrative through which the present generations of
men hold communion with the living spirit of the past. Every great historical event
is so intimately related to other events in space and time t h a t it is impossible to view
it in complete isolation; and if it were possible to do so, the historian would fail to
comprehend its totality of existence as a dynamic factor in the evolution of the social
group in whose life-history it forms a conspicuous landmark. The historian must
not be content with merely collecting social facts, but he must also classify and
appraise them, and this he can do only if he has a clear perception of their interrelations and inter-workings as social forces. He must not treat them in their statical repose as lifeless tissues of a dead past, but must view them in the kinetic relations in which they actually occur in the organic evolution of humanity. He must
acquire a clear and correct idea of social causation, of social self-consciousness, of
social process as applied to the whole field of social phenomena, for without a know-
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ledge of these essential elements of the social truth it would be impossible for him to
perceive and realise the true valuations and inner meanings of historical events which
in their ultimate analysis will be found to be the results of the interplay of certain
simple social forces that are in operation in a variety of ways in different stages of
social evolution. While confining its operations to the region of recorded facts,
history has to trace and describe the different steps in the evolutionary process by
which humanity is ever striving to realise its true destiny, and those take a very
contracted and partial view of the real scope of history who say that it must content
itself with a matter-of-fact presentation of external events and take no note of their
correlations with other events as connected links in the subtle chain of social evolution. The historian cannot record a continuous series of events which are worth being
recorded without appreciating their interrelations and unconsciously interpreting
them in terms of the social truth according to his own lights; and he is thus continually performing in one part of the field of social phenomena operations very much
akin to those which the sociologist has to carry on in the entire realm of human
association. The distinction between history as a bare record of external events
considered as isolated facts and history as a connected and rationalised narrative of
those events viewed in their relationships inter se and with other events and as illustrative of the nature and trend of the social process is sufficiently indicated in the
terms Historiography and Historiology. Although among historians you will still
come across some rather zealous advocates of the first mentioned method of historical
writing, the modern tendency appears to be distinctly towards recognising historiology as the more accurate description of history viewed as a fruitful branch of
human knowledge.
This latter view as to the scope and function of history is by no means a modern
conception, and among the learned men of the ancient world we find some very able
representatives of this school of thought. Thucydides among the Greeks, Tacitus
among the Romans, and Ibn Khaldun among the Arabs did most useful work in this
sphere and laid the foundation of what has not inappropriately been termed the
t(
Philosophy of History/' The method of historical study as advocated and practised by those great scholars is exceedingly fruitful, and their writings, though containing much that from the more scientific point of view of the modern historian
would be pronounced as inadmissible in a work on history, throw a flood of light on »
the social, religious, economic and political organisations of the ancient races of mankind. Their method has been considerably improved upon in recent times *by a
school of historians which is represented in England by, among others, Gibbon,
Carlyle, Hallam, Macaulay and Green. The idea that kings and Governments are
the central realities in politics and society, and that communities and nations must
be treated as existing in subordination to them has long since been exploded, and
historians have for some time past been devoting greater attention to a careful study
of the social phenomena in their static and their kinetic aspects, of the causes of
social change, and of the general laws of social evolution which ultimately determine
the position of a particular people as an organic unity in relation to other peoples.
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In what we call the modern age, individual liberty of thought and action within
certain prescribed limits has obtained fuller recognition in social life, and along
with this there has grown up a feeling of national solidarity as a result of conscious
effort for national progress in all the departments of human activity. One necessary
consequence of this has been a marked change in the point of view of the historian;
for whereas formerly the king as the do jure and de facto head of the state loomed so
large in the historical picture as to claim almost exclusive attention, at the present
day he has receded into the background and it is the nation t h a t has burst upon our
view with its fascinating variety and richness of colour and demands a minute study
of its features. The historian is now occupied mainly witli the principal facts and
events of corporate life as they exhibit themselves in the working of social, political
and industrial institutions of the nation; he studies the correlation of cause and
effect among those events and deduces therefrom his own conclusions, which may be of
general or of limited application according as the social phenomena dealt with are common to many other nations or constitute a distinctive feature of the particular nation
which is the subject of special investigation. Whatever the result achieved, it is the
method in which we are interested, and you will perceive that the method employed
by the modern historian is such t h a t he is a co-worker with the sociologist in the same
extensive field of enquiry though each has his own peculiar sphere of interests and
each compasses his own end by viewing combinations of social phenomena from a
different standpoint.
I t may perhaps be necessary in this place to indicate in a few words what socio*

logy means. Sociology may be described as the science of the constitution and evolution of human society, its subject-matter being the process of human association or
human achievement. Treating society as an organism, it studies its structure and
functions with a view to discover the general laws which govern social evolution and
in accordance with which the institutions of society grow and change. According
to some German writers, sociology is hardly distinguishable from the philosophy of
history, as each aims at tracing the progressive evolution of all human affairs and to
arrive at generalisations which are fundamentally identical. Paul Barth, for instance, says t h a t history is the science of the development of men in their activity
as social beings and its aim is to enquire into the causes of social movement and to
search for the laws of social progress. The student of Ibn Khaldun will perceive a
remarkable family resemblance between Barth' s theory and the view held and propounded by t h a t distinguished Muslim historian in the famous introduction to his
great history.
Although history has not yet attained the dignity of a science, and some eminent
writers maintain t h a t it never will, yet it seems clear t h a t historical events are not
the results of fortuitous combinations of social phenomena; and that they are mostly
the effects of definite causes which operate with some degree of uniformity under
given circumstances. In consequence, however, of the infinite variety and complexity of social phenomena and the existence of certain indeterminate and inscrutable
factors in social evolution, of which the correct valuations have not yet been ascertained,
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it has not been found possible to formulate sociological laws of universal application similar to the laws t h a t govern the physical world. This accounts for our inability to predict social events with the same certainty with which we can predict the
occurrence of physical phenomena. Side by side with the existence of a uniform
sequence in some groups of our social activities due to the causal connection between
sociological phenomena of a certain order, there are to be found abnormal workings
of social forces which produce unexpected results and upset all human calculations.
Hence the intense belief in constant Divine interference in all human affairs which
((
finds expression in the common saying Man proposes, God disposes."
The important fact which the historian, no less than the sociologist, has to note
is that amid the infinite permutations of social phenomena and owing to the presence
of the mysterious psychic element in all human affairs the task of discovering general
laws that are supposed to regulate the onward progressive development of society
is one of exceptional difficulty, and in order to achieve valuable results from his enquiry
he must bring to bear upon it great industry, perseverance and patience. Each
T
historian has to deal with fresh material and to grapple w ith fresh difficulties in
seeking the solution of human problems, in regard to which the labours of past
explorers in the same field do not avail him much, for history never really repeats
itself. In one sense, no doubt, history repeats itself daily and hourly in human
experience; for like the earth in its diurnal motion man seems to revolve in the
common concerns of life round a fixed social axis. But just as the earth is perpetually
moving rapidly forward in space and at every moment of time is placed in entirely new
physical surroundings, so man as a social being in his onward evolutionary progress
is subject to the influence of an ever-changing environment. Hence it is a truism
to say that no two historical events of any magnitude are exactly alike, and that
each people as a social and political entity and each period of history with its own
distinctive features presents new aspects of the historical problem. Innumerable
undercurrents and myriads of confused waves of social action impart vitality to
every large movement in society, and it must be carefully and cautiously watched
and studied in its subtle ebb and flow by the historian who would know the laws
that govern the periodical tides in human affairs.
The position which I have so far striven to maintain is t h a t history is not merely
concerned with a description of external events as visible products of the social mind,
but that it is also interested in considering their inner workings, meanings and relationships which alone can help to a rational interpretation of the social process and
furnish the real key to the solution of the great human problem.
Let us now have a few illustrations of this principle from past history. The
three great historical religions of the world, Buddhism, Christianity and Islam, which
between them claim the allegiance of by far the largest portion of the human race,
are associated with the names of three great moral teachers of mankind, Gautama
Buddha, Jesus Christ and Muhammad. The life-story of each is a noble record oi
strenuous endeavour to solve the riddle of life and to find out how the individual
spirit of man could be made to rise above its earthly surroundings and to hold com-
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munion with and lose itself in the universal soul. Were it possible for the historian
to consider the personality of each as a self-centred spiritual force having no relation to
the seething mass of squalor, sinfulness and superstition around it, he would fail to
grasp the real meaning of nine-tenths of each reformer' s work in life. Each of these
great teachers had set before himself one and the same task, namely, the moral
regeneration and spiritual uplifting of mankind, but each being born in a different
age among a different people with a different environment, the dispensation promulgated by each had its own peculiar features and its subtle influences have flowed for
centuries along certain characteristic channels. To, understand the reformer and his
system and the instruments employed by him in carrying out his high mission, you
must thoroughly know the country in which his lot was cast, the people among
whom he live'd and moved and had his being, the character and volume and operation of the social forces by which he was surrounded, the opportunities for success
placed within his reach and the difficulties thrown in his way by nature and man,
the moral and material conditions of the communities inhabiting other lands than
his own, the temper of his own age and that of the ages immediately preceding and
succeeding it:—in short, you must study the central figure in its totality and in
relation to its setting before you can hope to know the whole truth about it.
To know why Gautama Buddha gave up his princely inheritance, betook himself
into voluntary exile, and adopted the life of an anchorite; why he was so profoundly
touched by the scenes of human sordidness and misery which he saw around himself,
resolved to probe the mystery of life, and threw himself devoutly into the work of
promoting the well-being of his fellow-men ; why his teachings so deeply stirred the
hearts and fired the imagination of his people and suddenly lifted them to a higher
plane of thought;—to know all this it is not enough to study the psychic development of the great teacher's inner self and to take measure of his own spiritual
stature. For this purpose you must acquire an intimate knowledge of the social and
political organisation of the Indian people of that time; of their customs and usages
and beliefs and practices; of the moral and material conditions under which they
i

lived; of the strength of the hold which the Brahmanical creed and ritual had
acquired over their minds; and of the extent to which the dead weight of sacerdotalism
had crushed all liberty of conscience and freedom of action and
rendered hopeless all efforts for a forward movement. The circumstances created the
man of the epoch; the mine had already been laid and was waiting for the hand
that was to apply the match; and the explosion that followed produced a moral
earthquake that shook India almost to its foundations. As the years rolled on, the
lessons inculcated by the great preceptor sank deeper and deeper into the heart of
humanity until the king, the statesman and the warrior acknowledged his spiritual
sway, and the earth and skies seemed to be filled with sweetness and light. All of a
sudden the forces of reaction gained ascendancy; the religion that had been the
solace of countless millions and the inspiration of a host of thinkers was driven out
of its home to find refuge in strange lands; and at last India resumed the even
tenour of her old-world religious life as if Gautama Buddha had never walked on her
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frenzy of examination-worship, there never was a time when the saner and older
cult of the true goddess of learning died out. In the field of history this period produced, for example, Stubbs and his school, and it saw great advance made in the
publication of the Rolls Series, and the other publications of the Record Office at
Government's expense.
But unhappily this period when the majority of Englishmen were worshipping
the wooden idol of examination-successes, and were, like the Chinese, trusting to this
system even for the selection of administrators, was the period when the application
of Western methods to the training of the Indian intellect was seriously undertaken.
The Universities of India were founded on the unhappiest model that could have been
selected from among all the Universities that have ever existed on the face of the
globe, the model of unreformed London. I t became established here that the supreme
function of a university is to examine and to prescribe text-books; as for the real functions of a University, which are the conduct of research and the training of pupils in
the spirit and methods of independent enquiry and criticism, these were left unprovided
for. Instead, such colleges as already existed, or could be cheaply brought into being,
were charged with the work of coaching students for the examinations of the University,
a function woefully different from that of training them to think for themselves. In
these last days there are signs on all hands of a growing feeling that the results of this
system are not altogether happy. As might be expected, the majority of the students
whom it trains do not show much capacity for independent work, have very little critical power or intellectual initiative, and tend to be the slaves of catch-words and
phrases. That is because they have only been taught to remember and to reproduce,
not to analyse and criticise. They have not been taught (in the spirit, of research) to
test the value of the evidence for assertions, to arrive at sound and sane judgments of
men and their motives, to accept nothing that is not proved, or supported by tested
authority; they have merely been compelled to learn printed pages which, so far as
their knowledge and power of criticism go, have exactly as much and as little authority
behind them as the most random assertion in yesterday's newspaper.
From these unhappy results one thing alone will save us—the implanting of the
spirit of research; and I know only one sure way of securing this—the establishment of
schools of research, whose pupils will carry their methods into the class-rooms of the
University, and thence into the school and the law-court and the office. India needs
this spirit of research in many fields. It is obvious to everybody that she needs it in
medicine, in agriculture, in many of the pure and applied sciences. I t & the greatest
of blunders to imagine that it is only the results of research—only the facts which it
discovers—that the country stands in need of. Far more is it the spirit which produces
these results; we may borrow the conclusion of the French or German investigator,
but unless it is applied by men who share the spirit of the investigators, and who have
assimilated not only their conclusions but their processes of thought, the result must
be disastrous. . The Greeks, who were penetrated by the spirit of research, knew how
dangerous it is to steal the horses of the sun, or to try to fly with wings which have
not grown out of your own shoulders but are only affixed by perishable wax.
W
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and in spiritual affairs, upon which Christianity entered with a rival system of faith
in the Middle Ages; and in the remarkable wave of a yearning for knowledge which,
as one of the results of that struggle and of other causes, swept over Christendom.
Next, we have to deal with Islam. To grasp the full meaning of the rise and
growth of this religion, the historian must not be content with describing the chief
incidents in the life of the Arabian Prophet,—the gradual evolution of his spiritual
ideals; the steps by which he reached his monotheistic conception; his fervid denunciation of, and his long conflict with, all accepted forms of belief; the fierce opposition of the leading men of his own tribe to the spread of his propaganda; the
implacable hatred with which they pursued him and his followers; and the ultimate
triumph of his mission in the greater part of Arabia in his own lifetime. These are
but the minor aspects of the Islamic movement, and a knowledge of these is far from
sufficient for an adequate comprehension of its real nature and vitality when it is
considered as one of the dominant spiritual forces of the world. The historian must
know the state of religion and morality in Arabia in the time of Muhammad—he
must study the whole social and political organization of the Arabian tribes and analyse the strange fabric of their usages, practices and superstitions in the light of
their ancient rivalries and feuds and internecine strifes—and he must also find out
the moral and material condition of the peoples outside Arabia before he can realize
the nature of the refractory material with which the Prophet had to deal, the enormous
difficulties that he had to contend against, and the unique strength of purpose which he
brought to bear upon the arduous task before him. But of far more interest than all
this to the historical student is the phenomenal progress made by Islam after the
death of its founder; the rapidity with which its central idea of the one God sank
into the human soul; the remarkable strength of the bond of union created through
it between dissimilar races and distant lands; and the success with which the need
for the spiritual training of man as a social being has been presented by it and acknowledged in practical life. To this day Islam is a living faith to countless millions, and
not merely a symbol of belief that has lost all vitality in the course of ages. It is for
the historian to say why this should be so in a materialistic age when religious
observances have become more or less matters of social fashion or convenience.
Closely allied to the subject we have been considering is the question of the
means by which generally a religious movement makes itself felt among any considerable body of men. When we study the life-history of each of the three great religions which have been referred to above, it becomes clear t h a t the propagation of
each proceeded upon certain peculiar lines determined by the character and condition
of the peoples and races among which it took its rise and was spread by degrees,
and that owing to the infinite complexity of sociological phenomena t h a t must always
enter into the calculation it is impossible to lay down a definite standard of missionary conduct to which all religions must conform. In actual life the political side
of a religious movement is frequently more in evidence than its strictly social or
spiritual side, and the historian who lays greater stress on its political side, because
it is more accessible to him, gives an imperfect or misleading account of the propaga-
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tion of the particular religion which forms the subject of his enquiry. This in part
explains why the Arabian Prophet was grievously misjudged by a certain school of
historians until the question of the rise and growth of Islam came to be studied,
like other great questions, from the more correct standpoint of social evolution and
by the light of the general principles underlying the development of religious conceptions among mankind. Few, if any, writers on history will now be found who will
still make use of the shallow taunt that Islam was spread by the sword. This is
true either of all religions or of none; and it is a sign of the adoption in recent times of
the right standard of historical enquiry that in considering the question of the means
by which a religion was propagated due weight is given to the operation of natural
causes, such as the exuberant energy of the new faith, its inherent spiritual freshness
and strength, its superiority over prevailing beliefs as a vitalizing and unifying force,
the new converts' excess 9f zeal, the quiet missionary work of more thoughtful spirits
which produces a social ferment and exerts an expansive influence over the popular
mind. All these factors make for the peaceful progress of religion and lead to
remarkable results; but it sometimes happens, as it has happened in the past in the
history of each great religion, t h a t a political adventurer or a powerful fanatic, in
order to advance his own ends, begins to use force to spread his creed and thenceforward
religion is subordinated to politics and shares its militant character. Then true
religion ceases to exist except in the hearts of those who follow, in all humility, in
the footsteps of its great founder. ( ^^11 ^ i al^s) V ) " L e t there be no compulsion
in religion," says the Q u r a n ; and the Arabian Prophet and~the~tour Caliphswho
succeeded h i m s c r u p u l o u s l y " observed t h a F injunction. The almost miraculous suc"cess oTTMuhammad' s mission was due to the rekindling of the divine fire in his soul, •
which by his fervent preaching he transfused into those of his hearers. As Carlyle
Cf
says: The Great Man was always as lightning out of heaven. The rest of men
waited foHiimlike fuel, and then they too would flame."
AiT^ffieFiUustration of the principle t h a t the historian must not be content with
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merely describing great events as past occurrences, but t h a t he must read and interpret them in their correlation to other events is furnished by the Crusades or the
religious wars of the Middle Ages. These sanguinary conflicts between Christianity
and Islam which occupied very nearly two centuries were the result of an extraordinary outburst of religious enthusiasm among the Christian nations of Europe; and
though the direct object of the Crusades was not accomplished, the general effects of
the wars on the Christians and the Mussalmans were both important and far-reaching.
Historians have differed as to the nature of these effects, but t h a t the Crusades led
to certain great and unforeseen results none can deny. The.princes and peoples of
Christendom, separated by long distances, were suddenly brought into close contact
with each other in pursuance of a sacred cause; the sense of common wrong, for the
redress of which they all resolved to sacrifice the best they had, made them sinfc
their differences for a t i m e ; they entered upon the gigantic struggle with a determination and carried it on with a fervour which brought their highest virtues into
play. The successive expeditions into Palestine conferred upon them all the benefits
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of travel; they witnessed the wonderful signs and symbols of Eastern civilization
and culture; their outlook upon the world was widened and their narrow views
underwent a significant change. Certain arts and sciences, to which Europe was till
then a stranger, were imported from Asia; commerce and industry received a great
impetus; the maritime cities sprang into great prominence; the power of the nobles
declined and a new class of citizens came into existence; several religious orders
were formed which helped to train and develop the best Christian virtues; chivalry
was introduced into Europe for the first time and respect for women became the
recognized canon of social decorum. The historian who merely describes the external
incidents of the Crusades without any reference to their antecedent causes and to
their after-effects on the Christians and the Mussalmans—who confines his attention
to their outward appearances and does not study their inward meanings—gives but
a mutilated picture of a notable phase of the history of Religion.
Coming now to modern Indian history, we find'that historians in their treatment
of the Moghul period have not done full justice to the great Monarchs of the Moghul
dynasty, just because they have paid insufficient attention to the social and moral
aspects of their rule as distinguished from the political side of it. A great deafhas
beeif said "and written about Akbar and Aurangzeb and, to a lesser extent, about
Jahangir and Shah J a h a n ; but the European historians' stock of knowledge about
those Emperors is still deficient in accurate information, and the real history of the
Moghul period has yet to be composed. Through our school books we have become
familiar with certain stereotyped opinions about the character and capacity of this
or of that Monarch, and as in our younger days we are often influenced in our way
of thinking by what we read, we have come to regard those opinions as the final
verdict of history. But when in maturer years we examine them more closely, we
discover that while some of them are~~ correct, others are either wholly or partly
erroneous because they are based upon wrong data or hasty generalisations or preconceived notions of the writer. Illustrations of this can be furnished from most of
i

the historical accounts of the reigns of all the four Moghul Emperors I have named,
especially those of Akbar and Aurangzeb, who represent two different types of
Muhatnmadan rulers in mediaeval India. The difficulties of the modern historian
in presenting true pictures of the moving scenes which fill the reigns of these two
great men are enhanced by the fact that the contemporary chroniclers of their rule
were mostly eithertheir partisans or their opponents, and those annalists' accounts
of what happened and why it happened have to be very carefully scrutinised before
we can arrive at a correct judgment. The constructive policy of Akbar, with its
pleasing phase of a remarkably conciliatory attitude towards his Hindu subjects, has
naturally won the encomiums of historians, and we admire Akbar for his valour, foresight, moralcourage, wide outlook, and statesmanship of a higher order. But in
our estimate of him as the man of the epoch7~3o~W~give duefweight to the work and
worth of the fine galaxy of brilliant men who had gathered round him and who evolved
and carried into practice many of the great ideas that have made his reign
famous ? Take, for instance, his Din-i-Ilahi, or Divine faith, which, with its quaint
*
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yet attractive practices, stands out in the Moghul period as a most remarkable phase of latitudinarianism in religion. Was it wholly or even mainly the product
of Akbar's own mind, and is the historian justified in giving him the entire credit or
discredit for it ? The expression Din-i-Ilahi is one of those phrases by studying the
life-story of which you can sometimes trace the subtle ramifications of a vital movement that marks a stage in social evolution. Read an account of that ingenious and
profound Shia scholar Shaikh Mubarik and of his brilliant son Abul-Fazl in Azad's
Darbar-i-Akbari} which is one of the most valuable and suggestive contributions to
the history of Akbar, and you will form some idea of how they, assisted partly by
Faizi, invented and formulated and systematized the Din-i-Ilahi, and placed within
Akbar' s grasp a ready-made weapon by which he, on the one hand, broke down the
barriers of sacerdotal authority and assumed the supreme command of spiritual as
well as temporal affairs, and they, on the other hand, gained a victory over their
Hanafi rivals, Makhdam-ul-Mulk and Shaikh Abd-an-Nabi. You must dive into the
religious literature, and acquire an insight into the social fabric of Muslim Society
in Akbar' s time to grasp the real import of the '' Divine Faith ' ' movement sa.as to
*

be able to judge correctly one trait of t h a t great Emperor's complex character.
Akbar's Din-i-Ilahi led to a marked relaxation of the religious fibre, and whfen
fifty years later the reaction came in the time of the puritan Emperor, Aurangzeb,
which created an atmosphere of austere simplicity and punctilious conduct in life,
the royal Court and the people naturally chafed under the restraints imposed by the
new regime. Aurangzeb suffered from the faults of his many virtues, because he had
the misfortune to come to* the throne after t h e l n d i a n people had had a taste of the
t(
eclectic Divine F a i t h " of Akbar and the luxurious ease of Shah J a h a n , and
because the temper and tone of the age had changed and he~~had to work out his
destiny in a different environment to that which had contributed to the success of his
great ancestors' imperial plans. The historian has yet to read the events of his
reign by the light of the material similar to that \yhich some years ago was collected
and utilised by the late Maulvi Shibli Numani, and he may find reason to change his
point of view and to regard Aurangzeb with greater historical^ympathy.
The position which I have~endeavoured to define is that we must study historical
events not merely in their external aspects, but also in relation to their inner meanings, and that this can be done only if the historian analyses sociological phenomena
with which he has to deal in the light of certain broad principles that underlie the
social process. We are concerned here not so much with the judgments of history
as with the method according to which those judgments are formed, and a correct
appreciation of t h a t method is as important for the expert historian as it is for the
lay reader of the records of his investigations. In his field of work the sociologist
as well as the antiquary comes to the aid of the historian, and he must utilise the
fruits of the labour of both before he can hope to bequeath a precious inheritance
to posterity.
*

T h e Place of Coins in Indian History.
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B. WHITEHEAD.

[Paper read—January 27, 1912.]

In considering the subject of the present paper, it will be necessary in the first
place to say a few words about the study of history generally, and of Indian history in
particular. The word history originally meant enquiry, investigation, and not narrative. Yet the historian was almost always a reciter of stories, and not a seeker after
knowledge, and from Aristotle to modern times, history has been a form of literature.
The general aim of the historian was to give his readers a glowing and rhetorical account
of the great events of the past, of the drums and tramplings of conquest, and he had
little sympathy with the scientific side of his subject, its slow and laborious investigations and searchings after truth. History the art remained paramount till the nineteenth century, but as a science it has now gained recognition as a distinct subject,
and has also raised with it a group of auxiliary sciences which serve either as tools for
the purposes of enquiry, or as a basis for testing the results. The change has involved a
more scrupulous investigation of the sources of historical records. Archives have been
reformed, and their contents catalogued ; numberless documents have been rescued
from oblivion or destruction ; and learned societies have supplemented and criticized
this work, and co-ordinated the results. Every science which deals with human phenomena is in a way an implement in this system by which the past is welded together,
but the real auxiliary sciences to history are those which deal with the traces of the
past which still exist, the science of language, of writing, of documents, of seals, of
coins, of weights and measures, and archaeology in the widest sense of the word. These
sciences underlie the whole development of scientific history.
\
The earliest prose origins of history are the inscriptions. The inscriptional records
of India which have come down to us do not, as far as they are known at present, pretend to the antiquity of the Greek inscriptions of the Hellenic world ; much less to that
of the inscriptions of Egypt and Assyria. But they are no less important, since we are
dependent on them for almost all our knowledge of the ancient history of the country.
The primary reason for this is that the ancient Indians, though by no means altogether destitute of the historical instinct, were not writers of historical books. We
have the great epics, the Mahabharata, and the Ramayana, and historical romances,
but while these are full of interest, and certainly contain important matter, they give
us no dates, and so no means, without extraneous help, of applying the information that
is deducible from them. In some of the Puranas there are chapters which purport to
present the succession of the Indian kings from the commencement of the present age,
the Kaliyuga, in 3102 B.C. : but there is no connected historical narrative, and it is
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impossible to arrange these reigns in any reasonable order so as to bring us into touch
with known times. The fact is that in these ancient works the historical matter is
introduced quite incidentally, and is not handled with any particular care or fullness.
The ancient Hindus, in short, have not bequeathed to us anything that can in any way
compare with the historical writings of their Greek and Roman contemporaries. It is
in these circumstances, in the absence of any indigenous historical writings of a plain,
straightforward, and authentic nature, that the inscriptions of India are of such great
value. They are supplemented by the numismatic remains.
Coins, viewed from a general standpoint, although they confirm history, rarely
correct it, and never to a great extent. The earliest belong to a time and to nations
as to which we are not otherwise wholly ignorant, and they do not afford us that precise
information which would fill in any important details of the meagre sketch of contemporary history. We gain from them scarcely any direct historical information,
except that certain cities or princes issued money. When in later times the devices
and inscriptions of the coins give more detailed information, history is far fuller and
clearer, so that the numismatic evidence is rarely more than corroborative. The case
of the Bactrian and Indian coins, which have supplied the outlines of a portion of
*

history which was otherwise almost wholly lost, is a remarkable exception to this rule.
The Greek notices of India, commencing with the accounts of the Asiatic campaign
of Alexander the Great, mention Sandrokottos, the grandfather of Asoka, and so in
furnishing details which fix his initial date approximately at 320 B.C., give us the first
means of making a start towards arranging the chronology of India on accurate lines.
From historical books alone it was known that after the death of Alexander
Bactria became an independent principality under Greek sovereigns, and the names
of a few of them were picked out with extraordinary labour and learning from the
fragmentary notices of classical authors. It had been ascertained from the same writers, •
and from Chinese authorities, that the Greek rule was overthrown by Scythian chiefs,
whose sway extended to the mouths of the Indus ; and from the Muhammadan historians we had learned that the Arab invaders of Sind encountered Hindu princes,
who had therefore supplanted in those countries both the Greek kings, and their nomad
conquerors. These few leading facts were unaccompanied by details, and scantily
occupied the long interval that separated the Muhammadan from the Macedonian
invasion. Within the last eighty years this deficiency has been remedied, and successful research has not only corroborated all that was before imperfectly known, but
has peopled this empty region with persons and circumstances of historical truth and
importance. The few personages whose names we knew, have been linked together
by the discovery of many hitherto unnamed or unknown members of successive or
synchronous dynasties, which now pass before our eyes in connected order. The
means by which these additions to our knowledge of the past have been effected, are the
numerous monuments and coins which have been found within the period above specified in Turkistan, Afghanistan, and the Panjab, and of the discovery of the latter of
which it is now proposed to offer a summary review.
These remarks scarcely apply to a class of coins which unfortunately bears no
0
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historical data, but deserves mention as being the most ancient of the Indian coins.
They are small, flat pieces of silver which are found in every province of India ; in
shape they are sometimes round, but are more often four-sided. They bear no inscription, and were neither struck nor cast, but were cut out of a thin sheet of metal,
trimmed to approximately the same weight, and then stamped with small devices
evidently made by punches, whence they are called punch-marked coins. As a rule
one side is covered with these marks, which re symbols of various kinds, the meaning
of which is very uncertain, though many are easily recognizable. I may mention the
human figure, the elephant, the rhinoceros, humped bull, and representations of
the sun, a bow and arrow, the fir tree, a tree inside a railing, and such ancient devices as
the swastika, and the taurus mark. The other side usually exhibits one punch mark
only, and there is reason to believe that this in some cases was the mark of the place
where the coin was struck, or was current. I may mention the device so consistently
exhibited on the reverse of the punch-marked coins found on the site of Taxila, that
Cunningham called it the Taxila mark. The dates of these coins are unknown.
Quintus Curtius in his ' Vita Alexandri ' records that when Alexander reached Taxila,
which was in the year 326 B.C., the chief of the country presented to him eighty talents
1
sighati argenti/ the only possible translation of which is coined money. A Buddhist legend states that a merchant named Anatha-pindada purchased the Jetavana
1
or garden of J eta at SravastI, and the price was a layer of gold pieces sufficient to
cover the surface of the garden. Now we have no very ancient gold coins of India, and
it seems probable that gold was not struck in very early times, being current as dust
or in small ingots. But Sir Alexander Cunningham found two sculptures representing
the purchase, at Bharhut and Mahabodhi, both dating back to about 150 B.C. In
shown as covering the ground with small four-sided objects which
give good, reason for supposing that the coins represented were the punch-marked
coins known to us. General Cunningham considers that they were certainly current
in the time of Buddha, say in the fifth or sixth century B.C., and;he would even put them
back as far as 1000 B.C. I t is, however, certain that in the Buddhist Sutras of the
second century B.C., they are called pur ana or old. Silver punch-marked coins are
quite common, while one gold coin, a small dumpy piece, exhibiting the Taxila mark,
was in the White-King Collection. I have recently acquired a second specimen for the
Indian Museum. Copper coins of. this type are very rare, and as they often have a
layer of silver still adhering to them, there is some reason for thinking that most of
those we find are ancient forgeries of the silver ones. I t is probable "that their place
was taken by those copper coins which appear to have been cast, and as a rule, bear
Buddhist symbols such as the chattya, or a tree inside a railing.
I now come to the coins of the Greek invaders of India.
During the course of the eighteenth century the existence of Eukratides and
Euthydemos, Bactrian monarchs mentioned by Greek writers, was confirmed by the
discovery of their tetradrachms. In 1822, a new king, Antimachos Theos, was added
1 The twin site of Saheth-Mabeth on the borders of the Gonda and Bahraich Districts of the United Provinces,
jnarks the position of Sravastl and the Jetavana.
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to the list, and a tetradrachm of Demetrios was discovered in the following year. But
these coins remained exceedingly rare and as a matter of fact genuine specimens are
still difficult to obtain. At about the same period the discovery of coins of Apollodotos
andMenander marked an epoch in the history of Indo-Greek numismatics, though the
existence of these kings of Bactria and India was otherwise known from classical testimony. This find caused a considerable sensation on account of the interest of the coins,
their extreme rarity, and their historical importance. They were bilingual and on their
reverse sides bore legends in a language inscriptions in which existed on the pillars of
Asoka, but had never been deciphered. Their attribute of rarity was soon to be changed,
and the opening up of the Panjab and Afghanistan to European research was quickly
followed by the discovery of considerable numbers of these Graeco-Bactrian coins.
Two officers of Maharajah Ran jit Singh, Generals Ventura and Court, took a prominent
part in this work, b u t it was the American explorer Massonwho was responsible for the
remarkable discoveries in Afghanistan, the first account of which was published in the
year 1834.
He had resided for some time in t h a t country, and was engaged in examining its
ancient monuments, its topes and tumuli. In the course of these investigations some
coins were obtained, but Mr. Masson's chief discoveries were made at a place named
Beghram, an ancient site of great extent about thirty miles north-east of the modern
city of Kabul. During 1833 and the four following years, he succeeded in collecting
more than thirty thousand coins. In addition to new coins of Greek princes already
known, he found those of several whose names are not mentioned in history, as Antialkidas, L,ysias, Agathokles, Archebios, Pantaleon, and Hermaios. He also found the
coins of kings whose names, although assuming a Greek form, indisputably denote
Indo-Scythic, Parthian, and barbaric princes—Azes, Azilises, Gondqphares, Kadphises,
•

^^^^^

and Kanishka, or Kanerkes as the name was first read. I shall have something further
to say on the discovery of the coins of Gondophares.
I t has already been remarked that Graeco-Bactrian coins bear inscriptions in two
scripts, one of which is Greek, and the other was unknown. I t was not even known at
first whether the characters should be read from left to right, or from right to left, b u t
after much study this preliminary difficulty was solved, and the first transliterations
were made independently by James Prinsep, and by a German scholar, at about the
same time. The script was called Bactrian Pali, but is now known as Kharoshthl.
The ' Ariana Antiqua ' by Professor Wilson contains a contemporaneous account of
these discoveries, and was published under the authority of the East India Company
in the year 1841. Since then many inscriptions written in the Kharo'slithI character
have been found, which are valuable sources .of history, but it must not be forgotten
that the key to their translation was furnished by the study of coins.
The numismatic side of the work was continued by Sir Alexander Cunningham,
and its results are contained in his book ' Coins of Alexander's Successors in the E a s t /
*

The same ground is covered by Von Sallet's ' Die Nachfolger Alexanders des Grossen
in Bactrien und Indien.' Cunningham described the coins of no less than thirty-three
Bactrian and Indo-Greek kings and queens bearing purely Greek names, who reigned
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in the Kabul valley, and in the north-west Panjab : not more than half a dozen of
these are known apart from the numismatic testimony to their having lived and ruled.
I t is a mistake to suppose that the Greek princes of the Panjab were the direct
successors of Alexander the Great. The Macedonian conqueror did not leave behind
him any permanent settlements in India, but a Greek kingdom was firmly established
in Syria under Seleukos and his successors, and it was from a province of this new kingdom
t h a t the second Greek invasion of India came, more than a century after Alexander's
death. We learn from the brief statements of the historians Trogus, Justin, and
Strabo, that Diodotos, the satrap of Bactriana, took advantage of the disturbances
which followed the death of Antiochos Theos, to make himself independent. The
date of his revolt was about 246 B.C. It is also known from history that Diodotos
was succeeded by his son of the same name, who was supplanted by Euthydemos ; and
that Demetrios, the son of Euthydemos, was deposed by Eukratides, who was himself
murdered and succeeded by his own son, of name unknown. It was Euthydemos
who extended the Bactrian power into the Kabul valley, and so to India proper, and
1

the Greek conquest of the north-west Panjab was probably effected towards the latter
end of the reign of Euthydemos, or during the early career of his son Demetrios.
Even the inscriptions do not help us at all with the history of the Indo-Greek
princes, and till three years ago no inscription was known cpntaining even the name of
any one of them. But now we have that at Besnagar in the Gwalior State, which
relates t h a t the pillar on which it is inscribed, was erected by Heliodoros, son of Dion, a
subject of the great king Antalkidas of Taxila, the monarch whose name is familiar
from his coins in the form Antialkidas. This is one of the several remarkable discoveries recently made by the Archaeological Department of India.
The coins of Diodotos and Euthydemos are purely Greek money of the Attic scale,
and the weights of the various coins from Diodotos to Hermaios show that the eastern
Greeks followed the monetary system of Athens, which had been already adopted by
Alexander the Great and his immediate successors in Syria. To this system the Greek
kings of Bactriana steadily adhered ; but the Greek kings of India, from the very first,
departed from the Attic system in the mass of their copper money, as shown in the
coins of Pantaleon and Agathokles, which are of the same weight, and of the same
square shape, as the previously existing copper coins of Taxila. The copper money of
Pantaleon's successors is as a rule square or rectangular, but it is an exception for the
silver money to be square. I may mention the square hemidrachms of ApoUodotos
and Philoxenes ; no other square silver currency of the Indo-Greeks is known.
The first bilingual coin is a square copper coin of Demetrios. Eukratides struck
coins both of the purely Greek type, and of the bilingual varieties, in silver and copper,
while both kinds are found in silver only of Heliocles and Antialkidas. The succeeding
kings coined bilingual money alone in silver and copper. Gold coins till the time of
Eukratides are extant though very rare, but it is a remarkable fact that after him, a
gold currency of any ruler up to and including the last king Hermaios, is absolutely
unknown. I t is conjectured that their place was supplied by the Persian darics and
Roman aurei which are known to have found their way to India in great quantities.
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We have nothing to guide us to the history of the successors of Eukratides except
their coins. I t is conjectured that after his death the empire of the Bactrian Greeks
crumbled to pieces, t h a t various sons succeeded to different governorships, and that the
Indian province became separate from Bactria proper. Cunningham herd t h a t only
one hundred and twenty years elapsed from the revolt of Diodotos to the Indo-Scythian
conquest of Kabul and western India, and we have to fit the reigns of thirty-seven
Greek kings and satraps into this short space of time. I t follows that more than one of
these rulers must have been reigning at the same time, and it is possible that the latter
ones occupied positions in the mountains of Hazara, Kashmir, and Kangra, analogous
with those of our own hill rajahs. Two of the Greek kings appear to have been of
importance, Apollodotos and Menander. They are both mentioned by name in ancient
history, but only in brief passages, and this view is supported by the abundance of
the coins of these two rulers, and the great extent of country over which they are now
found. The coins of Menander are far more numerous than those of any other Greek
prince of India. .They are as common in the Panjab as in the Kabul valley, and many
specimens have been foimd to the east of the Satluj, and even in the United Provinces.
There is no doubt t h a t Menander extended the Greek conquests into Hindustan, and
according to an ancient native authority^Fatna, or Pataliputra, wasjtctually captured
by the Greeks.
The progressive degradation of the Greek design enables us roughly to classify
these coins, and this conjectural succession of reigns can be checked by similarity of
type and fabric. Thus joint as well as separate coins of Lysias and Antialkidas are
known, which fact argues a very close relationship between these rulers, and successive
reigns. From a tetradrachm of Eukratides we know that his father and mother were
called Heliokles and Laodike. Then coins are known presenting conjugate busts of
Strato and Agathokleia, and of Hermaios and Kalliope. One group of princes is distinguished by the religious type of Herakles, which is found on the coins of Euthydemos and his son Demetrios, among the Bactrian kings, and on those of Strato, Lysias,
i

Theophilos, and Zoilos, amongst the Indian kings. The worship of Athene Promachos
is characteristic of another group, and the figure of the goddess is found on the coins
of Strato, Menander, Epander, Dionysios, and Apollophanes. B u t this distinction
•

*

is not reliable. For instance Zoilos, when young, as shown by his bust, called himself
Dikaios and issued silver coins of the Herakles type. Later on he called himself
Soter, and Herakles made way for Pallas Athene. Other rulers are partial to the use of
the Indian types of the elephant and the humped bull, both of which are found on. coins
of Heliokles and Apollodotos. The fact that we have hemidrachms of Apollodotos
bearing the elephant and humped bull, and that again other hemidrachms are known
of the Athene type with a bust of the king, exhibiting the same name with the title
Philopater, has led to the creation of two kings—Apollodotos I, and his supposed son
Apollodotos I I ; but such a differentiation is very doubtful. If it were carried to its
logical conclusion we could easily have three Eukratides, at least two Menanders,
and doubles of some of the other kings could be created as in the case of Zoilos.
Another factor which has helped us to a tentative classification of these Greek
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kings, is the presence of monograms on their coins. The most probable interpretation of
these is that they are the abbreviations of the names of the towns where the coins were
struck. With great ingenuity and considerable labour Cunningham has conjecturally
elucidated many of these monograms. Mint towns in t h e J P a n j a ^ ^
which Ptolemy gives as the Gn>ek~name of Sangala, identified with Sialkotj^Kaspeira,
orj&ultan j Shorkot ; and Taxila.
Since Cunningham wrote his book on Alexander's successors in the East, the
coins of two new kings—Peugallos, and Polyxenes—have been found. The unique
silver coin of Polyxenes is now in the Lahore Museum. There is no reason to consider
that the list of kings is yet complete.
From such considerations as those described above, worked out entirely from the
study of the coins of these Greek rulers, details have been obtained as to their
succession, mutual relationships, the extent of country over which they ruled, and
other matters.
I should like to digress here for a short time, and make a few general remarks on
these fascinating coins. I do not suppose I myself should have ever taken up my
hobby of coin collecting, but for the fact that while I was in my second station, Ambala,
two Greek coins found in neighbouring bazars were shown to me. One was a copper
coin of Apollodotos, and the other a hemidrachm of Antimachos Nikephoros. The
result was that I began to search in the bazars for Greek coins, which at first I did not
find, but of course saw hundreds of others, some of which I kept and attempted to read.
So gradually I acquired a taste for collecting. It is possible for any one fortunately
situated, in Peshawar for instance, to get together a fair number of those coins in time
from the bazar alone. Alas that the collector cannot now wander about Kabul and the
Kabul valley in the happy way that Masson did eighty years ago ! But the modern
collector, however well placed, will not make a really good collection without having
recourse to the Rawalpindi coin dealers. I believe that these agents are the descendants and representatives of the men who were taught something about coins by Cunningham, and were used by him as collectors in the old days. Sir Alexander was a
pioneer in this work, and a keen collector of Indo-Greek coins for fifty years. His
unrivalled cabinet is in the British Museum. Large prices were paid for the first
specimens discovered, and the result of this was that the dealers,began to sell forgeries.
Nowadays there is no doubt that as a rule with every genuine coin, half a dozen
counterfeits are offered for sale, and a collector can only be sure of his ground after
long and painful experience. The casual purchaser should never buy one of these coins
without competent advice.
Coins of Hermaios, presenting his name alone, are abundant in copper, and are
often found in silver. There is the striking hemidrachm of Hermaios and Queen Kalliope, while a third class of coin bears two names, that of Hermaios in the Greek legend,
and of Kujula Kadphises on the Kharogjithi side. This joint appearance of the names
of a Greek and of a Scythian ruler on the same coin offers a convincing proof that Hermaios must have been the last of the Indo-Greek princes, and that Kujula Kadphises
was the Scythian leader who subverted the Greek dominion in India. This conclusion
i
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is definitely proved by the final disappearance of the name of Hermaios from the
coinage, its place being taken by t h a t of the conqueror Kujula Kadphises in the 6reek
legend without any further alteration of the type. We not only find the name of the
T
conqueror, but that of his tribe is given^to us, the Kushans, a race of the ndo-Scythians. The term Indo-Scythian is made to include the races of Scythian origin who
held the countries lying between Persia and India for nearly nine centuries, from the
occupation of Bactriana by the Sakas and Kushans down to the conquest of Sind
and Kabul by the Arabs in the beginning of the eighth century A.D. These nomad
hordes from the steppes of Central Asia who have successively appeared as conquerors
in the border provinces of Persia and India, are the following, in the order of their
arrival—the Sakas ; the Kushans, or Great Yue-Chi of the Chinese ; the later Kushans,
or Little Yue-Chi ; and the Ephthalites or White Huns. Their story covers the first
six centuries of the Christian era.
The ultimate impelling force of these successive waves of invasion from Central
Asia was the gradual dessication of the interior steppes and plateaux. The fall of the
Greek princes of India is merely one incident in the history of that well nigh irresistible
migration of entire nations in arms, which after troubling India, overran the whole of
Europe, and under the leadership of Attila all but overthrew European civilization.
India was again visited by this scourge in the times of Chingiz Khan, and Taimur,
and the Mongol invasion of Babur was followed by the establishment of the Mongol
or Mughal empire of Hindustan.
r
According to Chinese accounts the Sakas w ere driven out of the countries on the
Oxus by the Yue-Chi, and retiring to the south, spread over a region which roughly
corresponded with the present provinces of Sistan, Sind, and the Panjab. I t is
recorded that the Saka tribes who occupied Sakastene or Sistan, afterwards separated,
and formed several distinct States under different rulers. This seems to be borne out
by the three distinct dynasties of kings whose names have been preserved to us on the
coins ; the one proceeding from Vonones and his lieutenants Spalahores and Spalagadames, holding to the west of the Indus, a second from Maues or Moas, and Azes, in
the Panjab, and a third in Sind and the west of Central India to which the great
satrap Nahapana belonged.
The territory held by the Scythian kings of Sind extended from the frontier of
Kashmir to the mouths of the Indus, and from Mekran to the borders of Kanauj. The
history of these princes is very obscure as no names are recorded in the ancient chronicles of Sind, and the coins give us little help. The remnants of the' Sakas in Sind
were finally overthrown by the White Huns in the sixth century after Christ.
There is no direct historical evidence that the Sakas ever occupied the Panjab,
but the three great kings, Moas, Azes, and Azilises, whose coins are found chiefly in
the Panjab, and more rarely to the west of the Indus, are accepted as Saka Scythians.
They certainly preceded the Kushan conqueror Kujula Kadphises, and his successors,
with whom they seem to have nothing in common, whereas their connection with the
Saka dynasty of Vonones is undoubted, as the name of Azes is found joined with that
of Spalirises, a member of the Vonones dynasty. They agree also in having an ex-
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tensive silver and copper coinage which, like that of the Indo-Greek princes, is without
a single specimen in gold. No inscription containing the names of Moas or of his two
successors, has yet been found, but the coins prove that Azes must have employed in
his administration Indian servants such as the general Aspa Varma, son of Indra Varma.
I have recently shown that probably this soldier also served under the greatest of
Azes' successors, Gondophares.
Cunningham makes Gondophares the founder of a separate Saka dynasty in succession to that of Moas, Azes, and Azilises. Abdagases was his nephew, and other
members of the line were Orthagnes, Pakores and Sanabares. The coins of Gondophares and Abdagases are united by a symbol, which is always present on them, and
may be called the Gondopharian symbol. The currency of the former ruler is found
in great abundance and over a wide stretch of country. His name occurs in a very
interesting Christian tradition connected with the Apostle Thomas.
1
' ' The Acts of Thomas ' contain certain statements which discoveries made in
recent years have enabled us to test in the light of actual history. The narrative tells
*

us that the Apostle Thomas, much against his will and inclination, had to undertake
the work of preaching the Gospel to the Indians ; and t h a t to induce him to obey the
mandate he had received, our Lord appeared to him in person, and sold him to Habban,
a minister of King Gondophares of the Indians, who had been sent to Syria in search of
a competent builder, able to undertake the construction of a palace for his sovereign.
Thomas in his company left by sea for India, which was reached after a rapid passage.
Both proceeded to the Court, where Thomas was presented to the king, and undertook
c
the erection of the building." ( India and the Apostle Thomas/ by A. E. Medlycott).
I t is stated t h a t Thomas made many converts, and ultimately met a martyr's death.
The name of King Gondophares occurs in various texts and versions of these
Apocryphal Acts of Thomas as Gudnaphar, iwMo/>o5, Gundaforus, and Gundoforus.
I t is a most remarkable fact that after the lapse of so many centuries, the actual
existence of this king has been proved by the discovery of his coins in India. The
an
first specimen was found by Masson in Afghanistan about the year 1834, d since
then many have come to light. Their find spots show that this ruler must have held
Kabul, Qandahar, Sistan, and the west and south Panjab. His reign probably lasted
thirty or forty years, and covered the middle of the first century A.D. The name of
Gondophares, or Gadaphara as it is written in the Kharo$b.thi, occurs in an inscription
on the well-known Takht-i-Bahi stone, now in the Lahore Museum.
*

Subordinate members of this dynasty are the satraps Zeionises, son of Manigul,
Kharahostes, son of Artaos, Rajubula, and Saudasa. The last king of the line was
probably an anonymous ruler who is known on his coins only by his titles of the King
of Kings, the Great Saviour. His currency is foimd in copper only, and is extremely
common all over the Panjab, as well as in Qandahar, and in the Kabul valley. There
are several types, but not one of them gives even a single letter of any name. The
inscription is simply BACIAEvC BACIAEVI/N CU/THP MErAC. All of them bear a
three-pronged symbol, which was apparently the peculiar device of this prince, but
there is a total absence of monograms. Certain coins have the single Kharoshti letter
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Vi or Ti> in the field : Cunningham conjectured that this might possibly be the initial
of the king's name. His rule must have been very extensive as well as very long,
since his coins are found as far eastward as Mathura.
In the above account of Vonones, Moas, and their successors, I have followed
Cunningham. The modern view is expressed by Mr. Vincent Smith, who calls these
lines of rulers the Indo-Parthian dynasties, and holds that they were founded by Parthian chiefs about the year 120 B.C., Moas in Taxila, and Vonones in Sistan. When
Gondophares died about A.D. 60, his extensive dominion broke up into smaller states,
to which Orthagnes and Abdagases succeeded. Finally about the year A.D. 90 the
Parthian chiefs were dislodged from the Panjab and Sind by the Kushan monarch
Wema Kadphises.
It must be borne in mind that as already stated the invasion of these Saka, or
Parthian, chiefs preceded that of the Kushan leader Kujula Kadphises, who conquered
Hermaios. So the Saka dominion overlapped that of the Greeks, and it is supposed
that some of the later Greek princes were driven out of the Panjab into the hills, Artemidoros perhaps to Kashmir, and Dionysios, Zoilos, and the second Strato to Kangra.
The state of things in the Panjab on the eve of the break-up of the Greek power may
be paralleled with that which obtained in the same country at the fall of the Mughal
empire when the minor chiefs made themselves independent, or nearly so, all over the
country, Musalman chiefs in Multan and Mamdot, Sikh chiefs in Gujranwala, Kapurthala, Patiala, Nabha, and Kaithal, and an Englishman, George Thomas, in Hansi.
The last Greek king Hermaios was supplanted by Kujula Kadphises, head of the
horde of the Kushans or the Yue-Chi. The work of conquest was continued by the
second Kadphises, styled Ooimo (Wema) Kadphises on his coins, who certainly reigned
over the whole of the Panjab and North-West India, as proved by their numerous find
spots. Thus the dominion of both Greeks and Sakas was extinguished, and Northern
India became consolidated under the Kushan rule.
Of Kujula Kadphises and Wema Kadphises the only remains are their coins, and
the brief notices of the Chinese annalists. But of their successors Kanishka, Huvishka,
and Vasu Deva, we possess many inscriptions, several of which are dated, the dates
ranging from the year 7 to the year 98 of some era. This era founded by Kanishka is
called the Vikrama era, but it may be remarked that there are about twelve different
views regarding the date of Kanishka, and the origin of this era. Some writers hold
that Kanishka began to reign in A.D. 78; one writer would place his initial date about
A.D. 123 ; others would place it as late as A.D. 278.
An inscription lately discovered at Mathura confirms the existence of a king Vasishka between Kanishka and Huvishka, but his coins have not been found. The period
covered by the reign of these three monarchs and of Vasu Deva probably exceeds a
century and a half, and the Kushan sway at its height must have extended from
Bengal to Kabul. It was in connection with the Buddhist faith that the memory of
Kanishka was preserved by tradition. The figure of Buddha appears on one known
gold coin, and on a few of his copper coins. In this connection I may remind the
society of the wonderful relic casket containing the ashes of Buddha, recently
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unearthed near Peshawar, on which appears the effigy of the great king Kanishka. I t
is generally supposed that Buddha is found only on these very rare coins of Kanishka,
but small copper coins of an earlier Kushan king which exhibit the sitting Buddha
were published some years ago by Mr. Vincent Smith in the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal. One of these coins was in the White-King Cabinet, and I have '
found several specimens.
The coins of Kanishka, Huvishka and Vasu Deva are extremely common in
copper, and are often found in gold, but are totally absent in silver. Only one genuine
silver coin, of Wema Kadphises, is known of the entire Kushan dynasty, while of the
Indo-Greeks I have already remarked that not one gold coin has been found.
After Vasu Deva, we have no recorded names, but there are numerous gold coins of
similar types to those of Vasu Deva, which can only be referred to the Kushan kings
who followed him. The earlier specimens may date from A.D. 200 to 400, and the later
ones from A.D. 400 to 600 or 700.
The kingdom of the Little Yue-Chi, or Lesser Kushans, was established by Kidara,
king of the Great Kushans, who conquered Gandhara, or the parts of the North-West
Panjab and Kashmir about Peshawar, at some period in the first half of the fifth century A.D. The name of Kidara is found upon a great number of coins in gold and
copper, which are attributed to this king and his successors.
But by this time another race, the White Huns, was knocking at the gates of
India. The Ephthalites, or White Huns, make their first appearance in history early
in the fifth century, and the earliest western notice of this people mentions them as one
of the barbarous races of Scythia. From their occupation of the countries on the
Oxus and the Indus, the White Huns soon came into conflict with the Persians on the
west and the Indians on the east, and our knowledge of their history is chiefly due to
their wars with their neighbours. By the end of the fifth century they had established
themselves at Peshawar, and from this time the supreme power fell into the hands of the
Ephthalites. On its way towards India the White Hun horde came into conflict with,
and defeated, the Sassanian kings of Persia. I t s chief was Toramana, who was succeeded in his Indian dominions about A.D. 510 by his son Mihiragula or Mihirkul. Dr.
Fleet has shown recently t h a t Sialkot in the Panjab represents the Indian capital of
^^^^^^^

Mihiragula. The White Huns issued no coinage with types of their own, being contented with barbarous imitations of the coins of the countries which they overran.
Their silver coins are based on those of the fire-worshipping Sassanians, and are large,
thin pieces with a peculiar bust on one side, and the conventional fire altar with its
*

guardians on the reverse. Many of the White Hun coins are anonymous, but all are
distinguished by a peculiar mark, which Cunningham named the Ephthalite symbol.
The last prince of the Ephthalites was defeated in battle and put to death by the king
of the Turks, in A.D. 546. ' T h u s / says Gibbon, ' ended the empire of the Ephthalites,
or White Huns, a polite and warlike people, who had vanquished the Persian monarch,
and carried their victorious arms along the banks, and perhaps to the mouth, of the
Indus.'
dynasties
»
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now go back and deal briefly with the purely Indian currencies. Following the punchmarked series, we have different sets of coins which are for the most part found in or
| near definite places. Thus in the Panjab there are the coins of Taxila, and those bearing the names of various tribes such as^the Odumbaras, Kunindas, and Yaudheyas.
The Odumbaras inhabited the country round Nurpur in the Kangra district, and their
coins are often found at Pathankot, one of the most ancient places in the Panjab. The
. Kunindas, probably ancestors of the present Kanets, lived between Ambala and
Saharanpur, and their coins give us the name of Rajah Amoghabhuti, a contemporary
of the Sakas. Coins of the Yaudheyas are very common at Delhi. In the United
Provinces we have coins found in Bandelkhand ascribed to Kosambhi, the coins of
Panchala, of Mathura, of Ajodhya, and in Nepal and Rajputana we have the coins of
*•

^^^^

Eran and Ujain, and in Southern India those of the Andhras. Some of these places
and peoples are mentioned by the Greek historians, and in ancient Indian books, but
their dates are still controversial and need not be referred to further than to state
that the coins probably cover the period from about 200 B.C., in the case of the early
Taxila coins, to about A.D. 650 in that of the Nepal coins.
In the east there arose in the fourth century A.D. the well-known Gupta kingdom,
whose coins in gold were struck on the Kushan model, but with far greater artistic
skill; in silver on the model of the hemidrachms of the successors of Nahapana who are
known as the western satraps ; and in copper, which are extremely rare, of indigenous
types. The Guptas ruled till about the year A.D. 600. The greatest monarch of the
Gupta line, Chandragupta I I , may have been the origin of the Vikramaditya, or Bikram
of Indian tradition.
After the extinction of the White Him power, in the middle of the sixth century,
it seems likely that the Lesser Kushans again possessed the Panjab for about three
hundred years as we find more and more debased types of coinage which are quite
illegible, but are still to be recognized as descended from those of the Great Kushans,
and of the Sassanians. I may instance the ubiquitous Gadhiya paisa. In the ninth
century A.D.,however, we again get coins bearing distinct names, the well-known silver
1
bull and horseman ' currency of the dynasty commonly called the Hindu kings of
Kabul. The coins show a sitting bull on one side, and on the other a fully caparisoned
warrior mounted on his charger ; the name of the king is in Nagari characters over the
bull. The coinage of Samanta Deva is extremely common in the Panjab. This type
continued till the conquest by the Ghaznivis early in the eleventh century. There are
also the coins of the Maharajahs of Kashmir, very debased imitations of the old Kushan
coins, and these occupy the period from the sixth to the sixteenth century.
For the United Provinces and Central India from the seventh to the ninth century,
we have debased imitations of Sassanian coins with no inscriptions, some of copper and
some of silver ; but there is one type with a representation of the boar or Varaha incarnation of Vishnu, and the title Srimad Adi Varaha, which we know was borne by
Bhoja Deva, king of Kanauj, in A.D. 850-900. From the tenth century we have silver
and copper coins of the bull and horseman type invented by the kings of Kabul,
which were struck by the Rajputs of Delhi, Ajmer, and Kanauj, and from a century
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later the gold and copper coins of the Chedis in the Central Provinces. The Chandels
of Mahoba in the Hamirpur district of the United Provinces, also used the same type
from about A.D. 1060 till nearly A.D. 1200. In Western and Southern India are the
mediaeval coins of the kingdoms of Vijayanagar and Mysore.
We have now reached the commencement of the Muhammadan rule in India, and
with it the end of that obscure period in which coins have actually created so much
history.
The name of Mahmud of Ghazni is well known throughout the Panjab, as is that
of his father Sabuktagin. The latter was the first Musalman invader of the Panjab
from the north-west. Mahmud, however, ravaged the whole of Northern India from
Kanauj to Gujerat, and majde som^sixteen^ raids into thejimhapRy: country. He
sacked Lahore in the year A.D. 1021, and calling it Mahmudpur after his own name,
struck coins there. But the first ruler of the Ghazni dynasty to make a permanent
home in India was Muizzu-d-din Muhammad bin Sam, otherwise known as Muhammad
Ghori. Prithvi Rajah, the last member of the mediaeval Rajput dynasties of Delhi
and Ajmer, fell before him. Muhammad bin Sam was the founder of the first Pathan
dynasty of Delhi in A.D. 1193, and was succeeded by a long line of Sultans belonging
to six distinct dynasties, in whose hands Delhi remained in spite of many vicissitudes.
Their dominion was all but extinguished by Taimur, who made his famous raid into
India in the year A.D. 1398, but was rehabilitated under the vigorous rule ofBahlol
Lodi. Ibrahim Lodi, the last and most unworthy of this new line, lost his kingdom
to a fresh invader, the Mughal Babur/on the field of Panipat in A.D. 1526. There
was a brief recrudescence of the Pathan power when the able Suri chief Sher Shah
defeated Humayun, and drove him out of India; but his successors could not maintain
their position, and Humayun was able to return and regain his power. Finally the
Mughal dominion was consolidated and extended during the long reign of Humayun's
son Akbar, a contemporary of our great Queen Elizabeth, and reached its height in the
times of Akbar's successors, the great Mughals Jahangir and Shah Jahan. The decline
commenced in the reign of Shah Jahan's son Aurangzeb, and culminated in the deposi"
tion and exile of Bahadur Shah II after the Mutin
The~coms~of theTathans are found in gold, silver, copper, and billon (a mixture
of silver and copper), of many types. Apart from their bull and horseman currency,
the Pathans as a rule abstained from putting any figures on their coins, which bear
inscriptions on both sides in Persian and Arabic. By the middle of the fourteenth
century independent Muhammadan kings had sprung up and were striking coins in
Kashmir, in Bengal, and in the Dakhan,and fifty years later we have similar dynasties
in Gujerat, Malwa, and Jaunpur. With the rise of the Mughal power, these independent kingdoms were gradually absorbed into the new empire.
Akbar had a fine currency in gold and silver, and coins are known from a large
number of mints. The establishment of his new religion, which has been well described to the Society in Sh. Abdul Qadir's paper on Abulfazl/ took place in the thirtieth
year of his reign, and is reflected in his currency. The coins are henceforth dated
J J.P.H.S., Vol. I, No. i, p. 31.
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from the first year of Akbar's reign, which is called the divine year one. The inference
was that the person of the emperor was also divine, and a new creed was invented
which appeared on the coins. I t was a short one M^ J ^ ^ ' ^ Allahu Akbar jalla
Jalaluhu. The translation is ' God is most great, let His brightness shine forth/
but the order of the words on the coins is somewhat ambiguous, and there is no difficulty whatever in reading them ' Akbar is God, let his brightness shine forth/ This
Ilahi or Divine era was also used by Jahanglr and Shah Jahan.
The finest Mughal currency is that of Jahangir, some of whose coins are of great
artistic merit. His are the well-known zodiacal mohurs and rupees, and he showed a
fine disregard for the Quranic precepts by having mohurs struck which bore his portrait,
and on some of these he is actually shown as in the aq£ of drinking out of a wine cup.
\
With the accession of Aurangzeb a standard type of coin was adopted which
endured somewhat monotonously till the end of the Mughal dynasty. Both the last
invaders of India from the north-west, Nadir Shah, and Ahmad.Shah Durrani struck
money of this type at Delhi, or Shahjahanabad, as the modern city was always called
after the time of Shah Jahan.
Muhammadan coins are invariably dated, and as a rule bear the name of the place
where they were struck. The rise and decline of the Mughal empire is faithfully reflected in the coins, whose mints not only infallibly show us the places over which each
emperor ruled, but also the period during which the Mughal dominion endured in each
locality. So in spite of the fact that as a rule they give us nothing but inscriptions-,
Muhammadan coins are most useful to history, and in many ways their testimony is
indispensable to the historical student. In the ' ' Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of
Delhi/' which is still the standard work on the numismatic history of the Delhi
. Sultans, Edward Thomas says, " T h e history of Muhammadan nations is especially
open to illustration and rectifications from numismatic sources. Deficient as all
mintages imitating the early Kufic models of the Khalifs may be in artistic effect or
variety of device, they compensate for these imperfections, on the other part, in devoting their entire surfaces to legends which, among other occasionally significant indications, record at length the style and titles of the monarch, the date of coinage, and the
name of the mint; thus affording direct evidence to three distinct facts—the existence
of the sovereign as such, the epoch at which he reigned, and the country over which
he was king.
The value of this species of illustration, as applied to the mediseval Indian annals
now under review, is greatly enhanced by the exaggerated importance attached by the
Muslims themselves to that department of the conventional regal functions involved
in the right to coin. Among these peoples the recitation of the public prayer in the
name of the aspirant to the throne, associated with the issue of money bearing his
superscription, was unhesitatingly received as the overt act of accession. Unquestionably, in the state of civilization here obtaining, the production and facile dispersion
of a new royal device was singularly well adapted to make manifest to the comprehension of all classes the immediate change in the supreme ruling power. In places where
men did not print, these stamped moneys obtruding into every bazar constituted the
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most effective manifestoes and proclamations human ingenuity could have devised :
readily multiplied, they were individually the easiest and most naturally transported
of all official documents ; the veriest fakir, in his semi-nude costume, might carry the
ostensible proof of a new dynasty into regions where even the name of the kingdom
itself was unknown. In short, there was but little limit to the range of these eastern
heralds j the Numismatic Garter King-at-Arms was recognized wherever Asiatic
nations accepted the gold, and interpreters could be found to designate the Caesar
(
whose epigraph' figured on its surface. So also on the occasion of new conquests,
the reigning Sultan's titles were ostentatiously paraded on the local money, ordinarily
in the language and alphabet of the indigenous races, to secure the more effective announcement of the fact that they themselves had passed under the sway of an alien
Suzerain. Equally, on the other hand, does any modification of or departure from the
rule of a comprehensive issue of coin imply an imperfection, relative or positive, in the
acquisition of supreme power. There are but few instances of abstention from the
exercise of this highly-prized prerogative in the present series, but in all such cases the
guiding motives are sufficiently ascertained."
Even in the Muhammadan period now under review, coins give us the name of a
ruler who is not mentioned in history. I refer to Shamsu-d-din Mahmud Shah of
Delhi, whose name was first noticed by Mr. C. J. Rodgers, and was recently republished
1
by myself. I t was the rule for claimants and pretenders to the throne to assume royal
honours by striking coin, and in one or two cases this is the only evidence of the fact
left to us. Coins give far more accurate dates than those contained in the historical
narratives, they help us to map out the extent of the different kingdoms, and the kings
who ruled them at different times, and in some cases they check statements made in
historical books, which are liable to be tinged by the personal feelings of the writers.
For instance, Muhammad Tughlaq is described to us as a man of strong character, and
a religious devotee. These statements are amply borne out by his coins on many of
which texts from the Quran were stamped.
The scope of this paper has permitted me to give only a very inadequate description of the science of Indian numismatics and its relation to history, but I trust I have
done something to show the great interest and importance of Indian coins. The field
is enormous and there is still very much to be done. Within twenty years of the publication of Edward Thomas's work on the coins of the Pathan Sultans of Delhi, Mr.
C. J. Rodgers filled six separate supplements to it with newly-discovered coins. The
coins of the Mughal emperors are still far from complete, and the study of the currency
of the Southern Indian mints is in its infancy. Even in the much-exploited field of
Graeco-Bactrian numismatics, new specimens frequently come to light. It is this fact
which gives zest to the study of the coins of Northern India, the continual discovery
of new coins which elucidate the imperfectly written and little known history of a
constantly changing series of dynasties. The Panjab, the cockpit of Asia, is an ideal
hunting ground for the coin collector. Every year thousands of ancient coins are
turned up by the plough and the spade, and are washed out of the ground during the
l A new Pathan Sultan of Delhi—J.P.U.S.,
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rains. The object of the Panjab Historical Society is to promote the study of history
in all its branches, and I cannot do better than turn the attention of my fellow-members
to the fascinating study of these contemporary documents in metal. The material is
lying all about us, ready to be picked up. Many of the oldest sites in the Panjab are
yet untouched, and are waiting to yield up their treasures. The study of old coins is
perhaps difficult at first, as their characters are unfamiliar, and many coins are incomplete. But the work of reading becomes easier with practice, and I shall always be
glad to assist any member who finds difficulties. I know that few of us have either the
time or inclination to make coin collecting a regular pursuit, but a little active interest
will result in the saving of many specimens from the melting pot, some of which may
turn out to be valuable links connecting us with the past.
With regard to present progress in Northern India I may draw attention to the
fact that the Numismatic Society of India has recently been formed for the encouragement of coin collecting, and for the co-ordination and publication of the results to be
obtained from the study of old coins. It is hoped that this Society will become a permanent and useful body. The Collections in the Lahore Museum have been much
improved in the last few years, but no opportunity should be lost of further enriching
the Cabinets if they are to remain really first class and up to date. For instance, the
Pathan coins are lamentably weak in the gold and silver series. New catalogues of the
fine Greek and Mughal Cabinets are now in course of preparation, which it is hoped
will be scientific productions worthy of the Collections they describe.
I cannot do better than conclude with a extract published from a paper by Professor
Rapson, one of the best living authorities on ancient Indian coins. " Comparatively
few of the very numerous series of Indian coins have yet been systematically collected.
The attractions of the Graeco-Indian class have apparently diverted the attention of
• most collectors from a study of the purely native ancient and mediaeval coinages.
But there can be no doubt of the great historical importance of these latter. Their
evidence joined to that of the stone and copper-plate inscriptions, furnishes practically
the only data supplied by India herself for the reconstruction of her history. The
extent to which this reconstruction has already been successfully made with the aid of
such apparently inadequate and unpromising materials, surely leaves no doubt of the
extreme importance from the historical point of view, of the study of Indian inscriptions and coins. The old gibe that Indian (\n+^ wprp merely so manyjjins^set up to be
bowled down again, is now anything but true. The outline of Indian history is securely
drawnTahd many of the details areldready filled in. The future progress •which scholars
will be able to make in this work depends principally on the amount of new material
with which they are supplied by those who have opportunities of making discoveries
and observation in India."
a
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The philosophical justification of caste rests upon a conception as old as the
literature of the Brahmanas—the differentiation of social functions and their mutually
complementary character. Brahman is that which knows: Kshatram that which
7
acts. Both alike rest upon Vig, which is unchanging while they are perishable. In
the.story of the origin of the classes the Kshatriyas, rulers and warriors, are put first.
Yet Brahman is the source of Kshatram: and again, Kshatram arises from Vis.
So, the Vaisya, the subject, though only fit to bring tribute to those above it, is the
root from which the greatest springs. When the Arab traveller Albiruni put his
questions to the Indian. Pandits, they told him that inequality was the basis of the
social system alid quoted a passage from a now lost scripture which set forth the
mutually complementary character of the functions of the different classes.
The differentiation of duties is an essential feature of Indian ethics, so that
which is virtue in one order, or at one stage of life, may be sin in another order or
at another stage. What the duties are is stated in general terms alike in the Epics,
the Law books, and the works upon government. It is for the Brahman to study,
to teach, to perform sacrifice, to officiate at the sacrifices of others, to give and to
receive gifts: for the Kshatriya to study, to perform sacrifice, to make gifts, to fight,
and to protect: for the Vaisya to study, to perform sacrifice, to make gifts, and to
follow agriculture, cattle-tending and trade: for the Sudra to serve the higher orders
of men. In order to adjust the facts to the literary theory, and bring the whole
of society within the Brahmanical cadre, certain classes, which obviously belonged
to none of these four, were explained to owe their origin to intermarriages between
the different orders.
i

I

From this general and simple statement of the divisions of men and their complementary duties (whether actual or ideal, it is no part of the present writer's essay
to determine) to the caste-system as we know it, there are many and long steps to
be-taken. The modern observer sees a multitude of social subdivisions, characteristically endogamous, each having an organization with a governing assembly and a
head. Each has its own rules regarding food and drink, and requires its members to
abstain from eating with outsiders. And though an occupation is often common to
many of the groups, each group observes rules as to the occupations which its members may or may not follow, and tends to follow a single occupation. In certain
matters, more particularly those connected with marriage, the food and drink rules,
and the rules regarding occupation, there is a disciplinary jurisdiction, extending to
fine and even exclusion from the brotherhood.
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So far as the writer of this paper is aware, the theories regarding the process
by which' the institution of caste has reached its present form have one point in
common. They assume that the growth is spontaneous and due, in so far as it is
not due to Brahmanical teaching, to the development of social ideas working from
within: and they do not take account of the commands and policies of rulers as
factors in the shaping of the social constitution. Yet there are more than a few
indications in Indian tradition and Indian history of the influence of ancient regulations in forming modern habits: and the writer of this paper hopes to be able to
suggest some reasons for the belief that the Indian caste-system has experienced a
similar influence, with important consequences to its characteristic features.
The notion that kings should seek to make their subjects virtuous and to secure
their happiness in this world and the next, goes back very far in the history of Indian
thought. We see it plainly in the edicts of Asoka, which are largely preoccupied
with this idea. But its full development, and the definition of the specific forms
which this king-supported virtue ought to take, are the work of the great counterreformation which succeeded to the temporary triumph of Buddhism. That religion
has its root in a great act of renunciation. A prince leaves the world and the duties
of royalty, to seek the path of the soul's enfranchisement. It is not long before we
hear of five hundred Sakyas, men of the royal clan, who are recorded to have left
their families and done reverence to a certain Sudra who had been a barber. Worldly duties were neglected, the distinctions between the orders of mankind were ignored, and with them, as it must have seemed to the champions of social conservatism, the whole fabric of society was shaken. It was this breaking up of the social
order that brought upon Buddhism the hatred and suspicion of the orthodox. That
the outraged communal pride of the Brahman contributed to the bitterness of these
feelings, a knowledge of the motives which most strongly actuate human nature forbids us to doubt. But there was another and less ignoble side to the distrust
awakened by Buddhism and the ancient but hitherto less definite philosophical principles out of which it sprang. If kings might leave the task of governing, if common men might leave work and family, to follow a religions ideal, if the distinction
between Brahman and Sadra were valueless and unmeaning and the prescribed task
of all orders of men one and the same, then the new religion was an enemy, busied
in the destruction of what seemed the one alternative to social chaos and the anarchy
which Indian history has given such good cause to dread.
It is not wonderful, then, that this counter-reformation emphasized the social
duties and laid a new stress upon the ancient principle of their differentiation and
their mutually complementary character. But it did more than this. In the share
which kings had taken in what appeared the collapse of the social order, in Sakya
Muni's desertion of his royal duties, in Asoka's assumption of the monkish robe, it
descried the need of a new system of political ethics, defining the place of the king
as the keystone of society, and establishing a special royal duty of keeping all the
orders and classes of men to their proper functions.
Henceforth this obligation of the king, to keep all men to their duties, duties
•

•
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differentiated and complementary, becomes a commonplace of Indian literature.
The Kautilyasastra, that interesting manual of practical government and politics,
which some scholars place in the time of the great Chandragupta Maurya and none
(I believe) later than ioo B.C., recites in the conventional form the duties of the four
great orders, and then proceeds as follows: " The observance of duty leads a man
to bliss. When it is violated the world will come to an end owing tc7 the confusion
of castes and duties. Hence the king shall never allow people to swerve from their duties "
a precept which is applied equally to the duties of the different classes, and to the
duties of each of the four orders of man's life from studentship to retirement from
the world.
" Even a father, mother, teacher or priest must be punished if they do not keep
within their d u t y / ' says Manu.' Before the date of Manu, Baudhayana and Vishnu,
and after him Yajnavalkya and Narada, among the law-books, prescribe slavefy for
the Brahman who neglects his prescribed duty and way of life, and it is the king who
is to enforce the rule. The king, says Manu again, must keep the different castes
to their lawful occupations : and he must cause the Vaisya and Sudra to perform their
duties: for, if these two were to deviate from them, they would cause the* whole
universe to tremble. " Every caste should practise the duties that have been mentioned
2
as belonging to it and that have been practised by ancestors" says the Sukraniti, " and
,,
would otherwise be punished by kings." " I t is the prince, says Kamandaki's
3
Nitisara, " who causes all this world to move according to the prescribed order; for,
lacking the prince, there is disinclination to the observance of duty, and, lacking
duty, the world goes to ruin. The prince who enforces the customs of the castes
and of the stages of life, knows the distinctions, and exercises protection, becomes a
participator of the heaven of I n d r a . " In Bana's poetical life of the great King
Harshavardhana of Thanesar, the king is described as one who carries out all the
rules for the castes and orders like Manu, and bears the rod of punishment as visibly
as Yama.
From this royal function of compelling each class to follow its own duties,
there naturally springs another of the fundamental functions of the Hindu kings:
to prevent confusion among the castes. That horror of anarchy, which so often
finds expression in Indian writings, explains itself in a great measure by the detestation of breaches of the social order, which bring with them the intermingling of barbarian and Aryan blood and outrages~upon tlielaws~of marriage! According tcTthe
teaching of the Mahabharata it becomes lawful for a man of any class to take up arms,
and even to seize the royal power, when robbers raise their heads and an intermixture
of the orders begins to take place: and Manu places the royal function of preventing
such confusion, side by side with the protection of the weak and the taking of the
king's just due, as a means by which the king may attain prosperity in this world
and the next. I t is this which explains the view taken of breaches of the marriage
laws as occasions for the exercise of the royal punitive jurisdiction. The ordinary
^^^^
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I Manava-dhanna-sastra, VIII, 335.
Sukraniti,Ch. IV, Section IV, 82-83.
3 Nitisara of Kamandaki: translated into Italian by Professor Fonnichi. I I , 34-35.
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rule' was t h a t the king and his servants must not cause a lawsuit to be begun: take
cognizance on their own initiative as we should say. But these offences against
marriage, with certain others, were an exception.
*

We find then t h a t the Hindu king was bound by a religious obligation to keep
each class to its duties and to prevent the confusion of castes. What would be likely
to happen when a practical administrator set to work to give effect to such an obligation as this ? He is to keep each class to its duties. When the enforcement of
this principle in a concrete case is undertaken, a mere general notion ^of duties, as
prescribed for the four great orders of men, will obviously not suffice. vSo and so is
a Sudra and his function is to serve the twice born. But what is the particular piece
of work which this particular individual ought to do ? In practice, no doubt, the
question will present itself as one affecting not individuals but groups of men. Which
is to work in leather: to catch fish: to fashion weapons: to herd cattle.: to till the
soil ? In deciding such questions as this, the natural course is to follow the line of
least resistance and to pass the order which will most easily and naturally be carried
out. A father sets his children to do that which he has done himself, not only because he wants their help in his work, but because in primitive conditions he is
virtually incapable of imagining any other vocation for them than his own. The
ruler, engaged in enforcing the duties of all classes, will normally make heredity the
basis of occupations. In so doing he will apparently be creating nothing new. He
will be merely emphasising and enforcing an inevitable natural tendency. But in
the process of emphasis and enforcement the fixity of the occupation, and the hereditary bond in the group which is bound to follow it, is necessarily asserted. The
Indian king never made a caste, any more than he e v e r m a d e a j a w ; b u t , in his
dealings* with the occupational group, it "is suggested t h a t he inevitably tended to
give that definiteness and t h a t fixity which distinguish caste as we now know it.
Ivet us recall at this point that the Indian ruler, as we see him depicted in the
works on government, was a considerable employer of labour, and t h a t the ancient
fiscal system provides not only for the payment of a share of the produce of land
1

and for certain other dues but also for personal service: each man being bound to
give to the State so many days of labour in each year. The custom survives to this
day in many States still under Indian_Government T and tITe~accounts of the labour
rendered are~~kept as strictly as~those of money paid or produce delivered. If we
turn once more to that ancient manual of Indian politics and administration, the
Kautilyasastra, we get a glimpse of the manner in which this labour, and other
labour more permanently employed by the early kings, was made use of. There are
royal forests, and there are crown lands. There are trades worked by a royal
monopoly. Of the latter, mineral working, goldsmith's work and coining, weapon making, weaving, t h T m a n u f a c t u x e j ^ ^
the catching and
keeping of elephants, are mentioned in the Kautilyasastra. But apart from these
1 Mnnava-dharma-sastra, VIII, 43- Vide also Jolly, Recht unci Sitte. § 40, pp. 123-124- The Manava-dharma-sastra,
VIII, 353, explains that the evil of adultery is that it causes a mixture of castes, whence follows sin, which cuts up even
the roots.
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special royal employments, the extensive practice of paying taxes in kind, whether
grain or other produce or merchandise, so that the royal storehouses might be filled,
emphasized the administrative importance of requiring each to fulfil his customary
duties. When the defection of a group may mean that State lands lie uncultivated,
or that State elephants and State horses lack fodder, or that royal storehouses lack
oil or sugar or charcoal, or that the supply of weapons runs short, the ruler himself
is touched very nearly and has the most powerful and direct of motives to reinforce
the religious obligation of keeping each to his proper task. For such things are not
to be bought or transported from a distance under economic and social conditions
such as those which we are considering, and the immobility of labour makes it
virtually impossible to employ on one task men who regard themselves as traditionally devoted to another. There is a tale of a too generous king to whom his servants one day brought a plate of curds without the customary sugar. " Where is the
fC
sugar ? " said the king..
Ann-data, giver of s u s t e n a n c e / ' said the servant: " y o u
gave away the village whose duty it was to provide the sugar." " J u s t , " said the
king: and ate his curds without sugar.
In this precise distribution of duties, tfas levying of dues in kind or in personal
service, adjusted to the needs of the ruler and his administration, we catch a glimpse
of the reasons which make the emigration of subjects, and the solemn closing of
shops by way of protest against misgovernment, such sinister threats to the indigenous ruler. But the object immediately in view is to suggest the process by which
administrative necessities reinforced religious obligation in the formation and stereotyping of hereditary groups each bound to a particular occupation, and so in the
creation of this institution of caste as we know it to-day. Up to this point I have
assumed t h a t caste has always involved, as it now involves, the hereditary bond.
But there are traces, both in tradition and in literary theory, of something different.
I t is fairly certain t h a t certain castes originatediti fortuitous collections of men who
adoptedajarti£ulaT_calling. This was particularly t^e^asejwithjthe soldier castes,
of whom the Bhattis of the southeTrTTanjab jnay_hg—taken^as an example. Again
we h a W s l o r i e s o T t h e attainment of the Brahman status by austerities; and the
1
Sukraniti plainly states that virtue, and not birth, is t h a t which separates the
four orders of men. The founder of an important modern sect, very widely established among the educated Hindus of northern India, has returned to this theory of
merit as determining caste, and has even proposed t h a t the ruling power should
hold examinations to determine to which caste each person should be assigned.
A fancy such as this has its interest in the fact t h a t it is a reversion to an ancient
conception of the royal functions in relation to caste. This is the conception that
the king may, and sometimes does, determine the caste status bQth of individuals and
of groups. This power, or the vestiges of it which we now discover, appears to have
been subject to question and to discredit, if exercised capriciously or without dire
regard for the fitness of things, and to have met with passive resistance when too
l Sukraniti.

Ch. I, 75-76.
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sudden promotions were attempted. Hunter has recorded for us the tradition that
certain rulers in Orissa, finding themselves in need of . Brahnians, created them
wholesale by the promotion of large groups. In this case the rights of commensality
and intermarriage were not conceded to the new Brahmans by the old: but this
*

fact is not,, by itself, conclusive of the failure of the attempt at caste promotion,
since there are everywhere to be found classes of Brahmans who are not admitted
to equality of status with their caste-fellows generally. Again, it is within the
present writer's own experience that the Raja of Lambagraon (who lost his political
powers when the Sikhs over-ran the Kangra hills, and was not restored to them when
the British annexed the tract), readmitted to the twice-born status certain Kolis who
had been ousted from it more than a century earlier by the Raja of Kangra, as
a punishment for disrespectful behaviour. The Rajas of Chamba used similarly to
confer the right to wear the sacred thread, with a step in social rank, in return
for gifts or special services. In both these cases the royal power is virtually used to
1
make certain persons or groups into Vaisyas.
In the denouement of the drama of the " T o y Cart," we have an interesting
example of the king's authority in the elevation of the courtesan heroine to the
*

-

status of lawful wife to the Brahman hero Charudatta. On the other hand, the
Kautilyasastra shows us how a similar attempt might be made and fail. Among
devices for testing the character of ministers, it is suggested that the king should
employ, as an agent of provocation, a priest whom he has ostensibly offended.
The suggested method of giving ostensible offence is that the king should require
the priest to teach the Vedas to an outcaste person, or to officiate in a sacrifice
undertaken by such a person. Evidently there was verisimilitude in such a situation,
or these particular methods of fabricating a quarrel with a Brahman would not
have been suggested.
From the occasional character of these royal interventions for the determination
of caste status, and the imperfect effect which some of the royal orders took, it will
justly be deduced that the exceptions to the hereditary rule were not in the normal
course of things. It does not seem possible however to attribute these interventions
to the caprice or encroachment of particular rulers, and it is natural to associate
them with that royal authority for the restoration of outcastes to their caste, and
for the conferring of honorary distinction and precedence upon particular castes, to
which reference will be made below. The function of declaring status merged, by
a transition unperceived in the broad tolerance of Hindu thought, into a function of
creating it. But the triumph of the hereditary principle was along the line of least
resistance, and was, in the long run, complete.
i Iu the discussion which followed upon the reading of the lectures, other instances of the promotion of groups and
individuals to higher caste status were cited by the speakers. Sir Sankaran Nair mentioned that a servile caste, the
Charmas had been raised to the status of Nairs (who are the military caste), by the Maharaja of Cochin, as a
reward for assisting him and his allies the Portuguese to repel the attack of the Zamorin of Calicut, and also that when
the accounts of some of the large Zamindars in Southern India were^examined for the purposes of revenue assessment,
they were found to include receipts on account of the privilege conferred by them on certain persons to wear the
sacred thread.
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Throughout this paper I am conscious of the danger of employing language
tinged by ideas which are not Indian in origin. The Indian ruler never, avowedly
or consciously, made or changed a law. He searched the scriptures, with the help of
Brahman advisers, and found the law, or examined the customs of the folk and ascertamed, with the same help, those which were lawful. He never, avowedly or consciously, made or changed an institution. The institutions were there, by fiction, at
least, immemorial. He recognized them, supported them, enforced their continuance.
But the finding of the law is sometimes very like the making of it, and the recognition and enforcement of an institution is sometimes very like the creation of it. All
that has been and that will be said of the Indian ruler's influence upon the growth of
caste must be read subject to this understanding. Caste, vague, inchoate, undefined,
and therefore not yet caste at all, came into existence out of impulses independent of
the ruler's will: the ruler, unconscious of his own work, gave to it the limits and the
fixity which make it what it is.
I now turn from the influences which brought into existence a multitude of
hereditary groups, each tied to a particular occupation, to certain other incidents of
modern caste. Caste has its organization, its council, and its head, and its disciplinary jurisdiction extending to fine and expulsion. There is no trace of all this in the
literary depictions of the four great orders of men. Whence then are we to believe
that these characteristic features have been derived ?
Let us begin by trying to place ourselves in the position of the Hindu ruler who,
under pressure of his • religious obligation to keep all men to their duties and of his
administrative necessity to provide himself and his army and court with all things
requisite, has imperceptibly stereotyped a multitude of social subdivisions hereditary
in character and bound to particular occupations. By what method is he to conduct
his relations with these bodies, to convey to them his commands, and to ensure that
they shall be obeyed ? It is inevitable that he should recognize, if not himself create,
an organization and authority of some sort in each group, and allow to a headman or
governing body the exercise of disciplinary powers over the individuals who make up
the group. And this we shall now see is what the Hindu ruler actually did. That
he proceeded rather by recognizing that which appeared to come spontaneously into
existence, than by formal creation of it, will surprise no one who realizes how violently
the instincts of all societies, except those which have grown out of the legislating
Roman world, are outraged by deliberate innovation.
So far as the appointment of the office-bearers of caste is concerned, there is virtually no trace of the exercise of royal authority. There is indeed one passage, in the
" Toy C a r t / ' where the king bestows as a favour upon a supporter the disposal of
the caste offices: and an inscription of the year 1088 A.D., found 76 miles to the
south-west of Gwalior, records that the king has conferred the rank of guildmaster
(sreshthin) on two Jain traders: but the present writer is aware of nothing else to the
same effect. On the other hand references to the bestowal of honorary titles and insignia on similar functionaries are frequent enough. It is permissible to conclude
that the ruler did not normally appoint the office-bearers of the castes (as he appoin-
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ted village headman and the governors of towns), but that he increased their import
ance and added to their authority by his recognition. The practical administrator
knows how great a power may be conferred upon an individual by requiring him to
furnish labour or supplies, or to pay revenue, on behalf of a group.
So much for the royal recognition and support of the office-bearers of caste. We
turn now to the royal attitude towards the authority which they or the caste assembly exercised. And in the first place we note that the books of the law direct the
king to maintain and support the laws of families, castes, and localities (or of castes,
districts, guilds and localities, as the series is elsewhere stated). What these laws
were, we shall see a little later. Sometimes it would seem they were social customs
of the community, sometimes perhaps rather what we should call regulations for the
conduct of its members. The important point is that it was a traditional principle
of policy that the king should respect these laws.
t

*
*

The books of the law also show us a number of communal jurisdictions subordinate to the royal courts, and constituting, as we might say in modern language, an
ascending series of appellate instances. There is a jurisdiction of the family: next
above that, the jurisdiction of the guild, which was evidently an occupational group :
and next above that the jurisdiction of an institution which is variously interpreted
as a local committee or a caste-union and certainly included'men of different occupations. We hear of jurisdictions for the disposal of the internal disputes of forest
dwellers, robbers, companies of merchants and heretics, each of whom evidently dealt
with certain offences committed by their own members: and it was evidently a traditional policy to recognize an internal authority of this kind in the various groups
and subdivisions into which the Indian social organism divided itself. Subject to
what will be said below regarding the peculiar jurisdiction for the punishment of
breaches of internal discipline in the community, there is no mention in the ancient
law-books, or Dharmasastras, of a similar jurisdiction exercised by the caste : because,
as I venture to think, caste had not, at the time when the law-books were compiled,
reached that stage of organization at which the jurisdiction came into existence.
The point is of little consequence : for, as will appear from what I have next to say,
the traditional policy which conceded an internal jurisdiction to other social groups
conceded the same also to caste, as soon as caste in its modern sense came into existence.
Fortunately a historical record exists which shows us what a caste law was, and
what was a caste jurisdiction, and in what manner the power of the king might be
exercised to enforce the caste law and uphold the caste jurisdiction. It is an inscrip1
tion on a temple at Virinchipuram, of the fifteenth century of our era, in which a
Brahman caste assemblage determines for its own caste-fellows the law of marriage.
The decision is that marriage by purchase shall henceforth be prohibited. The assembly provides that all who violate the rule "shall be liable to"punishment by the
king and shall be excluded from the community of Brahmans." Here we have the
J
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caste law, the caste jurisdiction, the provision of the penalty of outcasting and the
appeal to royal power as the ultimate authority for enforcement.
Let us now see in what other forms the royal power intervened for the support
and enforcement of caste authority over its members, and recognized the caste jurisdiction by taking cognizance of its decisions, whether upholding them or setting
them aside or giving effect to them by executive action. For if we find that such
interventions and recognitions were systematically practised till they became an
essential feature of indigenous Indian polity, we shall have good reason for emphasizing
the contribution which the Indian kings made to the organisation and authority of
caste.
We hear much in the la,w-books of a class of misdemeanours which are described
as breaches of agreements. The expression has a very modern ring about it, and is
eminently suggestive of the law of contract. Fortunately we have in the. Kautilyasastra, that remarkable ancient manual to which allusion has more than once been made,
some very clear examples of what these so-called agreements were. The list' begins
with a case which is perhaps really one of contract to labour, though this is not quite
i(
certain.
The fine levied on a cultivator who, arriving at a village for work, does
not work, shall be taken by the village itself." The passage continues with the case
of a person who does not co-operate in the work of preparation for a public show, by
which apparently is meant either a public sacrifice or a religious spectacle similar to
those representations of episodes from the Ramayana which are still common to-day.
I t then lays down the rule t h a t " if anyone refuses to give his aid in a work beneficial to all, he shall be compelled to pay double the value of the aid due from him.
The order of any person attempting to do a work beneficial to all shall be obeyed.
Disobedience in such a case shall be punished with fine/' From examples given in
the text it would appear t h a t , in addition to public shows, the combined performance
of sacrifices and the construction of works of public utility and adornment, are works
of the kind contemplated. Vague though this may be, it is clear that some authority,
whether a headman or a body of persons JL jrnyM_at_iiecisiQrLSL^^ardit^ work to be
done by the members of a particular community, and that these decisions were enforced by punishment of the recusant. The author of the Kautilyasastra completes
the passage by observing that " the above shall also apply to the non-performance of
agreements among countries (i.e. territorial communities), castes, families, and assemblies."
In Ellis' lectures, cited in Borradaile's translation of the Vyavahara Mayukha, it
is explained t h a t the " non-performance of agreements " covers all transgressions
against the discipline and peculiar customs of the tribe or family. Professor Jolly,
who is probably the greatest living authority on ancient Indian statecraft and admin2
istration, says that the matter has for its object the extension of the protection of
the State to the laws of the corporations, particularly the religious corporations.
But both these authorities might have defined the meaning in wider terms. The texts
1

Arthasastra of Clifinakya (Kautilyasastra), Book I I I , Chapter X.

(

* J ->Uy. K.eeht unci Sitte, p. 130
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on the subject show t h a t certain rules and customs of castes (and indeed of more
than castes, e.g. villages, territorial units, associations of merchants and heretics) are
equally included. The law-book of Yajiiavalkya' is particularly interesting on the
subject. Having instructed the king to erect buildings, for the accommodation of
Brahmans, this work directs him to exhort his Brahman guests in the following terms :
All rights of the assembly or community which do not conflict with private duty or
with the commands of kings must be observed. Whoever appropriates the common
property of the assembly, or disregards an agreement, shall be deprived of his whole
property and banished. The word of those who speak for the assembly shall be executed
by all. The passage concludes by saying t h a t this is the rule also for guilds, associa2
tions of citizens and heretics, and corporations. Manu' carries us further by saying
that " the king shall punish, by banishment and fine, breaches of agreement by a man
belonging to a corporation inhabiting a village or district. And he shall apply this law
of fines in villages and castes." We here see, as it appears to the writer, in no uncertain
manner, how a caste authority might issue orders to its members for the performance
of particular duties, and how the king might be called in to enforce, by fine or banishment, the order of the assembly or head.
The precise line of demarcation between this jurisdiction for the enforcement of
internal communal discipline, and the control over the social conduct of the members
of the communal group which figures so prominently among the functions of the
modern caste authority, cannot be drawn with confidence. But the first, while it certainly covered the obligation to obey the common will in regard to contributions in
3
labour, cash or kind, does not appear to have included matters of marriage, divorce
or adoption.
The writer now turns to a personal experience of his own in a certain Rajput
kingdom in the Panjab Himalayas, where it was his fortune, before long minorities
under British Superintendents had obliterated the significance of ancient institutions,
to be an eyewitness to the making of the royal jurisdiction for the enforcement of
caste rules. The caste assemblage, constituted upon no rigidly defined principle, but
ordinarily including all respected adult males of the caste in the locality, dealt with
complaints of caste offences, and imposed fines for those of minor importance. If a
heinous offence, such as the eating of forbidden food, or illicit relations With a woman
1 Yajiiavalkya, I I , 185 sqq. (A work dating from the 4th century A.D., and having special authority in the country
of Mithila).
2
Manava-dharmasastra, VIII, 219-221.
s The inscriptions abound in instances of what may be termed self-taxation by castes or groups of castes, and, in
some cases but not in all, reference is made to official authority as approving or sanctioning the impost. A groat assemblage of different castes and trades, meeting in A.D. 1161, somewhere in the Bijapur District of Kauara, imposes contributions on all its constituent elements, so much oil from the oil-presscrs, so much cloth from the weavers, so much fruit
from the toddy-drawers, so many baskets from the basket-makers and mat-makers, with a cash impost on every marriage: and the record ends with a mandate to the people of the district and to the 300 of the caste of toddy-drawers to
preserve this act as religion. In A.D. 1775, according to an inscription of the Yelandur Jagir in the Carnatic, the eighteen
castes agree to an addition for religious purposes to the land tax and other taxes, payable by them, and declare that this
is done with the consent of the authorities. These are specimens of the agreements, the breach of which was to be punished by the king.
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of low caste, was established by the evidence of two witnesses, sentence of outcasting
might be pronounced. I t was then open to the outcasted person to go to the Raja
and prove his innocence. If he did this to the Raja's satisfaction, he was restored
by the Raja's order to the caste brotherhood. If he was proved guilty, he petitioned
the Raja to have his offence expiated. The Raja then consulted a Brahman or
Rrahmans, and ascertained the proper penance. Orders were pronounced for its
performance under the supervision of a royal official. When the official reported
that the penance had been duly performed, the Raja passed orders for the offender's
restoration to his caste.
In its essential features—the jurisdiction of the caste assembly, the expository
ahd declaratory function of the Brahman, and the enforcing authority of the king
this institution appears to have been a general one in India. We catch a glimpse of
it in the west, where (as Telang tells us) the Mahratta princes used to award penances
for religious offences, of the kind with which the caste assemblage dealt. Hereditary
Brahman functionaries existed, and perhaps still exist, in Kashmir and Nepal, having
authority to determine the penances appropriate to breaches of caste regulations.
Up to 1875,' at all events, it was the Maharaja of Kashmir who formulated for these
Brahman expositors of the law the question on which their finding was sought, and
enforced" the performance of the penance declared by them to be appropriate.
In the ancient law-books or Dharmasastras, which, as we have seen, belong to
epochs prior, to the full development of the caste jurisdiction, we find evidence of the
antiquity and general operation of these principles, though the decisions in religious
matters which the king there appears as enforcing are, naturally, not those of caste
assemblies, which had not yet begun to promulgate them. The law-book of Apastamba, of date prior to the Manava-dharma^astra and probably not later than 200
2
B.C., deals with the king's enforcement of penances. The offender is to be sent to
the Purohit, who will reduce Brahmans to reason, while the king himself will punish
3
other castes. In Harita, which is possibly antecedent to Manu, we are told that
(<
the Guru punishes the pious, the king punishes the wicked: but secret sinners
punished by YamaJVaivasyata,'' a passage which implies that the king deals with
those who decline to submit themselves, and apparently that his authority was
4
called in only when the Brahmans were unable to enforce their own. Manu refers
*

to the function of the three or more learned Brahmans who fix the penance: and
Professor Biihler, dealing with this passage, and grounding his opinion upon the
modern jurisdiction in Kashmir, observes that it must have been the king who put
the question for their decision. When the castes obtained the jurisdiction which they
now exercise in matters social and religious—at a date which we have no materials
for determining, except that it must, apparently, have been later than the latest of
the Dharmasastras, i.e. than the eighth century A.D.—they found already in existence
m

1 Professor Buhler's Kashmir Report, p. 21.
* Apastambiya-dharmasastra, I I , 5, 10, and I I , 5,11.
This work had special authority in the region between the
Godavari and the Kistna.
5 Vyavaharadhyaya, from Harita's Dharrnasastra, V, 1, 2
* Mauava-dharinasastra, X I , 86.
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a power, exercised by kings upon the advice of Brahmans, which confirmed their
authority by taking cognizance of their findings and by enforcing the penances which
l
their decisions made necessary.
There remains for consideration one more matter. The obligation to prevent
confusion among castes, and to keep all men to their proper duties, involved, when
translated into terms of everyday administrative routine, the necessity of measures
for distinguishing men on sight. The precept of the Sukraniti * that the king should
differentiate the castes and stages of life by separate marks of distinction, was in
accordance with ordinary Indian practice which created an immense number of
minute regulations surviving to the present day in the observance of local or communal habits and costumes. I t is as though some energetic modern ruler, smitten
with the idea of regulating the life of his subjects in every phase and of avoiding all
waste default and overlapping by determining precisely what each is to do, should
conceive the project of facilitating the enforcement of his plans by putting everyone
into an appropriate uniform. But the Indian caste uniform, if the expression may
*

be permitted, was not limited to the clothes which a man was permitted to wear. I t
extended to the house which he might live in and to the habits which he must observe : and when royal favour was so far extended to a particular group that an improvement of status was allowed to it, changes were made in the ordinances by which
these matters were regulated.
When the Brahman Chach conquered Sind, he made the Jats and Lohanas
undertake to wear only mockswords : to foreswear saddles : to keep their heads and
feet uncovered: as well as to undertakej^ertainj^i^^
the providing of guides. * A Tamil Inscription* of the Coimbatore District gives permission to a certain class to\>low conches and beat drums at marriagesandf unerals t
to wear sandals, and to plaster their houses: and its editor observes that there is a
similar inscription in favour of certain artisan groups recorded on another temple in
6
the same district. A Carnatic Inscription of A D . 1580 sets forth that certain privileges—the right to pare their toenails and to wear an upper cloth or coat as well as a
loin-cloth—had been denied to the potters by the barbers and washermen, but successfully asserted in an ordeal which the potters underwent, and affirmed to them in a •
charter granted by a royal governor. Here we seem to see the official ascertaining
and declaring the appropriate caste uniform, rather than determining it of his own
authority. But Colonel Tod reports the tradition o*f a Rajput prince, who " regulated
the dress of all, even to the tie of a turban."
*

I In the discussion which followed upon the reading of the lecture, R. B. Pandit Hari Kisheu Kaul, C L E . , drew
attention to paragraph 570 of his Panjab Census Report, 1912, in which further instances are given of the royal functions
in relation t o breaches of cast-' rules. I t appears that, even under the Mughal Emperors, the Delhi Court was regarded
as the head of all the Caste Panchayats, and that questions affecting a caste over a wide area could not be settled except at Delhi, and under the guidance of the ruler for the time being. An inscription of A.D. 1280 in the Epigraphia
Carnatica (Vol. X I , No 59 of Davanagere) gives to the paramount ruler the title: " head of all the castes."
* Sukraniti, IV, 4, 84.
3 Elliott's Mahommedan Historians, Vol. I , pp. 145 sqq.

* South Indian Inscriptions, Vol. Ill, Pt. I, p. 46.
the Yelandur agir. ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H
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Sometimes the rules regarding dress, ornaments and personal habits appear to
have a sumptuary, rather than a distinguishing aim : and sometimes they are dictated
by the ruler's jealousy of the assumption of emblems proper to royalty, or by his
desire to make particular privileges rare enough to be valuable. But the leading,
and, it is suggested, the original, object was to differentiate one caste from another
by unmistakable external marks of distinction, and so practically to facilitate the
task of keeping each group in its proper place, and exacting from each its proper
traditional function: a task, in the performance of which the Indian king gave to
the institution of caste, not indeed rigidity, for there is no real rigidity in it any more
than in anything else that is Indian, but its apparently immutable status as the
characteristic form of Indian Society.

*

T h e Indian Origin of the Gypsies in Europe.
A.

C.

WOOI<NER.

[Paper read—November 29, 1912.J
•

The Gypsy wanderer with his van and fiddle, and the Gypsy woman peddling
basket-work and telling fortunes, are still familiar figures of English country life.
Their vagabond open-air life, contempt for the restrictions of civilization, dark eyes
and elusive ways have appealed to the imagination of m a n y : while the mystery of
their origin has roused the curiosity of many others. Hence the Gypsy has found
his way into literature, poetry and fiction, and has been written of in boqks and
treatises, appalling in their number.
The Gypsies of course are not peculiar to Great Britain : they are found in every
European country; also in North and South America, in North Africa and Western
Asia. Their numbers in Europe have been estimated at about three quarters of a
million, of which about one-third are in Hungary, and another third in Roumania and
Bulgaria.
In these countries the Tsigan forms an appreciable percentage of the population
and in Hungary eight-ninths of them have abandoned the nomadic life and settled
down.
I t would be easy to devote many pages to a description of these people and
their ways, but here a very brief summary must suffice. The typical Gypsy is a
nomad, darker in complexion than most European stocks, more than a match in
cunning for most people, in a chronic state of feud with society represented by the
policeman. His main occupations are metal-work, music, basket-work, telling fortunes,
horse-coping, petty theft and trickery. His diet comprises snails and poisoned pig,
but his favourite delicacy is hedgehog. Of religion he seems to have none, apart
from a few converts to Christianity in the West, and a larger number of indifferent
Muhammadans in the East. His customs and superstitions, so far as they have been
studied, appear to be a conglomeration of odds and ends, most of which could have
been picked up in Europe. Peculiar to himself is the Romani language. This language
is found in about a dozen distinct dialects, of which those furthest West (Spanish
Romani, Anglo Romani, Norwegian Romani) are the most corrupt as regard
*

l

phonetics and grammar , and those in the East of Europe are the best preserved.
The vocabulary of all these dialects is very mixed, but they all have a common basis
which is obviously of Indian origin; yek dni trin, pant, bal, kan, churi, with the verbal
roots ja to go, chal to go, pi to drink, jin to know, are common to all the European
dialects and alsoTo the dialects of Gypsies in Asia Minor and Persia.
As regards the history of these tribes in Europe, it has been proved t h a t they
were already present in Eastern Europe by the beginning of the 14th century. In the
^

P
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* *
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1 A11 exception to this rule is Welsh Romani which is more archaic than Anglo Romani.
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second half of that century they were reduced to vassalage in Corfu. By the end
of the 15th century they had been reduced to slavery in the Balkans and the countries north of the Danube.
A large number entered Germany in 1417 bearing letters "of safe conduct from
the Emperor Sigismund, and during this century they spread over the greater part of
Europe. For further details, reference may be made to the article " Gipsies" in the
Encyclopaedia Brittanica and to the Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society.
Nothing has been found to show how much earlier than the 14th century
the Gypsies entered Europe, but the forms of the Greek and Roumanian words
adopted by them have been held to prove t h a t they could not have entered Europe
much earlier than the n t h or 12th centuries.
Now the question arises from whence had they come. Their language points to
India; and their having borrowed Persian or Kurdish and Armenian words rather
than Arabic indicates the route by which they came. But from what part of India
did they come ? Who were they in their Indian home ? When and why did they
leave it? Of the various theories that have been advanced in answer to these
queries, there are four that merit discussion, viz.—
(1) J a t theory.
(2) Dard theory.
(3) Dom theory.
(4) Indian Gypsy (or Sansi) Theory.
THE^JAT

THEORY.

The J a t theory is based on the use in Arabic of the word Zatt or Zutt (a) for
J a t s , and (b) for Gypsy-like people, and in records of westward emigrations or
deportations of Zatts.
The greatest champion of this theory was the Dutch Arabist De Gqeje. A translation of his contribution to the history of the Gypsies has been published in Mac1
Ritchie's Accounts of the Gypsies of India.
Zatt (or Zutt) is the arabicised form of J a t , more exactly of Jatty the older form
postulated by the modern forms J a t and J a t , which would itself be a regular Prakrit
1
form from an old Indian Jarta.
The Arabic Geographers and Historians speak of the Zutt living in the I,ower
<(
Indus Valley, between Makran and Mansura " and sharing Sindh with the Meds.
These references aruTnumerous references to struggles with and deportations of Zutts
all tend to show that these Zutts must have been in the main just such tribes as have
been for ages in India called Jats. That the term should have been used with ethnological accuracy is not to be expected. Indeed the author of the Mujmala Tawarlkh
(early 12th century A.D.) making use of a Persian version of an Arabic translation of
7
a book in " H i n d w a n i " states on the one hand that the Zutt were one of the tw o
tribes of Sindh, and t h a t this country was known as " t h e country of the Zutt/'
*

l Later (1903) is his Memoire sur les migrations des Tsigane9 a travers l'Asic.
i In the Mahabharata viii. 2633 Jartika (v.l. Jartika) is used in the plural as the name of a people.
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while on the other he remarks that " B y the Arabs the Hindus are called Jats ' '
(Elliot I. 104).
The connection with Gypsies depends on the use of the same term Zatt or Zutt
for Gypsies. In modern Arabic thisjuse is _stiU_found in Damascus.
De Goeje quotes from the modern lexicon Muhit " Zutt, a race from India,
arabicised from J a t t : — These are the people who are called Nawar in Syria, and
sometimes they are styled Motribiya (i.e. Musicians), their avocation being that of
players upon stringed instruments and drums. Their name is also employed as a term
of contempt."
I
The 15th century dictionary al Kamus gives the derivation of Zutt from Jatt,
" a people of Indian origin," but does not specify further, but in the 13th century
Jaubari applies the term Zutt to itinerant performers of the Gypsy type.
A much earlier connection however was suggested by the story, best known in
Firdausi's Shah_N|ma, that Bahram Gor in the 5th century A.D. imported 12,000
musicians called Luris from India. He gave them corn, in order that they should
cultivate the earth with their oxen and asses, and make music gratis for the poor.
The Luris, however, ate the oxen and the corn. That is a Gypsy all over, not a Jat.
The 10th century historian Hamza of Ispahan says these 12,000 were Zutts from
India. The Mujmal ut tawarikh (12th century) states that the Luris or Lulls of Persia
are descended from the same 12,000. Lurl or Lull has come to be used in Persia for a
Gypsy though it does not appear that the inhabitants of Luristan bear any sign of
an Indian origin.
In the 13th century Muhammad 'Ufi (who lived in Delhi under Altamsh) gives
the story in his Jamiul Hikayat as follows (Elliot II. 161):—
ff
Bahram Gor, while out hunting, observed a party of shopkeepers diverting
themselves in the evening with drinking in a boat without musicians. He asked
them why they had no minstrels, and they replied that his Majesty's reign was a happy
one for musicians, who were in great demand, and could not be obtained even for a
high price. They themselves had offered 100 dirhams, but could not get one.
Bahram said he would consider the matter and provide for their pleasure, so when
he got home he wrote off to Shankal requesting him to send a supply of them.
Shankal accordingly sent 1000 sweet-voiced minstrels to Persia, there to dwell and
l
multiply. The present Solis are descended from the colony which came over upon
this invitation."
Shankal is said to have been King of Sindh, so if the story of the minstrels,
twelve thousand or one thousand, was connected with Shankal, Zutt, as applied to
them by Hamza Ispahan!, may have meant no more than " people from Sindh."
Even if we were prepared ,to believe that all Gypsies were descended from a
band of musicians imported into Persia in the fifth century, the use of Zutt in Arabic
would be far from proving that those musicians were Jats in any Indian sense.
The Jat theory has however the great advantage of being able to show that
Zutts were actually transported through Mesopotamia as far as Antioch and the
•

*

1 Clearly mistake or misprint for I*olis.
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borders of the Byzantine Empire. This fact is of interest even if the Ztttt be Jats
merely and not Gypsies.
The tribes called Zutt lived between Al Mansura and Makran where " t h e
l
waters of the Indus have formed marshes."
*

They were associated with the Meds and the Bodha. The Bodha again were
a sub-division of the Zutt. "Scattered between the frontiers of Turan, Makran,
Multan and the territory of Mansura they dwell to the west of the Indus and
live by camel-rearing, true nomads finding a safe retreat in their reedy fen
.lands where they support themselves by fishing." The Meds were said to live along
the course of the Indus from the borders of Multan down to the sea and to differ
little from the Zutt. The piratical Kerks who captured Jidda in the 8th century
are said to have been Meds of the coast. The -Zutts furthest to the north were
famed as breeders of horses.
In the~7th century A.D. regiments recruited from these tribes fought in the
Persian Army, but afterwards went over to the Arabs. Many settled in Basra, other
Zutts in Bahrein. Biladuri (9th century A.D.) says that before the beginning of Islam
the cattle of the Zutts were pasturing in the Tofuf, i.e. the bottom lands of the
Euphrates near Babylon.
An old canal near Babylon was known as Nahru'z Zutt.
In 669 or 670 A.D. Khalifa Muawia brought over several families of the Zutts
and Sayabija from Basra to Antioch and other sea-board towns of Syria. In Antioch
down to the 3rd century A.D. there was a quarter known as Mahallat uz Zutt.
In the beginning of the 8th century A.D. under the Khalifate of Walid I the
Muslims invading India found allies in the Zutts and Meds; not very trustworthy
allies however, and a number were deported to the marshlands of Kaskar—they with
their women, children and buffaloes. Some of them with their buffaloes were
transported to Antioch and Al Mashshisha before Al Walid died in 714 A.D.
In 720, 4,000 buffaloes found in Kaskar and the bottom lands of the Tigris
were sent by Yazid II along with the Zutt families connected with them to Al
Mashshisha in Syria.
A century later (820) the Zutts who had waxed fat in the Kaskar lowlands seized
the highways by land and water, plundered ships and sacked caravans and the granaries
2
of Kaskar, cutting off the supply of provisions from Basra to Baghdad.
The
chief of the Zutts was M. bin 'Usman and the Commander Samlu*. For fourteen
il
years they held their own. In 824 an Arab chief in Syria taunts the Khalif that he
is not even able to bring into subjection some four hundred frogs who have rebelled
under his wing." A satirical poem composed~^"aT2utt is quoted by Tabari as commiserating the people of Baghdad on the loss of their dates and threatening to
gladden their enemies in Sindh and Persia. At last in 834 it took nine months to
subdue the rebels of whom 27,000 finally surrendered and were exhibited to the
populace in Baghdad whence they were taken to Syria. In 855 the Byzantines
..

l Istakliri and Ibn Haukal, joth century A.D., quoted by De Goeje. .
« Elliot II. 247.
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attacked Ainzarba and carried off the Zutt prisoners along with their women, chil1
dren, buffaloes and cows.
f
In the meantime Sindh was reduced. Zutts and Meds were branded, compelled
to pay poll-tax and each man required to be provided with a dog,* so that the price
of dogs rose to 50 dirhams.
The capture of Zutt prisoners by the armies of Rum in 855 completes the connection of Zutt with Europe, and offers a plausible explanation for the presence in
Europe by the 14th century or earlier of tribes of Indian origin : nomadic, as the Jats
originally were, at home in the jungle like the Jats, and equally of thievish propensities.
The explanation would probably have been more widely accepted had it not
been found that Romani was no closer to Jatki than it was to many dialects of
Hindi. ' Jatki' being taken to be tlie language of Jats, it seemed natural to suppose
that Romani, the language of supposed descendants of J a t s , should resemble ' J a t k i '
more than any other Indian dialect.
This argument however involves certain assumptions which are open to objec(<
1}
tion. I t assumes that Jatki
is the distinctive dialect of the J a t race. I t cannot
fiave been imagined that all Jats and J a t s speak this dialect. Apart from doubts as
to exactly who is entitled to be classed as a Jat, it is obvious that typical Jats or
I Jats scattered through the whole Panjab, N. W. of the United Provinces, parts of
1 Rajputana and Sindh actually speak very various dialects. "Jatki" is a dialect of
1 the Lahnda or Western Fanjabi group.
1
Granted that some peculiarities of Jatki, especially peculiarities of pronunciation,
V may be due to the J a t race, yet we cannot prove anything about the character of the
language spoken by the ancient Jats between Makran and Al Mansura. According to
the explanation offered Romani has been separated from its J a t source for more than a
thousand years: it is obvious that modern ' J a t k i ' being in contact with the vernaculars of North-West India as they developed out of the Apabhrarhsas could easily
lose many characteristics which could be retained by a cousin in another continent.
I t appears then that the linguistic argument for rejecting this explanation is not so
strong as generally supposed. Indeed if we attend only to the general character of the
North-Western languages, including Sindhi and the upper layer of Kashmiri, we find
that it is in this division that such great authorities as Beames and Pischel have
proposed to place Romani.
There are however other reasons for rejecting the Jat theory, or at least it may
be said that the acceptance of the theory involves some very remarkable results,
which, if each can be represented as possible, yet combine to make the whole seem
very improbable.
These reasons are in brief a number of striking differences between the typical
Gypsy and the typical Jat. Before attempting to specify these differences we may
note a few marked incidents in the history of the Jats subsequent to the great rebellion in the middle of the 9th century.
1

1 Elliot I I . 247.

2 Elliot I.' 151.
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In the ioth century the Zutts of Sindh are described as a torment to the people
of Mansura.
In 1025 the Jats stole parts of Mahmiid_!s~baoty. The Tabaqat-i-Akbari describes
a conflict of fleets, after which Mahmud succeeded in breaking the power of the Jats.
In 1034 Tilak of Hind pursuing Ahmad Nialtigin the rebel in flight from Lahore,
1
wrote letters to the Hindu J a t s to desert the rebel.
In later days when Timur was on the march to Delhi he came to a village called
Thohana. " In answer to enquiries I made about the inhabitants I found they were a
robust race and were called Jats-Musulmans only^in name and had not their equals in
theft and highway robbery.'
They had plundered caravans upon the roads, and had
taken to the valleys and jungles. A party was sent out and killed two hundred of
n
them, but it was again brought to my notice that these turbulent Jats were as
numerous as ants or locusts and that no traveller or merchant^ passed unscathed from
their h a n d s . " So Timur marched into tTuTJungles and wilds and slew 2000 demonlike Jilts.*
In the reign of Babur, J a t s and Gujars pour down from the wilds to carry off
3
oxen and buffaloes.
In the reign of Slier Shah, Fath Khan J a t devastated the entire track of I v akhi
Jangal and kept the high roads from Lahore to Delhi in constant ferment.*
In 1684 Aurangzeb sent Khan Jahan to punish and put down the J a t s and to
6
destroy the fort of Sansi which those infidels had built ; nevertheless in 1691 a
15
party of J a t s attack a caravan near Agra.
In i72Qjwe~hear prChuraman the J a t , a notorious freebooter. " His father, his
g r a n d f a t h e r e d his brothersliad ravaged the neighbourhood of Agra and Fathpur
since the days of Aurangzeb. Armies had frequently been sent against him, with the
1
object of chastising him and reducing the fort of Sansi which the J a t s had built."
In the same century J a t s of Dig and Kumbher under Raja Suraj Mall reached
the highest point of the J a t power which was finally bro£erTl)y the storming of
u
Bharatpur by the famous crocodile"
Lord Combermere in 1826.
These ^various notices are consistent in the portraiture of the Jat:—A sturdy
pastoral peasant; being pastoral, ever jready^to wjUKJerLJntx^^
Industrious and successful even in unpromising marshes. Impatient of interference; and
a bold and stubborn fighter when set_tojt. Quite at home in the wilder parts of the
country, and a formidable thief when he takeg_to_jx)bbery. All this agrees pretty
closely with the typical L J^itj3fJ^
The Gypsy wanders, indeed much more so than the J a t ; he haunts the wilds, but
he is not industrious; he has not the makings of a soldier; his thefts are usually petty
by guile and stealth, rafherTEan by violence.
Coming now to the J a t of to-day, we can note further differences. In the Panjab
he is a familiar figure; there are about five millions of him and he forms some 27 per
.^

^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

• - — •

^^^^^^

1 The Tarikliu9 Subuktigin, which speaks of two or three thousand mounted J a t s .
2 Malfiizat-i-Timuri. Elliot iii. 428.
b niliot IV. 240.
• Elliot IV. 398.
6 Elliot VII. 531.
6 Elliot VII. 343.
7 Elliot VII. 532
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cent of the whole population. He is most numerous in the South and West
and the Indus Valley, especially Mianwali which he is said to have invaded from the
South at the beginning of the 15th century. Along the Salt Range he thins off
abruptly.
The J a t has been described by the late Sir Denzil Ibbetson as ' t h e husbandman,
,
f
the peasant, the revenue-payer p a r ^ c e l l e n c ^ ) ^ t h e ^ P r ^ ^ e 7
' He is independent
and he is> self-willed^hut he is rea-SQUable^peaceably-inclined-if-left-_alpne, and not
difficult to manage. He is usually content to cultivate his fields and pay his revenue
in peace and quietness if people will let him do so, though when he does go wrong he
takes to anything from gambling to murder_with_jperhaps a preference for stealing
other people's wives and cattle." The J a t calls himself Zammdar or ' h u s b a n d m a n '
as often as J a t , and his women and children alike work with him in the fields. " The
J a t ' s baby has a ploughjiandle for a play-thing." Not so the Gypsy baby.
Socially the J a t is a t t h e T i e a d "of the widow-marrying caste" In some districts
indeed " i t is impossible to draw any sure line between J a t and R a j p u t . " Now the
Gypsy, on the Hindu scale, is an outcaste, an eater of snails, and even of poisoned
pig. There are parallels in India to the Gypsy's diet, as there are to the tricks of his
trade, but not among respectable Jats.
" There are "however J a t s and J a t s . On the lower Indus the word J a t is applied
generically to a congeries of tribes, J a t s proper, Rajputs, lower castes and Mongrels,
who have no points in common save their Muhammadan religion, their agricultural
1
occupation, and their subordinate position."
If the term is used thus vaguely in the ancient home of the J a t s , it is just the
" J a t s , " who are not typical J a t s , that one would select as more probably the relations of the typical Gypsy. I t was his personal acquaintance with the wilder tribes
of the Indus Valley t h a t must have confirmed Sir Richard Burton's opinion " t h a t
the J a t s are connected by consanguinity with t h a t peculiar race, the Gypsies." Sir
(
Richard tilts gaily at the literati of Europe ' on the basis of a confused philology
and a personal acquaintance with disreputable people all over the world. This last
circumstance would have given his opinion greater value, had he not been led into a
controversy in which he wished to prove, not so much that the Gypsies were J a t s , as
that he Burton was the first to say so. What he has to say however of Panjabi Jats
shows no evidence of any personal knowledge. Burton probably believed himself to be
2
partly Gypsy,' he is said to have had the eye which " l o o k s through # you, and then
glazing over seems to see something behind y o u , " and it is a matter for regret t h a t he
did not record more detailed observations.
I t is clear t h a t the typical J a t or J a t is very different to the typical Gypsy.
The J a t in India has probably taken to agriculture to a greater extent than formerly,
but otherwise his characteristics seem to have remained much the same ever since
the seventh century. Hence it is difficult to^regard the Gypsies as descended from
Jats "unless it be from some low-caste " J a t s " who should properly be classed as something else.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•ta^fc^^^^^^^^^^^

1 Ibbetson.

Census Report, Panjab, 1881.

* Burton, The Jew, the Gipsy and El Islam.
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This conclusion is supported by such evidence as there is from anthropometrical measurements. Physically the J a t type is classed as Indo-Aryan, the European Gypsy would appear to be non-Aryan. Again the tribal organization of the Jats
cannot be traced among the European Gypsies. Psychologically the J a t , though
possessed of much shrewd common sense, is not subtle or quickwitted, not clever
like the typical GypsyT The Jat is heavy-handed. "Though the J a t grows refined
he will stjlL_usg_a matMforji pocket handkerchief " ; he has not-the_expert pocketpicking fingers_of_the_Gypsy.
Many such country proverbs depict a character that does not in the least suggest
the Gypsy.
To Europe the J a t type is best known in the Sikh Sepoy who now at least is
certainly no Gypsy.
~
It may be possible to explain away all these differences individually, b it taken
together they demand a great deal of explanation before the theory can be regarded
as a satisfactory solution of the problem.
T H E DARD THEORY.
The Dard theory is based on the fact that in certain respects Romani agrees
with the Kafir and Dard languages, or as Sir George Grierson styles them, Pisaca languages, rather than with Hindi or other vernacular of India proper.
These Kafir languages now occupy an intermediate position between the Indian
languages on the one side and Iranian on the other. Sir George Grierson classes them
as a separate sub-family, others regard them as the result of mixture. The resemblance of these languages to Romani is not obvious. The enquirer's general impression will certainly be that Romani is more like some old form of Hindi than it is like
say Basgali. Nevertheless it is true that both Romani and Basgali retain ancient
groups of consonants such as tr, dr, and especially St or Sht which disappeared in
the Prakrits, and that both replace the sonant aspirates by a surd.

Romani examples are :—
trin
=
drak
—
vast
—
vusht '
=
phuv
—
thov
—
khas
=
•

three,
grape,
hand,
lip,
earth,
wash,
grass.

On the groups tr, dr, no stress can be laid as this can be paralleled in the North
West Indian dialects as in Sindhi, but the old st (as in Sanskrit hasta) has regularly
become tth and then th in the Indian languages including Kashmiri. Similarly in the
case of sht the sibilant has been assimilated to the stop. Sanskrit oshta, Hindi
honth. It may be noted however that Magadhi Prakit possessed the combination
s ^ - t h u s haSte =hand. Again the Indian languages including Kashmiri have the
aspirates: as
bhum, dhona,ghas.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
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The typical Panjabi pronunciation of these aspirates however is unvoiced, with
1
a peculiar glottal sound instead of the ordinary breath.
Apart from this linguistic argument there seems to be no evidence for connecting Gypsies with these hill tribes.
I t is true t h a t these tribes have musicians they call D o m ; but these occupy the
lowest place in society, are said to be of a darker colour, and are probably of a different stock related to the Dums and Dums found at the bottom of Baluci and Afghan
society.
Professor Pischel again suggested a connection between the supposed dispersal
of Dard Gypsies and certain disturbances in Dardistan in the thirteenth century, but
apart from the linguistic argument this has little force.
To the linguistic argument we must return later, but it may be noted here that
if a relation between Romani (or certain elements ill Romani) and say Basgali be considered proved, it by no means follows t h a t the ancestors of the European Gypsies
ever lived in the valleys of Kafiristan, still less that these were their orginal home.
We know nothing of the early history of the Kafir languages. A glance at a
language map however shows t h a t they are bounded on the N.W. by Iranian Ghalchah
dialects, on the W. and S.W. by Pashtu, an Iranian language, and on the S. by Pashtu
and Lahnda (western Panjabi) which is related to Sindhi.
Thus there is a wedge of Pashtu thrust into the Indian area.
The historical explanation of this suggests itself at once. No one can imagine
that the Buddhists of Gandhara were Pathans. Their religious language was Pali and
then Sanskrit, and their ordinary language an Indian Prakrit, which is not likely to
have been identical with the Prakrit of say Mathura.
We know from Asoka^shiscription at Shahbaz Garhi certain peculiarities of
the language there at that t i m e ; and Sir George Grierson has pointed out that these
peculiarities exhibit some of the characteristic tendencies of what he calls Pisafa
languages.
The Scythian invaders about the beginning of the Christian era did not impose
their own language on the inhabitants of the country.
I t was not till the end of the i o t h century that a Hindu prince ceased to rule in
Kabul, and t h a t this part of the world fell into the hands of the Turk Sabuktagin,
who was followed by the great Mahmud of Ghazni. The Turkish conquest opened
the way for the subsequent encroachments of the Pathan ; and from- about this time
the Indian dialects of Gandhara must have been wiped out.
Hence at any time previous to the Pathan occupation, nomads passing from
the Panjab to Persia must have passed through a band of N.W. Indian dialects,
which there is some reason to suppose were related to the Kafir languages.
-^™""^^"l^^^B^^^B^P^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

1

^

These Panjabi sounds are represented in the system of the International Phonetic Association by p , t , and k (
(the aspirate symbol < being placed on the line to indicate the glottal nature of the sound). There is also a group
corresponding to Hindi jh. Modern books whether Nagari, Gurmukhi, Persian, or Roman script, all give the orthodox
{Sanskritic)6/i, dh, gh, and naturally many speakers of the real sounds are unaware that their p is essentially different
from the Hindi bh. It is consequently the more difficult to trace these glottal sounds in space and time. I have seen
one Panjabi MS. of perhaps the 18th century which writes 4^ in such words not 4* as is regularly written now.
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T H E DOM THEORY.
The Dom theory was based in the first instance upon the name, but also upon
a number of characteristics common to Gypsies and Doms. The name Dom could
easily become Rom, the name which the European Gypsy applies to himself. Compare Romani rot, spoon = Hindi dot.
In Hindi we have from Dom, the feminine Domni, and the abstract noun Domapen.
So in Romani we find romni, romapen. Dr. Stein in his Ancient Geography of Kashmir
(§ 79) accepts this connection. Against it has been urged the fact that while the
term is used by all the European Gypsies, it is not used by the Gypsies of Asia Minor,
*

Egypt and Persia; and it has been suggested that the term was adopted in Europe,
being nothing but R u m ; so that in calling themselves Rum or Rom, the Gypsies are
supposed to have been merely pretending to the style of Romans, i.e. men of the
Roman, that is Byzantine Empire.
This explanation does not seem entirely satisfactory, for (a) even in Turkey where
the term Roman would have the least point, the word rom is embedded in the language
not only as meaning Gypsy, but also as meaning " h u s b a n d , " and similarly romni
is a Gypsy woman or wife, and (b) the word occurs in Armenian Gypsy as lorn
replacing r by 1 according to the general rule of that dialect. Moreover in Eastern
Rumelia it is pronounced rom with what appears to be a cerebral r.
That the term should not be employed by Asiatic Gypsies is not fatal to its
original connection with Dom.
The Dom like the Gypsy is a nomad, sometimes as in Bihar and the East of the
United Provinces a pure nomad wandering in groups; employing, as Crooke says,
the weaving of mats and basket-making as a cloak for more nefarious practices, or
when partly civilized-he becomes the town scavenger, in which capacity he is perhaps
most familiar. The Dom like the Gypsy will eat practically^ anything t beef and
vermin, with a partiality,IarrTlold^ tor the hedgeEogjgfwhicli the Romam isjso fond.
I t would be interesting to know whether the Dom's meniTmcludesalso snail-soup.
The Dom caste is said to be a tribe transformed into a caste at a comparatively
recent date.
The Doms or Domras are most numerous along the foot of the mountains _j
East of the United Provinces. Elliot' speaks~of the Magahya Doms as professional
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^

i

thieves, who extend operations into Nepal, they never live long in one place/ they
u
Ci
pitch ragged little reed tents outside a village." They are small and dark with long
tresses of unkempt hair and the peculiar glassy eye of the non-Aryan autochthon."
The Gypsy eye was well known to Burton, who indeed is said to have possessed
2
it himself.
" I have often remarked its fixity and brilliance, which flashes like phosphoric
(
light, the gleam which in some eyes denotes madness." " I have also noted the far-off
look' which seems to gaze at something beyond you, and the alternation from the
fixed stare to the glazing or filming over of the pupil." Hence the English song—
1

Races of N.W. Frontier, p . 85.

* Burton, The Jew, the Gypsy and El. Islam.
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I
A Gypsy stripling's glassy eye
Has pierced my bosom's core,
A feat no eye beneath the sky
I Could e'er effect before.

To a similar effect he quotes Samuel Roberts
" T h e peculiarity of Gypsy's eye consists chiefly in a strange staring expression
which, to be understood, must be seen, and in a thin glaze which steals over it when
in repose and seems to emit phosphoric light."
To the p o m s are related the Dom or M m Mirasis, village minstrels and
musicians, who like the Gypsies of Persia and Eastern Europe attend at weddings.
~
"
" "irasis are of higher soci
of the same race.
In the Naini Tal District gold^washing i s j i o n e byJDoms_only. Here 14 per
cent of the Hindus are .
,
„
o __
J
y
fc
sub-divisions such as miners, basket-makers, and vagrant tribes of musicians and
dancers.
I t appears from what can be found in Crooke, Elliot, Census Reports and District
Gazetteers, t h a t it is difficult t o draw a sharp line between the Doms and numerous
tribes or sub-castes of nomadic and disreputable occupations.
In Ballia Basors are usually regarded as Doms, and are mostly workers in
bamboo very similar to the Bansphors. In Basti the " Dharkars," a sub-division of
the Doms, call themselves Banbansis.
In Gonda the Dheorhis are said to be allied to the Doms, they stand very low in
the social scale, being singers and beggars by profession.
The " Dombaris ' ' of Bombay, also called Kolhatis, are Nats with drum, rope and
dancing pole; they have been said to belong to the great Sansiya family of robbers,
and are hired to destroy wild hog.
" The problem of the origin and ethnological affinities of the Nats i s , " according
to Crooke, " most perplexing/' We shall return to these people under the heading of
Indian Gypsy. In the meantime it niay be noted t h a t one section of the Nats is
called Dom, so is a section of the Habura.
On the other hand the Dom appears to have some more respectable relations.
In the Naini Tal District, as has been mentioned, the Doms follow various occupations, and include blacksmiths, carpenters and quarrymen in the first class, miners,
smelters, basket-makers, turners, village messengers and oil-sellers in* the second
class, chamars and mochis in the third, all superior to the vagrant tribes of musicians
and dancers in the fourth. Yet there is a definite portion of the village, the Domtola,
assigned to the Doms.
The same tribe can be traced as village menials or minstrels as fai is Kashmir.
Thus in J a m m u Drew describes the outcastes, Dum andJVleghs, alfound all over
the country, living by brick-making, charcoal-burning ancTbjT sweeping, utterly
unclean and dark in complexion, the pre-Aryan inhabitants of the Hills.
In Kashmir they are called Dumb, and work as village watchmenW Lawrence
speaks of their superiority in natural intellect and energy.
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The Hill Dums were classed by Ibbetson as Dumna (caste No. 41), which he says
should be carefully distinguished both from the Dum Mirasi and from the abominable
Dom or Damra, the executioner and corpse-burner of Hindustan. For the purposes
of caste that is true enough, but from what is known of the history of the term Dom,
it appears that all these people belong to the same race.
This Dumna, called also Domna, is found in large numbers in the sub-montane
;
districts of Hoshiarpur and Gurdaspur; he works in grass and bamboo ; when he gives
tf
up scavengering he appears to be called Bhangi and occasionally Sarial."
The Dumna is often called Dum in other parts of India as fn Chamba and is
,,
regarded by the Hindus as the type of uncleanness.
The Dum (Mirasi) is most numerous in Amritsar, Lahore, Rawalpindi and Multan
Divisions and in Bahawalpur. I t may be noted t h a t on the Lower Indus many Dums
were apparently returned in the 1891 Census as Jats.
From the Indus we may pass into Baluchistan and quote from Longworth
Dames' Popular poetry of the Balochis (Vol. I, p. xvi): —
" Attached to these (Baloch) tribes are many families of a race known as Doms
or Dombs, the hereditary bards and minstrels of the Balochis, who are depositories of
the ancient poetic lore. These Doms are found not only in Baluchistan but also in
Afghanistan (where their name takes the shortened form Dum) in Persia and North
West India (their original home). They generally make use among themselves of
some dialect of Sindhi or Western PanjabI, but are according to their location equally
familiar with Persian or Pashto, Balochi or Brahoi." The Baloch composes; the Dom
sings.
Even further North, among the Dards the 5th and lowest caste is called Dum,
((
and Drew says (p. 426): W e find the Dums acting as musicians like the lowcaste
*

Mirasls of the Panjab and the Doms of other parts of India, and like also the Bems of
1
Ladakh.
Of the history of the Doms little seems to be known. Baden Powell speaks of
their having once ruled over or possessed wide tracts at the foot of the mountains.*
In Gonda villages still exist deriving their titles from grants of Dom princes (Gonda
Settlement Report). So Domangarh on the Rapti in Gorakpur is taken to be the
Fort of the Doms, and tradition states that the Jain dynasty of Sahet Mahet gave
place to these Doms of Domangarh. The Doms were according to tradition overthrown in 1376 A.D.*
.
In Sanskrit we have the forms Dama, Doma, Domba. The Brahmavaivarta
Purana states that a dama or doma was the name of a contemptible mixed caste (son
of a C a n d a ^ ^ d a Leta). The St. Petersburg Dictionary says doma = domba, a man of
low caste w M devotes himself to song and music. The only references known to me
in Sanskrilliterature come from Kashmir, One is in the Kathasarit Sagara (13.96)
Siddhikari,'he pupil of a female ascetic Soga Karandika, who lived in a sanctuary of
Buddha, becomes serving maid to a merchant from the North, steals his gold, and is
1 Bems in Ladakh, blacksmiths and musicians belong to the castes which are low (Drew, p. 241).
i Baden Powell " Indian Village Communities," 106,
8 Gonda Gazetteer.
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chased by a Doniba with his drum in his hand. She tricks the Domba into hanging
himself.
A more interesting story is found in the Raja tarahgini (Kalhana 1149 A.D.).
It is told of the 10th century in the reign of King Cakravarman, V. 354.
" The King granted an audience in the outer (reception hall) to a famous Domba
singer called Rahga, who had come from abroad" (Description of Assembly).
359. " Then the Domba singer stepped forward followed by his band resplendent
with necklaces, golden bracelets on arms and hands and other (ornaments).
360. " His sweet-eyed daughters Hamsi and Nagalata made those assembled
stretch their necks in curiosity and keep (motionless) as if painted.''
361-86. The Domba girls win the heart of the King by their singing and acting
which is described in conventional Kavya fashion. The enamoured King encouraged
by the sophisms of one of his favourites pays no regard to the low caste of the singers
and takes Hamsi and Nagalata into his seraglio. He falls wholly into the snares and
arts of love.
t

389. Cunning subservience to the Dombas led to the rise of ministers and
secured important offices.
In the same passage Svapaka is used as a synonym of Domba.
In the same century it is said of King Ksemagupta (950-958) that " people saw
him ever roaming about with dogs and surrounded by bands of Dombas carrying
nets and jungle folk." VI. 182.
Another passage, VI. 192, speaks of the defiling touch of Dombas and Candalas.
From other sources I can only add one passage from the Tarlkh-i-Tahiri c. 1600
(Elliot I. 271) speaking of a tribe in Sind: " I t is a custom of these people to hold
in high respect their minstrels, such as the Katriyas, the Charans, the Doms and the
Marats."
These extracts do not carry us far but they give us the Domba as a hunter, musician, minstrel and outcaste as far back as the 10th century in Kashmir (the Dom as
a ministrel in Sindh).
Taking all this together it seems reasonable to suppose that all these varieties
of Doms, Bums, Dumnas, etc., represent an ancient pre-Aryan race which included
hunters, metal-workers, musicians; that they were reduced to menial offices, or
found a refuge in the jungle.
The Dom theory has not met with general acceptance for the following reasons :
(a) The connection of the words Dom and Rom has been disputed as explained
above;
(b) the evidence of language has been thought to be against i t ;
(c) the appearance of the typical g o m of the U.P., dark, squat and ugly, seems
vprv different to the handsome GVPSV of the West : and
(d) there has been no obvious reason or occasion for the migration of Doms into
Europe.
Of the linguistic evidence I propose to speak later, but it will be obvious that,
if the Dom race is spread as widely as indicated, the Doms speak practically all the
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languages from Bengali to Balochi and the Kafir languages of Dardistan. Some
of them use secret languages, but these appear to be all of the nature of thieves^slang,
formed mainly by inventing consonants. If we have to assume that they learnt the
Aryan language in the hill districts of the U.P. we shall find it a difficult task to
prove t h a t their version of this could not have produced European Romani. As to
appearance, the matter has not been properly investigated by the anthropologists,
but centuries of different climates accompanied by admixtures of very different races
would probably produce considerable differences of type.
The last objection loses its force if we admit that the minstrels of Afghanistan
and Dardistan have wandered out of India, and if, together with the known wide
range of Doms, we remember that in the Middle Ages the whole world from Delhi
to Rome was even more open to the sturdy beggar and cunning rogue thar
>i\

THE INDIAN GYPSY (OR SANSI) THEORY.

In India the term Gypsy has been applied to a number of low-caste nomadic
tribes of more or less thievish propensities. Such tribes have, like most thievish
societies, a jargon peculiar to themselves, and in the L,ingustic Survey of India
a section was reserved for Gypsy dialects.
Such use of the term Gypsy however was based on a general impression of a
similarity between the character and occupations of these people and those of the
European Romani—not on any definite evidence, anthropological or linguistic.
In Sir Dentil Ibbetson's Census Report for the Punjab (1881) we read that the
Gypsy tribes of his report are hardly to be distinguished from the wandering and
(c
criminal tribes.
They too are vagrants and outcastes, and they too are hereditary
workers in grass, straw and the like. But I have classed as Gypsies, for want of a
better distinction, those tribes who perform in any way, who practise tumbling or
rope-dancing, lead about bears or monkeys and so forth."
Accordingly he classes as Gypsies the Pernas, Nats, Bazigars, but admits that with
these he should probably have added the Kanjars and Bawarias; for he says it is
impossible to draw any definite line of demarcation between the Gypsy tribes and
cc
the wandering and criminal tribes.''
This latter group he divides into three classes:—
(1) Those with fixed occupation but no fixed dwelling-place—Ods, Beldars,
Changars.
(2) Essentially criminal nomads—Minas and Harnis.
(
(3) Hunting nomads,' often although by no means always addicted to crime—
Sansi, Bawaria, Aheri and others.
(<

Most, if not all of these tribes, are regarded as aboriginal; they are for the
most part outcastes, chiefly because they feed on the_fox, jackal, lizard t tortoise and
such like unclean animals." Other authorities—Crooke, Elliot and Baines—have described the Gypsy-like life of many of these tribes, but all admit the difficulty of an
ethnological classification. Many of the tribes are doubtless of mixed descent, having
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foimed a refuge for outcastes from higher levels of society; and while on one side
they have been confused with disreputable ' J a t s / on the other side they shade off
into jungle tribes of Central India.
The expectation t h a t a collection of the peculiar dialects of these tribes would
throw considerable light on the history of Romani has been disappointed. It
c
appears t h a t they consist partly of jargons, with a great deal of back slang * and
other deliberate perversions, and partly of broken dialects derived from the ordinary
local languages.
A more definite theory of a connection between some at least of these tribes and
the European Romanis has been recently put forward by Mr. II I,. Williams of the
1
Pan jab Police, who is a specialist in this aspect of police work.
He is disposed to
classify these people in six groups :—
(1) Those who call themselves Bhantu (a woman Bhatani) including San sis
(partly mingled with Jats), Kanjar, Habura, Gidiya, Gedari, etc.
(2) Those who call themselves Badiya (a woman Baddani) including Badiya Nats
and Badiya Doms and many others.
(3) Banjara, including L,abana, Aheri, etc.
(4) Baoriah—half Bhil.
(5) Biloch —bear and monkey men.
(6) Bhangi—Chuhras and Dom scavengers.
He is struck with the similarity of customs described by Wittich, a European
Romani, to those of the Bhantus.
As regards language he admits t h a t Bhantu is in the main a distortion of the
current language, b u t notes certain obscure words including chnkal for a dog
and maila for a donkey which recall Romani Jukel* and Anglo-Romani maila or
moila.
As regards the history of these tribes, the statements made by them to him need
careful sifting. The claim of a descent, for instance, from Valmiki, the author of the
Ramayana, or from the Puranic hero Prahldd Bhagat} is hardly more helpful than
the opinion of a Makhdum of Multan, that the Kanjars and Dum Mirasis were all
tukhm-i-Shaitan.
I t is clear however that these tribes afford a wide field of enquiry,
the systematic investigation of which may throw new light on the ethnological history of North India.
Moreover the general character and way of life of these Indian nomads have
such a striking resemblance to those of the European Gypsies, t h a t we need very
definite philological or anthropological evidence before we can rule this theory out of
court.
I propose now to consider in what directions further research is possible with a
view to solving this problem.
The study of the names applied to Gypsy tribes by themselves or by others is not
1 Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society.
2
In Col. Sleeman's account of Ramaseeana or dialect of the Tuags, jukkur = dog.
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likely to give us any satisfactory results. There is a danger of being misled by acci1
dental resemblances of proper names, e.g., Changar and Zingari. Moreover a variety
of names have been used inaccurately, so probably Zutt, Luri, cf. Egyptian
Bohemian. Perhaps the most striking is the case of Rom (or Rom) and Dom.
The same reservation applies to the use of allusions in histories and other literature. Unless the reference is very explicit, there is always a doubt as to whether
the name is used accurately. A systematic research however may yet throw some
light on the history of the tribes and castes we have been discussing.
Then there is the ethnological point of view. For this it is not easy to obtain
material. A Gypsy is naturally suspicious of your motives if you want to measu JJ
his head. Moreover there seems to be no doubt that Gypsy families all over the
world have absorbed a certain number of aliens. In Europe at any rate it is clear
that some tribes are more mixed than others.
Consequently the Gypsy type of any country must be studied in relation to the
general type of the native population. In addition to the ordinary anthropometrical
measurements, it would be of interest to compare a fairly large series of photographs
of typical European Gypsies with a similar series of the various suspected tribes in
India. This is a matter in which the Police could render some assistance. They certainly have opportunites of taking photographs of typical specimens of various tribes
while these are residing under their care.
No doubt many members of this Society have a definite idea of the appearance
- of a Dom, a Sansi, a Nat, a Kanjar and so on, but they would find it difficult to put
this down in paper so as to convey that idea to a student in Europe.
We need also a more detailed statement of the evidence for a classification of
these tribes than seems to have been published. Experts after long experience may
declare their opinion that such and such a tribe is related to such and such another,
but we want to know exactly why they think so.
*

*

I t may prove that much of this enquiry would throw little light on the origin of
the Romani, but it may help to elucidate the history of some puzzling tribes and castes.
If we can arrive at a satisfactory classification, it may be possible to select a certain
type as the most probable relative of the European Gypsy.
Finally there is the linguistic evidence. I t was this that first indicated India as
the place of origin. Attempts to determine more precisely to what part of India and
to what time the Indian element in Romani points, have not been so satisfactory. As
mentioned in the section on the Dara theory, they have led us to the mountain
valleys of Kafiristan and left us there perplexed, with no Gypsies or likelihood of
Gypsies for a hundred miles around.
If however it is possible, as I believe it is, to account for the peculiarities of
Romani phonetics in India proper, the way is clear for a connection with tribes in
India.
To deal at all adequately with the whole of this question I should have to keep
4

1 Dr. Trump suggested that Zingari ' was derived from ' C h a n g a r ' ; but Dr. Leitner maintained that
meant a winnower and that there was no connection.
I

4

Changar *
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you here_till^dawn, if not longer, and I propose only to indicate the special difficulties
of the problem, and then to state briefly the conclusions to which my researches,
asfTar as they have gone, seem to point.
ROMANI PHILOLOGY.
The main problem of Romani philology is to trace the Indian stratum of the
language to its source. This involves a double reconstruction; on one side to work
back to what Romani was, when it left the Indian area, on the other to determine
the character and distribution of Indian dialects at that time. To do this completely
is impossible for lack of sufficient evidence. We have so little contemporary evidence
for the earlier period on either side, that we have to build on a basis of comparative
study, taken in conjunction with what is recorded of the history of the Indian
languages. Nevertheless we should resist the temptation to build on a direct comparison of a single Romani dialect with a single Indian dialect.
A comparison for instance of Anglo-Romani and Bhojpuri may reveal striking
resemblances, may even give us hints and clues to be followed up in further investigations ; but it will be obvious to every student of Romani that it would be better to
take a " p u r e r " Romani dialect, because this must be nearer to original Romani.
It will also be obvious to every philologist that correspondences between Romani and
Bhojpuri afford no ground for a theory that Romani arose in the Bhojpuri c o u n t y ,
unless there are grounds for supposing that both Romani and Bhojpuri are derived
from a form of language that was confined to the modern Bhojpuri area. So again
the fact that all Romani dialects (and therefore presumably original Romani) retain
tr dr as in trin, drakh, and that the Dard language also retains these combinations is
no evidence for the Dard origin of Romani or of these particular words, unless there
are grounds for supposing that at the time when Romani left the Indian area, these
combinations were confined to Dards. Now tr (or tr with cerebral t) survives in the
word for three in Sindh and in other Indian dialects, so that at once as far as this
r
combination is concerned we must substitute for Dard country a vaguer ' North
West I n d i a " and it still remains for the Indian philologist to determine, if he can,
1
the limits of tr in the early centuries of this millenium.
A parallel to the Romani problem is found in the case of Singhalese, an Indian
Aryan language which has for many centuries survived and developed outside India.
In this case we have records of Elu or old Singhalese which enable us to bridge the
gap between the modern dialects and the Prakritic form of the Indian language which
was introduced by the Indian settlers. It is also possible to allow for the influence
of Tamil, the Dravidian language of the older islanders which is still spoken in the
NortiToTOeylom NevefthelesTdivers views have been held as to which part of India
tills" Aryan language came from. It is remarkable that here again high authority
should select the '' North W e s t ' ' as the mostprobable solution.'
•

1 I n Lahnda we find drakh for grape.

There are a number of instances of tr dr recorded for Lahnda, Jatur, and

other local Panjab dialects.
« \V. Geiger. Litteratur und Sprache der Singhalesen § 74.
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The Singhalese problem differs from the Romani problem, in two important
respects. In the first place the point of separation from the main stream of IndoAryan languages lies further back in the case of Singhalese. The language which
enteredjCeylon was still a Prakrit, i.e., in spite of certain phonetic and other changes,
it still retained~much of the old synthetic grammatical system and had not started
the more analytical system of postpositions and auxiliary verbs which arose from the
complete break-up of the old system; whereas Romani must have left the Indian
area after that break-up and after at least the beginning of the modern system.
In the second place Singhalese has been the language of a settled people, landholders, peasants, merchants and priests, while Romani has been the language of
wanderers, homeless nomads living on the edges of civilization. Moreover in order to
ply their own trades, whether music, metal work, or trickery, the Romani has always
been compelled to make some use of other languages. Every European Gypsy who
can speak Romani is bilingual at least. No Indian Gypsy class speaks a pure local
dialect. Consequently we have to be on the lookout for the possibility of foreign
influence on jsound, form and vocable, the whole way along the line, and for the
possibility, nay the probability, t h a t when Romani left the Indian area it already
contained elements picked up in different parts of that area.
If this original Romani were very mixed, without a marked preponderance of any
one type of dialect, the most that philology could hope to do would be to determine
the limits within which Romani had arisen, and so indicate vaguely the wanderihg
ground of the ancient Romani.
If however the original Romani contained a marked preponderance of a type of
dialect which can be shown to have been peculiar to certain parts of the Indian area
it may be possible so to narrow down the probabilities as to determine from which
part of India the oldest kernel of the language came.
What we need then is a complete analysis of the Indian elements in the earliest
form of Romani we can deduce from the records; and then the evidence of each
sound, grammatical form, and vocable must be taken in the light of what is certain
and of what is reasonably probable in the history of Indian languages. If this
evidence taken fairly without prejudice in favour of any particular area, should prove
so vague or so conflicting that no definite conclusion could be based upon it, we could
only hope that future researches into the history of Indian languages might make the
evidence more definite and otherwise accept the conclusion that the Romani language
after leading the Gypsologist to the Indian area leaves him there with no future clue.
When we strip off from Romani all that it has borrowed in Europe—Germanic,
Slavonic, Hungarian and Greek elements—and then take away all that is Armenian
and Iranian there remains an Indian substratum.
In. the matter of vocabulary this process is only difficult in so far as Gypsies
borrow rather from the lower than the upper levels of language, and it is only the
upper level that usually appears in a dictionary. There is sometimes also a doubt
whether a word is Iranian or Indian as these two subfamilies are so closely related.
In Grammar, however, the dissection is not so easy, as it is obvious that after
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leaving India the grammar went on developing by analogy on lines t h a t are not the
same as those followed in India. This grammar left India at a time when the modern
system of postpositions was developing, but after leaving Inda postpositions became
so closely amalgamated with the oblique bases, as practically to form a synthetic
declension. This I ascribe largely to the influence of mediaeval Greek.
In vocabulary you will be struck with the number of words and verbal roots that
are current over the greater part of India to this day.
Now of the various elements in this Indian basis of the language, a large number
could, I believe, be referred to any part of the Indo-Aryan area. Some features,
especially tr, dr) etc., and the surd aspirates for sonant aspirates, do, as has been
pointed out by Miklosich and Pischel, point to the North-West. There are some
other features however, notably the present (or future) in la, past tense in las and
the genitive in kevo which so far I am unable to account for in the North-West area
and which se.em to point further South and East.
My present impression then is that when the language left India it was already
somewhat mixed.
If this should prove to be the case, we should have to assume that the emigrating tribes were for some considerable time in the North-West area, but t h a t they
still retained a few tricks of speech derived from the South-East; that is possibly as
far away as Faizabad.
To sum up I think we may safely reject both the J a t and the Dard theories.'
The Dom and the Indian Gypsy tlieories~are"~not necessarily antagonistic, if as
Mr. Williams believes, Dom was orginally an occupational name applied to certain
sorts of Indian Gypsy, or if they are all of the same race.
The linguistic evidence seems to point to a slow migration from S.E. to N.W.
leaving India by the direction of Peshawar.
Anything more precise must wait for the disentanglement of the ethnology of the
wandering tribes and for a completer knowledge of the linguistic history of India.
This last is particularly essential for any approximation to the date when Romani
left India. The general impression of philologists is that, t h a t date must be placed
early in this millenium, but it has not yet been shown that there is any reason to select
any one of the n t h , 12th or 13th centuries, rather than another.
This linguistic history however is not likely to be much advanced by mere speculation. The primary need is for facts. The sorting of these must be largely left
to specialists, among whom there will be, I hope before very long, a larger number of
Indian scholars. But facts and yet more facts, many people could supply if they
would but listen, a n d record accurately what they heard. I t should be realized
t h a t the linguistic survey, important as its results already are, is but a skeleton
outline—a scratching on the surface of the mass of linguistic material that has yet.to
be brought to light.
I have refrained from discussing the Gypsies of Asia Minor and Persia and their
dialects, as also the questions raised by the peculiar forms of Armenian Romani.
^ ^

^ i
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1 That is to say the typical J a t is not a Gypsy, neither is the hillinau who speaks Basgali, Veron, etc.
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My object has been rather to outline that aspect of the problem which is more
particularly concerned with the Panjab, and neighbouring territories.
If the evidence I have quoted should seem indefinite, and the results still vague
and doubtful, my plea for introducing the subject to your notice must be, partly, that
the presence in Europe of more than half,a million people speaking a language based
on an archaic from of a North Indian vernacular (or vernaculars) must challenge _our
curiosity; and partly because any attempt to deal with the evidence brings out so
clearly how little is yet known of the history and relationship of the various Indian
nomads or of the linguistic history of different localities in India.

*
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Sources of information with regard to Slavery in India and elsewhere
Manu: IV. 180, 185, 153-256.
VIII. 06, 70, 363, 415-417.

i x . 55.
S.B.E. Vol. XXV.
Mahabharata : X I I . 244, 14-15; 19-20.
Yajiiavalkiya smiti : (t. 158); 1 1 . 7 0 - 7 1 ; 182-184;
(t- 166)
290-291.
Visnu Smrti: LVII. 16.
VIII. 2 , 3 .
Gautainiya Dharmasastra: XVII. 5-6 ; XXVIII. 13, 33.
S.B.E. Vol. I I I .
ApastambTya Dharmasutra: II 6. 13, n .
S.B.E. Vol. II.
Baudhayanlya „
T. 19. 13.
Narada smrti: V / 2 - 4 3
S.B.E. Vol. X X X I I I .
Brhaspati Smrti: XVI. 7.
S.B.E. Vol. X X X I I I .
Kautlliyam arthasastram : I I . 1.

III. 13.
IV. 12.
(Mysore ed. pp. 47, 181-184, 230.)
Eng. Trans. II. 1; I I I . 1 3 ; IV. 12.
(Mysore ed. pp. 53, 230-233, 291.)
Sukra Niti-sara : ch. II.
(S.B.H. pp. 98-99 )
Vyavaharamayukha: Athabhyupetyasusrusa.
Mandlik; edition, Bormli, 1880, pp. 78-80.
Eng. trans, by Mandlik: pp. 124-127.
Mandlik, Hindu Law.
Viramitrodaya-vyavaharadhyaya.
1. 123, 125, I26 : 127.
*

Mitaksara on Yajnavalkya. I I . 182-184.
The Nirukta : 3. 4.
Plato : Republic. I I I . 387.
V. 469.
VIII. 549>563- IX. 578-579Jowett: Dialogues of Plato.
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3rd. ed. Vol. I l l , pp. 69, 165, 253, 271,
2S8, 289.
Plato : The Laws. II. 669, 674.
VI. 776-77S.
VII. 793-794I X . 868, 872, 879.. 881, 882.
X L 914, 916, 930, 936.
J o w e t t : Dialogues of Plato.
3rd. ed. Vol. V, pp. 49, 54, 158-160, 174,
252, 256, 264, 266, 267, 300,
302, 319, 325.
Aristotle: Politics. 1253 b.— 1255b.
L 2, 3, 4., 5, 6, 13; I I I . 4, 6 ; V. 1 1 . ; VI. 4 ; V I I . 10.
Jowett's Eng. trans. Vol. 1, pp. 5-12
Plutarch, Lives : Part I, ch. I l l , sec. 5.
Twelve Tables: IV. 2.
Sohm, Institutes of Roman Law, pp. 482, 486.
Eng. trans, by Ledlie.
Leage, Roman Private Law, pp. 77-78.
Gaius, Institutes of Roman Law, 1. 13-54.
Poste, English translation, 4th. ed. pp. 20-37.
Njals saga : Eng. trans, by G. W. Dasent.
The time of the events recorded in the Icelandic Saga is supposed to be almost about 1100 A.D.
The chronicle itself was written a century later.
Ch. 2. H r u t woos U n n a : Sale, of a daughter.
Code of H a m m u r a b i : Eng. trans, by W. W. Davies c. 2700 B.C. represents the laws of the
Babylonians, discovered at Susa near the Persian Gulf by M. de Morgan in 1902.
No. 117—sale of a son, or daughter, or wife. Cf. also sections : 278-28I.
King /Ethelbirth's Dooms: Ancient laws and Institutes of England by Benjamin Thorpe. They
comprise the laws enacted under the Anglo-Saxon Kings from /^Ethelbirth to Cnut, laws of Edward the
Confessor and William the Conqueror ascribed to Henry I.
Sec. 77, p. 518.
Pollock and Maitland History of English L a w : ii. 436, Church admits the right of a father to
sell a son under seven into slavery. 17th. century.
Sale of children prohibited in the empire by Diocletian which led to infanticide and therefore was
re-allowed by Constantine.
Genesis, xxxi. 14, 15.
Douglas : Society in China, p. 202.
She-King. P a r t I I , Bk. IV, ode. 5, stanzas 8-9.
1

MARRIAGE BY CAPTURE AND

PURCHASE.

Whethe
topic of discussion in N. 3. 4—6. Yaska maintains that she has as much right to become the heir of her father as the son, for both are the representatives of the self of
a man and continue his line. His opponents, however take a different view. 'A
passage is quoted from the Maitrayani Samhita : " therefore they cast away a woman
1

MS. 4. 6. 4 : 4. 7. 9.
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as soon as she is born b u t not a man." A remark follows : " women are given away,
sold, and abandoned b u t not men." I t is however this passage with which we are
immediately concerned. I t throws; great light on the status of women during the
u
time of Yaska. Durga interprets the passage as follows : A woman is given away
to another man (as a wife) ; or sold for a bridal fee . . . . A maiden is abandoned by
her relatives in the self-selection of a husband [svayam-varc) saying, let the strongest
take thee or select anyone who pleases thy fancy as thy husband." Durga seems to
give a rather narrow explanation of the passage of the Nirukta by confining the terms,
((
((
giving away," " selling," and abandoning" to marriage only. But the Brahmana
(<
quotation just preceding the passage in question shows that abandoning " was not
limited to marriage alone, but was also practised at birth. As a matter of fact, infanticide was not unknown in Ancient India, and infanticide of female children prevailed among the Rajputs not very long ago, when the British Government put an end
to all such practices. If Durga is right, the passage indicates that in addition to ordinary marriage, marriage by 'capture and by ''purchase were quite common in Yaska's
time. I t will show, moreover, t h a t only three kinds of marriages were then recognized. These were the prototypes which, in course of time, gave rise to the "eight
kinds of marriages, just as the only two kinds of sons known to Yaska, i.e. the legitimate son and the son of an appointed daughter, developed later on into *i3 kinds.
This also shows t h a t marriage by capture had gone out of use by the time of the
codification of the smrtis, for it is not recognized among the eight legal marriages,
and the Gandharva and the Raksasa form of marriages which seemed to have preserved in one form or other some elements of the marriage by capture were permitted
to the warriors only and not commended for the twice-born. Marriage by purchase
survived longer, the terrible word " p u r c h a s e " having been eliminated and the
purchase-money having been reduced to a nominal bridal-fee, not for the benefit of
the father, but of the bride herself.
In primitive society, however, marriage by capture was the universal rule.
Gradually it became extinct and from its ashes marriage by purchase sprang into
life. But the memories of men cannot be altogether effaced, so some symbolic ceremonies to keep alive the tradition of primitive practices came to be substituted.
With the advance of civilisation, the commercial side of the marriage contract became
repugnant to the minds of men and fell into disuse. With regard to this process of
evolution the order of words used in the Nirukta passage is significant and seems to
point to the successive stages of development in the marital relation of man and
u
woman.
Women are given away, sold and abandoned—" i.e. each preceding form
being here the direct descendant of the following one. I t has been said above t h a t
the practice of marriage by capture and purchase was universal. The following
examples will make my point clear.
Among the Babylonians, women were sold and cast away. Thus we read the
6
following in a contract made between Arad-Samas and his two wives Jetani, and
1

M

Lit. abandoning", i.e. atisarga.
+ See Manu IX. 141 —191.

2

H

Vikraya.
See Manu I I I . 20—35.
8
Hobhouse : Evolution of the Morals, p. 182.
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Taramaka : If either wife says to Arad-Samas, " you are not my husband," she is to
be branded and sold for money; if they both do it, . . . . They are to be thrown into
the river. If Arad-Samas repudiates either of them, he is to pay a mina of silver.
l
Again, a contract of the 13th year of Nebuchadrazzar, in which a wife is bought
for i-£ gold minas, has been preserved.
1
In the days of the old kingdom, ^Pharaoh boasted of having carried off the
wives of other men and cited these exploits a£ pre »f of his truly royal nature.,
The Chinese ceremonial of marriage has pr^ rved the ancient survivals of
8
marriage by capture. To marry a wife is written to take a woman/' while the
symbol used for man is different. The ideogram for slave is a compound of " woman"
and ""hand", implying possession.
The practice of throwing away female children in China is further indicated by
the following quotation :—
4

Daughters shall be born to him;
They will be put to sleep on the ground;
They will be clothed with wrappers;
They will have titles to play with.
It will be theirs neither to do wrong nor to do good.
Only about the spirits and the food will they have to think,
And to cause no sorrow to their parents.

Among the Jews, marriage by purchase was legal. If a man was rich, he could
get a wife by paying money for her, if poor, the purchase-money could be paid off by
personal service. Thus Laban and his mother receive precious things for Rebecca.
This occasionally gave rise to complaint. Rachel and Iveah complain. " Is there yet
any portion . . . . for us in our father's house ? Are we not counted of him strangers ?
6
for he hath sold us and hath also quite devoured our money."
The head of the
family exercised almost absolute powers over the family members, thus Judah proposes to burn Tamar, his daughter-in-law for unchastity.
*

In Mohammed's time, Arabian society was based on the matriarchal system and
polyandry was common, yet woman was regarded as a chattel. "Women are the
whips of Satan, says an Arab proverb.
Marriage by capture and by purchase prevailed in Greece in the Homeric period."
8
Women were carried off as bond-slaves. Briseis was a recognized portion of the spoil.
,2
If a bridegroom could not take the bride in a raid, he bought her for a goodly number of cattle. A father could sell his daughter or brothers their sisters. But Solon
forbad the sale of a daughter except for unchastity.
The Roman form of marriage called coemptio preserves the memory of a real
purchase of the wife by the husband. The marriage was concluded by means of a
mancipatio, i.e. the intending husband purchasing the daughter from the person in
whose " h a n d " she was. According to the primitive law of the Germanic tribes, a
father had absolute control over his wife and children. He could expose them, sell
l Hobhouse: Evolution of Morals, p. 182.
s
• Douglas, Society in China p. 202.
i» Genesis xxxi. 14, 15.

* op. cit., p. 185.
4
She-King Part I I , Bk. IV. ode 5, stanza 9.
<* Odyssey X X I I . 468. Ettg. trans, by Butcher and Lang.
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them, and even dispose of the person of his wife, who was acquired by purchase from
her relatives without any reference to the wishes of the would-be bride herself.
1
Cnut forbade the sale of a woman to a man whom she disliked.
A * case of the sale of a wife at Cologne in the n t h century is also recorded.
Njals Saga chronicles a transaction made between a father and his would-be
3
son-in-law about the purchase of his daughter.
So after they had talked much of
this and that, at last Hauskuld said, " I have a bargain to speak to thee a b o u t ;
Hrut wishes to become t h y son-in-law, and buy t h y daughter, and I, for my part,
will not be sparing in t h e matter.''
c
Dooms of King iEthelbirth: * If a man carry off a maiden by force, let him
pay L. shillings to the owner, and afterwards buy [the object of] his will of the
(C
owner/' And, If a man buy a maiden with cattle, let the bargain stand, if it be
without guile . . . ."
*

l<

Durga's interpretation, however, is not right. The giving away," " s e l l i n g "
and " a b a n d o n i n g " of women was not confined to the occasion of marriage only as is
shown by the Brahmana quotation, nor to the female sex alone as the following
sentence in the context indicates, " some say t h a t men are also given away, sold and
abandoned, as for instance, in the case of sunah sepa." This shows that boys
and girls were sold or thrown away, apart from the occasion of marriage. This is
i

further corroborated by the fact t h a t the boy who is given and who is bought
(dattaka and krlta) are included among the 12 kinds of sons recognised by Hindu law.
That is to say, it was a common practice for a childless man to buy a boy and to
adopt him • as his son. Such transactions of the sale and purchase of boys would
have been frequent, for as childlessness was dreaded by the ancient Indians more
than death, such purchases were recognised as valid by law. And in a state of
society composed of diverse elements representing different stages of civilisation,
things seldom remain in their pristine purity. So it was with the ancient Indians.
Sometimes under the pressure of circumstances with poverty and starvation staring
them in the face, and sometimes under the influence of greed, passion, or wilfulness,
parents sold their children and thus swelled the numbers of slaves. But slavery again
is not peculiar to ancient India alone; in ancient times, it prevailed all over the world.
The following examples will make this manifest. The code of Hammurabi enacts:
" If a man incur a debt and sell his wife, son, or daughter for money, or bind them
out to forced labour, three years shall they work in the house of their task-master ;
6
in the fourth year they shall be free."
The Hebrew law is as follows: " If thy brother, an Hebrew man, or an Hebrew
woman be sold unto thee and serve thee six years: then in the seventh year thou
6
shalt let him go free from thee."
*

l Pollock and Maitland : '* History of English Law" ii. 364.
* Viollet, p. 502.
8 Njlas saga. ch. z. Hrut woos Unna. Eng. tryns. by Dasent p. 124.
. * Sections 77 and 82.
6 Sec. 117. There are rules to regulate the sale and purchase of male and female slaves at home or in foreign
countries, see, sections: 278—288.
a Deut. xxv. 12 ; cf. also Exodus xxi. 2.
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In Greece slavery prevailed to such an extent t h a t " n o house was regarded as
l
complete without slaves." Even Plato could not conceive of his Republic as without
them. Although he * accords a more humane treatment to slaves, yet they must be
kept in a subordinate position, must always be addressed with the voice of command,
must not be allowed to drink or to participate in convivial and festive parties, and
must not be allowed to indulge in music, etc.
s
Plutarch refers to it as follows: "All tl people were indebted to the rich;
and-either they tilled their land for their creditoi
. . . or else they engaged their
bodies for the debt, and might be seized, and either sent into slavery at home, or
i
sold to strangers . . . . " .
The Sanskrit term for slave' is dasa.* I t is used in this
sense in the Rgveda and at least in one passage of an Upanisad. In the smrtis
mentioned above (p. i) and the ArthaSatra of Kautiiya, the word has become a technical expression and is exclusively used to denote a slave as contrasted with other servants or hired labourers who are respectively called Karmakara and Bhrtaka.
The origin of slavery may be traced in the conquests of the Aryans over the
aborigines who represented a lower stage of organization, culture, and refinement.
They were easily subjected, and being inferior in civilisation to the Aryans, naturally
occupied the lowest place in society. Thus all the ancient law-givers are unani6 (
mous m declaring that a sudra may be rightly reduced to slavery. Manu says :
But
a sudra, whether bought or unbought, he may compel to do servile work; for he
was created by the self-existent (Svayambhu) to be the slave of a Brahmana.'
"A sudra, though emancipated by his master, is not* released from servitude ;
since t h a t is innate in h i m ; who can set him free from it ? Inferiority is the plea
which Aristotle brings forward in justification of slavery.
In answer to the
1
objection t h a t the rule of a master over slaves is contrary to nature, the distinction between slave and freeman exists by law only, and not by n a t u r e ; and is
therefore unjust/ he s a y s , " 'There is no difficulty in answering this question,
on grounds both of reason and of fact. For that some should rule, and others be ruled
is a thing, not only necessary, but expedient; from the hour of their birth, some.* are
y
marked out for subjection, others for rule.' F u r t h e r , . . . . 'he who is by nature not
,u
his own but another's and yet a man, is by nature a slave . . . .' And also,
"....
^ ^ ^ ^

"*•" ~ -- '
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lower sort are by nature s l a v e s . . . . and he who participates in reason enough to
7apprehend, but not to have reason, is a slave b} nature."
11
" I t is clear, then, that some men are by nature free, and others slaves, and
t h a t for these latter slavery is both expedient and right. "
* Aristotle: Politics, ch. i.
2 See. Above, Plato's Republic and Laws (pp. 2 and 3).
3 Plutarch's Lives, Part 1, ch. I I I . s e c , 5.
* The Vedic passages in which the word dasa is used in the sense of " slave " are collected in the Vedic Index ; see
Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index under dasa.
6 Manu, VIII. 413.
« Manu, VIII. 414.
7 Aristotle, Politics.
1253. b. Jowett, Eng. trans., p. 6.
* Op. cit., 1254. a. and p. 7.
H Op. cit., 1254. b. and p. 8.
10 Op. cit., 1255. a. p. 9.
11 Op. cit., 1255. a. p. 9.
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That slavery first originated in the subjection of a different race is shown by
the fact t h a t there is less disapproval and condemnation of the practice of reducing
the people of another race to slavery than one's own. Plato does not approve of
making slaves of the Greeks.
} <(
First of all, in regard t o slavery? Do you think it right that Hellenes
should enslave Hellenic states, or allow others to enslave them, if they can help ?
Should not their custom be to spare them . . . . " Also :
2
Ath. " 1 am not surprised, Megillus for the state of the Helots among the
Lacedaemonians is of all Hellenic forms of slavery the most controverted and disputed
about,
There is less dispute about the slavery which exists among the Heracloets, who have subjected the Mariaudynians, and about the Thessalian Peftestae."
In India, it took the form of the prohibition of enslaving the men and women
of the Brahmana caste and of hired labourers in the Ksatra and the VttiSva castes
Katyayana " says : —
"Slavery should be known (as limited) to the three castes only; a Brahmana
can never become a slave. Among the castes, slavery should be practised in each
lower caste but not vice versa."
" B u t he who purchases and who sells a Brahmana woman should be punished
by the King who should annul the deed."
ff
But even a man cf the same caste should not reduce a Brahmana to slavery."
Manu however does not recognise slavery for the Ksatriva and the Vai&ya
castes. *~
'
The most reprehensible slavery was t h a t of a free-born man who voluntarily sold
himself into bondage.
b
Narada says: ' T h a t wretch who, being independent, sells himself, is the vilest
of slaves. He cannot 6e released from bondage.'
rr
'
H e , who being freeTsells himseIT(into~bondage) is the lowest of men. He is
the most reprehensible of all slaves. He is never emancipated from slavery.'
^

^
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K I N D S OF SLAVES.
v

Manu mentions seven kinds of slaves: There are slaves of seven kinds, (viz.)
(i) he who is made a captive under a standard; (2) he who serves for his daily food ;
(3) he who is born in the house; (4) he who is b o u g h t ; (5) he who is given ; (6) he
who is inherited from ancestors; and (7) he who is enslaved b y w a y of punishment.'
The list is expanded in the Narada Smrti which mentions 15 kinds of slaves
part from servants and hired labourers as follows:—
* " All others do dirty work are slaves, of whom there are fifteen kinds : (1) one
1

P l a t o : Republic V 469. Jowett, Dialogues of Plato, iii. 165.
* Plato. Laws VI. 776. J o w e t t , Dialogues of Plato V. 15ft.
<* Quoted in the vyavaharamyiikha see above p. 1.
* See Manu, V I I I . 411—412. Cf. Visnu: He who employs one of the highest caste in slavish work shall be fined in
the highest amercement. V. M. p. 126.
6
Narad Smrti V. 37. S.B.E. X X X I I I . 137.
« Quoted in the vyavahara Mvukha see above p. 1.
' Manu, VIII 415. S.B.E. XXV. 326.
* Narada V. 25—28.
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born at (his master's) house ; (2) one purchased; (3) one received (by gift); (4) one
obtained by inheritance; (5) one maintained during a general famine; (6) one
pledged by his rightful owner ; (7) one released from a heavy d e b t ; (8) one made captive in a fight; (9) one won through a wager; (10) one who has come forward declarf
ing, I and t h i n e ; ' ( n ) an apostate from asceticism; (12) one enslaved for a stipulated period; (13) one who has become a slave in order to get a maintenance; (14)
one enslaved on account of his connection with a female slave; (15) and one self-sold.
Manu's seven divisions correspond to Narada's 8, 13, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 11 respectively. Narada's list is the most exhaustive and is copied by all the later lawgivers,
i.e. vyavahara-myukha, Viramitrodaya, Vivadatandava, and the Mitaksara.
The various kinds of slaves in Greece and Rome may be enumerated as follows:
(1) slaves by birth; (2) prisoners made captive in war ; (3) children sold by freemen ;
(4) barbarian or foreign slaves; (5) slaves made by piracy or kidnapping; (6) and
insolvent debtors. The first, second, third and sixth in the list correspond to
Narada's 1, 8, 2, and 7.
D U T I E S OF SLAVES.

Slaves were employed to do the menial work in a household or that which would
<( l
be regarded as impure by other servants and hired labourers. Manu says,
As his
character is, as the work is which he desires to perform, and as the manner is in
which he means to serve, even so (a voluntary slave) m u s t offer himself."
Narada is more explicit with regard to the nature of work to be done by slaves.
He says:—
2i
K n o w t h a t there are two sorts of occupations; pure work and impure workImpure work is that done by slaves. Pure work is t h a t done by labourers." 5
i:
Sweeping the gateway, the privy, the road, and the place'for rubbish; shampooing the secret parts of the body, gathering and putting away the leavings of food,
ordure, and urine. 6
And lastly, rubbing the master's limbs when desired. . . . " 7
STATUS OF SLAVES.

A slave could not become a witness in a court of law. Manu says,
3
" A King cannot be made a witness . . . . nor one wholly dependent, nor one of
M
bad fame, nor a Dasyu . . . .
4
5
But a slave was allowed to give evidence for slaves and in some cases for the
twice-born as well. For instance, Manu says,
(< 6
On failure (of qualified witnesses, evidence) may be given (in such cases) by a
woman, by a infant, by an aged man, by a pupil, by a relative, by a slave, or by a
hired servant."
1
A slave could not own property. Manu lays down. " A wife, a son, and a
1 Manu I V , 254 ; S.B.E. ± X V , 168.
* N a r a d a V ; 5-7 ; S.B E. X X X I I I . 131-132.
3 Manu V I I I , 6^-66 ; S.B.E. X X V , 265. ' One wholly dependent is explained as a slave by birth ' by five comment a t o r s of Manu.
* See Manu V I I I . 6S.
*> Manu V I I I , 60.
« Manu V I I I , 70.
1 V I I I , 416. Cf. Narada. V. 41.
*
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slave, these three are declared to have no property; the wealth which they earn is
(acquired) for him to whom they belong."
Narada has a similar rule also.
Kautilya allows a slave to own property : " A slave shall be entitled to enjoy
not only whatever he has earned without prejudice to his master's task, but also
1
the inheritance he has received from his father."
" T h e property of a slave shall
pass into the hands of his kinsmen; on failure of kinsmen, his master shall take it."*
TREATMENT OF SLAVES.

Manu forbids quarrels with slaves. He says, " * with his father and his mother,
with female relatives, with a b r o t h e r , with his son and his wife, with his daughter
and with his slaves, let him not have quarrels." He enjoins a kindly treatment
for the slaves, " * One's slaves are as one's shadows, one's daughter as the
highest object of tenderness; hence if one is offended by (any one of) these, one
must bear it without resentment." Plato accords a different treatment to slaves
8
who 'ought to be addressed only in the language of command. Although they
7
have been often better than brethren, or sons, they are untrustworthy as a class
s
and must receive virtue from their master. The * uneducated man is apt to be
in
rough with slaves while the educated is too proud for that. But he adds : And the
right treatment of slaves is to behave properly to them, and to do to them, if possible, even more justice than to those who are our equals
And he who in
regard to the natures and actions of his slaves is undefiled by impiety and injustice,
will best sow the seeds of virtue in t h e m . . . . "
Manu allows a Brahmana even to eat the food of his slave. He says, " " His
labourer in tillage, a friend of his family, his cow-herd, his slave, and his barber are.
among the Sudras, those whose food he may e a t . . . . "
l2
But a ' Brahmana is permitted to seize the goods of his slave who is disqualified
to own property.
Kautilya lays down more stringent rules about the treatment of slaves. He
l3
says, " Those who do not consider the claims of their slaves and hired servants
will be taught moderation (vinayam) by the King."
Female slaves were not left without any protection by law. Manu forbids the
14
holding of secret conversations with female slaves and female ascetics, violation of
the rule being punishable by a fine which, however, is not specified. Kautilya is
more definite. He "imposes a fine of 24 panas together with a gift -of an adequate
nuptial fee and ornaments for having intercourse with the daughter of a male or a
I Arth. Sa. I l l , 13, P- i g 2 i Kng. Trans, p. 232
2 Arth. Sa. I l l , 13. p. >^33 Manu IV, 180.
* Ibid., 185.
5 Laws V I , 777 cf. Aristotle ' wherefore they are mistaken who forbid us to converse with slaves and say that we
should employ command only . .. .' Politics I, IV*.
« Laws VI, 776.
1 hoc Cit.
10 Plato Laws,
18 Arthasastra
1* Manu V I I I .
5
I Arthasastra

VI, 777.
" Manu IV, 253I I , I, p. 47 : Eng. Trans., p. 53.
363.
IV, 12, p. 230; Eng. Trans-., p. 291.

* Op. Cit. 777l2 M a n u V I I I

« 4 ! 7-

" Republic VIII, 54Q.
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female slave; and a fine of 12 panas in addition to a gift of clothes and ornaments
for defiling a woman held in slavery on account of a certain ransom due from her.
1
(i
Katyayana quoted in the Vyavaharamyukha says, If a man has connection with
his female slave and she gives birth to a child in consequence, then, in consideration
of the seed, she should be emancipated togetherjwith the child. . . But a free woman,
who marries a^lave, becomes a slavejis weTIT^ He does not recognise the absolute
2 (c
powers of the master in disposing of his slaves. For he says
He who not being in
distress and able (to provide) wishes to sell a devoted female slave (resisting the sale)
by her cries, should be fined in the lowest amercement." The fine is specified as 200
p m a s by Viramitrodaya (1. 127).
3
Kautilya imposes a fine of the first amercement on the man who sells, or mortgages, or employs in mean avocations (nice karmani) a slave who is less than eight
years old and has no relatives, whether or not he may be a born slave, or inherited,
or purchased, or obtained in any other way. The same punishment is meted out to
him who sells or mortgages at home or abroad a pregnant female slave without
providing forher_conHn^ient. The purchasers and abettors "are likewise to be
punished in both cases. * Employment of a slave to remove the dead, ordure, urine,
and the leavings of food, keeping him naked, infliction of injury or assault; and the
b
violation of female slaves will forfeit the purchase money.
Robbing a slave of his
money is to be punished by ardha-danda.
EMANCIPATION OF SLAVES.

Slaves may be divided into two groups : (1) Those who cannot be emancipated;
6
(2) Those who can be emancipated. According to Manu all 6udra slaves come
under the first category. They cannot be emancipated, since servitude is innate in
1
8
9
their nature. But according to Kautilya, Narada Yajnavalkya, and others,
several kinds of slaves can be emancipated. All are, however, unanimous in declaring that a free-born man who voluntarily sells himself into bondage and_one apostate
f ronTthe orderofisannyasa arejthejnost abhorred of mankind and can never be emanl0
cipated.
Of the other slaves, Narada holds that the four kinds, i.e. (1) a slave by
birth, (2) purchased slave, (3) an inherited slave, (4) and a slave obtained as a gift,
cannot be emancipated. Their slavery is hereditary. A provision is, however,
made that, should any one of them save his master's life at the risk of his own, he
shall not only be emancipated but shall also receive a son's share of his master's
wealth. A somewhat similar rule is laid down by Plato about the emancipation of
u
slaves; " If a man dare to strike his father or his mother
let any one who is
at hand c o m e t o the rescue
And if a slave come to the rescue, let him be made
free.. . . "
e.

.
l Mandlik, Hindu Law, pp. 79, 127 ; cf. Arth. Sa. I l l , 13.
i Loc. Cit.
3 Artha £astra I I I , 13, p. 183; Eng. Trans., p. 232.
< I*oc. cit., p. 182; Eng. Trans. 231.
« Manu V I I I , 414.
1 Artha Sastra I I I , 13.
» Yajiiavalkya Smrti I I , 182,
10 Narada Smrti V, 29-30.

_

b

Loc. cit.
8 Narada Snirti V, 29-36 ; 42-43U Laws I X , 881.
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Emancipation of the other kinds of slaves is rather easy. Thus a 'man enslaved
for maintenance during a famine is released by giving a pair of oxen. A 'debtor is
released from slavery on paying his debt with interest. 'Kautilya would release him
4
by personal service in lieu of payment.
One who comes forward saying, ' I am
thine/ one made a prisoner in war, and one won through a wager are released by
giving substitutes according to Narada. Kautilya releases an Arya made captive in
war on giving the payment of adequate ransom.
6
One who has become a slave in order to get maintenance is released gt once on
giving up the said maintenance ; and one enslaved on account of having a connection
with a female slave is released on parting with her. Narada does not confer freedom
6
on a purchased slave, but Kautilya goes a step further a n d says, "A purchased
slave regains his freedom by paying a sum equal to the purchase-money. The same
rule applies to the born and to the pledged slave."
Narada however holds t h a t a master if he so desires can set his slave free and
describes the ceremony of emancipation as follows: " 'He shall take a jar filled with
water from the shoulder of his slave and smash it. He shall sprinkle the slave's
head with water mixed with grain and flowers and, having declared him a free man
three times, he shall dismiss him with his face turned towards the east, thenceforward
his food is fit to be eaten, his gifts fit to be accepted and himself worthy of
being respected by noble men."
Kautilya "imposes a fine of 12 panas for failing to set at liberty on the receipt of
the required ransom, and also for selling or mortgaging the life of a male or of a
female slave once liberated.
ILLEGAL SLAVERY.
l0

Those who are sold after having been captured by robbers, and those who are
enslaved by forcible means, must be emancipated by the King. Their slavery is not
legal^
ll
The selling or mortgaging the life of a sudra who is not a born slave is illegal
and subject to a fine of 18 panas if done by kinsmen, and liable to three amercements
if done by others. The purchasers and abettors are likewise punished.
l2
The gift (or acceptance of a child) and the right to sell (or buy) a child are not
recognised.
13
It is no crime for the Mlecechas to sell or to mortgage their children. But an
Arya shall never be subjected to slavery.
1 Narada V, 31.
2 Ibid., V, 33.
3 Arthasastra I I I . 13, p. 183 ; Eng. Trans., p. 232.
• Narada Smrti V, 34.
* ibid, V. 36.
« Arthasastra I I I , 13
1 Narada Smrti. V. 42-43.
8 Quoted in Vyavaharamyukha; see Mandlik Hindu Law, pp. 80, 127.
» Arthasastra I I I , 13, p , 183; Eng. Trans., p. 232-233.
10 Narada Smrti V, 38.
" Arthasastra I I I , 13, p. 181 ; Eng. Trans., p. 230.
12 Apastamba Dharma sutras I I , 6, 13, 11 ; S.B.E. I I , 131.
J
3 Arthasastra, loc. cit.

T h e Historical A s p e c t of s o m e H i m a l a y a n C u s t o m s .
Paper read by H. W. Emerson, Esq., I.C.S., on Saturday, Dec. dtthi 1920.
I have chosen as my subject this evening some features of human sacrifice as
it once prevailed in the Western Himalayas. My paper will be mainly descriptive,
and I am afraid that I shall tatx the patience of the members present before I touch
on anything of true historical interest. In the end, I hope to show that the present
customs of remote Himalayan villages may perhaps enlarge our knowledge of the
past. I am not qualified to do justice to a subject on which much has been
written. In dealing with human sacrifice I propose merely to take three different
forms of ritual survivals out of many that have come to my notice and to invite
attention to certain peculiar features associated with them.
My first example will be the best known of all—the bihunda or rope-riding ceremony. The geographical range within which it -is found is extensive. Along the
Western hills it occurs from Kumaon to Kulu, and further north it is regularly
. celebrated at the Tibetan capital. ' Traces of it have been found in Europe, and
about the 16th century sliding down a rope appears to have been a feature of English
sports. At some places it is performed at regular intervals, and such is the case in
lyhassa where it forms part of the New Year festivities. In and around the Sutlej
Valley, the celebration should recur after periods of 12 years and ancient custom is
still followed at Nirmand in Kulu and at Mamel in the Suket State. Elsewhere, the
interval is often lengthened or shortened, according to circumstances. If the crops
have been good and the countryside fairly immune from sickness, the worshippers
of the god, at whose temple the ceremonies are performed, may make no special
effort to collect the grain and money required for the due performance of the sacrifice,
and the interval will be prolonged. If, oh the other hand, harvests have been
continuously poor and disease has been widespread either amongst men or cattle, the
necessary funds will be obtained somehow or other, and the festival held before the
expiry of the full period.
In Kumaon, the celebrations appear to have been of
this emergent character and Moorcroft, the Himalayan traveller, writing nearly a
century ago, definitely says that it was intended as a propitiatory rightjto_Mahadeva
(Shiva) and was performed to avert some impending evil, or to procure the removal
of any actual calamity. It was accordingly performed when cholera was raging at
Almora and was supposed to have obtained that immunity from disease which this
part of the country actually enjoyed. Moorcroft did not see the actual performance
of the ceremony, but he obtained a first hand account of the preparations for it from
one Banchu, an old man of about sixty years of age, who had already performed
the feat sixteen times without mishap. His description is still the best on record.
^—-^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^
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irai" (the local name for the ceremony), he wrote, " i s sliding down a rope
fastened above to a tree or post on some elevated point and carried obliquely to
some fixed object below to which it is attached . . . .
Banchu brought me the articles employed on these occasions : a rope made of
grass about three inches in diameter, a wooden saddle and two short sticks. The
length of the cable used in his last descent was 1200 cubits. The saddle is something
like a shallow and short pack-saddle, without pads, and with a very sharp ridge. The
ridge was a foot and four inches long, the sides or flaps were eight inches deep, spreading outwards, so that the breadth at the bottom was three inches and a quarter. The
saddle was scooped out internally, nearly to the ridge, to let in the rope, which
fitted it exactly. The sticks are fastened transversely from flap to flap, so as to
give support to the thongs. The performer, bestriding the saddle, throws his
body as far back as possible, and descends the rope rapidly by the effect of his own
weight, aided by heavy stones fastened to his legs. Persons are stationed underneath
with transverse cords to endeavour to catch him should he fall, and others stationed
at the foot of the rope seize him and carry him some way forward, so as gradually
to diminish the momentum of his descent. The performer is nearly senseless when
he reaches the ground, and it is some time before he recovers ; a collection is made
for his benefit, and he derives no slender credit from his patriotic devotion. There
does not seem to be much danger in the operation when there is adequate dexterity
*
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in the performer."
1
The chief risk, in fact, is from the breaking of the rope and this has happened
with fatal results on at least two occasions. Otherwise, there is little danger ; for
before tYuTBeda, as he is called, starts on his flight the greatest precautions are taken
to tie him securely on the saddle and to ensure his perfect balance. Special men
are charged with these duties the performance of which is considered to be a great
privilege. Stones are not usually tied to the riders' legs, the more satisfactory
device being adopted of encasing them in bags of goat-skin filled with sand. The
angle of descent is sometimes very sharp and the velocity great.
According to one authority, the saddle however well greased, emits a volume of
smoke through the greater part of the Beda's progress, and the same writer mentions
a descent in which the length of rope was 2100 cubits or about 1000 yards ; b u t this
is at least twice as long as the ordinary span.
In the Simla hills, the ceremony even in its mitigated form, is. forbidden, the
Punjab Government some years ago having ordered the substitution of a goat for
the human victim—an order which caused me some embarassment when the rite
was performed during my time in the Bushahr State. The chief interest of the
ceremony lies in the motives underlying it and the preparations which precede it.
There is no doubt that rope-riding as now practised is a mitigation of human sacrifice. This is quite clear from the various rites performed. Before the Beda is taken
m
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1 Moorcroft and Trebeck: Travels in the Himalayan Provinces ol Hindustan and the Punjab (pp. 17-29).
* J. W. Traill: Statistical Sketch of Kumaun, edited by J. H. Batten, page 68 sq.
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to the rope, a service of dedication takes place in the temple. Holy water is sprinkled
on his head and the "punch ratan" or five precious jewels, are placed in his mouth.
The latter is one of the customs observecTat death, while the sprinkling of water is
the universal accompaniment of sacrifice in the hills the device by which the spirit
of the god is made to descend on the victim and assume possession. Divine acceptance is intimated by the trembling of the victim which then becomes the property
of the deity. The gift is irrecoverable. Though, in this case, the Beda's death
does not follow as a natural sequence, he is regarded, as devoted and therefore
supernatural. SotnetimesThe is wrapped in a winding sheet after the service of
dedication has been performed. On his journey to the head of the rope, he is
accompanied by a band playing funeraf music and his family wait below, lamenting
and beating tlieii^breastg.
The Beda is usually invited to the temple about six months before the date
fixed, being entertained at the expense of the community. He is under various
taboos during the whole period of his preparation. He weaves the ropes with his
own hands out of special grass cut on a propitious day ; whilst he is weaving it he
lives in a separate house set apart for his own use and he must remain celibate.
He is allowed only certain kinds of grain to eat, and must not weave his rope after
he has taken food. For a few days previous to the rope-riding he is given milk
only. He must not see any person of low caste while he is engaged on the weaving
of the rope and musF~perfofm constanr^ablutionsT The rope also is carefully
protected from pollution. At night, it is kept for safety in a hut made for the
purpose and care is taken that no unclean animal approaches it. If one touches it,
a sheep must be offered as a. purificatory sacrifice. No one may approach it with
shoes on his feet, and if a person steps over it he has to pay a goat as a fine, while a new
cable must then be made. It is the object of worship, being venerated both before
and after the ceremony; before as a god and later, as a protection against misfortune.
*

For this reason there is a keen demand for the pieces into which it is cut. A portion
is given to each god who attends the ceremonies, and is preserved as a talisman in his
temple. Many of the villagers also receive small pieces which they hang in their
houses as a protection against misfortunes.
During the days immediately preceding the great sacrifice, various rites of a
solemn character are performed. Time will not allow me to give a description of these
and it must suffice to say that their object is the provision of a perfect and acceptable
sacrifice. They create an environment cleansed of all inauspicious elements. They are
complementary to the novitiate undergone by the Beda himself. For months he
steadily accumulates merit until his divinity is complete in the final dedication in
the temple. With the pouring of water on his head he becomes divine and the Brahmans worship him as a god. For, as they explain, the spirit has entered into him, and
r
as the sacrificial victim he has become part of the god to v Hom he is devoted. The
transformation is remarkable. He begins as a person of lo\ caste and untouchable^;
he ends as a god, carried in procession on thejshoulders oi_bhe_temple priests and
acclaimed as divine by the throng of or shippers. Primarily, he is a mediator. But
t
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he is also a scape-goat who bears the sins of jthejgople. For, as the Beda c< -npletes
his descent, the crowds throng round him and throw upon him handfuls of grass,
sticks or even dust-offerings which are meant to transfer to the Beda the various ills
of the giver.
As the recipient of such evils and as a victim vowed to the gods, the Beda
is uncanny or taboo—a man apart from his fellows. Although he is liberally rewarded
for his services, no one will in future eat or drink or smoke with him. He has
again become untouchable; but the accident of his birth has now little to do with
his disability.
The second symbolical survival is supplied by the kaika celebrations observed
at three places in the Mandi State and at several placeslnJtCulu. The word appears
to be derived from a Sanskrit word meaning expiation, but this is uncertain. At
any rate, the remission of sins is a feature of the ceremonies which include, in their
present form, the mimic death of the chief actor and his resurrection. For my
purpose, I will take the rites as performed at the temple of a certain Mandi goddess
who lives close to the Babu Pass, and I will describe at more length than in the case
of the bihunda sacrifice, the various devices by which is ensured an atmosphere
favourable to the success of the ceremony. The sacrificial victim in this case is
known as the Nat\ the word being an abbreviation of Narain, but now, used almost
as a caste name to designate the few families in Mandi and Kuln, who provide
officiants at the Kaika festivals. The Nar comes to the temple a few days before the
festival begins, being entertained as the guest of the goddess. He fasts on the day
preceding the main rites and after rigorous ablutions is dressed in a new suit of
clothes. He is accompanied by his .wife or, if he is unmarried, by a woman of
the so-called Nar caste and she is also_jgiyen a new dress. On the day of the
festivaT^Efie first Ceremony is the cutting of the sacred poles of the tabernacle. For
this duty, the goddess herself has selected four or five of her followers and these
come at sunrise to the temple where the diviners of the gods attending the celebrations
and the general congregation have already assembled. The diviners are all in a
state of possession and, as their frenzy spreads to many of the onlookers, the village
green is soon filled with men and women labouring under the favour of the gods.
A procession is formed headed by the trumpeters and drummers followed in succession
by the minister of the goddess, the diviners, others under the afflatus and the
appointed axe-men*. The common people to whom the goddess has not vouchsafed her
favour follow at some distance behind. On the way, various devices are practised to
dispel malevolent spirits which may have joined the party, and in particular, barley
_^^h_
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flour and mustard seed are thrown in the air. When a small forest close to the temple
is reached, the piijari of the goddess selects a sacred deodar and climbing into its
branches waves a censer of incense amidst the foliage. The axe-men follow him,
carrying with them a sheep which they sacrifice in the tree, dropping the carcase at
once to the ground, so t h a t the demons, ghosts and witches which are thronging
round shall pounce upon it and leave the deodar itself without infection. Then they
quickly cut four branches with their axes, and bringing them carefully to the ground;
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place them on their shoulders. The procession reforms and returns to the temple
green where a scene of wild excitement takes place. The frenzy of those already possessed grows more violent, while others of the congregation become animated by the
goddess. Some wave branches of bekhal—a thorny shrub efficacious against evil influences, others brandish axes and swords; while the medium of Devi herself " p l a y s "
with twQ daggers one in each hand. Four archers, under the afflatus, are posted at
each corner of the green and loosen arrows into the blue thus forming a barrage against
those agents of evil t h a t are not gorging on the slaughtered sheep. At last the
crowd reaches the shrine of the goddess, where the Nar awaits them. Taking the
four cedar branches, he places them with his own hands one at each corner of a
space already marked out, stretches over them an awning of cloth supplied
by the goddess, and so completes a rude tabernacle. A sacred square is made
beneath the tent and heaps of various grains, and lamps are placed in the
compartments.
When the frenzy of those possessed has abated a little, the Nar takes his seat
just outside the tabernacle. The Narain dances around him and a few paces away the
minister of a neighbouring god makes the burnt offering—grain and fruits of various
kinds, sacred grass, ghi and honey being thrown on to the fire. Then commences
the ceremony of the remission of sins. The Nar who absolves the people has by his
side a basket containing grains of barley and leaves of the magical bekhal shrub. First
the gods are cleansed of their sins or rather of the malign influences infesting t h e m ;
for sins in the sense in which the hill-men use the word are accidents of environment
rather than acts of commission or errors of omission. The gods' litters are paraded
before the Nar and their disabilities recited by their mediums. Offerings of a few
rupees are made and grain thrown over the Nar who assumes the gods' afflictions as
he pronounces his formula of purification. Then the servants of the gods are cleansed,
and after them the members of the congregation who press round the Nar waiting
eagerly for absolution. The people come forward one by one, each with a copper
coin and a few grains of barley in his hand, the coins being given as an offering and
the grain thrown over him. At the same time, the suppliant describes the sin or
illfortune from which he is suffering, casting it on the scape-goat as he throws
the barley. The first may be haunted by the ghost of an uneasy ancestor, the
second may be suffering from illness, the cattle of a third may have been overshadowed by a witch, a fourth may have omitted some act of worship to his god, a
fifth may be under the enmity of an evil spirit,, while a sixth may have suffered some
bereavement, a sure sign that a malign influence is at work. The variety of ills is
almost infinite, and even where the individual may be conscious of no specific peril
or affliction, he has still to reckon with the intangible powers of evil t h a t hover
unseen round every human being, awaiting the chance to bring misfortune. The
remitter of sins sometimes gives a general, and sometimes a particular absolution;
but, whichever he gives he throws leaves of bekhal and grains of barley in the air as
he pronounces the absolution.
The ceremony lasts till about noon when the people take their food and the Nar
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is given strong liquor to drink. Soon after, he is taken inside the temple, being
accompanied b
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
The medium of the goddess seats him on a wide board placed on the ground and
after a minute or two he falls backwards simulating death. The board with the Nar's
body thereon is then taken up by four or five attendants and carried round the village,
(<
after which it is laid on an open place in front of the shrine. Further play " ensues,
many of the large crowd being seized by divine inspiration; b u t after a little while
the gods' diviners sit down in a circle round the corpse. A goat is passed over the
prostrate body of the Nar and is then sacrificed, a little blood rubbed on the latter's
mouth. The diviner of the goddess waves a branch of bckhal round the Nar's head,
while he and his colleagues pray to her to raise him from the dead. After some
time he shows signs of returning consciousness and the medium of the Devi placing
his hand behind the shoulder raises him slowly from the bier.
So ends the festival. The Nar and Narin are presently allowed to depart, taking
with them the recognised perquisities of the parts they have played—the suits of
clothes, the awning of the tabernacle, the offerings made to the scape-goat and
other gifts of ghi and grain from the store-house of the god. Like their countertypes in the bihunda sacrifice, those who have played the part of Nar are regarded
as uncanny.
I t will be noticed t h a t in both the bihunda and the kaika celebrations the chief
actor is not a member of the gods' congregation. The beda is a rank outsider who
1 makes a profession of rope-riding ; the Nars were once of the Kanet community, b u t
\ their unsavoury functions have set them apart.
\
We now come to the third and, to my mind, by far the mpst interesting survival
in which the victim is a selected member of the god's followers, and where elaborate
preparations are made to secure as perfect an offering as possible. The institution I
am about to describe is found in two adjacent valleys of a remote portion of the
Bushahr State. In the first, the ancestral god of the people is one Narain, a serpent
god who has his chief temple at J a b a l ; in the second valley is a confederacy of five
gods all snake deities, who hold their festivals and transact their divine business in
common. Both Narain and the five gods have a human deputy known as the gana
through whom they act, and who, in each case, is believed to be divine. The gana
of the five gods must be a male child belonging to one of several families of Pekha
village t h a t alone enjoy the privilege of providing candidates. He must be not less
than four years of age and not more than ten years, and both his parents must be

didat
living^
fhe~appointment is made directly by the council of the five gods, who, on the day
fixed for election, are brought in their arks to the temple of Nag of Pekha a member
of the panchayat.
A crowd of worshippers accompanies each god, but no person of
low caste is allowed to be present, nor yet a stranger, even though he be a Kuran,
who is not subject to the jurisdiction of the gods. At day break, the heads of families possessed of eligible sons come to the temple courtyard where they stand in a
row, a few paces apart. The gods are then carried down the line by their appointed
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bearers who oscillate the litters as a sign that the divine spirit has animated the
images. Jakh of Janglikh, the chairman of the Council, leads the way followed by
the others in order of precedence. The oscillations are at first slight, but suddenly
the litter commences to sway violently from side to side, and the shaggy head of the
idol makes a series of bows towards one of the family representatives. This is taken
as a sign that the spirit has fastened upon the household from which iiis deputy is to
be chosen; and the other four confirm his selection as they pass. The test is then
repeated until the choice has fallen three times in succession on the same person.
The family is thus definitely selected, but it may so happen that it contains more
than one male child eligible for election in which case the boys themselves are produced and the electors proceed as before to choose a representative from amongst them.
The boy chosen is at once bathed in the Jive products of the cow, is dressed in a
new^uit of clothes, and is seated with honour on a consecrated square. The gods
next endow him with a portion of their divine strength. Each of the five diviners—
who, during the whole of the proceedings are under the influence of the divine
afflatus lays the standard of his deity—usually a sword or dagger—on the head, hands
and other parts of the boy's body.
*

This completes the ceremonies of election and consecration. The rest of the
day is spent in feasting at the expense of the child's parents. But the gana is reI

moved immediately to his house, and with exceptions to be mentioned presently—is •
kept there in strict seclusion until the period of his office ends. His parents are the
only persons privileged to attend his wants, the chief duty devolving upon his mother.
She must bathe him regularly, offer incense before him, and keep lamps burning in
his honour. She must keep both herself and her charge scrupulously clean, any
neglect in this respect involving the dethronement of the child. The chief food of
the latter is rice and sweetened milk. Fish and intoxicating liquor are forbidden.
He can eat the flesh of a goat or of a ram, but must not taste t h a t o f a ewe. He must
not seeaKoli, a stranger, or a crow, nor must they see him. When his mother takes
him into the verandah of the house, she therefore first makes sure that none of these
are abroad. Worshippers of the five gods can look at him, but only from a
distance, unless they are persons specially privileged to approach him. They may
make offerings in his name and this they often do. Those who enter his presence
must join the palms of their hands and put them to their foreheads in token of
adoration. Should a woman give birth to a child, or a cow calve inside the house
where the gana resides, he must be carried to a temple a few miles distant and there
remain until the period of impurity has passed. The journey must be performed
at night, so that he is safely hidden before a crow caws, or a low caste fellow or a
stranger comes along. Should any of these taboos be broken, the consequences are
disastrous to the people, for the gana is no longer fit for his post and the gods depose
him. In any case, he must quit office on the death of either parent. Nor do the
gods approve a representative who has reached years of discretion. As soon as the
boy begins to reason and to manifest a will of his own, hgjs^iethxoaed. Now-a-days,
this is the ordinary cause of removal, for it rarely happens that any of the other proM
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hibitions are infringed. His parents are interested in seeing that he is not contaminated in any way, since both he and they are fed and clothed at the expense of
the community during the full term of office, which under the conditions now obtaining may endure for seven or eight years. Moreover, the post, apart from its perquisites, is regarded as one of great honour.
The ceremony of dethronement, like that of election, is performed by the five
gods who meet together for the purpose at the same place of assembly. The diviners,
having ascertained the wishes of their deities, in turn sprinkle water on the head of
the gana. This rite is performed in public and proclaims the fact that the tenure
of office has ended. His parents then take the boy away and cut the hair of his
head in private. From the day of election this has remained unshorn, but the
ordinary ceremony of tonsure-observed for all male children has usually been performed prior to appointment. As soon as the office is declared vacant, the late gana
returns to his ordinary mode of life, and is no longer under any form of taboo. His
former clients cease to contribute towards his maintenance and he does not appear
to benefit in any way from his temporary reign as a divinity.
There is no doubt that in former days his tenure of office ended with his death
as a sacrificial victim. The occasion of his sacrifice was a festival held at intervals
of three or five years and still celebrated, though now, of course, it lacks the fulfilment of its chief purpose. It is observed in the month of Chet at the cavejjf a god
Ch&sralu whose worship is closely associated with that of the five gods, and it is
characterised by rites of a mystic and sacramental nature, which unfortunately I
have not time to describe. The presence of the gana is essential and the festival can
not be held if the office is vacant. Now-a-days, he plays a more or less formal part
in the ceremonies. He is worshipped and the persons privileged to see him at close
quarters pass before him doing homage to him and paying him tribute. The zaildar,
for instance, gives him a ram and other offerings and as he presents his gifts, bows
before him and expresses the pious wish that he (the gana) will be victorious. After
homage has been paid to the child, water is sprinkled on his head and he is allowed
to go to his home with his parents. But the rest of the assembly spend the day at
the cave in feasting and drinking, the feast as already noted, being in the nature of
a sacrament Indeed, there is good reason to believe that the gana himself was the
sacramental food jnTToHner days.
Therels" also HttIe~doubt that the sacrifice of one gana was followed quickly by
the appointment of a successor, whose first appearance in public was in the role of
a mediator foredoomed to death. The festival on which he is revealed to the gods
takes~~place" in the^monthTAsauj (September and October), the place of gathering
being a lofty plateau overlooked on all sides by snow-capped peaks, fcom which the
goddess kali looksdown uponjhgr future victim. Rams with long spiral horns are
sacnfice3~InTionour of the goddess, oblations of ghi are offered and incense burnt in
her name. The offerings are provided by the community, but all are given on behalf
of the gana who is the intermediary between the actual giver and the recipient.
Kali from her thrones above accepts the sacrifices made in the gana's name, who, in
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this aspect, is a mediator, whose presence and office ensure the favour of the goddess
of destruction and regeneration.
Similarly, in thecase of the second gana, the deputy of the god Narain of Jabal,
T
there is no doubt whatever t h a t he w as the victim of ritual murder. The incidents
of his office differ in some interesting respects from those associated with his counterpart and the great festival at which his reign ends is particularly significai.t because
of its deeply sacramental character. It will suffice to say t h a t this gana is also worshipped as a god, that he is kept taboo in order to preserve his sanctity, that a special
feature of his office is the pronouncement of harvest omens and that the rites celebrated at the culminating festival and the traditions connected with it are of peculiar
significance, since they reveal three distinct stages of evolution. They prove conclusively that the gana himself was the original victim, that some centuries ago a
human substitute was taken from a hostile village, that for many years a captive
was sacrificed, but that eventually the enemies of the god were allowed to provide a
goat by choice instead of a man by compulsion.
I have now finished my description of the ritual survivals of human sacrifice.
I t remains for me to justify my presence here by showing t h a t these Himalayan
rites are not entirely devoid of interest to the student of primitive institutions. I
will confine myself to two points. In the first place, the examples given have been
selected in order to emphasise an aspect of sacrifice that, so far as I am aware, has
not received the attention it deserves from writers on the subject. I refer to the
exaltation or magnification of the sacrificial victim. We have seen that in the biliunda
and the kaika celebrations, the chief actor is exalted to the dignity of a god, and
that in the gana institution the fiction of divinity is created from the very day of
i

appointment of the child victim, when he is invested with the powers and attributes
of the gods he represents. Deification, indeed, is an almost inevitable consequence
of the superstitious beliefs of the people. I t is, I think, safe to assert t h a t whatever
Himalayan religious rites we care to investigate, we shall find that an important part
of the ceremonies is the artificial creation of an atmosphere favourable to their
success. The devices employed at the kaika festival for the dispersal of evil influences differ in form, but not in character, from those found in every sacrifice. The
mere offering of a goat or ram is attended with similar, though less elaborate precautions. For a sacrifice to be without blemish it must be insulated from malign
forces; and such insulation in the case of a human being tends naturally to convert
him into a god.
Again, where the victim is a selected member of the gods own subjects, a natural
development is the assumption of temporal powers. This actually occurred in the
case of the gana of the five gods. Formerly, he was regarded as the ruler of the
tract through which he is worshipped. Disputes were referred to him and his subjects accepted his decisions as final. He was consulted as an oracle and his signs
T
and sayings were regarded as divinely inspired. Resort w as made to one or other of
the many forms of divination still in vogue. Sometimes, the parties in a dispute
would each make a ball of earth, one of which contained a blade of grass. The balls
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were placed before the infant judge without his knowing which was which and the
one on which he first laid his hand, determined the party in the right. Or ag^in,
the five gods, coming with their diviners into his presence, would charge and recharge
him with divine inspiration, until he made some sign from which an oracle could
be deduced. Occasionally, the diviners of the five gods would them-selves conduct
the rites of divination, but they did so in the name of the gana and the decision was
(lis. Resort is still made to the gana, though less than formerly. Circumstances
have been adverse to the growth of his temporal powers and they are likely soon to
disappear. But it requires little ingenuity to imagine conditions under which he
might actually have become an executive ruler. The families from which he can
be selected are few. If, in the days when the sacrifice was actually performed, they
had contained only one eligible candidate, the people would have been on the horns
of a dilemma. If they had sacrificed the ganay the supply would have been extinguished at its source; if they had not slain him they would have incurred the wrath
of the gods. Knowing the hill-men, I can safely assume that they would have
compromised. They would have kept the gana as the divine representative of the
god, while they would have found a scape-goat, probably out of a hostile tribe.
This, in fact, is what they did in the case of the gana of Narain, though the reason
for the substitution is unknown, and was probably other than a lack of candidates.
But, once the gana escaped the penalty of death, he would be in a very strong
position to develop his power over the community.
Indeed, a very plausible case can be made out for believing that the power of
the oldest ruling family of the Simla Hills originated in an institution such as I have
described. Sacrifice in a symbolical form, with the substitution of a scape-goat, is
practised to this day, while other incidents support the theory I have mentioned.
I do not propose to pursue this theme for obvious reasons. The point I wish to
make is that the gana institution contains the germs of kingly sacrifice, and is thus
relevant to a subject which has been very fully investigated by the greatest living
authority on comparative custom and religion. Readers of the Golden Bough will
remember that it was the peg on which Sir James Frazer hung his exhaustive enquiry
into an immense variety of customs and superstitions, while in a course of lectures,
delivered to the history class of one of the Scottish Universities, he laid special
emphasis on this aspect of primitive kingship.
Sacrifice was not, of course, an
obligation usually or even normally attaching to early kingship; but recorded instances from different countries are, by no means rare, and in their number are included
several from the Himalayas not mentioned this evening. Sir James Frazer, in seeking for an explanation of this curious institution, dwelt on the magical attributes
of kings—the supernatural powers ascribed to them by primitive and superstitious
people. There is abundant evidence to show that the welfare of a community has
been often regarded in the past, and is still sometimes regarded, as inseparably
bound up with the welfare of its ruler. It's strength and prosperity are supposed to
vary with the physical health of the king, to flourish when he is strong and to wane
when he is sick. Hence, argues Sir James, a people, with the power to control their
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destiny, would fashion it to their own ends. They would sacrifice or depose their
king when he showed signs of failing powers and would put in his place a man or
youth of abounding vitality. That the- explanation is appropriate to some of the
recorded instances is not open to d o u b t . B u t it does not apply to the ganas ; and
it assumes that kingship always preceded sacrifice. It overlooks what must have
been a common, if not a universal, incident of regular sacrifice, the exaltation of the
victim. I therefore suggest t h a t it is not exhaustive; t h a t in some cases the process
of evolution was the reverse of that assumed and that a man was slain, not because
he was a king, but he became a king because he was destined to be a sacrificial
victim. Where this happened, it would be natural to retain the memory of his
original role in the form of a symbolic survival.
The second point I wish to touch on is the divinity of the ganas.
In this
attribute they resemble the Naga rulers of early India, and so furnish an interesting
link with the remote past. In ancient literature, the word Naga when applied to
persons, has, I believe, two meanings. It denotes the worshippers of serpent gods
and also their divine rulers or demi-gods. About the latter, comparatively little is
known. For a study of the beliefs, customs and institutions of the former, abundant
• material is available in a study of the hill-people,for Nags or snake-gods are still by
far the most common objects of worship in the Western Himalayas, and the main
incidents of their worship are almost certainly much as they were at the dawn of
Indian history. A study of the Nag cult in its many ramifications cannot fail to
throw light on what manner of people the Nagas were.
The Naga ruler of the hills, as I conceive him, was the human representative of
a Nag-god, a mediator between it and the people, regarded as under the special
favour of the deity and probably invested in some outward form with divine powers.
Sometimes, he would himself act as the mouth-piece of the god, b u t custom would
differ in this respect and the democratic instincts of the hill-people would be in favour
of keeping a separate medium or diviner. The bond of union with his people was the
worship of a common god, the form of Government being a theocracy in which the
male members of the community all identified themselves with the god and, as is still
the case with Jamlu of Malana, regarded themselves as sharing his attributes. The
Naga would be under various taboos and screened as far as possible from evil influences.
His tenure of office would at first be insecure, and, in some cases, would involve the
obligation of actual or symbolical sacrifice. Various myths would gather round him;
* for his history would be t h a t of the tribe and the ordinary doings of his people would
be exaggerated into the miracles of their ruler. This explains why in many of the
written accounts of various Nagas t h a t have come down to us it is impossible to
separate the mythical from the historical. The same difficulty occurs in the interpretation of myths still current. A dispute between two villages is a fight between
their gods in which thunder-bolts take the place of sticks; the filching of grazing
grounds is ascribed to the virtue of a god instead of to the treachery of his followers,
the migration of a portion of a tribe is the flight of a god in the form of a chikor, and
so on for innumerable examples. Even in ordinary conversation, the personification
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of the god is at times confusing. It is indeed so general that one suspects that some
of the demi-gods of ancient history were not men at all, but gods personified who
obtained the credit of their followers exploits. Certainly, the Nagas of the hills were
not always powerful kings ruling over large tribes. Many of them were but the
representatives of petty gods acknowledged by a group of hamlets, and others who
ranked as Nagas had no temporal power at all.
1 obtained curious, proof of the last assertion a few years ago, and it is perhaps
worthy of record since it relates to the only instance known to me in which the
*

word Naga is still applied in a divine sense to a human being. In June 1915, I had
to mark out a boundary line between Mandi and Suket, and on my return journey 1
passed through a corner of the latter state within the jurisdiction of Mohna Nag, a
deity who cures snake bites. As it happened, the day was the first of the month
and the god, as was the custom, had been brought from his temple to hear in public
the petitions of his worshippers. The idol was enthroned on an open space overlooking the rice-fields in which the peasants were busy planting out their seedlings.
The ark of the god faced south, and a few spaces in front of it sat the chief diviner
with his face towards the east. His assistant or disciple sat facing him at a distance of about ten paces. Both were squatting on mats of wool and each had on
his right hand two attendants selected from the congregation. Their heads were
bare and their hair hung down to their waist in well tended ringlets. The elder was
a venerable patriarch, tall, spare and dignified with long grey hair and beard, and
generally of the appearance that one associates with the prophets of old. When I
*

%

arrived, both mediums were in a state of possession though neither was in a state of
frenzy, the only signs of the afflatus being a slight rolling of the head and the tremT
bling of the right hand, with w hich, when not otherwise engaged, the medium rubbed
his right knee as though to excite inspiration. The congregation sat or stood in a
semi-circle facing the god and was composed largely of women and children; but
there was a fair sprinkling of men and occasionally a peasant would desert his rice
fields to attend the god's court and proffer his request. The first suppliant was an
old woman with a measure of rice and an offering of two annas which she placed on
a mat spread for the purpose. Addressing the elder diviner, she begged that the
god might preserve her husband, herself and family in good health during the year
and cure their cattle of the disease from which they were suffering. The diviner,
having listened to her prayer commenced to work himself into a state of frenzy, rolling his head from side to side and rubbing his knee vigorously until the afflatus had
reached a satisfactory height. Then he held out his hand to one of his attendants
who placed in it a little rice taken from the heap of offerings. The medium tossed the
rice from hand to hand for a few moments and then, with a quick movement, threw
both hands up in front of his face and clasped the palms tightly together. Presently,
he handed a few grains to his attendant who passed them to his colleague, who in
turn gave them to the suppliant thus ratifying the contract between her and the god.
At the same time, the diviner seized his scalp-look with the right hand and shrieked
out the answer of the god. This, I gathered, was fairly auspicrous. Mohan Nag
*
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hoped that the woman and her family would keep in good health, but for the cattle,
he could promise relief only after an interval of four months.
Other suppliants followed—a peasant whose crops had failed; a family of four
members who had all been Seriausly ill; a youth to whom the god had formerly promised relief and had failed to give i t ; a young girl who had been more fortunate and
who, in recognition of the boon, now offered the god the ornaments she had vowed
a few months before; and many others afflicted with various ills. The procedure was
the same in every case. As each suppliant came up, he ignored the god, addressing
himself solely to the diviner—whom to my surprise he invariably hailed with the title
of Ndga. Now the diviner, as it happened was a low caste Koli; but none-the-less, he
was for the time being an incarnation of 'the god himself. The spirit of Mohan Nag
had descended upon him and it was with the god's tongue that he spoke. His
divinity differed in degree only from that of the ganas. He was a god only while
labouring under the afflatus; the ganas are divine during the whole term of their
office. They are the deified deputies of snake-gods who select them, instal them
and endow them with their energy. x\s such they have clearly a better claim to the
title of Naga than the low caste medium of the Suket god. It is, in fact, just possible that they were originally called nagas and that their present name of gana is a
corruption of their early title due to the transposition of letters so common in the
hills. In any case, it is obvious that they are counterparts in embryo of the demigods of old. This constitutes their chief historical interest, and must be my excuse
for their lengthy intrusion on you this evening.

A Journey to Toling and T s a p a r a n g in Western Tibet.
By

G. M. YOUNG.
NOTE.

In the spring of 1912, / was sent to Gartok, the headquarters of the Government to
Western Tibet, to inquire into the delinquencies of a former trade agent of the Indian
Government. The Rev. Father H. Hosten, of the Society of Jesus, heard of my going,
and communicated to me, through our President, a number of notes on the Jesuit
Mission at Tsaparang, and some unpublished correspondence of the Fathers, with the
request that if possible I should contrive to visit the place. This I ivas able to do bv
returning to India across the Tangi-Kuno passes, a straighter though more difficult route
than the usual one by the Hindostan-Tibet road and Shipki.
As I left Sim/a at less than
ten days' notice, with strict orders to accomplish my errand without loitering and to
turn neither to the right hand nor to the left of my route, and as I did not and still do
not know any Tibetan, my visit was a short one, and my impressions of Toling and
Tsaparang necessarily those of a week-end tripper. My excuse for recording them is
that Tsaparang has had not even another week-end tripper, since the Jesuits left it nearly
three centuries ago. Much that is now known about the kingdom of Guge and the cities of
Toling and Tsaparang, was not published or available when I read a short paper to
the Society on the subject in June 1913. Accordingly, in preparing that paper for the
Society's Journal {which I have only recently had leisure to do) I have taken the
opportunity to re-write it. Acknowledgment of the principal authorities cited is made
either in the text or in footnotes.
The orthography of Tibetan names presents some difficulty. The correct spelling as
exemplified in Francke's " Antiquities of Indian Tibet" cannot be followed or pronounced
by anyone but a Tibetan scholar. I have tried to adopt, save in quotations from other
writers, the phonetic spelling used in the same author's "History of Western Tibet."

The history of Catholic missionary enterprise in India during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries is full of romantic adventures. Of these hardly any is more
remarkable than t h a t of the Jesuit Antonio d' Andrada, who in 1624 discovered
a kingdom in the deserts of Western Tibet, established a mission and built a
church there, and by his ownaccount induced the king and,his household to embrace
Christianity. Andrada's story is supported by letters from other members of the
mission, which apparently remained at Tsaparang for about seventeen years; but several writers have none the less doubted whether it could be true. There was ground, it
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must be admitted, for these doubts. From the time that the Jesuits left the country
1
until the other day, no European had visited Tsaparang, the capital where Andrada's
king reigned, and where the mission was founded. On the contrary, in 1783 another
Jesuit, Ippolito Desideri, traversed Tibet from end to end in an attempt to re-discover
the place, but met no one who admitted to having heard of it. The lama history of
Tibet * has much to tell of a kingdom in those parts, but refers to a period six
hundred years before the date of the Jesuit mission, and nowhere describes a king
who could be identified with Andrada's patron. Moreover, the capital of this kingdom was not Tsaparang, but Toling, a few miles further up the bank of the Satlej.
Tsaparang is not even named in any known Tibetan chronicle. In recent years,
however, fresh light has been thrown on the whole subject from a variety of sources.
It is the aim of this paper to describe what is now known of the history* of Toling
and Tsaparang from those sources, to recount briefly Andrada's story, and to supplement it with a narrative of the writer's own journey there in 1912.
>

The country in which Andrada's king ruled was, and is still, called by the
Tibetans, Guge. This name strictly applies to a portion only of the upper basin of
the Satlej above Shipki, though some of the kings of Guge actually reigned over a
wider area, as we shall see. The known history of Guge begins at about 1000 A.D.
Some twenty-five years before that time the whole of Western Tibet had been conquered by a Central Tibetan adventurer from Lhasa, whose name was Kyid De Nima
Gon. His territories included Ladakh, now part of the Kashmir State, Spiti and
I v ahul, now part of the British district of Kangra, and the whole of modern Western
Tibet. Before his death De Nima Gon divided his kingdom among his three sons.
s
The particulars of that division, are not altogether clear. But at all events one of
the new kingdoms was Guge, and the grandson of De Nima Gon's second son was
reigning over this tract in his capital at Toling, about the last quarter of the eleventh
*

1 In recent years occasional sportsmen have entered the Tsaparang district in pursuit of the Ovis Amnion, but for
obvious reasons have not described their journeys in print. I believe that none of thein ever went to Tsaparang itself
where the presence of a British officer unauthorized might indeed have embarrassed the Tibetan officials.
2 The Pag Sam Jonzang. a history of Tibet from early times to 1745 A . D . By Sutnpa Khampo Yeshc Paljor. A
summary of this work, in so far as it relates to Guge, was kindly made for me by Negi Amin Chand of Kanara.
8 Francke (History of Western Tibet, chapter VI) allots Ladakh to the eldest brother, Guge and Purang with other
sub-Himalayan tracts to the second, and Zangskar, Lahul and Spiti to the third. But he admits (Antiquities of Indian
Tibet, page 23) that the Zangskar dynasty was shortly afterward reigning at Toling in Guge : he also conjectures that
the last two kings of Guge came from a younger dynasty at Daba, the capital of Purang. Amin Chand's version of the
Pag Sam Jonzang gives the following partition; the eldest son, Mang Yul ; the second, Purang; the third, Shangshuug
or Guge. The Tibetan name for Western Tibet, Nari Khorsum, or the three Provinces, commemorates De Nima Gon's
division. The provinces are, Rudok ( = Mang Yul ?), Guge and Purang. There certainly was a line of kings reigning at
Daba whether they were distinct from, or an offshoot of the Guge dynasty in the first instance, and whatever their
connection may have been with the last two Guge kings. Moorcroft (A Journey to Lake Manasarovara in Und6s, 1812.
Asiatic Researches, Vol. XII) quotes legends indicating that there were kings of Daba until the Central Tibetan invasion ;
4
and t h a t that invasion was actually brought about by an appeal from the last Raja for help against the ' T a t a r s " who
had killed his father. He says that the rajas of Daba were Surajbansi Rajputs. His account may be compared with the
opening words of the Treaty made by Geldau Tsang with the Raja of Bashahr. " W h e n the inhabitants of Narj
Khorsum were still subject to the power of the lords of Guge, the king of Ladakh was wont to subdue the people of
Nari Khorsum." Moorcroft's " T a t a r s " may have been the Ladakhis, or, possibly, the people of the neighbouring
kingdom of Guge. Possibly, again, the kingdoms'of Guge and Purang were at that time amalgamated, and the
Daba legends refer to the last king of Guge and a son of his. The connection between these two kingdoms is almost
as obscure as their origin.
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century. This king, whose name was Khore, abdicated and became a monk. He
is better known as Yeshe Hod, the name which he took after his abdication.
His period is famous in the annals of Tibet as one of religious activity and
reform. Disgusted with the corrupt Tantrik Buddhism, which was then prevalent in
Guge, he is said to have applied himself earnestly to the introduction of a purer and
more authentic form of worship. He encouraged the immigration of Buddhist pandits from Kashmir, and it was from among their ranks that he obtained his foremost
helper, the Lotsa Lama, Rinchhen Tsangpo, greatest of Western Tibetan saints, who
was born in Guge of Kashmiri parents, probably about the beginning of the eleventh
century. These two men founded many new monasteries in Western Tibet, and
built a temple with a golden roof at Toling itself. The approximate date given by
l
Sarat Chandra Das for the construction of this temple is 1025 A.D. Rinchhen Tsangpo
in time became the spiritual leader and chief ecclesiastical' dignitary of the country
under the kings who succeeded Yeshe Hod on the throne. He and his pupils translated many religious works from the Sanskrit, and earned the name of Lotsawa, that
is, interpreter or translator. Rinchhen Tsangpo further qualified himself for this
title, which is now peculiarly his, by compiling a Sanskrit-Tibetan dictionary.
Yeshe Hod twice sent missions into India to study Buddhism, and to invite learned
Buddhist divines to come to Guge. The first mission was a failure. Out of twenty
lamas only three returned, among whom was Rinchhen Tsangpo. The second mission
was addressed to the most renowned Indian pandit of the day, Atisha the Bengali,
before whom the emissaries appeared bearing a great lump of unwrought gold.
Atisha refused to accompany them to Guge, observing that there could be only two
good reasons for his doing so, the gold, and the spiritual welfare of the Tibetans. He
did not care for the one, and felt himself unequal to achieving the other. Disappointing as the answer was, it did not quench the enthusiasm of Yeshe Hod. In the
hope t h a t a larger offering would prove successful, he set out in person on a journey
through Western Tibet to collect more gold. But in the course of his tour this unfortunate reformer fell into the hands of the king of Garlog, whom Sarat Chandra
Das conjectures to have been either the Raja of Garhwal or the Raja of Kanauj.
*

Amin Chand's version, however, makes him out the king of certain mountain tribes to
the north-west: and Francke identifies Garlog with Turkestan. Whoever he was, he
imprisoned Yeshe Hod, and held him to ransom for a life-size statue of his person in
gold. Yeshe Hod's sons and great nephews, one of whom was by rfow King of Guge,
extracted yet another contribution of bullion from their subjects, but it was found
insufficient for a replica of Yeshe Hod's head alone. The King of Garlog accordingly
refused to release his prisoner. Yeshe Hod, who was of the martyr strain, charged
his followers not to amass more gold for his own rescue, but to use what they had
and as much more as they could scrape together in a final effort to bring Atisha
from India. Not long afterwards he died in prison.
Atisha did eventually come to Tibet by way of Nepal, and remained for three
l " Indian Pandits in the Land of Snow."

Calcutta, 1898.
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years, teaching and diffusing a general air of sanctity at Toling. It is said t h a t
Rinchhen Tsangpo refused at first to rise from his abbot's chair and pay respect to
Atisha.
But when he found that the Bengali was able to recite the name and
attributes of every idol in the monastery temples, and offer appropriate praise to
each, he acknowledged his superiority and did obeisance to him. There are at the
present day several thousands of statues of different gods and goddesses at Toling,
and if there was anything like the same number in Atisha's time, his performance
must have been very creditable.
1
TheTsuccessors of Yeshe Hod as Kings of Ouge were Song Ne, who died a few
days after taking over the government, I,ha De his son, and Hod De his grandson.
Hod De's two younger brothers, Jangchub Hod and Shiwa Hod, took vows of celibacy.
It was they who with their brother brought Atisha to Guge during Hod De's reign.
Jangchub Hod is. sometimes referred to as if he were king, and seems to have held
a special position very similar to t h a t of Yeshe Hod. On leaving Toling, Atisha
went to Central Tibet, and died there ten years afterwards at the age of seventythree. Hod De was succeeded by his son Tse De, in whose reign and under whose auspices a grand Buddhist synod was held at Toling, and attended by pandits from Central
Tibet. This was the last noteworthy event in the golden age of Toling, which corresponded more or less with the eleventh century of our era. I t synchronized also with
the life of Rinchhen Tsangpo who attained the great age of ninety-five, and may be
said to have reached its zenith in the visit of Atisha. The historian, a Central Tibetan Lama, has hardly anything to relate of the Kings of Guge after its close. The
reason of his silence is probably this. The Buddhist revival nssociated with Atisha's
name had its origin, as we have seen, in Western, not in Central, Tibet. Kashmiri pandits played a great part in it, and other sages from India, who need not be mentioned
here, came to Guge t not Lhassa, in the first instance. Atisha himself entered Western
^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Tibet through Nepal, where he spent a year, and it was only after three years' residence
a t Toling that he departed for Central Tibet. When the reformation, which Atisha
personifies, had spread to the valley of the Brahmaputra, it took root there independently, and soon lost its connection with the country of its birth. At any rate
the history of Guge becomes, after Tse De's reign, little more than a genealogical tree.
There are nine kings of the De dynasty subsequent to Tse De, and they are followed
by nine kings of a Mai dynasty, with veryjm-Tibetan sounding names, such as Jinda
Mai, Kalan^Mal, Pertab Mai, and Prati Mai. One of the " D e " kings has a name,
Dragpa De, synonymous with the last part of the name of Andrado's convert. But
as he is only the eighth king after Tse De, he can scarcely be identified with a man
2
who was reigning in 1624. Francke gathers (but does not mention his authority
for doing so) that on the extinction of the Mai dynasty, a member of a junior branch
of the De dynasty ^vas r e - i m p o r t e d j T O ^ ^
ofJPurang. I
was able to collect information which to some degree tallies with this conjecture, and
1 Amin Chand is my authority, He may be quoting from the Pag Sam Jonzang or from the Mfe of Atisha.
Chandra Das does not mention this incident in the work already eited,
* " A n t i q u i t i e s of Indian Tibet," Vol, I, page 23.
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shall refer to it again later. It is enough to note here that the Tibetan history mentions no kings of Guge subsequent to the Mai dynasty, and that Andrada's king
certainly did not belong to that dynasty.
Such, in brief, was the previous history of the country towards which Andrada
was making his way from Agra, in the spring of 1624. He himself, of course, had no
knowledge even of theexistence of Guge. But it was commonly believed at that
time that, in the undefined territory lyingjiorth-east of India and vaguely called
Cathay, there had once been great ancf prosperous Christian churches, and that
remnants of them still survived. These rumours, of which the legend of Prester
John is the chief example, were doubtless based on travellers' descriptions of Buddhist
1
monas^ic^orders^^d^itual, which in many particulars closely resemble those of
Christian churches. When therefore the Jesuit Fathers of Lahore, with the permission
of theTrovincial at Goa, organized an expedition, consisting of Andrada, one other
Father, and two attendants, for " Cathay," it was in the hope rather of re-discovering
ancient churches than of converting the heathen.
~
e party attached themselves to a pilgrim caravan bound for Badrinath and
the sources of the Ganges. Fifteen days after leaving Delhi they arrived at Srinagar in Garhwal, whence their route lay over the Mana Pass into Tibet. They were
forced to cross at a very early season of the year, for if they had stayed longer in
Garhwal, they might have been stopped altogether by the Raja, who suspected that
the Jesuits had designs on the Tibetan trade. - The Fathers therefore pushed on
speedily, and after encountering fearful hardships (Andrada himself was incapacitated
for a time by snow-blindness), struggled over the range, and descended upon the high
plateau beyond. There they found themselves in the province of Guge, the territory
of a king whose capital was at Tsaparang in the gorge of the Satlej, three inarches
away.
The appearance of the Fathers excited the liveliest interest, for no such
foreigners had been seen in that country before. The king sent a. deputation to meet
and escort them to the capital. When they arrived, they found the whole town
awaiting them, and as the little procession passed up the street leading to the citadel,
the queen and her ladies were seen watching eagerly from a balcony. The king, like
the Raja of Garhwal, at first mistook the Fathers for traders, whom he was as eager
to welcome as the Raja had been to turn them back. Indeed, when he heard that
they were only missionaries, he refused to see them for two days. But he had
already swallowed his disappointment, if it were such, when they canu before him.
With great affability, he introduced them to his queen, and ordered that they should
be well housed and fed.
This^jiotwithstanding^ thfc-^fforts_of_an £yilly_disposed
Kashmiri interpreter to discredit Andrada, and misrepresent what he said. The next
mofiiingTEeTathers were summoned again, and there began a seiies of daily theological
discussions, which lasted all the time that they were there. The effect upon the king
was most striking. After twenty-five days Andrada, having no authority to remain
I Inaugurated by Tsongkapa, the great reformer of Buddhism, who lived at the end of die fourteenth and beginning of the fifteenth centuries. Wilson mentions a legend that he was taught by a " long-nosed lama from the west" t
account for the similarities in Buddhist and Catholic ritual.
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in Tibet, announced that he must go. The king consented with reluctance, and took
an oath of the Fathers that they would return the next year. Before they left he
gave them a charter, which began t h u s : " W e , the King of Potente"—that is,
Bhutan, one of the Indian names for Tibet—"rejoicing at the arrival of Father
Antonio the FeringhriiTouFland, t a S T h i m for our chief Lama, and give him full
authority to teach the holy law to our people. We shall not permit any to molest
him in this, but shall issue orders that he be furnished with a site whereon to build
a house of prayer, and with whatever further help he may need." The document
concludes by earnestly beseeching the Great Father, t h a t is the Provincial at Goa, to
send the said Father Antonio back next year.
With such a passport, Andrada easily obtained the required permission from his
superior. In the summer of 1625, he recrossed the Himalaya. During his absence
the king had had a number of victories, which were ascribed to the auspicious influence of the Jesuit. I t was remarked that the commander-in-chief, who_was_the
king's brother-in-law, had "gone intoThe campaign wearing on his breast a cross which
Andrada~had given to him.~~ The return^of the missionaries was a triumphal progress.
They were escorted with honour for the last four marches, their personal property
was exempted from all dues, and they were lodged in one of the royal palaces. The
king was about to start on another expedition. When he returned a month later^
once more victorious, he applied himself in real earnest to the study of Christianity.
This naturally brought about a conflict with the lamas, who were beginning very
naturally to feel jealous. I t was however ST Vain that they persuaded the king to retire
for several weeks "to a monastery, and to exercise himself thereon the mysteries of his
own religion. He went unwillingly, and invited AiidradaJ:o-see4*im-~^^
cell.
Andrada's narrativ^lsT'a valuable" commentary on Western Tibetan manners
and customs. In his account of the country, its. savage climate and barren soil,
the superstitions of its scanty and priest-ridden population and the appalling cruelty
of the government can be recognized the mark of absolute authenticity and withal of
an observant and sympathetic mind. Here are extracts describing his passages at
arms with the lamas.
" Everybody resorts to them to know the future, including the king, although
he pays little attention to their words, and much to ours
Still, on state
occasions he continues to .consult them. Once, wishing to know what had happened
to one of his armies, he sent for a certain lama who was held in great esteem . . . .
This man made various diagrams, from which he affirmed that on a certain date,
which he gave, the army had been victorious, and was by that time returning heavily
laden with spoils. Seeing what a charlatan the man was, I turned to explain to the
king the falsity of his pretensions. I pointed out t h a t he could not have arrived at
this result by diagrams, but only by witchcraft, and the help of the devil. To which
the lama replied hotly that he held such things in utter abhorrence: all t h a t he had
_ _ ^ ^ ^ ^
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In a letter written from Tsaparang in August 1626, and published in Italian at Rome in the Jesuit series of letters
from China and Tibet. 1628. I am indebted to Father Hosten for all the facts about the missiou which are not derived
from this letter.
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said was contained in his book, the precepts of which were such, that in following
them he could neither deceive others, nor be deceived himself. A few days later,
however, news arrived that the army was not only not victorious, but, having found
the enemy too numerous to be attacked with safety, had not even engaged him.
Upon this the king was much annoyed, and abused the lamas, saying that they
made these statements in order to obtain alms, without knowing in the least what
they were talking_about.
On one occasion Andrada fell ill owing to the chilliness of his lodgings. Where<l
upon the king offered me a chamber in his palace, but as I refused to accept it on
my account for various reasons which can be understood, he told me that there was
attached to the palace a chamber of his priest's, which was very warm, but which he
did not offer me as it was haunted by evil spirits. It was not inhabited, but had been
used as a store-room for several years. I answered that .if he had offered it me, I
should willingly have accepted, and gone there at once, and that I was not afraid of
evil spirits, which would have taken fright and fled as soon as they saw the Holy Cross.
The good king feared that evil might happen to me, and would not consent. But on
being reassured, he had the place emptied and set in order, and made it over to me, not
without some trepidation. Yet it pleased God that I should not be molested by anything at all. The king, seeing this result, said to a number of the lamas, ' You ascribe
great virtue to your Holy water which"you sprinkle over houses^
I tell you lor
certain that it has no more virtue than the water which flows in the river yonder."
The king's enthusiasm for the Fathers was unbounded, and he never missed an
opportunity of impressing their excellencies on the lamas. On one occasion Andrada
interceded for a Garliwali thief, who was in prison. The man was set free, but returned
to his old ways immediately. He was re-captured, and subjected, according to Tibetan
custom, to revolting tortures, from which he died. Andrada's critics jeered at him,
and said that if he had not got the thief out of prison, the latter would never have
suffered torture and execution. But the king, who was present, replied that the
Father was carying out his duties as a Father, which was just what the lamas neglected
to do. If the thief refused to profit by it, so much the worse for him. " In truth,"
writes Andrada ecstatically, "one cannot say too often how highly this great man
esteemed and protected us."
He dwells with gentle irony on the lama's appetites. " They were astonished,"
he says, " at the severity of our fasting. They have a particular fast on which they eat
only one meal, and do not drink tea, which is for them a great mortification. On
that day they do not talk at all, but use gestures
On ordinary fasts theyjjreakfast twice in the morning, eat meat at midday, and thereafter sweets^jnilk, raisins
efcetera. They callit fasting, because they eat meat only jmce in the day, though
they drink tea in huge quantities as usual. And they say that they do God a great
service by this tea-drinking, inasmuch as it loosens their tongues and enables them
the better to glorify the divine majesty." Andrada however admits that he himself
found fasting extremely difficult in the climate of Western Tibet, and would have
failed altogether, but for direct help from Providence. He also excuses the lamas
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reasonably enough. " I t happened one day that finding myself in the house of the
Grand Lama, we discussed the question of fasting. He opined t h a t their^excessiye
eating of meat was due to the lack of fish and fresh Vegetables. Some lamas, he
said, IrTorder to make their fast stricter eat only veryTTttlelneat. In Utsang (Central
Tibet) they abstain from it altogether. They find it hard to live on nothing b u t
bread, peas and turnips in winter-time. Even these they would not have if they did
not store them at the right season, and preserve them for their needs."
One day Andrada rode with the king to a city not more than half a day'.s journey
from Tsaparang, on a visit to the king's mother who had gone there on a pilgrimage.
Here he says, " th^re are many temples and five hundred lamas. But on that day
a large number had also collected from the surrounding country, so t h a t there were
more than two thousand assembled. We found them ranged two and two together,
just like our monks in processions, all chanting after their'manner, and the more important of them carrying various insignia in their hands. On seeing them the king
dismounted instantly, and made three reverences to the community on a silk cloth
which they had spread for him . . . . After that, the gathering made six reverences
to the king in the same fashion. Such is the respect in which His Majesty holds his
lamas when they are in conclave. When they are alone he heeds none of them,
save only the Grand Lama, his brother.'
^ -
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Although Andrada does not say so, this place is Toling. It is worth noting that
there were as many as five hundred lamas there in his day.
Of angels he says, " Theirs are variously represented, some beautiful, and some
hideous, fighting ^vith demons." The notion of bestowing a repulsive appearance to St.
George as well as the dragon would hardly occur to a western painter, but I saw more
than one such group among the frescoes of Toling. He continues, " I saw one angel,
however, depicted as a young man wearing a breast-plate, and threatening the devil,
whom he had beneath his feet, with a sword. Him they call the principal angel,
and great interpreter between God and man. He would therefore appear to be the
Archangel Michael, except that he has neither scaly armour nor wings." This can
be none other than Rinchhen Tsangpo himself, who is credited with the suppression
of a demon named Sang Gyi Kargyal, and whose title of Lotsawa means, as we have
seen, an interpreter. He is in fact the Lotsawa par excellence, and his later incarnations, who enjoy in Western Tibet a sanctity not much inferior to t h a t of the Tashi
Lama, or even~~of the Dalai Lama" himself, have always bonie the name. Thus
r
Alexander GefafcTwrites in iti2i T" The third in order" (after the Dalai and Tashi
Lamas) " is Lochawa Rimboche. These three personages . . . .are never supposed to
die, but, on the dissolution of the body, the spirit is thought to take possession of
another tenement,"
Notice the underlying comparison with Catholicism throughout the last few
passages. Andrada is still searching for traces of a lost Christian church.
I " Account of Koonawur in the Himalaya," London, 1841, page 121. In the same passage (ierard seems to suggest
t h a t the line of incarnations was only forty years old in his time. He may have been wrongly informed, or have mis
understood his informant. To-day, at all events, Western Tibet traces the line back to Rinchhen Tsangpo.
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In* course of time the king and most of the members of his family were baptized.
I n April 1626 he and his brother-in-law came to Andrada, and said that the moment
had arrived for building a church in Tsaparang. A site was found, and the same
month saw the laying of the foundation-stone. Next morning news came that two
of the king's armies had won victories over petty Rajas, and that his chief enemy,
the Raja of Garhwal, was dead. Andrada pondered long that day on God's mercy
• which " g r a n t e d to the king the tidings that he most desired, on the day after he
had resolved to consecrate a church to God."
The church was a small but pleasing structure of kachcha brick. .All the royal
household gave something towards it, and the king especially disgusted the lamas
by pulling down houses belonging to his father and grandfather to provide the necessary timber. Nor can the Lamas have been much pleased when a giant cross was
erected on a summit above the town, proclaiming to all and sundry the king's
^L

+

— _

change of faith.
•
" ^ T J t h e r Fathers were sent in time to Tsaparang, and the mission prospered. Then,
however, the Grand Lama, who was the king's brother, died, and Andrada himself
was called away to take up the office of Provincial at Goa. The two men seem to
have been good friends, and, so long as they were together, to have averted anything
like a serious collision between the rival creeds. But now the king, egged on by his
military brother-in-law, determined to make the lamas' position impossible.
He
confiscated their estates and reduced their monasteries, endeavoured to prevent
novices from joining the order, and even went so far as to command every existing
lama to abjure his vows of celibacy and take a wife. This seems to have been the
last straw. The angry monks appealed to the King of Ladakh, the suzerain of
as
Western Tibet, to come to~ their aid. He, nothing loth, invaded Guge in 1629,
we learn in one of the later letters from the mission. The King of Tsaparang was
deserted and betrayed by his subjects, and left to defend himself with a mere handful of followers in his citadel. After a short siege he was forced to capitulate, carried
offaprisoner, and never heard of in Tsaparang again. The King of Ladakh bore
the Fathers no grudge, and did not interfere with them. The lamas had probably
given him the pretext for an expedition that he would in any case have made. But
the missionaries' power at Tsaparang was now broken. The lamas lost no time in
stirring up the people against them, and their converts fell away. Several of them
returned to India, and those that remained were persecuted. . They withdrew themselves with difficulty, one, at least, dying in Tsaparang, and another in Bashahr on
the way back to India. Soon after 1640 there were no Jesuits left in Western Tibet.
We have now to identify this king, and the other persons mentioned in the
Jesuit's story, as far as we can, from the Tibetan side. Our authorities are Francke's
History of Western Tibet, and two inscriptions discovered by the same scholar in
Spiti in 1909, with his notes on them.' The King of Ladakh was Sengge Namgyal,
who reigned from about 1590 to 1635, and made two expeditions against Guge, one
1 The second volume of " Antiquities of Indian Tibet," which will contain these inscriptions, is not yet published
I have a manuscript translation of them, and some uotes by Francke from which I have ventured to quote.
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in his youth, and the other towards the end of his life. In the latter, according to
the Ladakhi Chronicle, "he deposed the chief, the owner. Then he seized Tsaparang,
and the Los Long." "The expression Los Long" says Francke in a note containing
this passage, and communicated to me by Father Hosten, "is of particular interest,
for it means 'the really blind one.' It evidently refers to the Christian King of Guge,
who had been blind enough not to see the beauty of Buddhism. The Tibetans
often Tfse thejWQrd_lblind' in simiTaFconnections."
The inscriptions are still more informing. The first refers to two chiefs, father
and son, of Drankhar, the capital ofJSgiti, who were subjects of the King of Tsaparang. I t mentions a great*" "king of faith," by name Shri (?) Trashi Dragpa De,
who resided "on the summit of "the great palace of Tsaparang, td~the right of the
murmuring Satlej " (that is, on the right hand as one approaches from Spiti, Tsaparangls on the left _baLnkj)f the river. I t speaks of a time when this king's "helmet
was high," and, apparently, of a later period, when he was wanderirfg about, and was
helped by the two chiefs referred to above. The second inscription, only a fragment
of which was taken down by Francke, also mentions the great king of faith Trashi
Dragpa De, and contains the significant words "Graciously forgive" (or "Thou who
makest clear") all the apostasy and darkness at the great palace of Tsaparang
Tse. Francke's discoveries have thus" vindicated~Andrada, ^firstly, by ~giving~us
the name "oTTTis king, whiclTls nowhere mentioned in Tibetan chronicles, nor in
any of ^e~missibn letters, and secondly by establishing the fac^JhaLthe.j^ost^te
king did reign at Tsaparang. These discoveries however were not published when I
was in~Wes£enTTibet in 1912. The Abbot of Kanam in Bashahr, who is the present
Lotsawa and successor in incarnation of Rinchhen Tsangpo, told me that Tsaparang
had been thewinte^capital of Guge, and that Daba, the chief place in the province
of Purang to the east, was the^summer capital Tsaparang used to be, he said, a
largeTcity, with ten thousand inhabitant^ More than this the abbot did not know.
The Changsud, or lay manager, of the Toling monastery said that the last king of
Tsaparang and the king of Daba were brothers, and that the king of Tsaparang
was conquered by the King of Ladakh, who thereupon absorbed the province of Guge
1
into his own kingdom. These statements, though conflicting somewhat, bear out
Francke's view to the extent of showing that there was, at any rate, a connection
between the ruling houses of Daba and Tsaparang. The Toling monks said -that the
last two kings of Guge were father and son, and reigned at Tsapafang; all previous
kings had reigned at Toling. There is a temple in Tsaparang in which there are two
central figures of the seated Buddha^one behind_the other, instead of the single
principal image Which^usual7~ My "guide at Tsaparang, a peasant of the place, told
me thaFthe two kings of Tsaparang, the father and son, had each set up one of these
idols. The last king is affirmed on all sides to have built the iron chain suspension
bridge which spans the Satlej at Toling, and the story of his siege and fall is common
knowledge there as well as at Tsaparang. I asked the Toling monks for the king's
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p . ^ . ^ • ^ ^ ^ • • ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ — t a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ -* *
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name; they answered "Chodak~po," which Francke told me is merely a dynastic
title, meaning "Great Lord." I t must have been in general use, because it is also
• mentioned in one of the letters from the mission, in the only passage of' the whole
Jesuit correspondence in which the king is named; and the monks also told i^me
without being prompted. I then inquired what was the name of the Grand Lama,
the king's brother, but obtained nothing more satisfactory than " J a n g Chub," who
was, you may remember, the brother of Lhade and the host of Atisha. I am not
sure whether this obvious error arose out of mutual misunderstanding between the
7
lamas and myself, or whether, as is quite likely, the} " confuse the period of Yeshe
Hod and Rinchhen Tsangpo, of which they have a written history, with the second
great age of Guge, of which they have none. In either case it looks as though
"Chodak-po" were a designation usual to the kings of Guge. The Abbott of
Kanam and the Changsud of Toling alike knew, or professed to know, nothing of the
king's conversion to Christianity, and their ignorance was shared by such of the
peasants of Toling and Tsaparang as I was able to interrogate. Realizing that it
| would be useless to put the direct_question to the monks of Toling, I"~asked~them
whether they^ had any tradition that the king whom they called Chodak-po had
persecuted their order. The shot went further than I anticipated. I t produced a
noisy altercation; and my interpreter, the Trade Agent, who listened carefully,
\ said that one or two had suggested that there was something wrong with the king's
\ religious beliefs, and that others were violently repudiating this, presumably with
I an eye to me. I give this dialogue for what it is worth : it was conducted with about
I twenty clamorous and not altogether friendly monks through an Urdu-speaking
1
interpreter. If however I have reported it correctly, it illustrates a characteristic
of Tibetan historiography, and helps to show why Andrada's story remained so long
unconfirmed. The priest chroniclers of the Old Testament are content to write down
a l o n g whcTdabbles, as did Ahab for example, in a foreign religion as one of those
that "did evil in the sight of the Lord," and to paint his career accordingly as black
as they can. The lama's revenge in a similar case is at once more subtle and more
thorough. He omits the monarch's name and doings from his written histories: he
obliterates all trace of him from such inscriptions as he can find and damage: and
he persuades the common people never to speak of him again. Francke instances three
separate princes of Ladakh, who either embraced or showed_leanings towardsjtslani,
r
1
and whos<Tvery names hayei)een suppressed by the lama historians in consequence.
The boycott "oFthe ^Tsaparang king seems to have extended to his father as well,
with the result that a whole dynasty and the name of its capital city have fallen out
I of the record.
'
Some time after the deposition of the Tsaparang King, a son of the King of
Ladakh, by name Indra Bodhi Namgyal, was made vassal King of Guge. There
are no traditions of him, so far as I know, in Toling or Tsaparang. I t seems likely
that he was a nonr.nal and absentee ruler, and that the King of Ladakh preferred
\

I History of Western Tibet, pages 109-110.
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to keep the control of the province in his own hands. After Sengge Namgyal's
death in about 1635, a period of anarchy and confusion may have set-in. Twelve
years later came the invasion of Geldan Tsang, as a consequence of which the whole
of Western Tibet except modern Ladakh, Spiti and Lahul came eventually under the
Dalai Lama, and was governed, as it is to this day, by officials from Lhasa. Guge
proper is now a Dzong or district (literally fort), under a Dzongpon or district
official whose headquarters are at Tsaparang. The adjacent province of Purang
is similarly under the Dzongpon of Daba.
We do not hear again of Tsaparang for some time. The Jesuit Ippolito Desideri travelled through Tibet in 1715, hoping to rediscover the place, and, if possible,
to revive the mission. He started via Kashmir, apparently mistaking Andrada's
vSrinagar in Garhwal for the better known city on the Jhelum, whither he went
accordingly. From there he marched through Leh along the Indus Valley asking
every one whom he met for Tsaparang. Somehow he missed it, though it was even
then the headquarters of a district, and lies not more than five marches from
Gartok, through which he must have passed. I t is conceivable that his intention of
restoring the mission was suspected or known, and that he was on t h a t account
deliberately misled. At any rate he reached the head waters of the Indus, crossed
the divide by the Mansarowar Lake, and went on eastwards down the valley of the
Brahmaputra, still asking for Tsaparang. In the end he reached Lhasa, where finding a Capuchin mission temporarily vacant—Tibet, it must be remembered, was not
closed to Europeans much before 1816—he concluded t h a t he had at last discovered
] Andrada's city and church. From this conviction the Capuchins, who returned
soon afterwards, were unable to dislodge h i m ; and the question whether Lhasa was
or was not Tsaparang was actually referred to Rome. The Pope gave his decision
against Desideri, who thereupon gracefully withdrew.
I

After him it was nearly two hundred years before a European visited either
9

Toling or Tsaparang. The late General Rawling, on his journey from Lhasa to
Simla through Gartok in 1904, digressed from his route in the depth of winter to
spend one day in Toling, and has given a description, admirable as his always were,
of the place itself and the surrounding country. He did not however seeTsaparang.
Sven Hedin passed through Toling on his way toHBimla in 1908; but the fame of
t h a t explorer had preceded him to such purpose, t h a t he was forbidden to approach
the monastery, and compelled to pitch his tents in a ravine half a mile away. He
too did not visit Tsaparang. Tibetan research might have profited immensely if
F r a n c k F ^ l H d T m v e ~ g o n e there in 1909, as he wished; but he was not allowed to
penetrate beyond Shipki. Three years afterwards an official errand gave me the
nnnortunitv denied to him.
I left Simla on April 22nd, 1912, and on the 9th of May reached Kanam in
Bashahr, four marches beyond Chin]. The monastery contains a famo\is library
-^^^^
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where the Hungarian Czoma di Koros lived and studied about ninety years ago.
I asked for~recoIIections of him, and found that he was remembered as a Musalman.
At the time of my visit an even more interesting and much older personage than
Czoma di Koros himself was staying in the monastery. This was the Lotsa Lama,
now in his twelfth incarnation or more from Rinchhen Tsangpo. Kanam is now his
principal monastery, but he owns others in Spiti. Toling has a separate Abbot or
Khanpo of its own. Several generations ago (the Lotsa Lama could not say exactly
when), it ceased to be controlled by Rinchhen Tsangpo's successors, and came under
the authority of the Dalai Lama. The Lotsawa is always re-incarnated somewhere in
Guge or Kanawar, but he seems to live generally at Tashi Lumpo, the seat of the
Tashi Lama near Shigatze. Gerard, in the passage about the Lotsa Lama from
which I have already quoted, mentions three successive incarnations (the last a
double one) of his time, all of whom were summoned in due course by the Tashi
Lama to Tashi Lumpo, and made their residence there. The present incarnation
was the Tashi Lama's tutor and spiritual guide, and lived for twenty-nine years at
Tashi Lumpo. Sven Hedin, while at Shigatze, met this lama, whom he describes
as being very anxious to return to Western Tibet. The Tashi Lama would not
however let him go. The Lotsawa eventually obtained leave and came to Kanam
in 1912. His journey through Western Tibet had been one long triumph and no little
source of profit. The villagers for miles round hastened to throw themselves and
most of their possessions at his feet, and one shepherd, who had no money to hand,
is said to have offered him fivejmndred sheep. I t was estimated that he went
back to Tashi Lumpo where, by the way, his influence with the* Tashi Lama
diminished considerably as the result of his excursion, with sixty thousand rupees—
more coin than one would imagine to have existed in the country. He was evidently
a man of wealth, and his baggage mules were finer than any recently seen in those
parts. The veneration in which this lama is held in Western Tibet is clearly due to
the fame of the first incarnation, and to the circumstance that every succeeding
Lotsawa has been a native of the district. If we consider also that the line claims
to stretch back to the eleventh century, while the incarnations of the Dalai and Tashi
Lamas date from the fifteenth only, the great prestige of the Lotsawa is not really
so very astonishing.
I had a long talk with him on a balcony of the monastery at Kanam. He is a
handsome, saintly-looking priest with charming manners, and was dressed in robes
of apricot and black flowered silk, and long black velvet boots. His knowledge of
the history of Guge was drawn, as one might expect, from the lama chronicles, and
from the Tibetan Life of Atisha, copies of which he possessed. He had seen Tsaparang, which he described as having been in former times a very large city with a
population of ten thousand. He is interested in Christianity, but he had heard
nothing of Andrada or of the mission in Tsaparang.
Beyond Shipki my line of march ran through a part of Guge. At Shangtze,
seven days after crossing the Satlej, I met the Dzongpon of Tsaparang who had
come across from his headquarters to see me. After Shangtze I left Guge for a
*
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while, to return to it when I had finished nty business at Gartok. On. June 14th,
I started homewards, striking out across the Bogo_L,a for Toling. I had with me the
British Trade Agent, two Gurkha orderlies, one police constable from the escort
which I had brought from Simla, some chaprassis of the Agency, and servants.
Three marches brought me over the Pass and across a wide sloping plain to Dongpo,
a village lying at about 13,000 ft. in the upper end of a ravine leading to the Satlej.
The village is part of the Toling monastery_estate. From Dongpo the path follows
a nalay which soon narrows, deepens and loses all sign of vegetation. We had left
the plateau, and were re-entering the Satlej country. The weirdness of this neighbourhood has been picturesquely described by General Rawling and by Moorcroft
before him. It was once a lake, the bed of which in the course of ages gradually
silted up. Through the sandy strata the river's tributaries have carved for themselves gorges of immense depth, which meander aimlessly in all directions. Their
edges are crumbled into shapes so elaborate and grotesque that they seem more
like freak buildings than the work of nature. Now and again when in this country,
I rubbed my eyes to see a real castle in ruins, its jagged outline merged indistinguish1
ably in the ridge from which it sprang. Often, at the bottom of the naia by the
stream, there were boulders incredibly passed on slender columns of earth, like the
2
glacier-tables of the Alps, but ten times as high.
I t seemed an interminable march,
but at last the path crawled out into the Satlej valley. The river bed is here a
scorching waste of rocks and dust about a mile wide. Fantastic precipices bound
the view on all sides. The monastery of Toling stands opposite, on a shelf overlooking the Satlej. Its long crimson walls, set off by a few brilliant poplars in full
leal, its rows of white pure chorions, and, high above, its gold roof sparkling in the
haze, struck just that crowning note of unreality which the whole scene demanded.
On the plateau I had had the sensation, common in Tibet, of wandering in another
world. At Toling I thoughTthat I was dreaming as well; and if Rinchhen Tsangpo
himself, in black and yellow satin, had appeared then and there, grappling with his
dragon on the bank of the river, I doubt whether I, or any of us, for that matter,
would have been surprised.
What did take us not a little aback was the heat. True, the Satlej Valley is
notorious as a sun-trap throughout its "course in the hills; but at 12,000 ft. above
sea level in these latitudes one feels aggrieved at a temperature rising well over ioo°,
even in June. We reached the Satlej at about eleven o'clock in a melting condition,
and were exasperated to find that the bridge lay, not in front of us, but a mile and a
half upstream. This is an iron chain suspension bridge, the only one of its kind,
I believe, in Western Tibet. Nain Singh, the survey pandit who saw it in 1865,
brought back a'lradition that it was built by Alexander the Great, of all people.
1 There are two such ruins, for instance, at Nu, close to the Satlej, on the way between Shipki and Gartok. Local
tradition has it that they were built by the Mons; but Nu possesses a more ancient civilization in the Amazon kingdom
which, according to Chinese historians, once existed there (see Atkinson's Gazetteer of the Himalayan Districts of the
United Provinces, Vol. I I , pp. 452, 457, 458). One would like to assign these great stone castles to that kingdom, but
so attractive a conjecture must almost certainly be incorrect.
2 I have in mind especially the Meiyang nala, two marches from Shipki, where there are crowds of these tables.
I
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General Rawling was informed that it was the work of the last King of Western
Tibet, that is, of Guge; and the Tolingjnonks told me the same. Rawling's personal opinion from'aiTexamination of the bridge was that it was then less than a
hundred years old. But Gerard mentions its existence in 1821/ and would probably
have Jieard if it had been a recent structure in his time. On the other hand this
kind of bridge seems to be Central Tibetan in origin, and the Toling bridge may
therefore have been built after the invasion of Geldan Tsang. It is made of stout
timbers, which are now however rickety and warped. My yaks were not taken across
it, but forded the river at Toling. I looked round the bridge and the rocks close
by for inscriptions, but did not notice any.
The next morning the Changsud, the lay manager of the monastery and its
estates, came to see me. He" told me some facts which I have already mentioned
about the history of Guge. After breakfast I returned his visit. He has a comfortable house in the precincts, but was voluble in dispraise of the climate, as being
unbearably cold in winter, and intensely hot in summer. I presented the monastery
with money, and was rewarded by being shown round the temples very thoroughly.
First, however, I was taken to the Khanpo's house. The Khanpo himself was away
on a pilgrimage. When in residence, he sits all day in a large handsome room, on
a railed dais; before him on a table are a hundred and eight brass, or possibly silvergilt, bowl lamps. There is also in the room a cabinet containing some very beautiful
gold or gilt statuettes, and the Khanpo's spare hats. From there we went round the
temples. The first was evidently the principal place of worship, living room, and
refectory of the lamas. We entered through a verandah, at each end of which was
a horrific black stucco demon. The portals of all the large temples are guarded by
similar figures. Inside Was a huge gloomy hall, its ceiling supported by a great
number of lofty wooden pillars. Long benches, on which the lamas sit reciting
prayers and drinking tea, ran down the middle of the room. Silk banners and robes
were hung in profusion, and on various parts of the floor were stacked piles of books,
with many printing blocks of carved wood. An odour of greasy tea hung about the
place. At the far end stood a platform, on which were mounted large gilded idols,
and, at the back of all, a gigantic seated Buddha, also gilded. A sky-light above
threw into prominence the cold repellent smile of its primitive features, and shed a
half light on the grouped statues beneath. One of these, a gilt figure of a female
deity, probably Tara, about eight feet high, was not without beauty. There were
many other images of deotas and chortens, some of brass, others copper—or perhaps
silver-gilt, ornamented with turquoise. Behind the head of the central Buddha
there was a gilt screen forming a sort of reredos to the idol, very richly carved. We
made the tour of this and all the other temples in the conventional manner, walking
round behind the images from left to right. The passages are almost pitch dark,
and there is nothing to guide one, but the echoing footfall of the monks and the
sound of their monotonous chant. In the first temple the lamas jostled round me
1 Account of Koonawur, page 35.
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in a rather threatening way, being apparently afraid of my_dodging back and
looting some object from t j i e j g m p l g ^ ^
have been quite impossible.
I hearcTbne of my Gurkhas mutter an order to the other to stick close to me and have
his kukri ready, and I must say t h a t the faces of some of the lamas were unpleasant
enough to justify almost_any precaution. Exactly behind the mam Buddha in this
temple was a great recess containing a yet more colossal Buddha of gilt stucco.
From here we went to another large square building, conspicuous also for its
wooden columns. But it was not nearly so high as the first temple, and was well
lighted ; it looked more like a museum than a temple. There was the usual cluster
of divinities round a seated Buddha at one end, but there were also great numbers
of stucco figures and of stumpy clay bricks bearing images in relief. Hundreds of
these bricks were quite small, and were laid out on tables. Precisely similar ones
may be found packed into the pedestal of any brass or copper Tibetan idol. Others
were much larger. In the centre of the room stood an enormous prayer-wheel
like a great barrel, draped with flags. The feature of this temple was, however, the
frescoes which covered its walls. The main scheme of decoration was a row of Avatars
seated on lotus thrones, surrounded by representations of beasts and birds. The
intervening spaces, and those above and below the principal figures, were filled with
designs of elephants, horses, birds, and various scenes. There were groups of saints
fighting with devils, as Andrada records, and the wall, in which the entrance was,
displayed the usual panoramas"of heaven and hell. The colours of these paintings
were as fresh as if they had been laid on the day before. The principal tints were
red and gold, but blues and greens were also prominent.
We now came to the most important of the buildings—the temple of Yeshe
Hod and the chapels surrounding it. The whole forms a separate walled enclosure.
We passed through a porch into an immense vestibule, the far end of which was
screened off. Behind the screen I found a seated Buddha of stucco, partly gilded,
and not less, I should think, than twenty-five feet high. Beyond this building is
the principal temple, which is square, with a chapel opening out from each side.
The famous gold roof is merely the canopy of a sky-light in the centre. Directly
under this opening there is a statue of a female goddess, presumably Tara again,
with attendant images. The pillars seem to be of pine-wood; in one of the side
chapels the main prop has given way, and has been replaced by the trunk of a poplar.
The ceilings are panelled, richly carved and painted. The side chapels each contain
a large stucco figure with smaller statues round it. One of these is the chapel of
Rinchhen Tsangpo, and the image in the centre is his portrait. The monks informed
t

me t h a t he had built the whole of Toling and many subordinate monasteries. The
power of the first Lotsawa was apparently such, t h a t he could erect a monastery in
a.single day—no mean contract for that, or any, age. One wonders whether the
time limit included the provision of timber. The huge, square-cut beams of the
Toling temples, whether they are of deodar, spruce or Jblue pine, must have conie
from forests at least ten mafcEes~away, and over some of the loftiest passes in the
world:—ItiSlTmysfe~fy to me how they ever reached Toling.

A
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Round Yeshe Hod's temple are some twenty chapels built against the enclosing
Willi. Of the central figures, some of which are of great size, I noticed in particular
a physician god, surrounded by lesser doctors. There are innumerable brass statuettes and chortens in these chapels, varying from six inches to three or four feet
in height. Many are studded with turquoise, and several seemed to be gilt. The
figure of Shiv is hardly less frequent than that of the Buddha himself. The worship
of this Hindu god is known to have spread to Western Tibet from the Himalaya
many centuries ago.
This ended the round of the buildings at Toling. In the bewildering succession
of chapels and images there was far more than I had time to see or remark, and a
Tibetan scholar would probably find enough to occupy him for weeks. From General Rawling's book, and from a conversation which I afterwards had with him in
London, I gather that he was shown much less that I was at Toling, and that he did
not enter some at any rate of the temples, but remained in the monastery courtyard
f" while various objects were brought out for his inspection. These included the wooden
>u throne of Guge, which I do not remember noticing. There were political reasons
^Jjfor the difference in our treatment. Rawling visited Toling just after the expedition
<^ g-to Lhasa, in which he had himself taken part, and at a time when feeling in Western
-V Jy as well as Central Tibet was very sore against the British. It was for some reason
^ (^impossible to disabuse the lamas of the fear that an officer with an armed escort
would
forcibly
carry
away
any
thing
of
value
that
took
his
fancy.
By
1912
the
c
^ L example of Rawling himself and of the few officers who visited Western Tibet with
or after him had largely dispelled that fear, and the people were also much gratified
at the hospitable reception given to the~T)alai Lama on the occasion of his flight to
India in 1910. Orders had been issued facilitating my journey in every way; and
the lamas of Toling, although their demeanour was rather surly, did not object to
the Changsud showing me everything that there was to see. I may add that it was
only the lamas who were ever in the least unfriendly. The laity was invariably
pleasant andhospitable.
" ~~
In the afternoon I determined to visit the place that General Rawling calls
" O l d " Toling.' Readers of his fascinating book will remember the photograph of a
towering mud cliff with a silhouette of ruins along the crest; also Ram Singh's description of the way up. General Rawling himself had not time to go there. I was
told that the place was not "Old Toling" (the original monastery was the one that
I had just seen), but an outlying monastery which had been used as a summer resort,
and was now deserted. Francke also conjectured this independently from his own
knowledge of other temples built by Rinchhen Tsangpo, which, he says, are always
on level ground close to a stream. Warned by Ram Singh's description of the
track, I took with me, besides a local guide, two Kanawari chaprassies of the Agency,
who could climb like monkeys, my Gurkha orderlies, and several lengths of good
rope. My guide assured us that the rope would be unnecessary, and so, as a matter
of fact it was. Half a mile's walk among broken ravines brought us to a steep
slope of fine debris at the foot of the cliff. Near this point we saw the trenches
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which Sven Hedin had dug round his tents five years before. It was heavy going
up the slope. Where the cliff itself began, there were the remains of a half-tunnelled
stairway and arch at right angles to it. The steps had crumbled away, and we had
to clamber for about twenty feet; but that was the beginning and end of the climb,
if such it could be called. From there onwards an excellently graded path led to the
top, zig-zagging across the face of the cliff. There is a cluster of cave-like dwelling
houses in good preservation near the crest. Further on is the temple, a square hall
as usual, with slender wooden pillars painted bright red.
There is a large stucco
Buddha under the sky-light, and round it other clay statues, one of them headless.
Gaudy frescoes on a blue background adorn the walls. Smaller images are scattered
about in corners, some of painted stucco, others of a kind of papier mdche consisting
of layers of paper, apparently pasted one over the other on to a solid mould, which
is afterwards broken u p ; these figures are painted in staring colours with a high
polish. The wooden reredos behind the Buddha has been dismantled, and probably
used for fuel "by shepherds, traces of whose camp fires are to be seen on the floor.
SmalTIragments of brass and copper panel work lie buried in the dust of ages. The
lamas of Toling never come^here; they are too lazy and overfed t o s c a l e the cliff

|

s i d e 7 ^ n 3 m i r guide assured us t h a t none of them had seen the place. Beyond this
temple is another, adorned with dark stucco images of Shiv, riding or, in some
cases, standing on an emaciated buffalo, and wearing a string of painted skulls. More
interesting than either t e m p l e w a s the libraiX-JffiggHieep in loose paper, for the
book covers have been takenTaway, and the leaves tumbled anyhow on to the floor.
There were masses of indigo-tinted sheets, with writing on them sometimes in gold,
sometimes in gold and silver in alternate lines. I found no copper or brass idols in
either of the temples. If there ever had been any, theywere^emoved to Toling when
the monastery was abandoned^ A l e w of the stucco"and papier mdche statues, some
fragments of woodwork, and considerable sections of books, still awaiting a translator, are now in the Lahore Museum. The story of their getting there would swell
this paper to yet more inordinate length, and, though exciting, must be left untold.
It was essential t h a t the lamas should not know, for while these gentry take no
interest in relics which they and their predecessors have neglected for centuries, they
would rather leave them to decay than let it be known t h a t a Kurojoean_hadL carried
them off. Such an event would lower their dignity. This sentiment is admirable
whelTlipplied Tx> the treasures of Tohng~itself; and I appreciated the lamas' contemptuous refusal of the big prices which I offered them for one or two small statuettes in the side chapels there. But the objects in the ruined monastery had
neither an owner nor intrinsic value, and their removal to a place where they would
be appreciated and cared for aroused no qualms in my conscience. As the guide,
whose assistance was invaluable, had predicted, a fewjamas were found, doing 110thmg~parTicular in rny~camp^when I returned. But we were all empty-handed just
then, and~they moved away_satisfied.
Next mcrmng~I w e n ^ b a c k to the monastery and questioned the monks about
the history of Guge, I have related the conversation above. That over, we started
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on the march to Tsaparang. The distance is something_under nine miles. The
road, following the left bank of the Satlej, is broad and smoothly graded as befits a
highway between the temporal and ecclesiastical capitals, and quite different from
the tracks to which we were accustomed.
Tsaparang stands on and around the base qf_a_steep promontory which juts out
like a buttress from the plateau into jthe,river bed. The foot of the cliff is 'perhaps
a mile from the stream" The ruins of the city are extensive, and guarded on the
outer side by a chain of small round mud forts. Terraced fields; no^longer cultivated, lie round about. Near the cliff stand the Dzongpon's house, a temple with
a single lama* in charge, and the dwellings of the four families which constitute the
population of Tsaparang. I spent the afterno"oiPand evening among the ruins.
The temples are in good preservation, and are kept by the Dzongpon under lock and
key. An inhabitant showed me round them. They are in general smaller than the
great Gqmpas_of_Toling, but surpass thenwn_beauty and weahh^of^egoratjon. The
two largest, on the slopes of the ridge, are particularly fine. The central figures are
seated Buddhas of gilt metal, two in one temple, and one in the other.
Their
technique is superior to any thing on the same scale at Toling. Smaller images, if
•

they ever existed, have all been removed; but there are still the gilt screens and
reredoses of wood or metal work, with carved figures of animals and flowers, showing
considerable taste and freedom of design. The frescoes are not entirely confined to
religious subjects, but contain also groups from the everyday life of TsaparangThere are Tibetan warriors, Kashmiri and Ladakhi merchants, and even banias
from Hindostan. Besides these temples there are one or two dedicated to Shiv,
where the idol of the god is a splendid piece of brass work lavishly decorated and to
all appearances heavily gilt.
A well-paved roadway, almost a stair in places, winds up towards the palace,
tunnelling here and there through the soft cliff. A hundred feet br more below the
palace the path is crossed by a low block house, the only stone building in Tsaparang. This is the fort built by the Iyadakhi army during the siege. There is a deep
gap in the ridge behind the palace, preventing escape on to the plateau beyond. At
one side I saw a funnel-like chasm, down which, my guide told me, men of the garrison used to creep at night for water. I t was, I suppose, the regular means of supply
for the palace, and it may be that the Ladakhis brought the siege to an end by
occupying the spring or by making this path impossible. The principal rooms in the
palace are, an audience hall—a wide chamber that must once have had pillars to
carry the roof: a temple with the usual frescoes of Avatars: and the king's and
queen's own apartments. Opening out of the king's room is his private chapel,
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I Andrada calls it "half a day's journey." Gerard, whose information was always very accurate, says •« half a
stage or five miles." I made it more, but the going is very easy, and the journey is about equal to half an ordinary
march in Kanawar. Fraser was told that Toling lay half-way between Tsaparang and Gartok, with other particulars
which he himself considered " vague and unsatisfactory." He does, however, m e n t i o n * Raja of Tsaparang, whom he
seemed to think was reigning at the time. He says that he is called " Cotock " (=Chodak-po ?) Neither Gerard nor
Fraser say anything about the Jesuit Mission. See Alexander Gerard, « Account of Koonawar," 1814, page 146, also
page 49 ; and Fraser's " Himala Mountain." London, Rodwell and Martin, 1820, page 291.
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containing not a sign of his Christian beliefs, but, on the contrary, a collection of
obscene statuary in painted wood. Clearly the king, after his conversion, still cherished a house of ^Rimmon.
From the queen's room I stepped on to a carved wooden
balcony looking over the city, the very spot from which she saw the Fathers climbing the hill for the first time, nearly three hundred years ago.
After leaving the palace I entered every house in the city that I could, but found
no trace of a church or mission. Most of the houses are amazingly well preserved,
although the roof timbers have been taken long ago for fuel, except in the temples
themselves. The lamas no doubt abolished the mission buildings just as thoroughly
as they wiped out the king's name from their chronicles. Judging by Andrada's
account, the church must have been somewhere ne&r what is now the Dzongpon's
house. The inhabitants profess, truthfully I daresay, to have no tradition whatever of the Jesuits or of the king's conversion. I had already sounded the Dzongpon
when I met him at Shangtze; I tried him again now, but with no better success.
The next morning I had to continue my way to the passes and to India.
The existence of all the riches and civilization implied in the remains of Toling
and Tsaparang is at first sight astonishing. But we must remember that Western
Tibet, though in many respects the most desolate country in the inhabited world,
has always had two great sources of wealth, its gold and its wool. The first is
famous from the~very dawn of history—from Herodotus and the Mahabharata on1
wards. The early legends of Guge reflect, as we have seen, the rich output of the
country's gold, and the Ladakhi chronicles mention great quantities that came as
tribute from Guge to Iveh. Whether any of the smaller statuettes at Toling are of
solid gold, as they are alleged to be, or not, it is obvious that in both places gold is
the commonest and most easily obtainable medium of decoration. There are statues
of every size, woodwork, and metal panels plastered with it, to say nothing of the
gilded roof, gold paint on the walls, and hundreds of books written in gold ink. We
" know from history that the traffic in wool and pashm also between Tibet and India,
either by Kashmir or by Kanawar and j£ulu, was at one time very great. The fame
of the Rampur chadars continues to the present day; and the wool trade, though
now mostly diverted to Almora and Garhwal, still furnishes the big manufacturing
concerns in India with "aTarge part o f l h e i r supply. The Indian name for Western
Tibet is Un-des, the wool country. Besides gold and wool Western Tibetans possessed
^
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I The gold-producing area of ancient history is more strictly identified with t h a t part of the Indus valley which lies
about and below Leh, and is inhabited by the Dards. But the upper valleys of the same river are rich in gold, right up
to their sources. *As regards the well-known fablejifjhe gold-digging_ants (Herodotus, Book I I I . chapters 102 to 105),
Francke discovered two local legends of such ants~at Kalatse, and waTeven shown the creatures themselves. He somewhat tantalizingly omits these legends from his book, but tells us that the ants which he saw were of normal size, and
not, as Herodotus says, " s m a l l e r than dogs, b u t larger than foxes." Rawlinson, who cites a parallel story of golddigging ants from the Mahabharata, states that the idea probably arose from the crouching figures of the natives digging
for gold. These are formidable authorities, and I do not know whether any other theory has been advanced to explain
.the fable ; but anyone who has seen the sites of ancient gold workings in Western Tibet can hardly fail to be struck
with the resemblance of the marmots, whose burrows abound there, to Herodotus' ants. The marmot corresponds
very nearly to his descriptioii*oTsizeTand it is its habit to disappear into its earth during the heat of the day, and,
indeed, at any time at which it is startled by the approach of a human being. See Francke. History of Western Tibet
pages 12 to 14.
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useful commodities in their sturdy breed of ponies, and in the yak, which is an even
more serviceable creature than is clalmedfor it in Belloc's rhyme. Silver, iron, brass
and copper are to be had in plenty in the neighbouring Himalayan tracts, and there
is little doubt that mines were worked also in Guge itself. At Toling the lamas said
that the metal for their idols came from Luk, five marches from Shipki on the Gar*

—

"

tok road.
The timber however must have been brought laboriously, from India,
and it is obvious that even in its hey-day Tsaparang was short of wood. Andrada's
king had conquered territories in the Himalaya from which he could draw. This
we may infer from traditions of a Tibetan invasion in the Baspa valley of Bashahr,
and from a reference in Andrada's letters to grapes which were brought to Tsaparang
from a place recently conquered, and about twelve marches distant. This description
f
fits Chini, where vines are still cultivated.
The styles oiFscuTpture, painting "and decoration at Tsaparang struck one, in
contrast to Toling, as being uniform and belonging to a single period^f art. I t is
reasonable to assume that, as the period of religious reform belongs to Yeshe Hod
and Rinchhen Tsangpo in the eleventh century, so the great era of prosperity, and
expansion in the sixteenth was the achievement of the last two kings, who set up a
new capital at Tsaparang. The probable reasons for the collapse of this prosperity
can only be touched on here. The capture and dethronement of Andrada's enterprising friend was the first. Then followed the invasion of Geldan Tsang, and the
subjugation of the country to Central Tibet. Under the illiberal and grasping rule
of Iyhasa, directed by Pekin, the land has been steadily squeezed for the benefit of
its conquerors, whose own ignorance and superstition, however, have prevented them
from making use of its resources. Little has been effected but the impoverishment
of its inhabitants. Near the beginning of the nineteenth century the country was
visited by successive epidemics of smallpox, with disastrous consequences to a people
for wjiom_^dstence is_jrt_J±ejD^
Finally there is the
perpetual drain of lamaism on the manhood of the country. The lama toils not,
neither does he spin; but he is assured'of a good house to live in and an abundance
of food and tea. His hold on the superstitious peasantry is such t h a t he can easily
get anything done for or offered to him. His monastery owns practically all the
culturable soil in the neighbourhood. Small wonder that the best of the young men
become lamas as soon as they can; and, since lamas are strictly celibate, that the
race does not multiply or prosper. It must have been a perception of the lama
difficulty that prompted the last king to fling himself into the arms of the Jesuit
Fathers.
His own initiative and the hardihood of his subjects had secured, and
were consolidating for him, the subjugation of his neighbours and the expansion of his
wealth. To maintain these he required a permanent and dependable supply of
warriors, to which lamaism was the gravest obstacle. To a practical man the lamas
were a swarm of worthless tea-swilling drones. They would neither work for him
themselves, nor beget others who would ; and their growing numbers alarmed him.
It is true that the Jesuits' creed also demanded a celibate clergy, but that was a
\ difiiculty that could be tackled later. The main thing was to break up the monas•
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tertes at once, and to force the lamas to work a n d to breed citizens. I t was the
latter injunction, you may remember, t h a t finally goaded them into revolt. The
king failed, like many another who tried conclusions with an established church,
but I cannot help thinking t h a t the course of history would have been different if
the people of Guge had comprehended his aim, and rallied to him. The Ladakhis
would have been defeated, and when, some eighteen years later, the Central Tibetan
invasion came, the army of Guge might have proved too tough a nut to be worth the
cracking. A treaty might have been made with Tsaparang, and not, as actually
happened, with Bashahr. I t were idle to guess what might then have been the career
of a strong, compact, enlightened, and, incidentally, Christian monarchy in that wild
region.
Enough however is known of the past of Toling and Tsaparang to stimulate
further curiosity, which can only be satisfied by the despatch of a competent Tibetan
expert to both places, with full permission to study their antiquities at leisure, and
to hunt for inscriptions.
Unfortunately this is not so easy as it sounds. Apart
*

from our § Government's engagement to prohibit Europeans from entering the country
except upon official business, it is doubtful whether any available Englishman could
undertake the task. The Moravian Mission contains several Tibetanists, worthy
successors of Franc ke, who could do so, and would, moreover, be welcomed by the
Tibetans, as they are highly qualified in medicine. On this last account a Moravian
Missionary at Poo has^BeenTlnore^than once^invited by the Tibetans of Guge to
enter their district. Here, however, political considerations of another kind arise,
since the personnel of the mission is mainly German. A native of Indian Tibet,
well versedmTthe religiorrof^ris-counti^r^hd-in the rudiments of archaeology, would
be ideal, if he could be found. He would be unlikely to meet with difficulties from
the Tibetan Government or the lamas, and, if he did, would enjoy British protection
and assistance through the means of the Trade Agency at Gartok. There is still
much to be learnt of the great age of Toling, when its golden monastery radiated
light and learning through all Tibet from" Kashmir to Assam: of the history of
Guge between the eleventh aniT^venteentiTcenturies, of which we know nothing
but the occasional record of a successful invasion or levy of tribute by Ladakh :
and, lastly, of the rise of the Tsaparang dynasty, its conquests and splendour, and
its dramatically sudden fall.
"^The^pleasure oFthese" discoveries may some day reward a scholar who is capable
of making them. For the casual visitor if another ever visits Tsaparang. there is,
or was, a solitary object from which fancy may conjure a relic of the mission.
A
row of whitewashed chortens stands near the Dzongpon's house.
One of them,
some forty feet high, towers above the rest; and on its_summit there lies horizontally
a weather-beaten cross of wood. I t may be t h a t that chorten was being built while
the lalnas~wefe~~aer^^
church close b y ; and that some one, carelessly,
or perhaps thinking to lay up treasure for himself in two heavens, planted the
rejected emblem on the Buddhist tomb. In all else the work of destruction was
complete, and nothing is left to remind men that a Christian once reigned in Tibet.

Reviews*
S.J.—Die Thomas-Legende und die altesten historischen Beziehungen des Christen
turns zum femen Osten im Lichte des Itidischen Altertuinskutide. Freiburg ini Breisgau, 1912.

JOSEPH DAHLMANN,

Among the Sanskrit scholars of the West, Father Joseph Dahlmann takes a
prominent place. I need only mention his monumental, work Deis Mahabharata als
Epos und Rechtshuch. I t is a matter of regret that the writings of the learned Jesuit,
none of which has been translated into English, are inaccessible to most Indian
Sanskritists* Father Dahlmann's latest work will appeal particularly to those interested in the history of the Panjab. It deals with the traditions of the Christian
Church regarding Saint Thomas, the Apostle of India. These traditions ate closely
connected with the name of Gundaphorus (i.e. Gundafarna), an Indo-Parthian ruler
of North-West India, whose coins have been found in Afghanistan and the Panjab.
The inscription from Takht-i-bahai, preserved in the Lahore Museum, is dated in the
26th year of his reign.
At first sight, the legend of Saint Thomas, as it is preserved in an apocryphal
text, may, indeed, appear to be merely a phantastical tale invented for the edification
of the faithful. It is related therein that Gundapharus, the King of the Indians,
wishing to build a magnificent palace deputes a merchant, Abbanes, to Syria in order
to obtain through him the services of an able architect. The envoy comes to Jerusalem and meets Jesus, the son of the carpenter Joseph, who offers him his 'slave*
Thomas. The latter accompanies the merchant on his voyage back and arrives in
the country of the King of the Indians. The King, pleased to have acquired such a
capable architect, places a large amount of money at his disposal for the proposed
palace. Thomas, however, spends it all in charity, and, when called upon for an
explanation of hh action, he gives his royal patron to understand that he has built
him a palace in heaven. The King beholds this celestial palace in a dream and,
together with his brother, he is converted to Christianity. I v ater on the Saint wishes
to continue his missionary work in a neighbouring country ruled by a prince of the
name of Mazdai. Here he suffers martyrdom and is buried, but his corporeal relics
are subsequently taken back to Syria and preserved in Edessa as an object of
worship.
The learned author demonstrates at great length that however phantastical the
legend of Saint Thomas may appear superficially, it fits perfectly well with what we
know about the relations between India and the West in the first century of the
Christian era. Moreover, archaeological discoveries made in the North-West of India
confirm the trustworthiness of the Christian tradition in many details.
In order to prove his point, Father Dahlmann has formulated eight theses which
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are discussed in as many chapters. I can convey in no better manner an idea of the
contents of the book than by repeating these eight theses.
First thesis.—The tradition which makes the Apostle Thomas reach India by sea
is in agreement with the brisk maritime trade between the Roman Empire and India
which had developed since the first decades of Imperial rule.
Second thesis.—The King of the Indians to whom the Apostle came by sea was a
Parthian Prince who ruled in the North-West of India and who was a contemporary
of Thomas.
Third thesis.—The growth of the sea-borne trade with Rome produced particular mercantile relations both with the South Indian and the North Indian Ports
and, through their agency; with the Pandya Princes in the South and with the
Parthian Princes in the North.
Fourth thesis.—In the borderland Gandhara which was ruled by Indo-Parthian
Princes, a particular influence of Greek art made itself felt and produced a school of
sculpture known as the Gandhara school which had its centre in Purushapura, the
modern Peshawar.
Fifth thesis.—The Gandhara school represents in its plastic expression a branch
of the Cosmopolitan art of the Roman Empire and is, at the outset, connected with
the name of the Parthian King Gundapharus.
Sixth thesis.—The legend which connects the Apostle Thomas with the IndoParthian King Gundapharus embodies the historical reminiscence of a mission of the
Apostle to the North-West of India which in the Church of Edessa is preserved as a
literary and liturgical tradition.
Seventh thesis.—The tradition which in the latter part of the legend connects
the spot of the martyrdom and the burial-place of Saint Thomas with names of
Mazdai end Siforus can be historically accounted for from a transfer of his remains
from the country of the Indo-Scythian Prince Vasudeva or Mazdai through the
agency of a Parthian satrap of the name of Sitafarna or Siforus settled in the North
of India.
Eighth thesis.—The reminiscence preserved in the Syrian church of South India
regarding the Indian apostolate- of Saint Thomas supplies a valuable testimony for
the historical character of the North Indian tradition.
The most solid part of the foundation on which the whole argument is based is
the identification of Gundapharus, the King of the Indians, with the Guduphara of the
coins and of the Takht-i-Bahai inscription. This identity cannot reasonably be
doubted. With regard to the other personages which play a part in the St. Thomas
legend, Father Dahlmann's conclusions are far less certain. The legend speaks of
two near relatives of the king, named Labdanes and Gad, but these two names do
not suggest any connection with Guduphara>s brother and brother's son, Orthagnes
and Abdagass' s, whose names appear to occur on certain coins issued by that
monarch. T ie identification of the Mazdai of the legend with the Indo-Scythian
ruler Vasn eva was first made by Professor Sylvain Levi who concluded that Guduphara an Vasudeva must both have been contemporaneous with St. Thomas and
*
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that, consequently, Kanishka is to be placed in the first century B.C. in agreement
with Dr. Fleet's theory. Father Dahlmann, on the contrary, quotes Mr. Vincent
Smith and Professor Rapson, who assign a much later date to the Kushan kings. He
is, therefore, compelled to reject the tradition that Thomas suffered martyrdom
under Mazdai (alias Vasudeva), and merely assumes that it was from the dominions
of Vasudeva that the relics of the Apostle were brought to Edessa. The date he
assigns to Vasudeva is 120 A.D. The identification, however, of Mazdai with
Vasudeva is doubtful, although in its Greek form found on the coins the name bears
some resemblance. Unfortunately there is nothing to prove that Guduphara and
Vasudeva were contemporaneous or that they ruled over neighbouring territories.
In fact, the evidence at present available seems rather to go against such an assumption. The identification of Siforus with Sitapharna is, I believe, new, but no Sitapharna is known to Indian history, although the name occurs in a Karle cave
inscrrption.
While accepting the Syrian legend, the author has nc* choice but to reject the
vSouth Indian tradition which lays the scene of St. Thomas* activity on the Coromandel Coast and makes Mailapur the place of his martyrdom and burial. The existence
of such a tradition among the Nestorians is explained in a most plausible manner,
and may quite well, as the author suggests, be connected with the Pallava dynasty
which reigned in Southern India during the early centuries of the Christian era and
had the centre of its power in the neighbourhood of Madras (Kanchipuram, alias
Conjeevaram, and Mamallapuram, alias Seven Pagodas).
The explanation of Andrapolis (the port where St. Thomas landed) as AndhraM
pura, the town of the Andhras," seems plausible enough. The older Syriac version,
however, calls the place Sanadruk or Sandaruk, which Dahlmann connects with the
dynastic name Satakarni. This, I must confess, is little convincing. The second
<(
part of the Syrian name may perhaps be derived from Sanskrit durga, a fort or
castle/' as place names ending in durga are not unknown along the West Coast.
As a general objection it might be said that the author is inclined to reproduce
the results of archceological research in India with a larger degree of confidence than
the actual state of our knowledge would seem to justify. I hasten to add that this
is not so much a reproach directed against the author himself as against the writers
whose works he quotes. These conclusions are often not more than conjectures, for
it should be remembered that the period in question is one of the darkest of Indian
history. The date of the Kushan Kings, the relationship between the Indo-Parthian
and Indo-Scythian dynasties, and the origin and duration of the Graeco-Buddhist
school of sculpture are as many problems, for the solution of which, no doubt, more
or less acceptable theories have been advanced, but which nevertheless remain
problems.
The author represents Guduphara as a great patron of Western art. Yet, all we
actually know is that an inscription on a stone (not even a sculpture) is dated in his
reign. So far not a single piece of Gandliara sculpture has come to light bearing the
name of this or any king at all.
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The relic casket of Peshawar, the discovery of which is described by t h e ' author,
does not support the view t h a t the reign of Kanishka marks the flourishing period of
the Gandhara school. I t rather indicates t h a t in the days when Kanishka's monument was raised, Hellenistic influence had already lost its force. The study of the
Mathura school of sculpture seems to point to the same conclusion.
The author asserts t h a t the Buddha figure, while making its first appearance ih
the Graeco-Buddhist school of Gandhara, wears Roman dress. But is it really
<s
R o m a n " ? Is it not simply the trichivara, " the three garments " of the Buddhist
monk, as is still worn in Burma and Ceylon. The garments in question are of the
simplest description, consisting each of a rectangular piece of cloth, and this was also
the case with the Roman toga. The sanghati was wrapped round the body in very
much the same manner as a toga, with the right shoulder either bare or covered.
The wrapped-up left arm may still be seen among the Buddhist priests of to-day.
Another question is the treatment of the drapery in Gandhara sculpture which is
undoubtedly un-Indian. *.
Notwithstanding these and other somewhat doubtful points, the chief fact
remains that an early Indian tradition is corroborated in its most important features
by the results of the Indian archaeology which go far to establish its historical
character. This is one of the most notable achievements of antiquarian research in
India which here far exceeds the restricted limits of local history. The principal
facts advanced by Father Dahlmann in his present study were not new nor were his
main conclusions, but the whole subject has never been put forth with such a wealth
of detail and so wide and varied a learning.
J. P H . VoGEiv.
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Obituary Notice—William Irvine.
William.Irvine, who died on the 3rd November 1911, at the age of seventy-one
years, was the greatest authority on the history of India during the Mughal period.
I t was not without cause that this Society, immediately after its foundation, elected
him to be one of her first honorary members. I t is with deep regret that in one of
the first issues of our Journal we have to record his death.
From the excellent account given by Mr. J. Kennedy in the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society for January 1912 (pp. 299 ff.) I take the liberty to extract the following particulars regarding Mr. Irvine's work as a historian. Mr. Irvine, who was born
in Aberdeen in JC40, came to Iadia in 1863 in the Indian Civil Service, and served in
the.United Provinces till 1889 when he retired. He did not take up the serious
study of Indian history until after 1875, and the only work published by him during
the period of his service was an account of the Nawabs of Farrukhabad which appeared
in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1878-9. It was based on private
papers and letters which had come under Mr. Irvine's notice, while he was stationed
at Farrukhabad.
During his stay in India Mr. Irvine had made himself thoroughly conversant with
Persian and Hindi, and he was therefore well equipped for the historical studies to
which he devoted himself during the years of his retirement. The results were laid
down in contributions to the Indian Antiquary and the Journals of the Royal Asiatic
Society and the Asiatic Society of Bengal. He was Honorary Member of the Bengal
Society, and served for many years as a member of the Council, latterly as a VicePresident, of the London Society.
His main purpose was to write the history of the decline and fall of the Mughal
Empire from the death of Aurangzeb in ^ 0 7 to the capture of Delhi by Lord Lake in
1803. For this great task Mr. Irvine employed not only the partly unpublished
works of native historians and the accounts of European travellers, but he utilized
also ballads, diaries, letters, charters, rules of official practice and imperial rescripts,
in fact, any documents which might help to throw light on the history of the period.
Apart from historical facts, he paid particular attention to such collateral subjects as
the constitution of the Mughal nobility, the administrative system, the system of
land revenue and the organization of the army. Mr. Irvine's work on the later
Mughals unfortunately remained unfinished. The first chapters appeared in the
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1896, but it never got beyond the accession of Muhammad Shah in 1719 A.b., although Irvine published articles dealing
with some of the later episodes. He had collected all the material down to the sack
of Delhi by Nadir Shah in 1737 A.D., and less completely down to 1761.
The chapter on the Muhammadan period in the new Gazetteer of India was
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written by Irvine. His later important publication was the life of Aurangzeb originally prepared for the Encyclopedic d'Islam, but, being too lengthy for t h a t work,
published in the Indian Antiquary for 1911.
Among his shorter papers Mr. Kennedy enumerates the following :—
" The Baillie Collection pi Arabic and Persian MSS.," in the J.R.A.S. for 1905.
In the J.A.S.B., «' Baiswari Folk Song " (1884); " Note on the Official Reckonings of
the Reigns of the later Jfoghul E m p e r o r s " (1893); " G u r u Gobind Singh and
B a n d a h " (1894); " Jangn.a m a h of Farukhsiyar and Jahandar S h a h " (1900): this
was a historical ballad in Hindi, as was the " Jangnamah of Sayyad 'Alim <Ali Khan,"
which appeared in the I.A. in 1904. Among other articles of his in the I.A., I .may
mention " N o t e s on s o m e Anglo-Indian W o r d s " (1900) and a paper on "Aurangzeb's
Family" (1901); also " A h m a d Shah, Abdali, and the Indian Wazir 'Imad-ul-Mulk"
(1907). To Miss Manning's little magazine he contributed a translation of a most
interesting visit by a Mahomedan traveller to a Hindu vicla on the Ganges in the
early A part of the eighteenth century.
Mr. Irvine' s magnum opus is his edition of Nicolao Manucci's Storia do Mogor in
four volumes, '^ work of the greatest interest for the history of India in the reign of
Aurangzeb. G n this splendid publication the editor lavished all his intimate knowp
e n
l ji^ J every available document bearing on the history of the period. It is a lasting monument of William Irvine's profound scholarship.
To characterize him as a historian I cannot do better than quote Mr. Kennedy
(<
verbally.
Irvine's conception of history was much like that which is at present in
vogue at the Ecole des Chartes. History was to be mainly occupied with the search
*

for, and investigation of, original authorities, and to be an exact chronicle of the
doings of the time. Although Irvine did not neglect such picturesque touches as he
might find in his authorities, he did not profess to be an artist, nor would he consider historical narrative a fine art. Still less was he a philosophical historian : he
was doubtful of generalities, and he seldom attempted generalization.
His strength
lay in detail, and to be faultlessly accurate was his pride. Two things especially
attracted him : he had a Scottish love of genealogies and an equal love of precise
dates. The diarists of the Moghul Court were one of his chief quarries, and he drew
up comparative tables for his own use, in which every month and every day of tjie
week for several centuries was shown according to the Mahomedan. calendar. For
his task of historian he was otherwise thoroughly equipped. He had an excellent
working knowledge of Persian and Hindi, and also some acquaintance with Arabic.
Although not a classical scholar, he had a wide and thorough knowledge of several
European languages, especially French, German and Italian. With a view to translating Manucci, who often employed Portuguese amanuenses, he learnt Portuguese.
Both nature and training made Irvine an excellent judge of evidence, and his style
was clear, logical and to the point, an instrument well fitted for his purpose. In
knowledge of his particular period of history he was unrivalled. Had his history
ever been completed it might have compared not unfavourably with the work of two
other Scotchmen, lyeyden and Krskine.^[ ¥><x±><Lr> Ho.m^ M
P
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But Irvine is best known to the world as the editor of Manucci. His historical studies had made his name familiar to other scholars engaged in similar pursuits,
but Manucci brought him into contact with a much wider public. As a commentator Irvine excelled; he searched Europe, Asia, and America to explain an obscure
allusion or to settle a date. The work showed such an amount and variety of learning t h a t one critic remarked that it must have been edited by a syndicate of scholars.
Irvine's Manucci now takes its place as a classic beside yY'ile'sJYIareo Polo."
: I may perhaps be pardoned for concluding this notice with a few personal reminiscences, though my aquaintance with Mr. Irvine dated back to only a few years
before his death and was mainly based on correspondence by letter. I t was not until
iQog, at a meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society, t h a t it was my good fortune to
make his personal acquaintance. I am sure that those who had the privilege of
((
knowing him will not easily forget that
cara e buona imagine paterna " which so
clearly reflected a heart of kindness combined with a serene mind. During the brief
period of our acquaintance I had ample opportunity to appreciate Mr. Irvine's everready assistance and lively interest in the labours of his fellow-workers. Any books
1
or papers sent to him he would scrutinize with the utmost care, anc his comments
proved ever of the greatest value and interest. His criticisms were never made in a
captious mood, but with the only wish to get nearer to the ideal of absolute accuracy
which he had set himself in historical research. The reviews published by him were
written in the same spirit.
While studying the antiquities of Chamba, I ventured to invoke Mr. Irvine's help
for the history of that Hill State during the Muhammadan period. The result was
that regularly, almost by every mail, I received from him extracts from Persian
historians and various notes relating to the history of the Panjab Hills. These
materials, I may add, will be utilized for a history of the Hill States which it is intended to publish in this journal as a joint work of Dr. J. Hutchison and myself.
On one occasion I drew Mr. Irvine's attention to the rhapsodies of Oambhir Rai,
a Hindi poem relating to Jagat Singh the great Raja of Nurpur, of which I had been
able to acquire a complete copy through the assistance of Mr. H. A. Rose. It was my
hope that Irvine would be willing to undertake the editing of this interesting poem.
In his reply he said t h a t this was exactly a work he would have enjoyed but t h a t his
(t
age having attained
three score and ten " he thought it wise not to assume any
fresh work, bin rather to attempt and accomplish some of the tasks to which he had
already pledged himself. The presentiment which seemed to underlie this answer
has alas ! too soon come true.
V.
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